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TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1969

U.S. SENATE,,
CO31[ITTox F N ix.x'l,'.

1Va-s'hh gton, D.C.

The committee met pmLrsllant to recess, at, 9:30 a.m., in1 rooa1 2221.
New Senate Office building, Senator Clinton P. Anderson, presiding.

Present: Seiiators L,,nx (chairman). Anderson. 'almladge Mc-
Carthy, Williams of D)elaware, Bennett, ('urtis, Miller, Fannin, and
I hansen.

SeIator ANDERSON. The hearing will be in oider. I will ask Senator
Bennett to introduce the first witness.

Senator BENNE'TT. Thank vou.
The first witness this morning will be Mfr. Wallace R. Woodburv

representing the National Association of Real Estate Boards. Will
you come to the table, Mr. WVoo(lbury? I)o you ha'e a group of other
i)eol)le with you,?111. W oDo, u zy. Yes, Sir.

SellatOl' ]IENNETT. Mr'. Chairman, we are having a regular l)ioces-
sion of IUtall witnesses. We had one yesterday, and I am very happy
to welcome Mr. W1oodburv this morning. Ile. and his father before hil
have been among the leaders in the real estate field in Salt Lake City
covering the wliol e range of brokerage management alpraisa coin-
seling, mortgage brokerage, and residential, commercial, and indus-
trial development.

Mr. Woodbury also serves as vice president of the Association of
Real Estate Boards, and is chairman of their Committee on Taxation
of the Realtors' Washington Committee.

Mr. Woodl)ury, will you identify the gentlemen who are with you?

STATEMENT OF WALLACE R. WOODBURY, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOM-
MITTEE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, REALTORS' WASHINGTON
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE BOARDS,
ACCOMPANIED BY EDWIN KAHN, SPECIAL TAX COUNSEL, AND
JACK WILLIAMSON, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

Mir. WOODBURY. Yes, thank you, Senator Bennett.
Mr. Chairman, and honorable members of the committee, the gentle-

man on my left is Mr. Edwin Kahn, our special tax counsel. The gentle-
man on my right is Mr. Jack Williamson, our staff legislative coulisel.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Woodbury, you may proceed with your
statement. You may be interrupted during the'statement but usually
we wa it until you finish. "

(3925)
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Mr. WOODBUitY. Thank you very much, Senator Bennett.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, we appreciate this

opportunity to testify on this matter because the problems in this bill
affecting the real estate industry affect not only the real esate broker,
the risk-takers who pai icil)ate in development, ownership alld oper-
ation of real estate, the many people who depend upon the coistriictioii
industry for their livelilo'd, l)ut also the millions of private corpo-
rations and individuals who own or rent property.

The 1962 and 1964 amendments were weiglhted heavily against real
estate. Altho,.igh useful lives for deI)reciation were slortenel for non-
real estate, they were not so treated for real estate.

Also section 1250 was enacted providing for recapture of accelerate(l
(lel)reciation on a, graduated scale if the sale occurs during the first.
10 years.

I)epartment of Commerce reports slow that the relative portion
of the total fixed investment capital commanded by real estate dropped
fiom 34.7 percent in 1961 to 24.6 percent ill 19(68, leaving " onil V 70.9
percent of the 1961 share of investment capital.

Now, with our housing inventory del)leted, and at a time weln we
are achieving less than 60 l)ercent of our national liousing goals, witl
high interest rates and construction costs to COpe witli, real estate
investment is now facing the lethal ax of 'in unbalanced tax reform.

Admitting that some inequities exist in the tax laws, our industry
has encouraged reform and made specific recomnolndatiomis to the
House in that regard, subject only to the equitable condition that the
aggregate of Sul))ose(I reforms be not so weighted as to further ]i1pair
the competitive 1)osition of real estate in the total market for fixed
invest ment capital.

We unequivocally assert, that the bill before you if elacted would
dramatically impair such competitive position, with disastrous results.

In the time allotted we shall refer to only a few of the 27 provisions
of this bill noted by our counsel as adverse to real estate.

In order to impartially measure the impact of the proposed changes
in depreciatmon and capital gains, we eml)loyed I)r. Soelberg and Dr.
Stefaniak of the Universit y of Wisconsin School of Business because
of their considerable experience both in fields or real estate and com-
l)uter analysis. They have developed a coml)uter model to test the
impact, of such proposed changes on investor yield. From a coml)ilna-
tion of their experience and the market data available to them they
selected typical investment characteristics as assumptions. lhey rai
45 test runs and drafted a report which will be delivered to each of
you after today's hearing. It has also been submitted to the Treasury.W We respectfully ask permission, Mr. Chairman, to file this report
as pa t of the record, because we believe it provides meaningful data,
and it was not available until the last 24 hours in complete form.

Senator ANDERSON. 1Without objection that will be done.
(The data, referred to was received by the Committee and made a

part of the official files of the committee.)
Mr. WOODBURY. Thank you.
Table 4 of the report, and I know you don't have it before you, but-

to give you an idea of the impact on yield, table 4 of this report shows
the yields before and after for new residential, new nonresidential
and existing properties, and we can see the changes of yield to the
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iiivestory by looking at tlat table. These are reflecte(l as tile internal
rate of return which we believe to most fairly represent the measure
of investors' total benefits. It is alsv. a measure that is used with stocks
and bonds and other investments.

Looking . for instance, at. the I(0-percent (lov1)l)avnlt, 9' )- 1eveilt
mortgage situation, which would be typical, for' instance, on a resi-
dential deal, and assun,ing a mortgage interest rate of 81/. i)ercelt, the
iiel(ls to investors ill a new residential proplerty-in the income tax
brackets of 35) percent. -50 percent, and 58 per,.ent-(lropped 15.5 per-
cent, 20.2 percent, an(l 27.1 percent respect 'ely as a result of the
)ro)osed changes.

On new nonresi(lential, in those same tax brack('ets,. viels doil)le(l
24.2 percent, 33 l)erceiJt, and 41.3 percent, and on existing proppity
tlat, is resol(, the yields (lroh)l)ed 1.3. l)ercehlt, 23.4 l)er(ent, and 32.5
l)erveit, respectfully, for those tax brackets.

Yoi should note that yields oil new residential investimnts dropl)ed,
notwithstand(i,, the retaining of the 200-percent declining balance
method and dropped substantially. Needless to say. coplpared to otlier
investment ,iel(ls in the inarkeiplace to(lay, real estate, which was
already losing gi'o1,I since 1961, would lnot. be (.011)etive -n(
would either grinl to a. stop or be greatly retarded for both new
construction and resale transactions.

Significantly the smnaill builder-developer owner is the iost severely
affected, while corporate and other large investors night be able to
provide the equity capital for addition al projects without. resale. The
small builder must front time to time resell to( generate equity capital.

Moreover, low-cost lhousing might well be the first to be chopped off.
An investor limited by FHA regulation to a 6-percent return from
the property has relied on tax yield as a supplement to making the
investments competitive. This proposed law not only reduces that
yield, but if the developer falls under the limited tax preference rules,
he might lose other personal deductions, not related to this property,
under the proposed allocation of deductions.

Perhaps the most misunderstood result of these proposals relates
to misprojections of Federal revenue to be derived from these planess.
Some tax theorists have attacked del)reciation deductions as unrea.listie
on the theory that inflation and other factors offset )hysical (leterio-a-
tion. They suggest, that Uncle Sam should share in these inflationary
benefits. They forget that although ad valorein taxes are sub jee't to, an-
nual reassessment, the only substantial revenue sources to time Fe(leral
Government occurs upon sale.

The Treasury's projections of $1 billion additional corporate tax
and 1300 million additional individual tax are based on tie erroneous
assumption that the same number of starts and resales would take
place under the new law, which is patently ridiculous when you con-
sider the fantastic drops in yield on real estate investment. Care need
be rather taken to avoid cutting off that revenue so-ice altogether.

Rehabilitation must be encouraged by incentives, and we favor
the special short-terrmi write-off provisions of this bill.

However, it. should be noted that they are utterly useless with a
100-percent recapture of those benefits.

Let us sensibly involve the private sector in solving our urban
l)roblems on a broad base.

33-865-69-pt. 5----2
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urge "ol, therfo'e, to restore the 150-)ercent method for all
resales.

No. 2, to limit recal)ture to a reasOnal)le period and if the present
10 year l)eriod is deemeied uiireasoia)l We we would suggest l)erhaps a
pel:iod running to 13 years and 4 niontls which wNuld include total
recapture of excess depreciation until the sixth year.

No. 3, we strongly urge you to reject Treasury I)O)posals that would
delnv the deductibilitv o costs actually incurred (luring the course of
conltr'ct r mion, )ut. whiich aren't part of this bill at present.

No. 4, we urge! you to reject the 1 limited tax preference provision un-
less it, is ,tlplied -across a 'very 1)road base so as not to single out, real
estate. If the base is ))road enough to encoml)ass all sources of prefer-
ential income we would then favor such a provision.

Further, we l)elieve you should provide for valid incentives for
rehabilitation, and we ask that you reject prol)osals on interest limits
andl net losses 1)ecause the ramifications are very severe in those areas.
Thanlk you very much for the opportunity to h;e heard.

Tie (1 imIA. I N. I would hope we could reserve questions until we
have heard all the witnesses this morning. Then those who want to
question could be interrogated, if that is all riglht with the committee
members. In that caqe niembers who can't, be here for the afternoon
can hear all the witnesses. Is that all right?

Senator BAfNN'rT. Mr. Chairman, I would just offer One slight
a-mendnlnent. Can we lhear all the witnesses who are going to testify or
are all the witnesses going to testify on real estate transactions 'this
morning ?

The Cn,\u.r.xN. Essentially that, yes.
Senator ;Exmur'. Because there is no use ill asking a man, reserv-

in.," a (juestiol unrelated to the group.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all right.
Senator FAf NI. Mr. Chairman, do I understand there will 1e. no

questions?
The CII.l .\N-. I would hope we could hear all the witnesses first.

Then anyone who wants to ask questions can ask them. If that is all
right we will proceed that way because some Senators will not be able
to el) present at the afternoon session.

Senator MILLER. I think this generally is a good approach butt I can
understand how something significant could come ul) and if Ave could
linit ourselves to one question on an understanding that this only
occur on m rather occasional basis.

The Cimrm.N. Fine.
Thank you very much.
Selator ANDE SoN. Mr. WoodurY, it has beeu suggested that the

"tax reformls" relating to housing are necessary to "slow down" the
e'onomv. Would that not justify the )ro)osed reforms ?

Mr. 'WOODBmR. A lioughi the attenll)ted g'oal of the tax lws is to
slow down the economy, it is essentially and econonlieallv suici(lal to
use an essential commodity. such as lhousing which is alreaily in critical
short simplv at a time wien new family demands are rapidly increas-
ing, as the vehicle to control monetary policy. It is essential that lous-
ing rather be encouraged, and other areas less critical be used for
1)h1ysival restraint.

Strn tor ANI)msoN'. r. 11Yoo(dburv. if you oppose "limited tax pref-
erei(Tej, how would you get, at the 'eopfe mentioned in the Treasury
report, who have laige cash flow incomes, but pay little or no tax?
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M\r. Wooonuir. The tr'leasury report ini siig ou (it- 1.) 1iiiduals
with large "'t Ijlist ed gl*OSs 1 l1()IIIvs" who1( paid( no tits -was not related
to thle areas covered b.v the lim11ited tax Ilvfrel~II1 i'illes. IRCitl estatte
(tepretiaifon an 11(-apIJit-ll grainis have already b(een reflected1 in theQ tax
rettii before (feter I-)III I)l rgVoss i IcoIc. rI 1S' mie]Iit iollQel by' lie Ti'eas-

111Wrccivcol heii 51(1[CP IT i -uerest 1) yiiieiits and el1,-;ritable mil-

tril)utt-;oIIs.* We are, ini laet, fin flavor of aii minimumn tax law. If the
l limited hax prfC erenee provisions were estab) lshed over at broadly base,
we would favor thelil, b~ut the rule is previpitat-ilg to at diseriniinatory
tax merely upon01 real esaei 1nome. Even t lie farmer van be. exclud~ed
by ehloosing nn avccrua"l iiiet hod of accounting. 'We, therefore, oppose
tile f~orm of 1 jutit-d ta pXjreferelwe- tas it is no0w pr1eipitatin1g.

Seua,'tor ANDERSON. 'Than11k)youi.
M~r. 'WoomiDrity. Th~lank you.
(Mr. Woodbury's, prIep~ared statemnuit follows:)

STiATIEM ENT OF WVALLACE It. WOODBlUR(Y, CHuAIRMAN. S UBCO.MMI'mEF Ov TA~XATION,
IZEALTO1{S' WASH[INGTrON ('O VMIT'1'EE AND A V'ICE-PRESID)ENT OF TIME NATIONAL.
ASSOCIATION OF RtEAL. EsT1AT BOAIRDS

SUM MARY
lIi rodioetion

Sever-al. provisions of II. 1~ 3270 will have -,il iteiisely iiolverse effiwt oil e~very-
(Pile uiiiiieeted with re'al estate. whether ais property owner, Investor, build1(er,
broker. tellilt, or, just as5 rid~ent or' worker iii 1111 urban community.

NA 1REB1 poliitioOil taxf~ rcfornl
End(orses5 thle concept of nIlzinimui tax provided that all sources of so-efillo'd tax

)r(erelives lbe included in order not to Imiii r real estatte'.s already p~reca riouis
competitive role inl the lpvivate investment market. The limit oin tax preferences
(L7IP) iii the bill does not meet this eriterioil. Ilotse-ajiproved and1( TreasuryiF-

recomme~indhed exc~eptionsX would mai~ke real (estate the pirincipail if not sole target
of LTIP.

1)afllp.'v ('(jjljl.1imJl on Urbanl Proilcmxc recommhhenided liat an iv(InI tax
systii Shiouild Include spueeial preferences to housing investment . . . warned
that lly "hoophiole-chosihi&' . . . if aippliedl only or more strentiously to this (real

estalte) than to Other conlpetitive investment fields. would probably curtail the
flow of re-sources and] managerial efforts into this area."
Critical Conldition, of Ircai c~ti inii (n 81

For 13 years construction has been Caccounting for a slowly declining propor-
tioli of gross national product. This has made time "ProblIemI of tile Cities" the
matiomi's primary domniesti Iconcern. It is esseatiam that thle (hevelopljlnt oifcum
inereiall structures, industrial and1 warehousing facilities, ais well, as housing.
keepi paice~ xith populaitioni growmNth andl~ the trends toward lurb~anizationl, anol oppor-
tuniity for replacement aml(1 renewal.

HI.l. 1:3270 will have a depressing effect onl real estate construction, Improve-
ncut awinmainteniance. It will Occur at a time when shortages are developing in

residential andl non-res~idential properties, and our national housing goal of 26
million units ill 10 years is recedling fromt view.

SUM MARY OF ARGUMENTS AND RECOM MENJ)ATIONS
Ih'prcchotioui

The 150%, oepreciation mlethodl no"- available for existing b~uildings should
he restored. Limiting existing buildings to the straight-line method has already

hdasvrio11 restricting efflect oil thle resale ma rket.
Present accelerautedl niethods (200% double declining balance and suni-of-thie-

yearis (digits) should be ava4'able to non-residential new construction. Elimination
of such mnethodls will result in reduced yiells to Investors. In a competitive
financial 11111rket investors m-ill seek out. other highly yield and less risky sources
than reval (estate investment.

Should the (Congress enact at provisions to recapture a greater portion of de-
preciaition taken in excess Of straight-line ats ordinary income, there Is no logical
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basis for discouraging real estate investment and construction through denial of
existing accelerated methods.

Recapture
The proposal in the bill to recapture as ordinary iincoe till depreciation

taken in excess of straight-line, witiPout limitation as to tie, i. an extremely
harsh measure which does not differentiate between a long-term investor aind a
short-term holder of real estate. The Committee might consider a provision that
for the first five years all depreciation in excess of straight-line be recaptured
as ordinary income, then reduce the percentage of gain taxed as ordinary inconte
1% per month. Certainly anf inve.vtor who ha held property for more thaf tMir-
tcen, years is entitled to fll capital gains.

The Hou.e-approved bill purports to retain an incentive for new residential
construction and for rehabilitation of low and moderate income housing by allow-
ing more rapid depreciation. Such incentive is almost completely neutralized by
the harsh recapture provision in the bill.

Limit on tax prcfcr('c ',C
The LTP should be abandoned altogether unless all sources of so-called pref-

erential income are included. The House has eliminated tile oil industry: the
Treasury wants to eliminate tax-exempt interest omi local and state bonds jmid
appreciated value of assets donated to charity. This leaves real estate and the
so-called gentleman farmer as the only targets for L,111-an unnecessalry and
inequitable discrimination that should be repu(liate(] by the Committee.

Limitation on deduction of investment interest
The Treasury )epartmnent has properly recommended that this provision he

eliminated from the bill. The provision is discrinmnatory. unworkable. and would
discourage holding unimproved land for future devel opinmen t.

Installment sales
As presently drafted the proposal on installment sales reporting would dis-

courage the development of unimproved property because builders must await
development and adequate outside financing before they can pay fully for the
land and incur tax liability. The House bill greatly over-reaches the problem it
which it is aimed and it.s retroactivity is unconscionable. The provision should
be deleted until a provision can be formulated which would not interfere with
legitimate and necessary methods of financing real estate transactions.

Hobby losses
Loose general language ill this provision vould deter the holdings of property

in deteriorating neighborhoods because lack of current profit would create a
presumption that the venture is not profit-niotivated and all deductions would
be disallowed. Abandoned buildings are proving a tremendously vexing problem
to urban areas: this provisions in the bill would aggravate this l)roblem because
it would have the effect of further increasing the cost of holding property ill
blighted areas.

Allocation of deductions
The Committee should recognize that interest, taxes, and casualty losses for

rental real estate are business deductions and should not be subject to allocation :
also, interest and taxes on unimproved real estate held for development should
be considered business deductions and not subject to this allocation provision.

STATEMENT

Introduction

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee-
I welcome this opportunity to testify on behalf of the National Association of

Real Estate Boards in these hearings on MR. 13270. the Tax Reform Act of
1969.

First, by way of background, I am a Realtor engaged in the business of real
estate brokerage, management, development, appraising, and mortgage banking
in Salt Lake City. I am a Vice-President of the National Association of Real
Estate Boards and Chairman of the Subcommittee on Federal Taxation of its
Realtors' Washington Committee. Our Association consists of more than 89,000
Realtors who are members of more than 1,500 boards of Realtors located in every
state In the Union. Our members are engaged primarily in the business of bro-
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kelrage. inalnageilent. and appraising. However, the activities of our membership
involve all aspects of the real estate industry, such as niortgage banking, home
Ihlinldim. and coiniercial wnd industrial development.

)ur association is familiar with the problem of the large number of indi-
viduals and corporatims who take the risk of developing and operating real
property. The problems of the real estate industry affect not only the risk takers
%%ho partivil'ate ill develolmnt and operation of real estate, but also the hun-
dreds of thousands of people who depend unl n the construction industry for
their livelihood, and the millions of individuals and corporations who rent or
o%%11 rtal property. 

Several provisions of tiis bill will have an intensely adverse effect on every-
o11e ('oniliet ed with the real estate in(luistry, whether as property owner, investor.
builder, broker, tenant, or just as resident or worker in an urban community.
Thi s is our first opportunity to comment ol these provisions. The House Ways
-ind lMeans Committee requested testimony on the possible modification in the
traIitimont of real estate where ac.elerated methods of (lepreciation a re used.
and we testified on that.2 The bill before this Comimnittee is not limited to this
Ipovision. but it attacks the real estate industry in a variety of ways with a
number of novel and complex provisions :

(1} Severe limitations omi the availability of accelerated depreciation.
(2) A harsh and unfair rule for recapture of accelerated depreciation on

disposition of the property :
(3) Application of the Limit of Tax Preferences (LTP) with particular

emphasis on real estate deductions;
(4) Application of the allocation of deductions with particular emiphasis

on real estate deductions:
(5) Limitations on deductibility of investment interest ; and
(6) A "hobby loss' rule designed for gentleman farmers which literally

would apply to all real estate which fails to produce taxable income.
We believe it is desirable for this Committee to valuate the operation of these
proposed adverse changes in the lHght of their actual impact on private property
ownership and the real estate industry today.

However, before discussing the status of the industry, I believe it is desirable
for the (Conjilittee to he avare of the position our Association took last winter
on the question of tax reform. We also wish to call attention to the report of
the Douglas Commission on Urban Problems with respect to our industry and the
tax laws.

Position as to Tax Reform Taken by NAREB in March 1969

Probably the single most significant fact with respect to the consideration of
tax reform was the disclosure by Acting Secretary of the Treasury Joseph Barr
in January 1969 that for the year 1967 there were 21 individuals with adjusted
gross incomes In excess of $1,000,000, and 154 individuals with adjusted gross
incomes in excess of $200,000 who paid no federal income tax.

It should be noted that the principal causes of this result for these taxpayers
were the deduction for charitable contributions (49 cases), personal interest
(72 eases), and state and local income taxes (12 cases) (Treasury Tax Reform
Proposals. April 22, 1969, page 67, table 5). These cases could not have resulted
from accelerated depreciation of real estate and capital gains, since these items
are taken into account before arriving at adjusted gross income.

Some of the provisions of the tax reform bill are directed toward preventing
these results. Many other provisions appear to be not so directed.

In MIarch 1969, prior to the hearings before the House Ways and Means Coin-
iiittee on tax reform, the Realtors' Washington Committee of the National
Association of Real Estate Boards met to consider an official position to recomli-
mend to the Board of Directors of our Association on the subject of tax reform.
Notwithstanding the fact that representatives of various industry groups were
taking the position that no changes in the tax laws were necessary, the Realtors'
Washington Committee responsibly recognized that there were some tax inequi-
ties and recommended a positive approach to prevent these inequities. Specif-

1 $7.3 billion of multifamil.v residential housing was put In place in 1969: commercial
construction In 196.9 amounted to $8.3 billion. Real estate construction provides emninw-
meat for more than 3.2 million people.

OThe sole real estate issue proposed for testimony by the Ways and Means Committee
read: "As to possible modification in the tax treatment of real estate where accelerated
methods of depreciation are used."
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ically, the following resolution wvas recoilielt(ledl for aidoptiont by the National
Assoc ition's Board of D irectors::

"The National Association ofi Real Estate Boalrds urg.es that ito chianges lip
liiadle in tile ta x lawsN whichi will irnipair the coniietitive Ijos~t ioi or real (estate
in the investment market.

"'To assure that aill persons assume at sbarie of the liurleti (of Ia ii tioli. we
recommitend that tile Internal Revenue (Code be aliine to proideli for a nii-
imum income tax, wh'iceh would be applicable if it exceeds tax liability tin1der tile
regula r rates,. Such a 11in iiiiim ta x Shiould lhe based l .111Oi expvIcii(' incl1111
base, which in tist id tide tithe followings without except ld : (i 41) thle excludied'i
one-half of long-termi capital gains, 4 2) tax-exempt state a id local bmnd hitter-
est, (3) percentage dep~letioni ill exeess of (cost dephletioni of property. (4 ) excess
of fair market value oiver' basis of lprolperty ('oitriliited to charity. ( 5) ittingle
(drillig expenses, and1( (6) excess of accelerated dlepreciattiont over straight-liine
depreciation withh appilropriate' adljuistments to bs).8Such ('xliilided ilicoiCl
base should lbe suljet to ai grddunted r'atIe niot iii excvs4 (if im-fourth of1 the
regular ordinary rates.

"'We vigorously oppose5 tile imipositioni of a vaifili I gjiit toX ohl the ailplwciat cd
1,1a111c of (capital assets fit tile t"Imii'(of (death of fill owiter: blit we Support it cliait11gv
in thle taix law soi that heirs :111d legatees suicceed1 to tHie cost basis of the (lecedeilt
with an alppropriate adjustineit for Inhteritance or (leath taxes paidl."

NARTI 'otiuteA to adlhere' to t his jiositioii. We fav ~or tile approach tiowv known
as Limit on Tax Preferences 4 LTP ), whtichl has the saline purpose as the minimuni
inicomie tax, wich would get ait these itiequities proridcd thait thc fipproach 1.v
ip pliedI aw,s thle boardY to all arcus considered prodllctil'C of potential to.i'
icqu ity andl not (lirceteol prima~rilyi to ward rcal cotatc. We would Shimilarfly

favor alternative approaches directed ait accompjlising the sallie goal. pat ictu-
larly if simpller than the intricatte, complex pirovisionis of the Houise bill.

We have serious olbjectlofl to tite bill as h-itsedl by3 the House aml( to Treasiury
proposals made to this Coitmittee, iiot because wve object to chlanges to liievehit
tax iiicuity lbut liecalUse uit1(her tlei prols1 essei'itiii I h ly real1 e'Stnitv O(i .4'o-
dell led wetitleliit fa riers ) would feel tile hot breath i f h1l.As pa ssi'l b1,r Owt
House. five itenis wouldl km Inc(luded in LTL3

(0 ) tax exempt Interest;
(2) certa in farm llosss
4:3) the excess of tite value (if property contrilitlei to (Itarit y Over

adjustedl basis
(4) thle excess,, of accelerattedI dcweiation oif real pro'pherty over sti'a igit-

lite depreciation
(5)) the .50% long-teri capital gains deduction.

'SpIeviticialy om!titted1 were pe(rcenitage depleion 1ii (hitat uilile drillig ex-
penses.

Further, Treasury now proposes to om-it front, LTi' taix-exemptt interest :111(
the excess value oif appreciated property contributed to citarity. Trra'sury prto-
p oseN to arlil perceii age depletion find intaigible drilinitg ('xpl tos id tx vo) r-c:11
estate Itemsg (a) the excess of losses (luring. tie construction period over ilicittite
aind (b) the excess of raido anmortizatioit of reabilitationt (xpeiise oit low altd
mnode(rate Income property over straight-line depreviatimit whlichi (edttctioii vas
created hiy Section 521 of the bill Itself.

If the Treasury prolios.als are adopted fnd the Il1tise view pre'(vails (oilth tl()il
itustry, the only areas refi'edml by I/PP provisions wvoildl lie reatl estate I three

separate provisions plus thte long-term capital gais rule) find the so-called
genttlemnti farmer.

Report of the National 'oniission on Urbant Problems (Douiglas (Commissioni)
As to Real Estate ant( the Tax Laws

Moreover, the Ibrovisions, of H.R. 13270 are also incoisistemtt with the Rlepott
of the National Commissiont on Urbant Problems. In Chapter 7 at page 10 the
Commission stated:

S...our slpeclal concern here is with the effect of prIesenit arramtgeitents. u1polt
incenttives for Investment In housing, and it seeltis elear (1) T1hat exristig~ tax
proiion.s have been 'I nsti tutomiali zed' into a (comtlhex set of economies relation-

3 Approved anrch 26. 1969. by NARE1B H.xectitve Committee. Subsequ ently appwred
by the Board of Directors May 13. 1969. with an amendment to add tile fOlowlng to
the end of the second paragraph: "We recommend a .5-year carryover of any dilsallowed
deducetion as an offset to future hIcomie front the six items recited above".



-4i4)s thalt iurolr(' a lage, voltuaci of investment It s W'( l1 as thei provision of i'(')fl
liousving for about onec-third of all AmcrieaLt famuilicv; all( 12) That any1/I '10)-
bolc-closuily, elyoi'ts. if (1pl/)jl~ only/ or. m~or(' strenuous (lyS/ to M/ix fli, to o/ha' (vow-
pet/tire inucstnicnt fiefls, would problylbj curtail tlI( f/oir (f resoulru(8 and1( m1(11(-
!Icri(1/ cjiortsv into f/uisV mureu . .2. ( emphansis supplied)

Tito provisions of L'PP which apply "'loophl1le-(.l(sinlg" m1ore' sti'eiiuoli.y toI real
estate t ha to othler' comp Ietitive iiivestiiieiit fie'lds wvill dol eXac(t-ly what I he
1 ouglAns (o OIiII is,.i(I 5111( it IN-mild (10. that is, Ow11t~ iiIli lowv (it ' n54111 -es a1in4I

efforts rather than less.
The 1Douglas Commiission (1)a,- 11 of tIPi 511 111(' ('idilliteV) 1'ec()gIIiZeS that "thle

Nations ha-s aiti obvious stake ill a~dequalte iiivestiiieiit !n c'limiiervial, as wel it
l'eSi(lefltijI llllt.'' It roeg oifl to state that because of the particular public and(
social conWcrni wvith houIlsing. the questionsl arises whether the income tax sy,.stem1)
Should inlulde somle sleiaIIreteronvle to lI4ituilig ilIvestIi('11t. :,,,(1 this q tiestiol
is 'on~sidIeredl ill tile filial sect ion (If tile (chap lter wh'ler te Co14m(m1111issioil makes its
three '((IIIIhtil.

'1111. first (ot tilf '54 reoe nd)11 iuta t 11iosk that I li Ti'enisli y I ep irtsiil i l1' a ii
illtenlsi~ anal111 ysis anid suiullit explicit f111(1 i gs :111( reuo 111 mIida tijolls ( cevrilip'"g
tax Iv w lm ges best -mlit('(1 to prov~'ide mia ter1iall II V111 1e fauivorable ii e'st mlw i1t ill
1iewv presidential colwstrulctioll (iuicliudijug majuzor rehialillitntion I thrill t*#oI. other
fornis of' real estate iiivestilieuit. This l'ecoIlliei;tiol Im- le ot !uie;Ii tli.I1t

i ti'( I a lw should Ibe d1i uuged ill thle iiiii ii ler'II' proposv I Iy I 1.1. 1327(l. s!) as
1(1 impose5( severv, 1111rdeiis on It .1' eal ('state 1i Vestilnic t.s with s hti es 1 ~~'
dl". oil hiolsimv1. Such I H(v ish us' serbiouisly 1il11 .i ne 1111( vo 'pt itiv p losi Ii' ii (if
real estatIe ats nt i investimenit. Rather. the ( 411 o 15514 411il a I 'Iw.I- 14)' con tv ini Ia I
onily those 011in nges ill the tax I'm. which would alve lietv pu'eferoec to in v('st -
llelits ill r'esidlentia I ('0151 'luetioll.

ti4Ins of the I oulglas (1 onilliissiol-t hat p1'et'eIeltini (Iodellciati 101 anIowailo m-'s i
ilivestnlent cr'edits he prIovidled tfor invest iment ill g erlilIay-ilid I wIu l~
an itl 14 dQ11Ito invloilie hosiigand1( that t here lhe cs... weia 1 ly genero'oil 1:., x I re.1ut illenit
orf iliv('ctori-ownn i els x p-Iid it u Pes foril' 111 11telia ii-'4 an 11 rieb oh I i tat 10 JH ol' old'i'
r'ental IriesidenIt ial 1 t'1'ltures (fo v\IP ('X l e)(. thle raplid a11 li tiznt ioul of relchiliI-
talt ioll prov'ided by Se'ctioni 521 of the 114ouse bill ).

Critical (Coinditioni of tile Real Estate Industry

We believe that at this pojilt-it is de'sil-ale for thle Committee to conIsidler tilte
lpieslt. state o)f the real estate inidustryv.

XeeuV-V'/y for' ('011 JrcJ'iol an11d nfuistiil (is wfcll (is ic'idwO'il r'el exto te
Fi rst, as wve d1iscuiss ill ioie, (detail be(low, tile I rolosed lill a ttaeks4 all aspect."

of thle real estate industry lIt plac's speOcil 1 ndditiolm~l 11rdl uli(ol Coil (OiIllet'('i aI

Sistent with thle needs of ,tile country.
We( a it-( nlot, it 1nationl of dhoriitorlies. AIt though h114)1151 is ill ('1it iva Ily Shiort

Supply, the decvelopmenlt (If liv'able communiiiities enhtils liiao're thit the ei'ee 1111 oIf
siuitabWe living quarters. U nless a conlcept (if the 'jot al ('Ihim ill iity"'' relam iis
v'iahle. throough equal treatment an en1Icour ia gemenht ()fit-4Sidlitil ol, li 1i4i'1 I
and1( ind~ustrial Id(evelopm~lent. wve shall find( on Pselves ullialble to provide efl'ectiv'.
houlsing" relief. Those who lived houIsinlg thle mlost IN-ill he uinablle (wl' iimwilliiu_, 1if
remi1ove' tlois(1elve 1o a ster1ile couiiniuii11ity ~~whi is inaucce'ssibile to eml)oytllivilt,
shmopp)ing, an d ser'ivices5.

TodayI~ 111)4it 75%r/ of ourl plmihiti(Ih live ii, .,Ii iiian eniironmnet. If iiuriilt
projectionsi maiiter'ialize. 5%of the popu lationi will lie living inl and a;old'4 (citie's
by the year 2000. It is essential that the deve'(lopmend1t of' emmullrcil st ruitires.
industrial 5111(1 WO 1ehlousiilg facilities. as wNell as houlsing,' keep pace. With popul-
lation growth and( the( tr'end~ inl ullbanization. a1n( pro(vidle (ilplfolt til ity for1 mejlia('e-
mnt anld r'enewatl.

By c'flommo conlsenlt tile pl)'11e1115 that Ave lunip11 together as thet "pj11'(ll11 of1
the cities'' are the inationi's pr'im~ar y (domlesti(c ('(llc1'hl. So luItionliS to these I Il'i0'11
are hIwn;- sought under' programs that we kniow~ as ulrblll reuiewuil. model cities.
and1( other actions to rebuildl vitality into thle hearts (If ourii cities. Nolie of thieS'.
prlogram~s (!lil suc(eedl if the end product must lie conflinled to1 proviinmg- new\~ i'('5-
(leutial dormitory spa1ce, around thle fringes of these armeas. An era (If true urban
renewal a Jid 'ehii'thi (If IllI. great city centIIers must rest oil 0 a ha I('1cd prIoglg id I
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providing. facilities for every type of urban land use. in.lu(litlg needed com Ier.ia l
and industrial develoment and upgrading- of existing facilities to nake the result
a viable community.

Secondly. these provisions iif II.R. 11270 will adversely affect construction of
building.--, ain essential element for the replacement and renewal of the nation's
physical plant ill general. and the urban conimunity ii) particular. Construettimi
by tile private sector of tie economy has not been keeping lpace with the current
boioii. and it will suffer evein more nider the proposed provisions.

Orev' the pIm.st 1., /c'ar. constrletion, has bcclt f'c(ountinl/ for a ,0ml.l/ (l('elini !/
iroportion of !/roxx nutiotial prodet. Construction's share in current dollars
dropped from alitot 12,( in 19-55 to 10% in 1967 and held at that level last year.
More significantly. while lullic ctiistructioll more than kept pace with the risc
in gross national product, private construction failed to enjoy a similar i rtese
in rate.

Despite accelerated dh'jreciatiol as an iiivestment attraction, the rate of
growth fell bclhid other .v(-tor- of the eeouio,,,y. whether viewed as a slinr'e of
gross iiationial product or as a share of gross private doltt(stih investment.

Shortage of stipply

Third. the depressing effec-t of these new provisions of II. It. 13270 on real estate
construction. improvement, and maintenance is occurring at a time whenl there is
developing a real shortage of supply ill both residential and presidential I
properties.

)(cupancy rates in habitable residential properties are higher tian at any time
sih(e the period immediately following World War II. Rates are impressively
high also in commercial and industrial structures.

Results of the Census I1ureau's sample survey of residential vacancies show a
declille ill the rental vacancy rate from 7.2% ill the first quarter of 19(10 to 5 C in
the same quarter of this year. Our routine NARIEIB market report indicates a
simile r level of scarcity at all price levels.

Similar occupancy trends have been experienced in tile nonresidential com-
ponent of tile market. Our Spring l969 report indicated that the demand for com-
mercial and industrial slace more thani kept lacb vith additions to the inventory
over the past four or five years. The market readily absorbed the volume (of office
s-pace added ily bothli new colstruction and renovation, with the result that, last
spring. vacancy rates in prime location center (ity buillings were 2c/- or less ill
nearly one-half (47(4 ) (of the nation and 3%-5% ill 31%. In office l)uildings
located in the sulmrbs a vacancy rate of 2% or less was reported for 45% of the
nation aund 3%-5% for 42%. At the same time, the demand for industrial space is
accelerating and vacancies in both manufacturing and warehousing structures
and single-story design were lower than the previous year in more than three-
fourths of the country. The Building Owners and Ai ammagers Association's survey
of office space #,ccupancy showed continuation of the upward trend this year. Ali
increase of 2.7 ( in oc.ulpan cy over May 196'S was reported.

Those who desire to (ccupy residential and nonresidential property wvill be t! li
sufferers as a result of the effect of tile nev tax provisions ill reducilig the supply
of new real estate or usable iml)rovements to real estate.

Fl.urthermire. the Ways andl Meanus ('omamittee made at least ole sigiifica ft
factual error in its decision. The House Report (page 166) states: "The present
[delreciation] treatment creates a tax environment favorable to frequent turin-
over which tends to discourage long-range 'stewardship' and adequate min -
temnuce." In our judgment. there is no factual basis for this statement. The truth
is exactly the reverse. It is precisely the owner who is going to sell who must
maintain his property in order to make it as attractive as possible to proslective
ipurclasers ; If lie does not. he will either bw unable to sell or be will have to take
a substantial discount beea use of poor maintenance. It is precisely the owner wio
is going to hold for a long time (either by choice or because he is "loked in")
who can skimp oi laintevatile, longg only elloug'h to keep tellnlilts minimally
satisfied.

Finally, it should be noted il the revenue considerations applicable to these
provisions that tile one certainty of the government obtaining revenue is tile case
where the taxpayer will sell his property at a gain. Discouraging such sales is
boWiml to d'ercase the federal revenue. No revenue is obtained because of
Increases in value In tie absence of a sale. It is true that decreasing the depre-



ciotio deduction may illprove reveille .ollectiols. I alt this is true o)l ,, t he
extent the taxpayer is ill fact operating his property ait a profit. so that the
de~preciation deduction offsets wlat woul others% ise he, taixalde ilcoi(lI. tax-' Ii -
payer mixust reduce his tax basis by alIhIwable (lejpre(iatioll regardl(1eS of wIhelll'r
or not it lro(dues a tax linelit. Ac(ordihigly. this depre('atil ded 'tion
(whether or not it produces a tax benefit) does tend to result in a potential gain
on the sale of the property if the property does not decline in value as rapidly ts
the applicable depreciation. The tax on this gain (and in the usual case ,i the
greater gain which results froll alpreciation in val Ie, of, 111 ) is not obtd iled Iy
the government except in the event of sale.

Thus. we have two situations which are not ta.kei into( a..olilt ill this ill.
One is the fact that discouraging sales may result ill property miot being properly
maintained. Secondly, it will tend to decrease revenue because of the postlii-
ment of collection of the tax now collected when sale.- are made at a gain.

Importance of real estate imlllstry to the economy

The enormous potential impact of a cutback ill realI estate constrilctioll oll the
eonomy (anl 'be seen from the following figures

Contrast
Private Private nonfarm construction

construction housing starts employment

Billions Thousands Millions
1963 ---------------------------------------------------------- $43.9 1,581.7 3.0
1964 ---------------------------------------------------------- 45.8 1. 502.,j 3. 1
1965 ---------------------------------------------------------- 50.3 1,450. 5 3.2
1966 ---------------------------------------------------------- 51.1 1,141.5 3.3
1967 ----------------------------------------------------------- 50.6 1,268. 4 3.2
1968 ----------------------------------------------------------- 57.0 1,483.6 3.3

The Econonfi, Impact of H.R. 13270

The newspal)ers are full of stories that the main effect of the tight money
policies of the Federal Reserve System, inaugurated in the beginning of this year,
has been felt by real estate. Mortgage money is less and less available and at
higher and higher cost. The financial squeeze has caused a real estate recession
which has already caused untold hardship to tenants, to lome owners, to (oIn-
struction workers and suppliers. The ripple effect from them to the rest of the
economy is substantial. Tight money was the first punch against real estate in
1969.

If the tax reform bill is enacted as approved by tile hmse, and even more so
if the additional Treasury proposals recommended at the eleventh hour are
enacted, these proposals will be the second punch. Taken together this one-two
punch will cau.e a serious real estate (lel~rtession with grave consequences for
the entire economy.

Analysis of Adverse Provisions of H.R. 13270

We shall now address ourselves to some of the major provisions of the pending
bill which will cause the adverse effect oIn real estate which we have described
above.

Depreciation of real c.tate
('ongress thoroughly considered the application of a celebrated (lelrecia tion to

real estate in connection with the Revenue Act of 1964. As a result of its (,oil-
sideration, the Congress decided to leave unchanged the provisions for accelerated
depreciation of real estate. It did enact a recapture provision now incorporate d
in Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code. Under this provision. gain omi the
sale of a building, to the extent of depreciation taken, is taxable as ordinary
Income in full if the property is sold in the first year, and to the extent of all
or a portion of the excess of the depreciationn taken over straight-line depreciation
if the building is sold after the first year and l)efore the end of the tenth year.
This excess is treated as ordinary income under a sliding scale dependent on the

'Source: Census Bureau. Department of Coinerce; Bureau of Labor Statistics. D)epart-
ment of Labor ; Department of Research. NAREB.



period tMe property is held, starting at 100% for the first eight montlis after tie
first year, and decreasing 1C a month front the 20th month until the end of the
tenth year.

This is ti existing law. It provides an adequate solution of the problems
colnsidtred by the committee . Thle 11964 law recognized that the problems arise
only wiltei there is it too ral1pid turnover of the property. Depreciation does in
factl tke place ; buildings aire in fact used np and are subject to obsolescence.
After property has been held a substantial period of time, such as the period
recognized in Section 1250, its sale at a gain (hoes not represent any error in the
(Olputation of depreoilation, but instead represents all al)preciation in value of
the renzinling prolrty which is the result of the same economic factors that
cause alIpImciatiol il vlue of other investitients (often aplreciation in value of
lioii-del recialde land) Usually these factors are either inflation, a good in.ollie-
producing record, or scarcity. This appreciation in value arises not from the
property used ll) with the passage of time, but the remaining property. This
appreciation ill value is as much a capital gain as the appreciation in value of
vacant, land held for a number of years, or the appreciation in value of stock
listed on the New York Stock Exchange. It might be noted that niiy listed stocks
represent interests ill corporations which take substantial deductions each year
for delweciation, depletion, or both, and there is no recapture provision applicable
to such sto'k.

All additional reason why accelerated 'depreciation is proper is because the
Treasury requires real estate to use antiquated, unrealistically long useful lives
whirh have not been revised for 27 years. Tihe combination of accelerated depre-
elatioi 31111 overly long useful lives produces a barely adequate. not all excessive.
deduction.

We might further note that the law enacted in 1964 has been ill effect for only
a little more than live years. There has been no new information produced before
tiis Congres.s to indicate that any change ili the law is necessary. ()n the other
hand, we feel that the changes now incorporated in this bill would be disastrous
for Ihe real estate industry. as well as for millions of people affected by it.

First, this bill would change the existing law.s relating to tie(leli'eciation
deductions allowable for real estate. Presently. all new real estate construction
(residential, commercial, and industrial) is eligible for the double declining
balance or sunn-of-the-years digits method of depreciation. All used buildings are
presently eligible for the 150% declining balance depreciation method.

The bill would continue double declining balance and suni-of-the-years digits
methods of depreciation only for nir' resi(etiial re'ntal housing. Other new con-
struction would be limited to 150% declining balance depreciation. All used
property (residential, (omnercial, and industrial) would be limited to straight-

line depreciation.
Furthermore, the bill would change the recapture provisions of existing law

so as to eliminate the provision under which recapture decreases over a 10-year
perio(1. Instead, it would treat as ordinary income all of the gain on the sale
of a imilding-whether residential. coiiiiumerial, or industrial, and whether new
or used--to the extent of the excess of accelerated depreciation taken after July
24. 19M1) over straight-line depreciation.

5 It was for this reason that the Ways and Means Committee In 1962 decided not to
act on a Treasury recommendation for full recapture of real estate depreciation. ". . . Com-
mittee decided not to apply this treatment to buildings or structr;ral components of buildings
at this time because testimony before the Committee ipicated that this treatment
presents problems where there is an appreciable rise in the value of real property attribu-
table to a rise in the general price level over a lone ;period . . ." 11. Rept. 1447, 87th
Cone.. 2nd Sess. (1962). t). 67.8 The Treasury in 1962 provided guidelines as to the useful life of property. For prop-
ertv other than buildings, these were far more liberal than the previous administrative
rules (which were last revised in 1942) and represented a realistic acceptance of the
increasing impact of technological obsolescence. This obsolescence Is also true of buildings.
The Treasury guidelines in 1962 recognized obsolescence for farm buildings by reducing
the prescribed lusefl life of farm buildings from 50 years to 25 years. However, in the
ease of all other buildings it either retained or increased the previously prescribed
useful "life. requiring the use of periods that run from 40 to 60 years. and also eliminated
the advantages of the building component method for shorter life portions of the building.
The past Administration's Treasury Department officials have admitted that this was
not an adverse factual determination by the Department but merely its reaction to Con-
gress not adopting Its 1961 recommendation as to real estate. "Since no action was taken
by the congress s to provide recapture of exeess depreciation on real estate, the administra-
tive revision of depreciation guidelines in 1962 was confined, in effect, to personal property.
While guideline lives were provided for buildings, they were essentially the same as those
in Boilletin P with the excention of farm buildng."-Tax Reform Studies and Proposals,
V.S. Treasury Department (February 5, 1969). p. 447.
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The bill does have oile, linovision that lovi(hs it new incentive for rehabilita-
tion if made to older residential lroperty with low and moderate income tenants
whtre unit expenditures for rehabilitation are between $3,000 and $15,00). Such
rellbilitation cosis would be, written off oi the straight-line method over a live-
year life. Ithiwever, the Treasury has requested this Committee to neutralize
alilnost all ()f tle ibenetits of this provision lby providing tlt such deductionis for
ri(ovatiili lhe treated is excess depreciation to ie re(alured its ordinary ii'oln(
wht, n tilt' property is Sold.

Vt cannot 1N. too eiphlatic in our a. sessint'iit of ilw adverse effect of tlit
lir'tvisitIis limiting d(l'ireviatill and1i increasing recaliture. Tie delpreciation
d(let.tiol is directly related to the effective yield of all equity investllntlnt ill
real estate. InI turin. tMe effective yield is an ililportalit factor' il deterilinilig
tile vaIi if the real estate illvestilleit. Ifelice., the redutitll of the deplqreciatiol
allowances results in a reeled yield" and the reductions ill yiell results ill a
reduced value. New construction is at a cost level which dots not justify its
bit'ing undcrtakei for the type of yield that would be available if tills bill were
tIiact((d. Thie inimediate effect of this bill will ie that investors, who will seek
the sani( yield they are presently receiving for the type of risk they are taking,
will no lolnge.r invest in new construction. They will seek other sources of invest-
Inoi.it which are available to them, inany of which have been considered in coil-
Itection with this bill and left undisturbed.

We have already noted above the serious adverse effect oi the nation from a
drying up of new construction and a slowing down of the real estate industry.
We are convinced that the IIouse-liassed bill contains the seeds of erosion of the
privately financed real estate industry. We believe that this committee e must
coli to grips with the needs of the country for continuation of a healthy urban
environment by rejecting the House approach.

Furthermore, the one area of buildings not subject to cutback in accelerated
depreciation-that is, residential construction-is in fact penalized almost as
much as other types of construction because of the recapture rules. )ouble
declining balance depreciation will not be the needed adequate incentive for
residential construction if the benefits given with one hand are taken away with
the other hand by the harsh recapture rule of the House bill. Indeed, the Presi-
dent's Committee on Urban Housing (the Kaiser Connittee) concluded that
recapture under emi.,ting law had an adverse effect on investment in low and
moderate income housing and recommended deletion of the present recapture
rule for low and moderate income housing. ("A Decent Honie"-Report of the
President's Committee on Urban Housing, pp. 83-85) Sinilarly, the advantage
purportedly given through a five-year useful life for rehabilitatiol costs would
be largely removed if the same recapture provisions are applicable to these
expenses.

The total recapture of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-
line depreciation will virtually freeze or "lock in" any new investments wlich
are made in real estate, and quickly stagnate the flow of capital into the industry,
at the same time cutting down the flow of revenues to the Treasury. Obtaining
equity financing is becoming very difficult if not prohibitive. The equity investe(d
in real estate is a non-liquid asset. It is not traded on an established exchange
or in an established market. It may or may not be readily saleable. This signifi-
cantly increases the risk as compared to other investment opportunities, and
demands a commensurately higher projected yield on the investment. The
recapture provisions of the bill will significantly reduce the yield in the eveit
of sale and greatly increase the cash payment requirements, while the allowance
of only straight-line depreciation to a potential buyer will drastically reduce the
already inadequate market for used buildings. The combined effect of these
provisions %-ill be, initially, a sharp acceleration of the present drop in real
estate construction and development (because the return is inadequate). This
must ultimately be followed by sharply increased rents to restore a (omnjititive
return to the investor before a belated increase in construction. This is highly
inappropriate at a time when construction of housing units is less thali (00A
of the national goal. Many hundreds of thousands of persons will live in inade-
quate housing during the adjustment period.

It is our firm belief that existing methods of depreciation of real estate imiust
be continued in order to maintain and increase the flow of equity (-apital into tihe
real estate industry, consistent with the national housing goals and tile mainten-
ance of a viable real estate industry.

However, our Association recognizes that some changes may be made in the
Section 1250 recapture period witout producing an excessively drastic effect oil
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real estate. The present Section 1250 provides for total recapture of the vx('e, s
of accelerated depreciation over straight-line dep)reciation during the period froin
the 12 through the 20th month, declining 1% per month therafter. So that at
the end of ten years there is no recalture. If the Committee deenus it livee1sary.
the period of total recapture of such excess could be exten(led for f'4ur.1 year.s.
from the 12th through the 60th month, thereafter declining 1% per mouth. We
believe that any capital gains thereafter resulting would surely be a v.,n.equ tn' e
of capital appreciation and not unrealistic depreciation deductions. The uum1rket
adjustment which such a change would necessitate, though adverse to reaI estate.
might, we think, be within acceptable limits.

This change could be made very simply by changing the number -20" in Set.-
tiou 1250(a) (2) to "60". This change would eliinimate eight pages o.f (,oud(ex
provisions in Section 521 of the bill, leaving only those provisions which, grant
a live-year write-off for certain rehabilitation costs.

Limit on tax preferences
The limit on tax preferences (LTP) provision has liven publiized as the

"minimum income tax" which sets a 50%/0 limitation on the use of certain "tax
preferences." The President has hailed the original proposal as a "major step
toward assuring that all Americans bear their fair share of the federal tax
burden." messagee from the President, April 21. 1969h)) however. the presenli
posture of LTP is that it means "Let Them Pay"-and "then", we regret, a se
primarily investors in real estate.

We have supported, and we continue to support, a ininimumn tax )roposal wvhici
would apply equally to all forms of income, and would maintain the equilibrium
among investment opportunities.

As originally recommended by the Administration, the preferences included
in LTP were:

(a) Percentage depletion on minerals and intangible drilling and explora-
tion expenses in excess of normal deductions under regular accounting rules;

(b) The excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciationn
on buildings;

(e) Farm losses arising from unrealistic accounting methods;
(d) The excess of market value over basis of property contributed to

charity.
The LTP proposal which is contained in II1 13270 added tax-exempt intterest

on state and local bonds to the items of tax preference recommended by the
Treasury, and deleted percentage depletion and intangible drilling and explora-
tion expenses.' The Treasury Department, in its statement of September 4, 1969,
has again insisted that tax-exempt interest be excluded as a preference item,
and the Department has changed its mind regarding the preference status of
gifts of appreciated property to charity by urging its deletion from the list of
tax preferences. Furthermore, the Treasury Ihas recommended the addition of
two more real estate items to the list of tax preferences: interest, taxes, and
rents paid on real property during thU period of construction of improvements
thereon, and the rapid amortization of rehabilitation expenditures for low cost
housing.8

Thus it appears highly possible that all that will be left of the widely touted
minimum tax proposal is a higher tax on real estate investors (aind sonmme
so-called gentlemen farmers), while buyers of tax-exempt bonds, owners of oil
properties, and donors of appreciated property to charity will continue to have
substantial opportunity to escape income tax. The result of this situation would
inevitabily be an outflow of equity investments in real estate toward these other
opportunities for investment where current yields and market prices will remain
stable. This is not tax reform but tax discrimination against real estate.

This is an intolerable situation for the real estate industry. The currentt
market for various investment opportunities has been developed over the years
so that investment yields are baltuced in the context of relative risk, liquidity,
management problems, and other factors which enter into one's judgment in
choosing among available investment oplortunities. In addition to upsetting
the established investment yields from real estate through the drastic cutback

7 The bill also includes as a tax preference the excluded one-half of longterm capital
gains, but it has been acknowledged that this is virtually meaningless because It would
rarely affect the tax liability of a taxpayer.

$In addition, the Treasury has recommended that tax preferences should include
accelerated depreciation in excess of straight-line depreciation on certain leased personal
property, and percentage depletion and intangible drilling costs in certain cases.
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in depreciation allowances and provisions for recapture contained in the bill.
the present status of tile LTL proposal singles out r'd l estate as the a Inio.st
exclusive object of LTP.

Further, the mechanics of LTP are such that it is quite impractical to attemllpt
to compute its effect oil a i projected investilient yield. LTIP only affects tax
liability well tile items of "tax preference" exceed other hicOijiP. Therefore.
a taxpayer must (1) project his other income for each year of hi.; project ed
investment ii real estate-usually an impossible feat, (2) project the aliount
of his "tax preferences" for each such year-also usually impos.,ible, and (3)
comil)ute the effect on his tax liability for each such year. A.-ide from the effect
on the market price of real estate, it seems obvious that it would be simpler to
choose a form of investment which is not subject to LTP rather than inake
these complicated and estimated computations in order to determine the merits
and desirable terms of a real estate investment.

We, therefore, believe it is inappropriate, and misleading to the public, to
illpose a "lmiilimum tax-oni investment in real estate," and we believe that
enactment of the LTP in such form would result in an unprecedented unheaval
in the real estate industry. If there is to be a minimum tax, it houll be a true
minimum tax, which treats all investments alike. It would also 1e desirable if
such an approach were mechanically much simpler than the complex LT1'
proposa 1.

li11itation on deduction of interest
Section 221 of the bill would impose an annual limitation on the amount of

the allowable deduction for interest expenses paid by non-corporate taxpayers
(iln funds borrowed to l)urchase or earry property held for investment. The
maximum interest (ie(hution each year would be $25,000 )lus a taxpayer's net
invest imient income and his net long-term cal)ital gains.

The apparent purpose of the limitation on the interest deduction is to provide
a matchingg" of interest expense deductions with the income from the invest-
inent in respect of which funds were borrowed giving rise to the interest expense.
It is assunled that a taxpayer would thereby be precluded from offsetting other
income with interest expenses for an investment which is not yet producing
income. Tie approach adopted il the bill is in lieu of an actual tracing of an
interest expense to a particular investment, which would obviously be adminis-
tratively unworkable.

Howc('rc, the HouC-pa.ed prorisions do not work, and the Treasury Depart-
ment h( recom mended their deletion.

This provision discriminates between a taxpayer who has current income-
producing investment and a taxpayer vllo incurs an interest expense but has no
current investment income. il the former case. the taxpayer may deduct his
interest exlnse to the extent of his investment income even though the Income-
producing investment is unrelated to the interest expense, whiik the deduction
may be denied to the taxpayer wlo is making his initial investment even though
hel has other non-investmlent income. Even worse, the carryover provisions of
the bill do not allow the interest expense to be offset against the income from
the investment at such time as the taxpayer receives it.'

If a taxpayer buys luninproved real estate and an interest deduction (for the
mortgage loan incurred to carry it) is disallowed under the bill, he will not be
able subsequently to deduct the interest from future income from any improve-
ments he puts on the property (unless it is under a net lease), because the rents
are considered business income against which the "investment interest" may not
Iev a deduction. Whether or not the deduction will be later available will turn on
whether or not the taxpayer net leases the property in the future. This startling

9 Some of the anomalies of the provision are: (1) The bill provides that the disallowed
interest deduction may be carried over from one year to the next only to the extent a
taxpayer has taxable income (which cannot be offset by the interest deduction) for the
year of disallowance. If a $100,000 Interest deduction is disallowed in 1970 when a tax-
payer has $80,000 of taxable Income, only $80,000 may be carried over to 1971; and If
the taxpayer has only $20,000 of earned taxable Income In 1971, only $20,000 of the
original $100,000 origInally disallowed interest would seem to be available as a carryover
to 1972. (2) Also, it appears that even though an interest deduction has been disallowed
in one year, the carryover may be disallowed in a subsequent year under the allocation
of deductions rules of the bill. (3) Furthermore, the bill discriminates against taxpayers
who have investments in two or more partnerships as opposed to a single partnership
because the disallowance provisions apply at the partnership level first and then a
second time at the partner's level. Therefore, the interest deduction of a taxpayer from
one partnership may be prevented from offsetting his investment income from another
partnership.
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result is obviously unfair. Also, the taxpayer has the unanswered question of
whether there is projiortioiiing if the taxpayer builds a shopping center al sollile
stor-s arte uniider it net lease ainil others i'e ll ot. such thlt 1ll of tie ".1it111e is
reportable but. only i portion of tie actually Iid exl'listes would Ie deductible.

l 11stallment , l(IS
Section 412 of 11.11. 13270 would alnelld ithe provisions of the C(ide relatillg to

the instalhnent method of reporting incoine from the sale of real propert.v by
providing it definition of an instalhient transaction which precludes fromut install-
lilteit treatliteilt those tra isact ions ill which the Ilmyllits are nof spread out
in a prescribed manner over the instalnlent period.

Although the priniary purlmse of this provision is to preclude deferral of
inct ie iii ai corporate "reorganization" trasllsctio!n where the aLcqulirhilg ctrp)orai-
tion gets a stelijed-up basis for the acquired property, the definition is drafted
so that it inappropriately affects tie legitimate lurcllase mollney lin:lcing of
iiially real estate tranlsl(tioins. For example. it is roiIinIoii in real estate trans-
actions for sales to be mlade with relatively snal l paynients to tit( seller for a
substantial l)erio(, sueh 4, during the develolnlelt of uniimiproved prtprty,
thereby allowing the buyer to use his resources for the devwelolimelit until
adequate outside financing cn i be arranged. The provisions of the House bill
would preclude this type of imaucing arrangement by imposing ai intinediate
income tax liability upon the seller ill such vases eveli though he has not received
the proceeds of the sale to which the tax liability is attribltaltle.

We sublnit that it is 11otn abuse if the installment nethod to allow this type
of finan.ing, and that the remedy contained ii th(, house bill greatly over-
reaches the problem at which it is ained. Ve urge tie (oinlilittee to examine
this matter and to formulate it provisionl which will not interfere with the legiti-
linate a nd l necessary inethods of liiiaitciitg real estate tranllactions.

Hobby loses
Section 21:3 of 1.11. 13170 would provide a iiev "lobby loss" provision which

would deny a taxpayer the deduction for losses front a business activity where
the activity was not operated with a reasonable expectations of realizing a pi'tlit
from it. In addition, where ;LII activity has beel carried on at a loss in excess
of $25,000 for three out of five consecutive years. it wouhl be (leened-unle.ss
shown to the contrary by the taxpayer--tlat the activity is c.arritd oil without
it reasonable expectation of realizing a profit.

Although included in the provisions dealing with farm losses, the provisions
would literally apply to real estate.

The purpose of this provision is to preclude the utilization of losses by tax-
payers to offset their other inconie where the losses are not incurred in a bona
fide business activity.

It is submitted, however, that the test provided for deteriniing the validity
of a "business" activity fails to take into consideration an increasingly common
business situation where there is no realistic expectation of realizing a profit but
with respect to which it deduction should nevertheless be allowed : the case of a
business property which ha1s so declined in value that there is no reasonable
expectation of selling it at a profit, and the taxpayer is holding it for sale at
a loss or is waiting for soie improvement in the market which will reduce his
loss."

One effect of the "hobby loss" provision would be to accentuate urban blight
by destroying the market for umny properties iii difficult geographic areas.
There are 12,000 to 15,W00 abandoned buildings in New York City alone, pre-
sumably because tile cost of demolition exceeds residual value. Many more
abandonnients would follow enactment of the hobby loss provision since it would
have the effect of further increasing the cost of holding property fii blighted areas.

Furthermore, the presulniption that there is no reasonable exlctation of
realizing a profit from an activity when there are losses it three out of five
consecutive years loses an unfair burden upon the legitimate real estate devel-
oper of uninprove'd property. where rezoning, develolimlent, and rent-ulp" costs
may produce losses for an extended lieriod. Although this presunption may be

10 The Treasury proposal of September 4. 1969, that "profit" be defined to include any
reasonably anticipated long-term increase in the value of property does not seem adequate
to cover those cases where there is no existing market for the property and where the
property may even be expected to decline in value during the period when" a buyer is being
sought. It would tend to create "panic" sales.
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rebuiItte'd. it is ani iiivitinjug swoJrd to he used bS~ly the 'go verinijut ill ipg-ity hi1i .1)
lirolliriite caes-t'5- X l'ii losse and a0551111re tlht'i'(w't dev'lled( not 6~1 hve aL
reasoiltbilt empvct o'iii of realizing It jiiofit.- h 'Jil'( illilissimle(r (W I iterlil
limeeitue already lois8 .1 geiu'i'l pi'es ill itioli of (ilr(ctil('55 ill his fav or whiell hei
asser-ts aI tax liab ility. 'I'le a(ddition (if aI hew Staitutor'y presuiiiptioii ill this

fill'l 1111 i3'sls (if each sit uationi is tiuliiece(,sat ry I'v e isuwiptPf ill gives thle
ItlIsAA'I*.

It is thlerefore suiiiit tod thait if there is to lie aI test relating to exhleetaitiml ot
jiroitit. this addl(ed tlr'5111111i i1 till nhIevessl. ry and1( likely to ecnise 111tt1lc co(ittlo-
vi Vsy betcauise' it impijlies the re'jeetioii of factual analysis.

A lI11ecatiof of dcd 110ionsV
Tis proivisioni is irected ait liensouli (leolut 1011. We believe it ulesi PltI te that1

the, ('otmittee 1(eoguiize that initerest-, tatxes5, an1(1 caisualty loses tfor renital I h'l
estate 'Ire buisiiiess dIedulctions not Subiject to this se'ctioih. a111( thiat ilnt('Pst al11(
t axes oiui 11liuuti'ive( real (estate held( for (IevelOpl~enl 1 ut a tliij'll prqry lIre alli
business deduict 10115 nit subject to this Section.

The 1 IA~wI' Te next witness wNillI be M1r. L'ou is R. Barlia.a fi rst
N'ice 1)1esidleflt of tilie Na1tionial Assoc'iaion of I Ioiue Bi 1iIlerS.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS Rt. BARBA, FIRST VICE PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS; ACCOMPANIED BY
HERBERT COLTON, GENERAL COUNSEL; AND JOSEPH McGRATH,
STAFF VICE PRESIDENT AND LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

mi. JI.mn. Mlr. ( 'hairinanl, aind ineltilers of the ( 'ottii ittee. n
niaiie is Loulis BIarba, I aml the First Vice President, Natioiial k.-5OCI-
ation of I Ionie Bilders. I have with ine our GTeneral ( 'o' isel. Mr.
I lerbert (Colton, to itiy left, 011( to my1~ right is Josephi M(( at'h~I., (Jill

Stall'\ice 1 res(lent and L~egislative ('Oillke.
11wi Nt-ttiona1 Association of I [onlie Bulilders ('011514$s (11 )lfOi
naey 51,000) mlemlbers i 473 affiliated State andl lo(cal Iassociationis. (Oir

filelinl'ers bulildl over 75 pecI(ent of the presidential c'onstruc't ioUn i tis
coun 1try, including bo0th single family housing and ap)artiment s. Th'ley
ltlu; performl a vital economic and social function, aI funicin wliicli
the Congress has recognized aInd encouraged for thle past 35 years.

Attacel aS anl al)l)eilldiX i.s a More extensive statement of ouir v-iews
on 14.11. 13270. Since our time is Jiluted, 1 can sumnil11) these views inl a
sentence or two. I1.R. 13270 would complletely cancel that 3,5-yeart effort
inlsofalras rental housing is concerned. lIt, wold drasticallyl curtail tile
flow of investment capital at tile very time when our* industry alr'eady
faces critical credit 1)loblemls.

While the bill would retain -20() )ercelit accelerated (lelreciatiohl onl
niew rental housing, it would alni1ost conmpletely negate this (1) by
thle provisions which greatly increase recapture; (2) by restric tions
.nl (depreciationi which univ Ie, taken by a secoild ovNAier: anid (34)) by

inclusion of accelerated depreciation ini thle limit oil tax preferences
and the related liocat ion of (deduct ion.

The bill would (11raet ical'ix destroy thie resale market for dleIpreciale
real estate. Owners of blockedd in" 'rental liousing~ coulld not afford to
sell their lpropelty at anly point prior to the enld of its us"eful life,
which could1( be 40 years or' more. This is because umidler thle bill any
sale prior' thereto would result ill 1'e('aj~tre as ordlinaryv inlcnmie of the
entire amount of excess accelerated depreei'at ion oveJr st ra ighit-Iline.
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Faiing sucl a "lock ill" developelrs would not dalre bluild: ilivestons
would ot ild rental holising attractive: and those few vlio did in-
ve.t would linot le al)le to r'evolve their hinds for reinvestment in lne%%-
(uost Ie " ion.

We oll)se Sect ion 421(b) which ucmioV'es t lie l)1esent concel)t of a
Cit iiiiilative pelcelntage Ireduction ill deplreciation recapltuire.

\We also0l)ject to alid recommend eliniuation of the provisions in
tie l)ill whlich would limiit secondnd owner" delpreciation oil rental
hIusint" to stitiglit-line. We recoinuend the existing 150 l)('eret de-
li'iation for second owners of residential rental housing" be retailed.

Th'e total ilpacil't of the l)roposed incireased(l del)reciation recaptiur-e
plhs thme restriction to straight-line depreciation onl used rental housing.
alil the interactionl of tlese two proposals, will assuredly lave a dis-
astuots elect on the housing industry. Owners of rental housing will
Iit sell-l)ecause of tie substantial (lepreciation recapture-and po-
teitial lurcl-hisers will not ihe interested in buvin g-Iecause of the
liiitatious to straight-line depreciatioil. Investsment funds will be
(ietted fiom new rental housing-always and inherently a highly
dubious investment on a pure economic basis-into other niore attrac-
t i ye forms of investnuieunt.

hle homebuilding industry sul)ports the concept of a mniniiu
Iicoine tax. We believe everyone iln the United States should pay a
fair sla re of taxes.

olhwever, we think tlhe)rto)lo-:ed liiit on tax l)refereiices anld aflo-
cation of deduction p'ovisions 'would further signiticantly diminisil
tile stinulation of accelerated depreciation for residential rental lious-
ing. in that they include the excess of accelerated del)reciation over
straight-line as a "tax preference." The effect of sucl treatment under
the LTP proposal would be to generate additional income to the
iiivetor to the extent of a portion of lhe excess depreciation.

Tlie potential danmge is com)iOmn.ded by the failure of the bill to
relate the LTP proposal to the bill's other proposals to increase de-
j)reciation recal)ture. as discussed above. As now proposed, an investor
l)aitneir in rental housing would l)e required to recognize ordinary in-
(o.ie twice on the same dollar of: accelerated (lel)reciation.

This is the "coup le grace" to an industry which would be already
well-nigh mortally wounded by the recapture antd second owner-depre-
ciation provisions. We recommend that this double penalty for invest-
ment in rental housing )e eliminated.

We also reoinmnied elimination of tle excess of accelerated deplreci-
at-ion over straight-line as a factor in computing the allocation of
ded net ions.

We additionally urge the committee to reject the recomimendat ion
niadte by the Trea'sury to expand LTP to include as a "tax preference"
tie animunt to excess interest, taxes, and rent over receipts-if any-
from unimproved real property during the period of construction.
This militates directly against new construction.

NAHIB supports the proposals in the pendinfy bill-section 521 (i)-
to provide special depreciation benefits for rehabilitation of low-cost
rental housing.

I however , the incentive for such rehabilitation-the proposed 5-year
wiriteoff of expenditures-is also substantially destroyed by the in-
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clusion of such expenditures in the comp1utation of depreciation re-
capture under sect ion 1250.

We recommend that rehabilitation expenditures which qualify
un(ler this proposal be excluded from the application of depreciatioll
recapture under section 1250.

We also urge the committee to reject the proposal of the Treasury
that such expenditures be included as a "tax preference" within tle
LTI concept.

We object to the l)ropose( limitation inider section 412 of the bill
in the use of the installment method of reporting gain to the ex-
tent that, this limitation would operate on the sale of unimproved
land to )e used for residential construction. The proposed limitations
on the installment methold should be anen(led exl)ressly to exempt
a sale wllich ihinvol%-es tn inll)rove( real )rol)erty where the taxpayer
establishes that tile property is lbolllt and will Ibe used for the con-
struction of single family ()r nlltifamily housing.

NAJIB1 strongly objects to the enactillent of section 121 of the bill
which would lilliut, tle d(ledctions incurred )y a ineim)ershiP organiza-
tioll in f finishing services to it's ilnel)ers to tile lnlioulift of income
lerive(l froni menibers or from transactions with inwlll)ers. Such pro-

vision would, if enacted, severely cirtail the performance by N.AIB1.
as a1 membership organization, of its sole function of furthering the
interests of the-homebuilding in(dustrv.

The pro)len presented by section 121 of the bill arises with respect
to the income derived )y NAILB from the conduct of its annual con-
vemtion, which constitutes ,one of t e largest tra(ie shows conducted
in the United States. It is undertaken for t lie sole purpose of educat-
ill" its meilbers; it. presents to its neml)ers tile new products and
techniques in the homebuilding industry to eable them to construct
better and more efficient housing.

Income from the convention is derived from the rental of exhibit
space to manufacturers and other organizations directly related to
the homebuilding inddustry which, through exhibits, (lisl)lay such new
products and techniques. While a member of NAI B seeing a product
which is of interest to him may request to be contacted by the re-
s)ective exhil)itor at a. later (late, there are 1o sales transaeted at the
convention and it cannot, therefore, le considered as a. "sales facility."

In most industries the rapid technological a(lvance which this
country has heei experiencing makes it ilijerative (hat, associations
p)ro\'i(1e such "trale.d shows' in order that their nIenhl'ers be kept ab reast
of the. new developments an(l technilues in or(let to eflcti vely operate
and thereby improve business conditions in their industry, Indeed,
the association conducting such "trade show" would thereby be di-
rectly promoting the common business interests of its members and
more nearly achieving the l)url)ose for which it was formed.

The proposed limitat ion on (le(hct ions should thus be ina 1)1)l ica )le
where, as in the case of the NAII B convention, the income is (lerived
from an ac.tivity which c"ontrilbutes importantly" to the perforniaico
ly tle menl)ershi) organization of its express function.

"e propose that this committee add to the spending legislation an
a mendment which would allov a taxpayer to exclude from income the
first. $750 of interest income on deposits in thrift. institutions.

33-865-69-pt. 5- 3
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Thrift institutions are finding it, increasingly difficult to attract
consumer savings and we think this is one way of attracting savings.

The Internal Revenue Code currently provides a, deduction for stock
dividends as encouragement for investment in stocks. We believe savers
require similar treatment.

Further we urge the Congress to increase the attractiveniess as in-
vestment instruments of mortgages on single-family housing by giv-
ing I)rcferred tax treatment to interest income from single-famnily home
mortga.c(es.

Finally, we propose that Congress condition the continued tax ex-
emption of the income earned by pension, retirement., and similar
funds on investment of a percentage of assets in residential mortgages.

The Congress should determine whether the pension funds high
)ercentage of investment in equity risk securities is sound and in the
ong-term public interest. We believe, that residential mortgages, now

almost completely neglected by pension funds, could and should be-
come a much safer iiivestinent resource for pension funds and that
conditioning their continued tax exeml)tion on such investment is
necessary to achieve the needed shift in their investment emphasis.

The CHAIRMrN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BAMRA. Mr. Chairman, I just read parts of the total statement

and we are going to turn over the whole statement so it. can be l)ut
in the record.

The C1AIIN ,A. Your entire statement, of course, is already printed
in. the record.

Mr. BARBIA. We ask for the inclusion in the record of these two
tables on the impact of recapture under proposed revision of section
12050 and on the ipnl)act of proposed restriction on depreciation by
purchaser of building acquired after July 24, 1969,

Tiehe C xA1M31AN. W e will print that.
(The data. referred to follows:)

I. IMPACT OF RECAPTURE UNDER PROPOSED REVISION OF SEC. 1250

[$4,000,000 apartment building, completed December 1968, 40-year useful life

Ctumulative depreciation Additional
Double recapture

Straight declining Double Amount of over Additional
line balance Straight declining proposed present recapture

End of year (2.5 percent) (5 percent) line balance recapture sec. 1250 percentage

1 ..................... 100. 000 200,000 100,000 200,000 100,000 0 0
2 ------------------ 100,000 190,000 200, 000 390, 000 190, 000 7,600 4
3 ------------------ 100,000 180,500 300,000 57, 0500 270,500 43,280 16
4 ..................... 100,000 171.475 400,000 741,975 341,975 95,753 28
5 .................... 100,000 164,900 500,000 903.875 403.875 162,750 40
6 ..................... 100,000 154,655 600,000 1,061,530 461,530 239,996 52
7 ------------------ 100. 000 146, 925 700,000 1,208,455 508,455 325,411 64
8 ------------------ 100. 000 139,580 800,000 1,348.035 548,035 416,507 76
9 ..................... 100,000 132.600 900.000 1,480. 635 580,635 510. 959 88

10 ------------------ 100.000 125,970 1,000,000 1,606.605 606.605 606,605 100
11 ..................... 100,000 119,670 1,100.000 1.726.275 626.275 626.275 100
12 ..................... 100,000 113,685 1,200,000 1,839.960 639.960 639,960 100
13 .................... 100,000 103,000 1,300,000 1,947,960 647,90 647,960 100
14 ..................... 100,000 102,600 1,400,000 2.050.560 650,560 650,560 100
15 ..................... 100,000 99,375 1,500.000 2.149.995 649.995 649,995 100
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II. IMPACT OF PROPOSED RESTRICTION ON DEPRECIATION BY PURCHASER OF BUILDING ACQUIRED AFTER
JULY 24, 1969

[Assume: 10-yr.-old building purchased Jan. 1, 1970-$2,400,000 purchase price-remaining useful life, 30 yrs.]

Taxable income- Additional
taxable

Net income (0.5) (0.33) Using Using income under
before I50-percent straight-line 150-percent straight-line proposed

End of year depreciation depreciation depreciation depreciation depreciation restriction

1 ..................... $216,200 $120,000 $80,000 $92,200 $136,200 $40,000
2 --------------....... 218,900 114,000 80,000 104,900 138,900 34,000
3 ------------------- 221,600 108, 300 80, 000 113,300 141,600 28,300
4 ..................... 224,300 102,885 80,000 121,415 144,300 22,885
5 --------------------- 227,000 97,740 80,000 129, 260 147,000 17,740
6 ..................... 229,700 92,855 SC, c00 136, 845 149,700 12,855
7 --------------------- 232,400 88,210 80,000 144,190 152,400 8,210
8 ..................... 235,100 83,800 80,000 151,300 155,100 3,800
9 ..................... 237,800 79,610 80,000 158,190 157,800 (390)

10 ..................... 240, 500 75,630 80,000 164,870 160, 500 (4,370)

Total ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 163,033

The C 1131k -x. Mr. Barba, is not a great aniount of the Federal
tax -nvolved here inerely a tax on the tact that the purchasing power
of Aie dollar has declined?

Mr. lA11,3. The answer is "Yes."
The imin.krAN. Could you illustrate?
Mr. BAitm.. Certainly. What is considered a gain and would, under

the Ilouse amendments to section 1250, be taxed to a great extent as
ordinary income, would in nany cases represent a mere price level
change. By this I mean that the cost of constructing a similar building
will ill manv cases have increased in proportion to the increased value
of the building being sold. There is in effect no real gain here, just a
recognition that the inflation we have been experiencing since the
Second World War, especially rampant now, has driven up the cost
of everything. The brick 1)haeed in the apartment building when it was
built, say 10 years ago, has gone up considerably in cost, and the wage
tliat must be paid to the man that lays that brick has also gone ul)
considerably. T1 he owner of an apartment building who wants to take
the so-cialled gain realized out of the sale of this building, and invest
in the construction of a new building, needs a reasonable portion of
the increased value of the old building. lie needs this just in order to
remain in the same relative equity position with respect to the greatly
increased cost of constructing the new l)uilding as he was in with
respect. to the old building he just sold. nihis so-called gain then is not
a real gain, but just a recognition tlat the price level has gone ul) as
a result of inflation.

From my own experience in constructing al)artment buildings, I
have found that the cost of the tv)ical apartment has increased better
than 15 percent over the last few" years. 17nless I, as an owner of such
a iluil(ling, or others in the saiie position can realize some gain out of
the building, there is absolutely nothing in profit left for ine or anyone
ele who )uts an al)artment project together.
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To require the recapture of all excess depreciation over straight line
as ordinary income, and tax it as such, will simply serve to kill off the
incentive for any person to undertake such a project.

I am representative, I believe, of the builders of this country. I am
involved in all aspects of the building business. And when I find
myself having to sell a project on the basis of the House-passed pro-
posals on depreciation, I have no reason to sell; I have no reason to
maintain the apartment : and, in fact, I have no reason to build it in
the first place. The House provisions will kill off the incentives needed
to build al)artments.

We are going to need al)artments more than ever in the years ahead,
because of the young people in the 20 to 30 age group and the older
people whose children have left. home, who are increasing in number
tremendously. They desire to live in apartments. If the incentive to
'build apartments is taken away-and the incentive under )resent law
is not.that great-then these apartments will not be built in any volume
approaching the need. Those that are built will demand rents con-
siderably hi-gher than we are now used to, and in mafy cases too high
to be afforded by those wo desire reasonable al)artment living con-
ditions.

What will result if we go this route will be an increased involvement
of the Federal Government by way of subsidies. The higher the rent
necessary to attract investment into apartments, the smaller the num-
ber of people who will be able to afford them without some type of
governmental assistance. This we believe to be undesirable and we
believe the Congress would agree with us.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Barba, what would you suggest as an alterna-
tive?

Mr. BARBA. Naturally, we would prefer to have these present provi-
sions on recapture left as they are.

Mr. CoLro. We could submit, if agreeable, a suggestion with respect
to the sliding scale amendment we could live with. We have in the
past prepared it, and we could do so again.

(The committee subsequently received the following additional
information:)

ALTERNATIVE SUGGESTIONS SUBMITTED BY NAHB

If it be determined to amend the applicable provision of law, notwithstanding
our conviction that rental housing production will thereby be seriously constrained
with gravely adverse economic and social consequences, we suggest:

1. The concept of the limited taxr preference provision, by itself and without
more, would accomplish the purpose of Congress to prevent undue tax shelter
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while it would still permit a substantial (although diminished) source of needed
investment capital for rental housing.

2. With respect to recapture, the problem of eliminating traffic in depreciation
without discouraging legitimate investment in new rental housing construction
can best be accomplished simply by amending existing Section 1250 to provide
5 -year ordinary income treatment of eWcess depreciation instead of the present
eight months, with ordinary income treatment continued at tlhe existing diminish-
ing rate.

3. Second owner depreciation should be continued at 150% of declining balance
to maintain the same differential In favor of housing over other construction as
is provided by the tax treatment proposed in the bill for new owners.

4. In our prepared statement we have made suggestions on other provisions in
the bill and on the suggestions submitted to ,the Committee by the Treasury.

Senator MILLER. I am interested in this section 121 problem that you
raised. In looking throuol the staff analysis the arguments for the
House provision are as ollows-and I am reading from page 30 of
the blue book-" (2) T!his provision is necessary to prevent exempt
membership organizations from attempting to avoid the effect of the
unrelated business income rule by giving up their exempt st-,tus and
deducting the cost of providing services for members from its invest-
ment or nonmembership income." You are talking about trade fairs.
You make a profit at the trade fair, I assume.

Mr. BARBA. This depends, of course, on how you allocate your per-
sonnel and expenses. If Mr. McGrath, in drawing up the agenda for
the convention spends xc hours, that cost probably should be allocated
to the convention. The same holds true for other members of the staff
who spend a considerable amount of their time in preparing for our
convention. So if we properly allocate our time and expenses, we prob-
ably earn a much lower amount of profit.

Senator MILLER. You are paying a tax on it. Let's assume you make
a profit. N ow, you would not be permitted to charge off other expenses
relating to services to members. You are concerned about having to
pay a tax. The argument for this provision assumes obviously that the
trade fair exhibitors are not members of these organizations. Further-
more, it seems to me that the argument implies that the trade fair is
not a service to members. It is income from service provided to non-
members. I think either in the bill itself or in the committee print
accompanying it should be made clear that trade fairs should be deemed
to be for the servieothmebr.Itatss, then that is the heart
of the problem. I am strongly inclined that way myself. I can see it is
a mixed deal. Certainly, it is a service to an exhibitor-if he has a booth,
I can see how he could get some future orders. It is also a service to
members. It is a mixed situation. Obviously, the nonmembers are lodk-
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inh for business. But the trade fair is also a service to the members. I
think we should clear up the matter.

Mr. COLTON. Practically everyone in our entire association devotes
some of his time contributing to the trade show, and most of the activi-
ties of the association culminate in the convention. The entire building
industry comes to the convention to see the exhibits. Man- spend their
entire tim looking at the materials at the convention, In t'he past when
this matter has come up we argued that there is no other way that you
,can bring home the new ideas. We thought we had made ta case to the
effect that the trade show exhibition is intertwined with the whole op-
eration of the association, and not merely a, trade show where we are
providing an opportunity for sales.

Senator MILLER. I am recalling something-many State bar associa-
tions have an annual convention, and they aways have exhibits. There
was a time when we had to come in for shows. It was decided that they
should have to pay a fair rental for their booths. Still it was not a very
large rent. The only reason for having that, thing there is for the
service of the members who come and have a chance to further their
business. It seems to me that it would be stretching things to say that
you are not going to be allowed to take a deduction. I think that is
about the same bali park.

Mr. SILVERSTEIN. My name is Leonard Silverstein and I am tax
counsel for NAHB. The argument is that yout pay $100 to join a club
and get the benefit of $300 of serve ices.

Senator MILLR. In the same way, a member of the bar will pay his
fee for going to the tax school.

Mr. SIILERSTEIN. lie also gets the benefits from the profit of the
show.

Senator MILLER. I understand the problem. I just want to be able to
get the language drafted to cover the trade fairs in connection with
conventions.

Mr. SILVERSTEiN. There are some magazines that put on shows
strictly for profit.

Senator MILLER. Is that what a NAJIB trade fair does?
Mr. SILVERSTEIN. There are some types of shows put on purely for

profit. However, that is not true in the case of NAHB.
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Senator MITLER Where there is a trade show or an exhil)ition in
connectioni with an association which provides services to the members
through information or education or otherwise, then to my way of
thinking that is not to be covered by this provision.

Thank you.
Mr. BARBA. Thank you.
(.Mr. Barba's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMFNT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDEIRS

SUMMAIfl'

A. Prorisions of H.R. 18270
1. Retention of accelerated depreciation for new rental housing (Section

521(a)) :
2. Elimination of increased recapture of depreciation on real property

(Section 521 (b)) ;
3. Elimination of restriction to straight-line depreciation by second owner

of rental housing (Section 521(a)) ;
4. Elimination of the treatment of excess of accelerated depreciation over

straight-line on rental housing as a "tax preference" for purposes of the
Limit on Tax Preferences of individuals (Section 301) ;

5. Elimination of the treatment of excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line on rental housing as a factor in computing the allocation of
deductions (Section 302) ;

6. Elimination of rehabilitation expenses (under Section 521(a)) from the
computation of depreciation recapture on the disposition of low-cost rental
housing (under Section 521(c) ) ;

7. Modification of the limitation on installment method to exempt sales
of real estate purchased and used for the construction of single-family or
multifamily housing (Section 412) ; and

8. Elimination of limitation on deductions of certain non-exempt member-
ship organizations (Section 121).
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B. Recommendations for Additional Provisions
1. Allowvance of an investment account for dealers in real estate;
2. Exclusion from gross income of the first $750 of interest income on

deposits in thrift institutions;
3. Prefeqrred tax treatment for interest income from single family resi-

dential. nori|glges and
4. Condition continued tax exeml)tion of income earned by pension funds

on investment of a percentage of assets in residential mortgages.

STATEM E N T

Mr. ('lairmat and members of the Committee, my mame is Louis R. Barba.
I anm First Vice l'resid(ent and Chairman of the Legislative Committee of the
National Association of Home Buil(lers. I have with me our Tax Counsel,
Mr. Leonard L. Silverstein, and our General Counsel, Mr. Hlerl)ert S. Coltoim.

The National Association of Hoine Builders consists of approximately 51,000
members in 473 attiliated state aiid local associations. Our members build over
75%4 of the residential construction iin this country, including both single family
housing and apartments. They thus perform a vital economic and social func-
tion-a function which the Congress has recognized and encouraged for the past
35 years.

Attached as ain aP)pendix is a more extensive stittement of our views on several
portions of lil. 13270. Since our time is limited, I can sum up these views ill
a sentence or two:-I.?. .270 would completely ('ailect that 35-ycar 'ffort
ilsofar as rental housing is copiicrnced. It would drastically curtail the flow
of inrxtMicnt capital (it the very tlme whcn our industry already faces critical
cre(lit problems.

1. Recapture of DprlciatioJ
While the bill would retain 200% accelerated depreciation on new rental

housing, it would almost completely negate this (1) by the provisions which
greatly increase recapture; (2) by restrictions on depreciation which may be
taken by a second owner; and (3) by inclusion of accelerated depreciatiol in
the limit on tax preferences and the related allocation of deductions.

The bill would practically destroy the resale market for depreciable real
estate. Owners of "locked in" rental housing could not afford to sell their property
at any point prior to the end of its useful life, which could be 40 years or more.
This is because under the bill any sale prior thereto would result in recapture
as ordinary income of the entire amount of excess accelerated depreciation over
straight-line. Facing such a "lock in" developers would not dare build; investors
would not find rental housing attractive; and those few wo did invest would not
be able to revolve their funds for reinvestment in new construction.

We oppose Section 521(b) which removes the present concept of a cumulative
percentage reduction in deprecia tion recapture.

2. Restrictions on Depreciation
We also object to and recommend elimination of the provisions in the bill

which would limit "second owner" depreciation on rental housing to straight-line.
We recommend the existing 150 percent depreciation for second owners of rc*si-
den tial rental housing be retained.

This would be consistent with the proposed retention of 200% depreciation
on newly constructed rental housing.

Limitation to straight-line depreciation on propertyy in the hands of a second
user penalizes rather than encourages ownership of rental housing in that the
differential between the rate applicable to the first owner and that applicable
to the second owner is greater for rental housing than for other types of
buildings.

The total impact of the proposed increased depreciation recapture plus the
restriction to straight-line depreciation on used rental housing, and the inter-
action of these two proposals, will assuredly have a disastrous effect on the
housing industry. Owners of rental housing will not sell (because of the sub-
stantial depreciation recapture) and potential purchasers will not be interested
in buying (because of the limitations to straight-line depreciation). Investment
funds will be diverted from new rental housing-always and inherently a highly
dubious investment on a pure economic basis-into other more attractive forms
of investment.
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3. Limit on Tax Preference and Allocation of Deduetions
The home building industry supports the concept of a miniimun income tax.

We believe everyone in the l'nited States should pay a fair share of taxes.
However, we think the captioned proposals would further significantly dimin-

ish the stimulation of accelerated depreciation for residential rental housing,
in that they include the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line,
as a "tax )reference." The effect of such treatment under tie LTP porOl)osal
would be to generate additional income to the investor to the extent of a portion
of the excess (lepreeiation.

The potential damage is compounded by the failure of the bill to relate the
LTP proposal to the bill's other proposals to increase (epreciation recapture, as
discussed above. As now proposed, an investor partner in rental housing would
be required to recognize ordinary income twice on the same dollar of accelerated
depreciation: first under LTP in the year when excess depreciation is claimed
on a property and a second time u)on the later (lisposition of the property by
the partnership.

Thi. is time "coup de grace" to an industry which would b( already well-nigh
mortally wounded by the recapture and second owner delrec(iation l)rovisions.
l1e recominend that this double penalty for in c-stnii(nt in rental housing result-
ing from the inclusion of depreciation in the LTP prorisions be eliminated.

Under Section 302 of the bill, individuals would be required to allocate other-
wise allowable personal deductions in such a fashion as to result in disallowance
of a portion of such deductions by reason of tim individual's share of the excess
of ac,,elerated dlprepiation over straight-line. This would further deter equity
investment in rental property.

11c recommend elimination of the excess of accelerated depreciation orer
straight-linc t. a factor in computing thc allocation of deductions.

We also urge the Committee to reject the recommendation made by the rTreas-
ury to expand LTP to include as a "tax preference" the amount of excess interest.
taxes, and rent over receipts (if any) from unimproved real property during
the period of construction. This militates directly against new construction.
Such expenses are integral elements of the total costs of construction and are
incurred prior to receipt of rental income. This normal business activity should
not be penalized. The proposal completely ignores the economic realities of
construction.

4. Rehabilitation Expenses
NAIIB supports the proposals in the pending bill (Section 521 (a)) to provide

special depreciation benefits for rehabilitation of low-cost rental housing.
However, the incentive for such rehabilitation-the proposed 5-year write-off

of expenditures-is also substantially destroyed by the inclusion of such ex-
penditures in the computation of depreciation recapture under Section 1250.

Wle recomm end that rehabilitation expcnditures which qualify un dcr this pro-
po.9al be excluded from the application of depreciation recapture under Section
1250.

We also urge the Committee to reject the proposal of the Treasury, that such
expenditures be included as a "tax preference" within tile LTP concept. In-
clus-ion of such expenditures would deter owners of low-cost rental housing
from incurring rehabilitation expenses and completely frustrate the purpose of
the proposal.

5. Installment hSales
We object to the proposed limitation under Section 412 of the bill in the use

of the installment method of reporting gain to the extent that this limitation
would operate on the sale of unimproved land to be used for residential con-
struction. The proposed limitations on the installment method should be amended
expressly to exempt a sale which involves unimproved real property where the
taxpayer establishes that the property is bright and will be used for the
construction of ,ingle family or multifamily housing.

Builders are hard-pressed to arrange for the acquisition of land on economically
feasible terms. They need the greatest possible flexibility in the payment terms
for .ueh acquisitions. Buying land for subsequent housing developmentss ordi-
narily Involves payments to the owners over a long period of years. The proposed
percentage limitations under Section 412 of the bill will arbitrarily limit build-
ers unnecessarily in their negotiations. We doubt that it was the purpose of the
House that these Installment method amendments apply to land purchases.
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6. Non-Exempt Organizations
NAHB strongly objects to the enactment of Section 121 of the bill which wouht
limit the deductions ircurred by a membership organization in furnishing serv-
ice8 to its members to the amount of income derived from 'members or from
transactions with members. Such provision would, if enacted, severely curtail
the performance by NAIIB, as it membership organization of, its sole function
of furthering the interests of the home building industry. It would similarily
affect many of our affiliated state and local associations.

The problem presented by Section 121 of the bill arises with respect to the
Income derived by NAHB freo the conduct of its Annual Convention, which
constitutes one of the largest trade shows conducted in the United States. It is
undertaken for the sole purpose of educating its members; it presents to its
members the new products and techniques in the home building industry to
enable them to construct better and more efficient housing.

;Income from the Convention is derived from tie rental of exhibit space to
manufacturers and other organizations directly related to the home building
Industry which, through exhibits, display such new products and techniques.
While a member of NAHB seeing -a product which is of interest to him may re-
quest to be contacted by the respective exhibitor at a later date, there are no
sales transacted at the Convention and ft cannot, therefore, be considered as a
"sales facility".

Except in the "sales facility" situation, the underlying concept of a "trade
show" is that it represents an event designed to permit the interchange of
knowledge for the benefit of all of its members. The exhibits represent practical
workshops at which the dissemination of information as to new developments
and techniques is undertaken in order to educate the members of the industry
and Increase their technical competence.

The "trade show" often makes it possible for members of the industry to be-
come aware of new products and materials which have not otherwise been
introduced in their geographical area. In addition, the ability to see the new
products and materials in use provides a method whereby the member of the
industry can determine the practical al)plication thereof in improving the
products or services of such meml)er and his colleagues in the industry.

The non-sales facility "trade show" thus is undertaken for and in fact serves
to promote the common business interest of its members through education and
information on new products. materials and techniques. Moreover, in most
industries the rapid technological advance which this country has been experienc-
ing makes it imperative that the associations provide such tradee shows" in order
that their members be kept abreast of the new developments and techniques
in order to effectively operate and thereby improve business conditions in their
industry. Indeed, the association conducting such "trade show" would thereby
be directly promoting the common business interests of its members and more
nearly achieving the purpose for which it was formed.

The proposed limitation on deductions should thus be inapplicable where, as
in the case of the NAIIB Convention. the income is derived from an activity
which "contributes importantly" to the performance by the membership organi-
zation of its express function.
7. Ineenti'es for Housinqa

This bill before you presents Congress with a unique opportunity to provide
the people of the United States with improved opportunities for attaining the
Nation's housing goals. The great problem facing the industry currently is a
severe lack of mortgage funds. There is every reason to believe this will con-
tinue in the foreseeable future.

We propose that this Committee add to the pending legi.ilation an amendment
which. would allow a taxpayer to exclude from income the first $750 of interest
incOmC on deposits in thrift institutions.

Thrift Institutions, primarily savings banks and savings and loan associations,
are the primary source of funds for the home building industry. They are finding
It Increasingly difficult to attract consumer savings because of the competition
from other sources offering higher rates than thrift institutions can afford to
pay.

The Internal Revenue Code currently provides a deduction for stock dividends
as encouragement for investment in stocks. We believe savers require similar
treatment
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Further wc urge the Congress to increase the attraciivCe.is as if'ctmcnt
ifstrUinflits of mortgages on single family housing by giving preferred tax trcat-
ment to interest income from single family homte mortgages.

The single family mortgage instrument in today's economic and inflationary
climate has completely lost its attractiveness to investors. The national monetary
policies for controlling inflation have fallen with catastrophic impact upon the
source of mortgage funds for single family home mortgages. The nation can ill
afford to have the single family housing industry largely destroyed or curtailed
during this current period. Such preferred tax treatment would not only be
consistent with the stated national policy of encouraging home ownership. but
it will also enable the single family home industry to better ride out periods of
severe monetary restraint such as we are now in.

We propose that Congress condition the continued tam exemption of the income
ea'ned by pension, retirement, and similar funds on investment of a percentage
of assets in. residevitial mortgages.

Pension funds are the fastest growing pool of savings in the country. The
(Congress should determine whether their high percentage of investment in equity
risk securities is sound and in the long-term public interest. We believe that
residential mortgages, now almost completely neglected by pension funds, could
and should become a much safer investment resource for pension funds and that
conditioning their continued tax exemption on such investment is nessary to
achieve the needed shift in their investment emphasis.

APPEN DIX

DE'rAILED STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME BUILDERS BEFORE
THE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, U.S. SENATE ON H.R. 13270

The Natioml Association of Home Builders is the trade associate of the home
building industry. Our membership totals approximately 51,000 members who are
grouped in 473 affiliated state and local associations and who build over 75 per-
cent of the residential construction in this country. As such, our members have
a basic interest in providing adequate housing (both single and multifamily)
for all Americans in all income levels at prices and rents they can afford.

Our members therefore have a vital interest In several of the provisions of
H.R. 13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969, which we feel would substantially
impair the flow of investment funds into. and the construction of, multifamily
rental housing units which this country has committed itself to by the enactment
of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. We are concerned that the
enactment of these provisions would drastically diminish new multifamily con-
struction and require substantially higher rents on the small amount that would
be produced. thereby, of course, raising rental levels generally. It would thus be
contrary to the national policy, repeatedly stressed by the Congress, to encour-
age the construction of necessary housing. It would materially add to the eco-
nomic difficulties faced by this vital industry in the current critical inflationary
crisis.

I. Pro 'isions Affecting Home Building In dustry
1. Accelerated Depreciation for Rcsidettial Housing (See. 521(a) of the

Bill)-We endorse the provisions of Section 521(a) which ostensibly recognize
the importance of residential housing within the economic structure of this
nation by retaining the availability of accelerated methods of depreciation with
respect to rental housing. This retention of accelerated depreciation with respect
to housing is vital in order to provide the flow of investment funds necessary
for construction of such property.

However, the purpose underlying the retention of accelerated depreciation
for rental housing is almost completely negated by the interaction of Section
521 (a) with the following provisions of the Bill: (i) increase in depreciation
recapture (Section 521(b)) ; (ii) restriction on depreciation by purchaser (Sec-
tion 521(a)) ; (iii) limit on tax preferences for individuals (Section 301)
and (iv) allocation of deductions by individuals (Section 302).

2. Recapture of Depreciation (See. 521(b) of the Bill)-Under present law,
gain on the sale of buildings is taxed as ordinary income to the extent of the
depreciation taken on the property after December 31, 1963; however, after
the property has been held 12 months, only the excess of accelerated depreciation
over straight-line is "recaptured" as ordinary income. The amount of recapture
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is then reduced after 20 months at the rate of 1 percent per month so that thereWould be no recapture where the property has been held for ten years.

Section 521(b) of the Bill would amend Section 1250 of the Code to remove
the percentage reduction of the amount of recapture. Thus, where a building is
sold after July 24, 1969, the entire amount of accelerated depreciation in excess
of straight-line taken after July 24, 1969 would be recaptured as ordinary income
to the extent of the gain realized oil the sale, regardless of the length of time
for which the property was held. The effect of such provision would be to apply
to real estate depreciation recapture rules which are substantially similar to
those applicable to personal property. However, this ignores the fact recognized
by this Committee in 1964 that the circumstances of price level changes in real
estate are far more severe than occurs in the case of personal property. Asserted
gains which occur with respect to realty held for long periods of time often, in
fact, represent mere price level changes. In such event, no economic gain, justi-
fying a reversal of a previously granted deduction occurs. This is especially
true in times of rapid inflation such as we are now experiencing.

The economic effect of this I)rovision would be to substantially reduce the
yield otherwise available from an investment in real estate aind thereby impede
the flow of necessary capital into the construction of rental housing. Moreover,
the enactment of such a provision would produce a significant "lock in" effect,
in that owners of existing rental housing would be unwilling to sell the property
at any point prior to the end of its useful life (40 years or more), since a sale
prior thereto would result in recapture as ordinary income of the entire amount
of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line. This is particularly
true where the asserted gain arises from mere l)rice level changes. This will
have a substantial impact in the case of rental housing held for ten to twenty
years. The owner's investment in such property will thus renmin non-liquid and
unavailable for investment in the construction of new residential rental property
which will be necessary to meet the needs of our expanding population at such
future time.

3. Restriction on Deprcciution by Purchwaser (Sec. 521(a) of the Bill)-The
likelihood of a "lock in" effect produced by the full recapture of the excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight-line regardless of the period for which
the building is held is enhanced by the provisions of section 521(a) (4) which
would limit to straight-line the depreciation which could be taken on section 1250
property, including rental housing, acquired after July 24, 1969, where the orig-
inal use of such property does not commence with the taxpayer.

We are mindful of the fact that under our tax laws, depreciation available
to a "second user" of property has been at a rate less than that available to the
original user. Under present law, the second user cannot avail himself of the
double declining balance or sum-of-the-years digits methods of depreciation on
such property, but is instead limited to a maximum of 150 percent of straight-
line. Consistent with such past precedent, since the Bill limits depreciation on
buildings other than rental housing to 150 percent of straight-line, it would
appear appropriate to apply the straight-line limitation to the second user of
such buildings. However, since the Bill retains the availability of the accelerated
methods of depreciation with respect to rental housing, the proposed limitation
on depreciation to straight-line of such property by the second user in fact pen-
alizes rather than encourages ownership of rental housing by curtailing deprecia-
tion by the second user at a rate which is in fact greater than the curtailment
with respect to the second user of other buildings. Since H.R. 13270 specifically
recognizes the economic necessity of a preferred status for rental housing, it
Is clearly inconsistent therewith to penalize the second uer of such rental hous-
ing by providing identical treatment to that of the second user of other buildings.

The interaction of increased depreciation recapture and the restriction on
depreciation to straight-line in the hands of the second user would have an
adverse effect on the housing industry since owners of rental housing will not
sell (in view of the substantial depreciation recapture) and potential purchasers
will not buy (in view of the limitation to straight-line depreciation on such
property). This "lock in" effect will result in channeling of investment funds
into more attractive forms of investment fnd preclude construction of necessary
new rental housing In later years.

4. Limtt on Tea Preference of TNdhviduai. (See. 301 of the Bi)-The con-
tinued availability of accelerated depreciation for rental housing would be
further and significantly eroded by the proposed limit on tax preferences ("LTP")
which treats the Individual's share of the excess of accelerated depreciation over
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straight-line taken on section 1250 property, including rental housing, as one of
several designated "tax preferences". Under this formula, an individual investor
who provides equity capital to a partnership for the construction of rental hous-
ing would be required to treat as a "tax preference", i each taxable year, his
proportionate share of the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
taken on the rental housing owned by the partnership. The taxpayer would then
determine the total of his "items of tax preference" for such year and the LTP
would be the greater of one-half of the suin of (i) the items of tax preference
and (ii) the adjusted gross income, or $10,000. The excess of tax preferences
over the LTP would be the disallowed tax preference which amount would be
required to be added to gross income in determining the taxpayer's taxable
income for such year.

The effect of treating accelerated depreciation over straight-line on rental
housing as a "tax preference" for purposes of the LTP computation will be
to discourage the investment of equity capital required for the construction
of this much needed housing. Rather than invest in rental housing with all its
otherwise attendant economic risks, an outside investor, faced with additional
taxable income in the form of the excess depreciation, will instead channel his
funds into other fornis of investment which would not generate such additional
taxable income, thereby depriving the housing industry of the needed source of
outside capital. This will impede rather than permit accomplishment of our
housing goals as reflected in the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.

Moreover, the potential damage to rental housing is compounded by the failure
of the Bill to completely interrelate the LTP mechanism with the previously
described increase in depreciation recapture. Assuming, as is most often the
case, the rental housing is owned by a partnership, the investor )artner may
be required to include in gross income under LT11 his proportionate share of
the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line in each year. When
the partnership later disposes of the property (e.g., after 12 years), there will
be full recapture at ordinary income rates on the excess of accelerated deprecia-
tion over straight-line taken by the entire partnerships to the extent of the gain
realized on such disposition. By operation of the partnership provisions of the
tax law, the partnership is a conduit and it is the partners who bear the burden
of depreciation recapture.

However, no complete mechanism is provided to permit the investor partner
to receive full credit, against his share of ordinary income represented by de-
preciation recapture upon the disposition of the residential rental property by
the partnership, for the amount of ordinary income which le was required to
include Iii gross income under LTP in each of the years during which the part-
nership held the property prior to sale. The Bill provides that the disallowed
tax preferences attributable to accelerated depreciation will increase the "basis
of th(' asset to which they relate" for purposes of determining gain or loss upon
the disposition thereof (and not for purposes of coinputing depreciation thereon).
Il a factual situation involving a lrtnership, the "asset" for this )urpose would
likely be the rental housing itself, so that the investor partner's interest in such
property would be increased 1)y the disallowed depreciation required to be in-
clui(ed in his income under IrP. (This result is by no means certain since the
"asset" in question could be the investor's )artnership interest). Under this
aplproach, the I)artner's share of gain on the disposition of the property by the
mrtnership would be reduced by reason of the increase in his share of the basis

of the property. However, since depreciation recapture would be tile lesser of gain
or the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line, the increase in basis
will not provide the partner with an offset to depreciation recapture where the
gain is greater than the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line
taken on such property.

Tim investor partner may thus b), required to recognize ordinary income twice
on the samie dollar of accelerated depreciation. i.e., first. under LTP. in the year
in which time excess depreciation over straight-line is claimed on the property
by tie partnership, an(1, second, on his share of depreciation recapture upon tme
later disposition of tile property by the partnership. This result would serve to
deter the flow of investment funds into rental housing and negate the objective
sought to be achieved by retaining the availability of accelerated depreciation
for such property.

Allocation of Deductions (See. 301 of the Bill)-A further deterrent to in-
ve:;tment in the construction and ownership of rental housing is provided in
section 302 of the Bill which would require the allocation by an individual of
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otherwise allowable personal deductionS includingg interest, taxes, charitable
contributions, and medical expenses) and result in a disallowance of the portion
thereof attributable to allowable tax preferences. including the excess of ac-
celerated depreciation over straight-line on residential rental housing. The
portion of the excess of the individual's share of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line for a taxable year which is not disallowed and added to his gross
Income under LTP is used in determining the portion of such deductions which
Is disallowed for such taxable year. The portion of the otherwise allowable de-
ductions for such expenses (other than charitable contributions) to be disallowed
by reason of the individual's share of the excess of accelerated depreciation
.over straight-line on rental housing (and other tax preferences) could not be
carried forward and claimed as deductions in a later taxable year.

The effect of the enactment of the above-described provisions would be to
impose severe tax restrictions which, together with present financial restraints,
-would seriously impair the ability of our industry to provide the necessary
rental housing for our fellow citizens.

Instead of assisting the home building industry in its efforts to meet the
-critical housing needs of this Nation, the enactment of these provisions would
effectively deter equity investment in the construction of residential rental
housing. These proposals (a) penalize the equity investor by utilizing, the excess
,of accelerated depreciation over straight-line on rental housing to result in a
double inclusion of income; by such investor (through LT'P ii each year and
-through increased depreciation recapture in the year of disposition), and a dis-
allowance of personal expenses wholly unrelated to his investment in the rental
housing, and (b) create a "lock in" effect as to investment in existing rental
housing.

It is therefore imperative that this Committee, recognizing the critical nature
,of the Nation's housing needs, significantly revise the above-described provisions
of H.R. 13270 which would operate to deprive the home building industry of
-equity capital which is the life blood of its continued operation.

Moreover, we urge that this Committee reject the recommendation made
by the Treasury representatives during their presentation before this Committee
to expand the ITP concept to include as a "tax preference" the amount of the
excess of interest, taxes and rent over receipts (if any) from unimproved real

-property during the period of construction of improvements. The Treasury indi-
cated that such amounts are "part of the economic cost of the improvement and
when allowed as a deduction result in excesesive tax benefits to some high-
bracket investors". The treatment of such expenses as tax preferences so as
to result in additional income to the Investors will serve as another severe de-
terrent to the flow of investment funds into the construction of rental housing
and thereby contribute further to the decline in he construction of such housing.

Such expenses are incurred as integral elements of the overall cost of con-
struction at a time which of necessity is prior to completion of the improvements
on such real property and thus prior to the receipt of rental income to be de-
rived from the Improvements. These expenses are a necessary incident to the
construction of the improvements and should not be subject to penalty solely by
reason of the fact that they are of necessity incurred prior to the production
of income from the improvements. The treatment of such expenses as a "tax
preference" fully ignores the economic realities of the construction of rental
housing and other improvements and fails to recognize that the investment
of owner is earning no return during the construction period. The excessive
tax benefits asserted by the Treasury to result from such expenses are instead
an ordinary and necessary part of the construction activity and their effective
disallowance (by the treatment thereof as additional income to the individuals)
will serve to further preclude the Nation from meeting its commitment for the
construction of necessary housing.

6. Rchabiltation Expenses (Sec. 521(a) of the Bill)-The Bill provides for
the depreciation on straight-line method over a period of 60 months of expendi-
tures (having a useful life of 5 years or more) for the rehabilitation of low-
cost rental housing, up to a maximum of $15,000 per dwelling unit (apartment).
The purpose of this provision is to stimulate and encourage rehabilitation of
buildings for low-cost rental housing. NAHB has consistently favored the enact-
ment of a provision of this type in order to provide an incentive for improve-
ment of the living conditions of the economically deprived members of our
society.

However, the incentive for such rehabilitation provided by the five-year write-
off of rehabilitation expenditures is substantially negated by the inclusion of
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such expenditures in the computation of depreciation recapture under section
1250. Under Section 521 (c) of the Bill, the amount of depreciation recapture
upon the sale of low-cost rental housing would include the entire amount of
rellilitation expenditures to which the five-year write-off was applicable or,
where the housing was sold after one year, the excess of the depreciation under
the special write-off over the depreciation which would have otherwise been
allowable or such expenditures, if tile useful life had been determined under nor-
nal rules. 'Thus, the owner of such low-cost housing would be required to recog-
nize ordinary income solely by reason of improving the facilities in such low-cost
housing.

Tie Inclusion of rehabilitation expenditures to which the special five-year
write-off would be applicable within the operation of depreciation recapture is
contrary to both the technical requirements of section 1250 of the Code and the
purpose underlying special write-off of rehabilitation expenditures. Section 1250
by its terins is intended to recapture only the amount of depreciation which is
claimed in excess of the amount otherwise available if the straight-line method
were utilized. Section'1250 was never inended, and does not in fact operate,
to result in depreciation recapture where depreciation on the building is deter-
imined under the straight-ixe method. Since tile special write-off of rehabili-
tation exl)endlitures expressly provides that it is a depreciation under "the
straight-line method" using a useful life of sixty months, there is, in fact, no
amount of depreciation in exce8 of straight-line to which section 1250 should
be applicable. Furthermore, since the jPrpose of the proposed write-off of re-
habilitation expenditures is to encourage such expenditures, the fact that the
taxl)ayer will be faced with ordinary income (in the form of depreciation
recapture) upon the disposition of such low-cost rental housing will significantly
deter his incurring such rehabilittltion expenditures and thereby defeat the
underlying purpose of the special write-off.

We therefore recommend that t46 rehabilitation expenditures which qualify
for depreciation under the !lve-year write-off provided in Section 521 (a) of the
Bill should be excluded from the application of depreciation recapture.

Moreover, we urge this Committee to reject the proposal made by the Treas-
ury (luring its te'stImony before this Committee that tlh6 rellablitation expendi-
tures under the live-year write-off be Included as a "tax preference" within the
LTP concept. The allowance of.depitciation on such expenditures over alive-year
period was not recommended by the House in order to create a "tax preference"
which could result in additional income under LTP as a result of incurring such
expenditures, but rather as a recognition of the necessity for a tax incentive to
encourage the improvement of existing low-cost rental hou4ng. The potential
ordinary income which would result from the combined effect of treating such
rehabilitation expenditures as part of LTP and asopart of depreciation recapture
would produce an "overkill" which would deter the owner of low-cost rental
housing from incurring such rehabilitation expenditures and thereby completely
frustrate the purpose underlying this provision.

7. Limitation on ln8tallmcnt Sale8 Provision (See. 412 of the BilI)-We object
to the proposed limitation of the election of the installment method of reporting
gain to designated "Installment transactions" to the exent that such limitation
would operate to preclude installment reporting of gain on the sale of unim-
proved land to be used for the construction of housing. both single family and
multifamily. Under Section 412 of the Bill, the installment method of reporting
provided in section 453 of the Code would be available only to gain on a transac-
tion in which payments of principal or principal and interest are required to
be paid periodically and in such amounts over the installment period as pre-
scribed under regulations by the Secretary. Such requirement will be deemed
satisfied if (1) such payments are required to be made at least once every two
years in relatively even or declining amounts over the installment period; or
(1i) at least 5 percent of the principal is required to lave been paid by the end
of the first quarter of the installment period, at least 15 percent of the principal
is required to have been paid by the end of the second quarter of the installment
period, and at least 40 percent of the principal is required to have been paid by
the end of the third quarter of the installment period. The Ways and Means
Committee Report provides that this "latter safe-laveni rule should protect
legitimate installment sale transactions."

We believe, however, that the importance of ensuring tile availability of an
adequate supply of land for tile construction of housing necessary to meet the
Nation's housing needs should be given special consideration In qualifying for
Installment method of reporting gain on the sale thereof. In view of the sub-
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stantial increase in the cost of land created by our inflationary economy, builders
are hard-pressed to arrange for the acquisition of land on terms which are
economically feasible. Acquisition of land under such adverse economic conditions
requires that tile builder have the flexibility to make the acquisition on terns
which permit payment over a period of years other than within prescribed Ier-
centage limitations while still permitting the seller to report the gain oml the
Installment method. A limitation on the qualification for installment reportlng to
sales involving periodic payntuts qualifying within the strict confines of desig-
nated percentages as proposed lit Section 412 will substantially impede t lie ability
of builders to acquire land for construction of housing which is desperately
needed in this country.

We therefore believe that tit(, proposed limitations on the installment method
should be amended to expressly exeipt therefrom a sale Involving umnliniproved
real property where the taxpayer establishes that the property is purchased and
will be used for the construction thereon of housing.
II ProvIsimi. Affirtein NA I/ It

Limit atiott on. Deduction.x of Certain Not-,4.rcm /pt 11(mwbcrhip OrfllaiZot iopis
(See. 121 of the Bill)-NAHII strongly objects to the enactment of sve'tion 121 of
the Bill which would limit the deductiois incurred by a membership organization
in furnishing services to its members only to the amount of income derived from
members or from transactions with members. Such provision would, if enacted,
severely curtail the performance by NAIIB, as a Membership organization, of Its
sole function of furthering the interests of the home building industry. The pro-
vision could have the same effect on many of our affiliated local anld state
associations.

The problem presented by section 121 of the Bill arises with respect to the in-
come derived by NAHB from the conduct of its annual Convention. This Coni-
vention, which constitutes one of the largest trade shows conducted in the United
States, is undertaken for the sole purpose of educating its members as to the new
products and techniques 1in the imonme building industry so as to permit its nemil-
bers to construct better and more efficient housing. The income from tie Conven-
tion is derived from the rental of exhibit space to manufacturers and other organ-
izatlons directly related to the home bulldilg industry which, through exhibits,
display such new products and techniques. While a member of NAIIB seeing a
product which is of interest to him may request to be contacted by the respective
exhibitor at a later date, there are no sales transacted at the Convention and it
cannot, therefore, be considered as a "sales facility."

Except in the "sales facility" situation, the underlying concept of a "trade
show" is that it represents an event designed to permit the interchange of knowl-
edge for the benefit of all of its members. The exhibits represent practical work-
shops at which the dissemination of information as to new develol)ments and
techniques is undertaken in order to educate the members of the industry and
increase their technical competence. The "trade show" often makes it possible for
members of the industry to become aware of new products and materials which
have not otherwise been introduced in their geographical area. In addition, the
ability to see the new products and materials in use provides a method whereby
the member of the industry can determine tile practical application thereof in
improving the products or services of such member and his colleagues in the
industry.

The non-sales facility "trade show" thus is undertaken for and in fact serves to
promote the common business interest of its members through education and
information on new products, materials and techniques. Moreover, in most in-
dustries, the rapid technological advance which this country has been experiencing
makes its imperative that the associations provide such "trade shows" in order
that their members be kept abreast of the new developments and techniques in
order to effectively operate and thereby improve business conditions in their in-
dustry. Indeed, the association conducting such "trade show" would thereby lie
directly promoting tie common business interests of its members and more nearly
achieving the purpose for which it was formed.

It is submitted that the proposed limitation on deductions should thus be inap-
plicable where, as in the case of NAFIB Convention, the income is derived from
an activity which "contributes importantly" to the performance by the member-
ship organization of its express function. The purpose of section 121 of the Bill is
to preclude the use of investment income to offset the loss from conduct of nin-
bership operations. Where, however, the income is derived from the performance
of an activity (rather than a passive investment) which is related to the fulfill-
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ment of Its functions, the membership organization Is not In fact utilizing unl-
related income to offset operating expenses.

Sinco the purpose of the Convention which generates such income is directly
related to, and contributes iniportaut ly to, thle performa ne of the underlying
purpose of NAHI tself, there should 1)0 no limtitttion p~lacedl oil theO ahpllit in
of such inicolite against expenses of opierat ion of tihe org-anizat ion. Indeed, such1
result woud1 1)0 inconsistent with judicial decisions lwrniitting such offset 1111(
would, ii the case of NA1111, (10 violence to its purpose by Imipeding Its ability to
provide Its members with at form of services, I.e., the knowledge of the latest tech-
ifipiesO and( lprodlucts, which would thereby Imiprove thbe (quality of the housing
which this country so (desperately nieedls at the present timue.
11!. 0111cr 1?('(onf~ll(uncdait iomi

I. Jnrcstmnt ,IAeo lilt t for 1)cater inl ltl Istlite.-WVO recomimieiid that ats
part, of Its coisideratioti of the overall subject of tax reform, this Committee 11(1(
to lilt. 1:3270 it lris-iM~ln of vital impilortanice to thie home1 building 1111( real estate
fi(1 nstruy w Iileli woId provide for iii vestiuteri t lice' l us fin' *1vlt'i 's III rei I est a ..

Uiilike porsoms who deal lii securities, persons who enigage ii the( realty and'
ioie building businesses have no statutory grant (511(1 its provided lii sectilon

U236 of the Codle I'or (lemlers III securitles4) to earmnark realty ats Inivestmnent prop-
ert, iii t ieca t 1' 115)00 o schpr1operl'y as8iit capital asset.

As a result, the courts have gemierallv p~recludIed home builders from capital
gaiis t reatill eut t oilreii I ty evenly ut ader cirnuilalvswhlere liet p rot -a'illy ii vot d I
11-1s plreI('illse'( mid1( Sold1ii Ilul uh111rovedl state. The blonn builder may prevail tmidem
present law only by httroducig facts sufflelenit to estalhish that suich realty wats
not held principally (or of first liportaince) for the purpose of sales to customersrs
lit the ordinary course of business. T1he Jud~icial decisionsl, however, (create sulb-
stantial uncertainty its to the tax treatment of realty acquired for investment
ra2t hem' 11li1i 1 for 4dc-%eloppjatte u.li pItt ujSpS ill a1 1i v 1u fur 11 a1 sit tilN iolii.

The( l)urpos( of such provis'ilon w~ouIld lbe to remove the existing uncertainty
1111( create exI)1css statutory rules which, If satisfied, would perinit n electing
hiomte builder to make, geuiine investmtenits lin realty and thereafter dispose of
such property with it clear assuraunce of taxationi onl the gain thereof as at ('liitl
gaini. Under this pr1ov'isiont, ii the eaise of 11 (dealer ii real property, thle gain
derived front the' sale of certain prVoperty, could at his election, quality for capital
gains, treatment ats gaini derived from fte salt, of exchange of a capital asset.

Adequate safeghuardls would be provided li thle proposal iii order to insure that
such provision would be applicable only to realty which was held]( for Investment
p~ur1poses. T1'le category of real priop~erty which would qualify under this provision
wvouldl be limited to property held by the taxpayer for more than .18 months, onl
which 11o substanital impilrovemtenit (i.e., expenditures of no mtore, than 15 l~ercemt
of tbe nmi'ket value of such pr'operty3) wats miadle dutrinig the holding period, anid
its to which time taxpayer, wvithin :30 (lays of acqumisit in, clearly idetiifes such
property ats real prmop~erty held for investment. The muamuier of such identification
would be prescribed by time Secretary or his legate.

Legislation generally similar to the above Is now part of thme Code (section
1230) amid applies in the case of securities dealers. NA11B believes that homte
builders andt~ dvailet's ii rea'l estate sholild he eat filled to( h i lil1et vet'taiify3 of I lix
trea tmnent.

2. [necentives for' Jlotilng.-Tmis bill presents the Comngress with a unique op.
potii' ill ity to pr'ov'ide I lle people of the' 111111(41 Staites wivtl Imprin uoved Oor~mtitties
for attaiing time Nation's housing goals. These goals. met oit bim the Housing and
Umrban lDevelopment Act of 1968, call for the construction 111( rehabilitation of 26
million housing units over a tell year period from .1968 to 1178. To meet these
goals, It Is necessary to p~rodluce at n average annuall level of' 2.6 mu111lho housing
units. Today we are producing at less thami haulf of that needled average annual
level.

The hiomit building Industry, because of tight mneiy aid( excessively hight inter-
est rates, Is untable to pirodluce anywhere near the volume required to mee0t: these
goals an l in fact every month Is falling further and further behind with aim ever
declimning producttion level. TO encourage the availability of the mortgage money
needed to cinable our Indoustry to construct the housing needed amid desired by the
citizens of this country, It Is recommended that the following three tax Incentives
be emaucte('

(at) Alloto a tampaycr to eorc1'ide from. Inenome the first $750 of interest
income o. dcposW fit thirift instittitions-Thrift Inistitutions, primarily say-
tugs hanks and smavitig4 tub loan hiassoelatoms, atre- the pimartl iy sotirce of
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funds for the home building industry. They are finding it increasingly difficult
to attract consumer savings because of the competition from other sources
offering higher rates than thrift institutions can afford to pay.

(b) Give preferred tax treatment to Interest income from single family
home mortgage-The single family mortgage instrument in today's economic
and Inflationary climate has completely lost its attractiveness to investors.
The national monetary policies for controlling inflation have fallen with
catastrophic Impact upon the sources of mortgage funds for single family
home mortgages. The Nation can ill afford to have the single family housing
industry largely destroyed or curtailed during this current period. Providing
preferred tax treatment on the interest income earned oil these uiortgages is
believed fully consistent with the stated National policy encouraging home-
ownership. It will also enable this industry to better ride out periods of severe
monetary restraint such as we are now in.

(c) Condition the continued tax exception of the inconie earned by pen-
81on. retirement, and 81mlar funds oi investment of a percentage of a8set8 in
residential mortgages-Penusion funds are the fastest growing pool of savings
in the country. The Congress should determine whether their high percentage
of Investment in equity risk securities is sound and In the long-term public
interest. We believe that residential mortgages, now almost completely ne-
glected by pension funds, could and should become a much safer Investient
resource for pension funds and that conditioning their continued tax exemp-
tion of such investment is necessary to achieve this needed shift in their
investment emphasis.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness now will be Carl M. Halvorson,
president of the Associated General Contractors. Mr. Ilalvorson, we
are faiuiliar with your fine organization. They do a great job aind we
welcome you here today.

STATEMENT OF CARL M. HALVORSON, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

Mr. IIALV SON. Thank you very much, Senator.
We have filed a statement with the committee. I won't take the time

of the committee to read any of the portions of the testimony that have
been submitted, but 1 would like to make a few general remarks in
regard to the bill.

Inasmuch as our menl)ershil) does somewhere in the area, of 7.5 per-
cent of the contract construction in this country, and much of this
construction is in the field of building for various owners of real estate,
including housing, commercial buildings, factories, and all the various
things that we have for shelter and work space in this country we are
very much concerned with this substantial pa t of our market. We feel
that the retention of the existing rules on depreciation, and on recap-
ture, is a good manner of handling this kind of problem in our society.
And we feel further that the disruption of changing these rules would
not be to the best interests of our country.

Now, also, there are so many other things in the bill that have an
effect on what it costs to do the work in building these buildings an(
the various public works, that we think that serious consideration
should be given to allowing the depletion, for instance, on sand and
gravel to stay the way it is.

We believe that tax-free local bonds are essential to create public
works. Public works tie this society together, by providing buildings
and other types of improvements at tle local level. To change the tax-
ing structure on these bonds would inure to the detriment of all real
estate activity within the country.

Also, we feel that another important factor of cost of a building, or
any kind of structure or public improvement, is the depreciation al-
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owable on our equilpment used in the construction thereof. As you
know, Congress has clianged tile) law regarding rains on sale of de-
l)reciable equipment, so that now such gain is ortilnary income to the
extent of depreciation taken thereon after 1961. We feel that the O)-
erator of a business should be f ree to use his own best judgment to set
the depreciable lives of his equil)ni, t. From a broad, long-range losi-

tioli, the Goveruent would not, suffer, and such a rule would permit
ti private operator more flexibility in arriving at depreciation rates
to fit his particular use or- equipment.

In many cases over tlie years we have had to buy special tools to do
a special job. We have to charge the cost of those tools against that
special job. Consequently, we feel that we should be able to recover in
depreciation what we charge against that particular item.

We feel, further, that anything that makes a substantial change in
tim basis on which our economy is run does tend to have a disruptive
influence on the overall posture. Consequently, there musi t be compel-
linig reasons for making these changes or there will be disruptions.

11e are actually in a depressed situation in our construction industry
right now, despite the fact that there is much work in the "pipeline,"
so to speak, that has been created in past years. Commercial building,
for instance, in the 11 N western States is down 20 percent at present,
and public works are down almost 50 percent from what they were a
year ago. In view of the cutbacks and other activities that have come
out in the )ast couple of weeks, we think there will develop a very
serious situation in the construction industry, which is the largest sin-
gle industry in this country, within a very short time. Work which
presently is underway is very substantial, but, as the work in the
"pipeline" depletes itself, we think that we will have very serious
problems in this industry.

So, with that, I would conclude my remarks. As I say, we have gone
into these factors in detail in the statement. I didn't want to burden
you with restating those specific points.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. ITALVORsoN. Thank you very much.
(Mr. llalvorson's prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF CARL M. IIALVORSON, PRESIDENT, TIuE ASSOCIA'rED GENEII,

CoN'rltACTORS Or AmEIICA

SIM MARY

The 9,000-iiember firms of The Associated General Oontractors of America
comprise one of the most slgnitlcant and most basic of industries. The econmiolc
history of the last twenty years aipllly (hinonstrates the Intinmate connection
between our health and that of the entire American economy.

As the Congress and the nation undertake this significant r(wxamination of
1n1tional tax policy, the members of our association have become inreasingly
(.oticerned over the 1niljtillilty of recessive measures, not fully thought through
In ternis of the tax volicy, whose primary effect will he ulxn the construction
businesti.
E.riting Depreciation and iceapture Rules -houid Be Rctabl('d for All Real

Estate

Section 521 of H.R. 13270 would deny all accelerated delreciation to used
property and restrict depre(.lathi of new nonresidential proi erty to ,the 150
peri.ent deel inig balance method.

In doing so Section 521 ignores that the greatest economic wastage of real
property occurs in the early years of ownership. and that double declining hal-
*iice an(1 sum of the years-digits depreciation are necessary to allow recovery
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of this capital shrinkage. Although opponents of accelerated depreciation rely
on data which shows resale prices in excess of adjusted basis, this spread is
true capital gains, fully accounted for by the Immense inflation in construction
costs-more than 30 percent in the last five years and 15 percent just since Janu-
ary 1968-and by the growing scarcity of urban land. The cash flow produced
by depreciation-the other factor said to support Section 521--Is amply justified
by the need to service mortgages in an ever tightening money market and the
needs for reserves which are constantly used to renew the property.

Section 521, furthermore, misses the abuses at which It is supposedly aimed.
For sound reasons apart from tax policy, new residential construction is ex-
enpted from the proposed strictures on accelerated depreciation, even though it
is such real estate that Is most open to the rapid turnover which is the key to
any tax abuse. This part of Section 521 would apply only to industrial and com-
mercial structures, where the opportunities for abuse are negligible and where
restrictions on depreciation will greatly decrease the ability of American business
to meet foreign competition. Indeed, in this respect Section 521 Is directly at odds
with the approach of Section 221 of the House bill. That part, In establishing
limitations on the Interest deduction, recognizes that expenses Incurred in a trade
or business are not susceptible to abuse and expressly exempt Interest incurred
In the conduct of a trade or business.

Nor has any cogent case been made for the recapture rules that Section 521
would Impose. We did not oppose the adoption of Section 1250 in 1904 because
we believed then and believe now that it provides a rational and fair Inhibition
upon the tax abuse that can exist in this area by measuring the recapture of
depreciation into ordinary income by the length of the taxpayer's holding
period. Section 1250 presents a carefully designed tool that is entirely respon-
sive t' the difficulties that existed. H.R. 13270, on the other hand, would convert
all depreciation above straight line to ordinary income upon the sale of real
estate, and thereby penalize a bone fide long term investor who has not abused
the tax laws and seriously restrict the amount of capital that will be placed into
construction of modern facilities.

The Need For Reform of Capital Recovery Rule8
The most notable and most serious omission from H.R. 13270 Is the absence

of the long promised general reform of our capital recovery system. Against
the background of the proposed repeal of the investment credit, this reform
is more necessary than ever.

The cost of machinery is a major factor in the construction industry, and the
five year life applied to most of our equipment ignores the exteraordlnarily
abusive working conditions and rate of technological change that makes our
equipment substantially useless after a year or two of use. For much of the
last several years, the investment credit has compensated for the unrealistic
useful lives applied in our industry. If contrary to the repeated assurances we
have heard in prior years, the credit is not to be a permanent part of our tax struc-
ture, there must at the same time be a general reform of capital recovery rules
for all industry.

That reform must recognize three principles.
First, average lives must be based upon the optimum practice for each indus-

try. Otherwise the tax code will forestall industrial modernization and build
obsolescence into American industry. All American business will suffer an
increased disadvantage in competing abroad, where rapid capital recovery has
long been a principal tenet of tax and economic policy.

Second, depreciation rules must recognize that some taxpayers have a particu-
lar need for rapid replacement. Now that the moratorium on the reserve ratio
test is ended, revenue agents will see themselves free to renew the endless hag-
gling over depreciable lives that marked audits for so many years, unless the
Congress emphasizes that a businessman's reasonable decision of how to manage
his own business should be given the strongest weight.

Third, changes in the depreciable lives must not be viewed as revenue gather-
ing or contracyclical devices. For thirty years our (onomy was hampered by
restrictive depreciation rules based on a depression decision to raise more money
by lengthening useful lives. This is poor tax policy and disastrous economics.
Depreciation reform should provide a context that invites steady capital Invest-
ment and provides an assured permanence of statutory structure.

The specifics of depreciation reform should start with four proposals which the
machine tool industry previously described for this committee.
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Two, elimination of the reserve ratio test and the amendment of Section 167
to eliminate the need to establish salvage value, would simplify tax account-
lig. eliminate enidless controversies oil audit, and recogii'te that In the construc-
tioii business as elsewhere there is no predictable or readily available salvage
market for niny capital goods,

The thir(l proposal, to codify the guideline depreciable lives, is highly merito-
rious. but the Congress sluld recognize (1) that the guidelines are unnecessarily
rs~ri('tive in their treatment of the construction industry; (2) that three years
rather than live years is a realistic average life for construction equipment; and
(3) that sone contractors in some situations require even shorter lives.

The fourth Prol.osal-to eliminate the $10,000 ceiling upon the additional
first year d(lepre(iation allowance of Section 179, with a possible reduction In
'flte-wouhl help coipllnsaite for the loss of cash flow that will follow repeal from

the investment credit. An amendment of Section 179 (d) (I) to grant the allow-
ance without regard to the useful life of deprecialble property would be particu-
larly equitable in its application to the construction industry.

Int'r. oni the Obligalions of ,StatC atd Local (Jovcrnm(nts lhoild Remain Tam
Ex(i, pt

A significalnt portion of the business of nwuulers of our association consists
of public construction. By disrupting the financial market for state and local
seclritis-and the financial press shows how severely the House passage of
H.R. 13270 bas restricted the marketability of these securities-the inclusion
of Interest on these oligations within the tax preference provisions of the bill
will destroy the ability of local governments to supply necessary facilities and
services.

We agree that each American shoul pay some taxes on his economic income.
It Is incorrect, h uwever, to include Interest on state and local securities in the
catalog of itenus not carrying their fair tax burden.

The holder of these se(curities pays a silent tax, measured by the difference
between the Interest he receives and the greater interest available on nonexempt
seclities. Interferences with the tax exempt status of public securities will
require a c,oulpesating Increase in state and local taxes, and there will not be
commensurate increases in federal tax collections. This "reform" will Increase
everyone's taxes al (e('rease no one's; there is no Justification for its enactment.

The Ehisting 5 Percent Dcplction Rate for Sand and Gravel Should Not Be
Reditced

For reasons that are unexplained, H.R. 13270 would impose a 20 percent re-
du(tion In the smallest depletion rate in the tax code: the 5 percent rate ac-
corded sand and gravel.

Sand and gravel producers face a staggering need to find and develop now
supplies in the last third of this century. The average annual output must be
doubled to satisfy projected demands. Cost of development and production are
particularly high, since (eposits must be developed near construction sites and
their proximity to metropolitan areas requires extensive expense for rehabilita-
tion after the sand and gravel is removed.

The proposed reduction in depletion rate can only increase the cost of con-
struction contractors, who are the primary consumers of sand and gravel. Both
considerations of tax policy and the economics of an industry that has already
suffered immense inflation in cost require continuation of the 5 percent rate.

The "Coumtry-By-Country" Limitation On Foreign Tax Credit Should Not Be
Changed

Section 431 of the House bill would impose an additional inhibition on the
ability of smaller businesses-those who lack a large base of foreign income-
to compete abroad. The danger perceived-the possibility of a double tax benefit
for those who have loss years followed by successful years in foreign countries-
exists only for activities in countries not allowing loss carryovers in their tax
structure.

But the effect of the denial of the carryover Is to increase the effective tax
rate in those countries, and the limitation of the American tax credit in turn
would increase the effective total tax burden beyond the amount the American
tax code would impose on the net results of the foreign business. Thus, this
provision not only would impair the United States' position in foreign com-
merce, but it also would frustrate a prime function of the foreign tax credit.
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H.R. 13270 Would Subject the Con8truetion Industry To a Multiplicity of Reces-
sive Yet Inflationary Pressures

Each of the parts of H.R. 13270 which I have discussed would inhibit new
construction, raise the cost of construction, or both. H.R. 13270, if not changed,
will subject the construction industry together with the entire economy to a
multiplicity of pressures that are both recessive and inflationary. These parts
of H.R. 13270 are not sound as tax reforms, they are economically dangerous,
and they should not survive the scrutiny of the Senate.

STATEMENT

My name Is Carl 1M. Halvorson, and I am a general contractor in Portland,
Oregon. I appear before the Finance Committee in my capacity as President of
the Associated General Contractors of America.

The Associated General Contractors, as our name suggests, is a trade associa-
tion of construction contractors. We have about 9,000 member firms who come
from tll fifty of the United States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
Our business includes all manner of heavy construction; our members build
about 75 percent of the contract construction in the United States. I need not
dwell at length on the place the construction industry has In the American
economy. We are among the most basic of industries. The health of the con-
struction business is essential not only to the contractors of our association and
their employees and suppliers, but as well to every economic activity in the
Nation.

We appreciate the Committee's courtesy in extending to us the opportunity
to express our views on H.R. 13270. This, of course, is one of those periodic oc-
casions when our country re-examines and reassesses its tax policies. The de-
cisions of this Congress will establish national tax policy for many years to
come. This consideration, above all else, causes us to view with no small measure
of alarm five pending tax proposals, which we believe are poorly founded as a
matter of tax policy, inconsistent with a goal of orderly economic growth, and
unusually discrimnatory in their cumulative impact upon the business of the
members of our association.
Existing Depreciation and Recapture Rules Should be Retained for all Real

Estate
Section 521 of H.R. 13270 makes two important changes in the depreciation

of real property which are the source of our gravest concern about H.R. 13270.
Above all other provisions of this Bill, Section 521 will inhibit the formation
of new capital for investment in construction and have a serious recessive effect
upon the economy.

The first change would deny accelerated depreciation to used property and
restrict depreciation on new nonresidential property to the 150 percent declining
balance method. The double declining balance and the sum of the years-digits
methods would be forbidden. In addition, the Bill would require that all accel-
erated depreciation taken on all buildings after July 24. 1969, be converted to
ordinary income when the building is sold. These changes do not constitute ra-
tional tax policy and do not respond to the supposed evils that are cited in their
support.

The proposals are premised on the abuses which can occur upon the use of
accelerated depreciation followed by rapid resale of real property. We all know
that this combination presents an opportunity for the deferral of ordinary in-
come and its conversion to capital gains. Such tax avoidance devices were becom-
ing common at the time Section 1250 was added to the Internal Revenue Code
In 1904 for the purpose of restricting capital gains treatment of accelerated de-
preciation to owners who held property for a reasonably long period of time.
The general approach to Section 1250 is a rational and fair one and we did not
oppose its enactment. But we believe the present proposal suffers from a host of
defects.

First, it is economically unsound to conclude that only straight-line deprecia-
tion reflects economic wastage. The greatest risk of loss and the greatest physical
deterioration occur in the early years of ownership. The initial owner-the per-
son who puts up the capital to construct a facility-takes these risks. At no time
since the adoption of accelerated depreciation methods in 1954 has anyone pro-
duced persuasive evidence to indicate that this Is not so or that double declining
balance and sum of the years-digits overstate the economic wastage inherent
in these initial risks.
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Histroically, two factors have been relied on by those who nevertheless argue
for elimination of these methods. First, they point to resale prices, which gen-
erally exceed adjusted basis. Second, they point to the existence of cash flow in
excess of the amount needed to service the mortgage. Although both premises
are repeated in the House report, each is fallacious.

Comparison of resale prices to adjusted basis fails to take account of infla-
tionary pressures on real property values. Enormous increases in costs of land,
labor, and materials have inflated property values even beyond the general rate
of inflation. This is reflected in the report which the Bureau of the Census Is-
sued this month entitled "Value of New Construction Put in Place." 1 That re-
port, in evaluating recent construction in terms of 1957-1959 dollars, shows an
Inflation of over 40 percent in the last ten years. Construction costs have in-
creased by 30 percent since 1964 and at least 15 percent just since January 1968.2
Thus, a building built in 1964 should have increased in vnlue by at last 30 per-
cent to keep pace with the inflation in building costs. The squeeze on urban land
should increase the value even more.

It is, therefore, not surprising that resale price often exceeds adjusted basis.
But this only proves the great inflation we have suffered in the last five years.
It does not show that accelerated depreciation methods are now overly gener-
ous. Rather the increases in property value are true capital gain because they
represent a true increase in the dollar value of the invested cal)ital, an increase
caused by the combination of inflationary pressures and the growing scarcity
of land.

Insofar as the excess of cash flow is concerned, the first critical point is that
the -tighter money becomes, the smaller that excess is. The second point ignored
in the House is the need of a cash reserve for repairs and maintenance. The
creation of such a reserve is the prime economic function of depreciation, and,
in a soundly managed operation, the reserve is constantly being used for re-
newal of the property.

My next point is that the real estate provisions of this Bill are not responsive
to the abuses its sponsors claim to perceive. Rapid turnover is the key to any tax
abuses which exist. The feared deferral and conversion of ordinary income oc-
curs only if the property owner holds real estate for a short period of time and
resells it without making the repairs necessary to account for the physical de-
terioration occurring during his ownership. This abuse is most readily achieved
and most commonly occurs in residential property. For purposes of national pol-
icy with which we agree-to encourage the badly needed expansion of the hous-
ing supply-H1.. 13270 exempts residential structures from the proposed re-
strictions on accelerated depreciation. The tax consequence, however, is that
the double declining and sum of the years-digits depreciation would continue to
be available in the area that is most susceptible to abuse and would be denied
only to Industrial and commercial structures, where rapid turnover is not as
likely and long-time ownership is the rule.

Oddly enough, this treatment is exactly the opposite of that provided in Section
221 of the Bill, which limits the deduction of interest on loans used to carry
investment assets. Section 221 directly recognizes that expenses incurred in a
trade or business do not lend themselves readily to abuse, and interest paid In
the conduct of a trade or business is exempted from the limitations established
in Section 221.

The same approach should be applied to real estate. Industrial and commer-
cial facilities do not invite turnover and do not allow postponement of repairs
in the manner of residential housing. They are simply not the proper target for
restrictions on accelerated depreciation.

The restrictions of Section 521 would also Increase the competitive disadvan-
tage American business experiences in foreign markets. Tax structures abroad
place high priority on the rapid recovery of capital investment, even allowing
depreciation writeoffs substantially in excess of economic wastage. America
must compete for the construction budgets of domestic and foreign Industries,
and the inevitable result of Section 521 would be to encourage domestic capital
to go abroad, and foreign capital to remain beyond our boundaries.

These factors all show the unreason of restricting the depreciation available
to industrial and commercial facilities. Since there are other sound reasons for

I Construction Reports, Value of New Construction Put in Place July 1969 (issued Sep.
tember 1969), United States Department of Commerce Publication C80--69-7.

2 See Tables 2, 8, and 18 of Publication C80-69-7.
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not applying this part of Section 521 to residential housing, it sliliply should
not be en,,-ted.

,he re'calture provisions of Setion 521 art, equally uinjustifled. This part of
tile Bill and the existing provisions of Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue
('ode tire botil intended to inhibit the rapid turnover that facilitates the use of
accelerated depreciation to convert ordinary income into capital gains,. h're.
however, the similarity ends. While Section 1250 uses the carefully designed
ietiod of measitring the recapture of depreciation into ordinary iconie )y the

hengtI of iti, taxlyer's holding period. Section 521 would recap)ture all a('('el-
era ted delreviitfoil, whilttever thi' lgth of the taxpayer's htolhing period.

The hearings and the rcprts are entirely devoid of any justiica tion for this
change. There is no demonstration that Section 12)50 has worked badly and there
is no reason to helleve that it has. Surely. Section 1250 should he left as it is
until there is acceptahih' evidletite that the statitute still llves rooit for abuse.

Bit if the rules are to bt, changed, ti, basic st-rueturte of Sect ion 1250 is
the 13 only l consistent with sound tax lpol i(y. All sholld agree, I bIlieve. that
the t1an who holds real property for t.'i year, s Itot tile sretv o tix aiis..
Tito, problenti Is to determine ilielininiittilt holing Ipeirid it,('tssilry to hiet r
tivoidllaire. We. believe that lit twvtlty tlI11itol Itittitut1 tiow\" I t 'al dished iII
Setion 1250(a ) (2) Is long though. since lit, section retafillts a I rora ted I,-(-
caitr, for holding periods betw it twveity iltonthis and tell year's. If the 'on-
gress concludes, however. that a)use still e-xists. It wvotid t(if ie a fit Ir or ra -
tional solithlt to leiaIiz,, the boni tide hlg wt rnt Investor its 11.11. 13270h would.
The propiU' response woihl Ihe to extelld le itiut holding period. while
a(ijusting tIe rate of recat.pture., to retail ten yeat's ats the holding erimd whti
recapture ceas(s to apply,'

The Nccd for Reform of Catpital hI'ct'orCrl1 1Rules
Ve recognize that today is not the appropriate titite to present testinliotty

relating to the proposed reeal of the investitlilt credlit. I 1uist. however. sta rt
with that as backg'ounlld, for heavy Iaill i iry is oit(e of the ttliajoir costs IiI oir
ituistry, and repeal of the investinenit credit without adoption of long needed
reforns or our capital recovery systenl will ittipose a substantial aind IuIlwr-
ranted tax Increase upon our industry.

Most of our inachinery and tools are now treated as having a1 five year tsi'fil
life. Superfl(ally this appears to he generous. WVhen viewed against the deatinds
of the construction business, however, this rule, which revenue agents refuse
to vary ott audit, ignores the actual shorteit useful lives of our equllinent and
therefore artliflcally exaggerates the true income of the construction business.

The purchase price of (onstruction equitllent is high. yet its useful life is
relatively low. It Is worked hard and It is worked out of doors under widely
varying conditions. The life of this equipment is shortened by differences in
the (olpetence of operators, the unavailability of ipro'er ma ititetnaice Itt this
field. and the Inherent difficulty of excavation and other aspects of con.triiotiii
work. For any one contractor. the useful life of his equilunent varies with the
type of work he does and the abilities of the)ttei ItI his i S(-Il)l0y. The sa1
niachine may be useless after six months on one kind of Job, but have a life
of several years in other work. Our continuing need to find find accept tech-
tuologlal change further quickens the obsolescenee of o1r tools and equipment.
And to Cotnpoui(1 these difficulties. matny inetubers of otir association aire called
upon to do specialty and nonrecurring work which requires equipment that is
useful only to that contractor and only ott that job.

The end result is a great need for depreciation rules realistic enough to ac-
conuniodate the unusual eirctunstances of our industry. The live year useful life
now generally applied to us is not a reasonable expectation for the average

s If, for example, the minimum holding period wore extended to 30 months. 1.2 percent per
additional month of ownership would then represent an appropriate adjustment to reerptre.

4 In addition to these difficulties. the recapture provision of the new Bill Is most Inequi-
table. Real estate Is a relatively risky and nonliquid Investment. Persons placing money In
real estate must plan for a relatively long period. The amount of depreciation available and
the presence or absence of recapture Is one of the determinants that influences the Invest-
ment decision. This Bill changes the rtles In mid-stream for all existing or committed real
est'ite. since the recapture rtiles apply to depreciation attributable to periods after July 24,
1969. regardless of the acquisition date.

5 The, far longer 12-year life applied to equipment designed for maritime construction
constitutes an extreme Imposition upon the eeonomIcs of the construction Industry. In
addition to all the problems of land-based construction, maritime equipment is exposed to
unusually Inhospitable and corrosive working conditions. It should have no longer n depreel-
ative life than land equipment, and often should be depreciated over Its use in a particular
job.
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piece of conlstruc(tifoil Ill('lillt'l'3. Tile Its( of' tis life' has deiiiet us dethini ionls
t-iat rie t tr'ue costs of operattion. Trile' ilii'stiiieiit credt, t hats helped ul (111 M11t-ste
for tils (ltfet't, so long as it hats e'xisted1. If the( Conigress no0w allows tite aidinillis-
tra tion to withdlraw froin tile re'jelitedl lssilru lces t hat tite in1%,estiiit'iit Credit
couldit be at JK'1'illuflet part of our tax st ruetuire, thien It is v-seiit iaI thu t MeIa
Congress tt tihe saiIUC ile deJU it1 g('lt'rati tverilut iii of ourll Caipitil rec~over'y
st riiet ire.

I eilijilinilze that we (1( not- seek speeille rt'lief for thit'(, v31stnictioui Iis1t1'y.
Rather. we see olur problems its onie fiacet, of it geltera 1 pat ternl of mu'IItia list I(- ta x

W(e believe tihat the it(iJ list Intitis to lit' ideits for' ouri! 111(1115ry would lbe lparlt of a
general reforin of thet ca pital recovery structure.

Thait re(formll sho0tid begin within recogittoi of the il'e'tsstntiu Is of iny rtoth il
capital recovery polcy.

First, deprecationll llivtes itist blihsed tugt tilt' best. pracI(tice' which re'cognizes
the plems ltInherllie'ft lit ('Ic'l talxpaye's business. Whiatevt'i average li fi re
ulseti its blebhlnl'ks ili1i4t act'omllt. for a lid depend upon0 the( best pracIttice fo1'
tile. I industry. A te'illt)Itgl('It i evollii Iis fully 1111011 115, IIItll iIliiil'tt't'lttd
swteep. In 'ons( I'luet Iof I l t' vtery other business, st'ietiIlit' imll'ttiol sIR-etds
pr'tgr'ess N-oidt,01 predictionl ; eililpint'It tiecoiit's ol soltt fidtll(] rquirs 1't'JIaie-
ietilt wvith iaztlu'Ag frequtey. Unltess dtepreciat ion lives a i'(-emcosistenit wvith
opt 1111111 repleille'lt prie tlIes wvhichl keep pace with techInoilogy, tile tax eodt'
wi'll id111( obsolesveet Into Anit'iaii industry. Here'( again. ikinerltii n buslnoss
would be (llsllll'Iiltagt'tl in forteigni (ollipt-t Itil. Aunlem'eanl fIl-is Sieek ot'l-
tioll Jobs albroad;l success iit'itetts thle Allerl'll etol)illy. wili~lt dimin11ishinig
balance of' payiteit fintd gold flow~~ proldins. nelt pr'incill foi'elgni Inidustrial

11liaiotis. *1 foremost matter of tax ipolt'y. providetlt deprt'elittlon methods tie-
sIgnied to give, tile mimlum~ p)ossile~t inct'ct lvi'to renewal of' caiiltal equipment.
We canllot compete mneaninlgfullly atbroad ttl itss (leireelt'Iloi reforii lil tile
United States elimnilates our continuall lag behind the practicets ofl otht'l' couhltilIes
find( pi'des 11s with tile cash flow netcessar iy to maitinh it t'olipeStlt ive
techinol ogy.

S~evown, dlepr1eciationl reform m1ust; recognize thait s0on1c' ta xpayers multst replace
equipmenl~lt even more rapidly tihani the' industry olptlfhiniu. Tis is particularly
so of the( tconstructioin business. Up to tile early 19)601s. tilt' construction Indulstr'y,
more than any other,' suffered ('oltinual harrasslllent front Ilnterlial 10*t'e~ll
agents wilo refused to recogize' tite depret'lation problems of IndividualI ton-
tractors. Now that the(, mloratoriumn oil tilt' apiplitiofl of tilt r(eser've ratio test
has ended, we have every reas5on to expect a renewal of ihostility 011 tile part of
auditing agenlts. The need for a realistic approach on audit will be even~ greater
If the inlvestmlenlt credit Is lost, yet repeal of tile credit mayl1 well serve, to eni-
courage tile- Inlternal Revenlue. Service to return to practices tihat for tirlty
years Inhlibited caplital Invtestmlent. D~eprecition reform inust thiere'fore' reitterate
that tile special problenis of Inivi~'duial taxpayers niust be, retcognlized; a busintess-
man's reasonable decision of how to manage Is owvn business should be given
tile strongest weight.

Thir'd, chianlges in depreciation lives must not be viewedl as a revenue gathering
or contracyclical device. Ever since Bulletin Pi was adopted during the (Treat
Depressing, tile tax collector has been tempted to raise more money by lengthen-
Ing useful lives. This very thought was suggested tis year as one of tile reasons
for changing thle rules for real estatte tdepreciation. This approach runs counter to
every basle of rational tax policy. As a matter of economic policy, It Inviittes
disaster. Tile question Is 0110 of confidence. Orderly economic gr'owtih require's a
climate for orderly capital investment. Tile planning whiichl must underlie ra-
tionlal Inlvestmlent Is Impossible if depreciation rules are hlostalge to tilIpredicta ble
change. Only mleaningful depreciation reform, tin a context whiich provides pter-
manailco of structure, can restore tile confidence sialc(n by a retraction of tile
assu~ran~ces that the Investment credit w~as here to stay.

The specifics of depreciation reform should( start with tile proposals offered
to this Committee on September 11 on behalf of trade associations representing
tile machine tool Industries. Two of tile proposals. elimination of tile reserve
ratio test and the amndmenlt. of Section 167 to eliminate tile need to establish
salvage values, would simplify tax accounting slnd eliminate endless controver-
sies of no lastin~g significance withl revenue agents. Tile eliminlation of salvage
values Is particularly essential to our members, for tile economic fact of life
Is that these values are generally ill Ii tile construction business, and for manmy
of our items tilere Is no predictable or readily available salvage market.
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We also agree that the guideline depreciation lives of equipment should be
codified, but with recognition of thte economic realities of the construction busi-
ness. Three years rather than five years should be established as a realistic
life for construction equipment, and the codification should expressly allow for
those instances where the practices of particular taxpayers require shorter lives.

The fourth proposal was that Section 179 be amended to eliminate the $10,0(X)
ceiling upon tile additional first year depreciation allowance, with a possible
reduction in the rate of that allowance from 20 percent to 15 percent. Such a
change would be particularly equitable if applied to the construction business.
Therefore, we urge that Section 179(d) (1) be amended to allow the application
of the provision to (lepreclable property without regard to its useful life. As
short lived as our equipment Is, the greatest amount of wear and tear occurs in
the first year of use. A great amount of the equipment is virtually useless and
unsalable at the end of the first year, Such an aniendiient would help compensate
for the loss of cash flow that would follow repeal of the investment credit, cash
that is necessary to enable us to keel) our tools and equipment modern and usable.

Ivt'rct on the Obligation8 of St(tC and Local (oVcrnnMnts Should Remain
Taiv Exempt

A significant portlon of the business of (,mlbers of our association consists of
public construction. That constrution depends ona the existence of regular and
orderly financial markets where local governments may market their securities,
The experience of the money markets over the last several months demonstrates
that unfortunate l)ortents for public finance inhere in the Inclusion of interest on
the obligations of state and local governments within the definition of tax
preference items in Section 301 of 1I.R. 13270.

We do not disagree with the basic purpose of Section 301-to require each
American to pay some tax oil his economic income. We dispute, however, tile
inclusion of interest on state and local obligations as an item that does not bear
a fair share of the national tax burden.

As a formal matter, the holder of these obligations pays no tax on Ills interest
income. As a conisequence of the present tax exemption, however, the holder
receives a lower yield. In substance, he pays a silent tax measured by the differ-
ence between the interest he receives and the greater interest available from
securities not enjoying an exemption.

In addition, unlike the other items included in the definition of tax preference,
this Is not a situation where the elimination of one man's exemption will decrease
his fellow citizens' taxes. The obvious and expected effect of the proposed legisla-
tion will be a significant increase in the yields on state and local obligations.
That increase must be satisfied through increases In the taxes imposed by the
issuer of the obligation. And it is not realistic to expect that the Federal taxes
paid by purchasers of these obligations will exceed the additional burdens being
placed on state and local taxpayers. It is more likely that high bracket taxpayers
will take their money out of state and local securities and place them either in
other tax exempts or in situations that offer a potential for capital gains. This
is already being demonstrated, for nearly every day the financial press reports
instances of the difficulties state and local governments have been having In
borrowing funds since the House passed H.R. 13270. Thus, this is a so-called
"reform" that will increase everyone's taxes, and decrease no one's, achieving
all this while diminishing the ability of state and local government to provide
needed facilities and services.

The Existing 5 Percent Depletion Rate For Sand and Gravel Should Not Be
Reduced

The proposed 20 percent reduction in depletion on sand and gravel is the fourth
aspect of H.R. 13270 of concern to the construction industry. Sand and gravel
now have the smallest depletion rate in the tax code: 5 percent. In contrast to
most minerals, depletion rules provide sand and gravel with a less favorable
method of capital recovery than would be available if the ordinary capital gains
treatment were available. Nevertheless. Section 501 (a) of the House Bill would
reduce this modest depletion rate to 4 percent.

The House Report focuses on petroleum. It fails to offer a single word of
explanation or justification for changing the rate for sand and gravel. This
smallest of depletion rates seems to be a victim--perhaps an unintended victim-
of the emotions stirred by oil and gas depletion rates.

We In the construction industry are the primary consumers of sand and gravel.
It is a basic construction commodity. The demands for it are enormous. Produc-
tion now exceeds 900 million tons annually. As large as that is, the United States



Bureau of Milies, In a study entitled "Cumulative Demand Projections Foi- Sand
iiind( Gravel," projects a demand during the last thirty years of the twentieth
century "In the range from 57.2 to 65.6 billion tons." This means that the annual
,utput of sand and gravel must be doubled during the last third of this century,

even though a study conducted in 1963 showed a life expectancy for reserves of
oily 24 years.

In consequence, sand and gravel producers face a staggering need to finld and
develop new supplies between now and the year 2000. Furthermore, the high costs
of transporting this material requires that deposits be developed near metro-
imlitan areas; this in turn adds further to the cost, for the proximity of the site
no urban areas requires extensive cost for site rehabilitation after the sam and
grnvel is removed.

This. I submit, constitutes the strongest of cases for not lowering the already
lw depletion rate for sand and gravel. The proposed reduction in rate can only
Increase the cost of sand and gravel and thereby Increase the cost of construe-
tion. The constructionn industry Is already suffering from a rate of inflation ft1r
higher than the national average. Here H.IR. 13270 would add to that Inflation
without the slightest justifleation in tax policy or economic.'.
7'h(, "Country-by-Country" Limitation on Forclgn Tax Credit Should Not Be

('hanyed
Section 431 of Ih.R. 13270 would Impose an additional burden on United States

eontraotors who seek to do business abroad by ilml)osing new restrictions on the
"(ountry-by-country" foreign tax credit. The hardship would be particularly
severe for the contractor least able to bear it-the one doing his initial work
overseas or who has a limited amount of overseas work In only a few countries.
IHe is the one who normally uses the country-by-country limitation, since he laeks
the large base of foreign income available to companies with more developed
business throughout the world. The effect, moreover, would be particularly mag-
niied in its influence on the balance of payments, for these are the same busi-
nessmen who most tend to repatriate investment and profit.

The asserted Justification for the proposed changes Is that a United States'
taxpayer with losses in a foreign country may receive a double tax benefit if, In
the year of the foreign loss, he offsets it against domestic income, and then in a
better year takes a credit for foreign taxes. This danger, however, is mostly
theoretical, and where the danger Is real. the effect of II.R. 13270 would be to
Impose a form of double taxation on American businesses doing business abroad.

The asserted double benefit cannot be realized In respect of activities in colin-
tries which provide for loss carryovers in their tax laws, since the taxpayer sets
off losses before taxes become due to the foreign authority. The problem can
only arise in those countries, usually undeveloped, which do not allow loss carry-
overs in their ':ax laws. The result in those cases is an increased effective tax rate
in orofitable years. The existing United States law allows a taxpayer to mitigate

the impact of this Increased effective rate by the use of foreign tax credits. Thigh
well serves the function of foreign tax credits-to allow United States business
to conduct international trade in a climate where the combined foreign and
domestic tax burden does not exceed the United States rate. Because the proposed
change in the country-by-country credit would apply only where the foreign
country Imposes an increa.-ed effective rate, II.R. 13270 would create a form of
double taxation 'by imposing a total tax burden in excess of the United States
rate.

We strongly urge that this limitation be deleted because its impact will be on
smaller business and the result will be a deterioration of the American position
Ii foreign markets. If it remains, however, it should be amended so that the
United States "recapture" will not bring the total foreign and United States taxes
above what the United States taxes would have been if the foreign operations in
all the years in issue had been carried on in the United States.
I.R. 13270 Would Subject the Construction Industry to a Multiplicity of Reces-

sire Yet Inflationary Pressures
To this point In my presentation, I have focused on specific aspects of HR.,

13270. Now I should like to view them from the perspective of the Bill's overall
Impact on 'basic construction.

The changes in rules for depreciation and the changes In the tax exempt status
of interest on state and local obligations will serve to decrease the amount of
new construction. At the same time both changes will increase the costs to users
of new property. The repeal of the Investment credit without compensating
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del)reciation reforms and the reduction in depletion on sand aind gravel will
directly increase our costs. The Bill also would impose new and serious impedi-
ments to the Investment of foreign capital in the United States and to the ability
of American businesses to compete in foreign markets. Tight money and con-
struction cutbacks have yet an additional negative impact on our industry.

The Bill then has the recessive effect of inhibiting construction while at the
same time adding to inflationary pressures. Each of these aspects of the Bill
feeds upon and re-enforces the other, and they are further multiplied by the
other contracyclical measures the Administration has taken. Although H.R. 13270
is called a tax reform bill. the features I have discussed here simply cannot lie
Justified as attacks on demonstrated abuses. They are poorly conceived. danger-
ous to the American economy, and should not survive the scrutiny of the Semite.

The CHAIRtAN. The next witness is Mr. Leon I[. Keyserling speak-
ing for the Realty Committee on Taxation.

We are happy to welcome you back here, Mr. Keyserling. You have
been gone altogether too long. I am always pleased to hear your views
on matters that have to do with economics, taxation, and national
growth.

STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING,1 APPEARING FOR REALTY
COMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND AS INDEPENDENT ECONOMIST

Mr. KEYSERLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, the provisions of

the bill relating to the housing and other real estate are inseparably
related to the provisions of the bill as a whole, which must be viewed
in the perspective of general economic and financial considerations.
Thus, I appear here only in part on behalf of the Realty Committee
on Taxation, and more basically as an independent economist con-
cerned with the public interest.

Many provisions of the bill are good, but I concentrate on those
needing repair. Those needing repair bear the same defects as, and
would aggravate the current consequences of, the errors in the massive
tax cuts of 196"3-65, and especially 1964, which I opposed on grounds
vindicated by time.

Like its forerunners, the current bill overstimulates heavy invest-
ment, at the expense of consumption, and thus augments the main
source of rampant current inflation combined with inadequate real
economic growth. Its personal tax cuts are highly inequitable, espe-
cially in view of those in 1964. It hands out bonanzas to some types of
industries and investment requiring restraint, but cruelly discrim-
inates against housing and supportive aspects of urban commercial
construction, despite universal consent that urban rescue and renewal
is our most critical domestic priority. It would thus add greatly to un-
employment. In the very name of reform, it violates the justice which
is the essence of reform. It is pennywise and pound foolish, with re-
spect to recapture of federal revenues.

Specifically: excluding the reforms-I believe analysis of the bill
excluding the reforms extremely important for various reasons which
I shall state shortly, although I, of course, favor those reforms di-
rected toward more equity in the tax structure-the House bill, by
some of its provisions, cancels out the effect of repeal of the 7-percent
investment tax credit, and the Treasury proposal increases net stimu-
lus to inflationary investment by $1.1 billion. Even with the reforms,

1 Former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers, consulting economist and attorney.
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not even the House bill tightens up enough on inflationary and post-
ponable types of investment. I favor a tightening up on the net alloca-
tion to investment as affected by tax policy b about $6 billion. This
would leave much more room for correcting thie unwise and untimely
provisions bearing down upon investment in housing and also non-
residential construction, and also for the further equitable changes in
the tax structure to which I shall refer.

As to the personal tax cut inequities: Without the reforms, neither the
House bill nor the Treasury proposal gives more than 20.8 percent of
the personal tax cuts to those with incomes up to $5,000 who consti-
tute 47 percent of total returns, while they give 13.4-17.2 percent to
those with incomes of over $50,000 who constitute only 0.4 percent of
all tax returns. (Tihe housing provisions further discriminate against
those in need of better housing at lower costs, and thus would hurt
their incomes still more. This shows the seamless-web connection be-
tween the various provisions of the bill.) The other distributions, be-
tween the two extremes cited, are similarly inequitable. The provisions
without reforms are, as I have said, extremely important, because the
reforms are more uncertain of enactment; they do not impact equally
upon all those even within the same income group; and we know from
experience that, if the reforms are modified or mutilated, the regular
rates do not tend to be adjusted accordingly. They certainly weren't
in 1964. But, even with the reforms, the distribution of the cuts is
highly inequitable.

By the most meaningful test, effect upon after-tax or disposable in-
come, the House bill, with or without the reforms, increases such in-
come by less for those with incomes from $5,000 to $20,000 than for
those with incomes from $20,000 to $50,000; and, without the reforms,
increases disposable income by immensely more for those over $50,000
than for any other group. The Treasury proposal is far more regres-
sive. Even with the reforms, both theHouse bill and the Treasury
proposals are not nearly progressive enough. In this connection, tak-
ing all forms of nationwide taxation into account, those with incomes
between $3,000 and $4,000 pay a higher share of their incomes in total
taxes of all kinds than any other group up to $15,000, and almost as
high a share as those with incomes between $15,000 and $20,000.

I suggest no change in personal tax payments, before or after re-
forms, for those wilt- incomes of $50,000 and over, and I seriously
question substantial, or perhaps even any, such reductions for those
with incomes of $20,000 and over. This approach would leave that
much more for net tax reductions for those lower down in the income
structure.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Keyserling, I would suggest you read it a little
more slowly if you are so disposed. With all the background you have
has as Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, I am not going
to cut you off at 10 minutes.

Mr. KEYSEIRLING. I think I will get through in 10 minutes, but
thank you very much. Mr. Chi irman, for your consideration.

Coming to the provisions relating to housing and nonresidential
commercial inAvestment, let me here emphasize, since the Chairman has
been so gracious with me as to time allowance, that economists in gen-
eral, the Council of Economic Advisers in particular, businessmen, and
even sometimes the Congress, look at the provisions of a tax bill with-
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out sufficiently relating one provision to the other, and without relat-
ing the provisions of the bill to the general economy and to our eco-
nomic and social objectives as a nation and a people. But all of these
factors interrelate. 'What is done with respect to the taxation of low in-
come people through tax cuts interacts with what is done to them
with respect to housing. This is because the cost at which they can get
housing affects their comes available for all these other purposes.
This bill, in its current from, has the multiple impact of being in-
equitable in what it does to them on its straight tax reduction pro-
visions, and also in what it does to them with respect to the investment
provisions of an ad hoc nature which bear upon housing and sup-
portive nonresidential construction investment (as against the bills
treatment of other investment).

Now, another ironical thing which I want to reemphasize for tfle
benefit of some of the Senators who were not here when I started-
that is off the record.

Senator WILLIAMS. We will read it, we can't hear all of it.
Mr. KEYSERLINO. What is that?
Senator WILLIAMS. I say we will read it because we can't hear all of

them. We get the same thing over and over.
Mr. KEYSERLING. But anyway, to reeml)hasize what I said earlier,

everybody is saying we want to get the reforms, and we don't want
the bill without the reforms. But the repeal of the 7-percent invest-
ment credit by itself is more of a reform than that repeal together with
some other parts of the bill. This is because these other parts would
give back to the same people who would be hit properly by the repeal
of the 7-percent investment credit more than that repeal would take
away from them. This, in itself, would repeat the errors which I pro-
tested against in earlier years, despite the fact that the main source
of the current inflation is the 13-percent annual rate of growth in the
very type of investment which is the most, inflationary thing in the(
whole economy. We are trying to stop this by the 7-percent invest-
ment credit repeal, and that is fine.

But when one looks at the bill as a whole, it does not do what thle
public thinks it is trying to do.

Now, I say we should tighten up much more than the bill does on
these types of soaring and overebullient investment, instead of tight(n-
ing up on housing and supportive nonresidential commercial invest-
ment, which are falling dangerously short of meeting our nationwide
needs.

The provisions of the bill relating to housing and nonresidential
commercial investment are the best single example of starving the leani
while other l)rovisions feed the fat. The widespread impression tilt
the bill draws a sharp dichotomy between housing and nonresidential
commercial construction investment is entirely erroneous. The pre-
ponderance of the provisions of the bill inimical to real estate gen-
erally are also highly inimical to housing. In any event, urban rescue
and renewal do not depend upon housing alone, and I think I have
been sufficiently partial to housing for a long time, and still ain.

Housing, especially for the poor and others of low income who can-
not move out of cities, is intimately;associated with and supl)ported by
commercial structures-stores, community and recreational facilities,.
and professional space. These are even sometimes in the same project
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as housing, blilt by the same people. And if tley were both blilt bymore of the same large-seale peOpfe, we would have a better chance of

moving forward on the rescue and renewal of our urban areas at the
tremendous pace which is iml)erative on all groln(ls.

Vastly accelerated investment along these lines can provide vast
expansion of employment, to serve vital national ieleds ill tile y vears
ahead, aild to counteract technological disl)lacement in other key
sectors. Such programs and projects are essentially long range, and
we cannot afford to stunt them further now, even if (contrary to my
conviction) stunting them now would be anti-inflationary. It would
really be inflationary by aggravating critical current shortages and
thus driving u) rents still further.

Here we have a bill which really, on the investment side, operates
almost exclusively against housing and supportive nonresidential com-
mercial investment. Meanwhile, what are the facts? Private nonfarm
housing starts declined, on a seasonally adjusted- annual basis, from
1,845,000 units in January 1969 to 1,314,000 units in July, or 28.8.
percent, and the 6nd if not yet. The ratio of housing and commercial
construction investment (combined) to GNP declined from 7.13 per-
cent, in 1950 to 4.39 percent in the second quarter of 1969; and the
decline in this ratio has been almost constant. As a percentage of gross
domestic investment, the decline was from 40.8 percent in 1954 to
29 percent in the second quarter of 1969. During 1961-68, measured in
uniform dollars, the average annual growth rate of investment in
commercial construction was only 4.9 percent, and in housing only 0.5
percent. This occurred during a 7-year period when we all talked
about doubling this rate of housing starts, and enacting legislation
toward that end. Meanwhile, during the same period 1961-68, the
average annual rate of growth in real terms was 5.2 percent. for GNP,
and 9.9 percent for investment in producers' durable equipment, the
latter of which this bill would further stimulate, as I have said.

In vivid contrast with the trends just cited, balanced goals for the
whole U.S. economy require an annual average growth rate through
1977 of 5.9 percent for commercial structures, and 11.2 percent for
residential structures, compared with 5.3 percent for GNP, and 4.1
percent in producers' durable equipment.

These are not just my goals. These are the goals, of course with some
variations, embodied also in the housing programs of the Government
as legislated by the Congress; they are the goals embodied in the.
studies of other economists. So, while we are all doing other things to
try to get housing growing faster than the rest of the economy, we are,
through this bill, discriminating against it and supportive nonresi-
dential commercial construction, in the face of the gross disparities
in what has actually been happening, and is still happening with a
vengeance.

Real estate has been faring worse, by various financial tests, tian
any of seven other basic industries which I have analyzed. Viewing
net income as percentage of new worth, the figure hi 1965 for real
e:tato was 3.5 percent, compared with 6 percent for finance and insr.
ance, 10.3 percent for manufacturing, and 8.2 percent for all industries.
In real estate, lona,. term debt comes to almost 50 1)ercent of total
assets, compared with 12.2 percent for all industries. Since 1951, rising -

interest rates alone have imposed an excess cost aggregating more
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than $17 billion in connection with mortgages on one to four family
homes alone. T iie rising' interest. burden, and I underscore this, tile
rising interest burden 'as already iml)osed upon housing and sutp..
l)ortive nonresidential coinercial investment a toll wh ich Ilhs e.
ceeded many, many times tie total benefits flowing to these sectors
through all tyl)es of Federal tax concessions.

Now, I come to Federal costs. In terms of Federal costs, the vital
areas nee(lding tie most tell ) ha'e been given the least, and, in the Imain,
vice versa. In 1960' (I have no later coml)rehelisive data. from official
sources), of the $43.1 billion value of delpreciation and depletion
allowances, 45.7 percent went to manufacturing, and only 5.8 percent
to real estate. l)uring the fiscal years 1964-69, viewingg m.re tlran $.7
billion of average annual net expenditures for Federal subsidy l)ro-
grams, 57.9 percent. were going to agriculture, 10.5 percent. to air
transportation, and only 2.9 percent. to housing. It follows with cer-
tainty that any recoulpment of Federal reventies which could result
from further tightening ul) on the tax treatment of housing and non-
residential commercial investment would be a mere bagatelle, coin-
l)ared with the potentials for recoul)lnent along beneficial rather than
damaging lines, when measured in ternis of economic activity and
human well-being. 'What has already happened to housing alone since
January 1969 (the 500,000 reduction in the annual rate- of housing
starts, and the bill would make this worse), implies on an annual basis
a, loss of $3.8 billion in Federal revenues at existing tax rates, $109
million in State and local l)rol)erty taxes, and involves 1.7 million
man-year jobs.
M full statement analyzes in detail the relevant sections of the bill.

Briefly, the provisions which would be damaging to both housing and
nonresidential construction investment include substitution, in the
case of used buildings, of straight-line del)reciation for the presently
allowable 150-percent declining balance method, the recapture pro-
visions; the treatment, of "excess" depreciation under LTP and alloca-
tion of deductions; the limitation on interest deductions; the "addi-
tional preference" Treasury proposal; and certain retroactive features
of the bill. Applicable to new nonresidential structures but not to
housing (and I stress that the other provisions I have mentioned are
applicable to housing, although a lot of people believe this bill lets
housing off), there is also the undesirable substitution of 150-percent
declining balance method for the double declining balance method.

I respectfully submit that we should be considering methods to
accelerate housing and nonresidential commercial investment, instead
of adding to its present plight. And insofar as the overall economy is
now deemed to be too tight to ward off excessive inflationary pres-
sures (my full testimony sets forth why I believe this to involve a
mistaken diagnosis as to the causes of recent. and current. inflation).
we should finther tighten up on those other sectors where the national
interest so permits, and there are many of these.

As to the entirely laudable desire. for reform, I read an article in
Reader's Digest this week, by t formerly Internal Revenue Conimi-
sioner, purporting to reveal the horrible advantages that some people
take by means of accelerated depreciation on housing and other real
estate. I am against these misdeeds just. as much as is. and my entire
record proves this. But the provisions of the bill which are designed



to catch those individuals or business entities who are getting away
with too much in some industries, by delimiting some special tax
incentives, do not apply the same method to those in other industries
who are generally or even to a greater degree getting away with some-
thing. I am talking now about the glaring cases. This distinction is
made by the bill, apparently on the ground that such other industries
need further stimulation. But even if some of these other industries
require further stimulation, that is no justification for anyone getting
away with something in such industries. So if we are trying to catch
those who are taking advantage of a tax provision, they shouldn't
get away with this, if they happen to be in the airline industry or in
the trucking industry, any more than in the housing industry, or in
nonresidential commercial investment. Yet these provisions to catch
those who are getting away with something is focused upon these two
last-mentioned sectors predominantly.

The appropriate method to catch the recreants, in other words, those
reducing their taxes too much, or to zero, is by limiting total allowable
deductions, so as to permit none to pay too small a percentage of their
incomes, or zero percentage, in taxes. The provisions toward this end
should be further strengthened. But enlargement or contraction of
special or ad hoc -tax incentives should relate to the condition of each
particular industry as a whole, and its relationship to national needs.
The treatment of 'housing and nonresidential commercial investment
does not do this, and I earnestly hope that this committee will help to
correct this dangerous imbalance.

I request that my full testimony with charts, and my prepared sum-
mary thereof as earlier submitted, be inserted in the record at an
appropriate point.

The CHATRMAN. Mr. Keyserling, your statement in the record here is
about 110 pages long. I want to promise you that over the weekend I
am going to study everything you have said here plus these charts. I
regard you as one of the best economic advisers in this Nation by any
standard, and what you have said here certainly deserves the utmost
of consideration. As far as I am concerned I will give it every bit of
study. I think I generally agree with your conclusion that where some-
one--because of something we put in the law for a worthwhile pur-
pose--achieves some kind of advantage by taking advantage of several
deductions or maybe a dozen different deductions in the law and pays
very little taxes, we ought to go back and tax him on a different basis.
But that need not necessarily serve to totally eliminate something that
is in the law for a good reason.

Mr. KEYsERLINo. Mr. Chairman, let me just give you some examples
of why this is sound. All national tax policy deals with the general
situation, and must. Any major sector of tax policy which is liberal
enough to do the job it is intended to do will be too lenient for a few,
and if we make it tight enough to catch those few, it will cut off the
head of others who need to be encouraged or helped. We must consider
the greatest good of the greatest number.

Let us look for a inoment at the old age insurance system. Now, part
of that is paid for by the Government, that is, paid for by the general
public. Yet nobody says that is unfair that people get their benefits,
including the part paid for by the Government, because they may have
assets of a million dollars, or $10 million. If we wanted to become

-M 0-49--t. 5-5
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particular as to them, we wouldn't give these benefits to them. But we
want a generalized system, and we t.ry to catch them under other
sectors of the tax laws. It is true of almost any other tax provisions of
any kind, including personal and corporate income taxes, special tax
concessions, et cetera, that the provisions best designed for overall pur-
poses work unfairly in some glaring cases. But I view it to Ie pure
sensationalism to let the tail of these glaring cases swing the elephant.
Limitation of deductions is the correct remedy.

Yet, what is proposed in the bill, because of these few glaring cases,
is to further jeopardize an entire industry, although on net balance
the existing special incentives to this industry are the most beneficial,
and in fact, to date among the very few ad hoc special tax concession
provisions which are genuinely desirable in terms of the national
interest.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Keyserling.
Mr. KEYSEIING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I was going by the Miller

modification of the Long motion.
(Mr. Keyserling's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF LEON H. KEYSERLING* IN PART REPRESENTING REALTY

COMMITTEu ON TAXATION AND IN PART AS INDEPENDENT ECONOMIsT

SUMMARY

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
General con8ideration8

I appreciate this opportunity to add to your consideration of one of the most
momentous economic and financial measure In many a year. The Bill in its
present form contains many essential and desirable provisions. But I shall
concentrate upon what I regard to be the need for improvement, as that should
be most constructive and helpful to this Committee. Clearly implied in these
comments will be my attitude toward those provisions which appear to me to be
sound and good.

The major portion of my testimony relates to general economic and financial
considerations and their bearing upon the general provisions of the Bill, because
I am profoundly convinced that we all tend to pay too little attention to these
ultimate matters when considering tax proposals. In these phases, I appear
independently, as I have so many times previously before this Committee. My
specialized comments bearing upon the provisions of the Bill dealing with housing
and other real estate investment is made on behalf of the Realty Committee on
Taxation, although my conclusions in this area are also arrived at independently,
and I hope objectively.

The past is prelude, and my previous testimony before this Committee and
elsewhere on the massive tax cuts and concessions of 1962-1965 is highly rele-
vant to the current Bill. I felt in the years gone by that these massive tax cuts
and concessions were greviously misdirected In large degree. They surrendered
too much Federal revenues, in terms of national and international needs de-
pendent upon public spending; misallocated resources between investment and
consumption so as to impair economic equilibrium and work against maximum
economic growth, production, and employment; and aggravated Inflation and the
balance of payments problem by ignoring the real causes thereof. On both eco-
nomic and social grounds, they helped too much those who needed help least,
and helped too little those who needed help most, both on the Individual and
business entity side.

I submit that the more recent developments have very substantially vindicated
my earlier concern. Although infation is now rampant, our real rate of economic
growth since 1966 has been much too low, is much too low now, and this in
Itself aggravates rather than curbs inflationary pressures, and adds to unem-
ployment. The most urgent of our domestic priorities are being relatively

*Former Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers. Consulting economist and attorney.



neglected. Fiscal policy is still highly contributory to resource misallocation.
The current Bill, if properly corrected, affords a tremendous opportunity to use
the mighty weapons of fiscal policy to learn by experience, correct the errors of
the past, and put us on the right course.

But the Bill in its current form, in very large measure, does not do this. On
equitable grounds, it makes a highly improper distribution of tax relief, espe-
cially when added to the gross inequities of the 1964 measure in this respect. On
economic grounds, it does not go nearly far enough in the direction of redressing
the imbalance between investment and consumption. Its specialized or ad hoc
provisions discriminate against those lines of endeavor which need most to be
stimulated greatly, most especially housing and supportive nonresidential con-
struction investment, while dealing lightly or even favorably with lines of
endeavor which have been and now are running relatively much to fast.
Mi8allocation of investment provision8 of the bill

Specifically, excluding the tax reforms, the House Bill does not appreciably
affect net investment allocations as affected by tax policy, and the Treasury
proposal increases them by 1.1 billion dollars. This is ironical, in view of the
proposal to repeal the investment tax credit on the ground that investment in
general is grossly excessive. Even with the reforms, the House Bill reduces the
allocation to investment as affected by tax policy by only 3.9 billion dollars, and
the Treasury proposal by only 2.5 billion. This is not nearly enough. I favor
a tightening up on the net allocation to investment as affected by tax policy
by about 6 billion dollars, which woud leave much more room for reconsideration
and revision of some of the provisions bearing down upon the tightening up
of investment upon housing and also nonresidential construction, for reasons
which I shall subsequenty disclose.
Inequitable features of personal tam out provisions

The inequitable features of the current Bill, also highly undesirable from the
functional economic viewpoint, are as follows: Without the reforms, neither the
House Bill nor the Treasury proposal gives more than 20.8 percent of the personal
tax cuts to those with incomes up to $5,000 who constitute 47.0 percent of total
returns, while they give 13.4-17.2 percent to those with incomes of over $50,000
who constitute only 0.4 percent of all tax returns. The distributions between
these two extremes are subject to the same type of inequity, I believe that the
provisions viewed without reforms are more important than those viewed with
reforms. The reforms are more debatable and uncertain of enactment; they do
not impact equally upon all those in any given group; and we know from experi-
ence that, if the reforms are modified or mutilated, the regular rates do not tend
to be adjusted accordingly. But even with the reforms, the distribution of the
tax cuts is highly inequitable.

And by the far more meaningful test of effect upon after-tax or disposable
income, the House Bill with or without the reforms increases such income by
less for those from $5,000 to $20,000 than for those with incomes from $20,000 to
$50,000. Without the reforms, the House Bill increases disposable income by
immensely more for those over $50,000 than for any other group. The Treasury
proposal is far more regressive in these respects. Even with the reforms, by
this vital test, both the House Bill and the Treasury proposals are not nearly
progressive enough, especially in view of the imperative need to counteract in
part the highly regressive features of the 1964 tax cuts. This imperative need Is
best illustrated by the fact that, taking all forms of nationwide taxation into
account, those with incomes between $3,000 and $4,000 pay a higher share of
their incomes in total taxes of all kinds than any other group up to $15,000, and
almost as high a share as those with incomes between $15,000 and $20,000. Those
still higher up, by all equitable tests of progressivity, do not pay a sufficiently
higher proportion of their incomes in taxes of all types.

All things considered, I suggest not reducing at all the personal tax rates,
before reforms, of those with incomes of $50,000 and over, and I seriously question
whether there should be substantial, or perhaps even any, such reductions for
those at $20,000 and over.

The amounts thus saved should be used for further reductions for thosc lower
down in the income structure, with emphasis on progressivity.
General comments on defects in provisions relating to housing and nonresidential

construction investment
The extent to which the foregoing provisions of the Bill depart from desirable

allocations of tax changes, both on economic and social grounds, are paralleled
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by comparable departures with respect to the more specific or ad hoc features
of the Bill, especially those bearing upon housing and what I regard to be the
intimately associated factor of investment in nonresidential construction. And
because our economy and the problems of our people are a seamless web (and
so is fiscal policy), the generalized and specialized departures from desirable
tax changes have mutual and cumulative effects.

The widespread impression that the Bill draws a sharp dichotomy between
housing and nonresidential commercial construction investment is erroneous. As
I shall disclose, the preponderance of the provisions of the Bill inimical to real
estate generally are aso inimical to housing.

Even more important, we are here again dealing with a seamless web. Urban
rescue and renewal do not depend upon housing alone. Housing, especially for
the poor and others of low income who cannot move out of cities, is intimately
associated with and supported by commercial structures-stores, community and
recreational facilities, and professional space. And investment in all of these
can provide vast expansion of employment in sectors where such expansion
is essential in the years ahead, to counteract the trends toward technological
displacement in other key sectors.
The alarming long-term decline in housing and nonresidential construction invCe/-

ment, especially when related to current and future national needs
The data which I shall now present demonstrate the absolute contrast between

the severe and prolonged deterioration in these vital sectors and the provisions
of the Bill designed to provide them with even less tax incentives than they
now have. This, although on all sides, including other long-range Federal programs
involving scores of billions of dollars over the years ahead (in declarations
of Congressional intent, but not in actual appropriations), we have been pro-
claiming that the rescue and renewal of our urban areas is our most critical
domestic priority.

Private nonfarm housing starts declined, on a seasonally adjusted annual
basis, from 1,845 thousand units in January 1969 to 1,314 thousand units in July,
or 28.8 percent, and the end is not yet. The ratio of housing and commercial con-
struction investment (combined) to GNP declined from 7.13 percent in 1950, and
5.93 percent in 1959, to 4.39 percent in the second quarter in 1969; as a per-
centage of gross domestic investment, the decline was from 40.8 percent in 1954,
and 39.4 percent in 1958, to 29.0 percent in the second quarter of 1969. During
1961-1968, measured in uniform dollars, the average annual growth rate in
investment in commercial construction was only 4.9 percent, and in housing only
0.5 percent, while it was 5.2 percent for GNP, and 9.9 percent for investment in
producers' durable equipment. In contrast, and in line with balanced goals
for the whole U.S. economy, the annual average rate of advance through 1977 in
commercial structures should be 5.9 percent, and in residential structures 11.2
percent, compared with 5.3 percent in GNP, and 4.1 percent in producers' durable
equipment.
Disparities in Federal stimuli provided

The vital areas needing the most help have been given the least, and, in the
main, vice versa. In 1966, of the 43.1 billion dollar value of depreciation and
depletion allowances, 45.7 percent went to manufacturing, and only 5.8 percent
to real estate. During the fiscal years 1954-1969, viewing more than 6.7 billion
dollars of average annual net expenditures for Federal subsidy programs, 57.9
percent were going to agriculture, 10.5 percent to air transportation, and only
2.9 percent to housing.

The lowly financial position of real estate
Contrasted with the belief that real estate is "in clover", that industry is

doing worse by various financial tests than any of seven other basic industries
which I have analyzed. Viewing net income as percentage of net worth, the figure
in 1965 for real estate was 3.5 percent, compared with 6.0 percent for finance
and insurance, 10.3 percent for manufacturing, and 8.2 percent for all industries.

The toll of rising interest rates
The impact of rising interest rates has borne most severely upon housing and

other aspects of real estate investment, because, in real estate, long-term debt
comes to almost 50 percent of total assets, compared with 12.2 percent for all
industries. Since 1952, rising interest rates alone have imposed an excess cost
aggregating more than 17 billion dollars in connection with mortgages on I to 4
family homes. The rising Interest burden imposed upon housing and supportive
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non-residential commercial investment has exceeded many, many times tile total
benefits flowing to these sectors through all types of Federal tax concessions.

Under these conditions, it would seem to be an upside-down public policy, or
fiscal policy, to make the public stimuli available to these sectors, including
those in tax form, even less favorable than they are now, and increasingly dis-
criminatory as against other sectors. This is true, not only in terms of economic
and social considerations, but also in terms of the revenue problems of the
Federal Government viewed more narrowly. Any recoupment of Federal revenues
by further tightening up in these sectors would be a mere bagatelle, compared
with the potentials for recoupment along beneficial rather than damaging lines
when measured in terms of economic activity and human well-being.
Specific prov18ionM of the Bill relating to housing and nonresidential commercial

investment
There is not room, in this very abbreviated summary of my testimony, for

me to deal fully with the specific provisions of the Bill which would have these
deleterious effects. But briefly, the provisions which would be damaging to both
housing and nonresidential construction investment include substitution, in
the case of used buildings, of straight-line depreciation for the presently allow-
able 150 percent declining balance method (see. 521) ; the recapture provisions
(see. 521); the treatment of "excess" deperication under LTP and allocation
of deductions (sees. 301, 302) ; the limitation on interest deductions (see. 221) ;
the "additional preference" Treasury proposal; and certain retroactive features
of the Bill. Applicable to new nonresidential structures but not to housing,
there is also the undesirable substitution of 150 percent declining balance method
for the double declining balance method. These technicalities are dealt with
in detail in my full testimony.
Summary related to housing and nonresidential commercial investment

If there were time, I respectfully submit that this Committee should be dealing
with methods to accelerate housing and nonresidential commercial investment,
instead of adding to its present plight. The least that should be done now is
not to do the latter.

The difficulty with some of the so-called reform provisions of the Bill, relating
to housing and nonresidential commercial investment, is that the baby is being
thrown out with the bath. In the laudable desire to catch those who are "getting
away with something", scores of thousands of worthy and essential enterprises
will be hit who are not now getting away with anything, but instead serve the
national interest. Indeed, while the Bill in its present form attempts to catch
those who are geeting away with too much in some industries, by delimiting
some of the special tax incentives they have enjoyed, such as accelerated depre-
ciation, it does not apply the same method to those in other industries who are
generally or even to a greater degree getting away with something. The Bill
makes this distinction on the ground that these are the industries requiring
stimulation. But that is no justification for anyone getting away with something
in such Industries.

The appropriate method to catch those who are getting away with something
is by limiting total allowable deductions, so as to permit none to pay too small
a percentage of their incomes, or zero percentage, in taxes. The provisions of the
Bill intended to do this should be further strengthened. But the enlargement or
contraction of special tax incentives should relate to the condition of the indus-
try affected, and its relationship to national needs. That has been forgotten thus
far, in the treatment of housing and nonresidential commercial investment. I
earnestly hope that this Committee will help to correct this dangerous imbalance.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity
to appear before you, during your consideration of one of the most important tax
measures, and in fact one of the most important economic measures, in many
a year. Those in the Congress and elsewhere who have thus far toiled so dili-
gently this year to make o'rw V'eeral tax system more equitable, and to improve
it as a fiscal weapon toward achieving and maintaining the maximum employ-
ment, production, and purchasing power objectives of the Employment Act of
1946, deserve the commendation of all thoughful citizens. I have high hopes
that changes in the Bill now before this Committee will bring about Improve-
ments in it which are still vitally needed.
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General coneiderations
I appear here today on behalf of the Realty Committee on Taxation (an

Appendix to my testimony describes this Committee) with respect to those pro.
visions in the Bill bearing upon housing and other aspects of real estate invest-
ment, although all of my analysis and conclusions have been arrived at
independently, and I believe in the public interest. However, a major portion of
my testimony deals with portions of the Bill other than those affecting real
estate. This is in part because I believe this is essential to shed adequate light
upon the portions dealing with housing and other aspects of real estate invest-
ment, and in part because I cannot refrain from this opportunity once again-
as many times in the past-to bring my general economic and fiscal views
before this Committee. This major portion of my testimony is offered, not on
behalf of the Realty Committee on Taxation, but -rather in my independent capa-
city as an economist who has tried to devote a major portion of his time and
efforts to problems of the American economy and the American people.

Some provisions of the Bill, even as it now stands, would greatly improve the
equity of the tax structure, and help to close some unconscionable tax loopholes
which have persisted for far too long. But viewed as a whole, the Bill, in my
Judgment does not go nearly far enough In the direction of improving the equity
of the Federal tax structure. In addition, on net balance, the allocation of the
various tax changes proposed, based as they are upon faulty economic diagnosis,
would worsen rather than improve the economic equilibrium, and thus militate
against restoration of maximum employment, production, and purchasing power.
And in the name of reform, some of the -proposals if enacted, especially those
bearing upon housing and related commercial construction, are ill.designed and
ill-timed, would further distort -the treatment of our great national priorities,
would conflict seriously with other programs and objectives to which the Federal
Government on a long-range basis is committing billions of dollars, and would
seriously increase unemployment and work against economic growth. The net
relinquishment of Federal revenues which would result from the Bill as now
drawn might not be too large if the composition of the proposals were drastically
changed, but is much too large so long as these proposals retain their current
composition. This is because some of the reductions and concessions are unwar-
ranted both economically and socially, and should have substituted for them a
larger prospective revenue take by the Federal Government and the allocation of
these revenues to the services of our great domestic public priorities. In all of
these connections, I shall say something about the problem of inflation.

We are far too prone to consider current tax proposals without an adequate
review of the lessons of the past, and without setting these tax proposals in the
controlling perspective of our overall economic and financial capabilities and
needs, as well as our social objectives as a nation and a people. In order to help
restore the balance on these scores, I shall refer, at various stages in my testi-
mony, to my studies and findings in opposition to the massive tax cuts of 1964,
and indeed to the whole series of changes in the Federal tax system during
1962-1965. At various times in the past, these studies and findings have been
brought to the attention of this Committee, by my direct testimony and otherwise.

In brief, my line of argument has consistently been that these 1962-1965 tax
cuts and concessions, and especially those in 1964, would undoubtedly stimulate
the economy for a while after their enactment. But I pointed out insistently that,
in the longer run, they would work against adequate economic growth, because
the allocation of the cuts and concessions were so far out of line with the require-
ments for economic equilibrium at reasonably full resource use. I also forecast
that these tax actions would increase the problem of inflation and the balance
of payments, because they were founded upon incorrect diagnosis of both of
these problems. I insisted that the distribution of these tax cuts and concessions
were indefensible from the viewpoint of equity. Last but not least, I took the
position that such huge amounts of -tax cuts and concessions were at the expense
of imperatively needed domestic priority-spending programs which, in words but
not in action, had long been declared for by almost all responsible groups, in-
cluding the Federal Government itself. Because in my judgment some of these
errors are now being repeated in the current Bill a now drswn, snd beea91e
they are highly relevant to the specialized subject of housing and other aspects
of real estate investment, I feel Justified in the review of developments to date,
which I now will undertake.
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The core problem of inadequate economic growth
My Chart 1 shows that we have fallen far short of achieving the goal of

sustained and optimum economic growth. From the enactment of the massive
tax cuts in 1964 to the middle of 1965 or thereabouts, the rate of real economic
growth was rewardingly high. But by then, definite signs of serious faltering were
clear. But we were "saved" for a time by the vast and unexpected increase in
defense spending due to the Vietnam war (by which I imply no evaluation of
our international policies). 'However, even with these vast increases in defense
spending, the real growth rate of the economy dropped to 2.5 percent from 1966
to 1967, and averaged annually only 3.7 percent during the 1966-1968, compared
with the 5.1 percent averaged annually during the 1960-1966 with remarkably
stable price levels. It is now estimated that the real rate of economic growth
during 1969 may be only in the neighborhood of 3 percent, and might get even
lower before it gets better. This is a dangerously poor performance, in view of our
domestic and international obligations and burdens, and in view of the fact that
maintenance of so low a growth rate for much longer will lead to serious increases
in unemployment. Even today, unemployment, when fully measured, is far too
high among vulnerable groups, and we should all know by now what this imports
in terms of civil and social unrest and disorder, apart from being unacceptable
on all other grounds.

'Considering also that plants in general are now operating on the average at
only about 84 percent of capacity, when they should be running well above 90
percent, the clamor about an "overheated" economy is a profound and costly
error, in terms of the relationship between our human and other production
capabilities and our actual production of goods and services. The term "over-
heated" is properly applicable to the excessive price inflation, but it is utter
confusion-for reasons which I shall demonstrate-to mistake this rampant
price inflation for an "overheated" or overstrained economy in a true sense.
Entirely to the contrary, the rampant inflation is in large measure due to the
very fact that the economy is not performing adequately in real terms.

My Chart 2 depicts the costs of deficient economic growth in the U.S. economy.
I estimate that, during the period 1953-1968 as a whole, we forfeited more than
917 billion dollars of total national production (measured in 1970 dollars), and
lost more than 38 million man-years of employment opportunity, in consequence
of the deficient average annual economic growth rate. In 1968 alone, our economy
was operating almost 82 billion dollars below total national production, and this
was accompanied by more than two million man-years of excessive unemployment
(based upon the true level of unemployment, including full-time unemployment,
the full-time equivalent of part-time unemployment, and concealed unemploy-
ment in the form of nonparticipation in the civil labor force due to scarcity of
Job opportunity). And if the rate of real economic growth during 1969-1977
should average annual approximately the same as during 1953-1968, we would
forfeit considerably more than a trillion dollars of total national production,
and experience more than 31 million man-years of unemployment in excess of
the minimum unemployment consistent with maximum employment. When we
see and hear on all sides the evidence of a nation torn by the perilous conflict
between those who insist that we "cannot afford" to keep our guard up in the
world if we attempt to vindicate our great domestic priorities, and those who
Insist that we "cannot afford" to vindicate our great domestic priorities unless
we let down our guard all over the world, I am amazed that economists and
others have in so great degree lost sight of the potentials and implications of
the great nonsecret weapon of America's productive power If fully called forth.

To indicate these potentials, my Chart 3 sets forth a balanced series of goals
for the U.S. economy, projected from actual levels in 1968 to the years 1972
and 1977, and set forth at the fiscal 1969 price level as estimated at the time of
the President's fiscal 1970 Budget submission. One aspect of this portrayal, which
is especially relevant to the Bill now before this Committee, are the uniquely
high rates of expansion set forth as needed for residential construction. Another
aspect, extremely relevant to the current Bill in general, are those portions of
the chart which indicate how much we can afford (without appreciable changes
in tax rates at the Federal level, and without distorting traditional ratios be-
tween private and public endeavors) to enlarge the Federal, State and local
levels those types of public spending which are the only means of vindicating the
most urgent of our domestic priorities-if only we restore and maintain the



maximum rate of real economic growth to which we are committed by the
Employment Act of 1946, and even more importantly are committed to by the
realities apparent everywhere on the current scene.
Economic equilibrium and tax policy

To maintain the economic equilibrium required for optimum economic growth,
we must examine the requirements for equilibrium, and also examine the high
relevance of Federal tax policy to the maintenance of such equilibrium. In this
connection, my Chart 4 sets forth a series of balanced goals for the Federal
Budget, geared to economic growth and priority needs. I will not dilate here upon
the various programs set forth in this model Federal Budget, except to say that
their realization would bring us close by 1977 to a land in which we no longer
suffered from substantial poverty, slum living for one-sixth of our people,
poisonous airs and waters and neglected natural resources, vast disparities in
agriculture and rural life, ramshackle and understaffed public schools, and health
services beyond the reach of scores of millions of our people at costs within their
means. A distinctive feature of this chart is the indication that Federal outlays
recommended for 1977 would be smaller In ratio to our national production than
in 1969. Another feature of this projected 1977 Federal Budget is that, in absolute
amounts, quite reasonable or even liberal allowances are made for national
defense, space technology, and all international, without any sacrifice of the
great domestic priorities. Looking at the composition of the tax changes proposed
in the current Bill as it now stands, I cannot believe that these proposals stem
from an adequate analysis of our economic, financial, and social problems and
potentials in full perspective.

Most seriously of all, I do not believe that the proposals in the current Bill
in Its present form are designed to stimulate and activate the full but not
excessive rate of real economic growth which we need and can achieve. The
long term departure from adequate economic growth, not only to an extraordinary
extent during 1953-1960, but also to a lesser although serious extent during
1960-1969, has been occasioned fundamentally by a gross misallocation of
economic activity and the incomes supporting and inducing such activity, from
the viewpoint of economic equilibrium. Each period of real economic slow-down
or stagnation or recession has been preceded by a relatively excessive expansion
of the ability to produce as represented by private business investment, and
especially private investment in plant and equipment, at the expense of relatively
inadequate expansion of ultimate consumption in the form of private consumer
spending and public spending at all levels, combined. My Chart 5 demonstrates
this for the period 1961-1968. Measured in constant dollars, while total national
production grew only 42.2 percent, private business investment in plant and
equipment grew 65.5 percent. While wages and salaries grew only 44.5 percent
and farm proprietors income only 3.6 percent, corporate profits grew 55.4 percent,
personal dividend income grew 58.0 percent, and personal interest income grew
84.9 percent. During 1967-1968, a reaction set in, which almost brought to a
halt the expansion of private Investment in plant and equipment, due to obvious
overcapacity; but even so, corporate profits grew 7.1 percent while wages and
salaries grew only 5.6 percent and farm proprietors' net income only 1.4 percent
We all know that, during 1969 to date, private investment in plant and equip-
ment is again proceeding at a fantastically high and dangerously nonsustainable
rate relative to the rest of the economy, while progress in the real incomes of
wage-earners and farmers and millions of other people of lower and moderate
incomes has been vIrtually brought to a halt, or even set back in real terms, due
in large part but not entirely to rampant price inflation.

Federal spend',ng for some of our public domestic needs is being cut back
drastically. Total Feieral spending on the domestic scene Is -being held for
below either ou'r economic equilibrium or our social needs. And total Federal
spending, in fact, is insufficient to close a reasonable portion of the gap between
other types of ivpending and the spending requirements for maximum employ-
ment, production, and purchasing power and optimum economic growth.

Certainly, these disparate trends all along the line must be promptly and vig-
orously corrected, lest we instigate an even more deficient real economic perform-
snee than fo, currently !n proceed, In-tead of movIng in the directlonws we ought
to go. All of these considerations, as I shall show, are directly related to the
portions of the Bill bearing upon housing and other real estate investment.
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Current tax bill, investment and con8umption allocationm
Bearing these considerations In mind, I turn now to specific consideration of

the current Bill, beginning with an analysis of its allocations between the In-
vestment fuction and the consumption function, which, as indicated above, I hold
to be fundamental to all other considerations. First of all in this connection, I
call the Committee's attention to my Chart 6, making manifest my early protest
against the unsound nature of the allocations between the consumption function
and the investment function, as embodied In the tax cuts and concessions during
1962-1905. In view of what has happened since, I hardly see how many responsi-
ble economists could now challenge the validity of the position I then took,
although I had mighty few supporters at that time. Be that as It may, I feel
that the proposals in the current Bill, while less egregiously so than earlier,
run counter to the considerations of an appropriate and viable balance between
investment and consumption.

This crucial subject is dealt with on my Chart 7. Excluding the proposed tax
reforms, it indicates that, on net balance, the House Bill would Increase the
after-tax benefits to investment only nominally, while the Treasury proposals
would increase the after-tax benefits to investment by 1.1 billion dollars, in both
instances allowing for the effects of the repeal of the investment tax credit. Tak-
Ing into account the entire train of events to date as I have discussed them
above, and the allocation to the investment function in the neighborhood of 8.6
billion dollars by the tax actions of 1962-1965, I can find no justification what-
soever for the current proposals, excluding the proposed tax reforms It seems
to me highly inconsistent and ironic that, despite all of the furor about excessive
investment and the need to restrain it by repealing the investment tax credit
(which repeal I highly favor), the effect of without reforms of the House Bill
is to cancel out a major lart of the impact of the repeal of the investment tax
credit by other concessions to saving for investment purposes, while the net
effect of the Treasury proposal is to far more than counteract such repeal (for
details, see third following paragraph).

I deem this analysis of the impact of the current proposals excluding the tax
reforms to be more significant than the analysis including such reforms. The
reforms are more controversial than the other sections of the proposed Bill, all
experience indicates that there is much more doubt as to how the reforms will
come out in the final legislation, and besides, some of the so-called reforms are
highly undesirable for reasons which I will disclose as my testimony proceeds.

However, if the tax reforms are included, as shown on the lower portion of my
Chart 7, the House Bill would result in a net after-tax tightening up on the
investment function in the amount of 3.9 billion dollars, and the Treasury pro-
posals would do this in the amount of 2.5 billion dollars. These provisions do not
go far enough.

My own suggestion is as follows: the investment tax credit should be repealed.
The additional tightening up on investment (related both to after-tax funds
available directly for investment and after-tax personal income saved for In-
vestment purposes) as embodied in the House Bill, including the reforms, should
be enacted, subject to some modifications which I set forth below. Investment in
many basic areas is far too ebullient. Profit margins in general are high enough
and in many key instances far too high. And even from the viewpoint of Invest-
ment and profits in the long-run, the best results will be obtained by more
accent upon private and public consumption to restore the economic equilibrium,
and thus to promote the higher rate of real economic growth, in which business
shares very generously. It follows that, while I favor the small additional In-
centives to investment in the form of accelerated depreciation for anti-pollution
efforts, etc., I favor neither 'the 2.0 billion dollar after-tax benefits to investment
embodied In the House Bill (with or without the reforms), in the form of the
estimated impact upon personal saving for investment of personal tax cuts less
the impact upon individuals of the repeal of the investment tax credit, nor the
3.3 billion dollar after-tax benefits to investment embodied in the Treasury pro-
posals (with or without the reforms), including also corporate tax relief. The
about 6 billion dollar decrease in the after-tax allowance to investment which I
favor could beneficially be utilized in the form of additional Government reve-
nues distributed to the great priorities of our domestic needs, which are now
being so seriously starved. Even this would be beneficial to investors in the long
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run by adding to economic growth, human justice, and social contentment. As I
shall make abundantly clear as I proceed, while I favor this amount of net
tightening up on investment, my comments are not applicable to housing and
related real estate investment. Further desirable tightening up in other areas
would yield this 6 billion dollar net without tightening up on housing and related
real estate investment.
Equitable consideration., in w taxr bill

I turn now to equitable considerations as distinguished from the purely eco-
nomic equilibrium considerations set forth above, although I must stress most
emphatically that the whole problem of departures front economic equilibrium is
at bottom a problem of serious income maldistributlon. Improved income dis-
tribution would do more than anything else to help restore and maintain that
balance between investment and consumption which is enential to optimum
economic performance, and to the achievement of -the enlarged public revenues
(at any given tax rates) which flow from such optimum performance.

In this context, I turn first of all to my Chart 8, which indicates as of 1967
the annual money incomes before taxes of various income groups, as these groups
relate to poverty, deprivation, comfort, and affluence. I will not linger upon this
demonstration, except to state that it Indicates dramatically the need to use
Federal tax policy to improve income distribution. The chart also shows 1972
and 1977 goals for the reduction of poverty, within the model for balanced eco-
nomic growth earlier set forth in this testimony. My Chart 9 shows even more
vividly and terribly Indefensible income distribution in the U.S. from 1947 to
1966, and further indicates a totally unacceptable amount of improvement over
the years. In 1966, as to families, the top one-fifth income grouping received 41
percent of total income; the two top fifths received 65 percent of total income;
the lowest fifth received only 5 percent; the Jowest two-fifths only 17 percent;
and the three fifths counting from the bottom received only 32 percent. As to
unattached individuals, the situation was, in some respects, very much worse.

To divert for a moment, this whole problem of income distribution and the
need for vast improvement is intimately associated with housing conditions,
home construction, urban renewal, and related aspects of other real estate in-
vestment. These activities not only increase incomes directly by adding to em-
ployment opportunity, but increase it indirectly by income-aids to many forms
of housing, and by removing the oppressive housing conditions which impair
morale, health, productivity, and incentives. In due course in my testimony, I
wUl develop the truly dangerous extent to which a number of provisions in the
current Bill, as now written, would devastatingly affect these lines of enterprise.

In view of rapid inflation and other developments, it may well be that the
distribution picture in 1969 is even more shocking than it was in 1966.

Mindful of this core problem of income distribution, I have not only emphasized
for many yevrs the value of maintaining a highly and even increasingly progres-
sive Federal tam; structure, but also have called attention to how misleading it
is-though many who know better do so-to look only at the Federal income tax
structure, in appraising whether or not we have anything approximating an
equitable tax structure in the U.S. In 1966, as shown on my Chart 10, scrutiny of
the Federal income tax structure alone would indicate a moderately progressive
tax system, although not nearly as progressive as I think it should be. But people
do not only pay Federal Income taxes. They also pay social security taxes; State
and local income, sales, and gasoline taxes; and personal property and real
estate taxes. Taking all of these types of taxes into account, those with incomes
under $3,000 in 1966 paid 14.1 percent of their incomes in taxes of all kinds,
contrasted with the 3.7 percent which they paid if one looked only at the Federal
income structure. To be sure, these people and some others will pay no Federal
Income taxes if the proposals now before this Committee are enacted, and that
is all to the good. But taking into account what has been happening to other types
of taxes, many of these people will probably pay a higher percent of their income
in total taxes after this Bill is enacted than in 1966.

Turning again to 1966, those with Incomes of $3,000-3,999 paid 19.3 percent of
their incomes in all forms of taxes, or more than those in the groups running
from $4,000 up to $14,999, and almost as much as those running from $15,000 to
$19,999. Those from $20,000 to $49,000 paid 24.2 percent of their incomes in all
kinds of taxes, contrasted with 19.3 percent for those from $3,000 to $3,999, while
if one looks at the Federal income tax alone the contrast would appear to be
between 18.7 percent and 6.6 percent. Those with incomes at $50,000 and over
paid 38.8 percent of their incomes in all forms of taxes, which in my view was
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not nearly enough when compared with some of the other groups, particularly
in view of the unique opportunity which many within these groups have to
avoid if not to evade taxes. Further, comparison between this 38.8 percent figure
and the 33.0 percent figure which indicates the share of these peoples' incomes
which they pay in Federal income taxes alone shows vividly how much less
heavily other types of taxes serve (proportionately) to increase the tax pay-
ments of these people when compared with those down in the income structure.

These were the reasons why, prior to enactment of the massive tax reductions
in 1964, I protested the distribution of the tax cuts on the grounds that they were
grossly inequitable. I insert in the record, at this point, my (harts 11, 12, 13,
and 14, shedding light upon what happened in 1964. It is true that these charts
were developed in 1963, and are not exactly in accord with what actually hap-
pened in 1964. But they are close enough to tell the essential story. And it should
be remembered that most of the reforms were sidetracked in 1964, so that the
portrayals without the reforms are the really significant ones.

The current consideration of what is hailed as "the greatest tax reform bill
on record" provides a challenging opportunity, not only to avoid repeating in full
measure the errors of 1964, -but to commence to redress vigorously the worsening
of the tax structure then accomplished, by a really progressive treatment of any
tax changes put into effect henceforth. But by this entirely fair test, the Bill in
its current form is woefully deficient.

As my Chart 15 shows, looking at both the House and the Treasury proposals,
and also looking at the Bill without the reforms and the Bill with the reforms,
those with incomes under $3,000, aggregating 38.8 percent of all tax returns.
would receive only 9.0-13.7 percent of the total tax cuts. Those with incomes of
$3,000 to $5,000, aggregating 16.2 percent of total returns, would receive only
7.8-14.1 percent of the total tax cuts. Meanwhile, those with incomes of $20,000
to $50,00, coming to only 2.3 percent of total tax returns, would receive 10.6-16.1
percent of the total tax cuts. Those with incomes of $5,000 to $10,000, aggregating
33.9 percent of total tax returns, would receive only 22.1-30.7 percent of the
total tax cuts. Those with Incomes of $10,000 to $20,000, aggregating 16.4 percent
of total tax returns, would receive 28.5-34.4 percent of the total tax cuts.

Without the reforms, those with incomes of $50,000 and over, coming to only
0.4 percent of the total tax returns, would receive 13.4 percent of the tax cuts
under the House Bill, and 17.2 percent under the Treasury proposals. And in
many ways, the comparison shown on the chart without the tax reforms are
more significant than those shown with the tax reforms. This is because the tax
reforms are the most debatable and the most uncertain as to enactment; because
we know from experience that, when the reforms are dropped or mutilated, there
are unlikely to be corresponding adjustments with respect to the general tax rates;
and because the tax reforms bear down so very differently upon different people
in the same income groupings, depending upon the nature of their incomes. For
example, under the Treasury proposal, those in the $10,000 to $20,000 income
group would get a much higher percentage of the total tax reductions with the
reforms than without them, while the over-$50,000 Income group would receive
an immensely greater percentage without the reforms than with them.

I know tPat it will be argued, as it has been, that under a progressive tax
system, it is "natural" that a larger percentage of the tax cuts (relative to num-
bers of taxpayers) should go to those higher in the income structure than those
lower down. The first answer to this is that it is hardly true. It is perfectly feasi-
ble to realign the composition of the tax cuts in the current Bill to achieve the
reverse. In the second place, even if it were true, this would merely cast doubt
upon tax cutting as the desirable measure now to be used, in either economic or
social terms. If under tax cutting, it were not feasible to direct a larger per-
centage share of the benefits of total action taken by the Government to those
lower down in the income structure than the current Bill does in its present
form, in that event devices other than tax cutting should be used toward these
essential ends--for example Jess tax cutting in the higher parts of the structure,
and more Federal spending directed toward the needs of the poor and deprived.

Beyond all this, the really meaningful thing is not the percentage tax cut, but
the percentage increa-sc in after-tax income. As shown by my (harts 13 and 14
already referred to, I indicated how bad the 1964 tax action was by this test.
And as shown by my Chart 16 while it would appear by looking at the percentage
cuts in their taxes which would be applied to various income groups that the
proposals in the Bill are quite progressive, the true and very different picture
is shown by looking at the percentage increases in after-tax income, which is
what really counts.
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Looking first at the House Bill as is shown on the lower half of (hart 16,
with or without the reforms, the income groups under $5,000 would be treated
relatively well, though not nearly well enough. But those in the $5,000 to $10,000
groups would be treated the same as those in the $10,000 to $20,000 groups, and
less favorably than those in the $20,000 to $50,000 group. Those above $50,000
would be treated immensely more favorably than others if one excludes the re-
forms, and in some ways the exclusion of the reforms is very pertinent, if not
most pertinent. For as I have said, nobody knows what is going to happen to
the reforms; we have learned from experience that the general changes in the
structure are not revised when reforms are dropped in the process of legislation;
and beyond all this, there will be many in the over-$50,000 group who will not
be affected by the reforms in a degree comparable to others in this same group.

Coming over to the Treasury proposal, as shown on Chart 17, those in the
income group $20,000 to $50,000, In terms of percentage increase in after-tax
income, would be treated much more favorably than those between $3,000 and
$20,000, with or without reforms. Without the reforms, those at $50,000 and
over would be treated immensely more favorably than all others.

My position on this entire issue is extremely simple. To make the tax struc-
ture more equitable, to serve better our economic equilibrium needs, and to
commence to redress some of the gross regressiveness brought into 'being by the
1964 tax changes, I submit that this is not the time at all to reduce one iota
the personal tax rates, before reforms, applicable to those with incomes of
$50,000 and over. All things considered, I have considerable doubts as to whether
such tax reductions, before reforms, should be extended to those with incomes
over $20,000. The amounts saved by forgoing these types of tax reductions
should be used toward increasing the tax reductions or concessions lower down in
the structure, with emphasis upon progressivity. With respect to those over
$50,000, the only group where the reforms as against the tax reductions with-
out the reforms changed the picture much, I do not believe that any of the re-
forms enacted to apply to these groups should result in their getting any tax
reductions without reference to the reforms. The need for reforms does not de-
pend upon the general tax structure as applied to these groups, and those
among them who are getting away with what the reforms are designed to
avert should not thereby be entitled -to reductions in their general tax rates.

Everything else being equal, tax reduction of all kinds is fine for everybody.
But everything else is not equal. What I am urging in essence is that, on all
valid grounds, we should use any changes to be made in the personal income
tax structure, whether considered with or without the effective reforms, to begin
to redress the gross maldistribution of income after taxes which is now so unfair
to our people and injurious to the economy. This in itself would be the greatest
reform of all, and a Bill which does not really do this anywhere near adequately
is using the glamorous word "reform" to mask the real results which would flow
from its enactment.

'In addition, I believe that the minimum tax provisions in tile Bill should be
very considerably strengthen. Among other advantages of doing this, it would
reduce the real or alleged need for some of the so-called reforms, with which
I shall deal in detail when I come to those provisions in the Bill which treat
housing and related aspects of real estate investment.

I think also that there should be some tightening of existing law related to
capital gains, although I am not positive as to the timing thereof, nor have I
examined the technical aspects in detail. But, as I later discuss, housing and
other real estate investment should not in this connection be singled out for
discriminatory treatment.

I also feel that the maximum tax provisions should be eliminated or very sub-
stantially modified, for reasons going to the general issue of restoring a suffi-
cient degree of progressivity in the Federal -tax structure.

On revenue and other grounds, these changes would leave imuch more fiscal
room for reconstruction of the so-called reforms bearing upon housing and
related aspects of real estate investment, -although this reconstruction is essen-
tial in any event.

Another net consequence of my proposals in their entirety is that they would
result in somewhat less net forgoing of Federal revenues than the Bill in its
present form, even assuming that tax relief for those in the low and lower-
middle-income brackets were carried, as they should be, further than the Bill
proposes in its current form.

On the score of general fiscal considerations, I ain not interested in improving
the revenue position of the Federal Government pc" sc as, for reasons fully
stated above, I believe that the economy needs net stimulation, not net restraint.
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But things being what they are and views being what they are, I feel that the
improvements in the Federal reveune picture which would result from my pro-
posals in their entirety would leave more room for more realistic consideration of
the so-called reforms bearing upon housing and other aspects of real estate In-
vestment, which I shall treat very fully later on in my testimony.
The problem of inflation

The problem of rampant inflation is now at the center of the stage of national
attention. It certainly deserves consideration in connection with fiscal policy.
In view of the import of my en-tire testimony, to the effect that we should seek
at once to accelerate the rate of real economic growth, I deem it essential to
attempt to set the problem of inflation in a more analytic and realistic per-
spective than I think is represented by recent and current highly unsuccessful
efforts to deal with inflation. The materials which I bring before this Committee
in this phase of my analysis have been called to its attention by me a number of
times in recent years. Only because the issue is so important do I deem it appro-
priate to say, in passing, that actual economic developments to date have verified
to a remarkable degree those conclusions which I commenced to set forth many
years ago, and which were viewed with very widespread skepticism when first I
set them forth.

Essentially, and contrary to the more common view, I hold that the inflation
in the U.S. since the end of the Korean war has been augmented by a dificient
rate of real economic growth, rather than sparked by an "overheated" economy.
I feel that the effort, through tight money and rising interest rates, to fight
inflation has repressed most undesirably the real rate of economic growth, even
while it has added greatly to the inflation itself. I feel further that this policy
of tight money and rising interest rates has disorted the economic equilibrium,
by allocating too much income and incentives to the wrong lines of economic
endeavor, and subtracting too much Income and incentives from those lines of
economic endeavor which require large acceleration, in the interest both of
economic equilibrium and our great national priorities. The tight money and
rising interest rates have also contributed mightily to the maldistribution of
income. As I have frequently commented, they have fed the fat and starved the
lean.

There is no better example of this than the housing industry and related aspects
of other real estate investment. Here I am not, and for a long time have not
been, in a minority; practically all informed persons have recognized the mon-
strosity of tight money and rising interest rates as applied to these economic
sectors. But they have argued that the policy is necessary, nonetheless, to fight
inflation by repressing economic growth. That argument also enters into the pro-
visions of the current Bill pointed toward these sectors.

I will not here go into all of my reasons why tight money and rising interest
rates are highly inflationary per 8e, but only set them forth very briefly. An
increase in the price of steel is more inflationary than an increase in the price
of bananas, because steel enters into more products. Money and the cost of money
enters into more products than anything else, and thus increases in the cost of
money will pyramid into rising costs and prices, including a large portion of those
increases in wage demands which are related to that part of the increased cost of
living due to rising interest rates all along the line. Tight money and rising
interest rates, by repressing the rate of real economic growth and leading to
excessive idleness in plant and manpower, reduced seriously the rate of produc-
tivity gains. This in itself is inflationary for many reasons, including the reason
that it changes adversely the ratio between the trends in labor costs and the
trends in money-wage gains.

Instead of elaborating further on a theoretical basis, as to why the repression
in the economy which results from tight money and rising interest rates is
inflationary per 8e, I now call attention to my Chart 18, which is empirical in
that it looks at what has actually been happening, instead of indulging in classical
theories which do not square with modern realities.

During 1952-1955, as shown on this Chart 18, the average annual rate of con-
sumer price inflation was only 0.3 percent, when the average annual rate of real
economic growth was 3.5 percent, and unemployment as officially counted aver-
aged 4 percent. During 1955-1958, the average annual increase in consumer prices
was 2.6 percent, although the average annual rate of real economic growth was
only 0.8 percent, and unemployment averaged 4.9 percent. During 1956-1958, the
average annual increase in consumer prices was 3.1 percent, while the average
annual rate of real economic growth was only 0.2 percent, and unemployment
average 5.1 percent. During 1958-1960, the average annual rate of consumer price
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inflation fell back to 1.2 percent, while the average annual rate of real economic
growth was 4.3 percent, and unemployment averaged 6 percent. During 1960-1968,
the average annual rate of real economic growth rose to 4.8 percent, and the
average annual increase in consumer prices was only 2 percent. Unemployment
average 4.9 percent, but was reduced greatly to 2.6 percent by 1968. During
1960-66, the average annual increase in consumer prices was only 1.6 percent,
while the real rate of economic growth averaged 5.1 percent. Unemployment
averaged 5.3 percent, but was reduced to 3.8 percent by 1966. During 1966-1968,
the average annual rate of increase in consumer prices was 3.7 percent, although
the average annual rate of real economic growth fell to 3.5 percent. Unemploy.
ment averaged 3.7 percent, or almost the same as the 1966 level. The trends in
wholesale prices and industrial prices are shown on the same chart, but I do
not analyze them in detail because they tell basically the same story.

Certainly, these trends in the main indicate an inverse or negative rather than
a positive correlation betweeti the rate of real economic growth and the rate of
price inflation. Nor do they indicate in the main that a movement toward reduc-
tion in unemployment promotes an increase in price inflation.

But it may be argued that, while a higher rate of real economic growth or a
lower level of unemployment does not in itself promote inflationary tendencies,
inflation is nonetheless promoted by an economy moving toward reasonably full
or optimum resource use. However, this thesis is also discredited by the trends
depicted above. For example, during 1956-1958, with unemployment averaging
5.1 percent, and with the sharpest recession since 1952 occurring within that
period, the average annual rate of consumer price inflation of 3.1 percent was
about twice as fast as the 1.6 percent average during 1960-66 when unemploy-
ment averaged 5.3 percent, or about the same. From 1966 to 1967, the price
inflation was 2.8 percent, and unemployment stood at 3.8 percent.

The analysis could be further complicated, and my conclusion might be some-
what modified, by the introduction of time-lag factors and some others. But I
submit that my analysis and conclusions are in the main sustainable, and most
assuredly do not justify the unalloyed policies which are at times deliberately
sought to generate excessive deviations from optimum real economic growth,
and at least to tolerate excessive unemployment, in the pursuit of a nonsustain-
able propostion bearing upon the relationship between price trends and these
other factors.

My own explanation of inflationary trends--which I commenced to set forth
in the mid-1950's before future experience lent much further support to my
position--runs as follows: In an economy characterized so largely by adminis-
tered prices, an inadequate volume of real economic activity and insufficient
employment, or even the clear prospect of these, tends to generate protective
efforts to compensate for these deficiences through the managerial price-making
process. This thesis is perhaps most clearly borne out by the resumption of a
relatively high rate of price inflation from early 1966 forward, when the signs
became large and unmistakable that the economy was entering a period of
severely reduced real economic growth, and when recession talk was in the air.

In some other areas, such as medical care and housing, and at times in the
area of farm prices, rising costs or prices have been due to entirely different
factors. In the medical field, there have been shortages of facilities and personnel
relative to the real need, engendered by long neglect of adequate public spending
for these purposes, such neglect being fomented by the avowed desire to fight
inflation. In the area of housing, rising costs have not been due to excessive
aggregate demand for housing relative to the Nation's needs, but instead have
been due in large measure to the fantastically rising interest rates, again allegedly
designed to fight inflation. Rising costs to occupants have also been due to the
housing shortage.

The thesis that excessive aggergate demand (which in fact we have not had
any time in recent years, when measured against the demand required to sustain
optimum economic growth and bring unemployment low enough) explains the
inflations during recent years, and particularly during 1967-1968, breaks down
at all points. It is further corroded by the special industry studies which I have
made from 1952 forward, indicating even more clearly the propensity to increase
prices more rapidly during periods of relatively high unusued capacity and rela-
tively high unemployment than during period of relatively less unused capacity
and relatively less unemployment.

Frequently it is argued that the inflation has been of the cost-push variety.
occasioned by wage costs per man-hour rising faster than productivity. But this
position is completely torpedoed by the empirical evidence.
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During 1960-1968, in the total private nonfarm economy, measured appropri-
ately in constant dollars, productivity rose at an average annual rate of 3.1
percent, while hourly wages and salaries rose at an average annual rate of 2.9
percent. It is even more reveling to break this period into two parts. During
1960-1960, productivity rose at an average annual rate of 3.4 percent, while
wages and salaries rose at an average annual rate on only 2.7 percent. This was
a period when the average annual rate of real economic growth was 5.1 percent.
But during 1966-1968, when the average annual rate of real economic growth
declined to 3.7 percent, productivity rose at an average annual rate of only 2.2
percent, and wages and salaries at an average annual rate of 3.2 percent.

The trends in manufacturing tell the same story, only more so. During 1960-
1968, the figures were 3.2 percent for productivity, and 2.2 percent for wages and
salaries. During 1960-1966, the figures were 3.7 percent for productivity, and 1.9
percent for wages and salaries. During 1966-1968, the figures were 1.7 percent for
productivity, and 2.9 percent for wages and salaries.

This leads to the implication that the relative trends during 1966-1968 exerted
cost-push inflation, and thus explained the rapidly accelerating inflationary
trends. I cannot accept the position that the relative trends in wages and salaries
and productivity during 1966-1968 Justified in any sense the accelerated price
inflation during this period, particularly in view of profit margins and aggregate
profits. Consumption, supported so substantially by wages, had certainly not 'been
excessive, but rather has been deficient, during the past 2 years, by economic
equilibrium tests.

But let us assume for the moment-contrary to my own view-that the relative
trends in wages and salaries and productivity during 1966-1968 "caused" or even
"Justified" the accelerated price inflation. In that event, this happened, not
because the rate of advance in real wages and salaries was too high in ternis of
any equilibrium model for reasonably full use of our potentials, but rather
because the rate of productivity growth dropped abysmally. And this happened
precisely because of the abysmal decline in the real rate of economic growth
coupled with the election (desirable in itself) to translate this into less efficient
utilization of the employed labor force rather than into more overt unemploy-
iuent. Of course, such inefficient utilization is a form of concealed unemployment.

Under these circumstances, how wrong and upsidedown it is to try to stop this
kind of cost-push inflation by further repressive measures, designed to reduce still
further a seriously inadequate rate of real economic growth.

Further, my basic position is that policies designed effectively to achieve a
stable and optimum economic growth would in the long run yield less net price
Inflation than result from erratic ups and downs in the real economy, rapidly
changing labor and business expectations, and general uncertainty. The evidence
to date on this seems fairly clear. But even if the evidence were less conclusive
or more arguable on rational grounds, we should choose the certain benefits of
steady and optimum economic growth and minimal unemployment, instead of
committing ourselves to a theory as to the cause of inflation which cannot be
squared with what has been happening.

The entirely erroneous proposition that tight money and rising interest rates
serve admirably to help contain inflation is essentially allied with the erroneous
Idea (discussed above) that policies inimical to optimum economic growth and
conducive to excessive unemployment help to contain inflation. Consequently, the
analysis which I present immediately below is essentially similar in method to
that which I used in discussing the inflationary problem generally.

As shown by my Chart 19, during the period 1955-1968 viewed as a whole, the
average annual growth in the nonfederally held money supply was only 2.5 per-
cent, and the average annual real growth rate in total national production was
at the deficient rate of 3.8 percent. I believe that there was a strong relationship
between the deficient growth in the money supply and the inadequate economic
performance, but I will not elaborate upon this particular point, especially
because I believe that too much weight has been attached to monetary policy in
the aggregate in this -particular connection. Theoretically, and perhaps prac-
tically also, a more or less Tapid growth in the money supply might affect the level
of prices considerably, but should not affect the real trends in production and
employment if economic equilibrium were maintained in the fundamental allo-
cation of resource and in income distribution, which can be achieved either at a
more or less rapid growth in the nonfederally held money supply.

Nonetheless, what I have just said does not apply to extreme cases. It seems
perfectly clear that the extremely low growth rate in the money supply during
1955-1957, and again during 1958-1960, was intimately associated with the reces-
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sion of 1957-1958 and the minirecession in late 1960 and early 1961. It also seems
abundantly clear that the extraordinarily low growth rate in the money supply
during 1955-1966 was an important factor in initiating the extremely low real
economic growth rate during 1956-1967 and the unsatisfactory average annual
rate during 1966-1968. The relatively more rapid rate of growth in the money
supply during 1957-1958 and during 1960-1961, and again during 1962-1965,
appears to have been conducive to more favorable trends in the real rate of eco-
nomic growth. The rapid expansion of the money supply during 1966-1968 seems
clearly to have helped prevent the very serious deterioration rate of economic
growth during 1966-1967 from being continued over a longer period of time. On
net balance, in a long-term perspective, it seems quite clear that the monetary
policy has 'been much too tight, and that a relatively liberal monetary policy is
highly conducive to satisfactory economic growth.

More seriously, the monetary policy has worked powerfully against economic
equilibrium, because it has helped to reallocate resources in directions bearing no
relationship to economic equilibrium, and in many cases quite destructive of it.
The tightening of the money supply has had practically no effect upon the rela-
tively excessive investment booms In plant and equipment, because those indul-
ging in these booms are not greatly affected either by general shortages of credit
or by rising interest costs; they finance mainly out of retained earnings and out
of the price structure. On the other hand, a better rate of economic expansion in
other important sectors, or, more generally, a relatively larger ultimate demand
composed of both private consumption and public demand, would have been much
more conducive to economic equilibrium at steady and optimum growth, and
these developments have been very harshly impeded by both tight money and
rising interest rates.

Most important of all, in the context of the argument that tight money and ris-
ing interest rates restrain inflation, let us look at the empirical evidence. Time
extraordinarily contraction in the growth rate of the money supply during 1955-
1957, while it impacted severely upon the real rate of economic growth, was
accompanied by a 3.5 percent average annual rise in consumer prices from 1956
to 1957. The greatly expanded growth rate in the money supply during 1957-1958
was accompanied 'by a reduction in the rate of consumer price inflation to 2.8
percent. During 1958-1961, there was throughout an inverse or negative corre-
lation between the trends in the money supply and the rate of consumer price
inflation. During 1962-1965, a sustained and relatively rapid expansion of the
money supply was accompanied by remarkable price stability. During 1955-1966,
a very sharp contraction in the rate of growth of the money supply was accom-
panied by a very rapid acceleration of the rate of price inflation. During 1966-
1967, the money supply expanded about three time as fast as during 196%-1967.
but the rate of consumer price inflation was slightly lower. During 1967-1968, the
rate of expansion of the money supply was the same as during 1966-1967, but
the rate of consumer price inflation was tremendously higher.

Viewing these relative trends in an adequate time perspective, it appears to
be clear that excessive restraints upon the growth of the money supply worked
toward more price inflation in the long-run for practically the same reasons that
excessive restraints upon real economic growth and employment expansion
worked in the long run toward more net price inflation.

Beyond all this, the almost unbelievably erratic changes in the rate of growth
of the money supply over the years represents an attempt at "fine tuning" which
is utterly impractical, and really indicative of a wayward and thoughtless long-
range monetary policy, and general economic policy as well.
Relevance of foregoing di8cus8ion to hou8ing and other real estate investment

The foregoing discussion of the problem of inflation is critically relevant, as
I have suggested above, to those portions of the pending Bill which deal with
housing and related aspects of real estate investment. If the purpose of the
Bill (or in any event, its consequences, as I shall show) is to curb certain aspects
of housing and related real estate investment in the desire to curb inflation,
the remedy is horribly out of line with the purpose, for reasons I have already
stated. Shortages in housing and in related or supportive real estate investment
manifestly exert a strongly inflationary impact upon the costs borne by those
who live in houses, whether they buy or rent. The excessive idleness of plant
and manpower today, and the larger excesses which I believe are inevitable in
future unless the rate of real economic growth is accelerated, are inflationary
for reasons which I have already stated. The corrosive effects of inadequate
housing upon human beings and their productivity is inflationary.
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But even if we needed to restrain the overall rate of economic growth in order
to impede inflation-which I do not believe for reasons already stated-that
would be no reason for distorting the economic equilibrium further, neglecting
all human social considerations, and directing repressive efforts against the
rescue and renewal of our urban areas which depend fundamentally, and by
common consent, upon enormous acceleration of housing and related or suppor-
tive aspects of real estate investment. If we did in fact need to repress, beyond
the effects of current measures, the current overall levels of economic activity,
we should by all means cut back even further on some lines of expendable or
excessive activity than the current Bill proposes to do. We should correspondingly
redirect vastly more of our economic activity toward the great priorities which
I have Just mentioned. This further fortifies my arguments set forth above, in
favor of changes in many provisions of the current Bill. It illustrates the insep-
arable relationship between these provisions and the housing and real estate
provisions, and thus justifies my extensive treatment of these other provisions.
I now turn to specific analysis of those provisions of the Bill which bear upon
housing and related aspects of real estate investment.
The Role of Hou8ing and Commercial Construction in the National Economy

General comment on relevant portions of the current Bill
There is no proposition more generally accepted than the proposition that,

even in terms of human and social interests alone, our top domestic problem is
the rescue and restoration of our urban areas. Toward this end, the Congress,
even as of now, has legislated the objective of-although it has not appropriated
the funds for-many billions of dollars on an annual basis, looking a decade or
so ahead. Broadly speaking, these efforts are directed toward sustaining an
annual volume of home construction in the neighborhood of considerably more
than twice the current level.

In recognition of this, there is a general belief that the current Bill as now
written does not include housing in the repressive or restrictive changes in the
tax laws relating to other aspects of real estate investment. This is incorrect.
As I shall show in detail, various provisions of the Bill would be extremely hurt-
ful to housing itself. They would thus run directly counter to the well-night
universal view as to the nature of housing needs, and even counter to some
of the most important programs of the Congress and the Executive Branch.

Even if what I have just said about the provision of the Bill with respect
to housing were incorrect-and they are correct-an attempt to classify various
types of housing, maintaining current tax benefits for some types but withdraw-
ing it for others, or maintaining these benefits for new construction but with-
drawing it from housing after transfer, is utterly unrealistic. The entire housing
market and supply (with perhaps some exceptions at the top of the luxury
market) is a seamless web. Construction of almost any type of housing adds
to the supply and reduces the shortages. Construction of any type of housing
helps to meet the great problem of housing's contribution to needed economic
growth and employment in future. Construction of housing for middle-income
groups exerts some upward shifting of housing use, and thereby reduces the
pressures upon occupancy of unsatisfactory housing, as well as ameliorating
somewhat the need for the construction of low-cost, low-rent housing, which
involves the largest public costs.

In addition, it Is most unrealistic and damaging to draw a sharp dividing line
between housing and other forms of commercial construction or investment in
real estate, leading to greatly differential treatment of the two, as the Bill in
its present form does. Cities are not made up of houses alone. Urban deteriora-
tion Is not limited to housing. Community facilities, stores, quarters for the
occupancy of those rendering professional services, and even some aspects of
Industrial construction in urban areas, are intimately connected with the solution
of the housing problem. They are intimately connected with employment oppor-
tunity. Many of these facilities and services are incorporated in the same struc-
tures as the housing units.

Moreover, if we are to develop the large-scale ventures which are essential
to successful urban renewal, we need increasingly, and on an enormous scale,
to promote the entry of large-scale enterprisers who combine housing ventures
with the other types of ventures which I have mentioned. It would thus be giving
with one hand and destroying with the other hand, if tax legislation were enacted
which left the housing aspects of current tax legislation where It now is (which
the current Bill does not even do), but draws in the reins sharply on these other
types of ventures.

033-865 0-69--pt.. -4
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Similarly, there is little or no merit in the argument that, if real estate invest-
ment other than housing is further curbed, there will be more investment funds
available for housing, and especially low-cost low-rent housing. In the first place,
as I have already indicated, the funds now going into these other aspects of
real estate investment are too small, not too large, and this even works against
adequate housing development and urban renewal. In the second place, even
if funds were turned away from these nonhousing forms of investment, they
would not go in large measure into housing, and certainly not into low-rent
low-cost housing, the stimulation of which is advanced as main reason for turning
funds away from these other forms of investment. Practically all of the funds
going into low-rent low-cost housing are underwritten almost completely in one
form or another by the Government, in small part by direct subsidies, and pre-
dominantly by effective guarantees of the private capital flowing into such
undertakings. It is therefore chasing a will-o'-the-wisp to hope that the further
curbing of these other forms of investment would be of measurably significance
for low-rent low-cost housing. To any extent that it might be feasible to transfer
investment funds now going into other purposes into housing in general, or
especially into low-rent low-cost housing, the sensible approach, as I have pro-
posed earlier in my testimony, is to make the curbs on those types of investment
which are now expendible or excessive even more stringent than they are in the
Bill as now drawn. I predict that, if the Bill is enacted in its present form, a
large portion of the funds now flowing into real estate investment other than
housing will (a) flow into forms of investment of far lower priority than either
of these two types, or (b) stagnate, thus contributing to more idle manpower
and other productive resources.

To indicate the magnitudes at stake, I have estimated in a number of studies,
some of which have previously come to the attention of this Committee, that
close to half of the total employment problem which will be generated by
technological displacement in some industries, and by population growth, during
the decade ahead can be solved within the ambit of adequate programs of urban
renewal, focusing sharply to be sure upon housing, but necessarily including
these other types of related or supportive ventures. Aspects of the basis of these
conclusions are indicated on my Charts 3, 4, 22, and 23, already discussed.

I am as fully aware as others that some of those who have engaged in real
estate investment have taken indefensible advantage of the existing tax laws.
to the effect that their tax payments have been excessively reduced, or even
reduced to zero. I desire, as much as anybody else, to remedy these evils, and
commend the purpose of the House and of this Committee to do Just that. But
in sober realism, we must now throw out the baby with the bath. All aspects of
national tax policy must look at the whole picture, and must recognize that any
specialized or ad hoe tax policy which is "liberal" enough to accomplish its basic
purpose will allow enough room to permit a small percentage of those in the
relevant line of endeavor to get away with excesses. Indeed, even tightening up
of tax policy along the lines set forth in the current Bill would probably still
leave room for some of the powerful, skillful, and well-advised to get away with
more than they should, even while these provisions would cripple or destroy
hundreds of thousands of essential and useful enterprisers in housing and related
aspects of real estate development who are not getting away with anything.

This does not mean that I do not favor appropriate measures directed against
those who are getting away with more than they should. I certainly do. The
most constructive and useful measure in this direction is the vigorous limi-
tation on tax preferences (LTP), which, as I have indicated above, should be
strengthened well beyond the Bill in its current form.
The critically deficient rate of activity in housing and related real estate

investment
I now turn to more specific factual illustrations bearing upon what is happen-

ing to housing and related aspects of commercial construction. First of all, my
Chart 20 calls the attention of this Committee to the alarming decline in housing
starts during 1969. The annual rate, seasonally adjusted, has declined month by
month from 1,845 thousand units in January to 1,314 thousand units in June,
a staggering decline of about 2&8 percent. This drop is continuing, and the end
is not yet. Under these circumstances, I cannot understand why proposed legisla-
tion should now take the risk, even if it did not import the certainty, of augment-
ing this alarming downward movement by removing existing tax incentives.
These incentives, in the view of all knowledgeable people, have certainly been
stimulative on net balance, even if the stimulation has involved some improper
costs as against enormously larger net advantages. Even those not certain that
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the proposed changes in the Bill would be as damaging as I and other knowledge-
able people appraise them to be, it seems to me entirely unwise to introduce into
the housing picture any elements of uncertainty at this time, or in the near future.

If we should take this unfortunate course how could we come within hailing
distance of more than two million housing starts per year, redress the current
conditions and trends within our urban areas, remove the slums within which
live at least one-sixth of our people, or alleviate the excessive housing costs
being borne by so many other millions of our people, due in large measure though
not entirely to the inadequate growth in the housing supply?

My Chart 21 serves two purposes. It depicts on a long-range basis the role of
housing and commercial construction combined in the national economy, and
also depicts the ominous relative decline since 1955. In 1955, these two elements
of investment (investment in housing and investment in commercial construc-
tion) came to 6.41 percent of GNP. Even this was lower than the 7.13 percent
reached in 1950. But by 1968, with declines in most years since 1955, the ratio
was only 4.35 percent. It was only 4.39 percent in the second quarter of 1969.

Measured as a percentage of total private domestic investment, the ratio of
investment in housing and commercial construction to the total was 40.8 per-
cent in 1954, and 39.4 percent in 1958. In 1968, it was only 29.8 percent, and
decreased further to 29.0 percent in the second quarter of 1969.

My Chart 22 approaches the same problem from another perspective. It shows
that, during 1961-1968, measured in 1967 dollars, the average annual rate of
growth in our Gross National Product was 5.2 percent; in personal consumption
expenditures, 4.9 percent; in private domestic investment, 6.2 percent; and in
Government purchase of goods and services, 6.0 percent. Again broadly speaking,
I think that this represented a reasonably good balance in the long-run, except
that the private domestic investment sector did not include nearly enough hous-
ing and related real estate investment. Instead, it included far too much invest-
ment, relatively speaking, in producers' durable equipment and new plant and
equipment. (These separate categories overlap considerably, but are not identi-
cal). The average annual rate of growth in producers' durable equipment was
9.9 percent; in new plant and equipment expenditures, 7.5 percent; in commercial
structures 4.9 percent; and in nonfarm residential structures only 0.5 percent.
The relatively excessive rates of advance in the first two categories was due to
excesses during subperiods of very strong and advancing prosperity. This con-
tributed greatly to inflationary pressures, and then to severe cut-backs from time
to time which impacted adversely upon the overall economy. These excesses were
very substantially due to excessive tax cuts and concessions for these two cate-
gories, and also to excessive price-profits trends in many key industries. In vivid
contrast, the growth rate in commercial structures relative to need lagged, and
the growth rate in nonfarm residential structures was lamentably low. This does
much to explain one of our top domestic problems, urban deterioration. Our cities
are becoming obsolescent because they are not being renewed, and these two
types of activity are at the heart of such renewal.

By this pragmatic test, it appears clear that the housing and related categories,
so inseparably connected with urban life, have had incentives which have been
deficient rather than excessive. I am not overly impressed with theoretical or
mathematical displays that some tax concessions or other benefits are either too
large or too small, or with spectacular showings that somebody may be "getting
away" with something (although this should be appropriately remedied), or
with tenuous attempts to delineate causes and effects with precision. It remains
an irrefutable datunm that we have been moving dangerously too slowly in the
residential and construction areas which I have identified. And because adverse
changes in the rules of the game always produce unsettling effects which cannot
be exactly measured-not only economic and financial, but also psychological-
I reach the conclusion that it would be unwise now to tamper adversely with the
tax treatment of these two vital sectors. The Congress recently approved, during
a Democratic Administration, a tremendous long-range housing and urban
renewal program, at great cost to the Government. It appears that this program
has also been approved by the current Republican Administration, or at the very
least by the BUD Administrator. Why, then, should we retard with one hand
what we are attempting to stimulate with the other?
The immense need of the future

These conclusions are reinforced by looking to the future. My Chart 23 depicts
balanced growth rate goals for important sectors of the economy Aside from
matters of detail, these goals -are consistent with those put forward by many
other private and public research organizations, and are explicit in the approved
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programs of the Government itself. Projected from 1967 to 1977, the indicated
goals are an average annual rate of growth of 5.3 percent in GNP, and fairly
similar rates of growth for the main components thereof. Considerably lower GNP
goals would not appreciably 'affect the relationships, which are the real signifi-
cance of the exercise. Compatible with these major-component projections, the
average annual rate of growth projected is 6.5 percent for total fixed investment;
4.1 percent for producers' durable equipment, 5.9 percent for commercial struc-
tures; and 11.2 percent for residential structures. The higher-than-GNP rate
of growth for commercial structures, and the extraordinarily high rate of growth
for residential structures, are designed to compensate for the lag in these two
areas during the past years under review, to make the relative growth rates in
these two sectors compatible and mutually reinforcing, and to fulfill objectives for
urban renewal almost universally shared. They are, for example, entirely con-
sistent with recent housing and urban renewal legislation, and in fact are de-
rived largely therefrom.

It must be perfectly clear, combining pragmatic examination of these goals
for the future with a pragmatic examination of the record during the past eight
years, that we now cannot afford to inject into urban renewal any factors which
would be repressive rather than stimulative, and induce uncertainty instead of
legitimate confidence.
Relevant aspects of the Federal revenues and expenditure picture

Let us now turn to the Government revenue and expenditure side of the prob-
lem. My Chart 24 shows the value of depreciation and depletion, in dollar terms.
as expressed in corporate income tax rates. In 1966-and the choice of any other
year would yield practically the same results-the total value of depreciation and
depletion allowances so expressed was 43.1 billion dollars. Of this value, 45.7 per-
cent related to manufacturing; 22.5 percent to transportation, communication,
and electrical, gas, and sanitary services; 7.9 percent to wholesale trade; 7.2
percent to the service industries; and only 5.8 percent or 2.5 billion dollars to
real estate. Taking into account also that these data relate to all depreciation
and depletion, and not merely to that portion affected by special concessions or
allowances, it must be manifest that the absolute and relative size of any re-
coupments the Government might attempt through tampering with depreciation
allowances in the case of real estate might be making a mountain out of a mole
hill. In any event, it would yield very little additional revenues, relative to the
positive arguments which I have set forth against taking this risk.

It is also revealing to look at the picture with respect to the dollar value ot
Federal subsidy programs, as distinguished from tax concessions in one form or
another. My Chart 25 does this. For the fiscal years 1964-1969 inclusive, the aver-
age annual cost of the specified key subsidy programs of the Federal Government
came to 6.7 billion dollars. Of these, 57.7 percent went to agriculture; 12.7 per-
cent to health, education, welfare, and labor; 10.5 percent to air transportation:
8.9 percent to maritime; 7.3 percent to nonspecified categories; and only 2.9 per-
cent to housing. In the fiscal year 1969, with the total subsidy figures estimated
at 8.2 billion dollars, only 6.8 percent went to housing. Even in this year, the allo-
cation to housing was strikingly small. And yet, its elevation from the five-year
average of 2.9 percent to 6.8 percent demonstrates in itself the great effort being
made to move forward more rapidly in this critical area. It thus negates the ad-
visability of taking one step forward and another step backward by any dis-
tinctly adverse action in this sector.
The role of housing and related real estate in total fixed investment

My Chart 26 is designed to portray the immense importance of investment in
residential and commercial structures, relative to total fixed investment. This
facilitates contrast between these magnitudes and the tiny share of tax and
subsidy benefits received by the housing and real estate categories, as already
portrayed. In 1961, residential and commercial structures preempted 41.9 per-
cent of total fixed investment. By 1968, this had dropped to 31.1 percent, another
dramatic illustration of a gravely deteriorating situation. The goals for 1977,
to which I have already referred in another connection, contemplate that resi-
dential and commercial structures should preempt an estimated 41.0 percent of
total fixed investment, coming up close to the 1961 ratio, but running very far
above the critically depressed 1968 ratio. Looking at these ratios in conjunction
with my earlier data reveals (1) how desperately little Federal help these types
of activities have been receiving, by way of tax and subsidy assistance, relative to
their magnitude and vital importance, and (2) the basic goals set are incompatible
with adverse treatment of housing and real estate at this time.
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The lowly financial rewards to real estate
My Chart 27 should dispose of any erroneous notion that the real estate in-

dustry is "in clover", and should help to dispel the idea that the broken desire to
take action against the relatively few who have been getting away with tax-
avoidance excesses should be translated into new tax action which would hurt
and penalize the industry as a whole, as it labors already under the tremendous
burden of rising interest costs and other disadvantages which I have already
depicted, and finds itself unable to rise to the challenge of vitally needed ex-
pansion of activity. In 1905 (latest year available) net income per the Internal
Revenue Code, measured as a percentage of net worth, was only 3.5 percent for
real estate, the lowest of the eight specific categories shown on the chart. It was
8.2 percent for all industry. It was 4.4 percent even in agriculture, 6.0 percent in
finance and insurance, 8.2 percent in trade, and 10.3 percent in manufacturing. Net
income as stated on books of account, as a percentage of net worth, was 4.9
percent in the case of real estate, again the lowest among the eight categories.
It was 10.0 percent for all industry, 8.3 percent in finance and insurance, 9.6
percent in trade, and 11.7 percent In manufacturing.

Another vital factor shown on the chart is the ratio of long-term debt to total
assets. This indicates the almost unique extent to which real estate has been
affected adversely by tight money and rising interest rates. This ratio was 48.4
percent In real estate, contrasted with 12.2 percent for all industry. It was only
2.9 percent in finance and insurance, 10.8 percent in trade, and 13.7 percent in
manufacturing.
The impact of rising interest rates

There is one remaining point which I desire to call to the attention of the
Committee, involving another tremendous liability under which the home build-
Ing sector has suffered. My Chart 28 shows that, comparing the average for 1952
with December 1968, the mortgage yield on new FHA-insured homes rose from
4.29 percent to 7.13 percent, an advance of 66.2 percent (it is much higher now).
To be sure, as shown on the chart, other types of bond yields and interest rates
have risen far more. Nonetheless, as we all know, the home building industry has
been hurt far more seriously by tight money and rising interest rates than almost
any other sector. This is because the Government, as well as business in general,
finances only a small proportion of its outlays with borrowed money, while the
home building industry and home owners, almost by definition, do Just the
reverse. The adverse impact of rising interest rates upon urban commercial con-
struction is also very great.

It is in fact a gross understatement to say this: The increased costs imposed
upon the home building industry and upon home ownership by rising interest
rates have been much greater than the net value of benefits conferred in the
form of Federal tax concessions and subsidies. This is another example, and a
most serious one, of national policies moving in opposite directions simultaneously.

I have very recently made the following estimate: From 1952 through 1968,
the werage interest rates on all 1-4 family nonfarm home mortgages (not the
interest rates on new loans, which rose more than twice as much) rose 48.7 per-
cent. During 1953-1968 as a whole, this imposed an additional interest burden
of 17.4 billion dollars, compared with what interest costs would have been if they
had remained at the 1952 level. Even if interest costs are soon stabilized or some-
what reduced, these costs will continue to spiral upward until the interest rates
on new borrowings are no higher than the average interest rates on existing
loans. And this will not come to pass in the foreseeable future. As I have already
indicated, the toll imposed upon housing and other real estate investment by
rising interest rates exceeds many, many -times the benefits conferred upon these
lines of endeavor by all tax concessions to them in their current form.

Summary of foregoing housing and real estate portions of testimony: relevance
of LTP

In summary of this phase of my discussion, our urban areas are in deep and
increasing trouble. They must be resuscitated and renewed. Investment in resi-
dential and commercial structures, on a vastly expanded scale, is essential to
these purposes. Although the Federal Government has asserted the high priority
of these purposes, it has not made manifest that high priority in the relative
tax and subsidy help which it has extended to residential and commercial
investment.

On the revenue side, any recoupment which the Federal Government might
achieve through even less favorable treatment of these sectors would be a mere
bagatelle, compared with the potentials for recouping revenues in other ways.



Further-such action would deal a further blow to sectors which imperatively
requires even more encouragement than they have been receiving.

In saying this, I stress again that I am entirely in. favor of rigorously limiting
total allowable tax preferences (LTP), so that none of those in housing and
other real estate or elsewhere shall continue to avoid their decent tax respon-
sibilities. But as I have said, the proper way to get at this problem is through
LTP, not by placing further ad hoo curbs upon nationwide endeavors which need
additional stimulation.

It should be noted, in this connection, that -the current Bill withdraws accel-
erated depreciation from some industries and not from others, presumably on
the ground that some industries should be further restrained and that others-
such as trucking and airlines-should not be so restrained. But insofar as this
withdrawal of accelerated depreciation is designed to get at individuals or busi-
ness entities which are "getting away with something", it is manifest that such
practices may exist in various industries, regardless of whether or not they are
deemed to be in need of further stimulation or further restraint. This in itself
indicates that the withdrawal of accelerated depreciation is a blunderbuss and
in fact erroneous tool for getting at those who are "getting away with some-
thing", in that it disregards the larger question of the condition of the industry
affected thereby, and whether such industry needs further stimulation or further
restraint. And if the withdrawal of some current tax benefits from housing and
other real estate investment is predicated upon the notion that they should have
imposed upon them further restraints, while other industries should not, this
notion can find no support in actual economic, financial, or public policy consid-
erations. Nor can it be reconciled with the mandate of our great national
priorities.

I therefore respectfully submit that it would not be desirable to reduce on net
balance the help and encouragement which housing and other aspects of real
estate investment are receiving from the Federal Government. The generally
laudable purpose to close what are some loopholes in this sector should not be
permitted o carry the day, in view of the far more important damage and
dangers which would flow from any such course of action. LTP, strengthened
even beyond the provisions of the Bill in its present form, is the proper approach
to this generally laudable purpose.
Detailed discussion8 of specific provisions of the bill relating to housing and

nonresidential construction
The larger i88ue8

I now come to my analysis and conclusions with respect to those provisions
of the current Bill which bear directly and specifically upon housing and non-
residential construction.

But before proceeding with this phase, I want to warn against the tendency
of some of those involved in these matters to bog down in what I regard as over-
ly technical discussions of details, bordering at times upon the captious. These
specific provisions of the Bill, technical though they are, present profoundly
important issues of general economic, financial, and social policy. I therefore
express my profound conviction that the types of materials which I have thus
far presented in this testimony go beyond and rise above the technical details.
and constitute definitive reasons for not going ahead with the provisions of the
current Bill relating to housing and nonresidential construction.

Putting this In another way, no mere permutations of these technical provisions
can, in my view, take the place of reconsideration of the fundamental premises
of policy upon which these provisions rest-premises which I believe to be de-
monstrably mistaken. To the extent that there is large merit in what I have thus
far submitted throughout this testimony, the problem of correction of the de-
tailed provisions of the Bill relating to housing and nonresidential construction
is not a matter of detail. These corrections cannot be effectuated through mere
refinements, compromise, or hair-splitting.

Another basic reason why I do not want to get too much into the technical-
ities is that this Committee has been and will be benefited greatly by the technical
discussions of many other witnesses. Some of these witnesses may be more con-
versant with these technical aspects than I am, and most of these witnesses
may not deal as extensively as I do with the larger issues toward which my
testimony is primarily addressed.

Nonetheless, I feel it incumbent on me to proceed with some, or even con-
siderable, discussion of the detailed and technical provisions of the Bill relating
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to housing and nonresidential construction. But even in the course of such dis-
cussion, for purposes of clarification, and completeness, I will again discuss
some of the larger issues, and I hope that -this will not prove too repetitive of
what I have said earlier in my testimony.
Provisions of the Bill directly affecting both housing and nonresidential con-

struction
The current Bill makes no change in the presently allowed double declining

balance method for depreciation of new housing, and this has created the im-
pression in some quarters that the Bill does not affect investment in housing at
all. Nothing could be farther from the facts. The current Bill contains a number
of provisions that are directly injurious to both housing and nonresidential con-
struction. These are listed briefly.

Used buildings (see. 521).-For all used buildings acquired after July 24, 19609,
the new owner would be required to use straight line depreciation instead of the
presently allowable 150 percent declining balance method.

Recapture (see. 521).-For all buildings sold after July 24, 1969, the excess
of accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation as taken by the orig-
inal owner, is to be taxed as ordinary income (to the extent of the gain occur-
ring upon sale).

LTP and allocation of deductions (sec. 301,302).-For individuals, the ex-
cess of actual depreciation claimed on all real property over the straight-line
method is considered a tax preference. Under LTP, tax preferences must be in-
cluded in gross income to the extent that they exceed 50 percent of economic
income. Under the allocation of deductions rule (ADR), deductions are disal-
lowed in the proportion allocable to untaxed preference items of economic in-
come. This provision is especially onerous because it requires that excess depre-
ciation be calculated property by property, and in each year.

Litmtation on, interest deductions (see. 221).-Except where interest is in-
curred in consumption or in a trade or business, the current Bill limits individ-
ual interest deductions to investment income plus 25,000 dollars. Since rental
of real property on a net lease basis is explicitly denied the treatment accorded
a trade or business, owners of real property which they lease on a net basis
would be denied interest deductions they can now obtain.

There are some who believe the limitation on interest deductions could be used
to disallow Interest on a construction loan. Others disagree, feeling that the
construction of buildings is a trade or business, not an investment. Be that as
it may, the uncertainties in this respect add another disincentive factor which
might be serious.

Additional preference itent proposed by the Treasury Departnent-Treasury
Assistant Secretary Cohen, in his statement before the Committee on September
4, proposed that a new tax preference item affecting real estate be included both
in LTP and ADR. The new preference is the excess of interest, taxes, and rentals
paid over receipts (if any) during construction.
Adverse effects of prov1sion8 affecting both housing and nonresidential construe-ttmn

The issue 9 f allowable types of depreciation Is central to all provisions of the
current bill affecting housing (and other real estate investmentt, except for
the limitation on interest deductions. And even with this provision, as with the
new tax preference items proposed by the Treasury, the tax Issues are similar
to those raised by the tax treatment of depreciation deductions.

The tax effect of accelerated depreciation is to postpone ordinary taxable in-
come from the early years of a project's life, when depreciation deductions are
higher than they would be otherwise, to the later years, when these deductions
are lower. (Immediate deduction of interest and other expenses, in years when
reported income from the investment project is not large enough to cover them.
has a similar effect of postponing taxable income.) Postponing taxable income of
course postpones taxes, so the effect of accelerated depreciation is an interest-
free loan as against straight-line depreciation. Accelerated depreciation is thus
more favorable than straight-line depreciation.

But this does not mean that accelerated depreciation is an inequitable tax
concession, even in the narrow sense where equity depends solely upon having
taxable income equal currently realized economic income. Equity in this nar-
row sense depends upon having allowable depreciation deductions equal the
actual decline in the economic value of a property, and determining the actual
decline is a very difficult question of fact.
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Assuming for the moment (although I seriously challenge) that some of
those who have studied the problem are right in their finding that the actual
economic or value depreciation of office buildings, and even of some other real
property, is less rapid than straight-line, the primary consequence of allowing
accelerated depreciation (under this assumption or finding) is that the post-
poned ordinary taxable income can be taken at a later date as a capital gain,
taxed at favorable rates, instead of as taxable future ordinary income. This is
done by selling the property, at some later date, at a price which capitalizes the
ordinary income expected to accrue after that date. The current Bill is appar-
ently designed to correct this alleged inequity (in the narrow sense of equity)
of the present tax laws. But if the finding is incorrect (which I think to be the
case), if the decline in economic value actually does occur at the rate of accel-
erated depreciation, then the capitalized value of postponed ordinary income
only offsets what would otherwise appear on an investor's tax return as a cap-
ital loss, and it does not in any way reflect the conversion of ordinary income to
capital gains.

In any event, the assumptions and findings which I deem to be so highly
questionable (and certainly not supported by adequate empirical testing), have
no direct bearing upon the various provisions of the current Bill which affect
housing. The most important of the provisions affecting housing are the elim-
ination of accelerated depreciation for purchasers of used buildings, and the
recapture provision (sec. 521). These provisions deny the housing investor most
of the advantages of the double declining balance method for depreciating new
buildings, even though those who have made the findings with which I disagree
do not purport to show that accelerated depreciation is inequitably rapid for
housing.

The effect of these two provisions on an investor in tww housing is double-
barrelled, because in two ways it makes the tax treatment of Investment in new
housing much less favorable than the tax treatment of other Investments. First,
any time this investor wants to sell his building, the price will be depressed
because the buyer cannot take advantage of even 150 percent declining balance
depreciation. Second, if the original investor does sell anyway, the Bill requires
that any capital gains, up to the excess of accelerated over straight-line depre-
ciation, be taxed as ordinary income. This means that only the postponement
of ordinary taxable income, but never its conversion to capital gains, will be
possible under the new law. This change might conceivably be desirable if it
could be shown conclusively that accelerated depreciation as to housing and
other real estate investment is always excessive, and that true economic income
were being converted into capital gains. But to my knowledge there has been no
such showing as to housing, nor do I believe that such showing can be made.
Further, it is probable in many cases that the gain being "recaptured" was never
ordinary income in the first place, but rather a wise speculation on the value
of a particular capital asset.

I have stated earner in my testimony that some tightening of the tax treatment
of capital gains is desirable, and this conclusion might seem to contradict what
I am saying here about recapture. However, it is important to note that the
recapture provisions of the current Bill apply only to investments in housing
and other real estate, not to capital gains generally. This is why I find these
recapture provisions so unwarranted, at a time when housing and other real
estate investment should be stimulated relative to other kinds of investment, not
depressed.

The combined effect of recapture and of straight-line depreciation for all acquisi-
tions of used buildings is to make investment in residential construction much
less liquid that it is presently. Since housing generally has such a long life.
any decrease in liquidity as apt to depress severely investment in housing, and
this is patently undesirable. It is recognized that rapid turnover is a problem,
and that present phasing out of recapture may be viewed by some as inadequate
to prevent unduly rapid turnover. In that case, full recapture of excess depre-
ciation could be extended to five years, with the recaptured percentage of the
excess depreciation declining by one percent per month for 100 months thereafter.

Recapture and straight-line depreciation of used buildings are not the only
provisions adverse to housing. The limitation on tax preferences (see. 301), the
allocation of deductions (sec. 302), and the limitation on interest deductions
(sec. 221) also affect housing (and other real estate investment) adversely.
LTP prevents investors in housing from taking the full benefit of accelerated
deductions to the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line deprecla-
preferences the taxpayer may have) exceed 50 percent of economic income. ADR
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requires that investors -in housing (and other real estate) allocate some of their
deductions to the excess of accelerated depreciation over straight-line deprecia-
tion, leaving lesser amounts to be deducted from income subject to taxation,
and this too reduces the benefits that can be obtained from accelerated deprecia-
tion. Although these provisions would make investment in housing less attractive
to most investors, I believe, as I have explained, that they are the proper way to
prevent gross abuse of the tax stimuli favoring investment in housing. However,
I do not agree with the Treasury that interest and taxes paid during construc-
tion of real property improvements should be included at this time as a tax
preference. My reason is that the use of this practice has received much less
scrutiny than the use of accelerated depreciation, and it is not clear at this
time that treatment of these interest and tax costs as a preference item is Justi-
fled. It should also be noted that the Treasury proposal discriminates against
housing and other real property, in -that other kinds of property are not subject
to similar tax treatment.

Although I do favor LTP and ADR, as I have explained, I want to emphasize
that their application to housing (and other real estate investment) will have
an adverse effect. For this reason it is even more important that the other
provisions of the Bill damaging to housing not be adopted.
Retroactive feature of the bill, and some other technical problems

Before leaving the subject of housing, I should like to point out some retro-
active features of the Bil in its current form, and also comment on one other
technical problem.

(1) The following sections of the Bill apply retroactively, in that they deny
certain tax concessions on commitments made before the Bill was reported. This
occurs because the income or deduction accrues after the Bill is effective, and
thus is covered by its terms.

(a) Sec. 221, limitation on interest deduction. The problem here is long-
term net leases entered into before the Bill was reported. Interest deductions
by the lessor may be limited, even though the investor has a long-term
commitment. Also, the lessor is not making unreasonably high after-tax
returns over the life of the project-the effect of tax concessions, at least
in significant part, is passed on to the lessee in the form of lower rental
prices than would otherwise obtain.

(b) See. 301 and 302 LTP and allocation of deductions. Accelerated depre-
ciation of real property is a tax preference for purposes of LTP and alloca-
tion of deductions. Even where a transaction has been committed before
the Bill was reported, the transactor loses some benefit from accelerated
depreciation. Tile allocation of deductions is most serious, because it
hurts all amounts of accelerated depreciation. The LTP only hurts if the
taxpayer has excess depreciation amounts greater than his other Income.

(c) Sec. 521, recapture of accelerated depreciation. Persons who invested
in real estate before the Bill was reported may have done so only in expecta-
tion of converting some income to future capital gains, and they have offered
lower rentals in anticipation of this tax advantage. The rental commitments
continue, but the tax advantage is gone.

(2) Tito allocation of deductions to untaxed cxcc8 depreciation would not
operate fairly. A taxpayer taking accelerated depreciation only postpones tax-
able income (and perhaps converts later to capital gains, but not as sec. 521 is
now written). However, deductions disallowed are lost forever. Therefore, deduc-
tions disallowed on account of excess real estate depreciation should be added
back to basis cost for purposes of later determining capital gain. (This treatment
would correspond to tile treatment of that part of excess depreciation which is
itself disallowed under LTP).
Proisions of the bill directly affecting nonresidential construction, and their

effects
In addition to all the provisions adversely affecting both housing and other

real estate Investment, there Is one very important provision in the current Bill
which applies only to nonresidential construction. TIls provision, in sec. 521,
would limit the use of accelerated depreciation by the original owner of new
nonresidential structures to the 150 percent declining balance method, instead of
the presently allowed double declining balance method. The 150 percent method
is substantially slower than the 200 percent (double declining balance) method,
and it therefore reduces very substantially the incentives for investment in aon-
residential construction.
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The reason given for treating housing and nonresidential construction differ-
ently is that "Congress [has] expressed its desire to stimulate construction iII
low- and middle-income housing to eliminate the shortage in this area" (Ways
and Means Report No. 91-413, Part 1, p. 166). However, as I have developed
in detail earlier in my testimony, it is entirely unrealistic to posit that better
housing iII a better environment can be achieved by stimulating residential
construction alone. Proper community development requires the blending and
integration of housing, appurtenant community facilities, and commercial struc-
tures. Without the latter, developers may be unable to open up new areas for
housing, because no one wants to live where there are no stores, amusements.
or other attractions. This is especially true of low-income -persons, because they
are known to be much less mobile than persons with higher incomes (the two-
car family can live where it pleases; the one-car and no-car family cannot).

Within the cities, it is especially desirable to encourage the development of
commercial structures, because such building increase the tax base and provide the
cities with sorely needed revenues. These revenues are obtained without placing
additional tax burdens on urban residents, and they may thus help to stem or
reverse the flow of middle-income families away from the cities, allowing a better
mixture of Income groups in all residential loci.

It should be clear, therefore, that there is no sound basis for limiting the tax
advantages of the double declining balance method only to new housing, because
proper and full development of the nation's housing requires a correlative stimulus
for nonresidential construction.

The need for favorable tax treatment Pf new nonresidential construction can
also be developed from a more general approach, comparing commercial construc-
tion with other sectors of the economy (commercial construction is the largest
component of nonresidential, nonfarm buildings, and it is the one on which the
Bill in its current form concentrates). As my earlier discussion indicates (see
again Oharts 2 and 28), investment in both housing and commercial structures
has been growing much less rapidly than other forms of investment, although
sound national economic and social policy requires that both of these sectors grow
much more rapidly than they have been growing, and also more rapidly than GNP
and other major components thereof.

The deficiency in the pace of housing investment is clearly much greater than
in the pace of investment in commercial structures, but that is no reason for re-
moving tax advantages from the latter. The present tax advantages for com-
mercial construction are inadequate in terms of our national needs, and they
should be strengthened rather than weakened. In this connection, it should be
observed that the current Bill places as great an additional burden on investment
in nonresidential real estate as it does on investment in producers' durables. The
repeal of the investment tax credit, the only provision directly affecting invest-
ment in producer durables, is expected to yield 3.3 billion dollars in 1979, when
fully effective (projections based on current volume of activity-see H.R. Report
9,-413, Pt. 1, p. 16). This is only 5.6 percent of the 1968 investment in this cate-
gory. In contrast, the reduction in accelerated depreciation on new nonresidential
buildings alone is expected to yield 960 million dollars, or 5.1 percent of the 1968
investment in such buildings, and the other tax provisions affecting real estate
will certainly increase substantially the tax effect on new construction in this
field, although the Committee Report does not give revenue estimates in sufficient
detail to determine these effects exactly.

The immediately preceding discourse implicitly assumes that there is merit in
the proposition that commercial buildings (if not housing) depreciate (in an
economic or value sense) less rapidly than straight line. For reasons already
stated, this proposition has nowhere to my knowledge been vindicated, nor do I
agree with it. A recent study by Taubman and Rasche,* made available to the
U.S. Treasury, may well have attained some influence in directions contrary to
those I recommend. My analysis of this study, showing its shortcomings, is at-
tached as Appendix Two.

The foregoing indicates that the current tax treatment of all real estate in-
vestment, both housing and nonresidential, is desirable on the general grounds of
public economic policy. However, the current Bill is directed more narrowly to the
question of tax equity, and it is important that the tax equity arguments be faced

OP. Taubman and R. H. Rasche, "Economic and Tax Deprecation of Office Buildings"
(University of Pennsylvania. Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, Department of
Economics, Discusson Paper No. 111, January 1969).
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on their own grounds, even though I feel that these grounds are not the best
grounds for resolving the basic issues of our national needs for accelerated invest-
uent in these sectors.
Equitable coneideratons

It must be emphasized that tax concessions to the real estate industry do not
"enrich" real estate investors generally, as shown on my earlier Chart 27. Thus,
the current tax concessions available to real estate enable lower rents than would
otherwise obtain, and stimulate construction, but they do not provide real estate
investors generally with inordinate gains. This indicated that the equity i88ue may
be somewhat 8peciou8: investors in real estate generally are no better off after
paying their (allegedly) reduced taxes than other investors paying (allegedly)
higher tawes.

The question of equity is thus transformed into a question of resource alloca-
tion-is it proper that real estate investments continue to receive the economic
stimulus they now receive from current tax provisions? I feel that the materials
I have incorporated in this testimony provide an affirmative answer to this
question. This analysis is buttressed by the following additional considerations.
Additional considerations

The increasing burden of State and local property taxes weighs most heavily
upon residential and commercial construction, and indeed upon the owners and
renters of such properties, including average business people and, most impor-
tantly, families of low and lower-middle income. Federal tax concessions for real
estate thus serve in part to redress the balance, not disturb it (and they are also
a way for the Federal Government to ease the plight of the States and localities).

Second, as already discussed, high interest rates are more burdensome to hous-
ing and other aspects of real estate investment than to other industries, because
these endeavors are much more dependent upon external financing (rather than
retained earnings) and upon debt financing (see again Chart 27). These high
interest rates, however, are not necessarily a true measure of either the scarcity
or the value of capital for investment, but rather they are contrived by Govern-
ment policy. It is therefore extremely appropriate that tax concessions to real
estate be used to offset some of the distortions caused by artificially high interest
rates.

Third, most other forms of investment will retain the advantages of shortened
guideline lives and accelerated depreciation, and similar treatment of real estate
is again a balancing force rather than a disturbing one.

Consideration of these three factors is an application of what is called the
theory of second-best. As a general principle, subsidy for one industry leads to
inefficient allocation of resources; but this principle applies only when there are
no taxes or subsidies for any other industries. Viewed against the background of
an established tax structure. containing many different types of taxes Imposed by
many different jurisdictions, the simple rule that subsidies cause inefficiency can
no longer be applied (if it has any large validity in principle). Given the present
tax structure, it seems clear that continued Federal income tax concessions for
real estate are appropriate. Of course, major changes in other parts of the struc-
ture might be desirable, and it might then become desirable also to modify the tax
treatment of housing and other aspects of real estate investment, but that is not a
controlling factor at this time.

Another broad class of reasons for applying only with caution the general rule
that subsidies, including those in the form of tax concessions, are inefficient is
the incidence of external economies and diseconomies. External factors exist which
cause the private signals of market prices to register only partially and inac-
curately the values of everyone in the economy. Where this happens, collective
action to redirect market incentives is appropriate, and special concessions become
necessary. The whole field of housing, urban development, and land use is a classic
example of external effects, and there are many economists who argue that such
concessions for real estate development are In fact necessary for economic
efficiency, not inimical to it.

Finally, in a period of inflation, the Federal tax structure (and income taxes
generally) imposes an especially heavy burden on investors holding assets with
relatively long lives. The problem is the tax treatment of depreciation allowances,
which supposedly enable a taxpayer, in determining his income, to deduct from
his revenues the amounts that are only a recovery of his initial capital costs.
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Taxation is based upon the principle that a dollar is a dollar, whenever it is re-
ceived or paid, and the owner of property can only obtain depreciation allowances
equal to his original dollar cost, even though some of the depreciation is taken
many years after the cost was incurred. This means that, in a period of general
inflation, the depreciation dollars deducted from revenue, which are supposed to
constitute recovery of cost, are worth less (in purchasing power) than those used
to construct or acquire the property. The result is that the taxpayer must pay
income taxes on funds whose receipt is necessary just to maintain the value (in
goods) of his investment (see Table 1).

The first column of the table shows what would happen in some arbitrary future
year t, on the assumption that there is no change in the general price level.
Revenues, costs and taxes are listed, and in this hypothetical example there is a
cash flow (depreciation plus income after tax) equal to 15 percent of the assumed
value of the property in that year. This cash flow represents both the recovery
of the investor's cost and his income from the investment.

TABLE I.-EFFECT OF INFLATION ON INCOME AND TAXATION OF OWNERS OF DEPRECIABLE
PROPERTY

Year zero:
Price index -------------------------------------------------- 100 ............................
Initial cost of property ---------------------------------------- $500,000 ...........................

Year t:
Assumed price level ........................................... 100 200 200
Revenues ..................................................... $180,000 $360,000 ............
Operating and maintenance cost ................................ 120,000 240,000..........
Gross return to capital ......................................... 60,000 120,000 $120,.000
Depreciation allowed ------------------------------------------ 30,000 30,000 60,000
Tqxable Income ---------------------------------------------- 30,000 90,000 60,000
Income tax .................................................. -15,000 45,000 30,000
Income after tax .............................................. 15,000 45,000 30,000
Cash flow after tax ............................................ 45,000 75,000 90,000
Current value of property ------------------------------------- 300,000 600,000 600, 000
Cash flow ai percentage of current value ......................... 15.0 12.5 15.0

Note: All data are artificially constructed for this example.

The second column of the table she irs what would happen on the assumption
that the price level in year t were double ?hat in year zero, owing to inflation
during the intervening period. Revenues, current costs, and the current value of
the property are double what they would be with the price index at 100. Allow-
able depreciation, however, is not doubled, so that taxable income and thus
income taxes are more than doubled (in this example, income tax is tripled).
The result is that cash flow is less than doubled, and cash flow is therefore a
smaller percentage of the property's value than it would be in the absence of
inflation.

The third column shows how a doubling of the depreciation allowance (in
proportion to the amount of inflation) would exactly compensate for the effect
of inflation, reducing income taxes to twice the amount that would be collected
in the absence of inflation, and thus restoring cash flow to the same percentage
of current value as would be obtained if no inflation had occurred.

I do not contend that depreciation, for tax purposes, be calculated on a basi'4
other than recovery in current''dollars of initial cost-any change would make
administration of the tax laws very much more difficult. However, it should be
observed that office buildings have longer lives than most other assets, so the
effects described here have a greater impact on then than on, say, investment
in producer durables. For this reason one should perhaps make other adjustments
in the handling of depreciation for long-lived assets, and shorter guideline lives
plus accelerated depreciation seem appropriate.
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Chart I
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Chartt

COSTS OF DEFICIENT ECONOMIC GROWTH
U.S. ECONOMY1953-I968 AND 1969*-1977

(dollar Items in billions oV 1967 dollars)

Total Notionol
Production

(GNP)

1953-1968: $ 917.8
1968: 81.8

_1953-1968
Man-"rs of Pesonl Consumption
Employmen Expeditures

1953-1968:38.6 Million
1968: 2.1 Million

1953-1968:$692.8
1968: 73.1

Govt Outloy for
Goods and Services

1953-1968:$32.9
1968: -11.7

Private Business Investment Averoge Fomily Income Wages and Salaries Unincorporated Business
(IncI.Net Foreign) and Professional Income

1953-1968:$192.1 1953-1968:$11,459 1953-1968:$6372 1953-1968:$79.4
1968: 204 1968: 1,208 1968: 67.3 1968: 8.4

_1969-1977_

Total National Man-yeors of Personal Consumption Gov't Outlay for
Production Employment 1' Expenditures Goods and Services

(GNP)

1969-1977 $1,173.7 1969-1977: 31.4Million 1969-1977:$ 764.0 1969-1977:$146.1
1977: 215.4 1977: 5.0Million 1977: 144.4 1977: 27.2

Private Business Investment Average Family Income Wages and Salaries Unincorporoted Business
(InciNetForeign) and ProfessionalIncome

1969-1977:$26.6 1969-1977:$11,958 1969-1977:$ 702.7 1969-1977:$ 87.6
1977: 43.8 1977: 2,349 1977: 132.8 197?: 16.6
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unemployment, and concealed unemployment (nonparticipation in civilian lobor force) due to scorcity of
job opportunity.

Basic Dato: Dept of Commerte; Dept. of Labor
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Chart

GOALS FOR THE U.S. ECONOMY,1972 a 1977
PROJECTED FROM LEVELS IN 1968
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Chart 4

GOALS FOR A FEDERAL BUDGET, 1972 AND 1977,
GEARED TO ECONOMIC GROWTH a PRIORITY NEEDS

1969,fiscal year; goals for 1972 and 1977, calendar years

All figures In fiscal 1969 dollars I/

ALL FEDERAL OUTLAYS

Total
'lew (BIL $)

1969-' 186.062

1972 226.500

1977 280.000

Per

917.01

1,06.90
1,223.77

% of
GNP
(%)

21.02

20.61

20.06

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAM

Total Per

Thr (81L) ( )
1969?' 2.000 9.86

1972 3.800 17.93

1977 5.500 24.04

%of
GNP
(%)

0.23

0.35

0.39

EDUCATION

NATIONAL DEFENSE,
SPACE TECHNOLOGYo&

ALL INTERNATIONAL

Total Per % of

Expend. Capita GNPYear (sit $) ($) MX

1969 " ' 89.515 441.18 1011

1972 90.000 424.73 8.19

1977 94.000 410.84 6.73

ALL DOMESTIC
PROGRAMS

Total Per % of
Expend. Capita GNP

Year (811.$) ($) ()
19699/ 96.547 475.84 10.91

1972 136.500 644.17 12.42

1977 186.000 812.93 13.32
~1 C

HOUSING AND
COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT

Year

1969-2

1972

1977

Total
Expend.

2.784

5.500

9.000

Per

13.72

25.96

39.34

% of
GNP
(%)

0.31

0.50

0.64

AGRICULTURE; AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

Total
Expend.

Year (Bil. $)
1969-/ 8.099

1972 12.000

1977 15.500

Per
Cot

39.91

56.63

67.75

% of
GNP
M%)

0.91

1.09

1.11
4 4

HEALTH SERVICES
AND RESEARCH

Told Per % of Total Per % of
Expend. Capita GNP Expend. Capita GNPYewr (OrL) ($) 11%) Year (Bil. $) ($) M%)

1969 2-/ 4.699 23.16 0.53 19 69 g/ 10.655 52.51 1.21

1972 16.200 76.45 1 47 1972 14.000 66.07 1.27

1977 32.900 143.79 2.36 1977 20.000 87.41 1.43
Dollars of purchasing power apporentlyossumed in President's fiscal 1969 Budget

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE;
LABOR, MANPOWER, AND

OTHER WELFARE SERVICES

Total Per % of
Expend. Capita GNP

Year (Bit $) ($) (%)
19699/6.280 30.95 0.69

1972 9.500 44.83 0.86

1977 15.100 66.00 1.08

2 Administration's Proposed Budget as of ion. 29,1968 Beginning with fiscal 1969.the Budget includes the
inmens trust fundsnet lendingond other relatively minor new items. Note: Goals include Federal contributions of one billion
in 1970, and more than two billion in 1977,to the OASDHI to help Increase benefit payments to the aged.

Projections by Leon H.Keyserlng.
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COMPARATIVE GROWTH IN VARIOUS ASPECTS OF
U.S. ECONOMY 1961-1968

(Constant Dollars)
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WAGES AND SALARIES LABOR INCOME FARM PROPRIETORS'
Up NET INCOME

44.5 51.2%

66.5% Up5.6%:.':::':. : .6%1.4%

1961-1968 IS '7-1968 1961-1968 1967-1968 1961-1968 1967-1968

Source: Dept. of Commerce, Office of Business Economics and CEP.

3-865 0-69---pt. 5-7

4.1#011 -
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Chart 6

ALLOCATION OF TAX CUTS. 1962-1965:
INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION PURPOSES

(Billions of Dollars)

ESIMT [) A 6fT ESIAE ALLOCATIO
TCS UMTO PURPOSE

EXCISE TAX CUTS,
1965

PERSONAL TAX
CUTS,1964

TAX CONCESSIONS
TO INVESTORS,
1%9/
CORPORATE TAX
CUT, 964

TAX CONCESSIONS
TO INVESTORS,

10.6

PORTION OF
EXCISE TAX
CUTS.19651/

PORTION OF
PERSONAL TAX
CUTS,1964.'

PORTION OF
PERSONAL TAX
CUTS,19641/

-/Throuh Congressional G Executive Action

A/ Through Executive Action
A/ EstImated portion of personal tax cutfor those with incomes of $10,000 and over,

which they would save for investment purposes.
$i eased on estimates of excise tax cuts passed on to consumers through price cuts.
/ .Personal tox cuts for those with incomes under $ 10.000.

-/Estimated portion of personal tax cuts for those with incomes of $10.000 and over, which they would
spn for consumption.

Note: Estimotes of excise tax redution ollootion by C.E.R.(omount might be passed on to
consumers by price reductions.)However, l ore portion of this did not go to low income consumers.

PORTION OF EXCl$E
TAX CUTS 1965/

PORTION OF
PERSONAL TAX
CUTS,1964./

TAX CONCESSIONS
TO INVESTORS,
19652/
CORPORATE TAX
CUT, 1964

TAX CONCESSIONS
TO INVESTORS,
1962/
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Chart?

ESTIMATED DIVISION OF PROPOSED TAX CUTS
BETWEEN INVESTMENT AND CONSUMPTION

(Billions of Dollors/)

iEXCLUDING TAX REFORMS
ESTIMATED ALLOCATION

TO INVESTMENT
House Bill Treasury Prop.

Up

2.7 2.7

ESTIMATED ALLOCATION
TO CONSUMPTION

House Bill Treasury Prop.
Up Up
6.7 6.7

Up UI
4.6 4.1

L & &

I/btol$ may not be exactly equal to sum of details shown, owing to rounding.
WRepeol of investment tax credit, effect on corporations.

"Estimoted impact on personal moving of personal fox relief-and of individuals' share In repeal of
investment tax credit.

investmentnt incentives to corporations.
2,Corporate tax relief.

EWlmotdlnipVaon personal consumption expenditure of personal tax relief and of individuals' share in
repl of Investment tax credit.
/'Effect of tax reforms on corporation.

bEstimatsd impact of tax reforms on personal saving.

WF'tifnated Impact of tax reforms on personal consumption expenditure.
Source: Bsic data from Report of House Woys and Means Committee, and from statement of Treasury
Assistant Secretary Cohen, September 4,1969

g
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Chart 8

NUMBER IN U.S. LIVING IN POVERTY,
DEPRIVATION. COMFORT. AND AFFLUENCE,

1967. AND GOALS FOR 1972 AND 1977
Annual Money Incomes, Before Taxes, in 1967 Dollars

.1•II IN1 no E -----

In Millions

ED 1967, Actual

1972, Goalm1977. Goal

5.3

0.6 0.3
I / /1 .....

3.2

Under $2000 Under $3,3352/

POVERTY

UNTACE IDIUL
INPVET S ^

/n Millions

1966S'Actuat

1972, Goal

1977, Goal

2.5
E& 15 0.

Under $1,000

*
49

S0.9 0.5
mom/J :-

Under $1,63521

POVERTY

49.1
InMillions

25.0

15.8

I1.0 104

$3,335- 600- $.000a
5,999 7,999 over

DEPRIVATION- COMFORT 8
DEPRIVATION COMFORT AFFLUENCE

UNTAC E IN IIUL IN.

In Millions

6 7.1

2-4 2. *fl 2.83.
$1.635- $3,000- $5.000oa
2.999 4.999 over

COMFORT 8
DEPRIVATION COMFORT AFFLUENCE

JL/Poety-name ceilings vary by size of family. The figure of $3,335 applies to o family of four, according to the
eetmase of the Social Security AdministrationOeptof HEW The average si:", of families in poverty being four,
5.27 million families involve about 21.1 million people.

&The average siza of families living in deprivation Is about 3.0, coming to about 33 million people.

A/The poverty-income ceiling of $1,635 accords with the estimates of the Social Security Administrotlon,Oeptof KE.W

A/196? not available. AlI praoectionshowevsr, In 196? dollare.

Sule Data: 1966,1967: SocIal SecurityAdmlnlstration,Oeptof HEW; Bureau of the Census, ept of Commerce.
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SHARE OF FAMILIES IN TOTAL FAMILY INCOME
BY QUINTILES, 1947, 1953, 1960,and 1966

( Money Income )

LOWEST SECOND
FIFTH FIFTH

1947

MIDDLE FOURTH FIFTH
FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

1960 42

1953

LOWEST SECOND MIDDLE
FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

1966
FIFTH FIFTH

LOWEST SECOND MIDDLE FOURTH FIFTH
FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

SHARE OF UNATTACHED INDIVIDUALS IN TOTAL
INCOME OF UNATTACHED INDIV., BY QUINTILES,

1947, 1953, 1960, and 1966
194759 1953 53

LOWEST SECOND MIDDLE

FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

1960

26

4:
S7 I

LOWEST SECOND MIDDLE

FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

Data: Bureou of the Census.

FOURTH FIFTH
FIFTH FIFTH

LOWEST SEONFIFTH FIFTH
MIDDLE
FIFTH

1966

11FI FIFTHFIFTH

3

LOWEST SECOND MIDDLE FOURTH FIFTH
FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH FIFTH

'L__.,47

mmiifm mm/,
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______ ____ _______ _________Chart 10

TAXES PAID AS % OF INCOMES. 1966'j

f T, * 1 1 f U

17.5% 7.6% l8% &68

4 .7

14.0%r

J~om roe oa ros ~std ncm~o o eron n heIno9 lass hon
Z/lncj7.6 %eea noetxsscascrt oe;tteadlcllcm~oe n aoietxs

an Cesnl1rpryan5 eletaetxs

Ba3.aa7 nera% eeu erieadBokig nttto
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Chart i i

ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONALTAX CUTS
EXCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS

Distribution Of Total Tax Returns / And Of Total Tax Cuts f

Among Various Income Groupsi'

Under $3,000 Income
(21.1 million returns; $0.41 billion tax cut)

32.8%

U
Percentof 1963

Total Tax Returns

3.7%
Percent of

Total Tax Cut

$3,000- $5,000 Income
(12.1 million returns; $1.09 billion fox cut)

18.8%

Percentof 1963
Total Tax Returns

9.9%
0, .-I..

Percent of
Total Tax Cut

$5,000- $10,000 Income $10,000- $20,000 Income
(23.2 million returns; $4.52 billion tax cut) (6.7 million returns $2.69 billion fox cut)

36.1% 40.9%~24.4%

10.4%

Percentof 1963 Percentof Percent of 1963 Percentof
Total Tax Returns Total TO Cut Total Tax Returns Total Tax Cut

$20,000-$50,000 Income $50,000 And Over Income
(1.0 million returns; $141 billion tax cut) (0.2million returns; $0.92 billion tox cut)

12.8% 8.3%

Percent of 1963 Percent of Perent of 1963 Percent of
Total Tax Returns Total Tax Cut Total Tax Returns Total Tax Cut

$10,000 And Over Income $20,000 And Over Income
(7.9 million returns; $5.02 billion tax cut) (1.2 million returns $2.33 billion tax cut)45.5%

N1.1%

12.3% .

1.9%
Iercentof 1963 Percent of Prcent of W93 Pelcen of

Total Tax Returns Total TaxCut Total Tax Returns Total Tax Cut
Estimated 1963 Total Tax Returns- 64.3 Million

Estimated 1963 Tax-$47.4 Billion I Propoeed Tax-$36.4 Billion; Proposed Tax Cut-$ll Billion

J/All 1963 returns (taxable and nontaxable.). CEP etimotes based on Treasury Dept. data.
&/Tax cuts as of 1965 (when plan would become fully effective) as proposed in President's
1963 Tax Message and Treasury Dept. data as of Feb.6,'63,applied to 1963 Income structure.
3Adjusted gross income levels as of 1963, estimated by CEP on basis of Treasury Dept. data.

r- ---. . ..... --
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Chart 12.

ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONAL TAX CUTS
INCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS

Distribution Of Total Tax Returns!/And Of Total Tax Cuts 2-/

Among Various Income Groupsp!

Under $3,000 Income $3,000- $5,000 Income
(21.1 million returns; $0.58 billion tax cut) (12.1 million returns; $1.18 billion tax cut)

32.8%

18.8% 13.5%

6.7%
Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of

Total Returns Total Tax Cut Total Returns Total Tax Cut

$5,000 -$I0,000 Income $10,000- $20,000 Income
(25.2 million returns, $ 3.80 billion tax cut) (6.7 million returns; $1.94 billion tax cut)

36.1%43.6% ~22.3%

10.4%

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of
Total Returns Total Tax Cut Total Returns Total Tax Cut

$20,000- $ 50,000 Income $50,000 And Over Income
(.0 million returns; $0.82 billion tax cut) (0.2 million returns; $0.39 billion tax cut)

9.4%
- -- KXXX

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of

Total Returns Total Tax Cut Total Returns Total Tax Cut

S I0,000 And Over Income $20,000 And Over Income
(7.9million returns; $3.15 billion tax cut) millionin returns; $1.21 billion tax cut)

36.2%

12.3% 13.9%
1.9%

Percent of Percent of Percent of Percent of
Total Returns Total Tax Cut Total Returns Total Tax Cut

Estimated 1963 Total Tax Returns-64.3 Million

Estimated 1963 Tax-$47.4 Billion; Proposed Tax-$38.7 Billion; Proposed Tax Cut-$8.7 Billion.

.i/All 1963 returns (taxable and nontaxable). CEP estimates based on Treasury Dept. data.
2/Tax cuts as of 1965 (when plan would become fully effective) as proposed in President's

1963 Tax Message and Treasury Dept. data as of Feb. 6, 1963, applied to 1963 Income
structure. Effect of capitol gains revision excluded.,

- Adjusted gross Income levels as of 1963, estimated by CEP on basis of Treasury Dept. data.
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Chart 13

ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONAL TAX CUTS
EXCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS

Percent Tax Cut And Percent Gain In After-Tax Income
Married Couple With Two Children At Various Income Levels-'

$ 3,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 2.0% to 1.6%
After-Tax Income Up From $2940

to $ 2,952)

2 0 Me

.0.4%

Percent Percent GainIn
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$ 10,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 13.7% to 107%
After-Tax Income Up From$ 8,628

to$ 8,932)

22.2%

3.5%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$ 50,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 32.0% to 25.4%

After-Tax Income Up From$34,024
to$37,310)

20.6%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$ 5,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 8A% to 6.7/

After-Tax Income Up From $4,580
to$ 4,664)

20.0%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$15 000 Income
(Tax Rate lut From 16.6%to 13.5%
After-Tax Income Up From$12,514

to$12,979)

18.7%

3.7%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$1O0,00 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 44.7%to 35.7%

After-Tax Income Up From $55,276
to $ 64,300)

20.2%
63 0

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$ 7,500 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 11.7% to 8.8%
After-Tax Income Up From $6,623

to $ 6,837)

24.4%

3.2%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$ 25,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 21.3%to 16.9%

After-Tax Income Up From $19,682
to $20,7 70)

20.5%

5.5%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

$200,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 576%to 44.4%
After-Tax Income Up From $84,776

to $111,104) 3i.

22.8%

Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tax Income

I/Adjusted gross income levels.
Note: Present and proposed tax based on assumption of 10 percent deductions for taxes, interest,
contributions, medical care,etc.Proposed tax based on the President's proposal,
and Treasury Dept. data, as of Feb. 6,'63.
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ADMINISTRATION PLAN, PERSONAL TAX CUTS
INCLUDING PROPOSED TAX REFORMS

Percent Tax Cut And Percent Gain In After-Tax Income
Married Couple With Two Children At Various Income Levels!/

$3,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 2.0% to O
After-Tax Income Up From $2,640

100%__ to $3,000)

Percent Percent Gainln
ToxCut After-Taxlncome

$5,000 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 8.4 % to 5.6%j
Af ter-Tax Income Up From $4,580

to $4,720)

Percent Percent Gain In
TaxCut After-Tax Income

$7,500 Income
(Tax Rate Cut From 11.7% to8.8%;
After-Tax Income Up From $6,623

to $6,837)

Percent Percent Gain In
ToxCut After-Tox Income

$10,000 Income $15,000 Income $25,000 Income
(Tax Rote Cut From 13.7%to 10.7%; (Tax RateCut From 16.6%to 13.8%; (Tax Rote Cut From 21.3% to B.4%;
After-Tox Income Up From $8,628 After-Tox Income Up From $12,514 After-Tax Income Up From $19,682

to $8,932) to $12,924) to $20,395)

22.2%
16.5%

13.4%

3.5% 3.3% 3.6%

Percent PentGoinln Percent Per6ent Gain Percent PercentGainIn
TaxCut After-Tx Income Tax Cut After-Tax Income ToxCut After-Tox Income

$50,000 Income $100,000 Income $200,000 Income
(Tax RateCut From32.0 to 27.?%.; (Tax RoteCutFrom44.1%o38.5%; (ToxRote CutFrom5?.6% to47.5%;
After-Tax Income Up From $34,024 After-Tax Income Up From $55,276 After-Tax Income Up From $84,776

to $36,163) to $61,458) to $104,928)

23.8%
17.5%13.4% 13.8% 11.2%IL 6 . N N

Percent Prcenteoinn Percent Percent Gainln Percent Percent Gain In
Tax Cut After-Tox Incme TaxCut After-Taxlncome Tox Cut After-Tox Income

./Adjusted grass income levels.
Note- Present tax based on assumption of 10 percent deduction for taxes, interest, contributions,
medical care, etc. Proposed tax based on the President's proposal, and Treasury Dept.
data, as of Feb.6,'63.
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TAX RETURNS"
AND OF PROPOSED TAX CUTS2

AMONG VARIOUS INCOME GROUPS'
Excluding of fcts of reforms Including effect of reforms

INCOME UNDER $0OO

9.0% 105% 11

Tax Returns Tax Cut, Tax Cut,
House Bill Trees, Prop.

INCOME $5000-$10o000

33.9%

30.7%
259% 252%

Tax Returns Tax Cut, Tax Cut
House Bill Trees Prop.

INCOME $20OO$50000

2.3%

Tax Returns Tax Cut,
House Bill

16.1%

Tax Cut,
Treas. Prop.

INCOME $AOOO-$50O0

Tax Returns Tax Cut.
House Bill

Tax Cut
Treas Prop.

INCOME $10000-$20.000

34.2% 34.41

29.4% 285%

16.4%

Tax Returns Tax Cut, Tax Cut,
House Bill Tres Prop.

INCOME OVER $50,000

172%
13.4%

0.4% T l"08% FIL%
Tax Returns Tax Cut Tax Cut,

House Bill Treas. Prop

-/AlI 1966 Individual income tax returns (latest year available): Treasury Dept., Internal revenue Service,
Statistics of Income.
&K'HR. 13270 and Treasury Proposal of September 4,1969. Basic data from statement of Treasury Secretary
Kennedy and Assistant Secretary Cohen.

I'Adjusted gross income classes.
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HOUSE BILL. PERCENTAGE TAX CUT AND PERCENTAGE INCREASE
IN INCOME AFTER TAXVARIOUS INCOME GROUPS
E ] Elcluding effect of reform Ill1 Including effect of reforms

PERCENTAGE TAX CUTi

Group-

78.1%"'
654%

31.6% 3Q9%

flu~~~I MI h.%mri~n
2.9% 12.9% 9.2% 9.0% 6.6% 5.9% 8.1%

Under $36000- $5000- $10,00- $20,000- Over
$3000 $5oo $10,oo $20,000 $5,000 $5o,000

PERCENTAGE INCREASED
IIN INCOME AFTER TAXES

(Note Different Scole)
4.1%

2.6% 2.4% 2.4%

13% 1.3% .3% 1.3 1.5% 14% L i15% 3

Under $3,000- $5,000- $10,000- $20,000- over All
$3,0 $!oNo $10,000 $20,000 $50.000 $50.000 Groups

-/Adjustad gross income class,

Source: Basic data from Report of House Ways and Meant committee, accompanying H.R. 132T0

All
Groups
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TREASURY PROPOSAL, PERCENTAGE TAX CUTAND PERCENTAGE INCREASE
IN INCOME AFTER TAX, VARIOUS INCOME GROUPS

f1---1 Excluding effect of reforms I Including effect of reforms
PERCENTAGE TAXU t

60.2%
56.5%

15.2% 13.5%F, I
8.1% 7.0% 8.1% 62%

I FlU 
mo~m~Under

$U000
$3.000-
$5.000

$5000-
$10,000

6.5% 6.0% 6.1% 5.6% 7.6%
F-i 04%

All
Groups

$10,000-
$20,000

$20,000-
$50,000

Over
$50,000

i/Adjusted gross income class.

Source: basic data from Statement of Treasury Assistant Secretary Cohen, Septemb, 4,1969

Income
Group'

PERCENTAGE INCREASE[
IN INCOME AFTER TAXES

(Note Different Scale) 39%

2.4% 23% 1.4% 1.3% 11

1.2% 10% 0.8% 0.7% 0.9% 0.8% 0.8%

Income Under $3,00- $5.000- $10,000 $20.000 Over All
Group $P00 $5000 $10,000 $20,000 $50,000 $50,000 Groups

8. 1% 7Z0% 8.1% r-.2%
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Chart

RELATIVE TRENDS IN ECONOMIC GROWTH
UNEMPLOYMENT, B PRICES, 1952-1968 '

r- Consumer Prices Wholesale Prices Industrial Prices

31% 35%

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956-1958 1958-1960 1960-1968 1966-1968

Average Annual Rates of Change

W 0111* 119fl 0 11T 9 *1UA

Total Notional Production in Constant Dollars. Average Annual Rates of Change
Industrial ProductionAverage Annual Rates of Change
tUmployment as Percent of Civilian Labor Force.Annual Averages*

7.7%

3.7% 3.7%

2%

1952-1955 1955-1958 1956-1958 1958-1960 1960-1968 1966-1968

•L'Prekminary 1968 data.
Theee amual averoaes(as differentiated from the annual rates of change)are based on full-time officially

reputed unm oyment measured against the officially reported Civilian Labor Force.

Source: opt. of Lbor, Oept. of Commerce, a Federal Reserve System.

!-PRIC
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Chart I;

COMPARATIVE TRENDS IN GNR PRICES, AND
NON-FEDERALLY HELD MONEY SUPPLY. 1955-1968-,

Up
38%

18% Up0 UI14
1957-1958

I"5-
1960

ic" on.)

1955- 1956- n 1958-
1956 1957 i 1959

Don
-11%

ANNUAL GROWTH IN GNP
(Uniform 1967 dollars)

Up Up Up Up
65% 65% 51% 66%UUpI Up

25% 

U

1959- 1960- 1961-
190 1961 1962

1962- 1963- 1964- 1965- 1966- 1967-
1963 1964 1968 1966 1967 1960

ANNUAL TRENDSC.PI.T-

Up3 5%UP
UP
2.8%

Up 2

20 M Up

~hI~ffl~08%
1955-1966

(mont)
1955- 1956- 1957- 1958-
195 17 1 1959

Up Up

Up UP
16% Up Up Up Up 17%E1.i2% ii 13

1959- 1960- 1961-
1960 1961 192

Up
42%

1962- 1963- 1964- 1965- 1966- 1967-
1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 IM8

ANNUAL GROWTH IN NON-FEDERALLY HELD MONEY SUPPLY
(Based on seasonally adjusted December data) I up up

6.5% 6.5%
UPp 4.7%

Up Up "1
UPUp

3,0% 38% 

Up
13%

1956-
"957

-0.7%

Up
0.6%M

Up

1959- r i
1960 n

Up
22%

H II
mm maul mmli mm m aimmum

1957- 1950- UI
O 0wn
-06%

1960- 1961- 162- 193- 1144- 16- 1966- 1967-
INI 1962 1963 1964 1146 166 9I7 196"

Ji/All 968M data preliminary.

Data: Economic Report of the Presiden

mm mm

(M.n4".)

0
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PRIVATE NON-FARM HOUSING STARTS. 1969
(Thousands of units.aseasnally adjusted at annual rates)

L845

1.664
1567 1548 1.495 1441

!14

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July

Source: Council of Economic Advises, Economic Indicators



ROLE OF HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL CONSTRUCTION
IN THE NATIONAL ECONOMY,1947-969.

(New Construction as Percentage of Major Economic Aggregates)
71AS PERCENT OF GN

7 ".13 C~

___~ & an_ s IW ITS ... . We 54 .. . 0 .... .

Source: Dept. of Commerce. Office of Business Economics, Survey of Current Business

1947 '48 %49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '58 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68

IGROSS AS PERCENT OF
]GOSPRIVATE DOMESTIC INVESTMENTS

tVoft Diffenerd Scae)

33 & 7 453664 4 79 3M4 38.1 3& 376 360 361:~EflE fl1l1 29Bfl0
1947 '48 '49 '50 '51 '52 '53 '54 '55 '56 '57 '58 '59 '60 '61 '62 '63 '64 '65 '66 '67 '68 10 20

'69 '69

4.39

1 N

10
-rq 440
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COMPARATIVE GROWTH RATES, 1961-1968
1967 Dollars

Average Annual Rotes of Change

GNP

5.2%

PRODUCERS
DURABLE EQUIPMENT

9.9%

PERSONAL
CONSUMPTION
EXPENDITURES

4.9%

NEW PLANT
& EQUIPMENT

EXPENDITURES

7.5%

PRIVATE
DOMESTIC

INVESTMENT-'

6.2%

COMMERCIAL
STRUCTURES

4.9%

GOVERNMENT
PURCHASES OF

GOODS & SERVICES

6.0%

NONFARM
RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES&'

0.5%

./Gross private lnvmtmstlncluding net foMign 50%.
2/Total rldentlal swuctureKO.4%.

Bos Data: De. of CommerceOff ice of Business Economics
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ChMrt 23

BALANCED GOALS FOR THE ECONOMY 1967-1977
1967 Dollars

Average Annual Rates of Growth

GNP PERSONAL PRIVATE DOMESTIC GOVT PURCHASE
CONSUMPTION INVESTMENT OF GOODS 8
EXPENDITURES SERVICES

6.2%
5.3% 5.5%

4.3%

I
TOTAL PRODUCERS COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL
FIXED DURABLE STRUCTURES STRUCTURES

INVESTMENT EQUIPMENT

11.2%

6.5%
5.9%

4.1%

Source: Lon .Keyserling basically consistent with other public ond private studies
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_Chart 24

VALUE OF DEPRECIATION AND DEPLETION. 1966'
IN VARIOUS SECTORS OF U.S. ECONOMY

In Billions of Dollars
(% of Total in Parentheses)

ALL INDUSTRIES

(100)
43.1

WHOLESALE
8 RETAIL

TRADE

(7.9)
3.4-M

MINING

(4.6)
2.0

MANUFACTURING

(45.7)
19.7

SERVICES

(7.2)
3.'

CONTRACT
CONSTRUCTION

(2.8)
1.2

TRANSPORTATION.
COMMUNICATION.

ELEC., GAS a SANITARY
SERVICES
(22.5)

9.7

REAL ESTATE

(5.8)
2.5

ALL OTHER

(.007)
.003

I/A. expressed in corporate income tax returns.

Source: TreOsury Dept.
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Chart 25

% DISTRIBUTION OF NET FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
FOR SUBSIDY PROGRAMSFY 1964-1969

(Millions of Current Dollars In Parentheses)

($6.707) ($6.597) ($5,610)
100% 00% 100%

Igilime-- ...

Apicolivr- - -

1964-1969 1965 1966
(Annual Average)

($6,843) ($7,032) ($8.206)
100% 100% 100%

1968 (et) 1969 (est.)

Source: Dept. of Commerce
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Chart 26

TOTAL FIXED INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT IN COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES

AND/INVESTMENT IN RESIDENTIAL STRUCTURES
Billions of 1967 Dollars

(Ratio to Total Fixed Investment in Parentheses)

TOTAL FIXED
INVESTMENT

COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES STRUCTURES

(34.7)
27.6

COMMERCIAL RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES-'/ STRUCTURES

(24.6)
28.4

(6.5)
7.0

-{1977 GOAL I

TOTAL FIXED COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENT STRUCTURES

RESIDENTIAL
STRUCTURES

(34.0)
710"

J19?; 1966 not available.

Basic Data: Depof Commerce, Off ice of Business Economics

TOTAL FIXED

INVESTMENT

115.6



Chart 27'

RATES OF RETURN 81 OTHER FINANCIAL RATIOS
ALL CORPORATIONS IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES1965 '

NET INCOMEPER INTERNAL REVENUE CODE
AS A PERCENTAGE OF NET WORTH'

10.3 Q

All Monufoctur Construction
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APPENDIX 1

MEMBERSHIP OF REALTY COMMITTEE ON TAXATION

Albert B. Ashforth & Co., New York, N.Y.
Benenson Realty Company, New York, N.Y.
Bessemer Securities Corporation, New York. N.Y.
Boise Cascade Urban l)evelopmient Corp., Washington. D.C.
Carol Management Corp., New York, N.Y.
Chase Manhattan Bank, New York, N.Y.
Chisholm Realty, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Arthur G. Cohen, New York, N.Y.
Collins, Tuttle & Co., it., New York. N. Y.
The George Comfort Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.
Cross & Brown Co., New York, N.Y.
Crown Realty Associates, Chicago, Illinois
Dillingham Corp., Honolulu, Hawaii
Benjamin Dulil, New York, N.Y.
The Durst Organization, New York, N.Y.
Eastman Dillon Union Securities & Co., Inc., New York. N.Y.
Fisher Brothers Management Co., New York, N.Y.
Galbreath-Ruffin Realty Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Goldman, Sachs & Co., New York, N.Y.
Gulf & Westernt Realty Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Helmsley-Spear, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Hilton Hotels, Beverly Hills, California
Irving Trust Company, New York, N.Y.
Kidder Peabody Realty Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Lazard Freres & Co., New York, N.Y.
Lehman Brothers, New York, N.Y.
Loeb, Rhoades & Co., New York, N.Y.
Loew's Theatres, Inc., New York, N.Y.
John P. McGrath & Sol G. Atlas, Brooklyn, N.Y.
IH. J. & M. Minskoff Realty Corp., New York, N.Y.
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York, New York. N.Y.
Raymond D. Nasher Company, Dallas, Texas
Oestreicher Realty Corp., New York, N.Y.
Pearce, Mayer & Greer, New York, N.Y.
Rockefeller Center, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Rose Associates, New York, N.Y.
Arthur Rubloff & Co., Chicago, Illinois
Peter Sharp & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Harry G. Silverstein & Sons, New York, N.Y.
Swig, Weller & Arnow, San Francisco, California
Tishman Realty & Construction Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
Urls Buildings Corporation, New York, N.Y.
Joseph S. Wohl, New York, N.Y.
Wood, Struthers & Winthrop, New York, N.Y.
William Zimmerman, New York, N.Y.
Affiliate: National Apartment Association, Washington, D.C.

APPENDIX 2

TiE TAUBMAN-RASCIIE STUDY

Taubman and Rasche define economic depreciation as the decline in the market
value of the property. They then measure depreciation from a cross section of
buildings, and their analysis therefore excludes the effect of changes in the
general price level: for data from any one calendar year, general inflation
affects equally the rentals and expenses for buildings of all ages. Since the
present discounted value (PDV) profile is calculated from this cross section,
its shape (but not its height) is unaffected by the general price level. (Of course,
the successive PDV profiles calculated from data of different years will be
different in height because of inflation.)
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The failure of Taubman and Rasche to consider the effect of inflation is the
first major defect in their study. As I explained in the body of my testimony,
the Federal tax system causes inflation to have its most adverse effect on)
investments with relatively long lives, such as housing and nonresidential con-
struction. Since the Taubman-Rasche study makes no allowance for this impor-
tant effect of the Federal tax system, the study is at best of severely limited
usefulness in guiding tax policy.

A second objection to the Taubman-Rasche study is that PDV is calculated
according to a theoretical formula, and there is no reference to the actual move-
ments of prices for used buildings of different ages. This formula makes no
allowance for risk or uncertainty, and it is not clear how the formula values
relate to the actual prices of used office buildings.

On a highly technical level, there are a number of very disturbing elements
in the Taubman-Rasche study. A general observation is that the authors do
not present an accurate or complete description of their technique, and it is
thus very difficult to offer constructive criticism-all one can do is pose querie,.
Part of the problem is that I have been unable to obtain access to the authors'
data in the time available, but I do feel that the authors would have added to
the understanding of their study if they had made available a better description
of their data base. Nonetheless, these points are in order.

(1) How does the sample of buildings change? Obviously newly built build-
ings are added, but are existing buildings ever removed, except when they are
demolished?

(2) By looking only at existing buildings to calculate average rental rates,
the authors introduce a bias. Those buildings whose rentals decline fastest
should tend to be removed earliest, so that the cases where depreciation has
been most rapid are not included in the sample. (Imagine taking a lifetime
earnings profile by looking at a cross section of earnings by age, including only
persons actually working. The effects of retirements and of age discrimination
in employment would be suppressed.)

(3) The PDV profile depends very much on the shape of the rental curve
given by the formula

R*j=a+b (agej) 8

However, the authors do not tell the statistical properties of the regression fit
obtained from this equation, nor do they say whether they tried any other
formulas, or what kind of fit other formulas might have given.

(4) The calculation of average age within groups introduces both uncertainty
and bias. The uncertainty intrudes because the population of buildings from
which age is calculated is not the same as the sample (which includes only
some office buildings). The bias occurs because the authors assume, in calcu-
lating average age, that buildings are removed only exactly at the end of 10,
25, or 40 years, or after 60 years. In fact, the percentage of buildings still
standing should decline gradually with age, and younger buildings cohorts in
each age group should receive greater weight than older ones. Use of a flat
amount of involuntary removal within each group biases the average age
upward, and this understates the decline in average rentals with age. The
result is to understate the rate of depreciation.

(5) To calculate removal date, the authors require estimates of land values
(per square foot of offic pacee. Whence these estimates (and what is their

quality) ?
(6) The authors neglect the effect of increases in building size, which causes

(ceteris paribus) land cost per square foot of newly built office space to decrease
over time. However, this effect is not present for an existing structure, whose
size is fixed until the building Is replaced. Failure to take account of this dif-
ference introduces an upward bias in the calculation of office building lives.

(7) The data are troublesome, especially when the rental rates for 0 to 10-
year-old buildings are less than for 11 to 25-year-old buildings (1956 and 1957.
in Table 3a). The authors explain that these years coincide with peak building
construction and depressed rental rates for new buildings. However, this explana-
tion is inadequate. The break in the time series is for the 11 to 25-year-old
buildings (which rose in price), not for the new ones; and the operating costs
(Table 3b) for the 11 to 25-year-olds also Jumped In the same two years;'leaving
gross margins roughly constant. This suggests something else, like first appear-
ance of 1945-1947 buildings in this group, plus shift of the 1930-1932 buildings
to the next age group. If such shifts are so important, then perhaps the use of
fixed age groups, with buildings moving through the groups, is questionable.
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These seven points should indicate the basis of my grave doubts about the
quality of the empirical work in the Taubman-Rasche study. This is especially so
because all of the biases identified lead Taubuan and Rasche to find longer life-
times and less rapid depreciation than is actually present. These biases, plus
the two general objections stated at the beginning of this appendix, are my
reasons for not accepting the analysis of Taubman and Rasche as controlling in
the present situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Robert Pease who is vice president, Mortgage
Bankers Association of America, accompanied by Oliver H. Jones.
executive vice president, and Graham T. Northup, director, Govern-
ment Relations.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT PEASE, VICE PRESIDENT, MORTGAGE
BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA; ACCOMPANIED BY H.
CECIL KILPATRICK, TAX COUNSEL; AND GRAHAM T. NORTHUP,
DIRECTOR, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS

Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Robert H. Pease. I am senior vice president of the

Draper and Kramer Mortgage & Real Estate firm in Chicago, and
vice president of the Mortgage Bankers Association of America. With
me is Mr. Cecil Kilpatrick, our tax counsel, and Mr. Graham Northup,
director of Government Relations.

We have filed a statement with the committee, and I would like to
give you these additional observations.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir; we have that statement here.
Mr. PEASE. We would like particularly, Senators, to talk to you not

just from the standpoint of the mortgage bankers
The CHAIRMAN. Your statement commences at page 197 of our com-

mittee print.
Mr. PEASE. Right.
We wouAd like to talk to you not only from the standpoint of the

mortgage banking business but particularly from the standpoint of
how this tax bill will affect the housing program that the Federal
Government is so urgently trying to foster. The experiences which I
am giving you are the result of 35 years in the real estate and mort-
gage business.

Our firm has probably done more 221 (d) (3), more low- and middle-
income housing, over 4,000 units, probably well over $100 million,
maybe more than any other firm in the country, so that I think the
following observations are relevant to the program.

Statement No. 1: The idea that this tax reform bill will help the
residential housing program, particularly low and middle income. I
think, is absolutely and totally inaccurate. I think it is false. The bill
says that new housing can keep its 200-percent depreciation. Then it
immediately nullifies this entire provision and, I think, rules out any
inventory participation by (a) recapturing all depreciation in excess
of straight-line as ordinary income; (b), making the secondary owner
of rental housing use straight-line depreciation the minute he buys
this investment. This recapture method, I think, will totally force out
the investor, and I am sure that it will ruin the resale market for
rental housing. I think that it will ruin the entire housing program.

I would suggest that actually it will probably destroy the housing
program. Investors are paying 91/2 percent for mortgage money. They
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are paying 14 percent for construction loans. Labor is rising almost
every month. Materials are going up every month.

Now, under these road blocks I don't believe the investors can or
will participate in a housing program with the depreciation set up
under H.R. 13270.

What do we suggest you do? What do we recommend? Our sug-
gestion is totally unattractive to the speculator, certainly unacceptable
to a tax dodger. We think it is fair to an investor and we think it is
fair to the Government.

First, permit total recapture of excess depreciation during the first
5 years.

Second, after 5 years allow a reduction of percentage of gain taxed
as ordinary income at the rate of 1 percent a month.

Now to sum it all up, this means that an investor would have to hold
a piece of property 13 years and 4 months before he could get full
capital gains treatment.

I am sure that this is unsatisfactory to any in-an-out operator or to
any speculator. We think it will keep the private investor in the
housing program.

Statement No. 2. There is another very difficult and extremely im-
portant faulty section in this bill. I think that it threatens the entire
real estate market. That is the section which will force every buyer of
used real estate, after July of this year, to use straightline deprecia-
tion. It eliminates 150 percent, and he must use only straightline. I
think this will ruin your income property real estate market. I think
every owner of real estate today will be forced into a severe loss posi-
tion when he tries to sell his property because the new buyer must buy
only under a straightline depreciation method.

Months ago we started talking about 154 millionaires and somehow,
or other we wound up writing a tax bill which, I think, is going to
have a severe loss on the entire real estate holdings of millions and
millions of people in this country. I don't think that is your intention,
but it is in the bill.

Statement No. 3. There is nothing very complicated about taking
care of the tax shelter abuses. It is done through the limited tax
preference, presently in the bill. We endorse it. In fact, we testified
before the House "Ways and Means Committee earlier this year and
endorsed the theory and the practice of limited tax preference.

Now somehow the concept has become current that millionaires are
the bulk of the real estate owners in this country. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The bulk of real estate owners are janitor,
doctors, businessmen, retired investors, teachers, the whole investing
public of this country.

If a thief ran down the street I don't think you would shoot him if
a hundred people were on the street. Well, you are shooting at the mil-
lionaire and you are hitting the millions and millions of real estate
investors in this country.

I don't believe that the purpose of this bill is to injure these people
that are the present owners of real estate, but I assure you that is
exactly what will happen.

We would urge you to leave existing real estate at 150 percent,
stretch out your recapture to 13 years and 4 months and then you keep
the investor in the program. Leave limited tax preference in, and you
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knock out the tax abuses. It gives the long-term investor a reasonable
incentive to stay in the housing program.

I think that the bulk of the American investing public will be pro-
tected if you will leave 150 percent for used real estate, and gentlemen,
that is absolutely essential to the housing program because no investor
is going to go into a program when his resale market is totally and
completely eliminated.

Again I am talking to you from 35 years experience in the busi-
ness. We are dealing and have dealt for the past 12 years with investors
that are going into housing programs, have gone into housing pro-
grams, and I think we understand to some degree what motivates them,
what has motivated them. I assure you that every housing goal that
Congress has set will be totally ruined by the effects of H.R. 13270.
Client after client has said to us, in effect, "Why is Washington trying
to ruin the real estate market? Why are they so hard on real estate
in this tax bill ?" I don't think that is the purpose. I think the pur-
pose is to plug some very wide loopholes that have existed in our tax
program. This you have done. Now the bill should be amended to give
reasonable protection to the long-term housing investor.

I want to close the way I began. Our housing goals are deeply em-
bedded in national policy that we should not and we cannot endanger
them. Yet, H.R. 13270 does exactly that. We urge you to change the
recapture provision to a 13 years and 4 months provision. We urge you
to leave existing real estate at 150 percent. We endorse the principle
of limited tax preference.

We think that H.R. 13270 can be a great instrument for tax reform
and a great piece of legislation. I would urge you to make these
amendments.

There are many other features of the bill about which we would like
to have commented. We did not want to take your time. I would hope
that you would read the testimony that we have filed. But, again, gen-
tlemen, the housing program of this country is too important and too
essential to be endangered by this bill. We urge its amendment.

Senators, thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator MILLER. May ask one question, sir? It is a splendid state-

ment. I have one question on a point you didn't cover. You recom-
mend the LTP approach on capital gains, I am sure, but you didn't
mention anything about the allocation of deductions, which, as you
know, is one item in this bill that is advocated very strongly by the
Treasury in support of the House treatment. What is your position
on the allocation of deductions approach.

Mr. PEASE. Cecil, would you care to comment on that?
Mr. KILPATRICK. I am sorry, I am not familiar enough with that

particular provision of the bill.
Senator MILLER. Would you care to supply a position on that for

the record?
Mr. PEASE. We certainly will.
Mr. KILPATIUCK. You have in mind particularly the depreciation?
Senator MILLER. No; I have in mind, I don't believe your statement

covered the allocation of deductions provision of the bill and I am
wondering what your position is on it.
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The CHAIRMAN. I would say after your tax counsel explains to you
how the allocation of deductions proposal will work you can comment
on it.

Mr. PEASE. We will give you a statement on that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
(Robert H. Pease's prepared statement follows:)
The statement referred to had not been received at the time of

printing.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. PEASE, VICE PRESIDENT, MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA

SUMMARY

1. The combined impact of the tax reform proposals contained in H.I, 13270
and the Treasury Department recommendations will strike a devastating blow
at our construction industry by:

a. Making less mortgage money available and
b. Making equity investment in real estate unattractive.

2. Less mortgage money will be available because:
a. The bill in inflationary. Inflation makes long-term, fixed-dollar obliga-

tions unattractive except at prohibitively high interest rates.
b. The incentives to thrift institutions to invest In mortgages are reduced.
c. No tax is levied on the Federal Land Banks. The privately owned Fed-

eral Land Banks remain tax exempt driving taxpaying lenders from the ag-
ricultural loan market. This tax exemption Is grossly Inequitable and a
disservice to farmers and ranchers.

3. Less equity money will be available for real estate projects because H.R.
13270 contains the following provisions which would reduce the ability to obtain
a competitive profit:

a. The use of accelerated depreciation is restricted.
b. Available remaining excess depreciation is subjected to the Limited

Tax Preference.
c. All excess depreciation allowed would be taxed at ordinary income rates

at time of sale.
d. Capital gains rates would be increased.
e. Hobby loss limitations are reduced and exte. ded to apply to any enter-

prise with a presumption that, regardless of the nature of the enterprise,
there is no expectation of realizing a profit where such losses occur in three
of a five-year period.

f. Deductions for interest on funds borrowed for a newly defined category
of investment income, including rent under a net lease, would be limited.

4. In all, eight provisions of the bill, and one omission, are deterrents to realiza-
tion of the urban and rural development goals the nation established in 1968.

5. Additionally, the provisions of Sec. 221 could Impose a heavy tax-which was
totally unforseen-on mortgage banking firms which already pay full corporate
rates.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert H. Pease. I am Senior Vice President of
the Mortgage banking firm of Draper and Kramer in Chicago, Illinois and Vice
President of the Mortgage Bankers Association of America. With me this morn-
ing are Mr. Graham. Northup, Director of Governmental Relations for the
Mortgage Bankers Association and Mr. H. Cecil Kilpatrick, the Association's
tax counsel. We appreciate this opportunity to appear before this Committee to
express our views on H.R. 13270 and other proposed tax reforms. To understand
our Interest in this legislation, it may be well for me to speak a moment explain-
ing who our Association represents and what our members do.

The Mortgage Bankers Association of America (MBA), now in its fifty-fifth
year, consists of more than two thousand members dedicated to the originating,
marketing, servicing, and holding of real estate mortgage loan investments.
These mainly include:

Mortgage bankers who engage directly in vhe origination, financing, sell-
ing, and servicing of real estate mortgage loans for others;

Investing institutions that acquire mortgage loaus from mortgage bankers,
including life insurance companies, commercial banks, mutual savings banks,
savings and loan associations, fire and casualty insurance companies, in-
vestment funds, pension funds, and similar institutions.
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At the end of 1968, mortgage company members of the Association were servic-
ing approximately $69 billion of mortgages. Of -this, $52 billion consisted of
mortgages on single-family properties, somewhat more than 20 percent of all
outstanding home mortgage debt.

As originators of home mortgage loans, mortgage bankers have been major
supporters of the Federal government's mortgage programs. However, mortgage
bankers' interests extend into all fields of mortgage finance: residential, com-
mercial, industrial, agricultural, and institutional. In recent years, mortgage
banker members of the Association have accounted for nearly one-fourth of the
net increase in the outstanding dollar amount of mortgages on apartments and
other types of income-producing property.

As real estate investors we have perhaps been closer to, and therefore more
concerned with, urban problems than have many others. We have lived with the
developing problems, seen them grow, and seen them culminate in riots and
disorders. We know only too well the vital role an adequate supply of mortgage
funds can play in alleviating urban pressures and redeveloping our urban and
rural areas. Through the years, Congress has sought to assure funds through
direct grants as well as through a proliferation of other measures most of which
failed because the magnitude of the demand exceeded available Federal resources.
During 1907 and 1968 the Senate Banking and Currency Committee and a series
of Presidential Commissions engaged in comprehensive reviews of previous pro-
grams. In the housing bill of 1968, new goals were established and new directions
ordered for our urban development efforts. Reliance on Federal resources was
minimized. The new programs sought ,to tap the wealth of our private sector
by encouraging its maximum participation in urban investments. Because this
legislation contemplated maximum results with a minimum cost to the Federal
government, it was wholeheartedly welcomed by the Congress and the nation.
Hope was rekindled in millions -that we might now move ahead in our urban
efforts unhampered by the limitations of Federal appropriations and red tape
but encouraged by Federal guidance and Federal tax incentives. H.R. 18270, if
enacted in its present form, will dash those hopes.
H.R. 18270 would reduce the availability of mortgage money

We are concerned about the impact of H.R. 13270 on the overall availability of
mortgage funds and the possible distortions that its enactment could have on the
use of those funds which are available. Thus, our concern is two-fold. The pro-
posed tax reforms may unnecessarily discourage the flow of funds for mortgages
and encourage the use of these funds in other fields. They may also distort the
employment of the mortgage funds remaining by over-encouraging some forms
of real estate improvemunts, such as residential, to the detriment of well-
balanced development incli ding necessary commercial.
H.R. 18270 is inflationary

Because as early as 19610 we recognized the threat which inflation posed to an
adequate continuing flow o.! mortgage funds, the Mortgage Bankers Association
since 1965 has urged fiscal and monetary policies to restrain inflation. We con,
tinue firm in our belief that unless inflation is controlled, there is no hope for
an adequate supply of funds or any retreat from the record high interest rates
which now prevail. If we can depend upon the Treasury's projections which
have been made for H.R. 13270, we must conclude that its thrust is inflationary.
The responsibility rests with the Congress to strike the appropriate balance
between the proposed reduction of incentives for industrial investments and the
proposed reductions in individual income tax, but we urge the Committee's
careful reconsideration o. the revenue projections and the proposed tax reduc-
tions to the end that the risk of further inflation will be eliminated.

We have attached for inclusion in the record the September issue of The Capi-
tal Goods Review of the Machinery and Allied Products Institute entitled "Ef-
fects of Inflation on Lenders and Borrowers." This article points out most
dramatically the effects of taxes and inflation on the returns that are realized
on fixed long-term obligations. For example, it notes that the true economic
return to a lender in the 20% tax bracket on a loan made at 8% during a period
when the rate of infation equals 5% would only be 1.33%. Put another way, it
shows that under the same circumstances if the lender wished to realize a true
5% return on a loan, it would be necessary to charge the borrower 12.81% of
interest. Such rates on mortgages would be illegal in many states and offend
the public conscience anywhere. It is obvious why mortgages are unattractive
investments in periods of inflation.
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Though it may be trite to say so, inflation is the cruelest tax of all. It is no
service to the voter to hand him a tax reduction in one hand and take it back
in inflation. If inflation is allowed to continue, mortgage funds %Ill continue
in short supply and then only at a high cost.
Incentives for thrift in8titution8 to invest in mortgages are reduced

Proposed tax revisions can also affect the flow of mortgage funds if they
remove incentives for financial institutions to invest in mortgages. Various pro.
posals have been offered for changes in the tax treatment of mutual savings
banks, savings and loan associations and, commercial banks. Sections 441 and
442 of H.R. 13270 modify the existing provisions regarding deductions for addi-
tions to reserves and requirements respecting the percentages of assets which
must be invested in residential mortgages to be eligible for such deductions. The
Treasury has suggested, instead, an across the board deduction of 5% of gross
interest income derived from mortgages for all banking institutions, subject
to certain limitations. Mortgage Bankers pay regular corporate tax rates and
are not directly affected by these proposals. However, the testimony of the
affected institutions,* to whom we customarily sell mortgages, discloses that
either proposal will have an adverse effect on the flow of mortgage funds at a
most critical time.

The official housing goals for the next decade are well known. Less well
publicized are the various studies that have been made on the outlook for
mortgage funds during the next decade. These studies, made prior to any sug-
gestions for reduced tax incentives for mortgage investment, range in their
conclusions from predictions of tightness to emphatic warnings of critical short-
ages. None of these studies projects a surplus of credit.

Therefore, vi 4 urged the committee to give the most serious and careful study
to these proposals. Commercial banks and mutual thrift institutions were
created for different purposes and continue to carry out basically different roles
in our economy. It is not as important to achieve tax equality between them as
to assure their continued ability, and desire, to carry out their historic functions.
Reducing the incentives to invest in mortgages for institutions which have
traditionally been primary sources of mortgage funds is not desirable at this
time.
No tax 18 levied on the privately owned federal land banks

In this regard the Mortgage Bankers Association urges that you enact legisla-
tion to subject the Federal Land Banks to a fair tax. Few realize that these
institutions were granted complete exemption from all taxation when created
in 1916 and continue to enjoy this tax-free status despite the fact that they
have been wholly privately owned since 1954-and that they compete directly,
forcefully, and effectively with private taxpaying lenders. Allowing the Federal
Land Banks to continue wholly free from Federal, State, and local taxes is a
glaring example of legislative oversight which sorely needs correction if we truly
seek equity in taxation. A study of this question is attached with the request
it -be included for the record. We also attach a copy of H.R. 9242 as suggested
legislative language to end this unfair tax exemption.

Basically we are concerned that H.R. 13270 will constrict the availability of
mortgage funds because it is inflationary, because it makes mortgages less attrac-
tive as an investment for financial institutions and because, by failing to impose
a fair tax on the Federal Land Banks, it drives other lenders from 'the Agricul-
tural loan field.
Less equity capital will be available for real estate

The bill will also have a serious impact on our efforts to stimulate equity in-
vestment in real estate. The existing provisions of law regarding real estate
depreciation and capital gains have proved to be effective incentives for equity
investment in all forms of real estate development. At this point we think it
matters very little that they may not have originally been enacted for this
purpose. We have all heard of the tremendous tasks facing us if we are to create
a suitable living environment in our nation. Creating such an environment is
not solely a question of building housing-and certainly not solely a matter of
low- and moderate-income housing. There must also be factories, warehouses,

*National Association of Mutual Savings Banks, September 15, 1969. National League of
Insured 'Savings Assocations, September 5, 1969. United States Savings and Loan League.
September 15, 1969. Council of Mutual Savings Institutions, September 15, 1969. All before
Senate Committee on Finance during hearings on H.R. 13270.
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stores, churches, schools, gas stations, highways, sewer and water systems and all
of the other improvements and services which go to make up the living environ-
ment. This will require tremendous investments of savings, and unless those in-
vestments can be generated from the private sector, the burden will fall increas-
ingly on government. Despite any impressions to the contrary, real estate ven-
tures involve a high element of risk. Many go broke. Very clearly, private capital
will be drawn into Investments which provide the largest after tax profits. Exist-
ing tax incentives are essential to continue to draw private capital into housing
and commercial properties.

How, you may ask, would a project sponsor obtain what he considers an
adequate profit in the absence of tax incentives? The only answer we know
is that he would have to increase the direct return from the project by increased
charges to the occupant or occupants. But look at what has happened, for in-
stance, in the urban apartment market. Land costs have sky-rocketed. Materials,
labor, mortgage money and all the other components of construction have climbed
sharply. The result is that even with the present tax incentives, it is virtually
impossible to construct new apartments that low income families can afford.
In many of the higher cost areas you cannot build for the middle income people-
which means people earning up to $10,000.

Let me give you an example. About four years ago our firm built an apartment
building with monthly rents that averaged approximately $53 per room. We
owned some additional land adjoining this project and we recently considered
building another building adjacent to the existing apartment project. As we
already owned the land, the increase in land value did not really affect our
decision. We figured current construction costs of the new building, ascertained
our v..w interest cost and gave up the project. We would have had to rent the
new building for $75 per room. We felt this was too risky. Even with accelerated
depreciation, we were unwilling to build the apartment.

If existing tax incentives were removed, it would be necessary to increase
rents even further, which would Inevitably result in construction being under-
taken only for the most affluent. Lacking a demand from affluent tenants, no
construction would be done and available capital would flow to other fields.

Income properties erected for business occupancy contain an even higher ele-
ment of risk. Particularly is this true of those designed to serve the small busi-
nessman. Neighborhood merchants, the "mama and papa" stores, throughout the
nation have long protested that urban renewal is putting them out of business
because they cannot afford the rents in the new space made available after old
stores are torn down. Without tax incentives their rents would be even higher.

H.R. 13270 would allow accelerated depreciation only for new residential
structures. Under this condition equity capital for business structures would
be non-existent, except of course for the larger more credit-worthy corporation.

We do not concur with the administration position, as expressed by Assistant
Secretary Cohen in his appearance before you on September 4th (Sec. 25), that
the proposed changes in real estate depreciation and capital gains are either
appropriate or are consistent with the achievement of our housing goals; nor
are we "Concerned with the continued heavy reliance upon tax Incentives" as
a means of achieving those goals. May we remind this Committee that for
several years the housing and home finance industries, the )epartment of Hous-
ing and Urban Development, and the Congress itself have concerned themselves
with questions about tax incentives to further stimulate urban development. Any
number of bills are introduced each year proposing new incentives. In 1967 the
Senate Banking and Currency Committee asked us informally for suggestions
for any needed new incentives. Other Senate committees have held hearings on
bills for this purpose, specifically those introduced by the late Senator Robert
Kennedy. After much study, it was concluded that existing Incentives would suf-
fice if a broader range of investors were encouraged to use them. Consequently.
Congress passed a bill last year authorizing the creation of a National Corpora-
tion for Housing Partnerships to spread the word and attract new investors. Not-
withstanding the Treasury's concern, the Congress has acted-it wants these
tax Incentives utilized.
Mimited tax preference

Why then do we now sek to eliminate most tax incentives and reduce the
others? The answer is, very simply, because a smokescreen of 154 wealthy
non-taxpaying citizens has been thrown up to cloud the voters' view of this pic-
ture. Surely, these wealthy people should pay a fair share of taxes. The Limited
Tax Preference, which we strongly support, would assure that they would.

33-865 0-69---t. 5-
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Limited Tax Preference as originally proposed-that is, including income other
than that sheltered by depreciation-should be enacted. To do so would be fair
and equitable. These 154 people represent only one percent of the taxpayers
in the $200,000 and over tax bracket, and we should not eliminate badly needed
tax Incentives in a hasty effort to respond to public indignation about them.

The Administration urges enactment of some of these proposed reforms in
order to maintain the level of Federal revenue for some future unspecified plan
of Federal Revenue Sharing. We submit that the present incentives are an
effective means of accomplishing that objective. For example, assume we create
a property valued at $1,250,000. Further assume the land is worth $250,000 so
the depreciable improvements are valued at $1,000,000. Using the double declin-
ing balance method, first year depreciation would be $40,000. This means the
U.S. Treasury would lose $20,000 of revenue that it might have received if de-
preciation is limited to straight line. We say "might have received" because it is
our experience that many of these projects would not be built without the present
tax incentives. Tax authorities tell us that local real estate taxes average 2%
of value, which means this project would generate $25,000 of income for the
local community the first year. Further, the Federal revenue loss would diminish
each year while the local revenue would probably increase, or at worst remain
stable. In other words, the Federal tax incentives for real estate investment
directly benefit local comnmunities in an ainoumt which exceeds the Federal
revenue loss. This revenue sharing plan is in operation now.

Let me cite a few examples of how this has worked in my home town of
Chicago.

Ten years ago, the area from the 31st to 28th Street and South Parkway in
Chicago was one of the worst sections of the city. Few if any taxes were being
paid. Most of the buildings were in virtual shambles. It was one of the worst
slums in the city. Today this area is one of the fine residential sections of the
city with a waiting list for ,apartments in each of the five multi-story buildings
that were built there. This i; the site of a project know as Prairie Shores. There
are 1700 apartments; the occupancy is 80 percent white, 20 percent non-white
and we have not had a vacancy for as long as I can remember. When this project
was built, the risks connected with it were very great, and it was extremely
difficult to induce people to put equity into the deal. I can asure you that one
brick would never have been laid on another without accelerated depreciation.

The benefits to the city of Chicago from this project are almost incalculable.
Michael Reese Hospital, which is one the city's finest institutions, was consider-
ing moving; they have stayed. Virtually no real estate taxes were being paid
on the property. In the last 10 years, regular tax bills have been paid. The
entire area has been completely transformed into a community with new housing
and new values.

Just a few blocks south of Prairie Shores is the development known as South
Commons. It is located in and around 29th Street and Michigan Avenue. It is
composed of low-and moderate-income housing projects insured under sections
220 and 221(d) (3) of the National Housing Act. The total investment in this
project will be approximately $20 million. Parts of it have already been built.
and construction is proceeding on the balance. I talked with the firm of Baird
and Warner, which is the managing partner for the group that runs this develop-
ment. They said that it would never have been built without accelerated deprecia-
tion nor would it have been built without Prairie Shores which was in turn
built because of accelerated depreciation.

Sandburg Village is a relocation housing project built under Section 220 of
the National Housing Act containing approximately 2600 apartments at North
Avenue and LaSalle Street in an urban renewal area of Chicago. This project
was developed by Dovenmuehle, Inc. I talked to Mr. Buenger, the President, and
he told me that without accelerated depreciation this project would never have
been started nor the subsequent addition made. Again, this type nf development
has changed the entire community. It has brought real estate taxes to the
municipality both from the specific project and from the other improvements that
have been made because of the change in the neighborhood.

We are most anxious to impress upon you the fact that benefits of accelerated
depreciation are very large both to a community and to the general real estate
market. These benefits are difficult to measure in dollars, but they are sizeable.
I have cited to you three specific examples of areas in Chicago which benefited
from real estate development made possible because of accelerated depreciation.
The changes brought about by the investment in these projects have completely
reversed the real estate market that existed in these areas. Equally important,
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they have completely reversed the real estate tax base, which was almost totally
zero, and have made these areas major real estate taxpayers. The building of
these projects has brought other investments into the community, and these in
turn have further added their benefits to the areas. We strongly urge you to
think of accelerated depreciation as a vehicle for the upgrading of our communi-
ties, the building of billions of dollars of new real estate improvements, and the
creation of values in our country which are indispensable both for housing people
and for buttressing our economy.
Capital gains

It is important to understand that accelerated depreciation and capital gains
treatment must be viewed as one when discussing incentives for real estate invest-
nient. Allowing excess depreciation but recapturing all excess depreciation at
ordinary income tax levels at time of sale merely delays the tax. The incentive 18
not in delaying the tax but in increasing the likelihood of return of the inve8t-
ment. If the Investment is to be meaningful, there must be an opportunity to
retain the gain. Under Section 521 of H.R. 13270 the present recapture formula
(See. 1250) would be eliminated. We urge this not be done. We do, however,
concur that a modification providing for full recapture of the excess in the event
of a sale during the first five years with 1% allowed for each month the property
is held thereafter would be acceptable. This would permit the investor who holds
a property 13 years and 4 months before selling to pay only the capital gains rate
on the amount received over the depreciation value.

Surely, if Limited Tax Preference is enacted and the capital gains recapture
formula recast in this fashion, accelerated real estate depreciation can no longer
be abused to escape the payment of income tax. Additionally, H.R. 13270 pro-
poses an increase in the capital gains rate.
Section 213 hobby loses

Section 213 of H.R. 13270 broadens the so called "Hobby Loss" provisions by
deleting the reference to "individuals" and substituting "taxpayers." Thus, it
seems that Section 270 would henceforth apply to corporations. Furthermore,
Section 270 has been broadened in its application so that it would now appear
to include real estate transactions. While this may never have been intended, it
could have serious repercussions in the real estate field, and we urge that it be
amended so that it will not apply.

Under a number of the Federal Housing Administration's multi-family housing
programs, maximum loans can be as high as $12,500,000. Obviously multimillion
dollar projects are a long time in the construction period, two years is not un-
usual, and it ordinarily takes from 12 to 24 additional months to reach a break-
even occupancy level. In other words, there can be three or four years of heavy
losses in every large project even though no excess depreciation is used. If Section
213 of H.R. 13270 is enacted, it would mean that every project sponsor would
face the task of negotiating with the Internal Revenue Service to overcome the
presumption that there had been no expectation of realizing a profit. To create
such an impediment to investment is totally unreasonable.
'Scction 221

Section 221 of H.R. 13270 would limit interest deductions for funds borrowed
for investment purposes. It would also broaden the present definition of invest-
ment income to include certain forms of rental income.

This represents still another deterrent to investment in real estate and would
be particularly harmful to those forms of real estate such as shopping centers
customarily occupied on a net lease arrangement. In its present form we consider
this Section vague and ambiguous. Assistant Secretary Cohen has stated in his
testimony that it fails to correct the problem to which it was addressed and has
recommended against its enactment. We concur in his view, for this provision
would cause serious disruptions for mortgage bankers on two counts.

Mortgage lenders selling loans to the Federal National Mortgage Association
(FNMA) are required to purchase FNMA stock in a specified amount for each
loan delivered. In order to retain the servicing on these loans (for which a
servicing fee is paid) the seller is prohibited from selling this stock. The stock
is therefore effectively restricted. Mortgage bankers sell large quantities of home
loans to FNMA. So much in fact, that many find a very high percentage of their
capital and surplus tied up In this stock and, to obtain working capital, have had
to borrow funds pledging the stock as security. It is clear enough to us that such
borrowings are for business purI)oses--for our business is making and servicing
loans-but we find the language of H.R. 13270 far from clear in its definition of
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the difference between "investment" and "business" purposes. At least one recent
court decision (Leslie, et al. v. Commissioner, CCA-2, (9-2 USTC P 9540) further
clouds the distinction. Should Section 221 1e enacted, it seems clear that our
presently allowable interest deductions would be challenged-and very likely
denied. We foresee years of litigation before a clear decision is reached.

We are certain that this result was not contemplated when the language of
Section 221 was drafted. Mortgage bankers have never to our knowledge been
accused by anyone of paying less than their fair share of taxes. The stockholding

*' requirement was authorized by the Congress to expedite the rapid transition of
FNMA from Federal t(, private ownership. To deny the industry the deduction
of interest on funds borrowed to offset the burden of holding this stock is not
only grossly unfair but would serve effectively to thwart Congress' own expressed
desires.

We oppose the enactment of Section 221 not only because of the impact on our
,* business but because:

1. It would seriously impede the needed construction of shopping centers
and other business structures under normal and customary financing arrange-
ments. (It should be noted that construction may take a year or more.
Section 221 is not clear but is subject to the construction that all interest
paid or accrued during that period would be di,allowed as a deduction.)

2. It is based on a completely fallacious assumption that the purpose of
tlhe borrowing is to acquire property to be sold at capital gains rates later.
rather than to produce rental income.

3. To equate the case of one who borrows money to buy low yield stocks.
and who therefore is a purely passive investor, with one who borrows to buy
or build rental property which will bring in a good yield to justify the
Investment, is unsound. Therefore we urge that Section 221 not be enacted.

Conclu8ion

We hope to make one point above all others perfectly clear. The combined
impact of the tax reform propo8alh contained in H.R. 13270 and the Treasury
Department reconmmnendations will strike a dcrastating blow at our construction
industry. We are absolutely convinced that the House of Representatives was not
aware of all the implications of the various individual proposals in H.R. 13270
and had very little understanding of the effect which they would have on real
estate investment when considered in their totality. May we just review these
in closing?

A. Mortgage funds will be less plentiful because:
1. The legislation is inflationary.
2. Savings and thrift institutions' incentives to invest in mortgages are

diminished.
3. The privately owned Federal Land Banks remain wholly tax exempt.

driving tax paying lenders from competing for agricultural loans. This tax
exemption is grossly inequitable and a disservice to farmers and ranchers.

B. Equity capital is discouraged from the real estate field because:
1. Excess depreciation is denied or reduced.
2. Available remaining excess (lelreciation is subjected to Limited Tax

Preference.
3. All excess depreciation allowed would he taxed at ordinary income rates

at time of sale.
4. Capital gains rates would be increased.
5. Hobby loss limitations are reduced and extended to apply to any enter

prise with a presumption that, regardless of the nature of the enterprise,
there is no expectation of realizing a profit where such losses occur in three
years of a five year period. Deductions for interest on funds borrowed for a
more broadly defined category of investment income would be limited.

We urge the Committee to consider the combined impact of these various pro.
posals on real estate investment. Although it is right and proper for all citizens
to pay a fair share of tax, we should not forget, under the pressure of public
indignation over the few who have avoided income taxation. that this nation has
developed to its position of world leadership) because of a strong and vibrant
economy solidly based on the profit motive. The very citizens who are monmen-
tarily indignant enjoy the highest standard of living in the world because we
have encouraged venture capital. To solve our major domestic problems we must
continue to encourage massive investments in real estate development over the
next decade.
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NO. 79 1200 EIGHTEENTH STREET, N.W., WASHINlGTON, D.C. SEPTEMBER 1969

EFFECTS OF INFLATION ON LENDERS AND BORROWERS

There has been a good deal of comment of late
about "astronomical" interest rates. While it has been
generally recognized that they are in part a response
to the prevailing inflationary anticipations (borrowing
is made more attractive by the prospect of repayment
in cheaper dollars. lending less attractive by the pros-
pect of receiving such dollars), there has been too
little discussion of the degree to which they actually
reflect and conform to these anticipations. Will the
present level of rates maintain real lender returns and
borrower costs at the level that would obtain without
inflation?

This question is obviously unanswerable as stated,
since it turns on an unknown: the amount of inflation
anticipated. No doubt this varies widely front one
forecaster to another, but the real question is how
ntch is being discounted by the market. This would
have to be inferred from the difference between the
present interest-rate level and the one that wiidil
obtain in the absence of inflationary expectations.
Since the latter is indeterminate (history does not
disclose alternatives), the inference would be dubious.
if not entirely useless.

It is possible, however, to explore the impact of
inflation on lender returns and borrower costs by
neans of hypothetical cases, and to draw some infer-
ences for the present situation. This we propose to do.
We shall first work through a simple, round-nuniber
example and then give the results for a reasonable
range of assumptions.

Example

Suppose a loan of $1,000 with interest at 10 per-
cent payable annually is made by an investor in the

40-percent income-tax bracket. Suppose further that
the inflation rate is 5 percent per annum. At the end
of the year, he harvests $100 in interest, of which the
Treasury takes $40, leaving $60 after tax. In view
of the 5-percent inflation rate, however, it requires
$1,050 at the end of the year to equal in real terms
the $1.000 invested at the beginning. This means that
he has to reinvest $50 of his after-tax interest receipts
to inaintain the integrity of his principal, leaving only
$10 of real income. But even this is in year-end
dollars. which are smaller than the dollars of invest-
ment. In terms of the latter, he has $9.52, and a true
rate of return of 0.95 percent. This from a lending
rate of 10 percent! I

Now look at the same transaction from the side of
the borrower. Having borrowed the equivalent of
I1.050 year-end dollars, but owing only $1.000. he
has in effect had a reduction of real indebtedness
by 50 such dollars. and a transfer to equity of that
amount. Subtracting this gain from the $100 year-end
interest payment, he has a net cost of $50, equivalent
to $47.62 in the dollars borrowed. a rate, therefore.
of 4.76 percent.

Tax Aspects

The spread between the real return to the lender
after allowance for the erosion of principal from in-
flation (0.95 percent ) and tile real cost to the borrower
after allowance for the gain to equity from the sanic
cause (4.76 percent) is due, of course, to the differ-
ence in the tax treatment of the two sides. Interest
receipts are taxable. interest payments deductible.2
For a nonta.able lender, the return would equal the
borrower's cost.

' The resutt is independent of ite dturation of the loan. as tia. be conlirned by converting the lifetime flow of after-.a\ receipts
into the dollars of inveslnlent and sotsing for the implicit return.

Because Of their deductibilit%. the borrower's cost is independent of his ta status. See "The Cost of Borrowed Capital,"
Review No. 78. June 1969.

MACHINtRY 6 ALuEa PRODUCTS INSTITUTE AND ITS AFFILIATED ORCANIZATION. COUNCIL FOR TECNODLOICAL ADVANCEMENT
ARE ENCACE0 IN RESEARCH INTHE ECONOMICS OF CAPITAL GOODS.ITHE FACILITIES OF PRODUCTION. DISTRIBUTION.TRANSPORTATION
COMMUNICATION ANO COMM(ICE),IN ADVANCING THE TECHNOLOGYAND FURTHERING T14E ECONOMIC PROGRESS OF THE UNIT[0 STATES
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There is an obvious anomaly here in the treatment
of inflation effects. The $50 that the lender must set
aside at year-end to offset the loss of his real principal
is taxed as income. On the other hand, the $50 gain
to equity from the reduction of the borrower's real
liability is untaxed (deductible as a cost). Clearly this
is topsy-turvy. The loser pays and the gainer gets off
free.

If the burden were reversed, the lender being granted
deductibility for his capital loss and the borrower taxed
on his gain, the picture would be rather different.
Assuming, for example, a 40-percent tax rate on both
sides, the lender's real return would be 2.86 percent
instead of 0.95. 3 The borrower's real cost, on the other
hand, would be 6.67 percent against 4.76.' But since
the effect of inflation is ignored for tax purposes, this
calculation is of course purely academic.

Lender's Real Return Over
a Range of Cases

The foregoing example assumes a single inflation
rate, a single interest rate, and a single tax rate. Similar
calculations for a range of rates are shown below.

Lender's Real Returns for Various Inflation, Lending,
and Tax Rates"

Tax
Rote

(Percent)

0
20
30
40
50

60
70

Inflation Rate

3 Percent 5 P

Lending Rate
IPercent)

8

2.91
1.75
1.17
0.58
0.00

-0.58
-1.17

4.85
3.30
2.52
1.75
0.97
0.19

-0.58

percent

Lending Rate
(Percent)

10 6

0.95
-0.19
-0.76
-1.33
-1.90
-2.48
-3.05

8 10

2.86
1.33

0.57
-0.19
-0.95
-1.71
-2.48

'Assumes interest paid annually.

A quick glance at this table suffices to show the
effect of even moderate inflation rates on the real
returns of lenders subject to income tax. With a 3-
percent inflation, a lender in the 30-percent tax bracket
gets a real after-tax return of only 3.88 percent from
a 10-percent loan rate. With a 5-percent inflation, he
gets 1.90 percent. If his tax bracket is 50 percent. his
returns are 1.94 percent and zero, respectively. 'he
double tax-and-inflation bite is obviously devastating.

It may be interesting to show these results in a
different form. Instead of solving for the real after-
tax returns from various combinations of factors, sup.
pose we solve for the lending rates required to yield
specified returns. These appear in the next table.

Lending Rates Required To Yield Specified Real After-Tax
Returns With Various Inflation and Tax Rates"

Inflation Rote

Tax
Rate

(Percent)

0
20
30
40
50
60
70

3 Percent

8

I
2

Required Real Return
(Percent)

3 4 5

S.09 7.12 8.1

r.61 8.90 10.1

8.70 10.17 11.6
0,15 11.87 13.5
2.18 14.24 16.3
5.23 17.80 20.3
0.30 23.73 27.1

5 Percent

Required Real Return
(Percent)

3 4 5

5
9
'4
8
0
8
7

8,15
10.19
11.64
13.58
16.30
20.38
27.17

9.20
11.50
13.14
15.33
18.40
23.00
30.67

10.25
12.81
14.64
17.08
20.50
25.63
34.17

'Assuncs interest paid annually.

....... Here the picture is, if anything, even more striking.
To get a real after-tax return of 5 percent, a lender

2.86 in the 30-percent tax bracket needs a loan rate of
1.90 11.64 percent with a 3-percent inflation and 14.64
0.95 percent with a 5-percent inflation. If his tax bracket
0.00 is 50 percent, he needs 16.30 and 20.50, respectively.

-0.95 Even for a real return of only 3 percent, he needs
-1.90 loan rates of 8.70 and 11.64 percent if he is in the

30-percent tax bracket and 12.18 and 16.30 percent
if he is in the 50-percent bracket.

'The lender's tax would he $20. leaving $80 after tax. Subtracting $50 for capital erosion, we have $30 (year-end), equivalent
to $28.6 in the dollars of investment.

I With $50 of the borrower's interest payment taxable, he would pay $120 ( 100 to the lender, 20 to the Treasury). Subtraction
of the $50 capital gain leaves $70 (year-end), of which the investment-dollar equivalent is $66.7.
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Cost to Borrower

As indicated earlier, the real cost of debt to the
borrower is reduced by the shrinkage of his obligation
through inflation. It is the excess of the interest pay-
ment over this shrinkage.

Since interest cost is deductible, hence independent
of the borrower's tax rate, this eliminates one of the
variables that must be taken account of on the lender's
side, leaving only the inflation and lending rates. If
we assume the same values for these rates as before,
we get the following:

Borrower's Real Costs for Various Inflation and
Lending Rates

Lending
Rote

(Percent)

6
8

I0

Inflation Rate
3 Percent 5 Percent

As we indicated earlier, the reduction of the bor-
rower's real cost by inflation is less drastic than the
reduction of the lender's real return. Thus, for example,
a 5-percent inflation reduces the cost of a 10-percent
loan to 4.76 percent, while reducing the real after-tax
return to 1.90 percent for a lender in the 30-percent
tax bracket and to zero for one in the 50-percent
bracket.

The Present Situation

If we take the present inflation rate as 5 percent
(recent figures make it even higher), it is evident
that current lending rates leave most creditors with
net losses in real terms. An 8-percent bond returns
less than nothing net to a taxpayer in the 40-percent
bracket, as does a 6-percent savings and loan account
to one in the 20-percent band. A first-bracket (14-
percent) taxpayer is substantially in the red on a 5-
percent certificate of deposit; so too, of course, is a
nontaxable lender on a 4-percent passbook account.

The Department of Commerce reports "total net
public and private debt" of $1,569 billion at the end
of 1968. At a 5-percent inflation rate, the shrinkage
in the real value of this body of obligations is nearly
$80 billion a year. When we consider that the bulk

of them bear interest rates well below the current level,
this annual erosion is almost certainly in excess of the
collective after-tax interest yield to the ultimate bene-
ficiaries (the individuals who benefit either directly or
as claimants against financial intermediaries).

It is evident from our earlier table on lending rates
required to yield specified real after-tax returns that
with a 5-percent inflation and present tax rates there
is little possibility of getting a significant real return
even from the "astronomical" interest rates now pre-
vailing on new loans. Even if the inflation rate were
cut to 3 percent, a modest return would still require
higher-than-present rate levels for most lenders and
institutional creditors.

Here is the "euthanasia of the rentier" with a venge-
ance. The stagnationists who espoused this phrase
were thinking of a decline of interest rates toward
zero; the euthanasia now in process is occurring at
the highest levels in memory. Inflation is accomplish-
ing what "economic maturity" never did.

The question naturally arises why individuals persist
in lending funds either directly or to financial inter-
mediaries at rates that yield negative real after-tax
returns. The answer is complex. Many do not fully
realize the extent to which their capital is being eroded.
Others who understand are at a loss to know what to
do about it. Smaller savers particularly are accustomed
to accumulate capital in dollar form-life insurance,
titfe deposits, savings and loan shares, savings bonds,
etc. While they may acquire a house and consumer
durables for their own use, or invest in their own
business, impersonal inflation hedges such as common
stocks and income real estate are often outside their
experience, and even when not are likely to be un-
suitable to the purpose for which the dollar assets are
held. Whatever the reasons-ignorance, habit, con-
venience, security--attachment to such assets is not
easily dislodged.

It is an interesting speculation how a long-continued
inflation at the present rate would affect this behavior
pattern. What would it do to the structure of the capital
market? flow would it affect financial intermediaries?
To what extent would creditor-protection devices be
applied, such as price-level escalation, equity partici-
pation, etc.? These and similar questions are easier to
ask than to answer. In any case they are beyond the
scope of this essay. It is to be hoped, certainly, that
inflation will be brought under control before they arc
answered by events.
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MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION OF AMEHICA, JixY 31, 1%19

TIME FEDERAL 1AND HANK SYSTEM AND TAX EXEMPTION

When the Federal Land Bank System was created in 1916, it was granted
exemption from all taxation. At that time the composition of the agricultural
economy and the character of the financial institutions which served it were
vastly different from what they are today. In the fifty-three years since, these
conditions have changed, but, to the best of our ability to determine it, the
appropriateness of the tax exemption has never been reconsidered. We believe
the exemption should be repealed.
Changes in the Agricultural Economy

The total number of farms in the United States has been declining, almost
without Interruptioin, since the time the Federal hand Bank System was created.
According to the 1920 Census, there were over 6.5 million farms in the country
with an average size of 148 acres. By 1940, this number had declined to about
6.4 million, and between that year and 1959, it dropped nearly 36 per cent to 4.1
million, while average acreage rose from 167 to 288. In time ten years since thenm,
the number of farms has slil)ped to about 3.0 million and the average acreage
has risen to about 380.'

Although the amount of cropland has been declining, the reduction lin harvested
acreage has not been as great as the above figures might suggest. What has been
happening, as these data indicate, is that smaller farms have been disappearing
as economic and technological changes dictate larger units.

Harvested acreage declined only 7 per cent betwen 1920 and 1959 to a total of
458 million acres. It is estimated to lmve dropped another 20 million acres
between 1959 and 1961. "Estimates indicate that (if trends in yields since 1950
continue) the food and fiber needs of a population that may be 45 per cent higher
by 1980 could be met with 407 million acres of (ropland compared with 458
million acres in 1959.""

Statistics on numbers of farms of various sizes confirm the fact that the
remaining farms are growing larger. Between 1940 and 1959, the number of farms
of 100 acres or less declined 52 per cent from about 3.6 million to 1.7 million.
In this same period, the number of farms of 260 acres or more increased from
724,000 (.7 million) to 808,000 (.8 million). There was a 35 per cent increase in
the number of farms of 1,000 acres or more while the number of farms in all size
categories under 260 acres showed a decline. 3

The changing farm economy and the sharply expanded opportunities for
employment in the cities have brought a dramatic decline in farm population.
In the short span of 17 years between 1950 and 1967, farm polation dropped
53 per cent front 23,048.000 to 10,817,000. Between 1920 and 1967, farm popula-
tion declined from 30.1 per cent of total U.S. population to 5.5 per cent. It 1966
alone, farm pol)ulatlon drlopl)e(d another 6 per (ent in number and its share of
total population shrank to 5.9 percent.'

Despite these declines in the number of acres larveste(i, in the number of
farms, and in farm population, agricultural production has not declined. Ac-
cording to the Federal Land Banks, "* * * man hours worked in farming have
dropped 60 per cent during the past quarter century-yet total farm output
rose to 63 per cent, dramatically emphasizing the substitution of capital for
labor."' Fifty years ago, one farm worker produced food and fiber for eight
people. Today, lie can produce enough for 37. Put another way, one hour of
farm labor yields more than five times as much food and other crops as it did
a half-century ago.0

Furthermore, even with the decreasing numbers of farms, more farms have
sales of $25,000 and over than was true in 1950. ti first year in which such data
were collected. (No inflationary factor is involved here. since the Index of fari
prices received has actually decreased in the period.) Between that year and
1964, the number with sales of this magnitude has more than tripled, from about

1 Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, ,tiatistical Abstract of the United
States, 1968. p. 594.

2 The Yearbook of Agriculturc-A Place to Live. 1963, U.S. Department of Agriculture.
p. 63.

3 Census, op. cit., 1). 596.
4 Department of Commerce. Department of Agriculture, Current Population Report, Farm

Population, Series Census-ERS P-27. NID. 39. May, 1969.
Advertising supplement to American Banker, op. cit., p. 2.

0 Ibid., p. 1.
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103,000 to 337,000, and the proportion of tills group to all farms hias risen from
2 per cent to 11 per cent. At the same time, tile number with sales of under
$2,500 has dwindled from 1.6 million to about 35).0W and their proportion from
30 per cent to 11 per cent. (See Table I-A.)

Crucial in this context is the trend away from the individually owned farms.
of whatever size, toward a more coml)lex, corporate structure. 'Ill( step-by-step)
liberalization of the eligibility requirements of the Federal Land Banks to
include corporate borrowers speaks as eloquently as would any data on this
subject, were they available.

Changes in the agricnitural economy
Furthermore, while the economy it served was in transition. the Federal Land

Bank System itself has been undergoing change-in aim, in organiaztion, and
in market served.

While the reasons for creating a special credit structure for farm finance are
not explicitly stated in the statute creating the Federal Land Bank System,
the Farm Credit Admini.stration has, over a long period, offered this definition
of purpose:

"This System was created by Congress to neet a definite econonric need for
a permanent and lepelable source of sound farin mortgage credit at reasonable
rates and on terms especially adapted to the particular requirements of farmers.
It was expected that this farnmer-owned credit system designed specifically to
provide long-term, low-interest loans on an almortized basis would serve as a
pace-setter in solving many of the l)roblem.s that existed in farmn mortgage
credit." 7

At the inception of tire System in 1917, tit aim appears to have been to
provide the fru (oininunity-es1ecially the owners of family-size farnis-with
specialized credit facilities particularly suited to agricultural as contrasted with
commercial or industrial requirements. It may be assumed that Congress, in
enacting the original legislation, considered the question of taxation of the
Federal Land Banks and exempted their in the light of then existing conditions.
We doubt, however, that Congress at that time could( have foreseen tIre imnpor-
tance of this exeniption-in terms of either competitive advantage or loss of
revenue-since taxes at that time did not alproach present levels. We find no
evidence that Congress, in the years sin'e then. lilts ever reconsidered this
exemption.

But while the tax status hilts not been altered, there has been considerable
broadening of the limits within which the Federal Land Banks can make loans.
Take, for example, the maximum loanu arirounut, which in 1)16 was set at $10,000.
In 1923, the limit was raised to $25,000, though It was required that "prefer-
ence * * * be given to alplicatioris of $10,000 and under." The limit was raised
to $50,000 and $100,000 in 1933 and 1949, respwetively. In 11955, the niaxiiuni
was raised to $200,000, and the linit on loans made without prior approval by
the Farm Credit Administration was raised from $25.000 to $100,000. In 1959,
the ceiling was lifted altogether though F('A approval still ha(1 to be obtained
on loans of over $100,000.

The result has been a steady expansion of lending activity in the Upper ends of
tire loan range. As Table I shows, 77 per cent of the total amount of Federal Land
Bank loans in 1968 (the latest year for which data was available) was for
amounts of $20,000 or more. Only 15 per cent was in this category in 1960.

The average size of loan also reveals tins trend. From a 1947-49 figure of
$4,610, average loan size rose to $21,320-or 362 per cent-in 1965. The average
loan size for all lenders, of course, also advanced sharply in this period, under
the influence of inflationary trends ii the economy generally ant of the icreas-
ingly larger capital requirements of agriculture, tin particular, as its technology
advanced and as farm size grew. It is significant, however, that tire increase for
the Federal Land Banks has been greater tiran that for all types of lenders and
greater than that for ainy other single group of lenders except insurance com-
panles, which it just matched. Indeed, at least since 1945. the average size of the
Federal Land Banks' loan has exceeded that for ainy other group, except the
insurance companies. (See Chart 1.)

For example, a Federal Land Bank loan recently made in Alabama was in
the amount of $5.4 million.

7Federal Land Batink , system and Mow It Operates, Farm Credit Administration, Wash-
lngton, 1965, p. 5. Practically identical passages have appeared In earlier editions of the
same document.
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Further encouraging the expansion of Federal Land Bank lending activity
has been the progressive broadening of the definition of eligible borrowers. In
the original legislation, this covered only those engaged in, or shortly to become
engaged in, the cultivation of the farm to be mortgaged. In 1933, persons who
derived the principal part of their income from farming operations were made
eligible. Two years later, "person" was redefined to include corporations engaged
in raising livestock. There was, however, the qualification that ". . . no loan
* * * be made to a corporation (A) unless all of the stock of the corporation
is owned by individuals themselves personally engaged in the raising of livestock
on the land to be mortgaged, except in the case where the Land Bank Commis.
sioner permits the loan if at least 75 per centum in value and number of shares
of the corporation is owned by individuals personally so engaged and (B) unless
the owners of at least 75 per centum assume personal liability for the loan." 8

In 1961, the restrictions on loans to corporate borrowers were relaxed to
state: "* * * but no loan shall be made to a corporation unless the principal
part of it. income is derived from farming operations and unless owners of
stock in the corporation assume personal liability for the loan to the extent
required under rules and regulations prescribed by the Farm Credit
Administration." 

9

In 1966 and again in 1967, the Federal Land Banks have requested authority
to eliminate the statutory loan maximums, the maximum loan which can be
made without FCA approval, and the requirements for the assumption of personal
liability by stockholders of corporate borrowers.

Greatly liberalizing the scope of Federal Land Bank lending, the Farm Credit
Act of 1955 authorized loans for "general agricultural purposes and other requirc-
ments of the owner of the land mortgaged." (Emphasis supplied.) In the original
1916 statute, it was provided that loans could be made for th following purposes
and no other:

1. To purchase land for agricultural purposes.
2. To purchase equipment, fertilizer, and livestock for proper and reasonable

operation of the mortgaged farm.
3. To provide buildings and for the improvement of farmland.
4. To liquidate indebtedness existing at the time of the organization of the

first Land Bank Association in the county or indebtedness subsequently incurred
for the above purposes.

With the 1955 amendment, the purpose of Federal Land Bank operations was.
consequently, completely altered. From an organization designed to finance
farming operations solely, this newly independent system became one authorized
to accept farm assets as security for loans to meet any financial requirement
of the landowner.

The Federal Land Banks have undergone a series of organizational changes
the most important of which was made in 1953. The Farm Credit Act of that
year established the Farm Credit Administration as an independent agency
separate from the Department of Agricultural and put the Federal Land Banks
on the road to private operation. Since 1947, all federal funds have been out
of the System. Thereafter under private ownership and, from 1955, authorized
to engage in a broad range of lending business, the Federal Land Banks have
moved ahead in the best free enterprise tradition to capture as much business
as their unusual competitive advantages make possible.

The steadily growing volume of Federal Land Bank loans-in terms of both
number and dollar amount-is shown in Tables II and II-A.

Paralleling this growth haa bee" 'n expansion in the share of the Federal Land
Banks of the total agricultural ..jrtgage loan market-an expansion accomp-
lished, as it must be, largely at the expense of tax-paying lenders. As may be
seen in Table II, the percentage of total mortgage lending by Federal Land
Banks has grown from 12.3 jer cent in 1950 to 24.0 per cent in 1965. In the
same period, consequently, the share of individuals in this market has been
halved-from nearly 30 per cent to 16 per cent-while farm lending by banl.s
and trust companies has declined from 21D per cent to 20 per cent of the total.

Available data indicate that Federal Land Bank lending, far from being
confined to, or even concentrated in, the weaker sector of the farm loan market,
is widely distributed among all classes of farmers.

8 12 U.S.C. 1934 ed., Supp. V. 771 (sixth).
*12 U.S.C. 1958 ed., Supp. V. 771 (sixth).
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Given the Federal Land Banks' stated aiim.; and given the fact that their tax
exemption and their favored position as a borrower permit them to charge an
interest rate lower than that generally available from institutional lenders, it
might be expected that their lending would be disproportionately heavier in the
lower end of the range, or. at most, would be distributed among the various
classes of farms in a rough equivalence to their proportions among total farms.
But this is not the case. A study by the Federal Reserve Board, based on data
from the Census Bureau's 1960 Sample Survey of Agriculture, provides the date
shown in Tables III and IV. While 10 percent of all farms had 1960 sales of
$20,000 and more, 17 percent of the farm operators with Federal Land Bank
loans were in this category. At the other end of the economic elassiflcation, 26
percent of -all farms had sales of between $50 and $50,000, but only 20 percent
of Federal Land Bank borrowers were in this group. (See Table III.)

The average value of land and buildings operated by farmers with major real
estate debt in 1960 was about $50,200; land and buildings of Federal Land Bank
borrowers had an average value of close to $55,900. (See Table IV.)
Argiimcnts for taxation,

Mortgage bankers feel that the Federal Land Banks should be paying taxes.
The Federal Land Banks are, in fact, private enterprise organizations just as
surely as any mutually owned enterprise. Even were they not, there are prec-
edents in the Federal National Mortgage Association and the Federal Reserve
System for a payment in lieu of taxes or a remittance of profits to the Treasury.

A puzzling aspect of this question lies in the fact that their sister institutions,
the Production Credit Associations and the Banks for Cooperatives, are taxed;
that proposals for rural electric and telephone banks contemplate that they will
be taxed following the retirement of federal capital; and that most people seem
surprised to learn that the Federal Land Banks are not taxed. To our knowledge
the question of the tax status of the Federal IAnd Banks was not discussed when
the legislation was enacted nor has it been raised in subsequent Congressional
hearings.

On the other hand, the tax status of other governmental-or quasi-govern-
mental--corporations has been repeatedly discussed. From hearings and legisla-
tion there emerges a consensus that such corporations should be taxed-or, as a
minimum, that their tax status should be revivwed-when federal funds are re-
paid. The failure to provide for either taxation or review in the ease of the
Federal Land Banks is, we believe, a legislative oversight which should be
remedied. Moreover. the exemption imposes an unfair competitive burden on the
tax-paying enterprises which also serve the agricultural market. We conclude
that the circumstances which led Congress to grant exemption to the Federal
Land Banks have changed, that their operations have changed, and that their tax-
exempt status is now a proper subject for reconsideration.

TABLE I.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL AMOUNT OF FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS, BY SIZE OF LOAN,
SELECTED YEARS, 1960-68

[In percent

Size of loan 1960 1961 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

$5,00 and lower ...................... 21.9 20.4 2.2 1.4 0.9 0.9 0.8
$5,000 to $8,000 ---------------------- 23.3 22.3 5.6 4.3 2.6 2.4 2.3

08,00 to $10,000 .................. --- 11.2 11.8 5.0 3.7 2.4 3.1 2.2
$10,000 to $15,000 -------------------- 18.2 16.7 13.1 10.3 8.6 8.5 8.1
$15,000 to $20,000 ..................... 10.2 10.6 10.6 9.9 8.8 9.3 9.3
$20,000 and over ...................... 15.2 18.2 63.5 70.4 76.7 75.8 77.3

Total, all loans .................. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Note: See table IA for greater detail for 1964 and 1965, and a distribution for those years of number of loans by size,

which is not available for the earlier years.

Source: Unpublished data of the Farm Credit Administration based on a dependable sample.
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TABLE I-A.--PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER AND AMOUNT OF FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS, BY
SIZE OF LOAN, 1964-68

Number Amount Number

Size of loan 1964 1965 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

$5,000 and lower ...................... 11.4 8.3 2.2 1.4 6.7 6.8 6.3
$5,000 to $8,000 - --------------- 16,6 15.0 5.6 4.3 10.8 9.6 10.1
$,000 to$I0000 10.6 9.2 5.0 3.7 7.2 8.8 7.1
$10,000 to $ 20.5 18.9 13.1 10.3 18.9 17.7 18.6
$15,000 to $20,000 ---- _-------------- 11.8 13.0 10.6 9.9 13.9 13.7 15.2
$20,000 to $25,000 ------.............. 7.6 9.9 8.8 9.7 9.9 10.3 9.6
$25,000 to $35,000 .................. 9.5 10.0 14.4 12.8 12.6 12.1 11.6
$35,000 to $50,000 ..................... 6.3 6.6 13.5 12.2 9.4 10.0 9.4
$50,000 or more ....................... 5.7 9.1 26.8 35.7 10.6 11.0 12.1

Total, all loans .................. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Unpublished data of Farm Credit Administration based on a dependable sample.

TABLE II -DOLLAR AMOUNT OF FARM MORTGAGES MADE OR RECORDED, BY TYPE OF LENDER SELECTED YEARS
1920-67

Life in- Banks and
Federal land surance trust com- Miscellaneous Total, all

Year banks companies panies Individuals lenders lenders

Dollar amount:
1920 ............... $67,000 $386 800 $663 200 $2 142 800 $366,200 $3,625,800
1930 --------------- 47,100 173,700 355,200 618,200 170,600 1,364,600
1940 -------------- 63,900 145,600 219,800 225,600 117,400 772,500
1950 --------------- 203,100 348,000 471,600 491,800 140,800 1,655,900
1955 ------------ - 482, 700 507, 000 582, 000 565,900 264, 200 2,401,900
1960 ------------- 520, 213 413,337 541,022 612,481 482,682 2,569,735
1965 -------------- 1,231,876 964,080 l,036,524 811,594 1,108,046 5,158,120
1966 -------------- 1,344,610 909,341 1,055,992 934,882 1,195,341 5,440,166
1967 -------------- 1,266,533 695,625 1,036,109 860,318 1,216,460 5,075,045

Percentage distribution:
1920 --------------- 1.9 10.7 18.3 59.1 10.1 100
1930 --------------- 3.5 12.7 26.0 45.3 12.5 100
1940 --------------- 8.3 18.8 28.5 29.2 15.2 100
1950 --------------- 12.3 21.0 28.5 29.7 8.5 100
1955 --------------- 20.1 21.1 24.2 23.6 11.0 100
1960 ---------------- 20.2 16.1 21.1 23.8 18.8 100
1965 ---------- _ -24.0 18.7 20.1 15.7 21.5 100
1966 ------------ -24.7 16.7 19.4 17.2 22.0 100
1967 --------------- 25.0 13.7 20.4 17.0 24.0 100

Source: Farm Credit Administration, Research and Information Division.

TABLE II-A.-NUMBER OF FARM MORTGAGES MADE OR RECORDED, BY TYPE OF LENDER, SELECTED YEARS, 1940-6/

Life in- Banks and
Federal land surance trust com- Miscellaneous Total, all

Year banks companies panies Individuals lenders lenders

1940 ........ ...
1950...
1955 . ..........
1960 ........
1965 .......
1966 .......... .
1967 ...... .....

26,258
42.820
60,490
43,090
58, 050
53,643
48,189

25,285
35,649
34, 082
18,476
24, 011
19, 062
13,485

110,083
126, 012
114,048
85,141
92,895
84,164
79,116

135, 037
115,805
86,586
62,176
47,453
46,168
40, 446

28,674
32,069
41,825
57,456
82,378
74,870
70,480

325, 337
352,355
337,030
266,339
304,787
277,907
251,716

PRECENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

1940 ...................
1950 ................
1955 ...................
1960 ...................
1965 ...................
1966 ..................
1967 ...................

Source: Farm Credit Administration, Research and Information Division.

8.1
12.2
17.9
16.2
19.0
19.3
19.1

7.7
10. 1
10.1
6.9
7.9
6.9
5.4

33.8
35.8
33.8
32.0
30.5
30.3
31.4

41.5
32.9
25.7
23.3
15.6
16.6
16.1

8.8
9.1

12.4
21.5
27.0
26.9
28.0
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TABLE Ill.-ALL FARM OPERATORS, AND FARM OPERATORS WITH FEDERAL LAND
DEBT, BY ECONOMIC CLASS OF FARM, 1960

BANK MAJOR REAL ESTATE

Number
(in thou-

sands)Economic class of farm

Percent Percent of
of all commercial

farms farms

All farm operators:
Total, all farms ...............................................
Noncommercial farms I ........................................

Commercial farms, total ........................................
Class I ...................................................
Class II ..................................................
Class I I I .................................................
Class IV .................................................
Class V ..................................................
Class VI .................................................

Operators with Federal land bank loans:
Total, all farms ..............................................
Noncommercial farms I ........................................

C o m m e rc ia l f a r m s , t o ta l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Classes I and II ............................
Classes III and IV .....................................
Classes V and VI ..........................................

3,247
986

2,261
105
228
490
590
541
307

100.0 ..............
30.4 ..............

69.6
3.2
7.0

15.1
18.2
16.7
9.5

100.0
4.6

10.1
21.7
26. 1
23.9
13.6

254 100.0 ..............
48 18.9 ..............

81.1
16.9
44.5
19.7

100.0
20.9
54.9
24.2

I Noncommercial farms are in general those with sales of $2,499 or less.

Note: Economic class of farm by value of farm productssold: l-$40,000and over; 1l-$20,000to$39,999; III-$10,000
to $10,999; IV-$5,000 to $9,999; V-$2,500 to $4,999; V1-$50 to $2,499.

Source: Farm debt, data from the 1960 Sample Survey of Agriculture; Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
1964. Table 1, p. 3; table 31, p. 119.

TABLE IV.-AVERAGE VALUE OF LAND AND BUILDINGS OPERATED, BY ECONOMIC CLASS OF FARM, FOR SELECTED
OPERATORS, 1960

All operators
with major Federal
real estate land bank

Economic class of farm debt borrowers

Commercial farms, total .......................................................... $61,796 $64,166

Classes I and II-................................................................ 163,049 155,629
Classes III and IV ............................................................... 45,156 47,848
Classes V and VI ............. .................................. 19,378 22,193
Noncommercial farms ----------------------------------------------------------- 15,961 20,250
All farms ....................................................................... 50,187 55, 866

Note: See table III for definitions of economic classes of farms.

Sources: Farm Debt (Federal Reserve Board report), 1960, table 1, p. 7; table 31, p. 119. Some weighted averages
constructed by MTB.

TABLE IV-A.-NUMBER OF FARMS, BY VALUE OF PRODUCTS SOLD, 1950, 1959, AND 1964

1950 1959 1964

Type of farm Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

All farms .......................... 5,379,250 100.0 3,708,022 100.0 3,157,864 100.0
Commercial farms: Total ............. 3,706,412 68.9 2,416,045 65.2 2,165,727 68.6

Sales of-
$25,000orore......... 103,231 1.9 260,121 7.0 336,826 10.7
$10,000 to $24,999- ------------ 381,151 7.1 535, 552 14.4 532,079 16.8
$5,000 to $9,999 ................ 721,211 13.4 653,533 17.6 504,625 16.0
$2,500 to $4,999 ................ 882,302 16.4 617,819 16.7 443,928 14. 1
$2,499 or under ................. 1,618,417 30.1 349,020 9.4 348,269 11.0

Other farms ....................... 1,672,838 31.1 1,291,977 34.8 992,137 31.4

Note: The categories used by the census of 1950 were somewhat different from those for the later years; combinations

were made to put the data on a common basis. For definitions of various types of farms, see table I1.

Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census; U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1950, 1959, 1964, vols. I and I1.
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[H.R. 9242, 91st Cong., first sess.]

A BILL To amend section 504 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, relating to the
tax exemption of certain organizations

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou8C of Representatives of the United State.
of America in Congress assembled, That (a) section 504 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 (relating to denial of exemption of certain organizations) is
amended by redesignating subsection (b) as subsection (e) and by Inserting
after subsection (a) the following new subsection:

"(b) FEDERAL LAND BANKS AND FEDERAL LAND BANK AOSOCIATION.-Notwlth-
standing the provisions of any other law, no Federal land bank or Federal land
bank association shall be exempt from the taxes imposed by this subtitle on
corporations."
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(b) The amendments made by subsection (a) shall be applicable with respect
to taxable years beginning after the date of enactment of this Act.

The CHAIGMAN. 'Tie next witness will be Mr. Harry Newman, Jr.,
president of the International Council of Shopping Centers. Mr.
Newman, will you proceed?

STATEMENT OF HARRY NEWMAN, JR., PRESIDENT, INTERNA-
TIONAL COUNCIL OF SHOPPING CENTERS; ACCOMPANIED BY
ALBERT SUSSMAN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT; AND ARTHUR
GOULD, TAX COUNSEL

Mr. NEAWAN. Mr. Chairman, may I first introduce Mr. Albert
Sussman, who is the executive vice president of the International
Council of Shopping Centers, on my left; ,nd Mr. Arthur Gould, who
is our tax counsel, on my right.

My name is Harry Newman, Jr., and I am the president of the Inter-
national Council of Shopping Centers.

I am here not only to represent our 3,200 members who are engaged
in the development and operation of shopping centers in all 50 States
but also to underline some of the grave consequences of the proposed
tax reform act.

In its present form we believe-
The bill will put a number of independent developers out of

business.
It will prevent thousands of potential entrepreneurs from get-

ting into businesses of their own and seriously discourage expan-
sion of existing small merchants dealing in retail goods and
services.

It will put most new centers, especially small ones, into the deep
freeze.

It will drive the large subsantial developers into the arms of the
financial giants and accelerate concentration of ownership inl
their hands.

It will take the private investor and his equity capital out of
the market.

Just three provisions of the act will insure these undesirable results:
The change in accelerated depreciation provisions.
The change in the recapture provisions at the time a center is sold.
The imposition of a limitation on deductions of interest.
Before discussing these provisions in more detail, I would like to

put their impact into proper perspective, because it is even greater
than the House of Representatives and many of our own members
initially recognized.

Before World War II, the shopping center as we know it did not
exist,. Today there are almost 11,000 in existence in the Jnited States-
90 percent of them are small-pum pin g almost $100 billion through
their (lheckstands every year, employing 41/2 million people, rel)re-
senting an investment, excluding land, of $54 billon.

These are impressive vital statistics for a latecomer to the real
estate field and to the economy, l)ut there is more.

By 1980, there will be more than 22,000 centers, employing 18,440,000
people, reflecting an additional investment, of $180 billion in improve-
ments, and producing $200 billion in annual sales.
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When we appreciate the 1)esent magnitude and the potential for
growth of this industry-incidentally, without one single Government
grant, or subsidy-then we can see more clearly and in proper per-
spective how serious these consequences can be.

By eliminating accelerated depreciation, especially for the second
owner of a shopl)ping center, and by requiring total recapture of excess
over straight-line epreciation, the bill wil make it. uneconomic for
the developer to sell his center after the full holding period and even
less attractive for a prospective investor to buy it.

Add to these two disincentives the limitation on interest, deduction,
which was aimed at the passive investor but can now be mistakenly
applied to the active developer who is in the business of building, own-
ing, and operating centers, not just investing in them. Then put in the
final ingredient, the Treasury's recommendation that all expenses
during construction be included as limited tax preference items and
be taxed at a time when there is no income. Mix all these ingredients
in an existing potful of problems like interest, up 89 percent since
1965; construction costs, up 26.9 percent; property taxes, 28.5 per-
cent; and land cost, 20 percent; and you have a paralyzing, poisonous
brew.

What antidote are we going to administer? Higher rents and more
inflation?

When you consider that rents have gone up only 12 percent since
1965 compared to the substantially higher increases in all costs, this
is obviously not going to solve the problem.

What is left?
Those of us who have been developing or are qualified to develop

regional centers have a way out. We can bring in giant financial insti-
tutions as partners. Let me read you a paragraph from a letter I
received from our then private joint venture equity partner 1 week
ago:

Since we do not know when the tax picture will become clear or even if realestate developing will be an attractive investment vehicle for our clients, I would
encourage you to find another equity partner.

So we now are working with a major financial institution. This is
one of many such examples, but note that only large projects qualify.
It is as easy for an insurance company to make a $20 million loan on a
regional center as an $800,000 loan for it neighborhood center, and
remember, those small centers represent 90 percent of all centers.
It is also easier to buy a development company than to start your
own-and insurance company holding companies are in the process
of doing both with increasing frequency. All this adds up to one
economically undesirable total-economic concentration.

What this all boils down to is this. The shopping center industry
can create 14 million jobs. It can provide business opportunities
for small merchants and service businesses. It can provide sources for
private investment capital. It can produce l)remium tax revenue for
local communities.

It can revitalize the retail sections of urban core areas. But not with-
out important risks.

Although completed shopping centers have an outstanding perform-
ance recoid-almost failure-free-and are therefore regrded as low
risks by mortgage lenders, there are in fact many risks and they occur
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during the development period. Like the oil industry, there are lots
of dry roles.

I am here to ask you to retain the incentives for these positive contri-
butions to our economic welfare. Do not take them away and jeopar-
dize an entire industry to correct a few atrocity cases of tax inequity
and abuse.

There is a basic social and philosophical principle at stake in this
bill. America and its economy have been built by risk-takers, the; -
trepreneurs. America has motivated men to take these risks by offering
them incentives.

Our shopping center industry also has been built by just such risks,
skills, and rewards; at a time when it is trying to .weatlher the economic
storms for survival, we genuinely hope that you will recognize the
industry's contribution to our society and not deprive it of its most
dynamic driving force.

In conclusion, let me emphasize that we favor a minimum tax for
every taxpayer. H.R. 13270, however, excluded the oil industry from
its provisions. The Treasury now recommends excluding interest on
municipal and State bonds along with the appreciated value of assets
contributed to charity. This would be manifestly unfair to the real
estate industry and to the so-called gentleman farmer. In our opinion.
there should be a minimum tax and everyone should pay it.

I appreciate this opportunity to present our viewpoint to you and
respectfully hope that our comments may help you in your delibera-
tions.

Thank you very much;
The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(Mr. Newman's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HARRY NEWMAN, JR., PRESIDENT INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF

SHOPPING CENTS, NEW YORK, N.Y.

SUMMARY
The International Council of Shopping Centers is a trade organization of more

than 3,200 members engaged In the development and operation of shopping cen-
ters and In their design, leasing, construction #nd financing. Many chain and
independent retail merchants now operating stores in shopping centers are also
members of the council.

Our developer members have built and are operating more than 9,000 shopping
centers containg more than 195,000 retail stores in the United States alone.
As an industry, shopping centers represent a total investment of more than
$54 billion and supply employment for more than 4,500,000 persons.

Before discussing the effect of the Tax Reform Bill on our industry and our
view of the consequences for the economy, I would like to express our whole.
hearted support for the basic aim of the legislation before this committee, namely,
the elimination of tax inequities and the minimum-tax approach to achieving it.

The main purpose of our testimony here, then, is to describe to you the grave
implications of those provisions in the proposed Act that affect our specialized
segment of the real estate industry. In its present form, we believe that the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 will have these consequences:

1. It will accelerate the existing trend towards economic concentration of shop.
ping center ownership in the hands of a relatively few large financial institutions
and big corporations.

2. It will seriously curtail the construction of smaller centers, which are
an essential ingredient in the mass housing programs planned for the next decade.
Shopping center developers will not be able to build these centers because they
will have no venture capital sources to replace both private investors and those
funds normally generated through the sale of their existing centers.

'13-SO5 0--69--pt. 5-10
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3. This curtailment in turn fill eliminate it sizeable number of the almost 14
million new low-skill jobs which the shopping center industry would otherwise
create by 1980.

4. The development of fewer new centers means depriving expanding and/or
new municipalities and other local government bodies of desperately needed
revenues for their operating expenses from property and sales taxes.

5. Expansion of independent merchants, so-called mom-an-pop operations, local
chains and other dynamic tenants will be seriously curtailed and in many cases
completely halted.

0. The higher yields needed to attract venture capital as compensation for the
loss of present tax advantages will lead to increases il already spiraling rents
and thus place further Inflationary pressures on the prices of consumer goods and
services.

7. In order to survive, Independent developers will be virtually compelled to
merge with large corporations or be taken over by theAn in order to obtain the.
high-risk venture capital essential to develop shopping centers.

8. By withdrawing tax inducements from private redevelopers, while preserving
subsidies of billions of dollars from HUD, the Act will seriously discourage urban
core retail redevelopment, which, in our opinion, deserve the highest priority in
both the private and government sectors.

9. It will create serious difficulties for black business and community groups
that are now striving to develop shopping centers in the inner-city core areas of at
least 50 major cities.

10. Insofar as the real estate industry is concerned, Section 221 was presum-
ably aimed at the passive high-income investor. In fact under this section's
definitions and exclusions, virtually every shopping center owner who is actively
operating a center will be subject to the limit on Interest deductions because
practically every shopping center in the country and its leases qualify as "net
leases." This, coupled with the Treasury's suggestion that certain business de-
ductions during construction be singled out for Limited Tax Preference treat-
ment, may well drive most individual Investors and developers out of a busi-
ness already made economically marginal by a combination of tight money, rev-
ord Interest rates and skyrocketing construction costs, property taxes and laind
prices.

We therefore, recommeind that present real estate tax inducements remain In
effect, but that an equitable ininimum tax law be enacted to correct the few but
glaring inquitles and abuses of the past.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, my name is Harry Newman,
Jr. I am president of tile International Council of Shopping Centers, a trade
organization of more than 3,200 members engaged In the development and
operation of shopping centers and in their design, leasing, construction and
financing. Many chain and Independent retail merchants now operating stores
In shopping centers are also members of the Council.

Our developer members have built mnd are operating more than 9,000 shopping
centers containing more than 195,000 retail stores in tile United States alone.
As an industry, shopping centers represent a total Investment of more than $54
billion and supply employment for more than 4,500,000 persons.

Before discussing the effect of the Tax Reform Bill on our industry and our
view of the consequences for the economy, I would like to express our whole-
hearted support for the basic aim of the legislation before this committee, namely
the elimination of tax Inequities and the miinimum-tax approach to achieving it.

The main purpose of our testimony here, then, is to describe to you tile grave
implications of those provisions In the proposed Act that affect our specialize(l
segment of the real estate Industry. In its present form, we believe that the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 will have these consequences:

1. It will accelerate the existing trend towards economic concentration of
shopping center ownership in the hands of a relatively few large financial insti-
tutions and big corporations.

2. It will seriously curtail the construction of smaller centers, which are all
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essential ingredient in the mass housing programs planned for the next decade.
Shopping center developers will not be able to build these centers because they
will have no venture capital sources to replace both private investors and those
funds normally generated through the sale of their existing centers.

3. This curtailment in turn will eliminate a sizeable number of the almost
14 million new low-skill jobs which tile shopping center industry would otherwise
create by 1980.

4. The development of fewer new centers means depriving expanding and/or
new municipalities and other local government bodies of desperately needed
revenues for their operating expenses from property and sales taxes.

5. Expansion of independent merchants, so-called mon-and-pop operations,
local chains and other dynamic tenants will be seriously curtailed and in many
cas-es completely halted.

0. The higher yields needed to attract venture capital as compensation for
the loss of present tax advantages will lead to increases in already spiraling
rents and thus place further inflationary pressures on the prices of consu:,ier
goods and services.

7. In order to survive, independent developers will be virtually compelled to
merge with large corporations or be taken over by them in order to obtain the
high-risk venture capital essential to develop shopping centers.

8. By withdrawing tax inducements from private redevelopers, while preserv-
ing subsidies of billions of dollars front HUD, the Act will seriously discourage
urban core retail redevelopments, which, in our opinion, deserve the highest
priority in both the private and government sectors.

9. It will create serious difficulties for black business and community groups
that are now striving to develop shopping centers in the inner-city core areas of
at least 50 major cities.

10. Insofar as the real estate industry is concerned, Section 221 was presum-
ably aimed at the passive high-income investor. In fact under this section's defi-
nitions and exclusions, virtually every shopping center owner who is actively
operating a center will be subject to the limit on interest deductions because
practically every shopping center in the country and its leases qualify as "net
leases". This, coupled with the Treasury's suggestion that certain business de-
ductions during construction be singled out for Limited Tax Preference treat-
ment, may well drive most individual investors and developers out of a business
already made economically marginal by a combination of tight money, record
interest rates and skyrocketing construction costs, property taxes and land prices.

We, therefore, recommend that present real estate tax inducements remain in
effect, but that all equitable minimum tax law be enacted to correct the few but
glaring inequities and abuses of the past.

WHAT IS TIE DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS?

Iet me explain something about the nature of the development business before
elaborating on the reasons for the ten points of what may seem at first glance
to be the shopping center industry's True Bill against the Tax Reform Act.

Shopping 'centers have enjoyed a remarkable record of successful operation
and foreclosures are extremely rare. Because of this performance and the high
percentage of so-called AAA-credit, or major chain tenants, in each shopping
center, insurance companies and other lenders have come to regard shopping
centers as low-risk or no-risk investments.

Once -the center is finished, this is an accurate assessment. However, during
the development stages, the developer alone, or in conjunction with his equity
investor, is exposed to a variety of risks which call jeopardize his Investment
and, at worst, send him into bankruptcy. These risks and unexpected costs
occur from the site selection phase to the point in time after the center is com-
pleted and the developer is ready to collect his long-term mortgage funds from
the permanent lender. They range from delays caused by frozen ground, snow
and rain to strikes, unexpected site conditions, zoning and title problems. They
range from mistakes by the architects and engineers to delays because of tenant
improvements or tenant bankruptcies. They range from uncontrollable cost
increases in construction, financing charges -and real estate taxes to breakdowns
In deliveries of essential supplies and materials.
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There are other hidden riaks. For every center that 'is develold, there are at
least 12 that. never see the light of day, but may have reached the zoning, lay.
out, or at least the acquisition-negotiat ion stage. Although it is an extreme
example, my company recently investigated 73 individual sites before we found
a suita ile location for a chain department store. Each of these attempts it finding
a shoplpig venter location resulted in relatively substantial exlenditures to
say nothing of the time involved.

Once the developer has found the site, he must tie up the land oil ilt option
or by some other means, so that It, has enough 'time to deternlne the nnjor
tenant's interest in tile site. In order to stimulate Interest on the part of a sulwr-
market if it Is a neighborhood center location, or a delartnnlnt store if it is a
regional center site, lie must have layouts 1nd evononnh studies prepared. lit'
must also work out the financial projectioils for tilt, center to determine fit'
rentals he must get. This involves a high degreee of guessing what construction
costs and interest rates will be in six nlonhs, a year, or two years delending
on the size and gestation period for tile proposed center.

Assuming he gets the tenant's approval of the site. he must then lease enough
of the remaining stores to chain stores or tenants with nulti-million dollar 1let
worth to enable hiint to secure a mortgage loan connitinent from m iilusuranet'
company or other financial institution. At this Ixdmlt tit develolxer normally uist
purchase tite land and this requires substantial cash, usually more than lit'
has available because of his investments in other centers. This explains the lit-
portan(e of the equity Investor to tilt, developer's continuing activity.

Once tite investor has been brought Into the (levelollnent picture, the developer
then has to negotiate his contract with ti, arciletet and engineers, negotliatt
a contract with a general cmtractor, and collllete his leasing negotiatiolns for
the other vacant stores. lie must coordilnate tile activities and responsibilities
of tile architect, contractor and tenants, while making arrangemenlts for .a
construction loan based on the coinunitinent for ills Iperianent mortgage loan.
Ile must then complete the (center according to tenants' plans, move theil in.
aii set i1) tilet llailtgelient, proliotioll and llailltetlalnee of the completed center.
Then he call at last "close" the permanent mortgage loan, thhe lproeeds of whih
are used to pay off the construction loan. The develollent process (alnnot be
described adequately in such brief terms, but lopefully we have, (onveyed to you
some Idea of the ll mplexities, uncertainties .and risks which characterze thit,
business.

ECONOMIC CONCENTRATION

More than 90 percent of the shopping centers In this country are developed by
individuals and snall independent corlpra-tions or partnerships, whio provide thi'
skills, manpower and part of the equity investment required for tit shoppIng
centers they build. They tire not able to develop shopping centers without enter-
Ing into partnerships with one or more investors iii eacl center. They ltetl thst,
partners to help them put ipI the equity investment of 10 to 25 Iercent normally
required for each venture.

These equity Investnents range front $50,000 to several million dollars ccti.
depending on the size of the center, the cost of land and buildings, and tilt,
amount of mortgage financing they can obtain. Very few developers who are
actively building new centers ('all afford (or have tit funds necessary) to finanle
their own centers without partners. Because of tile high risks involved and tilt,
relatively large amounts of venture capital neeoled, 'the investor partners who
Join the developers it their proJects are almost always private parties seeking
commensurately high returns on their Investment. If they are denied the induct-
ment of tax savings, they will have little reason to invest their money in these
projects. They will put their inoney in other types of investment, and develoltir-
will have difficulty getting shopping (enters built in tie future.

To remain in business, developers will have to find other sources of eqttity
funds. They will have to turn to large corporate investors, to public financing 1111(
to Institutional investors.

What concerns me and I think should 'oncerll your Committee is that the
Tax Reform Act will make It difficult for the Independent shopping center entre-
preneur to survive and will result In the Increasing domination of our industry
by large financial and/or corporate interests.
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Tle Conninittee should be aware that since the 1906 monetary crisis and credit
cruilch, the, sloppilg center ildlstry hits bien plagued by a shortage of mortgage
fnuds, record-high Interest rates, accelerating construction costs, rising I)rolxrty
taxes and skyrocketing lan1d prices. These inflationary pressures lire particularly
serious for a high-leverage businessI ike shopping center developlment where
tit loan usually represents 75 laercent or more of tit, total project costs. Rents
hajve not risen ata conlarable Iice an1(d prolte margins consequently have been
eroded to a piIMlt where tax deductions available ullder the present laws are
playing an increasingly vital part In the economics of shopping center develop-
nueat. I refer you to Appendix It attaclied to this repo~rt. which shows that from
196.5 to 11969, land pries. property taxes, construction costs and prime interest
rates rose 20 to 88 IMsrcelt. duringg the same lsriod, rental income increased, only
12 lKrcent.

Eiven before ti(, Tax Iteformn Act was conceived, high interest rates and other
Inflationary pressures started to reshapje tit, shopping center Indutstry. Major
sulx'rmarket cllains, discount stores and traditional departmntt stores began to
develop their own free-standing braniles, tending to eliminate tie independent
develoIser. In addition, lending institutions began to insist on it piect of ti(e
,quity aind demanded a share of minlintun and/or overage rents Its a prerequisite
for it mortgage loan. As a result of these and other factors, the position of the
IPdlelendemlt (eveIolxr has been increasingly threatened.

Tiie Tax Reform Act will accelerate ti(, trend towards tht concentration of
ownership, ope, rating control of tile Industry, and a virtual ntonolply of most
new developments in the hands of big corporations and big institutional inves-
tors. I ai not suggesting that they evnt want this control, but under the changed
dynamics of the industry they will be the only one wit)ho can afford It.

FEWER SMALL CENTERS

Since their inception, shopping eenters have attracted hundreds of new busi-
ness enterprises and opened oplortunmttis for hundreds of individuals al(1 groups
to blecole engage4l ill development Is ildel mdent ent reprmlelrs.

This has, InI fact, bIen the history of my own company. I an before you now to
Ilght for the life of m1y company and hundreds of others like imiine, aind to retain
our ability to continue as linlendent enterlpreiiurs in it comnltetitive, viable
ecollOnly.

Let us examine for a moment what will happen to neighborhoods centers if
the private investor and independent developer are eliminated Its economic
factors.

III order to weigh the inlportalcte of the small center inl the consumer COionny,
keel) ill nind that out of 10,820 shopping centers Ope-rating at the end of 1968,
9,300 (almost 90 per cent) were neighborhood or community centers.

Because size Is equated with financial return, Institutional develolwrs are
primarily Interested in developing and owning regional centers where the retail
action Is concentrated In the hands of the large retailers and national retail
chains. Smaller centers do not have the economicc glamor" and are too small
to attract the finatncial institution as an investor, joint venturer or developer.

With tile private investor removed from tile scene, who is going to develop tihe
literally thousands of neighborhood centers needed to service the 2,300,000 miew
houses scheduled for construction every year for tile next decade? Competition
will be curtailed or eliminated. Where this happens, tile Act will create captive-
market conditions which encourage price exploitation an(d which have beell a
signilticant factor contributing to minority unrest and riots III 81u111 areas.

LOSS OF JOBS

Tile retailing industry traditionally has provided substantial numbers of Jobs
for people who rank fit thite lowest economic level il tile community. It is ques-
tionable if the economy will be able to absorb those individuals who may be
displaced from retailing operations, sice many of them have very limited eni-
ployment skills.

Based on the estimate that 21/2, new full-time jobs are created for every 1,000
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phoito~grapjhis) . Illwt'it'i' xlx'utlit'Ch prl')w)N' hlrtjlj't is noEw rlngt'tI by it pri'.

flit'ittliitr bink flt' ltlr iit s t'lu ltry we tid it rt'*tN u-il ifit' andrtf

As delE'vt14rm wt' u-it 't to uitteritket'fhis prllt)J'' l Itw m Elf' flit,- mt-'ia bt'it.
filt Ilflt t'olnitility Its, We.tll 1114 flit,,lrsx' Elf' it stoultlnd ' titn tol ourii Intvest-
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HJI)'s subisidy of the land and the city's willingness to provide a $10 million
parking structure have made the project economically viable and have given us
a substantial Inducement to proceed. Relying on the tax treatment permitted
under the present law, we and our partners decided to tackle the special prob-
lems involved In a redevelopment project of this magnitude.

It seems paradoxical that with one hand the government could create induce-
nents for developers to tackle such assignments and with the other remove
equally significant Inducements.

If H.R. 13270 is passed, we would be forced to re-examine our potential return
on investment In relation to the additional time and risks this project would
entail. Our resopnse, I believe, ig typical of others involved in urban retail re-
development projects.

BLACK SHOPPING CENTER DEVELOPMENT

The International Council of Shopping Centers has played an active role In
helping to train black businessmen and community groups who are now attempt-
lug to develop shopping centers in at least 50 major cities. These centers will
help to redevelop slum areas. They will help set up new buslnessvs. They will
create jobts for members of minority groups.

These centers need every possible financial assistance to become economically
self-sufficient. Unles they are able to avall themselves of accelerated deprecia-
tion and other tax reductions, they will have added obstacles to overcome.

NET LEASN' HAS WRONG TARGET

In the shopping center industry, Section 221 of H.R. 13270 will apparently
apply not only to the passive Investor, but also to the active developer. Under
the definitions In the law, most shopping centers and their leases would qualify
as "net leases." The allowable operating expenses (as defined) rarely exceed
15 per cent of rental income in virtually all shopping centers and/or shopping
center leases.



THESE BUILDINGS ARE BEING TORN DOWN
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We cannot believe that the House intended tile entire shopping center industry
to come within tie scope of this provision.

Section 221 will effectively rule out real estate for till investors except those
with substantial amounts of liquid funds but seeking a much higher return oL
investment than is now available.

Shopping 'ent,.,r (levelolers are in the "trade" and/or "business" of developing
and olsrating shopping centers. They are not passive investors. Yet the Limitation
ol the I)eduetioi of Interest alflie, to developers as if they were passive inves-
tors 1l(1 a rules them out of the "trade or business." Section '21 rates other In-
(luit.les as well. which were pointed out by the Treasury when It. recommended
that Section 221 beI deleted. We strongly suplort their stand.

CONCLUSION

The shopping ('enter industry I,; already in a precarious position. Rising in-
terest rates appear to be only a nuisari('e to large corl)orations. For shopping
(t'lter develolers, they aiirei a disaster. A 1 per (ent increase in the mortgage loan
rate, for exariple, reduced the ylell on iiv(sted capital iIn one of our recent
('enters by 75 l)'r cent. Protit margins are beihig eroded further by runaway
construction eots, land prices and ri.drsig property taxes unrelated to income.

The irost recent Treasury proposal to treat itbrest, taxes and rents paid by a
developer during the perihol of (onstru(Ition as Liuitted Tax Preference itenrs
would inlpose yet another burden upon the developer.

This proposal together with tile serious immiediate repelrcuislonis and long-
range con-,equences of those provisions of the Tax Reform Act affecting our
Industry have a cumulative effect. They may represent the breaking point for
the shopping center industry. Although the econioniy might conceI'ably survive
Its deiise. such is obviously not the purpose of either the House or the Semate.
The serious implications of su'li an1 enituality in the forni of lost jobs, In-

adequate retail facilities, Inflationary pressures, curtailnint of tax revenue for
local government bodies, retarded urban rtehveloprient, and perhaps .most
serious, accelerated eonomie concentration cannot be overlooked or
underenphasized.

I wish to emphasize that we favor a nrinlinun tax for every taxpayer. H.R.
13270, however, excluded tie oil industry froi its provision., The Treasury now
recommends excluding Interest on municipal and state bonds along with the
appreciated value of asts contributedd to charity. This would be manifestly
unfair to the real estate Industry and to tire so-called gentleman farmer. In our
opinion, there should be a minimum tax an1(1 everyone should pay it.

Finally, there is a basic social and )hilosophilcal principle at stake in this bill.
America and its economy have been built by risk-takers, tile entrepreneurs.
Arrerica has motivated men to take these risks by offering them incentives.

Our shopping center industry also has been built by risks and skills activated
by incentives. At a time when it is trying to weather the economic storms for
survival, we genuinely hope that you will recognize the industry's contribution
to our society and not deprive it of its most crucial driving force.

I appreciate this opportunity to present our viewpoint to you and respectfully
hope that our observations may help you in your deliberations.

APPENDIX A-811OPPING CENTER INDUSTRY STATISTICS

In the aggregate, the shopping center industry in tile United States represents
an investment of approximately $33.4 billion in construction alone. An additional
$21 billion is estimated to have been expended to equip the retail stores in the
nation's shopping centers. They currently supply employment for an estimated
4,500.000 persons.

In the next dozen years, 196) through 1980, shopping center construction (if
permitted to occur by the tax law, and by the cost and availability of money)
and equipment installed ir shopping center stores would require tire expenditure
of an estimated $180 billion (in 1908 dollars).* This expenditure Is exclusive of
money spent for land.

By 1980, shopping centers, if built according to our projections, will account
for the annual employment of some 18,440,000 persons. Although managers and
department heads are highly skilled persons, a very large proportion of retail
workers are relatively unskilled and, in a large number of cases, are marginal

0Shopping center construction would make up some 90 per cent of total retail store
construction.
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employees. The unskilled anid ma rginial emi)loyees, waiiy of them part-timers,
woul1(I In miany eases fill it (iffi(illt to ol)tain other employment an( would have
to I stlpportel b)y the pblic treasury. Many are eniployed at or close to inimum
wages, a(dJisted for u rbian or non-urban factors.

Shopping centers in the Unitt ed States currently account for 42 per cent of
till retail trade, exclusive of atutoniobiles, service stations, hay, grain, feed, fuel,
ice and lumber. By 1980, their share of the retail market should approximaite
50 per cent.

For 1968, retail sales In shopping (enters in the United,States were soie $87.8
billion dollars. They are projecte(l it $14.5 billion for 1969.

The overwhelning majority of shopping (entr,; in tile Ufnlted States are
s11all projects. Centers of lest than 100,000 square feet number 6,500, and( (eiltO4'-
running from 101,000 squiiare feet to 200,000 square feet niiUiielr 2,800. To round
out the picture, (enters from 201,000 square feet to 400,000 square feet lln1umb'r
1,000, and centers larger than 401,000 ,luare feet numnbher 520, as of the end ()f
106&

APPENDIX B-A COMPARISON OF INCREASES IN KEY ITEMS OF SHOPPING CENTER COSTS, 1965-69

Increment
1965--69

Item 1965 1967 1969 (percent)

Prime interest rates I ........................................ 4.5 5.6 8.5 88.9
Construction cost Index 2 ..................................... 117.2 130.2 148.7 26,9
Property tax Index 3 ......................................... 128.4 148,1 165.0 28.5
Land price index ................................. 100 110 120 20.0
Shopping center rents ............................ .. $1.83 $1.94 $2.05 12.0

U.S. Housing Foundation, August 1969.
2 Construction cost index by E. H. Boeckh, commercial and Industrial buildings, as reported in Survey of Current Business,

U.S. Department of Commerce (various issues).
3 Price deflator Index for retail component of GNP, as reported in Survey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Com-

merce (national income Issue).
4 Commercial land price Index (estimate by ICSC based on 5 percent land cost appreciation per year).
6 Average rents in regional shopping centers per square foot of gross leasable area-"Dollars and Cents of ShoppingCenters,' published by Urban Land Institute.

The C11,%,111AN. Now the next witness will be Mr. Phili ) N. Browi-
stein, Council of Ithusing Producers.

Will you proceed, sir?

STATEMENT OF PHILIP N. BROWNSTEIN, COUNSEL, COUNCIL OF
HOUSING PRODUCERS

Mr. BROWNSTEIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and m,,mbers of the
committee. I am Philip Brownstein and I am appearing here today
on behalf of the Council of Housing 1Producers.

The council is made up of 15 of the largest producers of housing
in the country, and they are concerned about. some of the serious (,())-
sequences which may result from the treatment that is being ac.(Irded
to real estate in the touse-passed measure.

I have a statement that I have filed for the record, Mr. Chairman,
and I will summarize briefly the contents of that statement.

It was only about 14 months ag) that, there was signed into law the
Housing Act of 1968 which was indeed a landmark piece of legisla-
tion and which was termed the Magna Carta of Housing.
.Here we are 14 months later worrying about how far we are going to

miss in achieving the housing goals that were set in that basic legisla-
tion, and producing at about one-half the needed rate. It was at that
time that Congress accepted the fact that we did have to have housing
goals in this Nation and that over the next 10 years it would take 26
million dwelling units in order to meet the need: The goals were based
on need.
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The housing legislation of 1968 was to produce tile tools for achiev-
ing those goals. We are already well l)ehind ill trying to meet the goals.

Ill January of this year housing starts were it an annual adjusted
Iate of about 1,900,00() units. In August of this yeai they had (elin(Ied
to about 1,300,000 units; more thani a. 30-per(ent idroF. This is ('ertainly
110 way to start meeting the goals whicI require aiming toward an
annual rate of nearly 3 million mits, and the )ill which is before you
nlow is going to be a further retarding iii&'asure if enacted.
The treatment which is being, accorded the real estate industry

can (1o nothing but (lel)re.ss an tldustry which already is del)ressed.
The 30-percent decline in housing stal:ts is going to decline further
I)efore the end of this year and1111 unless there is a turnaround in the
mortgage supply we c'an expeet to approach the million mark.

Rather than seek met ho(s of reta'ding housing further, I think that
our principal objective ought to be how we can st-imula$te housing con-
struction in order to meet this pent-up demand.

We now have the lowest, vacancy rate in many of our major cities
that we have had since the end( of World War II. We have a vacancy
I'ate in many major cities of less than 1 percent . We are ill critical need
of low- and moderate-income housing.

The programs that were established in the Housing Act of 1968
were, in large measure, aimed at nonprofit, limited-dividend, and coop-
erative s)onsorshi).

If we are to stimulate rental resi(lential ('oustru(tion it will have to
be through tle stimulation caused through the limited-dividends route,
and in the FLA programs the dividend on equity investment is lim-
ited to 6 percent.

In these days when high-grade corl)orate bonds aire yielding in
excess of 8 percent and yIlds on Governments approaching that
amount, it is not hard to un(lerstand that you are going to have very
few equity investors going ill the program for a 6-percent, limited-
(ividend return.

Tile reason that they have been active, the reason that they have
1)aiticipated, is because of the incentives that were created through
the tax benefits, and if those incentives are removed you are also going
to remove the risk capital of the equity investor.
The points to which I would like to address myself, and to mention

to this committee, are ill two principal areas. First, there is double
declining del)reciation permissible for new residential construction, )ut
that really is not a tax benefit. It merely is a tax deferral, because the
depreciation which is accelerated, that which is taken above straight
line, is taxable at ordinary income rates rather than at capital gain
rates when the property is sold, and it is taxable in full ill the year of
sale.

Secondly, the market oil existing projects is going to be narrowed
very, very sharply )ecause the tax incentives are being t.aken away
from existing l)roje(ts since they could 1)e depreciated only at straight
line.

Tie investor who acquires an existing project is doing so on the
basis of a yield that he expects to obtain. He expeets to obtain some
part, of thilat yield, currently, through his cash flow and some part
through his tax incentive. If he does not get it through the tax incentive
there is only one other way that lie ('all achieve the yield that he expects
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and requires for the risk equity that he puts in and that is through
increased rentals. I believe that if you enact this tax bill you are going
to see millions of rental units in this country which are going to have
the rents raised very substantially, and it is going to hurt worse those
people who can least afford it. These are the low- and moderate-income
families in our country.

There are two other provisions in this bill that I would like to men-
tion briefly for the considered ion of this committee, Mr. Chairman.

One is the proposal on cutting back the depreciation on commercial
construction. This is important to housing because commercial and
residential go hand in hand, particularly in the development of out-
lying areas. In the development of new communities, if you can't get
commercial property developed then it will not be possible to get
residential property developed.

And the final point that I would like to ask the committee to con-
sider ca-'efully is that dealing with the tax treatment of thrift insti-
t Wortgage credit is the lifeline of the housing industry, which
a tdy is depressed. Mortgage credit is in as short supply as it has
been since the credit crunch of 1966, and the thrift institutions have
been suffering by withdrawals into other more attractive forms of in-
vestment of their savings. They are being hit hard in this pending
legislation, and we would urge the Congress to consider the impact that
this, too, will have on housing.

We believe that, the problem is to get on with the job of providing
the housing that the families in this country need, and the council
would urge the Congress to consider ways and means of improving
the flow of mortgage credit and improving the mechanisms for pro-
viding housing rather than this present legislation which will indeed
have the opposite effect, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, are we entitled to one question?
The CHAIRMAN. If you want to, go ahead.
Senator CunRis. Is"it true some savings and loan companies will have

their tax doubled by this bill?
Mr. BROWNSTEIN. Senator Curtis, I have heard that it would be

very substantial and would in some cases have that effect.
Senator CURTIS. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Philip N. Brownstein's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF PHILIP N. BROWNSTEIN ON BEHALF OF THE COUNCIL OF HOUSING

PRODUCERS

SUMMARY

Housing production is totally dependent upon capital availability. In the case
of sales housing the need is primarily for mortgage credit. While this, of course,
is equally true with respect to the production of rental housing, in the latter
case there is the added need for long term equity capital. And this need for
equity investors is what is concerning the Council in the tax measures now being
considered by the Congress.

Of particular concern to the Council is the proposed elimination of accelerated
depreciation on existing residential property and the treatment of recaptured
equity as ordinary income to the extent that accelerated depreciation has been
taken on new residential property during the period of initial ownership.

The Council is also concerned about the depreciation formula for commercial
property. The lack of commercial facilities will seriously hamper the develop-
ment of new areas, especially those in outlying regions and In new communities.
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Since the life line of production of housing is mortgage credit and since the
major suppliers of this credit, particularly for home financing, have been the
thrift institutions, the Council would urge that this be considered when looking
at the tax structure of these institutions.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate che opportunity
of appearing here today on behalf of the Council of Housing Producers. The
Council was founded in February, 1968, to provide leadership in the broader
involvement by private industry with government in helping meet the Nation's
housing needs. It is comprised of 15 of America's largest housing producers.

The Council completely supports the housing goals established in the Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1968 and intends to use all of its resources in try-
ing to see that these goals are achieved. It also supports Secretary Romney's
efforts in Operation Breakthrough, and a number of members contemplate
submitting proposals for consideration. We are hopeful this will demonstrate
that relieved of some of the existing constraints and impediments, meaningful
savings in housing construction may be achieved.

Housing, as you know, is always adversely affected disproportionately during
periods of monetary restraint. This is now occurring, and as a consequence we are
witnessing a substantial decline in housing starts instead of the increase needed
to begin meeting our housing goals. The rosey pronouncements which accom-
panied the passage of the 1968 landmark legislation are indeed taking on a
somber hue. Starts have dropped from an adjusted annual rate of nearly 1.9
million in January of this year to about 1.3 million in August. If the trend in
the availability of mortgage credit is not promptly reversed, it is likely that by
year end housing starts will have declined to even considerably lower levels.

Housing production is totally dependent upon capital availability. In the case
of sales housing the need is primarily for mortgage credit. While this, of course,
is equally true with respect to the production of rental housing, in the latter
case there is the added need for long term equity capital. And this need for
equity investors is what is concerning the council in the tax measures now being
considered 'by the Congress.

The Council was gratified that the measure approved by the House recognized
the need for continuing accelerated depreciation for new residential construction.
Also, the encouragement given to rehabilitation by permitting the amortization of
such expenditures over a 60 month period may stimulate activity in this im-
portant area which has too long been neglected.

Real estate investments by their very nature lack liquidity and carry a high
degree of risk. It is fairly customary that during the early life of a rental
project, during the so-called rent-up period, not only is no income generated
but, in fact, the project often shows a deficit due to the excess of operating ex-
penses over rents received. In the case of housing projects built under the sub-
sidy programs of HUD and sponsored by limited dividend groups, the return to
the investor is limited 6% on the amount of investment. With the yield on Gov-
ernment securities approaching 8% and on good grade corporate bonds exceed-
ing that amount, it is clear that the attractiveness of HUD's limited dividend
investment programs is not the cash return. This is also true to a large degree
in conventional, non-subsidized projects. The interest of equity investors is
sparked largely by the tax advantages which the investor receives. As a matter
of fact, the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships, created by the 1968
Housing Act to assist in the production of low and moderate income-housing,
and which is Just getting underway, depends in great measure of the tax benefits
to give its investors a satisfactory return. This was contemplated in the aegis-
lation, and it is the basis on which the incorporators and officers have proceeded.

The major concern of the Council with regard to the legislation under con-
sideration is that relating to the depreciation provisions respecting residential
property and with the tax treatment provided for recapture In the event of sale.
But there are two other important provisions having a bearing on residential
property production which will be mentioned briefly.

First, as indicated earlier, the life line of housing production is mortgage credit.
The principal suppliers of this credit, especially in the home financing field, have
been the thrift institutions-savings and loan associations and mutual savings
banks. The effect of high returns on other investments, including government
securities, has taken its toll on these institutions as they have suffered heavy
withdrawals of savers' funds. This is being felt in the home building industry.
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Financing commitments are difficult, and at time impossible, to obtain simply be-
cause funds are lacking. Undoubtedly these are matters which the Congress will
wait to consider when looking at the tax structure of these Institutions.

Mortgage investments must e eneouraged-not discouraged. To meet the hous-
ing goals Congress established by the 1968 Housing Act-26 million units during
the next 10 years--capit.iI must be attracted from other sources. The ("inny Mae
collateralized mortgaged notes hopefully will attract new credit sources, such as
pension and welfare funds, but the investment itself still must be attractive. The
entire base of investment capital in housing must be widely broadened if these
goals are to be met.

The second item in which we would like to touch is the depreciation formula
for commercial property. Residential and commercial development often go hand
in hand. In areas being newly developed, adequate commercial facilities are es-
sential If residential construction is to proceed. If construction of commercial
facilities should become unattractive to investors, it will seriously hamper the
development of new areas, especially in outlying areas and in connection with the
undertaking of new communities. We would urge that these considerations be,
given effect in determining the tax treatment to be accorded commercial real
estate.

Of particular concern to the Council is the proposed elimination of accelerated
depreciation on existing residential property and the treatment of recaptured
equity as ordinary income to the extent that accelerated depreciation has been
taken on new residential property during the period of initial ownership.

An investor is willing to risk the capital required to develop residential property
only if the prospects for receiving what lie believes is an adequate return are
reasonably good. Inherent in the plans of many of those willing to supply the
necessary equity capital i the contemplation of accelerating the depreciation al-
lowance for a number of years in order to raise the effective yield from the
investment to an amount reasonably commensurate with the risks and in keeping
with the competitive demand for investment capital. Such plans further content-
plate the sale of the property when this yield can no longer be obtained. This can
be done because there is a ready market of other equity investors who are looking
for investments which supplement a limited return with a tax benefit derived
through property depreciation allowances. If the depreciation allowance is reduced
and the investment accordingly is no longer as attractive as other investment
opportunities, the market on existing projects will become quite limited. This
being the case, investors will be most reluctant to undertake new projects know-
ing that when retention is no longer profitable there may be difficulty experienced
in effecting a sale at a reasonable price.

This can have a very serious effect also on the existing supply of rental prop-
erty. If investors are unable, in effect, to augment their yield through the allow-
ance for depreciation, there is only one other way to increase the yield they believe
their equity investment warrants. That would be by increasing rentals to coi-
pensate for the return which is otherwise lost. As a consequence, this could mean
very substantial rent increases on the hundreds of thousands of rental units in
which this would be an important factor. Very likely, the savings in tax to the
individual through tax reform measures would be totally lost trough increased
rents.

The tight rental housing market with which most areas are faced today, and
indeed this is acute in some areas, very nearly eliminates any options on the part
of the tenants to seek other accommodations. According to Census Bureau statis-
tics available housing is at its lowest level since 1957 with the vacancy rated at
5% of the supply during the second quarter of this year for rental units and less
than 1% for sales housing. Rental housing availability has been shrinking steadily
from 7.7% In late 1965 and homeowner vacancies are off from 1.4% in 1966.

Faced with rent increases which must assuredly follow a decrease in the pro-
duction of rental units, the public must either allot a disproportionate share of
their income to shelter cost or possibly go into a substandard unit. The scarcity
of available housing actually is a major contributing factor to inflation. Any move
in the direction of further retarding housing production by discouraging private
investment will certainly be counter productive by worsening the housing short-
gage and forcing up rentals thus aggravating inflationary conditions.

The provisions in the House approved bill which would tax as ordinary income
all or most of the gain on the sale of investment property, that is the amount
attributable to the benefit derived from accelerated depreciation is equally seri-
ous. As a matter of fact, it virtually negates the advantage ostensibly given to the
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production of new residential construction by permitting accelerated depreciation
In the first instance. What it really does is merely defer the tax payment. Not
only does it require the taxation of the accelerated depreciation at ordinary In-
come rates, but the bill would also make the entire amount of deferred income
payable in the year of sale. This large sum payable in one taxable year would be
a further deterrent to equity investors. Given various investment alternatives,
it is quite probable that much of the needed capital would be channeled to other
sources.

The need is for an inducement to the equity investor to risk his capital so that
we can begin a program of housing production which will meet our Nation's needs.
Housing production, as pointed our earlier, i suffering from the effects of a
restrictive monetary policy. To aggravate further this critical condition by super-
imposing tax laws which discourage the investment of equity capital in the hous-
ing industry could well create an imbalance in the economy of our country which
will be borne by the segment of our population who can least afford it, that is the
low and moderate-income family that must rent its shelter. We are well behind the
production schedule necessary to be maintained in order to meet the 10 year
housing goals. We can ill-afford additional impediments which will not only make
the goals impossible of achievement in eliminating substandard housing, but may
indeed help to bring about even more severe housing shortages in many areas.

The Ci.NiR\iuN. The next. witness is Al[r. Joseph Sexton, chairman
of the Federal legislative committee of the National Apartment
Association.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH F. SEXTON, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL LEGIS-
LATIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONAL APARTMENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. SEXTON. I am Joseph Sexton of Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I

wish to take this opportunity to thank you for the privilege of appear-
ing before you today on behalf of the National Apartment'Association.
It is an organization of some 16,000 members involved in the owner-
ship and management of apartments throughout the United States.

Our general prepared testimony deals with the problems involved in
our industry today and I wish to elaborate upon this as well as upon
the tax bill as approved by the House of Representatives.

During the past 8 months housing starts in the United States have
dropped from 1,900,000 to 1,340,000--a 35-percent drop. Because of
this drop in production, vacancies in apartments, especially in the
medium- and low-rent range (are almost nil at the present time. Our
national housing goal was set at 2.6 million units by the Housing Act
of 1968, which this Congress enacted.

The Douglas Commission on Urban Problems, the Kaiser Commit-
tee on Urban Housing, and the Joint Economic Committee, as recently
as April of this year, have all recommended that added incentives be
granted the housing industry to stimulate construction of single and
multifamily residences. In the face of this, the pending tax reform
bill would bring about a further reduction in starts of multifamily
residential construction as well as rent increases for many American
families.

The further reduction will be brought about because the returns to
equity capital will be so greatly impaired by this law as to reduce
capital investment in apartments. It would tend to flow to mortgages,
bonds, and other forms of investment, which have as good or better
yield without the corresponding risk.

Real estate, being a nonliquid asset is not looked upon with favor
by equity investors as a desirable form of investment. It takes the tax

33-865-00-pt. 5- 11
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incentives which are currently provided to stimulate this type of
development.
The National Aptartment. Association recommends that H. R. 13270

be amended to retain the 150-percent declining balance iimethod of
depreciation on used apartments. The straight-line method is unreal-
ist-ic in the light of the long useful lives which the Treasury has
insisted upon, lives which do not reflect, technological obsolescence.
So unrealistic is the straight-line method, that denial of the 150-per-
cent method will seriously limit tile resale market, thereby discourag-
ing the dleveloplment of nw multifamily l)1oject-s.

Our association strongly objects to the harsh recapture provision
in the house bill which would'tax all the gain oi the sale as ordinary
income to the extent of the del)reciation taken in excess of straight line.
No attempt is made to differentiate between the short-term holder and
the long-term investor; certainly this underscores how unreasomable
is this provision. Our association recomnemds instead that during the
first 5 years of the holding period the depreciation taken in excess of
straight line l)e taxedi as or(linary income but thereafter the percentage
of gai taxed as or(limary income be reduce(l 1 percent pei month.
Certainly, one who holds l)rol)erty more than 13 years should be
entitled to have all his gain taxed at capital gains rates.

We further recomineii'd that, in view of the desire of our Government
to stimlate more housing, reexamination of the limited tax preference
penalties on real estate be examined.

The limit on tax preferences (LTP). was originally devised to
prevent high-incoime persoiis tromi esca)img taxation. As it has now
been watered dowim, hobby farming may escape it by the use of
accrual method of a('vounting'; oil is exempted from it; in the bulk of
the income from im1lllicil)al b)im ds which is exempted, the Treasury has
recoinmeled eliniimmation not only of any reference to State and
Municipal bolds but also the a)prleciated value of assets donated to
charity. Thus, the prime target of the limited tax preference l)lall
now turns out to l)e real estate, tile one area in our economy which can
stand the least the cutback which would inevitable result from the

.P provisions in the House approved bill. While our economy grew at a
rate in excess of 5 percentt in the last. 8 years and capital investment
grew at a rate of almost 10 percent, housing starts grew at a rate of
only one-half of I percent. If this proposed House. bill is adopted in
its present form it will create an econoinic condition in which the
shortages will l)e further compounded, in which rents will be forced
to rise because of a lack of adequate return to the investor.
This will cause extreme dislocation to our economy and will l)roduce

more people in need of subsidized housing, which is just the Opposite
of our national goal. Our goal should be an increase of supply through
tax incentives, if necessary, rather than a reduction of supply through
elimination of existing incentives.

Retention of existing law will hold down rental increases through-
out the country except to the reasonable extent made necessary by
increases il construction costs, land costs, and interest ch, arges.

Real estate which had the least amount of claimed escape in dollars
and the various l)roblem areas )resented by the Treasury Department
has received the greatest, amount of penalty at a time when all seg-
ments of Government feel that housing needs the greatest incentive.
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We siicerely lioilw you will consider r the following amendment:
1. Permit thie 150-percent depreciationn method for used income

property.
2. Revise the reca)ture provision to provide that during the first

5 years of the holding period the depreciation taken in excess of
straight line be taxed as ordinary income but thereafter the percent-
age of gain taxed as ordinary income be reduced by 1 percent per-
month.3. Reexamine the limited tax preference penalties on real estate.

Your favorable action on thQ6 proposals we feel will be a great

help in accomplishing our goal of providing adequate housing for the
American society in the years to come.

Because of the limitations of time I respectfully request that the
balance of my statement be incorporated in the record. Gentlemen,
thank you.

The HIJIlMN. Ihank you very mucl, Mr. Sexton.
(Joseph F. Sextoi's l)repare(l statement follows:)

S'rA'1'im ENL oF .Jspi I F. SEXT( N , CHA1, ,M AN, FEDERAL LEGISLATIVE CO 'MITTEE

01' ri,: NATIONAL APAII TMEN.I' ASSOCIATION

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Finance Committee, I wish to take
this opportunity to thank you for the privilege of appearing before you today
on behalf of the National Apartment Association, an organization of some 16,000
members involved in the ownership and nanagement of apartments throughout
the United States.

Our general prepared testimony deals with the problems involved in our
industry today and I wish to elaborate upon this as well as u)on the tax bill
as approved by the House of Representatives.

During the last 8 months, housing starts in the United States have dropled
from 1,900,000 to 1,340,000-a 35% drop. Because of this drop in production,
vacancies in apartments, especially in the low and moderate rent range, are
almost nil at the present time. Our national housing goal was set at 2.6 million
units by the Housing Act of 1968, which this Congress enacted.

The Diouglas Commission on Urban Pro)lems, the Katiser Committee on 'rban
Housing, and the .oint Economic Committee, as recently as April of this year,
have recommended that added incentives be granted the housing indi(ry to
stimulate construction of single and multi-family residences. In the face of this,
the pending tax reform bill woul bring a sharp reduction in starts of niulti-
family residential construction as well as rent increases for many American
families.

This further reduction will be brought about because the returns to e(luity
capital will be so greatly impaired by tills law as to reduce capital investment
In apartments. It would tend to flow to mortgages, bonds, and other forms of
investment, which generally provide more yield without corresponding risk.

Real estate, being a non-liquid asset, is not looked upon with favor by equity
investors as a desirable form of investment. It takes the tax incentives which
are currently provided to stimulate this type of development.

The National Apartment Association recoilmnends tlat I.R. 13270 be amended
to retain the 150% declining balance method of depreciation on used apartments.
The straight-line ilethod Is unrealistic in the light of the long useful lives
which the Treasury has insisted upon, lives which do not reflect tecinological
obsolescence. So unrealistic is the straight-line method, that denial of the 150%
method will seriously lilit the resale market thereby discouraging the develop-
,enilt of !!,,w Imll/t-f.il!iy projetf. The ,,ly 24th (cit-off date ha, a!retkdy lhd
a serious impact by discouraging Investors from purchasing apartments!

Our Association strongly objects to the harsh recapture provision in the House
bill which would tax all the gain on the sale as ordinary income to the extent
of tile depreciation taken In excess of straight-line. No attempt i made to differ-
Cntiate bt WcCJI the short-ternt holder and the long-term investor; certainly,
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this underscores the unreasonableness of this provision. Our Association recom-
mends instead that during the first five years of the holding period the deprecia-
tion taken in excess of straight-line be taxed as ordinary income but thereafter
the percentage of gain taxed as ordinary income be reduced 1% per month.
Certainly, one who holds property more than thirteen years should be entitled
to have all his gain taxed at capital gains rates.

We further recommend that in view of the desire of our government to stim-
ulate more housing, re-examination of the limited tax preference )enalties on
real estate be examined.

The limit on tax preferences (LTP) was originally devised to prevent high
Income persons from escaping taxation. As it has now been watered down,
hobby farming may escape it by the use of accrual method of accounting; oil
is exempted from it; the bulk of the income from municipal bonds is exempted,
the Treasury has recommended elimination not only of any reference to state and
municipal bonds but also the appreciated value of assets donated to charity.
Thus, the prime target of this area now turns out to be real estate, the one
area in our economy which can stand the least the cut-back which would inev-
itably result from the provisions in the House-approved bill. While our economy
grew at a rate in excess of 5% in the last 8 years and capital investment grew
at a rate of almost 10%, housing starts grew at a rate of only 1/2 of 1%. If we
do not stimulate housing, we will find a situation in which the shortages will
be further compounded, in which rents will then be forced to rise because of
lack of supply. This will cause extreme dislocation to our economy and will
produce more people in need of subsidized housing which is Just the opposite of
our national goal. Our goal should be an increase of supply through tax incen-
tives, if necessary, rather than a reduction through elimination of existing
Incentives.

Retention of existing law will hold down rental increases throughout the coun-
try except to the reasonable extent made necessary by increases in construction
costs, land costs, and interest charges without the added problem of a nmrket
which has imbalance on the demand side which is now occuring.

'It is indeed strange that real estate which bad the least amount of claimed
escape in dollars and the various problem areas presented by the Treasury
Department has received the greatest amount of penalty at a time when all seg-
ments of government feel that housing needs the greatest incentive. We feel that
your amending this legislation will enable us to accomplish our goal of providing
adequate housing for all American families in the years to come.

Because of the limitation of time on this presentation I respectfully request
that the balance of my statement be incorporated in the record.

The multi-family residential real estate industry
(a) Scope of the Industry. Multi-family residential real estate is a billion

dollar industry in the United States. As of the end of 1968 there were 68,000,000
housing units in the United States, including both multi-family and single family
units. The number of multi-family units (5 or more units under one roof) added
annually over the past few years is as follows:

1966 ----------------------------------------------- 345,700
1967 ----------------------------------------------- 392,200
1968 (Value: $7,300,000,000) ----------------------------------- 548,800

The apartment industry employs an enormous number of construction workers,
consumes a huge amount of construction materials and employs many additional
personnel -as managers and operators of apartment projects.

The apartment industry is one of the significant areas in the American economy
where the small businessman is a key factor. The typical apartment builder is a
small businessman. Past experience has demonstrated that events having an
adverse effect on the apartment industry (such as expensive or unavailable
financing) not only have a serious effect on the tenant (Housing shortages and
higher rents) and the apartment industry as a whole but have a particularly
series eff'pet on the small builder. Big builders can ride out these problems.
Small builders often cannot.

(b) Typical Example of an Apartment Project. In order to Illustrate the appli-
cability of the tax provisions involved to a typical apartment project, let me set
forth an example of a typical residential project within my own experience. The
figures on page 5 use a hypothetical 6% mortgage such as might have been
obtained 2 or 3 years ago; the figures on page 6 use the actual 7 % mortgage
committed for last summer. (Such a mortgage today would carry an interest rate
of at least 8A%.)
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81-UNIT APARTMENT PROJECT
Land ..........................----------------------------------- . $175, GO
Building ------------------------------------------------------------ 825, COO

Total ...................................................................................... 1,000,000

Mortgage ......................................................................................... 750,000
Equity .........-----------------------------------------------..... 250,000

Total ...................................................................................... 1,000,000

1ST YEAR, 6 PERCENT MORTGAGE, 8 PERCENT CONSTANT I

[Figures are rounded

Occupancy

100 percent 95 percent 90 percent 80 percent

1. Gross annual income ............................. $160, 000 $152, 000 $144,000 $128, 000
2. Operating expenses (not including debt service)----- 64,000 64, 000 64, 000 64, 000
3. Net income (before debt service) .................. 96, 000 88, 000 80,000 64, 000
4. Interest on first mortgage ------------------------ 45, 000 45, 000 45, 000 45, 000
5. Net income (after interest deductions) ............. 51,000 43, 000 35, 000 19, 000
6. Depreciation (40 ears, DDB) ..................... 41,250 41,250 41,250 41,250
7. Taxable income (5 less 6) ----.------------------- 9,750 1,750 (6,250) (22,250)
8. Mortgage amortization ........................... 15, 000 15, 000 15, 000 15, 000
9. Cash flow (5 less 8) ----------------------------- 36, 000 28,000 20, 000 4, 000

10. Return on equity (percent) ----------------------- 14.4 11.2 8.0 1.6

1 Annual payments of principal and interest equal 8 percent of the original principal amount of the mortgage loan.

81-UNIT APARTMENT PROJECT

Land ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- $175,000
Building --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 825,000

Total ----------------------------------------------------------------- 1,000,000
Mortgage -------------------------------------------------------------- 750,000
Equity ---------------------------------------------------------------- 250,000

Total ........................................................................................ 1,000,000

1ST YEAR 7j/2-PERCENT MORTGAGE PLUS 2Y PERCENT OF GROSS 1-9.1 PERCENT CONSTANT 2
[Figures are rounded]

Percent occupancy

100 95 90 80

1. Gross annual income ..................................... $160,000 $152, 000 $144,000 $128, 000
2. Operating expenses (not including debt service) ............. 64, 000 64,000 64,000 64, 000
3. Net income (before debt service) .......................... 96, 000 88, 000 80,000 64, 000
4. Interest on 1st mortgage -----.-------------------------- 56,250 56,250 56,250 56, 250
5. Net income (after Interest deductions) ..................... 39,750 31,750 23,750 7,750
6 Depreciation (40 years, DDB) ............................. 41,250 41,250 41,250 41,250
7: Taxable income (5 less 6) ................................ (1,500) (9,500) (17,500) (33,500)
8. Mortgage amortization -------------------------- 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000
9. Cash flow (before mortgagee share) ........................ 27,750 19,750 11,750 (4,250)

10. Less 2% percent gross I .................................. 4 000 3 3,800 3,600 3,200
11. Cash flow ............................................... 23750 15,950 8,150 (7,450)
12. Return on equity (percent) ................................ 9.5 6.5 3.3 (3)

I The lender receives 2K percent of the gross revenue as additional Interest over and above the 7K percent.
8 Annual payments of principal and interest equal 9.1 percent of the original principal amount of the mortgage loan.8 Negative.

Note: The foregoing example illustrates a number of points which are typical of multifamily real estate. :'

(1) Tie net return to the investor is very sensitive to changes in occupancy.
A drop from 95% occupancy to 80% occupancy reduces an 11.2% return with a
6% mortgage to 1.6% and reduces a 6.5% return with the 7 % mortgage to a
cash loss of $7,450.
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(2) The net return to the investor is also very sensitive to financing changes,
shifting from a 6% to the 71/,% mortgage drops the return at 95% (; cii'pn(y
from 11.2% to 6.5% and at 90% occupancy from 8% to 3.3c/(.

(3) Variations in operating expenses can have a significant eff(,et. For
example, 40% of the gross income has been used as the estimate o)f tolerating
expenses. I know of instances in which actual operating exlpellss have been
higher. Furthermore, when there are vacancies, q 'era tilg xl penises are often
even higher because of turnover expenses sueh as re)a intinig.

(4) From the time land is contracted for until 1ash flow hIegins will fake a
minimum of 18 months to 2 years during which 11n1d 111 st be acquired. the site
developed, the 'building constructed and rented. )uring that period o)f time, the
investor gets no return on his investment and rinis the highest risk tUit some-
thing may go wrong which may prevent completion of the project.

(5) If the House-approved bill is enacted without (,hatige, the marginll invest-
nient (maximum 9.5% return pl is .. ome tax benefits) (lescrilhed iII thi exanplr on
p. 6 would be even less attractive with these results: (1 ) rents woulll have t) be
higher on new projects to justify such an investment and 2) ninny such projects
would not be built, with these further consequences: (a) an increased housing
shortage, (b) higher rents on existing projects, 1111d (c) Ilmore tenants now in
nIon-subsidized housing would be forced into subsidized housing.

(c) Recent Trendl. The Committee will recall the credit crnch of 1.1A when
it became clear that there was a signif.ant shortage of capital in tim United
States, one result of which was that interest rates rose sharply in a trend which,
is continuing. This shortage of capital continues today. rhe result is and lifts
been hardship for many areas of American business but the heaviest burden hits
fallen upon the real estate industry which has found sharply increasod costs for
financing when it was availal)le and that traditional sources ol' mortgage financ-
ing began allocating more funds to areas other than real estate where they could
get higher or equal returns on a shorter term basis with less risk, less bother and
less administrative expense.

When a recent Wall Street Journal article is headed "Ilousing Shortage is
Worst in 20 Years, Survey Finds," (3/7/69) if the tax p'ovisioms are to he Iodi-
fled they should be made more favorable to real estate investment.

(d) Capital Stipply. Funds for the acquisition of land and (construction of
apartments come from two sources, funds lent by mortgage lenders and risk
equity capital put up by investors. The al)artnient industry (omnpetes with all
other industries in the United States for capital funds. Whelf bonds of good
publicly traded corporations, which are readily marketable mnd salable on a
day-to-day basis and which are commanding returns as high as 7% are available,
many funds which would otherwise flow into real estate niortgages at 8% or
81/2% will instead flow into these corporate obligations. Similarly, when investors
who might otherwise invest in real estate (quities Iret returns of 7%-8% on cor-
porate obligations and 8% on first nmortgages whin have substantially less risk
than equity capital, funds tend to shift away from equity investment. Without
the risk capital of the equity investor it is not possible to build apartment units.
Present financial trends in the United States have combined to cause a slow down
in the flow of both mortgage funds and risk equity capital to the apartment iindus-
try thereby holding back needed apartment construction.

What does the risk capital equity real estate investor obtain for his invest-
ment? To attract this capital today when he could get an 8%cl' return on a first
mortgage and a 10 or 11% return on a commercial real estate investment the
equity investor In apartment projects is looking for a 12% or better cash return
on his investment. At the same time, it should not be overlooked that the owner
of an equity interest in an apartment project has a non-liquid asset. It is not
traded on an exchange or over the counter. It may or may not be readily salable.
When things are going well, when apartments are full, when vacancies are low,
when rental income is adequate in relation to operating costs, when apartments
have waiting lists, then equity interests in apartments can be sold relatively
easily. However, as any of these factors start to soften, the situmiit, tio mgc,,
sharply and in years when the operating costs have increased much more sharply
than rents have increased, when financing costs and real estate taxes have
increased more than rents have increased or when significant vacancies develop,
the real estate investor finds that his investment is either not salable or salable
only at a loss. The non-liquid nature of the investment significantly increases
the risk.
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Fortunately, under the tax laws equity investors in real estate find tax benefits
which have helped to attract the risk equity capital which has made possible
the construction of the apartment units which have been built over the last
several years. Given the serious disadvantages which real estate has in raising
capital as compared to other forms of capital Investment, If these rules were
changed adversely to real estate It would be even more difficult to obtain capital
and fewer units would be built, with serious adverse consequences not only to
tenants seeking housing but also to the many persons employed in the construc-
tion of apartments. Some of the large corporations engaged in building apart-
ments would still be able to withstand these trends, but the typical small builder
of apartments would not. In our considered opinion the elimination of accelerated
depreciation on new construction and elimination of the 150% method on existing
apartments would result in a sharp cut back of rental housing with a serious
housing shortage as well as increased rentals as an inevitable consequence.

TIE RESIDENTIAL HOUSING SUPPLY AND TAXES

(a) The Jlousiig, and Urban. Dcvclopment Act of 1968. § 1601 of the Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1968 provides:

"The Congress finds that the supply of tile Nation's housing is not increasing
rapidly enough to meet the national housing goal, established in the Housing
Act of 1949, of tle 'realization as soon as feasible of the goal of a decent home
and a suitable living environment for every American family'. The Congress
reaffirms this national housing goal and determines that it can be substantially
achieved within the next decade by the construction or rehabilitation of twenty-
six million housing units, six million of these for low and moderate income
families."

In 1968, 1,500,000 housing units were produced and it is estimated that 1,600,000
to 1,700,000 will be produced in 1969. Accordingly, under the )resent system
we are already falling a 1,000,000 units a year short of the national goal for
the current period. Actual production of housing units is only approximately
60% of the national goal.

Of the national goal of 2,600,000 units per year 600,000 units are to be low and
middle income housing and 2,000,000 other housing. Not only are we not achieving
the goals with respect to production of low and middle income housing but we
are far short of achieving the overall goal of total housing units. The current
financial and capital l)icture as indicated above is such that the outlook does
not look good for the future inI terms of expanding the units produced, even
if the present tax rules are left the way they have been for 15 years. We believe
that when other Federal laws are being designed to encourage housing produc-
tion. it would be unsound public policy to change the tax rules to make real
estate investment less attractive.

(b) National Commission on. Urban Problcnm (Douglas Cominission.). The
National Commission on Urban Problems. chaired by former Senator Paul Doug-
las. has nmde an extensive study of urban problns including housing. One of
its statutory assignments was a study of "tax policies with respect to their
effect on land and property cost an(l on incentives to build housing and make
Improvements in existing structures."

Federal taxation as it relates to housing is discussed in Chapter 7, "Federal
Income Taxation and Urban Housing" which is contained in Part IV of the
Report, Investment Structure, Finance and Taxation.

The Commission concluded (p. 7-10) :
"(1) That special tax preferences should not be relied upon as the sole or

even the primary instrument to deal with urban housing problems:
(2) That, however, some changes in Federal income tax laws and regulations

should be made as soon as possible; and
(3) That there should be vigorous official exploration of certain other poten-

tially significant changes that might improve the tax climate for urban housing."
The ComiAl-ion also stated (p. 7-10) :
"... [ojur special concern here is with the effect of present arrangements

upon incentives for investment in housing, and it seems clear (1) That existing
tax provisions have been 'institutionalized' into a complex set of economic rela-
tionships that involve a large volume of investment as well as the provision of
rental housing for about one-third of all American families: and (2) That any
'loophole-closing' efforts, if applied only or more strenuously to this than to
other competitive investment fields, would probably curtail the flow of resources
and managerial efforts into this area. .... "
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The Commission made three recommendations (Report, part IV, Investment
Structure, Finance, and Taxation, chapter 7, "Federal Income Taxation and
Urban Housing", pp. 7-20-7-22) :

1. The Commission recommends that the President direct the Treasury
Department to make an intensive analysis and submit explicit findings and
recommendations concerning tax law changes best suited to provide mate-
rially more favorable treatment for investment in new residential construc-
tion (including major rehabilitation) than for other forms of real estate
investment.

2. The Commission recommends that the Internal Revenue Code be
amended to provide specific incentives for adequate maintenance and reha-
bilitation of rental residential property by allowing, within appropriate
limits, for especially generous tax treatment of investor-owners' expendi-
tures for these purposes with respect to structures of more than some speci-
fied age, such as 30 or 40 years.

3. The Commission recommends prompt revision of the Federal income
tax laws to provide increased incentives for Investment In low- and moderate-
income housing, relative to other real estate investment, where such housing
is governmentally subsidized and involves a legal limit upon the allowable
return on investors' equity capital. Specifically, we propose that the Internal
Revenue Code be amended to provide especially favorable treatment
(whether through preferential depreciation allowances or through investment
credits) for investments made under governmentally-aided limited-profit
programs for the construction and rehabilitation of low- and moderate-
income housing.

We endorse the three recommendations of the Commission. If our national
housing goals are to be met, new incentives must be found for new residential
construction. Special incentives are also appropriate for low and middle income
housing. It seems to us that the investment credit is a tested method of tax
incentive through which this incentive for low and middle income housing could
be provided.

(c) The President's Committee on Urban Housing. On December 11, 1968 the
President's Committee on Urban Housing under the chairmanship of Edward
F. Kaiser submitted its final report. This Committee had submitted various
reports from June of 1967 to that date and made recommendations which became
part of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.

One of the major goals which the Committee seeks to reach is to encourage
new investment in low and middle Income housing. This was one of the purposes
of the National Housing Partnership established by the Housing and Urban
Development Act of 1968. To reach this goal the Committee relies heavily on
tax incentives.

This point can be illustrated by the Kaiser Committee's discussion of § 221
(d) (3) of the National Housing Act. Under that provision a profit sponsor can
be set up on a limited dividend basis, can obtain a 90% mortgage insured by
FHA, but is limited to a net cash return of 6% on the 10% equity. The report
points out that this return is so low that it would not be at all attractive to inves-
tors without the Federal income tax benefits under existing law. Furthermore,
even with the current tax benefits under existing law the yield is made substan-
tially more disadvantageous by the existing provisions taxing gain on sale (as
long term capital gain except to the extent of ordinary income arising from the
recapture of depreciation rules of § 1250). Table 2-6 shows yield in relation to
tax bracket, disregarding tax on sale. Table 2-7 shows how the yield is reduced
because of the tax on gain on sale.
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TABLE 2-6.--CUMULATIVEIAVERAGE AFTER-TAX YIELD (INCLUDING 6-PERCENT CASH RETURN AND TAX SAVING)

ON INVESTMENT OF $408,0001 (221(dX3) BELOW MARKET INTEREST RATE PROJECT) FOR INVESTORS IN
30-, 50-, AND 70-PERCENT BRACKET IGNORING TAX CONSEQUENCES ON SALE

Yield for taxpayer Yield for taxpayer Yield for taxpayer
30-percent bracket 50-percent bracket 70-percent bracket

Years before Annual Discount' Average8  Annual Discount' Average s Annual Discount4 Average
sale 2  return (percent) (percent) return 3 (percent) (percent) return8 (percent) (percent)

I..... $77,000 ---------- 18.9 $128,300 .......... 31.4 $179,600 44.0
2------------38,600 14.5 11.2 64,000 24.4 23.6 90,100 37.7 33.1
3 ------------ 49,800 .......... 1.5 66,600 ---------- 21.1 83,400 .......... 28.8
4 -------------- 46,900 --------- 13.0 61,800 ---------- 19.7 76,700 .......... 26.3
5 -------------- 44,100 12.9 12.6 57,200 19.9 18.5 70,200 27.4 24.5
6 ............... 39,700 .......... 12.1 49,900 ---------- 17.5 60,000 .......... 22.8
7 -------------- 37,100 .......... 11.7 45,500 ---------- 16.6 54,000 ---------- 21.5
8 ............... 34,600 ---------- 11.3 41,400 ---------- 15.8 48,200 .......... 20.3
9 ............... 32,200 ---------- 10.9 37,400 -------- 15.0 42,500 .......... 19.2

10 ............... 29,900 11.3 10.5 33,500 16.8 14.4 37,000 23.2 18.2
11 ............... 27,600 ---------- 10.2 29,700 .......... 13.7 31,700 .......... 17.2
12 -------------- 25,400 ---------- 9.9 26,000 .......... 13.1 26,600 ---------- 16.3
13 ............... 23,300 .......... 9.5 22,400 - ---- 12.5 21,600 .......... 15.5
14 ............... 21,200 ---------- 9.2 19,000 ____- 12.0 16,800 .......... 14.7
15 ------------ 19,200 10.2 8.9 15,600 15.0 11.4 12,100 21.2 13.9
16 ............... 17200 .......... 8.6 12, 300 --------- 10.9 7,500 ---------- 13.1
17 ............... 15,300 ---------- 8.3 9,100 ---------- 10.4 3,000 .......... 12.4
18 ------------- 13,500 .......... 8.1 6,000 .......... 9.9 (1,400) ---------- 11.7
19 ------------- - 11,600 .......... 7.8 2,900 .......... 9.4 (5.700) ... ... 11.0
20 ............... 9,800 9.4 7.5 (100) 13.8 8.9 (9,900 20.0 10.3

1 If real equity Is less than $408,000, yields would Increase proportionately. Assumes that return is received annually,
and that entire equity Investment must be made at the beginning of construction.

2 Assumes 1-year construction period and 1-year break even period.
3 "Annual return" Is the sum of columns A (net cash Income) plus applicable column B, C, or D (tax savings) in the

table in appendix H-2.
4 "Discount" represents the average cumulative rate of return on the $408,000 equity, discounted In accordance with

accepted financial practice.
3 "Average" represents the average cumulative rate of return on the $408,000 equity, not discounted.

TABLE 2-7. EFFECT OF TAX ON SALE' OF 221(dX3) BMIR PROJECT OH YIELD,' TAXPAYER IN 50-PERCENT
TAX BRACKET

After tax rate of return before After tax rate of return after
sale 3 in percent sale 4 in percent

Discount Average Discount Average

Sale after 2 years ................................... 24.4 23.6 3.3 3.3
Sale after 5 years ---------------------------------- 19.9 18. 5 5.8 4.5
Sale after 10 years .................................. 16.8 14.4 9.7 5.6
Sale after 15 years --------------------------------- 15.0 11.4 10.7 4.7
Sale after 20 years .................................. 13.8 8.9 11.0 3.5

I The sale price is assumed equivalent to the unamortized mortgage amount which would be outstanding had the project
Initially received 100-percent mortgage financing.

2 If real equity is less tha $408,000, yields would increase proportionately.
3 See table 3-4.
* Table 3-4 yields reduced by tax counsequences of sale. See appendix H-3.

Accordingly, the report concludes that existing tax provisions ire not suffi-
ciently beneficial to the investor to make the project sufficiently attractive and
recommends that either the tax to be paid on sale should be added to the sale
price which FHA can recognize in the case of a sale of a project to a cooperative
condominium or noproflt organization, or that a 3% tax credit of the total
replacement cost of the project be provided as an additional incentive or that the
tax laws be amended to limit the taxable gain on sale to the amount by which
the sale price exceeds the original value of the project , that !.. equity plus
original mortgage. This last approach would mean that there would be no
recapture, even at capital gain rates, of depreciation deductions. In other words,
the Kaiser Committee concludes that many of the existing tax rules are an
important affirmative incentive for investment in low- and middle-income housing,
but that some of the existing tax rules discourage such investment.
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(d) "'J'h TPreT.IurJ Studyi. Under date of February 5. 1969, there was published
a three volume dtcunient of tie Treasury Department entitled "Tax Reform
Studies and Proposals" heroinn called Treasury Study). While it contaiis a
large number of proposals involving (thainges I ilanlly areavils of the Code. no
proposals are made with respect to accelerated deprecition (or for that matter
with resjsct to real estate) except for the prOpot)sall with res'ect to Suhtchalter
S which is discussed below. (pp. 29--30)

Treasury made extensive recommendations in 1161 and 1 )63 with respect to
real estate (which were rejected totally by the Congress in the 1162 Revenue
Act and were substantially rejected by th' Congress in the 1914 Revenue Act).
We think it Is significant that after four more years of study by Treasury, in-
cluding contract studies by economists at the University of California (Treasury
Study, p. 451), Treasury niade no recommendations. Inclentally. we think the
results of the study by the California economists should be ixiade public.

The Treasury Study stated the Imiipossibility of making reliable ,lUllititative
estimates of the effect of the tax laws on constructloii and housing supply in the
present, state of the eoitomnic art. 1. 442). It will be recalled that the Douglas
Commnisslion expressed concern that restrlctive clmi ages iII the existing istitut-
tionalized tax provisions would curtail the flow of resources and mnamagerial
efforts into housing (see p. 11 above).

It part three of the Treasury Study from pages 43S through 438 under the head-
lug IX C Supplementary Material Tax Trreatment of Real Estate there alpears
a good bit of nmaterial in connection with real estate taxation, but. there are no
recommendations.

The Treasury Study is devoted solely to the tax effects of current law on real
estate situations mid does not consider the influence of these tax factors oil tl
housing supply. Both the National (Commission on V'rinan l'rolemms (the l)ouglas
Commission) and the President's ('ommittee on t'rlhan Housing (the Kaiser
Committee) considered not only the tax p~rovlsions but the effect of the tax
provisions onl the housing supply. Both of these reports re('oillnenId adding
additional incentives in certain areas of housing aid d(o not recoommend any
restrictive changes in any of the existing real estate tax provisions. We think
it is highly significant that two imidependent studies which were concerned with
the total picture (the relationship of the tax provisions to, te housing sutllly)
and were not concentrating solely on the tax aspects lone have Collie to two
general conclusions which are the samlve. although some of their specific lropiosalls
differ:

(1) No change adverse to the real estate investor should be made in the
existing rules;

(2) Additional tax incentives in certain areas of real estate are desirable.
The Treasury Study (pp. 451-458) sets forth figures with respect to (1) 14

real estate operators, (2) 19 real estate investors and (3) 17 real estate owners
who sold real estate. The figures given do not indicate that the combination of
tax losses and cash profits which resulted in many of these instances were the
product of accelerated depreciation rather than other factors. smih as itemized
deductions and the deduction for long term capital gaini. Furthernmore. these
figures relate to only a few taxpayers selected by the Treasury out of the
thousands of returns analyzed by Its statisticians.

We believe that it would be an enormous mistake to make basic changes in
the tax provisions affecting real estate in order to take care of a situation in-
volving a few taxpayers. The information furnished by the Treasury Depart-
ment lit the Treasury Study does not justify across-the-boa rd changes which
would adversely affect hundreds of thousands of taxpayers.

Time Treasury Study (p. 442) estimates the revenue cost of accelerated depre-
clation for residential real estate (apparently Including both 150% declining
balance and other accelerated depreciation) at $250.000.000 broken down (1)
$100,A0.000 for older housing. (2) $100,000,000 for semi-luxury and luxury high
rise construction and (3) $50.000,000 for low andi moderate income housing.
Presumably, the second category, although labelled "semi-luxuary and luxury
high rl" nust also include middle income garden apartments, since they do
not fit either of the other categories.

EXISTING TAX DISCRIMINATION AGAINST REAL ESTATE

There are two important respects In which the current tax rules diserininate
against real estate, the first involves tihe area of useful lives and the second
relates to the investment credit.
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USEFUL LIVES

Ill 1962 when ilthe Treasury l)epartment lmblishe(I del)re(iatio1 gui(el lies,
Rev. Proc. 62-21, 1962-2 C11.B 418, the useful lives contained therein substantially
lowered the useful lives of depreciable assets contained in Bulletin F e(,ecpt
in the (ase of r((al ('.tate oth('r than. farin r('l cst ate:

Bulletin F
(good-average

construction) Guidelines Change in useful lives

Apartments ---------------------------------........ 40 40 No change.
Farm buildings -------------------------------------- 50 25 100-percent reduction.
Office buildings .................................... 40-45 45 Increase.

The rreastiry position was that unless there were to be full ordinary income
recapture of real estate depreciation the useful lives would not be shortened. We
believe that it is wrong ill principle to deny real estate fair ind appropriate use-
fill lives inerely because treasuryy has been unable to persuade Congress to
cliige, the tax laws in another respect which has nothing to do with useful
lives."

Mainy examl)les call be giveni to illustrate the incorrectness of the guidelines
lives : for example. apartment projects built 10 or 15 years ago without swining
pools and/or without air conditioninug are to(lay obsolescent and are unable to
compete e('coili('ally with newer )rojects. considerr the many npartment proj-
ects built after World War 1I under § 608 of tle National Housing Act. most of
which are today olb.solete.

ACC EIIATE'D I)DEPREICIATION

Section 167(a of the Internal Revenue Code provides that there shall be
allowed as a depreciation deduction "a reasoniale allowance for the exhaustion,
wear ,and teiir (in(-luding a reasonable allowance for obsolescence)" of income
l)roducing property . A suistalntially sinmihlir provision has been in the (ode
since the RIvenue Act of 1913.

With respect. to short-lived assets straight line depreciation often represents
a n economic ' lly approlprite reasonable al lowa tce for depreciation. In the caw of
long-lived assets, such as apartment buildings, straight line depreciation would
not cause a proper reflection of annual income where the property Is held for
nany years. Ill the early years there is realistically a larger annual charge for
depreciation (especially for obsolescense) as conipared to later years. Accord-
ingly, accelerated depreciation is appropriate for real estate. This fact has bcen
Contain tally r'evo/nized admin istratirely by the Intern al Re rcn i ' errie for
twenty-th rc y/('arm.

Without benefit of specific statutory authority referring to the use of a de-
clining balance method of depreciation,i. as early as 1927' the Internal Revenue
Service recognized the existence of such method. Since 1946,' the Internal Reve-
nue Service has recognized that a reasonable allowance for depreciation includes
depreciation conmluted on the declining balance method. In a private ruling in
1946, the Internal Revenue Service approved 150,% declining balance depreciation
for buildings..

In the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 additional accelerated depreciation was
extended by statute to new property. Including buildings," up to -a niaximnuni of

I "Since no action was taken by the Congress to provide recapture of excess depreciation
on real estate, the administrative revision of depreciation guidelines in 1962 was confined,
in effect, to personal property. While guideline lives were provided for buildings, they were
essentially the same as those In Bulletin F4 with the exception of farm buildings." (Treasury
Study, page 447.)

SAn a dilnistrative problem which needs to be Improved is persistent reexamining by
revenue agents of useful lives and changes In useful lives just 2 or 8 years after another
agent, In an extensive examination, has adjusted useful lives. I know of a case where the
present agent is trying to increase lives from 30 to 60 years where another agent established
them ,ust a' few, year.- ago. Ths ha:, the effect of repealing double declining balance deprecia-
tion by revenue agent action.

8 It. 239., VI-2 C.1. 63 (1927).
I.T. 3818. 1946-2 C.B. 42.

5 Special ruling. Augiist 30. 1946. 4 CCH 1946 SFTR 6273.
0 See II. Rept. No. 1337, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. (1954), p. 23; the 200% declining balance

method was provided by tle 1954 Code for "rental housing and Industrial and commercial
building" as well as ninclinery and equipment.
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200% declining balance. The Committee Report,7 Regulations and a published
ruling" recognize that 150% declining balance had been available under prior
law.

In 1964, in response to Treasury critilisn that there was a tax abuse where
taxpayers took accelerated depreciation and then disposed of the property in a
relatively short time, the Congress enacted § 1250 which provides recapture of
all or some real estate depreciation, trying with the holding period of the asset.
§ 1'5 provides total recapture of depreciation for machinery and equipment, un-
related to holding period. Unlike machinery and equipment, real estate is (A)
long-lived, not short-lived and (B) owned to a signitIhant extent by individuals
subject to sharply progressive income tax rates (14 to 70% without the sur-
charge). Thus, the § 1245 treatment which applies to relatively short-lived assets
substantially owned by corporations is inappropriate for real estate.

The Treasury Study contains no information on what the experience hats been
under § 1250, which has now been in effect over five years.

The term accelerated depreciation i often used to refer to any depreciation in
excess of straight line. In tit, Interest of clarity of thinking, two different kinds
of accelerated depreciation need to be distinguished, the a(celerated depreciation
iii) to 150% declining balance administratively recognized hy the Internal Reve-
nue Service for 23 years as being a reasonalle allowance for depreciation and
the special accelerated depreciation added by statute in the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 for new property tip to 200% declining balance.

An apartment is never worth more physieall than on the day It opens its door.
Thereafter. its equipment is old and it is subjected to falling behind in the
development of the art. Refrigerator sizes beconie larger, air conditioning is
introduced, swiming pools are added. new tylws of carpet come in. Tile con-
stant changes in equipment and furnishings for an apartment are such that any
apartment in the first few years of its life suffers substantially more than
straight line depreciation as a matter of economh,'s. This can be Illustrated many
ways. For example, new apartments tend to have dishwashers: older apartments
do not. The cubic foot area of refrigerators has expanded substantially over the
years. Projects which are ten years old miay have 6 cubic foot refrigerators
wheivas projects which are being done now have 12 or 15 cublc foot. refrigerators.
A person looking for a new apartment will naturally tend to prefer one which
has the larger capacity refrigerator and a dishwasher. The older apartment
project is at a significant competitive disadvantage as compared to the new
project.

In the current economy depreciable real property which has been held for
many years is often sold at a gain. It is incorrect to assume that this gain demon-
strates that the depreciation was excessive. To the contrary, the gain is generally
the product of either or both inflation 10 of the price level and increase in the
value of non-depreciable land which is a clear capital gains.

The Treasury Study argues that present tax laws encourage frequent turnover
of properties and, therefore, cause inadequate maintenance. page 443) This con-
elusion appears to rest on two assumptions: (1) the owner who Is holding the
property for a longer period will maintain the property well; and (2) the owner
who is holding the property for a shorter period will not maintain his property

T "Under this method [the declining balance method) a uniform rate Is applied to unrecov-
ered basis of the asset. Since the basis is always reduced by prior depreciation, the rate is
applied to a constantly declining basis. The salvage value Is not deducted from the basis
pri or to applying the rate, since under this method at the expiration of useful life there
remains an undepreclated balance which represents salvage value. The rate to be used tinder
this paragraph may never exceed twice the rate which would have been used had the deduc-
tion een computed tinder the method described in paragraph (1). Under section 23(1) of
the 1939 Code the declining balance method was allowed in certain instances but the rate
was generally limited to one and one-half times of the rate used under the straight-line
method. If this method has been used for property acquired prior to December 31, 10.53. it
may continue to be used but the rate provided for In paragraph (2) will not be presumed to
be reasonable with respect to such property. . . ." If. Rept. No. 1387, 83d Cong., 2d Sess.
(1954). p. A48. (As is noted accelerated depreciation also avoids the salvage value contro-
versy and never results in deductions in excess of basis, which is generally cost.)iReg. 1.167(b - )

: Rev. it,. 57-362,4i917-2 C.B. 150.
10 It was for this reason that this Committee, in 1002, decided not to act on a Treasury

recommendation for full recapture of real estate depreciation. " . . . Your Committee
decided not to apply this treatment to buildings or structural components of buildings at
this time because testimony before your Committee indicated that this treatment presents
problems where there is an appreciable rise In the value of real property attributa-bh to a
rise in the general price level over a long period . H." U, Rept. No. 1447, 87th Cong.,
2d Sess. (1062), p, 67.
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well. Both iissumlptions are incorrect. The ultimate test of the qullty of at prop-
erty Is how it fares on sale In the market place. It is precisely the owner who Is
going to sell who must maintain his property; If lie does not, he will either be
unable to sell or he will have to take a substantiol discount of poor maintenance.
It is preelsely the owner who Is going to hold for a long time who can skimp on
inaintenance, doing only enough to kl)ep tenants minimally satisfied.

For these reasons we urge the Committee to amend H.R. 13270 to retan the
150% method for existing apartments, find to modify the harsh recapture pro-
vision in accordalice with the recommendattion made on pages 1-2 of this
statement.

The CiiAIIM AN. Mr. Carter Bur'gess.

STATEMENT OF CARTER L. BURGESS, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
CORPORATION FOR HOUSING PARTNERSHIPS

Arr. BUIO.ss. Mr. ClIirn n ly ilame is (Carter uiv1ress. I aml
Cla irmni of t ie Nat ional ('orlloaatimi for I lousing Partnerships, and
I anm pleased to have with lt u today R.l Watl, wino is pIresideit, of (his
corporations.

W1 hav lihv i 'd ol statemIlent with tile Colmittee, and IT would just
like to review a few of the highlights.

As this committee knows, the Natiomil Corporation for 1ousiig
Partnersllips was authorized by title IX of the 1oIsing ald Urlban
)evelopnment Act of 1968. In that sante act, Congress ordained or set

a goal for the Natioll of tin construction or rehabilitation of 26 million
new housing' uaits by 1978. Of that 26 million units, 6 million are for
low- ori mo(erate-ili'oime housing.
Our corporation was formed to hell) give attention and leadership

to that low mid moderate effort.
We look to corporations at the national level-industrial corpora-

tions, financial institutions, labor organizations-to give us the invest-
ment funds we need to develop low- and moderate-income housing in
cooperation with local developers and investors.

Our national partnership also looks to the local communities of our
country where individual investment is very important to the produc-
tion of housing for low- and moderate-inconme families.

Mr. Browustein l)efore me has made many of the stne points that,
we make in our formal statement. And I will try to summiarize the
details Specified in our st atement.

I think the main situation that this committee and this Congress
has to look at is that the aellievement of these goals, and l)raticularly
the 6 million low and moderate goal which is of primary interest to
the partnlershil), depen(ls on the inentives that are on tie books today.
If the bill you are considering is introduced, these needed incentives
are going to be lessened anid weN kened.

In bro.l strokes, thte bill will affect (lepl-e.iation and the taxation
of that depreciation from o11 corl)p(rate investol's stalidpoinit. Aid,
in the case of the individual investors at tie local (.olnlnulitv level, the
bill is going to adversely aftect them not only through the clange in
the section 1250 rccai)t ii,'e J)r'ovisioil, but it will add additional taxation
through the limited tax prefe'ence. and the allocation of deductions.
If there are some further adverse i lt rlpretatious of' other technical
provisions of the law such as hobby losses, the. treatment of interest
deductions, both in tie construction and in'vestnnent areas, there will
be further lowering of yield to the individual investor. Hanging over
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all of this, fotr both ('co'lt t ite ud iniid~uail investors, is tile in('rvase
ill eapi~jtill gains.

So liy thought. to tis votlnliittee, sir-, is Clhat thlt laws onl the books
totlay arie not glivng yolt tile perforniance ill housing 111n1 y'olu wvant.
Ax weaiktening, it redtt('iotl of t lie i ncenitiv'es contained inlCh flt crent,
laws ma11y1 seriously impede tile achlievemlent of thle goall y'ou set, ill 1968.
It ('ertaudiy is rollig to hit11lpel' thet lpei'tl-linvc (it ();it' pat'iie'l11).
WeO haven't, evenl raised our. corporate, i uvestuniett yet anid we halVe high

Ilopets for' it.
Ill ('oiliuiioii, I wold say' inl the base of tile low antd tttotletat-e arell,

ill particular, eit her' try to; give its its tutu1ch of' NN-'hat. existed onl t he
hooks wheti we wvere ioltn(Iedl, or it' not, tflie is at proposal inl out'state-
lient thalt. volid J)ovide fot' t'ertainl tax fotg'giveness, Utioi sale( inl the
1)11 il assistedI Iow anti tmoderate arleal. Aks detailed ill our st atetnent,
ffiti 91ga1t) ovr pret',(t ('ost Wvott 1( still be t axe'd at- capital ga ii ratles.

If tYou accept tie priovisionis ill t let bill yoll muist, giv Vts (t It is otr a
shiilair substitulteo inCenif't' so that, we eca n hasteni ownuershuip l-ot thle
lowi and mloderallto families and, lit. thle samle timle, nt i net'ease the rent's.

'Vhe I2ItAIIMAN. Wh'lt.'l yo1 ar saying here, I have, read illost. of' your
statement, while, youl were S11111rzn 4, Ndit. v'olt are saving htei'e
is we passed at law~ saying~ we Nvatt iuiore htottsino afid( if' we atre Seriotus

about, it, we shioul(Ii pass it tax law, to preet'i that fromn lilt ppenmilig.
Mr. I TtIoisiS. Tht. is correct.
Th10 CHAIRMAN. nIantc you very nici, sit'..

MrBuuotl.Ss. Thank111 you, Mr. 0(110i-r1111n.
(Air. Burgess' p)1'pat'Cd st ateentt. f'ol lows:)

SI'Aa'KMENTl OF ('Alimt Ij. Bl'iW5ss, NATION AL C'ORPORIIv'ON FOR lorSI NO

SUMMNiARYt

1 riviito' Investment iit nt ile de'velopmentlt of' tow a tid nw1der'at' invoiiie hlsitig

Ii." tretmenittt tot' real estate' and1 the t'tedei'aI tiolisilig Subsidly programs. ile(
chtanigtes tit present. tax law" conitainetd Ii 11.1. 1:1270 wll t'tininte mitch of' the
iiteiitivt' for efluiity. investitient, Ill low~ 1114 tid lodtt'riltv i iooiv hiousintg andit subt-
Mt antialty reduce ellt rt'prteul iIa ijiterv.st Ill t is hiousinig.

Although tit, l r11iecogize.s it distinct ion bet weein lew' totisling atil( other real
t'stilti' development. It Jetopaizes t'Mfit'% Conhgress's t't'toris to piromote thlit private
dteve.lopment'tt. of poltilly 1'issistt't lhousinig and( filt sales of' Suchi hitousinig to toN%

Signiflenitly, tis Come i~' t ait mit' 1leiihe tilt' natil fa'lles Its great ttst houlsinig
shotrtage' siv il(t,, Im' iii it'tite post-wit% ears and wvheni timo lt'lemand~ for housing,.
by iower Intcomit fatuitles is 1)11i'ti('llty aittitt'.

Ini tili,% Housing Act otf 11)(18 (Congre'ss testablished't thle goal IOf file ('otstriit't 14)
or, rt'hailltti oll or 26 million liousinig uits, Including 01 million publicly assist ed
limits, by 1978. If C1ongress wishes to achiil''te tthese' goalls, It must Riot t'ilnilnzitv
thet'.e taix incentlvo's-uit least until it prov'ides it suItahble suibstitute.. Sie the
existing incentives hav'e barely bet'n efletlve, If private'. rather thaim direct
goveoniiiett action Is to protduce det'ent low antd moderate Iniiiniit lousitig Ii
volume, Conigress $11ould. ait aitinnni ereaft' at nt'w stiiiis to development.

It Is sliggesteol that. 1 1.11. 1327(0 be' a ilided to provide flint upon the sale of at
publicly asslstet lowt~ or motderatt' Iiieomie housing project. to or for the benefit
of j~rsons of low anti modtetrate luiconie. tile seller would re('oguiizt gainl for
federal income tax purposes Only to thet t'xtt'nt that the auiiouiit rvalizedI onl such
ste exceeds the cost, ats determine under Sti~ton 1012 of the Internal Retvenue
C ode. Such action by the Comimittee would intafitin or' Incrteaste tiht conitinuied
interest of private enterprise, li thet detve'lotmntt of low an,-! motdeltat Incomie
housing without anly signifitcant loss of revenue amid without disturbing the other
goals sought to be aileved by the Max Ilefoinm Act of 1969~.
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Wi'ATEM I-:N'i%

M1r. (li m i aid Mt'iilit'is 4)' rlt (I, cmitiliit tee: My name is4 C'arter L~. 11trgess.
I 81111111 it t ilIs stii rt'liitits 1 Chamn u of111 if tliv Naitional C (orpora tion for Ifltsitig
PaI' t'islilis. Ciie&or'poran(1 was estn lii shd liiirsin t, to4 Titlte IX of' tile
Mousing iandt Ui'hn11i I )evveopiniai Act (if 196Si ns at methods of ivolvinig American
iiiiin1st y liltfre Substilii il i nt (lie natiounal effort, to Incereiase tile' tIjilt ity andt
equality' of' houisinig for low anid mioileritt. iieoiiit families.

Th'ie Tax Itcf'omiil ActI of 199 MR, i 1. :3270. suhstant ially muodflies current pro-
V'isions of' ft(' lie i eztni lteieui ( Otle rein ted to housing product in. lin thlese
rt'spvt.ts, fte 11111 Jeopaiz lies C oaigressioa i elort s, bilit 1pon f ilie eom Wiillt loll
of' federal til x ittei vsand sIilivs, to p'iroiiiote thle privante~ dev'elopmienit of
low and14 aiiodera te I 10ui 1lotsi tag ill thesile 81tVO tillis in itISi ti to I ('lIIIlitI id i
tenant11-oritIlt tiOrgi iiz1t huts. l'iIIS lesit t'fl'(t-v a t'ind slitiit hit sithistititte is
iiiioptfed, t lie (Corporant o pposes tfliet, I'Iottuttiiiai or several of these, new
pi 't)*Isioni s.

III the lotilsitag Acet of 1968t. ( 'tigress fottiatt t tin Iits pi'tuznlst' of' a geiieritioai0

. ha lls Iitt ltveni f'u113' 'iiiize't t'r aaiitai3 or lietu I 1t1a's lower litvii'itit f'nnitlies.'
Tio fulfill tills tigiat titi titid to a iatftle( growig itetaiiud ftor htntsiaig, ilit' IMIS
Actf. set iti ainf'tin il goali for~ flit' nie xt itet'a itt' ut'% tlw.

Ill Ihle yeart flint lis panssedt silie tIliv 4St ali sliancitll of' fliti Iiil goiuis, file

crteaisedi 111n4l todiy I1h4 tiat ion face'(s 0114' o) thei4 g't'itt'sf iituttSIaig et'ise Il taits hIs-
ft ii-'. I l''fli t' Ithe till I i't'55its or4' 41l'ei n titg prod t it tucti antd rising f'i tily3' t ia'aia

A3I ifgiigt til iaiey is IIilii tt andl it's et )St is Ii igl. Sa vinags flow llay~a3 fa'oau flit',
il'lld(it iIaaI I ktatit tati101 s tlii f11114 Iia n itt'IiNs ag. ( t st S of' In1 aid. liilbit 11i' a mttiIerilis

ket'p sliit'it haag. And. itiost iti1iranit, 11i4' eqtjay. otr "riisk"' capital., iei'lid toi gt'n-

As it i'i'sia I, iioiisinjg stilaifs by3 yeztr-eid ur 3li t 1,20 blow thie otii'-tui Ii itin itvei f'oir
IflirIist f ile si ve 19-16l. At en t'a't'ti I'la Ies li Iit't roduct itn ithle in liii will i' iior'e
Iia a I ).tt)4mmit miiis slito ii ti ( 20li' (liillIimign.

'ilit lier-v ~ii nit ia'i' t 11111111111 e it'ltml I--111 In itis aig ix piia'fticuliiarly a iet. Riitai
IIiiISI tig Iini'SVi'nt 13' 011I 1 1 11101tt1 1111 ft0 ;i ltieI iii I or' all liotl"iniag stilI fs. IIiilvy
idea nd fior I't'll s litin g is iii mtU 413 ret'Ilt'i' Ill tim I'pdy 13 i I tig i'ilt s anld f'ii IIzg
va'al n r13 aties. Ill Cicango m id New Yortk City.' menatl viien liv'3 i'ii ti'. roa' exnamplei.
MV rt'en 'mt113'N bteltiw I1 (' . (i vt'n m111 very ' m id ll ba ii grow Iii, anld filt' Iileet' 51 g
et(t -t Il 4(Itu1111i. in111a' sti12atiterill, ititilt It'a ll 3'N ret'einl liittslig will ci'iit ia to
ga ia i ia'f -a lice Ill flit' 111natnI li hotsiig notrl't. 4Orf flu' 20) anill itin i ssi st i't

illh Con'mgress Souaght If) hnvi' tuilt oir romt'htilititt'i by' 197S. tine auilliti a r ii hi'

Noiwhierte Is flit' sliti gi Nvtilse 1 liiiai iai ft'e arvil ut' low and moder~iate itietlit
in iisinag. Today 3' 20) tail II ut A iei'a'iei s livte ill silstia ndii rt , ovt'rt Itio~dt'itt't'
hia''s. Ini suia'p) totf mast to ft'e atftinal a verge' tif 154 %C. flit' poor)pa 13 5':1c of thitr
grt iSs Invaictv14 I'm' hlosijig. 4 )t' t nit of' e'very' eight Aaii'rietilu fatilliiits en ipy
fit' iitn t'Iet pic e tof litou sintg w~iI i 201' t' fs I# taciluiW. Y'CtII i 11.419). filt Ii 'St yen111'
(if t Ib i'll-y't'i p' nt gri'i a. i lit I)'(in Dop ui't1ill tW Hi oulstiig aU lt 'rhiiii )i'vei'lait'vlt
pjcjut'fs oly3 13~5010) lutlicth3 assisted'il uits wlvIw i pr'iimtce t s eoliauj tt'l ito
flit,- 22504)) untit gti . 3laiMoreover If is jlriivtl3' l it tis fiteltt tht i it 11'a iily

1n'ov titlits i'nl lt' fori oivter fit', next fit'ntt'. 30.)(00) firte to lit pr'iviately3 owvdeu

hilic inlecitiircm" for puiiie'tc prodluction

Ilrivf ~''I nvv'st aoiut antd ethi'voiinit'iit )lis; jiioiuviii' iii nust olilt ent ire st ock
of' nitt1f ifa iii13 rental itiiuisi aug. Conilgretss bits uleft't'iitlit't tha lii ilit il't'1 4)1 o
publicly assistedl miftill housing. filit pivii ft' setor should emitI imt' to liiivt'
flit' tiiitiu protitef1(11 resplltsibi i Ify. TPhis was miidt' ceanr In lit'e I housing Act (if
196~8. Tlo nt'hit'e the' gol of' 01 miillli titw anlt(] t'thilililitiltt'd htauts f'or low andii
tIittl'iirte, Iavit'out families. &'ongr'tss hlil( a1 t'ht'i litwit

lProgalius Imilt jioti ft'e texisftlug system o~f' private' conistructfIoil atnd mvii-
trllililt'tl and i'eguinltt'u by tilt gtive'aitliit biut olwieltt'tl withlt flit'

contetxt o)1 texistinug real propt'rt3 1111 tax laws. oit-
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Programs of direct government construction. ownership and management
The Committees of Congress agreed that the solution to the problem of produc-

ing housing for low and moderate Income families lay:
First, in assisting the poor so they can afford to pay the cost of privately

built dwellings, and
Second, in increasing the role of the private sector in the development of

the housing by strengthening the capacity of the private organizations al-
ready Involved.

Thus, Congress decided to build on the system it had developed over the
years for involving private enterprise in publicly assisted housing programs.
In the 1968 Act, Congress adopted programs. like Section 2.36, that authorize the
Department of Housing and Irban Development to make mortgage Interest sub-
sidy payments on behalf of lower Income families living in rental housing owned
by private organizations willing to accept limited cash returns. This progratil
increases the lindlvidual family's ability to pay rent for privately produced
housing.

The Housing Act of 198 also enacted new measures intended to facilitate, hone
ownership on the part of low and moderate income families. The statute added
several provisions to the National Housing Act permitting the sale of existing
publicly assisted rental projects to tennants on a condominium basis, to tentnt
cooperatives, and to non-profit corlprations and associations established ex-
clusively for the purpose of owning and operating low and moderate income hous-
Ing. This Congressional action reflects the serious need to encourage lart icilmtion
by lower income families in the management and ownership of their housing.

Congress in the 1968 Act declared that in all these new programs as well as
in all existing federal housing programs ".... there should be the fullest utill-
zation of the resources and capabilities of private enterprise."
Tax incentives and the national housintg partnership

The President's Committee on Urban Housing, a group of 18 business. labor
and community leaders under the Chairmanship of Edgar F. Kaiser,. was com-
missioned to find ways of attracting the private sector into the development of
housing for low and moderate income families. The Committee recommended the
creation of the National Housing Partnership as a privately funded, profession-
ally managed instrument that would provide the equity and skills needed to
produce this housing in cooperation with local developers and investors.

The Urban Housing Committee analyzed the federal housing programs for
low and moderate income families and concluded that a combination of cash
distribution and tax savings was essential to private participation in the pro-
duction of this publicly assisted rental housing. Because the federal housing
programs are designed to keep rents low, the amount of cash distribution is lim-
ited by law to 6% of the owner's equity investment, if earned. Federal laws oblige
the sponsor of this housing to sign a contract fixing rents and requiring govern-
maent approval of all rent increases. In addition, the government regulates the
sale during the first 20 years of ownership, making such investments highly
non-liquid and allowing little opportunity for profit from increased real estate
values.

As a result of these restrictions, the Committee found that the primary incen-
tive for private investment in publicly assisted rental housing has been the tax
savings generated as a result of the book losses arising from accelerated de,-
preciation. This tax loss can be used to offset other taxable income of a corporate
owner or, In the case of a partnership, of the individual partners. The result is a
savings in tax dollars varying with the taxpayer's individual tax rate.

The Committee on Urban Housing also reported that the current tax conse-
quences of sale of such projects, particularly those. providing for recapture of
certain depreciation under existing Section 125O. seriously diminish the attrac-
tiveness of investment in this housing and impede efforts to facilitate purchase
of projects by low or moderate income tenants or their organizations.

Consequently, in proposing the National Housing Partnership. the Urban Ihous-
lng Committee emphasized that ". . . the financial feasibility of the proposal is
based upon existing real estate practice and tax laws."

The Committees of Congress that reported the 1968 Housing Act also expressly
recognized that the existing tax treatment of real estate, including provisions
for accelerated depreciation, was essential to the financial feasibility of the
National Housing Partnership and other private businesses organized to develop)
low and moderate income housing. The Report of the Senate Banking and Cur-
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rency Committee acknowledged the importance of ti X savings III alt tracting equity
capital into housing when it authorized file creation of tite National Housing
Partnershipl inl Titl IX of tit, Act :

"This title woulh authorize the creation of federally chartered. privately
funded corporations to mobilize private investment ( and tite application of busi-
ness skills In the( Job of creating low and moderate income housing in substantial
volume. Such a corporation in tillui would form it partilership. Its its velhile for
participating in developitints, proJ'cts, or undertakings for tie provision of
housing primarily for famllies of low and moderate Income, pursuant to Federal
programs or otherwise.

"The Jrtinerslijp arrangement lnilkes It possible to assure in) adequate re0l1lir1
to Investors. Under existing liltermitl R'rcn lit c srvivc, rrttiolls adad rt/ilfl/s,
partnerships losses for tax ltUrposes flow to tile Individual partners. Iln the case
of IoW housing units 1ihtattced Oil it 10-Iler(-ttit tv(tlly--|( t(rccntt debt basis, the
annual accelerated depreciation of tie building cost results III substantial book
los.es during the initial ten years after tie project is built. Assuming the meiii-
ber of the partinershlip is in a relatively high income tax bracket, his share of
the depreciation losses, plus eash incomnec from project operations iuvild prove 'ide
anf after-tax return rm.l his inrstnent which would compare favorably with the
rcttrn which most industrial firsts realize on their equity capital." (Emphasts
added.)
National oorporation for housing partnerships

Pursuant to Title IX, the National Corporation for Housing Partnerships has
been established. The Corporation will act. as the general partner of the National
Housing Partnership and will manage the day-to-day affairs of tie Partnerslill.
The limited partners in the Partnership will be corporations seeking a vehicle to
invest in low and moderate In(o'ota housing.

President Johnson chose 15 Incorporators with the advice and consent of the
Senate to begin operations. President Nixon asked all of the original Incorpora-
tors to continue their task of organizing the Corporation and to work towards
completing the Initial financing.

TPhe Incorporators have elected lte ("lalritan of the Corporation and selected
Ray Watt as President. Edgar Kaiser serves as Chairman of the Incorporators.

We have organized a small group of experts from business, housing and govern-
ments to give the Corporation an immediate staff capacity. A line of credit with
15 national banks has been arranged to meet our start-up and organizational
requirements. We are currently seeking to raise $50 million of investment capital
primarily to provide a portion of the equity needed to build 120,000 rental units
for low and moderate income families.

Working with local sponsors, the National Partnership will organize local
partnerships and invest the "risk" capital needed for these entities to develop
publicly assisted rental projects. We will also provide technical assistance, pro-
cessing aid, management training and other services to the local partnerships.
Uonsequences of Taw Rcjiorm Act on production of publicly assisted housing

We believe that the potential corporate and individual investors in the National
Housing Partnership and in the local partnerships we will organize, will partici-
pate in federal housing programs only if they are able to anticipate a reasonable
after-tax return comparable to that available from other investments. Yields
front Investments in housing tire conprised of two parts-current yield earned
while the project is being operated. and the ability to recover investment upon
sale. Since current cash flow in publicly assisted housing is limited to six Ipr-
cent of equity before taxes, and since the timing and pricing of sales are regu-
lated, the availability of adequate yields depends upon the tax treatment of
accelerated depreciation and sales. The Tax Reform Act of 1969, would amend
the tax treatment of accelerated depreciation and of housing sales, drastically
reducing the stimulus to the production of publicly assisted rental housing.

The Tax Reform Act would amend Section 1250 of the Code to deny long-tern
capital gain treatment on the sale of real estate to the extent of all depreelation
claimed in excess of depreciation allowable under tile straight line method.
Further, in the case of individuals, the Bill would treat the difference between
the amount taken for accelerated depreciation and that allowable under the
straight line method as an item of "tax preference income." The Bill would also
allocate certain of a taxpayer's deductions to accelerated depreciation and (us-
allow them. The combined effect of the change in Section 1250 and the other
proposals is to reduce the incentive to investment in publicly assisted rental

33-805--69-pt. 5--12
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housing very seriously-particularly for tile non-corporate investor. Studies
undertaken for us by the accounting firm of Touche, Ross & Co. considered the
effect on after-tax yields of the changes contemplated by H.R. 13270 in Section
1250, as well as the introduction of the limitation on tax preferences and alloca-
tion of deductions requirement. The studies show that after-tax yields to hypo-
thetical individual investors in a Section 236 project could be reduced by as
much as 1/3 to . The Touche, Ross & Co. work also demonstrates that the corn-
biled effect of amending Section 1250 and increasing the tax rate on the capital
gains could reduce after-tax yields to a hypothetical corporate lIvestor upon sale
by as much as 15%.

In conventional rental housing this reduction in yields will, as others have
pointed out in detail, have the effect of increasing already high rents. But in pub-
licly assisted housing, where rents and resale are regulated, where the amounts
of federal subsidies are limited and where tenants are of the most modest means,
there is no way to recoup this reduction and keep investment reasonably attrac-
tive. The result is that private investment in such housing will inevitably decline
below its already low level. Il other words, if I.R. 13270 is passed ili its present
form, this nation simply will not meet its goals for low and moderate income

-housing.
Tie Corporation does not oppose the enactment alone of the limitation on tax

preferences and allocation of deductions-even though they have some a(lverse
Impact on yields, particularly If stile occurs ili the early years of ownership.
We do oppose the amendment of Section 1254) as proposed in H.R. 13270 and
point out that the adoption of tile limitation on tax preferences and the alloca-
tion of deductions as well as the amendment of Section 1250) will seriously jill-
pair the development of decent olmes for the poor. Unless a suitable and effective
substitute is also intoduced, we would oppose the change in Section 1254) and the
adoption of tle other provisions.

Lhm itatioms on tax prefCrc csC.
As indicated, the Corporation (oes not o)pose Inclusion of accelerated depre-

clation ill the l)Olposed limiiitation oil tax lreferen'es. The (Corlpratio (toes op-
po,," the proposal advanced by Secretary Kennedy iii his testimony of Septemi-
ber 4 to include as an item of preference the excess of interest, taxes and remit
over receipts from unimproved real l)roperty during the period of construction.
This amlendient would lower yields to an individual investor ill all housing, and
particularly for low and moderate income units, further than is already (.oil-
templated in H.R. 13270.

An'(,mdicnt of sect lon L250
Existing Section 1250 seriously diminishes the yield fromh investments ill pub-

licly assisted rental housing, and discourages smile of this housing to tenants at
al early (late. Ill both these respects. it already runs counter to obj('tives 'spie-
cifically expressed by Congress ill the 1968 Housing Act. Yet. Section 521 of tie
Tax Reform Act would aniend Section 1250 to l)rovide for the recal)ture at or-
(linary income rates of all depreciation il excess of straight line depreciation
upon the sale of tile property . Su(.ll a change in the tax law would exacerbate
all already (liflicult situation by itmaking tile tax collsequen(,es of sale of projects
to or for the benefit of their tenants still harder to bear.

Consequently. we oppose Section 521 of tile Bill unless a substitute measure
is adopted perinitting investors to sell low and moderate income housing to or-
galizations of tenants oi a basis that will allow tlem to recover their invest-
ments after tax,'s. We are iprepare(l to offer suchl an alternative.

Reconi mn datio i
We suggest that the ('omllnlttee implement a recommendation of the Presi-

dent's Comitmittee 11i Urban Housing which would establish a new tax incentive
that will directly and meaningfully enhance the production of publilhly assisted
rental housing. We suggest and we are prepared to support all additional pro-
vision in the Bill that would, i the case of all approved sale of a qualified low
and moderate income housing project, forgive all tax to be paid oil gain from
the sale unless the gain exceeded the cost of the project as determined under
Section 1012 of the Internal Revenue Code. Ally gain in excess of such cost
would be taxed at capital gain rates.

Under this proposal, a qualified project would be developed under the assiste(l
-housing programs of the federal government and similar state and local pro-
.grams. A sale would be any sale of a qualified project for the benefit of individ-
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tiuals or families of low or moderate income in accordance with the regulations
prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. In any event, governmental con-
trol of tie price and timing of sales would insure that the economic benefit of
this provision would iniure to the ac(quiring low mid moderate income tenants.

By reducing the tax on dislosition of these projects. this l)rovision would
lower the regulated slle price of a plrojet. Th'el( debt service requirements of the
subsequent owning group would also be reduced, pernitting it to set aid iain-
taln low rents. Such sales might ie directed to low or liltderat e income families
on a (Ondolniniuil basis, or to a .ooperat iv, formed by tenants. or to a non-profit
group created for the purpose of owning this housing.

Following a ,sale to tile tenaiits or to it tenant oriented organization, there
will be little or no loss of Treasury revenue oi account of (lepree'iation of the
project or on account of Interest oi the purchaser's mortgage. If the sile is nde
to ia non-profit organization, the organization will of course not take tiny income
tax deductions. If a sale is niade to temints tileniselves, or to a tenant cOoplera-
tive organization, 11o depreciation deductions will le allowable because tie' use
of the property by the owner is for a residence. Interest deductions w\ill be allow-
able, but tenants will be in suffilciently low income tax brackets so that even if
they do not elect the standard deduction, the loss of revenue will be slight.

Tils change In tile Bill couil he ltro(luced without altering the proposed
limitation on tax preferences or all.iation of deductblons.

The Corporiation staff Is prepared to discuss tie( details of this suggestion with
the (Comninittee staff at ally time.

Before closing, let ne point out two further provisions of the Tax Reform
Act that we believe require technical chiriflcation.
Hobby losses

Sect ion 270 of tie internal Revelue Code imlloses limitations on so-called
"hobby losses"-indivdual deductions attributable to the operation or trade of
at business that has produced deductions substantially III excess of gross income
for a period of fi'e consecutive yeirs. This provision currelitly lias 1o ell'et oi
the Corporation's operiitions.

Section 213i of tit, Bill woild amend Swetio0n 270 to provide that. iiI the (1case
of individuals, deductions:

"'at trilutalle to ti activity shall lie allowed oily to IIle extent of the gros.
hicoie from such activity iiliess lsuch activity is (ilrrieid on with a reasollable
exlie(tatiun of realizing i profit."

Thle House Colmilmittee Report slates that tie purpose of this aniiem(nelit is
to deny (leductions III excess of gross Income from ln activity :

"wlere taxpayers are niot carrying ol i business to realize i protit, but ritiher
tre merely attemnpting to utilize, lie losses from aiin olieriation to offset their
other income."

Wli1etlier ltn activity is being carried oi with i reasonaiile expectation of
li'otit will he determined, accordillig to the 'oiminittee Report ". . . oil the basis
of all the facts and erlm iistalive-.." Tile proposed imien(niieImt Woild create i
rebuttalile prescription that in activity wits not being carried oil with ia reason-
able exle(tatiloll of llrolit if total deduct iois allowalle with respect to that activ'-
ity exceed gross iicone from that activity by $25.000 it three of live consecutive
yeai rs.

The liroposed section might bIe interpretedl to deny to individual investors the
right to use tax losses from housing investments to shelter invcoime from other
sources. Although few local investors iII publicly assisted rental projects in
which tile Partnershipl participites woull nake investments large enough to
generate sufficient losses to bring theni within tle stpltutory presumption. the
Comunissioner would be allowed to show the absence of it profit expectation
under all facts and circumstances, without regard to the presumption.

It Is our understanding that this new provision is not intended to affect real
estate but is directed at certain agricultural investments. We suggest that clar-
ifying language be added to make the section clearly inaplflicalble to investment
in low and moderate income housing.
Limitation oi interest deductions

Section 221 of the Bill amlellds Se(tion 163 of the Code to limit the amount of
"investment" interest that may he deducted by an individual taxpayer ill any
taxable year to the sum of his net investment income and $25,000. The House
Committee Report states that ". . . interest oil funds borrowed in connection
with a trade or business would not be affected by this limitation." Rental hous-
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ing, the Report continues, will be considered trade or business rather than
"investment" property if the sum of the deductible business expenses of operating
the property equals or exceeds 15% of rental income and the taxpayer is not
guaranteed a specified return in whole or in part against loss of income.

Though Section 236 or equivalent projects will always meet these criteria, we
suggest that the language be clarified to indicate that such projects would not
in any case be considered "investment" property and that interest on mortgage
Indebtedness incurred would not be subject to the proposed limitation.

onol u8iOn
The National Corporation strongly supports efforts to bring equity and order

into federal tax law. But, we do not understand how Congress could limit the
basis for our operations when the Congress itself recognized the importance of
this pattern when authorizing Title IX only a year ago. We do not understand
how Congress could virtually assirre that the national housing goals, which it
proclaimed one year ago, wIll not be attained-as this is the inevitable conse-
quence of acceptance of all of the provisions in the Bill. We do not believe that
fairness and social justice are achieved by abolishing the primary means for
attracting the private capital needed to produce decent, safe and sanitary lious-
ing for low and moderate income families.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the National Corpora-
tion for Housing Partnerships.

The CHAIRMAN. Now the next witness would be Mr. Brewster Ives,
director and past president of Tenant-Owned Apartment Association.

STATEMENT OF BREWSTER IVES, DIRECTOR AND PAST PRESI-
DENT, TENANT-OWNED APARTMENTS ASSOCIATION, INC.; AC-
COMPANIED BY STANLEY NITZBERG, TAX COUNSEL

Mr. Ivi.:s. Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, may I
introduce Mr. Stanley Nitzberg, who is the tax counsel for the Coin-
merce and Industry Association of New York who is accompanying
me and sitting on my left.

I appear on behalf of the Tenant-Owned Apartment Association
which represents the great majority of cooperative apartment build-
ings and cooperative apartment owners in the metropolitan area of
the city of New York. Our association was formed 40 years ago, and
I have been a director of it since its inception as well as its past.
president.

It has been devoted to the welfare of cooperative projects and
furtherance of responsible homeownership in urban areas.

I would like to depart from our formalstatement, which contains
the detailed analysis of section 302 relating to allocations of deduc-
tions. I have nothing to add to that technical discussion as it is beyond
my personal sphere of activity. But the association and myself are
primarily conceded with the problems which face cooperative apart-
ment homeownership.

We are involved in all city problems that affect housing. For in-
stance in one city, New York, last year, we took an active role in deal-
ing with a fuel delivery crisis that threatened the health and welfare
of our city residents. We are concerned with crime control, traffic reg-
ulations, air pollution, sanitation, noise abatement. playground aswell as school facilities as these are other areas which have been of
real interest to co-op homeowners and which clearly affect city resi-
dents. Our association has spearheaded many of these campaigns,
and has actively participated in virtually all of them. I mention this
because it demonstrates the close role that cooperative apartment
ownership plays in the community welfare.
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Most private cooperative ownership is through middle income and
upper income families. They are in every sense of the word homeowners
taking an active interest in civic affairs. Why ? Because they have a
very substantial stake in the community and want to protect their
homes anld do all they can to improve their living conditions. Because
of this they become better citizens. Homeownership, including co-
operative ownership, is the backbone of this country and must be en-
couraged. These are the responsible citizens who care about the future
of our cities, and of our States and of the entire country.

The expenses incurred by a homeowner for interest and tax pay-
ments have always been deductible in computing their taxable in-
come. This has been recognized from the beginning as an essential
part of their home investment. Homeownership in our larger cities
is to a great extent cooperative homeownership. There is no reason
to treat cooperatives differently from one-family dwellings and, in-
ci(lel tally, in section 212 it is 0ur hope that you will clarify this so
that the rights of a homeowner go on and flow to cooperative apart-
ineiit owners at the same time. This has always been a sacred principle
of our association that cooperative owners are allowed exactly the
same rights as all other homeowners. Their tax payments to local gov-
erniients are equally substantial and equally important to local gov-
ermuent activities and services. The interest charges on loans made
to )urchase their al)artments to carry their equity are equally high
and a burden to carry.

Urban centers, as you well know, are being plagued by the flight
of middle and upper income wage earners to the suburbs. Those who
have been able to retain their apartments in the cities have done so at
substantial personal cost. Beyond the price paid for the exposure to
crime and air pollution, is the out-of-pocket dollar expense of the
carrying charges of cooperative apartments.

If this section further discourages cooperative apartment ownership
by resulting in higher carrying charges, which it most certainly will
so that these become nondeductible either in whole or in part, it will
only stimulate a new urban exodus.

We feel it is essential for a healthy city to maintain a good cross
section of the population, both social and economic. My own experience
in New York City, which is over 40 years, has demonstrated that an
overconcentration of low-income people in any one area dooms that
particular area to further disintegration. You can't get away from it.

Who are the cooperative owners today in our cities? They are a
fair cross section of the urban population. They are active business-
men, they are widows, they are families that are established in the
community. Among them is a concentration of many of the economic
and business leaders throughout the country. They are the ones who
keel) our cities alive. Building after building that I can think of con-
tains the ownership of some of the great leaders of industry and
business in this Nation. Leading citizens in every walk of life.

New York City would be nothing without the island of Manhattan.
By the same token, New York would be nothing without those leaders
in business, who have stimulated new investment, who have stimulated
new jobs, and who keep the financial community going. These people
should not be attacked but should be encouraged to stay right where
they are.
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Coo-opertaive honmownership means to New York, to any city, better
maita'ilve, buildings. You can go up and down the avenues and into
the sido streets and you can see with your own eyes the buildings that
are under residential rent control, and you (al spot the coo)erative
buildings in at minute. They are all up to snlt, they are well nain-
tained. They are properly staffed, they are well policed, properties
that have become really the backbone of the city. The rental build-
ings are deteriorating, and you can see it with your own eyes. Coopera-
tive buildings maintain their own security forces. We are obliged to
do this because the city simply can't furnish us with the security that
we need.

Today in the city of New York certainly 90 percent of the unsub-
sidized'housing that we have is cooperative, and this has been true
over the last 4 to 5 years with all new residential construction, it is
a trend that should" be encouraged not dis(ouiraged. New buildings
in order to get off the ground ha\ve to follow the COOl)erative form
of ownership). It is the on1ly way we cani get thelni built.

I only heard yesterday fiom another builder who said, "Tell the
commitee that 1 am not going ahead with any job,"-and it is a
very big housing job--"if the tax reform bill in its l)resent form is
maintained," and this again and( again ihas been the answer. Buildings,
new residential buildings, have virtually stol)ped l)ecause of the niere
threat of this tax bill.

Cool)erative homeownerslip p means the hope for the future survival
of our cities. Let's take the case of Battery Park City which will
l)ecoine one of the largest, will be in fact the largest, urlman develo)-
itient that has ever been undertaken in this country. It is the kind
of develol)ment that. points to the future in the the way of community
lahing, because there we hope to provide office I)uildings, apartment
houses that are low income, Middle incoine and high income, nixe(l

together, with opeW'spaces, playgrounds schools, churches, shopping
centers. This i ; t-he kind of developmentt that will hold essential busi-
nesses in the city. Yet the residential tenancies will have to be on a
cool)erative ownership basis because it is the only way they can be
successfully promoted. The high- and low- and middle-inome groups
will be subsidizing the low-income groups, but they will be all in the
same immediate area. This is a land fill project starting with the
Battery and going tip the North River over 100 acres. No one is
being displaced, and it will be a pattern 1ot' city living for the future
because it is a city in miniature itself. It will have its own police head-
quarters, its own fire department. It will be a self-contained unit for
working and living, and this whole project now is in jeopardy because
of the provisions of this bill.

The slowdown that has occurred already has resulted in a 5)0 percent
drop in sales of cooperatives in the last 2 montlihs simply because thetax deduction and the interest deduction is jeopardy . It is an integral

part of a cooperative owners purchase. H'is carrying charges have
reached the point where this is simply gonig to' be the straw that
breaks the camel's back.

It is for all these reasons, as well as those detailed in our forml
statement filed with your committee, that we request that the provi-
sions of this tax reform bill be revised.

Thank you, gentlemen for your time.
Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you very much, Mr. Ives.
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(Brewster Ires* prepared statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF BREWSTER IvES, DIRECTOR AND PAST PRESIDENT, TENANT-OWNED

APARTMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.

SUMMARY

1. Proposed Section 302, Allocation of Deductions, is all unreasonabe attempt
to limit allowable deductions because of source of payment. It will cause serious
financial reverses to cooperative apartment home ownership and result in further
prollems for our beleaguered cities.

2. It should be inmde clear that proposed Section 221, Limitation on Interest,
is not applicable to interest on loans taken to purchase or carry cooperative apart-
ments and to the deduction now allowed under Section 216(a) (2), IRC.

STATEMENT

I appear on behalf of the Tenant-Owied Apartment Association, Inc., which
represents 218 buildings and more than 2,200 cooperative apartment owners in
the New York metropolitai area. Our Association is devoted to the welfare
of cooperative lrwOiects and the furtherance of responsible home ownership in
urban areas. We wish to comment on Section 302, relating to allocation of deduc-
tions, and Section 221. relating to deduction of Interest.

Section 802
We (to not believe that the treatment provided by Section :102 Is proper. As

stated in the Heport of the house C(ommittee o1 Ways and Means (Part 1) (at
page 82) Section 302 is intended to dis llow expenses on the theory, and to the
extent, that they may reasonably be assumed to have been nlet out of tax-free
income. The expenses subject to allocittion are personal exlnses (e.g., medical
expenses, interest and real estate taxes in resi et to resident) which cannot
be considered its costs of hearing tax-free income. Hence, a partial disallowance
was thought to be apl)rol)riate because tax-free income was deemed to constitute
tile cash source for the paylilenlt of these expenses. Consistently with this ap-
proach, the disallowance of these expenses under Section 302 is roughly Iim propor-
tIon to the tax-free income.

We re.spectfully submit that the proposed treatment is impro per for two rea-
sois. First, it assumes that the source of jalyilielit of tile prsomlal expenses ill
question is solely out of income, find not to any extent out of capital. Since
such expeiises are not costs of earning income, taxable or otherwise, this assuml)-
tion is without basis. 11owever, even if it is assumed that the smurce of paymmient
is solely out of income, this would provide no sufficient reasomi for di.allowance
of the expenses. because the source of payment of an expense is irrelevant to its
deductibility. Indeed, If Section 302 were enacted, it would constitute the sole
example of which we are aware in the entire Internal Revenue Code where the
source of a payment determines its alhowability as a deduction. Personal expenses
of the type allocated under Section 302 are not costs of earning income, and
have never bo so viewed or treated. Such expenses are allowable under the Code
irrespective of their peIrsonal character. And, as stated above, the source of
payment of an expense has no bearing on whether or not it should be allowed.
Therefore. proposed Section 302 is without support in reason.

The disallowance of allocable personal expenses under Section 302 is related
directly to the amount of the taxpayer's allowed "Tax Preferenies". Thus. if
tile taxpayer has no allowance Tax Preferences, his personal deductions will not
be allocated or partly disallowed under Section 302. No policy has been expressed
ili the House Report for the disallowance of personal expelmses as such. Since the
amount of disallowance of (ledluctios depends on the existence and amount of
allowed Tax Preferences, Section 302 represents, in substance, only a further
attack on Tax Preferences. It is respectfully submitted that if a policy to dis-
allow Tax Preferences is to be effe-cted it should be done directly mid without
relation to personal expenses.

Apart from deficiencies inherent in the basic research of Section 302. as
discussed above, its application to deductions arising from cooperative apart-
ment ownership flies In the face of national concern to preserve the great
cities of this nation In spite of their ever mounting probl)lems. The enumeration
of such problems here Is umeceisary in view of the attention whicll they con-
tinue to receive by Government, and in the media and literature of our times.
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The desirability of halting and reversing the seemingly irresistible flight to the
suburbs of middle and high income taxpayers, one of the greatest of the problems
facing the cities, is both apparent and urgent.

The proposed disallowance under Section 302 of expense otherwise allowable
under Section 216 of the Internal Revenue Code, in connection with cooperative
apartment ownership, would substantially aggravate this problem by adversely
affecting the tax consequents of cooperative apartment ownership provided
under present law. Cooperative apartment tenancy occurs almost exclusively in
the cities and such apartments are owned primarily by middle and high income
taxpayers. The effect of Section 302 on existing tax deductions available to
cooperative apartment owners would result in substantially increased occupancy
costs. This would make city living less attractive and stimulate further depart-
ures to suburbs. Certainly the continued presence of such residents in the cities,
together with that of less affluent persons is highly desirable to maintain a
proper balance. In view of continued concern with the urban crisis, legislation
which would promote further deterioration of our cities seems most Inappro-
priate.

Section 216 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 and comparable predecessor
provisions have been included in the Internal Revenue Code since 1942, over
26 years. There can be little doubt that the price and value of cooperatives apart-
ment.4 in the market has been importantly affected by available tax alowances
and that the elimination thereof in whole or in part will seriously depress such
value by increasing net occupancy costs. Furthermore, the pressure caused by
resulting sales of cooperative apartments would disrupt the existence of an
orderly market, further (le)ressing values. Moret'er. it is contrary to our sys-
tem of laws to enact legislation which would retroactively affect transactions
concluded In partial reliance on predictable consequences based on then existing
law.

The enactment of Section 302 will arrest the constantly growing acceptance
of the cooperative form of urban home ownership. The need for providing accept-
able residential accommodations for the middle and upper income segment of the
urban population to insure the survival of cities is beyond question. Coopera-
tive home ownership Involves these groups in the future of urban centers and
helps to preserve the stability of our cities.
Scction 221. Intere8t

Under present law, individual taxpayers may deduct Interest paid or incurred
during the year without limitation on the amount of such deduction. Section
221 would limit the deduction of investment interest to $25,000 in excess of net
investment Income and long-term capital gains.

The Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means (Part 1) states (at
page 72) that interest incurred for purposes such as "a home mortgage" would
not be affected by this limitation. No express reference is made, however, with
respect to interest attributable to the ownership of a cooperative apartment.
To avoid problems of statutory interpretation which might be presented in the
future, we believe it necessary to have an expression from this Committee that
Interest incurred on loans obtained to purchase or carry equity ownership of a
cooperative apartment or amounts deductible under section 216(a) (2) IRC,
on account of interest of a cooperative housing corporation, will be similarly
treated under this provision. This treatment is consistent with that provided in
Section 221 for interest on loans to acquire single family residences, and repre-
sents a continuation of the policy first expressed by Congress in 1942 that

tenant stockholders of a corporative apartment (be) in the same position
as the owner of a dwelling house so far as deductions for interest and taxes are
concerned." S. Rept. 1631, 77th Cong. 2d Sess. (1942). at page 51.

The statutory language in Section 302 of the Bill indicates that amounts de-
ductible under Section 216 (a) (2), IRC, are not intended to be affected by Section
221 of the Bill. This is supported by the fact that new separate subsections 277
(c) (1) (A) (i) and 277(c) (1) (A) (vii) are respectively provided for interest
under Section 163, IRC, and amounts deductible under Section 216, IRC, in-
cluding amounts deductible under Section 216(a) (2), allocable to interest of a
cooperative housing corporation. The use of such separate provisions in the enu-
meration of items subject to allocation of deductions under Section 302 clearly
indicates that the term "interest" in Section 221 was not intended by the statu-
tory draftsmen to describe amounts deductible under Section 216(a) (2), IRC.

There can be little question that interest incurred to purchase or carry the
equity in a cooperative apartment and amounts otherwise deductible under Sec-
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tion 216(a) (2), IRC, should not be, and are not, within the intended limitation
applicable to investment interest under proposed Section 221. This should be
made clear by an expression to that effect by this Committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Doughty.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. DOUGHTY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT FUNDS; ACCOM-
PANIED BY H. CECIL KILPATRICK, TAX COUNSEL

Mr. DOUGHTY. Mr. Chairman, and members of the coinnitteo. ))Nv
name is William H. Doughty, and I am president of the National Ass(-
ciation of Real Estate Investment Fund. With me is our tax coimns&l.
Mr. I. Cecil Kilpatrick.

I hae no intention of reading at any length from the preplre1 a te-
ment already on file with you !ut, with your I)(riiiinssoln, and in the
interests of brevity, I shall refer to a few notes that I have made
from it.

The real estate trusts which are members of the association have
more than 65,000 shareholders, and the object I seek here is the fair
and proper handling of the taxation of those shareholders.

The provisions dealing with the taxation of such shareholders en-
acted in 1960 appear in sectioiis 856 to 858 of the Internal Revenue
Code.

The legislative history of the 1960 act set forth in my prepared state-
ment makes it plain that the purpose was to permit large numbers of
small investors to pool their funds in a trust investing in real estate
and real estate mortgages, and that this trust would not itself be sul)-
ject to income tax on distributed income, provided 90 percent or more
of its income were distributed each year. The trust could thus act
merely as a conduit for the income paid to its shareholders.

The committee report on that 1960 bill stated that it would extend
the same type of tax treatment to the shareholders of these trusts as has
been given for years to the shareholders of mutual funds under sections
851 to 855 of the Code, and I quote "Thus, this secures for the trust
beneficiaries the same type of tax treatment that they would receive
if they held the real estate equities and mortgages directly."

Section 452 of the bill you are now considering would appear to Fake
away this equality of tax treatment. For example, a man of substantial
means, owning business or residential property leased to tenants, would
be entitled to deduct accelerated depreciation in full against rents both
under the present law and under the bill as it is now written.

However, section 452 provides that a corporation using that method
and getting the same rental would, in determining the amount of its
earnings and profits available for dividends to its shareholders, be
limited to straight-line depreciation. The result would be an increase
in the taxable amount of dividend distributions.

I am not a lawyer, but our counsel has advised us that the use of
the word "corporation" in the context of section 452 includes real
estate investment trusts and, therefore, would result in the shareholders
of these trusts being subjected to tax on greater amounts than if they
held the property directly.

Since this construction of the bill would violate the legislative
purpose and intent of the 1960 enactment, namely to secure for the
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trt enieticiar nts 111e sautle tI( ()f ta ~x t reatilleit as if they heldI tho.
real e-state dlirectly, we It ope dltt Sitchl a 'olist 'l('t. ioln resits only from11

Who,41etl. iiiatver-tet'u or. ill(tention.iallN' we :isk that, if section 4lI) is.
rett it i ited ill t Ile bilI it, he a~llen11(I 10 () &Xcl11(10l -el esitte i tveSt.itteuit.,
ftsts fr'oma a ('lass ()f t axable corpoi'at-in s0ub511j((t, to the rule.

At the CtIld of' ily prepare~'d statlt'llet there is a1 Sll()ggestev' formt of
altteu11(hilvttlt to t(ctl~i hfis. Thank N'oll, Mi.Chatir.1111

(Williauti1 IfI. I oiightyv's pr'epar'ed statement. follows:)

STATii:E N'l'T OF WIiLLIA M It. I oUMT'tii. PRIENT~Ki 01' 'iii; NATIbONAL. ASSO'TIOx
01' REAL EST'ATEl' I NVEI*iMENi' FUl!NDS

Si~UMMARY

(aiilowailt'e iuder section 16~70()) (2) of tile Iliterital I Revenule ('ode) muist, for tile
purpose of comptintg its ea nt lugs i id protlits, deduct only sIt Ililt-! I t(e depruecja -
tioll. JlThe re-sult 1s thilt theit sI otkhioldt'is 111113' he Iii xed oil (list ni-liti olis Ill ex tess
Oft thIOse whlic wo' t ilt lie taxed under pr'esenthi.

2. The Intlermil Revenue C'ode deflles the teri '''rponatioii' ns iiicluditg
it real estait' in vestmietit t rust.. though such it trust is lot tat xed oil its relestaIt'
in vest meitI. ti'rust Iic if j It (list iliites INK'. or. tinire of stich Iic teto Its
shareholders.

3. On the either hltd. aI li niviaoli owner or' t'eii priopert y is a I owvt to uisv'
tile aievelerit ed deiirecilitiln deductlolls to) reduve htis t--i balte Iiicoiiie froint thit
1)rope r ty.

4. The alJ)Jlientiloit of the irule or sect ion *t2to retIestate invest wnti trusts
would frustrate the(- legislative Inttent, expressed W~hien the special provisions for
tatxing their' siuretoilers were ettieted ill lf9M4. 'Pi' expressed jitrpsvs ntI tii
tilute %%als to secure for tilie t rust henleiitiles thle sni we type of tax t rao ttent ti he
would receive If they held the real I estate directly. by peritin g jioliitg a rraiilg'-
mtents by simtll Investor's, itI Oirder tdit thevy might, sevltre thte henellt s iltm.nially
ava ilable Only to those of lirger resources-.

0. To preserve antd. coni 1tinete. jirposvs th is expres-sei for t'e eiiaictnteim I
of tile Ivail1 estate investment tru'lst. provlsiOns, the above itteit ioited ruIle *is to)
tile determtinat in of at corporations' earnings aind prolt s a va haile for' divitlemid
purposes should mnot lipply to thme shat reltolders of such trusts.

STATE~MENTi

I atii WilIntin It. IDoughty'. president of t he Nat tioil Assolat t u (if ha
Estaite Investmitent Futnlds. president of (iiiiock & IDoughty, ('hicaigo, a lid tristet'
of' I rildly Rla Elstte' rist id of ('Cigo Hld Est ate, T1m'lstevs. NAREAPV
Wits founded In Seplteliber, 19640, Witli tile followiitg at1itiS andl~ iutrptst's:

TIo broaden public uuti(erstaiiiig of the Itiportat itc( at id vat uti of reatl stait t
investment trusts- to tlte Amiericaln ecooilily find the Iitvestling public,

TO promtote the purposes antd effectlveitess of these t rusts by atuty Ilt('alls eoin-
slsteitt with tite public interest.

To provide at italoit I nedluti for thte excltiige of Ideals aitd iiiforiatioim
regairdiitg tite estalishInnent aIltld eflhitt. t mt lu i roper't operai tiomi of sut't (I'rusts.

Toi coope'atte- wilth aiid] app('atr before governmiintal (lelniititetts. itgenmt'es. ati1ti
coititittee4 (in tuattters a iffectitg tite industry,

To provide a ntatlmtat -iassoeiattlou of resprt'settlives of eatIl estate investment
trusts antd of iitdivlditals wh'lo have at business or professloitl I intt(rest inl such
truts,

qT( estathllsh stable hiaIsOit alrad ('eniate -witht localI. reglittal a itd( ttntitimI
groups of other alssoclattions.

Members abide by a rigid code of ethics adopted by th(' Associlaitloll.
TPhirty-eight lead~intg trusts. of botht the equity anmt~ ortgage' types. atre ilil-

bers of the Associntloti. These trusts necountt for thte ttajor portion of the( total
assets of the industry antd htave li excess of (65,8190 shtarehtolders whto live pooled
their funds for reai estate Inv('stttent. An alddltioil group of 75 firms directly
associated with the industry are also mtemtbers of NAREII?.
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Ify pburpbose III lishingm Io lijplir Itbi't'v yobi is to ciii! attenltionl to whalt NN.(
blie i(V'wals *1 li ti lvt'rI ut ('ITor or oversight it, tie( (Iil Iating ort st'ctill*l,

1'll(IQP thazt sectil, it corpora'itionii whichi ists ft, ie Pili liitt iobts (It (lt'jrtcia-
til (aillowilo) undeIr sect lon 167 (b)(2) of t he I it('rnl~ W-~ovetiin ('('I) miuist,
for thle purpose 0)1' compinjtlg its va cii utiigs an td Jprolits 5, ('lt, only3 s-t a iglit-li li'
doprev)t'i l. Thaiit is tE) say thiiit. wvhoert it corp)oraion comp ttiujltI' its taixabhle inicomet
Iby uisinig tacceletra t ed d n'tciati l ii its shiareholde1rs mta y he t axedl ()i (list P11)11 14)11
ill vetss of, those whicl wvold be taxed ndrpresenlt lawv.

)iit Ilie ot hll(ii lid.41 halk iii(livi(Illiill whot~ owli stuch JproJivert3 would he allowed
the iiccv~pratI tlt'o10( of t (lc14c-hitil 0 14)1 1 Cdic IIt is t II iii il hlt'01114' t7Pt0bin tilte

it im the use (t the tcrii -corhiorat !on'' inl this setMioul of the hill that vallses
lls jinsti liable ('(lierli-. rri t Il mi i defInled ill tito' Iiternil I Reenue C('od inl a
wily which iiichutdes real I stii t inivesticitlt trusts. Nltii we revjectfully aisse'rt
shitiild toit ha~ve theo Naimt ruIle applied to tilt"ll, siic this would 1tivobive a1 (olil-
pleto' reversiil1 of' thle policyV Ailttt01li('d I.y tilt' Wiiys8 anld AMe1its ('ounn1Ite Ilt
report ing ot 11.1t. 12559), wltich passed thet H ouse (bit Jil14 21). 110. tdwats
athii-d by the settitte as8 gi aii eldililit to 1 L.t. 10910. II.RI. 101)1W) was eiietcd
ias Putblic' Law 86~-779). 7-1 Stit t. 198. applrovedl septenihe* 1.1. 190), wliili adlded
sect ionls 851kS858 to thle I nterna IRevtenue C('oe.

The report of the Witys an 111 eat Is ( 'outta I ttev onl the substanitlvte provisions
of 1 1.1t.. 12559) which have now btcomiie Ilaw% wiis H ouse Report NO. 2020. 86thi
(Jongi'ess, 2d1 session. Tereausons for the eniactmitent, set fort I i that report.
were its follows:

-1l1w 4)ilsitoii of tht corporate 4'1Incom utax int lie ciam. 4)r (list rnituted(i rigs,
which prIeset lat pr )ovides' for regillate t4( liivestitt'it (oipliit-' st'cllre4'S fo r
investors ill thbest' colitlall ts ('sst'nt ilii ly thsit I tax I ii I nicuit uts I ty woulId
hav~e received if they baid hI vesteti dirtectly Ii Itew opert Iing t'omiia tilt's. I1.1t.
12551) extends t his sat ito type t tit Ilx t reat nttuit, I4 o Ia t'statet inavest nliett t i'ists:
.4s'ciitliziltg inl I tivesti meiit s inl real e st ato' 'qiti s an 1 m1~ortgage's ats tllst ititt from
t-itc, sI oo'k :1ttol 8ectii'i ty Itoldittg.s ot rt'guilitt Ivestmiet'nt companhii ies. Th/ius th i's
&-curcs for thet tru1st litne/h'hirit's thet 8(fic typc of taw., btreoitn' thcy'j weouldl

fore', eqiuttes tht'iu treiatmient with t Iii t iico'orl4'dv investors Ill re'guliatetd invest-
tttent tcompanities." (Emphatisis sup~plied1.)

het C~ommtittete reiort. tfurtherl st atted that t this t ax t i'at iitt'tt i deslritlilt. silnt't
this iivo'5tillIt tut'thod vooustituttes poolingng arrutugeunents wvhereby small In-
vt'stoirs ('lilt settre ad~vantiages ntormlally available only to those with larger
r'V401o1it'c's'' which atlvai stages illilid -'Ihio sjbihidiiig ot Hwtt risk of loss lby tit'
grt'ate'r diversifticaitioni of Inve'stmient * * * :the' opportunity to seure t-he bentefits
of t'x bert Investmenont. counsell ian(] t lit' DItiS usOf -oll*ctively ina nin g projects
wb'ivit. flit' investors' coutld not mtnoertake singly." Thle Intent that real estate Invest-
ncuit trusts Shoutld he ia vehlicle for public it 11( not concentrated Investnment ili real

estate Is f'it'-thter e'videntcedo by thle reqJuiremen'it, Ii section 856 of tile Code, thiat
therev he at least 100 owners of shares Ii order for tlte conolt tax treatment to

'Pltat repJor't further stated tMat ",tile real estate, Investment trust taxable Incomie
I lvc.. ilntoit' (14etrmilt'tl ate a ' llIowable14 detluct illis. incliutling dlepreciatio 1)1 will

Ibe Ia xat )14 to tilt li ilittIciii 'ios its ord'41i ru y Illinv-tf.'
Sect ion .-52 of thli eutling 1)i11 (clearly would frustrate the stated purpose of the

tI'at ( 'stiatet ivi'stiiio'iit ti rtst lpto)vilolts tol "st'cltte for tilt' t rtust Ibeuteticia ties thet
samte tyvpe of tax treatment they would revive If they htold the real estate equities

** * (lire('tly."
It should 14, polited( ot, that as at par't of the price for securing this conduit. tax

treatie-: for the( shareholders' of real ('state investment trusts, which wouildl
oth o'-i' se ]wt t a xii tt as cororte to'nomieo. thet trust; arte oluod I lit' following,
114'uit1t l41 I tlit ry Ibtis 10$ ctIlotbiitioltts

1. The, trust may not hold any property primtarily for sale to customers In the
ori'oua ry course of its trade or business.

2. At least 75%1/ of the value of the trust's assets must lie represented bly real
e'st ate assets, cash. and cash Items, and G1overnment securities.

3. Not iore thani25 of the vallue of the trust's total assets niay lbe represented
by other seuriitlo's :not more1- thtan 51% of such value, mtay be represented by se-
curIties of at single issuer atid tio Trust mtay not own miore than 10%~ of thle
outstanding voting sectirities of such an Issuer.



set't't b 24,1, 1Is Iot allowed III ('0tmtput luhg (I ltrt14Vtajtt' 1OIii'M uI I V1041 flivolilot.
t5. , I It uut' 1110 t ' 1-1t lg IONS 'lryttr4ata ' r fiit e I II[OWa I Io t $o 4r'ta$bti 1

T10I'ilt' I' lt t 1118 % I 1)'t'1'4' ttl)4'4I lit $tewo f~ir 41 the WVays 11111 1.tiats t 't'u it

(NNI 'V 01 IIIor , I d to "draw it isharp 1111t' ht't we passibve'I ilvt'8tvi 1t'11 141u the

set'tt ttit 4 856 S t'ir $14 the od, It N1 re'ttllt'1ut'4 I lifit seti oa *152 ort lb.R. I1270) hr
autitedtd by adding I i14r4to t) paraigraphl rvildiag *1s f'ollows, or Its t4tibvaltm:t In

"(3) iThe jprv141ou14 of pllritgraphs' ( I )11and (1-) 1414411 ntI appily II 'to el statc4
btiil't$t llI 'lists, its4 dt'tltitd lit st'etiofl SISt3."

D'o y'0ll Iizxv tl. qIlitst 1011 ll0w 8ellzttuW Piiimt?'I r 8s) go aheadt'.
t' 411 t 10t' I I E N N t1031'. 1 htke VO~II (11811I iSAed I It WWit tI S.OwS
Senator NIcC;(%ivm. No. It. is fill right if voil 1111.1v it (i11ev'Ao101.
Sena1to:' 1 hIN N tP'ri. I 1111 VI 1n0 (Jitst ion of t'iw'st Nvittesses il11 1 1111vt'

ill. 8114)1 gtiii lles$ 1)1 14 I'm tl to wVit llt'sst' w11h lkit' livt'It'4f4)t'le tit't
th is tllor'liiig: 1s thi' til% 11111 11111 ofts )' r1 all 11111ol iofflect (4 I' iis

wxit lie'~s 01w ntuot It(.' r,

Is I Iit' ill% z1Vwit ilves. whot * lplwtavi 't4 rvW it)C's tit.t tit'vt' is -;oilt iii t
(Aso I h lltilt, 11st 1wt t est ified4 to ) lth( ilt 181 i t114 ith 44! witll oet'o ped' I?

Mr.a 4 I ( I N N Ei'. 1 hlit(. tha ell o'iiii 1)1 1 iii cnlit' t i with tilt,,1

80t111t011 HIUNNE'I. t.Y , Is 1hefot'e tat4llltlit'.''11 Ir 410110 110 4)Ilt'ta
stlt'il t r. CliaI riia

Ar 1'i' lug*wIityA. I jul lillto 1littll l. trittot Stilt llil 0 wtwtt

twith )111txv (011 it (he lof eseicll 8f an lit ll vlt' lit' V111 4)
tocrheai i'islos pilt . 'F~ bI lli, tive P1'idtPil1'ed staltt'tedt111;14

S0ll11i~11- t1f th 11 1. Bilet 1 ily 0111' stolti ilthe ttliultS tr a
Ag irs. 11olh ul . s It, iso. %1hs i ~u 1 0 1 o uiit e r'p it

t.01111111 01ld htEN l't'1 Itt 6;tatollt' thvilllt.ile. 14'tl lbll I hvto tt 118

lon s'ittl\'1e h'is taxhi I I.11ooitI ro liv Stl I lf 4t V I 'lI tt w fiati( rued'
With prm1iIittIS oipt'1)li'tdes o1f! toso $4l~lt all ('po wha ti wit- 0

ased\ n'tet ygbfor i.toh ) fsl tll com1'izintit, to siiiiiarw '101- that hutlt'
phtho ofCebippoive y iea4111'wihaguli. o n
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8t11141 which tIS1111tllv 11lit's %.'of1 0 It) llk it 11105 11 g to 1-4.11dItas it, does
l1 111 im'' pro)5t. An ti I 4)W I llI ameit loliniits do 414 ha 11vt'? A IM wte ha vt
it I11 ()Ar llt (i'41 1 Ilibllt' ot pagkies (it amlitilivielts IIl 0111it. is jiust tihte

So) w11'l we' tr 1lo expedj~~tite' tiko hOt'ietaiis I hiope' Im wt 1it.Ilos550
waill 1IIIm-tllid that wo t' art' n tr it1) ult'4't. at tleat~iii4' of1 0tob'r 3H
14) 101)41 ti s bill. That1 5 is ' l'01 4)IIOI Wliv we iiavt' had to lvast' ver1
414k4t a vaillailli uto 14) 11o 14) v lii4 vt'4~itit i4)11iV ail o 105IIIIIUII-im4 zItIA,

Wo4 414 bl~t14'tiit. dw 'it tlt'55' Ihave'11 ititt fi1111 prtostmllti)11 llvrt' this

(111 111 1ii wH iis 11110,I hizivt lit'eui 1I11a(l4.
I ".e d to4)t-'I1attlr MMohr'l.

~"41lll4) M u~ii~u Iwas just. goillg 14) co)l1i11itkllt. Illauill addi 41t 14)11 to

O1111 11 64.O ~t 11111 lit. isllt' I lIXIul1t1' (h bitlts, 54)'ik foelilitiv 111111 s l~ll111'1d

tiw lill taiiii I ) . )t'tloboi 31. Felil(It ()I thugles 1wo titt 1Jiit Staeisi
bt'llg 0i4)11''4'I %o41 tw It' lt1 b 5thi1ro 4)f hi le dey I(NIto Io t'iiwablle
(11111 . will ldt'1 t''14)11 I wouldt 111)011 t111. t-Oiat)10y emlly o f i ll'

1114110 ie ln i o v c f(1k..nlv- f h,11111t olm le

S1ettsailgt g('l'l'oldlyck ieI ilit. is 1v tII) fll tatemets w la'

st 11m tr u Ir It'. Mr.t~ 't)l1tt &'0 Oil, I teoul Rtl t. '1'1X1t.14)11 chot iio
s)Il HIM int thal'til ~it is I' )1'4aplyor0t I U t'o.ie sor lort tltnd I, fil1 ast.vitly

III5)l, 111141 111111gwilg 4) ol( .h; theolkyh 11t .l~~Ilt 'l'O1 ti1~
Niol., ou111.4 t'r (.11 here' wlis no1,4 reWolgls 011b4tfo thseI( 1tll't

fitIll ilt' 001litt4o oll &tOblltIO 3,01. t allvs of theo poiutes ofst.i-~ i
110wilklbo detiuitt~ ho t')1501''l. ysi fis t ilt tbl
dila.k i 4ll lti 11111011, gllut.411, 111101 ou 43Uh1' ocl ot tily of1)littpo-

visins ill (.briligs in lit) We till'5tit,l 11 it) lthe sl wi 1)()t o&II.Yps?

111114)1', 1kv h1NN vo' t illdind I1 t11'ti4l1S a. isCleitIshoppe
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To (UCIIIM.\N. 1 nsk li.etijtore' to imike to 111V t ie Imuwljjk'
of witness es thety would like to interrogate.

SetlUior (,virris. I wanted to ask Nlr. Newman t few olestions.
The (HAIRMAN. Mi. l larry .%e'vIlmt. Senator (urtis wants to 'all

Mr. I larrv Newman.
Sonator ("vi'ris. If lie is not here I will pass.
The Cii. io~tN. Io has retired. Let, me assure Mr. Kevserliimg I

a1 going to t ,udy that 110 pages prepared here. I want. to thank
Mr. Keyserling.

Tlhanl you very much, gltlenen.
(Wiherelupot at; 11 :30 1.m. t-he hearing was re,.essed to reconvene

Monday, SOIej)Wehber 2.) lt) at. 9 :30 n.m.)



TAX RIEFORIM ACT OF 1969

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 29, 1969

( o~mm.1iiiii ON FI'jNA.NCE,

'I'lwo commtiitt ce Imitt. puirsua ut, to( recess. at. 9):,30 am ii.. in room 2221I.
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We have patched the IRS Codn up so many times, often with tle
intent of losing sone glaring loophole., and all too often with ti
consequence of opening up a more expensive one, that our tax structure
seems to be held together in places with little more than a string and
baling wire. We have tried to assist industries in trouble, and to makn
it profitable and attractive to explore and develop our natural
resources, and to accelerate or slow down our rate of economic. growth,
and we have succeeded in some respects. But. we have ended up with a
tax structure which is so complicated that tho average person cannot
understand or deal with it. While it may be a tax attorney's iread and
butter, our tax structure temlpts many t.axl)ayers to sl)end time and
money just looking for tax shelters.

The main result, however, of all this patching and tinkering is that
our tax structure is no longer based on the democratic principal of
strict ability to pay. It is filled with inequities. Some rich people get
by without paying any taxes at all-while families on moderate
incomes are so heavily taxed that they cannot kvep up the payments
on their homes, send their children to college, and do many of the other
things that they would expect to be able to do. The tax structure has
grown into a monstrosity that is both unfair, and results in gross
inequality. There is a growing sense of outrage in the country-and a
senSM of grave injustice.

As we work toward tax reform, I suggest that we keep two over-
riding objectives in mind.

Our first objective should be to make the tax structure as equitable
as possible. Fundamental to any system of taxation is a common belief
in its fairness. Yet at, the root of thie long overdue "Taxpayers' Revolt"
is the public realization that some wealthy persons and corporations
are not paying their fair share.

Our second objective must be to provide significant tax relief for
those who need it most-the moderate and lower income taxpayers.
The revenue for this relief can be obtained by fulfilling our first objec-
tive-that is, plugging up the loopholes.

I shall not detain the committee by detailing the already well docu-
mented tax loopholes. Others are more expert than I on this complex
subject, but I believe the Congress must do something about the fol-
lowing loopholes: _

(1) the untaxed appreciation of assets transferred by non-
charitable gift or at death; (2) the tax-exempt status of munic-
ipal bonds; (3) hobby farming; (4) accelerated depreciations
of real estate' (5) the 25-percent maximum and the 6-month
holding period for capital gains; (6) the oil depletion allowance,
and (7) the unlimited charitable deduction. In addition, I recom-
mend the repeal of investment tax credit and the establishment of
a minimum income tax.

The House bill, as I said, made a good beginning, but it did not plug
all these loopholes. Specifically, I hope that this committee will not,
ignore, as didi the House bill, the appreciation of assets transferred at
death. The committee should also seek a better solution to the tax-
free bond dilemma. As for the hobby farmer provision of the House
bill, I find Senator Metcalf's proposal much more satisfactory.

I would like also to comment on some of the changes the Nixon
administration has recommended. The President, I am afraid, has
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remembered those who financed his campaign rather than his rhetoric
al)out the forgotten man. Mr. Nixon's forgotten millionaires will ap-
precinte and probably remember his efforts to emasculate the minimum
income tax provision. By removing income from tax-exempt bonds
and the appreciation on charitable donations from the limited tax
preference category, the Nixon administration would continue to
make it easy for some millionaires to pay little or no taxes. Not only
does the President seek to preserve the tax-free bond loophole, klit
he will not even let the minimum income tax provision catch just half
of the privileged income of those individuals who are obviously ex-
ploiting this loophole. One cannot, help but suspect that the Attorney
General's influence extends even to tax legislation.

Mr. Nixon's forgotten American was even more forgotten when
the administration recommended cutting the average taxpayer's relief
by $1.7 billion and turning $1.6 billion of it over to corportions in
the form of a 2-percent reduction in the corporate tax rates.

After ramming through a 10-percent surtax, it seems inexcusable to
me that President Nixon should want to take away half of the tax
relief which the House bill promised the average taxpayer.

I believe that if the Congress attacks the major loopholes with vigor,
we can increase Treasury revenues by at least $8 billion. But this
money should be transformed into tax relief for the average tax-
payer. I will not squabble over the specific form that this relief takes-
but I am determined that the reliefs be direA'ted to the middle and lower
income wage earning taxpayer.

And finally, I suggest, that, in making our reforms we keep our
eyes open for ways to simplify the filing of tax reforms. The present
system is so complex that even taxpayers of modest means--people
who are living on retirement income, as an examl)le, must pay a tax
attorney or an accountant to get help in filling out their comparatively
meager returns. This is indefensible.

Mr. Chairman, if we don't succeed in achieving genuine tax re-
form-if we don't require rich people to pay their share of the tax
burden, and if we dont relieve the middle income citizen who has had
his backbone bent by taxes for far too long, I think we may have a
tax mutiny on our hands in this country.

Although the lobbies are active in opposing some of the reforms
which the House passed, and some which have been suggested for con-
sideration by the Senate, I think many of them have seen the hand-
writing on tie wall, and they know that the time for change has come.
Our people are clanmoring for reform, as they have never been before,
at least in my time. The Senate is in the mood for genuine tax reform.
I think we call pass a bill which does an effective and far-reaching job.

We have the best opportunity since I came to the Senate to make
some really effective changes in our tax structure.

We have an opportunity to return our tax system to the principle
on which it wias based-the principle of ability'to pay. So I say let, us
seize this ol)portunitv now.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Moss. If it is all

right with the committee, we will continue under the same rules we
were proceeding last Friday. If the Senator wants to ask one question,
h can ask one, otherwise I will call the witness back.

&W$8 0-49--Pt. 5-13
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Senator Cuwris. Do you favor the House bill?
Senator Moss. Not in its entirety but I think it is a good begin-

ning. It has very good features in it and I think with a few refine-
ments some of which I tried to suggest in very broad outline that the
Senate could take the House bill and make it into an excellent tax
bill.

Senator CurTIs. Would you elaborate on that, not now but for the
record, if you will elaborate on that for the record.

Senator Moss. I will be glad to.
Senator Cuirris. Get it back to us.
Senator Moss. And submit it in writing; yes, sir.
(The committee subsequently received the following additional

statement from Senator Moss.)
It would not be possible for me to comment on all the many provisions of the

House tax reform bill, so I will mention only some of its major inadequacies:
First. I believe that the House bill should be amended to include a tax at

capital gains rates on the appreciation in assets transferred at death. Such a
tax should not apply to transfers to charities, to transfers between spouses, nor
to estates valued less than $60,000.

Second. The House bill provision concerning tax-free bonds does not seem
satisfactory to anyone. In my colloquy with Senator Hansen I offered three
suggestions. But let me emphasize, that unless and until a substitute means of
assisting local governments with their borrowing costs Is instituted, I would
not favor removing the tax-free status of municipal bonds.

Third. I oppose the hobby farmer provisions of the House bill. Senator Metcalf's
solution Is a much better one. His bill would limit to $15,000 or to the amount of
"special deductions" (listed in the bill), whichever is higher, the amount by
which a "farm loss" may offset nonfarm income. "Special deductions" are those
that are clearly beyond the taxpayer's control-fire, storm or other casualty,
losses and expenses from drought, taxes, interest, theft of farm property, and
recognized losses from sales, exchanges and Involuntary conversions of farm
property. Neither the House-passed bill nor the Administrations' proposal con-
tain comparable provisions to protect legitimate farmers from being penalized
for having incurred an economic loss in a given year.

Fourth. I oppose the 7%% tax on foundation income. I believe we must and
can prevent the abuses of the tax exempt privilege by some foundations, but
I see no reason to punish all foundation The revenue gain is minimal compared
with the good works that would be left undone.

Fifth. I would include under the limited tax preference provision all forms
of income with exclusion. In order to have a true minimum income tax, we
cannot allow any escape hatches from paying Income tax on at least 50% of an
individual's income.

Senator HANSEN. Let me compliment you on your statement.
First of all let me say I am sure you are aware, Senator Moss, that

the national Governors' conference has gone on record as being 100
percent opposed to the changing of the tax-free status of State and
municipal bonds, and yet, as I understand your statement, you favor
taxing these bonds. Do I infer from this that you and Governor
Rampton are on opposite sides of this argument in the State of Utah?

Senator Moss. I don't think we are on opposite sides, although I
admit we have a difference of opinion on the matter, which I nave
discussed with the Governor at some length.

As I see this tax-free municipal bond situation, there are two factors
to it: One is enabling the municipalities and the lower governmental
units to obtain the capital funds they need at a reasonable cost-a
lower cost than they could obtain on the open market without the tax-
free status.
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The second is the fact that we have a number of our people, and
they generally tend to be the wealthy people, that by buying enough
of those bonds end up paying little or no income tax.

But before we can correct the inequities caused by the tax-free
status of municipal bonds, we must create a satisfactory mechanism
for assisting local governments in meeting their borrowing cost. I have
suggested three possibilities, and there may be more.

One is to set up what might be called an urban bank or some such
name as that, where they could borrow the money from a Federal
lending institution at a fixed interest rate.

Senator HANSEN. Who would subsidize that rate?
Senator Moss. It would be the Federal Government.
Senator HANSEN. Who is that, all taxpayers?
Senator Moss. All taxpayers; that is right, because this is coming

again into tax equality.
Second, I think a regular pattern of subsidization by the Federal

Government of the difference between a low fixed interest rate and
that rate they would have to pay in the open bond market to take
care of times like this of high interest rates would be equitable. This
is desirable because the whole pattern of Federal financing now is to
try to get money back into the smaller governmental units. I think that
this can be done, at some expense to the Treasury, that is true, but it
would remedy one of the great inequities, and lhat :is having people
with a large amount of money put it into tax-exempt bonds with the
result they have an income which can be toted up at the end of the year
on which they owe no tax at all.

They probably don't draw as much percentagewise on their money
as they might have in the stock market, but nevertheless they still have
large incomes on which their tax is totally excused, and this is the place
where I think the inequity creeps up.

Senator HANSENq. Excuse me.
Senator Moss. I just wanted to add one factor. I know there has

been a discussion as to the exact amount of the tax leak. I may not
have authoritative figures, but I have been given to understand that
the advantage that the lower governmental units get in selling their
bonds at a lower price is more than offset by the revenue loss that the
Federal Treasury suffers.

A third possibility would be to have the Federal Reserve purchase
local government bonds, but at a low interest rate.

Senator HANsEN. I realize my time has passed, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Moss. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, if Senators want to they can prepare

written questions to submit to witnesses when they are through, and at
the request of any Senator we will ask any witness to come back for
interrogation after we have heard all witnesses. Thank you very much,
Senator Moss.

Senator Moss. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is the former Governor of Texas,

the Honorable John B. Connally on behalf of the Livestock Producers
Committee.

We are certainly happy to have you here with us today, Governor
Connally. Being from the neighboring State of Louisiana I know you
served more than once as Governor of Texas.
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STATEMENT OF HON. 1OHN B. CONNALLY, ON BEHALF OF THE
LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. CONNALLY. I want to extend to you my deepest thanks for
the opportunity to appear here today and, if I may, I would like to
present most of my testimony in a standing position, and also would
like to use a few charts to put into perspective the problem about
which we speak when we talk about the farm and ranch situation
and farm losses in the United States.

I want to first point out that in the past-
The CHAIRMAN. If you would care to have it that way, Governor,

you can put this chart right over here where the audience can see it
as well as all members of the committee.

Mr. CONNALLY. Within the time allocated to me, Mr. Chairman,
it is obvious I cannot even begin to go into the real economic situation
regarding the agricultural pursuits of this Nation but I do have a few
charts that I think in themselves will somewhat briefly explain the
situation.

We have shown on this first chart food expenditures in relation to
income. The green line reflects the disposable personal income in the
United States on a per capita basis from 1965 to 1969.

You will see the trend of the disposable income is up. The red line
reflects the food expenditures on a per capita basis. This trend is
downward which is good, and the difference between the two is
constantly becoming greater.

On the bottom chart, during this same period of time, is reflected
the cost of food as a percentage of income and it is down from about
18 percent in 1965 to 16 percent today. Food expenditures in the United
States represent only 16 percent of the disposable income of the Ameri-
can people. This is the lowest in the history of the United States, the
lowest of any civilized nation in the history of the world.

One other important factor in talking a out farm and ranch in-
comes, and the tax measures respecting those who pursue agriculture
in this country, is shown by the prices paid for necessary purchases,
and prices received by farmers and ranchers for commodities they
sell; keeping in mind that ranching is one segment of our society that
basically operates in a free market.

This again takes the period from 1950 to 1969. The green line re-
flects the prices received by farmers and ranchers for the commodities
which they produce. The red line reflects what farmers and ranchers
paid for the items which they purchased, and may I at this point say
to you that agriculture is today the biggest business in the United
States of America. Four out of every 10 jobs in the United States are
either directly or indirectly related to agriculture.

For instance, farmers and ranchers are the largest consumers of
petroleum products in the United States of America. Last year their
purchases of rubber alone were sufficient to put tires on 6 million auto-
mobiles. They spent $51 'billion for fertilizer last year. I will have
some other statistics to give you in just a moment.

The net effect is that only in the period from about 1951 when we
saw livestock prices at an all-time high, to about 1954, farmers and
ranchers were receiving more for their commodities than they paid
for their purchases; but since about 1959 the trend has been just the
reverse.
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Now, when you talk about cattle in particular, and this is the thrust
of most of the provisions with respect to the tax bill as passed by the
House of Representatives, H.R. 13270, this next chart shows the av-
erage annual price received by Texas producers for calves, and this
is basically what they sell.

Again you will recall in 1951, farmers received approximately 30
cents per hundredweight for their feeder calves. This is the highest
price in modern history. But in spite of all of the talk of the house-
wives about high food prices in this Nation, it is significant that in
the succeeding 18 years prices received by ranchers for their calves
have never reached the point that it did in 1951. It has increased a
little bit here during this year, and this chart reflects that uptrend,
because this chart was prepared on the basis of prices received during
approximaely the first 6 months of this year. It is significant that in
June the prices were going up. Since June, the prices have dropped
20 percent, already this year.

So the significance oi this chart simply shows that in 18 years the
prices received by ranchers for their calves has never reached the point
that it did in 1951, which again bears out that the biggest bargain
in the American economy today is beef so far as the prices received
by the producer is concerned. referring back to the first chart, this is
further borne out by the fact that only 16 percent of the disposable
income in the United States today is expended for food.

Here is an equally significant chart. When we talk about those who
go into farming and ranching, this chart clearly shows the personal
income of the farm population. Now, admittedly the farm population
is decreasing in this country, it has ever year for many, many years
since the beginning of World War II and, in my judgment, it is going
to continue to decrease.

It is significant that today approximately 5 percent of the American
people feed themselves and the other 95 percent. There are only
approximately 5 percent of the people of the United States directly
engaged in agriculture. This again is the lowest figure of any civilized
country on the face of the earth, lower than it has ever been in all our
long history.

The red portion of this chart shows the personal income from farm
sources. The green portion of the chart shows the ascending line and
trend of income of the farm population from nonfarm sources.

Senator CUtRTIs. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a brief question for clari-
fication. That is based on a farm unit, where the husband is farming
and maybe the wife is teaching school or holding a town job?

Mr. UONNALLY. Yes, sir; that is it.
Speaking of the average farm family today, the farmer is 51.3

years of age, he has a family of 3.6 in the family. This represents the
entire farm family income.

But it is clearly shown here, the trend of nonfarm income is on the
ascendency.

Forty-six percent of all of the farm population of this Nation
receive nonfarm income, or income from outside sources; 32 percent
of all of the farm population of this country receive income from over
100 days a year of nonfarm work. Now this becomes significant
because we are talking about what we can do what can be done, to
get at those few people who take advantage oi or abuse the tax laws
with respect to farming and ranching.
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Now, there are certain significant things that I think all of these
charts lead us to and that is simply there is no question in my mind
but what if we are going to continue to have the type of agricultural
business that we have had throughout the history of this Nation, if
we expect 5 percent of the people to produce the food and fiber for
100 percent of the people, then we are going to have to have constantly
an infusion of new capital into farming and ranching.

I am concerned by some of the comments made before this commit-
tee and before the House Ways and Means Committee with respect to
abuses. I obviously can't cover every facet of the proposed bill or all
of the testimony which has been given, but let me address myself to
two or three things.

First, people are continually talking about "hobby" farming and
I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, and members of this committee, there
is no such thing as a "hobby farmer." This is a misnomer and a mis-
conception and a contradiction in itself. There is no such thing as a
hobby farmer in this country because the present laws prohibit it.
Section 162 of the code itself, and Treasury regulation 1.62-12 prohibit
it. They say, in effect, in the legitimate sense you have to operate a
farm and ranch for a profit, not for pleasure. The courts have so
held. I am not talking about section 270, where you have to make a
profit once every 5 years. That is a separate thing.

There are two basic tests as to the legitimacy of a farmer and rancher
in America today. One is a subjective test arising of section 162 of
the code. The other is an objective test contained in section 270. The
subjective test I say to you is a meaningful test if properly applied by
the Internal Revenue Service; two-thirds of all the cases taken by the
Government to the Tax Court have been won by the Government in
dealing with the subjective test of section 162. You don't have to oper-
ate 5 years before IRS can throw your expenditures into question.
Section 162 simply provides that they can question you and look at you
every year, and if you do not operate for profit, can disallow your
losses.

I was struck by Senator Metcalf's testimony here last week, when
the committee was so overburdened they couldn't hear us all, and I
again want to express my gratitude for the opportunity of being here
today. He was talking about an individual whose name is in the record
so I don't mind using it, Mr. Stevens, who bought a ranch in his home
State. The Senator alleges that Mr. Stevens charges off hunting and
chain link fences as a ranch expense, and so forth. I haven't seen the
man's tax return.. I doubt that he does it, but if he does try it, I sure
doubt that the Internal Revenue Service allows it, because they don't
have to allow it under the present law. As a matter of fact, I would
make the assertion that they don't allow it under existing law; and
I know of a number of cases where they don't.

Any time they determine that a farm or ranch is being operated
as pleasure and not for profit they can disallow all of the expenses
with respect to that operation under existing law.

The CHAIRMAN. We'll just get that tax return and find out who is
right and who is wrong about it.

Mr. CONNALLY. All right, sir.
Second, some allegations have been made by various witnesses be-

fore this committee that we need to reform the tax laws with respect
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to farming and ranching. It has been said that we need EDA, we need
allocations of deductions, we need limited tax preference, we need to
change section 270, in order to drive the price of land down. Well, I
submit to you that there are only three times that anybody who owns
land ever'wants to drive the price of land down: First, when he is
buying land, he wants to buy it as cheaply as he can. Second, when the
Board of Equalization meets to establish an ad valorem tax value, he is
not too interested in land prices being high. The third is when he dies,
the estate wants to get as cheap a price on the land as possible. But
these are the only times in a man's life when he ever wants cheap
land prices.

I submit to you if you ever break the price of land in this country
you place in jeopardy every rural community in the United States, and
every taxing body depending upon the value of the land. This includes
every independent school district. I submit to you gentlemen, that the
whole policy of this country has been to try to foster a return to the
ranch and to the farm, to keep people out of the urban centers, to try
to make it attractive to live on the farms and ranches, and I think
that should be considered when this committee, this distinguished
group, considers the tax laws of the country.

I submit to you finally, and I know, Mr. Chairman, my time is
limited, there are provisions in the House bill that, in my judgment,
would cure whatever abuses presently exist today.

Number 1, they have suggested that you prohibit the exchange of
bull calves for heifer calves.

Number 2, they suggest that the holding period for breeding stock
be increased. I personally don't think we ought to. I think it is unfair
to require them to be held any longer than they are today. But the
National Livestock Tax Committee accepts it and I would not vigor-
ouslyoppose it.

Third, they recommend that there be a recapture of depreciation
on breeding stock, and with this I agree.

Fourth, they recommend that in the sale of land that you recapture
certain expenditures such as, for soil and water conservation, land
clearing practices, et cetera; if the expenditures were made within 5
years preceding the sale.

I submit to you that these provisions will knock out substantially
all of those who would attempt to use the tax laws of this country,
not for the purpose of entering into farming and ranching on a legiti-
mate and profitable basis, but rather to do it as a pure tax dodge.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Thank you very much, Governor Connally.
Senator CuRrIs. Mr. Chairman, may I just observe that I want to

congratulate you on your very forceful statement. It is sound, it has
no answer. I hope that your testimony will be compulsory reading
for everybody in government, including the Consumers' Council, and
while I am going to resist as long as I can the time when we will ap-
point a Democratic Secretary of Agriculture but when that time
happens you are my candidate. [Laughter.]

Mr. CONNALLY. Thank you very much, Senator Curtis. I am not
sure you are my friend. [Laughter.S

Mr. CONNALLY. But I appreciate your sentiments.
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The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you very niuch, Governor.
As you know we are trying to move on with the hearigs other-

wise I would le to interrogate you at some length about it, but 1
promise to read your entire statement.

(Gov. John B. Connally's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOHN B. CONNALLY, HOUSTON, TEX., ON BIEIALF OF THE LIVESTOCK
PRODUCERS COM MITI'FH

1. INTRODUCTION'

My name is John B. (C)nnally of Houston, Texas, where I practice law. I am
appearing here on behalf of the Livestock Producers Committee, a group of
approximately 50 farmers and ranchers in the Southwestern United States. I
should add, however, that since I was raised on a farm and have owned farnis
and ranches In Southwest Texas since 1951, I am also appearing on my own
behalf.

It. CURRENT ECONOMIC SITUATION IN FARMING AND RANCHING

Many of you are familiar with the deplorable econontic situation of the farmer
and rancher in the United States. Nevertheless that economic situation should
be outlined and illustrated as a backdrolp to an examination here of some of the
provisions of "The Tax Reform Act of 10i9" with respett to agriculture.

One of the witnesses before the Ways ald Means Committee in tile hearings
on this bill referred to the "tragic cost-price squeeze" oil those engaged in
American agriculture. I could not agree more; we have a crisis arising from the
costs of the farmer-rancher rising faster than the proceeds from his production.
For all of this century those in the agricultural business have bought in a seller's
market and sold In a buyer's market.

This "squeeze" is illustrated graphically by Chart 1. You will note that sine
190, the earliest year shown, the major costs of producing livestock have risen
steadily but the retail price of livestock, particularly beef, has risen only slightly.
Now only 10% of the consumer's disposable Income, the lowest percent In modern
history, is spent on food, which is the greatest bargain in the American market-
place.

A rancher has been able to absorb these spiraling pro (uction costs without
comnalarable meat price increases only by cutting his profit margin to the van-
ishing point. For example, to obtain an economic profit of $3,100 in the cattle
business today, a recent Texas A&M University study concluded that an Invest.-
ment of $112,000 was needed, a return of less than 3%. Even that return Is in-

flated because it does not include anything for the ra4wh'r's labor or otvrhead.
If the rancher lail himself Just the minimum wage, his "profit" from this
$112,000 investment would vanish, to be replaced by a loss.

In spite of this bleak economic picture, obviously the livestock industry has
survived, and continually developed better quality products, without receiving
any of the approximately 3 billion dollars in direct annual payments that the
United States Government has made under the crop price support programs.
This remarkable result has been achieved partly through the dedication to mu

way of life of those living on farms and ranches, demonstrated as a heritage of
their forebearers, but perhaps more importantly, it has come from a continual in-
fusion of new capital from the other segments of the American economy. That
new capital is evidenced by the increasing amount of nonfarmn income that is
eaned by farmers and ranchers. Some of that money comes from tile earnings
of those who have lived on a farm or ranch all of their lives, but more of it at
the present time comes from those who live part time in urban communities but
desire to return or begin to spend time and money in the rural community.
These are the people who are experimenting with the new types of livestock that
give more eatable beef per aninal than ever before, who produce more calves per
mother cow than ever before and who bring that calf to market at a greater
weight; these are the people who are developing the new grasses and weed
killers; these are the people who have spent the enormous sums necessary for soil
conservation and to restore the water level.

I Although there is a meat Import quota, the quota level has never been invoked,
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The need for outside capital
As much as we would like to think of agriculture as being tt self-sul)orting,

self-periwtuating Industry, the data denlonstrates that capital outside of agricul-
ture is it necessity for its survival. Agriculture. in fact, requires great quantities
of new capital, usually far beyond the quantity connonly available to the typl-
cal farn or rancl producer. This is particularly true when we l<)k at the
capital requlreiiients to build up cattle breeding herds and similar livestock vn-
tures. Not ouly do the animals themselves require a tremendous nlaintenlanle cost.
but for the first year or two and maybw even three, they mniust W ninintained
with no basic return to the herd. Some Individuals, of course, purchased mature
breeding stock but inost herds are started with young heifers or even calves born
on the place. Regardless of the acquisition age the incidents of nonfertility,
disease problems, and wrong types of animals often requires heavy culling during
the first few years of a breeding herd development. Revenues during this period
are extrneuly low and the results frequently lead to unlwoflitable operations for
several yea rs.

In a recellt publication from Purdue University the author nide tile following
statements regarding capital availability : 2

"Financing and capital availability has played an important part in the de-
velopmient of the Iwef industry. Tile quantity and availability of capital has il-
fluenced the development and production of feeder cattle, cattle feeding, process-
ing, and the distribution of beef to varying degrees almost since the establishment
of the industry.

"This willingness and ability of outside financing to Invest in the various as-
iXcts of plroduclng cattle and feeding theisl had undoubtedly beeni a factor con-
fributing to tile continued exmnslon of tile Industry during recent years ...

"Cattle feeding certainly could not have. progressed to tile point it has in ternis
of size and scale of operation without the availability of large inounts of
capital. . . Ilvestmlents totaling several mllliions of dollars in both fixed and
operating capital are not unconnon for these oiwrations."

Outside capital flowing into agriculture has resulted in itmproved land. de-
velolpte new breeding stock, refined technological developments, and Ihas paid
for public and private agricultural research.

Beyond this, as General Rudder will discuss titore fully, it has also Iseen
responsible for thousands of demonstration farms at the local county level. The
entire concept of demonstrations, which are usually handled by the local county
agricultural agents, depend upon tile ability of tihe agricultural producer to
withstand the additional costs involved in adjusting his production, maintaining
additional records, and enconmpassing additional cost expenditures, to demon-
strate a new t echnological developilnet or new technique to his neighbors.

it mut.st I recognized that luch of the land clearing, brush renioval. stock
pond building and improved pasture development which has occurred in the
united -States ill tile livestock production areas has, it fact, been accomplished

by the larger producer. The real issue it stake is whether or not this individual
will continue to inliprove the agricultural productivity of the Nation's farnllands.
if he is discouraged by the Federal Tax laws.

Tihe battle against brush is a continuing one, and it is one in which, even for all
the ionlies which have been expended, we seemn to bw losing. Massive water devel-
oplnent plans for tite Southwestern plart of the iTnited States can. in fact,
transform these arid regions into virtual productive gardens. In the ineantine,
however, such areas, of the country must depend ulsmo the private and personal
sector of the economy to provide stock pomds for livestock and privately financed
irrigation projects in order to lllaintain the productivity of the area. All this
can be placed in Jeopardy and good sound range nianagenent conservation
measures abandoned If the present tax laws are changed (except for the provi-
sions suggested herein).

The tremendous investment involved in land iinprovenilents is emphasized in
the Journal of Farm Rconomics by Philip M. Raup3
"In accounting for recent land-value Increases it is also appropriate to examine

recent investments made in land and consequent improvements ill the quality
of the land input. One of tile 1most prominent Investments ill quality improvements

$Jack Armstrong, "Cattle and Beef Buying, Selling and Pricing Handbook," Purdue Uni-
versity. May 1968.

I Philip M. Raup. "IAnd Values and Agricultural Income: A Paradox ?" Joursal of Farm
Roonomfce, December 1965.
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has been soil conservation, including structures, land-protective measures, al(]
tillage practices. Another prominent investment in land has resulted front rural
electrification, improved water supply, and water distribution and storage
systems.

"Between 1932 and 1951) a total of 7 billion dollars was spent for conservation
purposes in the I.S. Some lmrt of this, and perhaps the major part, has had long-
run effects on the quality of the land factor, and should be reflected In higher
values."

Frequently, it is these farmers and ranchers with substantial outside capital
who have been the major suplprters of agricultural research at the ENxlpriment
Station in land grant universities through private research fund donations. A
study performed in California and reported in the *Jour'nal of Farnt Evoti'4s
indicates that not only haes the financial support of such groups and individuals
Ween quite substantial but that. tile time lag between the initial project Instiga-
tion and the actual acconlplishanent of the technological ladvanlnent has been
shortened considerably through tile use of these additional funds.

Probably no one statement has best exprt~ssed tite real needs for increased
capital in agri ulture than that made by Mr. (eue L. Swackhamner with tile
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City.'

"The change In agriculture that we now perceive is not a sudden developmuent--.
only our attention has made it seem so. Small-unit agriculture was the dominant
feature of our agrarian Ist. The family farin was cherished and protected be-
cause It represented the very best that our democratic society could offer to ianl.
Tite farmer was laborer, manager, and generally, land-and-capital owner all in
one. At his best, Ihe was an entrepreneur in the truest sense.

. .. Yet, almost from the day the first fence went up in the prairie, agriculture
was undergoing change.

-... Land, labor, and capital are still agriculture's principal resources, and
the farmer is still the entrepreneur masterminding their productive coibilna-
tion. Yet, the nix or resources is ever changing and the entrelreneural role of
the farmer is much changed from the nearly self-sufficient status of pioneer
farmers.

1. . In addition to changes in farm size, the land tenure Imittern of farming
has moved toward part ownership. As reported by M. I,. I~lphurch, Administrator
of the USI)A's Economic Research Service. only 7 per cent of full owners had
farms with sales of $20,0(M) or more In 1904, compared with 24 per cent of the
part owners and 16 1er cent of tenants.5

. . Capital has become agriculture's fastest growing productive resource.
This, too, can be seen in Chart 1. The use of purchased nonfarm resources such
as machinery, equipment and production items has increased the need for
agricultural credit. The use of credit in agriculture has been expanded rapidly
since 1950, while the total farm econiomny has bIen growing at a more modest
rate. Cash receipts from farm marketings have increased at a 2.5 per cent aver-
age annual rate, compared with non real estate farm debt which has increased
at an average annual rate of 8.6 pwr cent. The average annual increase ill
realized net form income since 1950, however, has been only about .8 per cent-
reflecting increasing input prices relative to product prices, and tile use, of a
higher prolrtion of purchased inputs. Clearly, accumulating sufficient capital
for efficient farming Is a problem-i-nplying that the need for farm credit will
continue to be extensive.

Another aspect increasing the capital requirements for maintaining a large
beef breeding herd is the growing size of the market. Today the United States
has become a major exporter of beef breeding cattle. During the year 1968,
exports of beef breeding cattle reached an all time high of slightly over 20,000
head. This represented an increase of 17% over the 1967 level. Most of this
increase was due to increased exports to Chile and Canada, although Mexico
continues to be the leading export outlet for U. S. beef breeding stock. Venezuela
ranks as the second most Important market with Canada third, and Chile fourth.

Other countries which purchase substantial numbers of U. S. beef breeding
cattle are Guatemala, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Brazil, Panama, Republic of South
Africa and the Philippine Islands.

* Gene L. Swackhamer, "Growth of Corporate Farming." Statement before the Colorado
Feeder's Association. February 8. 1968.

5 M. I. Upchurch, "Farming and the Rural Scene-Chnnges in Organization, Opnortunitles
and Problems." A talk presented at the 45th Annual Agricultural Outlook Conference.
Washington, D.C., November 14, 1967.
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The Hereford breed led all others timnerlcally in 1968, hut the Brahman
breed ranked second In importance. It is Interesting to note that high onl the
list of breeds of cows exported are the Anierican developed breeds of Santa
(Iertrudis, Ieefmaster, Brangus, Charbray ald(1 lBraeford as well is various
other c'ros-breds Ilhat were not identiftlbl, as to breed.

The exportations of beef breeding cattle requires treiiendous capital. Tis
capital is utilized in advertising, contracting, litigation, foreign trips aind ntmer-
otis merchandising tecni(lues required to conclude such sales. Such foreign sales
(annot be undertaken by Indiviluals with Iinited capital. 'The beef breeder who
desires to enter this foreign market munt have the financial resources to with-
stand all the normal market development co.sts involved.

'rhe leading State in the unitedd States for the exportation of bheef breeding
'at'tle is Texas. Not only does Texas ac'otlit for well over one-third of all the
beef breeding cattle exliorted from tite I'nited States but it. together with Florida,
accounts for almost. (6;% of tit, total of such exports. Two-thirds of all tite
exiorts of beef breeding cattle in tie 'tnted States are front the States of
Texas, Florida, Arizona. New Mexico and California.

The Ports of Houston and (Galveston are the major points of debarkation for
the United States exportat.ion for beef breeding cattle, lirtictllarly those destined
for Latin America countries.

Tit, ex1iortation of beef breeding cattle represents a rare event to the agri-
cultural field it is one (if tit, few livestock conimodities that is exported front
the United States, an(] oip of the eveni more rare colnnodlties that is exported
for cash. aid not tinder a government subsidized prograni. Stich exliortations,
therefore, accomplish numerous goals: (1) they gain foreign exchange for the
ITnlted States ; (2) they provide higher quality animals to foreign countries
which. in turn, (canl be utilized to uplgrade their own doinestic herds, and (3) they
offer the seed of a new contiioity-beef--whhil cie iised to raise the stand-
ard of living fit these underdeveloped countries.

The magnitulde of agricult ire's e'oioinilie ilmet tll n the stilplylg industries
is tremendous, and can le lbest illustrated by the following passage which is
taken front the Introduction in the carbook of .Igrieulturc. 19168: e

"In the mid-1960's, farmers were spending annually about 3.4 billion dollars
for new farm tractors and other motor vehicles, machinery, and equpnent-
providing Jobs for 120,(00 eiiployees.

"They annually iurc'llasd products containing about 5 million tons of steel
and 320 million potinds of rubber---enough to Iut tires on nearly 6 million
auitoniobiles.

"They lise iore letroleuin than any other single industry--and more electricity
than all the people In industries in Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Baltimore, Houston,
and Washington, D.C. combined."

It lfs been noted by the IT.D.A. that tile innovators of the agricultural ceon-
inunity are also the principal iur(hasers of farit real estate. So too are, these,
larger more progressive Ilmoicers. the big users of the latest technology, the
newest eqnlpnent, tile larger quanutitiles of fertilizer, and also the experhinenters
of new breeds, techniques and production methodology.

As the price of labor increases because of higher wage rates, agricultural
producers are moving toward more labor-saving devices. Tit result is an in-
creased reliance upo' more capital expenditures for suich equipment. This con-
cept of increasing capital rtluirenieitts as labor requireitents decrease on the
farm is examined by an agricultural economist in the Jourtial of Farm
Economics:

Is it poss ble that withdrawal of labor has forced the producer's attention
to labor-saving techniques and to equipment that can be used effectively only
with relatively large acreages? As labor becolies scarce and increases in valte,
operators shift to capital substitutes that can enjoy ecotlomiet of scale over
lower ranges of input. The tractor, for example, permits substantial economies
of scale up to a given level of rate of use per year. To pit it to work requires
more land. Greater efficiency call be achieved by adding more acres, and part
of this economic advantage ('all be bid into the price of land needed to bring
unit cost down. This catl lead to an active denland for land, associated with
withdrawal of labor. It is possible to conclude that a withdrawal of labor con-

s Orville L. Freeman. "Science for Better Living." Yearbook of Agriculture, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. 1908.

7 Raup, op. cit. note 3.
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tributes to an increase in the price of land or creates offsetting forces that keep
the value of land from falling relative to labor.

"A great man once wrote:
"'No man is an Island, entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent,

apart ofthe main; .. . '.8
I most respectfully say to you that agriculture is not an "island" unto itself

that can or should be blocked off from the infusions of capital so necessary to
it; it is a "part of the main" stream of progressive America.

Let us be honest with outselves. A small ranch can no longer support a
family. No return of less than 3% or a loss is going to attract new capital so
desperately needed. The farmers and ranchers need a continuation of most of
the present provisions of the Internal Revenue Code in the manner I shall
indicate.

IIr. THE FARM LOSS PROBLEM

I do not say that the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code with respect
to farming and ranching should be left as they are. As is so often the case, over
the years practices develop that are in essence abuses of the spirit of the Internal
Revenue Code and the regulations thereunder. This is true in every area of tax
law.

Now in the last few years it has become apparent that some people have gone
into the livestock industry solely, or primarily, for the tax advantage. Neither
the Livestock Producers Committee, nor any other person that knows the agri-
cultural industry defends these "abuses." So far as I can tell there is no person
appearing before this Committee that defends that taxpayer who has been
called a "Wall Street cowboy."

Today I speak only for the farmers and ranchers who are engaged in the
agricultural business for an economic profit. Naturally there is a problem in
distinguishing the legitimate farmer-rancher from those who seek only a "tax
profit." As indicated above with respect to capital needs, the fact of nonfarm
work or income is not an appropriate test. Leaving aside capital requirements,
practicality requires a recognition of the fact that, according to the latest census
figures, 46% of all farmers and ranchers in the United States reported some
days of work off their farms and 32% reported such work amounted to 100 days
or more. The importance of non-farm work can be judged from the fact that last
year it provided well over half of the total income of those farmers with less
than $10,000 in farm sales. Even the farmer whose farm sales exceeded $40,000
derived 17% of his income as the result of non-farm work.

These figures demonstrate that whether you are large or small the rancher
or farmer has "outside" income in an increasing amount.

In addition, legitimate farmers and ranchers cannot be separated from the
"tax profit" investor by the amount of non-farm income test as proposed in
essence in H.R. 13270 or by other bill before this Committee. In justification of
such test the Ways and Means Committee Report stated that as a taxpayer's
adjusted gross income increased, the average size of his loss also increased.
This is only to be expected in a normal business operation. All other things being
equal, if there is to be a loss, a large business probably in a risk operation will
lose more actual dollars than its smaller counterpart.

Yet it is important to note that the same statistics show that the losses repre-
sented a smaller percentage of adjusted gross income as the size of the enter-
prise increased. I have here a chart which illustrates this (Chart No. 2). For
example, farmers and ranchers with adjusted gross incomes of less than $15
thousand had an average net farm loss of over 22% of their adjusted gross
incomes. Farmers and ranchers whose adjusted gross incomes were in excess
of $100 thousand had net farm losses amounting to about 6% of their adjusted
gross incomes.

IV. STATUTORY CHANGES CONGRESS SHOULD ADOPT

There are certain concrete steps that can be taken by Congress to prevent the
"tax profit investor" from utilizing the present law (or at least one interpreta-
tion thereof). The Livestock Producers Committee urges your approval of four
provisions of H.R. 13270. These are:

1. Extension of the recapture of depreciation provisions to breeding animals.
2. An increase in the holding period for which breeding animals must be held

in order to obtain capital gains treatment on their sale.

S John Donne, "Devotions No. XVII."
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3. Clarification of the non-applicability of the tax-free exchange provision of
the Internal Revenue Code to exchanges of male and female calves.

4. Recapture on disposition of land improvement costs, which were deducted
currently, in the same manner that depreciation is recaptured on depreciable
realty.

In my judgment these changes will put a reasonable stop to schemes which
derive their profit from offsetting ordinary income deductions with capital gains
in those cases where there is no real objective of an economic profit. In other
these words steps will eliminate the "tax profit investor."

V. THE "OVERKILL" PROVISIONS

Nevertheless, 'the Treasury and the Ways and Means Committee have not
stopped with these changes, but have gone on to far more radical provisions
that will substantially destroy the essential qualities of American agriculture
that I outlined above.

Pesticides, for example, although once hailed as the salvation of agricultural
industry, are now being severely restricted for possibly causing detrimental
affects on human beings through the animals and foods we consuzne. In our quest
to eliminate certain harmful insects, we have gone too far and tile benefits pre-
viously praised have now boomeranged and bombarded us with disaster.

So too will be the effect of provisions designed to make farming and ranching
undesirable to the so-called "tax farmer" but also unattractive to those who
have capital from non-farm sources that could be placed into agricultural enter-
prises. Care must be taken, not only to protect the small farm and ranch opera-
tions, but also the larger ventures that have provided an abundance of food
and fiber for the American citizen. We cannot afford to jeopardize the American
consumer by artifically and suddenly revolutionizing the economic base of the
agricultural industry. As any economist would admit, the institutional influences
upon the agricultural economy of the United States are profound. Any drastic
changes, therefore, in the institutional perimeters must be carefully analyzed so
that their economic impacts are thoroughly understood and that they would be
in the long-run beneficial to the general welfare.

H.R. 13270 imposes unique restrictions on the agricultural industry. The House
Bill: (1) creates The Excess Deductions Account concept, (2) singles out farm
losses for treatment as a tax preference item under both the Limitation on Tax
Preferences and the Allocation of Deductions, and (3) creates a presumption
that a ranch is a hobby if its losses exceed $25,000 in any 3 out of 5 years.

Aside from the disastrous rejection of needed capital by these provisions of
the Bill, these extremely complex concepts have a further basic difficulty. (The
provisions also contain a number of apparent technical deficiencies which are
discussed in Exhibit "A" hereto.)

VT. THE OBVIOUS DIFFICULTIES OF THE ACCOUNTING PROBLEM

A fundamental difficulty of the "overkill" provisions arises from the use of
what the Treasury described as "deviations from good accounting practices." As
an example, the Treasury stated that normally in businesses where the produc-
tion or sale of merchandise is a significant factor, income. catn be properly reflected
only if the costs of the merchandise are deducted in the accounting period in
which the income from the sale of that merchandise is realized, i.e., the accrual
method of accounting. As a policy of long standing, farmers and ranchers have
been permitted to use the cash accounting method in which such expenses are
deducted in full when incurred. The Treasury added -that these agricultural
provisions "were permitted for farm operations in order to spare the ordinary
farmer the bookkeeping chores associated with inventories and accrual account-
ing." Apparently the Treasury would agree that those farmers and ranchers
who have outside income of any substance should be restricted in the use of the
cash accounting rules because some of that non-farm income might be offset by
the farm losses.

This kind of reasoning will ont stand examination. Congress' past approval of
the rancher's use of the cash method of accounting does not stem solely from a
desire to spare him accounting problems. The most important reason for using
the cash method is that under the peculiar nature of the agricultural business,
the accrual method of accounting does not yield more accurate results. The
typical rancher raises livestock both for sale and for adding to his breeding herd.
If it were possible to always know which animals were destined for which pur-
pose, then it might be possible to make allocations of ranching expenses between
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animals held for sale and breeding stock so that the accrual method of accounting
would give a more accurate picture of income. Unfortunately, the rancher does
not konw this until many months after the animal is born.

Moreover, many agricultural operators engage in both farming and ranching
operations. The difficulty in accurately allocating expenses in such. situations has
been succinctly summarized by the Attorney General of the United States in a
brief recently presented to the United States Supreme Court:

"[T]he nature of farming and ranching operations makes an effective accrual
method of accounting difficult to operate. Each employee almost invariably
worked on numerous phases of the farm's profit-making endeavors, such as plant-
ing and harvesting crops, raising livestock, repairing fences and barns, etc. Thus,
it was exceedingly difficult to allocate salaries and the other expenditures among
those farming operations." 9

Frequently there is no way in surveying a farm loss that a farmer or rancher
can tell how or in what percentage his loss arose. Yet the penalty provisions
provisions apply. For example, suppose the loss can be allocated to a maize opera-
tion; the farmer-rancher loses his capital gain in culling his breeding herd in an
equal amount. It is difficult to see any logic whatsoever in such result.

In summary, the provisions of H.R. 13270 require that every substantial farmer
or rancher keep his books of account on the strict accrual basis or face the possi-
bilities that a part of his usual deductions will be disallowed and that part of any
capital gains he might have in future profitable years will be converted into
ordinary income. Yet even if the expert accounting help is available to the farmer
or rancher, the Attorney General of the United States has admitted before the
U.S. Supreme Court that an "effective accrual method of accounting" is exceed-
ingly difficult "to operate."

VII. RISE IN LAND PRICES

A major complaint raised before the Ways and Means Committee, as to this
Bill, as well as by other bills pending before this Committee, is related to higher
land prices for the small farmer.

This complaint can be considered only if answers are provided for the three
basic questions:

1. Are "tax-profit" farmers really pushing up the price of land?
2. Do high land prices work for or against the bona fide farmer?
3. Do higher farmland values benefit the general public?

If we examine these 'questions separately and in detail, the results will demon-
strate that the complaint is not only, in fact, unfounded, but may be premised
on the opposite of the actual situation.
Are "tax-profit" farmers really pushing up the price of land?

An analysis completed in 1967 at Texas A & M University dealt with the Texas
farm and ranch land market. The authors in their publications state:

"Factors considered relevant to a general analysis of Texas land market
activity are per acre price, volume of land sales, size, mineral activity, avail-
ability of credit, interest rates, veterans land board activity and land use." 10

Although the research study devotes considerable time and detail to each of
these various influences upon land prices and statistically quantify some of their
magnitudes, they no where mention the "tax-profit" farmer as a factor. If, in
fact, the "tax-profit" farmer does exert an economic influence upon land prices,
it must fall into a long list of other probably more important factors which these
economists have readily identified. The study adds:

"Per Acre Price .... From 1947-49 to 1965, the relationship between average
per acre land price and volume of land sales was that of an inverse correlation,
land prices have consistently increased while the volume of sales has declined.

"Size .. .As a result of large tracts of land being divided and sold in smaller
units, the median size land sale in many areas of the state has decreased since
1954. Agricultural use of the smaller tracts of land is primarily that of enlarge-
ment of existing farms and ranches. The smaller tracts are also being used for
part-time farms, rural homesites, status, investment, speculation, and recreation.
In this type of land market, small tracts with a variety of possible uses usually
receive a higher per acre price than large units.

' Petitioner's Brief In United States v. Catto. 384 U.S. 102 (1966).
10F. B. Andrews and Alvin B. Wooten. "Trends in the Texas Ranch and Land Market,

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, B1063, Texas A. & M. University, April, 1967.
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"Mineral Activity . ..Mineral rights influence land prices and land market
activity in some areas of the state as evidenced by the fact that sellers retained
some or all of the mineral rights in 58 percent of the 1965 land transactions.

"Sales Involving Credit . ..The availability of credit is closely associated
with the volume of sales. Easy credit encourages sales while a tightening of
credit usually results in a decrease in sales volume. For example, in 1960, 50 per-
cent of the total land transactions were mortgaged. In 1963, 73 percent of the
total land transactions were mortgaged, and volume of sales increased approxi-
mately 27 percent over the 1960 level. Then in 1965, mortgaged sales accounted
for only 60 percent of total sales, and volume of sales decreased approximately
40 percent.

"Interest Rates . . .A change in mortgage interest rates could alter the
demand for loans and be reflected in land market activity. Decreasing or low
interest rates tend to encourage mortgage loans and increase land market activ-
ity. Increasing or high interest rates tend to discourage mortgage loans and
restrict land market activity.

"Veterans Land Board... Since its beginning, the Veterans Land Board has
been responsible for 34,500 land transfers involving 2 million acres of land ...
In the ranching area of Texas, characterized by large land holdings, the Veterans
Land Board is inactive. In other areas of diversified land use, characterized by
small land holdings, the Veterans Land Board strengthens the demand for land.

"Land Use ... A change in land use from traditional agriculture to multiple
use or to higher and better use is usually accompanied by an increase in land
value. For example, nearly 28 million acres of land used for agricultural produc-
tion are also leased for wild game hunting. Multiple use of these acres produces
income from both sources, and these lands should command a higher price than
comparable land deriving income from only one source.

"Many land markets have felt the impact of the urban demand for land. This
impact on land market activity has been reflected through increases in land
prices. In some counties located near large metropolitan areas, up to 65 percent
of the 1965 land transfers involved out-of-country buyers."

The implication in the concept that "tax-profit" farmers and ranchers are
forcing land to extremely high levels is based upon the idea that so-called "bona
fide" farmers and ranchers must pay higher than economically sound prices for it
or are not buying at all. It is true that the rate of increase in land prices has
been due to active farmer and non-farmer demands. The Economic Research
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture released a special study entitled
Farm Real Estate Market Developments in December 1968. This publication
pointed out that farmers represent nearly 2 out of every 3 buyers of land and
have bought this land primarily for the enlargement of their operation. They
have, in general, tended to be the more progressive operators in their area. In
contrast, the nonfarmers which have purchased land have been in the market for
investment and other reasons.

Despite the many different motives for entering into the land market, land
values still correlate annual returns to land, the same as average dividend yields
do with common stock. Land values have appreciated annually at 5.3%, result-
ing in a total return of 8.8% per year upon sale. The report, in its summary,
concludes with this statement:

"Although local nonfarm demand will influence future land values in many
areas, farm real estate price trends will generally bear close resemblance to the
economic health of commercial agriculture."

The following quotations appear in the same article:
"Farm operators, who make nearly 2 out of every 3 purchases of farmland,

generally are buying for farm enlargement. Because of the cost-price squeeze,
increased output is one means of maintaining or increasing future income.
Acreage expansion can increase production efficiency, particularly in the short
run when adequate machinery and family labor are already available. And
as long as these fixed costs remain fairly constant with additional acreage, the
farm enlargement buyer may economically justify bidding up prices for an
add-on unit.

"Enlargement buyers tend to be the more progressive and efficient farm
operators in their community.

"Despite the complexity of market forces, the farmland market, in general,
remains sensitive to expected economic returns.

"Although yearly increases in land values need bear no relation to annual
returns in the short run, price trends do resemble movements in annual returns
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over time. For 1958-2, residual returns to land averaged around 3.5 percent of
market value. Returns in the 1963-67 period were closer to 4.0 percent. Increases
in land values showed a similar annual pattern-4.4 percent in 1958-62 and
6.6 percent in 1963-68.

"Perhaps the most substantial evidence that land values still depend heavily
on agricultural returns is presented by regional data. Variations in rates of
return among regions in 1966 and 1967 tended to parallel the regional pattern of
land price movements. The Delta region, which has had the Lake States region,
second only to Mountain States for the smallest increase In land values for
the last 5 years, showed one of the lowest average returns to real estate during
1966 and 1967.
"If past rates of annual appreciation in land prices are considered along with

net returns from farm production, the total returns would sufficiently explain
the active farmland market of recent years."

This change in value of farmland as it relates more to the productivity of
the land is dramatically illustrated by the fact that the major increases in
dollar value of farm land have occurred during the last decade in the Delta
and the Southeastern States of the United States, the Southern Plains and the
Appalachian area. In contrast, some of the smallest gains have been recorded
in the Lake States, the Mountain States -and in the Corn Belt.

Probably no one statement can better summarize the future of the farmland
market than the following paragraph which is taken from the same article:

"Urban influence will increasingly affect rural land markets. Numerous 'mini-
booms' will erupt whenever and wherever rapid urbanization occurs. However.
even though industrial and population centers are expanding dramatically, al
enormous expanse of farmland will remain untouched by urbanization. Con-
sequently, future value trends for land remaining in agricultural use will prob-
ably bear close resemblance to the economic health of commercial agriculture.
and will continue to be influenced by national, agricultural and economic policy."

The proportion of voluntary sales to total farm real estate transfers has
increased quite substantially. In 1955. for example. voluntary sales accounted for
70% of all total farm real estate transfers. By 1960, this figure has increased to
over 80% and in 1968 was recorded at about 85%. In contrast, estate settle-
ments and foreclosures have moved to much less significant levels. Farmers and
ranchers are thus reaping the benefits of -the higher land values and -are prob-
ably carefully considering this land price appreciation in their total income
expectations.

In a more recent issue of the "Farm Real Estate Market Development,"
(March 1960), under a heading entitled Farmers Dominate the Market, it
emphasized that farmers made 59% of the purchases in the farmland market
during the year ending March 1, 1968. This article stated:
"... In terms of acreage, active farmers buy 3 acres for every two acres

they sell, and therefore are increasing their land holdings.
"Despite dramatic increases in average farm size during the past 2 decades,

farmland continues to be bought and sold in relatively small acreages. More
than 7 out ot 10 transfer in the year ending March 1, 1968, were less than 180
acres.

"Forces on the demand side of the market also encouraged transfer of rela-
tively small tracts--the most important of these 'being farm enlargement. Pur-
chases for farm enlargement accounted for 5 percent of sales occurring during
the year ending March 1, 196&"
Do high land prices work for or against the bona fide farmer?

Land is recognized as the principal asset of the American farmer and rancher.
According to USDA figures farm real estate represented on March 1, 1968,
almost 81% of the total farm assets. Rising farmland values have, of course,
forced land into this unique asset position, although it has been the major asset
for numerous years. The total value of farm real estate has increased from
$180 billion in 1960 to $194 billion in 1968.

This USDA publication emphasizes the extent of bigness already in the
industry, that expansion can occur as easily through land rental as purchase,
and that the higher land prices provide farmers more credit since land is his
principal asset

The ability of land to serve as a larger credit base which can be used to
finance additional land purchases is also brought out by Professor Raup in his
article

U Raup, op. cit., note 3.
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Still other concepts of farmland value gains are tied to technological advance-
ment in the society. The following statements are indicative of these ideas:

" . . The evidence, both thearetical and empirical, indicates that the expecta-
tion of rising income from technological advance in conjunction with supported
farm prices (and from increasing urban demands as well) has been important
in contributing to the rise in farmland prices. Expected income increases, because
technological advance lowers unit costs and increases individal farm Incomes
with supported prices, thus providing an incentive to expand farm size, which
in turn puts an upward pressure on land prices. Farmland prices rise as many
farmers bid for land to capture the gains of technological advance on individual
farms thus vanish as the competitive process of acquiring land forces up land
prices and absorbs the gains from technological advance.

"But someone gains. The retiring farmer or landowner who sells farmland at
an inflated price reaps the benefits of the technological advance. And this process
will continue to push up farmland prices as long as farm prices are relatively
stable and the march of technological advance continues." 1

2

If as some witnesses before the Ways and Means Committee said, the effect
of H.R. 13270 will result in lowering farmland prices, the result would be dis-
asterous. As indicated above, many farmers and ranchers have borrowed funds
and pledged their lands as collateral. A reduction in farm land prices would
almost certainly mean that many outstanding loans based on increased land
value would be in jeopardy and could be called under the terms of most loan
agreements because of inadequate security. In turn, this could have the adverse
compounding effect of causing businesses in local communities dependent upon
farming and ranching to close their doors. The trickle of unemployed from rural
to urban communities would increase substantially.
The ad valorem tax base

The property tax payments so important for local and county government
programs, including such essential items as schools and roads, also would be
in great danger if, some contend, there would (and should) be a decrease in
farmland value as a result of enactment of the House Bill. It Is inconceivable
that the present local governmental fuctions could continue with a meaningful
reduction in .the price of land.

During the past 25 years taxes on farm real estate have increased almost
five fold; those taxes have gone primarily to support rural schools, which ex-
penditure does not substantially benefit the non-farm resident. Hence, it is
important to note that the farmer residing on the farm benefits as to the cost
of education of his children (as well as other benefits) from the infusion of out-
side capital Into property purchases.

vxir. THE COMPETITION ALLEGATION

Another complaint before the Ways and Means Committee comes from the
assertion that the outside capital creates unfair competition for the "family"
ranch. The idea apparently is that the farmowner with non-farm income in high
income brackets does not have to depend on farm operations for a livelihood;
the high income bracket taxpayer can demand less for his products than the
regular farmer, who needs to make a profit to be able to stay in business.

This assertion cannot stand analysis. There is no set of "farm lo8s" circum-
stances under which an economic lo88 produces a more favorable tax result
than an economic profit. The greater the economic profit from a farm, the
greater overall economic benefit to the farmer or rancher. If the economic profit
of the agricultural enterprise can be increased, the farmer or rancher is financially
better off, despite the imposition of income taxes on the farm profit, simply
because the increased economic profit is never going to be taxed at 100%.

The fallacy of such assertion comes from the premise that a farmer or
rancher will sell his product for less than its market value. There is no evidence
to support such illogical, unreasonable course of action. On the contrary, the
livestock industry traditionally is one in which the seller gets all he can in a
buyer's market.

1 William E. Martin and Gene L. Jefferies, "Relating Ranch Prices and Grazing Permit
Values to Ranch Productivity," Journal of Parm Economics, May, 1966,

83-865 O-49--pt. 5----44
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IX. SUMMARY

In conclusion, there are certain changes I believe should be made in the
Internal Revenue Code to eliminate what I (call the "tax-profit" operation.

However, the other proposals in the House Bill (Excess Deduction Account,
farm losses In the Limitation on Tax Preferences and the Allocation of Deduc-
tions and the so-called hobby loss change) would cause at least two disastrous
economic changes to the substantial farmer or rancher. These are: (1) the drying-
up of new capital so badly needed In agriculture, and (2) chaos from an im-
possible accounting situation.

As to the farmland price situation and the alleged improper competition, the
facts demonstrate that arguments based hereon for his Bill, or others, cannot
in my opinion, be supported.

Gentlemen, while I am grateful for your attention to my remarks, I appreciate
even more your consideration of the problems of the American farmer and
rancher In light of federal tax laws and the proposals for changes therein.

EXHIBIT "A"

TECHNICAL DEFIcIENCIEs IN H.R. 13270

1. It is not clear whether the Excess Deductions Account under the proposed
Section 1251 can ever have a negative balance. According to subsection (b) (3) :

"If there is any amount in the excess deductions account at the close of any tax-
able year (determined before any amount is subtracted under this paragraph for
such year) there shall be subtracted from the account-(A) an amount equal to
the farm net income for such year .... "

Thus it would seem that a negative balance is permitted since the year's farm
net income could easily exceed the amount in the account.

If a negative balance in the Excess Deductions Account is intended, the pro-
posed Section 1251 does not appear to allow credit (i.e. subtractions) for profit-
able years prior to the first year of a farm net loss. The proposed Section 1251 (a)
states that it "shall apply with respect to any taxable year only if-(1) there is
a farm net loss for the taxable year or (2) there is a balance in the Excess De-
ductions Account as of the close of the taxable year after applying subsection
v) (8) (A)." In the preceding profit years, there is by definition no farm net loss

nor is there any balance in the Excess Deductions Account at the close of any of
those taxable years. There is no balance in the account because additions to the
account are made for farm net losses (which did not arise) and subtractions are
made only if there is an amount already in the Excess Deductions Account.

2. Proposed Section 1251(e) (2) defines "farm net loss" as including those
special deductions allowable in respect to land under Sections 175 (relating to
soil and water conservation expenditures) and 182 (relating to expenditures by
farmers for clearing land). When the net farm loss is added to the Excess Deduc-
tions Account, it has the effect of adding a portion of these special land expense
deductions with respect to the account. The balance in the Excess Deductions
Account will affect the character of gain on sale or exchange of land only to the
extent of the land's "potential gain." Proposed Section 1251(c) (2) (0). If no
deductions under Sections 175 or 182 have been taken with respect to the land
within 5 years, the "potential gain" in the land is zero (Proposed Section 1251
(e) (5)) and thus any gain attributable to those expenses will never be recaptured.
Yet such conservation and clearing deductions will remain in the Excess Deduc-
tions Account and will convert the capital gain on the sale of some other asset
which is totally unrelated to the land, such as breeding stock, into ordinary

& Proposed Section 1251(b) (5) (B) provides that upon the gift of farm re-
capture property the donor's Excess Deductions Account is transferred to the
donee if the potential gain on the farm recapture property given in any one year
income.
period exceeds 80% of the potential gain on farm recapture property held by the
donor immediately prior to the first of such gifts. This rule appears to lead to
unintended hardships for the uninitiated and to be of little effectiveness for the
careful planner.

If, for example, a rancher should give half of his ranch (and presumably
one-half of the farm recapture property and one-half of the potential gain
thereon) to one son, the donee would not be required to take any of his father's
Excess Deductions Account. If more than 12 months later, the rancher gave a
second son the remainder of the ranch, that donee would be required to take his
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father's entire Excess Deductions Account. With careful planning, however, the
strictures seem easily avoided. For example, a farmer could give his son an un-
divided 80% interest in the farm without causing a transfer of his Excess Deduc-
tions Account. Twelve months and a day later, he could give the son another
undivided 16% (being 80% of the remaining 20% of the original farm). At this
point he will have transferred approximately 96% of the original farm without a
transfer of the Excess Deductions Account. By waiting another 12 months and a
day, the remaining 4% of the original farm could be given to a charitable organi-
zation who would then succeed to the entire Excess Deductions Account. The
farmer could then again take up farming with no balance in his Excess Deductions
Account and the son would have received 96% of the original farm with no
transfer of the account.

4. The proposed Section 1251(d) (6) provides that in certain transfers of farm
recapture property to corporations, the "stock received by a transferor in the
exchange shall be farm recapture property." Securities received in this exchange
are not so treated. This permits the avoidance of the Excess Deductions Account
rules by careful planning. The farm recapture property can be transferred to a
corporation for all of its stock and bonds equal to almost all of the value of the
transferred property. Such an exchange generally will be tax free under Section
351 of the Internal Revenue Code. The bonds (i.e., "securities") can then be sold
and none of the gain thereon would be affected by the balance in the Excess
Deductions Account because the bonds are not farm recapture property.

5. The depreciation which contributed to a taxpayer's farm net loss will be
included in addition to the Excess Deductions Account. When that depreciable
property is sold, the gain equal to that depreciation will be recaptured and treated
as ordinary income under the provisions of Section 1245 of the Internal Revenue
Code. Since the tax benefits arising from the depreciation deduction will have been
totally eliminated by the sale, there appears to be no reason to leave any of that
depreciation deduction in the Excess Deductions Account where it will reduce the
amount of capital gains on the sale of some other asset. The depreciation de-
duction ought not to be recaptured twice.
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Mr. CONNALLY. May I now introduce to you Gen. Earl Rudder, the
chancellor of the A. & M. University system who is one of the distin-
guished citizens not only of our State but this Nation. He was the
colonel commanding the ranger force that landed on Omaha beach-
head. I recall Gen. Omar Bradley said of him he was one of the two
finest officers under his command during World War II.

I would like to present Gen. Earl Rudder who also has a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Good to have you today.
Senator CURis. Mr. Chairman, Nebraska beat Texas A. & M. Satur-

day 14 to zero. I can't say I am sorry, but I am sorry they had to do
it to such nice people.

The CHAIRMAN. General Rudder.

STATEMENT OF EARL RUDDER, PRESIDENT, TEXAS A. & K.
UNIVERSITY

Mr. RUDDER. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I will
tell you, Senator, you didn't get a first on that because Senator Long's
great school over in Louisiana beat us the week before by a bigger score
than you did.

I come to you this morning with Governor Connally not only as an
executive of one of our great land-grant universities of this Nation,
and we have many of them, and I know that we are all quite proud of
the program that they have had back through the years, in fact a little
over 100 years right now. I also come to you as a cattleman and I know
something of the work that is being done in these land-grant colleges,
and I also know something of the problem that faces this committee in
looking at what sort of moneys are going to be allowed to be spent for
the development of the ranches and the farms of this Nation.

I would like to point out to you a thing which I am sure you know
and you have seen, but today farmers and ranchers are getting older
and older and the young people just are not staying on the land and
one of the reasons they are not is that good chart Dr. Uvacek had a
moment ago-the farmer's income stays kind of level and everybody
else's income goes up, and the youngsters we have today are adroit and
smart and they say there isn't much opportunity for them on the farm,
"I am going where the oportunity is," so the average age is 51.3 years
as the Governor has already pointed out to you, and the average house-
hold on the farm is 3.6 people. They have lived there for 15 years, they
have a high school education. The value they have in the investment in
the farm is an average of $51,000 and they work 79 days on the average
off of the farm.

I submit to you gentlemen, simply this: It seems to those of us who
may live off the farm and go back there and work and spend some
money and develop it, and so on, are somewhat suspect with what to do
with our money. However, the fellow who lives on the farms, goes off
and works and brings money back, he seems to be legitimate.

Also another thing that I have observed, in the testimony and
reflected all over our Nation today, is it seems, that the person who is
successful and makcs a little money is already a suspect. We have got
the greatest Nation on the face of the earth and, as the Governor
pointed out in his chart there, the lower one, we see here he is not
spending more money, the average man is not spending more money,
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for food that he needs he is spending percentagewise less money all the
time, and I ask you why? One of the reasons, in my opinion, is because
the land-grant colleges of this Nation, and Nebraska is one of them.
The illustrious Cliif Hardin, Secretary of Agriculture, I like to call
him a good friend of mine- but he wasn't so good last week-I told
him if he had any influence out there, to remember also that these pri-
vate ranchers have worked diligently in research and extension, and
they have been partners with this Federal Government aW least since
1862.

As the Governor so ably pointed out a while ago, 5 percent of our
people produce the food and fiber needed for the 100 percent. Where
else in the world does this happen? it-is am pretty good system that
allows this to happen.

Well, suppse we were Russia today, I am told they have 50 percent
of the people producing food and fiber for the 100 percent. This is
where the United States was in 1900, 69 years ago.

Suppose we had to o back to that? That means we would have to
take out of the Work force today some 45 percent- of the people and
put them back to producing food and fiber. Well, I don't know where
we would get the people to cary on this GNP escalation that is
essential if we are going to survive as a prosperous nation.

A lot of it has been done because of your land-grant colleges and
also a lot has been done because people are willing to work at two
jobs. There are not many people i town that don't work at one job
and then another if they can't make a living on one and this is what
the farmer has done.

Out in west Texas at the turn of the 1950's we had a little community
there of 5,000 people. The people over here in Baltimore,, the Martin
bomber people, needed an outboard section of the Martin bomber 'built
and they started building it before the jKoreah war and we ended
up in Brady, Tex., some 1,500 miles away, producing the outboard
section of the Martin bomber in this little community, and I venture
to say there wasn't a single person there who had any expertise or skill
in building a wing of the bomber but in a very few shorteeks, with
the direction of some of the experts in the business, we were producing
the outboard section of this Martin bomber at Brady, Tex., for less
money and a better quality than they could produce it right here in
Baltimore. We were shipping it all the way up here.

Well, I saw those farm people there, and this is a rural community,
there wasn't any industry in the community, I saw them convert from
the way of life that we hae, and you willrecall in 1950, 1951, Gov-
ernor, it was the beginning oi the 6-, 7-year drought and there wouldn't
have been a farmer left in that community if they hadn't had some-
thing to supplement their income with.

So I think it is a real healthy situation that the farmer goes into
the city and works in the communities and works, and vice versa.

I have some good friends who are so-called windshield farmers, but
I know their families are much better off because when Friday after-
noon comes they load up and go out to this farm. I agree with the
Governor there isn't such things as a hobby farmer, they are all trying
to make money out of it.

So I beg you not to completely wipe out this way of life of our.
This way of life of ours has helped build this Nation to what it is.
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In addition to this through your agriculture program through the
years we have put in great assets of this Nation. As I said, I happen
to be a cattle farmer. Went to our great grains program 5 years ago;
and 3 years ago I got rid of all the brush. For 3 years nothing hap-
pened because it was dry. This year, 3 years later, we have grass out
there almost as high as this table. It is because you wrote a law mak-
ing it possible for me to put some of my dollars in with the Federal
dollars for soil conservation and today we are going to have the best
production in the history of this ranch, which has been in our family
for 40 years and I guess I will make money or break even with it this
year.

I say unless we continue to do research and find better ways of doing
it, and certainly you share with us here, that the time will come when
we won't be able to produce the necessary food and fiber, when prices
that we pay for food and fiber won't go down as shown on the chart;
but will go up instead.

I can remember back in the 1930's, and I think most of you axe old
enough to remember, that we plowed down pigs, corn, hogs, cattle, and
everything. It could easily have been said then "that we don't want any
more research. We are not going to spend any more money on re-
search, we are not going to s end any more money developing these
places," but if we had we would still be back with the Russians today.

So I beg of you to stay partners with these land-grant colleges, let
us put money in, and let's develop farms and ranches. I agree with
Governor Connally you already have got the means to go in and pick
out these people who are trying to dodge taxes, and pick them off.
You will find in farming and ranching today that the $53,000 that I
spoke of a moment ago is the average investment; but for the cattle
raiser that is going to get $3,100 return, he has to have an investment
today of something like $112,000. That is a pretty good sized invest-
ment, and that doesn't include anything for his labor. That doesn't pay
him anything for his own effort.

Today some of the big ranchers, and some of the people -that have
some money, put some money into these research programs, and I am
afraid under the proposed law that you have before you now, that
this will cease to happen.

We have a ranch in South Texas today that gives Texas A. & M.
University, $200,000 a year in range research. Why? It is in order
that we might develop -better methods, better ways of growing grass
and producing the food and fiber that this Nation needs at a more
economical rate.

Another thing I would like to point out with respect to cattle breed-
ing: we don't develop a new breed just overnight. A lot of people
would say LSU and Nebraska, and so on, have produced all the new
great breeds of this Nation. Well, this simply isn't so. We have helped
them, it is true, but it is usually somebody who has got enough money
and backlog of capital that can go into this breeding program that
will take anywhere from 3 to 10 years to develop a new breed. So
these people, in my opinion, have got to be given some latitude.

The farmers of Texas have given plots for the developing of new
crops and seeds and this sort of thing. There are 4,486 plots furnished
by farmers and ranchers in Texas to assist Texas A. & M.'s research
program.
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So I simply say this: If we try to roll back every ounce of invest-
ment on the part of the individual we are likely to kill some of the
great jumps that we have made forward ain this agriculture
production.

Remember under the system that we now have we have moved fur-
ther, quicker than any other nation on the face of the earth, and I just
hope that we don't do anything that will cause this to come to an
abrupt end.

Thank you, sir.
Mr. CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, may I very briefly introduce two

other gentlemen at the table, Mr. Marvin K. Collie, who is my partner.
and who has been a distinguished tax lawyer since 1941 and Dr. Ed
Uvacek, one of the agricultural economists from Texas A. & M. Uni-
versity who is responsible for the preparation of the charts.

Again may I express my gratitude to you for the opportunity to
appear here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for a very fine presentation.
(Gen. Earl Rudder's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF GENERAL FARL RUDDER, PRESIDENT, TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

Gentlemen, while I am the President of the Texas A&M University System,
I am also a cattleman, a native of the Southwest, and an individual quite famil-
iar with the problems currently being experienced by agricultural producers of
this area of the Nation. Although it would be difficult for me to refrain from
the inclusion of some academic material pertinent to the situation, this testi-
mony is offered to you primarily from the viewpoint of these latter positions.

I have been concerned about those individuals who have ranches or farms
but apparently intend only to have some type of "tax profit." Certainly no one
can defend such individuals as a matter of equity because it is readily recog-
nized that they would, in fact, have some distorting affect upon the agricultural
economy. I am here to try to put the problem into its proper perspective. Certain-
ly some congressional action is warranted, but we should not have the severe eco-
nomic upheaval due to "over-kill" provisions.

Care must be taken, not only to protect the small farm and ranch operations,
but also the larger operations that have provided economical food for the Ameri-
can citizen.

Let us first examine the make-up of the modern American farmer and rancher,
the plight he is currently facing, and the benefits which have accrued to the
American consumer under the current framework of agriculture which has
developed.

THE MODERN FARMER AND RANCHER

In order to better understand the type of agricultural environment in which
we are currently operating, let's briefly look at the farmer and rancher of the
1960's. Today's average farmer or rancher is 51.3 years of age, has an average
household size of 3.6 persons and has lived on his farm for over 15 years. He
has completed 4 years of high school, operates a 351.6 acre farm which has a
value of close to $51 thousand, and works about 79 days off the farm each year.'

Governor Connally has mentioned the "outside" work and income of the farm-
er or rancher. I would like to develop this topic further. This work outside of
the farm is quite interesting, in that it has become a way of life for most farm
families. For example, according to the latest census. 46% of all farm operators
in the United States reported some days of work off their farms and 32% re-
ported such work amounted to 100 days or more. There is a : significant regional
difference in this proportion too. Almost one-half of the farm operators in the
Western region of the country reported some off-farm work while this propor-
tion was 49% in the South and 43% in the North. Of all farm operators working
off their farms, 690% reported working 100 days or more, and 56% reported

This data from 1904 Census of Agriculture, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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working 200 days or more. In the West, 62% of the operators reporting work
off farms, worked 200 days or more, whereas, in the North only 52% reported
200 days or more.

As might be expected, the proportion of farm operators working off the farm
and the number of days that they worked varied according to the age of the
operators. Sixty-three percent of the operators under 35 years of age reported
working off their farms, while 54% of the operators in the 45 to 54 age bracket
showed off-the-farm work. In essence, this data merely emphasizes the fact that
the modern day farm operator spends a considerably larger proportion of his
time working off-the-farm than most people realize.

Not only is off-farm work important in a tine aspect-it represents an impor-
tant soure of income to such farmers (Figure 1). In the latest issue of the
Farm Income Situation released by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, some
rather interesting information is offered regarding net income realized on farms
versus off-farm income. The report shows, for example, that in 1968, operations
which had less than $2,500 farm sales reported, 85% of the total income of the
farm operator's family came from off-the-farm sources. The larger size classi-
fications of farms, those with less than $10,000 farm sales during the year, re-
lied somewhat less upon off-farm income, actually 53% of their total income.
Moving to the largest category of farms, those with $40,000 sales or more, off-
farm income contributed only 17% to the total farm operator's family income.
(See accompanying Tables 1, 2 and 3.)

In addition to off-farm part-time employment, supplemental returns from
land-based activities such as hunting, fishing, and oil leases contribute signifi-
cantly to the bona fide farmer or rancher's total family income.

Such activities, to most rural residents, are considered as a part of farm in-
come, although there is a distinction among them for tax purposes. Strangely
enough, limitations placed upon the farmers and ranchers with regard to out-
side income is in direct opposition to the U.S. Department of Agriculture goals
and expenditures aimed at stimulating such supplemental income.

In the Yearbook of Agriculture for 1968, Sci'ence for Better Living, Secretary
Freeman made this statement with regard to non-farm income:

"Working closely with farmers and other rural people, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture is helping to stimulate a rural renaissance.

"Private enterprise is being attracted to the countryside. Rural people, both
farm and nonfarm, are taking advantage of government supported opportunities
to establish part-time businesses or trades.

"On thousands of farms, picnic and camp sites, riding stables, game and fishing
preserves, winter and water sports facilities have become supplementary and
even primary sources of income."

Since agriculture is a highly variable income source, fluctuating with economic
conditions in the nation as well as climatic changes, it is also a business enter-
prise which has tremendous variations it? profitability. Net income can sometimes
occur, but net deficits are as equally likely. Whenever farm losses do occur,
it is obviously to the benefit of the farmer or rancher to use such loss to offset any
non-farm income; indeed it is imperative in many cases.

BEEF CONSUMPTION AND RETAIL PRICES

Because of increased production, the development of the commercial cattle
feeding industry, and increased efficiency throughout the production and feed-
ing levels of the cattle industry, beef production in the United States increased
from approximately 13 billion pounds in 1955 to almost 21 billion pounds in
1968. Consumer demands also increased substantially during this period so that
per capita consumption was able to increase from 82 pounds per person in 1915
to 100 pounds per person in 1968 without any major change in price levels. Some
of this increased demand exhibited by the consumer was a result of increased
disposable income, although a substantial proportion of it was due to the dras-
tically reduced consumption of other red meats. In fact, during this entire period
when beef consumption per person increased 27 pounds, the retail price level for
beef showed an increase of only 20 cents per pound.2 (Figure 2)

Despite this substantial increase in quality, a rise in beef quality, and almost
constantly increasing costs of production, the American consumer has been
blessed with an average retail price only slightly higher than that which existed

2 Gene L. Swnekhamer, "The Growth of Corporate Farming," statement before the Colo-
rado Cattle Feeders Association on February 8, 1968.
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in the mid-1950's. Even a large portion of this small increase can be traced to
the Increased demands for consumer services at the retail level In the form of
packaging, closer trimming, boning, etc.

Although today's consumers are apalled by the relatively high prices of beef
in the retail counter, much of the criticism is really focused at the levels for
the so-called "high-price beef cuts." Unfortunately, all of a beef carcass is not
composed of high-price cuts and many "low-price cuts" are often ignored by
the consumer picketers. We must remember that only about a quarter of the
total beef carcass yields steaks, another quarter roasts, a third quarter miscel-
laneous cuts such as hamburger, stew meat, etc. and the final quarter of the
carcass is lost through shrinkage, cutting loss, and trimmed fat and bones.

Let's spend a minute examining these retail beef prices that have exited some
housewives. The United States Department of Agriculture bases its average retail
price for beef on prices collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. These are
basically gathered for use in preparing the consumer price index. The Bureau's
purpose is to measure changes in food prices, rather than their absolute levels.
Even though the Bureau goes to considerable lengths to obtain a good sample
of cities and types of stores in which to gather these prices, the data really
offers servere problems for the Department of Agriculture in that it does not
take price specials properly into account.

For example, the advertised price specials that are usually offered on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday represent the majority of the retail food sales. Red meat
and poultry are the most frequently used items on such sales since they attract
people into the store. When the retailer puts a certain cut of beef or broilers
on sale during the weekend, the volume of the products sold at these reduced
prices is often several times the volume sold at regular prices. Unfortunately,
the Bureau of Labor Statistics collects retail food prices on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday of the enumeration week, and does not weigh the prices of food
according to the specials to reflect this increased volume sold. The average prices
reported by the Bureau, therefore, overstate the true average prices of foods.
The National Commission on Food Marketing emphasizes this error and worked
with the Department of Agriculture in an attempt to revise retail prices for
red meats and poultry in recognition of this problem. In the year 1964, for
example, the retail value of choice beef was reduced 7 cents per pound, for choice
lamb 3.6 cents per pound, for pork 4.1 cents, and for veal 3.8 cents per pound.
No data are available with which to compute revised retail prices back into the
1950's, but it can be assumed that there is an overstatement of retail prices
occurring back as far as 10 or 15 years. Apparently, however, the use of price
specials in supermarkets has increased in the more recent years, so it seems
likely that the overstatement is probably greater in the 1960's than it was in
the mid-1950's.

Even when this overstatement of the retail prices is ignored, the retail price
for beef has shown very little rise during the last 10 to 15 years. (Figure 3)
Beef, of course, means cattle, and the prices of high quality fed cattle have
reflected about the same basic type of price pattern as the retail beef cuts. The
typical rancher, however, does not produce beef, but rather, feeder calves, that
today move into a highly merchandized and specialized cattle feeding industry.
This cow-calf producer's output is calves, and they are his only major source
of income. Prices received by farmers and ranchers for calves, however, during
the last 20 year period have been hardly encouraging.

Texas cattlemen, for example, received an average of $26.27 per hundredweight
for live calves in 1968. This represented the highest return from calves, with
the exception of the record established in 1951, when prices reached over $30
per hundredweight. (Figure 4) Price levels for calves in Texas have remained
within a relatively narrow range ever since the latter 1950's, even though as
we have indicated earlier, the costs involved in producing such calves has
increased at about the same rate as inflation.

The question, of course, is how can cattle producers pay more for the inputs
to produce beef, yet still sell the commodity at relatively the same or even lower
levels. The answer to this, of course, is that they cannot, at least not without
losing money. A recent Texas A&M University study indicated, for example,
that In order to attain a $3,000 a year return to labor and management, it would
require an average annual investment of about $4,900 in hog production, about
$21,000 for broilers, $48,000 in dairy, and a healthy $112,000 investment to get a
$3,100 income from the cattle business.'

3 Tom E. Prater, "Investment Requirements for an Approximate $3.000 Return to Labor-
Management," Texas Agricultural Extension Service, Texas A. & M. University.
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Similarly low returns were found through a research study of costs of western
livestock ranches by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.4 This analysis deals
with actual commercial cow-calf reaches in the Northern Plains, Northern
Rocky Mountains, and Southwestern areas of the country, during 1967 and
1968. Returns for the Southwestern ranches were consistently lower and yielded
about a $6,000 to $7,000 total return to operator labor, management and capital
with a $212,000 to $220,000 total ranch investment. Certainly, the investment
attractiveness of such a cow-calf enterprise would be quite dubious to a business-
man considering this field of endeavor.

According to the 1964 Census of Agriculture, there were about 2.3 million farms
and ranches in the United States that reported having cattle and calves. Of that
total, however, about 1.3 million reported maintaining beef cows while another
1 million were farms that had no cows other than milk cows or dairy type. Let's
now examine these 1.3 million farms and ranches. It is assumed that, since these
operations main tain beef cows, they are in the business of raising beef calves.
The Census shows us, however, that of these 1.3 million cattle operations, 69%
had less than 30 head and there were, in fact, only 3,645 farms in the entire
United States that had 500 head of beef cows or more. Of this total a mere 1,010
farms in the whole country had 1,000 head of beef cows or more. (Table 4)

TABLE 4.-Number8 of cattle and calf farms and ranches, 1964 census

Farms with cattle and calves ---------------------------------- 2,283,881
Farms with no cows or other than milk cows ---------------------- 959,969
Farms with beef cows --------------------------------------- 1,323, 912

Of the 1.3 million farms with beef cows 69% had less than 30 head; only

3,645 farms had 500 head or more; just 1,010 farms had 1,000 head or more.

EXPECTATIONS FOR PROFIT

At this point one should examine the concept of expectations of profits on
the assumption all legitimate farmers and ranchers have this attitude.

In the recent Ways and Means Committee report on this Bill, there was a
reference to data which indicated that there was a strong trend toward losses
increasing as the taxpayers adjusted gross income increases.

Actually, how profitable is the cattle business? Should one really expect huge
profits or substantial losses? According -to data collected by ag,-eiultural econ-
omists at Texas A&M University, it costs an average of about $90.50 to ri-
a calf, or keep a cow for a year in Texas, if all costs are considered.

This composite acerage costs is obtained by totaling the various expenses in-
volved in maintaining a cow for one year.5 (Table 5.)

TABLE 5.-Cot8 of keeping a cow for 1 year Ewpense

Land charge* ------------------------------------------------- $28.70
Depreciation -------------------------------------------------------- 5. 60
Interest-herd capital** ----------------------------------------- 10. 70
Replacement cost --------------------------------------------------- 5. 55
Operating costs ----------------------------------------------------- 39. 95

Total --------------------------------------------------- 90.50
eLand cost based upon fair lease or rental value.
**Considers cow cost and a portion of the bull.

NoT.-No charge for labor or management is included.

Let's now look at the return Texas ranchers probably received during the
Report's test year-1966. In that year, the Texas calf crop averaged 84%, the
average price received for calves was $24.60 per hundredweight and the estimated
weaning weight for calves ranged between 350 and 400 pounds. Assuming that our
typical cattleman in Texas during 1966 produced a 400 pound calf, sold it for
$24.60 per hundredweight, and had an 84% calf crop. Under these conditions

4 Wylie Goodsell and others, Costs and Returns Western Livestock Ranches, 1968, USDA,
July 1969.

aTom E. Prater, "Estimates on Annual Beef Cow Cost by Areas," Texas Agricultural
Extension Service, Texas A. & M. University.
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the return per cow would be $82.66. Since our cost estimates, however, were $90.50
per cow, this left ,*he rancher with a net loss of $7.84 per cow during the year.

It is easy to see with these figures that the larger the herd size, the larger the
loss would be on any particular operation. Although there may be some economics
of scale involved, they are not sufficient enough to change these basic cost figures
very substantially. The loss recorded, therefore, of $7.84 per cow during 1966
would mean a $78.40 loss for a 10 cow operation, a $7,840 loss for a 100 cow
operation, and a $78.400 loss for a 1.000 cow operation. Thus, our analysis of
probable costs and returns of Texas ranchers in 1966 yields exactly the same type
of average loss-size operation relationship as the Report figures. A similar coin-
putation of the 1967 statistics indicates that the average Texas rancher real-
ized a net loss of only 04.50 per cow during that year, substantially better return
situation, but still recording a loss.

These loss situations are more common to the cattle businesses of the South-
western part of the United States. A recent U.S. Department of Agriculture
report shows that cattle ranchesu which operated in the Southwestern part of the
United States during the period of 1963 to 1967 had considerably higher operat-
ing expenses per unit of production than did similar types of ranches in the
Northern Plains and the Northern Rocky Mountain region. These operating ex-
penses averaged 25% higher in the Southwest, so that it is more likely for diffi-
culties to arise In maintaining profitable operations in that section of the country
than in the other. Also adding to this less favorable cost situation is a generally
lower livestock price level in the South, and consequently smaller returns.

Expectation, according to Webster, is the pro.qect of the future. Unfortunately.
cattlemen are not noted for their ability as fortune tellers. Even the feeding
of cattle is highly speculative and very unpredictable. It is not uncommon to
experience severe losses for one, two, or even five years In a row and then do
much better for the next five. Most of these unprofitable periods are usually
felt when the margin between the price paid for feeders and the price received
for finished cattle, falls below zero. (Figure 5)

Agriculture, and particularly livestock production, is a highly risky and vari-
able income generator. Not only is the farmer and rancher subject to the elements
of nature, but he is also tremendously affected by national situations, economic
crises, government programs, and the whims of the American consumer and
her demands. No other segment of the economy involves such a wide array of
risk and uncertainty, yet at the same time, offers both a short, as well as hazy,
%.anning horizon.

AGRICULTURE NEEDS OUTSIDE CAPITAL FOR RESEARCH

Governor Connally has referred to some of the reasons for the necessity of out-
side capital. I want to touch on some aspects of the use of capital in agriculture.

It has not been more than about 40 years since agricultural producers of the
United States struggled with primitive tools behind a mule to scratch the surface
of the earth. The scientific and technological progress of our agriculture has been
so rapid that few of us recognize that back in 1937, it required one person em-
ployed in agriculture to provide enough food and fiber for 10 persons in the Nation.
Yet, by 1967, just 30 years later, one farmer or rancher produced abundantly
for more than 40 persons.

No agricultural commodity has shown more progress than that of livestock,
particularly cattle production. The first Hereford bull imported in 1817 by the
distinguished American statesman, Henry Clay, bears little resemblance to the
modern breed of Hereford cattle so prevalent In our country today. Similarly,
the first Shorthorn cattle imported in 1783. the original Brahman stock in 1853,
and the initial Angus importations in 1873, held the basic seeds of new breed
developments in the United States. Many of these original cattle are hard to
identify when reviewini the currently accepted standards of these breeds.
Throughout the years since their importation, they have been bred, cros.d,
and recrossed and now yield superior animals designed to reproduce effectively,
gain weight efficiently, and yield carcasses with a high proportion of trimmed
retail cuts.

It has been through the efforts of the Agricultural Experiment Stations at land
grant institutions such as Texas A & M University, and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture that the basic research and extension work was performed. But
more than that, it was the brave and industrious cattleman of yesterday using
applied research in their own herds who have developed livestock to the point
where it now yields more meat, at a reduced cost, with less land, and less
manpower than ever In history.
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Agricultural research contributions have been tremendous, particularly when
you consider the small amounts of funds devoted to it in relation to other
research investments. During 1966, for example, the total agricultural research
expenditures by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the State Agricultural
Experiment Stations was $331 million. Industry contributions to agricultural
research in that same year were $473 million. Of course, we are talking here
about total agricultural research spending, not just research for livestock or
cattle. Some idea of the small amount of expenditures devoted exclusively to,
say, beef cattle research can be obtained from these corniarisons. In 1966, the
total budget outlay for the U.S. Department of Agriculture was $5.9 billion, of
which only $167 million was spent for research. Beef cattle and related research
work, including such things as consumer acceptance, control of insect pests, and
economic efficiency in marketing represented only $10.3 million of this total.
Another $18.1 million were spent by all the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations on beef cattle research, bringing the national total to only $28.5 million.(

At first glance, this figure looks high, but compare it with the research and
development expenditures of 1968 for some major corporations: IBM-$410
million; Texas Instruments-$130 million; Xerox-$76.8 million; and Merck--
$55.4 million!

Such public research spending is frequently, however, not all that is required.
For example, the screwworm infestation of the Southwest was attacked directly
by livestock producers who contributed a total of $4 million to help research
efforts to erradicate this economically important pest. Recognizing the concern
of the producers and encouraged by their financial backing of the project, the
government came to the aid of the program with additional funds and assistance.
As an administrator at Texas A&M University, I can ssure you that contribu-
tions to our research efforts are frequently made by producers and often repre-
sent the final financial push required for success. Such research contributions by
private individuals are usually from the more affluent farmers and ranchers,
the ones that can afford such generosity.

An economic study performed in California indicated that not only has such
financial support of agricultural research by private groups and individuals been
substantial, but that the time lag between the initial phases of the project and the
actual accomplishment of the technological advancement, has been shortened
considerably through the use of these additional funds.8

"Much of the work performed in agricultural experiment stations is sub-
sidized by either industry or government. Research on minor crops may well
lag behind other research programs unless some minimum industry support is
received to enable purchase of needed equipment, materials and labor inputs.

"It would appear logical that given agricultural experiment station research
with the minimum backing, then mechanization will be developed sooner or
later regardless of industry financial support. At this point, the industry interest
is then one of assuring the 'sooner' development rather than the 'later.' Addi-
tional financial support would be directed at compressing the probability function
to the left, or increasing the probability that the research success would be
achieved in a certain number of years or less."

It would be easy for me to claim, at this point, that all the spectacular
advancements made in agricultural productivity have been solely due to the
university and government achievements. but this would not recognize the
major stumbling block to technological progress-adoption of new technology.
Scientists at the institutions and in the research laboratories can experiment
and evolve new concepts, techniques and improved varieties. Our extension serv-
ices then must take this new information out into the field to the producer and
show him how to use it. But it requires the cooperation, the field testing, the
sacrificing in time and money of the farmer and rancher that produces results
and finally develops the new breeds and the modern types. During last year, for
example, the Texas Agricultural Extension Service had the cooperative efforts
of producers on 4,486 different field demonstrations, of which 1,283 dealt directly
with livestock, breeding or feeding.

* A National Program of Research for Agriculture, joint publication of the Association
of State University and Land Grant Colleires and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

'Value Line Selection and Opinion. Vol. XXIV, No. 44, Part 11, August 15, 1969.
S Samuel H. Logan, "Evaluating Financial Support of Research Programs," Journal of

Farm Economics, February 1964.
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AGRICULTURE NEEDS OUTSIDE CAPITAL FOR DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION

Agriculture is not a self-supporting industry, It requires huge quantities of
capital, particularly when we consider the amounts needed to build up a breeding
herd or to develop an improved crossbreed.

Fortunately, for us, the tremendous sums of capital required to experiment
with new breeds and types has been available in the United States. In many
foreign countries, for example, the government is relegated this chore because
of the expense and the poor returns on investment. Our livestock producers have
been blessed with a realistic Congress which, many years ago, provided some
measure of relief for such individuals through somewhat less stringent account-
ing procedures. The result has been a livestock development in this Nation that
far exceeds any other country in the world.

This requirement for high quantities of capital in cattle breed development
is emphasized in the Yearbook of Agriculture 1968, issued 'by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture. In a discussion of hybrid vigor and how this was used by corn
breeders and later chicken and swine breeders, the author states:

"But cattlemen did not follow their lead immediately.
"One good reason for this lag was that cattle breeding stock represents a high

investment because much time passes before a new generation reaches breeding
age. So, it is quite expensive to experiment with new cattle breeding systems."

Yet, this did not discourage livestock producers and today United States beef
cattle are among the world's most desired types. This expanded size of the market
for beef breeding herds has added a new dimension to the capital problem. As
Governor Connally has said, the United States is now a major exporter of beef
breeding cattle. This exportation of beef breeding cattle offers an extremely
favorable situation for the United States, in that it represents a commodity that
is exported for cash, and does not have to be subsidized under any direct govern-
ment program. At the same time, the good will established with these developing
countries seems to be far more lasting than that produced with any other agri-
cultural export, probably because such animals really represent years of research
and development. Secretary of Agriculture, Orville L. Freeman wrote in The
Yearbook of Agriculture 1968:

"But American agriculture is also the world's 'biggest "storehouse" and research
'factory' for agricultural knowledge. Exporting this knowledge to improve farm
production in food-short countries can contribute immensely to world stability and
peace-and to the eventual entry of the entire free world into the age of
abundance."

Governor Connally mentioned that the innovators of the agricultural com-
munity are the utilizers of the latest technological developments, the experi-
menters of new breeds, and the land developers, Laud clearing, stock pond
establishment brush control and similar methods of increasing the efficient use
of the land are sound management practices for the progressive manager.

The serious consideration here is the diametrically opposed positions which
seem to be evolving in the different branches of the government. During 1967
alone, for example, $7 million was spent by the USDA in cost-sharing brush
control work with farmers and ranchers of his country. In that same year,
slightly over $14 million were expended on cost-sharing stock pond and agricul-
tural reservoir construction. For another branch of the government to now con-
test, in effect, the legitimacy of these expenditures as a deduction, seems quite
inconsistent. Certainly, such improvements add to the productivity of the land
and probably to its net worth, but unfortunately in some isolated cases the value
is actually decreased since the recreational value is lowered. Likewise land
which is left unattended or overgrazed, can easily be lost to brush and erosion,
thus lowering its productive value.
The Budget of the United State8 Government

Fiscal Year 1969 eloquently states the purpose of these cost-sharing programs
in this passage:

"This program is designed to encourage conservation by sharing with farmers,
ranchers, and woodland owners the cost of carrying out approved soil-building
and soil-and-water-conserving practices. These are practices which farmers
generally would not perform to the needed extent with their own resources. The
rate of cost-sharing averages about 50% of the cost. Cost-sharing may 'be in the
form of conservation materials and services or a payment after completion of
the practice.
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"Conservation measures offered include those primarily designed to establish
permanent protective cover, improve and protect established vegetative cover,
conserve and dispose of water, establish temporary vegetative cover, temporarily
protect soil from wind and water erosion, and provide wildlife and beautification
benefits.

These programs are designed to give technical assistance and aid the conserva-
tion operations of the Soil Conservation Service. During the fiscal year 1969,
budget recommendations for these services were $203 million. Throughout the
federal budget recommendations it is repeatedly emphasized that such cost-
sharing assistance is necessary to continue the long term practices that prevent
irreparable damage to land resources and that would not be applied If it were
not for federal assistance.

If any doubt still exists that agriculture requires outside capital, It can be dis-
pelled by the recognition that even the government has found it necessary to
provide funds to agriculture through several major rural programs:9

"The Administration conducts two capital investment programs: (a) the rural
electrification program to provide electric service to farms and other rural
establishments; and (b) the rural telephone program to furnish and improve
the telephone service in rural areas. Funds for making repayable loans are
borrowed from the Secretary of the Treasury.

"1. Rural electrifloation.-This capital investment program Is financed through
loans which bear 2% interest and must be repaid within a period not to exceed
35 years. Loans are also made for shorter periods at 2% interest to electrification
borrowers to be reloaned to their consumers for the purpose of financing the
wiring of premises and the acquisition and installation of electrical and plumb-
ing appliances and equipment, Including machinery.

2 Rural telephone.-This capital investment program is financed through
loans which are made for the purpose of financing the improvement, expansion,
construction, acquisition, and operation of the telephone lines and facilities or
systems to furnish and improve telephone service in rural areas. The loans bear
2% Interest and must be repaid within a period not to exceed 35 years.

Financing farming and rural housing.-Loans of the Farm Credit Adminis-
tration through the Federal intermediate credit banks for cooperatives are pri-
marily to help finance agricultural production and marketing.

These extremely low rates of interest, and long payment periods provided by
government lending emphasized that capital for such agricultural development
is not really available even from outside sources.

SUMMARY

Agriculture, in the United States today, Is dynamic and growing. In my own
State, Texas, agriculture provided the market with almost $3 billion worth of
products, during the past year. Except for crude oil and gas, agriculture brings
to the State its largest source of income.

This agricultural growth, however, has not Just happened. It was a result of
a number of significant factors-development of new technology, education and
promotion, the action programs of both the Federal and State Departments of
Agriculture, availability of resources, and farmers and ranchers willing to adopt
new practices. If agriculture is to remain strong, however, it must be guided
through new treacherous cross currents-those of growing cities, shrinking re-
sources, the continued price-cost squeeze, and general indifference from the
urban-oriented society which it services.

The preliminary Texas water plan, for example, Indicates that by 1980, 4'
million acres of cropland, about 3 million acres of which is highly fertile, will
be removed from productive use. Most of this will be land destined to become
water reservoirs to service the needs of the rapidly growing population centers as
well as agriculture and the remaining million and a half acres will be required for
urban development, highways, airports, etc. Our principal resource for agricul-
tural production-land, is becoming scarce.

Our Texas Agricultural Experiment Station operates throughout the State.
By virtue of its assigned responsibilities, it represents the focal point of co-
ordination for all agricultural research in the entire State. It is Important
that this knowledge base be maintained In order to stimulate further agricultural
development. Such efforts, however, must be supported by a massive, continuous
research, education and extension program-a program combining all the diversi-

9 The Budget of the United States Government-Fiscal Year 1969.
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fled and interdependent strengths of the scientific team expertise that we can
muster.

But, the Experiment Station, the Extension Service and the entire University
cannot succeed without the efforts and assistance of the dedicated individuals
with the will and desire to try "a new idea." These innovators already realize
that it may not lead to glory, nor riches, nor even maybe compensation-only
self satisfaction that they have contributed.

Texas A&M University stands ready through its basic team to help meet this
formidable and challenging task. Gentlemen, we ask not for your praise, but
only for your cooperation in this effort.

U3-865 O--6--pt. 5- 15
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Table 1 - 0ff-farm Income

Tenure of ooerator

Total commercial farm

Full owners
Part owners
Managers
All tenants

Cash
Share-cash
Crop-share
Livestock-share
Other

Rxceeds FarmnProduct Value

Percent of farm with
other income exceeding
value of farm products

sold

16.7

24.4
10.5
4.5
9.3

16.4
4.2
8.1
4.6

20.7

12.5

16.9
10.1
12.6

7.2
13.5

5.1
6.5
5.6

10.9

Table 2 - Proportion of farm-operator households having
income from off-farm sources

Percent of ferms having income
from off-the-farm sources exceeding

value of farm products sold

1924 I= 1M

United States
North
South
West

38.7
30.1
47.4
41.4

35.8
28.1
43.2
39.5

29.8
23.1
34.6

. 35.5

* Alaska and Hawaii not Included

Table 3 - Farm operated households having off-farm income
exceedina the value of farm products

Value of farm

Total

Under $2,500
$2,500 to $4,999
$5,000 to $9,999
$10,000 or more

Percent of farms with
axceedino value of farm

other Income
oroducta sold

. . .. . -1-T ..
38.7 35.8 29.8 29.1

76.0 62.5 46.6 43.0
33.0 27.2 12.6 10.2
9.8 12.6 6.4 5.3
1.1 6.5 4.5 4.3

* Alaska and Hawaii not Included
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The CIIAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. George S. Dillon, on
behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Association.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. DILLON ON BEHALF OF MANUFAC-
TURING CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION

Mr. DILLON. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, my
name is George Dillon. I am president of the Air Reduction Co., Inc.
I am appearing on behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Associa-
tion. Our member companies produce about 90 percent of the basic
industrial chemicals manufactured in the United States.

The chemical industry itself contributes about $46 billion to our
gross national product and employs more than a million workers.

We have submitted a written statement commenting on 11 different
aspects of the House bill. I would like to spend a few moments with
some remarks on the items we consider most significant.

Our primary concern is with the drastic increase in corporate taxes
imposed by the House bill.

This increase is a major cause of the imbalance referred to by the
Secretary of the Treasury before this committee when he stated that
the bill was "weighted in favor of consumption to the potential detri-
ment of the Nation's productive investment" and that such imbalance
"could impede the economic growth in the years ahead by curtailing
the incentive to make productive investments."

The Treasury Department has estimated that the repeal of the in-
vestment credit provisions plus the so-called reform measures would
add $4.9 billion to corporate taxes, an increase of some 16 percent.

The funds to pay these taxes must be raised by corporations either
through price increases or by a reduction in their capital expenditures.
Either alternative is extremely undesirable. The price increases would
have an immediate and obvious inflationary effect.

The harmful effect of reducing capital expenditures on inflation
is perhaps a little less obvious, but in the long term it is greater than
price increases.

The most important contribution that we in the private sector can
make in controlling inflation in this country is to produce an ever in-
creasing supply of goods at lower unit costs.

This contribution can't be made unless adequate funds are avail-
able for reinvestment in our productive facilities. This bill would drain
off such funds and seriously impair our ability to make this important
contribution to a stable domestic economy.

The proposed increases have another adverse side effect: They
would reduce our, ability to compete at home and abroad with foreign
producers. Today our foreign competitors continue to enjoy their
traditional lower wage rate advantages but, in addition, they have
productive facilities as efficient as ours. In many instances these fa-
cilities are subsidized by tax concessions granted by their government.

In summary, we believe that the corporate tax increases proposed
in the House bill would weaken our efforts to control inflation
domestically, and undermine our competitive position in the inter-
national marketplace with unfortunate consequences to the U.S. bal-
ance of payments.
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We endorse strongly the proposal of the Secretary of the Treasury
that corporate tax rates be reduced to hell) offset tlhe iml)act of the
repeal of the investment credit.

I would now like to comment on some specific provisions of the
House bill.

Real estate depreciation, section 521.-This provision would limit
the depreciation that may be claimed on real property. We recommend
that it not be applied to industrial properties such as factories, ware-
houses and so forth. We suggest that accelerated depreciation continue
to be allowed, but if such depreciation is later recaptured through a
sale of the property it be taxed as ordinary income, as is presently
provided in section 1245 of the code covering sales of personal property"
under similar circumstances.

Capital gains rates for corporation, section 461.-We see no valid
reason to increase from 25 percent to 30 percent the tax on corporate
capital gains. We would recommend that capital gains be taxed in the
same manner to corporations as to individuals, namely the full rate
on one-half of the long-term capital gain.

The comptation of earnings and profit, ,ection 452.-This particu-
lar provision is intended to prevent tax-free distributions of dividends
by certain domestic corporations, particularly in the real estate and
public utility businesses. We suggest that it. be made clear that it does
not apply to foreign subsidiary corporations, where it would impose
a substantial and, we understand, a completely unintended hardship.

Moving expenses, section 31.-This provision broadens the moving
expense deduction to include the expenses of house hunting and the
sale and purchase of houses. We support the new rules but believe that
the $2,500 limitation is completely unrealistic. Actually $2,500 barely
pays the various fees and other expenses involved in selling one
medium-priced house and buying another one, and certainly wouldn't
cover a good many of the other incidental expenses such as temporary
quarters during a period when the employee is hunting for a new
house.

Furthermore, the bill contains another limitation which provides
that the moving expense provision will not apply unless the new place
of business is at least 50 miles farther from the old house than was the
old place of business. Many companies are moving their operations
from the congested cities into the suburban areas. The employees of
such companies frequently have to move because of the lack of public
transport between their old house and the new company location, even
though the distance of the trip is not 50 miles longer. We think the
20-mile limitation contained in present law, which is proposed by the
Secretary of the Treasury, is more realistic and completely adequate
to provide whatever safeguards are required in this regard.

Deferred compensation, section 3..-We recommend that your com-
mittee adopt the proposal of the Secretary of the Treasury with respect
to this provision; namely, that it be deleted from the bill pending a
completion of the Treasury study of this extremely complex subject.

Taxation of lump-sum distributions from pensions or profit-sharing
trustS, section 515.-This provision would tax such distributions to
the extent attributable to employer contributions as ordinary income
rather than capital gains, with some relief through an extremely com-
plicated averaging device. We oppose enactment of this provision.
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The current rules, we believe, provide a very simple and equitable
basis for taxing as capital gains lump-sum distributions accrued to
an employee in pension and profit-sharing trusts over many years of
employment, and these provisions should be continued.

Would like to make a final comment on one subject not covered
in our formal statement. MCA plans to submit a separate statement
to your committee opposing legislation which would make nondeducti-
ble treble damage payments. Ini the event that this subject is considered
during these hearings, we respectfully request that our statement con-
cerning this matter also be considered and included in the record.

Gentlemen, that concludes my testimony.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(George S. Dillon's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. DILLON ON BEHALF OF THE MANUFACTURING

CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION

* SUMMARY
1. Corporate rate reduction

The repeal of the Investment tax credit and various reform provisions con-
tained in H.R. 13270 would increase the tax burden of corporations by $4.9 billion.
This increased burden would affect the ability of corporations to meet their
present productivity and employment levels, would lead to increased prices, and
weaken the competitive position of U.S. industry In international trade. To offset
the adverse effects of this increased tax burden, a compensatory corporate tax
rate reduction is recommended.
2. Deferred compensation (section 331)

The proposed new rules for taxation of deferred compensation are unnecessary
and unsound and would lead to extremely difficult compliance and auditing prob-
lems. We recommend deletion of this provision as proposed by the Secretary of
the Treasury.
3. Fifty-percent maximum rate on earned income (section 803)

We endorse the concept of placing a maximum tax rate of 50% on earned
income, and recommend that deferred compensation, bonus awards, and all pay-
ments attributed to either qualified or non-qualified employer plans which are
considered as ordinary income be treated as earned income for the purposes of
this section.
4. Restricted 8tock (section 321)

We recommend that the controlling date for transfers under pre-existing plans
be changed from February 1 to April 1, 1970, to give corporations more time to
accommodate to this provision.
5. Total distributions from qualified pension, etc., plans (section 515)

We believe the current rules provide a relatively simple and equitable basis
for taxing lump sum distributions accrued to an individual over a substantial
portion of his employment career and recommend against the change proposed
In Section 515.
6. Moving expenses (section 231)

The $2,500 limitation on deduction of certain moving expenses is considered
inadequate; the removal of this limitation is recommended.

The bill would change the distance test to qualify for a moving expense deduc-
tion from 20 to 50 miles. We recommend retention of the 20 mile test as proposed
by the Administration.
7. Effect on earnings and profits (section 452)

The amendment proposed in this section would create substantial hardships in
the corporate foreign income area. We recommend that this section be modified
to make clear that its provisions do not apply to the computation of earnings and
profits of foreign subsidiary corporations.
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8. Real estate depreciation (sectimt 521)
We recommend that the new, more restrictive rules on depreciation provided

in this section not apply to industrial real property, but that full recapture of
depreciation be provided for to the extent of gain on later sale of the property.
9. Foreign tax credit (sections 431 and 432)
We recommend: (a) extension of the foreign tax credit to ill situations where

the U.S. imposes Federal income tax on undistributed profits of foreign corpora-
tions under Subpart F; (b) the reduction of the 50% stock ownership test in
section 902(b) to 10%; (c) the extension of the foreign tax credit to foreign
corporations which are below the second tier and are connected by a 10% stock
ownership.
10. Alternative capital gain rate for corporations (section 461)

We recommend against the increase from 25% to 30% proposed in section 461
relating to the alternative capital gain rate for corporations.
11. Natural resources sectionn 501)

As a reduction of percentage depletion rates would undoubtedly lead to higher
costs to the chemical industry for petroleum feedstocks and mineral raw
materials, we recommend retention of the existing percentage depletion rates
for natural resources.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is George S. Dillon. I
am President of Air Reduction Company, Incorporated. I am appearing before you
today on behalf of the Manufacturing Chemists Association, a non-profit trade
association of 174 United States company members representing more than 90
percent of the production capacity of basic industrial chemicals within this
country. In addition, our companies carry on extensive international operations
throughout the world.

Based on a detailed analysis of the provisions of H.R. 13270, we find that many
of its proposals would, if enacted, have a significant impact upon the U.S.
chemical industry. We particularly appreciate, therefore, the opportunity to
present to this Committee the Association's views on this comprehensive tax
measure.
Corporate rate reduction

The recently passed House tax measure, after full implementation, provides
for a net revenue loss of $2.4 billion. Although entitled "The Tax Reform Act of
1969," its major impact represents a redistribution of current tax obligations
from individuals to business. The most significant items are repeal of the invest-
ment credit, which would increase revenues by $3.3 billion and an individual rate
reduction of $4.5 billion. The reform provisions contained therein pale into
insignifiance as compared to the economic implications of an additional burden
to corporations estimated by the Treasury to be $4.9 billion (an effective tax rate
increase of approximately 16%) and a reduction of individual obligations by
$7.3 billion. The reports accompanying the proposed bill give no indication of
serious consideration of the economic and inflationary impact which these shifts
might foment. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, the Honorable Edwin S.
Cohen, in his statement to your Committee on September 4th, has already
cautioned against this approach when he stated:

"The resulting shift in emphasis of this magnitude from investment to con-
sumption is in our Judgment inadvisable."

Without detracting from the long range benefits to be derived from general rate
reductions, fairness and the economic well-being of the United States require
that this bill be amended to provide for a corporate tax rate reduction before
consideration is given to any general rate reductions. Since the increased burden
placed on corporations from repeal of the investment credit represents almost
10 percent of the total revenues from corporations, an equivalent rate reduction
seems an appropriate first step. Thereafter, if the Congress determines that it is
fiscally possible to provide general rate reductions, it is recommended that such
reductions also apply uniformly to corporations and individuals alike.

Assistant Secretary Cohen has endorsed such a proposal for inclusion of
corporations in any general rate reduction in the program he submitted to your
Committee wherein he stated:
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"The program also calls for a corporate rate reduction ultimately reaching two
percentage points-relief of the same general magnitude as the individual rate
reductions."

The rules prescribed by your Committee do not permit discussion at this time
with respect to the provision in H.R. 13270 which could, if enacted, result in re-
peal of the investment credit. Nevertheless, in considering equitable economic
treatment for corporations, it must be pointed out that the 88th Congress had
previously incorporated the benefits derived from the investment credit into
its determination of an equitable relationship of tax rates for individuals and
corporations. First recognizing that the most important change made at that
time was in the individual's income tax rate reduction, the Executive Branch,
the House Ways and Means Committee and your Committee all pointed out that
the disproportionately lower $2.2 billion tax cut for corporations had to be
viewed in connection with the reduction provided by Congress in the 1962
Revenue Act in the form of an investment credit and the reform provided in
the depreciation guidelines. Cognizance was taken of the fact that together
corporations were provided with a tax reduction of approximately $4.5 billion.

Had corporate taxpayers not been assured that the investment credit would
be a permanent feature of the tax structure greater consideration would have
been given to a larger corporate rate reduction at that time.

Corporations have also been disproportionatley burdened in other ways. Both
the 1964 and 1966 Revenue Acts included provisions for the earlier payment of
corporate income taxes so that the tax reductions were significantly minimized.
More recently, in the enactment of the 10 percent surcharge, corporations were
again subjected to unequal treatment in that the surcharge was applied from
January 1, 1968, whereas individuals were only affected from April 1, 1968. In
addition, your attention is invited to the significant increase in the corporate
tax burden in the future stemming from the elimination of the faster methods
of depreciation for real estate in the bill before you-when fully effective, ap-
proximately $750 million will be added to the corporate tax bill.

Serious consideration must be given to the economic impact of the proposals
embodied in H.R 13270 which would significantly increase the effective rate
of tax for corporations. A substantial shifting of tax burden as currently
proposed in H.R. 13270 will adversely affect the ability of corporations to
continue to meet their present productivity and employment levels. There is also
widespread agreement between economists and experts on taxation that, to at
least some degree, corporate income taxes are pushed forward into prices. An
increase in the effective rate of corporate taxes will, therefore, further fuel the
inflationary conditions now existing, creating a most undesirable situation com-
pared to the deflationary effect that is so urgently needed currently and which
might be achieved through a lessening of pressure on prices if the corporate
tax rate were reduced.

The increased corporate tax burden proposed in this bill would place Ameri-
can industry at a serious disadvantage in competing with foreign industry both
at home and abroad. Foreign producers have historically had the competitive
advantage of cheap labor which we managed to counterbalance through more
efficient productive capacity. But foreign producers now have modern machines
also, as well as low-wage labor, and their governments grant -tax credits to en-
courage development of the most up-to-date, efficient production facilities. Re-
moval of the investment credit without some compensatory tax relief would,
we believe, drastically weaken the competitive position of American industry
with unfortunate consequences to our internal economy and to our balance
of payments.

Under the circumstances, it is not only equitable but economically essential
that consideration be given to a reduction of the corporate tax rate to offset
the adverse effects of the repeal of the investment credit. Thereafter, and to the
extent fiscally possible, any general rate reduction considered by your Committee
should, as recommended by the Treasury Department, include corporations as
well as Individuals.
Defered compensation-Section 331

Section 331 of H.R. 13270 provides that deferred compensation exceeding $10,-
000 will be taxed at the rate applicable to the year of receipt or the year in
which such payments are deemed earned, whichever is higher. The 50 percent
maximum rate of tax on earned income provided in Section 802 of the bill is
specifically made non-applicable to any deferred compensation payment. Thus, a
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taxpayer receiving deferred compensation would pay the highest possible tax
on such compensation.

This proposed provision with respect to deferred compensation appears to us
to introduce an entirely new principle of taxation for which there i:4 no prec-
edent and for which no need has been demonstrated.

The House Report states that under arrangements now in effect between em-
ployers and employees, some high bracket employees are permitted to defer the
receipt and taxation of part of their current compensation until retirement when
they presumably will be in lower income brackets. However, the provision in the
House bill would seem to go far beyond the Indicated objection by indiscrinli-
nately covering typical corporate deferred compensation plans which have been
in existence for many yearK and which serve a valid corporate business purpose
in attracting and holding employees by giving them a greater stake in the coi-
pany in which they work. These plans typically cover not just top executives,
but hundreds of employees reaching down into the lower levels of management.
In most cases, employees are members of such plans for significant portions of
their careers. The tax savings, if any, from the deferment of compensation are
minimal. There is no guarantee that deferred compensation will, in fact, be taxed
at a lower rate when received than when it was earned or credited to an em-
ployee and instances where exactly the opposite is true are numerous. In many
cases employees have no control over deferment or non-deferment of the com-
pensation. The necessity for penalizing such taxpayers has not been demon-
strated.

From the technical standpoint, the provision would introduce entirely new
concepts which would lead to extremely difficult compliance and auditing prob-
lems. Under career plans with payout of deferred compensa-tion after retirement,
1970 tax rates would become applicable to compensation received well into the
twenty-first century. As pointed out by Assistant Secretary of the Treasury
Cohen In his testimony before your Committee, the annual accounting concept
underlies our entire tax system. This provision would modify both the cash
method of accounting and the annual accounting period concept.

We endorse the Secretary's statement and urge that this provision in -the
House bill be deleted. If any reform is needed in this area, we agree that con-
siderable further study is required before the nature and extent of such reform
can be properly identified.

Fifty-pereent maximum rate on earned income-Section 803
We strongly endorse the concept of placing a maximum tax rate not In excess

of 50 percent on earned income as a tax relief measure for those whose wages,
salaries, professional fees and compensation for services are subjected to ex-
tremely high tax rates. Large salaries presently paid corporate executives stem
in part from the extremely high individual income tax rates and a provision such
as this will significantly eliminate tax considerations from salary negotiations.

We note that deferred compensation is specifically excluded from the definition
of earned income. However, no definition is given of deferred compensation. In
this regard, we feel that bonus awards paid during employment, whether or not
In more than one installment, and all payments attributed -to either qualified
or non-qualified employer plans which are considered as ordinary income should
be treated as earned income and entitled to the benefits of Section 802.

Restricted 8tock-Section 321
Section 321 of the House bill would change the taxation of gain on stock given

to employees subject to restrictions However, under the transition rules the
new treatment will not apply to property transferred "(3) . . . before Feb-
ruary 1, 1970, pursuant to a written plan adopted before July 1, 1969 . . ."

This transition rule recognizes the need of permitting the granting of restricted
stock under existing plans for executive performance in the taxable year 1969.
However, it is submitted that the period from January 1 to February 1, 1970, is
too short a period for a company with worldwide operations to receive audited
statements for 1969 and take actions necessary to granting awards and Issuing
restricted shares. Accordingly. it is recommended that the controlling date for
transfers under pre-existing plans be changed from February 1 to April 1, 1970.
Ordinary income treatment of portion of lump-sum distributions from pension

and proflt-sharing trusts-section 515
The bill would remove the capital gains tax on lump sum distributions from

pension and profit-sharing plans In the case of employer contributions made after
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1969 which would be taxed as ordinary Income with some relief through an
averaging device. This new treatment would not apply to amounts already in
employee's accounts.

The development of private pension and savings plans has been encouraged
by the Congress for many years and should continue. These plans provide
economic security for an employee's retirement, disability, unemployment or
death, through private savings over and above Government social security which
was intended to provide only an average level of subsistence. Favorable tax laws
have stimulated the growth of these plans and should be continued in order to
provide an incentive for self-reliance, individual initiative and personal thrift.

Current law, which provides for capital gains treatment on such lump sum
distributions, was adopted as a solution to the problem of a taxpayer receiving
an amount in one taxable year which had been accrued over his entire career
with his employer. We believe the current rules provide a relatively simple
and equitable basis for taxing lump sum distributions accrued to an individual
over a substantial portion of his employment career and should be continued.
The House proposal, if enacted, will add many more complexities to the tax law.
Instead of paying a simple tax in the year of receipt of a lumnp sum distribution,
an employee will have to divide up his distribution as between the amount ac-
crued through 1969, amount contributed by his employer, and, as to future ac-
cumulations. go through numerous steps to compute his tax. These comIplications
will be burdensome to the ,employee and will also force upon the employer addi-
tional and costly record keeping.

The bill also amends Section 217(c) of the Internal Revenue Code which, in
essence, provides that the taxpayer's new principle place of work must be at
least 20 miles farther from his former residence than was his former place of
work. or if he had no former principal place of work, at least 20 miles from his
former residence. Under the new provision the 20 mile test is increased to 50
miles. We believe this test is unduly restrictive and support the Treasury De-
partment's similar position on this matter.

We would like to point out that it is not the practice of most employer comr
panics to reimburse employees who relocate solely for their own convenience.
Reimbursement is generally limited to those cases where the employer has taken
some action which makes the employee's former residence unsuitable. For ex-
ample, assume an employer is located in a metropolitan area such as New York
City. That employer will undoubtedly have employees commuting from Long
Island, Westchester County, Connecticut and New Jersey. Should the employer
then move his office to New Jersey, it is quite likely that the employees resident
in 4ionnecticut, Long Island, and Westchester will either have to move to New
Jersey or seek new employment, evven though the new principal place of work
might be less than 50 miles farther from his former residence than was his
former principal place of work. Accordingly, we would urge you to modify the
House provision and continue the 20 mile test now contained in Section 217 of
the Internal Revenue Code as recommended by the Administration.

Although it appears that no withholding of taxes will -be required on these
amounts if it is reasonable to believe that they fall within these provisions, we
urge that this be clarified so that there is no doubt but that withholding is not
required.

For the above reasons, we oI)pose the proposals in the House bill relating to
distributions from pension, stock bonus, and profit-sharing plans.

Moving expen8e8-Section 231
Section 231 of H.R. 13270 provides a new moving expense deduction for house-

hunting trips, temporary living expenses prior to locating a new home, and for
the expenses of selling an old home or buying a new one, subject to a ceiling of
$2,500 and a $1,000 limitation on expenses relating to house-hunting and tempo-
rary living expenses. The changes proposed by the House recognize the inequity
of taxing an employee on reimbursed expenses that he would not otherwise incur
absent a request on the part of his employer to transfer from one location to
another, but regrettably only provide partial relief from the inequities existing
in current law.

A review of the proposed bill, particularly as it relates to the limitation in
reimbursements, reveals that most employees who are required to relocate will
only achieve partial relief since the $2,500 limitation contained in the bill Is
clearly inadequate in the case of most moves For example, assume an individual,
upon relocating, sold a $25,000 house in his old location and bought a $25,000
house in a new location. The qualified residence sale, purchase, or lease expenses
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in this case (lawyer's fee, real estate agent's commission, escrow fee, appraisal
fee, title costs, etc.) would be close to the $2,500 limitation, with the result that
any reimbursement for house-hunting trips and temporary living expenses would
constitute taxable income. We would urge that the dollar limitations contained
in the bill be eliminated, providing the individual involved is reimbursed for
expenses qualfying under this section and has to account for such expenses to
his employer.
Effect on earnings and profits-8ection 452

This provision amends § 312 of the Internal Revenue Code to require every
corporation to use the straight-line method of depreciation for purposes of
computing its earnings and profits, regardless of the fact that it may have used
accelerated methods permissible under § 167 in computing its taxable income.
Under present law, some corporations have been able to use the excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation to reduce their earnings
and profits to such an extent that they have been able to make tax-free distrbu-
tions to their shareholders. Such distributions are said to be "an improper tax
benefit to shareholders which is generally unrelated to the purposes for which
accelerated depreciation deductions are made available to corporations." (H. Rep.
No. 91-413, Part 1, 91st Congress, 1st Session, page 134.) The amendment, if
adopted, would end that practice.

The proposed amendment, however, creates substantial and apparently un-
intended hardships in the corporate foreign income area. The denial of the use
of accelerated depreciation in the computation of earnings and profits of a foreign
corporation will increase the recomputed earnings and profits of foreign corpora-
tions for foreign tax credit and minimum distribution purposes and will reduce
the amount of the foreign tax credit available to the U.S. parent corporation
under fi 902 and § 960 with respect to dividend distributions from the foreign
corporation. It will also substantially increase the burden of meeting the mini-
mum distribution requirements for corporations which have made that election
under § 963.

In addition, the proposed amendment unfairly penalizes the use by a U.S.
corporation of a foreign corporation in operating outside the U.S. as compared
to the use by the U.S. corporation of a foreign branch. For example, assume a
U.S. corporation operates through a branch in Foreign Country A. Assume
further that the provisions of A's income tax laws with respect to depreciation
allowances and rates of tax are the same as in the U.S. and that an accelerated
depreciation method is used. The foreign source taxable income of the branch
(which limits the amount of foreign income taxes available as a credit against
the U.S. tax) and the foreign tax credit are unaffected by the proposed amend-
ment. On the other hand, where the U.S. corporation operates abroad through a
foreign corporation, the proposed amendment would increase the earnings and
profits of the foreign corporation and thereby reduce the amount of "deemed
paid" credit to which its parent would otherwise be entitled, under present law,
to offset against the U.S. tax otherwise payable on the dividend.

Because the purpose of the proposed legislation is to prevent tax-free distribu-
tions to shareholders, § 452 should be modified to make clear that its provisions
do not apply to the computation of earnings and profits of a foreign corporation
less than 50 percent of whose gross income is effectively connected with the
conduct of a trade or business in the U.S.

We also urge that serious consideration be given to an approach which would
only apply this new principle in situations where the distribution would be tax-
free because of the use of the accelerated methods of depreciation. In other
words, these new rules would only be applied when the corporation does make a
tax-free distribution and not before.
Real estate depreciation-Section 521

Section 521 of H.R. 13270 generally limits the depreciation that may be claimed
by a taxpayer on buildings co-nstructed after July 25, 1969, to an amount not
exceeding 150 percent of straigat-line depreciation and provides that the gain on
the sale of depreciable real property after July 24, 1969, will be treated as
ordinary income to the extent that accelerated depreciation taken after this date
is in excess of allowable straight-line depreciation. This proposed change In law
is in response to Congress' valid concern with real estate transactions conducted
by speculators which result in large ordinary deductions which offset ordinary
income followed by a subsequent sale of the real estate at a time when the gain
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on the sale constitutes a Section 1231 gain entitled to the more favorable capital
gains tax rates. The proposed changes also reflect the fact that the present tax
treatment creates an environment favorable to frequent turnover of real estate
and tends to discourage long-range stewardship and adequate maintenance of
facilities and thus needs to be modified.

We are sympathetic with Congress' concern, but feel that the proposed solution
is inadequate and, in fact, inequitable in many situations. There is little reason
to apply these new rules to industrial real property-by which we mean factory
buildings, warehouses, and similar structures used by a manufacturing concern
in the oneration of its business. Such property is not acquired for the purpose
of generating tax-sheltered income, and its disposition is determined for reasons
wholly apart from tax considerations.

We would strongly urge a simplified but tougher tax treatment for the gain on
the sale or disposition of real property. This would the accomplished by applying
the same recapture rules that Congress enacted in 1962 when It added Section
1245 to the Code, which provides that all depreciation claimed after the effective
date of the legislation which is recaptured on sale receives ordinary income treat-
inent. If real estate recapture proviviors were to be revised to conform to the
personal property recapture provision in § 1245, then it would be permissible to
continue to use accelerated methods of depreciation, such as double declining
balance and sum-of-the-years digits.

This proposal is advanced on the condition that more realistic guideline lives
on buildings are provided by the U.S. Treasury Department. The muidelire lives
for buildings which the Treasury announced in 1962 are far less liberal than those
generally available for machinery and equipment. In fact, in some cases, the
building lives are actually longer than those lives provided in the outmoded and
obsolete Bulletin P. In the past, Treasury officials indicated that the basic reason
for thIs stringent treatment with respect to 'buildings is that they have been
excluded from the full recapture provisions contained in Section 1245. We believe
that, with the modifications suggested in this presentation, Government revenues
would be adequately protected and more equitable treatment will be available for
the true investor in real estate; industrial, commercial, and residential.

We would also strongly suggest that your Committee consider removal of the
reserve ratio test from the guideline rules promulgated by the U.S. Treasury
Department. Adoption of such a measure will eliminate complications in the
depreciation area and will go a long way toward removing depreciation con-
troversies 'between the Government and taxpayers at little or no loss of current
revenues.
Foreign tax credit-Sections 431 a~nd 432

H.R. 13270 contains two provisions restricting the application of the existing
foreign tax credit provisions (Sections 431 and 432) which bear vitally on the
extractive industries. While this Association expresses no opinion on the rationale
for, and the net effect of, these restrictions, we are concerned that this might be
a step toward further changes in present law as it applies to other industries. In
this regard, we wish to emphasize that there should be no changes in the applica-
tion of the present foreign tax provisions which would violate or weaken the
philosophy of "tax neutrality" underlying these provisions.

We note that the Treasury Department has suggested that foreign taxes in any
country which exceed 60 percent of distributed income from such country (regard-
less of the source or character of such an income) should not be available as a
credit against United States taxes on foreign income from other countries. This
Association opposes any such limitation which militates against the presently
recognized principle that a taxpayer can look at his foreign operations as a
single unit, and, therefore, take into account all foreign Income and income taxes
for foreign tax credit purposes.

Furthermore, while this subject is under consideration, there are additional
reforms which should be considered and adopted in the interest of a fair and
equitable tax system.

This Association has urged over the past years that the law be changed so as
to broaden the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code permitting foreign tax
credits for foreign income taxes paid by foreign subsidiaries.

We specifically recommend:
(1) The extension of the foreign tax credit to all situations where the

United States imposes Federal income tax on undistributed profits of foreign
corporations under Subpart F; and
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(2) The reduction of the 50 percent stock ownership test in Section 902(b)
to 10 percent, and also the expansion of Section 902 to cover dividends
received from earnings and profits of all foreign corporations below the
second tier which are connected in a chain of corporations by a 10 percent
or more stock ownership.

The Federal income tax law since 1918 permitted the portion of the United
States income tax attributable to foreign income to be offset by foreign income
taxes attributable thereto. In addition, since the early 1920's. foreign dividends
received by a domestic corporation have received a tax credit determined ratably
by the proportion of the earnings and profits distributed. This credit is allowed
a domestic corporation under Section 902(a) only where the domestic corpora-
tion receiving the dividend owns at least 10 percent of the voting stock of the
foreign corporation. A foreign tax credit is also allowed under Section 902(b) for
foreign income taxes paid with respect to earnings ultimately received by the
domestic corporation from a foreign corporation, 50 percent of whose voting stock
is owned by the 10 percent owned foreign corporation. Thus, the foreign tax paid
by the 50 percent owned subsidiary passes through its foreign parent corporation
to the domestic corporation for foreign tax credit purposes.

(1) We believe that the 50 percent test is too high and that it should be
reduced to 10 percent; and

(2) the foreign tax credit should be extended to foreign corporations which
are below the second tier and are connected by a 10 percent stock ownership.

Turning now to Subpart F, every United States shareholder who owns directly
or indirectly 10 percent or more of the combined voting power of all classes of
stock of a controlled foreign corporation is subject to tax on his pro rata share
of foreign base company income and the increase in investment in United States
property of such corporation. Accordingly, a United States shareholder is subject
to tax under Subpart F where there is a 10 percent or more, direct or indirect
stock owneship of a controlled foreign corporation.

Despite the requirement of current taxation on certain undistributed profits
of indirectly owned controlled foreign corporations, there is no allowance for a
foreign tax credit for foreign income taxes paid on those profits except in situa-
tions where a credit would be allowed had those profits been distributed. In
other words, the foreign tax credit provisions were not extended to dovetail with
taxing provisions of Subpart F.

The principal objection to broadening the stock ownership requirements for
foreign tax credit purposes has been the administrative difficulties of checking
the relevant facts necessary to prove the proper credit. However, in view of the
recent extensive expansion of the information procurable by the Internal Reve-
nue Service, there no longer can be a valid basis for objection on this ground.
The Internal Revenue Service received under Section 6046 an information return
from each United States person who owns 5 percent or more in value of stock
of a foreign corporation. Moreover, since 1962 a United States shareholder owning
directly or indirectly 10 percent or more of the stock of controlled foreign cor-
porations in a chain has been taxed on the ratable portion of their Subpart F
income. There should be no objection therefore, from an administrative view-
point, for providing the appropriate foreign tax credit as we propose.

There can be no question as to the soundness of the foreign tax credit. It pre-
vents in many situations a double income tax burden which would be penal in
nature and which, in the long run, would ultimately result in the loss of United
States private investment abroad. The foreign tax credit helps place United
States business on an equal competitive basis with its foreign competitors.
Theoretically, there is no reason for any limitation on the amount of stock which
should be owned by the domestic corporation or one of its foreign subsidiary
corporations before credit is allowed for the foreign income taxes paid with
respect to distributed earnings.

In order to eliminate this potential double tax burden, many corporate manage-
ments endeavor to reorganize their foreign subsidiary structures for the purpose
of simplification and in order to qualify their subsidiaries for foreign tax credit.
This requires in many cases liquidations and reorganizations which fall within
the ambit of Section 367 requiring prior clearance by the Commissioner of Inter-
nal Revenue before the exchanges can be considered tax-free. However, the
Commissioner has taken such categorical positions under Section 367 that it is
virtually impossible to obtain favorable decisions. The Manufacturing Chemists
Association has made a study of the administration by the Internal Revenue
Service of Section 367 and as a result has concluded that the administrative
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power of the Commissioner through the advance ruling requirements should be
eliminated. In brief, the Manufacturing Chemists Association recommends that
the question whether there is a plan having as one of its principal purposes the
avoidance of Federal income taxes be left to the courts. We hope you will con-
sider revising and liberalizing Section 367 requirements.
Alternative capital gain rate for corporation8-8ection 461

Section 461 would raise the alternative tax rate on net long-term capital
gains of corporations from 25 percent to 30 l)ercent. The reason for this change
is to provide a coml)arable increase in capital gains tax to that proposed with
respect to individuals, since the capital gains rate for individuals would be
eliminated-thereby raising the maximum capital gain tax above 30 percent.

We do not believe, that it is necessary to raise the corporate capital gains
rate to a comparable level. We believe that long-term capital gains should be
taxed in the same manner as is applied to individuals-namely, a full corporate
rate should be imposed on one-half of the long-term capital gain. It is inequitable
to impose higher capital taxes at the corporate level when the distribution of
these amounts will again be subject to tax as dividends. The establishment of a
proper corporate tax should apply to the taxable half of net long-term capital
gains.

This recommendation is consistent with the Treasury Department's proposal to
return to a 25 percent basic rate. We do not subscribe to the alternative pro-
posal of the Treasury Department to apply a 30 percent rate for gains exceeding
$50,000.
Natural resources (percentage depletion) )section 501

The chemical industry consumes a substantial amount of petroleum derivatives
and hard minerals in its chemical operations. Reduction of percentage depletion
rates will result in higher costs to the chemical industry for these feedstocks
and raw materials at a time when chemical product prices are severely squeezed.
In addition, depletion allowances have helped give this country an adequate
supply of energy products at reasonable prices, and reduction of these allowances
would result in increased costs for these products. These cost increases would
necessitate compensating price increases on the part of the chemical industry
further contributing to the inflationary spiral.

For the foregoing reasons, the chemical industry believes that continuation
of existing percentage depletion rates is in the national interest, and according.
ly strongly urges that these rates not be changed.
conclusion

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank you and the members of this Committee for
affording me the opportunity to present for your consideration the views and
recommendations of the Manufacturing Chemists Association on the Tax Reform
Act of 1969.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Stanley R. Fimberg of
Beverly Hills, Calif.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY R. FIMBERG, BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.;
ACCOMPANIED BY EDWARD WEINBERG, ATTORNEY

Mr. FIMBERO. Mr. Chairman, my name is Stanley Fimberg, I am a
tax lawyer from Beverly Hills, Calif. I am joined here today by Ed
Weinberg, an attorney with the firm of Wyman, Bautzer, Finell, Roth-
man, and Kuchel, Washington, D.C.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee to tes-
tify regarding provisions which I feel were poorly conceived and which
are even more poorly applied because of the variety of technical de-
ficiencies which appear therein.

I will limit my testimony today to just a general explanation of the
things that I consider wrong with the provision. A more complete
statement has been submitted.

33-865 0-69-pt. 5-16
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To me the basic fallacy of the provisions, as a tax lawyer, is an at-
tempt, in the name of tax reform, to create a provision which has in it
inherent discrimination among various groups of taxpayers.

I know the Honorable Mr. Stanley Surrey appeared before this
committee, and dismissed these discriminations in a paragraph, but I
submit that they exist and I would like to point them out to the com-
mittee, and I submit they cannot be dismissed in a paragraph. I think
the Treasury's feelings about these provisions is evident in that they
have now asked that they not be supported.

Basically, the new section 221 would limit the interest deduction
in a fashion where it would apply differently to taxpayers who are
wage earners, taxpayers who have investment income, and taxpayers
who are engaged in a trade or business.

I submit that the logic behind these differences is a little difficult for
me to grasp, and I think maybe I could illustrate it best for the com-
mittee by giving an example of three different taxpayers all of whom
were similarly situation except in the nature of earning their income
and all of whom would 'be treated quite differently by the applica-
tion of this provision.

For simplification I will refer to them as A, B, and C. If taxpayer
A is a wage earner and all of his income is from salary he will be
limited to a $25,000 deduction with respect to any borrowings which
he may use in an attempt to create additional net worth for himself.
I am assuming he has nothing, he is trying within our capitalist sys-
tem to develop assets, and having nothing but his salary he goes to
a bank or lending institution and using his ability to earn income,
borrow funds, repays the loan, in the process creates capital assets.

If he had $50,00 worth of income and his borrowings created an
interest deduction of $50,000, just to make the example simple, he
would be entitled to only a $25,000 deduction under this provision.

Suppose taxpayer B doesn't work for u living but has investment
assets which produce $50,000 of income. Under this provision he
could borrow the same amount of money, pay $50,000 in interest but
deduct the entire amount.

I submit I find the distinction between someone who has investment
assets already and who is entitled under this provision to borrow in
order to create additional assets, and the taxpayer and wage earner
who has no assets and whose interest deduction is limited to be some-
what mystifying, but again in Mr. Surrey's argument before this
committee or discussion with this committee, he dismisses this with
a paragraph, without any logic to support his conclusion.

I suggest that the provision is another example of what can happen
when a statute is hastily conceived, because of some general feeling
that something is wrong with a section and a result is achieved which
I don't believe anybody who would have thought the problem through
from beginning to end would have -thought was justifiable.

Taxpayer C-compared to A and B could be engaged in his own
business borrow as much as he wants and invest it in that business
because he is now engaged within a trade or business within the defini-
tion of this act and no be limited at all in the amount of interest he
could deduct. I think it inappropriate to discriminate among taxpayers
one of whom is a wage earner, another of whom earns all of-his income
from investments, and a third of whom is engaged in his own business,
one not getting the advantage of deducting interest beyond the limi-
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taiion-while two of them being entitled to deduct interest beyond the
limitations afforded, the first being put in some special class to be
treated differently because his sole source of income is from personal
service.

I think it is unfortunate this kind of situation exists, and I would
respectfully hope that the committee in its wisdom would provide for
its elimination because I think it serves no ends other than to create
additional discrimination in the Internal Revenue Code.

I know my time is limited and I would just like to bring to the
attention of the committee two very serious technical defects in the
provisions over and above the general falacy and policy which I hope
have already discussed to your satisfaction.

One is the provision which discriminates against partnerships and
in favor of otier types of landholding entites when it comes to real
estate investment and with interest reductions with respect to such
real estate. Individuals who own property as tenants-in-common would
be given totally different treatment than the individuals who own
real estate in partnership. From a business standpoint, and totally
aside from tax considerations, there are significant reasons why indi-
viduals would want to own real estate in partnership when more than
one individual is involved rather than tenants-in-common. They deal
with economic convenience and convenience of administration and
just sensible development of real estate. Yet again section 221 because
of its lack of thoroughness in investigating a basic change in the Inter-
nal Revenue laws, 'Would discriminate against partnerships and in
favor of individuals who held property in some other fashion.

Finally, and one point which I think is probably as vital as anything
else I have discussed today, is if the committee in its wisdom decides
that this bill should be enacted in substantially its present form, I
would call your attention to the effective date provisions'because again
the bill does something which to my knowledge is very, very seldom
done with tax laws, in that it app lies the law with a retroactive effect,
and it does it in this fashion: thas an effective date provision which
provides that it a applies with respect to taxable years beginning after
the current taxable year. However, it does not take into account the
fact that individuals may have entered into contracts and/or may have
achieved obligations, without regard to an understanding that the
law was going to be changed. I submit that what should be done with
this provision is the same thing that the Internal Revenue Service did
when it 'enacted its ruling on prepaid interest which the Ways and
Means Committee approved in the committee report, and that was that
they do not apply the provision to contracts or obligations which
existed prior to the date of the passage of the law.

In other words, what is important here is not when the interest is
paid but whether the taxpayer in question was under an obligation
to pay that interest because of a contract or obligation incurred before
he could legitimately have had any knowledge of the application of
these provisions.

I thank your committee very much for allowing me to be 'here, espe-
cially you, Mr. Chairman, and I suggest again I hope you give con-sideraition to this provision which has not received a great deal of
notice, public or otherwise, and which I feel is a provision which has
much greater impact than it may appear to do.

The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much.
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Senator ANDERSON. Can I ask one question?
Mr. Surrey spent a great many years in tax study and lie has been

before this committee. Has he one word that you approve of ?
Mr. FIMBERO. Oh, yes, sir; I think there are many things that I

approve.
Senator ANDERSON. What are they?
Mr. FIMBRo. I approve of many of his statements throughout the

tax bill. One statement with which I specifically take issue is the fol-
lowing statement, and I quote, "The Treasury argument that. the pro-
vision discriminates against the person with earned income and no
investment income, but borrowings invested in growth assets is hardly
an adequate reason to (rol) tie provision," I do disagree with that, sir.

I disagree that the tax laws should create any further discrimina-
tions than they already do. I think the object of tax reform is to try
to create tax equality, not further discrimination. But I do not only
approve of many of the things Mr. Surrey says, I am a great admirer
o lhis. I just happen to disagree with that l)alticular statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
(Stanley R. Fimberg's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF STANLEY lR. FIMIBERO, BEVIY HILLS, CALIF.

Section 221 of H.& 13270 would amend Section 163 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1K4 (relating to the deductions for interest) l)y placing a limitation on
the amount of "investment interest" which certain specified taxpayers could
deduct. "Investment interest" is a term which is specifically defined by the new
provisions.

The undersigned respectfully submits that the prOl)Osed amendment to Section
163 is unsound both front a lly standpoint and In certain respects from at
technical stanIiHint. Further, that the effect of this anendnment will result in
unfairly penalizing taxpayers who had made certain business decisions and
closed transactions before they could have obtained any knowledge of the effect
of this proposed new legislation.

A. ANALYSIS OF STATUTE

Section 221 would add a new susection (d) to Section 163 of the Internal
Revenue Code, which new subsection would be. entitled "Limitation on Interest
on Investment Indebtednetw." This section would apply in the case of every tax-
payer other than a corporation (except an electing small business corporation as
defined in Section 1371(b)). Under this provision, the amount of "investment
interest" which a taxpayer covered by the amendment would be entitled to deduct
during a taxable year is limited to the sum of (1) Twenty-Five Thotumnd Dollars
4 $25,000.00), (ii) the amount of his "net investment income" and (iii) an amount
equal to the amount by which his net long-term capital gain exceeds his net
short-term capital loss for the taxable year. Additionally, a carry forward pro-
vision is allowed to the extent "investment interest" exists but the taxpayer in
question cannot deduct the same in the taxable year in question. In essence, this
amendhment would limit a taxlmyer's Interest deduction to the stun of (i)
Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($2$,000.00), (i) his investment income, and
(ill) certain excess long-term capital gains

The key terms which will be discussed herein are:
(1) Investment Income

"The term investment income means the gross amount of income from inter-
est, dividends, rents, and royalties and net short-term capital gains derived from
the disposition of property held for Investment, but only to the extent that such
gross income or such gains are not derived from the conduct of a trade or
lousiness." Proposed IRC § 164(d) (3) (A).
(8) Investment Ejxpenses

"The term investment expenses means all deductions allowable under section
164(a ) (1) or (2), 160, 167, 171, 212, or 611 directly connected with the production
of investment income." Proposed IRC I 164(d) (3) (B).
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(3) Net Invrctment Income
"The term net investment income means the excess, If any, of investment ii-

come over investment expenses." Prolpoed I R(' § 164 (d) (3) (C).

(I,) Inme.stmetit Interest
"The terin investment interest inean.s Interest pIdd or acern(d 011 ildeltIeIIu4

Incurred or 'ontinued to purchase or carry proNperty held for investment." 'ro-
Ilewd IRC § 164(d) (3) (I)).

H. HASIC PILICY

(1) The leic ioollcy of the new Se.tion 163(d) Is set forth In a IteJlmrt (of the
Committee oil Wiays find 'Means (of the Ilo. of Itei.'lrsenitives which accom-
panted 1I.R. 13270. Such Repmort Is II.R. No. 91-413 (Part 1). 91st Congrems, 1st
Session. The Committee felt it witH unfair to allow a txlayer who borrowed fmid(
to make fin investment which did not create a taxabeh Income to deduct that In-
terest against his other Income. They felt that the Internist was it controllabhe
exelwnse and that a t xlmyer should not, through deduction of Interest, Iw allowed
to ilnmlate other tyjlS of income. The Committee stated :

"Your committee does not believe It Im 1pproprhIlte to allow an individual tax-
payer to currently deduct interest expenses on funds borrowed for investment
puIrpoms where the interest exionse is substantially in excess of the taxlmyer's
investment Income."

The undersigned reslpetfully milbmilts that the foregoing analysis is unmund.
Merely lx ause a taxpayer Is primarily engaged In earning Incomne from his
personall services ad(l hence Is not in the trade or business of Investing, If he

desires to develop investment assets, the cost of developing such assets is an
expenlws to him li the ste way that muiiewoe Involved In a trade or business
Incurs expense to Improve that Im no,. Moreover, tihe basic JxIli(y of the statute
would tend to he to di~m-nnge an individual who, dil not already luive invest-
ment asets from acquiring ,uch a,,et.s. Becau.s-e of the high level of ordinary
Income tax oin earnings fromin Irmal services the only way an individtal who
Is basically a wnge earner can a cuimulate any capital assets Is through Judicious
borrowing for the IIurlxx4, (If creating such asset. The Intere ,t deduction afforded
allows hin to create at elplital aimt which he would otherwise not le able to do.

Unless the level of tax on salary income is substantially redued, even below
the top level as provided by the propome:l legislation, it would min that a i y
of nondeductibility of Interest coupled with a fifty lsbrcent (5 0 0/c) or higher el-
lng on salary Income results In an unfair burden (m the salaried taxpayer, and
puts him at a significant disadvantage when (omllired to the taxmyer who is
engaged in his own business. For exaimlple, It Is not unusual for an individual
who Is attempting to build up the capital value of the business to expend sums
which are deductible, e.g. smlarles of employees, Iurchase of and patment of
interest on loans used for expansion. Inventory, etc., nilt( thereby in effect reduce
his taxable income while at the sime time Imretasing the capital valuo (of his
business as an amet which he could sell, I submit that the exlen,, of Interest to
an investor Is not sufficiently different from those expenses to receive different
treatment. It is Just -administratively easier. Further, to suggest that interest
Is a controllable expense Is to say it is controllable Ii the event moliecone, sub-
stantially all of whose lmneoe Is from services djoes not want to try to eaate
capital assets greater than whatever small amount of Income is left after paying
his tax bill on his income frmn mch services. Interest is equally controllablie for
an individual who borrows funds to expand his business. Surely to state that
interest Is controllable in one instance and not tie (other shows Its fallacy. For
It is only through borrowing that capital assets can Ie created for such a wage
earner. Moreover, such borrowing will be impossible If the interest thermn is
not deductible.

(2) A second and more basl problem with the policy of the statute is that
it discriminates against Individuals who do not have Investment assets and who
borrow funds In al attempt to create such investment assets, and In favor of
individuals who have investment assets and borrow money to create additional
Investment assets. Under the prolmloal, an Individual who has substantial Invest-
ment income can borrow funds to, create additional Investment a-sets and not
be subject to the sane limitations as someone who has no Investment income.
That individual is subject to it fiat Twenty-Five, Thotosnd Dllars ($25,000.00)
limitation. Such a base di9crinination Is unwarranted and is another example
of the basic fallacy underlying the provisions.
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To illustrate, Taxpayer A has Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000.00)
of income, all of which is from wages. He borrovs Five Hundred Thousand Dol-
lars ($500,000.00) for the purpose of making an investment, and is charged inter.
eat of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000.00) on such borrowing. He will be. limited
to a Twenty-Five Thousawl Dollar ($25,000.00) deduction under the proposed
amendment. However, Taxpayer B, all of whose income of Seventy-Fve Thou-
sands Dollars ($75,000.00) is from investments borrows the same Five Hundred
Thousand Dollars ($500,000.00), and pays, the same interest. He is not subject to
any limitation on deductions of interest because he (,an offset his excess' interest
deductions against his "investment income." I think this simple example in-
dicates the flaw in the reaoning behind the statute. Therefore, the attempted
distinctions set forth to justify the different treatment given to the investor with-
out other income and the investor with such income or given to the Investor and
one who is engaged in a trade or business really do not stand up under analysis.

C. DEFINITION OF INVESTMENT INTEREST

(1) Inconsistency between Section 163(d) (3) (D) and Section 163(d) (11) (C)
One of the technical problems with this statute arises because of an Incon-

sistency between the definition of investment Interest and a special definition
governing rents. It should be remembered that under the policy of the statute,
investment interest can be offset against investment income. Rents are consid-
ered to be one type of investment income so long as they are not derived from the
"conduct of a trade or business". Proposed IRC § 163(d) (4) (C). A statutory
definition is then set forth as to what is required for rental Income to be consid-
ered to be derived from a trade or business. On the other hand, the definition of
"investment interest" is interest paid or accrued on indebtedness incurred or
continued to purchase or carry "property held for inve8tnwnt". The probl n is
whether or not the terms "property held for investment" and "conduct of a trade
or business" are synonomous. The problem is illustrated by the following
example:

A, an individual, is the owner of an apartment project. Because of the manner
in which the business of the apartment project is conducted, the income derived
therefrom is considered to be derived from the conduct of a trade or business In
accordance with proposed Section 163(d) (4) (C) and hence is not investment
income. Assume that gross rents derived from such apartment project are Three
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) per year, end that such property is
subject to a mortgage of One Million Five Hundred TL'housand Dollars ($1,500,-
000.00) on which interest in the amount of One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dol-
lars ($120,000.00) per annum is paid. Assume further, that after taking all deduc-
tions attributable to the operation and ownership of the property, that A has
taxable income of One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000.00) per
annum, and that said taxable income is his only taxable income. The issue is
whether or not the One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000.00) of In-
terest income is deductible by A without limitation or whether or not it con-
stitutes investment interest. From a policy standpoint, the interest should be
deductible since the income derived from the property and reportable by A is not
investment income, within the definition of proposed Section 146(d) (4) (C).

However, because of the manner in which the statute is drafted, although the
rent from the property is not investment Income, the interest paid on the mort-
gage encumbering the property may be investment interest. This would mean
that A would not be able to offset such interest against his income from the prop-
erty and would end up paying tax on such Income without the availability of the
deduction which is attributable to payments made with respect to the property.
Obviously, such a result was not intended and should be corrected. Such deficiency
could be corrected by amending the definition of investment interest by providing
a sentence at the end: "Any property, the income from which is considered to be
derived from the conduct of a trade or business, pursuant to Section 163(d) (4)
(C) will not be considered to be property held for investment".
,z (8) Problem of (onatruotion Interest
Another problem which the statute creates is whether or not interest paid on

real property which has been improved by the taxpayer is deductible. Certainly,
if interest should be deductible with respect to any type of investment, it should
be deductible with respect to an Investment where the taxpayer in question
constructs improvements on Property. Although there is no question with respect
to the deductibility of interest on the construction loan, once the project is
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completed, interest paid on the underlying indebtedness could be Raid to be"interest paid on an indebtedness contined, to carry property held for invest-
ment" The reason for this is that once the project I.Q. conpleted then the purpose
of the loan could be said to be to "carry property held for investment." Certainly
any taxpayer who has been involved in the risks of onstruiction will not take
such risks if they are penalized once construction is completed. Therefore. pro.
posed Section 114 (d) should be amended to provide that a taxpayer who is
responsible for the construction and improvement of prolrty is entitled to
deduct the interest paid in connection with any indebtedness thereon during the
useful life of the Property.

C. PARTNERSHIP LIMITATION

Another provision which is grossly unfair is the proposed Section 163(d) (4 (A)
which provides as follows:

"In the case of a partnership, the provisionR of this subsection shall apply
with respect to the partnership and with respect to each partner."

The impact of this provision is to provide that a partnership may not deduct
more than Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000.00) of investment income,
without regard to the nmunber of individuals who are in the partnership. Again,
this provision when applied to the ownership and operation of real property is
both discriminatory anl unnecesary. It Is discriminatory in that it discriminates
in favor of a particular method of the ownership of property as opposed to an-
other. A group of individuals can get together as tenants in common and own a
piece of real property and each individual will be entitled to have the limitation
applied to himself individually with no limitation to the tenancy in common.
The same would be true as to Joint tenants. However, in connection with the
ownership and operation of real estate, there are often reasons why it is more
advantageous from an overall standpoint to own property in partnerships as
opposed to owning it as tenants in common. However. this statute will force peo-
ple who ordinarly would create partnerships to create tenancies in commoll, which
do have certain business disadvantages. Since the limitation can easily be ap-
plied to each partner on a separate basis, there appears to be no reason why the
limitation at the partnership level is required. Moreover, there is no reason why
a tax provision should cause people to be forced to restructure their legal rela-
tionships in some manner which would have most of the benefits of a partner-
ship without being considered a partnership for tax purposes,

D. EFFEarIVE DATE PROVISIONS

New section 163(d) of the Internal Rev"enue Code is to be applicable to taxable
years beginning after December 31, 1969. It is respectfully submitted that the
foregoing application is unfair and inconsistent with the normal method of
handling changes of this kind. Indeed, the Internal Revenue Service when
it enacted its prepaid interest ruling on November 26, 1968, which ruling is
referred to with favor in the Committee Report to H.R. 18270, provided that
such ruling would not apply to interest payments made pursuant to a con-
tractual obligation entered into prior to November 20, 1968. Similarly the
limitations on deductibility of interest provided in new Section 163(d) should
not apply with respect to any indebtedness which was either outstanding prior
to the date when the bill becomes a law, or with respect to which a binding
contract existed prior to such date. In other words, many taxpayers are pres-
ently paying interest on obligations which were incurred prior to the time
when they could be said to have had any indication that the proposed rules for
deductibility of interest were to be changed. Therefore, at a minimum, funda-
mental fairness would require that the limitation of proposed Section 163(d)
should not apply to interest paid in connection with any indebtedness or
obligation incurred or contracted to be incurred before the date the statute
becomes law.

E. SUMMARY

To summarize, it is respectfully submittted that:
(1) Because of the basic discrimination of proposed Section 163 that the

section be deleted in its entirety. For the reasons heretofore indicated, it creates
inequities that are antithetical to real tax reform.

(2) If for some reason the committee in its best Judgment decides not to
delete proposed Section 163(d), at a minimum the changes set forth herein
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with Tespect to: (a) the application of proposed Section 163 to partnerships,
(b) the technical deficiencies, and (c) the effective date of legislation should be
made in Section 163(d).

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Frederic Hickman of Northwest Industries,
Inc.

STATEMENT OF FREDERIC W. HICKMAN, NORTHWEST INDUSTRIES,
INC.

Mr. HICKMAN. My name is Frederic W. Hickman. I represent to-
day Northwest Industries, Inc.

My statement concerns section 411 of the bill which begins on page
219. That section disallows interest on certain corporate indebtedness.
The indebtedness involved is indebtedness which has three features.
First, it, is issued in an acquisition or to provide consideration for an
acquisition.

Second, it is convertible into stock or is issued as part of an invest-
ment package which includes an option for stock.

Third, it is subordinated to other creditors.
If the indebtedness meets all of these tests then the interest on

it is disallowed unless the ratio of debt to equity of the issuing cor-
poration is no greater than 2 to 1, and the projected earnings of the
issuing corporation are at least three times the interest expense.

There is an exemption in the bill for interest up to $5 million, but
the $5 million is reduced by the amount of interest issued on any
other debt issued in connection with past acquisitions.

This provision is an outgrowth of H.R. 7489 which was introduced
in the House last February. The original House bill had no ostensible
tax reform purpose in the sense that it was closing loopholes or other-
wise. It was intended, frankly, to penalize corporate takeover bids
which were then much in the news. Several established managements
were at that time threatened by takeover bids, that is, there were
offers out for their stock to their stockholders.

The original bill would have protected entrenched managements
against that kind of threat at the expense of their individual stock-
holders and at the expense of the free market system.

The transparent purpose of H.R. 7489 is clearly illustrated by the
fact that as originally introduced it would have applied only to acqui-

sitions of stock as distinguished from acquisitions of assets.
This is significant because a tender offer for stock goes directly

to the stockholders, bypassing the management of the company to
be acquired. Thus, stock acquisitions were to be penalized.

Asset acquisitions, on the other hand, cannot be effected without
the cooperation and sympathetic collaboration of the management
and, as a result were not to be covered by the original bill.The House bill was generally referred to in -the press and otherwise

as the anticonglomerate bill. Section 411 is referred to on your hear-
ing calendar as the conglomerate question. The bill, however, would
affect other than conglomerates and reach a number of other situations.

The House bill originally introduced was taken up in the House in
connection with the general tax reform bill. It underwent a substan-
tial metamorphosis and has now emerged in considerably different
form as section 411 of H.R. 13270.
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The principal change from the original bill, H.R. 7489, has been to
give the proposal a respectable tax ref Drm purpose. The House com-
mittee report now states that the purpose of the section is to distin-
guished debt which is real debt from debt which has so many character-
istics of equity that it should be treated as equity by not allowing the
deduction for the interest; that is, by treating such interest as essen-
tially equivalent to a dividend.

With that background, I suggest to you that there are three primary
defects in section 411 as it is presently drafted. First, it still contains
features which have no relevance to the stated purpose of distinguish-
ing between real debt and debt which is more clearly like equity. There
are still what may be called hangover aspects from the original bill
which seem, frankly, designed simply to penalize corporate acquisitions
and takeovers.

The second defect, is that the rules which section 411 does prescribe
for distinguishing true debt from what we might, call equity debt are
not good rules. A debt-equity test such as the bill provides is generally
regarded in the financial community today as obsolete, and, in any
event, both -the debt-equity test and the earnings coverage test operate
with numbers and in a manner which is totally unrelated to anything
in the financial community.

The third principal defect in section 411 of the bill as it now stands
is the effective date. The effective date is May 27,1969. That is the date
on which the Committee on Ways and Means issued a press release
describing in vague terms the provisions of the present section. The
present section, which did not appear until August 2, is quite different
in several major respects from what was suggested in very sketchy
form in the press release. Thus the adoption of section 411 of the
bill would retroactively incorporate features of which no one could
have been aware on May 27.

Let me illustrate just briefly one of the provisions of section 411
which is a hangover from the prior bill in the sense that it penalizes
corporate acquisitions. Section 411 still applies in a way which favors
asset acquisitions as distinguished from stock acquisitions. Debt which
is issued for assets is tainted only if more than two-thirds of the assets
are acquired. But debt which is issued for stock is tainted if only a
single share of stock is acquired. In actual fact, whether or not debt is
"true debt" or "equity debt" has nothing whatever to do with whether
it was issued in connection with an acquisition; but it surely has noth-
ing to do with whether it was issued in an acquisition for stock or for
assets.

At the very least, section 411 should apply equally to stock and to
asset situations and should be confined, as the asset situation now is,
to acquisitions of at least % majority-at least 50 percent of either
the assets or the stock. In that way normal acquisitions of stock for
investment purposes, for assured sources of supply, or what have you
would be left undisturbed.

A second hangover feature appears in connection with the $5 mil-
lion exemption.

The original press release indicated that that exemption was to be
a flat exemption of $5 million.
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It is now, under the current version of the section, reduced by in-
terest on any prior debt used for acquisition purposes. So corporations
are now to be penalized for past acquisitions, acquisitions which were
in all respects pro er at the time they were made.

The company which I represent today is a company which is an out-
growth of the diversification program of the Chicago and Northwest-
ern Railway Co., so that we are particularly aware of railroad factors.

The railroad industry provides a good illustration of the absurdity
of the formula for reducing the $5 mu lion exemption. I call your atten-
tion to the fact that many existing railroads are the product of acquisi-
tions in the 19th and early part of the 20th century of other smaller
roads, a great many of which were acquired by the issuance of debt.
Much of the financial debt structure on railroads at the present time
is traceable to the refunding of those original obligations. So that for
a railroad, under the very-|)road language of the bill the $5 million
exemption would be reduced by existing funded indebtedness which is
attributable to acquisitions which were made back before the turn of
the century and which surely have nothing to do with any legitimate
tax reform purpose today.

Another factor in the railroad industry that illustrates the eccentrici-
ties of the provision for reducing the $5 million exemption arises out
of the fact that a number of railroads went through bankruptcy in the
1930's and 1940's. The customary technique in a bankruptcy reorgani-
zation is for the assets of the debtor road to be conveyed to the new re-
organized road in return for the securities of the new road. Under the
very broad language of the bill those securities issued in bankruptcy
reorganization situations would technically be debt issued in connec-
tion with acquisitions of assets, and would again reduce the $5 million
exemption.

So far as the tests in the bill at the moment are concerned, that is
the debt equity and the earnings coverage tests these I have covered
in considerable detail in the written statement which I have submitted.
I would like to make just a few general points.

Looking first to the debt-equity test, it is generally dismissed today
as not constituting a meaningful test. It is just not used, surely not
used in the form in which it appears in the bill.

The earnings coverage test is perhaps somewhat more realistic but
it has several unsatisfactory aspects which should be noted. It pur-
ports, first, to be based on projected earnings, but that is a misnomer
because it is really a historical earnings test. It is a measure of the
earnings in the last 3 years. In the case of a stock acquisition it doesn't
even include the earnings of the acquired corporation unless 80 per-
cent of the stock is acquired. This is another instance of the hang-
over, penal aspects discriminating against stock acquisitions as dis-

Second, we are not really dealing with earnings at all. We are deal-
ing with earnings and profits, which is a fact which the original press
release did not advert to. Earnings and profits may have some re-
semblance to earnings but it is, as all of you know, a very artificial
tax concept and quite different from financial earnings. For example,
the use of accelerated depreciation may not reduce financial earnings
but it does reduce earnings and profits, so that companies which have
been using accelerated depreciation would be discriminated against
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in the sense that the earnings on their financial statements which
would be used by the financial community would normally be sub-
stantially greater tuid, therefore, meet the test more readily than
would earnings and profits.

The third thing about the earnings coverage test is that it is unreal-
istic in the sense that companies do not pay interest out of earnings.
They pay interest out of cash and, consequently, it is generally agreed
in the financial community that cash flow is a much better test than
an earnings test.

So even if you were to adopt something in the nature of an earnings
test it should be modified at least by adding back such noncash charges
as depreciation and amortization.

Last, there is no Support for the 3-to-1 ratio which the bill uses that
we can find either in the financial community or in the academic cor-
munity. The railroad industry data which Is reproduced at pages 10
and 11 of the written statement indicate that in only 1 year during the
10-year period ending in 1967 did the railroad industry, taken as a
whole, meet its fixed-inpterest charges out of earnings by as much as
three times. Given that kind of data we suggest to you that an earnings
coverage test, if one is to be used at all, should be one and a half or, at
most, two times the interest charges in order to conform to realty.

We suggest to you that in prescribing these tests, section 411 of the
bill has elevated rules of thumb into rigid rules. If we are going to
have to live with rules of thumb-we would hope that we were not,
but if we are-then we urge that they be good rules of thumb that
more closely conformed to what is economic realty.

In conclusion, I would like to submit that section 411 of the bill
devises very complex and unrealistic rules to deal with what is at best
a minor problem and probably not a tax problem at all. As a solution
it will present greater problems than the problem at which it is
addressed.

It should be, we submit, deleted from the package of legislation. It is
not deleted in its entirety, then we suggest to you that there should be
deleted at least those provisions which have nothing to do with separat-
ing real debt from debt equity, and that if we must live with rules of
thumb they should be at least adjusted to make them as realistic as
possible.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I just want to ask one question. Wasn't this bill

really tailored as a tax measure to strike at an antitrust problem and it
would appear to be an effort to prevent the acquisition and control of
B. F. Goodrich by Northwest Industries?

Mr. HICKMAN. I would hope that the bill was not intended to be that
specific but that transaction was surely in the climate at, the time. It
does seem to us that, to the extent that there is a problem, it is an
economic problem, an antitrust problem, and not properly a tax prob-
lem at all.

The CHAIRMAN. Well now, hasn't the Antitrust Division of Justice
been very active in this area since this problem of conglomerate
mergers came up?

Mr. HICKMANr. They have been very active. And since the time the
bill has been introduced the stock market itself, which is perhaps the
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best regulator of any of these activities, has made most of them unde-
sirable and unattractive, and the commotion has largely dissipated at
this point in time.

Th~e CHAIRMAN. What is the present status of the proposed merger?
Mr. HICKMAN. The exchange offer by Northwest Industries for

stock of B. F. Goodrich terminated last summer. Under the exchange
offer Northwest acquired stock of Goodrich which, when added to the
substantial block of shares owned by Northwest prior to the offer,
brought its ownership to approximately 16.4 percent of the outstand-
in common stock of G dich.

ihe ChAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator MILL.M Isn't the main thrust of your criticism that whether

we have a transaction involving a merger or some other type of a
business transaction that the basic question is whether ue have a debt
or an equity instrument and, of course, we have had a lot of trouble
and a lot of litigation in some cases on drawing a line between whether
in a particular case you have a debt or whether in a particular case
you have an equity and if you have an interest you don't get an interest
deduction. The tax libraries are full of cases like that and, I take it,
your point is that if there is going to be any change -that we should
do it across the board. So that whether you are involved in what the
Antitrust Division might have an interest in or whether you are in-
volved in some little insignificant matter in some little town the ques-
tion still is whether we Lave a debt or an equity instrument, and if
there needs to be some refinement of that, of the definition so that
the administrative problem of dealing with that will be eased, that
is what we ought to do instead of singling out some particular area
such as the House bill has done. Is that the main thrust of your
statement?

Mr. HICKMAN. That is exactly the main thrust of my position.
I would like to just add a comment. You referred to the fact that

the books are full of oases trying to distinguish debt from equity.
Practically all, if not all, of those cases involve nonarm's length trans-
actions which can be cast in the form of debt as well as they can be
in the form of equity and there are no market or arm's length factors
operating to distinguish automatically. I suggest to you that in this
situation all of these transactions are arms length transactions in
which the public accepts these instruments as delta. Under those cir-
cumstances it seems to me that to even try to draw this kind of dis-
tinction is unwarranted when we have a better public measure than
any hing the bill could devise.

'ie UITAIMAN. Well, of course, if you have an arm's length trans-
action simply calling something a debt rather than an equity isn't

in to satisfy. I don't think the mere fact that you have an arm's
length's transaction is necessarily conclusive on the point. That is trt
of the problem, and to draw the guidelines is difficult. But if gude-
lines are drawn in arm's length type transactions it would seem to me
that they ought to be across-the-board regardless of whether it is
something that is in the area of the antitrust interests or something
else.
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Mr. HICKMAN. I agree.
The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(Mr. Hickmnan's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF FREDERIC W. HICKMAN, CHICAGO, ILL., REPRESENTING NORTIIWiAST
INDUSTRIES, INC.. CHICAGO, ILlL.

SUMMARY
I. Im general

The House Report indicates that the purlwoe of section 411 is to distillow
interest deductions on certain obligations where the obligations, though desig-
nated as debt, are more realistically considered as equity. The Report. states:

"Your coinnittee does not believe that inany corporate bonds and debentures
which prew-intly are being treated as debt are, In fact, (etl rather than
equity. . . . The cliracteristi s of these londs or debentures, quch as eon.
vertibility and -sbordination, in many eases uinke them more closely akin to
stock than to debt. . .. Your (coiliittee is Ilrticularly concerned with the
present situation, which involves an increasing amount of debt used for corpomte
acquisition purposes, in view of the fact that it normally is much easier to
effect a substitution of debt for equity at the time of a corporate acquisition."
(p. 104)

In several significant reispec{ts, section 411 is not consistent with that stated
purpose.

The target at which section 411 is directed is not primarily a tax reform target,
and to the extent there is a tax reform target the aim Is faulty. The additJomal
inequities and complexities raised by section 411 are not justified by the alleged
problem at which it is direted and the section should be deleted.
2. Inconslstcnt application to 8tock and as8ct acquisitions

A. The provision applies to any acquisition of stoxk but only to the acquisition
of 4.% of the assets of a corporation. No support for this inconsistency can be
found in the stated rationale of the section.

B. The provision should not apply to tiny acquisitions of les than a 50%
interest. That would permit noneontrol acquisitions for such ordinary business
purlxses as Investment and assuring mmurcvs of supply.
1. Earnings coverage tcst

A. Earnings coverage tests have ien rejected by the financial commNiunity as
unrealistic. The better test is a cash flow test. Accordingly. the provision should
require depreciation and amortization charges to be added back to earnings.

B. The inflexible 3-to-1 earnings coverage requirement is unrealistic. For
example, only once in the ten year period 1958-1967 did Class I Railroads as a
whole have earnings which covered their fixed charges 3 times.

C. The historical earnings of an acquired company should be, Included in
projected earnings even if less than 80% of a company is acquired. The test
purports to estimate future earnings and should thus include those which the
acquired company ill contribute.

D. There should be a second chance to pass the earnings test (and the debt
equity test). A deduction should not be lost forever inerely because a company
has had one bad year.
4. The $5,000,000 'c~ruptioii

A. The $5,000,000 exemption should not be reduced for interest on. debt in-
curred In connection with prior acquisitions. To do ,o would IMlize companies
for events of the past which were consistent with law anl sound business policy.

B. To reduce the $5,000,000 exemption for interest on debt incurred in any ac-
quisition-even though it was not the prohibited type of debt-is contrary to the
stated philosophy of the provision.
5. Traoing problem

A. The provision encompasses Interest on debt issued "to provide considera-
tion for" the acquisition of stock or assets, creating tracing problems whenever
a corporation Issues the prohibited sort of debt and thereafter, at any time,
makes an acquisition.
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B. Because the $5,000,000 exemption Is reduced for interest on debt incurred
in connection with prior acquisitions a corporation is forced to review its entire
history to determine if there is debt outstanding which arose In that manner.
U. The effective date provision,

A. The May 27, 1009 date is the date of a preliminary press release which was
careful to describe its brief description of this provision as tentative. In its
present form, § 411 differs substantially from what was proposed in the May 27
press release. Legislation of this drastic sort should not become effective until
its scope has been made clear.

B. Many corporations were in the process of acquiring interests in other
corporations on May 27. Some leeway should be made for acquisitions in process
during the relevant period. The date of enactment is suggested as the effective
date.
7. Conolueton

A. § 411 should be deleted. It is not addressed to a genuine tax problem and
would create more problems than it solves.

B. If it is not deleted, then it should be modified:
(1) to make the section effective not earlier than the date of enactment.
(2) to delete those aspects which are designed simply to penalize cor-

porate tender offers, namely the provision would penalize acquisition of even
a single share of stock and the provision reducing the $5,000,000 exemption.

(8) to make the tests for distinguishing "true debt" from "equity debt"
more realistic, by

a. deleting the debt-equity ratio test;
b. modifying the earnings coverage test by making it 11/% to 1, or at

most 2 to 1, and by making it conform more closely to cash flow by
adding to earnings profits the amount of depreciation and amortization.

STATEMENT

Section 411 of the Tax Reform Act would deny an interest deduction with
respect to certain indebtedness incurred after May 27, 1909.

The Committee Report states (and In general the scheme of the section cor-
roborates the statement) that the intent is to deny an interest deduction in
situations where the features of the debt and the risk involved are so similar
to equity that the debt should be treated for tax purposes as equity. See H. Rep.
91-413 (Part I), Report of the Committee on Ways and Means to accompany
H.R. 13270, at page 104 where it is stated:

"Your committee does not believe that many corporate bonds and debentures
which presently are being treated as debt are, In fact, debt rather than
equity. . . . The characteristics of these bonds or debentures, such as converti-
bility and subordination, in many cases make them more closely akin to stock
than to debt. . . . Your committee is particularly concerned with the present
situation, which involves an Increasing amount of debt used for corporate
acquisition purposes, in view of the fact that it normally is much easier to effect
a substitution of debt for equity at the time of a corporate acquisition."

To the extent that this is the purpose of the Bill-i.e., to treat as equity that
which is not realistically debt-it is a legitimate revenue concern.

However, certain portions of Section 411 have no relevance to distinguishing
debt from equity and are obviously carryovers from an earlier version of the
proposal which was intended simply to penalize corporate acquisitions of a "con-
glomerate" nature. For example, subsection (a) of Section 279, which would be
added to the Internal Revenue Code by Section 411, would penalize the past issu-
ance of debt for acquisition-whether or not it has any characteristics of equity-
by causing it to reduce the $5,000,000 exemption which the proposal would
otherwise allow. To so penalize debt simply because It was issued in connection
with past acquisitions may be a proper leglsative purpose (assuming it is deter-
mined such acquisitions are undesirable), but it is hardly a proper revenue or
tax reform purpose.

Whatever may be the ultimate economic and social implications of the diversi-
fled expansion by corporate managements through acquisitions financed in part
by debt, it 4s urged that the Committee eliminate from Section 411 those features
which have no bearing on determining what is realistically debt and what is
realistic equity, or which provide unrealistic rules for that determination.
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Finally, it is earnestly suggested that the remedy proposed by Section 411
presents tax problems far greater than those at which the section is directed
and that 'the section should be deleted from the bill.
The degree of ownership required

The current provision defines "corporate acquisition indebtedness" as debt
utilized in the acquisition of any stock of another corporation or at least two-
thirds of the assets of another corporation. As there is no distinction between
the two types of acquisitions with respect to the type of debt which may be
issued, the only possible distinction between stock and asset acquisitions is
that generally asset acquisitions are made with the cooperation of the manage-
iuent of the acquired corporation whereas stock acquisitions may or may not
be made with management approval. Thus for reasons not disclosed in the
House Report, the bill would seem aimed at discouraging tender offers for stock.
This goal, whether or not desirable, is not the proper focus of a revenue measure
and, of course, has nothing at all to do with the ostensible "debt-equivalent-to-
equity" rationale of the bill.

It is submitted that the percentage of ownership, whether acquisition be made
of stock or assets, should be limited to acquisitions of control, and that the test
should be a consistent one-perhaps 80%, perhaps 66%%, and probably in no
event less than 50%. In this manner acquisitions for investment purposes,
for purposes of assuring sources of supply or for other common business reasons
will not be hampered. Moreover, the choice of the form of "friendly" acquisi-
tions of less than two-thirds of a company need not be altered from stock
acquisitions to asset acquisitions to comply with the noneconomic requirements
of the tax laws.
The debt-equity and earnings coverage tests

In determining whether an obligation which is in form debt is more realis-
tically treated as equity the fundamental inquiry must be whether the degree
of risk involved more closely resembles the risk customarily associated with
equity investments or whether it is the lesser risk customarily associated with
debt. This is a complex, factual question In most circumstances. The bill adopts
a double test which is similar to rough rules of thumb often used in the financial
community. The bill, however, elevates these rough rules of thumb to ironclad
requirements and In some respects does so most unrealistically. If It Is possible
to provide only a rough rule of thumb In such a statute, taxpayers who must
live under it should be provided a standard as realistic as possible and suffi-
ciently generous so that It will only rarely penalize situations which would lie
clearly proper under a more accurate and sophisticated test.

The definitive analysis of realistic debt levels is a book entitled "Corporate
Debt Capacity," written by Professor Gordon Donaldson of the Harvard Busi-
ness School, and published by Harvard in 1961. With respect to the debt-equity
test, i.e., the "balance sheet" standard, Professor Donaldson states:

"The conclusion of this study is that balance sheet ratios are in this respect
unnecessarily crude and unreliable and as a result can be a dangerous way of
expressing a risk-bearing standard, at least so far as industrial borrowers are
concerned." (at p. 150)

The reasons, briefly, are:
(1) simple ratios do not reflect the timing of cash flows-"given any

principal amount of debt the hazard to cash solvency could vary significantly
depending on the term and the decision on balloon payments";

(2) balance sheet values do not reflect fair market values;
(8) asset composition may change;
(4) off the balance sheet items bear directly on the question of cash

solvency.
With respect to the earnings-coverage test, i.e., the "income statement" stand-

ard, the book states:
"The use of an earnings coverage standard for debt capacity, by shifting

attention away from assets to what they actually earn and away from the
principal amount of debt to the related fixed annual cash outflow, moves a long
way in the direction of relating the standard to the factors directly Involved
in cash solvency. Obviously several of the potential misconceptions inherent in
the balance sheet standard are avoided.
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"In spite of its advantages, however, two major problems detract from the
usefulness of the earnings coverage standard. One relates to the question as to
whether Net Earnings is an adequate representation of the caah available for
debt servicing, since in thhe last analysis solvency can only be preserved If the
ability to make cash payments on time is assured. The other relates to the ques-
tion of the precise meaning of the 'coverage'.. ." (at p. 152)

The study concludes that neither the debt-equity nor earnings coverage tests
is acceptable; but that corporate debt capacity should be determined In the light
of 0as flows:

". . . The conclusion [is] that the most usefu approach to an appraisal of risk
and a meaningful debt standard lies in such an analysss-but not in terms of
accounting values, rather in terms of cash flows." (at pp. 154-55)

All of the reasons pointed out by Professor Donaldson as to why the debt-
equity test is of limited validity are present here. In addition, while the tra-
ditional debt-equity test is deficient in using accounting balance sheet numbers
rather than fair market values, the proposed statutory test would substitute an
even more artificial balance sheet based on the adjusted basis tax figures. The
result is a complete departure from reality.

Moreover, the normal application of the debt-equity test relates only to what
is generally referred to as long-term debt, i.e., indebtedness the maturity of which
occurs more than one year from the date of the balance sheet. Such a test is
irrational as applied to current debt-as Section 411 would provide-because the
ratio of debt to equity will vary greatly depending on the sheer accident of
whether the corporation has or has not paid off its current debt, a relatively easy
matter.

The earnings coverage test, as Donaldson points out, is more realistic than the
debt-equity test and a cash-flow test is better than either of them-although all
three have serious deficiencies if one attempts to apply them in a rigid formula
manner.

If rough rules of thumb such as these are to become statutory requirements,
then at least the best rules of thumb should be used. Accordingly, it is urged that
the debt-equity test be deleted and that the earnings coverage test be revised
to use cash flow rather than earnings as the test of capacity for servicing the
corporate indebtedness. While accountants differ in their approach to determin-
ing cash flow, the largest single items affecting the difference between earnings
and profits and cash flow are customarily depreciation and amortization. Thus, in
order to come as close as possible to a cash-flow approximation without getting
mired in accounting refinements, it Is proposed that the figure used be the sum of
the earnings and profits for the year, plus the depreciation and amortization
deductions taken in arriving at earnings and profits. This would also eliminate
the effect of any accelerated depreciation (which is generally not reflected in
earnings in financial statements under accepted accounting principles) and
would, accordingly, eliminate the unjustified- discrimination in this respect
against companies using accelerated depreciation for tax purposes.

The 3-to-1 Earnings Coverage Ratio. The House Committee Report does not
reveal from what source the 3-to-1 earnings ratio test was derived and we find
no academic or financial authority for It. Our own experience suggests that it is
too stringent.

The corporate group which I represent at this hearing is Northwest Industries,
Inc. and its subsidarih. That group of companies is the result of a diversification
program originally undertaken by the Chicago and North Western Railway
Company.

The necessity to diversify is especially great In cyclical industries, such as the
railroad industry, for effective long range capital planning Is possible only with
reasonably stable earnings. Thus, as you perhaps aware, a number of railroads
have been recently engaged in diversification activities. Under these circum-
stances it is significant to note that taking Class I railroads as a group they have
only earned their "fixed charges," (defined by Moody's Transportation Manual
as interest, accumulating discount on debt and certain roadbed lease charges)
three times once in the ten year period 1958-1907. The following table Is taken
from Moody's Transportation Manuals and shows the times fixed charges were
earned for Class I railroads for the longer period 1926-1967. Calculations are
based on data as reported to the ICO on a flow-through basis with no recognition
of deferred income taxes.
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(Times fixed
Year (s) charges earned)

1926-1935 - 1.51
1936-1945 1.63
1946-1955 ----------------------------------------------------- 2.47
1956 - -3.12
1957 -------------------------------------------------------- 3. 14
1958 -------------------------------------------------------- 2.73
1959 -------------------------------------------------------- .68
1960 ------------------------------------------------------- 33
1961 -------------------------------------------------------- 2.16
1962 -------------------------------------------------------- 2. 67
1963 2. 89
1964 -2.94
1965 -------------------------------------------------------- 3. 14
1966 -------------------------------------------------------- 2.95
1967 -------------------------------------------------------- 2. 28

The foregoing data clearly suggests that the 3-to-1 earnings ratio as applied to
the railroad industry is a very stringent test, operating to inhibit diversification
in an industry which sorely needs it. And because of the cyclical nature of the
railroad business, the test would operate much more stringently some years than
others.

We submit that if an earnings coverage test is to be used, it should be 1I/,-to-1,
and in no event greater than 2-to-1.

Earnings of the A'quircd Conipany. The earnings coverage test provided by
the bill uses the terminology "Projected E.arnings." which is a misnomer Inas-
much as it is historical earnings which are utilized. The past earnings of the
acquired corporation, however. are not taken into account unless the issuing
corporation has acquired 80% of the stock or substantially all of the assets.
This i.s most unrealistic. The stock or assets acquired in fact do contribute to
the earnings which will be available to service the debt. either by means of
dividends or other distributions in the event of at stock acquisition. or by means
of cost savings or increase(l revenues in the event of an asset acquisition. Ac-
cordingly, It is urged that the test be revised to take into account at least the
expeted dividend yield in the case of a stock acquisition and a pro rata share
of the earnings (preferably earnings plus depreciation and amortization as ex-
plained above) of the ac(luired corporation in an asset acquisition-and pref-
erably. for consistency, the pro rata share of earnings In both instances.

The l)resent provisions of the bill permit the incluolon of earnigs of the
acquired company only when there is 80% control in the case of a stock acquisi-
tion or when substantially all of the assets have been acquired. We submit that
there is no reason why such a provision should apply, permitting all of the earn-
ings to be taken Into account when a magic point has been achieved and none
of the earnings to be taken into account when it has not.

,subsequent Qnalification Under the Earnngs ('overage Test. As the proposal
stands, if a company's historical earnings would not cover interest on debt to be
issued, the interest dleduction is disallowed. We submit that the corporation
should not be Judged solely on the basis of earnings of the recent last, but should
be given a chance to prove thatit can cover its Interest.

The timing of a proposed issuance of equity may be such that a bad earnings
history-often the very reason for an acquisition-would result in a disqualifica-
tion under the 3-to-1 earnings coverage requirement. In circumstances such as
these, the corporation should have an opportunity to demonstrate that Its debt
was truly debt-even under the standards of the provision-by reference to
events subsequent to the acquisition. Accordingly it is suggested that the pro-
vision be modified to allow a deduction-perhaps retroactively-if the tests are
met, in. say, two of the three years subsequent to the acquisition or on the basis
of the average figures for that three year period.

The $1,000,000 excliption
As referred to above, under l)ropose(l subsection (a) of proposed § 279 Interest

would be disallowed only to the extent that it exceeds the excess of $5,000,()00
over the amount of interest on indebtedness issued to provide con.%tderation for
the acquisition of stock or assets. As the provision is written, any Interest payable
on Indebtedness incurred to acquire assets or stock, regardless of when, and under

33-865-6-e9--pt. 5-17
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what circ4imtanccs issicd, would reduce the $5,000,000 exemption. Thus this
portion of the proposal would apply to interest oil any debt-new or old, con-
vertible or nonconvertil)e-and has no relevance to the question whether such
debt is economically the equivalent of equity.

An example of the extreme result of the provision as presently drafted can b(,
found in the railroad industry. Most major railroads today are the result of ac(-
quisitions of numerous smaller railroads in the 19th and early part of the 20th
century. Much of the present indebtedness of such railroads is likely to be rep-
resented by obligations which are refinancings of bonds originally issued for the
acquisition of those smaller roads. The broad language of the bill would appear
to cause such indebtedness to reduce the $5,000,000 exemption. To enact a new
Code section which would cause present exemptions to turn on what happened a
century ago is surely absurd. It is totally unrelated to any present-day concern
with mergers and acquisitions.

The railroad industry provides still another example of the eccentricity of the
provision reducing the $5,000,000 exemption. Many existing railroads are the
product of bankruptcy reorganizations in the 1930's and 1940's, in which bonds
of the presently existing corporations were issued in exchange for the assets of
the debtor corporations. These bonds, too, would appear to be swept up in the
broad language of the bill as reductions of the $5,000,000 exemption. Again, the
have no conceivable relation to current merger and acquisition considerations.

Further, if it becomes necessary to consider not only the indebtedness on which
interest is disallowed but also to analyze all prior indebtedness, whenever issued,
in order to determine whether it affects the $5,000,000 exemption, that fact will
create acute tracing problems, as each borrowing transaction in the history of the
enterprise will have to be analyzed and an attempt made to trace funds during
periods long gone.

Finally-and most fundamentally-to reduce the $5,000,000 exemption for
those companies which have a history of acquisitions is to penalize companies
today for events of 'the past which were consistent with then applicable law and,
indeed, with sound business policy.

Accordingly we submit that the $5,000,000 exemption should be a flat exemp-
tion for Interest on any corporate acquisition indebtedness. The existing provi-
sion reducing the exemption should be deleted as having nothing to do with the
termination of whether currently issued obligations are realistically debt or
equity and as irrationally penalizing the use of debt in past years.

At the very least, if the $5,000,000 exemption is to be reduced by interest on
other than corporate acquisition indebtedness, It should apply only to other in-
debtedness Issued after the effective date of the provision. As so applied it might
have some deterrent effect on corporate acquisitions in the future and would not
operate simply as a penalty on past acquisitions. (We suggest, however, that if
the tax-writing committees are clear that such a blanket deterrent on future
corporate acquisitions is desirable they may also wish to consider revision of the
tax-free reorganization sections of the Code, which provide the major tax incen-
tive to most acquisitions and mergers.)
The tracing problem

The cornerstone of Section 411 Is the definition of "corporate acquisition in-
debtedness" found in subsection (b) of proposed new Code § 279. That definition
includes not only debt issued directly as consideraton for the acquisition of the
stock or assets of another corporation but also debt issued for money which is In
fact subsequently used for such an acquisition. However, in many, if not most,
situations it is impossible to trace whether specific funds have been used to ac-
quire corporate stock or assets. If a company takes In $100,000 from its opera-
tions in one year and borrows $10,000 during the same year, how does one know
whether it was the dollars from operations or the dollars from the loan that
were used to make an acquistion? It does not suffice to rely on simple 'formalities
such as segregated accounts, etc., because they are too easily adjusted one way
or the other. Nor is it any help to ignore the formalities and rely upon the "real-
ties" because the reality is that dollars are fungible and it is not possible to say
in many cases which dollars went where.

The courts have been struggling for some years with a similar problem under
S action 265 of the Code, relating to indebtedness incurred to carry tax-exempt
obligations. No satisfactory rule-and not even a clear rule--has yet evolved. It
Is a bad law which creates unclear standards and it is an abdication of legisla-
tive responsibility simply to pass the buck to the courts when it Is obvious in ad-
vance that the standards set are not susceptible of clear Judicial resolution.
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We submit that the problem could be largely eliminated without distorting the
purpose of Section 411 by confining the term "corporate acquisition indebted-
Hess" to debt issued directly as consideration for acquisitions and by deleting
the terminology "provide consideration for" in subsection (b) (1) of § 279, which
extends the definition to debt issued for cash. Section 411 is directed at what
was repeatedly referred to in the House hearings as "funny money," and the
House Report emphasizes that the context of all acquisition provides a peculilar
opportunity to gain acceptance of such obligations. But if the debt can in fact he
issued for cash, then you do not have the kind of "funny money" which proponents
of the legislation were decrying nor the peculiar opportunity referred to in the
House Report.

Thus, we submit that obligations issued for cash weet the normal arm's length
standards of the marketplace-regardless of what the cash may ultimately he
used for-and should be deleted from the definition of corporate acquisition in-
debte(hess. There should also be deleted from subsection (h) (1) the reference
to "refinancing" of an obligation, since a refinancing involves the issuance of
debt for cash and thus also provides assurance that the debt does not ,co-
stitute "funny money."

1he effcctivc datc provision
Section 411, as adopted by the House. applies to indebtedness inciurred subse-

quent to May 27, 1969. That date is the (late of a preliminary press release issued
by Chairman Mills of the Ways and Means Committee outlining in tdie most
general terms various proposed sections. As the Release was very carefai to (le-
scribe its decisions as tentative and as the dseription of § 411 waN ge-aeraI anid
lacking in Important details included in the section as now (Irafted. it is stringly
urged that the effective date for this section be changed to at least the Augn.rt 1st
(late of the introduction of the bill In the Htiouse of lRepreseitativ'es and. prefer-
ably, to the date when the Tax Reform Act of 1969 is passed by both houses of
Congress and signed by the President.
T e issuance of the May 27 press release' does 11it justify 1nmabh!ng -§ -111 ef'.:'-

tive as of' that date. for the st.'rion. even iii its l:1','svnt l,)riu. i. sulbs laitiliy
different from what was outlined in the press relea-se and will p'.-aimablity ,imnaige
still further if It is to be enacted.

The May 27 press release indicated that the $5 million exemption was a fiat
exemption without reductions: the bill, on the other hand, would reduce the ex-
emption In such a way that it would be virtually meaningless for mny comi-
panies.

The press release Indicated a debt-equity test, presumably based on fair market
values; but the bill, on the other hand, would use adjusted basis tax figures in
determining the equity, which could produce radically different results.

The press release indicated that "earnings." presunally Ill the normal flmn-
cial sense, would be used in connection with the earnings coverage test. The bill
would use, instead, the very specialized tax concept of "earnings and protit.." it
radically different thing in many cases. For example. the additional dv'ductif'nS
from income attributable to the use of accelerated depreciatim reduce "earnings
and profits," but may not reduce "earnings."

The press release indicated that combined earnings of the acquired and acquir-
ing companies would be used in connection with the earnings coverage test. but
the bill would use combined earnings only if there is an acquisition of control.
i.e., 80% of the stock or substantially all the assets.

Corporate transactions which would be affected by the bill were underway
throughout the period of consideration of the various forms of § 411 and its leg-
islative predecessors and the discussion of their desirability. Such transactions,
often major, should not be caught In the web of a half-completed and half-
considered bill. Rather, there should be fair and full disclosure of the applicable
rules of such a basic and far-reaching change In Federal tax policy prior to its
taking effect.

The next witness is Mr. Sidney Kes s, national director of taxes$
Main Lafrentz & Co.
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STATEMENT OF SIDNEY KESS, NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF TAXES,
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO.; ACCOMPANIED BY NEIL WASSNER

Mr. KESS. My name is Sidney Kess. I am a certified public account-
ant and a partner of Main Lafrentz & Co., an international firm of
certified public accountants with headquarters in New York City. I
should also like to introduce Neil Wassner, who is a certified public
acountant and a manager in our firm, specializing in acquisition
work. Our firm has had many years of experience in advising its
clients respecting the financial aspects of mergers and acquisitions,
including, of course, the tax implications thereof. On the basis of
this experience we feel that our comments regarding the proposal to
disallow the deduction of interest incurred on certain types of debt
used to finance acquisitions would be of value to the committee.

No one will deny that the desirability of mergers is a question of
deep social, economic and even political significance. Many authori-
ties feel that conglomerates may well represent a fresh wind of change
blowing through the established business community which redounds
to the benefit of all because of increased efficiency in asset manage-
ment. However, whether or not you are in accord with this view
should not affect your judgment as to the propriety of amending the
Internal Revenue Code in order to cope with this problem.

We believe that the proposed approach to acquisition activity con-
stitutes an improper and dangerous use of the taxing power.

You are all aware, as you pointed out, Mr. Chairman, of the in-
vestigation being conducted by the Antitrust Subconinittee of the
House Judiciary Committee under the chairmanship of Congressman
Celler to gather evidence with respect to conglomerate mergers, on the
basis of which corrective legislation will be proposed. You are also
familiar with the current efforts by the Department of Justice and
Federal Trade Commission to apply existing legislation in dealing
with antitrust problems arising in connection with mergers. There-
fore, the social and economic effects of mergers are already receiving
adequate attention from those branches of the Government which
possess the requisite expertise.

Moreover there were those who had claimed that investors were
being duped by "funny money" debt securities issued in acquisitions.
Such complaints are also receiving expert attention from those re-
sponsible for the self-regulation of the securities industy.. As you
know, officials of major stock exchanges have refused to List deben-
tures when projections of postacquisifion earnings indicated interest
would absorb virtually all net operating earnings. If these efforts are
deemed to be insufficient, the Securities and Exchange Commission
could take steps to deal with disclosure and other aspects of the ques-
tion within its jurisdiction. Therefore it is evident that such prob-
lems as may exist can be dealt with adequately within the appropri-
ate framework, and that the tax law is not a necessary weapon in any
attack upon conglomerates which may be deemed necessary.

Everyone concedes that conglomerate mergers, pr S-, are neither
good nor bad when measures within the framework of their effect on
the economy. Yet the express purpose of section 411 is to curb con-
glomerate mergers. Is it not striking that the tax law is to be used as
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a means of branding mergers as malum in se, without recourse to any
standards of evaluation perfected by economists or the marketplace?

Ideally the tax law should be neutral. It should neither promote
mergers nor discourage them, because the tax law cannot differentiate
between healthy and unhealthy mergers with respect to competition.

It has been said that the tax law promotes debt- financed mergers by
allowing the deduction of interest on debt used to finance the acquisi-
tion. This observation touches upon but the tip of the iceberg. All inter-
est is deductible, and accordingly debt-financed internal expansion
may also, under this theory, h e said to be favored over expansion
through issuance of additional equity securities. Why should a debt in-
strument be treated as equity when used for external expansioni but
bt, treated as (lebt, when used to finance internal expaMnsion?

It can also be said that the "reorganization" sections of the code
encourage equity-financed acquisitions by postponing the tax on any
gain realized by the acquired company's shareholders. The efct of
any theoretical "push" toward equity resulting from tme reorgalniza-
tion sections, is offset by the theoretical "push" toward debt resulting
from the interest deduction. Therefore, at the thres-hold there is a.
standoff and thus at present the code can truly be said to be neutral
with respect to acquisitions.

Let us now analyze whether proposed section 411 would operate
effectively. We submit that the tests it prescribes are based on mis-
conceptions and misrnderstandings of the financial facts of life. In
brief, section 411 proposed to disallow interest on subordinated con-
vertible debt (or subordinated debt issued with warrants) if a debt
to equity ratio and earnings coverage test are not met.

At the outset it should be pointed out that the technique of disal-
lowance of interest reflects the mistaken belief of the proponenlts of
this measure that debt is issued in acquisitions to improve earnings
per share of common stock, because interest is deductible whereas
preferred dividends are not. In reality, the converse is often true. As
a result of an accounting concept known as "pooling of interests" the
book value-not the fair market value-of assets acquired may be
recorded on the books of the acquiring company pro ided that equity
constitutes the bulk of the consideration. In other words, you are
picking up the assets at book value when you have a pooling of interest.

Therefore, taxpayers frequently forgo the benefits of a higher tax
basis of the acquired company, and higher depreciation or amortiza-
tion deductions which would result from debt-financed acquisitions,
and issue stock in order to maximize earnings per share )y using lower
"carried over" book values and correspondingly lower" depreciation
and amortization deductions in computing income.

Convertible debt will be tainted under section 411. Such a blanket
characterization as quasi-equity is erroneous; it overlooks the fact
that the relationship of the underlying conversion price to principal
amount is the true test. If the conversion price is at or near current
market then there may be grounds for equating the debt in some re-
spects, as an economic matter, with preferred stock. however. if the
conversion price is substantially below market there is no doubt that
the instrument is debt in every sense of the word. The bill does not rec-
ognize this critical standard of measurement. It may be noted in
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passing that convertible debt is characteristically issued at a much
lower interest rate than straight debt, and therefore results in lower
tax deductions; yet it is convertible debt which section 411 attacks.

Over the years the courts have developed several basic criteria which
are used in evaluating instruments that purport to be debt, but which
the Internal Revenue Service claims are equivalent to stock interests.
Section 411 prescribes two tests which are to be applied to determine
whether interest on acquisition indebtedness shall be disallowed; both
are contrary to the ground rules developed by the courts. The debt to
equity ratio is to be calculated on the basis of tax cost, or what we may
loosely describe as the depreciated cost of the taxpayer's assets. Yet
the courts look to the portion of the value of the company which is
1e ):'eser-ed bv del)t to d(,twmiaa whenl it is truly quasi-equity and do
not measure its relation to costs reflected on the balance sheet. Further-
more, under the proposed test, ironically, an "acquisition-minded"
company might possess an advantage over a company that has grown
internally., This would result from the fact that goodwill and other
intangibles are assets which may be recorded on the books of one tax-
payer if they were acquired from another entity, but which may not be
rejected on the books of another if they were created through internal
efforts. This is an accounting concept where we wouldn't be picking up
the good will if it were created internally.

N-ow, any remaining significance of the debt to equity ratio test is
further diminished by the fact that differences in accounting methods,
with respect to matters such as depreciation and the writeoff of re-
search and development costs will result in two companies of equal
strength faring differently under the test.

The CHAIRMAN. I would suggest you conclude your statement.. I
have read it and I think most of our members have. Our procedure
here really is to ask witnesses to sumnmarize their statements.

Mr. KEss. Yes; sir.
Just one last observation. I have been teaching thousands of ac-

'countants and practitioners around the country and the thing that
has hit me is laws are being written that very often we assume that

practitioners understand everything that is going on, and when we
-dd on eight more new pages in a code to deal with a small problem
'we are certainly complicating the whole tax structure and adding more
problems for its administration.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity of making this
statement.

The CHAIMAN. Thank you.
(Sidney Kess' prepared statement follows:),

STATEMENT OF MR. SIDNEY KESS, PARTNER, ACCOMPANIED BY MR. NEIL WASSNER,
M1ANAGo , MAwi LAP=iz & CO.

We fell that proposed Section 411 should not be adopted for three principle
reasons.

First, it is our feeling that the section is an improper use of the taxing
v)ower. The evils that it seeks to cure could more effectively be overcome through
tho Antitrust statutes or the securities acts. This Section would topply the deli-
cate neutrality respecting mergers of the existing tax statute.

Second, we feel that proposed Section 411 utilizes incorrect standards in dif-
ferentiating tainted debt from non-tainted debt. The debt to equity ratio and
earnings coverage tests fly in the face of long established court decisions used
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to make this differentiation. The application of these ratios would work with
an uneven hand since mere difference in accounting methods between similar
companies could lead to dramaitc differences in how they could acceptably finance
a merger.

Finally, we think that the proposed Section would add another extremely
complex and unnecessary provision to an already over-complicated Internal
Revenue Code. The addition of such provisions Inevitably leads to breakdowns
in compliance and administration.

STAT ENT

My name is Sidney Kess. I am a Certified Public Accountant and a Partner
of Main Lafrentz & Co., an international Firm of Certified Public Accountants
with headquarters in New York City. I should also like to introduce Neil Wassner,
who is a Certified Public Accountant and a Manager in our Firm, specializing
in acquisition work. Our Firm has had many years of experience in advising its
clients respecting the financial aspects of mergers and acquisitions, including,
of course, the tax implications thereof. On the basis of this experience we feel
that our comments regarding the proposal to disallow the deduction of interest
incurred on certain types of debt used to finance acquisitions would be of value
to the Committee.
Improper use of taxing power

No one will deny that the desirability of mergers is a question of deep social,
economic and even political significance. Many authorities feel that conglomer-
ates may well represent a fresh wind of change blowing through the established
business community which rebounds to the benefit of all, because of increased ef-
ficiency in asset management. However, whether or not you are in accord with
this view should not affect your judgment as to the propriety of amending the
Internal Revenue Code in order to cope with this problem.

We believe that the proposed approach to acquisition activity constitutes
an improper and dangerous use of the taxing power.

You are all aware of the investigation beingg conducted by the Antitrust Sub-
committee of the House Judiciary Committee under the Chairmanship of Con-
gressman Celler to gather evidence with respect to conglomerate mergers, on
the basis of which corrective legislation will be proposed. You are also familiar
with the current efforts by the Department of Justice and Federal Trade Com-
mission to apply existing legislation in dealing with antitrust problems arising
in connection with mergers. Therefore. the social and economic effects of mergers
are already receiving adequate attention from those branches of the govern-
ment which possess the requisite expertise.

Moreover, there were those who had claimed that investors were being duped
by "funny money" debt securities issued in acquisitions. Such complaints are
also receiving expert attention from those responsible for the self-regulation
of the securities industry. As you know, officials of major stock exchanges have
refused to list debentures when projections of post-acquisitidn earnings indicated
interest would absorb virtually all net operating earnings. If these efforts are
deemed to be insufficient, the Securities and Exchange Commission could take
steps to deal with disclosure and other aspects of the question within its juris-
diction. Therefore, it is evident that such problems as may exist can be dealth
with adequately within the appropriate framework, and that the tax law is
not a necessary weapon in any attack upon conglomerates which may be deemed
necessary.

Everyone concedes that conglomerate mergers, per se, are neither good nor
bad when measured within the framework of their effect on the economy. Yet
the express purpose of Section 411 is to curb conglomerate mergers. Is it not
striking that the tax law is to be used as a means of branding mergers as
malum in se, without recourse to any standards of evaluation perfected by
economists or the market place?

Ideally the tax law should be neutral. It should neither promote mergers
nor discourage them, because the tax law cannot differentiate between healthy
and unhealthy mergers.

It has been said that the tax law promotes debt-financed mergers by allowing
the deduction of interest on debt used to finance the acquisition. This observa-
tion touches upon but the .tip of the iceberg. All interest is deductible, and ac-
cordingly debt financed internal expansion may also, under this theory, be
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said to be favored over expansion through issuance of additional effuity securi
ties. Why should a debt instrument be treated as equity when used for external
expansion but be treated as debt when used to finance internal expansion?

It can also be said that the "reorganization" sections of the Code encourage
equity-financed acquisitions by postponing the tax on any gain realized by
the acquired company's shareholders. The effect of any theoretical "push" to-
ward equity resulting from the reorganization sections, Is offset by the theoreti-
cal "push" toward debt resulting front the interest deduction. Therefore, at the
threshold there Is a stand-off, and thus at present the Code can truly be said
to be neutral with respect to acquisitions.

Section 11 utilize incorrect standards
Let us now analyze whether proposed Section 411 would operate effectively.

We submit that the tests it prescribes are based on misconceptions and misulnder-
standings of the financial facts of life. In brief, Section 411 proposes to disaullow
interest on subordinated convertible debt (or subordinated debt issued with war-
rants) if a debt to equity ratio tuad earnings coverage test are not met.

At tile outset it should be noted that tile technique of disallowance of interest
reflects the mistaken belief of tile proponents of tilis measure that debt is issued
in acquisitions to improve earnings per share of common stock, because interest
is deductible whereas preferred dividends ire not. In reality, the converse is
often true. As a result of an accounting concept known as "pooling of interests"
the book volue (not the fair market value) of assets acquired may be recorded
on the books of the acquiring company provided that equity constitutes the bulk
of the consideration. Therefore, taxpayers frequently forego the benefits of a
higher tax basis and higher depreciation or amortization deductions which would
result from debt financed acquisitions, and issue stock in order to maximize
earnings per share by using lower "carried over" book values and correspond-
ingly lower depreciation and amortization deductions in computing income.

Convertible debt will be tainted under Section 411. Such a blanket characteriza-
tion as quasi-equity is erroneous: it overlooks the fact that the relationship of
the underlying conversion price to principal amount is the true test. If the coil-
version price is at or near current market then there nuaty be grounds for ceqtili-
ing the debt in some respects, as an economic matter, with preferred stock.
However, if the conversion price is substantially below market there is no doubt
that the instrument Is debt in every sense of the word. The Bill does not recog-
nize this critical standard of measurement. It may be noted in passing that col-
vertible debt is characteristically issued at a much lower interest rate than
straight debt, and therefore results in lower tax deductions; yet it is convertible
debt which Section 411 attacks.

Over the years the courts have developed several basic criteria which are used
in evaluating instruments that purport to be debt, but which time Internal Revenue
Service claims are equivalent to stock Interests. Section 411 prescribes two tests
which are to be applied to determine whether interest on acquisition indebtedness
shall be disallowed; both are contrary to the ground rules developed by the
courts. The debt to equity ratio Is to be calculated on the basis of tax cost, or
what we may loosely describe as the depreciated cost of the taxpayer's assets.
Yet the courts look to the portion of the value of the company which is repre-
sented by debt to determine when it is truly quasi-equity and do not measure its
relation to costs reflected on the balance sheet. Furthernlore, under the proposed
test, ironically, an "acquisition-minded" company might possess al advantage
over a company that has grown internally. This would result front tile fact that
goodwill and other Intangibles are assets which may be recorded on the books of
one taxpayer if they were acquired from another entity, but which may not be
reflected on the books of another if they were created through internal efforts.

Any remaining significance of tile debt to equity ratio test Is further diminished
by the fact that differences in accounting methods, with respect to matters such
as depreciation and the write-off of research and development costs will result
In two companies of equal strength faring differently under the test. Malny com-
panies will suffer from the fact that their assets were rapidly written off for tax
accounting purposes. Thus, It is obvloaN thai Lax cost as a measure of debt/
equity ratio is wrong as a matter of law find reason. To use value, however, opens
Pandora's box. Therefore, It is apparent that tilis test should be jettisoned.

The projected earnings coverage test like the debt/equity ratio test is also
contrary to the approach set forth in numerous court decisions. Section 411 would
look at the past and freeze the characterization of debt on that basis. The courts,
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however, have looked at earnings during the period the debt is outstanding. It
certainly would be illogical to penalize a transaction which a(les to revitaliza-
tion of an ailing company by a denial of interest deductions on account of past
poor performance. In-addition, the earnings coverage test measures average
historical earnings against "interest to be paid or incurred on total outstanding
indebtedness." You are all familiar with what is colloquially referred to as "off-
balance sheet financing," i.e., the use of long-term lease commitments as a fi-
nancing alternative to the purchase of necessary assets with iorrowed funds. A
company which pays substantial lease rentals (which are the economic equiva-
lent of debt service) would not take into account disquised interest costs in de-
terinining coverage under Section 411, whereas a taxpayer whose management
chose direct financing would be required to include interest on such debt for that
purpose. Again, taxpayers otherwise equal in financial ability would be treated
differently under Section 411 as a result of management decisions and business
considerations wholly unrelated to the merger in question. Furthermore, we
would be faced again with the uneven treatment of otherwise similarly situated
taxpayers who have adopted different methods of accounting for depreciation, in-
ventory and various other items, and thus show widely differing earnings.

cornplcxity
Over the past five years I have lectured to thousands of accountants seeking

to improve their command of the already complex Internal Revenue Code. My
experience has demonstrated that it is difficult for the practitioner to grasp and
retain the myraid of fundamentals contained therein. Section 411, directed at one
non-tax problem, comprises eight pages of the House Bill. This type of additional
complexity should be avoided at all cost when there is a far better alternative, as
in this case. Such complexity can only lead inevitably to a breakdown in coin-
pliance and administration.

Conclusion
The task of controlling eonglomerage mergers is within the province of the

antitrust and securities Law. It is not one which should be engrafted into the In-
ternal Revenue ('ode :1(n1 enforced by revenue agents. The tests incorporated in
Section 411. are incorrect, and unrealistic and will operate unfairly as between
similarly situated taxpayers. Accordingly, we respectfully submit that the pro-
posed Section be dropped.

We thank the Committee for the opportunity of making this statement.

The CHAIRMA N. I would like. to say this to our witnesses. Our pro-
cedure here does have to follow the -Reorganization Act. That is the
only way we will conclude the thousands of pages of testimony we are
taking on this bill in 5 weeks. Each witness is invited to submit, a sum-

ar-y of the points he wishes to make in his statement. We also have
our own staff summarize it. for us, which is available to each Senator.
We do not wish witnesses to read their prel)pared statements. We want
them to sumlnarize those statements. We will take the responsibility of
reading them, and together with our staff we will see that each point
that they make is fully considered when the committee does meet in
executive session.

Now, the next. witness is Mr. T. M. Evans. chairman of the Crane
Co.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, at this point could I make a request
for some material to go into the record. I would like to have the staff
prepare an analysis of the Iouse-l)assed bill which would do this: It
would set forth'in one colulnn those provisions and describe then in
not to to exceed two sentences or a sentence or two that would increase
the revenue, and how much. Then to set, forth in another column those
provisions of the bill with a similar brief description that would les-
sen the revenue, and th,,nl in a third column those provisions of the
House-passed bill which would not affect evenue and, of course, in
the first two lists I would like to have them totaled.

(The following material was subsequently supplied for the record:)
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REVENUE EFFECT OF THE PROVISIONS OF H.R. 13270, THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969
[Amounts in millions of dollars, for 1970 and 1979, respectively]

Revenue gaining No appreciable revenue effect Revenue losing

A. PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS
1. Tax on investment income

(+65, +100).-A tax of 7Y2percent is imposed on a pri-
vate foundation's net Invest-
ment income (interest, divi-
dends, rents, and royalties)and net capital gains. 2. Prohibition on self -dealing.-Self-

dealing between a donor (or re-
lated parties) and his private
foundation Is prohibited. Self.
dealing is generally a transfer of
money or property between a
foundation and a donor other
tian gifts hy the donor. A 3-
level set of sanctions (taxes) is
imposed on violations.

3. Distributions of income.-Private
nonoperating foundations must
distribute all their income cur-
rently (but not less than 5 per-
cent of their investment assets)
except in certain circumstances.
Graduated sanctions (taxes) are
Imposed for failure to make
timely distributions.

4. Stock-ownership limitation.-The
combined ownership of a corpo-
ration's voting stock which can
be held by a foundation and all
disqualified persons is limited to
20 percent (or 35 percent if
someone else has control of the
business). Existing excess hold-
ings must be disposed of within
10 years (with interim require-
ments at 2 and 5 years).

5. Limitations on use of assets.-
Any Investment made by a
private foundation which is made
in such a manner as to jeopar-
dize the carrying out of the
foundation's exempt purpose is
subject to a 100-percent tax.
(Under present law, a private
foundation loses its exemption
if its accumulated income is
invested in such a manner.)

6. Other limitations.-Private founda-
tions are forbidden to spend
,money for lobbying, electioneer-
ing (including voter registration
drives except when conducted
on a nonpartisan basis by
broadly supported, widely active
organizations), grants to indi-
viduals not made on an objective
basis, grants to other foundations
(unless the granting foundation
accepts certain responsibilities),
and for any other noncharitablepurpose.

7. Disclosure and publicity require-
ments.-The requirement for
filing Information returns
available to public inspection is
extended to religious and pub-
licly supported charitable
organizations (except where the
Treasury determines this is not
necessary for efficient tax
administration) and requires that
additional information as to
donors, management officials,
and highly paid employees be
Included on the return,
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A. PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS-Continued

8. Change of status.-New exempt or-
ganizations must notify the IRS
if they claim to be exempt under
501(c (3) and new and existing
organizations exempt under
501(c)(3) must notify the IRS if
they claim they are not private
foundations. If a private founda-
dation seeks to change its status
or the IRS determines that it
has committed repeated willful
violations, then the organization
must repay to the Government
the auregate income, estate,
and gift tax benefits (with in-
terest) that have flowed to the
foundation and al! its substantial
donors since 1913 from the foun-
dation's exempt staus unless the
organization distributes all its
assets to public charities or it-
self acts as a public charity for
5 years.

9. Change in definitions.-A "private
foundation" is any organization
described in section 501(cX3)
other than: (1) or anizations,
contributions to which may be
deducted to the extent of 30 per-
cent of an individual's income;
(2) certain types of broadly pub-
licly supported organizations
(including membership organiza-
tions), (3) those which are, in
ef ct, instrumentalities of orga-
nizations described in (I) or (2).

10. Private operating foundation defi-
nition.-An "operating founda-
tion" is an organization sub-
stantially all of the income of
which is expended directly for
the active conduct of its exempt
purposes provided that either
(1) substantially more than
half its assets are devoted to
such activities, or (2) substanti-
ally all its support (other than
from endowment) is normally
received from at least 5 inde.
pendent exempt organizations
and from the general public.

11. Hospitals.-Hospitals are to have
the same status as churches
and educational institutions for
purposes of tax exemptions,
charitable contributions, and a
variety of other matters whether
or not they provide a signifi-
cant amount of charitable serv-
ices on a no-cost or low-cost
basis provided they meet the
thg other requirements of 501
(c)(3).

12. Effective dates.-The above
changes generally apply to
taxable years beginning after
Dec. 31, 1969, except that
additional time is permitted in
the case of existing organizations
to reform their governing
instruments to conform to the
new law as to business
holdings and distributions of
income, and the 5-percent
minimum distribution
requirement will not apply to
them until 1972.
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B. OTHER TAX-EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS
1. The "Clay Brown" provision or

debt-financed property.-AII
exempt organizations' income
is to be subject to tax in the
proportion the property is
financed by debt except for
property to be used for an
exempt purpose within a
reasonable time and certain
other types of property.

2. Extension on unrelated business
income tax to all exempt
organizations.-The unrelated
business income tax is extended
to the Income from business
activities which are regularly
carried on by exempt
organizations which are
presently not subject to the tax,
including churches, social
welfare organizations, social
groups, fraternal beneficiary
societies, employees'
beneficiary associations, etc.

3. Taxation of investment income of
social, fraternal, and similar
organizations.-The corporate
income tax is imposed on the
investment income and other
unrelated income of social clubs,
fraternal and employees'
beneficiary associations (except
for income set aside by
fraternal and employees'
beneficiary associations for the
exempt insurance function or
charitable purposes).

4. Interest, rents, and royalties from
controlled corporations.-Where
an exempt organization owns
more than 80 percent of a taxab
subsidiary, interest, annuities,
royalties and rents are to be
treated as "unrelated business
income" and subject to tax.

5. Limitation on deductions of non-
exempt membership organiza-
tions.-In the case of taxable
membership organizations, the
deduction for expenses incurred
in supplying services, facilities
or goods to members is allowed
only to the extent of the income
from such members.

6, Income from advertising, etc.-In-
come from advertising (or a
similar activity) Is included In un-
related business income even
though the advertising is carried
on in connection with activities
related to the exempt purpose.

The revenue gain from the above pro-
visions applicable to other tax-
exempt organizations is (+5, +20). C. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

1. 50-percent charitable deduction
limitation (-20, -20).--The 30-
percent limit on charitable con-
tributions is Increased to 50 per-
cent except that contributions of
appreciated property, which, if
sold, would be treated as capitalgains, remain subject to the 0-
percent limitation.
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C. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS-Continued
2. Repeal of the unlimited deduction

+O, -25).-The unlimited

charitable contribution deduction
is eliminafed for years beginning
after 1974. During the interim
period, an increasing limitation
is imposed on the amount by
which the deduction can reduce
an individual's taxable income.

3. Charitable contributions of appre.
cited property (+15, +15):.-In
the case otcharitable contribu-
tions of appreciated property,
either to a private nonoperating
foundation or of specified types
of property, the taxpayer has the
option (a) of reducing his deduc-
tion to the amount of his cost or
other basis for the property, or
(b) taking a deduction for the
fair market value of the property
and including the appreciation
in income.

4. 2-year charitable trust.-The rule
under which an individual is not
taxed on the income from prop-
erty which he transfers to a trust
to pay the income to charity for
a period of at least 2 years Is
eliminated.

5. Charitable contributions for estates
and trusts.-The charitable con-
tribution deduction is eliminated
for amounts set aside for, but
not paid out to, charitable
organizations by nonexempt
trusts.

6. Gifts of the use of property.-The
charitable deduction for the con-
tribution of the right to use
property for a period of time is
eliminated.

7. Charitable remainder trusts.-The
charitable contribution deduction
in the case of a charitable gift of
a remainder interest in trust is
limited to situations where there
is a close correlation between the
amount to be received by charity
and the amount of the deduction
allowed wnen the trust is created.

8. Charitable income trust with non-
charitable remainders.-A char-
itable contribution deduction is
not to be allowed where a person
gives an income interest to
charity in trust unless he is tax-
able on the trust income and the
charity is to receive a fixed dollar
or percentage amount.

D. FARM LOSSES
1. Gains from dispositions of property

used in farming where farm
losses offset nonfarm income.-
If a taxpayer uses the cash ac-
counting method and has more
than $50,000 of nonfarm income,
farm losses in excess of $25,000
are placed in an excess deduc-
tion account (EDA) and capital
(cpidi gaifls Oil tie sale oi larm
property are converted to
ordinary income to the extent
of amounts in the EDA.
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D. FARM LOSSES--Continued
2. Depreciation recapture.-The

present exception for livestock
from the depreciation recapture
rules which treats the gain on
the sale of personal property
used in a business as ordinary
income, rather than capital gain,
to the extent of depreciation
claimed on the property is
eliminated.

3. Holding period for livestock.-The
required holding period for
capital gains treatment in the
case of livestock held for draft,
breeding, dairy and sporting
purposes is extended to a
period of 1 year after the
animal normally would have
been used for such purposes.

The revenue gain from the above
3 farm provisions is (less than
+2.5, +20).

4. Hobby Iosses.-The present hobby
loss provision is replaced by a
rule which disallows the deduc-
tion of losses from an activity
carried on by the taxpayer
where the activity is not carried
on with a reasonable expectation
of profit.

E. LIMIT ON DEDUCTION OF INTEREST (+20, +20)

In the case of Individuals, the deduc-
tion for interest on funds borrowed
for investment purposes is limited
to the Individual's net investment
i income and long-term capital gains
plus $25,000. Amounts disallowed
could be carried over to subsequent
years subject to the limitation

F. MOVING EXPENSES (-100, -100)

The present duduction for moving
expenses is extended to include
expenses for: (1) pre-move house-
hunting trips, (2) temporary living
expenses at the new job location,
and (3) certain expenses incident
to the disposition or acquisition of
a residence at the old and new
locations. An overall limitation of$2,500 is imposed and (2) plus (3)may not exceed $1,000.

0. LIMIT ON TAX PREFERENCES (+40, +85)

A limit on tax preferences (LTP) is
provided under which an individual
must include in income X of
the amount of his tax preferences
which exceed the amount of his
adjusted gross income. The tax
preferences are: (1) tax-exempt
interest (taken Into account over a
10-year period, (2) excluded
captal gains, ) apprecation on
charitable ilts, (4? the excess of
acceleratedover straight line de-preciation on real propery and (5)
farm losses which result from cash
accounting. A 5-year carryover is
provided for disallowed prefer-
ences.
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H. ALLOCATION OF DEDUCTIONS (+205, +460)

An individual must allocate his
personal deductions between tax

references and income subject to
ax, resulting in a disallowance of
the proportion of itemized deduc-
tions which tax preferences bear
to total income Including tax prefer-
ences. Tax preferences are the
same as those under LTP except
that tax-exempt interest on bonds
outstanding is not taken into ac-
count and a portion of intangible
drilling expenses and the excess
of percentage over cost depletion
are included.

I. INCOME AVERAGING (-300, -300)

The 133j percent by which a tax.
payer's taxable income must exceed
his average taxable income for the
prior 4 years to be eligible for
averaging is reduced to 120 per-
cent and capital gains and certain
other types of income are made
eligible for averaging.

J. RESTRICTED PROPERTY (LESS THAN +2.5, +2.5)

A person who received compensation
in the form of property such as
stock which is subject to a re-
striction generally is subject to tax
on the unrestricted value of the
property at the time of receipt, un-
less his interest is subject to a
substantial risk of forfeiture in
which case he is taxed when the
risk of forfeiture is removed.

K. OTHER DEFERRED COMPENSATION (LESS THAN +2.5, +25)

The tax on deferred compensation is
to continue to be deferred until the
time the compensation is received,
but a minimum tax is to be im-
posed on certain deferred compen-
sation in excess of $10,000
received in any year.

L. ACCUMULATION TRUSTS, MULTIPLE TRUSTS, ETC. (+50, +70)

In the case of accumulation trusts
(including multiple trusts) the
beneficiary of the trust 0enerally is
to be taxed on distributions of
accumulated income in approxi-
mately the same manner as if he
had received the income when itwas earned by the trust. M. MULTIPLE CORPORATIONS (+20, +235)

A controlled group of corporations is
to be gradually limited over an
8-year period to one $25,000 surtax
exemption and limitations are
imposed on the multiple use of
other provisions designed to aid
small businesses.

N. CORPORATE MERGERS
1. Disallowance of interest deduction

in certain cases (+10, +70).-A
deduction is disallowed for
interest on bonds issued by a
corporation in connection with
the acquisition of stock or at
least % of the assets of another
corporation where the bonds
have specified characteristics
which make them more closely
akin to equity.
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N. CORPORATE MERGERS--Continued

2. Limitation on Installment sales pro-
vision.--Bonds, in registered
forin, with interest coupons at-
tached or which are readily mar.
ketable are to be consideredPayments in the year of sale
or purposes of the installment

method. The installment method
is not to be available unless the
payments of principal arid interest
are spread relatively evenly over
the installment period.

3. Original issue discount.-- -A bond-
holder must include the original
issue discount in income ratably
over the life of the bond.

4. Convertible indebtedness repurchase
premiums. - A corporation which
repurchases its convertible in-
debtedness at a premium may
deduct as interest only that part
of the premium which represents
a cost of borrowing rather than
being attributable-to the conver-
sion feature.

0. STOCK DIVIDENDS (LESS THAN -- 2.5, -2.5)

A stock dividend is to be taxable if
one group of shareholders receives
a disproportionate distribution in
cash and there is an increase in the
proportionate interest of other
shareholders in the corporation.

P. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT
1. Foreign losses (+35, +35).--A

taxpayer who uses the per
country limitation on the foreign
tax credit and who reduces his
tax on domestic income by
reason of a loss from a foreign
country is to have the resulting
tax benefit recaptured when in-
come is subsequently derived
from that country.

2. Foreign tax-royalties (+30, -+-30).--
A separate foreign tax credit
limitation is provided in the case
of foreign mineral income where
the fore ign government also
holds mineral rights so that
excess credits from this source
cannot be used to reduce U.S.
tax on other foreign income.

1. Commercial banks---reserves for
losses on loans (+250, +250). --
In the future, the deduction
allowed commercial banks for
additions to bad debt reserves
is to be limited to the amount
called for on the basis of their
own loss experience.

2. Mutual savings banks, savings and
loan associations etc. (+10,
+I70).-The bad debt reserve
provisions are modified by
eliminating the 3 percent
method and reducing the
present 60-percent method to
0 percent gradually over 10 years.

The special deduction is
to be allowed only if the insti-
tution has a prescribed percent-
age of its investme.its in
residential real property loans
and other specified types of
investments.
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Q. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS--Continued3. Treatment of boiids held by
linaicial institutions ( 1- 50,
J-50). Financial institutions

are to treat net gains from the
sale of bonds as ordinary income
instead of as capital gains and
will continue to treat net losses
flom such sales as ordinary
losses.

4, Foreign deposits in U.S. banks.--.-The expiration date for the
special income tax and estate
tax rules regardling U.S. bank
deposits of foreign persons is
extended from 1972 to 1975.

R. DLPRECIATION ALLOWED REGULATED INIUSIRILS

1. Accelerated depreciation (I 60,
J-310). Regulated utilities are,

in general, "frozen" as to theii
depreciation practices inicludfi g
whether they use straight 11
or accelerated depreciation aiid
whether they normalize or flow
through the tax benefits of
accelerated depreciation.

2. Earnings and profits (0, +80).--
Corporations must compute
earnings and profits.(whicli
determine whether dividends
are taxable or not) oil the
basis of straight line
depreciation.

S. ALTERNATIVE CAPITAL GAIN
RATE FOR CORPORATIONS ( f-175,
1-175)

The alternative capital gains rate
applied to a corporation's net
long-term capital gain is increasedfroni 25 to 30 percent. T. NATURAL RESOURCES

1. Percentage depletion (-425,
+400). -The percentage
depletion late for oil and gas
wells is reduced from 27.5 to 20
percent and tlre rates for all
other minerals are comparably
reduced except in the case of
gold, silver, oil shale, copper
and iron ore from domestic
sources. Percentage depletion on
foreign oil and gas wells is
eliminated.

2. Mineral production payments
(+100, -F200).- -Carved-out
payments a-id retained)
payments (including ABC
transactions) are to be treated as
a loan by the owner of the
production payment to the
owner of the mineral property. 3. Mining exploration expenditures.--

The general rule of present law
under which mining exploration
expenditures are recaptured
when a mine reaches the
Fproducing stage is extended to
foreign and oceanographic

exploration.
4. Treatment processes in case of oil

shale.-The percentage depletion
cutoff point for oil shale Is ex-
tended through retorting.

33-865-69--I)t. 5-18
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U. CAPITAL GPINS AND LOSSES

1. Alternative tax (+360, +360).-
The 25-percent alternative tax
rate applicable to net long-term
capital gains in the case of in-
dividuals is eliminated.

2. Capital losses of individuals (+50,
+65).-The amount of anin-
dividual's net long-term capital
losses that can be offset against
ordinary income is limited to 50percent of such losses. 3. Collections of letters, memoran-

dums, etc. (less than --. 5).-
Loiters; memorandoms and
similar property are to be treated
as ordinary income rather than
capital gain property in the
hands of the person who created
them or for whom they were

.4. Holding period of capital assets prepared.

(+100, +150).-The holding
period which must be satisfied
for a gain on property to be con-
sidered a long-term gain is in-
creased from 6 to 12 months.

.5. Total distributions from qualified
pension, etc., plans (less than
+2.5, +50),-Prosont capitll
gains treatment accorded lump
sum distributions from qualified
employee pension, profit sharing,
stock bonus or equity plans is
limited to the amount of the
distribution in excess of the
employer's contribution. The
employer contribution will be
treated as ordinary income
subject to a special 5-year
forward averaging rule.

.6. Sales of life estates, etc. (+10,
+10).-The entire amount re-
ceived on the sale of a life estate
in property acquired by gift, be-
quest, or inheritance is to be tax-
able rather than only the excess
of the amount received over theseller's basis for his interest. 7. Certain casualty losses under sec.

1231 (less than +2.5).-Casualty
losses and casualty gains are to
be consolidated in determining
whether they give rise to an
ordinary loss or to gains which
are consolidated with other sec-
tion 1231 gains and losses.

8. Transfers of franchises (less than
+2.5).-Transfers offranchlses
are to be treated as giving rise
to ordinary income rather than
capital loins Irto tetnifetor re-
tains any significant power, right,
or continuing interest concerning
the subject matter of the fran.
chise.

V. REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION
1. Restriction on use of accelerated

depreciation (+15 +1,210).-
The most accelerated methods of
real estate depreciation (200
percent declining balance and
the sum-of-the-years digits
methods) are limited to new
residential housing. Other new
real estate is limited to the 150
percent declining balance
method. Only straight line de-
preciation is available in the

,case of used buildings.
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V. REAL ESTATE DEPRECIATION-Continued

.2 Recapture of excess depreciation
(+5, +125).-Gain on the sale
of real property will be treated
as ordinary Income rather than
as capital gain to the extent of
the excess of accelerated over
straight line depreciation.

3. Rehabilitation of rental housing
(-15, -330).-A special 5-year
amortization deduction is provided
for expenditures for the rehabili-
tation of low cost rental housing.W.COOPERATI VES (LESS THAN 1-2.5)

Cooperatives are required to revolve
out patronage dividend and per unit
retain allocations within 15 years,
and the percentage of patronage
allocations which must be paid out
currently in cash is increased from
20 to 50 percent.

X. SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS (LESS THAN +2.5)

For subchapter S corporations, the
amounts set aside under qualified
employee pension plans for share-
holder-employees of the corporation
Must 4e included in the income of
the shareholder-employee to the
extent the contribution exceeds 10
percent of his salary or $2,500
whichever is less.

Y. TAX TREATMENT OF STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

State and local governments are given
the voluntary election to issue tax-
able bonds. If they make this choice,
the Federal Government will pay be-
tween 30 and 40 percent of the in-
terest on the bond (between 25 and
40 percent for years after 1974).

Z. EXTENSION OF TAX SURCHARGE AND EXCISE TAXES AND TERMINATION OF THE
INVESTMENT CREDIT

1. Extension of tax surcharge at
5-percent rate for first half of
1970 (+3, 100,-).-The income
tax surcharge is extended at a 5.
percent rate from Jar,. 1, 1970,
through June 30, 1970.

2. Continuation of e;,r"se taxes on
communication services and
automobiles (+1,170,-).-
The presently scheduled reduc-
tions in the 7-percent excise tax
on automobiles and 10 percent
tax on telephone services to 5
Percent in 1970, 3 percent in
971, 1 percent in 1972, and

the repeal in 1973, are post-
poned for I year.

3. Repeal of the investment credit
(+2,500 +3,300).-The In-
vestment credit is permanently
repealed for property acquired
or on which construction was
begun after April 18, 1969,
unless carried out pursuant to
a binding contract in effect
before Apr. 19, 1969. The avail-
able credit is phased out gradu-
ally until 1975 and a 20-percent
limit Is placed on the use ofcarryover of unused credits. 4, Amortization of pollution control

facilities (-40, -400).-A
taxpayer will be allowed to
amortize over a period of 60
months any new certified air or
water pollution control facility
constructed after 1968.
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Z. EXTENSION OF TAX SURCHARGE-Continued

5. Amortization of certain railroad
rolling stock (less than -2.5,
-100).-Railroads subject to
regulation by the ICC may amor.
tize over 7 years rolling stock
(except locomotives) put into
original use after July 31, 1969.

AA. ADJUSTMENT OF TAX BURDEN FOR INDIVIDUALS

1. Increase in the standard deduction
(-867, -1,373):--The 10 percent
standard deduction with a $1,000
ceiling is increased to 13 percent
with a $1,400 ceiling in 1970, 14

percent with a $1,700 ceiling in
1971, and 15 percent with a
$2,000 ceiling in 1972.

2. Low income allowance (-625,
-2,652).-The present minimum
standard deduction of $200 plus
$100 for each exemption with a
$1,000 limit is replaced with a
low income allowance of $1,100.
In 1970 only, the excess of the
low income allowance over the
present minimum standard deduc-
tion is reduced by $1 for each $2
that the taxpayer's income ex-
ceeds the new nontaxable income
level.

3. Maximum tax on earned income
(-200, -1 GO).- - I he nmaximunm
marginal rate applicable to an
individual's earned income is not
to exceed 50 percent.

4. Intermediate tax rates, surviving
spouse treatment (-, -650).-
Widows and widowers and un-
married individuals ake 35 or
over are provided a rate sched-
ule halfway between the rates
applicable to other single persons
and those applicable to joint
returns (the former head-of-
household treatment). A widow
or widower with a dependent
child may use the joint return
schedule Indefinitely rather than
for the two years after the
spouse's death provided in
present law.

5. Individual income tax rates (-,
-4, 498).-AII tax rates are re-
duced by at least I percentage
point, the top 70.percent rate is
reduced to 65 percent, and in
all brackets the tax is reduced
by at least 5 percent. The reduc-
tion takes place in 2 equal stages
in 1971 and 1972,

Total tax change 1970 1979 1970 1979

Reform and relief. +4, 615 +8,105 -2,167 -10,523
Surcharge ........ +3,100 .................................
Excises .......... --- +1,170 ........................

Total ...... +8,885 +8,105 -2,167 -10,523
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The CI I V. We will see that tliat is done for you, Senator.
All right, Mr. Evans.

STATEMENT OF T. M. EVANS, CHAIRMAN, CRANE CO.

Mr. Ev.,Ns. Nfr. CIairman, I ant Thomas NI. Evans, chairman of
the Crane Co. and the I-I. K. Porter Co., and I also operate a horse
breeding farm, Buc kland Fari in Gainesville Va.

It seents to ine there are a number of serious faults in the House
approve tax bill, but there are three important points that I would
like to (liscliss )riefly.

1. Proposed changes in real estate. Money is tight now and I think
we need every incentive to add new capital to the building industry
because not oiilv are we short. of housing, apartments, factor buildings,et, cetera. but also the cost of financinghl as gone ua s well as the cost
of building. Consequently, in my opinion, it would be harmful to
change th t(le'preciation regulations in such a drastic manner.

2. Trol)ose changes in (honative sales. It seems to nie to eliminate
dolative sales, that is, selling securities at cost and (lonating the differ-
ence, is removing an iml)ortant source of income for small colleges
and other worthwhile charitable organizations. In my opinion, putting
a capital gains tax on the gift would not. increase the Government
revenue, Itt instead people just would not make time gift.

3. Proposed changes on limitations of deductions allowable to in-
dividuals in certain cases. The io))osed legislation regarding the horse
racing business is, in my opinion, completely unnecessary since the
abuse is coming front the l)proVisin regarding recal)ture of deprecia-
tion. If the animal is depreciated as a business expense and later sold
at i profit, the amount of depreciation taken should be recaptured at
regular income tax rates, the same way that machinery sales are taxed
to manufacturing business.

Apparently, when the law was written regarding animals used in
)usiness, this revisionn was overlooked and should be put into the law
which would eliminate the abuse, and would not hurt legitimate people
in the breeding and horse racing business.

Considering the revenue horse racing l)rings State governments, as
well as the employment of unskilled labor that it provides, it would
indeed be a mistake to pass this legislation that would practically elimi-
nate any new people from going into the business.

Thank you for allowing ne to come before your committee.
The Cji.\mm r.\x. Thank you so much. We are happy to have you here

today.
Now, the next witness is Mr. T. F. Dixon Wainwright of Philadel-

phia, Pa.

STATEMENT OF T. F. DIXON WAINWRIGHT, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ifr. 'VAINWRIGT. Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I
am an attorney in Philadelplia and a tax practitioner and nw con-
ments are directed toward section 412 of the bill which has to do with
the installment method of reporting gains. As to the merits of that
section I have no comment but my comment concerns the effective date.

The bill provides that these amendments are effective as to all sales
or other dispositions taking place after May 27,1969, and I submit that
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that is unfair to the taxpayers who have entered into binding contracts
prior to that date.

As a tax practitioner I give advice to my clients in the best way I Can,
but the tax law, as Senator Moss said this morning, is extremely compi i-
cated. It takes a great deal of study so I may not always be right in my
advice. But I certainly feel that my advice is nearly worthless if the
law can be retroactively changed to affect it.

Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
(T. F. Dixon Wainwright's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF T. F. DIXoN WAINWRIGIIT, ATTORNEY-AT-LAW, PHILADLEPIIIA, PA.

(Re H.R. 13270, section 412 (c) effective date of amendments regarding
installment method of reporting gains)

SUMMARY

To the Senate Finance Committee:

The amendments apply to sales or other dispositions occurring after May 27,
1969.

In some instances this effective date will result In inequity and hardship to
taxpayers who prior to May 28, 1069 in reliance upon the present law have
executed contract of sale which were binding upon them.

The amendments should not apply in cases where such contracts were entered
into before the effective date.

DISCUSSION

Sec. 412 of H.R. 13270 would amend Sec. 453(b) of the Internal Revenue Code
(relating to sales of realty and casual sales of personalty) by providing in effect
(1) that an installment transaction is one in which the payment of the principal
is spread relatively evenly over the installment period and (2) that certain
evidences of indebtedness of a corporation shall not be treated as evidences of
indebtedness of a purchaser.

As to whether or not the effects sought to be accomplished by these amendments
are desirable or not I have no comment.

What would produce improper and inequitable results if it becomes law is
Sec. 412(c) of the Bill which reads:

"Effective date.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to sales or
other dispositions occurring after May 27, 1969."

There should be an exception for transactions where the contract or agreement
of sale had been executed prior to May 28.1969.

A seller should surely be entitled to rely on the law as to the installment
method as it existed at the time that he bound himself by a contract of sale.

It is unfair for the law retroactively to change the tax effect of such A
transaction. When a seller has bound himself by a contract prior to May 28, 1969.
he cannot (hange its terms merely because the law changed afterwards. If at
the time that he entered Into the contract lie had had any possible way of
knowing that the provisions of H.R. 13270 might become law, lie would have
demanded a larger down payment from the buyer so that at the least he would
have had funds in hand to pay the tax liability, which under the terms of this
Bill would now all be bunched In the year of sale.

A typical situation affected by the amendments is a sale of real estate by an
individual to a developer who maks a down payment at the time of the sale and
gives a purchase money mortgage to secure payment of the balance of the
consideration. Normally in such cases it is provided that the principal of the
debt will become due In a relatively short period of time, say five or six years.
Although there is no scl:'1ule .,,r fix -e" par' paynif-its (' ,)rint iiml ilnr t !)(%
due date, the mortgagor must pay part of the principal indebtedness from tinm
to time in order to release portions of the land from the lien of the mortgage
as the development proceeds. In such a case a landowner who contracted to sell
in the proper belief that he had the right to report his gain on the installment
method will suffer great financial hardship if the amendments retroactively
take that right away from him.
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As a tax practitioner I advise my clients to the best of my ability as to the tax
consequences of various transactions that they wish to enter into. In order to
do so I study the Internal Revenue Code, the Regulations, the cases and com-
mentaries on the law. If I must also take into consideration possible future leg-
islation retroactively effective, my advice would be a matter of guesswork and
perhaps worthless. I submit that this is unfair to the taxpayers, because they
are entitled to rely on reasonable certainty in the law. Specifically, prior to May
28, 1969 a taxpayer could not know that tax reform would include amendments
to the Code with respect to the installment method of reporting and that such
amendments would be retroactive.

Admittedly, it is not unusual for a change in income tax rates to be retro-
actively applied. Tax planning should always take into consideration the fact
that there may be such changes. Such increases or decreases, however, are very
different from a change in the method of taxation. If the latter type of change
can be made retroactive, there can be no sound opinion or advice as to the tax
consequence of any transaction.

Similarly, a tax practitioner may anticipate that the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice will issue rulings in regard to the tax consequence of various transactions
and that these rulings may be retroactive. Just this month such a ruling was
issued in connection with the installment method. (Rev. Rul. 69-462, IRB 1969-
35). Such rulings may be anticipated by a tax practitioner because they are
interpretation8s of the present law and are not changes in it.

In other areas of tax reform H.R. 13270 provides exceptions to effective dates
as to obligations binding upon taxpayers which were incurred prior to those
dates. Such exceptions are found in Sees. 331 and 703 of the Bill which respec-
tively concern deferred compensation and the termination of the investment
credit.

CONCLUSION

It is accordingly respectfully submitted that the amendments proposed by
Sec. 412 of H.R. 13270 should not apply to transactions where a bona fide con-
tract of sale binding upon the taxpayer had been entered into prior to the
effective date.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. S. Rayburn Watkins, presi-
dent of the American Society of Association Executives, and Mr.
George D. Webster.

STATEMENT OF S. RAYBURN WATKINS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES, WASHINGTON, D.C.;
ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE D. WEBSTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
COUNSEL

Mr. WATKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The American Society of Association Executives consists of about

3,000 executives of various types of business and professional associa-
tions. You have the printed statement that we would like to have offi-
cially put into the record of this hearing.

I would like to comment briefly on three aspects of the bill. They
are major to our membership but not major in context with the volume
of the total bill.

The first one relates to the proposed taxing of advertising of associa-
tion publications. It is our position that an association publication
ordinarily relates to the tax-exempt purposes of the organization and
that if it does relate to them that the advertising revenue should not
be taxable. If, on the other hand, the publication doesn't relate to such
purposes, we don't think we have any ground to urge this committee
not to tax such revenues.
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The figures in our statement show that most of these publications are
issued by relatively small organizations, that most of them actually do
not produce a profit and, therefore, the total number of tax dollars
involved isn't great. However, in the small association it sometimes is
important to liave this added thrust to its tax-exempt purpose.

The next aspect we would like to comment on is in connection with
association-sponsored foundations, and we don't think there is much
quarrel with the bill on this point. That perhaps through an oversight
we are faced with a situation where an association that might make a
contribution to its tax-exempt foundation would be considered a pri-
vate contributor and, therefore, render some problems for it when, in
fact, the association would be getting its money to make the contribu-
tion from a large number of its members. If a minor change could be
made so that these contributions that really do in fact come from a
variety of public sources wouldn't be considered as one contribution
from the association and, therefore, render the entire foundation in
jeopardy, we would like to submit this proposal for your consideration.
We don't think the bill really intended -it, but we do believe the way it is
drafted it would put some of these foundations in jeopardy of being
classified as "private foundations."

The third aspect concerns nonprofit organizations that have given
up their tax-exempt status.

The way the bill is presently drafted they would not be permitted to
carry forward or backward any losses that were sustained in their
operation, and we think that it would be fair to permit that carrying
forward and carrying backward if they are to be taxed on their income
activities.

I am told that this particular section was drafted to treat such non-
profit organizations as gamblers, and we don't think that legitimate
associations really fall in that category. We would like some protec-
tion on that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator CURTIS. I have one question.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Senator CURrrs. Did you mean to iml~y that there was no objection

to the House bill as it relates to foundations ?
Mr. WATKINS. No; I didn't mean that. I merely said the as)ect of

it that concerns us, as the American Society of Association Executives,
is that so many associations collect, money from a large number of
their members and then will make a lump sun contribution to the
foundation. The language of the law as drafted would say that this is a
private contribution and, therefore, would cause problems for the
foundation. We do not comment on the private foundation aspects of
the bill. other th ln this one comment.

The CVAIRMAN. I hope the staff would see to it that this matter is
suggested in executive session.

Ihank you very emuch.
Mr. WrKI Ns. Thank you.
(Mr. Watkins" prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF RAYBURN WATKI'NS. PRESIDENT, AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
ASSOCIA'TIOx EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

1. The American Society of Association Executives represents the interests
of a great many business aiid professional associations.

2. Under the provision,, of II.R. 13270, a nuinbr of the activities of our mem-
ber organizations will be affected in ways which we fee :re not ('onsitont with
the purposes of the bill aid tire not sUlrorte(I by policy consideriations calling
for the proposed legislation.

3. The bill should be changed to prelude the possibility that foundations
which are sullorted by association wemhers through contributions channelled
through the association will not be classilied as "private foundations" and thus
become subject to the restrictions not consistent with the policing intent of the
bill.

4. There are a substantial number of policy considerations against enacting the
provisions of the bill whieh woild tax advertising revenues of business and
professional associatimi jourmnls.-. Thi subsection heading of the advertising income provisions lhouhl be
changed, to prevent future litigation to determine the taxing limits of the section.

6. Proposed section 278 of the Code is not supported by any policy for equating
legitimately operated organizations with gamblers insofar as their tax treatment
is concerned.

STATEMENT

I appreciate this opportunity to appear before this Committee.
My name is S. Rayburn Watkins, and I am appearing on behalf of the American

Society of Association Executives, Washington, D.C., of which I am President.
This is a professional society, the members of which number over 2,900, each
of whom is an executive In an industry or professional association. My organiza-
tion thus represents almost three times its many industry and professional as-
sociations as any other group in the United States. We have members that are
classified both under section 501(c) (6) and 501 (c) (3) of the Internal Revenue
Code, as well as under section 501(c) (4). 1 am accompanied by the General
Counsel for ASAE, George D. Webster, a Washington, D.C. attorney, who also is
counsel to many other industry and professional associations.

My testimony today shall be addressed to several provisions of H.R. 13270
which affect my organization and its members. These provisions relate to as-
sociation-supported foundations, revenues received for advertising presentations
in association journals, the over extension of the heading for subsection 513(c)
of the Code, and the provisions limiting the deductions of nonexempt membership
organizations.

Very often a membership organization will form a foundation for eleemosynary
purposes. These foundations are funded by members contributions and are
exempt from tax under section 501 (c) (3). Frequently the smaller contributions
of the members are paid to the member organization which in turn makes one
large payment to the charitable organization it has formed.

Hinder the Act all section 501 (c) (3) organizations are private foundations
unless they fall within four prescribed exceptions. These exceptions are:

1. That class of organization which will qualify for the 30% charitable
contribution limitation under the Act,

2. Organizations which meet the statutory test established to implement
the concept of broadly supported organizations,

3. Organizations which exist to perform the functions, etc., of the above
two classes of organizations or which are operated, supervised, or controlled
by one of these types of organizations and which are not controlled by
"disqualified persons" as defined by the Act, and

4. Organizations operating exclusively for testing for public safety pur-
poses.

Under the Act it is possible that a foundation created by a member organiza-
tion would fail to meet any of these exceptions. Exceptions '1, 3 and 4 would
never apply simply by definition. The second exception would not apply where
a number of members made contributions aggregating more than $5,000 to
the membership organization for the express purpose of passing the funds on to
the charitable organization. The membership organization would be considered
a "disqualified person" when the funds were contributed to the charitable
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foundation and the charitable foundation would be a private foundation. Thus,
an organization which receives support indirectly from a very broad base and
which is not likely to be able to commit any of the culpable acts which the
Act is intended to police becomes subject to restrictions which do not cure ills but
rather frustrate charitable activities.

It is respectfully submitted that this result could be avoided by the simple
addition of language to the support tests found in proposed section 509(a) (2)
indicating that the test is to be applied on a direct or an indirect ba8is.

For some time the Internal Revenue Service has attempted to advance an
argument that advertising fees for presentations in association journals con-
stitute income which is subject to income tax because it is unrelated to the
exempt functions of the organization publishing the periodical. This argument
was never successful until the House passed section 121(c) of the Tax Reform
Act amending section 513(c) of the Code. This provision accepts the premise
that the sale of advertising space in a magazine call be fragmented from the
publication of the magazine. The advertising then becomes subject to the tax
even though it cannot, without resort to this new fiction, be divorced from th
publication of a magazine which is confessedly in furtherance of the exempt
functions of the published. I submit that the underlying policy considerations
will not support the legislation in point.

A magazine or journal is a unit composed of both the editorial and advertising
activities. When these two elements are fragmented by a fiction it then be-
comes necessary to test each element in terms of Its affect on the exempt function
of the publishing organization. This means each advertisement must be scrutinized
to determine its relationship. To draw the line on an individual basis of adver-
tising and to say that this is advertising which is unrelated and that advertising
is related is to open the door to subjective judgment and would present to the
IRS and taxpayers generally, an almost insurmountable audit problem and

-would only breed litigation since in effe(.t each piece of advertising would be
another case, i.e., as to whether the advertising was related to the exempt
functions of the organization.

Accordingly, the proper measure of the unrelated business tax as applied to the
ulivertising revenues of association publications, should be whether or not the

magazine itself is related to the exempt functions of the Qrganization involved,
and if it is related in the main to the exempt functions, then no part of its net
revenues should be taxed.

It should be further emphasized to this committee that I am advised by my
membership that in general there is little net revenue involved in this area. A
summary of our membership of over 2,000 industry and professional association
,executives indicates the following:

1. Approximately 20% have paid advertising in the association publication.
2. 11% of the overall budget of the association is from advertising.
3. The average gross income of the typical magazine selling advertising

by the association is $50,000.
4. 60% of the 20% have a loss operation after a proper allocation of

expenses.
Any tax which is imposed on the operation of an association journal Is an

increase in the cost of membership, and thus it is a tax on small association
members for acting collectively to advance the interests which each could advance
acting alone only at much greater expense. In the main our membership is not
composed of the large industry and professional associations but is
composed of smaller groups. Of our 2,900 members, over half of the membership
involved are associations which have budgets of less than $100,000 per year.

These publications take the form of weekly newspapers and magazines which
are generally the spokesmen for the industry as well as also being the educational

.catalysts for the industry. The magazine and publications of my members are
devoted exclusively to reporting news of real importance and general significance
to the membership of the particular organization involved. In the case of inaga-
zines run by the associations, their chief interest is to carry out the exempt pur-
poses of the particular organization involved. These magazines are not competi-
tive with any other publication because there can be no commercial equivalent
to the particular magazines or publications involved. The commercial magazines
have an entirely different point of view in that they are operated for profit. Our
magazines and publications are operated primarily to serve the exempt purposes
of the particular operation involved. Most, if not all, of the publications of my
:members are made available to the membership and in some cases to some of the
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non-members. These publications are not available on the newsstand an3d are not
generally available to the public. In many cases, they are "house organs."

To say that these magazines compete in the market place for advertising
is a misrepresentation. The answer is that the publications of my members are
in a peculiar position of serving the best interest of the industry and in a
substantial number of cases the magazines of my members are operated at a
loss. They are not operated for a profit as are commercial publications; they
are operated to serve the membership of the association involved. If it were
not for the association, in the vast majority of cases, it Is my opinion that the
magazine would not even exist since a commercial publisher would not be in
a position to underwrite the loss that would necessarily result.

Many of the educational functions that are performed by associations are
paid for in whole or in part in some instances by advertising revenues. This
Is a subsidy. If this sulbsidy is denied as it would be if the advertising revenues
are taxed, the result could be that many functions lerformed by private educa-
tional ori'.,anlzaltions would have to be perforiiid by the government, if they
are performed at all. The long termn result of taxing advertising revenues might
well be Increased costs rather than increased revenues, for the government.

It is respectfully requested that this Committee refuse to endorse the pro-
visions of section 121 (c) of the Act.

Further injustice can be seen in the subsection heading to the proposed
sunbsection 513(c) as found in section 121 (c) of the Act. The section is headed
"Advertising, etc., Activities." It is submitted that in the event Congress decides
to tax advertising in trade journals this mandate should be expressed in terms
which will not lead to future litigation to determine what "etc., Activities" are.

Some of the members of our organization were originally exempt from tax
under section 501(c) (6) of the Code. These members are no longer exempt
under that section; however, they do remain nonprofit organizations which
seek to advance the common business interests of their members in a collective
fashion. Section 121(b) (3) of the Act would create section 278 of the Code:
a section limiting the allowable deductions for services to members to the
amount of income derived from members. Because of the annual tax accounting
concept on which one system is based this would mean that a loss in one year
from this kind of operation would not be deductible against the very same kind
of income in the next year. This section has the effect of equating legitimately
operated organizations with gamblers insofar as their tax treatment is con-
cerned. There is no policy to support such treatment, and the section should be
deleted or amended to allow carry-over and carry-back of losses.

The CHMrIAN. Now, the next witness will be Mr. Leon 0. Stock.

STATEMENT OF LEON 0. STOCK, MEMBER, PEAT, MARWICK,
MITCHELL & CO.

Mr. STOCK. .Mr. Chairman, I appear here today on behalf of several
corporate clients. In listing Crown Textile I made a mistake. I had
originally intended testifying on some other subject.

My name is Leon 0. Stock. I am a member of the international
accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. I appear here on
behalf of several corporate clients, Sterling Stores, United Dollar
Stores, Diana Stores, Rockower Bros., and Genesco, Inc. I am opposed
to the elimination of the multiple surtax exemption as proposed by
the House and by the Treasury.

As you may recall, the House bill proposes the elimination over an
8-year period. The Treasury would eliminate the exemptions over
a 5-year period. Last March'I appeared before the House Committee
on Ways and Means and at that point cited as an illustration the un-
fairness in given circumstances of the elimination. I cited the case
of a chain of retail stores operating in small outlying communities,
one particular store operating in a small town in Pennsylvania called
Honesdale, on the main street. Four doors away, a one-store cor-
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por, tion operated in competition with the chain store, both stores
presumably earned less than $25,000 a year after tax. If the one-
store corporation is to be subjected to a tax of 22 percent, and the
chain store corporation operating four doors away is to be sub-
jected to a tax of 48 percent, then necessarily there must be resulting
competitive disparity between the two.

I now have additional facts on nine other chains. One chain which
should be unidentified for com)etitive reasons shows the following
salient facts. It consists of 110 retail stores in the outlying communi-
ties. It has total sales overall of $14 million. Its net income after tax
is $879,000, thereby indicating a ratio of after tax profit to sales of
4.8 percent. Its net average income per store is approximately $6,100.
It employs 230 people.

With an individual store in an outlying community earning ap-
proximately $6,100, and 4() stores actually suffering losses, there ap-
pears to be little competitive margin for increased tax costs. A chain,
we all know, is just about as strong as the links that go to make it up,
and it would be, in my judgment, a horrible mistake to look at this
chain and conclude, that because it has earned $679,000 as overall
profit, this chain can stand additional tax costs. One sensible way to
evaluate the tolerance of this chain to the additional tax is to look
at the profit per unit and the competitive position of each unit.

Now, we have nine other chains where the average profits run be-
low $10,000 per store. There isn't much fat on the carcass, and there
are two questions which I think this committee ought to ask itself:
First, can these chains operating in outlying communities and earn-
ing less than $10,000 per store absorb an~y additional tax costs with-
out being compelled to re-examine their position in these commnuni-
ties with possible curtailment or elimination of some of the stores
thus leaving the consumer then with an increasing price level.

Gentlemen, after much consideration and much discussion with
clients, we would like to submit for your consideration some alter-
native proposals. One, perhaps a moratorium period of 3 years during
which no change would be made, followed by the proposal to phase
out the multiple surtax exemptions over the next 7 years. Alternatively,
a. moratorium period for 5 years, with a subsequent phaseout over the
succeeding 5 years; and finally, as an alternative, a straight phase-
out over 10 years.

Thank you.
The CHAIIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator CURTIS. I would like to ask something for the record and

you can supply it to our staff. I would like to know what the present
law is in regard to multiple surtax exemptions, what situations qual-
ify for it, the extent to which it is the same ownership of various
smaller corporations, and then I would like to know what the House
bill proposes and what change the Treasury proposes.

If you would supply that so that we could have a concise definition
of what we are talking about.

Mr. STOCK. I might add, in p)artiiig, Senator, that it is significant
that the large super grocery chains'do not claim the multiple sur-
tax exemption. They either operate through unincorporated divisions
or if they do have subsidiaries they file consolidated returns which
means ony one surtax exeml)tion.
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The reason your big collipamies, .J. C. lPemy, all of your stiper-
market chains, do not .laii m the multiple surtax exemption is because
they arnt confronted with aimy one-man competition, they don't
operate a sl)ecialty shop on aini street in one small town operating
against the one-store operators or the franchise operators. They are
in competition to some extent with the big chains but ine of 'these
chains claim the multiple surtax exemption because they are not up
against the little man. I submit very respectfully that discrimination
is bad no natter in which direction it is aimed at. Chains operating
small units must l)e given some tax relief.

The CII.xm i~.\N-. W~at I want are the facts as to how they operate.
Mr. STrOCK. "thanik you.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much.
(The witness failed to supply time information requested. Leon 0.

Stock's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF LEON 0. STOCK, MEMBER, PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO.

SUMMARY

A. Allowance of multiple surtax exemption justifiable in appropriate circum-
stances and accordingly should not be indiscriminately or prematurely ter-
minated.

I. Chain store corporations, particularly in smaller communities would be
placed at a competitive disadvantage vis a vis, one store corporations and
franchised store corporations if tax burden on former is increased through
elimination of multiple surtax exemptions. Tax neutrality required if com-
petitive parity is to be maintained.

lI. Chain store corporations in smaller communities realized relatively small
earnings after tax, leaving little, if any. margin for an increase in tax cost.

III. Inadequacy of after-tax profit may induce chain store corporations to
close down, rather than expand. resulting in a likely increase in consumer
prices.

B. Suggested legislation for Committee's consideration-please refer to Para-
graph X of Statement following this Summary.

STATEMENT

I. This statement submitted by Leon 0. Stock, a principal in the international
accounting firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.. is in opposition to the specific
proposal passed by the House to phase out multiple surtax exemptions in the
case of controlled corporate groups as defined.

II. On March 24. 19). the writer appeared as a witness before the House
Committee on Ways and Means and expressed the view that the allowance of
more than one corporate surtax exemption, in appropriate circumstances, was
and continues to be justifiable and, accordingly, should not be Indiscriminately
eliminated.

The writer then by way of illustration made reference to the case of a retail
chain principally in the sale of undergarments In small outlying communities.
for example. a store on Main Street in the small town of lonesdale, Pennsyl-
vania. where it is and has been for a long time in competition with a one-store
operator several doors away.

III. In the Honesdale illustration, the assumption was made that the competing
stores each earned less than $25,000. and that each paid a corporate tax of 22
per cent (plus an additional tax of 6 percent in the case of the chain-store cor-
poration). The conclusion was then expressed that the prevailing substantial
tax equality between the two stores would cease 'to exist if the chain store cor-
poration were required to pay a tax of 48 l)ercent and the one-store corpora-
tion a tax of only 22 percent.

IV. Since testifying before the Iousl e Committee the writer has been supplied
with facts and figures relating to chainstore operations in small outlying corn-
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inunities. Let us consider one such a chain In relation to Its last fiscal year whiih
for competitive reasons will remain unidentified:

(a) Number of Stores, 110.
(b) Stiles Volume, $14,000,000.
(c) Net income after tax, $679),000.
(d) Ratio of (c) to (b), 4.8%.
(e) Average net income per store, $6,172.
f) Number of loss stores, 40.

(g) Nuilber of employees, 230.
V. The above-rtehtrred to chain consisting of retail specialty stores emnploy-

ing modern methods of distribiflon brings to the small connun sites consumer-
acceptalde products at reasonable prices. Its indivi(Iual store Profits are modest,
leaving little competitive margin for Increased tax costs.

The typt's of lpw(ducts mild goods sold by clmhns in tie smnimll communities a't tht'
retail level include jewelry, womna n's wea r, un'derga rmem ts altl hard wa re.

VI. The writer hias also been supplid with data on several other retail slit-
cialty chains. One such chain, wth sales of $11,619,M) from 87 stores had an
average net nconie per store of only $3.552 after taxes. Of lthe 87 stores in that
chain, 20 stores oji('railed at a lo-s, an ai allitillomil -17 stores had income of
less than $10,0M) per annumi. Only one store in the chain had income of $25,0
or Ignore.

In the 9 calls, in rospwet of wlhlh data hits bet'n obtained. the number of
Individual stores ranged from 32 ,to 456. Only one chain, tild that was the
smallest, had more than 50 1)'reent of the stores operating with profits of over
$10,0M). One chain had more than 93 percent of its stores making less than $10.(M)0,
and four chains hadi more than 72 per'ent of the stores in each chain making
less ,than $10,0M). Pert'entages of stores with less than $10,000 in proft for the
other three chains were 61 percent, (G percent and 67 percent respectively.

While net income after taxes ranged from $1)0,M0 to $2.023,782 for a total of
all stores, ,the average net from each store ranged from $1,504) to $24.800. The
stores in the smallest chain (t2 stor's) ha2itl the highest average net income.
The stores in tit(' largest chain (4t56 stores) h.,d average net im'omne of $10100
and 119 out of the 450 stores operated at a loss. It. is resect.fiully submitted
that looking at the overall results of the chain, rather than individual units in
the chain. gives a misleading impression.

VII. Chain store vendors in the small outlying communities are engaged in
competition at the grass roots. Taxes, constituting a cost of doing business,
nmay easily become self-defeating insofar as the lublie revenue is concerned if:

(a ) The adequacy of the after-tax income becomes doubtful in 'the opim-
toll of management and continuation of the business consequiently becomes
economically questionable.

(b) The chain store is placed at a competitive disadvantage, tax-wise,
thereby dictating possibly a termination of the local business in favor of
the one-store operator.

ViII. Needless to say, the determnatlon to furnish services, prodlits anti
goods is dependent oi the botto-line profit and loss figures, i.e., after-tax earn.
ings. Any 'tax or other economic factor that dtenies operational adequacy of re.
turn can only case a curtailmnent or termination of the effected business.
This. In turn, could unfavorably effect the consumer lrlnipally in one of two
respects :

(a) If a corporate store unit In a chain is closed, a competitor in that
area may be encouraged to increase his prices because of the lack of conm-
petition. In the ghetto communities, prices are sometimes inflated partly
because of the absence of responsible competition. Furthermore, an Increase
In the .tax burden would likely lessen the incentive to expand through the
establishment of new retail outlets. Again a negative factor leading to
possible price. Increases.

(b) If 'the closed corporate store unit is located In a smaller community,
It may leave the residents of such community, at least temporarily, without
any retail medium through which they can satisfy their needs for consumer
products or goods.

IX. Accordingly, before any action is taken to eliminate or phase out the multi-
pie surtax exemptions, particularly In the case of the chain stores operating in
the small outlying communities, two critical questions should he considered:

(a) Is there enough fat on ,the carcass to absorb a ,tax Increase such as
would result from elimination of the multiple surtax exemptions?
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(b) Would the chain store corpmoratfol be placed at1 a oiIietitive (1i-
advantage in relation to tlie oie-tore vorI'orath foil ild the franc'hised store
corporation, if the multiple surtax exemptions were elimiliated ?

The chain store, it would appear clear, woul suffer oi both couillts.
X. Another factor to consider is that chain store corporations may l "locked

in" until expiration of their leases. For this reason. ts well as others heretofore
considered such as the resulting eolnetitive disadvantage of tit, eliiiii store vis
a vis, the one store corporation and the franchised store corporation, the fol-
lowing suggestions are submit ted for consideration by the committeee :

(a) Provide a noratorium period of 3 years conitiemcilng with taxable
years beginning after )ecenlbe" :1, 19619, during which 1n0 statutory cha-niges
would be iade in the allowance of multiple surtax exenllt ions.

(b) Providle the comniienceawnt of a phase out period of S years, follow-
ing expiration of the noratoriun perioil of 3 years, during which tilit
llliltiple surtax exeniptlons would be sealed downt to tilie point, of ellinhia-

tionI as provided in the llouse Bill.
(e) Alternatively. providing a moratorium JKriod of five years to he

following by a phasing out period of 5 years, or simply a straight 10 year
phiise on tof the ittiple surtax exempt is.

(d) Increase in equal ainuaill allno tlls tile dividends received detlictionlfrom 5.5 percent to 100 percent over the phmset, ut Iperiod oJf S yeal 's.
(e) Permit without the filing of a consolidated return, the ope'rati ug

loss of at inember of the controlled grolp to it allocated to. ind deductled
by, other members of the group, limited, however, to the saite lshreitlgi'
of such loss as the disallowed percentage of the multiple sui'taX eXeiilltiOlls
for the year in which the loss was sustailled. WIso IM-l'riiit such losses to be
deducted ii ii consolidatted return its provided in time house Bill.

XI. The moratorium and phasing out periods would enable the chain store
to ieet ts business colllmiltmnents in ill orderly manier anlid iaike whatever ad-
justments ill Its operations it may consider necessary or desirable. The an-
nual increase in the dividei(ds received deduction, and tlit' alloation of olrat-
lig losses front one nieniber to the other iiiembers of the group. would com-
pensate appropriately for the gradual denial of the suirtax exeimltions.

The CHIRMAN. Well, that concludes this morning's hearings iln-
less some Senator wishes to call back one of these wit nesses for fur-
ther interrogation.

Thank you very much.
We will meet at 9:30 tomorrow morning, we have a longer list of

witnesses.
(''here follows, written testinoliy reCeived by thle (.oinlittee ex-

p)rcssillg an interest. in the various lspects of the bill relating to
WIT0l)41at iols :)

SOUTltERN NATURAL GAS CO.,

JBirtingham., Ala., Septembe,' 10, 19)69.

Re Alternative capital gain rate for corporations, section 461-H.R. 13270.
Ilom. IUSSELL B. LoN,
Chair an, Committee on Fina nc,
U.S. Senate, Vashington, D.C.

)EAR SiR: Section 461 of M1.R1. 13270 will increase the alternative capital gains
tax on corporations from 25% to 30%. We are ol)posed to this section because it
erroneously assumes that the laws applicable to capitl gains of corporations
and individuals are comparable, erroneously assumes that corporate capital
gains are more in the nature of business income than investment income, and
erroneously adjusts the capital gains tax of corporations as an adjustment
comparable to the proposed adjustment in individual capital gains tax rates.
Its enactment will remove corporate funds which might be us ed for investiiienf
capital and will constitute a permanent surcharge on corporations.

Ever since the passage of the Revenue Act of 1921, it has been a 'cepted that
the sale of a capital asset yields a significantly different type of income from
that subject to normal income tax rates. However, that which constitutes a
capital gain Is distinctly defined and is limited to certain definite transactions
under existing revenue laws.
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Furthermore, the tax treatments of capital gains and losses for corporations
and individuals are undeniably different under existing laws. Whereas an in-
dividual is, under Section 1202 of the Code, given the benefit of a statutory deduc-
tion, generally equal to fifty percent of net long term capital gains in excess
of net short term capital losses, no such deduction is available to a corporation.
Permission to deduct net capital losses against ordinary income, to any extent,
is reserved to individual taxpayers and a corporation may only use such excess
loss as a capital loss carryover to be offset against future capital gains, if any.
Even In the related area of capital loss carryover the period of availability is
limited to five years to corporations even through such privilege period is tin-
limited as to Individuals. In view of these distinctly different tax treatments of
the capital gains and losses of corporate as compared to individual taxpayers,
we oppose any increase in the alternative capital gain rates for corporations
as proposed in H.R. 13270. The proponents of such increase erroneously con-
clude that the laws applicable to capital gains of corporations and individuals
are comparable (Committee Print 1). 75). Since this is not true, as we point out
herein, the increase provided for corporations should not be promulgated.

The proposed increase in alternative capital gain rates is based on the premise
that corporate capital gains, in comparison with those of an individual, are more
in the nature of business income not essentially different from other business
income. Such premise completely ignores the existence and effect of Section
1221 and other related sections of the Code wherein capital assets are defined.
There should be no prevailing doubt that a taxpayer, whether corporate or
individual, engaging in the frequent and continuous buying and selling of what
would normally be investment property will be denied capital gains treatment
on such transactions under already existing revenue laws and court decisions.

The proposed increase in capital gain rates being based on the grounds that
corporate activity produces something more in the nature of Iusiness income
rests also on the premise that a corporation, as an artificial entity, cannot hold
any property for investment as is the privilege of the real individual. This dis-
tinction is not well taken since it ignores completely the economic facts of life.

An analysis of effective tax rates applicable to individuals and to Corpora-
tions indicates that the proposed corporate alternative tax rate of 30% is
comparable to an individual tax rate of 60%, considering the statutory 50%
deduction available to the individual. Such a comparison is based on a tax
bracket which approaches the maximum since the individual maximum effective
tax bracket as applied to long term capital gains utilnately will be 321/2%. Such
an analysis approximating maximum taxation on a comparable individual basis
does not appear to be reasonable or statistically founded.

We also oppose the nereasing of the corporate alternative tax rates as a
comparative raise in the individual taxation of capital gains since such an in-
crease is arbitrary, discriminatory and, in effect, constitutes a permanent sur-
charge on corporations which have gains from the sale of investments held over
an extended period of time, usually at a substantial risk. We also point out that
the enactment of Section 461 will result in the redistribution of income from the
corporate sector-where it might be used for lnvestment--to the individual
sector-where it might be used to purchase consumer goods-with adverse effect
on our economy.

Respectfully submitted,
SOUTHERN NATURAL GAS CO.,
PETER G. SMITH,

Vioe President, General Counsel and Secretary.

S'rATEMEN'T BY ICHAEL WARS, JR.,' AND PETER L. BRIOER 2

SUM MARY

I. Finance Committee Previously Rcjected. Identical Propo.sal
After very thorough study Congress in 1951 (spearheaded by the Senate Fi-

nance Committee) and 1964 rejected virtually the identical proposal presently
being advanced by the Treasury to eliminate multiple surtax exemptions. Many
taxpayers are required by the very nature of their businesses to operate through
multiple corporations. Many businesses have been developed on reliance of the
existing rules-particularly in view of past Congressional actions. The law
presently contains sufficient measures to eliminate tax abuse and avoidane

1 Baker & MeKenzle, Washington. D.C.
2 Baker & McKenzle. New York, N.Y.
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through multiple corporations. None of the basic facts has chwiged since Congress
last considered the issue. Has Congress ben wrong all the,* years? Tlere is no
real justification for changing the law now--and it would be inequitable to do so.

II. Other Code Pro visions Being Disregarded
The Treasury's basic premise in calling for the termination of the multiple

surtaIx extension (namnlely, that from In economic standpoint an affiliated group
of corporations electing the exempti(n is a single business unit) is erroneous

ml misleading. It disregards and I is in direct conflict with a number of key pro-
Viisipns of the Internal Revenue Code re(qiring that related or controlled business
entities nust be treated as though they were separate and wholly unrelated busi-
itesses dealing at arm's length. MIoreoier. net losses of one number of a group
cannot be used to offset the profits of other mnenihers. Dividends (which may
include intercompany loans) are subject to an effective tax rate of 7.9 percent.
The net effect of the Treasury's position is to deprive that class of taxpayers re-
quired by their business to use multiple corporations of the only significant tax
benefit available to them, while leaving them saddled with numerous detriments
due to their need to use separate corporations.

II. Consolidated Return Regulatiois WIViil be Rcidered Uncon.titutional
Elimination of the multiple surtax exemption (ould render the consolidated

return provisiois unconstitutional to tlat (lalss of taxpayers required by the na-
hire of their llsinesm to operate through a number of corporations. The reason
is tMat such taxpayers will not he left with any real choice of whether or not to
file consolidated returns. As was clearly recognized by the Senate in 1928, be-
cause of the legislative function delegated by Congress to the Treasury in this
area the existence of a meaningful election on the part of taxpayers as whether
or not to become subject to the con.solidated return provision. is essential to as-
sure their constitutionality. The Treasury's regulations in this area depart sub-
stantially in a number of respects from the basic tax rules provided by Congress
in the Internal Revenue Code and in several situations provide treatment for
affiliated groups that is substantially more advers, than is the treatment under
the Internal Revenue Code for unitary corporate taxpayers operating through
branches or divisions.

IV. Equity Requires More Liberal Tran.itional Rtles-Solution to Con.iito-
tional Problent Sgitgested

If the multiple surtax exemption is eliminated, a more liberal transitional
lihase-out period should be permitted to minimize the disruptive financial impact
upon those taxpayers which relied upon Congress' prior action in this area.
Reorganization expenses incurred by taxpayers in sinplifying their corporate
structures should be allowed as deductions during this period. The phase-out
period should not be commenced until the question concerning the constitution-
ality of the consolidated return regulations is resolved. This could he acconm-
plished promptly if Congress were to delegate to the Treasury the function of
initially drafting the regulations but were to retain for itself the responsibility
of actually promulgating the filnal provisions. It is submitted that a phase-out
of the multiple surtax exemption proportionately over 20 years. 5 percent per
year. would be an appropriate transitional period.

STATEMENT BEFORE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

PROPOSED ELIMINATION OF MULTIPI.E CORPORATE SURTAX EXEMPTIONS

(By Michael Waris, Jr. and Peter L. Briger)

I. Surtax Exemptions Have Repcatcdl1 Gained Conlre,.ional Approal After
('areful Stidy-T-'liC Sac TrCatint- fi. Pr('8(fltl! i 117arrlUted

For almost two decades-indeed since the outset of the present system of suib-
jctizur corporations to a normalnl tax and a surtax, the tax statutes of the United
States haive respected the separate existence of eaci corporatee entity formed and
operated for good business reasons. Conversely. corporations formed merely to
gain tax a(lvantages have been denied such separate identity for surtax exemll-
timn purposes. Now, il tile name of tax reform, the Iouse of Relpresentatives Ihas
(edorsed a Treasury proposal which would jettison this fundlmental pre('cept.

:1-- 5 69--pt. 5- ------ 19
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More is at stake in this move than the immediate issue of corporate surtax
exemptions. Involved here is the far-reaching process of ignoring for an im-
mediate revenue objective a basic legal concept which provides a rational frame-
work on which business affairs can be planned, organized and operated, i.e., the
full integrity of the separate existence of each viable corporate entity.

The consequences of taking these extreme steps should be carefully weighed
before they are adopted. Aside from the immediate inequities which are dis-
cussed below, the disadvantages to the tax structure as a whole should be taken
into account. Each time an arbitrary tax rule Ignoring legal and factual realities
is adopted, experience has shown that other abritrary rules inevitably follow
in order to make the artificial creation function. The result is an ever more com-
plex, unwieldy and unworkable Internal Revenue Code.

It is most important to keep in mind that on two prior occasions the Con-
gress has considered this very same issue of eliminating multiple surtax exemp-
tions-once in 1951 and again in 1964. Each time-after thorough study-and
based on exactly the same facts and considerations as exist today-Congress re-
fused to accept the same across-the-board abandonment of the separate entity
concept which the Treasury for the third time is urging upon it.

Also of great significance is the fact that in the past the Senate has played
the leading role in preserving the integrity of the corporate entity-in 195]
reversing the action of the House. Thus, there is a striking revisitation of his-
tory in the present posture of this issue--with the Senate again being called
upon to preserve a long-standing logical arrangement. Accordingly, to put the
matter into clear perspective it will be helpful to examine in more detail the rea-
sons for the prior Congressional action to see whether Congress erred on those
two prior occasion.--or whether the error lies on the part of those who would
effect a change at this time.

A. CONGRESSIONAL ACTION IN 1951

In 1951, without any hearings on the issue, the House of Representatives
passed a provision essentially similar to the one in the present House bill elimi-
nating multiple surtax exemptions. The reasons given for the House action have
a familiar ring, the report of the Ways and Means Committee stating that to
give each member of a group of related corporations a separate surtax exemption
"confers an unwarranted tax advantage on business carried out by means of a
series of corporations, rather than a single corporation, and sets up an incen-
tive for the artificial splitting up of corporations. This effect of the existing law
is difficult to reconcile with the fact that the surtax exemption . . . [was]
intended to confer tax advantages on small business." 8

The 1951 report of the Ways and Means Committee goes on to sound an urgent
note also having a very familiar ring currently (so much so that it is difficult
to believe that almost twenty years have intervened) :

While these amendments to the surtax exemption . . . would be desirable
In any event, they are particularly necessary at the present time. The sub-
stantial revenue loss under existing law is difficult to reconcile with the
current budgetary stringency, and this revenue loss might be increased by
the deliberate splitting up of corporations for the purpose of realizing the
unusual tax advantages which present law permits in a period of high
corporate tax rates.'

Extensive hearings were conducted by the Senate Finance Committee in 1951
and a large number of witnesses testified with regard to the House provision.
As a result the House action was rejected. The reasoning of the Senate Finance
Committee is clear and concise. It is as convincing and valid today as it was in
1951.

The Finance Committee's basic reason for rejecting the House proposal was
that the amendment was so "broad In its attack that, if enacted, it could result
in substantial injury to many businesses whose present corporate structure
has not been motivated by tax avoidance."' After pointing out a number of rea-
sons commonly dictating the use of separate and multiple incorporations as a
means of doing business the Committee stated:

s H.R. Rep. No. 580, 88th Cong., 1st Sees., 1951-52 C.B. 374.
' Ibid.
8 S. Rep. No. 781, 82d Cong., 1st Seas., 1951-2 C.B. 506, 507.
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All of these are traditional and legitimate purposes for the creation of
new and separate corporations, Vet the House bill would strike these bona
fide corporate entities in the saamc manner as it would treat cases of true
ta' a roidance. (Emphasis added.)

The Finance Committee also noted that, although opportunities for tax
avoidance might exist through the use of multiple corporations, the predecessors
of sections 482 and 269 afforded the Treasury adequate protection In cases where
tax avoidance was the principal purpose of utilizing multiple corporations. The
Committee concluded that any further study undertaken to develop methods
of limiting avoidance in this area "should emphasize the importance of correct-
ing the true cases of avoidance without working a hardship on legitimate busi-
ness organizations."

In Conference, the House concurred In the action taken by the Senate and
offered as an amendment the predecessor of section 1551 of the Code, which is
designed to prevent the artificial split-up of existing businesses for the purpose
of obtaining additional corporate surtax and excess profit exemptions. This
provision was enacted into law as part of the Revenue Act of 1951 and has
remained an effective barrier against the artificial creation of multiple surtax
exemptions.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTION 1963 AND 1904

Early in 1963 the Treasury Department again l)rol)osed the elimination of
multiple surtax exemptions for precisely the same reasons as in 1951. In addi-
tion the Treasury submitted to the Congress voluminous materials describing
in detail the tax savings inherent in the multiple corporate structure. Thus, the
Congress was fully informed as to the applicable arguments and the extent of tax
savings available to multiple corporate structures by reason of surtax exemptions.

However, as it had done in 1951, the Congress again refused to adopt the
Treasury's proposals to eliminate multiple surtax exemptions. Again its reason-
ing was precise and forceful. The House Ways and Means Committee, now fully
in accord with the 1951 thinking of the Senate Finance Committee, stated:

While your committee recognizes the advantages of use of multiple cor-
porations, your committee believes, as it has in the past, that, where corpo-
rations owned and controlled by the saine interests engage In different
businesses in the same area or conduct the sane type of business in different
geographical locales, there are legitimate business reasons for use of separate
corporations and, therefore, the separate corporations should generally be
recognized as separate taxpayers, retaining the benefit of use of multiple
surtax exemptions.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that in very recent years Congress has
carefully studied and analyzed the desirability of permitting each member of an
affiliated group of corporations to file a separate return and claim a separate
surtax exemption. On the basis of its repeated and exhaustive consideration of
the matter, Congress has twice determined not to eliminate the right to elect
multiple surtax exemptions. It has concluded that the proper route to follow
In order to avoid abuse of the exemption is carefully to police the area, utilizing
the several statutory provisions already available.

The basic facts and conditions relating to utilization of multiple surtax exemp-
tions and the filing of separate returns have not changed to any significant
degree since 1964. The Treasury's own statistics do not show that there has
been any material Increase in the number of affiliated groups of companies elect-
ing to claim multiple surtax exemptions. Under all the circumstances, there
would appear to be no bona fide reason for Congress to change the ground rules
in this area.

One observation regarding the inequity involved in changing the law under
such circumstances seems warranted. As wias clearly recognized by both the
Treasury and Congress, there are certain groups of taxpayers, particularly
those in the retail apparel business, the restaurant and quick food service busi-
ness, and the consumer finance or small loan business, who are forced by the very
nature of their businesses to utilize multiple corporate forms of organization.
While no taxpayer or group of taxpayers has a vested right in any of the provi-
sions of the Internal Revenue Code, these groups or classes of taxpayers have
relied, and it is submitted they acted reasonably in doing so, upon the above-
described action of Congress in planning their corporate affairs and in arranging

0 H.R. Rep. No. 749, 88th Cong., 1st Seas., 1904-1 (Part 2) C.B. 242.
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their structure for conductiiig business. It therefore is extreiely inequitable
f(Ir Congress ait this time to reverse the positions that it has1 takeit inl bothl 195l
and( .196-I, particularly since none of the undI~erlyinig facts or' coniside'rationis hiave
cliatilgell in -tny material degree.

Drciis urlI's ease? is~ ?(Ised On., eJTonco U piii i.vc: 11N jiovit ion. tha t (m u/iliu ted
p/rou oi (f corporations is a1 Sigl buiis ('lt('prime iii in dirt eon iliet ivjth
a number of codc provisions treating; cuct member of tihe groupi (IS aI S('pU(tc
('11titjj

'rhe basic premise unlde'rlying the(- 're.,1%4lry.l ('ofteitioil t hat the e'lectioni of
Ilil1ltiple surtax ('eiil 1 )tionls by 211 llttiiutedl groupll of 'orlporat ions is .1 tax 1001)-
hole is tit.-t suchl groljI of corporations, is, for tax 1purpVoses. voil(Qjtually not hitig
m1o re tim.1 :1 silugh' biisiiess Plitlty.' NNVhi he 5l111)tieiul iytllsA HAS i7Hr'"Viit St001115 Io
he( valid front ii le(onoi~ilc stanldp)oint. it (lisregardls anld is iii (irf'Ct eOilliet wvit
;t illnbler of key provisions of the Internal itev'ilive (Code.

lin recent year one of thet provisions of the (Code most actively administered by
the T1reasury Department bats been sectioni 482. The( heart of that provision ig
the( principle t hat uill relateI 01' voutrohi('d business entities, in their initer-
compijauiy (dealinigs. m1us"t be treated or regarded for Federal income tax purposes
ats I lioughi thevy were separate aimd whiolly-ulirebatedl buisinesses dealing at arm's
lenigthl.

The net operating loss is anihotber' item idli h c auClses the 'Treauiry to hav'e
dotitile vision rather thn the sinleliess of view it mani11fests NAvhere the inul1tilple
su1rtalx exemplitioni is inlvolved. '1'ims, if o114' miembei'itr of utti affiliated1 group) widh
clects the multiple surtaX-eXempltioii lneurs at net operating loss, siichi 14)554 ('allltt
be usedl to offset tile profits of any other iilllr of tHie group. Eachi coIiiilyl
is reqjuiredl to stand onl its owni and1 is treated as a sepa rate business.

Simuila rly. if oi1w member of aii affiliatedl groul) electing~ multiple surtax
exempit ions lends~l money tII aiiotlier inielber of the group, the Treasury is quite
likely to minitaini thlat thec Iitervomnlly loanl is at coistriuctive- di videndi~ to tile
c4iiomo parent of the( group Fifteen percent of tie, (dividenld (let'iid to have
been recoivedl in such situations is subject to corporate tit X.at ioil.,

As at result of the v'uiisi adlverse tax cohiseqneices whichl accruhe to affiliated
(Jr eoiitrolled groups (of corp~oratioins electiing mipile 1)1 suirtaix e'xemptionls whll
they do iiot treat euicli other ats if the(y were se'parLate business entities dealing-
oni ani arm's lenigthi basis, the Treasury undotd~lly derives it sullstulittial amount
(if revenue that it would not otherwise receive if the( affiliated groul) 'ouild ojir--
ate as -it single corpor~ationi or failed at 'onisolid~atedi return. It would the signiticaiit
to learn'm front the Treasury the( total amount of income tax defticieincies arising
lin 11068 by reausoni of conlstructive dlividIends1. '11wi Treasury hias estimated tiatt
ap~proximaiutely $237,.(W.000 of tax revenues wats lost. in 19MU its at result of thle
iiililtilt suta ux exemuptioni. Thiis statemnlit is isieadiig. TPo be truly meaningful
tis iguire sb10111( be redluedt to retlet the( tax collectedI (Ii iilt('rorporate (hivi-
denii(s. t ie( inabiiility (of o110 iiieiiiitr of iti fillhlt('d group to utilize the neot opler-
atiing losses of other ml~ ebes. anid tile taxes eulrrenitly paid1( oil iprofts glea(
111)011 ilitO'( Ohlilky tranlsactioins. Quite possible there mayi~ be nio loss of tax rev-
('liles (lite to tile Ilse' of multiple corpor-atIionls. l1int, ill fact, a1 net gil illi tax
col lec(t i oils.

The 11et effect of tile- 'li'rmsury's position) is to d1epriv'e r('latt'd ('01'j)O tiois- of
4)111% oif thle few signiticant tax b('ileftt no0w ava 111)4. to themIl as separate emiti t iv'
ANhitle leaving tilt-ill sadldled( wvitii ililllloihs tax detriments flowing from their
51'palrate incorpiorationl. Till' Sena~te should retject tis conlceptulmliy Inequitable
-1 pproa k11.

7 See footnote 7 at p. 243 of the Tuix Reforin Studfies.an Illl 1ioposals of tile U."".
Treausury Department Issue.d its a joit ptihliation of thle Cowilnittee on Ways aind 1eans
and the Renaute' Finan~fce Cojnuittee (ateli FAhi. 5. 1411019.

1Ideed. the predeee'sor of sectionl 243 1a)(1) (which makes -01me1 portion of inter-
corporate dividiendls slubjeet to full rates of' tuax) was onaeted by. Congress gpecifeaiiy to)
prevent tile uise of multiple corporations toi ii.oid taxes. Thiuis. ill 1935, Congress redllce'il to
S' peremi fliph 100 hiereenlt illter'orporat4 (hividi4'14 I'clvQI (detion. which was designed

dedu('tiou was reduceed from 100 to R5 percent to prevent thme possibility of evai~on of tixi's
under then existing law (wbich Inisteadl of using a surtax exemption, taxedl eo1.pmration1z
oni a graulia tedl baAis. It wis beli'eed tilat 0114' possible' lilo'uins of evading tile effective
gr.aated tax rate was through tihe dlivis1m) of existing bl ~lil)1'eseI ail11ng 11)1 lle''4)11 Sub i-
silhlarles or affiliate's. IT. Rept. No. 16(1;1. 74th ('omg.. 1st Spss. 1939-1 (1.1. (],art 2) f143
014T: .1-. Rept. No. 1240. 74th Cong.. 14t Sess. 1939--I C.B. (Part 2) 6151. 6'". TIsb Is anoitiiu'i
IdJea r exaiu i& of tile rit t till)t o'istilg law aIIro-mly conlltins1 spe'liia ily ellac(tCel 4ii'tel'rell I
to thel splitting tup of bisiless'4s aitnong 111111tidi6en(Iti ties an 1 rovides c'ertalii n crefull y
coilsideredi adverseF~ tuix ('olsequtico' ill clol1e~t loll thierewitih.
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Effect of (climfiation of voultiple surtax election ivill be to force tad-payers
req airing multiple corporate structitre as a matter of economic !ceessity to
file consolidatcd returns

If Congress decides to eliminate the multiple surtax election, the direct and
necessary consequence of such action will be to force the majority of those tax-
payers whose busiesses require them to operate in multiple corporate form to
tile consolidated returns under sections 1501 through 1504 and the underlying
Treasury Regulatio s. In other words, such taxpayers will not be left with any
realistic choice of whether or not to elect to file consolidated returns. The elimina-
tion of the multiple surtax exemption (and the other ancillary benefits resulting
from separate corporate status) will necessarily and effectively determine their
course of action. Probably in the majority of cases, the nature of their businesses
prevents them from operating through branches or divisions of a single corpora-
tion. They are required to utilize a number of corporations through which to
comluct their business activities. It seems unrealistic and unfair for the tax laws
to provide that, as regards all of the adverse consequences (such as intercom-
pany sales and the utilization of net operating losses), such entities must operate
as separate taxpayers engaging in separate businesses, while as regards the
surtax exemption to provide that such entities will be regarded as a single busi-
ness enterprise.

In essence that class of taxpayers, required by the nature of their business to
utilize t number of corporations, will have the worst of all possible worlds. Cnmse-
quently, most taxpayers falling into this class will be compelled to file consolidated
returns.'

If Congress elimimites the multiple surtax exemption, a serious question will
arise concerning the constitutionality of the consolidated return l)rovisions as
applied to taxpayers whose business requires them to operate in multiple cor-
porate structure. This question was clearly recognized by the Senate in 192 when
it specifically reviewed the legislative history of the consolidated return provi-
sions and authorized the Treasury to prescribe regulations, legislative in char-
acter, onicernilng the filing of consolidated returns.

Initially, when Congress in 1918 authorized provisions for consolidated returns,
it did so by conferring upon the Treasury explicit authority to require that such
returns be filed on a mandatory basis. Consolidated returns were regarded by
the Treasury as a means of preventing the avoidance or distortion of income as
a result of intercompany transactions between affiliated or related taxpayers.

The House, in 1928, after considering the desirability of consolidated returns,
eliminated or struck the authorization conferred upon the Treasury in this
respect. The Senate Finance Committee, however, reinstated the consolidated
return provisions. It noted that l)rovisions for the filing of consolidated returns
should be continued because the principle of taxing as a business unit what in
reality is a business unit, is sound, equitable and convenient both to the taxpayer
and the Government. However, it pointed out, that a number of difficult and
complicated problems had arisen in the administration of these provisions arid
that it was iml)racticblle to attempt by legislation to prescribe the various
detailed and complex rules necessary. The Senate Finance Committee indicated
that it:

"* * * found it necessary to delegate power to the Commissioner to pre-
scribe regulations legislative in character covering [the filing of consolidated
returns]. The standard prescribed by the section keeps the delegation from
being a delegation of pure legislative power, and is well within the rules
established by the Supreme Court. (See Hampton, Jr. & Go. v. United States,
decided by the Supreme Court on April 9, 1928. and the cases there cited.1
Furthermore, the section requires that all the corporations joining in the
filing of consolidated returns must consent to the regulations prescribed prior
to the date on which the return is filed." S. Rept. No. 960, 70th Cong., 1st
Sess., C.B. 193.9-1 (Part 2) 409, 419.

This additional safeguard of requiring an election by the corporate members
of an affiliated group constituted clear recognition by Congress that, in dealing

This result is clearly recognized by the House bill which includes a provision that losses
sustained by a member of a controlled group of corporations prior to the filing of consoli-
dated returns can, contrary to existing law. be taken as a deduction against the income of
other members of the group in the same proportion as the additional surtax exemptions of
the group. This particular provisions is, in fact, an additional factor eliminating any effec-
tive or meaningful choice on the part of taxpayers with multiple groups as to whether to
file a consolidated return.
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With the problems of consolidated returns, the Treasury might find it necessary
to adopt new concepts and approaches to cope with the myriad problems involving
Intercompany dealings. Congress was most certainly aware that such concepts
might not always coincide with the tax rules enacted by Congress governing
Unitary corporate taxpayers. It also was obviously aware of such decisions as
St. Louis Independent Parking Co. v. Houston, 215 Fed. 553 (8th Cir., 1914) and
McKenny v. Farnsworth, 121 Me. 450, 118 Atl. .237 (1922), which prohibit the
delegation of legislative authority to promulgate regulations which are incon-
sistent with existing legislative enactments. It is not surprising then that when
the Senate reviewed the feasibility of permitting the filing of consolidated returns
under a statute whereunder the Treasury was delegated the task of Issuing legis-
lative regulations, the Senate found it necessary to give taxpayers a real and
meaningful choice as to whether they would elect to file pursuant to such regula-
tions. See S. Rept. No. 960, 70th Cong., 1st Sess., C.B. 1939-1 (Part 2) 409, 419.

Thus, another fundamental determination involved in the proposal to eliminate
the multiple surtax exemption is whether the consolidated return regulations are
to be made mandatory with respect to that group or class of taxpayers whose
businesses are such that, for all practical purposes, they are required to operate
through a number of corporations. In the consideration of this issue, it is
important to keep in mind that the Treasury has extremely broad discretion in
the drafting and interpretation of regulations under the consolidated return
provisions. The Treasury has recently exercised this discretion in 1965 anl1
1966 by almost completely revising the consolidated return regulations. In so
doing, it has in a number of areas provided totally different rules for taxpayers
electing to use the consolidated return provisions than those which Congre.ss has
enacted as part of the Internal Revenue Code. The so-called "excess-loss" pro-
visions completely alter the Code rules concerning basis in assets and introduce
the concept of "negative basis" which the courts upon numerous occasions have
held did not exist under the Internal Revenue laws enacted by Congress. See:
Crane v. Commissioner, 331 U.S. 1 (1947) ; Jack L. Easson, 33 T.C. 963 (1960)
modified 294 F. 2d 653 (9th Cir., 1961). Moreover, section 704(d) of the Code
reflects the studied position of Congress to reject the concept of "negative basis"
in matters of Federal income taxation.

It should be further noted that the "excess-loss" provisions of the new con-
solidated return regulations under certain circumstances provide for materially
different and adverse tax consequences for corporations filing consolidated re-
turns than would occur in the same circumstances for a corporation operating its
business activities through various branches. For example, it is possible that
under Treas. Reg. § 1.1502-19 a consolidated taxpaying group would, in effect,
lose the utilization of an insolvent subsidiary member's net operating loss. Such
a result would occur through the creation by use of the net operating loss of an
excess loss account and the consequent taking of this excess loss account into
income as per the regulation. In similar circumstances, a corporation that was
able to operate through various branches would be able to utilize the net operat-
ing loss of one of its branches.

The mandatory imposition of the consolidated return regulations is further
objectionable in that these regulations impose upon that class of taxpayers which
require multiple corporations as a necessary means of conducting business an
extremely complex and burdensome set of provisions under which to operate.
The present regulations have been described by a number of consolidated return
authorities or inordinately obtuse and of uncertain meaning in a number of
areas of application. See Cuddlhy, Planning for Consolidated Returns Under The
New Regulations, Prentice Hall Tax Ideas, No. 25,007.

In addition, the elimination of any practical alternative or choice to the utiliza-
tion of consolidated returns would impose upon taxpayers whose businesses
require multiple corporations a variety of uncharted; and highly problematical
relationships with minority shareholders. Accordingly, such taxpayers will be
held to a higher standard of dealing with minority shareholders than would
otherwise be encountered. See Western Pacific R.R. Corp. v. Western Pacifio
R.R. Corp., 197 F.2d 994 (9th Cir. 1952) reversed on other grounds, 345 U.S.
247 (1953) ; Johnson, Minority Stockholders in Affiliated and Related Corpora-
tions, 23 NYU Inst. on Fed. Tax. 321 (1,965).

In addition to the uncertainties surrounding their application, the recently
adopted consolidated return regulations appear to be contrary to statements of
Congressional intent or understanding as to the manner in which the consoli-
dated return provisions would operate. For example, the new treatment of inter-
company transactions providing for a "suspense account or deferred gain" concept
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appears to be inconsistent with Congressional intention and ,long established
administrative practices. See H. Rep. 704, 73d Cong., 2d Sess., pp. 16, 17 (1934)
where the Ways and Means Committee noted:

* * * there is no profit recognized for tax purposes on intercompany trans-
actions, and profits on a product of the consolidated group, passing through
the hands of the different members of the group, are not taxed until the
product is disposed of by two persons outside the group.

See also H. Rep. 2333, 72d Cong., 2d Sess., p. 135 (1942).
The Treasury's adoption of this system of "suspense account or deferred

gains" will create in connection with the administration of consolidated returns
interminable examinations of intercompany dealings from a standpoint of sec-
tion 482 and the Treasury's regulations thereunder. This is indeed anomalous
since a basic reason which motivated the Congress to retain the consolidated
return provisions was to obviate the necessity of detailed administrative policing
of intercompany transactions. The Treasury over the years had maintained that
the use of consolidated returns would simplify the administration of intercom-
pany transactions.
IV. If multiple surtax exemptions are ncvcrtheless repealed, more equitable

transitional rules should be provided
If Congress concludes, despite the prior legislative history and the soundness

of the considerations militating against so doing, to eliminate multiple surtax
exemptions, it then appears incumbent upon Congress to take several corollary
steps to minimize the disruptive financial impact of this fundamental change in
the tax structure and to avoid forcing a significant class of taxpayers to file
-consolidated returns under legislative regulations promulgated by the Treasury
(which would in any event be subject to substantial question from a constitu-
tional standpoint). The first step would be to provide for a more gradual tran-
sition mechanism than is contained in the House bill or in the original Johnson
administration proposal. In essence, it is suggested that the reduction in surtax
benefits be made at five percent a year over a 20-year period rather than at the
12'/2. percent per year reduction proposed in the House bill. The basis of this
request for a more gradual transition lies in equitable considerations and the
need for carefully studying the various ramifications, some of them known, such
as providing a proper legal framework for the drafting and administration of
the consolidated return regulations, and the fact that many of the ramifications
for changing this rule will undoubtedly be unanticipated.

Moreover, this transition or phase-out period for multiple surtax exemptions
should not commence until the basic constitutional problem regarding the con-
solidated return regulations, discussed above, is satisfactorily resolved.

One way for Congress to resolve the constitutional issue promptly would 'be
to Institute a new procedure whereby the problem of excessive delegation of
legislative authority to the Treasury Department would be eliminated. This
could be done by simply expanding the familiar phrase "Under regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary or his delegate" to read "Under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate and approved by the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation or its delegate." In other words, the initial drafting of the
consolidated return regulations would be delegated to the Treasury Department,
thus obtaining the full benefit of Treasury thinking and expertise in this compli-
cated area. The retention of the review authority of these regulations by the
Congress would insure that these important substantive regulations were fully
responsive to Congressional intent.

It is submitted that this procedure would not only cure the constitutional
question under discussion but would have the salutary effect of minimizing
controversies as to the legality of the numerous complex provisions contained
in those regulations and should also tend to enhance the coordination of thinking
between Congressional and Treasury tax people, a factor with which Chairman
Mills and Congressman Byrnes of the House Ways and Means Committee have
recently stated needs further development. See the colliquy between Messrs.
Mills and Byrnes and former Commissioner of Internal Revenue Sheldon S.
Cohen at the Ways and Means Committee hearings on tax reforms, March 28,
1969, Part 12, pp. 4215-4223.

Another step which should be taken if Congress determines to eliminate
multiple surtax exemptions is that liberal transitional rules should be enacted
to provide assistance and incentives to multiple corporate structures in the
reorganization of their business (to the extent they are able to do so-and
possibly they may do so to the detriment of their business operations) to achieve
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simpler corporate structures. The purpose in doing so would be to eliminate th(,
necessity of satisfying the intricate an(1 complex provisions of the Code goverlj-
lug intercompany transactions between related entities. One thing that c mlid
be provided for in this respect is to l)erluit taxpayers to deduct during a tran-
sitional period to expenses incurred in simplifying and modifying their corporate
structures as a result of Congress' action to eliminate the multiple surtax
exemption. Normally, the expenses t icurred in connection with corporate reor-
ganizations are treated for Federal income tax purposes as capital expenditures.

Much is heard today about the negative effects of certain existing tax rules
upon taxpayer morale. Indeed, this is probably the single most important theiif,
which has emerged during the current tax reform l)rogram. However, it appears
that relatively little concern has been given to the morale of the taxpayers
comprising the business sector of the conmunity. The destructive effect, on ii.i-
ness morale of eliminating the tax benefits flowing from multiple surtax exeip-
tions is a case in point. It takes years of effort tnd the risk of much capital to
develop a going business. Obviously one of the factors taken into account ill
formulating antd developing the structure of a business is the system of taxatiom
to which it is subject. As above discussed, a number of businesses in this cointry
which compete on a local level in small units have found it necessary to conduct
their operations through separate corporate entities in each geographical location
in which they function. These corporations have been organized, prices stru.-
tured, profit. planned, etc., taking into account the tax effects of multiple surtax
exemptions. The loss of this tax benefit will have a significant economic effect
on these businesses.

Clearly no one has a vested interest in an unchanging tax statute. Changing
times and varying national needs make it inevitable that our tax structure must
correspondingly change. Nevertheless, there are times and circumstances wlen
It is reasonable for taxpayers to rely upon the existing provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code and the prior actions of Congress with respect to specific provisions
of the Code. In some circumstances, it is proper for taxpayers reasonably to ex-
pect that those rules will not be changed in the relatively near future. The in-
stant proposal to eliminate the multiple surtax exeml)tion is a dramatic illus-
tration of such a situation. To repeat, not only once before, but on two separate
prior occasions--with a substantial number of years intervening between them--
Congress reviewed the multiple surtax exemption and found it acceptable. In
view of this history and in view of the fact that nothing new in the way of busi-
ness considerations or national interests has arisen, if the affected taxpayers ha ve
no right to expect that the present Congress will act as had its predecessors on
two occasions, it seems that at the very least they are entitled, as a matter of
equity, that change be made in such a manner as to permit them to alter their
corporate, structures with a minimum of financial strain. If more liberal tran.si-
tion mechanisms which we have suggested are adopted, the loss from the rel)eal
of the multiple surtax exemption will be nonetheless real to these taxpayers-
it will just be more gradual.

A brief reference to the variety of transitional proposals which have hereto-
fore been advanced is enlightening. Under the House bill. the amount of each ad-
ditional surtax exemption (over one for the group) would be reduced at the rate
of 12/2 percent a year. Thus. after eight years (really seven given the effective
date of the proposal) each affiliated group of corporations vould have only one
surtax exemption. The Treasury Department's transitional rule as proposedd in
April 1969 was more strict. It would have immediately limited the maximum
number of surtax exemptions available to an affiliated group of corporations to
100 and each year thereafter reduced the number fifty percent so that after
five years, the group would have only one surtax exemption. The Treasury De-
partment under the Johnson administration had still another version of the
transitional mechanism-its proposal being spread over an &year period-start-
ing with a maximum of 500 surtax exemptions per group, reducing the number to
250 the second year, 100 the third year and thereafter by 50 percent until the eighth
year when only one exemption would be available to the group.

This review of the various transitional rules already advanced indicates that
there is no one perfect or logical formula. In the final analysis the purpose of
such a phase-out mechanism is to do equity. It is submitted that under all circumo-
stances an even and gradual reduction-five percent a year for 20 years-would
not be unduly considerate of those taxpayers who would be deprived of multiple
surtax exemption benefits. (This, of course, assumes that the phase-out will not
begin until the question concerning the constitutionality of the consolidated re-
turn provisions Is resolved.)
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The return to Congress of the authority to issue the consolidated retue'n regu-
hi tions is also necessary to eliminate problems concerning the constitutionality
of the consolidated return regulations. The enactment of a transitional rule per-
mitting the deductibility of reorganization expenses incurred in providing a
simpler corporate structure is also necessary to provide basic equity to taxpayers
that wish to simplify their corporate structures to avoid the burdensome pro-
visions imposed upon taxpayers with multiple corporate structures.

ARTHUn ANDERSEN & Co.,
Chicago, I1, September 22, 1969.

Re Statement Regarding H.R. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1969-Original Issue
Discount.

Mr. ToM.N VAIL,
chief f Co un.sel, Corn mmittce on Finance,
Washington, . 0.

DEAR MR. VAIL: Hterewith is Summary of Comments and Recommendations.
The provision in Section 413 of the Bill, which would require the holder of an

original issue discount obligation to report such income over the life of the bond,
should be eliminated.

BASIS FOR COMMENTS

Our conclusion that the proposal is impractical is based on the following
r(011sI:

(1) A cash basis individual should not be required to employ the accrual
method. In many situations there is a "non-parallel treatment" for a transaction
between an accrual basis taxpayer and a cash basis taxpayer. Under the proposal,
the cash basis individual would most likely not understand why he would be re-
ceiving a Form 1099 information return for minor amounts which he would not
have received on registered l)onds: therefore, he would be unlikely to comply
with the new rules. In addition to the confusion on the part o fthe taxpayers, the
review of returns by the IRS would l)e more difficult under the new system be-
(.isc( the reporting accuracy would have to be checked throughout the years
rather than only in the year of disposition.

(2) The proposed system, which would differentiate between registered and
non-registered bonds regarding information returns, would add to the basic
confusion.

(3) It is difficult to understand why an individual should report income from
an obligation when he may be suffering an overall loss on the transaction.

(4) Under the proposed rules, considerable additional practical confusion
would result if the original holder would not hold the bond to maturity.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing comments are not intended to indicate apl)roval or disapproval
of the remaining portions of the Act: instead, they are only indications of tech-
nical areas or unintended effects to unsuspecting taxpayers. This statement is
submirted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with a particular area of the
proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments and recommendations
contained herein be made part of the record of testimony relative to the legis-
lative changes contemplated for original issue discount. We shall be pleased to
discuss these matters further with you or the Committee, either in person or by
telephone. Please call us collect at 312-346-6262 if necessary.

Very truly yours,
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co.,

By JOIN MENDENIALL.
Director of Taxcs.

(Whereupon at 11:30 a.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
Tuesday, September 30,1969, at 9:30 a.m.)





TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 1969

U.S. SENATE,

Co.v..I'rNTEE o. FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, Gore, Byrd, Jr. of Virginia,
Williams of Delaware, Bennett, Curtis, Miller, Fannin, and Hansen.

The CIIAIRmAN. The hearing will come to order.
Today we will hear witnesses address themselves to the part of the

House tax reform bill which makes sharp reductions in depletion
allowances for hard minerals, and cuts back on the tax advantage of
production payments of natural resources.

Our first witness this morning is the Honorable William Proxmire,
distinguished Senator from Wisconsin.

Senator Proxmire, we are pleased to have you here to continue
our running debates on this subject.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM PROXMIRE, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Senator PROXmI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I understand fully
the time constraints you are under.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the Senate Finance
Committee as it considers one of the most important issues facing
ConcoTess-tax reform.

I Tave long felt that the tax privileges of the oil industry consti-
tuted one of the most glaring inequities in the entire tax structure.
However, because the chairman and I have spent much time discussing
this general question and the committee has many other witnesses to
hear, I would like to concentrate on two changes in H.R. 13270 which
I propose to protect the small, independent oil producers who are
doing the actual domestic exploration but which, at the same time,
would require the major oil companies that have been enjoying fan-
tastic profits to pay their fair share of the tax burden.

My proposal, which is supported by Senators Brooke, Kennedy,
McGovern, McIntyre, Mondale, Muskie, Nelson, Pell and Stephen
Young and by the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas Association which
represents 1,300 members, makes two changes in the House bill-

1. It eliminates tax credits for foreign taxes which are really
disguised royalty payments on overseas production although it
does allow such payments as ordinary business deductions;

(4207)
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2. It establishes a three-tier domestic depletion allowance. It
allows the full 271/2-percent depletion allowance on the first $5
million of gross income from oil and gas properties, 21 percent on
gross income between $5 and $10 million, and 15 percent for
everything over $10 million gross: and

3. It would raise at least $475 million a year which is $75 million
more than the House bill's ungraduated flat depletion reduction
to 20 percent would bring in.

This proposal which is included at the conclusion of my statement
is designed to give the small, independent oil producers the incentive
they need to explore for domestic sources of oil while, at the same
time, closing the major tax loopholes.

Any tax system which requires 2.2 million people under the l)o%-
erty level to pay Federal income taxes, yet allows Atlantic Richfied
to earn over $465 million between 1964 and 1967 without paying 1 red
cent in Federal income taxes clearly requires revision. Imagine, gigan-
tic Atlantic Richfield paid less in Federal income taxes than the jani-
tor who cleaned this room last night.

Atlantic Richfield is only one example of the low-income-tax burden
borne, bv the oil industry. The reason the Federal income tax burden
on the (;il in(lustrv is so low is clearly shown when we realize that only
44 to 51 percent of the actual profit of the oil industry is considered to
be taxable income, whereas 97 )ercent of the actual profit for other
manufacturing concerns is considered to be taxable income. However,
rather than go oA-er the intricacies of the tax structure here, I have
included at the end of my statement a copy of an analysis I delivered
on the Senate floor.

According to the Treasury Department's "Tax Reform Studies and
Proposals," submitted to tlis committee, the long-term revenue loss
to the American taxpayer, as a result of the percentage depletion
allowance, was $1.3 billion in 1968. If we include the revenue loss due
to intangible expensing, the oil industry received from just these two
loopholes a tax benefit worth $1.6 billion in 1968. This money was spent
by the American taxpayers just as surely ats if Congress had appropri-
ate(1 the money--with only one important difference: No one examined
I he expenditurie to see who was getting it and whether it was worth the
cost.. I think this point, is crucial.

When one compares the congressional scrutiny of programs costing
far less than the tax benefits of the oil industry,'it is crystal clear that
Congress would not have approved anywhere near the $1.6 billion
primarily benefiting the gigantic major oil companies. The $1.6 billion
in back door spending on just these two loopholes is three times what
was budgeted in fiscal 1969 for Federal law enforcement, 15 times as
much as the cost of running the Federal judicial system, three times the
budgeted amount for school hch and food stamp programs, five times
as much as is budgeted for low-rent public housing, and four times the
allotment or the Alliance for Progress.

There is no question in my mind that these tax incentives are prob-
ably the mose inefficient way of encouraging domestic exploration and
development. Most of the tax incentives are going to the major oil
companies, which can accommodate themselves to a changed tax situ-
ation quite well. They have the financial wherewithall and knowledge
to cope with almost any change in the tax situation, but this is not true
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for the independent oilnen wlio seem to be doing most of the domnesi ic
exploration and development, if we exclude the outer continental shelf
and Alaska. The small oilmen are time ones who are really caught in
the cost price squeeze. This is not true for the majors. For example,
Standard Oil of New Jersev found enough cal)ital to make Enjav. its
petrochemical affiliate, the second largest petrochemical produl(,- in
the world without any apparent strain on its capital resources.

AMy proposal is designe(t to enable the independent oilmen to con-
tinue to explore as they have in the past and, perhaps, with renewed
vigor while forcing the major oil companies which have used this
gigantic flow of tax-free cash to buy into other businesses to pay their
fair share of the tax burden borne bv all of us. It would also raise
more than three times as much revenue as the Treasury's proposals.

I)OMEISTIC OIL )EIPILE1'ION ALLOWANCE

According to the Treasury Department's tax reform study I men-
tioned before, the oil depletion allowance is a most inefticient. way to
encourage tei domestic exploration for oil. The CONSAl) report
upon which the Treasury Departmnent based its conclusions indicated
that only $150 million worth of oil at the inflated domestic price was
discovered that would not have been found without the incentive of
the oil depletion allowance. In other words, the oil depletion allow-
aince and intangible expensing provisions cost the American taxpayers
over $10 for every $1 of additional discovered reserves-and this is
figured on the inflated domestic oil price which is about $1.50 more per
barrel than foreign oil delivered to the United States. So for tax ex-
penditures of $1.6 billion, we encourage the development of only $150
million in oil reserves. How inefficient can you get.?

The rationale for the depletion allowance is supposedly rooted in
national security. Without the depletion allowance, so the argument
goes, we would not explore for the oil which we need in order to pro-
tect ourselves from possible interruptions in our oil supply.

This myth was destroyed by the CONSA1) report. CONSAD, after
a detailed study of the oil industry, found that we would experience
a mere 7-percent decline in our discovered oil reserves, from a 12-year
reserve to an 11-year reserve. Surely, if the need arose, we could'dis-
cover the needed reserves within 11 years or, at least, find alternative
supplies.

Why then should we continue to pay and pay and pay for some-
thing we don't need an(l only benefits gigantic oil'com)anies fully able
to take care of themselves?

The first change I suggest should be made in H.R. 13270 is to in-
elude a sliding scale oil "depletion allowane for domestic producers
so that those most in need of incentives, the small wildcatters, get
them. My proposal is to give oil )roducers grossing less than $5 n'uil-
lion a year from oil and gas properties the full 27T1,-percent depletion
allowance, give those oil producers grossing between $5 and $10 mil-
lion a year a 21-percent depletion allowance and -give those oil
producers grossing over $10 million a year a 15-percent depletion
allowance. These depletion allowances would be applicable only to do-
me.Rtic production; they would not be allowed on foreign production
which does not benefit our national security. This would allow the small
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producers the full benefit of the oil depletion allowance and would help
them compete against the major oil companies which have all the
advantages big fully integrated companies have over little inde-
pendent companies.

Along the same line I would like to endorse the provision in 1I.R.
13270 eliminating the mineral production payments and ABC trans-

actions which allow oil companies to shift taxable income from year
to year to minimize even further any Federal income taxes ,they might
owe.

Finally, I would like to suggest to the committee for its considera-
tion a much more radical approach. Much discussion has appeared
about the pros and cons of requiring the capitalization of intangibles.
I am not suggesting that the committee consider the capitalization of
intangibles but, if tle committee decides to discuss requiring the capi-
talization of intangibles, I think they also ouiglt to discuss adopting a
direct drilling subsidy. The plan whiich I have attached to the end of
my statement l)rovides a direct drilling subsidy of 25 percent of the
intangible costs on exploratory wells. TIAis plan would increase incen-
tives for exploration by 35 percent while, at the same time, bringing in
about $285 million a year in new revenue. It directs the incentives to the
areas in which they are needed and eliminates them where they are
not needed.

FOREIGN TAX CREDITS AND DEPLETION

If national security is really the basis for all the tax incentives en-
joyed by the oil indust ry, I cannot understand why the Internal Reve-
nue Code gives greater tax incentives for foreign exploration and
development than it does for domestic exploration and development.

Under the present system, royalty payments disguised as tax pay-
ments to foreign governments are written off dollar for dollar against
U.S. taxes owed. The only reason for such special treatment seems to
be that the mineral rights in these countries are owned by the govern-
ment rather than private individuals as in the United States. If I were
of an ironical frame of mind, I would say that these bastions of free
enterprise-the major oil companies-were actually encouraging so-
cialism.

Why should U .S. taxpayers be required to pay taxes to these foreign
governments, just because of a quirk in these foreign governments'
laws?, Make no mistake about it, 50 cents of every dollar paid by the
oil companies to these foreign countries is paid by the American tax-
payer.

What national security justification exists for that?
This money paid to the foreign countries is clearly a legitimate busi-

ness expense and should be treated as such. The Internal Revenue Code
should allow the oil companies to deduct these royalty payments dis-
guised as foreign taxes from their earnings as a legitimate business
expense; but the oil companies should not be allowed to continue to
write off such payments dollar for dollar against U.S. taxes owed.

Finally, I think we must ask, What purpose does the foreign deple-
tion allowance serve? If encouragement of domestic exploration and
development is the purpose of the depletion allowance, then allowing
a foreign depletion allowance is contrary to such a purpose and is
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clearly contrary to the stated purposes of the oil import program. I
am delighted that the House recognized this and eliminated foreign
depletion allowances in H.R. 13270.

Between the foreign depletion allowance and foreign tax credits
we have encouraged the oil industry to explore abroad to the detriment
of domestic exploration. We have, in effect, created a monster. Sup-
posedly, in the name of national security we have enacted tax incen-
tives to explore for domestic sources of oil, yet, the way it works there
are even greater tax incentives to explore for foreign oil sources. And,
to add the finishing touch, these incentives atre theoretically supposed
to lower the price of oil. Yet, the oil import program and State market
proraton laws force the consumers to pay ever higher prices for oil.
Thus, not only does the consumer have to pay higher prices for oil
than lie should, he is forced to bear a great part of the oil industry's
tax burden.

The taxpayer has had it. The middle class, the people who live on
a salary, can no longer remain the forgotten class, They will no longer
continue to subsidize the oil industry by paying high oil prices and
by shouldering the oil companies' tax burden. Let us put the oil indus-
try back into a free marketplace and let them compete. The major oil
companies are not babies who require constant mothering. They are
very powerful. Let us treat them as such.

Ur. Chairman, my proposal is, I think, a moderate one. It will stillallow the oil industry to deduct from their gross income their actual

costs of foreign exploration and development and their actual cash
outlays for royalty payments to foreign countries. At the same time, it
will bring in about $2.1 billion a year in new revenue while encourag-
ing domestic rather than foreio'n exploration which is, after all, the
supposed purpose of all the oil industry's tax incentives.

Mr. Chairman, I would appreciate it if it is possible to hold the
record open until say the 10th of October for a technical analysis which
will be forthcoming?

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator. You are the chair-
man of a committee and you understand the problems that are
involved.

Senator PROXMIIE. I certainly do.
The CHAIRMAN. We are trying to report this bill by October 31,

and that being the case, I have asked the committee to go along with
the procedure whereby we would hear all our witnesses in chief and
then if we wanted to call them back to interrogate them we would.

The statement you have made here, Senator Proxmire, illustrates
the point I think that if we interrogated you in depth about your views
on tifis matter, no one else would testify this morning. I would hope
then that the Senator will come back to answer questions.

Senator PROXMIRE. You probably have the most difficult job that
any committee chairman has in this session.

The CHAIRMAN. I am committed to report out a bill as you know.
Thank you very much.

Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you.
(Attachments to Senator Proxmire's statement follow:)



A PROGRAM To INCREASE TIlE EIFETCTV'NESS OF FFI)ERAL INCENTIVES FOl ENEln;Y
RESOURCES DISCOVERY

BACKGROUND

Federal encouragement to the expansion of the nation's resource base is a
long standing policy. Implementation of this policy presently includes direct
appropriations for geological stirveys and sup)ort of research and development
and an extensive set. of income tax incent ives designed to favor minerals produc-
tion. The proposal below is intended to address only a portion of the Federal
minerals resource )ase assurance prograin, thtat relating to energy resourve.
There are two reasons for limiting the iwoposal to energy resources: energy
resources are basic inputs to all stages of the economic process ; and the domina nt
characteristics of the principl energy resource, oil and natural gas, require a
continuous high rate of exploration in order to ststaiin a reliably high level of
consumption. The significance and distinctiveness of the energy resources prob-
lemi is already recognized in Federal programs. Not only are particular expemndi-
ture piogranis designated for oil and coal research and development, but special
provisions for the taxation of oil and natural gas have been incorporated in the
tax laws.

There are obviously two ways by which to expand the nation's energy resource
base : by the discovery of new deposits of energy resources; and by the develop-
ment of technologies for Increasilg the recovery of useful forms of energy from
known mineral del)osits. Presently, the bulk o)f Federal incentives for energy
resources exploration and research are directed toward oil and natural gas, aid
a preponderant fraction of these incentives are provided via the income tax.
Very little Federal support of research and development of technologies for in-
creasing the yield fromn known mineral deposits is being provided and this is
almost entirely in the form of direct expenditures. Since reform of the Federal
Income tax is now before the Congress, the ol)ortunity presents itself for review-
ing and improving the effectiveness of existing tax inceitives, and colnp.a ring
them to the amount of direct expenditure.

PRESENT TAX SITUATION

Of the tax incentives for energy resources discovery and development, tilose
for oil and natural gas are by far the mo-t important. This derives from th,,
fact that, in the cases of coal, oil shale, and tar sands, the other principal sources
of energy resources, existing, known stocks are extremely large relatively to cur-
rent usage. For these minerals, development of economic technologies for their
conversion into liquid fuels, not discovery of mineral deposits, is the critical need.

As Is well known, the tax incentives for the exploration and development of
oil and gas reserves are proviied in the tax accounting for investment expenli-
tures relating to discovery and development of reserves. Due to fie nature of
these minerals, a major fraction of investment expenditures is devoted to well
drilling and the equipment of wells. In 190(, for example, the Joint Association
Survey (a cooperative petroleum industry endeavor) reported the following
expenditures within the United States:

Amount
(millions) Percent

Exploration:
Drilling and equipping wells ------------------------------------------------- $832 18.7
Geological and geophysical expense ------------------------------------------ 378 . 5
Land acquisition and rentals ------------------------------------------------- 827 18.6
Other ...................................................................... 128 2.9

Total, exploration ......................................................... 2,165 48.6
Development:

Drilling and equipping wells ------------------------------------------------- 1,528 34.3
Lease equipment ------------------------------------------------------------ 459 10.3
Improved recovery programs ................................................. 187 4. ?
Other ...................................................................... 119 2.7

Total, development ........ ............................................... 2,293 51.4
Total, exploration and dwelopment ......................................... 4,458 100.0
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Under normal cireunmstances. all tlhse exNlenditures would he ,'alpitalized
and treated as the invtestilieit. cost to be l'ecover'd by fitilre lproluction
from whatever oil deposits lid thereby beell discovered and itiade available
for recovery. However, industry prv'ctit'e. rlle'eting th 1'clitliar teihnological
lro'sses( of oil fie]l( discovery and the (.oiditioms under wJihich individual
firius engage in one or milore stages of tit, discovery. develolmilen t. al ll'o-
tlit'tion process of tiv industry. results iin normal ealitalization of less than
the full aimoant. Aid. under tiv tax laws, still less of this in vestilnent cost
is require , to be cialpitalized and recovered (as del)letion an(1 del)recia tion)
from future production.

The major source of difference between oil indlustry capializatioi of invest-
ment costs and that permitted under tit, Internal Revenue Code is attrilmtableto tihe tax treatment of so-c'alled intangible dl'illi|g eXleiises. Tlhse exlwn-ses
iclitde the- cost of clearing land lprepatratory to drilling, the labor and rvilated

costs of drilling, 'In te data above, it is estimated that 11lbout So percent
(if the $2.3(k) million for drilling and equippin. exploratory and (htveloliiieiit
wells is culsidered intangible drilling expense for tax pu poses, tit, reunainder
being related to depreciable maclhinery and equipment which is required to lie
('oplitalized anti recovered over tile useful lives of wells. ()f course, under
no'nial accounting procedures. ani under ithe tax laws. all uon-salvageable
costs associated with dry holes would be written-off ats an expense. But, un-
der the tax laws, the intangible drilling costs of successful wells also may be
written-off as expenses as incurred. Of course, motwillistanuding tills option
under the tax laws to expense depletable investment costs of successful vells.
the taxpayer wtih production is nevertheless able to claim percentage deple-
tion in future years.

This then is the substance of the tax incentive to exploration aid (evelop-
munt of oil gas deposits. The tax treatment of intangible drilling exleise
applies equally to development drilling as well as to exploratory, and herein lies
a significant cause of the dilution of the incentive for exploration, without which
there couhl be little expansion of available oil and gas reserves. The attractive-
ness of exlensing of intangibles to a driller dlxends upon the likelihood that lie
will tap an oil pool and thereby become eligible to take percentage depletion
against future production income. If he drills a dry hole, his investment cost is lost.
and though he has been permitted to deduct his costs (ias intangible drilling
expense, or dry hold deduction) in arriving at taxable income, this affords him
no particular advantage. Now, It is well known that the probability of drilling
a sucessful exploratory well is far less than the probability of drilling a suc-
cessful development well. This follows from the definition of the two classes
of wNells: "Ai exploratory well is a well drilled (1) to find and produce oil or gas
in an umproved area ; (2) to find a new reservoir in a field previously found to
be 1)roductive of oil or gas in another reservoir; or (3) to extend the limits of
known oil or gas reservoir . . .a development well is a well drilled within the
proved area of an oil or gas reservoir and coml)leted in a stratigraphic horizon
known to be productive." 1 Indeed, over the years 1967-1968 ony 16 percent of wells
classified as exploratory were successful while 75 percent of development wells
drilled were successful.'

Clearly, once a reservoir has been identified by an exl)loratory well. little more
incentive to development is necessary beyond that provided by the niarketabiUt y
of the oil or gas and the prospect of tax depletion deductions to enhance the
after-tax return to the developer. Therefore it may be reasonably concluded
that much of the tax incentive from intangible drilling expense deductions is
channeled to development, where It Is less needed because of the availability
of percentage depletion, and not to exploration, where some tax incentive de-
signed to recognize the inherent riskiness of exploration and its importance
to the maintenance of the national energy resource base vould be desirable.

PROI'5ED TAX IW1IF"ORM

Due to the difficulty of consistently identifying expenditures which result in
dry holes with producing properties held by taxpayers, it is proposed to con-
titue to permit intangible drilling expenses associated with dry holes to be
currently expended. lIowvever, it is proposed that intangible drilling expenses

American Petroleum Institute, "Standard Definitions for Petroleum Statistics," July 1,
1969. 1q. 27 ff.

2 American Petroleum Institute, Quarterly Review of Drilling Statistics for the unitedd
States, for 1967-1969.

: : :33-8,65- -69---pt. 5----..20
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associated with successful wells be capitalized for tax purposes and the taxpayer
permitted to recover this investment cost through cost or percentage depletion
in future years, whichever is more favorable for him.

Finally, in order to direct Federal tax incentives toward exploration for oil
and gas deposits, it is proposed -that a distinction between exploratory and de-
velopment wells be established under the tax laws. The Secretary of the Treasury,
with the assistance of the Secretary of the Interior, would promulgate regula-
tions defining exploratory wells for tax purposes; it is to be expected they
would adapt definitions already established by the American Association of
Petroleum Geologists and which have been utilized for well census purposes in
recent years. Then, for all exploratory wells, it is recommended that a refund-
able tax credit equal to 25 percent of intangible drilling costs be provided under
the Internal Revenue Code. This credit for exploratory wells that turn out to
be dry holes would be additional to the expensing of intangibles. In order that
maximum effectiveness of this tax incentive be enjoyed by taxpayers engaged in
exploration, it is further recommended that no restrictions be placed on the
amount of the credit for which a taxpayer may be eligible in a single year. and
that unlimited carryforward be permitted. To minimize the possiblity that this
incentive will be converted into a tax shelter subject to future attack as a loop-
hole. it is further recommended that the amount of the credit be added to the
qualified taxpayer's taxable income. This treatment of the credit has the addi-
tional advantage of making the value of the credit slightly larger the lower
the income of the taxpayer; as a result, this incentive should provide a positive
contribution toward stemming the decline in numbers of independent wild-
catters.

The effect of this proposal is shown in Table I which compares estimated reve-
nue losses with present law. Altogether, the proposal would entail an annual
revenue loss of $510 million as compared with revenue losses of $795 million
under present law treatment of intangible drilling expenses; this is a net gain
of $285 million in Federal revenues which is available for direct expenditure
to stimulate development of economic conversion technologies for coal and oil
shale, and to enhance our geologic knowledge of the country, as discussed below,
or for general tax reduction. Despite this overall revenue gain, the total tax
incentives going to exploration drilling will have been increased $100 million, a
gain of more than 35 percent over results under the present law treatment of
exploratory drilling expenditures! Naturally, the source which provides this in-
crease In exploration incentives and the remaining $285 million revenue gain is
the capitalization of intangible drilling costs on successful development wells.
As noted above, present provisions for depletion deductions amply protect the
economic interests of taxpayers who operate producing wells.

There are a number of advantages which may be cited in favor of this pro-
posal:

1. It provides a positive incentive to taxpayers to undertake the risky
business of exploration. Under present law, the weight of the incentives is
in the direction of encouraging further drilling of known deposits rather
than discovery of new deposits.

2. It introduces no new problems of definition, adds no complexity to
existing law. Intangible drilling expenses, on which the credit is based, is
a well established tax category, familiar to both taxpayers and revenue
agents alike. While the requirement to capitalize intangibles on successful
wells is novel in the tax laws, it conforms with common practice in the oil
industry. And though the definition of an exploratory well will also be novel
in the tax laws, the distinction is well understood by the industry and
amenable to objective determination.

3. It more logically relates tax depletion deductions to the capitalized
investment costs they were originally intended to cover. Presently, oil in-
dustry taxpayers are required to capitalize virtually nothing to represent
their depletable base yet they are subsequently allowed depletion deductions.
The proposal would allow generous expensing of all costly dry holes and
merely require capitalization of intangibles associated with successful wells,
the logical basis for depletion.

S See appendix for a numerical illustration of the manner in which this increase in tax
benefits comes about under the proposed reform.
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PROPOSED EXPENDITURE PROGRAM

It is impossible to design a tax incentive program which will explicitly en-
courage the performance of research and development needed to develop economic
techniques for the conversion of coal, oil shale, and tar sands into liquid fuels.
Expensing of research and development expenditures is already provided for
in the International Revenue Code, but this is available for all manner of R & D
and it is impractical to delimit this privilege so that it may be used to reward only
the successful achievement of predetermined results. Similarly, geologic mapping
of the country and its continental shelf, if it is to have maximum utility to
geologists generally and minerals explorers specifically, must be publicly funded
and the results made available to all.

For fiscal 1970, direct appropriations to the Department of the Interior which
may be identified with this objective amount to approximately $195 million, a
large amount of which naturally funds administration of existing information
data, and service functions. This amount, which has not varied appreciably in
recent years, could be doubled, with nearly all th(e increase going to active map-
ping, research and development, and the construction of oil shale and hydro-
genation pilot plants, with the net revenue gain from reform of the tax treatment
of intangible drilling expenses, and there would still be $90 million remaining.

This is perhaps not the appropriate forum in which to consider the specifies
of a set of increased expenditures directed toward ensuring future energy sup-
plies. However, all who retain confidence in the ultimate virtue of Planning
Programming and Budgeting Systems would agree that simultaneous considera-
tion of tax and resources policy objectives Is a necessary evolutionary step
in the perfection of PPBS. The occasion of minerals taxation reform by this
Congress is an unprecedented opportunity to take that step.

TABLE I.-ESTIMATED ANNUAL REVENUE LOSSES, PROPOSED EXPLORATION TAX INCENTIVE PLAN COMPARED
WITH PRESENT LAW

(in millions of dollars

Revenue loss under-

Exploration tax incentive plan

Exploration drilling credit
Intangible Other Western

Type of well Present law Total expensing United States Hemsiphere Rest of world

All wells ............... 795 510 365 100 25 20
Exploratory- ........... 280 380 235 100 25 20
Development ........... 515 130 130 ------------------------------------------

APPENDIX-HOW THE PROPOsED REFORM INCREASES TAX BENEFITS FOR OIL AND
GAS EXPLORATION

The tax benefits derived under present law by an average taxpayer who drills
exploratory wells with average success are to be compared with the benefits he
would derive under the proposed reform of the tax treatment of Intangible drill-
ing expenses. Since It Is not proposed to alter any other minerals tax provisions,
the comparison may be restricted to the tax treatment of intangible drilling
expenses.

Assume the average exploratory well driller spends $100,000 which qualifies
as Intangible drilling costs on a number of wells (he might actually have a one-
thirty second interest in 32 wells) and that he experiences the average success
ratio of 0.163 (0.837 of his exploratory wells turn out to be dry holes).' Under
present law, he may expense his entire $100,000 of intangible drilling costs; and
if his tax rate Is 0.50, he Is out of pocket only $50,000 (his tax bill is lower than
it would have been by 0.50 x $100,000).

Under the proposal, his Intangible drilling costs for exploratory wells are
divided into two parts: the one part representing his unsuccessful wells, $83,700,
is fully expensed so that he Is out of pocket only $41,850 with respect to this
deduction, but he also has a taxable grant of 25 percent of this $83,700 which,

Based on United States (Irilling experience. 1967-68.
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at his tax rate of 0.50 nets him $10,462.50 (0.25 x $83,700 x 0.50). Altogether, for
his original expenditure of $83,700 on unsuccessful exploratory wells, he is out
of pocket only $31,387.50 (the $41,850 after deducting intangibles, less the net
value of the credit, $10,462.50). For the other part of his intangible drilling costs
associated with successful exploratory wells, amounting to $16,300 in this in-
stance, which must be capitalized, his only tax benefit is the net tax credit
$2,037.50 (0.25 x $16,300 x 0.50), so that he is out of pocket only $14,262.50 with
respect to this portion of his exploration drilling expenditure. 2 Altogether. then,
the taxpayer is out of pocket only $45,650 ($31,387.50 for the unsuccessful wells
plus $14,262.50 for the successful wells) under the proposal as compared with
$50,000 under present law. In effect, the proposed exploration incentive has re-
duced the cost of intangibles to this explorer-taxpayer by 8.7 percent.

The difference between this illustrative result and that reported in the text of
the proposal is due to two factors: in the revenue estimates, a lower, more
realistic average tax rate applicable to the industry was used; this simultaneously
reduces the present law tax benefits and increases the value of the credit.
Secondly, in deriving the revenue estimates it was assumed that, due to the large
volume of excess foreign tax credits held by United States oil companies, a
change in the expensing of Intangibles on foreign drilling would have no revenue
consequences for the Treasury; however, the proposed credit would benefit all
foreign exploratory drilling.

[Excerpt from the Congressional Record, June 26, 1969]

SPECIAL TAX TREATMENT FOR OIL INDUSTRY INJURES NATION'S SECURITY

Ir PROxMIRE. Mr. President, I am very grateful to the distinguished Senator
from Louisiana for lifting the quorum call. It is most appropriate that he should
be the nan who should do it. because I am going to speak oil oil this afternoon.
I expected to make a fairly short speech, and perhaps it will be short.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. PROX-MIRE. Yes, indeed.
.)r. LeNtO. If iy friend the Senator frot AVisconsii (.;II tell Ine soIt thiuig

I do not know about oil, I ani v'ery anxious to hear it.
M1r. PitoxMIxuRE. Mr. President, I doubt whether anybody call tell the Senator

from Louisiana anything he does not know about oil: he is very expert in this
area ; as lie has demonstrated time and again oit this floor, especially when he
enlightens this Senator.

Mr. President, the. time has come for Congress to take dead aim at the notori-
oils depletion allowance, which too long has served as an obstacle to tax reform.
The Senator from Louisiana (31r. Long) has invited any interested Senator
to submit amendments to his committee, and when the tax bill ('ones to the
Senate, I intend to take iimt up on his offer when the matter is before his
comin n ittee.

Mr. Lo.NG. M1r. President, will the Senator yield?
1r. Plox IME. Yes, indeed.

Mr. LONG. The Senator i.; going to get a better chance than that. le is going
to get a clance to vote against every businessman iii America. We will giv
the Senator a -broad opportunity.

Mr. PIROXMIRE. I amn sure the Senator from Louisiana will give nie every op-
portunity that I desire to vote on tax legislation, and I certainly (10 not intend
to vote against every businessman in America, I intend to vote against tht,
surtax when it comes up.

Mr. LONG. Will the Senator yield further?
Mr. I'ROX.IRE. Yes, indeed.
Mr. LoNG. l)oes the Senator know what the biggest loophole is in the tax

law? What is the biggest tax loophole?
.1r. PuoxMiRE. I would like to know the opinion of the Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. LONG. Capital gains. What is the Senator's opinion on that one?
Mr. PROXMIRE. I think the capital gains law, as presently drafted, could be

construed, perhaps. as a loophole. However, I would not want to, although I am

2 This assumes that percentage depletion deductions based on future production, which
are available under present law and also under the proposal, would always exceed cost
depletion of the capitalized intangible drilling costs. In the event there are instances when
cost depletion exceeds percentage, as when start-up problems or the net Income limitation
come into play, the taxpayer would derive additional tax benefits under the proposed
reforin.
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sure sonie Senators would, repeal it outright, because there is some merit to it.
fr. o(ON. Will the Senator yield further?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I yiell.
Mlr. LONG. The Democratic policy committee invited Mr. Stanley Surrey, whoi

they regarded. I assume, as the best tax reformer there is in America, to come
down and explain his views on taxes for them, and he did not even mention deple-
tion among the major items. lie said capital gains is the biggest lool)hole there is.
Is the Senator prepared to vote to do something about calpital gains?

Mr. PnoXMIiE. Mr. President. the difficulty with discussingg this whole sub-
ject is that it is a iiatter of value judgiiients. I am shocked ind surprised that
Mr. Surrey did not mention oil depletion, Iecause I have great respect for Mr.
Surrey. and I think this is certainly something that ought to be discussed by
as expert a man as he certainly is.

Nevertheless. I will not (efer in my judgment as to where reform should
come to Mr. Surrey or anyone else. It is not strictly a matter of expertise;
it is a matter of where I think there is mnore need for reform. I think there is
inore need in the area of oil depletion than in most other areas. Furthermore,
I am sure it is the most notorious loophole.

31r. LONG. Mr. President. I aml sure the Senator from Wisconsin is getting
ready to respond to my speech, in which I showed with charts and tables that
the oil industry pays more taxes than anyone else.

Mr. PROXMIRE. I am sure they pay less than anybody.
Mr. LONG. It took the Senator from Wisconsin almost a month to prepare

tlat speech. I am sure he is now going to argue that they pay more taxes than
so nebodly.

Mr. L11tox'IIuE. I intend to show that they pay less taxes than almost everybody.
Mr. LONG. The point is that the biggest loophole in the tax law is capital gains,

lnd if you had any a(lvice. the people advising you would tell you the best
lool.iole is real estate, but nioneywise, there is more money in capital gains.
So it. just depends on whether you are talking about quality or quantity. Quality-
wise. real estate; quantity-wise. capital gains. It .just depends on what you have
in nmid. whether you are talking about volume or whether you are talking
hbout percentage points.

D oes the Senltor know. aside from those two, what is the next biggest steal?
M,'. PROX E. II1. May I say to the Senator from Louisiana, he can talk about

quality and quantity all he wants to. but what I am saying is we could reduce
the oil depletion allowance and could increase revenues to the Treasury with,
I think, a fairly modest reduction, by about $600 million. I realize that there
are other areas where the return to the Treasury might be greater. You might con-
sider those loopholes. The Senator has properly pointed out two of them which
would raise more money. obviously, than if we would remove the oil depletion
allowance entirely, and I have not propose(] that, nor does any Senator that I
know of. I am proposing to reduce it, at most, to 15 percent for the large
prolucers. and not at all for the sinall ones.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President. I ai going to give the Senator an opportunity to vote
Oil the del)letion allowance. as I promised him. Is lie willing to do something
al nut capitall gains?

Mr. PRoxMIIIE. I will take a long. hard look at it. I shall not vote for any
amleiidlmelt umtil I find out what it is. It depends on a number of things.

Mr. LONG. You see, Senator. you can afford, in your position from Wisconsin,
to tax the oil people. just like I can afford to tax the dairy farmers. We do not
have a great many dairy cows in Louisiana. We run some old, catch-as-catch-can
beef cows, but in dairy farming as such we are an importer. So I guess I could
afford to put a real heavy tax on the dairy farmers.

Mr. Pnox.%rIRE. We just want to hue treated like everyone else.
Mr. LONG. The people of the Senator's State are being treated better than

most peol)le, if I do say it. even those in the dairy farming business. The Senator's
people get the benefit of this capital gains advantage, and so do mine. If the
Senator wants a reform in the tax laws, I would like some indication from the
Senator from Wisconsin that he would be willing to vote to do something about
capital gains, which is the big one in terms of dollars.

Mr. 'RoxriIE. Let me say to the Senator from Louisiana that I will be very
much interested in his capital gains amendment. I am sure it will be an amend-
ment that will have a great deal of merit; and if I were to guess at this point,
I would guess that I would probably support it. But I think that the Senator
would certainly expect any Senator to want to take a look at the amendment,
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and listen to the argument of the Senator from Louisiana, before he makes
up his mind.

Mr. LONG. That is fair. Now, quality-wise, the biggest advantage there is in
any business seems to be In real estate. Would the Senator be willing to vote
to do something about the tax advanages that exist in the real estate business?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I make the same answer as on the other area, as to real estate
capital gains. I think it is just a matter of taking a good look at the amendment,
and seeing what the very able staff the Senator has been using suggests, what
their arguments are, and what the committee report says, and then make up
my mind. I just do not know. Again, I think there is a good possibility I would
vote for that.

Mr. LONG. If the Senator is interested in comprehensive tax reform, he ought
to be interested in the situation of the people who just do not pay anything,
just zero.

There is old Mrs. Gotrocks; she inherited stock in the Houdini Co. let us say.
The stock is now worth 10,000 times what it was worth, and it looks as though
she is going to owe a 77 percent tax on a million dollars of income that sie lima.A
spent.

So she takes a million dollars worth of her stock, and puts that over into the
Mrs. Gotrocks Foundation. Mind you, she has paid no tax on the enhanced
value. When she inherited the stock, it was worth only 1 cent a share, and now
it is worth $1,000 a share. But she transfers the stock from Mrs. Gotrocks to the
Mrs. Gotrocks Foundation, and as a result of transferring $200,000 worth of
stock from her own personal account to her foundation account-which she still
controls, and votes the stock-and does not invest a penny of it in charity, mind
you, she thereby avoids paying any taxes.

It Is not well to do something about that? That is a complete fraud and fake.
based on a law that was passed to let a nun who had taken a vow of poverty
contribute her money to charity.

Is the Senator willing to confine it to the case of that Philadelphia nun, so
Mrs. Gotrocks cannot contribute to the Gotrocks Foundation, and get away with
deducting $200,000 in taxes?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I believe I would be very willing to support the Senator's
amendment. The Senator has made a very able argument in favor of it.

Once again, I would like to take a look at the whole amendment before listen-
ing to the argument and making a final commitment. It sounds as if the Senator
is making a strong case.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, not all of the people in the oil business are successful.
I know a lot of them who have lost everything that they put in it.

The successful ones pay roughly one-third of their gross income in Federal
income taxes. That is Federal taxes and does not count the fact that they pay
many other local taxes. For example, they pay 10 percent of their gross income
In my State before getting anything. Actually they pay about 43 percent of their
gross in taxes.

Is the Senator all that confident that taxpayers who are paying on that basis
are favored taxpayers?

Mr. PROXMInE. Mr. President, at this point I inquire if I have the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Wisconsin has the f -)r.
Mr. PROxMIRE. I say to my friend the Senator from Louisiana that I will con-

tinue to answer him on that subject in some detail. However, I think it would
be much more orderly and useful to the Senator from Louisiana and me if I
might proceed for another 15 or 20 minutes before replying further to the Senator
from Louisiana.

Mr. LONG. Would the Senator answer one more simple question, yes or no?
Mr. PROXMIRE. I will not agree to answer anything until I know what the

question is. I will be happy to listen to the question.
Mr. LONG. Will the Senator yield for one question?
Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield for one question.
Mr. LONG. The best I remember, the last time we debated the matter, I took

the floor and the Senator left the floor rather than listen to me. Would the Senator
be willing to stay around this time?

Mr. PaoxmtxR. All Senators have to leave the floor at times. I had been on the
floor for a long time on that occasion. I came back later.

The Senator implied that he had driven me off the floor. I suppose that in some
ways the senatorial winds can do all kinds of things.

I did have to leave the floor. It is one of those things that we cannot avoid.
However, I did come back before the Senator finished.
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Mr. LONG. On the last occasion, the Senator refused to yield for a question. I
said that if I knew as little as the Senator did, I would not yield. The Senator
did not yield, and when I took the floor, he left.

Mr. PROXMIRE. I listened to the Senator for a long time.
Mr. LONG. The Senator did not listen for long.
Mr. PROXMIRE. I will give the Senator a copy of my speech. If he wishes to,

he may follow it, and I will be delighted to answer questions later.
Mr. LONG. I make the same promise. When the Senator gets through, I will

consider it here today or on some future day. I will give the Senator a response.
I enjoy the running debate.

Coming from a State that produces no oil, the Senator is anxious that we pay
all the taxes. If I came from a State that produced no oil, I would be eager for
oil producers to pay all the taxes.

I daresay the dairy farmers are not paying as much as the oil people.
The running debate will not come to an end.
Mr. PROXMIRaE. I am sure the running debate will not come to an end.

However, I am convinced that the dairy farmers of Wisconsin want to pay the
same taxes as people elsewhere. They want to be treated the same. We do not
want to impose any unfair or discriminatory taxes on people who produce oil in
Louisiana or elsewhere.

I strongly favor some depletion allowance which would be favorable to them.
I favor repealing other taxes. If we give in on the surtax and do not insist and
fight for tax reform, we will never get ahead.

Mr. President, I have always felt that the oil industry pays too little in taxes
any way you look at it. My distinguished colleague, the Senator from Louisiana
(Mr. LONG), disagrees and on May 16 made a speech on the floor of the Senate
defending his position.

POINTS TO BE MADE

Because the subject of the oil industry's privileged tax position is so complex,
as a guide to my remarks, I would like to list the points I will make.

First. Both the Senator from Louisiana and I agree that the oil industry pays
less in Federal taxes than other industries. The Senator from Louisiana
indicated that the oil industry pays 24 percent of its net income in Federal taxes,
compared to about 40 percent for all industries. Based on his data, my analysis
indicates the disparity is even greater: 22.2 percent for the oil industry versus
44.2 for other industries.

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. PROXIRE. I will be happy to yield to the Senator from Louisiana after

I have finished. I realize that the Senator disagrees with the statement I have
just made. I will be delighted to go over it point by point later on.

Mr. LoNG. Will the Senator yield for one simple question?
Mr. PROXMIRE. I yield for one simple question.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, both the Senator and I agree that the oil people pay

less In Federal income taxes. If the Senator wants to use the words "all taxes,"
then I shall prove that they pay more than anyone else.

Mr. PROXMIRE. I am including everything when I say that.
Based on this data, my analysis indicates the disparity is even greater: 22.2

percent for the oil industry versus 44.2 percent for other industries. However, if
book pretax net earnings derived from SEC reports, the figures which are used
to determine dividends, are used as the measure, the oil refining industry only
pays 11 percent of its net income in Federal taxes, compared to 40.8 percent for
all manufacturing concerns.

Second. Even if we add all State, local, and foreign taxes, including severance,
property, and production taxes, to the Federal taxes paid by the oil Industry,
its total tax burden is still lower than just the Federal tax burden on other
industries.

Third. Our tax policy should not interfere with the forces of the market
economy, unless there is a compelling national need to do so. A nonneutral tax
policy adopted without adequate justification causes misallocation and waste
of our scarce domestic resources and, thus, injures our national security.

Fourth. Even if we accept the thesis that the oil industry needs special incen-
tives to explore for oil, the present tax structure is an inefficient inconsistent,
wasteful, and unfair way of achieving this goal. Let me go over each of those
adjectives because I mean each of them. It is inefficient because it costs the
American taxpayer over $10 in lost tax revenue for every $1 in additional reserves.
It is inconsistent because it gives greater tax incentives to explore for oil abroad
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than I.oue at home. Foreign royalty payments disguised as taxes are written off
dollar for dollar against U.S. taxes owed, whereas such payments here are only
deductible from income. It is wasteful because it encourages overcapitalization
in the oil industry to such an extent that it takes $2 worth of capital in the oil
Industry to produce what $1 worth of capital will produce In other industries.
Finally, it is unfair because it allows big income taxpayers to hide large amounts
of income from taxation thereby shifting the tax burden onto those less able
to pay.

Mr. Lo . Will the Senator yield?
Mr. 'IOXMIRE. I wish the Senator would wait until I finish my remarks so

that we may have an orderly debate and have some continuity in my remarks.
Mr. LONo. I have been reading the remarks of the Senator. The Senator has

mentioned my name time after time. The Senator has declined to yield to me.
I will read the speech and I will ask one simple question and leave. It is .this

simple. Is the oil industry the only industry receiving benefits on foreign income,
or does everybody get such benefits?

Mr. PRoxMIIIE. There is not any question-
Mr. LONG. The answer is yes, is it not?
Mr. PIOXMIRE. Comprehensively, the answer is yes.
Mr. Lo.NG. So, the Senator did not know what he was talking about. He said

that everybody gets it.
There is a man whispering to the Senator. He Is supposed to know something

about taxes. Where did he come from?
Mr. PROXMIR'E. This is Mr. Martin Lobel, a very able man who has done some

very fine work.
It seems to anger the Senator that Mr. Lobel has whispered to me. He is one of

the most efficient men I have known on the Hill. If the Senator wants to attack
him, I am sure it will not bother Mr. Lobel.

Mr. LONG. What bothers me is that the last time he whispered something in
the Senator's ear, the Senator did not say anything.

I ask the Senator what he said this time?
Mr. PROXMIME. Some of the advantages of having staff members on the floor

is that one can listen to what they say. One does not have to do what people
whisper in one's ear, whether it be the Senittor from Louisiana or Mr. Lobel.

I am sure there have been things that the Senator from Louisiana has whis-
pered in my ear that he would not want me to say audibly on the floor and that
there are things I have whispered in his ear that I would not want him to say
audibly on the floor.

Mr. Lo-. That is a fair proposition. The Senator may make his speech and
I will not interrupt him any more.

Mr. PlBoxM.riE. Fifth. Congress must take immediate steps to cure this cancer
In our economy. Congress must develop a much more rational and less expensive
means of achieving the supposed objective of our present system-a secure
source of oil during emergencies.

TAX FACTS

On the basic issue, Senator Long and I agree. The oil companies do pay a much
lower proportion of their earnings to the Federal Government in taxes than do
other industries.

Senator Long's figures show that the oil industry pays about 24 percent of its
net income in Federal taxesq, while the average manufacturing company pays 42
percent of its net income in Federal taxes.

However, these figures overstate the actual tax burden on the oil industry
because net income as defined for tax purposes does not include substantial
ariounts that have been deducted through the use of tax loopholes. Net income
for tax purposes or taxable income, If you wish, Is usually lower than actual
income or in the accountant's term, pretax book net income and the smaller the
basis against which tax burden is measured the greater the apparent tax burden.

The taxable Income of the oil Industry is approximately half of its -actual
Income. According to the Statistics of Income for 1965, published by the Internal
Revenue Service, only 44 to 51 percent of the oil Industry's actual income-
depending on how one treats the tax credit-is considered to be taxable Income.
whereas 97 percent of the actual income of all manufacturing concerns excluding
the refining Industry, Is considered to be taxable income. Thus, any attempt to
compare tax burdens on the basis of taxable income Is going to greatly overstate
the true tax burden on the oil Industry, even If, as my good friend Senator Long
has done, we add to the taxable income the amounts excluded on account of the
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depletion allowance. The depletion allowance is only one of many tax loopholes
enjoyed by the oil industry. The oil industry also enjoys many other tax loopholes
such as Intangible expensing which allows the oil industry to write off in 1 year
expenses that other industries must capitalize over a number of years. Still
another privilege which it enjoys is the ability to write off royalty payments
disguised as tax payments to foreign governments dollar for dollar against U.S.
taxes owed.

A much more accurate comparison of the tax burden on the oil industry as
compared with other industries call be obtained from the actual income figures of
the various industries published by the Securities and Exchange Coinlis:-:ion
and the Federal Trade Commission. These figures I want to emphasize represent
the actual income of the induistrieS; these figures are the ones used by the conl-
panies themselves when reporting their income to their stockholders. Based 411
these figures, all manufacturing (orporations paid 40,8 parent of their pretax
earnings in Federal taxes in 1968, whereas in 1968 the petroleuin refining in-
(lustry paid only 11 percent of its pretax earnings in Federal taxes.

Mr. LoNG. Mr. President, will the Senator from Wisconsin graciously yield one
more time ?

Mr. PROXMIIRE. Very well; I yield.
Mr. LONG. Would the Senator mind correcting his remark-s and say "income

tax"? It is Federal income taxes on which these people receive a break. In terms
of overall taxes they pay more than anybody else does. As to one particular tax,
the petroleum industry does get a break. It Is the only way they can operate,
considering that they are the most 'heavily taxed of all taxpayers il America.

So when the Senator says "Federal tax," would he be willing to say "Federal
corporate income tax" or "Federal personal income tax," as the case maybe?

Mr. PROXMIRE. I shall talk about the total tax burden in a minute. I do exclude,
it is true, the Federal excise tax. My assumption if; that that is a tax paid by the
user of gasoline. When the Senator from Louisiana and I go to a gasoline station
and buy gas, we pay taxes. The dealer indicates the amounts of Federal excise
tax and State tax.

My computation, according to the way I have figured the tax, is of the amount
borne by the user, not by the industry.

Mr. LONe. The Senator, is excluding State taxes?
Mr. PROXMIRE. That i,- correct. I am speaking only of Federal taxes.
Mr. LONG. Would the Senator mind explaining who pays more money to

friendly foreign governments than anybody else on earth, so far as industry is
concerned? I am speaking about friendly foreign governments. Who pays more
taxes to them than anybody else? The Senator can say it in out word. Can he say
what industry it is?

Mr. PROXMIRE. That depends on the kind of taxes the Senator is talking about.
Is lie referring to income taxes? If he wants to construe royalty payments as
taxes, as the petroleum industry is able to construe them, so far as the Internal
Revenue Service is concerned, it is true that the petroleum industry does make
higher payments; that is true. I do not have any figures to vertify that. If the
Senator tells me that that is the fact, I will agree that it is.

Mr. LONG. One of the representatives of the biggest overseas oil company in
America-I think it Is the biggest oil company in America-is a friend of mine
who has the same name as mine. although we are no relation. He is a Texan:
I am from Louisiana. I spoke with him about reducing the depletion allowance
for overseas oil.

He said. "Senator, you can reduce it all you want to: but after the foreign
governments get through 'putting it to us.' we have so many excess tax credit.q
to carry over we will not owe any money here. Cut our foreign depletion all you
want to and we still would owe you nothing. The same, however, would not 'be
true of some smaller companies." And what does the other fellow pay to foreign
governments? All other countries tax the foreign operations of their companies
on a more generous basis than we tax ours-or in some cases do not tax them
at all. I think the Senator from Wisconsin knows that, d-ps he not? If he does
not. he ought to find it out. Let the Senator's assistant whisper it in his ear.

Mr. PROXA.fRE. I will ask Mr. Lobel to take a seat oin the couch.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (M[r. SAXE in the chair). The Senator from Wisconsin

hag the floor. Does he yield to the Senator from Louisiana ?
M'fr. PROxMIRE. No: T shall continue with my speech.
Mr. LoNa. Does the Senator mean that he is not going to answer my question ?
M.r. PROXMIRE. No; I shall not yield further until I have finished my speech.

wbieh will be In a relatively few minutes if I am not interrupted.
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As a matter of fact, even if we use Senator Long's figures, the disparity be.
tweeti the tax burden on the oil industry and other industries is greater tian
he has indicated. An accurate comparison of relative tax burdens requires that
we exclude the oil industry from tlt figures for all industries, otherwise the low
tax burden on the oil industry which has such a large percentage of all industries'
profits will drag down the average tax burden on all industries. Likewise, I
have added back into the figures for the oil industry the approximate amount of
tax revenue lost lbcause of intatgible expensing. On this basis, using Senator
Long's own figures, we find that the Federal tax burden on all industries, exclu-
sive of the oil industry, amount to 44.2 percent of their income, while the tax
burden on the oil industry, whi.-h is admittedly overstated, aniounted to only
22.2 percent.

TOTAL TAX 11lt'DEN

I now come to the subject of the total tax burden. The Senator from Louisiana
has just raised the point about taxes by foreign governments.

Even if we include State and local and foreign taxes to the Federal income
taxes paid by the oil industry, the oil industry pays less in taxes than most
industries pay in Federal taxes alone.

Senator Long inserted a table beginning on page 85261 in the May 16 Con-
gressional Record showing the total tax burden, including State, local, foreign,
and Federal taxes of some of the major refiners. These figures include severance,
production, and pl)roperty taxes which, as Senator Long quite correctly pointed
out, my previous figures did not include.

Because I have a snmll staff, I could not go through all the figures as Senator
Long's Finance Committee staff did. However, because the amount of taxes paid
by Atlantic Richfield seems to be a bone of contention, I did examine those
figures in detail. My analysis indicates that Senator Long inadvertently over-
stated the total tax burden on Atlantic Richfield and, I would assume, on the
other oil companies reported.

For example, according to Senator Long's table, Atlantic Richfield paid no Fed-
eral taxes on a net pretax income of $1..5,259,000 in 1967. It supposedly paid 10.5
percent of its income, or $15,254NX), in foreign and State taxes. It also sup-
pS '(ly paid 22.6 percent, or $32,991,000, of its income in severance. production,
and property taxes. However, even if we assume that the foreign taxes are
really taxes and not disguised royalty payments, these percentages greatly over-
state the tax burden on Atlantic Richfield.

In order to find out what percentage of its net income Atlantic Richfield paid
in taxes we have to find out what its net income was before taxes. This is done
by taking the after tax net income and adding back the amount of taxes paid by
Atlantic Richfield.

I can understand how the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. Long) became con-
fused. According to Atlantic Richfield's annual report for 1967, its pretax income
was the figure quoted by the Senator from Louisiana, $145,259,000. However, it
also stated that its after tax income was $130,005,000. This means that Atlantic
Richfield only added back the foreign and State taxes. It did not add back the
severance, production and property taxes which the Senator front Louisiana (Mr.
Long) has included in his chart. If we add back all the taxes paid by Atlantic
Richfield to Its after tax income, we find that its total tax burden is much lower
than Indicated.

Atlantic Richfield paid the following percentages of Its total pretax income in
tAxes in 1967:

Federal taxes ---------------------------------------------------- 0
State and foreign taxes -------------------------------------------. 6
Severance, production, and property taxes---------------------------18. 5

This means that Atlantic Richfield paid a grand total of 27.1 percent of its
Income in all taxes, Federal, State, local, and foreign. Compare this with just the
Federal tax burden borne by the average manufacturing company of 40-plus per-
cent. And they, too, must pay State and local taxes as does the oil industry, prob-
ably at a higher rate because of their greater payroll taxes, and so forth.

TAX POLICY GOALS

Although the analysis of Senator Long's figures shows conclusively that the
oil industry does not pay any where near the amount of taxes, Federal, State,
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'local. or foreign. paid by other industries, we ought not to become lost in figures.
We ought to look behind the figures. We ought to examine tile tax policies which
allow the oil industry to escape taxes paid by other industries, what the conse-
quences a re, i il(1 whet her they can be justified.

The Federal income tax is perhaps the best measure for comparing relative
tax burdens in various industries since it is by far the most important tax on
return to invested capital. As such it should be as neutral as possible; tiwt is,
lle return to capital invested in one use should not be taxed more heavily than
capital invested in another use-unless there is an overwhelming national need.

In the l'nited States, our economic policy has been to rely upon the market
forces to allocate scarce economic resources and to intrude upon the market
forces only when there is a compelling need to do so. Unequal tax treatment is a
clear intrusion upon market forces. If Federal taxes treat income from a certain
industry more favorably than other industries, over time un(er competitive
condit ions, capital will flow into the favored industry until the return on capital
in tlt industry is equal to the return from capital invested in less favored
industries. This leads to a misallocation of scarce capital, inflationary pressures,
all! wa.ste.

If I imay qluote from professor of Economics Walter J. Mead's, testimony before
the Selate Alit it rust and Monopoly Subcomittee:

"The effect of favored tax treatment is to reduce tax costs for oil companies
relative to lirnis in other industries. These measures taken together substantially
raise the expected after-tax profit rates on oil industry exploration and develop-
llefitt rates ill wl t woulh otherwise be submarginal uses of scarce capital. Invest-
nmllt in petroleuim eXlloration and development is indeed expanded to the point
where the after-tax return is al)poximately equal to that which may be obtained
oil a ltol-lative Ii.('s of capital * * *

"Oil industry slokesmnen have defended their various subsidies with the ques-
tiim 'If we re('ei've all the subsidies which our critics allege, why is our rate of
return o invested capital not substantially higher than other nonsubsidized
imlustries?' 'The answer to this question is that a subsidy will raise the profit
rate, at tile point in time at which it is conferred.

"Its ,ffec ts, however, are eroded away with time a producers react to their
more profitable situation by expanding into otherwise submarginal areas. This
exllnsioli leads to a declinee im tie rate of return toward a normal yield and to
resource miisalloc.ati io as vell."

Mr. President, what Ium saying is that the subsidy to the oil industry does
not result in higher profits. It results in misallocation of resources as more capi-
tal enters the oil industry, to take advantages of the tax privileges which the
industry enjoys.

NATIONAL SECURITY AND OIL TAXES

"The supposed Justified for the special treatment enjoyed by the oil industry is
national security although the recent attack on tile Treasury Department com-
imissioned study of the oil depletion allowance by the Mid-Contient Oil aind Gas
Association seemed to be based on the premise that if we change the depletion
allow nce the price of gasoline will go up.

"Ti' (catechism 'linted so long by the oil industry that they actually believe
it is that if the oil industry does not have all tlese special tax breaks and other
governmental intrusions into the market on behalf of oil then our country would
be in dire stralts-ive would become utterly dependent for oil upon those rascals
in the 'Middle East who are just waiting for that to happen so they can shut
Us off."

First. a few facts about tIe domestic oil industry ought to be established. It Is
a very healthy and ponKwerful industry by any criteria. Ili 19S the combined net
prolits of the 12 largest U.S. oil companies was just a fraction under $5 billion.
Each of tlose 12 companies, )reover, has set new profit records in each of tile
last 4 years. Just 4 years ago, the profits of these 12 companies total $3.7 billion.
During that short span of time, they lave, thus, increased their profits by just
under $1.3 billion-a 33.5-percent increase.

According to a survey by the First National City Bank of New York published
in its April 1969 Monthly Economic Newsletter, a total of 2,250 manufacturing
companies showed a net income of $26 billion in 1968. Of the 2,2150 companies,
the 919 oil companies had a total net income of $6.1 billion or almost 25 percent
of the after tax earnings of the entire list. And, according to the same survey,
the oil companies as a group enjoyed the second highest return on sales of 9 per-
cent, almost twice the average return for all companies surveyed. Although the
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oil industry's return on invested capital was 12.8 percent. just under the 13.1-
percent average for the entire 2.250 companies, this i.,. the result of our tax policy
as wits indicated in Professor Mead's testimony. WVhat Iaplns is that capital
comes into the hands of industry to achieve that purpose.

Even if we accept the thesis that our national security requires special incen-
tives to encourage domestic exploration for oil, the present tax incentives are
inefficient, inconsistent, wasteful and unfair ways of achieving this goal. I will
not touch upon the other governmental intrusions into the marketplace on behalf
of oil which accentuate the waste of scarce capital such as the mandatory oil
import program and State market proration laws which guarantee high oil
prices, because I have spoken about then before. However, I do not think we
ought to forget that the oil industry is the beneiciary of iiiaiy governental
favors in addition to all those tax breaks.

No one, least of all myself, would deny that national security should b4e our
prine consideration. However, all the governmental distortions of the free mar-
ketlxlace to benefit the oil industry have actually been impairing our national
security. Our national security requires that we have a strong ecollonly which
in turn requires that we do not waste our resources. Here we have governmental
policies which afflimatively encourage waste of scarce capital and, I might add,
depletion of our natural resources all, irony of ironies, il the ianie of national
security.

INEFFICIENCY

Almost all the tax benefits enjoyed by the oil industry are tax credits. These
tre general policy tools which benefit any activity that qualifies under the
lIarticular tax provision. Direct appropriations or expenditures, on the other
hand, can be as selective or as broad as Congress wishes.

The tax policies we have now are supposed to encourage the exploration for
donlestic sources of oil, yet they are so general the oil industry receives tax
benefits for activities they would have undertaken even without the tax breaks.
In other words, although tax credits are supl)osed to subsidize the exploration
for oil they also subsidize all the other activities of the oil (omlipalies which
they would have undertaken even without the tltx subsid.y.

The oil deletion allowance and intangible expensing il 1968 cost the American
taxpayers $2.25 billion in lost tax revenue according to the Treasury Depart-
nient's Tax Reform Studies and l'rol)osals submitted to thi Finance Coninitl ,e.
However, in order to be fair to the oil industry, I think 1 ought to use the esti-
mated long range revenue loss of $1.6 billion a year. This $1.6 billion vas slx,tit
just as if Congress had appropriated it with one big difference: Congress had
no say it how it was spent. The big problem with such "back door spending"
is that it is seldom reviewed by either Congress or the executive branch, accurate
data oil its costs and benefits are often difficult to obtain, and too frequetitly
it is wasted oil activities which would have been undertaken without it.

This point may be seen easily when we compare the congressional scrutiny
devoted to tie ioney spilt because of the depletion allowance and the nioney
directly expended for other projects costing far less. The $1.6 billion in back
door spending on the oil depletion allowance and intangible expensing is three
times what wias budgeted during fiscal 1969 for Federal law enforcement. 15 times
as much as the cost of running our Federal judicial system, three times the
budgeted amount for school lunch and food stamp programs, five titles as much
as is budgeted for low-rent public housing, and four tines the allotment for the
Alliance for Progress.

The percentage dlepletion allowance is ain extraordinary tax benefit becau se it
permits the tax-free recovery of an average of 19 times the original investlnent
in an oil well. For this reason, the per(centage depletion deduction is a subsidy,
not merely a mecihanisi for the recovery of capital investment. In addition, that
portion of the percentage depletion deduction which represents ordinary tax-free
recovery of capital investment costs is usually recovered more rapidly than
would be allowed by the usual depreciation methods which other industries are
required to use. Thus, percentage depletion confers two benefits: deductions about
19 times in excess of actual costs, an(d accelerated deductions of initial costs.

It Is ulso reniarkably Inefficient. The Treasury Department estimated in its
study:

"The Federal Government Is paying, In tax benefits, about $1.6 billion for
resources which the market values at $0.15 billion."

In effect, we are paying over $10 for every $1 in additional oil reserves.
But, says the oil Industry:
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"If we eliminate the del)letion allowane our reserves will disappear and we
NNEill loo(omiie dependent upon those who control middle eastern oil."

The Treasury Deplrtment analysis indicates that this is just not true. If the
depletion allowance were COiiletely eliminated, the Treasury Departient report
estimiates that instead of a 12-year oil reserve we would only have 1n 1-year
reserve. Surely. this is enough tiiie to conleisate for iny conceivable interruji-
tion of our oil supply.

Finally, I might add, the depletion allowance feeds the fires of inflation. We
s 14 just a few months ago, how the oil companies raised their prices for crude
oil ii order to get a larger depletion allowance and thus hide more of their incoile
from taxation.

The intangil)le expensing provisions of the tax code are also extraordinary
because they permit the iiniiiate tax-free recovery of most of the costs of
exploring and drilling for oil. Other industries can only recover their capital
investments over the il)IVoxiiate life of the capital equipment. For t'Xainl)le. a
tallier in Wisconsin who buys a tractor (.ain only recover his capital investnint
ili it over a period of years wI the tra(tor wears out. If, however, he had enough
iiioney to invest ill oil exploration and drilling, lie could recover his capital invest-
lient in 1 year.

As a matter of fact. the American coiisunier does not even get the benefit of
the lower oil prices that lie should from these tax subsidies. Theoretically. the
oil depletion alowance, intangible expensing. and all the other tax loopholes
benefiting the oil industry, are subsidies paid for by the American taxpayer in
ilcreamed taxes and should result in lower oil prices. Yet, the anachronistic State

imirket proration laws-laws which forbid the oil companies in Texas or Louisi-
ana to puml) at more than 50 percent of capacity, and, as a matter of fact, Texas
just (.lit their allowable re(hition of 400.000 barrels for July, because that is
alil the oil collpanRies wanted to lily-keel) the price of oil at artificially I ighi
levels and thus deprive tie tiax)ayig consuniors of the lower prices they should
le getting.

I can think of no better way to sum uip tle leficieicies of these tax provisions
than by quoting from the Treasury l)epartlnent's tax study which I mentioned
before:

"Perentage depletion is a relatively inefficient iethod of encouraging explora-
tion and the resultant discovery of new domestic reserves of liquid lmtroleuni.
This is in part due to the low sensitivity of desired reserve levels to the price
subsidy represented by percentage de)letion, and in part to the inefficiency of
the allowance for this purpose, since over 40% of it paid for foreign production
and ilon-opera ting interests ini domestic production."

The report went oir to note. and I think this is very significant. iecausp the
l'eport is the first iiiil)artia, analysis of the cost of oil's 81'Cil tax privileges to
the American taxpayers-

"The investigations reviewed during the course of the study were ill substantial
agreement that the current situation was one of economic inefficiency, and that
any changes wcre almost cCrtain to be bcfllWeial to the economy in the long run."

Let me repeat that:
"Any cla'uiges were almost certain to be beneficial to the economy in the long

rlll."
'I' ere are so ninny changes, Mr. President, downward il which the depletion

allowance would be reduced.
INCONSISTENT

Although the sul)posed justification for all of oil's tax loopholes is the alleged
need for more in('eltives to explore for (loiesti(' sourc'('es of oil. our tax molic(y ik
cpltrary to su(ch a goal, Icalse it gives greater incentives to explore in foreign
cl nitries tiaii here at home. This s(,eis unbelievable, but, it is ti'ue.

Royalty ):lynients which are disglised as taxes to foreign countries, flarti('u-
.lady in the Middle iast, the area Whil(-i is most likely to (ut ofT orill supplies (Of
if'r'ignl oil, are credited ago inst l'.s. taxes owed. This means that every (dll'lr
laid by Iho oil c(Iiii)alies to these foreign countries il, disgilised royalty payments
is $1 less they owe to Ile U.S. Govemlleient. Yet. such pailymients here in the unitedd
States are oiily deduR.ti bde f'oill ordillary illcolile. iot froill tlie allouiit of hi xes
ONwA(1l by the comllpanies.

T' ARel'ican coiisllrie' ta xpayer is behig taken both ways. Not only is he
I,'arilig a great lIart of the oil industry's fair shire of the tax birdeii, beca.s15
o)f the -e great tax il lcitives to ex lor: r l'-ad, blut lie is also iwevlRted from
liftinging froil a1 lihis il le ,ilsi ye fo)l'reigti oil. Ieca use tile oil il iilrt rograin
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limits the amount of the inexpensive foreign oil that can enter the U.S. market..
All this is done in the name of "national security."

Surely, this type of thinking could not pass the muster of any rational man.
The only reason that the over $1.6 billion in taxes is being spent this way is that
Congress has not really reviewed the oil tax situation since 1926, when the
depletion allowance was set at its present level. This is the great fault of tax
credits. They are not subject to continuing scrutiny and justification. They
grow and imbed themselves in our economy until any connection with their
original rationale is purely coincidental.

Surely, Congress can devise some much cheaper way to provide for a secure
source of oil during emergencies. Between the oil import program and all of oil's
tax loopholes, the American consumer and taxpayer is being forced to sub-
sidize the oil industry by over $7 billion a year. It is unbelievable that we cannot
devise a much cheaper and more effective way of protecting ourselves from
emergency interruptions of our oil supplies.

WASTEFUL

Because all these special tax privileges have riddled the economic fabric of our
country, gigantic sums of scarce capital have fallen through these loophoes and
been wasted. I have already touched upon this point before and do not wish
to belabor it, but I do wish to point out the findings of one of our leading
tax experts, Arnold Harberger. Writing for the Joint Economic Committee in its
study entitled "Federal Tax Policy for Economic Growth and Stability," he in-
dicated that it takes about $2 worth of capital investment in oil exploration to
produce as much product as $1 of capital invested in other industries. This,
in effect, confirms Professor Mead's statement about the uneconomic conditions
in the oil industry because of the oil loopholes. As a matter of fact, Professor
Adelman of MIT estimates that if these economic inefficiencies which are en-
couraged by our tax laws could be eliminated, the price of oil could drop by as
much as $1 a barrel. Professor Steele of the University of Houston went even
further. He indicated that about 95 percent of our present output would still be
produced if the price of oil dropped from its present level of about $3.50 a barrel
to $2 a barrel.

How can we encourage these uneconomic conditions in the name of "national
security"?

UNFAIR

Our tax policy is supposed to be fair. Fairness in taxation means two things:
First, taxpayers with similar incomes should pay similar taxes, and second,.
persons wth higher incomes should be taxed more heavily than persons with
lower incomes.

Our tax policy so far as oil is concerned is not fair to the American taxpayer.
Those taxpayers who derive their income from oil pay lower taxes, if any,.
than those who get their income from other sources. This is not fair. The source
of the income should not make any difference as to the amount of taxes paid.
Why should a person whose income is from wages or salary have to pay more
in taxes than someone who gets his income from oil?

Second, all the oil tax loopholes allow many high-income taxpayers to escape
from paying taxes or from paying their fair share of taxes. This was pointed
out dramatically by former Secretary of the Treasury, Joseph W. Barr, in testi-
mony before the Joint Economic Committee. One hundred and fifty-five in-
dividuals with adjusted gross incomes exceeding $200,000 in 1967 paid no Federal
income tax.

Now, I do not claim that all these 155 individuals with incomes over $200,000
who did not pay any Federal taxes relied exclusively on the oil tax loopholes to
escape taxation; but I do say the oil tax provisions are one of the most important
loopholes through which this income escaped taxation.

I think that we in Congress should also pay close attention to the statement
of Henry H. Fowler, Mr. Barr's predecessor as Secretary of the Treasury:

"Under present law, 2.2 million families with Incomes below the poverty level
are required to pay Federal income taxes. * * * On the other hand, there are
a sizable number of individuals with very high Incomes who pay little or no
income tax. Indeed, although the Federal income tax is designed and understood
to be progressive, the fact is that many persons with incomes of $1 million or more
actually pay the same effective rate of tax as do persons with incomes only 1/50th
as large."
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How can we In Congress allow a system to continue which taxes 2.2 million
families with incomes below the poverty level, yet allows people with Incomes
over $200,000 a year to escape paying any taxes at all? Why should those below
the poverty level be forced to pay the taxes that should be paid by the oil
barons?

WE MUST DO BETTER

If I may quote from the Department of the Interior's study, "U.S. Petroleum
Through 19W0":

"(Government) has sought to encourage discovery of oil and gas by favorable
tax treatment, by limiting imports, by making public lands available for mineral
leasing, and by regulating production to provide order and stability while avoid-
Ing the physical waste of resources. In doing so it has involved itself in matters.
of both supply and price."

We have achieved the goal stated by the Interior Department's report; we
have encouraged the discovery of oil and gas. But at what costs?

The cost to the American consumer and taxpayer for just the oil import pro-
gram and some of the tax loopholes is in excess of $7 billion a year.
The justifications for such excessive costs are unconvincing.
I ask unanimous consent that articles by Patrick Young of the National Ob--

server and Spencer Rich of the Washington Post be printed in the Record at the
conclusion of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
(See exhibit I.)
Mr. P.ROxMIRE. Mr. President, both of these reporters are fine, hardnosed news.-

palermen beholden to no one and both of these reporters reached the conclusion
that the oil industry's defense of Its favored position has not been persuasive.

I cannot believe there is not a more efficient and less expensive way of provid-
Ing for a secure supply of oil during emergencies than the present system. The
cost of the present system has run away because its costs have not been visible.
I can assure you that if Congress had to make a direct appropriation for such
a program the costs would not be anywhere near $7 billion a year. Certainly we
need oil for our national security, but we need lots of other things for our na-
tional security, too. One of these is a strong economy which does not waste Its
resources.

I think quite clearly that the oil industry should be placed on an even footing,
with other industries. The oil tax loopholes should be closed. This would go far
toward quelching the impending "taxpayers revolt" by putting fairness back into
the tax system.

To conclude, I think then we ought to find out, as the Shultz study of the oil
import program seems to be doing, what are our actual needs for oil during.
emergencies. We should then ascertain what is the most efficient, inexpensive way
of assuring that supply. It might be a grant to develop the technology needed to.
produce oil from oil *shale economically or it might be cheaper to discover oil
pools on Federal land and then keep that oil in reserve until needed.

Whatever solution we decide upon, one thing Is clear: The present privileged
position of the oil industry must go.

[From the National Observer, May 26, 1969]

EXHIBIT I

TUE UNIQUE STATUS OF AN INDUSTRY: How TAX BREAKS HAVE NOUNISHED THE
OIL BUSINESS

(NOTE.-This Is the last of a series of articles that explore firsthand and in
depth the oil industry's singular position and prerogatives in America today. The
articles were prepared by staff writers August Gribbin, Michael Malloy, and
Patrick Young and senior editor Edwin A. Roberts, Jr.)

"Im the late Nineteenth Century, the amassing of great wealth from oil was
enhanced by the easy ethics of the age. In more recent times, many new oil
fortunes have arisen and swelled, and they have swelled in fair measure because
the industry enjoys an assortment of tax breaks that no other business can
match.

"Consider:
"Atlantic Richfield Co. reported income before taxes of $377,942,000 in the years.

1905 through 1907, but the company paid no Federal income taxes.
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"Standard Oil of California reported income before taxes in 1967 of $513,067,000
.and paid $6,000,000 in Federal corporate income taxes, or 1.2 per cent.

",How can this be done? How is it possible to earn so much and pay little or no
Federal income taxes? The answer is that the Federal tax structure provides a
lost of unusual tax sanctuaries for the oil industry.

"These tax sanctuaries are related to the controversial Machiasport plan, by
which Occidental Petroleum Corp. hopes to erect a huge refinery in the tiny town
,of Machiasport at the northeastern tip of Maine. The plan represents a sophisti-
cated attempt to hurdle the Federal import quota system for oil. It is the import
quota system, which was explained in detail in The National Observer of May 5.
as well as restrictions on domestic production, which were examined in The Na..
tional Observer of May 12, that combine with petroleum's special tax breaks to
give the U. S. oil industry a unique status in the economy-and to force the
American consumer to pay artificially high prices for many oil products.

.61t is this unique status that the battle over Machiasport has l)laced in the
spotlight, and the industry is preparing to meet assaults from any direction.

"CASH FOR CHANCY PROJECTS

"Uncommon tax advantages provide the industry with an uncommonly large
,cash flow, which the industry argues is required for its gigantic and often chancy
operations. What are these tax advantages?

"Take a look at the more important ones:
"'lercen stage depletion

"oil anId natural gas well operators may deduct 27.5 percent of the gross
revenues of each I)rOl)ertyN before paying taxes, unless this figure totals more
thaln 50 lr'enit of the niet income of the property before (educting the depletion
allowance. Thus, if gross revenues on a property total $100,000, the producer
may take $27,500, before figuring his taxes. so long as the net income of the prop-
.erty after expenses is $55.000 or more. If however, the net income was, say,
$50.000, the producer would be limited to )50 percent of that, or $25,000.

"Int(angible drilling eo.ts

"These include such costs of developing a lrohucing well as wages, fuel, repairs.
hauling supl)lies, and other expenses that do not have a salvage value. These
'intangibles' may lie deducted from gross revenues the first year. Similar expenses
incurred by other manufacturers must be capitalized and written off over a
lumber of years.

"Foreign tax credits

-U.S. companies operating abroad may claim credit for taxes paid to foreign
goverInmenIts im nearly a dollar-for-dollar basis. This if a company owed $75,000
to incle .m411 on its profits earned in. say, Saudi Arabia and had paid $80,000 in
taxes to the Saudi Arabiami government, tile foreign-tax credit would eliminate
The taxes on that operation due the U.S. treasury. Critics, however, say that
taxes paid Middle East governments by U.S. oil companies are based o artificial
prices, and that some of these taxes should be treated as expenses of doing busi-
ziess and should not be allowed to fully wipe out the companies' U.S. tax debt.

"WI'c.tcrn Hmisphrc trade deduction

"This lirovision allows l'.S.-owned companies doing 95 per cent of their business
mtside the United States but within the Western Iemisl)here to it special deduc-
titn ill figuring their Federal taxes. In effect, it reduces the tax rate by 14 point.ts,
currentlyy from 52.8 per cent to 38.8 per cent. This is (lone before any foreign tax

credits or (el)letion allowances are taken. It is a provision that mostly favors
companies ill the business of extracting minerals. Like oil.

"These sanctuaries are used inI combination with still other advantages. All
example will indicate what a resourceful accountant might do for his oiliman
client.

"Assume the oilman drills a well that costs $100,000 and produces gross
revenues of $100,000 in its first year. Between 75 and 90 per cent of his expenses
will be intangible drilling costs, which can be written off in the first year. These
include rental of a drilling rig and the salaries of crewmen. Assume intangible
costs of $80,000 and production costs of $5,000. The gross income of $100,000
minus $85.000 in intangibles and production costs would leave an income of
$15,000.
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"But he would not pay income taxes on $15,000; he would pay them on $7,500.
"Here's why: The depletion allowance for oil and gas is 27.5 percent of the

gross income, but this may not exceed 50 per cent of the net income of the prop-
erty. In this example, the depletion allowance equals $27,500. But the oilman,
because of the 50 per cent limit, could claim only $7.500 in depletion. If he chose
this method, therefore, the oilman would have a taxable income of $7,500.

"The next year. however, assuming again a gross revenue of $100,000 and pro-
duction costs of $5.000, the oilman could take his full percentage depletion allow-
anee of $27,500 and his taxable income would be $67,500.

"But a technique known as 'carved-out production payments' would save the
operator many tax dollars. In his first year of operation, the oilman's intangible
costs limited the amount of depletion he cold (,laim to $7,500. But if he hold his
second year's production in advance--that I., during his first year of operation-
lie would have a first-year gross income of $200,000. And a gross income of $200,-
000 minus intangibles and prod(uction1 ('os of $85.000 would result in a first-year
net income of $11:5.000.

"The percentage del)letion allowance would equal $55.0K) (27.5 per cent of $200.-
000) and the oilman would not have reached the limit of 5A) per ('(-lit of net inl-
(conic, or $57,500. Thus, although his gross income for the first year was $200,000,
lie would have a taxable income of only $0,000.

"There is yet another aspect of this device. Since the oilman has already re-
ceived payment for the oil he produeeq in his second year of operation, he will
have no income at all in his second year. But Ie will have production costs of
$5.000. which lie can then report as an operating loss. Aid so. he will be able to
claim a tax refund from the Government on this 'los' "iv carrying it to earlier
yea rs without affeeting the 'loss' to income from other soire's.

"The net effect of this Maneuver is that the oilman would have taxable in-
colloe-after selling tho production payment-of $60,00't in the first year and
minus $5.000 in the s'evond year. Without the sale of t i production payment,
his taxable income would be $7.)00 in the first year and $, 7.500 in the seeond year.
The sale of the production payment thus reduces his ta mahle income for the two
yea. 1l)y $12.500.

"There is another form of )roduction payment called the 'ABC dal.' It does
not lend itself to simple explanation, hut perhaps a sample ufferod in a U.S. Treas-
ury Department report makes the effect sufficiently clear.

"'In a recent ABC transaction,' reports the Treasury Department. 'a major
oil company purchased all the coal properties of another corporation, subject to a
reserved production payment of $460.000.000 payable out of a large percentage of
the net profits to be derived from the operation of the coal properties by the
buyer. Under present rules, the buyer excludes from income the $460,000,000 of
profits derived from its operation of the coal properties and paid over to the
holder of the production payment.

" 'This featue alone represzentq a Federal income tax saving to the oil com-
pany of approximately $175,000.000 over the payout period, or an annual tax
saving of 1,etween $10.000.000 and $18,000,000 per year depending on the actual

length of the payout period. (It was estimated that it would take 7 to 16 years to
discharge the production payment out of profits derived from the operation of coal
properties.)

" 'In addition, all of the costs of mining the coal used to discharge the produc-
tion payment were deducted by the buyer even though it capitalized those costs
on its books as a cost of aqWuiring the (o'01 properties.'

"The Treasury says that in 166. ABC transactions totaled $1.P5 billion (for all
extractive industries) and resulted in a loss of revenue to the Federal Govern-
ment of $85,000,000. Carved-out production payments totaled $540,000.000 in
1966-up from $214,000,000 in 1965--and cost the Federal Government $10,000,000
in revenue.

FROMM THE JOHNSON YEARS

"These figures are taken from reports issued by the Treasury Department dur-
ing the Johnson Administration; the reports included a h-,ng list of tax-reform
prol)osals. They make up four volumes titled Tax Reform tudics.and Proposals
U.81. Treasury Department. The first three volumes are Treasury Department
studies. The fourth is an examination of tax provisions affecting the oil and gas
industry, prepared for the Treasury by the CONSAD Research Corp. of
Pittsburgh.

5:-85-69-pt- 5-21
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"Neither the Johnson nor Nixon administrations has endorsed the far-ranging
reforms sought by Treasury specialists. But the reports were sent to Capitol Hill
and released jointly by the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate
Finance Committee.

"Included in the Treasury's reports is this comment:
"'In effect, the price of crude oil in the United States is being underwritten by

import controls, by state controls on production, and by favorable tax provisions.

"The oil industry's tax advantages affect not only its less privileged competi-
tors but the whole national economy as well.

"Tie CONSAD report states: The oil and gas producing industry accounts for
about 1.5 per cent of the Gross National Product. [Reckoned at an annual rate of
$93.4 billion in the first quarter of 199.] By most conventional standards it is
not a highly concentrated industry, but with so enormous an output, each of the
largest firms is a giant in the economy. The five top dometsic producers together
account for 20 per cent of the output, the top 20 for 50 per cent.

"According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the value of crude oil at the wellhead
in 1967 was $9.4 billion, and the value of natural gas was $2.9 billion. The value
of natural gas liquids, liquid fuels extracted from natural gas, was $1.2 billion.
The value of products shipped from U.S. refineries in 1967-the latest year for
which figures are available-was $20 billion.

"The oil industry concedes that It is very big and very important. Indeed, its
size and essentiality are often cited by industry spokesmen to defend its pre-
ferential treatment by the tax laws, just as they are cited to defend the import
quota system and state-enforced controls on domestic production. What the in-
dustry prefers not to emphasize are industry profits.

"Consider some statistics contained in the 'Monthly Economic Letter for
April of this year, published by the First National City Bank of New York City.
A survey of 2,250 manufacturing companies, divided Into 41 categories, showed a
net income in 1968 of $26 billion. Ninety-nine oil producing and refining companies
had a total net income last year of $6.1 billion, or almost 25 per cent of the after-
tax earnings of the entire list of 2,250 companies.

"Significant, too, is the percentage of return on sales, also calculated in the
First National City Bank study. Fifty-five aircraft and space companies had a
return of 2.8 per cent. Eleven auto and truck manufacturers had 5.8 per cent.
Ninety-two printing and publishing firms recorded a return on sales of 6.2 per
cent.

"The 99 petroleum companies? They enjoyed a return on sales of 9.0 per cent.
Only the drug industry scored higher, with 42 drug makers reporting a return on
sales of 9.5 per cent.

"The oil industry, however, does not place as much Importance on these figures
as It does on those that reflect its rate of return on investment. And, indeed, the
First National City Bank reports that the average rate of return on net worth
for the 2,250 companies surveyed was 13.1 per cent in 1968, up from 12.6 per
cent in 1967. The 99 oil companies, however, had a return on net worth in 1968 of
12.9 per cent, compared with 12.8 per cent In 1968. So in terms of return on
investment, the oil industry is slightly below the national average.

"Some oilmen, moreover, say the difference Is greater than it seems because the
figures do not reflect what it actually costs to replace extracted oil.

"'If oil companies figured in what It is costing them to replace their oil, it
could cut their return on investment by one-half,' declares Minor Jameson, Jr..
executive vice president of the Independent Petroleum Association of America.

"It is at this point that the debate over preferential tax treatment for the oil
industry approaches the heart of the matter. Most independent economists have a
ready answer for Mr. Jameson.

"Prof. Walter J. Mead, professor of economics at the University of California,
Santa Barbara, told the Senate subcommittee In March of this year:

"'The effect of favored tax treatment is to reduce tax costs for oil companies
relative to firms in other industries. These measures taken together substantially
raise the expected after-tax profit rates on oil industry exploration and develop-
ment Investments in what would otherwise be submarginal uses of scarce capital.
Investment in petroleum exploration and development is indeed expanded to the
point where the after-tax return is approximately equal to that which may be
obtained on alternative uses of capital.* * *

"'Oil industry spokesmen have defended their various subsidies with the
question, "If we receive all the subsidies which our critics allege, why is our
rate of return on invested capital not substantially righer than other nonsub-
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sidized industries?" The answer to this question is that a subsidy will raise the
profit rate at the point in time at which It is conferred.

"'Its effects, however, are eroded away with time as producers react to their
more profitable situation by expanding Into otherwise submarginal areas. This
expansion leads to a decline in the rate of return toward a normal yield and to
resource misallocation as well.'

"And here Professor Mead adds an interesting observation in the light of the
industry's particularly visible troubles earlier this year.

"'The oil spillage case in the Santa Barbara Channel is directly related to
the subsidy system. Leases were purchased and drilling occurred in the Cali-
fornia offshore area because such operations were made profitable by the
subsidy legislation. Under free market conditions. oil prices would be substan-
tially lower, tax costs substantially higher in the oil industry, and the profit
inducements to buy leases in the Channel would probably be lacking.

"'To develop oil from such sources is to use up more economic value than is
produced. In addition to this probable waste of resources, we have the external
cost (aptly called "spillover costs" even before this oil spillage case) of environ-
mental pollution.'

"Oil industry spokesmen speak frequently about domestic taxes paid as a per-
centage of gross revenue. The Petroleum Industry Research Foundation, for ex-
ample, recently published a report showing that the industry paid 5.1 cents on
each dollar of gross revenue in 1964 and 1965. This includes Federal, state, and
local taxes, but excludes state and Federal product taxes. The study showed all
business corporations paid an average of 4.5 cents on each dollar of gross revenue.

"THE ACCENT ON GROSS

"So, set forth in these terms, the oil industry pays six-tenths of a cent per gross-
revenue dollar more than the average of all industries.

"But the comparison is in gross revenue, and does not take into consideration
the cost of doing business. Thus if a company doing $10 billionda year volume had
business costs of $9 billion, it would probably pay less in taxes than a $10 billion-
a-year business with costs of -.5 billion. The oil industry's ratio of expenses to
gross revenue is lower than that of many other industries.

"The oil industry contends that In 1966 it was responsible for $10.5 billion
in taxes. Testifying before the House Ways and Means Committee, M. A. Wright,
chairman of Humble Oil, a subsidiary of Jersey Standard, declared:

"'Aggregate tax payments on oil industry operations in 1966 were $10.5 billion,
including $8 billion of excise and sales taxes on oil products. These payments
provided 5 per cent of all receipts of the Federal, state. and local governments.'

"But that $8 billion Mr. Wright refers to was not paid by the oil companies. It
was paid by, among other customers, the motorists who buy gasoline at the
industry's thousands of filling stations.

"Now consider data from the Treasury's tax-reform study, which shows 'esti-
mates of the effective tax rates actually paid by corporations, as a group and for
several industries.' Here are the 1965 figures on 'actual (Federal) tax on total
net income:'

"[In percent]

"All Industries ------------------------------------------------- 37. 5
"Petroleum ---------------------------------------------------- 1. 1
"Otl er mineral industries ----------------------------------------- 24. 3
"Lunber ------------------------------------------------------- 29.
"Commercial banks ----------------------------------------------- 4. 4
"Other manufacturing ------------------------------------------- 43. 3

"OnJly mutual savings banks (5.3 per cent) and savings and loan associations
(14.5 per cent), among the categories considered, had lower effective tax rates
than the oil industry.

"Oilmen contend the price of gasoline has been remarkably stable in a period
of general inflation. But, according to the Oil and Gas Journal of April 14, 1969,
the average price of regular gasoline-excluding taxes--has increased 7.4 per
cent since April 1968, and 5.9 per cent since the last week in December 1968.

"Its many tax privileges give the oil industry tremendous cash flows and thus
very great financial leverage. Some critics argue that this gives oil an unfair
advantage over competing industries. But the industry insists the nature of its
business requires that heavy cash flow.
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"'It is essential because so much of our investment is such high risk that it
isn't bankable,' says John J. Scott, general counsel of Mobil Oil. Mr. Scott cited
as an example Mobil's operations in Venezuela. Prior to and during World War
1I, Mobil invested between $45,000,000 and $W0,000,000 in that country before
getting any return on its investment. 'If we did not have the cash flow, we could
not have done it,' Mr. Scott says.
"What would happen to the industry's oil reserves if tite depletion allowance

and deductions for intangibles were eliminated?
"Frank N. Ikard, president of the American Petroleum Institute, offers this

reply:
"'I can tell you one thing that is sxctacular: The size of the investment in

exploration and development the industry is going to have to make to meet the
needs of the American PeOi)le over the next 15 years. As a rough estimate, domes-
tic oil exploration and development outlays will have to be increased about 50 lper
cent. This means going from a little less than $4.5 billion annually up to sone-
where around :Z6 or $7 billion. Al industry that has to inikt' such lig boost ill its
spending has to maike profits to (10 its job.'
"Some industry sources say oil net'(s lnore tax breaks. not less. Harold 3.

McClure, Jr., president of the Independent Petroleum Association of America.
cited figures before the House Ways and MIeans Committee that showed a 40 per
cent reduction in the number of wildcat test wells drilled in 19W8 compared with
the number drilled in 19561.

"'It should be recognized.' said Mr. McClure. 'that part of these decreases can
be attributed to wider we.1l spacing and increased deficiencies in all phases of
drilling and producing operations.'

"It's interesting that Mr. McClure should use the year 19,56 as a comparative
figure for 1968 drilling ol)erations. Nays the CONSAl) rel)rt: "The number of
wells being drilled reached a peak in 1955-5i. but has since declined steadily
back to its 1949 level. over :0 per cent below the peak.'

"Mr. McClure told the senators further: 'To re-emphasize the degree of risk.
only 2 out of every 100 new field wildcats drilled are likely to find a field large
enough to be profitade. * * * 7ro s11n ulp the situation as to ic('entives for
petroleum exploration and develolpnent in the United States. there is an obvious
need for more--not less-economic stimuli.' A wi-ldeat is an experimental or
exploratory well.

"Mr. McClure uses the term 'econolnie stiuinli.' In the oil business there are
stimuli within stimuli. It i. not only the major tax privileges themselves that
benefit the industry: it is also the accounting involutions that they make ios-
sible. A good exaznlde of such an involution (.an be found ill the uses to which
the depletion allowance is put.

"Simply stated, oil companies shift expenses, for tax purposes, to the wellhead.
where depletion may be claimed. from refinery or transportation costs that do
not qualify for this deduction.

"In a Senate speech recently, Sen. William Proxmire. Wisconsin l)emocrat
and critic of oil-industry privileges. described the answers he received from the
Interior Department to questionss lie had posd(,d:

"'Apparently.' said Senator Proxmire, 'Interior had made an analysis which
demonstrates that integrated comlanties shift income from retiig and( miarket-
ing to oil )roductionl in order to minimize tax liabilities by niaxitmizing per-
centage depletion. This analysis is correct as was shown by Texaco's receent action
in increasing the price it would pay for crude oil by 20 cents a barrel.

"Since Texaco produces most of the crude oil it refines, tile increased cost
on the 11,000 net barrels a day it buys from outsiders will be milore than offset
by the larger depletion allowances it wil claim on the oil which it sells to itself.
Apparently, Texaco felt the 1.9 per cent of its income paid in Federal income
taxes in 1967 was too high.'

"While Senator Proxmire singled out Texaco as an example, that company is
hardly filone In taking advantage of the tax laws aq they are Ji the books.

"One of the laws on the books permits oil coml)anies to deduct fromn their U.S.
tax obligation the income taxes they pay to foreign governments. To get as
much revenue as possible from the oil companies, oil nations ii the Middle East
and elsewhere base their tax schedule on 'posted price.' which are set arbitrarily
and tire almost always higher than the actual price the coml)anies get for their oil.

"The result is that American companies must pay foreign governments more in
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taxes than they would if the taxes were figured on the true price for which oil
can be sold. Thus, a portion of the foreign tax is considered by many critics as
not a tax but a royalty. Therefore, so the argument goes, U.S. companies should
be permitted to deduct from their U.S. taxes only that part of foreign taxes
that are truly taxes. The other part, which would be considered as royalties,
would then be figured as just another business expense.

"The oil comlpanies, who are being overcharged by foreign governments, don't
like the system of posted prices any more than tie U.S. Treasury Department
does. but they say there's nothing they can do aOut it.

"Tilt House Ways tind Means Committee has about two dozen bills of various
sorts that deal with reforming the tax structure as it affects oil. One house bill
would eliminate entirely the depletion allowance as it relates to foreign wells;
Maine's Ednmund Muskie has introduced a similar bill.

"Rep. Henry Reuss, Wisconsin Democrat, has introduced a major tNx reform
package, one section of which woul'1 drop oil and gas depletion allowances. pres-
emitly 27.5 per cent, and allowances for 41 other minerals, presently at 2,3 per-
celnt. down to 15 per celit.

*In introducing his bill on Jan. 2.) of this year, Mr. Reuss told the House:
'Ideally, percentage (lipletion should be replaced with cost depletion. But since
we are not living in an ideal world, this title provides oily that the oil del)letion
allowance be reduced by less than one-half, from 27.5 per cent to 15 per cent,
the perentage now applicable to over 40 other mineral Is.'

Mr. Reuss and his sul)poters are not overly oitimistic about changing oil's
depletion filloA'llce. especially now that President Nixon has reiterated his sup-
port of the allowance as it stands.

"Nevertheless. says Mr. Reuss, 'There is a general sentiment among taxpayers
that they are getting a little depleted too.'

"In the American system of making law. it is far easier to establish preroga-
tives than to abolish or reduce them. To the beneficiary, preferential treatment
becomes first a comfort. then a custom, and finally a necessity. And the progres-
sion can be carried sti,li one step further. What of the nation's best interests?
Time late S1m Itayir wasn't the only friend of oil to know when to turn sol-
eminmly iaid face tle kiiivrivtanm flag.

THlE I)EF TION ALI°OWANCF,

The 27.5 per cent depletion allowance for oil and natural gas is l)robably the
best known of all business tax exemptions. Here's how it came to be:"The Sixteenth Amendment. which became effective on March 1, 1913. made
it legal for Congress to assess income taxes. The Revenue Act passed on oct. 3,
1913, provided that in conjputing income subject to taxation. producers of ores
mand all other natural deposits could claim, a depletion deduction not to exceed

5 per cent of the gross value of the output at the mine or well.
"In 1916 the law was changed, removing the limitation, but specifying that the

total depletion allowable over the life of the property could not exceed the c capital
originally invested, or, if the purchase of the property was made before March 1,
1913, the fair market value as of that date.

"A second provision was introduced in 1918 allowing 'discovery value deple-
tion.' The estinlated discovery value was substituted as the value to be amortized
for all wells found after March 1, 1913. It wasn't until 1926 that discovery value
deletion was replaced by today's system of percentage depletion for oil and
natural gas.

"Umder the 1926 law. any oil or gas producer, or anyone with a financial
interest in a well. can deduct 27.5 per cent of his gross income realizd from the
sale of oil or gas, but this must not exceed 54) percent of the net income of
the property.

"Why 27.5 per cent? Because the House of Representatives wanted the figure
to be 25 per cent and Senate wanted 30 per cent. The 27.5 per ent figure for oil
and gas Is the highest depletion allowance ; other minerals receive smaller allow-
ances. Metals, for instance, qualify for 15 per cent.

"The U.S. Treasury Department reports that, on an average. petroleum pro-
ducers re:.over 19 tinms the cost of their lirodmm(.1img wells through percentage
depletion."
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THE TAXES COMPANIES PAY-FEDERAL CORPORATE INCOME-TAX PAYMENTS FOR 1967 OF THE NATION'S 15
LARGEST OIL REFINERS

Net income Earnings after
Name before tax Federal tax Percent all taxes

Standard (New Jersey) ...................... $2,098,283,000 $166,000,000 7.9 $1,232,283,000
Gulf -------------------------------------- 955,968,000 74,142,000 7.8 578,287,000
Texaco ..................................... 892,986,000 17,500, 000 1.9 754, 386,000
Mobil ------------------------------------- 594, 593,000 26,900,000 4.5 385,393,000
Standard (California) ........................ 513,067,000 6,000,000 1.2 421,667,000
Standard (Indiana) ------------------------- 366, 847,000 74,021,000 20.2 282, 250,000
Shell ------------------------------------- 342,022,000 44,940,000 13.1 284,849,000
Phillips ----------------------------------- 227, 766,000 52, 255, 000 22.9 164,015,000
Conoco ----------------------------------- 241,362,000 30,031,000 12.4 148,962,000
Cities Service ---------------------------- 165,289,000 32,347,000 19.6 127,837,000
Union ------------------------------------- 163,820,000 10,400,000 6.3 144, 963,000
Sun ....................................... 146,946,000 24,700,000 16.8 108,576:000
Atlantic ----------------------------------- 145,259,000 0.0 130 005 000
Marathon .................................. 138, 520, 000 3,700, 000)  2.7 73,858000
Getty ------------------------------------- 132,762,000 3,687,000 2.8 118,166,000

Total ------------------------------- 7,125,490,000 566,623,000 8.0 4,955,497,000

I None.

Source: Oil Week.

[From the Washington (D.C.) Post, June 9, 1969]

OIL INDUSTRY LASIES BACK AT CRITICS

(By Spencer Rich)
"The oil industry, under sharp attack by economists before a Senate subcom-

mittee for a system of subsidies that may cost the public anywhere from $2.7
billion to $7 billion a year, got in some whacks of its own at hearings over recent
weeks.

"But the industry failed to answer .several of tile most daniaging .largs leveled
by earlier witnesses. its case for continuation of at least some lush benefits must
be rated as plausible but not quite convincing.
'The basic outlines of the dispute are well known by now. The industry enjoys

a number of tax benefits--including a depletion allowance and the overseas tax
credit-that are available in equal measure to no other industry.

"The net benefit to the industry in taxes saved as a result of these special
provisions may be as much as $2 billion a year.

"In addition, an import quota system started in 1959 limits total annual im-
ports to about one-fifth of the 5 billion barrels of oil consumed in this country
annually.

'More Important, it keeps low-cost Middle Eastern crude oil, which could be
sold at $2 a barrel delivered to the Eastern Seaboard, out of the country except
in quota amounts.

"Together with production limitations imposed by the states of Texas and
Louisiana, which produce three-quarters of U.S. oil, the import system keeps the
domestic price of oil delivered to the East Coast at nearly $3.50 a barrel-or about
$1.50 more a barrel than the potential price of imported oil.

"Economists estimated that as a result of this differential, the public pays
anywhere from $2.7 billion to $7.2 billion more for its oil than would be the case
If the world price of oil were in effect in the U.S.

"'Industry witnesses-including Harold McClure of the Independent Petroleum
Assn., which represents smaller domestic operators, M. A. Wright of Humble Oil
(Standard of New Jersey's operating subsidiary in this country) and Robert
Dunlap of Sun Oil-justified this system as necessary to maintain U.S. national
security.

"Without the financial incentives provided by tax breaks and import barriers,
they said, U.S. discovery and development of new domestic oil reserves would
fall off and the U.S. would soon be dependent upon foreign nations for an un-
acceptably large portion of its supplies. This would make it vulnerable to diplo-
matic blackmail, they contended.

"Wright of Humble estimated that with continued import barriers, relaxed
slightly to allow more foreign oil In as U.S. needs increased this Nation would
be able to supply 82 percent of its needs from domestic sources by 1985. With
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import controls removed, he said, the figure would drop to 46 percent, which he
said was too low for national security.

"Sen. Philip A. Hart, (D-Mich.), who presided over the hearings as chairman
of the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee, kept digging into this argument at dif-
ferent vulnerable spots, as did some of his staff members. By the time the latest
innings were over, he had succeeded in considerably reducing its cogency.

"For example, Hart kept going back to the potential of the nation's huge
known reserves of oil shale, which contain at least 600 billion barrels of poten-
tially recoverable oil-over 100 years' supply. The shale, located mainly in
Colorado, cannot now be converted into oil at a commercial price and for this
reason industry spokesmen pooh-poohed it as a possible national security reserve.

"But they did not really answer the point Hart seemed to be making: the shale
is there and if we knew how to convert it we could save a substantial amount of
spending on new exploration for well oil. Why not allow much more imported
oil into the country, save a few billion dollars a year and devote a portion of that
to cracking the problem of making the shale convertible into oil at a competitive
price?

"Interior Secretary Walter J. Hickel has estimated it would cost $1 billion
to achieve a research and development breakthrough on shale. But even if it cost
five times that figure, it would still be equal to only a single year's added costs
resulting from oil import barriers. The same argument goes for efforts to convert
the Nation's massive coal reserves to oil and gas. The Interior Department is
spending only $13 million this year on research on shale and coal liquefaction
and gasification.

"Hale and his chief economist, Dr. John Blair, also kept bringing up the prob-
lem of tax incentives to domestic exploration, and the industry never answered.

"If the purpose of the whole system of tax breaks and import barriers is to
provide U.S. companies with incentives to devote money to exploring for oil here,
then why keep in existence tax benefits that encourage money to be diverted into
overseas discovery?

"About 25 per cent of depletion allowances claimed by U.S. companies covers
overseas holdings. In addition, U.S. law permits oil companies to subtract-
dollar for dollar-fr m their U.S. taxes any taxes paid to foreign governments.

"Royalities can only be deducted from taxable income, but taxes can be taken
directly off the tax bill in the full amount paid.

"One apparent result is that a very high proportion of total charges to U.S.
companies by foreign governments are classified as 'taxes' by those governments,
while a much smaller portion are called royalties.

"Another unanswered question Is just how much security the U.S. is actually
buying. Nobody seemed to have any hard figures-worked out on a gallons a day
basis for various activities-on how much oil the U.S. really needs to protect its
welfare. Must it really be 80 per cent? Or could it be less?

"Industry witnesses conceded that at present rates of discovery and increasing
demand, the U.S. will be increasing its imports over the next generation anyhow.
The inference of industry critics was obvious-why not increase them a little
faster and save all that money by getting a bit more low cost foreign crude now?

"The exact character of the national security problem was also a little vague.
Wright of Humble appeared to concede at one point that it was not really possible
to insist that domestic production remain high in order to plan for nuclear war.

"That kind of situation would alter conditions so radically that normal calcula-
tions of oil need would probably be meaningless.

"But then, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) indicated, it would be a whole
new ball game. In anything short of an all-out war, he argued, at least some
U.S. supplies from abroad would be available: from Canada, Venezuela and
Caribbean nations, which now supply the U.S. with nearly all its imports; or
from one of the many new producers whose desperate race for markets is flooding
the world with oil and causing what appears to be a long-term downtrend in oil
prices everywhere but in the United States.

"The Hart hearings are now recessed and the dispute is moving to a new
arena. In about a week and a half, the Cabinet Committee on Oil Imports, headed
by Labor Secretary George P. Schultz, will begin receiving documents arguing
for and against the present import program. It Is to come up with recommenda-
tions on the future of the program in six months."

Mr. PROXAMRE. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quormn.
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[H.R. 13270, 91st Cong., 1st sess.J

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

Referred to the Committee on Finance and ordered to be printed
Order to lie on the table and to be printed

Amendment intended to be l)roposed by Mr. PROXMIRE, BROOKE, KENNEDY,
MCGOVERN, MCINTYRE, MONDALE, MUSKIE, NELSON, PELL, and STEPHEN YOUNG to
H.R. 13270, an Act to reform tbe income tax laws, viz: Oin page 273, line 13,
strike all through line 18, page 273 and insert the following:

SEC. . PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES FOR OIL AND GAS WELLS.

(a) GRADUATED RATES FOR DOMESTIC WELLS.-SeCtiOn 613 (relating to per-
centage depletion) is amended-

(1) by striking out in ,,uhsectiou (a) "Slecified ill subsectioni (I))" and
inserting in lieu thereof "si-eified in suIbs,'ctions (b) al (d)":

(2) by striking out paragraph (1) of subsection (b) and inserting in lieu
thereof the following:

.' (1) DOIMESTIC OIL AND GAS WFLLS.-The percentage applicable under
subsection (d) (1)."; and

(3) by striking out subsection (d), and by inserting after subsection io)
the following new subsections:

"(d) OIL AND GAS WELLS LOCATEi) IN UNITED STATES.-
"(1) PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES.-In the case of domestic oil and gas

wells, the percentage referred to in subsction (a) is as follows:
"(A) 271/_ percent-to the extent that, for the taxable year, the tax-

payer's gross income from the property, when added to (i) the tax-
payer':- gross in.oine from all other domestic oil and gas well properties,
and (,_'i) the gross income from domestic oil and gas well properties of
any taxpayer which controls the taxpayer and of all taxpayer.< (.o0-
trolled by or under common control with the taxpayer, does not ('eed
$5,000,000:

"(B) 21 pereent-to the extent that. for the taxable year, the tax-
payer's gross income from the loperty, when added to (i) the tax-
payer's gross income from all other domestic oil :il(1 gas well l)roperties,
and (it) the gross income from domestic oil and gas vell properties of
any taxpayer which controls the taxpayer an(i of all taxpayers eon-
trolled by or under comnnion control with the taxpayer, exceeds $5,00O.(N)0
but does not exceed $10,000,000: and

"(C) 15 percent-to the extent that, for the taxable year, the tax-
payer's gross income from the property, when added to (i) the tax-
payer's gross income from all other domestic oil and gas well properties.
and (it) the gross income from domestic oil and gas well proplrties of
any taxpayer which controls the taxpayer and of all taxpayers con-
trolled by or under common control with the taxpayer, exceeds
$10.000,000.

"(2) DOMESTIC OIL AND GAS WELTS.-FOr purposes of this section. the
term 'domestic oil .and gas well' means an oil or gas well located on property
in the United States or on the outer Continental Shelf (within the meaning
of section 2 of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act).

"(3) CoNTROL DEFNED.-For purposes of paragraph (1), the term 'con-
trol' means-

"(A) with respect to any corporation, the ownership, directly or in-
directly, of stock possessing more than 5) percent of the total combined
voting power of all clas qes of stock entitled to vote, or the power (from
whatever source derived and by whatever means excised) to elect a
majority of the board of directors, and

"( ) with respect to any taxpayer. the power (from whatever source
derived and by whatever means exercised) to select the managenont
or determine the business policies of the taxpayer.

"(4) CONSTRUCTIVE OWNERRTITP OF STOCK.-The provisions of section .1
(a) (relating to eontructive ownership of stock) shall apply in determining
the ownership of qtock for purposes of l)arazrnph (2).

"(5) APPLICATION UNDER RTEOLTTATIONS.-This subsection shall be applied
under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate.
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"(e) OIL AND GAS WELLS LOCATED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES.-In the case
of oil and gas wells, other than domestic oil and gas wells, the allowance for
depletion under section 611 shall be determined without reference to this section."

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply to
taxable years beginning after the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. . ROYALTIES PAID IN FORM OF FOREIGN TAXES.

at) )ENIAL OF TEArIFYMENT AS TAXES.---,SetiOll 903 ( relating to taxes in lieu of
invie, etc., taxes) is amended by striking out the )eriod at the end thereof
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ". but such term does not include
amy amount paid (whether or not (lenonininated or imposed as a tax) to any
foreign country or possession of the Unitel States which-

(1) is determined on the basis of the ownership of oil and gas or oil ald
gas rights by the government of such foreign country or possession, or is
otherwise in the nature of a royalty payment, or

(2) is determined on tbe basis of a constructive or artificial selling price
of minerals or iiiinerael products."

(3) Any foreign "tax" as aforesaid or any foreign tax in excess of U.S.
taxes on oil and gas l)roperties shall be deemed to be an ordinary and
necessary business expense within the meanih~g of section 162.

(11 EIFFECTIVE )A'E.-Tlhe amendment im-ade by subsection (a) shall apply to
taxable years beginning after tile da-te of the enactment of this Act.

KAN'SAS INDEPENIDENT OIL & GAs ASSOCIATION,
IVicIita, Kans., October 6, 1969.

WIrLLIAM PROXM IRE,
Xciu Senate Office Biiildig,
11'fi.l /igton. D.C.
MY DEAR SENATOR: Prior to the hearing before the Senate Finance Coimnittee,

we were assured that at least one commit-tee member would inquire why this
association had voted so strongly to support your proposed amendment relative
to the mineral tax provisions of H-I.R..13270. Knowing that our time to testify was
going to be so severely delimnited, we determined to omit this statement from our
fon'mal statement and rely oi questions to elicit the information.
Be assured that there is no question al)out our sul))ort for the amendnioit. We

eriilose a copy of our formally adopted resolution with respect thereto. Further.
we enclose a statemlneit which sets forth our rationale in supporting your
aim-endnent.

Respectfully,
V. RICHARD 1IoovEI.

"We recognize the imperative necessity for tax reform. The oil industry must
b(Jir a portion of tw cost of this reform. The Proxmire amendment provides
tax reform. It reduv.e. both foreign au doliestie del)letion and eliminates
fo reign tax credits whem they are mothing more tMian royalty payments. Other
sections of tie bill have similar merit. To those who are critical of the sliding
s.a le depletion as being (liscriiliitory. we submit that it is comlpatible with the
est ailished theory of the graduated income tax."

ItESOLuTION

Whereas. the united States house of Relre,-entatives has passed by a vote
of 394-30 and sent to time U.S. Seniate a "tax reform" bill, sonie major provisions
of which adversely a(fect established mineral tax policy ; and

Whereas. said bill will be referred to the Committee on Finance, where
extended hearings will be held, onimen(ing Seltemier 4, 1969 ; and

Whereas, many amlendnments to the house version of the bill are being sug-
ge,4tt,(l. nany of which 'Ire even nuore adverse in their effect upon the domestic
pv.troleumn industry; -1n(

Whereas, Senator William Proxmire (D-Wise.) has prepared an amendment
to said "tax reform" 1)1 llunder the number & style of an amendment to H.R.
12290, the terms of which contain reasonal provisions for the small domestic
indelXndent operator and producer and that said amendment will be offered in
the Senate Fimance Committee or upon the floor of the United States Senate; and

Whereas, it is very much to the interest of the State of Kansas, its citizens
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and the independent l)etroleum industry to maintain a reasonable tax climate for
the exploration and development of the state's petroleum resources: and

Whereas. it is the desire of the Kansas Independent Oil and Gas Association,
which represents nearly 1300 small independent producers and drillers in Kansas,
to endorse and support this amendment and its provisions.

Now Therefore be it Resolved by the Board of Directors of the Kansas
Independent Oil and Gas Association, the sanie being duly vested with the
authority to establish association policy, in meeting assembled this 2nd day of
September, 1969, at Wichita, Kansas, that the Association endorses and ple(lgts
its full support for the incorporation of the provisions of the Proxinire amiend-
ment into any "tax reform" bill ultimately passed by the Congress.

Be it Further Resolved, that an executed copy of this resolution be furnished
to Senator Proxmire, forthwith.

Toir L. ScwiwiNN,
Executive Vic-Prc.sidcn f.

Attest:
ROBERT L. WILLIAMS, Jr., Sccretar!I.

The Ciir:\ x. The next witness is Senator Allott of Colorado.
I am informed tmat, SeCl-tor Allott is necessarily detained and that

he will be along as soon as he can.
We will call the next witness, Mr. Fred 1V. Peel, chairman of Ilie

American Mining Congress Tax Committee. M1r. Peel, we are glad to
welcome you back. We 1o0w of the good work vou did for us years
ago when you were a member of the stair of the Flinane Coimmittee
and later when you served on the staff of the Joint Committee.

STATEMENT OF FRED W. PEEL, CHAIRMAN OF THE AMERICAN
MINING CONGRESS TAX COMMITTEE: ACCOMPANIED BY
LAURENCE P. SHERFY, GENERAL COUNSEL

311". PEEL. My name is Fred Peel, chaimanan of the Mining Congress
Tax Committee, and I am accompanied by MJr. Laurence P. Sher''y
who is general counsel of the Mining Congress.

I am here today to present the position of the. American Mining Con-
gress on those provisions of the tax bill that are of particular concern
to the mining industry.

I would ]ile to focus first on the depletion rates. To consider these,
we believe that you should take into account the problems in the past
that the depletion provisions were designed to solve, the extent to
which the provisions of the present law have become an integral part
of the basic economic structure of the industry, and the role percentage
depletion can be expected to perform in the future.

Looking at the history, the Corporate Excise Tax Act of 1909 first
taxed mining income, and taxpayers contellled that they should not
be taxed on this as ordinary income because they were 'disposing of
capital assets. The Supreme Court held against them on that point,
however, and said that the profits were taxable as ordinary income,
notwithstanding the fact that the minerals could not be replaced as
manufactured inventory could be replaced.

Those decisions by the Supreme Court, set the stage for the sub-
sequent problems which Congress still has to struggle with, of fitting
the disposition of irreplaceable mineral deposits into an income tax
system that is designed primarily to tax profits on replaceable items.

The Revenue Act of 1918 first allowed discovery depletion. The
depletion allowance was based on the fair market value of the property
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at the date of discovery or within 30 days thereafter. This discovery
depletion was the foreruner of the present percentage depletion pro-
visions of the income tax law. Percentage depletion first came in in
the Revenue Act of 1926, applying to oil and gas.

In the Revenue Act of 1932 it was first applied to the hard minerals.
It was applied to netal mines, to sulfur, and to coal at varying rates.
Discovery value. depletion was no longer allowed for those minerals
that were allowed percentage depletion.

The Revenue Act of 1(942 exten(led depletion to certain other min-
erals. Further extensions were made in the 1943 act. Some of these
were allowed only for the period of World War 11. In 1947 these
wartime depletion allowances were made permanent, and certain other
linerals weV :ni(led to tle list. In the 1evenuie Act of 1951, aboiit
30 additional nonmetallic minerals were added to the list at deple-
tion rates varying from 5 to 15 percent.Then in 1954 virtually all minerals were granted depletion at rates
varying from 5 to 23 percent, except for soil, sod, dirt, turf, water.
mosses, minerals froni the sea water, the air, or similar inexhausti)le
soU races.

'The depletion provisions have on a number of occasions been re-
viewed by Congress, and they have survived constant attack. There
were two frll-scale ellrorts by the Treasiry )epartnent to elilninate
or reduce the benefits of these provisions. These were in 1942 and again
in 1951.

On each occasion the Treasury's recomimnendations were rejected, and
actually percent tge depletion allowances were exten(led by Cogress
at those tines to additional minerals.

To sunmarize, the present percentage depletion provisions are trace-
able to the very beginning of our Federal income tax. They are a part
of our fundamental tax structure, and they have a sound econonie
justification. There are good reasons for Confgress' enactment of those
provisions. Furthermore, percentage depletion has now become an
integral paIrt of tihe economics of one of our most important in-
dustries.

There are over 15,000 mines in this country today. In 1967 tley
produced products with a value of $10 billion' Tley employed 350,-
000 production workers.

For the future. the Bureau of Mines has predicted that mineral
den'alnd in this m.out,'y by the year 2000 will be four times what it
is today. They prijeet a fivefold increase in (leiminld worldwide. Yet
based on their projection of th e present. rate of productio: domestical-
ly our domestic production of minerals is only going to just abot
double by the year 2000.

in the face of this increased gap between domestic production ali(1
domestic demand, we will, of course, have to rely more and more omi
mineral imports.

In view of the particularly long leadtime in the mineral industry,
in exploring for, developing, and getting into production on mines,
rejectionn of increasing gaps between demand and l)rodluction should
beof serious concern to Congress.

For most minerals the tremendous future demand can be handled
by a four-pronged approach. First, more intensive and extensive ex-
ploration. Second, mmig lower grade ore deposits. Third, more
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iwearch in mineral recovery and mining methods. Fourth, more in-
tenIsive investCient input in mechanized facilities. All four of these
approaches require more capital, much more capital.

We will over the next 30 years necessarily have to go to the less
(tesirablle deposits because the easily discovered, rich deposits have
been or are being rapidly mined out.

All of this pointss tolward increased mechanization, increased use
of 1'rge-seale equipment, and this means heavier and heavier capital
investment.

According to the most recent Fortune magazine survey of the 500
largest corporations, mining coi)aiies included in that survey had
(nl)ital assets of $134,000 per employee, by far the largest investment,
p~er' ,l)hw)ee 4)' ally cateMory.. Frtirnmore, a(i( itioma Ios0s have been immiposed oil iml miining
in(llistrv iII ('oI)i1e tion with pollution control, line relanmation, and
mille. safety. All ihis adds up to a great pro)blemm of finling the money
to meet the future mineral demands of the country.
The decisive point is the rate of return after incollme taxes oil tie

funds that must be tied ul) in these long-rang'e mining l)rojects. If
depletion de(dctiolls are cut, S)mie of these )projects Simply 'will inot
pass the test of an acceptable after-tax rate of return at, present price
levecls.

In tihe long rmmil failure to (lev-elo) new sources would clut mineral
supply. Tim elcot would be to slow (lown time develol)mlelit of the
whole economy, and by immlosing higher costs for minerals, wN-ouhl
event-ually resullt in passing on time additional tax burdens to the min-
erat'l eonsulnmes.

(onsequemtl',A we stron ly urge that depletion rates al)l)lical)le to
tihe uminin" il'iuItnV 1idei' I'resent law be retained l) this committee.

Tuirninog novw to sonie of tile other provisions of the bill: with
respet to effective dates, we suggest that all of the tax-imposing
provisions of the bill l e applied prospecti vely onl v. Wit respet.tothe
amenmuinents to the mining exploration ro'isiimms, sections 615 and
617, we suggest that taxpayers wh(o elected section 615 in tihe past. be
give1 a new electiol-a flCW choice between section 615 and section
617, since the factors that led them to elect section 615 will no longer
be present as that section is being amended.We also urge that in writing i) its report on these changes in the

explrat io provisions, the committee take this opportunity to make
it uninistakably clear that expenditures after a mine reaches the devel-
opment stage are not, to be treated as exploration expenditures for
tax pulp0oses. ie suggest that the committee state in its report on
these mining exl)orat lon expenditure provisions that expenditures
after the (leveol)ment stage is reached are to l)e treated as develol)-
nent-or pro tlution-expendituries, which we think was the intent
when the present treatment of development expenditures was first
enacted in 1951.

With respect to the provisions of thle House bill affecting foreign
mining, we suggest that any etuts in depletion rates on foreign de-
posits 'would l)e'detrinmenta, not only to our mining industry, but
to the conutry as a whole.
If our country discourages investment in foreign mining even for a

short period of years, we. will have to live with the consequences for
generations.
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INe suggest that tle entire subject of foreign tax credits and changes
in depletion rates on foreign production front the domestic depletion
rates be put over for consideration when the 'reasury makes the
C011l)Iehliensive proposals that it. has lpromiised to this c'inimittee on
tie taxation of foreiil'i iconie.
I think we should 1 )oint out that the Uiiited States would gain vir-

tually no revenue from denying or reducing- percentage depletion on
foreign mineral deposits.
With respect to tl foreign tax credit Irovisions in the Iouse bill,

s5(ti101 431 would repliie taxpayel's l sing tilt ie ler colitryIv limitation
oin tie f)l'eigl tax credit to carry forward losses invuitred in the For-
eito'n Coll1t*V and lse tieill to) redlce illenlcoie f1oi tihat country ill
slib)se(jlient, years before (0)lv lt i111 2" the limitations oil the loi-eisii tax
credit. 'rjj1 i; is I)resenIted as all (fl'olt to (,li , ii ate a so-calle(l doilile
tax benefit, acco(, lin" to the report of tlhle Wayvs and Mealls ('oumiit-
tee, but t h is is ]lot ,(0,1rect. lre is no (loli ije bellelit. In fact. tie tax-
payer wNho pays anid claihis a credit I'm,- foreign iico le taxes i -not plav-
ing,' any' less ioilole ' axes. I'flitvd States and foreign. 11,an a taX ,\ er
with the sanie ilhichle ald losses- i]ose ol)e'ati, ls are all ('olltlcte(l ill
the [Tnit((l States.

fillThis provision, if enacted. wo d I( !e cont rary to th lp rilciple of
tax neutralitv that is used to ju.4tivfy i il)osii.. V.S. tax 0on u viouie
from foreign sources. We slz(est thdat if the (,overf' ileit. is dissatis-
lied with the 1,resent lack of coormdi nat ion bet-Neei floreig'n taxes and
U.S. taxes, tlat tl, piropel ap)ji coachh w.,,'id 1w to ),1 Xolini oe 0 t-
Wil( it , to l vo, t i-Ite tax t re:at ies dealillo with I his wl-',,,].i wii 11 vl ,i-
otis foreiu countries ratbeli tblla iml)0,il t a double buirlen on our
taxl)avers ol)erating' al)road.

Section 432) of the House l)ill would apply a separate limitation on
the foreign tax credit with resl)ect to; all *minini" income from each
country, if it, meets onle of three tests. "Ihi ese tests, accol(lina" to the
Hocose committee report. are desiglled to isolate eases where it is likely
that the invconie taxes r'e present at least ill pat • roynlties. blut in fact
these tests would have the effect. of bringing virt'ially every f(?r]eig'
income tax on mining income within the scope of the )>rov'isilon.Thi tests are that. thte foreialn couitr'v requires payment of a is

or royalty, holds sul)stantial mineral rights with resl)ect to the prop-
eity, or imlposes any income taxes on mining income at an effective
rate h~igier titan on other income. These three tests are treated as con-
clusive presumptions that the income taxes paid represent royalties to
some extent. but they are at best. flimsy reasons for even suspecting that
the taxes represent royalties. The fact that royalty is paid, for example,
is certainly not an in(lication that the tax paid i's also a royalty.

We urge, that this attempt to fragment the foreign tax cvrdit be
eliminated from the bill.

The Treasury has opposed section 432 of the House bill, but they
lave suggested'an alternative, which, while it would not be as onerous
or as difficult to supply as section 432, would still be subject to serious
objection. It is subject, to the criticism that it attempts to segregate a
specific category of income and cooljpa.re U.S. and foreign income tax
rates on it.

The Treasury proposal would say that, to the extent that. an excess
foreign ta.x crelit is generated by tihe fact that for U.S. tax purposes
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the taxpayer has a depletion allowance, that the unused credit could
not be used or applied against other income. While this has the ap-
pearance of precision, the appearance is illusory because neither the
United States nor most foreign countries really impose taxes on cate-
gories of income in that systematic fashion.

If the approach suggested by the Treasury should be adopted the
United States would be taking a step toward an infinitely more com-
plex foreign tax credit system in which we would engage in a hopeless
attempt to match foreign taxes against U.S. taxes on an item by item
basis, for each item of income. Consequently we urge rejection of this
Treasury alternative proposal as well as section 432 as it appears in
the House bill.

In the Treasury statement there was some comment oni the possi-
bility of a 60-percent limit on creditable foreign taxes. The Treasury
mentioned this, but then went on to say thatthey believed it would
be preferable to deal with high foreign tax rates in a general context
so they did not make a suggestion on the point.

It is difficult to understand why they found it necessary to even
raise the point, but we certainly agree that it would be inappropriate
to consider any such limitation on the foreign tax credit at this time.

In conclusion, the American mining industry has a vital role in the
development and maintenance of our economy. It has performed that
role well under our present tax system, and in the process the mining
companies have not, made after tax profits that are out of line with
those of industry in general. With an expanding population and an
expanding economy 1)efore us, the miniing industry has an even bigger
job to do. It would be the height of folly to set up tax barriers to
block the accomplishment of that job by cutting back on the present
tax treatment of the mining industry.

Thank you.
The CHAIRTAMAN. What is your reaction to Senator's Proxmire's sug-

gestion that depletion allowances are a very inefficient way to discover
new reserves?

Mr. PEEL. I think Senator Proxmire's suggestion that depletion al-
lowances are a very inefficient way to discover new reserves was di-
rected at the oil and. gas industry, and we would not presumire to answer
for the oil and gas industry. I do not know whether Senator Proxmire
would apply the same tests to the depletion allowances for the hard
minerals as he does to the depletion allowances for oil and gas. The
depletion allowances for hard minerals have, however, a much-broader
objective than merely stimulation of discovery of new reserves. The
objective is to moderate the tax burdens on the mining industry so
that it will be able to finance the whole operation of exploring for-
and developing--mineral products. The depletion allowances for the
hard minerals industry certainly would have to be judged as having
been highly successful in leading to the discovery of new reserves-
but I would like to emphasize that that is by no means the only ob-
jective of the depletion allowances. If Senator Proxmire has in mind
some form of Government subsidy as a substitute for depletion allow-
ances to encourage discovery of new reserves, in our opinion this would
definitely not be as efficient. as the present depletion allowances.

The CHAIRMAW. Would capital gains treatment, either for royalties
or for production working interest be a better answer?
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Mr. PEEL. Capital gains treatment is provided under the present
law for the recipients of royalties on coal and domestically produced
iron ore. This treatment is satisfactory, and we see no reason why
it would not be satisfactory if applied to the recipients of royalties on
other minerals so long as the royalty payments are excluded by the
mine operators as they are under the present law, both with respect
to coal and iron ore royalties and with respect to other royalties. It
is difficult to answer the question as to whether capital gains treatment
for production working interests would be a better answer without
knowing more of the details of the prol)osal and in particular how
the losses on loss mines would be treated.

The CHAIRT.NIA. Would it be a better way to collect income on for-
eign production merely by imposing a tariff on importation or by mnak-
ino( companies bid for the tickets under quota arrangements?

1_Lr. PEEL. We do not think it would be better to collect tax on for-
eion production of hard minerals merely by imposing a tariff on
1mnportation or by making companies bid under quota, arrangements.
The mining companies would still be subject to income tax in the for-
eign countries, which in most countries approximates or exceeds their
domestic income tax rate. In addition, either the companies or the
U.S. consumers would have to bear the burden of the proposed tariff
on imports. Furthermore, since inany minerals are imported into
this country and then processed into manufactured products that are
sold abroad, a tariff of this sort would make our domestic manufac-
turers less competitive in foreign markets, and thus hamstring our
balance of l)aymemts. A quota system would have time saie conse-
quences if the quotas were set in such small amounts as to create a
price for the quota tickets. Some minerals such as manganese are not
mined in this country to any appreciable extent, and a tariff or artificial
import quota on tlese minerals would clearly be a burden on the
U.S. consumers, and the U.S. exporters of manufactured products
using these minerals. There are several mineral import taxes on the
statute books at the present time, and I believe all or most of these
have been suspended by Congress. In summary, we do not think that
tariffs or quotas would be a fair substitute for the present system of
taxing foreign mining income.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator CuRTIS. What do you think the effect of the enactment of

the House bill would be upon the mining industry?
Mr. PEEL. Enactment of the House Bill would affect the mining

industry ,-eriously in several respects. First, repeal of the investment
credit would be a serious loss to the mining industry since it is a capital
intensive industry and future development will require even more
intensive use of capital equipment. Second, virtually all branches
of the mining industry would be affected by the cuts in 'depletion rates
in the House bill with respect to foreign mines and, with the exception
of gold, silver, iron, copper, and oil shale, with respect to domestic
mines. Third, the treatment of mineral production payments as loans-
which the Mining Congress has not opposed-would drastically reduce
the depletion deductions that have been taken in recent vears-par-
ticularly by the higher cost mines that were not otherwise able to
qualify for the percentage depletion deductions at the gross depletion
rates. Fourth, the cutbacks in foreign tax credits under sections 431
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and 432 of the House bill would subject the mining industry to 1ur-
densome double taxation--both IT.S. income taxes and foreign income
taxes--in many instances. Section 431 wonld udoubtedly reduce the
number of new mines that will be developed in foreign countries. In
addition, the mining industry would )e affected l)v various other pro-
visions of the bill that, w0uldl affect !)lisiness generally. Tihe overall re-
sult would be decisions against developing new i1es lrticullrly
high-cost mines and mines requiring large Cal)ital in vestiiients and(
particularly foreign mines.

Senator CURTIS. Thank you, Mr. Peel.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Peel, could voti give the connmittee an estimated

of the impact on the consumer thi'ougoh )ossilble i increased costs re-
suiting from the predictions ill percenale deplletion in the house bill?

Mr. PEEL. We do not. believe it is possible to answer this question
with recipee figures. Tne mining ili(ilistr covers a whole range of
minerals with differing 'rrodtitio probleus and differing market
conditions. In those cases where mineral )ro(hers treat income taxes
as a cost on the s'nte basis as other costs, it wvoild )e reasonable to ex-
)ect that the increased taxes from the re(lictiol s of 1)ercentage deple-

tion (leuction. is a result of the I lol('e bill would )e l)as.e(l 1 directly
to the consumer in tie form of increa'e(l prices. In the case of tho.e
mineral l)roduts whose prices wuld(l inot )e immediately affected by
an increase in tax costs of U .S. l)ro(hers. the tilt inate effects tend
to be substantially the same because the reduction ill after-tax rate
of return as a, result of lower percentage (lel)letion, deductions would
reduce the flow of investment into the im(lustry. 'Tis, in turn, would
reduce the mineral supply and the resultant Coml)etition for the smaller
supply would drive prices up. Tlere is strong evidence that the longrun
efect of reductions in l)ercentage de)letion will increase consumer
costs in tile. fact t hat, il the )ast, the after-tax rate. of return on ill-
vestment in tile inning i i(lustry has not )een higher titan that of in-
ditstry generally.

Senator MmLuu. Thankyou.
Mr. InnL. Thank you.
(Mr. Peel's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OP TIE AMERICAN M-INING CON(;RESS, IESENTED BY FRED W. PEEL,
CHAnIRMAN, TAX C(OM.MI'ITEE

Mr. Chairman. my name is Fred W. Peel. I am the Ciirman of the Tax Con-
mittee of the Ani,-rican Minilng Congress and I appear before you today to present
the position of the Mining Congress on the l)rovisions of H.R. 13270 that are of
particular concern to the mining industry.

The Am(eriean Mining Congress is a trade assoication founded in 1897. Its
membership is composed of (1) United States companies that produce and
process a majority of the nation's ferrous and nonferrous metals, coal, and indus-
trial and agricultural minerals, and (2) United States companies that manufaw-
ture mining equipment and supplies. Its headquarters are in Washington, D.(C. It
coordinates the efforts of the inning industry to present to the Federal Govern-
ment its views on developing and maintaining a strong and healthy industry.

DEPLETION RATES

In the form in which It passed the House, H.R. 13270 would reduce the present
percentage depletion rate for minerals now eligible for 23% to 17%, a 26.1%
reduction ; for most minerals now eligible for a 15% rate to 11%, a 26.6% reduc-
tion; for minerals now eligible for a 10% rate, a reduction to 7%, a 301% re-
duction ; for clay. shale, and slate now eligible for a 71/% rate. a reduction to 5 ,
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a 331/3% reduction; and for sand, gravel. and other minerals now eligible for it
5% rate, a reduction to 4%, a 20% reduction.

The changes in percentage depletion rates made by the House bill should be
considered in the light of (1) the problems of the past that th(, (hleletion pro-
visions of the Present law were designed to solve; (2) the extent to which the
provisions of present law have become integral parts of the lbaic econonc
structure of tie industry ; and (3) the role percentage del)letion can he expected
to lRerform in the future.

Jitory of taxation of the mifliing ifl(ldstry
When the Corporate Excise Tax Act of 1909 wias eoacted. mining companies

contended that profits from mining operations were not subject to ordinary in-
(,onte tax because the miners were disposing of their capital assets-the mineral
deposits being wasting, irrel)laceable assets. The SuI)reme Court (ecided. how-
ever, that the profit was taxable as or(linary income, notwithstanding the fact
that the minerals could not lie replaced as manufactured inventory could.
Stratton's Il(Idcld('aUce v. Howbert. 231 U.S. 399: Von lBatihambae.k r. Nar'c/ft
Lang Co., 242 U.S. 503. These decisions set the stage for the subsequent problem
of fitting the disposition of irreplaceable mineral deposits into al income tax
system designed primarily to tax profits on replacealle items. 'll Supreme
Court also held that mining companies were not entitled to depletion de(ductions
under the 1909 Act since there was no provision in the Act for such a reductionn.

Ever sinvo the enactment of the first income, tax law il 1913. the mining
industry has been allowed a deduction for (ldepletion. The lRevenue Act of 1913
limited this deduction to 5 percent of ti gross vallno at the inille of ti minerals
produced. The Revenue Act of 1916 abalndoned the '5 percent of gross value
limitation and allowed a reasonable allowance for depletion not to exceed tie
market vlue in the nine of tie pro(lucts. This Act also permitted the taxpayer
to compute his depletion deduction on the basis of the cost of the property or its
fair market value as of March 1, 1913, whichever was the greater.

The Revenue Act of 1918 continued the allowance of al depletion deduction
based on cost or the 'March 1, 1913 value, but ini addition provided also fi '
discovery depletion with respect to mines "discovered by the taxpayer oil or
after March 1, 1913 and not acquired as a result of purchase of a proven tract
or lease, where the fair market value of the property is materially dispropor-
tionate to the cost." In such cases the depletion allowance was based upon the
fair market value of the property at the date of discovery or within 30 days
thereafter. Discovery value depletion was the forerunner of the present per-
centage depletion provisions of the income tax laws.

The Revenue Act of 1921 amended the discovery depletion provision to lillit
the depletion allowance based on discovery value o the net income from the
property. T'he Revenue Act of 1924 further lillite, the depletion deduction
based on discovery value to 50 percent of tie net i, ome from tIle property.

The Revenue Act of 1926 incorporated tile con. ept of lrcentage depletion
into the tax law for the first time. That Act substituted a percentage depletion
deductioll for oil and gas wells of 271/ percent of gross income from the )rolerty.
limited to 50 percent of the net income fronl the property. This deduct-ion was
ill lieu of discovery value delletion. TIle administration of the discovery deple-
tion provisions had been difficult and complex. The Senate Committee oil Fiminace
recommended the percentage depletion al)lroach "in the interest of simplicity and
certainty." No change was made in this Act in tile method of computing the
depletion deduction in the e'ase of the mining industry.

Apparently as a result of a "Preliminary Report on Depletion" prepared by
the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation in 1929 that was
critical of the a)pilication and results of discovery depletion. Congress extended
percentage depletion to nietal mines, sulphur, and coal nmines at the respective
rates of 15, 23, and 5 percent on the Revenue Act of 1932. Discovery value
depletion was no longer allowed for -those minerals. Mines other than those
entitled to percentage depletion still had tile choice between cost depletion and
discovery value depletion.

There were no further changes In the depletion provisions until the Revenue
Act of 1942 extended d percentage depletion of fluorspar. rock asplialt, and ball and
sagger clay at tie 15 percent rate alplicable to m-tal mines. The Revenue Act
of 1943 also extended tile percentage depleti(n provision to a new group of non-
metallic minerals at a 15 percent rate: flake graphite. vermni(ulite, potash. beryl.
feldspar. mli(.a, lepidolite. spodumellne. tale, and ba rite. With tile exception of
potash, the extension of Percentage depletion to these minerals was for the war

,X.-865 -.49--,pt. 5---- 22
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period only. This Act also incorporated into the tax law for the first time a
definition of "gross income from milling" on which the percentage depletion
deduction was computed. This provision was all outgrowth of controversies be-
tween the mining industry and the Treasury Department over what operations
were mining proc.esses for depletion purposes.

In 1947 Congress made permanent the extension of percentage depletion to
the nonmetallic minerals that had been granted percentage depletion in 1943 for
the duration of the war and added the namines of the following minerals to the
list entitled to the 15 percent rate: china clay, bentonite, gilsonite, thenardite
or ,odium sulfate, trona, pyrophyllite, and bauxite.

In tie Revenue Act of 1951 percentage depletion was applied to about 30 new
nonmetallic minerals at rates varying from 5 to 15 percent. This Act also changed
the tax treatment of both exploration and development expenditures.

W eiin the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 was enacted, all minerals were
granted percentage depletion at rates varying from 5 to 23 percent except soil,
sod, dirt, turf, water. or mosses or minerals from sea water, the air, or similar
inexhaustible sources. With the extension of percentage depletion to virtually all
minerals, the discovery depletion provision was dropped completely.

In the 1954 Code and at times subsequent to its enactment, the percentage deple-
tion rates for various minerals were increased. Except for the changes in the
rates and except for an amendment clarifying the definition of "gross income
from mining," there have been no substantial amendments to tile depletion
provisions applicable to the mining industry since the enactment of the 1954 Code.
Revicw. of percentage depletion

The percentage depletion provisions have survived constant attack since they
first became part of our tax laws. Full scale efforts by the Treasury Department
to eliminate or reduce the benefits of these provisions were made in 1942 and
again In 1950. On each occasion the Treasury's recommendations were rejected
and percentage depletion allowances were extended to additional minerals.

The percentage depletion provisions were incorporated into the 1954 Code,
which was the product of a thorough review of the whole income tax system.
Finally, Congress rejected proposals made by the adIninistration in 1913 that
would have had the effect of lowering the depletion deductions of all of the
mineral industries.

A discussion of the several previous reviews of these provisions would not
be complete without reference to the recommendation made by the President's
Materials Policy Commission, the so-called Paley Commission, in its June 1952
rel)ort. This report said:

"In short, the device of percentage depletion as an incentive to minerals explo.-
ration is not without its limitations. But no alternative method of taxation
has come to the Commission's attention or could be devised by the Commission
which, in its judgment, promises to overcome these limitations and still achieve
the desired results. particularly not without seriously dislocating well established
capital values and other arrangements in tha industries concerned, with highly
adverse effects on supply. Taking the practical situation as it finds it, the Com-
mission believes that any radical alteration of the existing tax arrangements
would be undesirable."

To summarize-the present percentage depletion provisions are traceable to
the very beginning of the federal income tax. They are a part of our fundamental
tax structure and have a sound economic justification. It is important that this
background be understood by those aiming at percentage depletion as one of the
targets for tax reform. Not only were there good reasons for Congres' enactment,
but percentage depletion has become an integral part of the economics of one
of our most important industries.

The mining industry today
In the year 1967. there were over 15.000 metallic, nonmetallic, and coal mines

In the country. See Appendix A for a breakdown of metallic and nonmetallic
mines by size and mineral. The mining industry produced tonnages in 1967
valued at over $10 billion with 350,000 production workers. Their wages and
salaries in 1967 totaled almost $2.5 billion. The mining industry's contribution
to the overall economy was well expressed by Hollis M. Dole. who, as Assistant
Secretary-Mineral Re,,4ources. in the Department of Interior. testified before the
Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials and Fuels of the Senate Interior Commit-
tee on July 9, 1969 that:

"U.S. minerals provide only some 3 percent of the Gross National Product.
But this is only the beginning-it is only the point of an inverted pyramid which
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depicts our industrial economy resting upon a small but absolutely essential
minerals base.
"The impact of that 3% CNP directly results in 40% of the GNP and indirectly

accounts for nearly 75%.
"Let's look at it another way: if you were to select 100 men as representative

of the work force directly dependent upon minerals production in the U.S., you
would find that it requires only 3 of these men to mine tie ore but it takes
14 to produce the metal and 83 to fabricate, distribute and sell the ultimate
product. If we could get our *nian in the street' to appreciate some of these facts,
we would be making a good start."
F'itu'e mineral rcq0uicmnts

The Bureau of Mines has predicted United States mineral demand to increase
by more than 4 times by the year 2000. whereas domestic mineral production
projected on the basis of 20-year trends can only be expected to little more than
double by the end of the century. The Bureau of Mines is also predicting that
there will be a fivefold increase in worldwide demand by the year 2000.

According to the latest Bureau of Census median projection, the population
of the U.S. is expected to reach 320 million people by the year 2000. As the
standard of living of the expanding pol)o nation increases. so does the per capita
consumption of minerals. These factors are expected to account for a doubling
of mineral demand by V)&-) and further expansion to more than 4 times present
demand by 2000. This i,- not surprising since, over the past century while our
population grew mo'e than 400 percent. our minerals consumption grew more
than 4.000 percent. By the year 2000 per capita demand for minerals in the
U.S. is expected to rise from $150 per year to approximately $420.

The following table has been compiled from the Bureau of Mines projections of
United States demand and production for sone of the baslie minerals in the
years 1985 and 2000. Also included are the projected requirements for these
same minerals by the rest of the world based upon a projected world population
climb to 6% billion by the year 2000 coupled with expectations of increased
per capita consumption.

FUTURE MINERALS REQUIREMENTS AS PROJECTED BY U.S. BUREAU OF MINES FOR THE YEARS 1985 AND 2000

U.S. production
U.S. demand (projected (projected upon Rest-of-world demand (projected

Mineral element requirements) trend of last 20 yrs.) requirements)

1967 1985 2000 1967 2000 1967 1985 2000

In million short tons

Aluminum .................. 3.7 11.6 29.9 0.4 0.4 5.8 12.0 23.2
Copper .................... 1.5 2.6 4.0 .9 2.1 4.0 8.5 11.8
Iron ...................... 85.7 118.0 144.0 54.8 38.0 298.9 573.0 807.0
Lead ---------------------- .7 .8 1.1 .3 0 2.4 3.8 5.0
Magnesium ................. 2.1 3.4 5.1 2.0 3.7 6.5 12.0 16.7
Manganese ---------------- 1.2 1.8 2.4 .1 0 7.1 13.9 18.8
Phosphorus ................ 3.8 6.4 10.5 5.4 8.8 7.6 21.3 36.0
Potassium ................ 3.4 6.3 10.8 2.7 5.9 10.3 22.5 38.0
Sodium .................. 17.3 32.7 60.4 16.5 28.6 35.4 66.2 102.0
Sulfur I ------------------ 9.3 18.0 32.0 9.1 12.6 18.0 51.0 92.0
Uranium ................... .001 .05 .2 .001 2.049 .001 .08 .2
Zinc ....................... 1.3 2.4 3.5 .5 .3 4.0 6.0 8.6

In million pounds
Molybdenum ............... 54.5 88.0 130.0 88.9 167.9 82.5 122.0 170.0
Nickel ..................... 364.9 470.0 550.0 29.2 87.4 614.0 850.0 1,000.0
Tungsten ................... 13.9 34.4 64.2 9.3 13.5 52.5 96.1 126. 5

1 Millions of long tons.
2 Based on AEC procurement only.
Source: Compiled from Bureau of Mines commodity statements, Jan. 31, 1969.

The predictions of Increased consumption are understandable when one con-
siders the Increases that have already taken place. For example, 20 years
ago the United States consumed 12 pounds of aluminum per capita; today
U.S. consumption is approximately 41 pounds per capita. Over the same 20-year
period, Japanese consumption of aluminum has Increased from 'j pound to
15 pounds. Copper consumption in the developing foreign countries Is increasing
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at about the same rate. If the rest of the world should Increase its Ier capital
.consumption of copper by the year 2,000 to our present level, this would require
annual production of 15 times the amount now needed.

Our primary concern Is with future United Stattes demand. The increasing
gap between United States demand and domestic production, of course, will have
to be supplied by Imports. Pointing out the growing interdependence of domestic.
and foreign sources of supplies In what is becoming a world natural resources
economy, )r. Walter It. Hibbard, former I)irector of the Bureau of Mines, said
in September of 1966:

"lxlperlence ii~dtvates that in miheral-related areas about 60% of the invest-
neit flow abroad Is to cover (i)re .lltlon, will the remaining 40% going Into
(eXplilslon. Ii view of this ratio, it beollie's (hill, that a high level of capital
input niust be maintained to avoid Jeopardizing the total value of these foreign
investments. Studies also Indicate that the net return on foreign Investnints
must remain close to recent levels. Only in this way (an enogh lleW (cIj)itll Ie
generated to sustain investment rates that can assure a continuing ability to
niet (,xlponding denmnds for products.

"This problem Is intenisitied aidid (,onifllcated by the shifting economic, political,
and social patterns that accompany other changes In our world ...

"As with the UnIIIt, Stales, the itpltite of West Europl- ( and Japan for
nuimieral f'aw materials has outrun the capacities of econonilca Ily viable
Indigenous r(.sou rces.

"Today, virtually every industrializeAd country is actively searching the world
for mineral resources t.bat ciln be developed to help sul)piy tlir Wine demandS."

In view of the partihilarly long had-tihe inl the mining industry, the projec-
tions o' increasing gaps between demand and production are of serious conce(rll.
Iead-t ie Is INarticulrly important In the searxch for and development of foreign
mineral deplosits. Should the congress , upon review in "t few years of any 1d-
ditional tax burdens placed on U.S. mining abroad, decide that the additional
taxes were a mistake, the opportunities which arose in the interim will have
ben lost forever, and tihe U.S. as a nation will become increasingly rellat on
foreign-control((d sources of raw materials.

.\s the report of the Paley Commission made clear In 1952, the problem of meet-
ig future demand for minierals Is not one of the existence or nonexistence of
mnmrtal resource-s. Instead. the problem is whether the United States might find
itself priced out of world markets for minerals or be forced to rely on less
desirable sources. The one meaningful criterion is the cost of producing n unit
of a given 'mineral. This criterion Is central to consideration of the tax treatment
of the mining industry today, because the tax treatment cannot be considered
in a vacuum ; taxes are not the only cost increase the mining industry faces. In-
creasingly, the industry will meet federal, state, and local pollution control,
health and safety requirements, increasing acquisition costs--In addition to
higher taxes--all at a time when It must somehow tind ways of profitably
extracting the lower-grade deposits that remain.

T7.x Itreat(t ni ent and fhe future
For most minerals the tremendous future demands will be handled by a

four-pronged approach:
1. More extensive (and Intensive) exploration;
2. Mining lower-grade ore deposits;
3. More research In mineral recovery 'methods and mining methods; and
4. More Intensive investment input in mechanized facilities.

All four of these solutions require more capital-much more capital. As far
as the accessible areas of the world are concerned, the deposits that reveal them-
selves with surface outcrops have already been discovered. Today a minerals
exploration program usually starts with aerial photos and may continue with
geochemical surveys, aerolnagnetic surveys, electronmgnetic surveys, ground
magnetometer surveys, induced polarization, gravity surveys, and, eventually,
diamond drilling or tren(ching. All of this adds up to tremendous expenditures.
Furthermore, these exploration techniques have by no means eliminated the
risk that the exploration will be unsuccessful. The process is risky as well
as costly.

Mineral deposits are irreplaceable and, by and large, the best ones go firsr.
Thus, as we attempt to meet the increased demand over the next 80 years, we
will necessarily be forced to go to less desirable deposits--that is, those with
a lower percentage of miaeral content, those that are more difficult to extract
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because of at higher ratio of overburden to the mineral, awu those that are
less acce.4sible and more distant from markets.

Research and experimentation in methods of Improving the efclehncy of the
recovery aif desired itl minerals froll (-rude ores Ilind tit illprovellenit of iitllnig
techniques have held the mining industry to maintain production even though
iw l rJ(lh('l' niiterill deposits hiiivty h i, (llhiletd.

In general, tit( great )roduction efliciencites have conie from increased mcclh4-
nization and use of large-scale equipllnent. If the inning Industry is to lill tile
increased demand for Its products front less desirable delpmits It will hlave to
turn to heavier and heavier capital itivestuieut. The milling companies Included
ili Fortune magazine's most recent survey of the 5(K) largest corporations had
capital assets af $1:34.04K) lwr (vmlloye(--ly ti'r tht largest invest mnt p-r em-
ployee for any c.ategory of industry. This tigurt, of $1-34,000 Ier 'mnlloyee is

iderstandable wht-ii you realize that so llt, (olill)allidws are flow hatling ore from
iaen pits Iii trucks that ct r'y over 100 tons a load. A 1(Nt-ton triiak mtiay cost its
in , !i as A85,0 t. A (ll'glillte aller:Ita'd by two Iltivt iti11y ('ost Its ntl .It as $10
llllioni.

The magnitude of the total invest iment niided to put a lrge-s.a l. nieinIa anized
zihiin Iln operation Is so great that it j 131sonts unique pirobilemts oif availability
of capital. For example. the Keneoott Coller Corporation recently slpent $100
million lit a program it Its llignlitin Canyon open lilt coplr mine In Utah
merely to ma itain c Opper ta-'olnCtioll at its past hvels. Tiw F'reejmort Snlhlr
Company Is considering a program for an Indonesian copper deposit lin a remote
are-a, whero transportation facilities will have to Ile built as well as Maining
facilities. and It is ilntl llpited that tite (aKt will Iw lit ex('ess oi' ,$1m million.

The long lead-tiame---which meais funds expended nmay not begin to yleld a
,return for yea rs-intensifies the Industry's capital problems. For example,
American Metal Climax, Inc. is engaged In a project to bring the henderson
molybdenum tine, located in Empire, Colorado, Into production. The total outlay
will be al)roxinuttely $-100 11illion. T'lt'he 1n1e will httve a (alicity of 50 million
pounds of molybdenum a year: It has already been in development for 4 years,

-and It will not be producing until the mnid-1970's.
In connection with ti rising cost of mni lng, It should he pointed out that addi-

tional costs havo already been Iml)osed ul)n the mining industry in connection
with pollution control. mine reclamation, ald nlim safety. Mentioning these facts
should not be construed to Indicitte that the mining industry Is olip)sed to rea-
sonable regulations in these three areas, but mneroly to direct Ittentlon to addl-
ti'onal cost factors that already must N-' taken Into considerations by a mining
company in determining whether to go forward with a projected imining operation.

The decision to undertake a mining operation is tnmde, in its simplest terms,
:by comparing the rate of return-after income taxep-on the, funds that must Ibe
tied up in the project with the after-tax yield if tile funds are invested in some-
thing else, taking Into account differences in risks. In making the necessary
projections before a new projectt Is undertaken, a company will make its computa-
tions of after-tax rate of return and cash flow on the basis of the deductibility
of preproduction expenditures and on the basis of the depletion allowances.

If depletion deductions are cut, some of these projects simply will not pass the
test of an acceptable after-tax rate of return at present price levels. In the long
run, failure to develop new sources would cut mineral supply. The effect would
be to slow down the development of the whole economy and by Imposing higher
costs for minerals would eventually result in passing on the additional tax burden

*to the mineral consumers.
It would be a great mistake to view the mining industry as a static industry,

where the government could reap a windfall in tax revenues by cutting back on
deductions on existing operations after the mining companies were committed
to these operations on the assumption that the present tax treatment would
continue. Entirely aside from the unfairness of such an approach. it would be
self-defeating because the mining industry is not a static Industry. Our economy
is dependent for the foreseeable future on the mining Industry making the in-
vestments necessary for, a tremendous increase In production. We operate In a
free enterprise system and we depend upon the after-tax rate of return to direct
the flow of capital into one industry or another. Even if the managers of the
'mining companies wanted to make unprofitable investments in further Increases
In production, the capital would simply not be forthcoming. Investors would no
longer be attracted to the industry. The mining industry must 'be able to offer
investors at least a rate of return that is competitive with other industries. It
should be able to offer a better rate than other, less risky investment prospects.
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To put it simply, if the country expects the mining Industry to generate the
investment capital to meet the increased demands of tihe future as it hres sucess-
fully met Increased demand in the past, then the present depletion rates should
not be clit.

In view of tie phenomenal projected mineral needs for both the United States
and the rest of the world, it seems clear that to achieve any progress we must
move forward from existing policies rather than to cut back. Clearly, a clit in
depletion would Incrense costs, rendering already low-grade domestic mines even
less economically viable, and making United States-owned foreign ventures less
competitive vis-a-vis foreign-owned enterprises seeking the valuable deposits In
the emerging countries. This nation can ill-afford such a "giant step backwards."

The importance of the after-tax rate of return is Ilustrated by the example of
one company that has reported to us that it went into a uranium mining operation
several years ago, at a time when uranium had an uncertain future, on the
basis of a discounted cash-flow rate of return analysis that showed the return
on a 1,000 ton-per-day operation would be reduced by more than 75 percent if
the 23 percent depletion allowance for uranium were not taken into account. The
company reported that it undoubtedly would have decided to discontinue the
operation in the absence of the depletion deduction. Another company has esti-
mated that its sales price for uranium would have to be increased more than
10 percent to maintain the same net after-tax income if the percentage depletion
allowance were to be eliminated. Another company that has opened a relatively
small copper-zinc mine in a depressed area-an operation that required an initial
outlay of more than $4 million-reported that under the discounted cash flow
method it uses to evaluate investments, It Is doubtful that it would have under-
taken the project if It were not for the percentage depletion deduction.

Perhaps a more striking example of the Importance of the pr(\9ent tax treat-
ment is a case described to us by a company that was considering developing a
copper deposit in an African country. This country required, however, that the
mine be owned and operated by a corporation organized under the laws of that
country. The effect of this would have been that when the income from the mine
was first subject to tax by the United States It would be subject to tax as
dividend Income and thus would not be eligible for a percentage, depletion dt'Ilc-
tion. The company eventually decided to withdraw from the project, though it
had spent several hundred thousand dollars on it, because the inability to use
the percentage depletion deduction reduced the after-tax return to the point
where it was no longer an economically viable investment. This deposit was
subsequently developed by foreign companies.

The present tax treatment of the mining industry has been built into the
Investment structure of the industry, -and into its I)rice structure. Decisions to
open new mines or expand existing mines have been made on the basis of the
present provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The prices charged for mineral
products and, indirectly, prices throughout the economy have been determined
by the supply of minerals evoked by the present tax structure.

Annual surveys of the First National City Bank for the years 1960 through
1908 show an average profit after taxes as a percentage return on net worth
of 11.2 percent for the mining industry compared with 12.15 percent for mani-
facturing industries. It is clear from these figures that the owners of the mining
companies are not getting an undue profit after taxes because of their tax
treatment.

It would be ironic if the Senate should cut back on depletion rates for the
mining industry in the same Congress in which it passed S. 719. In passing S. 71,,
the Senate has endorsed the principle of r;cognttion of the national interest in
the American mining industry. Surely the first token of that recognition will nor Ie
an increase in tax burden aimed directly at the mining Industry.

We strongly urge that depletion rates applicable to the mining Industry under
present law be retained by this committee.
Inconseltenoies it depletion rates under the bill

The blanket reductions v re made without regard to the fact that coal logically
should have been In a higher rate category than 10% before any reduction was
applied since all other fuels have higher rates and the general category of "other
minerals" has a rate of 15%. For example, if coal were to be treated as entitled to
a 15% depletion rate before any cuts were considered, then even the the 26.6%
cut proposed in the House bill for minerals entitled to the 15% depletion rate
would leave it with depletion at the rate of 11%.
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Even those minerals that were expected in the House bill from the cut in the
15% depletion rate (gold, silver, oil shale, copper, and iron ore) were excepted
from the cut only with respect to domestic deposits. Since we are concerned with
the scarcity of these minerals and since we must rely on foreign sources (except
in the case of oil shale), there is no reason for cutting their depletion rate in the
Case of foreign deposits.

Technically, it is not clear what the provision in the bill for a 15% rate for
domestic gold mines and silver mines actually means. With occasional exceptions,
gold and silver are produced in this country its by-products from mines whose
products of principal value are lead, zinc, or copper. While historically the refer-
ence in the law to "metal mines" has been interpreted as providinig a depletion
rate for metals not otherwise provided for by name in the Code, this interpretation
is proposed to be overturned in the pending proposed regulations under section
613. 'J'lhst, proposed regulations would treat its eligible for the present 15% rate
for metal mines all mineral products from such mines, whether these products
are metals or not (unless the products are eligible for a 23% rate under section
013(b) (2) (B)). If this interpretation, which we think is erroileous, should be
applied to the House version of II.R. 13270, the 15% rate for gold or silver mines
in the United States would presumably not be available for gold and silver
produced from other metal mines in the United States. For example, the rate of
depletion on silver from a lead-zinc mine might be cut to 11%, even though the
depletion rate on the lead-zinc itself would be 17% (23% under present law).
Furthermore, under this interpretation, the effect of the language of the House
bill would b to re(Juce the depletlon rate on iron ore from a domestic miune from
15% to 11% where the iron existed in the ground in combination with other metals
if the predominant value of the product from the mine wIts of time other mettils
or minerals. This is not a theoretical example; it occurs where Iron sinter (which
Is in direct comlpetltilon with the iron in taconites) is obtained from sulfide ore.
Tils is a technical problem that could be solved by deleting the word "mines"
from proposed section 015(b) (8) (A).

EFFEOTIVES DATES

The bill as it passed the House is inconsistent in its treatment of effective dates
for the various provisions. Retroactive application of taxes should be avoided
wler ver possible. (Otherwise, some taxpayers will be taxed under provtsiols of
which they had no knowledge. This is true even though a provisions is made
effective on the date of some announcement by the Ways and Means Committee
or on the date that some proposal was made by the Treasury Department. All
taxpayers cannot be expected to keep in touch that closely with legislative de-
velopments. In fact, in a complex area such as the tax law, taxpayers find it
difficult to kep up with Changes actually enacted into law.
An example of a retroactive effective date is the one proposed with respect to

mineral production payments. Treatment of such payments as loans is made
applicable, in the House bill, to production payments created on or after April 22,
19069. Another example is in the application of recapture rules to section 015.
These rules would be effective for exploration expenditures after July 22, 19619.

We suggest that all the tax-imposing provisions of the bill be applied prospect.
tively only.

MINING EXPLORATION

The bill makes the so-called recapture provisions of section 617 applicable to
expenditures after July 22, 1969 to which section 615 applies. It also allows foreign
exploration expenditures to qualify for deduction under section 617 subject to a
$400,000 limitation on total expenditures. The net effect of the two changes is
virtually to eliminate the difference in tax effect between section 615 and section
617. Under the bill, both sections will apply to foreign as well as domestic explora-
tion expenditures (within the $400,000 limitation) and deductions under both
will be subject to recapture-that is, the amount of exploration deduction pre-
viously taken on a property that becomes a producing mine will be recaptured
either by immediate inclusion in income or by denying an equivalent amount of
depletion deductions for the mine. The only difference remaining between section
615 and 617 treatment is that there will be an overall limit of $400,000 on de-
ductions under 615, including domestic as well as foreign exploration expendi-
tures, whereas domestic exploration expenditures in excess of $400,000 can be
deducted under section 617.
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Under these circumstances, It would be unfair to hold( taxpayers to an earlier
e'lec't in to (l('it exploration eixim-nd~itures ulnder sections (515 Instead of under
section (617. The reason for electing section 015--i.e., no recapture-disppealrs
under the bill, so taxpayers should no longer be bound by their earlier election of'
section (515 now that the ternis of the provision onl which the election was b~asedl
have beeni changed. We urge that taxpayers he plermiitted another election between
dooiueting exploration expenditures under section (115 and under section 617.

III revising te (. Code provisions for lubne e.lo~rntioii (editctionls the (!()ft-
inittee should takce this oppiortunlity to iil11i(v' it iliii1li4tilkaiily clear' that exhlnol-
tiar-I's af 1ter' ii 111ii tie ieies tite (el'oiili&'iit stilge~ aire niot to let' r1(it ted Its
explloration expleniditures foir tax purioso's. Inisteail. they tire either deovelop -
ii'it exiX'ndlitui'cs4 or ipiodllct 11)1 explt'inditi'O' iifter tile nii fills 101' the( c-
ipiorfttiloi stage. It wvotlol seemi tilliiev'essit ry to laboiir tis oiiwhouits lilit III view\
of' the sta eitents Ini t his Cioniiittve's report, oi the 19P51 Act w'ieii tlie preoii'ces-
S0t'S o1' tI li)IT~SO'iit s'ctioiis 6515 and1( 46146 were o'iiicto'd. lbut there its bvncti apexr-
Slstetit, Ill iSiltidf .rstutiioh tIig of' ('4ingress' fitl 'it, ciii iii111111 tlg ill til u 'iul'etil 4 lu
by~ the( 4 '(ilit of' Appo'i is foir tile (, v'ii 'iro'uiit Ill Its oinlioIlii Stilll(I Fc
I'rifleh Iaoiild C'o. %v. 1,7jj(/ Nft(If', :178 F. "d 71 (7th ('irs. 11)167). liegarde-ms
of whether or' not tihe Court reached thle t'oii'ret re'sult. onI the( filets i that caIse,,
tile oinlion ll iliisiiteriireteol the cotiseqIiveicves C onlgr(ess Iten'tded to lhe ort
from tile shift froin th tie xphlora'tion st age 44) tile- dee(ilpmen't Stage. 'Pie olilioti
In the( an.Ita Pe ('li1' rea'lchied the( reinirkable- conclusion that, having pr1ov1ided'
for oleoluctloji I or exliorationi exienditilres ( ihnlimlts) (during the* expiora tin
stage and liaiving pr1ovi(le(l for oledlu(tioll of' development exjieniti ues after the
iiiiiie re&acii'o the development. %tage, C.oiigiesx mieanlt to treat ttxhiaiyel's as liuti-
Ilig expltortion41 ('XptIllltllre otStfter 4 live (xploraitioni stage had1( end~ed tat. were ntot
oleoiiit ible, either its exploration exhietlnditlres or as (leveholinellt eix iX'lti'v'.

A fau ir reading of tile- Treatsury hieglilatiolis4 under' s('tlolis (515) and (51; bearls
out 0111 Initerpretation. See ilegs. §§ 1.615-i (at ) find 1.45145- (a1). We sliggesit thtt
the 4 'oillililit tee stilts I Iits repiorIt. oil tile iiiine exploirationl eX wlf'i1t ire hirovis ils
Of' 011.1 illh thltt ('XIpllditllO' Ia in' the( develo1i Itillt Stalge Is l'ea(Itd alre to hue
reated its (iev'ioliiit'l (or hilOdhlcth~io) PXls'ndliti'(s.

MINERALL PRLOD)UCTION PAYMFIN'i'

We believe that we should bring to youir attention at (hdiiihiiatoi'y ('fl'oct. thtt
would result If thie provision of' the( hlouse" lill that would treat soh 's of carved-
out inieral p~roduc(tioni lpiyli('its as loans Is adopted lin Its present t'oii. I'lodul(-
tiOlL paiyments aire at type- of adovanlce sales. TPie nils'e Ill thi( 8 Oil cariiyt-oiit:
pl'ooiletioul lallilts Wals cited lin tile- Ways and Means Comittee reIKort its
pr'iimaitly Involvinig tile Impac1l(t of the, 50 J1erelt of nlet Inicome limitation oji tho
pereitage dep)letionl dIeduictionl. The dliscrliminiltonl airies from tile facet tt aill
other taxpayers have the(, olIiotulnity of' accelerating iIne for other piromse
through advance, sales. Under the loan alpproach inI the Houseo bill, this right
would be taken away from the mining industry where ad~vanlce sales aire ain0l-
pushled by carving out anid selling mineral prooluetioti paiymients.

Trhe Amlerican Mining Congress believes that If proceeds froin stile of mihieral
lril'(tioll paymen~('1ts are treated us loans for purposes~ of depletion comuitatifoils,
the miining iInstry should not lie pr'evenlted( front acceleratling Income for other
pulroses8 011 tle stone basis its other taixpaiyers.

DEPRIECIATION

Section 521 of the House bill would deny 200%/. declining balance and suiTI-of-
tile-years (digits dlepr'eciaitioni on newv r'eal ('stuto construction (other titan hotis-
iIg). TIhe p~rov'isionl ti the House bill1 appears to go far beyond thle alleged abuse
ait which It Is alined. Industrial buildings conlstructed by thle business firms that
use them have not been used for quick write-off and resale at capital gain rates.
Any possibility of ahiuse lin the ease of industrial buildings can he guflrdeol
against lby provIiing for full recapture tit ordinary Income rates of till depreelil-
tion deductions p~reviousqly taken against profit on disposition. It i's not desirable
to discourage Investmlent III such buildings by denying the depreciation (leduc-
tions In early years that are provided by present lawv.

We suggest that buildings constructed by mining companies to house their
mining -and beneficiation facilities and for related operations be permitted to con-
tinue the use double declining balance and suin-of-thie-years digits depreciation
with full recapture of excess depreciation as ordinary Income against profit
on sale.



We ailsoi slggestf iirest'rvatioii of tile ,;ilnllclty 1111(1 certainty (of the deji)rcimi
tioii gllille IiVem by law So) tillit taxpayers way13 vouiiii to rise usl(I lives
sit lellst its short ats guildelie lives without regard to the resi'rve-ratiii test.
''llX I iiyi'rs whoi wish to t'stiilisli u1sefill lives sh1orter thani guuldelimie lives should
Ibv allowed to use the reserve-ratio test to ('sh.iiillsli their e-ligibility for such
shorter lives.

5i'4YION 213 OF TH1'111.lUL

Sectioni 21: otf tillie lill Is designed toci) the uiste (if' so-vaihhtd I'hioliy loss"'
((hlluctioilm to offset, imcoiiie. While the probillemi Is ii()ito (l'dictiOli of exp'-lidii-
I tire's t hit Ilre ror. thle lHiersoIlil eiilioyiit of, 1i0di41111ais. It Is hot Ovl t hat flte
hrovisiluii Ill the bilh would ie imouledi to hii mvl(1111. II it iapplies to (I('l 1(11111
by voriorit lollis, tOlwn there Is at serlious (lige that It will, lit tilie very hlast.
creat tll iiiiwii ITO-1 lited lV'iii1(W o taitx avoidijiev tilii , will INiiv' to lie re*-
bit ted Ill lengthy disputes with Ii 1eveiiv Iagemits Ill tw .ise. of1 mlin y-coui-
o'i vi ly lieul-l 11ii -- illi l ig Thiluli es iiis p rol emi within the H oiuse hill a r-iso's
frliii the falluii're of, tohe ill to~ provide at worklibHe sti a 113 ioI ii recogiiiig
losses I ncur redl for tile l.'soi I eijoy.iiieiit (of iioividml s i t from t lie Muet
that thetlhll would apply to Jiil I'activity" earr1ic'l oil bly at taXpuilyer, wit liout
olefihliig ''actlv ity", If Jill ''ct lvi ty" Ili('ilI Ssomletimelos l'ss 0111ti a trade or liusi-
niess, tileii itianly "acetivities' ('Ii rrijed ()It by miiiiii iig ('oiiipauits ill thie course of
coiliohitflug t heir. b)Illss 5 miighit be' conisider'ied its c'IIiO'd oil without at rI' i-l
a lle ('xpeicltiloll ori r('ui Iiziig it prii't, IV.'o urge that, If sect imi 21:3 Is retuiit'ed
Ill the l, i t lie r-evisieo to i mlak It, ('lear that It does not. aipply to uirofltaile
Iuttivities curri1-ed oii lls segiliemits of' Ji oiveirall trade or business coniducte'd with)
1i relmoiiuhle ('x114'('tt loll of reilizilig hroilt.

Per'?cenltagte (1c/~in lt oil.O foreign, in in es anid dleposits should be retain ee
While thle H101use ill do~es not repeal pic(ehitage. depuletioni mi fore igi nfmlevS

1111( dleposits Ill the clise of the haird inerals, amtendmienits luive beeii offered to)
this C omiimittee thlt wvouild do4 So. Fi'urtlilllore, ft(" Ilo il 11:18 cut thle dv'-
Iiletioi1 rates oi aill uiierais fr'om foreign deposits aill( hi11s eI l ii1iited toi'eigii
pierventage dettion lit tilt, ('list oif (iii Illd gas wells outsidIe the I 'nit ed Staites.

14naJJctmen1It of le'glsllatomi tit would elmiiiitte percentage dlepletionl o)il mtllits
loicitted outside thet Uniteid States woul()II iloilutt tile lwihlcple oif taix neetridity.
Any cults lin oepletion.1 rates oin foreigii deposits w~otll(I be iletl'itentifh, ilot onily
to ouiii itiimimg Ind~iustry, but to our c'ounltry wa4 a whole.

United Statem polley towairdl fte oevehopiiemit lild Op~erationl of foreign infilig
by I 'muted Stanttes conlipiles should ioit va('illitt froml yea i' to year. If our C'Iov-
el'iiniIemit (his4courltgem foreign m~ininig, even for at short peiI o4f yea is, we will
hive to live With tile ('onlie'ces for gerieratlitis. Thel( results oif it repeal oif
percentage depletion for foreign mines Iiy our (loveruiment would lbe Irrever'sibile
because, the foreigii ieral deposits thiat would 1be1 dev'eloped by3 liultlolliih$ (if
other countries as it result would he lost to uiur comupiles- forever--even though
tie m minroI are essential to our domestic cono'4mory.

Tihe Treasury hlas stated to tile Committee that It Is p~resenltly dleveloinmg an(d
lanls to priesenit to Conigress8 comipi'eiiensive prooiisails relittirig to thet 1".8. taxa-

tion oif foreign Inicome. A thorough review oif our' piresent, liliosophy tow~arid tile
taxilt ion of foreign Incomne Is certainly (1(sirabfle. mi1d(, with that review lin pros-
lied, It m(eeulis poinitless~ fom' the (Couimiittev to (developl olettiile(1 unodltlemi Ion of' I1N(
present system Ill tis l1ull. Fumrthermiore, If there iorue basic ('1111rges mad~e 1filter'
lin tile system for taxing forelinvioie It will lie nev(essary to idopht compIJlex
provisions for phasing ouut the proivisioins (if s('(tiolis 431 1111( 432) of the IHouse iiiII
We suiggest that the entire sub~ject of foreign tax credits 7u11( cilululges from
luiistic depletion i ruttes lie put, over for coimsi(Ieritioni when thfu Treasury miia1livs

Its. comnir'elilsive propolsI.

Minimal i'elelnme from lnereaslnq United State.- tawesq
The United 'Stittes would gain virtually no reveie from (lelying or reducing

percentage dlepletion onl foreign mineral deposits or' other' similar tax ('lhai'r4'.eq
Foreign minling inconne is subjIect to Income tax lin the foreign country, wlhch
Is ehigilMP for credit against ITnitedl States tax. Where the effect of ell iml citing
or cutting foreign dlepletion deductions Is to raise the U.S. effective tax rate
above that, imposed b~y the foreign country, the foreign country can lie expected'
to raise Its own taxes fly an equivalent amount.
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The sentiment encountered in the countries in which mineral resources are
located, even though generous tax incentives are offered by them, is these coun-
tries are determined that taxes on income earned therein should be paid there
rather than to the country from which the investment originated.

Many provisions in foreign countries for reduced tax rates are explicitly geared
to the tax rates in the capital exporting country. For example, in Peru, Article
50 of the Peruvian Mining Code, as amended by Law 16892, promulgated Febru-
ary 4, 1968, after providing for reductions of tax rates on income from mines
or ore deposits by executive agreement, provides, "The aggregate of the prollts
tax rate plus that of the complementary tax, in case of foreign enterprise, shall
in no case be less than the global rate of tax charged in the country or countries
where the investments originate, provided that the differences entail obligation
to pay taxes in those countries." In other countries tax agreements made with
individual companies provide for increasing rates to offset any increase in
United States tax.

In any event, the existence of an automatlc provision for increasing taxes
to offset an increase in our taxes merely means that the offsetting will take
place immediately. In other countries the same result will follow gradually,
so that any appreciable increase in revenues to the United States Treasury
will soon disappear.

The Committee report on the House bill recognizes, in giving the revenue effect
of the provision to deny percentage depletion on foreign oil and gas wells, that
any theoretical revenue gain will be eliminated in later years by Increased
foreign taxes. The report says, "Although a more substantial gain of $90 million
appears possible from repeal of foreign percentage depletion, it is assumed that
in early years these gains will be partially offset by unused tax credits and in
later years will be eliminated by increased foreign taxes." (Part 1, 1). 138.) Thus,
the effect is to increase the tax cost to United States taxpayers without increas-
ing our Government's revenues. In the words of Assistant Secretary Cohen's
statement to the Finance Committee, "The end result will be that the U.S. tax-
payer will pay additional taxes to those countries but no additional tax to the
United States."

In some countries the tax laws contain percentage depletion deduction pro-
visions modeled after ours-sometimes with the same del~letion rates as are
provided in our law. Obviously, we could not expect those rates to remain in
effect if we were to eliminate or reduce percentage depletion on foreign deposits.

Discrinmiating agahi8t foreign minig v olates the tax neutrality concept
If Congress iwre to change the tax law to discriminate against foreign mining

this would be contrary to the principle of tax neutrality that Is the theoretical
justification for the United States taxing income worldwide.

A strong government can be made for taxing only income that is earned in this
country. Our Government has rejected that approach, however, on the theory
that, insofar as our tax rates control the situation, the income of a United
States-based firm should be taxed on approximately the same basis regardless
of where it arises. So long as we follow that principle, we should not discriminate
against income from foreign sources. Elimination of percentage depletion on
foreign mineral deposits would, of course, do Just that.

Thus, if Congress continues the policy of taxing United States taxpayers
on their worldwide Income to achieve tax neutrality, foreign mining should not
be discriminated against in our tax system.

0 ur reliance on foreign minerals
At the outset It should be recognized that the mining industry must go where

the minerals are. And many of them are not in the United States-in some cases
domestic reserves can supply a part of our requirements, and in other there are
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no domestic reserves. The following table shows imports as a percentage of United
States consumption in 1967 for the most important minerals:

TABLE 1

Metal8 and nonimetal8-Import8 as a perccint of consumption, 1967
(Imports as percent

M1t.ta Is: of consumption)
Bauxite --------------------------------------------------- 80.5
Beryllium (11 percent BeO ----------------------------------- 100. 0
Cadmium -------------------------------------------------- 13. 7
Cobalt ----------------------------------------------------- 58. 8
Copper ---------------------------------------------------- 33. 5
Gold ------------------------------------------------------ 14. 8
Iron Ore --------------------------------------------------- 35.0
Lead ------------------------------------------------------ 41.2
Manganese Ore (35 percent or more M) ------------------------ 86. 6
Mercury --------------------------------------------------- 35. 0
Molybdenum ------------------------------------------------ 2. 0
Nickel ----------------------------------------------------- 82. 3
Platinum Group -------------------------------------------- 91. 4
Silver ----------------------------------------------------- 32. 5
Tin ------------------------------------------------------- 66.3
Titanium:

(a) Ilmenite concentrate --------------------------------- 22.6
(b) Rutile concentrate ---------------------------------- 100. 0

Tungsten -------------------------------------------------- 12. 3
Uranium (Uu0 8 content) -------------------------------------- 14. 3
Vanadium ---------------------------------------------------. 8
Zinc -.-------------------------- 41. 0

No(iBlnals:
Asbestos --------------------------------------------------- 89. 5
Barlte (primary) 3------------------------------------------------8. 8
Boron ----------------------------------------------------- 32. 0
Clays -------------------------------------------------------. 2
Diatomite -------------------------------------------------- 0
Fehlspar (crude) ---------------------------------------------. 1
Feldspar --------------------------------------------------- 83. 6
Graphite (natural) ----------------------------------------- 100. 0
Mica:

(a) Block and film --------------------------------------- 93. 6
(b) Splittings ------------------------------------------- 78. 9

lhoslhflte Rock-----------------------------------------------. 5
Potash (K 20 equivalent) ------------------------------------- 41.2
Salt -------------------------------------------------------. 9
Sulfur and pyrites ------------------------------------------ 17. 0

NoT-.Data based on 1907 Minerals Yearbook, vol. I and II, Metals, Minerals, and
Fuels, U.S. Bureau of Mines. U.S. Bureau of Mines' Commodity Statements (supplement
to Bureau of Mines' Strategic Plan), January 1009.

The same point is illustrated by the , Alowing table, which shows United
States production of a number of minerals in 1907 as a percent of world
production:
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TABLE~ 2

United states 11incr-al jprodilet ion. am~ a pere'(nt of world production, 1967

1,17.S. product loll a- at percet-ttage of world pri(1lu't lon)
MIiuieill IPrecnId

Fi'llorsjpar -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 3
UIypsitmn -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -IL

Potash -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2o
S alt -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3
Sulphur elemental -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --17
Ilau1xito -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - .
4 oapu'u' ()it CIII. of ore Iilit conce't'il tett) - - - - - - - - - - - --- -- 1 7
(1od d -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

i&tIit1 ltt)itt-iit otf ort' hll coticelt ralte) .. III
NM ercury -- - --- -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - III
Mo l yI al'n i III (c4)11ivilt of1 ore- allil collc'lit rati-)-- - ------ .-- .. . 71I
Nickel---------------------------------------------------------- :t
Slver----------------------------------------------------------------- 12
Ttingstezi ('oncivtrate (00%) tiungsteil dioxide) -------------------------- ..
VIaIIItIuI(III----------------------------------------------------- -47
zile t(Content otf ore anti, concet'utrate) --------------------------------- 10

Source: inraN Yeanrbook. 1967, vol. 1 11, h itult 112, 1p. 59, anid vol. 111, stable 10, p. 3~7.

Ewell t11 (' 1'4nt'i reatitonslilt) of tlaiiitstlt' production to domm-st i (l('ilnid
undt'rst ates our' future det'ln'lilI'1(' o11 foreign N()ur(' for) iaints. .%s wo
1)tolitedt out earlier lit til, stil t('ill'it. tlit'. I11114.111 ot 'Mii's i,, l-vMA'4i'tl I' nileid
stite.s niliteral (h.1ii11ui1 to) ilc'relst' by mlort' thli foirl times by Ow yh"' ~'ea2101).
whlieasz h~i4s e i li en)1-1 I l ct i ol) l' r jied ( III (III , I m' i s ifNti 21 -yt'ar I retais
('1111 o)1nly he' et'XIt'(t d to litt' 11101t, thu i (14)11)1 by 2000)4 Flrtlheriirv 't'Iho Ilmvt'm
of1 MIlie 1 Is0 pre~ictIting 11 five-t'tltl ill('Vt'hl SIn illvrldwifle(W tuii lit4 fi ner1ola Is 1by
the t'iiih fir Ile tl'111V.

Thus wve are fact'd withl a widen,.inlg gapl bet ween doitste mcnine'ral supplly anad
doilit'sl cin v 'a ('oIlslajl)t it)ll. uuuidI thI( pro'blem11 of obtaining a(itlua tv suliv~ ts
from foreign san r.-ts Is colnplidateai by tin eve'n more ralpidi inl('rase lin fort'ign
detmand( for minevals.

Facing this t'ture, anyj chnges lIt our tax la ws thlt would dlis&'tini'gt Aine'ioa ii
iiiig firnis from secu-tring antd levelviing foreign mnuer'al (1t'liosit s would lit'
t'oit i'ary to) the(, nat lonil. Interest.

'i1h4r( i; at c'hiuii nautionial inkterest li tit' ('ant rid of foreign 111trl 01'''
to assure1' lilt mdttiiuato suply~~3 (f basic neh1(rals for domestic uleed(. Tme wtorm
supp41ly of comme~iIrc'ial I uiinera I deposit Is ii iii! ed, iand tbtlt' I Ild list rio111 i'(A cotl('11-
tries aire ac(t ively acquiring control of foreign mnineral deposits.

A further Impor'tanlt advantage of hlugn- lt- ftore'ign stalle'4' or i ii'i'a s f'ill.
United States Consumipt ion owned biy Untited States litIms Is th lit IINNict1114
ot reasonable p~rices. The United State.I' shiltI not let it sef get I lito ii ixsit 14)1
where It canl be exploit e by foareigin prodluvers wit hboldlig sulieNip from lilt
market or exerting monopolistic priessur1es to force p~aymienlt of uillrea sona bly
high prices.

Furthuemore, foreign ojwrotious that are Unitedl States ownedA will. buy ma1,-
chlner3' 1111( t't1111'IIt. front)I Uiited S8tates manufact urers mill tilie enllila
and construction will bx- performell by U.S. comIponit's. Aditi-onally, U7.8. owned,(
('auiuites aire more likely to Um,' U.S. smelters andl ri'inei's ta iprot-'ss fteir
foreign art'sA anti ('ocentratem.

Balfuncec of Paymen('fts ?icl'its
United States ownership of foreign mineral operations heneit s our baluutace

oif payilnefltm. I iret foreign Inviestmen'1t lit II1i1uilig alit(] siiiehtiiig allroati, av't'riug
to the Offi'e. of Business Economieg In the D~epartmnent of Commerce, produced at
total dollar Inflow over the eight-year period, 1960~-19647, of over $3.2 billion.
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oif Nwit(Ieb $2.2 billion mere from lwaitwh profits, $940 million were froin divitleiids.
anid $85 million were from interest. Retiecting at stv'niiily rising t renid, the 1967
tigii't'5 totle(d $596 litil1lot, etilpiom4( tif $413 million lifltl('llpirofits, $167 million

Pakinig Itot 1tt'4oluilt tit- Infliow fromii roalties. livie fees, rentals, imantlge-

iit'1t...11)11111 oit flmvws by mlorethu 11i $2.1 billion for t lie tight -yvar 1ilot. 190-
19117. Tho net viapitadl inflow for '197 wits $320 million. ('ii outflow figures
fo r hi-et st utistie-s Inv (rt' mit-d Inl thev ( )tolier ltOt8 vdit ion of ft-e k'~rre/ (if
0*('urn'it -Vim --vs '11liulilihed Iy titl 'S. DIl-tilliti (it' 01'tiiiiiiiee. Tilivy iiirli(Ie
reililvvete( 'CI VII ilgs tif ftlilgii lint ws liess welt as iet ('iilii l t raisft'is by3 1' iiitt'
Staltevs pal renit, etnlilt's.

Tilii thetnt miling Indutsitry' Is now inn k llg a stilisti a tia vetitriblu loll to ourl
hillieof p-lytniits- evvei wheni (lilly t ie( di rit't heiiftis frojit i't'lttIt'l lirotit s

v'Vte onia ilt'ls all tnt ti i tiiiiotliities ftr iF , etltXpJortt'i' to sulily itoeiiiy
a lid evqu ipnilt'iit t o ilii iis owneltd by U i it e St ites' 11i 1iS.

The1)iilts4 remiittedl to thet Miitted 'States art'- de-rivedt only in part from
suplplyig minerals to the Mnited States ; tey also result f rom supplying foreign
ores anxd concentrates to foreign markets. These forelin markets will offer
I tlei'ecisi tig olilitPtittil Ils as tther c'oiitt ies ttwireast- I hell WIev of idustr n
act Ivl it's tuitt ritjin litrv inliterail supplies.
hr,oit oif tow' io((CtP'.4fi rvid byp foriin~ ((utitries

*It' tillftm 'litt-Iis a1 (1411t00 t'liiiiii11tted tIll medilt'ed, tir it' eli:iiigeS alf 1111inhIt'i
lit' fo -imtgl tInX eretiIt fi lii r'Sll tii I Igher el(tfet' U .S. hikx ma1tes tint t'timtigii

c11iiiiiig, 111 lit ix I 4-1tivti I oesiTerd by h111id ii ft i'igii toili ittvs wNill lie underut-'il
* A slisti a at lti tin ml 1i' of f it'ign ii v iets ire still eager, to eiwon ge piivt

tn Ililt al 14) tvlo'titp I lititlit 1ivitr itsoirtts. Tio inuike tis poissibile i hey otTer at
11O. iifyOf iiit'euSUreS tiowe t i flit' ltttoii tcix iurdetis of lte ntitig ilIilts.

euttIll l in x rtes tlt illt tv mol Iin ra hit' to I 1.1.. effeth've tutx rates wvIthI
11i'e lii ag lejib' t it i .N. iy it'aI iec I t a N raites it~i ctll'to nli at ig I ii(oiii' a1 me

A\s anl 'X.I lliplo, inl 1 iidtuiesia., t'tllowlint e t trli ilrtiw of the S tiktit t reg ie
ill 11165 lIv I Ow' I m'5ti it S1 ha 11i ti goi iiit, tflit' go vvi'li ieti t t'tilett'd ~im.~ Nto. 1
oni htia nry 11). 196i 7. Ptt' piiilitost' tif U lw Nti. I it to I il'(iv I a lia vintll
t'l illwi t' so . :1-; fhit' ii't'l ii lit'. tif Ilit' I aw st t'~s. "Ol t t'ort'gn cc it:1shtiitlt lbt

liiltitla,4 :iuil iit d to i.ixi or tl'ts a11td svttrs wiliith \\vltiiini Shtirt tinit'
t'lt ii titt its Nt't hi wlit Ai- ti'ht''tt 11' niestii en itlt ii it sel'.' Law Ni. 1 lirovitht't tile%
nut -11loiity tfor thet govei'nit'llnt, in their ('olitrit negotiate tionis with lioteittia 1
foreign investors toi grant sis'citie talx tex&ellptili5 111td 'h ile fit tit' ftu'i of
lower corp'lorate tax rates, a tax hiollity per'iod ill) to Ilve years, exeminton from
fixes toil dlitidls. t'xeitton frtom Impllort diiit'es, ii cctra ted (eie'm t
earrytiver of operating lossest atid other tax incentives. l'nrisiitit to lIiw No. 1. tlt'
Itdorn'sian (owerinent. In 1969, proiulgated M,\inling tt'iiltition No. 1,1/196(I8.

lt' oe i til talx ii't'ntlvs, this law rt'dneed thl Idoitestit corporate Income
tax rate of 60%ll to tax rates as shown In the table on -the following page.

[iii percent

Corporate tax rate

1st to 10th I11th to 30th
Category ot minerals year year

(1) Copper lead zinc, iron, titanium, manganese, mercury molybdenum, antimony,
asbestos, cirornite, iodine, natural asphalt, diamond, sulfur, kaoillne, and jarosite- 35.0 42

( 2) Nickel, cobalt, bauxite....................................37. 5 45
(3) Tin ......................... .......................... 40.0 48

Theivse lowe- tiielx writes wvoul dbeliet'omlit' ean gless to I T littt'tl States colipait'es
If U.S. percentage dt'plt'tion onl foreign deposits were relpealedh.
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Tax treatment of companies from competing Countrle8
United States mining companies compete with companies from other developed

countries for the opportunity to develop and operate foreign mines. Many of
these countries actively assist their nationals through favorable tax treatment.
These include the following:

France: Unless they elect a different type of tax treatment, French companies
are exempted from tax on income froia foreign sources.

French companies may elect to consolidate one or more of their foreign
branches or subsidiaries, subject to Government approval, for an agreed period.
III such case nomcfirous mining operations have a 151; depletion allowance for
three years (with a 50% of net Income limitation), with the depletion allowance
placed in a reserve for reinvestment within five years. Electing companies can
credit foreign tax against French tax, subject to a per country limitation.

Japan: Although Japan has a 48% effective corporate tax rate and a Japanese
company Is taxed on its worldwide Income (with a foreign tax credit allowed 1,
a Japanese company can charge up to 50% of its Investment in a less-deve]ol ed
country against taxable Income. This is an addition to a reserve that miust
eventually be restored to income, but. in effect, the taxes may be deferred up
to 10 years.

Netherlands: Although the Neftherlands provide no sp elfic tax incentives fur
investments by a Dutch company in a less-developed country, if a Dutch company
operates abroad through a foreign subsidiary the profits generated by the forelgu
subsidiary are not subject to Dutch income tax when they are repatriated. The
only requirement for this treatment is that the subsidiary's profits be subject to
tax in the foreign country-regardless of the form the tax and no matter how
low the tax rate.

If American mining companies operating abroad are handicapped by a heavier
United States tax burden they will be placed at a serious competitive disadvan-
tage vis-a-vis firms based In countries whose tax systems do not negate the
advantages offered by countries with undeveloped mineral resources or, in some
case', actively encouraged investment in these countries.

Investment by U.S. companies in foreign mining hns been concentrated in
Canada and in the less-developed countries,. as is evidenced by the following
table showing mining and smelting foreign direct investment at the end of 1967.

TABLE 3.--MINING AND SMELTING INDUSTRY YEAREND BOOK VALUE BY MAJOR AREAS, 1967

Millions Percent

Canada ........................................................................ $2,337 48.5
Latin American Republics ........................................................ 1,218 25.3
Other Western Hemisphere ....................................................... 431 9.0
Africa ......................................................................... 398 8.3
Oceania ........................................................................ 322 6.7
Europe ......................................................................... 61 1.3
Asia ........................................................................... 43 .9

Total .................................................................... 4,810 100.0

Source: U.S. Commerce Department, Survey of Current Business, October 1968, table 3, p. 24.

While Canada has by far the largest share of our foreign mining investment,
even there a large share of the investment is in areas of Canada that are not
themselves developed.

In addition to the obvious economic advantages to the United States of develop-
ing the mineral resources of foreign countries, important foreign policy con-
siderations are involved. The United States has a vital interest in helping less-
developed countries, and certainly should not revise its tax system to undercut
the attempts of these countries to attract private capital for development.

The arguments set forth above with respect to reduction or elimination of
percentage depletion on mineral deposits locatted in foreign countries apply with
equal force to any reduction of percentage depletion generally or to changes in
the application of the present U.S. foreign tax credit provisions having the
same adverse effect on U.S. mining companies operating abroad as the elimina-
tion of percentage depletion on foreign mineral deposits.
Foreign tax credit after loss years (sec. 481)

It is a common occurrence in the development of mining properties to incur
heavy expenses during the development stage. These result in losses until the
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producing stage of the mine is reached. In some cases where mines are developed
abroad the foreign countries permit these losses to be carried forward or achieve
a similar result by making income from the mine tax-free or by taxing it at a
reduced rate during the early years of the producing stage. In other cases,
however, the foreign country may provide little or no relief from its taxes on
the profits afater the initial losses have ceasd and the mine becomes profitable.

The House bill would require a taxpayer using the per-country limitation on the
foreign tax credit to carry forward losses incurred in a foreign country and use
them to reduce income from such country in subsequent years before comput-
ing the limitation of the foreign tax credit to be allowed for income taxes paid
to that country. Contrary to the Ways and Means Committee report, this adjust-
ment is not limited to cases where the foreign country loss produced a United
States tax benefit. This proposed loss carryover, which works to the tf:xpayer's
disadvantage, is unlimited in time-unlike the usual loss carryfor-va.id that is
limited to five years.

The Justification for this provision given in the Ways and 'Meanq Committee
report is that under present law a United States taxpayer with losses in a for-
eign country can obtain "what in effect is a double tax benefit." This is not cor-
rect. In fact, he pays no less income taxes. United States and foreign, than a
taxpayer with the same income and losses whose operations ar, all within the
United States.

The bill does not take account of the fact that a foreign country may allow
losses to be carried back to earlier years (as our own tax system does). Conse-
quently, it may require in total U.S. and foreign income taxes far in excess of the
ostensible tax rates in some cases. This is illustrated b.v the following example
of a Canadian branch operation of a U.S. corporation, assuming a 50% tax rate
in both the U.S. and Canada:

U.S. tax (per the bill)
Taxable Canadian Gross Foreign tax

Income (loss) tax tax credit Net tax

1972 ................................. $100,000 10 $50,000 0 $50,000
1973 ................................. (100,000) 0 3(50,000) 0 (50, 000)
1974 ................................. 100,000 $50,000 50,000 S ($25,000) 25, 000
1975 ................................. 100,000 50, 000 50, 000 3 (25,000) 25,000

Total .......................... 200, 000 100, 000 100, 000 (50, 000) 50,000

11973 loss carried back to 1972 for Canadian tax purposes. Full refund on 1972 Canadian taxes secured, hence no foreign
tax credit.

2 Assumes other U.S. taxable Income In 1973 sufficient to absorb the loss.
I Special limitation under the bill.
Note.-Total tax: $150,000; overall effective tax rate: 75 percent.

If this provision of the House bill becomes law, the effect will be to impose
higher income tax burdens on taxpayers with foreign operations--contra:ry to
the principle of tax neutrality that is used to justify imposing United States
tax on foreign income. Essentially, the complaint should be directed agVInst
the foreign taxing authority that fails to allow the initial years' losses to be
carried forward, rather than against the United States taxpayer. Instead of
sacrificing the United States taxpayer as the House bill would do, the Treasury
might attempt to negotiate tax treaties with the countries involved to coordinate
their tax treatment with our own. We urge that this unjustified restriction, on
the foreign tax credit be eliminated from the bill.

If this provision is retained in the bill, at least it should be rewritten to estab-
lish as a general principle that it will apply only to the extent foreign losses are
actually utilized to reduce tax on income from domestic sources and that the
losses so utilized will be taken into account in computing the percountry limi-
tations for subsequent years only when the foreign country has not allowed the
loss either as a carry-back or as a carry-forward or through the provision of
tax holidays or exemptions.
Special foreign tax credit limitation on mining income (8cc. 432),

The House bill would apply a separate limitation on the foreign tax credit
with respect to all mining income from each country in which any property
producing mining income meets one of three tests. The committee report says
that these tests are "to isolate those cases in which it is likely that the income
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taxes represent, tit least lin part, royalties." The three tests lire whether the
foreign country :

(1) require itiyitient of a bonus or royalty,
(2) holdIs substantial mineral rights with respect to thie P~roperty, or
(3) Iniposes any income taxes onl iiiiinhg Income ait an effective rate higher

than onl other Intomne.
Tit(e three tests are treatei as co~nclusive p~resumlptions thiat thie Income taxes

imid relprestt ir)yaltit's to sonme extent, yet they are, ait hest, 1limsy reasons for
e1e1, suspect(ing that the hi txes represent royalties. Thet fact that at royalty Is
illhI Is certa i tly niot aniltitlit'atloii thalt the talx pial 1( i I.Io at royalty. Tfliw

fitc.t thalt the foreigni goverinnenit holds ininera I rights Is no I ndivatIion Mth ta
royalty Is utlplr()ilatt--tor Instan'e. tapyrma ypyti uptiltii i t'lltit'
to ot her jNIt'sotis with Iiteiests III tiit' iiiiiierI-fs 01r III tijI' SilfJiitt' IIa tIS. 141111111y, flit,
eft1ect lvi fta X n1tv' Is ii itililgilotis III Its apicaiI~t 1it and ('veil If the hi tx ra:( h'Is

II.II (i'f tlo foret'it go ve'll ittcft malit imii iot lii g to di wit it sulist It utii i i
it t'I'y'.iity.

ldvvii If tit(% teSs wer N-tt'i111. it wIV(it I)( I it' ir t to Impo14 se t. slh'c ii unitii t14

in'ititholds rights Or 501114' sort III it pHottioll (if' it. Anly iilitit oris baSmd oil fIte'
tests shlotid lhe itlqliledl only to the excess iiinomints tleterniiteti to he royiilt cs.
Pi-t her thuii i I I I rIg to th.eti re a in1otint of fit', film's ()I il a big I ti(onle( pa Id(
to the(, toiiit ry. lPttrtlheirmore tis IWOa'ovil I ln harsh th1aT 111S i t he i( Adnul ii Isti-
doll proposals it I ongresm rejected lIn 11M13, witch ait lea st would bave p~ermlit ted
t'ou'egit, i 'olnn' tit xe4 pa Id 4on ii lug income lIn one( country3 to Ne crediltedl agit Inst
1'. N. taxes4 oni int at g Ininat lin othiet foreign count ries, Filnily. the(- illogic of thils
provis(iI 4-n1 hei ii it i tst ratedi by% the fact thut. it will apply to to it situtiii where
theP fore(ign toI x nt( 1)1p-4 Ili(' roytlf 3 pa hi totit(-e foreign government 1Is less tMani

lit many cases tnnhig companies p~roce'ss thir atincrits lit a foreign country
beyoitd the- de~pltiton cut-ofl' point ui' set'ctoi Ifl1:1. For emi leb, ore' may bet
muted ii it font'igii c'otuntry 011(1 conv'erte'd or triinilml~rtedil l nontiiilng 0lX'i'itionit-
Il it' it" tile coiiiy. Me4(i'tt provision Ill the illI, the Incomeit atti 1)11ti 1)14 to
procetssing betyoll tIle% (llt'tiuon ct-oT ptoitt woIid not be inieral iiltoitlt andl.
therefore, wotil require it different II itation ('omptltatiolt for foreign tax
e'edt purposes. Thie foreign government. however, will conltintue to Iillose, a
siitglt% income ftx onl thep pllt from the entire operation (ats we dto ii tils ('0111-
try) , and It would be unlfa ir to) dividle this la x aii ti ily a1nd( voitlputo the' foreign
tatx credlit for eileci portion tindier a dliffere'it Mlita tion.

This Jprovlsion wou0ld( penlalizte taxpayers paying bona11 M~e foreign incoiiie tlix('
by prestuiig conclusively. without ainy Inquiry inito the facts, that all tile foreign
taxes onl nItiling tincom arte royalties. Tbe Mining Congress uirges tMat thils at-

The 1'rcasury'ss.~ifW('ted alterliative to section 4132
The Treasuiry opposes- thlt p~rovisionls of sectioll -432 of tile- House IllI, ciing uts

tile basis for its oppoltsitio~n some of tihe same olbjeetions tililit. we make here. The
Treasury huts. however, recommlentded an ahlttrnative to section 432 that is4 bused
upon01 tile belief that. soniehow, therew Is at "1splHal p~rolhem conecTted with foreign
inilleral Income."1 Tile Treasury's -aiteritlve wouldI deny use against other foreign
Income of excess foreign tax cretllts that result fromt the U.S. perettage depletion
deduction.

Tis alternative Is not as onerous as section 432 of tile House bill1, and It Is not
based upo~n thet contra ry-to-fact assumplltio~n that virtually every foreign ineoame
tax on nilling Income Is lin part a royalty. Th('re are, however, serious objections
to the Treasury's prop)osedl alternative. It Is it variation oil it proposal that wa'is
made by the Treasury lin 19M3 and 1964 and fiunally rejected by CongresS whent
the Revenue Act of 1964 was passedol.

The Treasury p~ropiosalIis subject to tile ('riticistul that it attpllpts to segregate
a sp1eifle category of lIncomle iand compare tOlt U.S, ani foretigni Ilcompl tilx rates
oil It. While this has tile appearance oIf ipr('cislon. the appeanrance Is Iliusory
because neither tile UTlited States nor mnost foreign (countries really Imipose
schedular taxes onl separate categories, of icomte without re-gard to tlir Impact
0o1 tile taxpayer. Furtllerinore. It Is not falir to segreirate, tile activity of milling tip)
to' the depletion cut-off point fromt all tile otiler related activities that a mining
comipany vingages litn it foreign country. Many (If these other activities, such as
the operation of railroads, warehouse anlt slilplping fftcilities, stores, alid power
plants, are required because of the absence (If lan adequate economic infrastruc-
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i to ac 'iiii' iiili g1 ti i tis ill tl(l' I()is ltvt'i hqitd ('dii llit ',(. A I.'( . ill ilmndiii

a nI d ii a i r e v a s e '4 f t ' lii ii h g e d lil l i e s a r e f*' I i tli n j i t. 1 l dT 't'5 1 1 'ry M , ld v I s a 1 1 1t t o

liii Islie(I pi'militts. It wmtl~ld 14' hiigly3 airtIiclil 1111dlitiCaI to segrt'-ga tt tihe prolfit
froiii sit ridly iiljg ollw1ilt s I'lii f lie act lvitieA lwt'yoid t1Ilmllinug dei1letloli

'I'lio In i lip'l a tlet't (11, 1111 thXcth55 I 0i't'Iltax c'redlit 1-4 Ill :%v' iigllg lit fthe

Olit 4.4't ill y p1Iays al toltal I;I tax at last; ttiilto) t11th t'fl'tilye lTuiitt(I Stil fts tzlX

If illl aplr1(Ia'11li sggested Ill t he Trel-asl'3' iitc'i'iiat ivt Siti1hou ld v i t((l. Ilit'

msvili Ill wi li Nve w( iild ti 'lga l I1 liojieless a ftveil j t to maIi 'tcth fol'eil I lixet'
a gail st U .S. fitsoil al Ii t t' lIl- '11i h a sis.

NV' ii rg'. rejec [tt1(di t it' 'I' rt'a si y aIltut'iif I %v I pd Ip isall as w,1 1 its sections .132
of flit' Hous' ill.

SNixi'( pi fl tlim it on? c'r(ditUI 1II' fort'ign tades8
Tlt', Tr'iesiy's t'olijitiif s mii fllt' Miolse bill int'llilo(I' tll( poib1111t3' thait

Alt i'gii talx c.it'ti it miiight Iw ielaled to) tilt' e.Xl(t ot f liit I'l Irt'lgll Ia xes exeedt 60(/%

113 It'e T'l''ili'3' litivt'Nvr, a1111 a ft 'r Jptllit lg oit, tiliit lint- 111I high f'(II'(-'lj tit\

to j uist I 'y threat ilig h lh 'ort'ign ii 1i g taxes dflclirtLly fi-o~in (lIt he high fort'ign
a -Xe.S. tlel( Tr' lyStt1eiil: voilildes Its tiIscuissioin of tilt' polit by Sta1tlig.

"wve Mvlwv'i 'i''iiill't 1 li') 11v.Il hIgh 111 Idlrd'kj'l l1N V1teS Ill a 1'(11101.1t'ojift'xf''.
It Is4 tiI lh'ult t( 1di iIlttstaI ll v l , ie rv'tasmNry oind~ it nt'eessa ry to) tls'uss tile
1111111 lit- all1 at ItilIs t I lilt sice( It pt'f't'i-s to p11S ostn ('nisit'i-aii t i11111 It brI igs

tillill3 :igi'ee that It boldle 1Ii:approprl tt, to ultlopt a1l13' 1u01 lImlItatiol oil tile
* toi'gii tax creittit at till.- t imte.

Il ai $411 i', (liijg fi' 't igl il ax (i'ddt oil tax t's Ill d'('tS4 4)f it s1 iecitied Ilte tIs

i 011 Io~l 4W flit t'lf''' ('with itlit f axl. igys'te t'i it aforeigni c'ountry. IF'irt hnile,
If ap1p lt i ~ t~lied t 1seii t~y~ f' )1iltI ilt' suc'h ~ as111111 jig I lit'tlle. tilt' I liiIfat Iiol Is

1)1tii tx f rea tilos. (Indelted, set'fitons '131 andit 432 o)'f lie I Ititst'l bi ll ptob~al lso11
vIoltto olir t yeaht3 obllga) (lolls.)
('ontionfvl 15h lf smir('( JIul(

Tile T'isui'3 st-tlt 'ii'jt rv('ttmlili'ids fliint, for Illliits o1' the for'ign tax

shelf of the(. Ullie t',tlt(s -\01thI rt'sp'tt to tilt'- texploration1 fo~r natural resources'"
aiid thlat tit, the htliil of ''tort'lgn c'olutry"' should iet'uth the cootienltfll shelf
Iel'tal1ilig to I lie, foreign ct'trllIy. It' dit lnt unlderstandl(ltie scope of this recnou-
iulintla t loli, antd In fact, wt'd tn ot. unde~orstanld that the scope of tile conltinlentl

shldt(h a i'l U~'~'Ytefliv.litIi view of tils un~certain~ty anld il the
tibseiivt (If anly tdemoinstratedl ieedl for' Immuediate action, we suggest that this
prnoposal be0 deferredt~ and( 'oliidoreo til conljuncion withl tile Treaisulry's comlpl'C-
lii('151't Jpl'IJptstig 011 tIlt' 11.5. taxation of foreign Inicomelt wheiltfhetset pr'oposals
tir resn~tedtt to CI(otgrt'ss.

We roeiphasize m111 L'1I ietr liollit t hat *1113' 1egIia t1011 tlt'alliig with ile taxatloui
of foreignl lj1i'lld Shodh lie, deferred'O pendIng comltiol of tile 'omiprehenIsive
Trreaisuryo study of this area.

CONCLUSION
Thev Amleritcani minIig Inidustry Ims 11 vital role Ii lit t t'veiopuieiit a11 111 aitt'.

lihlt'O of 01 oli eooltly. It hlas per'lformiied that role well mider o111 plresenIt tax
vy-stem. 1111d Ill tlit', process thle mininlg companiess have not imide after-tax profits
out of lie with those of Inidustry InI general. With ain t'xjil(llg hlt)phllItit)i allot
fill expanin jg ec'onomiy before I).,, thle mninlg Indlustry haus im1 ev'en bigger Job to
(10. It would 11( thte height tof folly to set ilp tax barriers to hltwk tIt avceomhlllisli
llelit of that job by cutting back 011 the present tax treatment of thilmiing
Industry.

llestiec.tfuiiy submilltted,
FRED W. PEEL,

3 -865--- i.t. 5-23 ,''l2Coniit.
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APPENDIX A

NUMBER OF DOMESTIC METAL AND NONMETAL MINES IN 1967, BY COMMODITY AND MAGNITUDE OF CRUDE
ORE PRODUCTION

Total
number

of
mines

Less 1,000 10,000
than to to
1,000 10.000 100,000
tons tons toils

100,000to
1,000,000

tolls

1,000,000to
10,000,000

tois

More
than

10,000,000
tons

Metals:
Antimony ------------------ 6
Bauxite .................... 10
Beryllium ----------------- 5
Copper ------------------- 124

Lode ----------------- 79
Placer ----------------- 142

Iron ore... ..-------------- 1 21
Lead ......----------- 73
Manganese ore ------------- 3
Mercury ------------------ 119
Molybdenum --------------- 4
Silver ........-------------- 74
Tin-------------------- 4
Titanium: Concentrate ------ 6
Tungsten ................... 18
Uranium ------------------- 406
Zinc ------------------..--- 173
Other- ..................... 5

Total -------------------- 1.372

Nonmetals:
Abrasives 2 .................
Asbestos ------------------
Barite --------------------
Boron minerals ..............
Clays ........- -- -----------
Diatomite ------ .------
Feldspar ------------------
Fluorspar -----------------
Gypsum ...................
Kyanite -------------
Marl, greensand ---------
Mica: Flake --------------
Olivine --------------------
Perlite --------------------
Phosphate rock -----------
Potassium salts -----------
Pumice -------------------
Salt -----------------------
Sodium carbonate (natural).--
Stone:

Crushed and broken....
Dimension -----------

Sulfur:
Frasch-process mines .-
Other mines ----------

Talc, soapstone, and
pyrophyllite ..............

Vermiculite ----------------
Wollastonite ................
Other3 .....................

Total ....................

18
9

51
3

1,280
14
49
23
75
4
2

20
5

16
48
10

150
57
3

4,427
547

S.................. ...... ....................... .. .

2 3 3 1..
4 1 ....... .. .. .......
51 11 19 22 18 3

68 6 1 3 1 . ..
86 25 21 8 2 .........
4 11 23 48 31 4
50 9 5 8 1.......1 1 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
88 19 12 -......

1 ........ ..........
60 8 5 1 .................
2 2 ....... ............ ........... .... ...

........ ........ ........... . 1 5 .. . . .

to 5 2 1 ....................
153 90 57 106 ..... .................
23 20 45 85 .............. .......
2 .................... 3

610 210 194 290 60 8

8 6 3 1 ........................
1 2 3 1 2 ....... . . .

10 9 15 16 1 ........ ..
................ ........... ........ . 3 --- -- -.......

79 327 697 177 .....................
3 4 3 4 ...................-
26 8 10 5 ......... ..... .... ..
4 11 6 2 .......................
4 8 26 37 ........................

.............................. 4 ........................
1 1
4 4
1 2
4 6
1 1

34 46
1 14

11 1 ........................
2 ....................................
4 2 ......... ..............
3 20 20 3

.......... 3 7 -----------
40 30 ........................
10 26 6 ............
1 I I ............

207 495 1,502 1,932 290 1
214 242 83 8 ........................

16 ---------- 2 4 7 3--------
1 1 .......... ............................................

65 13
5 2.
2 1.

12 ..........

30 21

6,912 619 1,220 2,449

I ........................
1 2 ........................
I ....................................
3 7 ....... ................

2,287

Grand total ............... 8,284 1,229 1,430 2,643 2,577 393 12

I Magnesium, nickel and rare-earth metals.
2 Emery, garnet, and tripoli.
s Aplite, graphite, lithium minerals, magnesite, and sodium sulfate (natural).

Source: Minerals Yearbook, 1967, vols. I-Il, table 6, p. 78.

The CHIzn~rAum . The next witness will be Mr. Brice O'Brien, gen-

eral counsel, National Coal Association.

Commodity
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STATEMENT OF BRICE O'BRIEN, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL
COAL ASSOCIATION

Mrll. O'BRIEW1~. I il(l('l' eXiSt ill(V fin s tile cold1 inidustr'y 1'Q('I es an ill-
Uatequailt(o i'itk of dep~let ion, I 0 percent., compllhar'ed to theo I S-p(r'('t rate
extb(ende to iiei'nls ill t'he "all other" category.1flie Ifobust bill Av'ill
viit. coal's i'ate to 7 percent. We uirge that. coa l's ruato be iiicrenlsed tol-the
I 5-fpei'ellt. level no", appl)1icableI to allI of li iiie'a is.

(,oa I is anll il-rt at., parIt of t'te Nation's total energy piettire. The
country iuiiist, hlae 11il abundannt, stil)Ily of enei'gy, and~ ))losMt of the
leery we ulse must. be su~pplied l i'o liest i( solurces if wve are to

The Nations toi rawi ellerg. lill forI oil ando gas, Iii'llumi and
( oil is cill-eily toit . 1ali 1iua.ya' ?il -. ('iiSiitloll is gi'owv-
Ing so fnst, that,. thle totnl i )11 ill lie about $30 billion n year. In another

At tle Inl'&sellt titte the 1.8. energy In arket is pecul inl1% ny ilnerable
to toreigni competition. The101e is a'gilut f o ()%-(1st forepign oil lih
prob~ably will conitinue for about, 25" year's unlt-il per cahuita coiisimnp
till of inergyv b) thle rest, of the Nv'ol( ineeases to thle levels ilecessaiVli
to provide a. decent., standard 0of living for thle rest, ol the wvorl(1.

Ill01 theiianilne, tie, cost, 1f finin'Ig anl producing oil ill forei'wn
countries is so low% flhnt implort, controls s and~ tax nlleenti yes nrie esseb11-
til if we alre, to supply the major' palt. of 01W] energy needs fr'oim
~'n(igeniols sources, and ol uiuisf. (10 that. We cannot periit, f'orei gn
Sources to supplly tile 1 iouis share of our1 ellergy, liecalise if wve do0 'no.
Ivei will ilve,20 vein's frn P011 o% anl energy (leficut of $10 to S,2(0 billion

ILyer. An no-ntio on eart could surlvive wvitll such a, hluie trade
deficit ill One, single itemi.

It, is Somietimies salid tflit. (coal do(es not lied ai. goo l percentage dle-
letioll itllownuie lieca u-se very little exp~loratiloln is reqireI~d. It, is trule

tlhat we ha-ve lunilnnalt. i'eserviws of coal, sufficient. to istf. vt' cIl ies,
but; coal initlhe gr'oundl cannot. he lisp(] to produce power 0or steel. 1(o be
ulsefuIl, there, 111uist be. sufficient incentive to at tract, thle cap lital necessary
to pr'ovidle l)1odllIitle caluneity," to openly liew coal le.

Tite Natfion todaIy is short. o;f c'oal, a1nd( tIle- shol'tao'e thi'eaten-ls to ii)-
ci'eaIse. The riskc tto clital ig at real dleterr'ent. 'to in vestmenit, whether
that- risk lies ii the, possibility of loss '01llrough exploraltion or in the
possibility of loss, after lprodhulcfiv't capacity is installed.

Tille colindustry hias been andio no11w tlireateieol With loss of
inviestmlenlt til) rg maIIIny grov'e I'mlen t policies including huge_11V expenldi-
tuI'C5e to (101elol) atomic1j( co11(in tiet Pt 10 (1 e l lt st-i foi1 l o f rt'g1
latiols; restrictinlg the Ilse of Coal, and thie PossibilitY of mnilited
imri'ts of ('lltel) foreign oil.

I niiglit. point out hiere that, there 01re no impor0lt limitations 1O0lay
0il J'QksidjIiiil Oil Wl'lil (_icl efl(t.IV cometeS with1 -oal, buit if thec imphlort
limits ar'e lifted onl em'ide oil, that also will compete~ wiith coal. crude
oil is selling, fou'eigni oil, at about, $2 a barrel. It is eaisy, to transport.
If the limits are lifted on that. we will findl crude oil froin abroad re-
placlig col infthe interior sections of thie Naltion.

Thiese problems are compounded ait tlhe present. time by thle possi-
bility that Congress will enact coal mines health mnd safety legislation
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wliil IIIUv for-ce the 4'los)5ii& of IiII1V N U colIllineCS. H t 1e. islat 1) i:4
8Cellei lvdl for )tIve SelI at I (looPt Ii IS Us a tel ll 10011.

Ill thle f'act. of all thei'Ilreats. thle coal ini"l-N rv lilst have a mooI
prj)1(S (cI. of I it i1-0 111-11 afIteri taUXe8,. slflic lell I to %\,41111"1it t Ili i-' s, iii-
%,0) vd ill o~)eilng hewi con I Illillies.

IfI itat i II ceilit ivei I lot 1)ltseltI'I Ie c I~) it(.Il NilIIhv I -(c iiiI I't (1 A I) l
Safl velii I es.

Th'le N.-in 011 iiiist have coaIl, wvit Iic m lilY :.11tvi'll:It i'v beiiioz a. ,s
ast Polls ( efiit ill Ithe 1)11liCI'.lc oftIPU(e '11 lieN aIt il ill Iii )I I u IVV C( U
unless t he ilicejit 1e Vto1 i livest. ill 11t'w mOU I j )P tll are1 U tlli i 11II( .

Wo Ilierelo aski 01n behialfI of the, Nat 1(41 Iliat coal be -0I'Ujltd t liv
14') PI'erelit, dele'~tionl ratti CIIPPCelitly a1)1l ictibh' to0l Illl~l is ill thle "alli
other" cat eooryN.

Alfoviivv i)PiCIIV to sm I le ot her prI)II i lllI)II e~vII-,I Ni
rIpe'1tct. to iiiner-al l)1othicti pa)1 ymen~ltts, w(I do0 hot. 1111111 Uill I hat-, I Ili
pI'tsellt, treat nielit;, sho ld bo I olti llleI as a. pl-lii111111.I part 1of t)h1e taUx
Strucetulre. We (to, Iloweverpoint,11 out, t 11111. ( his 1 real mleilt. growi mdt. of
thii. position)1 of tho IllterlU.1 Revellule Ser-vice, Un we( rC eel jutif ied ill
askingu that it,,- re eal not 1)0 ietrioact ive.

Instead of~ app 1yin(g to suio'li t I'l lstict ions. entered h111 U f't er April (4of
l) 196 asprovidedI fi 010 House bill1, the4 l'ep"ll0 ll o c re-at ilelt? should(
apply onily to taxable vals U Itet' tilee I'e(t iv deabt e of' t-i i bill 110m.
unhder' cons14ieration.

Anoiot he it eml, svitt het ic fuels. Yo11utC 11114e Ilet' COnsidera tion ill~l 'ia I
incentives, inlu~dintr tho elettionl Clltotlt Imlil , 1*0)1' 1h liploluct 1011
of SvnlthIltie oil fr'omi sle. Whatev'er' additional 1i I(llit i es axe l'4
lowed for the,~ purpose of' Stimunla~ting ti-le, produc11t iollo 4)1111itbe Ic fulels
tro01(iii oial UO shold bie allowed aUIs( for tHie prlodlict ol' of syllt 14'tic
ftuels from anyv other ineral Includling ('oU .

Wiileii Coii~~e'';sluIal A'spillall I :sktd for thi SI l )'I I re-atillvilt. he fore
the UWays 11.11(1 Mlealls Commhiittee, lho 'specifica liv indicated it should(
apply to all minerals used for tile samei 1)11 pose, and we aIgree. IN'
point out thlat the pr1oSp~ectIs 11i'0 l)Iet'lt y good that, Syll Ilet ic f'luels frroi
coal call 1)e Stimlllulated Well prior to the C.11114 tflit svnlt hietic, fuels l'oll
oil shiale ire a rl'. 'ommeri~icial possii ii y.

Another subject: With the r'epeat of thie inviest hllenlt. cred'(it, tliii is a
~1Owi1101 ne(ed to ham 11CC tehle i lu'ellti ve ftS or I he( i vest 1 len t o)f- (U 1)I it I! ill

lepi'eciabl3 equipment. This canl le done by g'iving, legislative snto
to the existing U eproelation g)uidelins mIU'5 W iti il1Utlls e liintioni
of the neced to ineet~ thea reserve r'atio) test.

The riensutry I)epiirt lielt ilistigiltol the depreciatio01 gutidelinies.
whi ich admittedly aire substantially shorter than useful lif e. Tho reserveo
ratio test is desig ned to take awaiy, as thle years go~ by, th blenefit of
then shorter guidlies. B ut wvorst' thian that, the re's(I-erv ratio) test, will
make the taxpayer pay additional taxes to paIy back t~o the Treaurlly tht
benefit of having had thec shorter life in previous Years.

There is no sound reason except revenues ieeds for binding the re-
covery of investment capital to usefuli life of' tile equip pind.

The liberalization inherent in the depreciation guidelines has already
been absorbed f rom tile revenue standpoint. It should not nowv be takeon
away as it will be if the reserve ratio test is not eliminated, and~ even
mnore important, taxpayers should not nowv be forced to bear the retro-
active penalty of having been granted this liberalization for prior
years.
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01v finial point. Inist ea( f elinminat jugli falst. (ie'iatio I'm- 14). 11(1-

loll gihli' l 41le )UticIIiI' inlii. iiiv~iived, provided t hat. 1 liv
11011'"nue is pr'otvctl d by taxing lit- Ol'(l ary incwomie rates all dep'eci a-
lioll takeii ill Ilie fut iirch and1( ieeo 1ei'0dl on"sale o)f sli(h )1 Iiigs. Il-

(hlISItrial billings dlo iiot. or'diniarily (Ililge hand liiiihss a eoiiipeWe

Ci)15it) -s11. 1I,~ are not- the kIv (dC obu)1iiligs Nii'lile It' fheml-
st'I y 4 aiy real est ate, tax shel1t er. and1( byX prid4'inlg for' (4)ll )d

lec v ioI'le()I*oflii i i' depreviat lol %'(lt NNvoiild el iIll itiaft' 0114' j)4ssiii I.Ns

11hik ol vei.~iry~.' hat1il,iSV)1'Ie(f1)11)Siil'lioxii su-

Iys vo e Ia I(1I : a 1 Iow IivU '. I I'(v :1 ( I. I iv1i v Ii I I 4) I I(evelop)-

,Nl. ( )lu"i:x. Ii Ii III)I P )II, del('It lol allow~alles" arec a fari' more

I('WV 1X'('5('1V('S- tlia ii ally p)4)85l t a Itclna tive. The :'lternatfi 'es are: (1)
dlirc(t, 5111)514k m)1 (-,?) illi4'4'ii IV' iI'4)li Iligh J)14rves cilt imi. 1i')Iii
Slmhi-'ages.

D irect. subs)idlies I' e('X w1at 14)1 4)1 l))4('I in le'ad 14) wvas-;tv aInd
templJttiions I' ilisaIprninO~'~t im, )I' ofiuiids, wic4h ili'vil-abilv avem4)i1-
pauiv I lie at liouit V 14() \wu'ile ( oernmieiit c(w((ks payable to i.ivate ill-
dividii11als. Ini adition ll,;Iiisi(iiv's wvoil sutist ituitleIit'j1i~ii'it41
I MVu'nlIf it, Olli('ial I'm th li k lvge4( ani c1(a Iv' I'lIness ()I' ille undlisi r

niati N~I()m has beenl invtest illo, his Oit 11101ev.
'11'he o)I Ilve ailefIlat lye iiicenut ivet' lii'ugl i-1 prices ImiuIlt i ii&r I')iii

slioi'tadt's- i I 14) ava ilable ill It' c ('1( )I, vilevi'g, Ililless5 st iit ('4)11 ndos

NVOIuld b(: AI rmolgr if, tHie ilwceui I%,ye is fI'Iitislied by tuei tax laws. Mill-
erals--- iuieltidijig. ('Iirg*--- ar' af 114 h)bt ()IIl t'('4)1lolim, aiit if' a1
4i4)llal (fl ('081 is added'( at the liast', it wviil I)N 1'ali( (hII1iig11'd v'ariouis
stages of' Iiafill f'act itre t) thet point whiel'(' hi('liil (')15isime1 wvill have
to pay $ ' $8 in fthe fina1 product c'ost I'm. ('ve'1'Y (41 ar (4 cost added4'

Senatio' (Omu% I wm)iId i live to ask one Illt'st ioln
IT yo01 miiitaill I bat there imst be somlethinig othetr Chaliai norma

il-otit' Its tilt iiiceii e f'or i investment 1 oil iii mining i Ojptat 1415 oils do v)ll
t-Iliiik iC slhoulid beC boiii lby all of the (cO11i11iers of coal, of', tI1rm1'ol a1
suilsidNy inl I li formi of a,' Sj eial dispensation to 11li) taxIpaye who
op'iates ill the Col lsiflQ58, byt 1 general taXIpayeI'?

(A, ('apit a i, andti e I In' 14'Sl thr li(i'4 iit. be is t 1)t wett t1he ibaIlaile-----
Senatol 4)' o11E. I dlid not ask youl if it was necessary. I assuile it is

1INI('SS1W. Wicth would ha) jpi''ft''Ule?
Mr'. ( ) iau1N. Let me1( 11115w(' it- ill this wav, St'liat-o'.I1 think it is bes.

i)orn1o by tall o)f th e )op~le )f this~ Natioi, l''a Ilste tile reason1 for1 it is
thazt the people of this Nation titust1 mlai tnt am at1)alal('e of tr'adet. The
benefit is to the people of this Nation, not. to tile investor in Coal. Thle
nee~d fol. it~ uI'ist's out of' tile international biul'alce-ol-t u'ade prlemsi'1i. I
think it; is logical that it shouldd he borne Iby thle NaItiol its at Whole.

Senator roim. Thankc you, Mi'. Ohairmani.
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Senator 'MILLRn. In your prelared statement with regard to multi-
ple surtax exemnptions, you ask that we retain the present tax treatment
if the taxpayer can demonstrate "a sound business reason-independ-
ent and apart from. tax savins-for the use of multiple corporations."
Could you give ine an examine.

Mr. OB ITEN. In the case of muil1ing, new ventures can be, and often
are, extremely risky and may entail possible losses far exceeding the
initial capital investment. 11 such circumstances it may be prudent
:for the parent corporation to limit liability by establishing a sel)arate
coijporat ion.

Other reasons include: Sel)arate methods of financing my require
the issuance of bonds which the parent -ori)oration wishes to restrict
to the assets of the sel)arate business.

Again, it may be desired to give employees of the new business a
"Piece of the Action."

Or, again, it may be desirable, in establishing a business in a sel)arate
state, to limlit taxing jurisdiction of the new state by establishing a
separate corporation.

(Brice O'Brien's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF BRICE O'BRIEN OF BEHALF OF TIE NATIONAL COAL ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

I. Instead of being cut to 7% depletion, coal should be given the 15% depletion
rate applicable to the minerals in the "all other" categoary-because:

(a) The domestic energy market is (and will be for about two decades)
peculiarly vulnerable to imported energy, because there Is a short-term glut of
low-cost foreign oil and residual oil (which competes with coal in U.S. power
plants). Without import controls (and there are none today on residual oil)
and without appropriate tax Incentives for domestic production, the United
States within a relatively short period of years would have an "energy"
deficit in the balance of trade amounting to $10 billion to $20 billion-and no
country could survive with such a huge trade deficit in one item.

(b) The U.S. has abundant supplies of coal in the ground-but we already
have a coal shortage and it threatens to get far worse. Government policies
in fields other than taxation (such as promotion of atomuie competition.
limitation of coal's sulfur content, and unduly harsh legislation on mining
practices) have reduced the incentive to invest in coal productive capacity.
That Incentive should not be further decreased by detrimental tax changes.
Without Incentive to invest in coal mining, the Nation's economy will grind to
a virtual halt, because coal is essential to the electric power industry and
to the steel Industry.

(c) The Nation must have adequate supplies of coal. It Is better for the
economy to stimulate Investment in coal mines through special Incentives than
through the alternative route-high prices which would follow mineral short-
ages caused by destruction of special Incentives.

(d) Coal Is far more important to the economy than many of the minerals
In the "all other" category, which currently are allowed 15 percent depletion.
Coal currently receives 10 percent and this would be cut to 7 percent by the
House bill. Instead, coal should be placed in the "all other minerals" category
presently receiving 15 percent.

II. The repeal of present treatment of mineral production payments should be
prospective only.

III. Any additional Incentives allowed for the purpose of stimulating the pro-
duction of synthetic fuels from oil shale should also be allowed for the production
of synthetic fuels from all other minerals (including coal).

IV. Existing depreciation guidelines should be sanctioned by legislation, with
simultaneous elimination of the need to meet the "reserve ratio" test.

V. Instead of eliminating fast depreciation for "Industrial buildings," such
buildings should be included within the depreciation guidelines of the particular
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industry involved, with the revenue protected by taxing at ordinary income rates
all depreciation taken in the future and recovered on sale of such buildings.

STATE MEN T

Mr. ('IAIRMAN: The United States has a greater supply of coal reserves than
:111y other country in the world. Yet the United States is already faced with a
shortage of (oal production-a shortage that threatens to develop into a national
crisis. These two statements aplear to be contradictory-but they are not. I will
explain why this situation has come to pass, and I hope you will understand
that while the actions you take in the tax treatment of the industry cannot avoid
the forthcoming shortage, they can mitigate that sliortage In the future.

Ti coal industry is an important part of the Nation's total energy picture.
Without an abundant supply or energy mostt of which must come from domestic
sources if we are to maintain i balance of trade), the United States cannot
remain a first-class Nation. As the Atomic Energy Commission stated in its 1962
"Report to the President."

"Next to the (land, the water, and the air, without which we could not exist
at till, energy is by far the most Important of our terrestrial resources. Without
it our industrial society would be impossible. In cominon with the other three,
it has no substitute."

We cannot afford to import a large portion of our encrgyl. In 1967 the Nation's
total bill for raw energy was over 15 billion dollars (domestic crude oil at the
well, $8.9 billion ; domestic natural gas at the well, $2.9 billion ; coal at the mine,
$2.6 billion; plus energy trade deficit, $1.2 billion). Our 1967 energy trade deficit
was composed of a deficit in petroleum and petroleum l)roducts of about $1.6
billion, deficit in natural gas of about $(i5 million, minus surplus in coal exports
of about $500 million.

Today's $15 billion a year bill for energy will doub, in about 20 years-to
alout .$30 billion. The cost of finding and producing foreign oil is so much lower
than the cost of finding and producing domestic oil that without Import controls
a very great share of our energy bill will be supplied by imports. With transl)or-
tation of liquilied natural gas, imports of natural gas will increase by leaps and
bounds. Even our low-cost coal is vulnerable to imports-we have in recent years
los.t most of the utility market on the Eastern Seaboard to Imported residual oil.
Controls on imports are constantly being relaxed, and there are now serious
efforts underway in Congress to eliminate such controls altogether.

Domestic energy markets are extremely vulnerable to foreign supplies of
energy, and this situation may continue for as much as 20 or 25 years. American
coal can be produced more cheaply than coal anywhere else in the world, but
there is a "glut" of foreign oil which may exist for two decades or more (until
per cal)ita consumption of energy in the rest of the world increases, as it must
eventually). Our domestic oil and gas cannot compete with low-cost foreign oil
and gas, and even our low-cost coal is vulnerable to foreign residual oil with
its low transportation costs.

We realize the subject before this Comnmittee is taxes, not Import controls.
But the subjects go hand ill hand, where energy is concerned. Without import
controls, and without adequate tax Incentives for domestic energy sources (oil
and gas, uranium. and coal). this Nation within 20 years will have an energy
trade deficit of $10 billion to $20 billion a year. No nation on earth-not even the
United States-can survive with such a huge trade deficit in a single item.

The picture of future coal production is even more alarming than the general
energy picture. Our coal reserves constitute about 80 percent of our total energy
reserves (Including oil and gas, oil shale, and uranium). But coal In the ground
cannot be used to make steel. Coal in the ground cannot be used to generate
electricity (and over half of the Nation's electricity today is generated by coal).

Uitil this decade, the coal Industry managed to maintain sufficient productive
capacity to meet the Nation's needs (In fact, the Industry usually maintained
substantial excess productive capacity, so much so that It was able to take up a
large portion of the wartime energy demand increases). It did this In spite of
several handicaps:

(a) The natural risks involved in all mining; that is, unexpected natural
conditions underground which call, and often do, result in total loss of
investment.

(b) An inadequate tax Incentive-10% depletion, compared to 27% for oil
and gas, 23 for uranium, and 15% for "all other minerals."
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D urinig this devt'clItlOhowever, tile situalltionlis 115 '111liged Yt'i*V dra'sticly 1114

priodluctive ('liillity--wllilca C ause na~i4 iitionai Idtisaister'i by sihut tilig downl olii
steelI itid iist ry amld by shut tiiig town at large port ion of thle Nat ion's ehlct -tic power
pliants. Coal is al ready ill short Sujply--11and Someit 2.- i111ollo totlls tit coaIl liis.
yel will havYe to iev t akenl ouit of' th lim11it ed st ock p i It's Iii t iliilitie Ib y eton1511lit'r'.
At tacheti to this stiltt'iileit Is i re'print front U SI N ESS WVEE1JK of' J1uly -). *11)11),
lt'itllt'( 'The Coal i I s Rtuniing Short.'' It telIs. piart (if the story. It does iiot

tell all tif tit(- story. Th'Ie reasons why oii excess jwodutt l' capaiicity 3' us disaip-
petaredl. and1 the( c'isoiis why.N thle silit t oll is goiiig to liccOint' 1ilic0k iii011% (Titivol
ill tile future, arle its follows

I1) With I lie aidveit of higher wages In ile( coal iies, it becwaiiie iit'ces-

Iletiivt with other forms of eiielg3'. Tl'lis greatly. inCreased4 1lit' ciittlCO St
tof iiew lilies. reqiuirinig ,I miuch highetr "'ret urn lifte ta IIxes" to inn-O kt' li
im'estiiit'It a1tIitat ive entoughi to iiduclicet't'ssli iy risk cili 1

(2) Early Ili this (decadte atoiiiic power "ari rived"' 11, it threat to (coal"..
future i't its Iarct growth Iianrket - All lie utility in 'kt'. 11, is now% clear' thalit
11lit e poi ~wter was "'overistold" and14 t hat evten if the bt'st- hopes of the Atondc
Ent'lrgv (Commiission AlreI't'ralizt'd, tle 'Nat ionl will still ittdt wo or tilire
tilt'ss 11 uiith con I by filt ciil of fhlit etitry, fo' rt'e ptthct itii 4)1'eletfiitt3,

suppllly (of caial iI for iewN Con1 I iiil us died 111), an iil ew lii its were oqiet iet
41111'1t't' the utility customers Signetd( lolig-tt'riii conitriatts to 1313' ilie (0111.
'l'llo iii iltloe 1iiidec'fsti iiii lt't 11he nt'd I'mi' coal mild 11wt'ie mwi~.- no1t t odH.i
-x ist thIie coaln pr'odtlltive ca pad ty it i ll Ith lit' ca iuisted by thlit 1iiider-

t'st11l111tt'. Fli t ht'-i'iiore, t'v ct Ii l'ice of, 11lit iiivestto' ill cioinl's Cii,1 tr is still
htiiig uutlt'imiitud by lilt aniinual expt'ndliture tit' $ 210 iiillioi by the I"'th'ral

vis-a1- %is coal.

iii unit] pa lithe's hav1%e l'gili to i tlltisk rest cict ions oii tlit sl lii ('4onitet tfti

tt'chllolog'y to l't'IitVt' thie sulfur. Tlhiis. tto, hias retlicet t'e a ilnlilily tl,

(4) At this miomentt. th lit'lbtir Coniiiiiittees ill hit Iimiut'ad 84'ilit( ar'
I inshitig le'gislat iton tll Ieat ii anid( saI't't 3'' ill coall Tiilng lo thlit 'ext ci Illit
such legisl at ioi will act tia 113 rt'sil ill .In m nproe i' el I I and s. l'ety3 foi' coal
miller". we ('alilitit antI tlti not ti~tttto It- hilt w4' Imillt tiit thlit it wiNl of'
ln'ctssi t 3' i d 'Slista lit ill I ly to Ilit' cost oft' plici '" t'l l. with Ii sst i ilm1 t es'
rauging, Ii tit' nt' gli it cliiitit of' 201 pe'rcent.

1a i'. 1 wumi'st' Ilt iwer'. is that I li(tt bill is 5they stan iill Imps 1111)1'r 'i'4 lIchIt
(] list'" lme'tls sti st rict aboutt twice its striict as th li'B ri tish It ve 's, and IBcitani

ptosslilec foi substaniital iiuni1hei' of' iiilits to niclet. This iiieans t host' i ts
m113 ay mvt' tto he shut do wn, atud t it'- capit al Inve'stmetit Iht'rtin lost. Fai'l worst'
from Itle Stalitloilit tif the counitry3, tit', coail prodiittion froni such mines will
be lost.

lahor force- -soiiit pow~erf'ul incenives must lbt pr'tvitlct f'or pietle to risk thir1

Tax Incentivesi alone caniiot do the necessary job-lf you made the coal Ili-
dustr3' tax-free, it might not he suficlent Ili mid of itself to overcome all the eitherr
govern ilent'sponsored thi'en ts to in vestmnt In new (ctld 1111lies. Bu t tax Inc'entlivtes
call hielp Itigate thle situation, By the Samle tokt'n,. tax pjK'iialties call Iiiiike tilt'
situation Wtvl'se. Beforee& 5'l t Ing forth touir uuia'u I Ivllne itilisfo .1i lingt's lit thet
bill before you, let me point. out that the bUIl contains several prov'isioins which
tire severely d-amlaglug to the ('0al Intdustry anit which thereby' (1 '(''('15t thet
w~illgness of the Investor to open ii IIIw ('011 mine.

(a) The bill repewals thle present tax benefits of priodhuction palliit'lts.
While we as5 an industry have not colitetided that hlr'st'nt treatment shiold
be retained, and while we (10 not now contend that It should be retai('tl, we
tIn wan1it youl to) r'eahlize that thle change e Is addilng a hecavy burdten to) tht' coal
Industry.
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(b) P' i't' reit'll If little iii vest 11iii't (red it is a j)O i't jillIa Ply sover biP'lo w til
t t . I II d I Iits t ry. AsI ji I Iiisl 5111 't lA. Ii I IIIotIcvrI I toil I I I I It I( - lii I t" a e.: gret'O

thtrelty i icreasilig the( a itoulit of01 Va lil 0 which rulis t lie risk (it coliij)h'tt'

(e) Tflit' 11i.U a lies a way froil tilie su ill 11cr coni pa niels (Ow hi lies that elected
sectlioll 615 Id o abii' ility to deduclt. e'xplorait ion exiwilditiOrts without sublse-

(d) Thle extension of thie sulrtax Is more do uiio1gi ng to thle coall midlust ry
hlll It k~ to other illuidstins. lieca use ot, our lonig-I cii colit Pacts. Most cor-

(-:iIlou uIll aiitl doi treat Federall invcoui' taxes t ie( soic way I hey rcat
wNages, OP- dllt olli - -evt'iittill y they art' p~asvt' onItto tlit' -olils 1 Uleit'1
just lillot htr cotst. licO listo 0111,~ lolig-t('PIli colitt'ltets f1lie- (.0111 ilndustry is,,
unaIit. to (10 thait.

itECO)M MENDlATiONS

1. Cooal shldt bIle gi vci li 1 5Vili dplionl rate li'ili cal ile h t al other uiiiii-
vrlils" anid ft'e Hlmiitati I)IIu on axale iuitoltii the liitlilPy should lbe liber--
izt'i for t het ma11rgliial or- micari-nrghia producers.

(Col is limuitedi to 101'(' depIcto ituili exist ltg la(- i i it tio 7% in lit' billI
hct'iire f il, Cotiiltt ee. Wit hout dispairagiug fliti' miinerals listed lii flit "fill other
nuluiiero Is" category, we. anit to 1)1111. out that feiv If aily mlmeralsar lirt nore
t'sseiuti it to t il, count ry's future ('conminic health t han coal i.It should. its a

nulmimuni lt ivenl tit' rate for ''all other iiint'rals,'' which under texistlng jlaw
is 15.We ht'lievt' that rah'e should nout lie cut; if It must be (cut, then coal should
be' placed llii tha~t i'iitigtiry andut lactedl at 11%7. Preferably, tile entire group
( including cooi) should blinat at 15%, because wve ca-nnot mailntaiin our economy

without tlit incentives' to l)rodulce thet minerals that inake 1iisslol our housing,
our a utomiobiles , our air conditioning, and1( the othert necessities of at modern li-
(ltstria,l, society.

Th'liv Iat' i(it, I ivt'Piiige de 'l 't i cnialli hav mt'l mu11iit oI elfet 1on l t'x,1 vpIoi'ts.
Wilei foreign ouil Is clienlier than Aint-rican coal. lIn foreign miarkiets, ats aI source'
of energy, the( steo'l intdust ries of the world lust have mnetallurgical coal. As a

P iiuist'lii'lit'Wi art't'xiorf lng t .t llty about $,5011 million worth of coal pe'r yer-
which t h( Clovt'rmieut rega mis as4 a very iniuportant asset ii the country's fight
to nlliit ali a Iilaice of trade. At the proseuit time. because of anl unexha'cted
umsurg' lin world steel lwrliltctlin aind because of it world-wvih' t ight supply of
nit'tallurgical coOi, vollilui'titive pricling Is not the most significant factor in thle
%Volulti' o'tf col 'xl)ou's. I.' ider normal condlit ionus. hotwe'ver. the export mirket for
mnetalurgical coal demandd, ('omiltitive pricimng. Adding to the tax burden of
UuIItc(d States coal e'xpiorts will, when the current sellers' uimrke't comes to ant
end(. handicap ti( ('o)al intluxtry lin Its effort to aid in the balance of payments
I i blvuin t through c~oil 'xpl~ rs.

.1n1 addition, we urge that con~lsideraion be given to liberalization of the allow-
alice, for marginal or near-miarginal mines. The limitation of the allowance to 50
lweCat of the taxable hmcoilite from the hirolerty dloe-s not Illiose(- a burden on the
higlhy -successful nities, but it does restrict thle allowance of thle m1ies which are
itia rgina 1 or neo r-uiuarglitzl from a prolit standpoint.

It. E'ff.'eirc datce of jowoaietion palinment ehi ne.
We a re not 'bjo-fthig to thie repeal of the l)resenit treatment of mulmieral pro-

duction paiynieinlts-lit we do wanit to Potint out t hat rt'eah tif thitu rt'atnIi'nlt dot'.
substantially Inc-rease t i'(, Industry's tax burden aill(] thereby Increases thle need
for propevr iuicent Ives through other features of the tax Jaws.

In view of thle very great ltipse of time between the( first "notice" of Initentioni
to t't on production payments (April 22, 11.6(9) and the probiale date of enact-
unelut of "1tax reform" legislation, we believe the effective date of the repeal
should be changedh to appIly only to p~roducItioni l)avieunlts centered Into after the
(bite of enalctmlent, of the( legislation-or, l1trlialis. ot'tei' the end of the 19(60 cah'n-
(tar year. We are not trying to de(fend continuation of this treatment. Neverthe-
less,.q It was a treatment that grewv out of the position of the Internal Rlevenue
Service. our people have' reled uipont that position in "tax planing." Probably
it should lbe c'hlanged. But it is not uie'essary to change it retroativt'ly-and April
22. 19609. Is quite "retroactive" for at bill which may3 becoine law Ill Ieeeniber or.
liossibly, In PFebruary of 1970.
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1I1. Syntlictic fuels-clit ff point.
A Coiliiiittet' I lllevldilllt Av~ws 1IdojitQe Oil tile Floor of tit' he ouse. to lprovitle

tihat oil sha*le's delehtionl 511111 be vinpIJutLd, roughly, at that point where it is
eqiVr~ollt, or neearly equiiVlen~t. to crudei oil. Whien C0Ilg1055imin ii spililli asked
for this treatment before the WAays and( Meanus Coniliittee. he( included IIl his
request coal and any other minerals lisetl to iiiake synthetic oil anid gas.

Depending lprimtanily onl import control policies, It may ho0 niany1 yt'airs bef ore
it Is economic to make synthetic _gas and oil out of other mninerals-such as coal
and oil ,;hall(. When It does become econlomlic, tMerv sioilld lbe Ill) Iiscrill lilOtifi11.
All the evidence indicates tnat 01W- vast coal reserves will1 he nitore 41da1t ablo,
front 411 'conlomic standplloinlt, for this purllpose than oil shole, will be.

Aniy mineral usd to IllakI syliletiv oil and( gls shilld receive tlit' 8:1uu1v I ax
Incentive nS any other nihierall usedl for the, soic purpose. Wo til(rel'oi'( ask youl
to add1( to tile oil Shaile 11lllCildllenit 1l provisionl wicth will sthito. ill 5111)10H11.
thatl

EA i11i V4ll e'll t. ill resut, ''il 10'y I rvItiliit prcsss I V )(55' ill 1ho ('dnt idd to
any13 inliertl 1150(1 to illitk( syn1thietic o)il 1111d gas. 1underl rel1. jouts pre-
scr'ibedl by tite sece&toiry, but Such1 t reut il('lt. processes(' 511111 ill 110 i'vveit :go
beyond thle point where, the( pr'oduct is etlllivilh('llt ill conmposition 111id v.] hue
to (-rule oil t. thle well I1' r rlw ga s at thie we]1.

lit testifying before this Commit tee-, Treasury officials objecd~ to the( oil shale
anilelillent oIt tMe gr'oundl that it wvoli,ld t'xteuiil (hpiletioli to (cover "i111111110('tllI'
Ing" activities. They stated, however, they wer'e syipal~thel ic to tit', oi)ectiv(, of
giving tax il('Clitlvos to p~romiote the p~rodulction of sy11t11(tiC oil froil oil shale.
and would attempt to conill) with recolnlenvid.1tio0ns to -Icl(Cilh1 tis 011(. If
the 1freur~ly offlcials (10 recommen'ld 4111 altern.Iitive method of fuul'nisiling tile
lneessiiry Incen01tivYes. sluch a1terinative mlethiod Shtouild bo 11h Illa l)lhicale to -,~I
minerals used for the saine1 purp1'ose'.

I%. Decprciationi g/lid('In( in avor the "t'cm('1i( ratfio" tvxt.
With tite- forthcoming i'tpeMi of tile ivestiit credit, it Is iiiper.-itive tilat

Congress prov0~ide ai mlore'1114 bihic(NI (linIiat( for til, iInvest uielit- of ca 1)1 tn il in euv
productive eqluipmend~t. Tihe TI'reasuriy IDeparitieiit is ctirireuitly cond(uctinlg I1 stillS
If pIossible mlethlods of' icoilijlishlilg this, tilnoigil dleprecialtionl revisions w11(
other possible chiiugt's. rIJiiIt appiearis to be( 41 horig-teiu prloposi tionl. and( we be-
livveI thlenI are t'Iwo) Il('t ions whic ,ll ca be taiken by Congress now, i'itlioitt mhili
(ip)r'eifil( 'tl( on the c ITH11W ('ShtilIc.' J f/ tis l('fislahfion. Tilose' two ac(tiiils
IlPO 41s follows

(a ) Provide legislat ive sanction for tihe existing (lelpl1eitloll guiidelities.
simullltanieoulsly l"Jli1linlating thle need( to meect the "reserive raItio" test.

(h)) Permit inusion5i of' "ili1dstrl buildings" within titu e llhi'0tioll
guideline's. blut p~rovidel for taxaltionl at ordinary Illeolne rat ('5 fill 4111 (ll'j)iOciI-
tion ta~keli l tile fuitured1 recilptlredl onl Sale of suchl fil1115t1i4i I iulildl uis.

Several years ago tile Treaisury Department p~romullgaited its shlortened'( deprecin-
tloii guidelines, to facilitate recovery of capital inlvestill('t. UnflIortilnlitely.
Treasury oliciaihs felt. 1)4)1111( by stoltuto to 141tIlilial a tie" bet wee('l these Shiortened'(
guidelines to "useful lives," and they accomplished this by Imposing anl Implossib~le.
unwIIorkable.11 "reserve ralt io" test-which. when fully effective, will 11111 t use of till
guldlilles to tilosI' wIlo 11tuall~y retire their eqluipmIlent in tile shortened guideline
periods rather than In the ordinary 'useful life" period. Former officials of the(
Treasury Department Inisisted that this "reserve ratio" test was ani iweitiv(' toi
modernlize; they contended taxpayers would discard still-useful equipment ill
order to 110 eligible for tile shortened guideline lives.

We believe tile view that the "reserve ratio" test Is an Inenutive to mlodernlize is
tit eri'or. ileimlst' till incoeni ve to Inivest lit 110w equlipmenCt depends(1 oil tile pl'oi-
bility of, and tile timing of, return of capital. The reserve ratio test, by delaying the
return of capital, reduces the Incentive to invest In modern equipment and coil-
tr'ibuites to tile lunb~lility of tile United States to compete with the nations wich
give more adequate Incentive for modernization.

The effect of tile reserve ratio test has been postponed, administratively, to tile
point where It has not been felt fin the past hut Is about to affect ninny tuXpayers-
anl Increasinig amount, each year. As it becomes effective, It not only thikes awaly
the shortened depreciation lives set forth In the guidelines, but it lengthens till
beyond the actual 'useful lives" to make up for the previous shortening.

The depreciation guidelines constituted an Important administrative reform of
depreciation-granting all incentive for Investment in equipment through shorter
capital recovery, and eliminating a great deal of nion-productive controversy over
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dol)reCialion lives. The revenue cost of that reform has already been absorbed.
Legislative sanction of that reform, coupled with repeal of the reserve ratio test,
will not affect the revenue estimates of the bill before you. Unless Congress takes
this action. the adiiistratively-graited reform vill be eliminated-with over-
cimpenisationi, ilcreasing dllreciation lives to make up for tile lirevihnr shorter
lives. Wit hout Congressional action in this regard, the reserve ratio test will
further retard the investment of the .:ipital necessary to keep the economy going,
and furl her increase the danger of a retI depression.

The bill before you lifiiits derel)rciai on l things instructedd ifter July 25,
1909. to 150% of str:iight-line (lepreci iion, an( treats gi in on sahe of builings
a 1 ordi 1ry income to tie extent thmt avco''lerntcd (h-l'eiation tolk'ii in ite
future is iII excess of strtight-line lereciatioin. The "real estate ta x shelter" loes
not involve industrial buildings-those buildings which house cquiplnit Alhii.h
Is aln integral al;t of extra'tiotn of illinorals, m n1ufactlire aimd (list ril it ion. III-
(lustrial buildings generally are not sold-unless -In entire business is sold. At one
lihe, when former officials of the Trea:mury were in stit uting the del(cia t ion guide-
lines for personal property, they indicated they would be willing to consider
hl-rllr u se ful lives for iidustrial I uihings If all gain oil sale wvere Ireated as

orlimary income tohe extent of depreciation taken and recaptured on sale.
We believe Congress should provide for taxation at ordinary income rates with

respect to all del)reciatlion taken in the fut ur( and recovered on sale of "industrial
buildings," and in return therefor Congress should permiit inclusion of such inI-
dust ri.l buildings within the guideline lives (without reserve ratio test) provided

for the industries in which such buildings are involved.

V. .11u ltiplc corporations.
The house bill phases out the use of "multiple corporations." We can all(1 do

understand the objective-where a business is split into 50 or 200 corporations for
purposes of tax savings, something should be done about it. But there are many
situations where multiple, or separate, corlorations are required for sound busi-
iness reasons (other than tax savings). We ask that you retain the present tax
t treatment of multiple corporations where the taxpayer can demonstrate that there
is a sound business reason (independent of and apart from tax savings) for tie
iuse of multiple corporations.

V. Min(cral crploratio n caxpcn (lit urc.
' under existing law, many small companies aiid individuals engaged in the

liilling industry have elected Section 615. which allows a total of $400,000 ex-
ploration expenditures to be deducted without subsequent recalpture of the tax
b~enefit. lhwever. after they reach the $ l(e).(MI) level they are not allowed to take
any further deductions. The larger companies have, by and large. elected Sction
617, which permits then to deduct exploration expenditures without limitation
but subject to "recapture" of the tax benefit if the exploration is successful.

Under the bill as passed by the House. the small companies which elected
Section 615 are made subject to "recapture." however, the limitation on their
deduietions has not been removed. It should be removed, so that 615 taxpmyers will
be treated the same as 617 taxpayers. We understand this was a legislative over-
sight and that it will be corrected.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views to the Committee.

[From Business Week, July 5, 19691

TImE COAl4 BIN Is RUNNING SIORT

A combl)ination of recurrent strikes in tile nation's bituminous coal lhIlds alni
steadily rising demand for U.S. coal is now beginning to threaten coal supplies for
so1e basic U.S. Industries. This week, with l)roductlon in the year's lirst half
about 16-million tonus lower than 1908's first half. thousands of miners began theIr
annual tw'o-week vacation. Their mood was so volatile that nobody could be sure
of when they would return to work.
While output dropped demand increased. The National Coal Assn.. the coal

operators' trade group, last week forecast that demand this year would be 16-
million tons above last year's consumption of 549.5-million tons-up as much as
the half-year's output was down. "These are the most aggravated shortages we've
had since the Suez crisis of 1957," says William Bellano, president of Island Creek
Coal Co., third-ranked U.S. producer.
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RUNNING LOW

As of now, the main impact of shortage seems to fall on domestic steelnmakers.
Inable to buy all the kingg coal they need for blast furnaces, they are wrestling
with what o1e steel ofliial (.11118 it "hanid-to-iilouth sitilt ion." Metallurgical col1
stocks. as of May 1, constituted a 32-day supply (35 to O days is normal). llt
o(41 large steel producer says that if there were a nine walkout of three weeks or
so it the next two itiotths, blast furnace operations would have to be curtailed.
Another says even a two-week strike could put steel Ill slch a 11bi1d it might
possibly ask for government help.

Foreign steel producers, notably the Japanese, have increased their denmamds
for I.S. low-sulfur, metallurgical coal. Since air pollution (odes are also forcing
other domestic coal users into the low-sulfur market----and only 20% of all coal
milned is low-sulfur (1.5% or less sulfur content)-an acute shortage has de-
veloped In this category.

Meanwhile, coal inventories at electric utilities have decreased from the normal
90-day supply to less than 80. This is not unusually low, says the U.S. Bureau of
Mines, and the utilities contend they have plenty of coal. But coal industry
officials insist that if production-losing strikes coincide, with suinniertime's peak
power demands, some coal-fired power stations might be forced to schedule
"brownouts," or temporary power reductions.

STRIKES

Most of this year's drop in production is attributed to work stoppages. such as
the strike that ('losed \'West Virginila mines (which prodtice 30% of U.S. coal) for
three weeks ill Februiary slid March. The \\alkouit forced passatge of a state
c'ottuiensatton law for black lu1g', coal workers' imeullo'on losis, a disease asso-
ciatedl with the inhalation of coal dust. There have beei slowlowns and( wilhcat
strikes for miny other 'ealsns.

"There's a general unrest stemnming from the black lmng problem, its well as
disappointment with last year's contract," says Otes Bennett. Jr., president of
North American Coal Corp. "It worse thn 1've eve'r seen it." Norti Aieritcii.
which has no West Virginia mines, sa1ys it lst 300,0N) tons of production this
year because of wildcats.

Now reports are boiling up from tie coal fields that ntiters w\'ill simply Slay
off the jol at the end of their vacations. to draimatize their health and safety
detla ld4. Ill tiny ease. unrest is certain to continue. slnd 1most industry atill( union
sources i'edict fu rther -stri kes.

Legislators and coal operators have a record of long inaction ol miners' prolb-
lemrs. So miners are now convinced that only by agitation wiNll they gain a strong
federal coal mine health and safety act. Bills are lmdlnig in the labor commit-
tees of both holes of Congress-and rank-and-llers in the United Mine Workers
led 1)y ilon dissidents and sparked by ('usader Ralph Nader and other critics
of the UMW leadership, will be staging rallies, marches, and los. ibly strikes to
push for the strongest possible legislation.

Furthermore, a power struggle between 11MW President W. A. (Tony) Boylh
and his challenger, executive board member Joseph (Jock) Yabloski, may er'pt
Into wilder strife Inside the union before next De(ember's election. "I expect
sporadic striking to continue in the industry till after the union election tii
I)ecember," mays Ihland Creek's Bellano. "We don't see any evidence that either
the International union or the district union ofIves have got the miners under
~onlt rol."

'MORE NEEDED

But If labor unrest explains part of the shortage, it doesn't account for aill
of It. U.S. productive capacity simply has not kept pace wiht expanding diemalll
in several sectors:

Flectrleal utilities., whieh last year consumed .54% of V.8.-mitied coal, have
Increased their demands because of delay In bringing new nuclear-powered
generating stations on line.

Foreign steelmakers, especially the Japanese, are rapidly increasing their de-
mands for low-sulfur coal.

When (lemand began to rise in the mid-1960.q-after a decade of shrinkingk
coal markets-the operators didn't want to Invest in costly new mines 1lnless
a utility would sign a 20-year or 30-year contract for the mltne's entire output.
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And mnany ut ilit ies liiiiliest iilate t' i l ).It ol iitt't becl'lse the liv xpllltv' thet
iiIeao r power booii to I( develIop fa-Iste r I I I Illii ha- s.

Men iiwliile, thle I(INN~-su11 fill- (..It inn rket is ext riily I.N tipgit because o)f the now
a I 1Ittioll regulantionis aiie a111( t ('lt t il fgtlie ii iiioliit of I liill ii'ox ide ezlwel

ito tili,, 1111 by 4-onI-filred boi1lers. Ill St. 1 L41is. for fi nsfalnee. luia uu induist rial
11er1.s 11ir0 Unable to hlty low-siulfiir coal ill order to tileet niew state r.gnillt Ions.
And~ last N v'ek ('Iiaen postp114 ed fl, a year. a reg411iin t lll 111it i g '( I ll -e to(

(COAL. WVAR

illt largest ljow-sill fIl I coa1 fitIlls aielie otiloahot as fields, ill Vi rgi iiin atid
solit ernl West Vi rgiliil. Almnost t lient ire oiitjiit of this eon 1 is Iit'd up by.N utilities
wit il long--ter'm contrctsil 1. by UT.S. steehiiitikeis, anRd~ by l(e .1111pa nebse. 'Ille I ot'en-
bonita fs145ie are alIso fthi r'lgest. smiirce of low%-sill furl. low-vadat l~e co alI fop . steel -

mankiiig; thle best coke for blast. fil mlaces is li1a1le by bletidi nglo-iInteaRd
hiig..li-vola tile coalI.

th1a liese, steel p ro d ucers boiosted thleir di ((1 nud s tor iI. S. conl I 'i'ouii 7.-S- n1ilil
tonsi ill i911if) 15.S-nuilfioii 11151 year. illst ot it lPIw-voltit il coat. 'F'li. t his yeall.
they 11im1rked ly ilti ra sed t liei r denun ids for Ili -g--fai tle coal.

Tilo ugh ii ot ad (.)I (l oil 'N edt I yes t gre. (lt 11 i iflU i of' a In r1e ( ctit 1:1 iy cm itetidls
bhat thle Iw a vy *J 1.1aese (lltai114 is lipst t i RuX IR'-i e revin i I )1sliip4. -11wi .1 u1 'a RI(st

an i'e frilhtg liiore i'ole Itt''hali tilie doilliest Ic stevil Rmhoes. kill] till s is hay i iii a
(1siliht ive effect, 1)11 j-i('es."

'f'lie .aln o ise. vii1 poll iitill regitlat ionls, til lied- (ls ofelctie lit-ilit h's. a ild thle
dinailids of' tilie UIIN-Ws r'nuk nd tile mu11st, at- tinlis. seeml to) be. ('losing~.. ill Poll it
steeliiiakei suich ats, for examiplle. Armuco Ste4el Corpl.

A R'ico( ownsii llive ''('1lt ive'' inilies. but it Rmulst buty about 20C' of its h i'di-
volilme an l of its, low-vohi tile c'oal frontl outside lines. It has butilt 11)p its
ilvetllet' soiiie'w1a t fol. th~e iies, valcationl pl-iodl. Hu-t '"if wve hall a s-wrivs of
work stop~pages. and~ we Il in to4 buy soiie conal oil a spot baisi<';" Says aili A r'll(o
executive, ''we Illighit 1111(1 fte supply very I ig-lit.''

Th'le CiAU N.'Hule next witns iW s IS Mi. .Jollli R. Gi'eenlee. chi ii-
luau11 ol thle T1ax ( 1ollmiItee, Am~er'ic'an Iroin Orev Asotiatioui.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. GREENLEE, CHAIRMAN OF THE TAX
COMMITTEE, AMERICAN IRON ORE ASSOCIATION

I am the direct or of taxes of the Ilanna M.Nining Co. I ap-
p~ear' here todayv inl myW ca pacit y as cha ilnlaull of the 'Fax Committee
of the.Aliericaui 1 ,il Ore Akssociationl.

Our associat lol is a trade association r'epresenlting colipales which-1
mhineO over' 94-I lpellt of tile ironl ore produced ill the Unlited States and
inl Canada. WVe fia ve collaboratedd inl tile tpreparat ion of and N-e concur
With the statement. that has just lbeenl Presented to you by thle
American M 'in in C ongn''ss,%

W wilther'efore 1 Illit our1 testilnioiv~ to cer~talinl prvsin f thle
1Ifluse bill as they sIpeeificallv alect the, ironl ore m111iig ilidust ry.

0hur statement. .whichI has 6een filed -for the rec(ord(, sllnlnarlzesa the
history of deplet.ion1, mnakinig reference to discov'ery value which is
the bridge between cost anid percentage depict ionl. D)iscovery- val1ute
is based oii the capital value credit i'at-hei' than thle ('04t of flindinr :a

(eot.Perc'entage (1Q1 letioli, wh-leu iiitrIodliced iin tlt-.(Nod . Nv-s ca]-
ciiatedl to allow roughly the sameiv amount of deleltionl as hatd lbeen

real ized under d iscoverv 4 value, but with i slst antia liv fewer adm in is-
trat lye pr1oleml~s.
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I would like to emphasize tiat ill addition to o )erating under the
economic laws which bold for ;dl1 other industries tie natural resource
inidustries face at least three particular factors that distinguish it from
other tvl)es of businesses.First, we must recognize tle irregularity of the distribution of
ninieral deposits.

We hav'e to take into accouit the very high risk of exploration
anl (leveloi)IllIt.

Third, we cannot, forget the exlhaustahility of the capital assets
without a reasonal)le mhariier of rl)la(elielt.

The percentage depletion rate of 15 j)er'ent on domestic iron ore
as set, forth ill tle I louse bill should be retained. There is e(lual val idity
for maintaining t le 15-1)ercent rate for foreign iron ore deposits.

In light of the operation of tie foreign tax cre(lit provisions the
denial of full depletion on foreign iron ore would result in the U.S.
taxi)ayer paving additional tax to foreign countries with l)rol)ably
11o additioli tax to the 1-nited States.

For almost 40 years percentage depletion has been aild counties
to be a very ili)otant factor in tie maintaining of decisions to expel
moinev on iron ore iii order to maitaini a vial)le healthy iron ore miii-
ing industry, and the basic steel industry which it supports. It is al)-
solutelv essential to the securityN oif our Nation.

11hy ,14 is the iron ore industry unique? Iron ore 1rocessing plants
today require an average investment in the order of magnitude of
$150,000 per employee, and this compares to in average of $19,000
per employee for the top 500 industrial companies ill tile Tnited Sta' tes
Is listed l)v Fortune magazine. Each million tons of capacity in our

industry now requires an investment of at least $35 million.
Since 1954 the iron ore industry has invested $21/2 billion in millig

facilities. Tih inlust ry faces enormous ca.)ital investment programs in
the future to l)rovide for our ever-increasing needs and to provide for
the needs for an expanding domestic steel industry.

Fundamenitally these capital funds can be obtained only by attract-
ilg new lhvestlneiilt or by retthinig profits in the business. Both of
these sources exist only if there is an adequate return on ilestment
in the iron ore mining industry.

Lett me move now to the foreign tax credit provisions of the house
bill.

Sector GoRFl. Mr. Chairman, may I ask ole question right here?
Mr. GREENLEE. Yes, sir.
Senator Gonri. With respect to return on investment, as I under-

stand it, all mineral royalties are treated as normal income except in
the case of iron ore royalties. Why on earth should iron ore royalties
be treated as capital gain income?

Mlr. GREENTLFE. Senator Gore, you may or may not recall, but we
filed a statement with this committee when that subject was elnacted
into law. Our Association opposed the treatment of iron ore royalties
in the hands of lessors. We opposed the capital gain treatment, because
of our concern about the right of the operator to an ordinary deduction
of this expense.

Senator GonE. You still stand that way?
Mr. GnEENLEE. Sir?
Senator GonE. You still take that position?
Mr. GREENLEE. We still take that position, yes, sir.
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Senator Gor-E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A[r. (ImE.NLE,1. Yes, Sir.
SenDator MILLEJ. Mlay 1 ask a question?

)o you know aI)oit how miiuch] the annual depletion amOits to in
your ill(lustrv ?
Mr. (RF.NLuEr:. Senator miller, I (10 not have that information. I

just, do not know alld I do iot, know how to get at it.
Senator MILLER. Could you give us an estimated .You do not have

to do it right now.
Mr. GREEXLEE. Surely.
Senator MILLER. 1I have two questions.
Mr. GmwxLEE. Yes, sir.
Seniator 11OE.in "No. 1, what is time esti mated annual depletion

(leduictiol withill your. indlustry, 'and No. 2, what is the estimated
annual expenditure for exI)loratiol, research and development for
your induistr.

Mr. GniFENLEE. Senator, we will be glad to try to get that informa-
tio for you and submit it to you, yes sir.

Senator ILLEli. Thank you.
(The following was subsequently sul)mitted for the record :)

AMEICAN JiRoN ORE ASSOCIATION,
lckvclanl(, Ohio, October 10, 1969.I10. IUSSELL B. LO.NG,

(h airmanan. ('ommit tec on Finance, U.S. Senate, New Semite Offlec Buiildinpg,
11'utvhigton, ' D. C.

DEAR SENA'roa LONG: Oil September 30, 1969 during our appearance before
the Seiiate Committee on Finance, we were asked by Senator J. Miller to submit
answers to the following two questions for the record:
1. WhIat is the amount of the annual depletion deduction for the iron ore

iiiining industry ; and
)2. What is the amount of the annual exploration expenditures for the iron ore

mining Industry?
Reference is made to Part I of the record of hearings before the Committee

oi VWays and hMeans, House of Rel)resentatives Eighty-eight Congress, First
Session oin The Tax Recommendations of the President contained in his message
transmitted to the Congress on January 24, 1963. Exhibit 10, dated February 6,

90;3 beginning oin page 230 of that record makes reference to a survey of the de-
poletion deductions and the exploration and development expenditures by mineral
product types and by foreign and domestic properties . The latest group of years
included in this survey covered 1958, 1959, and 1960 and preliminary tabulations
of that survey were included in the record. The Treasury pointed out that total
depletion by type of mineral is not available in the Statistics of Income published
by the Treasury and that the survey was undertaken to approximate the deple-
tion total for various mineral categories for these years. This effort was
necessarily a simple survey.

To my knowled-e, there are no available figures of more recent date that would
Indicate the amount of the annual depletion deduction and the amount of the
annual expendiutres for exploration in the iron ore mining industry. This
Association has never, In Its long history, collected information of this nature
and it would be difficult, if not impossible, to compile such information at this
time.

The problem with respect to exploration expenditures is further complicated
by the fact that, until Section 617 was enacted into the Internal Revenue Code in
1966, taxpayers were limited to a total amount of $100,000.00 per taxpayer as a
deduction for exploration expenditures. Therefore up until that time (1966) there
existed no relationship In the iron ore mining industry between annual expendi-
tures for exploration and the deductions allowed.

We sincerely regret that we are unable to furnish the information which was
requested by Senator Miller at the recent hearings.

Sincerely,
JToItN R. G(tREENIEE,

Chairman, Tax Comittce.
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Mr. GREENL1.E. If I may I will continue with the discussion of tile
foreign tax credit )rovisiol.

"'he present existence of the OFDI rules makes even more iu)or-
tallt tle position we take with respect to the provisions. of the foreign
tax credit as they exist in the House bill. The extractive ill(1lstries we
thiink should not be singled out for adverse treatment in the comnputa-
tion of the foreign tax credit. Sections 431 and 432 of 11.11. 183270,
as they are drafted, miss the point of the foreign tax credit al should
)e rejected.

The United States historically has predicted its taxation j)1 ilosopliy
on the pattern of applying the Income tax to all United States c itizens
on a world-wide basis regardless of residency or soutce of income. ihe
U.S. citizen is also taxed by most foreign countries on income arisin"
from sources within their resl)ectivye I)orders regardle ,s of 11 is I .S.
citizenship.

Without these foreign tax credit provisions, the re,'ultimg double
taxation of foreign source in(omne would render foreign operations
conmpetitively impossible.Ti use of the foreign tax credit has l)een a cardin;:l part of outr
liw aliost from the inel)tion of the initial Income Tax Act. Ade-
quate world-wide long-term reserves of iron ore must be maintaiie(l
inder the control of United States based companies for the ,, milnic
well-being of our country. It is, therefore, essential to adopt and
maintain tax policies which encourage domestic l)ro(l'tives to seek
the raw materials available for U.S. consumption, regardless of where
these raw materials are found.

I would like now to turn to the provisions with respect to the (lepre-
ciation of real estate. The proposed repeal of the investment credit
provisions of tile Code brillngs into sharper focus the restrictive provi-
sions of section 521 (a-) of the House bill which denies tle use of
double declining balance or the sum of a year's digits method to new
depreciable real property other than residential housing.

Depreciable industrial real estate constructed or acquired for the
taxpayer's own use should not be denied the use of accelerated
depreciation.

I want to emphasize when making this point that we do not oppose
the full recapture provisions as they might be (applied to real estate.

In conclusion, I point out that our strong feeling is that the necessity
for long-range planning in the iron ore minling industry and the relate
necessity to consummate long-range financial commitments require
reliance on tax grouped rules that exist at the time such commitments
must be made. That alone we think makes a strong case for the premise
that any change in legislation ought to reflect the fundamental rule of
fair pla y that taxpayers are entitled to the fulfillment of reasonable
certainty in their choices of business and investment arrangements.

In conclusion, we therefore strongly urge that the depletion rate
for iron ore be retained at 15 percent for both domestic and foreign
production. We urge that the present rules with respect to the compu-
tation of the foreign tax credit be retained, and the provisions of the
House bill relating to this subject be rejected.

We also state that the present accelerated depreciation provisions as
they relate to industrial real property should be retained, and section
521 (a) of the House bill should be rejected.
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Thank you very much.The C1IhRu AN. It would seem to me from your statement that you

-ire speaking for those whlo mine iron ore and not for those wlo ow
the land.

Mr. GREENLEE. You are entirely correct. We are talkiiig front the
standpoint of those who operate the mines.

The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. GREENLEE. Thank you; sir.
(John R. Greenlee's prepared statement follows:)

S'1TATEMENT 01' JOHIN It. GRE~ENL.EE, ('IAIIAN OF THiE TAX ('ONM ITTiL.
AMUIIAt N mio"N OnE ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY
l1trod(ctiofl
The American Iron Ore Association endorses statenvit of American Mining

Congress and limits testimony to Sections 431, 432. 501 ai-d 521 of lilt 13270 a.-
those sections specifically affect iron ore mining industry.
Ii8lory

History of depletion tro(ce(1. Bridge between cost and perentage deleltion
discussed.

lkrcentagc depletion rates
"l'he depletion ra (c for iron ore should be retained at 15% for (lolnetic lroduc-

tion as provided for in IIR 13270. We also believe 15. should b)e rer a r ied for
foreign production and we explain this under our dis.us.ion on Foreign Tax
Credit.

Econdomie factors and national sccuriyt
A viable, healthy iron ore mining industry is essential to security of nation.

Enormous capital investment has been made by the industry and vast sums
wvill be required in the future to provide the necessary iron ore to maintain our
present standard of living. It is necessary to maintain adequate return on
investment in iron ore mining industry in order to provide future capital
requirements.

Foreign tax credit
Extractive industries should not be singled out for adverse treatment in

computation of foreign tax credit. Present rules with respect to c)niputation
of foreign tax credit should he retained and the provisions of it 13270 relating
to this subject should be rejected.
Real estate depreciation

Depreciable industrial real estate constructed or acquired for taxpayer's own
use should not be denied the use of accelerated depreeiatioi. Section 521 (a)
of HR 13270 should be rejected.

Conclusion
The necessity for long range planning in the iron ore mining industry and the

requirement for long range financial commitments makes a strong case for the
premise that changes in legislation should reflect a fundamental rule of fair
Ilay that taxpayers are entitled to reasonable certainty in making choices of
business and investment arrangements.

STATEMENT

My name is John R. Greenlee. I am time Director of Taxes of the Hanna Mining
Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

I welcome and appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today in my
capacity as chairman of the Tax Committee of the American Iron Ore Associa-
tion. The American Iron Ore Association is a trade association representing
companies which mine over 94% of the iron ore produced in the United States
and Canada. The Association headquarters is located at 600 Bulkley Building,
in Cleveland, Ohio.

33 -865-69--pt. 5-24
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CONTENTS

The American Iron Ore Association limits its presentation to a discussion
of percentage depletion and the importance of percentage depletion to the iron
ore mining industry and the Nation; a discussion of Sections 431 and 432 of
HR 13270 dealing with the computation of the foreign tax credit; and

Section 521 of HR 13270 affecting the depreciation of real estate. The statement
consists of seven larts, namely:

1. Introduction.
2. History.
3. Percentage Depletion Rates.
4. Eoniomi(. Factors and National Security.
5. Foreign Tax Credit.
6. Real Estate Depreciation.
7. Conclusion.

INTRODUCTION

Our testimony today will deal with Sections 431, 432, 501, and 521 of HR
13270 its )assed by the House of Representatives on August 7, 1969. Sections
431 and 432 of that bill affect the computation of the credit for foreign taxes,
Section 501 is concerned with the taxation of income derived from the mining
of natural resources, and Section 521 deals with the depreciation of real estate.
We have purposely limited our discussion to the application of these provisions
as these proposed changes affect the iron ore mining industry.

We have collaborated with the American Mining Congress in the preparation
of the statement presented to your Committee by them and concur with it.
We wish to add however, certain points that have particular reference to the
Iron ore mining industry.

1I HISTORY

The statement of the American Mining Congress has traced the development
of the legislative history of percentage depletion in sone detail which we will
not repeat. We would add to that history the following additional facts.

In the early years of the income tax, depletion was based on what the taxpayer
had paid for the acquisition of the mineral deposit. This was Co.st Depletion
which is still a part of the law today. Between cost and percentage depletion,
which first became a part of the law in 1926, came Discovery Value Depletion.
This method is the "missing link" which connects the original cost depletion with
percentage depletion. What discovery value depletion sought to do was to allow
depletion to be based on the value of the deposit rather than the cost of ac(quir-
ing it, i.e., the capital ralue created, rather than the cost of its creation.

Because of the many difficulties encountered in administration, discovery value
gave way to percentage depletion. Percentage depletion represented all effort
to allow roughly the same amount of depletion as had been realized under dis-
covery value. Discovery value, as stated earlier, was enacted to prevent the taxa-
tion of the capital value created. Percentage depletion was introduced to l)resent
similar results but with sul)stantially fewer administrative problems. It again
recognized that an equitable tax system must and should take into account the
cai)ltal value of mineral resources and exclude such value from a tax oi income.
This Is a fact that seems to be lost in the discussions of percentage depletion
In the tax ref orm movement.

We emphasize one fact which we think Is not generally understood. Mineral
industries must operate, not only under economic laws which hold for other
industries, but also under conditions which hold only for the mineral industry.
There are at least three principal factors that distinguish the mineral industry
from other types of business:

1. The irregular distribution of mineral deposits;
2. The high risk of exploration and development; and
3. The exhaustibility of the capital assets without a reasonable manner

of replacement.
Certain provisions of the Internal Revenue Code were developed to recognize

the unique position of the mineral industries and were inserted into the law
for sound and thoroughly considered reasons. They have been reviewed periodi-
cally and have been found on a continuing basis to fulfill the purpose and need
for which they were originally enacted.
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PFRCFNTAGE DEPLETION IMME-1ES

The preentage depletion rate of 15% on domestic iron ore as set forth in the
House Bill should be retained for the reasons stated under the caption "Economic
Factors and National Security". There is equal validity for maintaining the 15%
rate for foreign iron ore deposits for the reasons later dLscussed under the caption
"Foreign Tox Credit". Most importantly, in light of the operation of the foreign
tax credit provisions, the denial of full depletion on foreign deposits would result
in the U.S. taxpayer paying additional tax to the foreign countries and no addi-
tional tax to time United States. No reasonable distinction can be made between
domestic mid foreign depletlm rates its applied to the production of iron ore and
we therefore strongly urge that both remain at 15%.

ECONOMIC FACTORS AND NATIONAL SECURITY

A viable, healthy Iron ore mining industry (and the industry It supports--
the basic steel industry) is absolutely essential to the security of our nation.

For almost forty years, percentage depletion hits been ,and continues to be an
important factor in the making of decisions to expend money on mining as
comlare(l to other investment opportunities.

What makes the iron ore mining in(hlitry unique? Never before in the history
of tlht industry has capital in such enormous amounts been so requisite to sur-
vivid In the industry. Plants to process the present reserves of iron ore in order
to make them acceptable in the current market require tremendous capital
investments. For example, the top 500 industrial companies in the United States,as listed by Fortune magazine, require an average investment of $19,000 per
('lloyee, whereas iron ore processing plants today require an investment In the
order of $150.000 per employee. A capital investment of at least $35 million is
needed for each million tons of annual capacity. Since 1954 the iron ore industry
has invested $2.5 billion in mining facilities. The industry faces an even larger
capital investment prograln in future years to provide for the expanding needs of
our domestic steel industry.

Tie enormous future capital requirements of the iron ore mining industry may
be illustrated by a quote from a recent book, "Afiluence in Jeopardy" written
by Charles F. Park, Jr., Professor of Geology and of Mineral Engineering at
Stanford University:

"In the year 1967 the per capita consumption (of iron) in the United States
was about one ton per year; a comparable world figure was 0.17 ton per person.
To double the population of the world by the year 2000 and simply to maintain
the same per capita consuml)tion of iron means doubling its production, i.e., pro-
(ucing about 550 million more tons annually. Should the present population of
the world raise its consumption of 0.17 tons per year to that of the United States,
then 3.25 billion toiis, or an increase to 6 times our present l)roduetion, would
be required annually. In the event that the population of 61/2 billion people in the
year 2001) will require one ton per person per year. as we in the United States
now do. then the current annual production of 550 million tons would have to
be increased 12 times. Such figures clearly show the difficulties inherent in sup-
llying man with the amounts of iron lie needs if he continues to expand nu-
nerically at the projected rate. Such figures allow for no greater per capita
use of iron and steel than that of the United States today, and yet even here
peoplee are hoping for higher standards of living that will require greater per

capita consumption of both."
Where are these capital funds to be obtained? Fundamentally, capital funds

can be obtained only by (1) attracting new investment, or (2) by retaining profits
in the business. Both of these sources exist only if there is an adequate return
on investment in the iron ore mining industry.

FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

The American Iron Ore Association strongly urges that the present rules for
the computation of the foreign tax credit be retained. Sections 431 and 432 of
HR 13270 as drafted miss the point of the foreign tax credit. In attempting to
eliminate a possible "double benefit" these sections of the House Bill do violence
to other sections of the code and should be rejected.

From the enactment of the first income tax law in 1913 the taxation philosophy
of the United States has been predicated on the pattern of applying the income
tax to all United States citizens on a world-wide basis regardless of residency
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o1r sotirct' of in~com~e. Ti'ie U.S. citizen is also taIxed( by miost foreigli coilit Pies ()I
lilcoite arisig from sources within their reu'spective bor-ders re1gardless o? Mi s
U .S. citizenlshipl. Witihouit these foreign tax credit Jul visif)i5 tw Iirtsiiltig iloullt
ta xition of foreigil sour11ce iMcOne would render foreignt operatioiis coili et it ively
Iimpiossible. As a resultt' almliost froml tile inception of tlit(. iliitiIi hJl~flile t.il N act tlit(
device of the foreign tax credit hams been at cilrtlinal par-t of ourt law. Thlis (-oIt-
('ept is4 general 113' followed for till business operations and 1.9 nipt ip pli'ri hW cX-
cisi rely to mlifl('1'l o/)cratimis. Tiile? extriictive industries should not be singled
out for adverse tireatiuent.

Ally restrictive ciiiiges lin the ('omll~~itlt.iil of the foreign tax credit sliould
Jillrtleulai'ly bpe a1voidei while tite present. ext reniely (lificlIlt rev)intii u rules
are beig impJosed by the, O.ffice of lDirect Foreign I jivestinletit.

Adequate world-wide, long-termt reserves of iron ores lmul's be ma iiltaied
tinder the control of United Stattes based t'orporatioiis for thle evoioi c wvell-teillg.
'if our1 countryl'3. It is essential therefore, to adopt taix policies whichi otwouratgc
dotuestie producers to seek the( raw inateials avitilalile for U.S. 4)llm ilitii
l'(gai'd less of wh-Iere these rimw iiiiterials are-( found. To do ot lierwise would re(sullt
ill thle develolunliit of the(se( aidditionail soulres o'ra iateriuils by iioii-fiatioliiils
%%-ho 11a13 or 111113 not be concerned w~iti 1mte best iilterl'st (io it a t ona 1 d-eense
of the I lited States a 11( the veloliuic wvel I-bing of its i -l'4I Itild Steel filist l'3..
Therefore the (meio riigeiieiit ol' Amiieam ci(oulla ies to sectire mninerail ri-ghts inl
foreign countries is essential1111 'i'ttii the .4tiiiidjoiiit of' tit(e emit hlled evwol lic
grow~thj of our1 ('0111tI'3.

Tlito 'lremo'iit proposals adversely afleet ouir iiitenilaitioilal comipetit ive laisit ionl.
Amlerican capllitl must, dev"elop) foreigni Iron or'e reserves(', ntot 01113 to comple-
mient o11r (loniestic supplJiesX but inl order that United States ('ontI'olied oi'ra tiomis
(,fin effectively compete ill tile foreign markets for' Iron ore.

Sincme foreign hi nemni ta xes 1:iId 13 by U.S. cot an 1iiiiis re1 1111 wvel I1, ( cretit s
against 1U.S. income taxes otherwise payable. the( teildelley3 of in iller.1 prdl'1iIll
count ries Is to raise their iolle taxes, ait least to 11 level that IN-ill absor-b the fill]
alliowabile (credits. Thus anly Iinrease lil tile U.S. effective tax raewold~ njot het
likely to Inc(rease U.S. tIIx Ievellies. Tis mlighlt, llowev'er, inl'~qea e pqe 1 A
enues with adv'erse effect onl U.S. bldance of pIlyllenits 1111( wi'dl i'esiltilig tax
disadvantage to U.1,1. CollpailleltIn ci (omparison with their foreign ('oletitors Ill
world markets. This Is particularly true with respect to l'oll ore opierations ill
Canada.

Apart front these conlsidlerations. hlowev'er, S1ec'tioii 431 of the Hollse Bill1 pr'o-
vides for recapture of foreign tax crledlit even In cases where no U..tax benefit
was ever received, and1( Section 4:32 linipstes foreign tax credit liluitatiotis lit cases
where the foreign gover'nent has an ow~nership position lin minerals even though
ining companies may pay foreign Income taxes ait a lesser effective rate tilli

other (corporate ta xpay'ers generally. These prlovisionls should lbe rejected.

REAL. ES'iA'l' D1:PREITATION

Section 521 (at) of the IHouse Bill denies the use of the doublee decliinig balance
or tile sum~ of the years-digits methods to new depreciable real property (other
than residential housing). The bill would also limit (depreciation of used plroper1ty'
to the straight-line method. This would result in a serious Impact on the cash
flow of the Iron ore mining Industry.

These prov'isionis are broad enough In scope to iliclilde dlepreciable iiul1trill
real estate constructed or acquired for use as an integral part of a ninbg opera-
tioin. There can be no relationship between the use of such Industrial property and
the use of certain non-industrial real property wvhich would require a change In
the depreciation of real estate. Thus, the reasons set forth in the report of the
Committee o11 Ways aild Meansi are itiapphicable to this Industry and the indllistry
that it supports, iLe., steel.

Opportunities for tax avoidance which the Committee's action seeks to eMimni-
nate, do not exist with respect to depreciable real estate used lIn the Iron ore iuiininlg
idustr3'. We do not;. oppose the recapture prov'isions lin tlln hill--t livs~r pl'ivisionls

provide ample protection against so-called abuses in tis area. A minle building
or a lienelleiation plant constructed or acquired for the taxpayer's own ulse should
not be denied the use of aec4elerated depreciation. The restrictive provisions are
even more Inmportant lin light of the proposed repeal of tile Investment credit.
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CONCLUSION

Thet necessity for Ioiig-i'a age plining Jpr('sciis pariehicir problems ini the I ron
ore mulining indu~lstry. Corr'ieI'it vi. to t is problviii an id li('U'ssil ry to its 5 8011iton arec
Io 10 11g e( tu imiia ('oiniitlivi te ts. InI ('onilliiiiIlg Such 1littia '111111chl tnietiit s
tii x)yers imiist rely oil tax ground iirles thnt exist, at the tine the commliitmen~ut is
maide. Anty changes' ini ofihtOI-l1(5R'tli its nierit-iuglit to retl('ct it
fundaumental rule of fit ir play that taxpayers ar ient it led to the fuhlilliniett of
i'easonala )1 cert guilty ill thI hIoices of bhs ('5 fi lvtitlucild a rra ageatealts.
it persuasive a rgunlvent onl this ground( a lonte can he uia ide to leave the n'iles as
they are'.

II Sijitutiuul ty. thiereforie, w~e str'ongly ur1ge ti hat
1. The de~pletioui rate for iron ore he ret ained ait. 151,0 for both dotinest iv

2. Thel( jinesetit rules wit h r('sp(ct to tit(' cotaipltiatioti of the foreign Nix
credit. In' retaine ant'l d the prIov'isions of 111t 1:3270 relating to tis subject be
1'eJecte( ;l an(d

:1. Tit(' prlesenit acceleratell deprci'uutloll provisionitis 15they relate' to ill's-
trlil I real prioplerty sho)11( Idbe re'tainieit 111( Section 521 (a) oif IIR 13211 s110111(
be re(jectedl.

11 le 0(1 I1IfN Nor,., the next ANitII(ess %vilIl be" ri. E-ell('lt Il E. TIobi I I
J'.% 111,111ag411n0 director' of the Nat ionial Indulstria~l Sandl~ Associatlion
,111(1 1 ill;jgil director' of tile Nat iouial Sandi S, travel Associationi.

SATEMENT OF KENNETH E. TOBIN, JR., MANAGING DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL SAND ASSOCIATION, AND MANAGING

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SAND & GRAVEL ASSOCIATION; ACCOM-
PANIED BY CHARLES E, BRADY, SALISBURY, N.C., AND EARLE T.
ANDREWS, A MEMBER OF THE TAXATION COMMITTEE OF THE
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL SAND ASSOCIATION, SILVER SPRING,
MD.

Mr.IOIIN M~ ianlie is Kvennlethllobiti. 1i 11111 the ml113ril1o: dil'ectol'
of thie National Saind 4k Gavel Akssocia-tion and tile, Nationial Inidus-
til1 SaHl dAssocilltioll.

With yoi'. pemssoiifn airiaii, I would like to divide tihe
time which volt have been so kind encogh to allot uts this morning

arset -tStatement in ieltaf otiesand A'dgae nisr ftl
Ilie Staites 111111 MfI'..Eil T. Andrlews of Blerkeley Spi'ins T

\\,]o wou01ld like to prlesenht a stait emlent ill bl~tllf of tile indiist hi Sand(
induIlsti-V of tile ITn it ed Stat es.

Mr'. BIIA. M . cha irman11h and mlemblers of thie 'ommliittee, Ilily 1131111
is aChiarles E. Blrady, nd I aln president of i Nhterial 'Sales 0) o

(iiavel1 Associatioii, 1111( l)1'sentlV 'havilnnall of its taxation commirit tee.
Stand a1n( ixravel is the 1)35wi building miater'ial. It, is emp~loyedl ill

(ei'ly tvine of- coI)5t1'1(t io1I both 111iml'e and( p)1ii'te. Sand and gravel
ne.xertheples-s is not all iiiexliaiistible nat uida 1'Csolm(ce. Thel( very oppo-

'~site is thle fact: In tile latest. state isti('31 si idy of sandi and graive1
reserves ill 1968. the National Sand &. Gravel Asso('intioli found that
cui'rentlv held i'eservpe hand at life expectancy of only 24 velars.

X('co1'dinia to the dlemland est hlates of t he B1imt of M,\ines, oiut'

gra l'el- munst, Jrodice applroximiately 66 million tons of snd 311(1gr~lbetween 1970 and the year 2000. 0mi last year's i'eoiordltreakinii,
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production was 918 million tolns valtied at over $1 billion. 'ow, where
in tile world is oUr inllistry goilng to find tile del)osits to l)rodl,'e S,)
much sand and gravel in tlese 30 years?

On r i llustrv is plrivatIely owNied irl fi lianeed in the best Ainerican
tradition of free enterprise. If we are to e(ontimlIe to explore f)r Ian(l
acquire nieeded additional reserves, in these timesl of escalating l:n1d
(osts, restrictive ZOnlilig a(((les, ad (omill)itiiol I1Otil other st)lIrC('s
for tie use of land c(olitaillig sail ail gravel deposits, we need as
never liefore 01r Ilioest 5 jIe'('et. deplletion.

I urge you to allow ort industry to vo)ntiill reed iN1il0 thIis 5 l)eveelit
allowance, whiihl it levels to ienltiil Iealthly. I tlhanik y(1.

Al'. ANDRUFwS. Mr. (1hairuniI, gellleell;,, 1myN naili is al]vle T.
Andrews. I am a member of the National I nlustrial Sand Ass(ia-
tiotn's Tax Comnlmittee and am (lairnin )f tile Board of the 1Pemi-
sylvania (lass Sand (Ol'lporatioii. Witl y(r peniiiission I will read
hastily from notes inl tie interests of .oiser'ivg voui tie.
The Natioiial Industrial Sam Associat-ion is an; industr" assovia-

tion reI)resentinlg)approxinatelv 85 percent of the production of inills-
trial salds in the Lnitel States. l u(strial sand is a general t ernl I'm
( iuartzite and also quartz sand ami(l pebbles used or sold for purposes
dEpendent upon their silica eoiitent or th wir 'heriieal or refracto)ry
properties.

Industrial. sand is a primary raw material used in the imanufature
of glass, chemicals, electrical porcelains and other silica based productss
and as metallurgical said required il tile malt ul-actulre of 'errolus ald
nonferrous metal l)rodutcts. The e c(onstitute the ri marl" Inmarket.s
although there are over 10) iin(ustrial awd feclical lonllI'ital uses
requiring the unique chemical anod j)'hysi('al l)rol)erties ot industrial
sanl. We suihnil that the coelusions )t lile Wavs a d MIeas Coln-
nittee were not based itpon any stui(y of the in(lustrial sand industry
or the mining il(luIstry generally. "

Mineral resources are a wasting asset alid perveitage lepletion
recognizes this fundamental reality. 1hreseltlv available mineral de-
posits alre gradually being exhausted and additional reserves nuinut he
fomd and niahitainied.

Percentage d(lepletionl of the national mineral policy generally has
fostered the developjnient of t1is coulitrys natural mIineral resources
which is in tuirn tied directly to tile Natio()is evOioiiI. growth .

Tax relorin is inten(Ied to eliminate inequitieS tid 'elistril)llte the
burdens of taxation or to sinl)li fv tie assessment of reliahilitv, hut
it should not reverse iumintentionally the national minerals 1)o1i(y.

Industrial sand is a small industry. As relmorted hv tie )epart-
ment of the Interior, total production of industrial saind in 1967
amounted to 25,323,000 short tons, valued at $805,555,000. Tlhe alliOllit
of the aggregate depletion deduction for industrial sand is lot
available.

The total value of the industry's production establishes that tie
proposed rate reduction will not increase the Nations revenues sul)-
stantially. Individual producers of industrial sand will be (confroionted
by a sharp cut-back of almost 27 percent in their allowable (lepletion
deduction.

Percentage depletion has become an integral part of the economies
of the industrial sand industry. The proposal rate reduction would
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)e a, serious dislocation. Prices would need to be raised substantially
to offset the lower depletion deductions.

The impact of the rate reductions is not likely to be overcome satis-
factorily by price increase, and the likely conmequenes include eur-
tailed exploration and development of new deposits, less research into
mineral recovery methods, and slower mo(lernization of operating
methods. Adeqlu-4te Sul)plies ot industrial sa1ld are lot, easily loca1(Tdeveloped or rctsse iit() malrketilblh levels of l)lritv.

Extensive exploration developlmlvlt aiid Soll1isticate( and expensive
ir,.essilig of the material are repi ired to meet today's demands inuch
less tie incre(asilg nee o(ls of the fiitiPe.
Tie conclusioni iimist be drawn tlat the l)r )o.ed per'ellitoge dep)1'-

lion rate redu(ctioll will aflect tie Cal)ital values, time ri.,k eleilemit of
iil(hst rial sand lli(ers which in tuirn will adversely atlect the, Su)-
JAN\ of this iml)rtant material.

The otler l)r'ovisimis of the House bill applicable to all businesses
serve whatever may be the reasonable demands of tax reform on the

mining industry.
I thank you and I will endeavor to answer any questions sul)mitted.
The CHAIRMIAN. Let ine ask one question. To what extent does time

cost of washing the sand or cleaning up ti sand and gravel raise
the (lel)letion allowance from the value of the sand or gravel in place?

1.1; is of very little allie where you fill it, bit wol have to wash the
gravel, for example. How much does that raise' the depletion allow-
ance? It is . percent hut , percent of what?

Mr. ANDRE~Ms. Well, let in answer it this way. First, the inidllstrial
sand industry is not engaged in the production of sand and gravel
per se. I thinly you understand this.

Second, we extract an ore f'omn the ground which has the basic
crystalline silica content. In this aggregate ore we extract frmoin tie
g0und there are other mineral impurities, coatings l the grt ain or
discrete parts of (other minerals aidl tlese have to l)e extracted ly
processing. Some of this is done )v repeated washing . In otler cases
more oh011 )h isticated methods are a1))lied.But the major part )f the cost really accrues in tells processing. The
material as you extract it from the ground lhas no commercial value
pei- se. You cannot sell it in that condition.

The (.1m.,tumiN. I was just trying to determine to what extent tlat
increased the value. It is zero when youl extract it from the groum(1.
What is the worth of it by the time you get through waslingv

Mr1'. A:N',S. Well, tie average sales price of industrial'sand, for
instance, varies from al))roximately $, to sl- a to i. Its l)rice as you
extract it from the ground would be simply an estimate but it is not
sold in that condition. It is not in a. marketable state. Just one other
statement, Senator, indtst rial sal and consi ruction sand are two com-

plIete and Separate entities. They are not. interchangeable. They bothhave certain illogical characteristics. They are iot interchang'eal)le.
They (o not g) tl'rough the same processing methods. They are
mutually exclusive as far as the market, is concerned. Thank voul.

Senator Mtiit. What is estimated total annual amount of deple-
tion-for tax purposes-in your industry ?

M r. ANDEwS. 1 canlnly 11N've amI Inte geient estimate. Tlie depletion
allowance for the industry is probably between $11 million and $13
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i11. A N lEAWS. I ii ift' cii 111ttVS 11I ~'iII I Of Mi i'S ShttiSt ics SI 141W.

$s:,,s5,u a thIle valti'of 4 the p)C4)11i41 kol (d, m111' iil(llI~1W. fol' 19(7.
i wouIIld t'st iiiale Sales 441 indlustr:iatl sand Imr 1969) Nvolild aIpplwoxiliIIte

( 'Iiai'le EA~. Brd i' u ld ai E T~1 I. Antdr'ewvs priepaired sI ateiiit s
C(114\W :)

N~~~o I''''CI N' iliAll.ES 1I0 BRiAD)Y, NAlIO'NAL. SAND AND (o'~ICAVEL~ ASSOCi BO

The' sanld anid gritvel I itlust ry. accord jug to thle V1S. liiireal 4 tt Mine's. Is i Itt'

largest noni-fulel mmcmleil ilitistr yit I lie 1 'tiltvP! I states am ti I liilemtan i fr sit 

lit 119RS our Iidlstry indti'ed IlIS-itlil On1)11bit 441 sand and gravel. AccordInig
to the Bureau of Mines. thei cmtintry's need for sm id and gravel of suitable quinalily
bietwteen 1970 and 2(K) will nevessltilte prmoductioni 44f Itimlot. 6-billilliIos--i
staggering figure ! To) meet. this demand for sand mind gravel, t hti basic construc-
tion ,uaterhi3. we must. onl the average double our recoird-breaking 1968 prl'oiuc-
(toil Ili each of those30. years.

(birs Is a, pri vately owteil and niana11ged Stwtll1-lisles.s4 Industry, mtakitig avili-
able,4 lIt every tirea of the United States at valuable atndi essential nat ural resouret',
wIthoult which this 'otuntry could not tight, at war, prepare for tit(,- possibility oif
another witr, noinin t i s countttrysa high standalird of' living. iantd nmake' It lws)5I-
ble to utidertake at program for urban dlevelopmiient. ji(Iml olusIng ()It it large scili'
to iti'coiititate the pre'ldic'ted increzise. of I(On-mIlliou people n litte tuletropoliititn
areas by .1192.

Sand and gravel Is 1i0t anl Inlexha-Stible natural re'sourc'e. There Is atwiv
sipremt(l assuimpttoll III this country thitt. thle availability oft slitud Itutd grave-(,l Is
II1ted. The very oIpl)sIte Is thei fact: InI the' latest statistical study of sitnid

atid gravel reserves conducted by tiho Association, i _19M. It. was estIiated t heti
that. tlt a national average. currently-hield reserves bud a life expectancy of 2.1
Years. 'I'liis estittiate wias balsed1 oilttl an annlii rate' of p~roduiIon which lits sub-
stitti ally Increased since 19633 1111(1 which aill forecasts prediict will further' Ini-
('rets'e 41ritint tia ly. Add itiotnally, thit average lifet, pca e of reserve deil)sIts
IS SlbStillttillly 10t'44 ill ittitiol' metrop~olitanl itt'('ls where4 the, demand foir siandi
and1( gravel Is t1w highest.

One day our country will surely dIscover that fte largest tItenler of1 thle
mining Ai ly I4 being (lrivt'tt farther atid farther away from Its pin~it of1 list,
mid14 tha t. therefore. thei cost. of cotistruct lof n)' il types will he sub1Istanltiailly
Ita'realsed. itecutuse I ratliuottatioti (!o)sts tire the( (llillting factor Ini 81at41il i d
gt'utvt'l jprives.

Dia 11 41 ts for' sai1(1 And gravel (l"oits have risen alarmnigly lin thle lu1st
15 Ye'aris. Thesclts will Inerease, thus aggravating at problem which Is itt4)re

losit the( ease of the Sanld and1( gravel induitriy thanil In anly )thetI 111tt -t1a
rest tti'(' Ini-4 sy. SInce- si d and gravel opera tions inst be lo('ute cls to1('45 4

lie mtet rolmolltatt areuts which provide our p~rIicipal nmarkets, our Inidutry nilst
paly 11anly thImeg tite prIe for land pidli by other naltulral resurc itiist tics.
AVItltout it llctt't'tiuge" dipletioti allowvance of lit least 5 per'i (cnt. we' wIll nt~ 1he
able to) lofatf' mtid neitilte the land which Is utecissary to p~roduci(e 4lie stind tillnd
gravel which the c ountry mnuqt have Ii order to sustain Its building anld coil-
Stt'utitoui program.

Sio other dining Industrty Is so widely lispersed ias our Iitdustry. Our opei'm on~s
ar e found tin every state of the UnIion. The modest 5 pet' cenit dlepletion ollow.vautCe
for sand and gravel hats been Indispensable to our Indlusatry lIn nietluig the h('avy
rallitul i'liarges Involved lin locating and obtining sidi anfi gravel dleposits of1
the tieeSsa t'y quality andf reasotlail1ly ('lose to thle inetiopillt an areas wIch akre
ottr piitelpal markets. I hal\-e described mur 5 p~er centt depletIon aillowiuce it,,
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t (111,11 mtI I lit' billionsi of)to4lls of sand anid grave,(l whlit-lt we will liet-i vIlled 1uj14111
ito juodliue ill tie( years ahead.

My *ia iiv t is Charl ves E. Itrti.. Iii ('ha 'imiran ii it'ilie t 'iii iit tee lit, ra~at di'ia
a1114i pa st -PI'iesidei I 1) th li'Nat ional Alid a id ( 'a el A ssovt'i 1). I atill .t

Prsi'tsdeli t of t li l Mat erial aules C'ompijan y, Sali sbutry. Nit ' i a i l inni I a pp iv-
lnt e I lie ohiliort illity afftortd tuev by our' (olulitiit tut' to speak kI' tilt' satil il

gravel iiidust ry of ti( 'lieUited State-s ill ask~ing youi' t'oliiiilittev to (etait itlill' lit

wic thi le II oi so ot' lleju'esei tat Ives would red iiev b y 20) )i'cen t to 1 li-'venlt.
It slitild Ibe iot ed at thlie ouitset. tha lito public otliil or ally Itrivnte itv '

hlas e'ver ait aiiy tiiU cr1it icedt ot' ma11de oh.Ieti lou th le ') poiertIi i'a' ui *l Iliv'
Sa ild a ild gralvel ii id ist ry. ailt I itrim.'tt by tilit- ( 'tlgrt'ss ill 19 .70 1 TI w lie 11-4 Wlaysz

it.,. i'4't'4111liilttt 11)1 to t'e I loulse. I have V n' l it) do t 1w t mollly liitt'lu1itwu's tit' tilt-
Ibs.1ad1 it.otb'l fo litt clost'd rulle Iitl' whicthI Ile bil1 w\.,s votIsjulet't't.

wtuult have vitU pn' ills( thet relilct lOll ill thu' iimtl'od~ ''t' iig'(tllIjl
4 alIiw(llIt'4'. had Itere'liv''i aln 4ilil tliiiiity 14)414 ) i.

I t stiis. 41111t' til iv it ls that t ilit' aci'oss-thle-law id reduit't ii is ill 114th e 'cI it aV
('jill't iou allolvalici' fol' Iliiieials alitd Ilitttals weire protedt4 by Ilit' sIrl... ti'il V

s SI Ii a 1 i t eI toi'na 4 Ie I i ttItIgv 41 all i it' i I sIv It rl( )I0 Iiia I I'tI'sYt4i ret' t lit, it list I'5 s: t I I

rt ii : Ii It t 'Ii 14 I tI'IIs 1 I lI I't.'t I' I lit' r ioitfiraie l os 110 1 tt11 I t I l t ' I le - Is' 1, 1.t
)rviltust I'yplaysil II Ita e tlt Cong itraell'ssttliiViiwi ili i'0''

Sai d illd gr'v is no'tlt tl ilt' I ltibl atural hasoiurle. Ou lidlslo't but Ilyl
hIgh cst Blatit haf liiilits ilI iil.dthelret liliilielinel 'tlindtry ight'4s fit I'lici

* ~ ~ s lInt lilt' tialtartditng toy trepot t o w it t'a to t hist'twiitimu't I tit
i i'sm i ls ()It,'e sa :till '5t l :11 lit ith i'y ( iv (11tmwli h y etde ('(1141 h i ai il 1) 111'4

cPlille dvlm l fo lit'tls Itl1 I 11 t% itr Iest ' s 'it ii Pt's. el oil ~tali c).li t ill em li' l i!~'
sitt'li 05 t'ltt i'ityi 15 a v i.-i r 'tpole' glitilt, a san ti t a rc my .' i t t -ie tur t'livo

0m,11 il 41lii ye 1i 4 poul l toe l o't Sayg th t l Ii t e lilts oll ieit a sil t ' I '. t ill.:1

I li' 'i It'l IS ts il's s l 1101111(1bilyo filn i g i a l fofma suits list' t it alty s ivII I d I : 11d i

abt1t 1m.1141 sil no blsi. I hs is illtrut' maki' aal able gi th'l lit' le I'5 0- 1il vvI Icv
I li' C 4't mlii fli a s n s I1t'll I sud ols i a i tt aatl l 't'st'rellil-es tillie i lt l" iyi
I lit' cssu'ltr iou not 1143, 1 :I wa .t'sttaat't t'm tat o lill w, not iaah iW't'l \1;1'ur
rel l litll fl- t't'st'r 's h ip ift t'Xpevtr of llt' 1 ' . an I yzii' . 1 het t it ll itl ii 11 'te til it
litwt'vtr. Io 11 t flt tstIlitite as h at' r 1 I l ii 111111 'aI' t ii'otliil netd t i l i ie'

ha ns to Ia 115 w'lit'tstex preie 19( 1111(1as (Will till m'iltionI pept''lit vi llti' nllt

is v t Ille it lll hts i atii' l I. eft ot't l'~)l Iiii a ke wit'r fli' tllsiit CotU' ti ttI a1tt0
gia it s I flit d n higlu s d l 141sr .O rv ilty clli 1i m eal111 :m l
oiledy (till' noutt t'Ill suely olatsu'' itili t lsi t gis iit'ihu m t' Ir o (li at 10 lo

Ca h(ill :is OveIng tllv' fall~r tlt'i and ftis nlet a'a l'tori fvlit'sl's at I'll so 111try
antid got, haves std ni I hats Ielos vartoeit' (11cs .t'titst i'leit' ttai'tilIY"~ -Ip
ing vebtnts tal i tlts- ll oift thI'e ispoitial lot i st a1' of vl iliito iill" ttIt'tt
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serve, tile higher the cost and the greater the price which the country willI have
to pay to carry on a great construction program.

Let me give you a brief review of how the demand for sand and gravel o(f
suitable quality at a reasonable price has grown in just recent years. Our pro-
duction in 1955 totaled 592 million tons. In 1956, production increased to 625
million tons; in 1959, production totaled 730 million tons. You will quickly see
that as compared with 1955, our production in 1068 had increased by more than
50 percent to 918 million tools, a staggering increase which I believe will impress
this (t onmrnittee.

Even o, however, the American Society of Plainig Officials stated that in
the 30-year period front 1962 to 1992, construction facilities for the projected
increase of 100 millon people il metropolitan areas would make it necessary for
the sand and gravel industry to l)roduce 45 billion tools of sand and gravel in
tliese :0 years. Even if our current rate of l)roduction were not increased at all
in the 30-year i)eriod, our industry woulh still have to produce 27 billion toils of
sand and gravel !

Tlhe 1'.S. Bureau of Mines, in a study entitled "Cumulative Demand Pro.ec-
tions for Sand and Gravel", estimates that In the perio lbetwecn 1)70 id the
year 2,00(0, (olistruclht ionl demands would make it liccessairy for the Sand a1(d
gravel iiiustry to produce "in the range from 57.2 to (5.6 billion toms." It is
clear from these inlpressive( data (leveloped' by two reputabl1e orgaiizatins. oi("e
pIrivate id the other public. that our industry must produce close to 00 billion
tons of sand and gravel in tie next 30 years.

To produce anywhere leanr tlMt much sand and gravel, our industry must le
able to locate and develop land vith sand and gravel deposits of suitable quality,
locations wilchli are close to liletrOlolitllan areas ii order to avoid excessive trans-
lIortation costs. This brings up still another problem: where In the world is our
ll(lustry going to find the deposits to produce so much sand and gravel itn 30
years, and how is it going to le financially able to acquire such land unless the
Congress of the United States permits our industry to conitinue to use its present
percentage dei)letion allowance of five percent?

l)ue to prevailing misconceptions about the vital role which the sand and
gravel industry plays, and due also to expanding me rolmlitan areas which
oover up valuable sand and gravel reserves which will thus be forever ui-
available to us for sand and gravel developmentt, our industry has to contend
vith unduly restrictive zoning controls. Some land plainers, uninformed about
the growing scarcity of good quality material near enough to the point of use
to be economically feasible, have imposed unbearable zoning requirement s oil
the sand and gravel industry.

Yet in other areas, there Is a gratifying awareness by land planners that the
country must have sand and gravel if It is not to stand still. In some Jurisdic-
tioiis. zmoing regulations set aside specific areas for sand and gravel productioli.
tiMe codes stil)ulating that sand and gravel Is an importan natural resource
and that it must be made available to the people living in their jurisdictions.

Privately financed non-public construction dominates our country's great
construction program. Our country is continuing to move forward with a con-
struction programN which. while taking due account of defense and public works,
still motivated principally by investors who use their own money to show their
faith in our country's future. Reflected here is the characteristic determination
of the lntted States never to stand still in its advance toward a btter way of life.
To prel)are our defenses and to build the things which are essentitil to our
way of life, this country must be able to obtain sand and gravel of good quality
at a reasonable cost.

The National Sand and Gravel Association understands and accel)ts the neces-
sity for intelligllt zoning standards. We recognize that there is a growing over-
all land shortage in our industry. We have cooperated with the Department of
the Interior and with the American Society of Planning Officials in the develop-
ment of performance standards which will reserve to the communities the
availability of sand and gravel of good quality and which will demonstrate to
the pul)lie that we recognize the legitimate public interest In the way we
operate. We have done everything within our power to be a good neighbor.

We believe that this image of our industry as a good neighl)or is already rec-
ognized in responsible circles. In a speech at our 50th Annual Convention in
1966, John A. Carver, Jr., then Under Secretary of the Department of the
Interior. said that "your industry was already in the vanguard of a )elated
national effort" to conserve our country's natural resources. Lie added this ob-
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servation of our work: "Let me say, here and now, that the work you have
done in encouraging your members to follow the excellent example of those who
have been most successful in site rehabilitationm is entitled to the highest comi-
mendation and and 1 take great pleasure in extending that recognition-un1-
stintingly." This was a compliment which we shall always treasure.

Land costs have risen at a skyrocketing rate, as you know, in the past 15 years.
There is 11o indication that these costs will decline, thus aggravating ia prol)hm
which is , rliaps more destructive in tie case of the sand and gravel industry

ihai in any other natural resource industry. Since sand and gravel operations
must be located close to the metropolitan artuas whi(h provide our prin ilmil
markets, members of our industry must pay many times the price for land
paId by other natural resource in(ustries.

)ur industry must warn the country that without a percentage depletion
allowance of at least 5 percent, we will not be able to locate and acquire the
land wlhich is necessary to Iproduce the sand and gravel which the country must

ha ve in order to sustain its building and construction program-ublie or private.
The 5 percent deletion allowance for sand and gravel has been ilislpnsal)leo ouir industry in meeting the heavy capital charges Involved ill obtaining sand

a11(l gravel deposits of suitable quality.
The first step toward sand till(] gravel l)roduction is exploration for now sources

of :..upply, and then a determination of the characteristics and quantities of
material. The sand and gravel must he examined as to mineral composition,
qua entity and nature of impurities. soundness, strength and size of grading.
In order to meet the wide range of increasingly stri(.t specifications, the question
of whether the material canl be economically produced to meet remluirements is
oime that can be answered only by sound engineering Judgment, based oil ex-
lprien(e coupled with careful survey of the deposit and the market for its
products.

No other mining industry is so widely dispersedd its our industry. Our opera-
ioils are found in every state of the Inion andil in most of the Counties
and cities. I have described our 5 percent allowance as very modest. It is! I
sincerely believe that if the Congress were to make an indeplndent analysis of
the percentage depletion rate for sand and gravel, It too would agree that the

5 Ipei'cent allowance is indeed modest and that its continuation Is nece.ssary in
order to turn out the billions of tons of sand and gravel which we will be called
1pon to produce in the years ahead.

u)ur industry has built its own l)lants and bought or leased its own laid. We
hIve not sought or obtained governnental help in financing our industry's oper-
at ions or in any other device for protecting our industry in onie way or another.
Ours is a characteristically free enterprise business. We intend to keep it that
wily. Taxation problems, however, are very real ones and costs of operation
mount every year. Essential to our ability to survive is a percentage depletion

al lowannce which reflects the realities in the case of an industry which has never
failed the United States, in war or in peace. We ask that the 5 percent depletion
rate for sand and gravel be continued.

STAVI'EMENT OF EAIRLE T. ANDREWS FOR TIE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL
SAND AsSOCIATION

T ,a Earle 'T. Andrews, a member of the Taxation Committee of tile National

Industrial Sand Association of Silver Spring, Maryland, and am submitting
this statement on behalf of all members of the Association. I am also Chairman
of the Board, Pennsylvania Glass Sand Corporation, IIancock, West Virginia.
We apl'eclate this opportunity of presenting our views to the Committee on
the provisions of Section 501 (a) of H.R. 13270.

The National Industrial Sand Association is an industry association repre-
senting approximately 85 percent of the production of industrial sands in the
unitedd States. Industrial sand is a general term for quarzite and also quattz

sai(d and pebbles used or sold for purposes deplendent upon their silica content
or their chemical or refractory properties. Industrial sand is a primary raw
mat erial used in the manufacture of glass, chemicals, electrical porcelains
and other silica based products and as metallurgical sand required in the
manufacture of ferrous and nonferrots metal products. These constitute tle
primary markets although there are over 100 industrial and technical commercial
uses re(uiring the unique chemical and physical I)rolerties of Industrial sand.
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'onstrution sand used its a concrete aggregate sliid for other general Iuilding
purposes and industrial ( sand are dissimilar in origin, in methods or provessiig
and( are mutually exclusive In use.

Industrial sand is presently authorized percentage depletion at 15 percent:
uider the House bill, the allowable rate would be cut to 11 percent. The Ways
and Means Committee reported that it believes (1) "that even if percentage de-
pletion ralos are vi-wedi as a needed stimulant at the present tline ihty are Iigplr
than Is needed to achieve the desired beneficial effect on reserves; and (2) "that
there is need to strike a better balance than now exists between the objective of
encouraging the discovery of new reserves and the level and revenue cost of
l) l'ielltage depletiol a I Iowa ilces."

The National Industrial Sand Association opposes the proposed reduction in tlie
existing 15 percent depletion rate. The conclusions of the Ways and Means Com-
mittee were not based upon any study of either the industrial sand industry or tlh
mining Industries generally. Indeed, it is doubtful that the Committee even coll.
sidered the Impact of the proposed rate reductions oni any minerals other than
oil and gas.

The United States has long had a National policy carefully designed to assure
all adequate supply of iiineral raw materials to meet the reoluireiients, of an
expanding economy and the needs of security, and to bring about an orderly anl
wise use of this country's natural mineral resources. Mineral resources are wast-
ing assets, and percentage depletion recognizes this fundamental reality -pes'
ently available mineral deposits are gradually being exhausted by the extractive
industries and additional reserves niust be found and obtained.

Percentage depletion and the National minerals policy generally have fostered
the development of this country's natural mineral resources which in turn Is tied
directly to the United States' amazing economic growth. Dr. Walter R. Ilibbard
.Ji., I)iree'or of lie l,1ir'a lH of Miiies. stated, at liedrillgs on mineral shortages
before the Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials and Fuels of the Senate Interior
Committee on March 21, 1968, that:

"Our mineral production is 2.9% of the U.S. GNP but It has a direct inl)at oil
40% of the U.S. GNP and all indirect impact on nearly 75% of the U.S. GNP. It
nuakes a dollar turn around several times. It makes re.4ourees grist for tile eco-
nonui mill." See Page 32.

Tax reform, whether it be Intended to eliminate inequilities, to redistribute the
burdens of taxation, or to simplify the assessment of liability, should not he -l-
lowed to reverse unintentionally the National minerals policy. If the plOpo[se'd
rate reductions are intended to change this poltey, as the report of the Ways and
Means Committee indicates, the full impact of these changes, not nuerely the
symbolism of reform and the revenue gain, should be thoroughly considered.

Industrial sand is a small industry. As reported by the Department of Interior.
total production of industrial sand i 1967 amounted to 25,323,000 short tolls and
was valued at $85,855,000. The amount of the aggregate percentage depletion
deduction for industrial sand is not available, but the total value of the industry's
production establishes that the proposed rate reduction cannot increase National
revenues substantially. Individual producers of industrial sand, however. will lie
confronted by a sharp cutback of almost 27 percent in their allowable depletion
deduction.

Percentage depletion has become an integral part of the economics of the in-
dustrial sand industry. The proposed rate reduction would be a serious dislocation.
Prices would need to be raised substantially to offset the lower depletion deduc-
tions. The impact of the rate reduction is not likely to be overcome satisfactorily
by price increases, and the likely consequel('es include curtiied exploratimi a d
developmentt of new deposits; less reear.h into ilineral re(,overy methods. ,sple-
clally for lower grade deposits ; and lower modernization of operating ilotlhods.
These consequences wouhl be significant in the case of industrial s.and. Inlustrial
sand uses require a high purity silica and the present stats, of technology offers no
means of beneficlating a quartz grain in which extrinsic elements in so-called solid
solution exceed permissible limits. This is the controlling criterion in the final
selection of industrial sand deposits, and the geologic characteristics presently
required are restricted to very limited areas.

I There Is no rate specified for Industrial sand as such. Quartzite. however. Is specifleally
entitled to depletion at the 15 percent rate. The legislative history of the 1954 Code slso
states clearly that the 15 percent rate Is Intended for quartz sand and qli'artz pebbles
when nsed or sold for purposs dependent upon their sillea content or their ehmicl1 or
refractory properties.
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Adequate supplies of industrial sand are not easily located, developed or
processe(l into marketable levels of purity. Extensive exploi'rit imo 1 id (lelIlt
aid sophisticated and expensive processing are required to meet today's demands
imich less the increasing needs of the future.

The ('(IlIslhlSiOln thIt mlIuSt be drawn i 1|it lip P U'ol(I ile( diselo.ure of the pro-
posed percentage depletion rate reduction will affect the capital values-the risk
elenient--of industrial sand producers with adverse effects on supply of this
important mineral.

The other provisions of the House bill applicable to all l)1lsi,essps serve wiht-
ever may be the reasonable demands of tax reform on the mining industry.
Th ( 'II.km.IAx. 'lle next witness is Mr. S. ,James (ampbell, Na-

tiolml Cr'u.hed Stole Association, aCCOllj)allied by MIf. Robert M.
Scott, counsel.

STATEMENT OF S. JAMES CAMPBELL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
OF HARRY T. CAMPBELL SONS CO., TOWSON, MD.; ACCOMPANIED
BY ROBERT M. SCOTT, COUNSEL

Nfr. CA-3111BLm. Thank you, NMr. (Chairman.
Senator, members of the Finance Committee. I llu S. Janes

Campbell-
The CITA1RM N.. Excuse me. We have a letter here of introduction

sent by Senator Tydings and Senator Mithias. I would like to ask that
thatt be included iii the record at this point.

(The letter referred to follows:)

UNITED STATES SENATE.
COMMITTEE ON rin: JU1)IAC.\mYW~ash itgton, D.C.. 8cvptcm bc'r 2., 19619.

1I01. RUSSELL 11. LONG,,
('huiruan. 1'in"tner ('Comn itlc,
Ud. Sc iate, 11'(i.,vhintmoi D.C'.

I)EAR .? ('\n A.IMAN : This hitter must serve as an intro(uction for Mr. S. ,.imies
Ca mitell of row.son, Marylnd, as the press of our own Committee business makes
it illlp.-sillle for us to attend your Conmittee's hea ring oui September 30.

Mr. Campbell is appearing o1 Iehailf (If the National Crushed Stone Association.
He is executive vice-president of Harry T. C'mpbell Sons Company. of r1ow. on.
Estallisheld in 1812, his firm is a major producer of aggregate and related prod-
ucts in the Baltimore area. It also colducts business in Massachusetts, New York,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. Mr. Campbell has been active inl the business
sine 1946.

The Na tional Crushed Stone Associa tion represents some .500 members, ranging
from large corporate enterl)rises with dozens of qurries to one-quarry family
operations. About 65 percent of an mui do1nestic production of crushed stone
comes from Association members.

The role of the crushed stone Industry in fulfilling the nation's construction
needs hardly requires emphasis. We are certain that the ('ommitte will ex-
tend every consideration to Mr. Campbell's testimony in its deliberations.

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

JOSEPii 1). TYDINGS,

CiiARLES MCC. M1ATIRIAS, Jr.,

U.S. Senators.
Mu. £ C,kmim.t. I am S. James Camp)ell, Executive Vice President

of the ltarrv T. ampbell Sonls' Company n ot
'accoulpmanid by Mr. Robert M. Scott, counsel to our Natio;al C('usled
Stone Association.

I am here today testifying on behalf of the National Crushed Stone
Association and all stone producers to let you know why we feel that
the present depletion rates granted our industry now should definitely
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be naitainedi. 'The reasons that tile dejpleti io vtts gYranted by Con-
gress to our iil(luistry in 119,51, that is to enicoulrage the search for' :1iiod
tile prloduc~tion of equality stone, wvere val id theit anld al- 1111( -11 cl oreh
validI today.

Wer believe thtt tax re form should1( he atsed u1ponl t rue corr-etionl of,
iequities and thereby aiwedltoelimtilnate or nlodli fy tile app)1)1ilble talx

pirovisiolls. If the r-easonis for (leplet ion b'r criislieol Stolle were son ll
whenl they wvere passed, there is. 14) nleed to vooisiolei' redlitioti inl ev-
Ipletion as atax re boriltodfay. 1ff he orilrl:al reasotis for Suchl provision
1'equI ire its~ coniti liluanice, thlt a ('Ilange inl a tax provision isnlot a reform.

We ~olill1ike.to stil)nlaiize briefly ouri stat teilnent, wvIlil o'I(0vers5 the(
prloblemns of the rusheded Stonle i l~iitrv, a1nd( wh.y we feel the existiiur
rates are all tit l ore necessary. Nriefy youl have heard from of her.
5Oii1''e aboit. tile vital1 l)Iodlivts thIat, thit(, t'rIisled Stolle inlulstry pro-
dluces. Th'ley are balsic to thle econloimy. 'HI'e ill(Illstry (loes nlot. have the
glamilor of c'opp1er, gold, Silver, oil shale, ironl ore, bilt youl gentlemlenl arle
well aw~ar'e of thle imouit of7 Stonle that is essenltial1 to neai1-'N everyN falet
of oiii' everyday livinig-uilst takeiv tr-ansportat ionl a1lne, tile Stonle that
goes ill tile rdIROt( ]eS of ourt rilroads, inl 0111' lighwavs anidaiels
Ill a(ldlitionl, ie bulillinlg of (1 dills, a gricul turtdA limestone, fluxinig Stolle
for steel, reCquire S pecialhized Stonle p)10llicts. All of t lles:e lsts, alQe lask'.
and we nled to develop the sources of supply fur-ther.

1 hli You wolildl agree with t-his. These Iuses tare critical to thle
eC0I0IoIny!of the country'.

Th'lere is a. growing" demlanid for our pro111(ts. HI~len (leIpletln wvas
l lS4'( ill I 9i , 011 iiidiistriy wvas p)ro(iucing 03641 nilhlioni tolls of Stolle-

an1d just 17 Years since t'lhen, withl the assistaiio'e o)1 the dlepletionl allow-
tin1Ce, weO hlave beenl ab~le to Imore thaii double that rate of producetionl to
-olle 815 million tolls.

Thie Buireau of minies tlotes tihat byV 198,5 pro(Ilu(tionl mu1st, be increasedl
bet Aveeii 015 at11( 705 pei'c&'lt.

To) .I((ollnplisll th~ese-, goals for this basic Ina:t erial which is inlipor.-
ta lit, for thle .mlil( and the hlilili g of oiur flttre ('it jes andIll( 1(ih-
wayVs, the (lephletion il lowvillice mu11st lbe reta illedl if' Ilot Iil(er'.1se(l.tlt

TPo und(erilitad tis, anm] wN'hy wve a'('e 50Sincer'e abllOlt ofll' p)osit loll,th
econ0101mies of ourl ecushed stone ill14111trAy will I)(e Inlj)l'ttllit to vou,. It
is ee'ai lly )lot, liln in(1115t1y to he uIiderttiikell by tile fat i lltllen l'tC'. Yoll
('tinnot jilst, buy land and start, (1ig'ilg.

As' yu muiay haveN- notetl, otil'. Il1stI',v requlires, leavy ca1pita.1 lli-
vest lleilt.. 'A typical (.'11Isled lle 11 plali 'o listl'llc ted t(l(Ct~y mqeiriles
(111l"hlelI bet weeil a 4' tIlld $-2 nilliolii inlvestllt't to open1 a (llutll'l'y
site andl laltC it. ill produictii.

W~ ae detailed ill 01i1' stiltellilnt 110w WCe hatve al'1'1ved tit. these
costs. Jutst Onte e--xampli: e IIC 1111 pIin rtiisl WI ill a quarm'y-m canl weigh
up1 to 150 tolls, [111( Canl cost allywAhie ftrolli $100,000 to $,.00o,00O for
thiat. onle single inistallat ionl.

There are lots of risks that have to be (le('idedl uponi wheni you vemi-
tulre. ilito this inlulstI'y. 'lie first. onle is to realize that jus-,t anly Stone
is niot marketable stole. T"he Specifica-tions for 01111 l)1o(luct~s these (lays
.1r. conitinuilly beiig tighitenled. I densities. harldnless, soilnldnless, gra-
(lationl, partic le shape all control whether or not your stone is
mari lket able.
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It is ('xt.1eiliely difflliltt to find this Iiuarketalet material and it is
e(t'oinlintg mlore' costly. As technology ha~s Ualva iwed ando SpQci ficat tins

have beetii tigten'ied, it is ol)viOlIs itat IttUnV SmItrc(s for Stolle tilt
NA'' l'e reviusy conisidered1 good reserves arie no longer good reserves.

I bel'ie've wve vait to htigli ghit 01 aspect of om p11'jrolemIls that per-
htUJ) is Ittore intpoi'taut. to our iitdlistriy tita1n Other Iliing indullst ries,
tu11( t hat is tlhe, zo)ll 1' riei n we fc.bhvFotr a pii -ictla r

P110ill(ts, he p ittarkets are inl the urlban re:l auid ill f~edenlI1hlv
Sposord ad fllaive biildng)rojet't ill thlese itlttroj)o1 itali1 areas.

'With increased popu~llation growth tIlbI :1esad tenino
eVI ronut01ienltal. aspects of. out, nat ionmal Ii I'e. zoning restrictions prob-
a~ly represent the grealtet't riskc prolblelli wve face Still( it. is itt I)05511)le
to ad(eqllaely p~ln 101' changing reqlieets 1brotight. about byp

isinot. only getting JyoIII l)1'0l-ty properly Zmlted iniitial ly alter it
has beeii foundI( tilhlrg lprolesSional techtn1iojite(s, )lut eil;4ra~l to

mainainajpjlroplrlate Z'011l( 111't-i it, b~ecomtes :1 oing oprto.W
have (cases w%.here go ing0 operations have bteeii zonled olit of' biisitiess .
'We have cases where reserve laud hals been taken a way fvoin tuse" by
0111' tindust ry, wNliih has coinpjletely iva1l idhltedi tilie iiivestinemt valuec.s.

Thle coittlittiitr risk tiact ors foro0111' iiidustryv perlhaps Should bte ("IIt-
phli~zed. Long 111,e it o'Vll have inivested *vo0111010 o Illy exploration
for1 I~II I)I li. 11rsks Us (levtloipiteit. 014 silk Itoh's Ul)lt von r.

(jvl rIypo''tV ater initrusionis c'ausing flooding aitd falilIts, call1
WOWcu al11 of wh ih can reduce tite quantity of stone, whtichl aga in coin-
ipIetel d (istorts t lie return onl your' investment.

Stone, is pecuiliar in that. any tunes while the tests inl thte hal) Nt'o11ld
ind~icaite it would itmeet ('eli Uill Specificaftionts. it is imptiossile to hilly
jprediet. whether the material will mleet the 'jot) slecificatioils" whenl it., Is
used. Often after complete, investments have be llmade, yol'i (-Its-
ttollel's in florml yolu n- oi'tiimat-elv that thle speci icatioits, for aI pari't i(-
Jart ulse tire utot, beingo- met and your investiutett again Can be lost 01r
Seriously a flected.

Plr(bhilig part ies have heeii changing Specificatitoins oil our. protd-
ucts. TIhere are manty examill1phes of these risks. 1 have with ile infornia-
tion 011 recent caSies w~hiere the question ofl whethei' certain stories are
Slippery 1I ro)ad Surfaces has eoltiJpletehy dust orteI investmnt iin our.
industry. Certain planlts thiat have lprodilie(1 good. materials have
sluddenly beemil told t hetir IStolle 11lo mIget' Illets cert:11 a ii ua i licaItions.
We t'eel t here is hutch Nork to be one in (determlinting whether these
Skidl resistance sped fivtl'is aire correct. ou' not, but lievei'theless' they
are il. effect . T[I ev ar-e n fanct, of life.

The rea 1 riskCAc we a-ve isthtpitovrxpi( u atJla1 l.Ittil
has broughvit. zoningf pi'ollls to its a loilv witil other regullat ions thatf
Oi' i lidust tvN Is lnw 1laci nty, such as air and Water pol ilt ionl Whlichm have
inc'reasedl as i I'lbau i arieas have developed aron our11011 operations.

There ar'e extremely heavy investments required to eeot these reg-
ullations Which ourl industry is making, in addition to the already heavy
investment cap~ital. This is anl added problem and presents an addtedl
riskc if -the deposit, will continue to meet speciticuitioits.

MaTny areas are requiring our industry to go to underground mining
rather t-han open pits becausee of their' nearness to urban areas. Againl
the risks in underground mining, as have been noted by others, are
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gh'iat ('1 thllope i~t.1 1 iidjerg~round waters al (ciliii)' fnilm-c-. are
examplq es of teeriskis. ,jinst to mnioln a (')ilple.

O nr foiltwi rtival area lociltioiis t hat. now find thtemselv~es suit-
roundled by homes are 1)riw :t-ing its vol15t311t prob)Ilemls. Therel' is Inlly
at Citizen group, its perhaps you gecntlemnen are aware, that wvouldl like to
lose down these quarries. Th'lis is a, real risk. With these risks, with
which we are f aced, we need the., current (depletion rates to provide the
incent ive to keep 0o11 industry moig raid, to provide the kind of
tonnage that we miust have, if wve are going to i'elmuildl this Nation.

We (10 not believe the I-louse Ways and Means Committee or this
conintittee hias heard any testimony to thei fact. that, our risks have not,
greatly multi plied. Therefore, the depict ion rates wihiclh were sound
when grantel aire even moreson no11(1 w.

IPercentage depletion for the Stone industry is not, a loophole. It is
not a. special provision favoring a few. I't. is' the incentive that Con-
gress hias provided to induce a person to invest his money. Thei 1)rob-
1 ems wve hiave, the risks we have, are easily illustrated by manly knlownA1
sittiatiotis. Such as:

Single hole operation was successfully Suedl aus a nulisanlc an(I the
opI)it tOi coililpletely closed. A 20-foot, scant in anl opeia tlill qtia ly
AVIS f )iild l ot to Ili t the ('ill-eilt, -s1ei ica t 10), resi li im), ill tll- 1 d N-Imilt
(plar i'iqo)(l' 110111 )&Wf becil Ci1i omlet ely Iliivet HiOII I 1 .rj 0CO of, 0 1nid
11"eVI'es Of Stolle has i nerease1 tihe past few 'rears firomn several 1 Ii1111(1ired
(101lhars all avre to s:evei'al I hoimsand (10 dollrs n acre. A recent )iir-ci ase
of- re.,erve, hll(s cost- aipproxiiat ely $59O0) fin acre.

Lan Al1( lilliS('5s ini a ('ertaill State -that. wern thoiu~lht b~y profc-4iona 1
(VOOlocYi~t to Cointatin Stom ii 'ldeti 111) witit ai. limnitedt dcp'. onito -101
aItdi s iopimig ()I~ ll(( jilnd(lernatlt wh'lich was imlpossihid, to iiii (co-
11011)ica Ily. Agai H tile whole i iivestilleiit ini that pi ~lit, dspite tHie hest

tecliioo~vavaial~e, as wasted'(.
Jotdav iially Slpdcificat ioiis all for washed crushed Stolle for' the

('clet e iltloistrv wichv is at major ciistoiier for crushed -,tollc po-
d(i's. vheref'ore, we cannot. openl a st()il (leposit- IlIies's w*Q hav'e a
water re(ser've 01r wateri sotii'ce nleat' that Stonle (leposit.
(One finiai tfltoiilit. As volt have noted, the ntirinstrNv needs one

of t he heaviest, capital ii~~~ltallilo. 111(11151 Py grolij). .I f t'e ill-
vestment, tax credit. is withdrawn, as Avoiild seem likieily we snggest that
this act ion is goinHg to have a 'olil)l~olnliing ellect o1 i it mr0t iv it its.
AS ai result, tile lining industry is going to 'suffer greater tax conlse-
(hlilnces thtan will. anly of hier industry.

We urge this coiuinittep' to retainl the p)resenlt rates of (depletiont for
the crushed Stone illdustrv, in order' that the nleedIs of this Nation will
be0 )propIv Slipl~llip'd ill 198.5 to the year' 2000.

Gentlemen, the future is inl your harnds. Thank you.
'hie. Ci~\miAN Tank Vout verY, MUCh.

Senator iLE.Whtat is thie'total annual sales of "Agricultur-al
stone" of- voti' ind(hstry and l wat, is "agrl'lltliral stone ?

Mr. ~i'IIEI 4. liator, as to tile(letiltitionl of- "ag'icitiir-al stonee.
1 bel ieve the following to lbe a reasonable one:

Simmol wbosv elwiuien Il colitelnt 1.4is amle of (1) fteiiti':iiiziiig soil avidlity, (2)
'41ippleitltilng 11 soil whichl is c'hemlicalily (leIlciellt for its normal P)urp)oses, or
(3) sit ppleieiit iiig the dietary needs of poultry or other farm :iniials.
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Agricultural stole Iasically consists of i limestone and dolomite;
however, calcareous marl, granite, marble and shell are included in
tle definition, albeit the quantities are quite simill in comparison.

In the 'ear 1968, accor(ling to tlheb most recent figures we have been
provided by the U. S. Bureau of Mines, the following quantities of
these various kinds of stone-and the f.o.b. prices thereoof-were either
shipped or sold by the industry for agricultural purposes:

Tons Amount

Calcerous marl ........... ............ .............................. ..... 186, 000 - $150, 000
Granite --------------------------------------------------------- ------ 1 05,000 -994,000
Shell .........---.-------------------- _------.. .............------ - 263,000 -2, 378, 000
Marble ------------------.------------------------------------ 424, 000 -1,313,000
Limestone and dolomite ........ ............................................ 38,369,000 -68,988,000

Total .......................................................---- ------ 39,320,000 73,823,000

Senator MiNFit. What is estimated annual depletion allowance-
at 15 percent rate-for your industry for agricultural stone?

Mr. CAmPBELT. I can only give you an estimate, as you recognize.
If the gross f.o.b. sales price I have stated in answer to your preceding
question is multiplied by 15 percent, the answer is $11,073,450. But
that figure would be high by virtue of (1) the requirement that sales
income be reduced by items such as rents and royalties before the 15
percent is al))lied; (2) the fact that the f.o.b. sales price figure given
above may not accurately reflect the figure against which the Internal
Revenue iService permits a. producer to take depletion because of the
"cutoff" provisions in the tax regulations; and (3) the fact that the
amount of de)letion a producer can take is limited to 50 )ercent of its
net income. Since there is no information available to the public or
to this association that would give the actual amount of depletion
taken by each company in its income tax returns, I cannot say whet-her,
or by how much, that $11,073,450 figure would be decreased.

Senator ML TAF. Please relate the foregoing to any estimates you
wish to submit regarding increased costs to the agriculture industry if
there is it reduction in the 15 percent rate to that )rovided in the House-
passed "tax reform" bill.

Mr. CAmPBELL. Applying the same (aveats I did in the preceding
a-nswer, I estimate that a. reduction from 15 to 11 percent would cost
the industry an additional $1,500,000 in taxes. Some portion of this
increased cost of doing business (higher taxes) would very likely be
passed on to the farmer, but I could not predict. how much. If a sub-
stantial part could not, be, tle ultimate result of such reduced incentive
to the agricultural stone l)roducer could well be his failure to locate and
open the quarries needed to supply the farmer. The farmer too late
would realize that he no longer had sufficient availability of these im-
l)ortant soil nutriments within an economical distance of his farm,
and would be faced with the choice of lower l)roductivity of his land
or much higher costs of replacement fertilizers for his soil.

Mr. C,\MiI,. Thank you.
(Mr. Campbell's prepared statement. follows:)

33-865 0-09-pt. 5- 25
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STATICMENT OF S. JAMES (CAM1PIIFALL, ON DEIIAIF OF NATIONAL CRUSII1 STONE
AStoIATION

SUM MARY

The reason which callmd the C(ongre s in 1951 to grant the crushed stone in-
dustry a depletion allowances of 5% on construction aggregates anid 15% oIl
chemical and agricultural stone today even more compellingly require the con-
tinuance thereof.

Without ally question, stone is vital to tit growth of this nation. Its use is
required to mahitain our network of transportation facilities: For highways.
for train roadbetds, for airstrips. Stone is needed for dams, for building of all
kinds. Stone (agricultural lniestone) Is essential for a bountiful agricultural
production. It is necestary for the prlucltion of steel and many other products.

The demand for stone Is ever Increasing. The U.S. Bureau of Mines projects
that stone production will have to jncreasi, by 50-75% by 1985 and by approxi-
nmately 150% by 2"X), if;the needs therefor are to be fultilled.

Incentive in the form of the depletion allowance is needed if the production
of stone is to meet those projections, for marketable stone is becoming more
difficult to locate, the capital investment required to open and develop a stone
quarry is becoming greater and so are the risks attendant upom tit, stone produc-
lg business.

The cost of the inmehlines and equilhitnet one must have to open anid operate a
quarry can easily run between one antd two million dollars, and this does not
count the cost of tile land. Yet a stone producer is never certain after he has
located a deposit and made tile necessary Investment that such Investment will
not be lost by reason of risks other than those normal to any business. Both
the quality and the quantity of the stone may fail in their expectations due to
the uncertainties that accompany any mining operation.

But the stone producer is also subjected to other risks of an entirely different,
hut equally unpredictable, nature, : lit may find himself "ZOneti olit" of lbIIsiie(ss
entirely by new zoning laws, or he may be forcet out" tinancially became, of
the cost of complying with newly lssed air, water and noise regulations.

The foregoing reasons require the continuance of the present depletion rates.
We believe that a change in a tax provision is not a "reform", If tlit' reasons
which prompted the provision originally remain valid. We submit. that we have
shown they do remain valid. No one has suggested, Insofar as this Industry is
concerned, that they do not.

The depletion allowance is not a "loop hole". It is not a special provision favor-
lg a few. It is tile incentive tile Congress has provided to induce any lxerson
to invest his money In tle, stone producing business in order that the require-
ments of this nation for stone products will be fulfilled.

We urge this Conmittee to retain the present rates of depletion for the
crushed stone industry in order that the needs of this nation will be properly
supplied in 1985 and in 2M00.

STATEMENT

My name is S. James Campbell. I ant Executive Vice President of Harry T.
Campbell Sons' Company. Towson, Maryland.

This statement, filed by the National Crushed Stone Associlation of which I am
tile spokesman today, Is submitted on the behalf of its menlers and all other
stone producers for the purpose of informing tlit' members of this Committee
and the members of the Senate generally of tile reasons tilt% depletion rates now
allowed upon the dining and production of crushed stone for construction, ehem-
ical, flux and agricultural limestone uses should not be reduced.

By the Revenue Act, of 11)51, Congress determined that companies engaged
ili the mining and production of crushed stone required a depletion allowance
in order to encourage the searc-h for and the production of, protluets that were
vital to the economy and well-being of this country.' That decision was sounl
then and the reasons which made It sound at that time today serve not only to
ratify its soundness but to eom1l'l the continuance of tile present depletion ratty.

We believe that tax "reform" should bt based upon t netd to eliminate or

I The rate of 5 pervetmt Is allowed on tco'norletion aggregates id 15 percent oi ehmlal'mka
and agricultural stone. Under tht provisions of 11.11. 13270, the rates would becomeo.
respectively, 4 percent and 11 percent (See. 501(b)(7) and (8)).
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modify those tax provisions whih, although sound when passed, nolonger serve
the purpose they were intended lit1cause the reasons therefore no longer exist.
lut. a change iln i tax Irovisloils Is not "reform" if tit, original reasons for slch
provision require its continuance.

To appreciate that those reasons which made tihe- original granting of the
depletion allowanice to tlit crushed stoe Industry a sound decision today require
that, the existing rates be contimied---if not increatswd--, the facts surrounding
the crushed stone industry. Including the risks attendant thereto, and the demand
for its prodlucts must Ie examined.

1. The Products of the Crushed Stone Industry are Vital to tit, Growth and
Security of the Nation.

Stone- may not have the gllnor that Copljwr. gold, silver, oil shale and iron ore
have, but its production is Just as essential to tile growth and security of this
country as the proluction of any of those minerals.

Take, tralisiwrttion.- stone must lie produced to provide roads on which cars
and trucks vani1 move, roadbeds on which trains (an travel and airlelds so liates
may operate. Take comisctioln ---- stone 1ust he prodiucedl for buildings s(lid dalas
to be erected. Take agriculture -- without agricultural limestone farn production
would not flourish. Tak, stl .without fluxing ston, steel could not be proutuced.
All of the foregoing industries aire basil ones and stone is required for each.
But it is also a necessary Ingredient for the productss of many other Industries-
paint, glass, phiarniaceutical to name a few. We need not labor the point that
stone is an essential and critlci: product to the econoniy of tills nation, for the
myriad ises to which stone in Its namiy forms is put can leave no doubt that Its
its Iroduction has Imi,. Is and will comtiiiue to be an absolute necessity to the
growth and security of tills nation.

2. The Iuttre Demand for the lPromltcts of This Indumstry.
I111 al, the year Congress gnlnted the (ruslted stone Industry a depletionn

allowance and eStablished tIhe present rates, 36t1,48-,.000 tons of stone were pro-
ducM and, used itn the lUnited States. By 1968,-Just 17 years thereafter--the
members of this Industry were. with the, assistance of the depletion a4lowallce.
able to more than double that. rate of production and thereby to keep pace with
the great demands for its products. But tile 815.g0,tMN) tons produced in 1968
must be increased, according to tile latest projections of the UT.S. Bureau of
Mines, be-tween 50% 11and 75% by 1985 to stay abreast of tile requirements of this
nation and It must be inere than doubled by the year :0XM) if the stone producing
industry is to fulfill its obligations to serve the needs of the burgeoning
population.

To accomplish the goals forecast by tile, UT.S. Bureau of Mines, the existing
depletion rates allowed the stone producing Industry must be retained-if not
increased-, as we shall show below.

3. The Economics of the Crushed Stone Industry.
To appreciate that any lowering of the pres-ent depletion rates granted the

crushed stone Industry will adversely affect the production of stone, the facts
relative to the production of stone must be understood.

The crushed stone business is not one to b, undertaken by the faint-hearted.
Today, it is it business that entails heavy capital Investment and many risks. I
am afraid that too many people litve the mistaken idea that all one has to do
to produce stone is to buy soee hind and to start digging. Such is not tile fact.

The production of stone requires heavy capital Investment. Conservatively
speaking, it will cost between one ikilion dollars and two million dollars to opeun
a quarry and place It tit operation. First ont must strip tilt, overburden whih
requires heavy loading equipment (shovels, bulldozers, lmmS and trucks), the
cost of which can be $5,Ot)000-$ 0,0X). After stripping, one niust have one or nuon'
heavy shovels ($80O,(X-$210,(XX a iliecet), quarry trucks ($45,tX)0-$75,(0) each), a
primary crusher-whieh can weigh u1p to 150 tons ($100,000-$2:N0,000), heavy
duty conveyors ($45,0-$300.600), secondary and tertiary rushers ($50,000-
$100,000), scretniig and washing equiipment ($150,000--$25),000), dust collectors
($70,RX)-$230,0(X)), arnd various nilscelitneous Items (such ias dryers, bins, load-
Ing equipment, delivery trucks and trailers, and weighing stations). Thus, it
may be seen that one (timot olemi a stone quarry without making It a very heavy
investment in machines and equipment. And this does not. iml(ude the cost of
the Jand, Including land needed as buffer area. nor the exploration costs in-
curred to locate the deposit.

What risks face the tnan who must decide whether to put that kind of money
Into a stone producing operation beyond those that are fNced ordinarily by any
business venture? There are many.
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One must disabuse himself of the thought that stone is stone and that any
stone Is marketable stone. To comply with the specifications of the several states
and the Federal Government that deal with highway construction, for example,
one must produce stone of particular densities, hardness, soundness, gradation,
particle shape and other requirements depending on the area. If one is to service
agricultural needs, one must have limestone that is of high calcium and/or high
magnesium content. Special qualities must exist in stone that is used for flux.
In short, a good portion of the stone that is in the ground Is not of marketable
quality.

Moreover, that which is of marketable quality is becoming more difficult and
more costly to find. This is due not only to the past and the present great demand
for stone products, but it is also the result of the advancement in the knowledge
of the characteristics of stone mnd, as a consequence, the creation of more spe-
clalized specifications by purchasers of stone. And it is due also to the fact that
a number of otherwise available marketable reserves cannot be utilized today
because of zoning restrictions which preclude quarrying operations in certain
areas. The hunt for available reserves of stone that will meet particular market
requirements encompasses more than a stroll across the country side. Utilization
of geographical and geological information and exploration techniques by pro-
fessiona.l geologists are prerequisites in the search for stone of particular char-
acteristics, all of which entails large expense. An area which preliminarily ap-
pears feasible is first subjected to one or more of a number of general survey tech-
niques (aerial photography, surficial mapping etc.) and then to core drilling. A
scientific analysis of the core ,smples Is made to determine the chancterstics of
the stone. Should the desired characteristics be found, the area is then re-inapped
on the basis of such cores to determine If a commercially feasible quantity is
available. Should the available Information thus obtained so indicate, the great
investment necessary to open a quarry is made. Nevertheless, certain very real
risks remain.

Let us present them to you for your consideration. Besides those risks that
are inherent In the production of any mineral that lies beneath the surface of the
land-in the case of stone production unexpected "sink-holes," water intrusions
and faults which reduce the quantity of stone that was anticipated and upon
which the determination to invest was made-, other risks are faced by a1 stone
producer. One of these is attributable to the empirical nature of stone, that is.
stone does not always perform ili actual use as the tests thereof indicate it will.
Although the core samples and the stone when produced at the quarry may have
passed the applicable specifications, such stone still may prove unsatisfactory in
actual use. When this phenomenon occurs, that stone is excluded by the plur-
chasing party for future use, despite its theoretical acceptability, and the stone
producer's investment in that qutrry is lost.

Another risk the stone producer runs is that, having made anm investment in a
quarry because the stone met certain specifications, the purchasing parties may
change their specifications in such a manner as to eliminate that stome from
consideration. When this is done, the stone producer's investment in that quarry
may be rendered valueless because-unllike a manufacturer of a product-there
is often nothing he can do to change the characteristics of his product to meet
the newly specified quality requirements.

But there are other most significant kinds of risks we face today-risks that,
because of the ever expanding population, are ever more present-those arising
from zoning and related legislation. Time and again land that had been pur-
chased by a stone producer for future development as a quarry has been "zoned
out" for that purpose with the result that the added investment made in the
land for such purpose is a total loss. Of even greater threat to the stone pro-
ducer Is the chance that his land which Is currently being worked as a quarry
and the investment in the machines and equipment used in such operation will
be rendered of substantially less-or of no-value by zoning and related restric-
tions which require that he stop using the land as a quarry. Goldblatt v. Town
of Hemp8tcad, 369 U.S. 590 (1962).

Not only do we face the risk of being "zoned out" of business by zoning and
related laws without any recourse, but some of those laws now require that
mining for stone be undertaken only when it is done underground. Such require-
ment not only increases greatly the actual cost of producing stone, but the
possibility of underground water problems and of ceiling failures due to unsuit-
able stone structures add greatly to the risks of producing needed stone.

As adjuncts to the zoning problems which confront us, there are those, that
arise by reason of air and water pollution legislation. The additional costs that
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can be-and are-inlosed by such legislation can make a currently )rofitable
operation a losing one.

The possibility of being either "zoned out" of business or of being forced out
by the extra costs attributable to air and water pollution legislation is becom-
ing greater each year. This is due to the simple fact that our ls)pulation is
growing at such a great rate that our once rural areas are now residential
areas whose residents would prefer that a stone producer close his existing
operations and move elsewhere. Although we seek constantly to effect anti-
lollution and anti-noise measures that will make stone producing operations
more acceptable to our neighbors, there is more and more pressure being
mounted by citizens' groups to (lose quarries that now find themselves sur-
rounded by homes. It is an ever present risk that confronts those of us in the
stone prix)luing business and adds to our reluctance to open new quarries.

We ask your favorable consideration of our plea that the present rates of
depletion granted the stone producers not ble reduce(l. For one to venture the
very heavy capital investment required to find and to open a stone quarry
il the face of the extraordinary uncertainties that face this industry-the many
possibilities to lose a great portion or all of one's investment by reason of
factors that cannot be controlled by the investor-requires that lie have the
necessary incentive. The present depletion rates have served this purpose in
the pat: The stone that was needed to fulfill the demands of the nation in the
Fifties and Sixties was supplied because Congress had provided that incentive
necessary to persuade people to take the risk of investing their money in this
business. The future demand for the products of this industry are such that
additional supply must be found if that demand is to be met. Yet despite the
fact, that the risks of the business have increased as have its costs-ad1 neither
this Committce nor the lVays and M('ans Committee has h('ard anjy testimony
to the con trary-a reduction in those rates which provided the incentive to
produce the needed stone in the pas thas been proposed in H. R. 13270. Such
action, in our Judgment. will cause the (capital required to find and open
the new quarries that will be required to meet that demand to move to other
fields where fewer risks are involved. As I said earlier, a change in a tax provi-
sion is not a "reform" if the reasons which prompted the provision originally
remain valid. We submit that we have shown that they do remain valid. No one
has suggested they do not.

The depletion allowance is not a "loo) hole." It is not a special l)rovision
favoring a few. It is the incentive the Congress has provided to induce any
person to invest his money in the stone pr(lucing business in order that the
requirements of this nation for stone products will l fulfilled.

I would add one more consideration: Because of the heavier capital investment
required to purchase the great machines and equipment needed in the mining
industry generally, the investment tax credit has been particularly helpful in
keeping our operations abreast of the many innovations recently made in mining
machines and equipment. If that tax credit is withdrawn, as seems likely, and
there is a reduction of the depletion allowance, this industry will suffer greater
tax consequences than will other industries.

We urge this Committee to retain the present rates of depletion for the crushed
stone industry in order that the needs of this nation will be properly supplied
in 1985 and 2000.

The (hAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Philip 14. Corson and
Mr. Robert S. Boynton, National Lime Association Tax Committee.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP L. CORSON AND ROBERT S. BOYNTON,
NATIONAL LIME ASSOCIATION TAX COMMITTEE

Mr. CoRSoN. Good morning.
The CHAIRMAN. Phased to have vou here, sir.
Mr. CoIsoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Philip L. Corson. I am chairman of the board of G. &

W. H. Corson, Inc., a quarrier and processor of limestone and manu-
fa(turer of lime imn southeastern 1enlnsylvania. 1 am appearing today
as the chairman of the Tax Committee of the National Limestone.
This association represents over 85 percent of the commercial lime
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capacity in the United States. The products of its members tire quick-
lime, hydrated lime, crushed stone for tile metallurgical chemical
processing industries and for other purposes.

We wish to protest the proposed cutback in the depletion rates
on limestone embodied in the tax reform bill II.R. 13270. We would
greatly appreciate your consideration of the following arguments in
supl rt of our position.

Essentially for metallurgical and chemical users of limestone and
for lime manufacturers, the highest quality of limestone is required to
satisfy stringent specifications on )urity. Such stone must meet a mini-
mum of 95 percent of total carbonate content as well as imeet specific
tolerances on impurities.

Limestone is one of the key lasic building bhx'ks that is vital to
industry. Directly or indirectly as stone or limestone it enters into the
manufacture of most products. In most instances its uses are irreplace-
able. There is no substitute.

Nearly one-third of a ton of limestone is required to produce a ton
of steel. Thus it is difficult for us to reconcile how iron ore. escaped
the proposed cut where limestone did not. Both of these vital basic
materials should be accorded equal treatment.

In like fashion, limestone or lime is essential in copper ore bene-
ficiation and copper refining. If copper retains its 15 percent depletion
rates, we believe that limestone should too.

It is an essential raw material for alumina and magnesia from which
metallic aluminium and magnesium are made by reduction. Similarly
it is essential in the manufacture of many chemicals, glass, sulphate
paper, animal feed, sugar, and for pl)tble water purification and
sewage and trade waste treat ment.

There are numerous other uses for limestone and lime, so many that
chemical and metallurgical grade limestone has long been recognized
as strategically necessary for national defense. Moreover, in the
growing movement to arrest air pollution, limestone and hydrated
lime offers possibly the most economical method of neutralizing noxious
sulfur fuels from industrial stacks.

Thus without limestone, modern industry would cease.
2. The relative scarcity. Currently, about 72 million tolls of metal-

lurgical and chemical gia-de limestone is being consumed annually.
Such a massive withdrawal of our natural resources depletes existing
deposits. To replace exhausted deposits, costly geologic exploration and
development is essential, as I)r. Kenneth K. Landis, professor of
geology, University of Michigan, contends in his recent study on lime-
stone reserves, which we request be included in the record of this
hearing.

Dr. Landis concludes that "the discovery of new high-grade deposits
is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive," largely since this
grade of st ae comprises only 2 to 3 l)ercent of known stone reserves.

3. Industry cost-price squeeze: Bureau of Mines statistics bear out
the fact tlht limestone is one (of the country's most uninflated con-
modities. For example, in the 10-year period between 1957 and 1967,
the average mill price for all limestone advanced by only 3 percent,
from $1.34 to $1.38 per toi. During this period, cost of capital equip-
ment and labor gained 50 percent.
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The only possible explanation for this paradox is that the industry
mechanized greatly, increasing its output per man-hour, and the tin-
remitting Coml)etitive preures that, exist.

Considerable by-product. limestone sales depress iriices. Tle result-
in effect of the cost-prices sueeze on profits is obvious.

Phe limestone industry "s not. big. The total FOB plant value of all
crushed limestone produced in 1937 was only $783 million, less than
the sales income of just ono of any of the 191 largest corporations in
the Ulited States during that year. So prolx)rtionately a cut in deple-
tion rates hurts our industry m1uch more than tle corporate giants.

4. Risks in operation. Limlestone quarries and mines are beset with
Most of the hazards characteristic of the mining industry plus it few
more that. are unique to lim stone. These include flooding, irregulari-
ties or faults in limestone deposits, soaring transportation costs that
exceed mill prices, and increasingly stringent specifications for our
products. Solution of these l)roblemns, as we detail in our prepar.ed
statement, are either very costly or insurmountable, causing ai number
of producers to close down each year.

Rezoning in recent years has proved to be an increasing boobytrap
for producers located near large metropolitan areas. The limestone
operation may have originated in a rural environment but today many
queries find "themselves surrounded by expensive suburban "homes,
high-priced a-patments a-nd so forth. Harassed by city, officials and
property owners, the limestone operator decides to move farther out to
stone reserves he has owned for some time, lut to his dismay, he finds
that his land has been recently rezoned as nonconforming for quarry-
1ig, even though his land purchase predated the rezoning.

He then finds sky-rc(keting land vfiihlS in country estates farther
out making exploitation economically unprofitable. Other hitherto
available lands with good stone have been removed by governments
for national parks, interstate highways and so forth.

Urbanizatmon has irrevocably moved some high-grade limestone
deposits from exploration. My native Philadelphia is an example, and
so is Chicago.

Another major problem we must face is air pollution. With the
State and Federal drive against air pollution, limestone companies
are being forced to invest heavily in elaborate dust control equipment
and systems, in order to comply with recent stringent air pollution
standards on particulate matter. In extreme eases the capital invest-
ment involved to conform to the exacting dust control standards ap-
proximates one-fourth of the totll plant investment.

In conclusion, let me say that a reduction in depletion rates on
limestone at the present time could not be more poorly timed. With
the many industry l)roblems I have cited, limestone. needs profit
stimulation, not a financial penalty in order to justify tile many risks
inherent in this business.

Accordingly we respectfully ask you to restore to the tax reform
bill the current, 15-percent depletion' rate on limestone as well as the
5-percent rate on construction aggregates, in which limestone also
plays a major role.

In so doing the best interests of the country and the limestone
industry will be served.

Thank you.
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The CIIA.i1!AN. Thank you very much.
Senator MIiLF. May I ask if your association or if your members

make sales of agricultural limestone?
Mr. CORSON. Yes; we do.
Senator MILLER. What is the total annual gross sales )y your asso-

ciation, and the estimated depletion allowance on these sales?
Mr. CoRsoN. We have no breakdown of sales of agricultural lime-

stone by the members of National Lime Association. Stone sales for
agricultural uses are not a very large factor in our small segment, of
the stone industry. On an overall basis, however, we would guess that
the amount might be in the neighborhood of 5 to 10 )ercent of our
members' sales of limestone 1)roducts. Based upon Minerals Yearbook
price information for 1967 and our rough estimate that our members
produce around 7 million tons of agricultural limestone a year, the
gross sales would be around $12 million. The estimated depletion al-
lowance. on such sales would be approximately $1.3 million, assuming
the nonapplicability of the 50 percent of net income limitation.

Senator MILLFIE. Could y)u give us a breakdown on total stone sales
by category, and how your menlbers fared financially ?

Mr. ComsoN. Because of the highly competitive nature of the lime
industry, statistics on tota! stone sales by category and net, profits of
the members of the National Lime Association are not available. Based
upon Minerals Yearbook figures for 1967, we would estimate that the
present 15-percent depletion allowance on high-grade limestone, used
for chemical and metallurgical purposes would give an annual de-
pletion allowance of around $19 million without regard to 50 percent
of net limitation.

Senator MmEm. How would the reduction to 11 percent affect. you l
Mr. CoRso.N. Based on such data, a reduction in tle rate of depletion

from 15 to 11 l)er'ent. would adversely affect the producers of high-
quality limestone for chemical and metallurgical uses by an estimated
$5 million a year. For agricultural stone sales of our association mem-
bers, the reduction in percentage depletion of an estimated $500,000 a
year could result in higher prices to farmers if the increased cost is
passed on.

Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Corson.
Senator FANNIN. Just. how do we use limestone?
Mr. CORSON. I have a small table here. Based upon Minerals Year-

book data, the approximate breakdown of limestone in 1967 by end use
category is as follows:

of tons
Concrete an(I roadstone (aggregate) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 375
Agriculture ------------------------------------------------- 30
Chemical and metallurgical ------------------------------------- 72
Other industrial ------------------------------------------- 100
Refined fine aggregate 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3

Total ------------------------------------------------ 5S0
I Includes railroad ballast. riprap. and fill.
2Ineludes all metallurgical fltuxing for steel and nonferrous metals: stone for lime

manufacture; whiting: glass; paper: animal feeds: refractories; chemical manufacture.
etc.

s Largely for cement manufacture. but also includes coal mine dusting, filtration, aehl
neutralization, mineral wool lnsulation. etc.

t Includes asphalt filler and limestone sand.
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Senator FANNIN. Thank you, sir.
Mr. CoRsoN. Could I give two samples of chemical metallurgical

limestone so you might examine them? These are both polished but
they show the lack of impurities and the pureness of the stone and I
think they might be interesting to the committee.

The C[,A1nMRAN. Are both of those lure or just, one of them?
Mr. CoIsoN. Both. Both will run over 98 l)ercent calciuni Carbonate.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson has some questions.
Senator ANDIERSON. You indicated how many firms are zoinor under.
Mr. CoRsoN. I am sorry?
Senator ANDmsoN. Can you furnish us with the firms that are

having trouble?
The CHAIRMAN. A list. of the firms in your association that are hav-

ing difficulty making ends meet.
M3r. CoRso N. We .will sU))ly that.
('The following response. for the record was received from Mr.

Corsol:)
It would be inal)rol)riate for us to list on the public record the namnes of mem-

bers of our association or industry who are recentlyy hard-pressed finan-
cially. However, we estimate that at least 20 to 25 plants have been closed
due to either bankruptcy. exhaustion of stone deposits or other insurmountable
problems in recent years. If desired, we could list the name and location of
such plants for use by the committee in executive s-,ssion but not for publication.

Tile (C.IDI.IAN. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Corson's prepared statement, with an attached statement of

Kenneth K. Landes follows :)

STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL LIMt ASSOCIATION, PRESENTED BY
PIILIP L. CORSON, CHAIRMAN. TAX COMMITTEE

SUMMARY

11.11. 13270 ("Tax Reform Act of 19DI9") would reduce the 271,4% oil depletion
allowance to 20% and )rohilit its use on foreign oil production. Apparently
almost as an afterthought (and certainly without adequate hearings on tht.
subject) the Ways and Means Committee also included in HR. 13270 a provision
reducing the percentage depletion rate for all other minerals-other than gold.
silver, oil shale, copper and iron ore mined from deposits in the United States-
by amounts roughly prolprtionate to the reduction in the rate for oil. As a
consequence. 11.1. 13270 would generally reduce the depletion rate for limestone
from 15% ,to 11%, with the reduction being from 5% to 4% where the limestone
is used as road stone or for similar purposes.

Reasons for Opposing Drastic Reduction in )cpletion Rate for Limestone When
Use'd (is Other than Common. Stone

1. High quality limhiestone is indepensable in the manufacture of iron and steel
and in the benefi(iation of Copper ore and copper refining. For example, on the
average, about 'Aj/ ton of limestone Is required to produce one ton of steel. It
is difficult to reconcile no cut in the depletion rates for iron anld Copper ores
when limestone Is slashed. All these basic materials should be given equal
treatment with their current 15% rate maintained.

2. Known reserves of high quality ("metallurgical grade") limestone In this
country are in relatively short supply. This grade of limestone comprises only
2% to 3% of known limestone reserves. The discovery of new (lelx)sits Is becom-
ing increasing dlifflcult and expensive.

3. The limestone industry for at least the past ten years has been experiencing
slender and harm)wing profit margins because of a cost-priee squeeze in the in-
dustry. A substantial cut in the depletion allowance for this strategically im-
portant industry, because of the public clamor for cutting oil and gas depletion
rates, is both unfair and short-sighted.
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4. In addition to the cost-price squeeze, there are many deterrents to limestone
exploration and development, including necessary expenditures to comply with
air pollution standards. As a consequence, reduction in depletion rates on lime-
stone at the present time could not be more poorly timed.

STATEMENT

The National Lime Association wishes to protest the proposed cutback in the
depletion rate on limestone embodied in the Tax Reform Bill, H.R. 13270. We
will greatly appreciate your serious consideration of the following arguments
in support of our position. The protestant is a national trade association, repre-
senting over 85% of the U.S. commercial lime industry production capacity. Its
products are quicklime and hydrated lime made by calcining at high tempera-
tures high quality limestone. Members of the association also sell crushed and
ground limestone to the metallurgical and chemical process industries and for
other purposes.
High grade limc8tonc

For lime manufacture and for the metallurgical and chemical uses. the highest
quality of stone is demanded to satisfy stringent specifications on purity. Gen-
erally such limestone must meet a minimum of 95% total carbonate content
(calcium carbonate plus magnesium carbonate). In some regions the minimum
total carbonate content specified is 97% or even 98%, in addition to maximum
tolerances on specific impurities, such as silica, iron, and sulfur.

Essentiality of limestone: Unappreciated by the layman is the basic essentiality
of limestone and its first product-lime-to modern industry. Directly or inl.
directly limestone, as stone or lime, enters into the manufacture of most finished
products and many other basic commodities. It is low cost, unglamorous, and
taken-for-granted, but it is one of the few most basic building blocks around which
industry revolves. In most instances its uses are vital and irreplaceable.
Iron and steel

Limestone is indispensible in the manufacture of iron and steel as a flux
(purifier) in which impurities are removed as a molten slag. There are no substi-
tutes, at least, that are even remotely economically feasible. In addition dolomitic
limestone and lime are required as refractory materials. A vast tonnage of lime-
stone (as stone) and as lime are used annually by the steel industry. In 1967,
according to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, 41.3 million tons of limestone (as stone
and its equivalent as lime) were consumed by the U.S. steel industry as follows:

In millions
of tons

Blast Furnace flux --------------------------------------------- 21.00
Open Hearth flux ---------------------------------------------- 3.80
Misc. flux: foundries, cupolas, electrics ------------------------------ 2.88
Dol. limestone refractory -----------------------------------------. 46
for lime flux - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9.36
for dol. lime refractory ----------------------------------------- 3.76

Total --------------------------------------------------- 41.32
1 Since 2 tons of limestone are required to make 1 ton of lime, the lime figures were

doubled for conversion to a limestone equivalent.
Since 127.4 million tons of steel were produced in 1967, from the above lime-

stone total it is apparent that nearly % ton of limestone was required per ton
of steel. Since it is as essential as iron ore for pig iron and stcel, it is difficult
to reconcile that no cut in the depletion rates is proposed for domestic iron ores
when limestone is ignored. Where is the equity in such treatment? Both of these
basic materials should be given equal treatment with their current rates of 15%
maintained.
Other industrial u8e8

In addition much lesser (but significant) tonnages are required in the bene-
ficlation of copper ore and copper refining; for the manufacture of alumina and
magnesia from which metallic aluminum and magnesium are obtained by reduc-
tion. Lime is even employed in the concentration of gold and silver ores and
other non-ferrous metals. Again, a cut in depletion rates is avoided for copper
ore. 'Yet limestone and lime are also essential to the manufacture of copper.
Similarly gold and silver ores are proposed to be exempt from ti rate cutback.
yet lime is used in the winning of these metals.
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In chemicals manufacture it Is required in the Solvay process for soda ash and
caustic soda manufacture; for calcium carbide, an important source of acetylene;
for many calcium inorganic and organic salts, i.e., phosphates, hypochlorites,
stearates, etc; pesticides; paints and protective coatings.

It is essential in glass manufacture. Next to sand, limestone-lime and soda
ash, are the major raw materials used in glass. Lime is essential to the sulfate
(kraft) process for paper pulp manufacture, and limestone whiting is used for
paper coating and as a filler. Lime is required for municipal water purification
and softening and in sewage and industrial waste treatment processes to reduce
stream pollution. All sugar manufactured requires lime; the limestone factor
in a ton of beet sugar is nearly 1/ ton. It is the major ingredient in animal feed
to provide calcium. There are many other uses. In the growing movement to
arrest air pollution limestone and hydrated lime may offer possibly the most
economical method of absorbing sulfurous fumes from industrial exhaust gases
through neutralization. If this materializes, expanded quarry operations would be
required to satisfy this huge new demand.

Tffus, it is apparent that without high grade limestone modern industry would
cease, and in time of war it is just as strategic as steel, iron ore, petroleum, and
coal. This fact was specifically recognized by Congress during the Korean War
when chemical and metallurgical grade limestone was exempted from the Excess
Profits tax as a strategic mineral. Thus, for defense and our civilian economy it
is clear that this industry should be encouraged.
Relative scarcity of ,high grado limestone

The foregoing metallurgical and chemical uses of limestone and lime that
demand high purity stone total currently about 72 million tons per year. Such a
massive annual withdrawal of our natural resources obviously depletes the exist-
ing deposits. Limestone is no different from any other mineral; its quarries and
mines also are exhaustible. To replace exhausted deposits, systematic costly
geologic exploration and exploitation is essential.

Attached to this testimony Is a report by Dr. Kenneth K. Landes, Prof. of
Geology, University of Michigan entitled "Metallurgical Limestone Reserves ill
the U.S." (2nd edition). In this report Dr. Landes delineates the principal areas
of the country that are the sources of high grade limestone and outlines the
problems encountered in exploration work. He concludes that "the discovery of
new deposits is becoming increasingly difficult and cpt1sive." This grade of
limestone comprises only 2% to 3% of known existing limestone reserves. Dr.
Landes is regarded as this country's foremost authority on limestone exploration
and deserves and he has spent over 40 years in investigative work on limestone.
Cost-pricC squeeze

As evidence of the highly competitive nature of the limestone business, the
average FOB price of crushed and broken limestone for all purposes only ad-
vanced 3% in -the 10-year period from 1957 to 1967, according to the U.S. Bureau
of Mines.' When the prices of nearly all commodities were soaring, many alarm-
ingly so, during this inflationary decade, it must mean that the price of limestone
is about the most uninflated of all U.S. commodities. The specifics on comparative
limestone prices between these -two years is set forth as follows:

Ai erage f.o.b. price per net ton in bulkUse categdry : 1957 19671

Concrete and roadstone ----------------------------- $1.32 $1.32
Metallurgical flux ---------------------------------- 1.42 1.52
Agricultural Liming -------------------------------- 1.66 1.76
Lime manufacture --------------------------------- 1.50 1.73
Sugar refining ------------------------------------ 2.39 2.38
Asphalt filler ------------------------------------- 2. 60 3. 00
Glass manufacture --------------------------------- 2.98 3. 33
Average for all limestone ---------------------------- 1.34 1.38

2 Current (1969) average prices are estimated to be close to 1967 figures, perhaps
2 percent higher.

During this same period labor and capital equipment costs soared about 50%
for this industry. The only explanation for this paradox is that the industry
mechanized considerably during this period, increasing its output per manhour.
This and the unremitting competitive pressures peculiar to this industry can be
the only possible explanation. Considerable by-product limestone acts as a de-

11957 Minerals Yearbook, p. 1095, 1967 Minerals Yearbook, pp. 1081-2.
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pressant on ricee. Iln Ilance It means that the Inlustry has been working with
slender and ni rrowing profit ma rgins.

Tihe typical limestone producer is often a small manufacturer, usually a fail|ily-
owned or (losely-lielh conl)any. The impact of a cut in depletion rates would hurt
lili proportiontltely tuich mort than tit large corimrations and conglomerates
that. are protected by diversitication. 'he total FOiB plant value of all crushlied
and broken limiestone produced in the U.S. was only $783 million in 1967, less than
the income of just one of any of the 191 largest corporate los 2 Ill this countr.
during that year. Yet the country for strategic reasons needs the output of our
relatively snall industry.

Risk.s in lime'stonc c.rtraction

LimePstone operations are oftent beset with 111ost of the hazards characteristic
of the mining industry. Following are the l)rincilpil problems encountered, the
solutions of which i re usually either very costly or insurmountable forcing each
year at number of producers to abanuidot tieir busilless.

1. Flooding of quarries and mines will occur from underground springs antid
streams or torrential rains. In ninny cases ('ontiuiotis or internmittent puiiipinig
at considerable cost will control this problem, but there have beei inn any qua rrit-s
abandoned due to inability to adequately control flooding or tit costs s involved
proved to he prohibitive.

2. Irrcgularitics i limestone deposits is it continuing lIroblem. In the directioi
of tit( quarry or mine expansion or strike. abrupt faults may occur in the delosit
or thick layers of imniure or unsalable stone or sile itny be encountered over-
lhing the desired stone. Stratas of orcrburden will frequently deepen to th( point
that the cost of stripping the (deposits Iecomes prohibitive. 1)ue to these sitna-
tions that evell with "ile most I)rudent geologic and engineering practices are not
always predictablee, drastic revamping of the quarry layout is often necessary.
Freqlnently tit, only economical solut ion Is to start over afresh and develop it
hew deposit lit another location. but the same risks may prevail at the new
location.

3. Sudden increases or clianiges in tile collietitive status quo of trclflsportltit tl
costs (all create an econoiii. crisis for some limestone producers. Being such a
low cost commodlty, tite shipping range is ntuch more restricted than with most
comodlties, and transportation costs will range front 50% to 250% of the iill
price of the material. As an exanile, tie sudden eniergence of low-cost water
transprtatio cai cause certain producers, dependent on higher-priced rail or
truck traflhc to lose their major markets. A producer, who has to move to another
4juarry 10 to 20 miles farther away front his l)rcies,ing plant and raillhead due
to insurmountabhe problenis encountered, may find tit(, added transportation costs
atteidatit. to this iove more tha n lie (tll absorb.

4. Changes and t ightening of quality specifications oni limestone cai render
delosits obsolete and force coiiipatiles oit. of business. As all exaniple, a Colt-
suiner may d'ide that it must have line-stone with a lower sulfur content (front
0.1% to 0.05%) or higher carlmnate content (from 95% to 9 7%) even -though it
will cost him more. Unless the current limestone supplier can lbeneliciate hts
stone to meet the inore exacting specitications. he itmnay face at serious loss of
bislness that Ill some clses can lie disastrous.

5. Rezoning iln recent years is proving to be ai iticreasing booby-tral for pro-
(ucers located niear large inetrol)olitlan areas. 15 to 20 years ago such pr'oblens
could not be reasonably anticipated, buit then who cold have foreseen the
tremendous growth of many urban areas its suburbs began inundating the ald-
joining rural areas forming satelite cities aid more suburbs with their coml)lex
shopping centers, beltways and cloverleafs that absorbed great chunks of land.

The limestone operation that was built ul) ii a faring envirounnent my be
today surrounded by expensive suburban hoines, high rise apartlnents, and shop-
ping centers. The noise from blasting, (lust, and truck traffic irritates the new
residents, who along with public officials harass the limestone operator as a
nuisance. If the operator decides to move his plant to a new quarry site at few
miles away on property that lie has owned as a strategic limestone reserve, lie
may find that even this area may he zoned as noti-.onfrining for induitrial
operations, like limestone, even though his purchase of the land greatly pre-dated
the zoning.

2 Fortune magazine corporate statistics.
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IDetcrrcn ts to li,,rcston c Cploration
'mere sre, of course, untouched deposits of high grade limestone that. can never

b1e exploited, at. least, in tie foreseeable future. Th1w deposits are to small or are
of marginal quality and do not Justify the capital investment for exploitation. In
other instances, are located too deep nuder the earth or they are located in re-
mote, inaccessilbh areas where translxwrtation problems are insiiriiomitable and
markets too distant.

However, in recent years increasingly lime operators have been denied other
potentially productive limestone properties. 14I1(d located in or on the fringe of
the burgeoning suburbs that only a few years ago was rural is now zoned non-
conforming to industrial business, like limestone, chemical or heavy industry.
l Philadelphia and surrounding cities and the Chicago area have thousands of acres
of land underlain with high quality limestone that are irrevocably committed to
urhaniaition and blanketed with high cost housing, shopping centers, schools, etc.

Beyond urban areas are large country estates, country clubs. etc. where land
values have skyrocketed so high in recent years tlt it is increasingly uneconomic
for limestone exploitation. High acreages have been retired in recent years from
public ise for national and state parks, some of which have otherwise exploitable
limestone deposits. Thi vital interstate highway program with the huge acreage
it has devoured has similarly reduced exploration prospects.

Air pollution problCenus
In addition with the state and federal drive against air lllution, limestoiw

coml anies aret being forced to invest heavily ill elaborate dust control equipment
mid systems in order to comply with recent stringent air pollution standards .ni
palticulate 1ntter. In extreme cases the capital investment involved to conlformn
to the exacting dust control standards approximates one-fourth of the total plant
investment.

Con mie ion
Consequently, a reduction in depletion rates on limestone at the present time

could not be nore poorly timed. But with the many problems describedl above, this
industry needs profit stimulation, not a financial penalty, to Justify the many risks
inherent in this business.

Accordingly. we respectfully ask you to restore to the Tax Reform Bill the
current 15% depletion rate on limestone as well as the 5% rate on construction
aggregates, in which limestone also plays an imlxrtant role. In so doing, the best
interest of the country, as well as the limestone industry, will be served.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

High quality ("metallurgical grade") limestone is just as essential to the making of

steel as iron ore; it is also necessary for the burning of lime and for the manufacture of

many chemicals. Limestone, the rock, is common and abundant in the United States, but

metallurgical stone constitutes only a very small part of the total volume of limestone

rock. It is a valuable, essential, and exhaustible mineral resource.

Metallurgical stone occurs in deposits within geologic formations. Geologic maps

show the areas of outcrop of formations and groups of formations, some of which are

notable for their high quality limestone deposits. It should be observed, however, that

the workable deposits themselves occupy but an insignificant part of the total area covered

by the formations. In many places where a formation is mapped, erosion has stripped away

all of the good stone, or due to environmental conditions at time of deposition good stone

was never present in this area, or the overburden is too thick for removal, or the good

stone is too deeply buried beneath poor stone to permit profitable exploitation.

The popular concept of an unlimited supply of limestone must be abandoned so far as

metallurgical grade stone is concerned. Every metallurgical limestone quarry or mine

today is working a deposit which has definite boundaries, either physical or economic, or

both, beyond which exploitation cannot go. Many of these deposits will reach those

boundaries within the next ten years. The writer of this report, who has been investigating

limestone deposits in various parts of the United States during the last 37 years, knows

of only two metallurgical grade limestone deposits that he believes will still be yielding

metallurgical stone 50 years hence. Of course, new deposits will be discovered in the

future as in the p: st, but their discovery is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive.

The conclusion is inescapable that metallurgical limestone is a valuable natural re-

source occurring in deposits definitely limited as to recoverable volume. Each year's

withdrawals from a deposit of metallurgical grade limestone exhaust the value of the

property.

July, 1963 Kenneth K. Landes
1005 Berkshire Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan
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DE FINITIONS

Some words have different meanings to different people. In many instances the same

word may have a much more restricted meaning to the scientist than it has for the man in

the street, and even for the man in industry who may use the word constantly. Therefore,

in order to avoid confusion some of the more common terms used in this report are

defined in the following paragraphs as they are used herein. For practical reasons the

terminology followed tends to favor the trade usage rather than tile academic definition.

Limestone. The word "limestone" without qualifying adjective as used in this report

is a sedimentary rock composed largely of the mineral calcite (calcium carbonate) or the

mineral dolomite (calcium-magnesium carbonate) or mixtures of the two.

Eih calcium limestone. A limestone consisting dominantly of the mineral calcite.

When the term "limestone" is used in scientific reports, high calcium limestone is implicd.

Dolomite. Limestone rock composed chiefly of the mineral dolomite (calcium-

magnesium carbonate ). Limestones which are mixtures of tile minerals calcite and dolomite

may be referred to as "dolomitic limestones" or "magnesian limestone. " Where the end use

does not depend upon the chemical composition dolomitic rocks are referred to as a lime-

stone in accord with the first definition above.

Carbonate rock. A very convenient term to include all stone covered by the three

preceding definitions. It is derived from the fact that both calcite and dolomite are carbon-

ate minerals.

Metallurgical stone. A term applied to all carbonate rocks which are used as a flux

in metallurgical processes, such as in the blast furnace to assist in the conversion of iron

ore to pig iron and in the open hearth furnace where pig iron becomes steel. Dolomite is

also used as a refractory in furnace linings. As can be seen in Table I both high calcium

limestone and dolomite have metallurgical uses.

Chemical stone. Carbonate rock that is used by the chemical industry.

Lime. The product obtained by heat treatment in a kiln of either high calcium lime-

stone or dolomite. The heat treatment drives off carbon dioxide leaving either calcium

oxide or the oxides of calcium and magnesium (in the case of dolomitic raw material).
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litne is sold either as quicklime which unites vigorously with water, or tihe lWater is added

prior to sale in which case it is marketed as hydrated lime.

Cement stone. A high calcium limestone which can be used in the manufacture of

cement. Portland cement specifications limit the amount of magnesium oxide to 5% which

means that the raw material cannot run over 3%. However, argillaceous ( clay) impurities

may be present ip to about 25%; in fact if they are not present in adequate proportion in the

rock, clay or similar raw material from outside sources has to be added.

Commercial stone. Stone used in conCrete aggregate and as road metal. Also

referred to as "roald stone".

Place value. Limestone, even that of highest grade, is a bulk commodity with a

relatively low value per ton. Ill consequence most limestone buyers pay more for trams-

porting the r:iw material than the cost of the stone :it its source. For this reason limestone

as well as other mineral bulk commodities are said to have "place value". A high-gr.ide

limestone in Montana would have very low place value, the place value of a limestone of

equal grade in eastern lowa would be much higher, :md such a stone within the city limits

of Chicago would be at the very top in place value.

:Itl86 01-4tID -pt. --- 2
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USES AND SPECIFICATIONS

Usable and not usable limestones. Both high calcium limestone and dolomite which

can be used for metallurgical and chemical purposes are scarce in terms of the total

volume of limestone within the United States. Somewhat larger, but still limited in

volume, is the limestone that can be used commercially, mainly for concrete aggregate

and as road metal. The remaining limestone is either too impure chemically or inadequate e

physically for any use whatsoever. Wherever there are limestones this completely non-

usable stone is by far the most abundant, occupying many cubic miles of the earth's crust.

Metallurgical limestone specifications. Limestones that are satisfactory for met-

allurgical or chemical uses as stone, or satisfactory for raw material for the production

of calcined products, may be classified in four grades as follows:

Table I

A-1 A-2 B-i B-2

Silica less than 1.0% 3.0% 1.0% 2.0%

Alumina " " 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

Sulfur " " 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Magnesia " "t 5.0 5.0 21.8 21.8

These specifications are arbitrarily made to provide a means of identifying various

classes of limestone since there are no generally agreed upon standards. Silica,

alumina and sulfur are impurities. Magnesia is an active basic agent, but limestones

with varying proportions of magnesia may have different uses.

Uses of metallurgical stone. Over half of the total volume of stone here classified

as "metallurgical" consumed annually is used as blast furnace flux. The blast furnace is

the fundamental unit in the conversion of iron ore to pig iron. An average of 800 pounds

of limestone is used in producing each ton of pig iron. The function of the flux is to furn-

ish basic constituents, namely lime and magnesia, which will combine with the acid com-

pounds normally present in an ore, such as silica and alumina, and remove them in the )

form of the resulting slag at the top of the molten metal in the blast furnace. Also the

flux is very important in the removal of sulfur present in the coke in the blast furnace t

charge. Because the efficiency of the flux is dependent upon the amount of basic elements

it can contribute, it becomes obvious that the presence of such compounds as silica and
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alumina in the flux itself serves to reduce the effectiveness of the flux as a metallurgical

agent. It is, of course, possible to compensate for these increases in acid compounds in

ai flux by the addition of more flux. however, this practice has its limitations because it

not only increases the slag volume, decreasing the furnace capacity, but in addition more

coke is required to heat the additional stone to flux the acid compounds already in the stone

and further, the addition of more coke to a blast furnace means that more impurities

present in the coke have to be fluxed as well. Therefore, grade A-2 stone is used only

where the delivered cost of A-I stone is more than the additional costs involved in using an

A-2 fluxstone obtainable near by.

The presence of magnesia does not seem to interfere with the fluxing property of

limestone; in fact some blast furnace operators specify from 5 to 9% MgO in the belief that

with such stone they obtain a more satisfactory slag. Therefore, B-i (and even B-2)

grade stone may be used either directly as a blast furnace flux, or as a supplementary

material to be added to the A-1 charge.

Metallurgical stone can only be used in lump form. The fines produced during mining

and processing must be agglomerated or marketed elsewhere. Pulverulent types of lime-

stone such as chalk and marl cannot be used for metallurgical purposes, regardless of

purity, unless agglomerated.

Most of the conversion of pig iron to steel is done in the open hearth furnace. During

this operation from 130 to 370 pounds of flux, depending upon the amount of phosphorus that

has remained in the pig iron, is added for each ton of steel produced. A-1 (or A-2 ) grade

stone is used for this purpose; the dolomitic limestones (B-i and B-2) are not used.

Dolomite is refractory and is used in lining basic open hearth steel furnaces. Only

B-1 grade, and that at or close to the pure dolomite end of the calcium-magnesium series,

can be used.

One of the most important uses of calcined limestone ( lime) is as a flux in the prod-

uction of steel. Chemical stone, used in making such products as soda ash and calcium

carbide, and in the refining of beet sugar, must be of A-I grade in most instances, al-

though B-1 stone is used in quantity for some purposes. Quality plasters can be made

only from A-i or B-i stone.
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The utilization of the various grades of limestone as metallurgical stone is summarized

in the following table:

Table II

Grade Blast Furnace Open Hearth Furnace Lime Chemicals
Flux Flux Linings

A-1 Yes Preferred No Yes Yes
For more
uses than
B-I

A-2 Yes Yes No No No

B-i Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Usually as a
supplement
to A-1

13-2 Yes No No No No

The total metallurgical grade stone production is roughly one-eighth of the annual

domestic crushed limestone produced (the amount of limestone mined for building stone is

relatively insignificant). The remaining seven-eighths of the crushed stone has many uses.

especially in concrete and road metal, and as cement stone.

It can be seen from the above table that either nearly pure high calcium limestone

(A-1 ) or nearly pure limestone composed chiefly of the mineral dolomite ( B-1 ) are

essential to practically all metallurgical operations except in fluxing the blast furnace

charge where A-2 (or B-2) quality stone can be used if necessary. Only the B-1 stone can

be usedi as refractory material for steel furnaces.

Variations in quality in natural deposits of limestone. Nearly pure deposits of high

calcium limestone ( A-1 ) or dolomite ( B-i ) are due to a combination of favorable geolog-

ical conditions both at time of deposition and subsequently. The sea in which the carbonate

minerals were being deposited must have been clear; no streams on nearby land surfaces

were bringing in sand, silt, or clay particles to be deposited contemporaneously with the

carbonate grains. Subsequently no circulating ground waters precipitated silica or

sulfides in that particular rock.
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Limestones vary in quality both vertically and laterally. Vertical changes are the

result of changed environments in the geological past. Just as a limestone may be

succeeded by a shale, sandstone, or other rock due to different conditions of deposition at

different times, so may a pure limestone be succeeded by a highly impure limestone (such

as a shaly or cherty limestone). Likewise limestones vary laterally in purity due to

different environmental conditions at time of deposition, or due to more active ground

water circulation subsequently. Lateral variations are not as sudden as vertical changes.

but may be just as complete. Many instances are known of limestones merging into

shales and even sandstones laterally.

It may be concluded that a deposit of nearly pure stone is the result of an unusual

combination of circumstances and that this combination was in effect locally but not region-

ally so the deposit is definitely limited in scope. Consequently every deposit of high-grade

limestone may be looked upon as a lens. Some lenses are small, covering but a few acres,

and others are large, covering several square miles. Many metallurgical stone operations

cease, not because the limestone becomes exhausted, but because the high-grade lens with-

in the limestone formation has been worked out.
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LIMESTONE PRODUCTION

Quarrying and underground mining costs compared. Most stone is produced in open

cut quarries. Underground mining is much more expensive, and is resorted to only where

( 1 ) no surface stone of adequate quality is available, and (2) the consuming district is so

remote from open cut quarries that local stone can be mined and delivered cheaper.

Because of much cheaper production costs the outcrop deposits of metallurgical lime-

stone constitute the number one domestic reserve. This stone carries down the regional

dip from the outcrop and may underlie, at varying depths, hundreds of square miles of

younger rocks. It therefore constitutes a secondary reserve, which will be considered in

this report in the discussion on geographical distribution which follows. But it'should also

be remembered that ( 1) quality varies laterally, and in many instances A-1 stone in the

outcrop becomes A-2 or less pure stone down the dip, and (2) not only does it cost much

more to mine stone underground, but those already high costs increase with greater depth

so that the potential value of a deeply buried limestone, even though it be of the highest

quality, is highly questionable.

Deterrants to continued operation of metallurgical limestone quarries. In many parts

of the United States there are dozens of abandoned quarries. Reasons for abandonment

follow:

Public pressure. Although a quarry may be started in a rural area and antedate

all zoning restrictions, it subsequently may become completely surrounded by resid-

ences and subject to harassment by the new neighbors who resent the presence of an

industrial plant in their midst even though it was there first. Suits to abate either

noise of blasting, plant operation, and truck movement, or dust may lead to the aband-

onment of a high-grade deposit before exhaustion.

Condemnation for highway and other purposes. Large reserves of high-grade

limestone in the Chicago area and no doubt elsewhere have been retired from develop-

ment through condemnation of a part of the quarry area for expressway use.

Increased thickness of overburden. In quarry operations there is an economic

limit due to cost of overburden removal and disposal in order to uncover the stone

beneath. When this limit is reached, usually due to increased thickness of overburden
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as the quarry is extended, the operation must end.

Increased cost with increased depth. This is an especially potent factor in

terminating operations in underground mines. In addition to increased operating

costs with increased depth every ton of stone produced from a deeper level also has

to pay its prorata share of the cost of sinking the shaft to that level.

Pumping costs. -Many limestones are very porous and some are even

cavernous. Where these limestones lie below the water table either in quarries or

underground mines, the pumping expense may eat up the entire profit margin and

cause the operation to cease even though high quality stone is still present.

Chnge in quality or in quali specifications. As a quarry or mine expands

from the original area of operation, relatively slight changes in the chemical character

of the rock may make it no longer acceptable to buyers. For example, an increase in

the sulfur content of even as little as . 01% may shut down an operation. Likewise a

tightening of the sulfur requirements by the same amount could have the same effect.

Increased mine to market transportation costs. As with all bulk commodities

the major cost is usually transportation. If these costs increase perceptibly the stone

may become priced out of its market. Likewise, stone from more distant sources but

traveling a cheaper route such as by water, may be able to compete successfully with

stone from nearby. For example lake stone (term applied to limestone produced along

the shores of the Great Lakes and transported by ship) can move inland for consider-

able distances invading markets hitherto held by local producers.

Exhaustion of deposit. Many limestone operations have closed down in the past

and will continue to close down in the future because exploitation of the deposit has

completely exhausted it.

Deterrents to opening M new deposits. Many adequate deposits of metallurgical

grade limestone with excellent place value cannot be developed for the following reasons:

Zoning. Zoning restrictions have now spread from the city into the township

and even the county. Therefore, in most metropolitan areas today current mining or

quarrying operations are nonconforming and no new operations can be initiated even

though a company may have owned mineral property for many years within the sub-
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sequently restricted area. As a consequence, producers supplying such necessities

to urban development as stone, sand, and gravel now have to discover and develop

deposits many miles (and many transportation dollars) distant from the concentrated

market area.

Urban spread. Even without zoning the ever expanding urbanized area has re-

moved, and will continue to remove, large deposits of limestone from ever being

developed. For example, within the last twenty years in eastern Pennsylvania val-

uable high-grade limestone deposits have been covered by subdivisions, shopping

complexes, and drive-ins.

Rural development. Beyond the urbanized zones are large areas covered by

country estates and country clubs. The land thus covered is too expensive for acqui-

sition for limestone exploitation.

Parks. Some very large areas are not available for mineral development be-

cause they lie within federal, state, or county parks. Examples are wilderness parks,

national parks, local parks, parkways, and bird and game refuges. More land is re-

tired for these purposes every year. We even have had recent examples of some

states leasing park or game land for mineral development and then refusing the nec-

essary permits to start the development.

Expressways and interchanges. Every year more expressways are built and each

year the rights-of-way become wider and the acreage covered by the interchanges be-

comes greater. Without doubt a considerable tonnage of high-grade limestone be-

comes no longer available in this manner.

The search for new supplies. Because of the ever expanding market due to increased

consumption, and the annual abandonment of many limestone quarries for reasons stated

previously, the major limestone producers have to be continuously searching for new

reserves. The discovery of such new reserves becomes increasingly difficult because of

prior discovery and development, man-made restrictions on areas where stone can be

exploited, and the necessity of finding the stone where its transportation cost to market will

not be prohibitive.

The search for new supplies is also expensive. Geologists must be employed to locate

prospects, lal-4d must be optioned, and the prospects core drilled for thickness oi over-

burden and quantity and quality data. It may take months of searching and exploration to

obtain a single adequate deposit of metallurgical grade limestone.
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DISTRIBUTION OF METALLURGICAL LIMESTONE RESOURCES

Each state in the United States containing significant and accessible reserves of lime-

stone of metallurgical grade is discussed in this section. The state by state summaries

are based almost entirely on published information; their accuracy, completeness, and

freshness are therefore no better than the quality and dating of the source material. In

every instance where specific publications were available on the limestone resources of a

state those publications are listed at the end of the pertinent discussion.

Analytical data are not available for many deposits, and the available information is

questionable for others. In many instances the published analyses are for isolated "grab"

samples which are rarely typical of the deposit as a whole. Only where the deposit has

been sampled by the technical methods employed in industry can the analyses be averaged

to give a reliable picture of the chemical character of the "run of mine" stone. Where

adequate chemical information is lacking the best clues to the quality of a deposit are to be

found by a survey of its utilization, including changes in its marketability across the

years. Although a premium grade stone may be sold for low quality uses, an inferior

stone cannot be marketed for metallurgical purposes, especially in recent years.

It will be noted that some of the references consulted, although the latest available,

are of such vintage that the information obtained can hardly be considered up-to-date,

especially in regard to areas of current exploitation. However, this report is primarily
concerned with the reserve picture, and it can be stated that, as a general rule, the re-

serve situation has deteriorated instead of improved since the publication of the source

data. This has been due to the subsequent exhaustion of many deposits and to the increased

quality of stone demanded by the metallurgical market. New discoveries have failed to

equal these losses in the metallurgical stone reserve supply.

Ninety per cent of the limestone produced and sold as fluxing stone in the United

States in 1961 came from the following seven states:
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Rank State Production in M tons

1 Michigan 10,565

2 Pennsylvania 4,924

3 Ohio 4,433

4 West Virginia 1,480

5 Alabama 1,269

6 Virginia 972

7 Illinois 737

Total 24,380

In addition there was considerable production of limestone as chemical stone and for burn-

ing chemical lime.

In the following description of metallurgical grade limestone by states, the seven lead-

ing states in fluxstone production will be taken up first, in decreasing order of annual out-

put. States of lesser importance as sources of this type of stone will follow, in oider of

geographic location, from cast to west.

All state rankings are based on 1961 production figures as published in the Minerals

Yearbook for 1961, Vol. 1, pp. 1157-1158.

Maps are included for the states which supply most of the metallurgical limestone

produced in the United States. On these maps are patterns showing the areas in which

certain geologic formations, know to contain local deposits of metallurgical grade stone,

occur. Two points should be kept in mind in using these maps. First, the pattern refers

to the top of the bed rock surface and not to the top of the ground; tens and even hundreds

of feet of glacial deposits, wind blown sand, river alluvium, or even deep soil may lie be-

tween the surface and the bed rock. Secondly, the commercially usable high-grade deposits

occupy only a small fraction of the area covered by a formation pattern, therefore the map

does not pinpoint a possible quarry or mine site, but it does give the geologist a less-than-

statewide area in which to hunt.
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Michigan

Michigan's rank in the production of metallurgical limestone is due to a combination

of strategic location in respect to the Great Lakes waterborne commerce and the presence

of high quality stone in unusual abundance. Three formations ( Fig. 1 ), the Burnt Bluff,

Engadine, and Dundee-Rogers City are exploited for metallurgical stone in Michigan.

Burnt Bluff formation. The Burnt Bluff formation crosses the southern part of the

Northern Peninsula from the Garden Peninsula to the east side of Drummond Island. A

large lens of high calcium limestone (A-1) in the Burnt Bluff dolomite is quarried north

of Port Inland.
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Engadine formation. The Engadine formation at the top of the Niagaran series con-

tains some dolomite of B-1 grade. This formation crops in the Northern Peninsula only,

from the Lake Michigan shore near the Sehooleraft-Mackinae County line eastward across

the foot of the St. Ignace Peninsula to southern )rummond Island. It is quarried north of

Port Dolomite and on I)rummond Island. The amount of stone of B-I grade in this for-

mation is definitely limited by local topography and structural geology. The southerly dip,

which carries the Engadine beneath the lake waters in a relatively short distance, makes

underground mining virtually out of the question.

Dlundee-Rogers Ci!y. An exceptionally large deposit of A-I grade stone lies within

the I)undee-Rogers City formations southeast of the town of Rogers City. These rocks are

(uarried at Calcite and Stoneport. The belt occupied by the Dundee-Rlogers City extends

from False Presque Isle north and west to Little Traverse Bay. However, west of Black

Lake, and perhaps west of Rogers City, the cover of glacial drift is too thick to permit

exploitation of the underlying limestone. Down the dip, to the southwest of the outcrop

zone between Rogers City and False Presque Isle, the Rogers City-Dundee stone continues

beneath successively younger formations. The distance down-dip over which it retains A-1

quality is now known, but it is probable that a large reserve exists in the first few miles

basinward from the outcrop. This reserve cannot be tapped, however, until prices justify

underground mining.

To the southeast from False Presque Isle the Rogers City-Dundee stone disappears

beneath Lake Huron. The l)undee formation reappears in a belt of few outcrops which

crosses the corner of southeastern Michig:m. Unfortunately, however, this stone loses

its A-I quality between northeastern and southeastern Michigan.

Limestone of metallurgical grade was shipped from the following ports ( Figure 1)

during the 1961 season:
Port Formation Typ Tonnage (M tons)

Port Inland Burnt Bluff High calcium 3, 591

Port Dolomite Engadine l)olomite 2,330

Drummond Island Engadine Dolomite 2,048

Calcite Dundce-logers City Iligh calcium 12,567

Stoneport Dundee-Rogers City High calcium 3. 552
Total 24,088
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Figure I
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During the same year the fluxstone production was recorded as 10, 565 M tons, so over

half of the lake stone produced was used for other purposes, including as chemical, cement,

lime, refractory, and commercial stone.

Michigan contains many other limestone and dolomite beds beside those mentioned, but

all other known deposits of adequate size for large scale quarry operations are below A-2

and B-2 grade.

References: K. K. Landes, "Michigan Limestone" subchapter in Chapter 8, "The

Carbonate Rocks", in Industrial Minerals and Rocks, American Institute of Mining,

Metallurgical, and Petroleum Eng., 1960, pp. 164-167; K. K. Landes, G. M. Ehiers,

and G. M. Stanley, "Geology of the Mackinac Straits Region", Michigan Geological Survey,

Pub. 44, 1945, 204 pp.; Ralph Melhorn, "Limestone and Dolomite Survey of Mineral

Resources along the Pennsylvania Railroad System in Michigan ", Michigan Geological

Survey, 1945; Paul C. Morrison, "The Michigan Limestone Industry", Econ. Geog., Vol-

ume 18,July 1942, pp. 259-274; R. A. Smith, "Limestones of Michigan", Michigan

Geological Survey, Pub. 21, 1915, pp. 103-311.

Pennsylvania

The production of limestone is a major industry in Pennsylvania, and Pennsylvania is

a leading state in its annual output of limestone of all types. It is second in metallurgical

stone production. Although Pennsylvania is underlain by many cubic miles of carbonate

rock, the percentage that is of metallurgical and chemical grade Is quite small.

The metallurgical stone resources of Pennsylvania occur in various formations of

early Paleozoic age (Ordovician and Cambrian) in central and eastern Pennsylvania and

in the late Paleozoic (Carboniferous) Vanport limestone of western Pennsylvania (Fig. 2).

Four areas produce most of the metallurgical grade stone from the early Paleozoic rocks,

whereas the production of Vanport limestone comes mainly from a single county in

western-most Pennsylvania.

Earl Paleozoic limestones. The four areas where Ordovician and Cambrian lime-

stones are exploited are (1) Centre and Mifflin Counties in central Pennsylvania, (2)

the Lebanon Valley of southeastern Pennsylvania, (3) the Philadelphia dolomite district,

and (4) Adams and York Counties, also in southeastern Pennsylvania.
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Centre County in central Pennsylvania contains the highest grade limestone (A-1 ) in

quantity in the state. The Valentine formation ( "Bellefonte ledge") crops out along the

limbs of the Nittany anticline on opposite sides of Nittany Valley. On the northwest flank

the beds are vertical, but the southeastern flank dips from 180 to 450 . Although formerly

quarried to a considerable extent, most of the Valentine formation now comes from under-

ground mines in the Bellefonte area and across the valley near Pleasant Gap. This stone

is used as furnace flux, for chemical purposes, and for lime burning.

The Annville limestone, which like the Valentine is also of Ordovician age, is the A-1

stone which is quarried in the Lebanon Valley of southeastern Pennsylvania. The strata

in this area have been tilted beyond the vertical so that they now dip from 300 to 500 south.

The Annville likewise is used for lime burning and chemical and metallurgical purposes.

In addition some is shipped into the Lehigh Valley cement district for mixing with the local

cement rock in order to bring it within magnesia specifications.

Large quarries to the northeast and southwest of Philadelphia produce high-grade

dolomite (B-1) from Cambrian rocks. Southeastern Pennsylvania also contains high

calcium limestone of similar age. Centers of production are near Hanover in Adams Count.)

and in the vicinity of Thomasville in York County.

The east coast steel mills are largely dependent for their metallurgical stone upon the

Cambrian dolomite and high calcium limestone deposits of southeastern Pennsylvania.

However, both here and in the Lebanon Valley land values are very high and the urban

spread westward from the Philadelphia metropolitan area have limited greatly the avail-

able reserves for future development.

The Carboniferous Vanport limestone of western Pennsylvania is produced today

mainly in the Hillsville-Bessemer district of Lawrence County, but many quarries and

underground mines have operated in the past in other parts of the Vanport outcrop area,

especially in Armstrong and Butler Counties to the east. The Vanport stone is of marginal

quality chemically (mostly A-2) and its furnace use has been due to its place value, lying

as it does on the periphery of the Pittsburgh-Youngstown steel district. The Vanport is

quite variable in thickness; where exploited it has an average thickness of about 18 feet,

but due to erosion prior to deposition of overlying formations this limestone has been cut

out altogether in many places. It lies nearly flat, which makes possible quarry operations
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in the Hilllsville-Bessemer area, but farther to the east this ledge crops out along the

sides of steep walled valleys so it has been necessary to follow the limestone bed be-

neath the overlying rock by underground mining in order to exploit it.

References. Frank M. Swartz and Richard R. Thompson, "Commercial Possibilities"

of Some Ordovician Limestones in Franklin County, Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania State

University, Bulletin Mineral Industries Experiment Station, July 1958, 1-14 pp.; Carlyle

Gray, "The High Calcium Limestones of the Annville Belt in Lebanon and Berks Counties,

Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Progress Report 140, February 1952,

18 pp.; Carlyle Gray, "Preliminary Report on Certain Limestones and Dolomites of Berks

County, Pennsylvania" Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Progress Report 136, April 1951,

85 pp.; F. M. Swain, "Geology and Economic Aspects of the More Important High Calcium

Limestone Deposits in Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania State College Bulletin, Mineral

Industries Experiment Station Bulletin 43., 1946, 29 pp.; Marshall Kay, "Chemical Lime

in Central Pennsylvania", Economic Geology, Volume 38, 1943, 188-203 pp.; Charles

Butts and Elwood S. Moore, "Geology and Mineral Resources of the Bellefonte Quad-

rangle, Pennsylvania", U. S. Geological Survey Bulletin 855, 1936, 111 pp.; B. L.

Miller, "Limestones of Pennsylvania", Pennsylvania Geological Survey, Bulletin M 20,

1934, 729 pp.

Ohio

Ohio ranks third in metallurgical limestone and first in lime production. Two rock

groups, the Niagara and the Columbus, are the principal sources of metallurgical stone.

The distribution of these rocks in Ohio is shown on Figure 3.

Niagaran dolomite. The only really high quality carbonate rock occurring in abund-

ance in Ohio is the Niagarma dolomite which underlies a considerable area in western Ohio.

Local names used for this rock include Peebles, Lilley, Cedarville and Guelph. The best

stone appears to be localized in the northern part of the Niagaran outcrop to the southeast

of Toledo In the general vicinity of Woodville. Here is the largest lime burning district

in the United States. Because of the purity of the dolomite the lime is likewise high-grade

and is used in chemical manufacture. Raw (unburned) dolomite is also shipped directly

to chemical and steel plants. There is a large reserve of dolomite in the Woodville area,

but future development will involve the removal of more and more overburden per ton of

stone produced because the localities where thick dolomite lies at shallow depth are being
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exhausted.

Although the map shows another and larger outcrop band of Niagaran rock, crossing

from Indiana into west central Ohio and continuing down to (and across) the Ohio River

into Kentucky, most of this stone is B-2 or lower in grade.

Columbus limestone. The Columbus limestone, an A-2 stone, is the principal source

of fluxing stone and chemical stone in Ohio. It extends from Kelleys Island in Lake Erie to

south of Columbus (Fig. 3). The workable deposits at the north end of this zone have been

largely exhausted. Abandoned quarries are numerous both on Kelleys Island and south of

Sandusky Bay on the mainland.

As a general rule the Columbus limestone increases in silica and magnesia content

with depth, so the downward limit of exploitation, so far as furnace stone is concerned, is

an assay level rather than a geologic contact. Chert bands may be present locally at

higher levels in the Columbus formation. However, in spite of its marginal chemical

character for use as metallurgical stone is concerned, this limestone is so close to

major consuming centers that it has unusually high place value.

The Columbus limestone dips to the east from the outcrop band and is mined at a

depth of 2248 feet at Barberton, southwest of Akron, for chemical stone. The limestone

exploited by this mining operation is also cherty.

Formations not shown on Ohio map The Vanport limestone of Carboniferous age is

extensively quarried In western Pennsylvania (see Pennsylvania) and some of the workings

extend across the line into Ohio.

The Brassfield formation, somewhat older than the Niagaran but still of Silurian age,

crops out in southwestern Ohio where it is practically the only commercial limestone.

Chemically the stone is A-2 in grade. Its exploitation is handicapped by the fact that is

has maximum thickness of only about 12 feet, except locally where it may be as much as

20 feet.

Various other formations are quarried in Ohio for crushed stone, but are too impure

for metallurgical use.

References. Clinton R. Stauffer, "The Columbus Limestone", Journal of Geology,

Volume 65, July 1957, pp. 376-383; Raymond E. Lamborn, "Limestones of Eastern Ohio",
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Ohio Geological Survey, Bulletin 49, 1951, 364 pp. ; Clinton R. Stauffer, "The Geological

Section at the Limestone Mine, Barberton, Ohio", American Journal of Science, Volume

2-42, May 19-4, pp. 251-271; Wilber Stout, "Dolomites and Limestones ef Western Ohio",

Ohio Geological Survey, Bulletin 42, 1941, 416 pp.

\Vest Virginia

West Virginia is the fourth state in the United States in annual production of metallur-

gical stone. In addition to a considerable volume of fluxstone, this state ranks high among

the lime producing states, and also produces sonm dead-burned dolomite for refractory

l)url)oses. The metallurgical stone is confined to the Ordovician Mosheim limestone and

Cambrian Tomstown dolomite which lie within the band of rocks which cuts across the

northeastern or "panhandle" corner of West Virginia between Maryland and Virginia ( Fig. 4).

Moshein limestone. This is the only high quality limestone (A-I ) in West Virginia.

It crops out in Berkeley County and to a lesser extent in Jefferson County. It averages

less than 1, -ilica and 2% magnesia, and is likewise low in alumina. The Mosheim,

therefore, m ikes a very fine fluxstone and is ideal for lime burning.

Due to close folding and erosion the Mosheim limestone occurs in more or less isolated

pockets. Many of the individual deposits have been completely worked out, and other

pockets are so small that they cannot be profitably exploited. The volume of Mosheim

stone yet to be quarried or mined in West Virginia is relatively small.

Tomstown dolomite. The Tomstown formation is a true dolomite of B-1 rank.

Chemical analyses made of samples of this stone obtained from active quarries have shown

a uniform silica content of less than 1%. It is quarried in considerable volume for re-

fractory purposes. The center of the Tomstown exploitation is in the vicinity of Millville

in Jefferson County. Like the Mosheim limestone the Tomstown dolomite occurs in in-

folded deposits, many of which have already been worked out and the remainder are definit-

ely limited a. to reserves.

References: J. B. MeCue, J. B. Lucke, If. P. Woodward, "Limestones of, West

Virginia", West Virginia Geological Survey, Vol. 12. 560 pp. , 1939; G. P. Grimsley,

"Jefferson, Berkeley, and Morgan Counties", West Virginia Geological Survey, County
Reports, 644 pp., 1916.
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.\Alaba ma

Alabama ranks fifth i in annual output of fluxstone and eighth in lime. Most of the

crushed limestone produced is used for flux in the Birmingham iron furnaces. The

mlabania fluxstone and lime rocks occur in both Cambro-Ordovician and Mississippian
formations ( lFigure 5 ).

Cambro-Ordovician formations. The largest quarries are in the Upper Cambrian

Katona ( Knox) dolomite in the vicinity of Birmingham. Some ledges run less than 1(,

silica in carload lots and so qualify for B-1 rating. Some lump dolomite is also mined in

this district for refractory purposes. Dolomite wud limestone of Lower Ordovician

(Beekmantown) age are also quarried, especitilly in Shelby County, for both chemical and

metallurgical uses.

Mississippianu formations. Mississippian limestone has been rather extensively mined

and quarried in Shelby. Jefferson. Blount, and Etowah counties, for flux in the Birmingham

iron district. These limestones are A-2 in grade as a general rule. As yet untapped

deposits occur along the Tennessee River in northern Alabama.

References: Hugh D. Palliser. "Alabama". in Industrial Minerals and Rocks, Chapter

S, "The Carbonate Rocks", American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum

Engineers, 1960, pp. 151-159; Benjamin Gildersleeve and James L. Calver, "Guntersville

Reservoir Quarry Site Limestone Investigations", Tennessee Valley Authority, April 1943,

95 
pp.

Virginia is sixth in fluxstone and seventh in lime production. It also has a consider-

able chemical stone industry. The metallurgical stone resources of Virginia are confined

to the upper Cambrian and Ordovician belt of rocks which crosses the western part of tile

state from northeast to southwest ( Fig. 6). Topographically this region is known as the

Appalachian Valley and in it are found over thirty lime l)ats and fluxstone :ud chemical

stone quarries. Both high calcium limestone and dolomite are present in this belt of

carbonate rock. Some stone of A-I and B-1 jiility is present. larger quantities of A-2

and B-2 are available, but the greater part of the limestone in Virginia ( as elsewhere ) is

not of metallurgical grade.
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Because of the pockety nature of the infolded early lPaleozoic limestones of Virginia

the quarriable reserves of tie individual deposits are quite limited. Furthermore, the

Virginia stone lessens in place value to tile southwest of tile West Virginia panhandle be-

cause of increasing distance to steel centers in the northeastern United States, and to tide

water.

References: William Randall Brown, "Gcolog. and Mineral Resources of the Lynch-

burg Quadrangle, Virginia", Virginia I)ivision of Mineral Resources, Bulletin 7.4, 1958,

99 pp. ; Raymond S. Edntuidson, "Industrial Linmestones and Dolomites in Virginia, James

River District West of tile Blue Ridge", Virginia Division of Mineral Resources, Bulletin

73, 1958, 137 pp. ; Byron N. Cooper, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia,

Clinch Valley I)istrict", Virginia Geological Survey Bulletin 66, 19.15, 259 pp. ; R. S.

Edmundson, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia, Northern and Central

Parts of the Shenandoah Valley", Virginia Geological Survey, Bulletin 65, 19415, 194 pp.

Byron N. Cooper, "Industrial Limestones and Dolomites in Virginia, New River-Roanoke

River District", Virginia Geological Survey, Bulletin 62, 19,14, 98 pp.

Illinois

Illinois is tile first state in tile annual production of crushed limestone. Most of this

stone is used in concrete aggregate and for road metal, in which Illinois is the leading

producer. It ranks seventh in the production of fluxstone, and is also a large producer of

lime. Although several formations are worked in Illinois for metallurgical stone the lead-

ing areas ire in Silurian ( Niagaran ), Mississippian, and Ordovician rocks ( Figure 7

Niagaran dolomite. Illinois has considerable production of dolomite of B-I grade

quarried from the Niagaran dolomite outcrop zone of northeastern Illinois ( including Cook

County ). Some quarry sections here are unusually thick and fairly pure, but this situation

is not true throughout the outcrop belt. l)olomite is exiensvely quarried in Chicago and

vicinity for use in lime burning and for fluxstone, as well as for other volumeirically much

more important uses. Although there is a considerable quantity of Niagaran dolomite of

good quality not yet quarried in the Chicago district, most of it is not available because of

high and costs, zoning laws, and highway construction. Many of the quarries are completly

surrounded by built-up areas. The quality of the Niagaran stone becomes poorer to the

south, and at Kankakee in Kankakee County tile dolomite runs from three to ten percent silica.
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Mississippian limestones. A belt of middle Mississippian liniestones crops out in the

bluffs of the Mississippi River both upstream and downstream from the Alton-East St. Louis

industrial area. Included are the Salem, St. Louis, and Sainte Genevieve limestones. They

are mined and quarried for many purposes, including lime burning, fluxstone, and chemical

manufacture. The stone is high calcium limestone and is mostly of A-2 quality, but some

of the ledges qualify for A-1 classification. Occurring as it does in the St. Louis metropol-

itan area, this stone is high in place value.

The same series of limestones also crosses the southern tip of Illinois from the

Mississippi River to the Ohio River.

The next oldest Mississippian limestone, the Burlington, is not shown on the map be-

cause it rarely qualifies for metallurgical or chemical uses. It is, however, an important

source of lime in the Quincy area where it is both mined and quarried. hi some quarries

the upper part of the Burlington may run as much as 50% chert.

Kimmswick limestone. This much older limestone of Ordovician age occurs in patches

along the Mississippi River between Quincy and Alton, below East St. Louis, and north of

Cairo ( Figure 7). It has been mined in a deposit below East St. Louis as a source of lime.

A part at least of this stone Is of A-1 quality.

References: J. E. Lamar, "Illinois", in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks", American

Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Minerals and

Rocks, 1960, pp. 168-170; James W. Baxter, "Salem Limestone in Southwestern Illinois",

Illinois State Geological Survey, Circular 284, 1960, 32 pp.; J. E. Lamar, "Limestone

Resources of E,;treme Southern Illinois", Illinois State Geological Survey, Report of In-

vestigations 211, 1959, 81 pp. ; If. B. Willman, "lligh Purity Dolomite in Illinois", Illinois

State Geological Survey, Report Investigations 90, 1943, 89 pp.; J. E. Lamar and 11. B.

Willman, "lligh Calcium Limestone Near Morris, Illinois", Illinois State Geological Sur-

vey, Report of Investigations 23, 1931, 26 pp. ; J. E. Lamar, "Limestone Resources of the

Pontiac-Fairbury Region", Illinois State Geological Survey, Report of Investigations 17,

1929, 27 pp. ; Frank Krey and J. E. Lamar, "Limestone Resources of Illinois", Illinois

Geological Survey, Bulletin 46, 1925, 392 pp.
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Other States

There are, or course, other states containing high calcium limestone and dolomite of

metallurgical grade, and there is some production from those states of limestone for flux-

ing and chemical purposes. These states produce relatively small quantities of such stone

for one of three reasons ( 1 ) the deposits are small and the reserves inadequate for large

scale production; (2) the stone does not meet usual flux and chemical stone specifications,

but is exploited locally because of abnormally high place value of the deposit; or (3) the

deposits are remote from metallurgical or chemical markets so is low in place value and

has a very limited market for furnace or chemical use.

Massachusetts. Massachusetts dropped from fourth place in lime production in 1932

to sixteenth place in 1961, probably due to the working out of the higher grade stone deposits.

All of the commercial limestone deposits in this state are in Berkshire County in western

Massachusetts. The calcareous formations are Cambrian and Ordovician in age. Some

A-1 limestones are present and some of the dolomites and dolomitic limestones are of

B-1 grade. The higher quality stone is burned for lime, and a few thousand tons are

marketed each year for flux.

Reference: T. Nelson Dale, "The Lime Belt of Massachusetts", U. S. Geological

Survey, Bulletin 744, 1923, 71 pp.

New York. Although New York ranks eighth among the states in crushed limestone

production, its annual output of fluxstone and lime rock is relatively insignificant. Most

of New York's limestone is below A-2 or B-2 in grade and is used in concrete aggregate,

road metal, and railroad ballast. The metallurgical stone resources are largely confined

to Precambrian dolomite and Silurian limestone.

Some of the Grenville dolomite (Precambrian) which occurs in St. Lawrence and

Jefferson Couities in northern New York is B-1 in grade. It has been quarried near Natural

Bridge, Jefferson County, and dead-burned for use as a refractory. Likewise some of the

Precambrian dolomites in Westchester and Dutchess Counties north of New York City are

B-1 in grade and have been exploited for lime manufacture. These occurrences are, how-

ever, local in character and because of the variable silica content of the Precambrian

carbonate formations it is very unlikely that large deposits of B-1 grade stone are to be

found in the New York-New England province.
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From the available analyses there appears to be little or no A-1 Silurian stone in New

York in quarriable volumes. The Clinton limestone becomes fairly pure in the western

part of the state and is there of A-2 grade. It has been extensively quarried in the

vicinities of LeRoy and Stafford, Genesee County, and Lockport and Gasport, Niagara

County, for use as flux in the blast furnaces of the Buffalo district. Waterborne A-1 grade

stone from Michigan and rail-borne high calcium limestone from Ontario have replaced

local fluxstone in this district in recent years.

Devonian limestone has been exploited for many years near Syracuse for the manufacture

of soda ash and other chemicals.

References: F. M. Swain, "Limestone and Dolomite Along the Pennsylvania Railroad

System in New York", Pennsylvania State College, School of Mineral Industries Experiment

Station, Dec. 1944 , 13 pp.; David H. Newland, "The Mineral Resources of the State of

New York, Bulletin N. Y. State Museum, Nos. 223, 224, pp. 255-268, 1921.

Maryland. Maryland is unimportant as a source of metallurgical stone, but does pro-

duce a little lime. The same Ordovician formations which contain the better quarry ledges

in southeastern Pennsylvania to the north and in the "pan-handle" of West Virginia and in

northwestern Virginia to the south cross western Maryland at almost its narrowest part,

passing through Frederick and Washington counties. A-2 stone is quarried and burned for

lime at several communities in the former county, and at Cavetown in Washington County.

These unfolded limestone bodies are lenticular and decidedly limited in volume.

Reference: R. B. Neuman, "St. Paul Group, A Revision of the 'Stones River Group'

of Maryland and Adjacent States", Geological Society of America, Volume 62, March

1951, pp. 267-324.

Indiana. Indiana, although the leading producer of limestone building stone, ranks

tenth in crushed limestone and only an insignificant percentage of this material is used for

metallurgical purposes. The reason for this is the virtual absence of metallurgical grade

stone in quarriable deposits except the Salem limestone which is more valuable for build-

ing purposes. Niagaran rock, the outcrop of which extends into Indiana from the north-

west, is not suitable for furnace use. The only limestones which are quarried in volume

are the Sainte Genevieve, Salem, and other Mississippian formations. These are

exploited in Washington and Harrison Counties in southern Indiana for roadstone.
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To the northwest, in Lawrence and Monroe Counties, the Salem high calcium limestone

is quarried in considerable volume for dimension stone; some lime is burned and a little

furnace flux is sold as by-products of the building stone industry.

References: Duncan J. McGregor, "Indiana" in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks",

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Minerals

and Rocks, 1960, pp. 162-164; John B. Patton, "Crushed Stone in Indiana", Division of

Geology, Indiana I)epartment of Conservation, Report of Progress No. 3, April 1949, 47 pp.

Tennessee. Tennessee produces considerable crushed limestone, but most is below

A-2 or B-2 in grade. Some stone is sufficiently pure, however, for lime burning. The

lime rocks occur in both Caibro-Ordovician and Mississippian formations. Within the

broad belt of Cambro-Ordovician formations crossing southeastern Tennessee are several

limestones and dolomites which are locally of A-1 or B-1 grade. Some of the purest lime-

stones in Tennessee are the upper Mississippian Gasper oolite and Sainte Genevieve lime-

stone which occur in deposits up to 150 feet in thickness in the Highland Rim area.

References: R. G. Sterns, "Tennessee", in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks",

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Minerals

aid Rocks, 1960, pp. 173-17,4; George I. Whitlach, "Limestone and Lime", Tennessee

Geological Survey, Markets Circular No. 10, April 1941, 38 pp.

Wisconsin. Only minor amounts of limestone quarried in Wisconsin are used for lime

and flux. By far the greater part of the production goes into concrete aggregate, road

metal, and agricultural stone.

The only metallurgical stone quarried is the Niagaran dolomite which crops out in a

broad band parallel to the Lake Michigan shore line from the Door Peninsula to north-

eastern Illinois. The largest lime production is in Manitowoc County. Lime is or has been

burned in Sheboygan, Fond du Lac, Dodge, and Ozawkie counties. The Niagaran dolomite

used for lime burning ranges in grade from B-1 to B-2. Scattered analyses show a silica

content varying from .02% to 8.2%, with over half above 1%.

Reference: Edward Steidtmann, "Limestones and Marls of Wisconsin", Wisconsin

Geological Survey, Bull. 66, 1924, 208 pp.
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Iowa. Devonian limestones in eastern Iowa are quarried mainly for commercial

stone, but a small percentage is sold as fluxing stone. The only lime plant in the state

produces chemical and industrial lime from a Devonian limestone in Scott County.

Reference: H. Garland Hershey, "Iowa", in Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks",

American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Min-

erals and Rocks, 1960, pp. 176-178.

Missouri. Missouri ranks third in the annual production of lime. The yearly output

of fluxstone is negligible, but much of the lime is used for metallurgical purposes. Some

of the lime is obtained from the Ordovician Kimmswick formation, but most is burned from

limestones of Mississippian age.

The Trenton Kimmswick formation contains deposits of metallurgical grade limestone

in eastern Missouri south of St. Louis. It is actively exploited for lime rock in Jefferson

and Sainte Genevieve Counties.

Mississippian formations outcrop in a broad band fringing the Ozark uplands area and

extending northward into northeastern Missouri and western Illinois. The Mississippian

rocks are predominantly limestones,and some of the limestones contain deposits of metal-

lurgical grade stone. Three centers of lime production have been established in the belt

of Mississippian outcrop. The largest of these is in the vicinity of Sainte Genevieve in

Sainte Genevieve County. Here the lime rock is the Spergen formation. To the west, in

southwestern Missouri, is a second lime producing district. The largest plants are in

Greene County in and near Springfield. The third district is in the vicinity of Hannibal in

northeastern Missouri, where the Mississippian Burlington limestone is quarried and

burned.

References: W. C. Hayes, W. V. Searight, and J. W. Koenig, "Missouri", in

Chapter 8 "The Carbonate Rocks", American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and

Petroleum Engineers, Industrial Minerals and Rocks, 1960, pp. 170-173; E. R. Buckley

and H. A. Buehler, "The Quarrying Industry of Missouri", Missouri Bureau of Geology

and Mines, 2nd series, Volume 2, 1904, 371 pp.

Texas. Texas has risen from a relatively small lime industry in 1946 to sixth place;

in fluxing stone it has risen to ninth place. The state contains many limestones, but metal-

lurgical grade stone is scarce.
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The smelters of the El Paso district furnish a market for metallurgical lime and

fluxstone obtained from Ordovician and Lower Cretaceous limestones which crop out in the

immediate vicinity.

The principal lime rock in Texas is the Austin chalk formation (Cretaceous) which

averages only 70 to 90 per cent calcium carbonate, but locally may have adequate purity

for exploitation. This formation is quarried and burned for lime in several places in east

central Texas, especially in Comal, Travis, and Williamson Counties. Chemical lime is

produced south of San Antonio and shipped to the growing industrial area about Corpus

Christi. Bedrock limestone has to compete with dredged oyster shell for the high quality

stone market along the Gulf coast.

Colorado. About 20 per cent of Colorado's annual crushed limestone production is

used as a flux in the Pueblo iron furnaces and in the smelters of Colorado's mineral belt.

Most of the limestones in this state are too impure for metallurgical purposes, but two

formations, occurring in the Mississippian and the upper Cretaceous, are locally adequate

for fluxstone and lime burning.

The Leadville and other massive limestones of the Mississippian system are exploited

in Colorado for metallurgical stone. Biggest production is at Monarch west of Salida in

Chaffee County where fluxstone is quarried for use at Pueblo and LeadviUe. Another

Mississippian limestone deposit at Rockwood north of Durango in La Plata County, south-

western Colorado, has been developed for both lime rock and flux.

The Timpas member of the Cretaceous Niobrara formation is exploited in east central

Colorado, especially in Pueblo, El Paso and Fremont counties, for cement, lime, and flux.

Reference: John W. Vanderwilt, "Mineral Resources of Colorado", Colorado Mineral

Resources Board, 1947, pp. 244-246.

Utah. Utah is the eighth state in fluxstone production, immediately following Illinois.

About one-third of the crushed limestone produced in this state is used as a fluxing stone,

not only in the copper smelters and steel plants within the state, but also in similar plants

in California and in the El Paso, Texas, area. Limestones are scarce in the southwest so

metallurgical grade stone here has high place value and can also travel unusual distances

to market.

:L,3--S5 O--69--p)t. 5--2S
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Leading counties for metallurgical and lime burning stone are Tooele and Utah. In

addition to fluxing stone, dolomite is also quarried for refractory uses.

California. California is the leading state in the production of portland cement. It is

ninth in lime production. This state also produces refractory dolomite, chemical stone,

and fluxing stone, but the quantities are small because there is very little metallurgical

grade stone in California. For this reason, steel companies have gone as far away as

Utah, British Columbia, and Alaska in seeking stone of the quality needed.

The California limestones, used mainly in the manufacture of portland cement and in

lime burning, are mostly of Paleozoic age. They occur as inliers in the highly folded

Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedimentary and volcanic rocks. The deposits are discontinuous

and individual deposits have a relatively short life.

Limestone has been reported from 52 of the 58 counties of California. During 1961

nineteen lime plants were in operation in thirteen counties; four-fifths of the total pro-

duction came from plants in northern California. Much of the lime produced is used in

open hearth steel furnaces and by the chemical industry.

Although most of the limestone produced is high calcium stone, dolomite also is pro-

duced and is used as a refractory and for chemical purposes.

References: Earl W. Hart, "Geology of Limestone and Dolomite Deposits in the

Southern Half of Standard Quadrangle, Tuolumne County, California", The California

Division of Mines, Special Report 58, 1959, 25 pp.; Oliver E. Bowen, Jr. and Cliffton If.

Gray, Jr., "Geology and Economic Possibilities of the Limestone and Dolomite Deposits

of the Northern Gabilan Range, California", California Division of Mines, Special Report

56, 1959, 40 pp.; 0. E. Bowen, Jr., "Mineral Commodities of California", California

Division of Mines, Bulletin 176, 1957, pp. 113-120, 293-306; William B. Clark, "The Cool-

Cave Valley Limestone Deposits, El Dorado and Placer Counties, California", California

Journal of Mines and Geology, Volume 50, Nos. 3 and 4, July-October 1954, pp. 439-466;

Oliver E. Bowen, Jr., "Geology and Mineral Deposits of Barstow Quadrangle, San

Bernardino County, California", California Division of Mines, Bulletin 165, April 1954,

pp. 160-170.
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RESF RVE PICTURE

It was determined during the preparation of the first edition of this study 15 years ago,

by inquiries sent to members of the National Lime Association, that the average life expect-

ancy of the metallurgical grade limestone deposits then being worked was less than 30

years, and that an average of $10, 000 was being spent by each responding company each

year in the search for new deposits. Since then many deposit life expectancies have been

shortened by increases in quality specifications, or by condemnation of valuable stone land

for highway (including interchanges) rights-of-way, or for other reasons.

Likewise the search for adequate undiscovered limestone deposits has become more

and more difficult, and more and more expensive.

It can be assumed that most of the limestone of metallurgical grade that will be needed

fifty years hence has not yet been discovered, and the finding of it will not be cheap.
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The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will then be Mr. Paul W. Seitz,
first vice chairman of the board, National Linestone Institute, Inc.,
accompanied by Richard Brady.

STATEMENT OF PAUL W. SEITZ, FIRST VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD; ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD BRADY, COUNSEL, AND
ROBERT KOCH, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL LIMESTONE INSTITUTE,
INC.

Mr. SEITz. Thank you.
Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question. I would like

to know to what extent there is an overlap in the organizations of the
National Crushed Stone, the National Lime Association, and the Na-
tional Limestone Institute. Is it true that all three of them are involved
with some of the types of lime?

Mr. SRTZ. Yes; that is true.
The CTAIRnMAN. Is there an overlap in these organizations or are

they testifying to the same point or is there some difference of opinion
between them?

Mr. SEIrz. The organizations are distinct orgaanizations operating
separately from one another.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Mr. SEITZ. I am Paul W. Seitz, first vice chairman of NIJ's board

of directors, and am appearing today on behalf of all members of the
National Limestone Institute. I am also president of May Stone and
Sand, Inc., of Fort Wayne, Ind. I am accompanied by Richard Brady
of Covington & Burling, counsel to the National Limestone Institute,
and on my left Robert Koch, president of the National Limestone
Institute.

The institute's members al)preciate this opportunity of presenting to
the committee its views on section 501 (a) of IL.R. 13270.

The National Limestone Institute is an industry association com-
l)osed of 549 limestone producers located in 34 States. Its members
produce aggregates for highways and other construction, agricultural
limestone, and other limestone products.

The National Limestone Institute opposes the proposed reductions
under the House bill in the existing percentage depletion rates for
limestone from 15 and 5 percent to 11 and 4 percent.

Percentage depletion recognizes that mineral resources are wasting
assets, and it is an important part of the national minerals policy to
assure an adequate supply of natural resources at a reasonable cost to
the consuming public. The proposed rate reductions indicate a sig-
nificant change in this policy, and should be carefully considered. They
were not based upon any stldy of either the limestone industry or the
mining industry generally. It is unlikely that the Ways and Means
Committee even considered them in terms of any mining industry other
than oil and gas.

I think I could best serve your time this morning by giving you some
examples of what percentage depletion has meant to the limestone in-
dustry. Congress passed tile Highway Act of 1956, the largest peace-
time construction program in the history of our country-40,000 miles.
costing $41 billion, later raised a 42,500"miles, costing $60 billion.
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Our industry, together with others have supplied all aggregates re-
quired for the construction without. any outside help. A after the 1956
Highway Act was enacted, the Federaf Bureau of Public Roads con-
tacted the States, offering Federal aid in exploration and development
of aggregate sources as the iuinensity of the program was thought too
large for l)rivate industry.

When these people visited Indiana, and offered their views, we sug-
gested our industry could provide the know-how and capital without
outside help. To thiis day we have not, faltered, nor has any faltering
anywhere in the United States been brought to our attention.

Percentage depletion has offered us the opportunity to get the job
done, and of course we do not stop here, for ahead is an ever greater de-
mand for our industry, to supply the basic materials for progress.

Since our industry is a depletable natural resource, we are constantly
exploring for new deposits, especially to meet ever more rigid specifica-
tions. We as an industry not only deplete our resources but in many
instances are curtailed by zoning regulations where the aggregate is
available, which can mean additional exl)loration and development. In
order to obtain and hold this natural resource, many capital dollars are
invested for many years ahead.

Senator GoRE.. Could I ask my question now?
You have made a statement: *The percentage depletion allowance

has absolutely no connection with depletion or with discovery. It is
merely a formula for tax reduction. You would get it whether or not
you made any discovery or whether or not you depleted your product.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR31AN. Do you want to reply to that?
Mr. SErrz. No; I think not.
Senator GoRE. Well, it is a factual statement.
Mr. SEITZ. Our industry is quite different in selecting a plant site

as compared to a manufacturing industry which locates a 1)laI)t by
availability of manpower, transportation and consumer market: how-
ever, we go to the natural resource.

Even with these handicaps our industry has maintained a. very
fa%-orable selling price, not escaping inherent, higher costs which have
been influenced by inflation, with an average selliiv r Price in 1967
of $1.38 for all limestone products coml)ared with '1.40 in 1950.

We have kept pace with many technological advancements, ald
maintain a sup)ly of limestone for the marketplace, even though we
are a group) of many small I)usinesses working on small profits. Any
change in percentage depletion, and the incentive it offers the mnininiz
industries, could materially affect our ability to keel) pace as an inde-
pendent enterprise. If we have p)rovei our al)ility to su))ly an ever-
exp)anding economy, we certainly have proven ihe value of private
enterprise at work.

Nonetheless of importance is our role in the health of thl" Nation in
supplying much needed calcium in the form of agricultural limestone.

The major direct role of limestone in national health is the influence
of the calcium released from it to be absorbed by the exchange comi-
plex of soils taken ul) by plants and eventually iy animals including
mail.

Today we supply agricultural limestone at an annual rate of 3()
million tons, but college agronomists tell us that 80 million tons are
needed on an annual basis just to maintain a (alcium balanced soil.
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We as an industry can do tie job as we have been doing it if the
incentive for private enterprise is allowed to progress without inter-
ference by c-hanging the encouragement offered by percentagedeletion.

°Thank you.
The CHAIRMAi. Thank you very much.
The next witness will be
Senatoi MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I have four questions.
Tie CH1A1R,,NA. The four questions being submitted, will you l)leaw,

provide the answers to Senator Miller?
Mr. SEIrz. Yes, sir.
The (IIAIMAiv. Thank you, Mr. Seitz.
(Mr. Seitz' prepared statement and answers to questions of Senator

Miller, follow:)
COVINOTON & BURLINO,

Washington, D.C., September 30, 1969.
Senator JACK MILLER,
Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate,
New Senate Offlce Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAn SENATOR MILLER: Paul W. Seitz, witness for the National iLinestone
Institute, Inc. has asked me to deliver to you the following answers to the ques-
tions you asked Mr. Seitz at this morning's hearings. Mr. Seitz and National
Limestone Institute regret that the information to answer your questions more
precisely Is not available.

If you or other members of the Comnittee have any further questions, Mr.
Seitz and the National Limestone Institute will be pleased to do whatever they
can to respond.

Q. What are estimated ,iotal gross sales of your Association of agricultural
limestone?

A. National Limestone Institute does not accumulate statistics on sales of agri-
cultural limestone by its mnenluers.' It believes, however, that its members are
responsible for a significant portion of the total production of agricultural lime-
stone In the United States. The total production of agricultural limestone (in-
eluding small quantities of dolomite) for 1967 hies been reported by the I)epart-
ment of the Interior in the Minerals Yearbook as 29,245,000 short tons valued
at $51,463,000.

Q. What is the total annual percentage depletion allowance (for tax purposes)
for agricultural limestone?

A. The Treasury Department has never included in its published statistics
the aggregate percentage depletion deduction claimed with respect to agricul-
tural limestone, and the general statistics it does make available to the publi(-
offer no basis on which to compute the amount of this deduction. Since In any
given year some agricultural limestone operations will result in a loss or a
small profit, some production of agricultural limestone will have either no per-
centage depletion deduction or a deduction measured by the 50 percent of taxable
income limitation. These factors make it Impossible to compute the percentage
depletion deduction for agricultural limestone on tie basis of production
statistics.

Q. Please relate the foregoing to any estimates you wish to submit of addi-
tional costs to the agriculture industry If the rate of percentage depletion is
reduced for agricultural limestone as provided in the House bill.

A. The impact of the proposed cutback on the agriculture industry is uncer-
tain. First, the amount of additional taxes to be laid by producers of agricul-
tural limestone Is not known. Second, there Is no clear indication of how agri
cultural limestone producers will respond to their additional tax burden. Some
will likely attempt to raise their prices to transfer the burden of their additional
taxes to the agriculture industry.

Q. What is the estimated annual expenditure by your Association for explora-
tion, research and development, including construction of mining facilities?
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A. National Limestone Institute has no information on which to base such an
estimate. Neither the Bureau of Mines nor any private studies have attempted
to develop the necessary informatloii. The diversity of operations that exist
among producers within the limestone Industry makes impractical any estimate
not based on an actual survey.

Very truly yours,
RICIIARD A. BRADY,

Counsel for National Limestone Institute, Inc.

STATEMENT OF NATIONAL LIMESTONE INSTITUTE, INC., PRESENTED BY PAUL W.

SEITZ, FIRST VICE Ch[AIRMAN OF TlE BOARD OF I)IRECTORS

SUM MARY

(1) The National Llmestone Institute, ic. is an Industry association composedl
of some 549 limestone producers located in 34 states. Its members produc,
aggregates for highways and other construction, agricultural limestone, and
other limestone products.
(2) The National Limestone lustitute opposes the proposed reductions under

the House bill in the existing percentage depletion rates for limestone from 15
and 5 percent to 11 and 4 percent.
(3) Percentage depletion recognizes that mineral resources are wasting assets

and Is an Important part of the National minerals policy to assure an adequate
supply of natural resources at a reasonable cost to the consuming public. The
proposed rate reductions indicate at significant change in this policy and should
be carefully considered. They were not based upon any study of either the lime-
stone industry or the mining industries generally, and it is unlikely that the
Ways and Means Committee even considered them Ini terms of any mining Indus-
tries other than oil and gas.
(4) The -economic impact of the proposeA rate reductions would be severe

In the case of Individual produc+rs In the limestone Industry. It Is an industry
of small businesses and modest profit margins. The average price of limestone
has actually decreased front $1.40 per ton to $1.88 per ton since 1950, when
limestone was granted percentage depletion, although the producers' costs have
increased substantially during the same period.

(5) Investors in the limestone industry need the incentive of percentage
depletion to develop limestone deposits and produce nmarketable limestone prod-
ucts efficiently in order to meet the demand for limestone which has almost
tripled since 1950 and which is expected to continue to grow parallel to the
trends In population and gross national product.

STATEMENT

I am Paul W. Seitz, First Vice.Chairman of NIA's Board of Directors, and
am submitting this statement on behalf of all members of the National Lime-
stone Institute. I am also President of May Stone and Sand, Inc., of Fort Wayne,
Indiana. National Limestone Institute's members appreciate this opportunity
of presenting to the Committee its views on Section 501 (a)'of H.R. 13270.

The National Limestone Institute, Inc. Is an industry association composed
of some 549 limestone Producers located in 84 states. Its members produce
aggregates for highways and other construction, agricultural limestone, and other
limestone products,

Limestone is presently entitled to a 15 percent depletion rate unless it is
used, or sold for use, or 'riprap, ballast, road material, rubble, concrete aggregates
or for familiar purposes. The rate for limestone used for these purposes is 5 per-
cent.' Under the House bill, the allowable rates would be cut from 15 and
5 percent to 11 and 4 percent.

Under the 1939 Code only metallurgical grade and chemical grade limestone were
entitled to 15 percent. During those years substantial controversy developed over the
classification of a limestone deposit, and several lit gatetd cases failed to develop a satis.
factory distinction between metallurgical and chemical grade and other limestone. Thematter was resolved in the 1954 Code by elimination of the metallurgical and chemical
grade classification and Introduction of the end-ise test under which limestone used foraggre rates, etc. is entitled to only 5 percent. The. present statutory rule Is a rational
elassiication, and National Limestone Institute believes that a classification based on
metallurgical and chemical grade is not sound.
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''llh- Na tiontal imtestone( InlstIitute ('olmOem the m~owmoe(I reductionlin tble exi1st.
Ing percentta ge (lepletlol ratvs.

Percentage depletion wats iniid(e avaliabe to limestone ii im its part of tflit,
National interatls polc14( t provide til adequate stipply of tl nilmierals t4o sltisf'y
teeittitds111(1 of ti expiuidilig economy and1 thle requirements of security a1nd4 to
jissure itl orderly dlevelopmtenit of the Nat ion's unfatt l internal resoirtes. Per.
ventage depletion is ai fundamental palrt, of this Nationial jwoliey. It rei-ogniizem
that mineral resources are wasting assets anid that, ntew resrves must, be found1(
andl dIevelopedt.

During (hle years lierventage deplete ion mlis beenl available, ft( leltonle Induts-
try ham pa rticipated lin the Nation's e('tonmi growthI. Accorditig to st fist lem pubh.
lishted by the Bureaut of Mines, llrotluti01 hats tilitost, t ripled.' All segments of tflit,

14hort ts.. .- . . . . . 180,9Il8,9til0

tort totls- 568. ... . .- . . - . . rt,9102,000ll
V8le1 . ..- .- .- .. .1. . . .. , . ..%., - . $783. 1 3fl, 001)

flmsonle I ttdttst ry hatve ('oatrit11tedl to f is growthI. As is the easem with th it 11ig
industry generic ly, tie(, Imipact of I iniestone's groiwt h linis been felt. dlirec'tly lin voi.
struvtilon, agrietiltutre an f11tlie, mnany (other indlustries using litnest one pr'odutits,
and1( Inidirectliy thIrougltou. fte economyy."

Atny chanttge lin National pioih'y that wvouldl adversely afect the grew th of fte
dining Indutlfries should lhe ca reftully c'onsideredl. Tihe symbiolismn oft tax refotni

and1( revenue gains should iiot lhe atllowved to c'halnge f his ('outitry'm stteessfttl mini.
erals policy. Tihe piroposed p~eenttage deplete ion rate reditet ions would eltt tge t his
policy, however, even thought it(h (lIsioits11 Of the( WHYS 11t41 tdeeli (1omatit t ei'
were niot bitsed upon etaiy study of elfithet the limestone industry or fte mining lit-
(lust rit4 geiterelly. It Is unlikely tlint. the Cotimil tet, even motlidleted the(, prlwsel
raite reiluetions lin terms of anty mninitng Inidust ries other tMant oil and1( gais. The
dining Industries should not he, the(, unfair viet hatsof tax reform.

The(, ec~otttl4' jittire (if flte limiestone lildltstry should be understood lin ordler
to evaluate the Itmpacet of the proposed lier('ettgl depletiont rate redu'tioiis. Al-
thtough thle Voltite of limestone product iont hias growth Imtpressively, thle nitist ry
c'ontinutes to be pirimitarily situ.il businesses. As the( llureau of Mittes' staitist i(-4
c'ited above Ind~icate. til(e a verstge se'llintg pri'e of limaest one sitive lflt), it period of
National grow t lt-aid getteral ly rising pilces--lilts atctuitlly (le(reitsed from $1.40)
pe~r tont it 19) to $13. IM per totn lin I17. Ont the( other hand, tile- Indulst ry hits not
eeiped t'ost increases prevailing lin thle Natlon's e'otioitty. Air- and1 watter itollut-
tin controll, itoise ('(oitrtol, mtid votiplitii'4 with land z(iitlng reqtilreteit s ht e
been additional factors ll it I'realg1 Coqsts. 1rte('1114et' hits en thalt f lie%
iitdttsry htam speilt large sttit to (levelo) littestotie (leliositm and1( prolltt(e 1111rkjet-
atble limestone lprodluetm f'Ieif'n till lIn order to be competitive with other mtiterals.
especially those also sutitablle forus its( s atggregates." Nevertheless, Iproflf muarginis
have been atarrow.

Altigit thte aggregate lw-rcettige depletioit (ht1n('tioit for liitt~once Is not

available, It fiq very dloubtfutl that the p~roposed1 ratte reduction will yield it iteiti-
inigttl litteres lit reve-itues. The mit et. on ind~iv'idtual llrotlitlms, however, ill
Ibe migntlit As lit the ('it' lin the mtinintg Iitdustries general ly, is'retage deple-
tioit 111ts tli Jillittlgt'il Ilgr oI(f the twooionies of the lintestone Indutstry, and1(
titiuiit1teititmtee of thle existitg im-r('ettge depletion rettes is itecessetry to utvoid
serousI (lislmitiolts. Thtese rates are ntot, gettlerouis-1fl IM'rcelit Is thle rate 'ot'
mutiterals genteritlly mtid 5 psett is tit(, mniinn rate. ('utlsteks from t hicse
iM'elit titl indultstry of tititll buisiiesse atnd ittoemt profits wiill hanve, adverse
('0t1 "Pq leet( ees, Ittcludinig lWOAssible pri('e itteretitss an:d redlti('ed expiinditures to
find itnd obtitlit new deposits itd to modlerntize ollirittittg tietiods.

lei'rln ge onl Mitierail Sltortiigem Bf'ore tflic Hutmeini~ttee on Mltt'ralm Manterials and1(
h4ulm of fli i emiate Coittinittee ott lInterior 1111( Itsutir Affatirm, 00ltht Nng.. 2(1 ketm.
:32 (1008).

' Modernizationt Is discussmed, for examtp~le, tit pp. 1007-608 of Allneralm Yearbook, 1907 of
the Department of Itnterior.
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STATEMENT OF RHYNE SIMPSON, JR., FIRST VICE PRESIDENT OF
THE GYPSUM ASSOCIATION
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At the same time it is the polley of our National Government to
increase residential house const,'uction. It is our position that under
the preedents set, by retaining accelerated depreciation on residential
house construction, we ask that, gy)sum he excluded front a drop) in
depletion from 15 r ecent to 11 X'icent.
We ask that it be added to those other minerals excluded from the

drop. We feel that a coltinliatioll of the gylsul depletion allowaice
at 15 percent will help hold tie price line oi the, cost of residenttil
shelter to the consuiner. At the same time, however, I should Il int out
that gylpsuil prodi1ts have not exrien('ed in inflationary spiral like
other building products. ,1list tie contrary. I1 or)1'il llnti' marketing
ar1e' in tile Southwest, Texas, Oklahoma, and the States surrounding,
gy)lsum waillboard today is sold at Irices cheaper t1 d111(uring the
depression years.
At, the SaDiie time that the Federal Government is holding the line

through monetary pressures on the economyl, the building mnateriial
industry 1h1as been asked to participate in witys to help increase tile
produce ion of low-cost shelter. Operation Breakthrough is one of
theste ways.
Our company participated in Operation Breakthrough. As a matter'

of fact, we made our proposal September 19th to the )epartnlellt
of Housing and Trlban 1)eveloplment. It might be interesting to you
to know that the cost in just prel)aring tills breakthrough pi'l)Olsul
was greater than our entire depletion allowance last year.

Senator GoiE. Is there any connection n Ietween the two?
Mr. SIMPSoN. There is no connectionn between the two except 1,or tile

fact that 75 percent, of tile rock that we mine does go into residential
shelter.

Senator GoimE. Why mention it, tihel ' limere is 110 connection bet wetendlepletion and anlythin~g except tax redc(l(tioln.

Sr. Sim'sox. Vla is corret. That is our I)oint, sir.
Senator GonE. Good.
Senator BENNE'Ir. I would like to (is'uss that. with Ilv (olellgue ait

some other time, having invested in a line that ran out, before tile
depletion allowance was recovered.

Senator GoRE. But it. would not have affected per'entagt depletioll
if it had run out, or if it had not, if you had discovered further, or
if you had not.
Mr. SiwrsoN. Senator (Tore, I (id not mention the dii(overy of' nem

gypsum reserves. As a matter of fact I think it. should be ref erred to
quite frankly as a tax advantage, and that is what accelerated de)nie-
ciation is and I feel that for thle same reason it should be applicable
to our industry.

Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, I lave heard so much of this )usiness:
the relation between discovery and depletion of resources and in this
booklet lie has prepared, the relation of these to percentage depletion
allowance, that I just wanted to make the record cleai': there is no
requirement that the amounts permitted t taxpayer in percentage
depletion be set aside for discovery, there is no connection whatso-
ever between depletion of the resource, discovery of tile new, and the
setting aside of the reserve. As a matter of fact, I happen to know of
an instance in which a mineral corporation had developed a reserve
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of several million dollar's fromi l)('l'entage h'lflt.ion. control l of the
COrJ)oraltion was bought )y another cor)oration, and it was prolIptly
milked out and not $1 of it us dt for further discovery.
The ('lutlMnr4 . I would think if the Senator eveer hiad niv experi-

mice being th private possessor of a (r-y hole li would understand
what it. is all about better than he does.

Senator Golm. I lave discovered a few sulffir wells trying to finld
waiter. I understalnd that. But that still has nothllig to do "it ht whether
or' not percentage depletion relates to filldling a su''cessful hole or find-
mg it dry hole.

TIh ( 1 II Ir.X . Iet IIW See if I get. (lIU$ Ciil( o ill hI1'e.Senator GonmF. There is ho ('onn~ec tion.

Ti1e CHAIM MAN. Well, the witness said soniethling. I am entitled to
know what he said.
Senator GOTRF. lie has a booklet there in which he referred to and

talked almt percentage depletion.
Tile CHAItMAN. Let me se if I uindeistand what the witness said.
Would you mind explaining what is that boo)klet that, you have

there?
Mr. SiMPsoN. Mr. Clhirman, this booklet represents our proposal

on Operation Br'eakthrough, wh ich is it proposal of the 1)eptinent
of Housing and lTrhan I)evelopnient to help foster and create new
ways of building low-cost houses. III addition to mining gypsum we
manfactu re factory-built houses, another part of our business.

The CHAIRMAN. So i1s I uider-stmad it, you worked out at tle ex-
pense of your company it proposall to )rodu('e housing cheaper forpeople ?
Mr. SIMPSON. That is right. We have a large investment tied III) in

our management time, overhead, hard dollars invested in l)ototype
units on this proposal. Now, there is no relation whatsoever between
this and depletion, but I only wanted to relate that those are about tile
same dolhu-s that we saved last year on taxes because of dep letion.

What I did not say, was that we spent about four tines that many
dollars on looking for new gyl)sum reserves. While our industry is
unique at this time because of the national policy to increase residential
construction, the depletion allowance is important and necessary to
hel) explore for new reserves.

Aeniator GoRu. In other words, you sty on the one hand that there
is no relation but you say on the other thai t you want to relate?
Mr. SimpsoN. Yes, sir, I say exactly that. I want to relate it.
Senator Goim. Thank you. That is about how clear tile relation is.
Mr. Simsox. Yes, sir. I wtnt to relate it the same way that ac-

celerated depreciation is being used as it tax shield to help foster in-
creased residential housing.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it you are saying you save some
money against taxis and what you save you )ut into lower cost houses
to be built?

Mr. SimpsoN. Yes sir.
Tle CHAIRMAN. That is the connection?
Mr. SIMPsoN. Yes sir.
The ChARMWAN. What you save is spent trying to find a cheaper

way to build somebody homes?
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Mr. SIMPson. Yes.Senator MILLFR. Yes, but in addition to that what you are saying
is that the amount of the allowance for percentage depletion for your
industry is more than spent for exploration and development?

Mr. SIMPSON. That is correct, for our company by a factor of 4 this
last year.

Senator GoRE. But you could have used the percentage depletion
tax break you got for bigger dividends or for a new resort, a new
motorboat, a new booklet. Or you can simply put it in reserves. I know
of nothing that better illustrates the utter fallacy of the percentage
depletion allowance as a tax principle. We ought to abolish it com-
pletely and put everyone on a cost depletion basis.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, what you said here was that
you spent four times 'as much money as you had in depletion allow-
ance trying to find more gypsum somewhere? 0

Mr. SIMPSON. That is correct, and let me make another point. Our
industr and the entire building material is changing, changing a
great deal. You are seeing companies that have traditionally been
active in nothing but gypsum wallboard leading the front on urban
development in the United States. Our company a year ago was 90
percent active in gypsum wallboard, now only 35 percent active in
gypsum wallboard, and over 50 percent of our sales come in house
construction, so there is not a tie, but at the same time there is, because
of an evolutionary process in American business.

The CHAIRMAN'. Since we have digressed in this the latest figure
I saw indicated that in this country on exploration for new oil, only
one wildcat well in 43 was actually a good commercial producer.

That is not counting marginal wells. The point is-and I do not
expect my good friend from Tennessee to agree with it, but the point
is that just letting a man recover his money will not quite be enough
incentive when the odds are 43 to 1 against you.

Mr. SIMPsoN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. You need something more than that.
Mr. SIMPSON. Yes, sir.
Senator GORF. Mr. Chairman, I will put in the record some very

interesting figures on exl)loration; but since we have diverted to this
I would like also to point out that there is a current writeoff of such
exploration expenses. So they get it in two ways.

The CHAIRMAN. I made reference to that. The point is that if the
odds are 43 to 1 against you, just getting your money back will not
quite make it. That-is the point.

Senator GoE. Mr. Chairman, the record shows that the odds are
not of that proportion. They might be for one particular wildcat
operation.

Senator BNNTr. I call for the regular order.
The CHAIRMAN. The regular order has been called for and I will

call myself to order. Let the witness proceed.
Mr. SIMPSON. Let me summarize very briefly. W feel that our indus-

try has suffered because of restrictive monetary policy. We feel that
there has been a precedent set by including and retaining accelerated
depreciation on residential shelter. We think by the same reasoning
that gypsum should be left at 15 percent depletion rather than dropped
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to 11 percent. We, therefore, respectfully request that it stay at that
level. I will be happy to answer any questions, and I do thank you for
the opportunity to appear.

Senator Mitimt. What is the annual total gross sales by your
association?

M r. SIMPsON. Although gross sales of the Gypsum Association total
gypsum sales aire not l)ublished. My personal esti mate is approximately
$350 million.

Senator MuaE. What is total annual deletion allowance--for tax
purposes-of your association?

Mr. SIMPISON. Time total annual depletion allowance is approxi-
mately $1,700,000, giving a tax savings of about $825,000.

Senatol MILLER. I lease relate t1e folegoilng to any estimate you
wish to submit of increased costs to consumers (by category, if pos-
sible-for example, honmebuilders) resulting froim reduction of per-
centage depletion rate from 15 to 11 percent, for gypsum as providedd
in the House-passed "tax reform" bill.

Mr. SiMpsoN. If the reduction of gypsun depletion from 15 to 11
l)erelnt is )assed on to gy psuil I)ur'chisers, shelter costs will increase

by at least the amount of the total industry del)letion allowance. Also,
the loss of revenue to the industry will limit its )articil)ation in urban
redevelopment products, and research and development in low-cost.
housing. This investment will ultimately reduce tile cost of housing
to all consumers. Thus, the effect is compounded by restricting re-
search funds at a crucial time in the shelter industries development.

Senator MILLE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Rhyne Simpson's )rel)ared statement follows:)

STATEM ENT OF Gyirsm; AssociATION PRESENTED) iy RHTYNE SIMPSON, JRu..
FIRST VICE PRESI ,ENT

PREIIM IN ARY STATEMENT

The Gypsum Association on behalf of its members oppose any reduction in per-
centage depletion rates. In the alternative, the Association requests relief for
gypsum from the general 30% reduction In percentage depletion rates which
had been proposed. Others have capably presented the argument against reducing
depletion allowance for any industry. To avoid repetition we simply state our
concurrence and deal here with the alternative should the Congress not see fit to
maintain depletion allowances at their present level.

The gypsum mining industry, more than any other, is a part of the construction
industry. It is substantially devoted to housing. H1ow to increase construction of
single and multi-family housing units is currently one of the country's most press-
ing problems. The need is obvious but the obstacles are almost insurmountable.
Rising costs, labor problems, high interest rates and lack of funds, particularly
in urban areas which have been greatly restricted by the tight money policies
used to combat inflation, are paramount.

The gypsum industry is particularly hard hit because of its major dependence
on construction. It respectfully requests that it not be further penalized, that it
be exempt from any reduction which is voted, and allowed to retain it. 151% ,

depletion rate. Adequate precedent exists In the policy which already suggests
exemption of iron and copper and which l)roposes to allow for residential
construction the continued use of afcelerated depreciation.

DISCUSSION

The Gypsum Association consists of 10 companies which operate over 75
gypsum mines and plants. The companies are:

The Celotex Corporation.
The Flintkote Company.
Georgia-Pacific Corporation, Gypsum Division.
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OAF Corporation.
Grand Rapids Gypsum Company.
Kaiser Gypsum Company, Inc.
National Gypsum Company.
Republic Gypsum Company.
Texas Gypsum Company.
United States Gypsum Company.

The gypsum industry wined approximately 10,000,000 tons of gypsum dories.
ticaily In 1908 based on prelilinary Bureau of Mines figures.

The mineral gypsumn In the ground Is a rock, usually gray In color, which
chemically is the dihydrate of calcium sulplate (CaSO4.2H20). It is clowly
related to anhydrate which is calcium sulphate without the water of crystallize.
tion (CaSO). Gypsum has many uses, but Its principal use Is In the production
and manufacture of low (cfst items, Including retarder rock, plaster, lath and
wallboard used by the construction Industry, mainly in residential housing.

"Retarder" rock is sized (rude gypsum used by Portland cement manufac.
turers as an additive to control the setting time of cement. This use accounted
for approximately 3,154,0M) tons of gypsum consunled In 1K17 (the last year for
which figures are available) having a total value of $14,704,000. The principal
use of gypsum, however, Is to manufacture products primarily used In resi-
dential lrousing (plaster, lath and wallbmrd). These are products made from
calcined gypsum.

When raw gypsum rock Is "calcined" or heated to approximately 3200 F.
literally three quarters of the water of cryshllization (2HO) Is boiled off.
The resulting dry powdery product Is known as stucco or plaster of paris, and
Is the basic ingredient for wall plaster, lath and wallboard.

Plaster is created by re-adding water to the stucco at the job site and spreading
the resulting plastic mass ol the desired surfaces where on drying It returns
to its original rock state.

Gypsum lath and wallboard consist of materials such as paper or wood sand-
wiched around a core of reconstituted gypsum. In otlier words, stucco with
the water added back. They are produced at the various gypsum plants located
throughout the country.

These calcined products accounted for approximately 9,000,000 tons of gypsum
during 1907 with a total value of approximately $342,000,000 over 90% of which
was used In building and residential housing.

The calcined products are In great demand In housing as they provide rela-
tively Inexpensive walls with great fireproofing qualitiess. The price of standard
1/", gypsum wallboard Is approximately the same as it was In 1959 (Bureau of
Mines figures). This undoubtedly Is a unique record with today's Inflation. Gyp-
sum's fireproofing qualities result from the fact that a temperature of 250* F.
releases gypsum's water of crystallization which absorbs heat and in effect puts.
out fire with water at its source.

The gypsum industry is an Integrated mining-manufacturing industry. With
minor exceptions, domestic gypsum Is mined by the same company which manu.
fractures it into plaster, lath and wallboard. This is due to the fact that it has
been proven more economical to locate the plants for producing the calcined prod-
ucts at the mining locations, During the year 1907, there were gypsum milnes
or plants located In 33 states employing over 21,000 people, as follows:

CRUDE GYPSUM MINED IN THE UNITED STATES, BY STATES

IThousand short tons and thousand dollars)

State Active mines 1967 quantity Value

Arizona ..................................... . .
California ....................................................... 1, 241 $3,19
Colorado ......................................... 4 77 265
Iowa ............................................................ 5 1,219 5,186
Michigan ......................................................... 5 1,422 5,085
Nevada .............---------------------------- 3 409 1,412
New Mexico ...................................................... 5 155 588
New York ........................................................ 5 570 3,118Oklahoma---------------------------8 804 2,6Okah ma...... ............................................. 80 2,266
South Dakota ..................................................... 1 12 49
Texas ........................................................... 7 984 3,419
Other States ...................................................... 23 2,500 9,845

Total ...................................................... 75 9,393 34,383

I Withheld to protectconfidential Information.
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CALCINED GYPSUM PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES, BY STATES

IThousand short tons and thousand dollars]

Active 1%7 Calcining equipment
state plants quantity Value Kettles Other

California ...................................... 7 584 $7,641 16 9Georgia ........................................ 3 464 8,832 15 ...........Iowa .......... ............................... 5 768 11,477 22 4
Louisiana ......................................
Michigan................................. " 2 5 S31Now Jersey ..................................... 4 347 4,056 9 4New York ................ ..................... 7 836 12,265 22 5Ohio ........................................... 3 334 4,960 9 1Texas .......................................... 7 723 10,519 27 3Other States .................................... 36 3,461 49,788 94 50

Total .................. ................. 76 7,879 115,467 224 77

I Withheld to protect confidential information.

Because it l)ro(luces lrolucts for the construction industry, and particularly
for residential construction, the gypsum industry has been uniquely hard hit
by tihe government's anti-inflatiomary policies. The Federal Reserve Board, com-
mencing Iin 1960, embraced an anti-inflationary policy which was primarily
directed to allocating resources by increasing borrowing costs, Thus, prime
Interest rates have increased from 4.0% to 8.5,% since 1965, or ai increase
of approximately 9%. This has had a direct effect on the housing market. In
1)(15, housing st~irts were 1,510,(),. These shrunk to 1,196,000 in 1966 and revived
to 1,543,000 in 1968. However, recent interest rate increases have again depressed
housing starts so that It appears starts will drop to an annual rate of of 1,000,000
In 1969, or a decline of approximately 33% from 1968. This is in the face of
strong Indications of an extremely high demand for housing, The long term
demand for residential construction Is generally measured by four factors:
net housing additions, housing vacancies, housing removals and mobile homes.All of these consistently indicate ai pent-up demand for 1,800,000 housing starts
1m 1969.

Further, because of the general lack of money supply, funds which would
formally be channeled into home mortgages, such as loans by commercial banks

and savings and loan Institutions have been absorbed by industry. Even when
potential home purchasers are willing to pay the very high interest rates, they are
having difficulty obtaining funds from banks because of competition with com-
mercial bank customers at the prime rate. Also, the Increase in interest rate
has led to problems in granting loans because of some state usury laws. For
examl)le, in Illinois up until recently, it was usurious to loan mortgage money
to individuals at a charge of more than 7%, although loans to corporations at
any percentage could be made. Under these circumshnces, further problems
In financing were created for the housing market.

The gypsum industry is undoubtedly unique in its dependence on residential
construction. In 1967, approximately 95% of its revenue came from the sale
of construction products with 75% being accounted for by products which are
primarily used In residential construction. This is much greater than any othermining industry. Other typical mining industries manufacturing construction
Products had from 9% to 30% of their production accounted for by residential
construction products.

While the government's anti-inflationary p)oliey has caused a downtrend Inresidential construction, government policy, particularly with regard to urban
areas, Is to stimulate such construction. Currently, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) headed up by George Romney Is actively en-
gaged in a program which has as its objective the development of 3,000,000
residential units per year by 1975, or a growth of approxihatelly 20% per year.
In order to implement this program, HUD has started "Operation Breakthrough"
and to this end it has declared it will spend $15,000,000 in a research and develop.
ment program where it will be soliciting bids from various companies in the
construction areas Including several members of the Gypsum Association. It is
recognized that this program will require innovation and a change of existing
construction patterns. Such innovation and change of course requi2'es the large
expenditures of funds by the various companies with no guarantee of return.
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So far, there has been no money appropriated by Congress to Im)lenmnt 'ubstan-
tial lxortions of this research and the bulk of the money must be provided by
private ventures.

The gypsum industry has demonstrated its initiative and leadership in the de.
ve~lopment of low cost urban residential housing. Currently, two of the industries'
top executives are serving on the President's Committee for urban development.
The gypsum industry has or plans to expend over $10,000,000 of Its own fuids
into low cost urban redevelopment. Programs have either taken place or are con-
templated In urban centers in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland and Colut.
bus, Ohio, and involved work not only with the City administrations but local
groups and unions. As with any pioneering effort, this has been extremely tile
consuming and expensive and presently has no guide lines. One of the chief f
elements in this program has been work with the unions to develop new apprlln-
tice programs for the use of gypsum products. For examile, arrangements have
been currently worked out whereby it is only necessary for a two-year apprentice
program to qualify as a Journeyman for the hanging of wallboard as contrasted
with a general four-year program to becoming a Journeyman carpenter. This not
only reduces costs but hastens the entry of minority groups into tile construction
trades.

To the best of our knowledge, the gypsum industry is the only mining industry
so completely engaged inI a program of urban development. Members of the
gypsum Industry hope to continue this program not only to stimulate use of their
products but as part of their responsibilities as corporate citizens. The industry
hopes to particilate in "Operation Breakthrough" and other new programs for
urban and residential construction.

It is eat inated the reduction in percentage depletion rates proposed by the
House would cost the gypsum industry approximately $825,000 per year In iII-
creased taxes. This coupled with reduction of revenues resulting from the gov-
ernment tight money anti-inflation Ixdllcy and a cutback In federally financed
construction programs is a triple blow on this one Industry which will reduce
the cash funds available to the gypsum companies. Such reduction, of course,
comes at a time when It ts most desirable to increase expenditures to help resi-
dential housing in general and to attack the revolutionary problems which con-
front the Inner city.

For all of these reasons, if the Congress decides to reduce percentage depletion
rates generally, the gypsum Industry requests that It be exempted. Such all ex-
emption would be similar to the exemption granted residential construction front
the general cutback otn accelerated depreciation rates in the House passed Bill.
The same policy which dictated no change in depreciation for residential houis-
Ing should also dictate no change in the depletion granted to the industry whose
output is most heavily committed to such construction.

Specifically, the gypsum Industry requests the words "gypsum" atnd "anhy-
drite" be added after the word "copper" in Section 501 (a) (3) (A) of the House
Bill so that gypsun and anhydrite from domestic sources, along with gold, silver,
copper and iron ore, will be excluded from any general cutback in depletion
voted by the Congress.

We thank you for the opportunity to present our views.

The C IAIRMAN. Senator Allott has arrived in the room while we wer'e
hearing the last witness, and I will call Senator Allott at this time.

STATEMENT BY HON. GORDON ALLOTT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF COLORADO

Senator Auxo'rr. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear before you this morning to discuss
three provisions of H.R. 13270 which are of paramount concern to the
Rocky Mountain region.

These are:
1. The proposed change in the point of application of the oil shale

depletion allowance.
2. The change in the lepletion allowance for molybdenum.
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,.i I'll invtita ral amiv iica tions a'm oi atose l)i0iSotl5 o) I I.R. MOTO(

whl requir'ejtii divestiture by*~ a Il filu 1dat 10115 of the v'oting Sto(ck of'
I iti~ uiess eniterpr)ise.

I inlvite the( (.o)lllilitte'('*5 attejit-ion to the proposed vi'liallge ill the
jil i of' apl ic'at ion of' the oil shiale dele(t ion al1lowanci~e which is
foull 1( Iiit g of' I H. 1 ;3270. Tbis prov isioni a ienids sect ionl 61I3(c')
(4) of. the I iiterial I evelile C ode to perillit tie( (Iejpl(t loll allIowanc'e
o)Il tilie o.il sh a le to be ita keni a fte ite retor t process. Th is imp or't anIt

to sect ion WO(.) (4) whiichli liiS t hose I 't lt iiii'it, processes(' ('011511-

Mr'. ( hiaii'iiiau.1 this is a saul tile of' oil shale its it coies owt of' the

( )bvioulsh'. im'k ill t his State hlils 1t) 10on1IViild value. To) aj v at
1.') pe('eit (Ivlejlt ionl allowancve oti ro'k inl t his "hite i na1 l ds.T i
is I liv i'o(k as- it colivs oult ()f I lie g'iouid. This oil shale1 iiiuust Iilidei''o
('OMIiil i('Zte1 anid expensive retoirt pro('esses inl order. to (leiive t-he liquid
1wroi' l iv e'ssa. , N f( artlie prod(uctitonl ()foil.

O)ilvY af'teri th le ('(iil~tio (of' tilie iretoi't pic(eMsi thleI'ef'oe. is there at
gl ill ili jt'l of' vca o iv iii va I ie. Thi e Houatse 1billI recogi izes t lis evoiion ii
11111 li I , andwildl appt~l ly~ th lie (liolt allowaicie to the postret-ott
stagve of' i'ovessi 11g

Thlis is buint ani inhi li tesi 11111 f't'act oul of' (Ile enormou101s reser-ves w hiclh
01re fouid ill C oloradito, 11Yomning and1( 1aI. It- is est iiiiate(I that ill Cobo-
t'a1l() alone 800) billion b~arriels of oil lie embedded in thle oil shalle for-
ili ons. A grlealt porti l o I4 liis ti'eastt te houlse of energy i'esolii'e is

owiRed bv tile Fedleral ( 'overn inejit.
I espite, tile fac't, that these tantaist ic reserves 11a1ve been known for

O(e'it ahndred years, tile (levelopmient of a1 villti e oil shalle industry
rluila its a1 'oll1)leto nul1lity.

Thllis .oln utl rx lilts la iletI to develop alilt ecotioi Ic methI od of'O vei't-
ilig this rovc iiit( 1iqutid lpetrolmll. Costs of purodutct ion have beeui
too or'eat, to offer iniilstI-v thei incenitivye to invest tile tiecessaim 'c(apjital
to develoji commerciall p)iodllt'iotl facilities. As was 1po1intedl out ill
thle I 967 hlell mi gs be fore the A nt-i tri'ust anid Monlopoly Stullcoun illi ttee,

retort. iat'ilitY ex'eedIs $100 mlillionl.
Fa i liue. to develop realists a( lnd eut I til ble F'ederal1 tax i l('eliti yes has

had at direct bea t'i g onl tile ii111w ill i ugness of' butsi ness n ia uI)-II weilett to
('ollinlif t ilie huge blocs of' ('Iipital 1 ueqttisite for the( dlevelopmlenit ol' alli
oil slul I inustryV.

Mr. (Chairtman, I waltt to assiti'e Itenibers of t hlis ('olllittee thint iv-
(lttsh'v has nlot beenl t itlid inl the(' expendliturte of, ('aIital fot' i'seni'('l
and1( tevelojutieuit to dcl erminle thle mlost, feasible mlethodl of jiroduittp'g
shalle oil from oil shalle. It lilts beenl est imiatedl that at least $10 0 mill ion
lilts beenl spentt by both private I idustm'y and1( the F~eder'al Governiment
to test- t lie evomlonIli' flast ilit v of oil sili le product ion.
.These research t andl d111 eveloilmlet expel diti'es hatve Onl~y stt('eedled

ill pr'ovinig that, it, is economictally infeasible to prIoducee sha le oil under'
thle present, tax structure. The retention of thle House proposal as it

33-865-69-pt. 5--21)
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now is would be the first step on the road to providing the lie'essarY
economic incentives to createe a viable oil sale industry.

Mr. Chairman, the adillnistration has o)posed tl retention of t hiis
provision in the house bill. The administration has proposed an addi-
tional incentive "should be granted in terms of the research aid (I(-
velopMent objective."rh1 e adcinisti"on feels this )ro)osal would constitute 'an inilm)0-
tant breach in the l)rincil)le that percentagee del)letion is to Ibe c()iI-
l)uted on gross incone from mining, niot, umtal t fatiring to ally ext ent."

Mr. Chairman, -I believe these objections simply are not 'ill ac,o(I
with the facts.

First, as I lleviously stated, government and indlustrY h1ae in-
vested nearly $100 million in oil shale researclh and (ldeveloplent.
Accordingly, to suggest that further research anld (levelo)ltllellI
efforts should he expen(led Siliply overlooks the realities of the 1)res-
ent situation wid its economics.

With regard to the administration's second objecti)t, it ider exist-
ing law, treatment plrocesses are considered mining fol. tile p lrlpose (4
applying the depletion allowance to ores or minerals which are il()t
customarily sold in the form of tile crude mineral l)rod(t (26 Vinite(1
States Code 613(c) (4) (D))). Examples covered by this sc('tioillare:
lead, zinc, copper, golly, silver, uranium, flitorspa r orCs and potasl .

Mr. Chairman, )resent tax law even consider s i he loading of coal o)r
sulfur for shipment as part of the treatment, process. 'ne House hill
only extends tile treatment. process to illetlie the retortring of oil
shale. As such, it is only "half a loaf" as co )l'ed to (oal aid stl It1i'
since even after retorting the shale oil is not accel)tallle as refinery
feedstock because retorted shale oil is hydrogen-deficient and requires
hydrogenation before it is a('ceptable to a pipeline.

I point this out 'be('ause the l)rol)osed definition of "treatment 'l)ro-
esses" specifically excludes hlydrogenation, refining, or any other
l)rocesses subsequent to retorting as they n1ay a)ply to oil shale.

For the present, 'hoNeVer, I only ask that the House-passed 'plrov\Son
be retained to include these other necessary commercial processes for
marketability of the product. Let us see what effect this provision will

have upon thie possibility of creating an incentive -for the development
of an oil shale industry. If the present provision does not 'provide suffi-
cient inducement I may be back. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I will promise
to be back.

Mr. Chairman, despite the importance of the recent North Slope
discovery, projections indicate a requirement for a mix of conven-
tional and synthetic -fuels in the futui'e. Because of the long leadtime
involved, action is necessary now to provide the tax climate to assure
the existence of an adequate oil shale industry in the 1980s.

The tremendous catpital outlays, the development of advanced tech-
nology, and thA long leadtime should allay any sudden fear of a flood
of shale oil on the inarket.

Mr. Chairman, this provision in I.R. 13270 is tn investment in the
future energy needs of this country anad a hedge against potential inter-
diction of foreign supply lines. As such, to paraphrase Neil Arm-
strong's famous exclamation from the moon, this would be the first
small step for oil shale development in the Rocky Mountail region,
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)il it Nvowild be a gialit leap forward tImo tile e'olOlii' tlevehlopenit
of tils niost iplolr lit -,eerg" resoll'ce.

I,'. (lhai rnmal, at this 1)ol t ill tie hearing record, I would like to
]rave illserted the statement, of the Colorado (ovelrlnor's Oil Shale
Advisory Cnomiittee on this samiie subject. (See /. 4373.)

Seniator Aiitorr. 11. Molybdenum 1')eletion ATlo\\anl.e :
()n another subject,. Mr. (1]lairnan, and with the comulittee's indul-

ge!ce, [ shll(l1 like to poilit out one inequity ill ollr tax strilet-nre
whli(lh thei louse bill fails to correct.

'i'his involves the (liestioII of equitale (eletion treatment 'or
reel \vbdeni in.

lr. airmanma, molybdeinini is the only noniferrous etal to Ie ex-
chided from the 23 percentt (le)letion allowance category set l'ortl in
section 613(b)(2) ot the Re'elie (ode. U under l)resent litw nIolyl-
denum receives s, l)e145 erceit ui(Ir the provisions. ol set ion 613(b) (6).
It is ly belief that (lile to its unique )roperties, it should receive tile
saie del)letion treatment afforded tlose iidistrial metals enumerated
il sectioii 613(b) (2). Molybdenumi is the only terro-alloy not included
in this section.

As you know, tile house bill would reduce tie depletion allowance
oil tlse minerals contained in section 613(b) (2) industrial metals
down to 17 percent. Molybdenuni would be reduced under the Ilouse
bill to 11 percent.
I want to make it (,lear that the objection I raise here today is the

contiined discrimination against moiyl)denum. My concern is that
this continued discrimination against inolybdenum is due to an over-
sight and perhaps t lack of information wvith regard to the strategic
uses. and unique characteristics of this metal.

Molybdenunl is a ,vitally important metal which is chiefly used by
the steel industry as an alloying element. Over 80 percent ofnolybde-
num l)rodlued is used in tlhis alloying with iron and steel in making
tool steels, stainless steels, and a 'wide range of (.onstritional alloy
steels, as well as special steels for corrosion resistance and elevateil
tern perature service.

Molybdenum also has smaller l)Iit growing use in sutch "s)ae age
applications as rocket motors and electronics. Molybdemm was classi-
fied as t strategic mineral under the Korean excess profits tax and it
ha's been stockj)iled as a strategic and critical material by the U.S.
Gov'ernment.

At the present time molybdenum is entitled to only a 15-percent
percentage depletion allowance, whereas all the other important ferro-
alloys used in making alloy steel are entitled to 231 percent. These other
alloys are chromite, coltimbium, manganese, nickel, tungsten, and
Vanadium.
There appears no reasonable )asis for this discrimination. In fair-

ness, molybdenum should be included in the '23 percent category.
Equity would seem to require that it should be treated no differently.
than other ferro-alloy materials and, therefore, it would be appropriate
at this time to specifically include molybdenum in section 613(b)
(2) (B) of the Internal revenue Code.

III. Requirement of Divestiture by all foundations of voting stock
in business enterprises:
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revision of sect ion 4943 of thle Initternal Revenule C ode act ially hecatiwe
hiaw. lI 110 oisifonilII (It st i011 is louini at page 34- of II LIR. 1,3270. Thllis
sect ion provides that if it foullldato lown m~itorte tlhanu 2(0 pe'rcent olf
tie( voting stovk of,1 NiS bl1('lss et'iterpirise' it miust divest itsel f' of, stilW.-
c(ilt stock to~ bringo such hlinjgs to no more thIani 2(0 l)(rcet'l.

Mr. C ha irmian, We, have sevt'railliqu11(lt' Iouiiitat ions IIl ( oloradol
tit'. charitable lpilM)ps(s o1f whiiclh Woldi be1 S)etverel y imipleriledl it' this
propoe )0t( in uge act lint lyv I etci es Inw aillongr ti these a re tilt" I lelel (6.
BIfiils Fouilidt ion andll h 11 14 , Ai( Pl oiar Foliiithtioii.

Ini196;1, tile I lelell G'. Bollils tollldahtioll IretiVt't a li ft of 1 -12
j)('ldt'lt stock interest ilI tit', D eliver P ost, subIje'ct to tili" restrict ion
that tie(. stock wats to beld( 0( at ai fa ir price to 'n t rust for th lt w cifit

of tilt' emp( ,lovees of thlit livwspa )er as tilie elil1o.-'tee plirchase inuter-
ests in) tlit( trust. 'I'lle. object of this planl was to insure thlint

a) tlie vatt' o)f tlit(. stock wvouuld be devoted to chlarit able purpoIses,

(b) The I lost WN-i 11511 si vt'e as a. v igoous and lindepeinden)'l~l'lt netws-
paper'i owned byNi its empjlovt'. Move t han -100 it))lvt'r P ost vii Ilovees
hav~e 1)1l'cliased initterests in tih' trust ill expv~ct at ion of th flit1ilI )lt'

1T11' I loSt stocki was t hill it'teive bt(ll) th litound1(at11 ilo ) suject to a pani
114i l ii1X '0) ltc t'(1is1 isiol of sitti stock ill a liil.' serving tilt,
1)1 )Iciv int eretst ill IWI 1iifia ill ll indei nd(Ilenit liewspapt'r.s. Accord ill1v.
1)0 suibst ant in legislative Vt' p iose would be frulstratedl if thIiis stock
Wt'eI et- IrI to bet tdi'sposted of at a rigidly fixed tinle sclu'dilt' as
colitetil hat ed by tlie pr'ovisions1 of the 1 Joust' bill dealing W itli this
sill) J ett.

'I his situation will be Illore fully explained by former Amblassador'
Ar-ltur ( holdber~igw i('he lie appt'ars before your coninittee onl October 8.

Mr. (Chairman, the El'. 1oinai' Foundation of Colorado Spring1s is
another Colorado foundation whliiclh may b)e tstverel y ham pered. inlr fa(' vt
I b~elitete it wvill, inl its chiaritab~le ac'ti vitie's if this dlivestitur'e provision
of tlie I louse bill is t'nactetl in1to law.

Created under' the provisions of the will of Spencter Pe'nrose' inl
1937, 312 years ago, the El Pomar Founidation cOiltribnutts to pullic,
t'(lleatioflial, svetitifit', and other benevolent purposes in order to ten-

cotirafgt' ant' priom)ote tilie Wel l-being of the inlhabitants of 'Colorado.
Thimt'lltire state has been thle betnteficiary of this unique and wvortliwhilv
foundat 1i1n.

Onep of the principal assets of the foun ldat ionl, however, is thet El
Poinai' I nvestmient Co. which inl turn ownIs and operates tlet Broad-
.uloor. H ottel. 'Tle di rec-tors of th lFt El onm Inl v'stit'nt, Co. havet 'oni-
sistently placed service to thie -omniunllityF gand tile gt'nt'u'l Nelfare o(4
the. ililiabiita fits high onl their list of 'priorities. Like' the Greten BIIii',
lund the I ltntstead, tilet Broa'dioor. has 'placed prm ary em phftsis oil
the ('xeell('iie of its services and fivil itic.8, flar above the levJ vv %diih
Would be mainitined to illaxiiize profits. I ami sure that those of 4von)i

wVhohave stayed ait tt'he 'oadlioor will ulidoulbtedly agree xith mie Hlitt
this is anl outstanding asset to Colorado.

I anun very' eolicerIed"( that luidtr the' proposed revision of sec'tion) -19-3
suggested uIl the bill, the Fl Ponmar Foundation will be retqulired( to
divest itsel f o f its rel at ionsh ip w ithl the B'owdmoor Hotel.
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1 haIve bl)V' jpartio.-lll'y 1ipressed bly thie I'guients dlevelo)ped ill
opp)1 ositioni to thie e'iiictilleiit of the lprol)5'Se stioii 49413 its they recite
to the EFl Poiiiar. Foullilt i. Because these argumenits are devePloped
ill gT&'fterei' 'll i i? Mr'. Riissell bitt-, president of, tile 14l Poumrll Fouin-
datioi, I 5ll4lil(1 like to) aisk thalt his ('lt ire stiitt'iiit'it b~e included at the
C 11C1 111)11 4, Ilily rema llrks on1 this si i ct ."

I Ila% say, Mr. ('air i A I 'I r. it hias I wregonie his mvn1 I t i1llie l~ore
this comitiiitte ill order to colisel've thle ti111W 4)1 thle conliliit tee, 1)111 hli
Stateiiti s very pe&rt imlit and1( very yitall.

Ill con)lilli, I beiveI l hi'rt is. I t;it dl()I' 1liit'rit ill(I tli ru
ct'i-taii lililitl't ions oil Ite activiit 's o4 'loliti n w018 hichl art' clearly
he voild thlet Pt'1111i ofl (1.1hbita l' OW bl"lvoleilt (olltel'lOlll. ( )it l othe
lliid, 1. do0 bliev tha 111 lliildlilell1ts to S(.ct 1011 194.3 limit bv nIl dtt

to -Issilre t hat t his sect loll 1s sn riettirled ill such a w:1v So ats to :issiure
1that Volllidat 10118exist for cllritahlt'le I)Ilrl)08t'8aiild10 01 lerpill at litgI

do)1lOOlm iot i-ol o r Ifor lax exa('i 801.
Mr. ( ilairim-1111(n 1nile111)ls ofl the coilliit tee, I t hanuk %.oi Io' vol

ltltteiOll 4)11 these itililolialit uiiat t('rs Ithis liior11ll"v. t tl'st I hipt'ti

I shall b~e liappyl to ai iswer. all V qestin I01 1 ('1 I.
SV'iat oi' A NDERSO15N. .1 desire to take liY v ilt' to t014li-t utlate t'IN liy ol-

league onl a fi iie st att'Illlt. MolyklllIni is fa11 I'l1ore Impij ortan lt 14) hiis
State of' Colorado thrall to liiiii of' New Mtxivo,hbut- it is still imipjortanit.
and1( we sir ve ry happ)Iy to ha vtb hiis suppol)(rt.

Are. there qulesti10ns5
Seiiator A l,IA~iri. I t hank tli h ellat or very imuchl.
Seua',tor A NDERSiON . ( )I tlie' l'olllidali 01ll etiu-eg 'l El

Poma11w -Altis illvol yes hlot. only a hotel buit. 1111 office 1)1biilig also.
1Didnl't tilie fliidat loll 1)11 ita e office builIdiuig ill C oloiado Springs?

Seliator AI.14 'il. I d14 no( know. Nonet that I know ofllali. YouI
lila vN have illii nd thle niew ofict' 1bu1ilIdinug that wais hit il the site
of! the A iitlers I lo0tM sitt. I're is at new%% Anltlers 1 lotel andt a new office
building them"e. 1 think that Iiuay h' I lie ont' thle SeIliator has ill luilid,
bult there HIalN be one' that I (14 uio(t kilow. about..

SeuIMtor A NDERlSON. I guless I ailt wronig andt youl are Iirilit. Butt it is
ai finc. vt'uitire anid a hule t luhng.

Seulator .4 )''u. lcidelit-1l lv, there is 110 connlection)1 bet wteil the
t %.o.

Sk'li~itOI' I NN E'lT. I ni o ye11)Iiitst 1011 excetpt to joill illy cha i l'11111 ill
t'XVpres1si gll (lltr 11Nli-e t is let i01 an ld miy 11 pI re(iat ion14 to; (Illy volt'agie
from Colorado form thiis 1)rvstntalt ion (4I til ree (list lict jpI4);lvI pa'111)rts
of this bill.

Seiiat or' A NDEA.lSON . SOMnator ('rt iS?
Senlat or ( 'Irris. Mr'. C hai rmanil, I Nvallit to) co)1i4'atillalt e 4)11' t'oh-

l('llrue. I agre' wvit h al1l three o)1' hiis preliiisvs. I might. vll :11t't-lfll
to the fact that thle divestiture provisions of tile I ouse hill relating to)
foiIllit iol is will ]lot brig ill onie dimel of i'evenilie. It cannot he, justi-
fied 4)11 alny revini ;is. It Should Ik' (deleted h'Ioii thIe 1411 eljittiey.
Your' statement~lt, is so v'allilahle I Wvoidhr if the (list ifguished Selittol'
from Colorado would have any objection if we propounded a, iinanl-
inious consent;, request asking that, that part of your statement re-
lating to foundattions be printed with the testimll)y that will be talken

*The statement of the El Pomar Foundation appears In part 0 of these heariuMs
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in reference to foundations by other witnesses. Would you have ob-jection to that ?
Senator Aimmor'. I would have no objection to it, and I alpreihtvthe Senator'ssu.,,,~,testion. i. mixed these three together because 1

thought it. would save the tinie of the committee and it was the. coni-
mittee's staff suggestion.

Senator ('i'Ijs. Mr. ('hairml, 1. ask unanimous consent that the
statement of the Senator from Colorado with respect to foundat ions
b1 incorporated in our permanent printing of our hearings along with
the testimony of other witnesses pertain inI to foundations.

Senator AnDFIVsoN. I at sure that wiil l)e agreeable. Without ob-
jection that will be done.

Senator Gore
Senator GO IE. lii this atmosphere of euphoria, and I)ecase of my

friendship with the distinguished Senator Irom ( olorado, with regret
I suggest, that he raises a very important and a very costly principle
which would almost double the depletion allowance for oil shale.
Though I disagree witl the very principle of percentage depletion-I
think it. is entirely erroneos-I nevertheless have recognized through
the years that a very important factor, if, unfortunately we are to have
such a formula for tax reduction, is the point at, which it is applied.

The Sentaor will recall that at one time it was necessary forCongress
to enact a bill (which I introduced) urged 1y President, Eisenhower.
to prevent steel companies from taking perceintage del)letion on bolts
and nuts. W1 hat vont propose here, and what is In the House bill, is
perceitag.e del)let ion on a manufacturing recesss.

Now, if this is permitted for oil shale, I respectfully suggest that
soon all other minerals would be asking for the same tilinr so if this
is ap)l)roved, it will be a precedent that I predict ,will be 'ery costly.
It may well be, Senator Allott. that the country needs to subsidize the
development of the oil shale resource, and I at willing to consider it.
But not in this form. For thia would be far more costly than an outright
subsidy would l)e.

Senator ALno'rr. May I say to my goo(l friend this: You have up1
there somewhere on the desk the piece of oil shale which I brought with
ime. I am not. sure that I have made a clear presentation to the Sentaor
of what the situation is.

The touse lnr(vision is not a costly process or a costly sulggestioi
for the reason that the provision in tie law now, which puts oil shale
in the 111) percent category, is entirely meaningless, because as applied
to the mine process, that'pieee of dining product, that piece of rock,
there is nothing to which a depletion allowance can )e al)l)lied. because
it is worthless, at least as far as any known uses presently are known.
It is worthless as it comes out of the ground.

Now, the retorting process. There have been millions spent by various
oil companies and )y tile. Federal Government. The Federal'Govern-
ment spent at Anvil Point some $18 to $20 million in research on oil
SlMle in ime 1950's. I (eirnimifted in time later part of the 1950's. Now
the retorting process in one form or another consists of heating the
shale to a point where it will give up the carl)oni ferous material known
as kerogen, which is embedded in that rock. When it is heated to a
certain temperature, the rock will give ul) this material, and then you
have ery raw form of oil.
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May I ist finish to make tlis definition clear. ''len after that, you
really got to tile refiniing and manufacturing process, because it 'ill
take hJuge aimoults of water, foi- example, to provide the hydrogen-
ation ald for tile reductioll of the high sulfur content of this bly refill-
iiig it, before it can Ibe put in a 1)il)elinie for any kind of use.

Semator GoitE. Senator Allott, I thank \you for your aI)le explanlation.
You lave succeeded iln making the point clearer than I could. You have
described graphically that you are asking for, you are supporting, a
)ro'ision to give percentage depfletion for a inanlufacturing ')roeess.

I suggest to you that if we start tlat, then it will be tremendously
costly, as one mineral after another follows the precedent.

Senator At\Liorr. Well I would suggest to the Senator that in the case
of coal, for example, the depletioll processs even al))lies to the loading
of the coal, as I had in my statement herre, and it includes much more
than that. The same is true with sulfur. I reiterate, present law even
.(onsiders the loading of coal or sulfur for shipllment as a part of the
treatment ,process.
1 adm it that this is a matter that has to be given thought, but at the

present there is no depletion allowance at all for shale oil, because
15 percent of nothing is nothing, no matter how we figure it, and if we
move it. to the first retorting process, where you really just sweat out,
of this rock the raw material, then you have a ,meaningful depletion
allowance for the first time.

But until that time, the 15 )percent of nothing is nothing.
Senator MILLiR. I want to join my colleagues in commending the

Senator from Colorado for ain excellent statement.
On the point of the colloquy bet-ween the Senator from ennesseeand the Senator from Colorado, it seems to 'me that there is precedent

in the law, precedent in the. committee action on this sul)ject of making
percentage d(Nl)letion inea ningful.

We went all through this about 8 or 9 years ago in connection with
the tire clay problem, of what constitutes a readily marketable con-
dition, and'if you take a very restrictive view, as the Internal Rexenme
Service did, ihe amount of percentage depletion allowance became
rather meaningful. But if you took it according to the practice that'had
I)een going oil for years in the industry, taking the percentage or
al)plying the percentage deletion to the 1)roduct in a readily market-
able'conlition, that was something else. Well, the Congress about 8 or
9 years ago tried to do something about this, so I think there is
precedent for the. position taken by the Senator from Colorado.

I will add that your argument in comection with the molybdenum
seemed to me to 1)e very persuasive, and with respect to the foundation

problem, I think you 'have pointed up the nee(d for this committee to
go into the foundation provisions in the House-passed bill with a great
deal of care.

wantedd that the House is trying to (to something about abuses, it
seems to me that we. have to be very careful that the abuses that are
covered are not covered in such a way as to destroy some legitimate
foundations.

Senator ALOmT. I want to thank the Senator very much. If the
committee would indulge me for about 30 seconds, I am sorry that the
Senator from Tennessee had to leave the room for a moment, but refer-
ring again to title 26 of the code, article 613(b) (4), and then I want
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to refer to sul paragraphs (a). ()), (c), (d) (e), (f), (g) and (Ih).
I am just going to readi a couple of tlwse to show that the request fol.
oil shale is not out of line here at all in con forinity with the a.tiol
of Congress.

The title of this is "Treatinlent Processes consideredd is Milling".
"(a) In th case of coal--cleaning, breaking. sizing, dust allaying.
treating to eventt free sink and loading for shipellent.

"(1)) In the case f silfiur' recovered by tie Frash l)rocess- cleall-
ilig, 1)Iu ln)inig to %ats, (coolig, hi'eakiiig, 11id loading to' Shlip)Ill(Ilt."

I won't', 'ead tie otlrs l)it of t ltse particillar sections, sil)S .'t i on
(A) through (11) at, not in tile record, I would palrliell IarH like
to have t le included in tle r 'eCtord at tiis polit in ill' rellial:kS, .
at tl1e v'ouiclusin ot flI " rI'vilarks aloilt tie oil slaI'.

SIlatoi' ANI)ERSON Wit 1101t ol)je't lioll t hat% will I dI)( w.
(iw iltaterial referred to follows:)

T IT,,v; 26|.----IN'VrI,:lN I REiV\,NU ODE 11,

§ 61 13. eI('I, I ,N'I'A i: IEPI.I1ION
(a) Gencral rfle

Ill the e'ise, of tii !lliolts, wells, illu otler tll l Hill de sits list ( it sil.t,4.t ion
(1)), tlle alIlowilice'( for dep~leolo! Ilindhr sec.tion 611 sha~ll hv the lperc'u1gi.,

.JI' h(I ti h Ill sill Is'ct loll ib), (f thw' gross i i1,Oilne from thi livti iro'y 'xvltid im
froi slch gross illOllt' 1111 amo liltt elual to 1i3 rtititsO or royalties Imid or

hit(irred byh thitaxiyer i resect (t of the pro)trty. Such il\ow'IIVP s1ll not
t'xtceed 5 i&welit of the tauxlwyer's t xiilie ihwtoole froin the lwopt'rty ei(lcouted
without *llowatie' for deWetloii). For p1urpMses of the prtcedig sete'mte, t'e
1llowllh, ded(lolls tfilkeli ilito Ii.totiiit with rt'SMIect to eXitllsvs of 1 illg i1
'oillimlllllg the tllxllld Ill(omei from the proper-ty shlil he dec'reased b~y til anmult

equil to So 'uWh of 1111y gain \'whiv.h (1) Is treated under settioii 1245 ( rt'leitig
to gain from disposition of vertaii (IvIri c itl)h, prol rty) its gain from the 8sh I,
or ex.hauge of' property whiii Is neltlIer it citotl asset nor Iirolrty tlet'crilwt
i11 sec.t11 i 1231, and (2) Is jIroierly ilhocalil, to tl proptrty. iiin vas, shall

ti' allowance for (lijhltt ulder section 611 i less tila l it would ie if vonljiilteld
without rfere('e to this seethm.

(b) Pcreentage depletion. rates
Tihe inIes. wells, mid other iflural del)osits, id the It eri'tigtes, ref'rred to

111 sulse),tin (a) it're 11s follows
(1) 271/ ptoretent--oil m1d gas wells.
(060) 2:1 perc'ent-

(A) sulfuratid urathnlm ; 111
(B) If from t !ou(.iits il the Iitled Staths--alorlhott:.t I to tit extellt

thiat 1lh1ll1illl l and 10111111111 .omlwmon s alre extrit.l(,( therefroin). j.slies-
tos, hllixite, cehestite. c.hromito, corunidiii, fluorspar, graphile, ilmvil.

kylliite. llicit, oliville, quartz crystals (radio gradee, rulih,. iloek ste-
atit, tflhe, ind %id ,con, itnd o1lt res of the followinlg llt' ls: lltitlimly.
IA)1rylll llli, hits (lth, bialti ()(l1 ( ll utlt', ota. lithiuln , o 118|Pi-11
(s, iiercury, tlhkl, htlll and u40' l r i11 gf r l'| f lor ur ls, iliti'lIIl.
thuirllil|t, til, dmlxiui eldoidtel, a nd llat1dziltc.

(3) 15 pielelt-(it) iiiitall mines (if lmralgl'ajh (2) (11) does not alply), roc.l. asphltl,
adverivilite : anld

(B)g 1hgrvp lu shel s not l pl cla hly, n tolte, chim
c'lay, sagger c'lay. id( (-lily uis(A or sold for use for purposes delpondvitt
oii i., refractory lproperttcs.

(4) 10 Ix-rcent --- asbestos (if paragraph (2) (B) does not aplIy), bruclte,
ollignilte, perfilte, sodlli chloride, and wNVllastonlte.
(5) 5 percent -

(A) gravel, mollusk shells (including clam -shells and oystershells),

peat, pumice, sand, scoria, shale, and stone, except stone described in
paragraph (6) ;
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( l) clay used, or sold for use, in tile manufact tire of building or tlv-

ing brick, drainage and roofing tile, sewer pilp, flower Ipots, and kindred
products ; ind

(C) if from brine wells--hromine, calcium chloride, and magnesium
chloride.

(6) 15 I '(r'ent-all other ninerails (including, but not limited to, aplite,
lbarile, borax, calciuni carbonates, dtiatomnteotims 'arth. dololite, feldspar.
fullers eareth, ga'rnot, gilsonite, granite, limestone, mnagnlesite,, jn agnesiuni

earlioniates, imarble, phiosplhate rwk, ixtsish, quartzite, slate, soapstone, stone
(ilsed or sold for use by the iltine owner or operator as dimension stone or
orimmental stone), themirdite, tripoll, trona, and (if paragriph (2) (t) does
not apply) bauxite, flake graphite, fluorspar, lepidolite, ilica, spoolulenle, and
tale, including pyo)phIyllite), except that, unless so1d on bid ill direct colpe-
liliol wilh a bomuut fide bid to sell a mineral listed in paragraph (3), the per-
centage shall be 5 percent for illy suich other in ictral1 when used, or soldl for
use. Iy I ie iile owner or operate rc its rip rap, ballast, rold ia teriala, rldde,
(colicret ' a ggregn tes, or for silnila r F rises. Ior purpK)ses of this pargrapIdi,

lt% term "all either minerals" dovA's not include-
(A) soil, sod, dirt, ,turf, water, or niosses; or
(1) minerals from sea water, the air, or similar inexhaustible solr('s.

(e) Ih/inition. of yros.s income from, proI(rtly
For purlipose's of this settioI-

( I ) (ross income' frot tht' I'Opi-'tiT
lit, iterin "gross iico'e from the pi'ro1'ty" mallis, ill tho vase of a proitrty

other Ilian iil oil or gas well, tilt" gross involmle from llliiltiltg.
(02) ]i inting~

The tril "milling" intltides not merely the extraction of the ores or minerals
from ithe grounnd but also tlit treated niet, processes considered as mining (hescriied
in paragraph (.p ) (ald the treatinent lprovess('s necessary or incidental thereto),
aid so m ch of the t radnslortation of ores or minerals ( wlrether or not by o)ilniono
carrier) from t lt point. of extraction froin tilit' ground to the plants or mills ill
which such treat neait pro-esses a re ,applied thereto as is not ill excess of 50 miles
unless the Steretory or his delegate finds that the physical and other require-
inents are suth that. tht ore or mineral must be transported a greater d.istn('e to
such plants orimills.

(3) I.rtraotion of the ore. or minerals from the ground
The term "extraction of tle( ores or miiierals froin the ground" includes the

extraction by minie owners or operators of ores or minerals from the waste or
reside of prior mining. The retIxting sentence shall nIot apply to any sutch
extraction of the mineral or ore by ,a purchaser of such waste or residue or of the
rights to extract. ores or minerals therefrom.

(11) Trentment process considered as mining
The following treatment pro(.ess( were applied by tlle ilne owner or operator

shall ibe considered as mining to tile extent they are applied to the ore or mineral
in respect of which lie Is entitled to a deduction for depletion under section 611 :

(A) In the ease of coal---clealing, breaking, sizing, dust allhaying, treating
to prevent freezing, and loading for shipment;

(it) in the ease of sulfur recovered by the Fras(.h process--eleaning,
pURlilng to vats, cooling, breaking, and loading for shipment;

(() in the ease of Iron ore, bauxite, ball and sagger euty, roc'k asphalt,
and ores or minerals which are customarily sold Ii the form of a crude
mineral l)roduct-sorting, concentrating, sihtering, and substantially
equivalent processes to bring to shipping grade and form, and loading for
shipment;

(D) in tilt, case of lead, zinc, copper, gold, silver, uranium, or fluorspr
ores, potash, and ores or minerals which are not customarily sold ill tile
form of tile crude mineral lproduct-crushing, grinding, a ad WIleficiation by
oncentration (gravity, flotation, a malga nat ion, eleet rosta tic, or magnetic),

eyanidatlon, leaching, crystallibation, precipitation (but .not Including elec-
trolytic deposition, roasting, thermal or electric smelting, or refining), or by
substantially equivalent processes or combination of l)ro("sses used in the
separation or extraction of the product or l)rodutts from the ore or the mitn-
eral or minerals from other material from the minte or other natural deposit ;
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(E) the pulverization of tale, tile burning of magnesite, the sintering anl
nodulizing of phosphate rock, and the furnacing of quick-silver ores:

(F) in the case of catlcliun arbonates and other minerals when used ill
making cement-all processes (other than l)reheating of the kiln feed) ap.
piled prior to the introduction of the kiln food into tie kiln, but not including
any subsequent process;

(G) in the (ase of clay to which paragraph (5) (B) of subsec.tion (b) ap.
plies-crushing, grinding, and separating-the mineral from waste, but not
Including any subsequent l)rocess ; and

(11) any other treatment process provided for by regulations prescribed by
the Secretary or his delegate which, with respect to the particular ore or
mineral, Is not inconsistent with the preceding provisions of this pa ragraphi.

(5) Tl atm rnt procc.sc.v not ('0 lcnlYcrd amx ining
Unless such processes are otherwise provided for in paragraph (4) (or are

necessary or Inci(hental to processes so provided for), the following tre taitnt
processes shall not be considered as "mining" electrolytic deposition. roasting,
calcining, thermal or electric smelting, relining. polishin-, fine imlverizlionl.
lending with other materials, treatment effecting a chemical change, thermal
action, and molding or shal)ing.
(d) A pplieation of perecltage depIction rat('s to certain tarabl 1'ca r enling il

1954

(I) General rule
At the election of the taxpayer in respect of any property withinn the niaiuiuIg

of the Internal It venne ('ode of 1939), the percentage, specified il stubsectimn
('1) in tile case of any mine, well, or other natural (eposit listed in such sulh-
section shall apply to a ta xahle year ending after ),(,emllr 31, 1953, to which
the Internal Revenue (t nle of 1939 applies.

2) Method o(f computWation
The allowance for depletion, in respect of any property for which an election

Isl made under paragraph (1) for any taxable year, shall be an amount equal to
the sum of-

(A) that portion of a tentative allowance, computed under the Intermal
Revenue Code of 193!) without regard to paragraph (1) of this subsection.
which the number of days in such taxable year before January 1, 195-1, bears
to the total number of days in such taxable year: plus

(B) that portion of a tentative allowance, computed under the Internal
Revenue Code of 1939 (as modified solely by the application of paragralph
(1) of this subsection), which the number of days in such taxable year a after
I)ecember 31, 19-53, 'bears to the total number of days in such taxable ye~ar.

(Aug. 16, 1,954, ch. 736, (8A Stat. 208; Sept. 2, 1958, Pub. L,. ,,-866(, title 1, § 3t
(a), 72 Stat. 1633: June 30, 1960, Pub. 14. 86-56-, title III, § 302 (a ), (b) 7.1 Stalt.
291 ; Oct. 16 1.962, Pub. L. 97-K34, § 13(e), 76 Stat. 1034; Sept. 2, 1M;4, Pub. L.
88,-571, § 6(a), 78 Stat. 860.)

AMENDMENTS

1964-Subse. (b) (2) (B), (6). Pub. L. 88-571 inserted "beryllium" following
"antimony" in subpar. (2) (B), and deleted "beryl" following "baurite" in both
subpars. (2) (B) and (6).

1962-Subsec. (a). Pub. L. 87-834 inserted provisions requiring the allowable
deductions taken into account with respect to expenses of mining in computing
the taxable income from the property to be decreased by an amount equal to so
much of uny gain which is treated under section 1245 as gain from the sale or
exchange of property which Is neither a capital asset nor property describe(d in
section 1231, and is properly allocable to the property.

1960-Subsee. (b) (3), Pub. L. 8-564, § 302(a) (1), limited the 15 percent al-
lowance for ball clay, bentonite, china clay, and saggar clay to cases where para-
graph (5) (B) does not apply, and authorized a 15 percent allowance, if
paragraph (5) (B) does not apply, for clay used or sold for use for purposes he-
pendent on its refractory properties.

Subsec. (b) (5). Pub. L. ,$6-564, § 302 (a) (2), substituted provisions authorizing
a 5 percent allowance for clay used, or sold for use, in the manufacture of build-
ing or paving brick, drainage and roofing tile, sewer pipe, flower pots, and kindred
products for provisions which authorized a 5 percent allowance for brick and tile
clay.



ise. (b ) (6). Pub. L. 86-514, § 302(a) (3), eliminated lprovisiols which au-
tlorized a 15 percent allowance for refractory tid fire clay. See sub,.,w. (b) (3)
of this section.

Sulevcc. (c) (2). Pub. L. 86-4(41, § 302(b) (1), substituted "the treatment pro(-
esses considered(d as mining d(esribed in paragraph (4) (and the treatmelnit liroc-
vsses necessary or inidental thereto) " for "the ordinary treatment processes nior-
xiially applied by mine owners or olerators iII order to obtain tiihe onmmercially
niarkt: he mineral prd III Or 0 r1' llOdl(t s". :1 1d "S1u4'1h t re tent pro'esss'' fm "the
ordimiry treatment processes."

Subsec. (c) (4). Pub. L. 86-50-, § 302(b) (2), substituied "The followintg. treat-
inwitt pro('(ses where applied by the mine ownvier or ojlera tor shall be consideredd
.1s mining to 0he eXtent they are applied to I lie ore or mineral in respect of which
Ile is c1lititied to a (l(elu('tioli for depletion umiher section 611" for "The ter1 'or-
dinary treatment pro('esses' includes the following" in the opening provisiolls,
included cleaning in 0i. (B), su)stitute(d "ores or inierals which" for "mitra Ils
which" and included silbsta nti ly equivalent l)rOV(,sseS ill (1. ((), inTcluded uIra-
11iln1 '111d minerals which tirei not (,ustolnirily sold in Ilie form of the crude ini-
eral product 'and substituted fromn the ore or the initerl or minerals from other
material from tile mine or other natural deposit" for "from the ore, including
the furnacing of qulc.ksilver ores" in 0i. (1)), included the furnacing of quick-
silver ores in Mi. (E), and added (ls. (F) ----(H).

Subsec. ( c) (5). Pub. L,. ( -564, § 302(h) (2), added subsee. (c) (5).
1958 - Sulse.. (d). Pub L. (5--$0( added subset. (d).

EFFECTIVE DA'rE OF 1964 A.MENI)MENT

Section 6(hI) of Pul1. 1,. ,S-571 provided that: "The amendments made by sub-
section (a) Ito this section I shall apply to taxable years beginning after l)ecem-
her 31, 1963.'"

EI'FECTI'IVE DATE OF 1962 A MENDIMIENT

Amendment of subsee. (a) of thi. sectioti by Pub. L. 87-834 applicable to tax-
able years beginning after Itec. 31. 1N;2. se section 13(g) of Pub. L. 87-83-, set
out as a niote under section 1245 of this title.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1960 AMFNI)MENT

Section 30,2(c) of Phi,. L. 86464, as emenled by Pub. L. 86-781. § 4. Sept. 14,
1960, 74 Stat. 1018, provided that :

"(1 ) In general.-Ex(et as; provided in )aragraph (2), the amendments
llade by subsectiois, (a) anid (b) [to subsecs. (b), (3), (5), (6), (c), (2),
(4), (5) of this section] slhall be applicable only with respect to taxable years
beginning after December 31, 1960.

"(2) Calcium earbonates, et.-
"(A) Eletion for past years.-In the case of caliui carbolnates or

other minerals when used In making (elenit, if an election is,- made by the
taxlviyer uider subparagraph (C)-

"(i) the anieuindments made by subsection (b) [to subses. (b),
(3), (5), (6), (c), (2), (4), (5) of this section] shall apply to
taxable years with reslp'ct to whl'h such election i effective and

"(ii) provisions having the .oame effect as ,the amendments made
by subsection (b) [to subsecs. (1)), (3), (5), (6), (c). (2). (4). (5)
of this section] shall be deemed to be included in the Internal Reve-
nie Code of 1939 and shall apply to taxable years with respect to
which. such election is effective in lieu of the corresponding provi-
.SionS of such ("ode.

"(B) Years to 'which applicable.-An election made under subpara-
graph (C) to have the provisions of this paragraph apply slu1ll be effec-
tive for all taxable years beginning before January 1, 1961, in respect of
which-

"(I) the as.c:iment of a deflcleicy,
"(i) the refund or credit of an overpayment, or
"(lit) the commencement of a suit for recovery of a refund under

section 7405 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
Is not prevented on the date of the enactment of this Iragraph [Sept. 14,
190 by the operation of ally 1aw or rule of law. ,Such election shall also
be effective for any taxable year beginning before January 1, 1961, In
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respect of which 'an assessment of a deficiency has been made but not
collected on or before the date of the enactment of this paragraph.

"(C) Time and manner of election.-An election to have the provisions
of this paragraph apply shall be made by the taxpayer on or before the
60th day after the date of publication In the Federal Register of final
regulations issued under authority of subparagraph (F), and shall be
made in such form and manner as the Secretary of the Treasury or his
delegate shall prescribe by regulations. Such election, if made, may not be
revoked.

"(D) Statutes of limitation.-Notwithstanding 'any other law, the
period within which an assessment of a deficiency -attributable to the
application of the amendments made by subsection (b) [to subsecs. (c),
(2), (4), (5) of this section] may be made with respect -to any taxable
year to which such amendments apply under ,an election made under
subparagraph (C), and the period within which a claim for refund or
credit of an overpayment attributable to the application of such 'amend-
ments may be made with respect to -any such tax-able year, shall not
expire prior to one year after the last day for making an election under
subparagraph (C). An election by a taxpayer under subparagraph (C)
shall be considered as a consent to the alplication of the provisions of
this subparagraph.

"(E) Terms, applicability of other laws.-Except where otherwise
distinctly expressed or manifestly intended, terms uised in thi. paragrapHh
shall have the same meaning as when used in the Internal Revenue ('ode
of 1954 (or (.orres-ponding provisions of the Internal Revenue ('ode of
1939) and all provisions of law shall apl)ly with respect t4) thi.s para-
graph as if this paragraph were a part of such Code (or (orrespLnding
provisions of the Internal Revenue ('ode of 1939).

"(F) Regulations.-The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
shall prescribe such regulations as may he necessary to carry out the
provisions of this paragraph."

EFFECTIVE DATE OF 1958 AMENI)MENT

Su,se(. (d) of this section aioplicaile to taxable years beginning after l)ec. 31,
1953. an( ending after Aug. 16, 1954, see section 1 (c) of Pub. 14. 85-8 01, set out as
a note under section 165 of this title.

REFUND OR CREDIT OF OVERPAYMENTS; LIMITATIONS; INTEREST

Section 36 (b) of Pub. L. 85-866 provided that : "If refund or credit of any over-
payment resulting from the application of the anlmen(hnlent male by subsection
(a) of this section [adding subset. (d) of this section] Is prevented on the (late
of the enactment of this Act [Sept. 2, 198], or within 6 months from such date,
by the operation of any law or rule of law (other than section 3761 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1939 or section 7122 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954,
relating to compromises), refund or credit of such overpayment may, neverthe-
less, be made or 'allowed if claim therefor is filed within 6 months from such
date. No interest shall be paid on any overpayment resulting from the application
of the amendment made by subsection (a) of this section [adding subsec. (d) of
this section]."

ELECTION FOR CLAY AND SHALE USED IN MANUFACTURE OF CLAY PRODUCTS

Pub. L. 87-312, Sept. 26, 1961, 75 Stat. 674, provided:
"That (a) Election for past years.-In the case of brick and tile clay, fire clay,

or shale used lwy the mineowner or operator in the manufacture of building or
paving brick, drainage and roofing tile, sewer pipe, flower pots, and kindred prod-
ucts (without regard to the applicable rate of percentage depletion), if all ele,-
tion is made under subsection (c), for the purpose of applying section 613 (c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 [subsee. (c) of this sections (and correspond-
ing provision of the 'Internal Revenue Code of 1939) for each of the taxable years
with respect to which the election is effective-

"(1) gross income from the property shall 'be 50 per centum of the amount
for which the manufacured products are sold during the taxable year except
that with respect to such manufactured products, gross income from the
property shall not exceed an amount equal to $12.50 multiplied by the nuni-
ber of short tons us-ed in the manufactured products sold during the taxable
year, and
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"(2) for purposvs of computing tihe 50 per (entlii limitation under Sectbm
613 a) of the Internal Itevenue ('ode f 1954 [subsec. (ia) of this section]
(or the corresponding provisions of the Internal Revenue ('odo of 1939), the
taxable inicolie frolrr the proP(,rty (co'iputed without allowance for deple-
tion) shall Ibe 50 pter .eritill of the taxable income from the nr nirfac.tured
products sold during the taxable year (computed without allowance for de-
plhtion ).

"(b) Years to vh i('h applicable.-An electioii nrade under subsection (c) to
have the provisions of this section apply shall be effective for all taxable years
beginning before January 1, 1961, in respect of which-

(1) the assessment of a deficiency,
"(2) the refund or credit of an overpayment, or
"(3) the conrmencernent of a suit for recovery of a refunl under ,ection

7405 of the Internal Revenue ('ode of 1954,
is not prevented on the date of the entetment of this Act [Sept. 26, 190111 by the
operation of any law or rule of law. Such election shall also be effective for any
taxable year beginning before January 1, 191, in respect of which an assessment
of a deficiency has been nuide but not collected on or before the date of the enact-
meit of this Act [Sept. 26, 1961 ].

"(c) Time and manner of elcetion.-An election to have the provisions of this
section apply shall be made by the taxpayer on or before the sixtieth day after
tie date of publication in the Federal Register of final regulations issued under
authority of subsection (f), and shall be made in such form and manner as the
Secretary of the Treasury or hi, delegate shall prescribe by regulations. Such
election, if l ade, nmay not be revoked.

"(d) Ntatutc-v of liimitation.-.-Notwithstanding any other law. the period within
Whi(hl an asessment of a deficiency attributable to the election under subsection
(e) nmay be made with respect to any taxable year for which suclh election is
effective, and the period within which a claim for refund or credit of an over-
payment attributable to the election under such subsection may be made with re-
spect to any such taxable year, shall not expire prior to one year after the last
diy for making an election under subsection (c). An election by a taxpayer under
subsection (c) shall be considered as a consent to the application of the provisions
of this subsection.

"(e) Terms; applicability of other law.-Except where otherwise distinctly
expressed or manifestly intended, terms used in this section shall have the sane
meaning as when used in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or corresponding
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939) and all provisions of law shall
apply with respect to this section as if this section were a part of such Code (or
corresponding provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939).

"(f) Rcgulations.-The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate shall pre-
scribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
sections."

ELECTION FOR QUARTZITE AND CLAY USED IN PRODUCTION OF REFRACTORY PRODUCTS

Pub. L. 87-321, § 2, Sept. 26, 1961, 75 Stat. 683, provided that:

"(a) Election for past Vears.-lf an election is made under subsection (c), in
the ease of quartzite and clay used by the mine owner or operator in the produc-
tion of refractory products, for the purpose of -applying .section 613 (c) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1954 subsetc. (c) of this section] (and corresponding
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939) for each of the taxable years
with respect to which the election is effective-

"(1) the term 'ordinary treatment processes' shall include crushing, grind-
ing, and separating the mineral from waste, but shall not include any subse-
quent process; and

"(2) the gross income from mining for each short ton of such quartzite or
(.lay ued In the production of all refractory products sold during the taxable
year shall be equal to 871/2 percent of the lesser of-

"(A) the average lowest published or advertised price, or
"(B) the average lowest actual selling price, at which, during the

taxable year, the mine owner or operator offered to sell, or sold, such
quartzite or clay (in the form and condition of such products after the
application of only the processes described In paragraph (1) and before
transportation from the plant in which such processes were applied). For
purposes of this paragraph, exceptional, unusual, or nominal sales or
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selling prices shall he disregarded. If the nine owner or operator makes
!1o sales of, or iakes o'ly excel)tional, Ulnusulal, or nominal sales of, su(.h
quartzite or clay after appliation of only the processes described in
paragraph (1), then in lieu of the prive provided for in subparagralih
(A) or (B) there shall be used the average lowe-t recognized selling
price for the taxable year for such quartzite or chly in the illarketi ug
area of the mine owner or operator lublished ill it tra(le journal or other
industry pul)lication.

6()) Years to wh/ th applih'.cb(-Aii election iliadet under .ibstction (c) to
have the provisions of this section apply shall he effective ,n and after Jalliary 1,
11)51, for all taxable years beginning before January 1, 1961, ill respect of which--

'( 1 ) tile assessment of a deficient-y,
"(2) the refund or cre(lit of a il overpayment, or
"(3) the, conileneollent of a suit for recovery of a refund under section

7.105 of the I internal Revenue (ode of 1954,
is not l)revented oil the (late of the enactlnent of this Act [Sept. 26, 1961] by the
operation of any law or rule of law. 81ch election shall ilso he ef'ectivt, oil .111(l
after January 1, 1951, for any taxable. year beginning )efore January 1, 1961, in
resl)e(t of which an assessment of a deficiency has been made Iut not collecte(i
on or before the date of the ena(tnmnt of this Act [Sept. 26, 19)61].

"(c) Time and manner of lcetion.-An election to have the provisions of this
section apply shall be made by the taxpayer on or before the 00th day after the
date of pIublication in the Federal Register of final regulations issued under au-
thority of subsection (f), and shall be made in such form anl manner as the Sec-
retary of the Treasury or his delegate shall prescribe by regulations. Such elec-
tion, if made, may not be revoked.

"(d) 'tatutc.v of limitations.-Notwithstanding tiny other law, the )(rio(d
within which an assessmnelt of a deliciency attrilbutable to the election under sub-
section (c) may be made with respect to any taxable year for which such election
is effective, and the period within which a clain for refund or credit of ai overl)ay-
ment attributable to the election under such subsection may be made with respect
to any such taxable year, shall not expire prior to one year after the last day for
making an election under subsection (c). An election by a taxpayer under suhlse,-
tion (c) shall be considered as a consent to the application of the provisions of
this subsection.

'(e) Terms; applicability of other laws.-Exeept where otherwise distinctly
expressed or manifestly Intendled, terms used in this setion shall have the sane
meaning as when used in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (or corres)onding
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939) and all provisions of law shall
apply with respect to this section as If this section were a part of such Code (or
corresponding provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1939).

"(f) Reglation.-The Se.retary of the Treasury or his delegate shall pre-
scribe such regulations as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
section."

CROSS REFERENCES

Allowance of deduction for depletion, see section 611 of this title.
Percentage depletion inapplicable to certain owners of coal or iron ore, see sec-

tion 631 (c) of this title.
Sale of oil and gas properties, surtax on sale, see section 632 of this title.

Senator ALOTT. I want to thank the committee very much for the
generous consideration and the time they have given.

Senator HANSiEN. Mr. Chairman, let me join with my colleagues in
complimenting my very distinguished colleague and neighbor from
Colorado on the excellent statement he has made this morning. I hope
that it will not go unnoticed that the distinguished Senator from Colo-
rado has added in a very meaningful fashion to a better understand-
ing of the importance of considering our energy requirements now.

I think that it has largely gone unnoticed to date that by 1980 we
will need to have discovered 87 'billion more barrels of oil than we
now have. It has also largely gone unnoticed that the very lowest esti-
mate of that discovery cost is $16 billion. So, to take steps now which
will enable us to contemplate energy that can be derived from oil shale
seems to me to be a very logical suggestion.
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In sul)port of the statement of Senator Allott, let ine observe that
insofar as the point of depletion being concerned, there is no l)oilt.
There is no oil at all until heat has been applied to the oil shale, and
with the kerogen having been subjected to heat it, is my understanding,
and I would ask the Senator f rom Colorado if 1 am correct or not, that
at that. point and only at that point do vapors start to be released from
the oil slhale which, wN'hen ( cooled, ,)ecofmes shale oil. Ain I right. about
that, Senator.

Senator AIJ'1i. 'lI'at is correct.
Senator jtI.\xsmxN. I think it can )e argued successfully that until

that point thas been reached, we are not talking about manu facturing
oil. Theie is not any oil, period. It is only at that point that oil actually
coies inlto existence'.

It. seems to me that we ought to be thinking about the foresight that
I hope the Congress will mani fest in recognizing rising demand and be
conscious of our diminishingg reserves. We should not think of these
things in terms of costs to our people, but ill terms of the contribution
that wise legislation can make in order that. our very critical needs will
be fulfilled. To that end, I am certain that you, my colleague from Col-
orado, have niade a most important contribution.

Senator AULL()TT. I thank the distinguished Senator. Both he and the
distinguished Senator from Utah have long been interested in the oil
shale matter, and are very knowledgeable on it. I am sure that I could
not l)roduce anything here which is not within the knowledge of these
two Senators, but I am very happy for this opportunity to make this
matter clear.

The Cn.IMA.. Thank you very much, Senator, for your fine
presentation.

Senator Am.L)TT. Mr. Chairlmln, on another matter: I have received
a letter from the trustees of Temple Buell College Trust. May I have
this included in the record? 

t

The CHAluR-Ax. Without objection.
('he letter, and the statement of the Colorado Governor's Oil Shale

Advisory Committee referred to previously, follow:)

TEMPLE BUELL COLLEGE,
Den ver, Colo., October 8, 1969.Re Tax reform bill of 1969.

Senator (loi,,n ALLorr,
NeVi oNn ate Offlice B u ilding,
Vash ilton., D.C.

l)FAR SENAroR ALLO'r : The purse of this letter is to acquaint you with the
crippling effect whihh the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 would have on Temple Buell
College of Denver, Colorado, in the event the 'bill Is passed In Its present form.

We call your attention to Section 201(a) (1) (11) found at page 11.4 of II.R.
13270. This section of the proposed Bill would amend Section 2055 of the Internial
Revenue Code. The effect of the section is to deny a charitable deduction for
federal estate tax purposes when more than 20% of the stock of a closely held
Corporation is bequeathed at death.

The apparent rvason for ihe inclusion of 'Section 201 ta) (1) 11) in the bill is
to parallel the provisions of Section 4943 as they apply in the area of federal
estate taxation. We disagree with this conclusion for the reasons set forth in
this letter.

The purported purpose of the Tax Reform Bill is to eliminate inequities in the
income tax law and to keep the income tax burden on a fair basis at a level
which is tolerable for all taxpayers. The House Ways and Means Committee
Report specifically indicated that available time did not permit the incluslcn of
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reform measures relating to estate and gift tax laws or the related problems of
tax treatment of property passing at death. Nevertheless, Section 201 (a) (1) 11)
will -affect with heavy tax consequences property passing at death in the c:se
of Temple Buell College as explained hereafter.

Several years ago, Temple H. Buell established an irrevocable endowment trust
for Temple Buell College. He has transferred :-tock of thel,uell )evelolnieit
Corporation to that endowment trust. It is anticipated that the largest transfer
to the endowment trust will occur on the death of Mr. Buell after which time
the endowment trust will have 100% ownership of the Buell IDevelopment ('or.
loration. The Buell I)evelopment Corporation own,4 substantial real estate lihi.
ings in Colorado including the Cherry Creek Shopping Center in Denver ald
other shopping centers and properties. If the renmining stock of Buell 1)evelq.
meant Corporation passes to the endowment trust on the death of Mr. Buiell
and after the passage of H.R. 13270 in its present form, the eu(lowment trusfs*s
share of the federal estate taxes will amount to about $20,000,(X)0. This amount
will come- directly from the college's endowment and would virtually eliminate
the only substantial endowment of the college.

The endowment trust was established to provide independent guidance amil
judgment in the operation of the Buell l)evehlonment Corlporation. E'veryom,
involved agrees that the Buell Development Corljoration has sl).istantially
greater value to the College as an operating business thaim it would iln
liquidated form. The trust is designed to free the Buell college e Board of
Trustees from the responsibilities and details of directing and controlling a husi-
ness enterprise of great magnitude and complexity. It was felt that the Board
of Trustees of the College is in a better position to operate and develop the College
from an educational standpoint if freed from business responsibilities. The trust
provides for three independent trustees, one of whom is the President of the
College for purposes of coordination and communication. All Income and prim-
cipal of the trust .are devoted exclusively to the benefit of the College without
interference or control by persons in any way related to Temple H. Bell.

We recognize that the purpose of the Tax Reform Bill is to break up control
by private foundations where such control provides the owner of the corpora-
tion with substantial income tax advantages. The application of Section 20101)
(1) (1I) to the fn'et:' r,ho;-'v rlat(,d (loes uot ac(complish thi. purpose. Since ti
control of the Buell Developmnent Corporation w\'ill pass from Mr. Bell to tile
Trustees of the endowmnent trust upon Mr. Buell's death, no useful purpose will
be served by eliminating the endowment to the College.

We are aware of your testimony before the Senate Finance Committee relating
to the divesture by private foundations of voting stock of business enterprises.
Your testimony in this regard is equally applicable to the Temple Buell College
endowment trust, but the bill has the further aspect of dealing with estate tax-
ation when there has been no study of these effects and there is an obvious need
to consider in greater depth how the proposed law will harm charitable and
educational institutions.

As you can well understand, we are vitally concerned with the future of Te-.
ple Buell College if H.R. 13270 is passed in its present form. We make several
recommendations, any one of which will be effective in eliminating the dire
consequencess to the College under Section 201 (a) (1) (H), to-wit:

1. Entire elimination of Section 201 (a) (1) (H) from the bill.
2. Amendment of Section 201 (a) (1) (H) of 'the bill by addition of a proviso

substantially as follows:
"Nothing in this sub subparagraph (H) :shall apply to bequests, legacies,

devises, transfers or gifts to an organization established prior to Decemn-
ber 31, 1969, regardless of the date of death giving rise to the bequest, legacy,
devise, or transfer or the date of actual delivery of the gift."

3. Amendment of Section 201 (a) (1) (H) by elimination of sub .subpart (B)
connencing with the words "For a transfer in trust (other than one in which the
provisions of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph apply)" and ending with the
last provision thereof reading: "(iv) making any taxable expenditures (as
defined in Section 4945(d) )."

We feel confident that the reforms sought by the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 were
not intended to include a Kituation like the one concerning Temple Buell College.
We feel that there is definite need to explore further the many undesirable results
which will flow from the passage of Section 4943 of the bill. And we feel that there
is definite need to eliminate ,Section 201 (a) (1) (H) until comprehensive study of
the state tax laws can be completed. We sincerely hope that you will be able to
bring 'about changes in the proposed bill which will eliminate those results which
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are socially and e(uitably unjust and of substantial liari to the (ounumlity in
tie broadest terms.

Very truly yours,
Tutus'TiEEs OF TEMPLE B UELL ('OL.;E TUusr.

By LAEL S. )uEMUTii.

STATEMENT OF 'jIIp ('oI.otADO (OVEiRNOI'S (i. SiALiE A-IIOY ('OMMIII!!.
BEFORE TIHE SENATE FINANCE COMM'TEE, SEPTEMIBEI 30. 1969i

The Colorado governor'ss Oil Shale Advisory ('onitte urges the Semite Fi-
llll(e 'ommittee to retain the provisions of Iouse Bill 13270 imwofa r as riieh
bill applies to the delpletion allowance provided for oil derived from oil shale.

I. House bill 13270 eliminates the present inequity which results from the Treas-
sury's construction of section, 613(e) (4) of the 1954 Revenue Code that the
retorting of oil shale is not a treatment processr considered asv minig within
the neavitig of that section

Treasury has dis(rimhated against oil produced from oil shale in favor of oil
from conventional sources by holding that the 15 percent depletion allowance
aplplies to (crushed oil shale rock rather than retorted oil. There is no market for
the crushed oil shale rock sin(e the vast quantities of rock required for the pro-
cessing of oil from shale are too great to permit tranlisortation (if rushed oil
shale significant distances front the mine portal. Therefore. the only way to de-
termine the value of such crushed rock is to attribute to it that portion of the
value of the first marketable product (retorted oil) which the aggregate cost of
dining an(1 crushing bear to all (co)sts necessary to obtain such retorted oil. Since
mining and crushing constitute approximately 50 percent of the total cost of
processing oil from shale prior to hydrogenation or other refining, the. crushed
oil shale rock hs a value of alproximnately 50 percent of the value of the re-
torted oil. Thus time effect of Treasury's position is to accord the oil shale industry
an effective depletion allowance not of 15 percent, but of approximately 71/2
percent. The deterrent effect of Treasury's position upon would-be investors in
the oil shale industry is obviou.q.

Students of the industry look forward to oil shale as a sul)l)lemental source of
crude to shore up the dwindling domestic reserves. It is inequitable to burden the
new industry with a del)letion rate which represents less than hmlf of the rate
intended 1)y Congress and an even smaller fraction of the rate available t(o the
conventional oil industry.

Treasury's present position not only discriminates against oil friam oil shlle
as compared with conventional oil, but will result in discrimination between
different methods of processing oil shale. Each process for the retorting of oil
shale will result in a different depletion allowance, depending upon the relative
cost of the process to the aggregate costs of mining and crushing. In the event
that the extraction of oil from shale by an "in situ" process becomes feasible, the
inequities created by the Treasury's position become even more apparent. Since
no mining or crushing would be used, the depletion allowance would have to a)l)iy
to the value of the retorted oil.

The elimination of the inequity by the House Bill is consistent with the intent
of the drafters of Section 613(c) (4). It achieves the result which Semtor
Byrd hoped would be effected by the Secretary of the Treasury In enacting Sec-
tion 613(c) (4) (H). In explaining the final bill to the Senate, lie said:

* * * "The conference agreement also adds a new sul)paragraph (I1) to pro-
vide administrative flexibility In the application of this provision by p)rovlding
that the Secretary or his delegate may by regulation provide for the allowance
of any other treatment process which is not specifically denied in the other sub-
paragraphs of paragraph (4). Your Comm ittee hopcs that the Seretary will use
this subparagraph to equalize treatment in.ofar a.I possible utf(h'r the different
processing techniques and with respect to competitive minuerals." [Italic supplied
for emphasis.]

Since Treasury has failed to avail itself of the remedies provided in Se(,tion
613(c) (4) (II), we urge the Senate to eliminate the inequity by adopting the pro-
vision already passed by the House.

3:-865-69-pt. 5-30
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II. The I!ome proeisiol is ColviStCnt with the intcnt of Co0igrcss in etactin g sCC-
tion, 613 (C) (4 )

Oil shalle is clearly a mineral Intended to come within tile ambit of Section 613
(c) (4) (D) as one "which is not customarily sold in the form of the crude
mineral product." Retorting is a substantially equivalent process... "used
in the separation or extraction of the product or pro(lucts from the ore or the
mineral or minerals from other material from the mine or other natural deposit."

A process virtually identical to the retorting of oil shale is the furna.ing of
quicksilver ores now included under subparagrapli (D) of Section 613(c) (4).
The inclusion of retorting of oil shalu as a treatment process considered as
mining, therefore, does no violence to the spirit or the letter of Section 613(c) (4).

III. House bill 13270 will oiot de)rire the Treasury of rercn'fe
Although the commercial production of oil shale is in the final states of de-

velopment, there is no shale oil pro(luction yielding revenue to the Treasury at
the present time. Accordingly, enactment of the II(,use provision dealing with oil
shale will not adversely affect revenues of the Federal Government. Indeed, en-
actnient of the House provision will eliminate one of the present major obstamcles
to the (levelol)ment of a new domestic industry needed to supplement domestic
sources of petroleum and will add a substantial source of revenue for the United
States Treasury.

The CiM.iUr.xAN. Next we will have M'r. .Jolim W. Roberts.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. ROBERTS, PRESIDENT OF SOLITE CORP.,
RICHMOND, ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD BRADY, COUNSEL

M'r. ROBERTS. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, my name is John Roberts,
president of Solite Corp., Richmond, Va., a company that has maul-
facturing and mining activities. I am here today to speak only about
011 mining activities and appear in behalf of the Expanded Shale,
Clay and Slate Institute. I have with me Mr. Richard Brady, couiel
for the institute.

'Phme Expanded 'Shale, Clay and Slate Institute is an industry asso-
ciation representing approximately 80 percent of the production of
sintered lightweight aggregate in tIe United States.

Sintered lightweight aggregate is produced by burning or sintering
sales, clays, and slates, to expand or stabilize thiem and is sold as con-
crete aggregate to make lightweight concrete. It is competitive with
sand, gravel, and crushed stone, and replaces an equal volume of these
other concrete aggregates.

The percentage depletion rate for shales, clays, and slates used as
lightweight aggregate was raised from 5 to 71/2 percent in 1966 by
conference action in lieu of a provision approved by the Senate Fi-
nance Committee and the Senate which would have treated as a min-
ing process the burning or sintering of shale, clay, and slate used for
lightweight agregate.

This wouldhkave restored what all of the industry felt was its allow-
able cutoff point, and what the courts held until 1965 was its cutoff
point. It would have offered encouragement to an industry that grew
in size about 600 percent in the previous 15 years, but which has grown
only 15 percent inthe past 4 years.

'The I-ouse bill, as part of the general reduction in percentage de-
pletion allowances would cut the rate applicable to lightweight ag-
gregate from 71/2 to 5 percent. The proposed rate reductions under the

House bill, if enacted, would sign a change in the national minerals
policy which provided depletion as a stimulus to encourage people to
go into the mining business.
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If such encouragement is no longer considered 'by Congress to be as
imlportant to tle publi- interest, this change in policy will 'be reflected
inl diminished growthi ofthie inining industry.

'I'1, )rpl)osed ra1te reductions under the House bill were not based
ulon any study of either the lightweight aggregate industry or the
mining idlustrl generally. They should be more carefully considered.

For example. the recognition given iron ore in the House bill, under
wlicl no reduction is proposed in its 15 percent depletion rate, should
also l)e given to lightweight aggregates because their use in construc-
tion effects substalntial savings in reinforcing and structural steel witl)
the resultant saving for the Nation of its iron ore.

Lightweight aggregate is a small industry, and the proposed one-
tlird cutback of its percentage depletion deduction amounts to no more
than $400,000, and cannot have a significant impact on national rev-
elues.

Individual producers, however, and there are some 70 of them in
the United States, will be substantially affected by a one-third cutback
in their already modest percentage depletion allowance.

Lightweight aggregate producers need percentage depletion to offer
them the incentive -to develop deposits of suitable raw materials. The
depletion allowance under the House bill of 5 percent based on a pre-
kiln cutoff does not offer a satisfactory incentive.

Our institute opposes the proposed reduction in rate applicable to
lightweight aggregate and on the other hand urges your consideration
of action to be taken regarding clay, shale, and 'slate on the basis of
three possible points of view.

Let me point out that clay, shale and slate suitable for lightweight
aggregate is different from that suitable for clay brick, tile, and sewer
pipe:

1. If it is the judgment of the Senate Finance Committee that it is in
the public interest to encourage investment in the mining industry, and
specifically in our segment of the industry because of its contributions
to the building industry, we would recommend no reduction in the
71/2 -percent rate afforded our industry at its present cutoff point.

2. If, however, circumstances dictate at this time a change in na-
tional policy regarding the importance of percentage depletion as it
relates to the public interest and if it is decided to reduce the rate for
all minerals across the board, we would point out that fairness among
competitors demands that similar commodities receive the same per-
centage of reduction. In our case this would involve a reduction to 6
percent instead of the 5 percent proposed in the House bill. The rates
applicable to other concrete aggregates competitive with lightweight
aggregate are reduced under the House bill by only 20 percent com-
pared with the 331/3 -percent reduction in the lightweight aggregate
rate.

3. If you believe, as did the House Ways and Means Committee, that
it is il the public interest that certain minerals such as iron ore should
receive special consideration, we request, for the same reasons that
apply to iron ore, and for the same reasons this committee relied on in
1966, your enactment at this time of the Senate amendment of 1966 to
treat as a mining process sintering or burning of shale, clay, and slate
used for lightweight aggregate. Other competitive industries such as
sand, gravel, and crushed stone get percentage depletion on the selling
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price of their depletable mineral products, and lightweight aggregate
producers believe they should receive similar treatment.

The maximum tax benefit from a depletion allowance of 5 percent ou
the selling price of lightweight aggregate is probably no more tlii
$800,000.

The ( TAIMA ,N. Thank you very much. sir.
(John W. Roberts' prepay red statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF JOU N W. ROBERTS ON BEHALF O1" EXIA NIIEI) SIIAI.I.
(LAY AND SLATE INSTITUTE

(1) The Expal(led Shale, ('lay and Slate Ilistitute is an11 l(lu.stty assclation
represpentlilg alkoroXilnately S) iper('ent of the pl1-'ictioll of silntered lightweiglht
aggregate In the unitedd States. Sintered lightweight t aggregate is produced by
hurilug or sintering sales, l(lays an( slates to expaniid aird statbilize their and is
sold as concrete aggregate to make lightweight concrete. It is competitive with
gravel, sand (d ('rushe( stone and replaces an equal volume of these other con-
crete aggregates.

(2) The percentage depletion rate for shales, clays and slates used as light-
weight aggregate was raised from 5 to T1/j per(celt in I )96 by (Otlt'erellce i('tim in
lieu of a provision approved by the Senate Fillilice ( 'omnlulittee and the Senlt,
which would have treated as a 11ining process the burning or sintering of shale,
clay and slate used for lightweight aggregate.

(3) The louse lill as part of it gemral reduction in lercenta ge d(epletion ail-
lowalces would cut the rate applicable to lightweight aggr-egate fr'ount 714/ l1''elit
to 5 lwrcevlit.

(4) The proposed rate reductims uder tilt, House bill, if enacted, will signal
a (change in th( National mn inera ls poliy which prwovided lIelt,e depletiom
aIs :i stills to ellc(4corage people to go into the mining busilless. If sull(.h cii-
'olira-genent is o l()nger (olnsi(ere( by (Congress to be as inipid a-tnt to the p)il bih
interest, this change il policy will be reflected in dilhiished growth of the niii-ilig inllustri(,S.
(5) Tit(, nolosed rate reductions uidler the House lill were not based ulmq-

tiny study of either the lightweight aggregate industry or the mining idlisltr.
generally. They should lie more carefully conisidered. For example, the recog-
iltion given iron ore in the House bill, under which no deduction i.s proosed in

its 15 percent depletion rate, should also be given to lightweight aggregates ie-
cause their use ill c(ilistruction effects substantial savings in reinforcing and
structural steel.

(6) Lightweight aggregate is i small industry, and the one-third cutha(.k of its
percentage depletion deduction amounts to no more than $400,(00 aitid cannot have
a significant Ilmiact on National revenues. Individual producers, on the other
hand, will be substantially affected by a one-third (-utluack in their already modest
percentage depletion allowances.

(7) Lightweight aggregate producers need percentage depletion to undertake
the difficult and expensive project of discovery and development of deposits of
suitable raw material for lightweight aggregate. The depletion allowance under
the House 'bill of 5 Ircent based on -a pre-kiln cutoff does not offer a satisfac-
tory incentive to make deposits suitable for lightweight aggregate available to
the public with the consequent benefits in quality and cost of construction ma-
terials.

(8) The Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute opposes the proposed re-
duction of the percentage depletion rate applicable to lightweight aggregate and
urges in the following order of preference:

(a) Ena(,tielent at this tilme of the 'Senate amendment in 1966 to treat as ai
mining process sintering or burning of shale, clay and slate used for lightweight
aggregate. Other competitive industries such as sand, gravel and crushed stone,
get percentage depletion on the selling price of their depletable mineral product,
and lightweight aggregate producers believe they should receive similar treat-
iient. The maximum tax benefit from a depletion allowance of 5 percent on the
selling price of lightweight ggregate is probably no more than $800,000.

(b) Continuation of the 71/2 percent rate for lightweight aggregate.
(e) If no other changes are made in the proposed rate reduction, fairness

among coml)etitors demandss that shale, clay and slate used as lightweight ag-
gregate be allowed a 6 percent rate, a cutback of one-fifth from the present rate.
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The rates applicable to other concrete aggregates competitive with lightweight
aggregate are reduced under the House bill by only 20 percent compared with
the one-third reduction in the lightweight aggregate rate.

STATEMENT

I am John W. Roberts, a member of the Percentage Depletion Committee of
Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute, and an submitting this statement oni
bIehalf of all members of the Institute. I am also President of Solite Corporation,
Riclhmond. Virginia. at member company of tit, Institute. The Institute's members
al 'iioeate this opportunity of presenting to the Committee its views on the provi-
shins of Section 501 (a ) of 1I.R. 13270.

Tit(, Expanded Shale, Clay .and Slate Institute is an industry association repre-
senting approxilately 80 percent of the production of sintered lightweight aggre-
gate in the United States. Sintered lightweight aggregate is produced from clays,
shh's, and slates by burning or sintering in a rotary kiln or traveling grate.
before burning or sintering there are no significant uses or markets for the clays,
sales and slats front which lightweight aggregate can he and is obtained.
lBiurnzuing or s-intering expands and stabilizes the raw material to make it suitable
for use as lightweight aggregate. Almost 100 percent of the lightweight aggregate
lro(lu('ed in the United St'ates Is sold as concrete aggregate and1( uually Is iixed
with portland c('llint al(1 water by tie consumer to make lightweight concrete .
lightw('iglt aggregate is competitive with gravel, sand and crushed stone and
'('hpla'es aii equll I volume of these other concrete aggregates.

('lays, shah,'s and slates used or sold for use as sintered or burned lightweight
aggregate a r' presently authorized percentage deplhtion at 71/. percent; under
the Ilouse ill, the ,llotvalle rate wouhl be cut to -5 percent. The rate applicable
to lightweight aggregate was ritiA ( from 5 to 71/2 percent under the Foreign
in 'stors Tax Act of 19M. At that time the Senate Finance Committee and the
Snl:te 'approved an amendimient to the Foreign Investors Tax Act which would
have aniended ('ode Section 613(c) (4) to provide that the sintering or burning
of clay, shale and slate used or-sol for use us lightweight aggregate would be
considered a mining process. The Senate alendinent would not hav(' changed the
5 p(,r(.ent rate. The House had not acted on a bill corresponding to the Senate
aimendment. Under the (eonferenve action, the Senate amendment was eliminated
aid tl" lew rate ,ategory of 7/ percent was created to include clay, shale and
slate used or sold for use as sintered or burned lightweight aggregate.* The
lightweight t ,; 'are ti-|Iustry had estimated that the maximum tax benefit from
the Senate amendment, based upon existing pries and tonnages, probably would
be no more than $500,000 annually. The saving under the rate increase has prob-
ably been only a minor fraction of the amount that would have been saved tinder
the Senate amendment.
The Expanded Shale, Clay and Slate Institute opposes tile proposed reduction

in the existing percentage depltilon rate for lightweight aggregate. The Institute
urges, at the least, (1) continuation of the 71/2 percent rate for lightweight aggre-
gate. or preferably, (2) amendment of ".e Section 613(c) (4) to treat as a
miing process the s-in'tering or burning of clay, shale and slate used or sold for
use a.s lightweight aggregate.

The Institute would also like to draw to the Committee's attention the dlscrhn-
Ilation between clay, shale and slate used as lightweight 'aggregate and other
competitive concrete aggregates tinder the House bill. The rate for ctay, shale and
slate used as lightweight -aggregate is reduced from 7/ percent to 5 percent, a
one-third cutback. The rate for gravel, .sand and crushed stone used as concrete
aggregate is reduced from 5 percent to 4 l)erent, only a one-fifth cutback. If no
other changes are made In the proposed rate reductions, fairness among com-
petitors demands that ('lay, shale and slate used as lightweight aggregate be
allowed a 6 percent rate, a cutback of one-fifth from the present rate comparablee
to the reduction for competitive concrete 'aggregates. The higher percentage
tiepleton rate for clay, shale and slate used as lightweight appregate recognizes
that under present law the percentage depletion allowance for them is subject to
cutoff before burning or stntering whereas competitive concrete aggregates get
percentage depletion on the selling prle. While prices for lightweight aggregate
are generally somewhat higher than the prices of heavyweight aggregate with

*The new rate category also Included clay or shale used or sold for use In the manu-
facture of sewer pipe and brick.
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which they compete, there cannot be too much difference between the two; other.
wise lightweight aggregate would lose out to heavyweight aggregate.

The basic purpose of the percentage depletion allowance has always beeii to
Insure an adequate supply of the Nation's natural resources ,at a reasonable cost
to the consuming public. The percentage depletion allowance recognizes that main-
erals in the ground have no usefulness to the public unless someone has the ('our-
age and persistence to spend substantial -amounts of risk capital in searching for,
finding, acquiring, developing and making them available to consumers.,

Any change in National policy that would 'adversely affect the growth of the
mining Industries should be carefully considered. The Ways and Means Committee
reported that it believes (1) "that even if percentage depletion rates are viewed
as a needed stimulant at the present time they are higher than is needed to
achieve the desired beneficial effect on reserves ;" and (2) "that there is need to
strike a better balance than now exists between the objective of encouraging the
discovery of new reserves and the level and revenue cost of percentage depletion
allowances." The conclusions of the Ways and Means Committee were not based
upon any study of either the lightweight aggregate industry, and especially as
the lightweight aggregate industry relates to the iron ore industry, or the mining
industries generally. It is w:,likely that the Committee even considered the pro-
po.ed rate reductions in trms of any mining Industries other thamn oil and gas.

The mining of shale, clay and slate for use as lightweight aggregate is a small
industry. It consists of approximately 70 plants operating in many parts of the
country. In recent years their annual production of aggregates has averaged
approximately 7 million tons with an aggregate fair market value of about
$45,500,000, although no precise figures are available. The maximum annual wr-
centage depletion deduction based upon the existing 71/ percent rate and the
pre-kiln cutoff point is estimated by the industry to be about $1,200,000. Thie
one-third cutback of this deduction, or $400,000, under the propo-ed rate redmc-
tion cannot have a significant impact on National revenues. Individual producers
of lightweight aggregate, however, will be substantially affected by a one-third
cutback in their already modest percentage depletion allowances. The other
provisions of the House bill applicable to all businesses serve whatever may be
the reasonable demands of tax reform oi the lightweight aggregate industry.

The lightweight aggregate industry needs percentage depletion. Only spweial
shales, clays and slates are expansible to as much as several times their original
size when they are subjected to high temperatures for use as lightweight aggre-
gate. Discovery and development of a deposit of suitable raw material for light-
weight aggregate is a difficult and expensive project. Deposits that are suitable
for cement or brick and tile are not ordinarily suitable for lightweight aggregates.
To determine the suitability of deposits for production of lightweight aggregates,
samples cannot be appraised by chemical analysis alone. The samples must be
actually processed In laboratory or pilot plant equipment to determine if bloating
characteristics exit and the firing range is acceptable. The raw mineral may
bloat too little and ,be too heavy or it may bloat too much and lack the necessary
strength and stability. Bloating may also occur within a narrow temperature
range which resultN in production problems and makes it difficult to obtain a
product of uniform quality. If a material appears to give good results in labora-
tory and pilot pla t tests, then samples of concrete made from the aggregate
must be tested for "!ompressive strength, durability under freezing and thawing.
modulus of elastic y and many other characteristics to make certain that the
aggregates will glv4 good results in actual service.

Even though a deposit of raw material Is suitable as to quality, it may not be
suitable for development because of other factors. The deposit may lie under aln
excessive layer of bverburden which makes mining too expensive or it may not
have access to the-'necessary water supply, electric power and rail service. Te
deposit must be lovated where its production into lightweight aggregates does
not violate zoning or other government regulations. If all other factors are
favorable, a deposit. may still not be economically attractive if it Is not within a
satisfactory market area.

A depletion allowance of 5 percent based on a prekiln cutoff does not offer
a satisfactory incentive for the efforts and expenses needed to seek out shale,
clay and slate deposits suitable for lightweight aggregates and to make these
deposits available to the public with the consequent benefits in the quality and
costs of construction materials.

By virtue of their light weight, aggregates made from expanded shales, clays
and slates effect substantial savings in reinforcing and structural steel. In the

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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construction of the Chesapeake B1ay Bridge, for example, spanning 4.3 iiles of
open water, lightweight aggregate was used for the concrete deck. The dead
weight of the deck was thereby reduced more than 3 million pounds per mile,
as contrasted with ordinary concrete, resulting in a great saving in steel.

Prudent National policy indicates that aloe these savings in steel are justifica-
tion for not reducing lightweight aggregate's percentage depletion allowan ce. Tile
lightweight aggregate industry should be encouraged in order to make these
economies generally available in peacetime, anld, of course, it is vital that these
savings in steel are available during periods of national defense emergency. The
recognition given Iron ore in the House bill, under which no reduction is proposedd
in its 15 percent depletion rate, should also be given to lightweight aggregate
because of its beneficial effect on meeting the Nation's demands for steel.

BURNING OR SINTERING AS A MINING PROCESS

As a preferable alternative to (ontinuation of the 71/2 percent (lel)letion rate,
('ode Section 613(c) (4) should be ailended to treat as a mitinlag process the
sintering or burning of clay, shale and slate use-d or sold for use as- lightweight
aggregate. Justification for this proposal was fully do.ulliented iin materials Inade
available to Congress in 19.5 and 1960', at the time the Senate Finance Comi-
mittee and the Senate voted for the same proVisionl. The reasolzs in favor of this
proposal can be summarized as follows:

1. Other competitive industries such as sand, gravel and crushed stone get
percentage depletion on the selling price of their delpletable mineral products.
Lightweight aggregate l)roducers believe they should receive similar treatment.

2. Other thermal l)rocesses including sintering under some circumstances are
allowable as mining under the statute. Sintering of iron ore is Iasivally tihe salne
as sintering or burning of lightweight aggregate and is allowable under Revenue
Ruling 184.

3. Burning or sintering of lightweight aggregate expands and stabilizes the raw
minerals. It does effect a significant chemical change or produce- a finished or
manufactured product.

4. Treatment of burning or sintering as a mining process will promote avail-
ability of lightweight aggregate with consequent benefit to the public in quality
and cost of construo-tion materials. It will also eliminate needless (,ontroversie.4
between the industry and the Internal Revenue Service over the theoretical value
of the raw mineral at the pre-kiln cutoff point. Lightweight aggregate is a sniall
industry and the maximum tax benefit from a depletion allowance of 5 percent
on the selling price is probablyy no more than $800,000.

The CnAInrmN. The next witness will be Mr. Clark Sutherland,
chairman of the Clay Pipe Industry I)epletion Committee, National
Clay Pipe Institute.

STATEMENT OF CLARK SUTHERLAND, CHAIRMAN, CLAY PIPE
INDUSTRY DEPLETION COMMITTEE OF AKRON, OHIO

Mr. SUTHERLAND. M1'. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I welcome the opportunity to come before you today. I am
only going to take about 3 minutes of your very valuable time.

MIy name is Clark Sutherland. I an president of the Rol)inson Clay
Product Co. of Akron, Ohio. I used to work for the Pacific Clay Pro(l-
ucts in Los Angeles. I came into the industry 40 years ago as a young
geologist graduate from Cal 'Tech and went to work for a clay sewer
pi)e company prospecting for clays, in order to keel) their plants
going.

I have been concerned in this depletion question for a good many
years. I would like to say that first of all the clay pipe industry recom-
mends that no reduction be made in the present 71/2-percent (lep-
tion allowance. We are a small industry. In total, we have only about
$100 million sales annually. Our total depletion benefits are pretty
hard to determine because of course we have no definite figures, but
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they are in terms of maybe a half million dollars as a tax advantage
or benefit.

Ordinarily many people think of sewer pipe as being a part of the
mud industry, but. it really is not. We have to use only certain types of
clays, to maintain dimensional tolerances. Also we have to obtain
high-crushing strengths and other characteristics to meet rigid
standards for our product, which demands certain types of clays.

Ordinarily, we use in the normal sewer pipe mix a mixture of shale
and fire clay. One of the problems that we face is that traditionally
back in the fifties we were allowed a 1.5-percent rate on the fire clay that
we used in the mix, and this was justified after quite a lot of argument
with the Treasury Department.

We had to use fire clay in order to obtain certain characteristics of
the product. Now, in 1960, we were cut down to a 5-1)ercent rate for all
clays which were used in sewer pipe, regardless of whether they were
refractory or not. One of the absurdities that resulted, for example,
was that the Robinson Clay Product Co. happened to operate both
sewer pipe plants and refractory brick plants in the same area, and we
literally alternated power shovelfuls of fire clay going into refractory
brick and going into sewer pipe, and on one type of use we got 15
)ercent. On the other type of use we got 5 percent.

We did not use the lire clay for anty otier reason but we had to use
it in the product in order to attain t:he characteristics which we had to
have to meet Federal specifications.

Then back in 1966 we went back to Conigress and we talked about
our competitive problem with cement, am I Congress raised our (e-
l)letion rates to 7/ percent. But the fire clay portion still is at 71, per-
celit, so our fire clay really is the only mineral that has been reduced
down through the years from 15 down to 5 and then back to 71/2.
Under the provisions of the bill that you are now considering, we

will be reduced back down to 5 j)ercent, Wvhich is clearly, of course, al
inequitable situation.

The other factor which we face is that we are in competition with
cement. Cement is our principal competitor, both for sewer pipe and
for many other applications.

Limestone and the clays used in their mix are allowed 15 percelit.
flow they got that rate on clay was the fact that. there was a natural ce-
ment rock which contains both clay and limestone. Cement is a calcium
aluminum silicate, so that clay is necessary in it. They were allowed
15 percent on that natural cement rock and finally by reasury regu-
lation all other cement producers were allowed 15 percent on the clay
that they added into the mix, whether it be shale or fire clay.
We are in competition with an industry which enjoys 15 percent

while we get 71/2, and we also have the problem that we had 15 percent,
deservedlyy so, on the fire clay portion, and we have been reduced down
to the present 71/2 percent.

What we really need in our industry, and to make it equitable, is to
have the fire clay l)ortion raised iiup to the same rate that limestone and
the clay that is used in cement enjoys, regardless of whatever happens
to them in terms of whether you retain the present 15 percent, or if you
take it down to the proposed 11.

For those reasons, I want to say that we first of all need and deserve
no reduction in our depletion benefit, and if anything we need an in-
crease. I will be glad to try to answer any questions that I can.
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'lhe CI1RAN,,,. Tlhiank you.
Senator MWAE. I would like to ask a question or two, Mr. ('hair-

man.
Of course, it seems to me we have to look at this problem from two

standpoints; No. 1, the percentage depletion rate.
Mr. StIIrIAXD. Yes.
Senator MILLERai. And No. 2, time basic( instance in which it is applied,

because if you hav'e a very low )ase such as the oil shale wliell Senator
Allott was referring to, no matter low higl percentagee depletion is,
you are not. g(oilg to enld U) with anytlimg. \ll1 So tie base Irs to be
looked at.

Mr. St"T ilunA..AD. Right.
Senator MmLLEm. Now, I ainl sulre vonl live with tie problem tlat I

meree1ed to a few monmits ag'o.
Mr. S1"rm m 11,.MA). Aes, tim end lI)rOdU<'t valuation.
Sellato MiLLER. Tihe end product, rea(lilv nIlarketahle voiicee)pt. It

seems to me tlat Congress tried to resolve, generall\" I tlink wit 11 '1'reas-
ui\" acquiesence, and t-'hat amounted to sort of a compromise tllat
lmsteadl of taking Internal I-evenue Service's position of th is very low
base vhifch would have really )een extrenmvel costly to your illdlstry,
we came u1) with a Ilig'her base. I cainot recall.

Mr. Suri[ERLANI). it was walt we call time pug mill ('utofi which was
the end of the grinding blit l)efore the nianufacturing point started.

Senator MiAm... Tiat is right, but that gave you a higher base,
though at the same time it was not as high as -perhaps you would have
liked to have.

Mr. SAmr E ~n. .s the end product.
Senator MILLEm ()n the other hand, the percentage depletion rate

was left alone, was it, not, at that time, or was that increase ?
M1'. SU'THERLAN.D. No, that was all a part at the sanme time of adjimst -

ment not only to go back from the end product point down to a start of
what the Treasury called the manufacturing process, and also a
reduction in the rate.

Se1ator Mmrf ml?. Yes, so that there was a tradeoff. There was a reduc-
tion in the rate on the one hand, but there was a very substalitial
increase over Treasury's position on what the base woul(1 be, to which
the rate. was applied, is that not so? Granted it was not as muc;h as you
would like, as yor industry would like to lave itad, but it was a & great
deal hiigher tihn wlat the Treasury position had been in soni of tis

litigation, is that, not so?
Mr. S 'm.tn. That -s true.
Senator MILER. And, so the point I Jm making is that it seems to me

that just a few years a o tie Congress tried to resolve tlis byv working
out a compromise, a p:tlkage both with respect to the base against
which the rate was to be applied, and the rate itself, and now all of a
sudden, just a few years later, under the Ilouse-l)assed bill, tl rules of
the ball game are supposed to be changed, so that there is a reduction in
the percentage depletion rate, is tiat not so?

Mr. SrITER RLAND. Yes, ,partially so, but the problem is, of course, that
if we are going to talk about cutoff points the cement industry 'has a
kiln feed cutoff 'point and the clay pipe industry has a -pug mill cutoff
point, which is entirely -different from say loading pipe into kilns. We
are not talking about a cutoff point here. 'We are not talking about the
cutoff point in either case.
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What I aim saying is that we are in competition with an industry that
gets a 15-percent rate, and we are only getting 71/2.

Now, the matter of the compromise was never fully satisfactory to
our industry. It was just something that we had to take.

Senator MILLEM. I understand that, but the point I am making is
that after a compromise was worked out, and I grant you that it was
not all that your industry desied, but it was a case of pretty much
take-it-or-leave-it.

Mr. SUTHMIIANI). Yes.
Senator MILm. Still with respect to the rate that was settled on,

now the House bill comes along and proposes to cut that.
Mr. SU'rIM ,IAND. Yes, sir.
Senator MiILLEMi. And it is coinl)ounding the l)roblem that you had

a few years ago.
Mr. SUTIT'EILAND. Yes, exactly so.
Senator Mhli~u Thank you, Ir. Chairman.
The ( ',1AIR1AN. Thank you very much.
Mr. SUTJIIELIAND. Thak you, gentlemen.
(Clark Sutherland's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF (LARK SUTHERLAND ON BEHALF OF CLAY PIPE INDUSTRY

)EPLETION (ONMM ITTEE

SUMMARY

1. The Supreme Court and the Treasury I)epartment have long agreed on the
purpose of this wise Congressional tax policy. Thus, the Clay Pipe industry
recommends no reduction of its current 71/2% depletion allowance.

2. This small industry ($100 million annual sales) plays a vital 'role in the
water pollution control program of the nation. It requires its depletion allowance
to assure a continued supply of raw materials and to maintain modernization of
its production facilities.

3. Only certain kinds ,of clay may be used in the successful production of clay
sewer pipe. Such clays do not exist everywhere and must be pros)ected for on
a continuing basis. For example, not a single clay pipe plant exists in all of
New England. The plants themselves must be located near the deposits, because
of the low profit margin in the industry. The history of the industry is replete
with planw-losings because of exhaustion or change of quality of the raw
materials.

4. Many clay pipe plants are approaching obsolescence. Expansion and modern-
ization are sorely needed, but risk capital is hard to find and would doubtless
be less than adequate with a further reduction in the percentage depletion
allowance.

5. Limestone and shale (clay), the principal ingredients used in the manu-
facture of cement, have long enjoyed a 15% depletion allowance while sewer
pipe clay has been reduced. Cement pipe is clay pipe's severest competitor. Also,
refractory .lay purchased for manufacture of sewer pipe, although 15% when
mined, becomes 7.5% when used in clay pil)e production. We seek an equitable
adjustment in our allowance to eliminate these arbitrary (ompetitive disad-
vantages.

6. Clay used in the manufacture of sewer pipe, supported by IRS Rulings.
under earlier law enjoyed a 15% allowance until it was summarily reduced in
1960 to 5%. Its subsequent increase to 71/2% in 1966 was merely a return to
50% of Its original allowance. It is clearly unfair to reduce again an already
reduced percentage on an across-the-board basis, compared to other minerals
which have not heretofore suffered any reductions.

7. Clay used in the manufacture of sewer pipe should be included with that
clay which is "used or sold for use for purposes dependent on its refractory
properties."
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STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman: Tie (lay Pilpe Industry Depletion Commit tee represents nearly
jinaety percent of tile vitrified clay pipe manufacturers In the IUnited Stales. We
take this opportunity to present our views with respect to Section 501 (b) ((j) of
II.R. 13270, the "Tax Reform Act of 19119".

Comments and recomnendatiioi,
The percentage depletion should be at least. maintahied at its present rate for

the Vitrified Clay Pipe Industry. The ('lay Pipe Industry Depletion ('ominittee
believes and recommends that there should be no diminution of tih(, iIneitives
for mineral production provided by a wise Congressional policy of 40 years of
successful a Iplication.

Relative to tile nature and purpose of percentage depletion allowance, the
Supreme Court, in the Cannelton Sewer Plpe Company Case 364 U.S. 76 (1960)
enumerated as follows:

"Mineral depletion for tax lurlioses It an allowance from income for tile
exhaustion of capital assets. Andcrxon, v. Hclecring. 310 U.S. 4(4 (11)). In
addition. it is based on tile belief that its allowance encourages extensive ex-
lloration and increasing discoveries of ad(litlm minerals to the benefit of the
evo(nno y and strength of the nation."

The Treasury interpretation outlined in a statement submitted to the U.S.
('oimittee on Ways and Means by David A. Lindsay, Assistant to tile Secretary
of the I'.S. Treasury, onl March 5, 1959' states:

"... it is apparent that the percentage depletion allowance was provided by
('omigress not only to )ermit recovery ,of the investment in the wasting asset but
imlso to provl(le incentives for explanation necessary for rel)lenishment of the
wasting asset by the discovery and development of additional deposits."
It. would appear that the Supreme Court and the Treasury are In agreement

oi the nature and basic purpose of percentage depletion. The manufacturers of
vitrified .lay pipe support these views and hereby submit the following arguments
to support our contention that there should be no diminution of the incentives
for mineral production in our industry.
The ('lay Pipe Industry is a small one, measured against any one of time giant

corlporations of America. Total sales in 196S amounted to approximately $100
million (lurean of Census). But, our industry plays a vital role in the national
program to control the pollution besetting our nation's waters liy supplying an
essential ingredient-long-life sewage facilities. This is particularly true in
urban areas, since many cities recommend clay pipe for sanitary sewerage sys-
tems. This is a necessary, highly specialized, low-profit Industry. Curtailment
of the current percentage (lepletionm allowed the manufacturers of clay pipe would
cause severe disruption of an industry which provides an indispensable feature
iii the nation's housing and construction program.

M3(iniflacturing awl exploratio
Clay sewer pilpe must have the necessary strength, chemical resistance, la(k

of porosity, dimniensiomial ((fitrol. and other product characteristics to meet the
exacting requirements of Federal and 11 ASTM Specifications.

Only a restricted number of clays have the properties and purity to make an
acceptable clay sewer pipe. Among the many qualities necessary in the clay
jmix is sufficient refractoriness so that the pil)e does not deforni at tile
high tempeartures necessary to produce vitrification. Many other essen-
tial characteristics such as plasticity, and the ability to dry and fire into
a salable )roduct all impose restrictions oi acceptable clays for sewer pipe
manufacture. Contrary to widely-held and er, roneous views, such (lays are not
available just anywhere for the taking. There Is not, for example. a ,iIngle
vitrified clay pipe plant extant in all of New England, for the simple reason
that this great region possesses insufficient refractory (lay deposits.

The Importance of l)ropelr and ade(luate raw materials for a clay sewer pipe
plant cannot be over-emplihasized. Upon the quality and quantity of this supply
is based the ability to produce a marketable product at a profit. Uponl this factor
is based the investment of the plant and equipment costing millions of dollars.

I Page 22 of Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representa-
tives, 86th Congress, 1st Sess., on the legislative proposal of the Treasury Department
specifying the treatment processes whi(.h shall be considered mining for time purpose of
comlptilng percentage depletion in the ease of mineral products, March 5, 6, 9, 10 and 11,
1959.
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Clay sewer pipe plants are highly specialized but not highly profitable operations
and are not readily convertible to other types of manufacturing.

Ii order to be sure that this investment is secure, clay sewer pipe conmpallies;
maintain exploration departments to I)rosl*ect for new deposits. They are staffed
b)y men skilled in the science of finding clay heds (in many areas a difficult task),
in recognizing the potential ceramic properties and In determining the quality
and quantity of materials present in the deposits. This determination usually
involves core drilling, elaborate and costly sampling l)rocedures and dozens of
laboratory tests on a single deposit.

Test samples must Ie sul)jected to all -of the processes of pipe making. If Ihe
laboratory tests and all of the other factors appear favoralfle, plant runs must
hIe ninde in several sizes of pipe under standard nmanufacturing conditions. Thi,
is the ultimate criteria. These plant runs may cost more than all the lirospectiig,
drilling and laboratory testing procedures before them, and yet inay finally
indicate that the lse of the deposit is not feasible.
A. niodern (lily ,ewer pipe llant i- a highly specialized manufacturing fNvility

which is ile'scllldbly wedded to its clay deposit.., The characteristics of its grind-
iag and Screening tequipillent, extrusion elUilii'lnt and dies, the heat and humid-
tly cycles of its dryers, ald the recirciflation, burning and cooling methods in its
kilns are all based on the characteristics of the raw material upon which it mun4
feed.

If the (lay deposit must be changed for another or its (v'raini propertie.s
chaige, the resultant costs In idalpting the plant's facilities are enormous. Vhen
the clay supply is exhaused, the plant has lost its value unless a another Source can
he located where the clay can ibe obtained 'at equally low (ost. Because of the 1,%y
proit margin in the industry, it is impracticable to ship clays into the facility at
tiny great distance under normal competitive conditions .

The history of the industry is replete with examples -of clay product plants
closing because of a lack or a change of their raw materials.

Depletion is Jill Incentive to plant expansion to help meet the health ,and pollutionl
control l needs -of the Nation. Many clay pipe plants are approaching obsolescencte
by today's standards. Expansion and modernization are definitely needed in this
era of expanding population but because of the low profit lw)tentlal it is difficult to
obtain risk capital and ploughed back earnings have not always been adequate to
meet the needs for expansion ii the United States.

In many metropolitan areas in the United States sanitary conditions are
deplorable. The Buslnes. and Defense Service Administration of the U.S. Depa rt-
ient of Commerce, estimates that some 40 million people ned new or iml'ove(1
sewage collection systems.

The ('lay pipe industry is highly essential to the health and welfare of our
people. Members of the industry are well aware of the need for new plants to
increase production for tomorrow's needs and are moving forward in that direv-
tion within their liniited filianciail alillity to do so. Continuation of the allowance
for percentage depletion under the law as now written will provide our taxIayers
with some of the funds which will be needed to finance expansion -Ill
moderniza tion a n(1 explolat ion.

Additional reconin idation for equitable (djustinent
We understand and concur lin the difficult efforts of the ('onimittee to revise our

income taux law.s so that all may share in the burdens fairly. It is in this spirit tlt
we Invite 'time attention of the Committee to the discrimination inherent in the
present provisions which authorize for limestone (used in ti mianufacture of
cement) it )ercenlage depletion of 15%, whereas 'the all owance for clay ( usd ill
the manufacture of sewer pipe) is one-half that 'amount. We do not protest the
higher rate; we believe that the availability and cost of recovery 'of natural
resources should be the major factors In tie deteriilltion of the allowable rate.
Nevertheless, we (10 believe that equity is not served biy a (louh)le allowance for
clay's major 'olnlKetitor (concrete pipe made from cement) producing its pro(iuct
lim all 50 states while sewer pipe clay is mined in less than half that number.
Furthermore, the Committee should be aware that the shale (clay), which foris
another basic Ingredient of cement, is also entitled to a current 15% allowance.
This fact of tax life adds one more weight to the competitive imbalance which
favors clay pipe's competitors.

Under earlier law, refracotory and fire ('lay used in the manufacture of clay
pipe was allowed the 15% rate, just as even now 'refractory clay used in making
fire brick is allowed the higher rate. ,Please -refer to Internal Revenue Ruling
56-1") which defined refractory clay and included this sentence: "In this con-
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nection, fire clay used to eniale sewer pile to retain its sliape at(1d dlImensios
under extremely high tel)eratires required for vitriflivation is considered to Ibe
itsed its refractory fire ('lay."

Suliseq1ent hgislation unfi fairly and probably inadvertently redued clily pipe's
:Illowance through failure to recognized tiet essentiality of refractory clay to the
manufacture of clay sewer pipe wherelby it had obtained its original standing
with refractory clay at 15%. It is also of interest to observe the singular Inequity
which arises ill those instances where clay pipe manufacturers purchase fire clay
for use In the manufacture of clap pipe. Although fully entitled to Ilie 15% de-
plet.ion allowance In the possession of the seller. the rate oil this self-sanme nmi-
terlal drops dramalllytical to 7.5% when put to use in the pr(ductIoh of vitrified
clay sewer pipe.

We believe the I' lnted States Senate Committee (ill Finance will welcome this
opportunity to correct a long-standing inequity by rest wing the depletion al-
lowance of (lays used in tile Jllli(.telure of vitrifled 'lay sewer poilpe through
revision of Sections 501(b) (41) and 501 (h) (4) ( B) of 11.11. 13270 to include in tht(,
latter a specific reference to vitrified clay sewer pipe.

The ('I II.M. N. I wN'otild like if I in aV. to ask a few more questions
ol' Mr. ,Jolin ( 1eenlee. I would like to call hi Iback for that reasol.
Is l a' aitihl e to us ?

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. GREENLEE-Resumed

M r• ;:. :',... Yes. A1r. (C!air'ln•ll

h'! e ( 'ii.tl,. .%x. I would like to ask you a little I)it about the ,'a pital
gails 110%'yaltv. 1 understand that yorll gl'o l1 is agailist that, at least
they ol)l()sed it when it became la w.

Mr. (riI, ]u: • ''lat is right, sir.
''le ( 'itv\X. liere is the thought that occurs to me. If a man las

niinerals. an( lie waits to sell tileni, he is elititled to sell then lv any
faction he wants to. lie ("an sell you 1 1)erceit of his minerals, onl-
third, one-quarter, or one thirty-second. In any event, that is a capital
gains transaction, lie is selling part of his minirals.

Mr. (1REINlEn. Yes, sir.
The ('CI ArUN. Now, it would be similar if lie is selling you some

of his lands. He can sell you 1 acre or 10 acres out of 100 or lie can
sell you an undivided interest. In any event, that would be capital
galls. But, when lie is selling his stock investinenit, whether lie is selling
it fr-action interest, or selliig it by the share, lie still gets capital gains
treatment.

Mr. GREENLEE. Yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. But when lie sells his minerals, if he tries to sell a

fraction of a share, lie always collies 1) the loser in that. the purchaser
will get an estimate which 'invariably is conservative for good reason.
It tends to (lestrov a geologist 's reput ation if lie estimates that there
is more there than there is. If he. estiiliates oil tile short side his reputa-
tioli is honored, but any bank that makes the loan or any purchaser
who buys., and finds there is liot at least as mucl there as was esti-
mated, lie would tend to lose his reputation as a geologist.

Mr.,(,ENLEF. I quite agree.
Tie (IlAIMAr.N. 7I1111t being the case. he calinot very well sell and

l)e sure that lie is going to get paid for everything he is selling unless
he does sell by the unit. Therefore, I would wonder why would it l)e
wrong that a property owner should be permitted to sell his minerals
or any part. of his real estate by the unit rather than selling it as a
fractional interest and receive a capital gains treatment in either
event ?
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Mr. G]REENLEE. Senator Long, I do not suggest that we feel it is
wrong that he be able to do that. We were looking, if you will, sir, at
the other side of the coin. The problem that I personally have with
this, that if it is a capital gain to the lessor, to tlie fee owner, it could
raise the question as to the right of the operator to deduct the royalty
payment. We have a little problem with that side of the question. We
wanted to preserve our deduction and we felt there was some difficulty
with the capital gain on one side and with the ordinary deduction on
the other side. If you will, I think we were (luite selfish in our appraisal
of this. I do not (lisagree at all with what you have stated.

The CH.uMnAT. In other words, then as I understand it your oppo-
sition was based on the fact that you felt that you ought to be able
to deduct?

Mr. GREx EmNE. Quite right.
The ChAM AN. As an ordinary expense to you?
Mr. GRENLEE. Quite right.
The CHAIRMAN. And if it was a capital gain to the other fellow you

felt that you could not very well deduct it as an ordinary expense
to you ?

Mr. GREENLEE. We felt at least that might raise the question and
I think this was the major reason for our position in opposition and
not at all on the side of the fee owner as you have suggested, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. So it was not that you quarreled with him about
the merits of his position?

Mr. GR ENiEE. Right.
The CHAIRMBAN. It is just that it gave you a tax problem on the

other end?Mr. GREENLEE. I think you are quite right, yes, sir.
The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
That clears it up for me. That completes this morning's session.
We will meet again tomorrow at 9:30.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m. the Senate Finance Committee recessed,

to reconvene at 9:30 a.m., Wednesday, October 1, 1969.)



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1969

V".S. SENATE,

Co.r-%'nrr1.E ON FINANCE
W1V~sintoni, D.C.

The committee met,. pursuant to recess, .It 9:30 a.m., in room %2221.
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Anderson, McCarthy, Byrd of Virginia,
Williams of Delaware, Bennett, Curtis, Miller, Famnin, and ll ansen.

The CTHATJIVAN. The hearing will come to order.
Today we will continue receiving testimony with respect to that

part of the house tax reform bill which reduces depletion allowance
and cuts back on tax advantages of )roduction payments of natural
resources.

The subject before us this morning concerns the effects this bill will
have on oil and gas.

Our first witness I am pleased to say is the Hlonorable John G.
Tower, distinouished Senator from Texas.

Senator anineighbor, we are proud to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN G. TOWER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF TEXAS

Senator ToowiR. Thank you, neighbor, Mr. Chairman. It is a great
pleasure to be here this morning and to discuss something that I know
is dear to tfhe hearts of both of us.

Mr. Chairman, I have asked to come before this distinguished com-
mittee this morning because I am fearful that proposed. changes in
our tax laws, as set forth in H.R. 13270, will strike a particularly
heavy blcw to the oil and as industry of this country, and in turn
to our Nation's defense capaility.

As a meml)er of the Senate Armed Servyices Committee, I am well
aware of the vital role a healthy oil and gas industry plays in main-
tainin a strong defense posture.

In Southeast Asia today, for example, one-half of the military effort
there is Sul)plied by the UTnited States, with about (i5) percent imported
from the Arabian'Gulf and 25 percent from the Caribbean and other
localities.

I believe it is crucial for our Nation's defense that there be main-
tained in this country the capability to supply our own petroleum
needs in case foreign oil resources are denied as they were for a short

(4387)
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time during the Middle, East crisis of 1967. Even within tile past. 30
days we have heard threats of boycott from the Arab nations.

Mobilization studies of the l)efense D)epartment show that any t.p)e
of extended enmergency involving the ITnited States and its allies could
not l)e adequately fueled by the United States alone. Therefore, re-
lianve must be laced upon other free world sources in the Western
I leinisplhere sucl as Canada and the Caribbean area. Tfhe target date
for any al))reciable amount of oil production from the Northern Slope
of Alaska is estimated to be 1972, so we cannot depend on that resource
at tie immediate moment.

()ur national security dictates that we have in existence petroleum
resources Capable of satisfying our needs. Petroleum cannot be stock-
piled like hardware. 'The only way of insuring an adequate domestic
petroleum sui)ply is through a healthy domestic oil amid gas industry.
A liaIltiv oil anid gas industry requires contil ual exlloration, col-
tillual ('ml)doynlent of a labor force and continual access to risk capital.

''lle I)efense Inol)ilizationl studies to which I just referred in(licate
tiat we iiee(l a petroleum industry in 011r own country which is cal)able
,)f lwodmci,_ even nore oil and gas than it is now. I am fearful that if
( lollres approves the tax changes now l)rO)osed for the petrolel1m
ildust rv, it will gravely reduce the in(lustrys production capability
I)recis bv at a time wheln there is need for even greater production.

It, is iml)erative tlat our domestic oil industry be cal)able of sustain-
ing this country*s requirements uider any col'ditions. This strategic
material is one of the items absolutely essential to defense and thus it
is foremost in the minds of military coninilders. The difference be-
tween nmilitarv success or failure could easily hinge. on the availability
of enommh petroleum products at a given I)articular time.

Ili the l)etroleum iiidustry, production hinges on the availability of
capital. The importance of capital to our oil industry and in turli to
our defense )osture, our national economy and the "well-being of all
Aneri(ans, cannot be overemphasized.

Over 90 l)ercent of all the work done in this country is done by
machinery. This machinery is lubricated adn often powered by
I)etrolenim products. The use of nlachinery has contributed heavily to
the high wages and high standard of living possible for the people of
this coninntry.

The accumulat ion of capital to finance growth in our business econ-
omv has been historically successful in promoting and maintaining our
)oIition as the greatest ii(lustrial nation in the world.

In order for our private enterl)rise system to function successfully,it must have a steady and conthmous supply of new private capital. One
of the world's serious I)roblems today is the shortage of investment cal)-
ital Ill site of the great benefits s our Ameri.can system has brought us,
I fear it is in danger of being severely damaged through an

1Iiureasonlble system of taxation.
'Iere is a very grTeat difference between cal)ital amid i)licome. Our

leader al tax sy'stem'n is b-ased on income aid should remain so. Taxation
of l)ital results in a draining away of that capital and in turn less
atid less income for all.

As you know, I have firmly a(lvocated the continuation of the
271/,)-perceiit depletion allowance for oil. I continue to do so. This
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allow ance, together with the ability to deduct intangible drilling costs
and associated exploration expenses from oil and gas income, is the
prime source of generating new capital within the oil and gas industry
itself. That generation of new capital must be maintained in order to
encourage continued health in our petroleum industry and continued
overall economic benefits for all Americans.

Today, you will hear excellent testimony of a highly technical nature
to substaintiate the vital importance of finding and using our domestic
oil and gas reserves. Various forms of production payments have been
successful in the past as a means of consolidating and transferring
newly discovered reserves to skilled oil and gas operators, resulting in
grreater efficiency in production. I urge you to consider carefully, ways
of updating and refining the method of sale and purchase of these
unproduced natural resources, not eliminating this avenue of financing.

In summary, I would stress the need for a system of taxation of our
oil and gas industry which will encourage continued 'health within that
industry. I urge th]is because of our Nation's dependency on the indus-
try economically and because of its dependency for an adequate defense
operation. I know you are anxious to hear other witnesses who are
capable of providing far more expert testimony and so I have tried
to keep my remarks brief.

Thank you for your kind attention.
Mr. CHIAIRMAN. Thank you very 'much, Senator.
As you know, we are limiting ourselves to either no questions or only

one question verbally. However there may be written questions that you
can provide answers to for the record. Thank you very much.

Senator TowEI. I will be glad to provide any answers that I can for
the record. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator HANSEN. M[r. Chairman, before we go further today, may
I ask is it your thought that there will be no questions from members
of the committee? We will not have even one question to the wit-
lesses ?

The CIIAIUMAIN. What I would suggest would be that we will ask
no more than one verl)al question of the witnesses until they have all
been heard. At that point if you want to call the witness back, Senator,
you can call all you want.

Senator H-AIsEN. I would like to ask one question if I could.
The CHAIIM-xAN. Go right ahead.
Senator HAkNSEN. Senator Tower, on the 30th of September our col-

league Senator Proxmire testified before this committee, and made
this observation:

"Time rationale for the depletion allowance is supposedly rooted in
national security. Without depletion allowance so the argument goes"-
he continued-"1we would not explore for the oil which we need in
order to protect ourselves from possible interruptions in our oil sup-
ply. This myth was destroyed by the CONSAB Committee."

You are ai member of thie Armed Services Committee and I would
like to ask you if you get the feeling from the military that there is
not an interelationship between the depletion allowance and the av.1 i!-
ability of supplies of oil adequate to assure our national security.

Selator TowER:. Senator Hansen. I think I can attest that the mnili-
tars" is vitally concerned. Oil production is not something you can turn

03365-069-pt. 5--31
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on and off. I think some l)eol)le have the idea that we have got. so
much in the way of reserves, all we have to do is leave it there, andi if
we ever need it we just turn the tap and the oil flows. It does not
happen that way.

It is a hioh risk business, and it is difficult to get capital to invest
in this kindof high risk venture, unless you provide some tax in-
centives, and without these incentives, there will be not much in the
way of additional petroleum exploration in this country.

Nlow about 80 percent of our oil reserves in this country were (is-
covered by independent operators, a(lventurers if you pllease, gauiblers
if you please, but people who had the guts to go out and look for oil,
knowing that the risks were very great, indeed, and if we (1o not con-
tinue these incentives, if we (hestrov wildcatting, if we destroy the in-
centive to go out and explore for oil we are not going to ha'e adeqliliteresources to meet our nee(Is if we get into a and e cold rv
well bo in one today or toinorro)v tfllt shuts oil our source of SUl)j)ly"
from the Middle East.

The national security will be very gravely jeo)ardized. If we get
into a worldwide conflagration of any kind, we are going to need our
domestic resources, because we are not going to be able to transport
adequate supplies from other parts of the world.

Senator IINSEN. Ti ank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FA-NNIx. Mr. Chairman, one question.
Referring back to the copper strike and problems we have had when

we have had to go for foreign copper, the price went up about 50
percent. Don't. we face thle same problem as far as oil is concerned if we
start depending on it?

Senator TowEu. Yes, Senator Fannin, we do. The fact of the matter
is it has been alleged that by virtue of the fact that we have import
quotas, by virtue of the fact we hav-e all these incentives to keep do-
mestic production going, we artificially maintain a high price for
petroleum l)roducts, including those tlat come in from the Middle
East, but the fact of the matter is if we were without a domestic
supply, then we would be really under the gun, and the foreigners
who ship oil into this country, the foreign interests, could control our
petroleum prices as well. This could be an economic weapon in the
world war, for example.

Senator FAN.-IN. We would be at their mercy?
Senator TowEn. Yes, sir, we certainly would be.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
The CmIRMAN. I think I will ask one question.
Texas )roduces about half of this Nation's oil?
Senator ToWER. We used to, Mr. Chairman. We do not any more I

am afraid.
The CHAIRMAN. We produce about 10 percent in Louisiana. I also

claim that we produce more than you do for our size, not comparing
my size to yours but comparing Louisiana's size to Texas.

Senator TowER. Mr. Chairman, my grandfather was born in rled
River Parish, La., so I can claim to be a Louisianan here today.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, isn't it true that even the present incentives
have not been sufficient to make this country self sufficient in this basic
resource? We now import about 25 percent of our needs. I am told that
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with regard to your west Texas wells, there are only about six or seven
oilfields in Texas that could really increase their production by as
much as 25 percent. if the Nationl's (lemaJld re(lpired it and if the
nearest oil was shut off and denied to us, and we could not get oil iii
from Venezuela.

Most of these little upland fields have bev)n depleted to the )oinlt
that they coul(l not l)e exI)anded l)V " '25 )er elt.

Senator TowEm This is true. fir. (lairman. You would have to ,.,o
to a very expensive process cf secon(larv recovery which I thinlkl would
be u ieconomical by present staldards.

Now if von want to put yourself in a position of paying al ex-
tremelv higrh price for domestic production, you (o1ld get sonic :(l3li-
tiolial oil out of the ground, blut the fact of the matter is why1v take t lint
route when indeed we know that there are additional sources a vaila le
to us ill this counltry, if we vlcn just go fiid tlem, an(d we need to maill-
tai the incentives to go finl tihem.

The Cii,tmA.-. Thank you very much, Senator.
Semator Towrm Thank You. Wu . Chairmaii.
Thel C r.xIM~.\x. The next wituiess is the llonorable Dewey F. Blart-

lett, Governor of the State of Oklahoma, and I think the Senator from
Oklahoma will want to introduce the witness.

Senator I-,mmis. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I just want to
say that I ask the committee to hear at this time from Oklahoma's Gov-
ernor, Dewey Bartlett, because I knew that he would be a strong voice
for the concern which cur State feels about the (letrimeutal impact that
this bill and the Treasury recommendations would ha'e on the oil and
gas industry which are so important particularly in our own State.

Governor Bartlett and I served as members of the Oklahoma State
Senate together. From his own background, his activities as a member
of the Interstate Oil Compact Commission and his present position as
Governor of our State, we feel that he is an excellent spokesman on this
issue, and I am proud to welcome him here.

STATEMENT OF HON. DEWEY F. BARTLETT, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Governor B.\RTLETT. Thank vc,u, Senator Harris.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee of the U.S.

Senate, I wish to discuss certain provisions of the so-called tax reform
measure now before you as it, affects the basic economic or the State of
Oklahoma.

The oil industry, aside from agriculture, is the largest industry in
Oklahoma. We live in an economy that is largely tied to the well-being
of this industry. Our cities, towns, and school districts have largely
been developed as oil has been developed.

Since 1956 we have seen in Oklahoma. a consistent decline in the
number of wildcat wells drilled, producing wells completed, crude
reserves available for future demand, and the number of people directly
employed in the industry. However, more than 51,500 people in Okla-
homia are directly engaged in the exploration for oil for drilling,
developing and production anid the processing of crude oil.
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The annual direct payrolls of these employees exceeds $400 1n ill ion.
These wage earners provide t he direct liveli hood for over 200,000 of
om1 po[lla , ion al t' the indirect livelihood for almost an equal number.

r cities and towns are del)emlelt upon the nuaintenance of this
employment.

Many of outr school districts are almost wholly dependent 111)011 the
nearby presence of an oilfield, a pipeline terminal or a refinery for
survival.

We have a)1 roXiliat.tely 3,600 oil operators in Oklahoma production
oil and/or gas front 72 of our 77 counties. Many of them are small
independent operators, dependent upon stripper ;,ells for their liveli-
hood. A stripper well is one that averages 10 barrels a day or less,
making it a nlarrinal operation from the profit standpoint.

The latest published figures showedlthere were 56,893 stripper wells
in Oklahoma. Nationally there were 376,000 such marginal wells. The
average daily production of an Oklahoma stripper well is 4.28 barrels
pet day. The independent historically lhas been the finder of new oil.
lie has been able to take the chance to drill the wildcats, to seek new
fields and pools.

Ile has developed a successful business within the existing tax struc-
ture, and by his ingenuity many millions of barrels of oil have been
discovered that have strengthened and supported the Nation both in
peace and in war.

The effect of this bill is to increase sharply the taxes on those
engaged in the l)roduction of petroleum. The major oil company will
be faced with two alternatives. One, reducing his exploratory drilling
and research activity and keeping expenses at a minimum and, two, to
increase costs of the refined products such as gasoline.

Undoubtedly the large company will do both. It will result in the
added costs being passed on to the consumer and the price of oil and
expense to the integrated company being leld as low as )ossible.

On the other hand, the price of crude oil represents the principal
source and often the only source of revenue to the average independent.
Ile is not in a Position to pass on his increased expense. Therefore the
independent operators will further decrease in number and will no
longer be a viable segment of the oil industry.

Oklahoma derives 29 percent of its tax revenues from the petroleumn
industry, in addition to the economic taxes paid by the mmaniv compallies
and their employees. This is also exclusive of 'the ad valorem taxes
paid to the counties and school districts on pipelines, pump stations,
refineries, and other l)rol)ert ies.

Oklahoma is in the midst of a tremendous economic development
effort. In 1966 the capital expenditure for the manufacturing industry
was $50 million. Last year this figure was $155 million, and(t through
the first 8 months of this year it has already reached $174 million.
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The 'aills in Ilanufaetiulring would be offset, by a significant, d(liihie
in the oil industry. Obviously a, decline in oil activity will sharply
reduce revenues to the State of Oklahoma, revenues on which we are
dependent.
This is another point that I think has ot. )een made eioughli. Mr'.

Chairman andd mniel)ers of ti collinlittee. That in addit ion th, State
will pay directly a, part. of tie increased taxes to tie oil coipailies.
This is'becallse (klalloiia is one, of the 1 States pernittiig Federal
taxes paid as a deduct ion oil State income taxes due.

When Federal income taxes are increasedl Oklahoma suffers a de-
dine iii revenue. Eleven other States will likewise suffer, and tlis ill-
cludes the States of Louisiana, Arizona, Montana, and a, total of 12.
1 have totclwd briefly on the effect that the bill will have oil tie

States in general, ti small businessman and the coiisunier. Finally
I muist warn you of the dangers hidden ill this bill to the national
security and tie national resources of this country. If we shut. down
the stripper wells, many of which can never be reopened, we have
wasted a great national resource by abandolling it l)eieathl the surface.

1f we dry ill) our source of disct-overy, the ind(tpendent, we will never
find millions of barrels which is tantamount to wasting tile sane re-
sourcees.

Wheln this happens, and it has already started happening from the
pressure of other costs, time United States will become more lepennmlt
on foreign oil. I know no Menber of this Congress wvill gamble on our
count rys future.
(O tle mnunicipal bond features, of this 1ill I concur in the excellent

resentation m1ade by )v. Jln Love of Coloralo and the other
Ove Governors that. appeared before this committee )reviouslv. Fhe

prol)osed method of handling this nIatter is ill-advised and unneces-sary, and if an evil exists, hat should be checked. It can easily e (one
by placing a limit on the amount of tax-exempt income one may have in
relation to total income.

In conclusion, the true measures that should be applied to tlme exist-
ing law as it relates to the petroleum industry, aside from the element
of national defense, preservation of our reserves, our oil reserves, are
the availability of petroleumn products at. reasonable prices, the profit-
ability of the'industry as compared to other domestic industries, the
ability of the industry to keep down prices, and whether tile oil in-
dustry is payilnr its fair share of taxes.

If ihe oil industry is not paying its fair share of taxes, this coin-
mittee should provi(le the pertinent facts.

We enioy a lower price for petroleum products than any otlr free
nation. The price of gasoline at. the who sale level is now one-third
less than it was during 'Worll War I. The U.S. wholesale price in
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1918 was 23 cents. It 1966 it was 15.89, the last year figures are avail-
able.

It has 50 percentt more power than the 1918 product.
Over a period of 43 years, the oil industry has received a lower return.

on net worth than all manufacturing industry according to the First
National City Bank 'monthly economic letter. Obviously tax burdens
placed on the oil industry will be passed on to the consuming public.
The independent 0lerat'r will be unable to offset his increased burden.

exploration will dry up. Many stripper ells will be shut down hurt
img p)rimatrily tile ind Iepenident operator. His activity will be increased
sharply.

Our depend ce tspoii foreign in oil will be increased and every little
mfan that buys a gallon of gasoline wvilpo tile )atof trbill. For Oia-
hoina. to Iualititi its prddseit level of series, this proposed legislation
toill require the Oklahoma taxpayer to be further burdened with a
significant tax increase.

The ChAIRMA . Th anik vou ver inuch.
Governor iART\n' . Tlak von, M[r. (haiirnan.
Senator hANSEN. Mr. C1irnmn.1, may I lSk a question ?
Governor Bartlett, your testhiaito ,sounds very ruch as though you

might have been testityig for yoing In our State I think a third
of all of the colt taxes are paid lv thle i toypaysin yll ustry. We have
at equal depenletce as -does Oklaoma uponil. this industry. would like
to ask you if this tax bill as presently before us should be passed, would
it affect significantly, the, en ploet rate. of -people in your State?,

Governor BARTLET. Yes, sir. Out- employment rate would decline
very sharplyV. There is just 11o qunest ion ahout this. The revenues to the
State would also decline. It would be necessary to have a tax increase
to provide the samlie level of Services.

Senator hTAN-SEN. Tumk you,1Mr. (1 huairmuan.
Senator MI4 LER.Mr. Cluirmat.
Governor Bartlett, you stated that the oil industry is paying its fair

share of taxes. I presume you were referring primarily to lahoma,
with wvhiell you are most familiar. Can you give uts an idea of hlow much
in State and local taxes the petroleum induistry pays in your State?

Governor BAIRTLE-TT. I bel ieve the gross production tax figure for thle
latest, for the last year, 1 belies' ewas $45 million. This of course is a
large part of the moneys available to the State. Thle total paid for on
the income tax, I(do not have that figu re, bnt t hey pay, I think mly testi-
mony shows 29 percent.

Senator AiILLER. 29'percent?
Governor BARTLETT. Yes.
SenatorMILLE.R. Of what?
Governor BARTLETT. Oklahoma derives 29 percent of its tax revenues

f rom thle petroleum industry.
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Senator M[ILLTM. And by that do you mean either from the income tax
-or from-

Governor B,\rm'yurr. This is all sources.
Senator M n,, u (continuing). All sources?
Governor BAr'LEN'r'. Yes.
Senator MiruEr. That is the State?
Governor BAwrr,1:rr. Yes.
Senator MAfEm. What about local taxes?
(overnor BxwrITE'r'r. This is in addition to the ad valorent taxes, ald

of course they would lpay ad valorem taxes throughout tie. State.
Sector MiiLuI,. 1)o vonl have any idea of low much that amuilts to?
(1,o1ernor A1r,\'1r,'r. No, sir: I (to not.
Senator MiiuEi. Would it )e dillcult to finld out and furnish it for

the record ?
( governor B.\,Y'Ir. I will make every elort, to furnish that. I know

it will be very significa ut.
Selator Mluin. I iink it, might be 11(1ful for us to find out tie

total tax package outside of the Federal income taxes that the industry
is paying to the State an(1 local goVe'niemts in your State.

governor BAWI'I.'iTT. Senator Miller, I will fd'rnisl yon with that
ill tornmat ioll.

Senator miixi. Th , hank yon, governor .
(The iillorillatioln to bi ll'llmisilled I'm. the record hal not I)een

received at, the tillme of printing.)
The CiiAi.m x.. Governor, since tlt point caie u), many peol)le

contend that the i l(istrv is entitled to no crl it for l,1rr'in,," a \very
lleav excise tax on its IrOdu(ct. You mention ed that ti e wlolesafe
Pr,, 1 o gasoline to(lay is 15.8 cents. The retailer usually has a marku)
of about 6 cents. That would make it 21.8, and the )ro(Illct carries an
excise tax of about 10 cents a gallon State and local.

Now, ti overall tax burden that. indiustrv carries is roughly $8 bil-lion. It is the most heavily taxed industry in \merica. 1ercentagewise

wlisky carries Imore. It cost about 90 cents to mlanufacture a gallon
,of whisky and it carries $9 in Federal taxes, so you buy a bottle of
whisiyc, you are buying 90 percent taxes and 10 percent alcohol.

Senator I ,hums. ht. is not quitee tle same as 90 proof.The C cmxMt N. Mavbe that is what they mean when they say 90

proof. But l people say tlhat the industry passes the taxes on to tie ('on-
suimer. Well, every industry has to pass the taxes on to the consumer if
it is going to stay, in business. If it does not pass the taxes on in the
price of a, product, it. would have to go out of business. It. goes broke.
Capital leaves that industry and invests it in something else.

Do you know of any other industry paying $8 billion a year in
taxes to Government?
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Governor BAITLETr. No, sir; Mr. Chairman, I do not. I think another
thing that is not often thought of in the oil industry, it is a very
competitive industry with many independents, many people competing
with major oil companies, many large companies. T1he independent
cannot pass on his extra costs, the extra taxes, that would be a result
of the lowering of the depletion allowances.

He cannot do that because he does not set the price on crude oil as
ou well know, and so he is going to either go out of business, reduce
is operations, reduce the reserves available to this Nation, reduce his

activity, or go into some other business.
So the independent is faced with a very questionable future.
The larger company also the same. He is burdened with more ex)en-

sive exploration costs in Alaska and offshore, where the independent
is not so active, and without the depletion allowance which has worked
so well for a long time, he would be operating in a very questionable
area costwise and would have to pass this on to the consumer.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very.much, Governor Bartlett.
Governor BARTLETT. Thank you, sir.
The CHAnRMAS'. The next witness will be Mr. Emilio G. Collado,

executive vice president, Standard Oil of New Jersey. Down Louisiana
way he is better known as "Pete."

Is Mr. Collado here?
Mr. Robert )UNLOP. If we may take a moment of privilege, we

were going to present a panel at this point in time, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Scott, the newly elected minority leader

of the Senate, would like to introduce Mr. Dunlop, president of the
Sun Oil Co.

STATEMENT OF HON. HUGH SCOTT, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

Senator Scoim. If I may, Mr. Chairman, I have another committee
meeting.

Would you come up, please, Mr. Dunlop. I believe as Mr. Dunlop
said, he would like the privilege of introducing the whole panel includ-
ing the witness whose name you mentioned.

It is a privilege for me, Mr. Chairman members of the committee,
to introduce Mr. Robert G. Dunlop, president of the Sun Oil Co., who
is an old friend, and who when named to this post was one of the
youngest executives in the oil industry and one of the most knowledge-
able.

I am very proud to have known him, to have been his friend all
these years. I imagine that t'fiumber of the members of the panel have
heard Mr. Dunlop before, and he will indicate to you other represent-
atives of the industry who w.ish to be heard.

I am most appreciative of the courtesy and of this opportunity. If
it were not a matter of deference to the time of the committee and
the witnesses, I would go on further, but it is a great privilege and I
am glad to have this opportunity.
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COORDINATED TESTIMONY OF THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTI-
TUTE: MID-CONTINENT OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION; ROCKY MOUN-
TAIN OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION; AND WESTERN OIL & GAS
ASSOCIATION; PRESENTED BY ROBERT G. DUNLOP, PRESIDENT,
SUN OIL CO.; WILLIAM I. SPENCER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
FIRST NATIONAL CITY BANK; GEORGE V. MYERS, EXECUTIVE
VICE PRESIDENT, STANDARD OIL CO. OF INDIANA; AND EMILIO
G. COLLADO, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, STANDARD OIL CO.
OF NEW JERSEY

Ifr. DULx.oP. 3ayN• we call our associates, please, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Spencer, Mr. MyeIs, and. Ir. Collado.
The C1.1ARIMAN. M1r. Dunlop, I am in your debt whether you know it

or not. Your company found some oil in Louisiana and I -have sued your
company and was successful and I appreciate it.

M1r. DUNLOP. That is correct.
Senator BENxErr.. [r. Chairman, before this group of witnesses

starts to testify, and in view of the fact that the whole day practically
is going to be spent hearing witnesses representing the oil industry, I
would like to suggest that each of them who may have an important
point of view to suggest to the committee take a minute to talk to us
about the potential effect of the Alaska discovery on the situation that
we face. I think that would be very helpful.

'rlhe I thik that is fine, but, Senator Bennett, I do not see
any particular point in somebody discussing Alaskan oil if lie does not
have some of it. Now Standard Oil of New Jersey has some of it. Does
the Sun Oil have some of that discovery ?

Mr. DUNLOP. We are not that fortunate, Senator.
The CIIAIRMAN. How about the other two companies? One speaks for

the First National City Bank. I imagine you are financing some of it.
Does Standard Oil of indiana have some of it?

M1r. Mx'is. We are sure optimistic about finding some.
Senator BENINErr. Not necessarily now but 1 think at some time

during the discussion.
Mr. COLLADO. I am Emilio G. Collado, executive vice president of the

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey. I would be happy to answer your
question, Senator Bennett.

It is true that our affiliate, Humble, is in partnership with Atlantic
Richfield in the Prudhoe area in the north slope of Alaska, and we and
the British Petroleum Co. had the initial discovery in that field.

We have been making a number of projections both for other com-
mittees of the Senate and for the oil import study. As you know, the
President 'has established an oil import task force under Secretary
Schultz, and our people have submitted a number of projections of what
we think of the ,prospects of north Alaska into the public record.

If you wish, we can bring out some of that material here now. I
happen to have it in another case over here.

(The material referred to appears on p. 4428 of the record.)
Something like this is what is evolved. The present oil reserves of

the United States are about 31 billion barrels. These are the booked
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reserves at the end of last year. We would anticipate that between nowv
and 1985, there will be additional bookings of reserves on sonietlii,' of
the order of 72 billion additional barrels. if the existing economic eni-
vironment of the industry is continued, by that I mean the present tax
structure, and a.n iml)ort" policy perhal)s somewhat modified fromn the
present, but basically of the same order of impact as the present iml-
port policies.

17nder those circumstances, we estimate that 31 billion barrels will
be found in the north slope of Alaska, about 20 billion barrels in the
deep offshore including tit) to depths of perhaps 2,000 feet, and their
perhal)s something just under another 20 l)illion barrels-these are
reserve figures, billi ns-for the land areas of the 48 States. Tllt adds
il) to approximately the 72 I am talking about.

These are very important reserves in Alaska. We think that the
Prudhoe Bay structure, which is tlhe one area that has definitely been
found, may have not less than 10 billion barrels. Some other companies
ha'e estimated reserves of 10 to 12 billion barrels, but all the public
announcements are generally compatible.

We think this discovery is important. It is the largest field ever
found in North America. On the other hand, when you start comparing
it with reserves in the Middle East, when you start comp)arinig the pro-
duction that can come froni it, with the very vast increases in our
domestic requirements. it is important and we are happy to have found
this oil, but it does not begin to aliswer all the problems. I think tlere
has been a great nisconception, that somehow our adventuresome trails-
portation experiments and the fact of this oil have revolutionized
things. It is important but it is niot decisive.

We figure that in the 1970's the production that can be removed
from Prudhoe Bay to the United States will be of the order of 11/o to 2
million barrels a lay. We are consuming now 14 or 15 million barrels
a day. We expect that consumption to go IIj) to 19 million barrels a
day by the end of thi.,; period, so it is important, but it is not all that
big. Senator.

The CITAIMrAN. You think we have 30 billion barrels of oil in re-
serves within the United States including Alaska right now, I take it ?

Mr. COI.TJADO. Including Alaska, but no boolkngs vet for the Prudhop
Bav. That is before the Prlidlloe, Bav. It includes the booked reserves
of southern Alaska which are relati-Vely minor.

The. CAiTAr.%. All right. Now, fow long would that last this
country at )resent rates of production?

Mr. CorL.Ano. It is only about something like 9 years at the rate that
we are producing it.

Tlhe CIT,\TIM.\. So we have found enough
Mr. COLLADO. And on top of that we are also importing some from

other countries, but it is about a 9-year production rate in the United
States.

The CHrAIr MAx. So if we were cut off from foreign oil, we have
enough to last us for about 9 years, unless we find more.

-". COLLADO. That is correct, Senator. The only problem is that
you cannot actually produce it that quickly. There is an ultimate re-
covery of 31 billion barrels but you do not necessarily get it in 9 years,
because of the problem of maximum economic recovery which prevents
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you irom taking the entire amoujnt of oil out in those 9 veai's. You
would lose a lot of oil if you tried to take it out that quickly.

The CAIM-AN . If you tried to produce it all in 9 years--
Mr. COLLADO. You would not get it..
The CI.\niN. You would leave an awful lot of oil in the ground.
Mr. COLLADO. Yes, also the facilities are not there to take it out.

The water and gas drives and other things are just not all in place
to get it out that quickly.

Senator MILLII. Clhirman, could I ask a question at this point .?
There are two facets to this question, Mr. Collado. No. 1, can you

tell us ap)roximatelv how much has been spent by the petroleum inius-
try or by ay seg lent of it iii making the find in Alaska, and second,
can you tell us low much more would be spent between now and 1985
in order to achieve the 3I-billion-barrel resources that you referred to?

Mr. CoLI.uno. Well, I am afraid I cannot give you anything like
precise answers to the first part of your question, and I am afraid I
caimot e\en give you imprecise answers to the second part.

I believe that the industry has indicated in various surveys that
have been made that the total expenditures of the whole industry, in
all parts of Alaska, to (late are on the order of $1.9 billion. A good
deal of that was in quite unrewarding efforts in parts of Alaska that
so far have not become economic for most companies.

As to the future, we lave been quite careful not to talk about what
we expect our ultimate costs will be, because these things are still so
uncertain. We feel that to get the oil out of Prudhoe Bay will require
a great deal of eXhendituif in field facilities through water flooding
and that sort of thing.

The chairman of I unble, who is an old expert in producing mat-
ters, which I am afraid I am not Senator, told the task force working
on the iml)ort policy the other day that until a field has been produced
at least 5 percent., you really cannot be very precise as to what the ulti-
mate recovery of the field will be nor what the costs of recovery will be.

Now there has not been anything taken out of this field yet. We are
just beginning.

I think it is safe to say that the costs of recovery on the Prudlloe
field will be several times the figures that have been publicly iiieli-
tioned by some academic and other interests that have been writing
on the subject.

In addition to that, the costs of transportation to get it out of tle
northern part of Alaska will be enormous. A group of companies has
announced a $900 million pipeline project across Alaska, and tlat
would only bring the oil to the southern )art of Alaska.

At the rate of escalation which we may expect in costs, plus the very
complicated problems of building a pipeline there, plus the additional
problems of not disturbing the ecology, which as you know has beeni
the subject of a great deal of discussion in Alaska just in the last few
months, I think that $900 million is at best a low estimate of what it
will cost.

We are spending something on the order of $39 million oi our ex-
periment with the tanker Ma nhattavn, which I am sure you have read
about, and I think it is now indicated that it is possible to get up there.

Whether it is possible to get up there 12 months a year is not coin-
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pletely settled by the existing experiments, nor is it clear how much
it will cost to design tankers of a proper shape. These are very expen-
sive-S50 to $60 million for each tanker. These costs are going to be tie-
iendos, and we have not added them all up.

Other projects which are still in the talking stage are whether you
build a fleet of tankers to come down from southern Alaska to the Pa-
cific coast, and then a pipeline into the central part of the United States
and possibly all the way to the east coast, or whether you build a pipe-
line starting up in Alaska and going through northern Canada and
down.

Thee are any number of possibilities here. These things all rim
into billions of dollars. Every item we talk about runs billions of dol-
lars. I cannot answer you any more precisely today.

Senator MILLER. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. DUNLOP. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Committee,

I am Robert G. Dunlop, president of the Sun Oil Co.. Philadelphia,
Pa., I am accoinpanied I)y. Mr. William Spencer of the First National
City Bank, Mr. George V. Myers of Stan(lard Oil Co. of Indiana, and
Mr. Emilio G. Collado of the Standard Oil Co., New Jersey. Our ap-
pearance today is in behalf of the American Petroleum Institute, Mid-
Continent Oilt& Gas Association, Rocky Mountain Oil & Gas Associa-
tion, and Western Oil & Gas Association.

In the next 10 years the United States will consume 60 billion barrels
of liquid petroleum and 225 trillion cubic feet of gas. Everything we
say today must be considered in the context of the challenge this
poses for our industry. I hope to indicate why it is vital to the Na-
tionis security that the domestic industry provide the bulk of that
petroleum. I will also discuss the present. condition of the industry,
and the likely impact of proposed tax changes on the industry's ability
to fulfill present and future petroleum needs.

It is not an overstatement to say that petroleum is the lifeblood of
our Nation. Oil and gas supply nearly three-fotrths of all energy con-
sumed in this country. The Department of Defense has asserted that
oil is one of the few strategic materials that is absolutely essential.

The policy of the Congress has been to provide the incentives neces-
sarv to assure the continuance of a strong domestic industry, capable
of meeting the essential oil and gas needs of the Nation. todayy this
policy is being questioned.

The basic decision we now face is the choice between:
1. Maintaining a strong domestic petroleum industry, or
2. Relying to a greater extent on less secure imported petroleum.
This decision should be based on a careful consideration of two

questions.
First, are the tax incentives effective in achieving an adequate

domestic petroleum supply?
Second, is an adequate domestic supply still essential to our national

interest?
I should like to affirm that these tax incentives have been successful.
At the end of World War II, productive capacity was barely equal

to demand. We had no reserve capacity. From this low point the tax
incentives, together with the thrust of rising prices during the late
1940's, enabled the industry to improve steadily the supply situation.
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As a result, since the early 1950's we have had significant reserve-
producing capacity. In 1968 this capacity amounted to 3 million bar-
rels daily.

We have met the current, needs of this Nation, and have also helped
to meet the emergency needs of friendly nations on three occasions
since World War II when their supplies of petroleum were inter-
rul)ted. I submit that without sufficient petroleum supplies in the
United States, during and since World War II, the course of history
mirlit indeed have been different.

Tax incentives have, played a key role in enabling the industry to )ro-
vide adequate. supplies of energy at reasonable prices to the American
people. In addition, the depletion provision has provided important
technological and economic contributions to the Nation's wel fare. Toch-
noloo'ical advances have enabled the industry to produce economically
oil an(d asl previouylylY iiposS'ible to rCov'er' Improved drilling capa-
bilities have permitted the industry to recover oil and gas at'depths
that, were formerly impossible to drill. Secondary recovery techniques
have doubled the ,amount of oil we. can recover. I want to ( jiphasize that
percentage depletion is a particularly effective incentive for technolog-
ical improvement in exploration and recovery since it is based on
production.

Existing petroleum tax policies have contributed positively to our
balance of payments and have played a, major role in the economic
progress of diiveloping nations.

Tax incentives hav-e likewise made a contribution to the cotiserv:ition
of natural resources by encouraging the production of marginal oil
rather than abandoning this oil.

It is often asserted tmt petroleum tax incentives result in excessive
profits, and that the industry does not pay a fair share of taxes. The
facts are that the industry's profits have been less than average, and the
industry has 'paid more fhan its share of taxes overall.

With respect to profits, petroleum producing and refining companies
in 1968 earned a return of 12.9 percent on net assets compared with an
average of 13.1 percent for all manufacturing companies. In S of the
past 10 years the average rate of return for manufacturing companies
was higher than for petroleum companies. Profits in our industry are
not excessive.

With respect, to taxes, direct taxes exclusive of motor fuel and excise
taxes paid by the petroleum industry in 1966, the last year for which
the complete figures are available, were 6 percent of industry revenues.
This was more lhan 5.8 percent of revenues paid by mining and manu-
facturing companies, and the 4.8 percent of revenues paid by all
business coporations. The petroleum industry is carrying more thin its
fair share of the tax burden, even though its Federal income taxes are
reduced by the depletion provision.

The real beneficiaries of percentage depletion have been the Ameri-
can consumers, who have had an ample supply of energy at reasonable
prices. The wholesale price index for criule otl has risen just 5 percent
from the 1957-59 base, while the index for all commodities has
increased by 13 percent. The price of gasoline excluding excise taxes
has advanced approximately 10 percent since the 1957-59 base period,
while consumer prices generally were up some 28 percent.
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Now, I would like to turn to the )ro)lem of national security, placing
this matter in a current context. What would be the situation tomorrow
if Israel and the Arab countries were to fight on a full-scale basis?

If this should occur, access to Arab-bloc oil would undoubtedly be
severely restricted. This would be critical, because the Arab-bloc
countries control overall 71 percent of the Free World's oil reserves
outside the United States and Canada.

It is my judgment under these circumstances that Canada and the
United States would share available spare capacity. Today the two
countries have sufficient capacity to cover their imports from Arab
nations pilus somne ad(litiolal reserve to hel) Europe and Ja)an. How-
ever, if the United States did not have a large domestic petroleum in-
dustry. our military security and economic strength would be crippled.

A iddle East conflagration is not a remote possibility, but rather
a situation which we might have to face up to at any time as events
of recent years have clearly indicated. Therefore it is imperative that
we maintain a viable dolnestic producing industry.

A reduction in the del)letion allowance would either result in 'higher
protiuct prices or an increased dependence on less secure foreign crude.
Neither alternative is desiral)le.

IIigler prices for gasoline and heating oil, for example. would fall
more heavily on the Nation's lower income groups since they spend a
mnich larger proportion of their income on such necessities.

If prices do not increase, the reduced depletion allowance would
result in reduced investment in domestic exploration and development,
and increased reliance on foreign oil.

Re(luced investment is clearly undesirable at a time when we have
l)een unable to expand domestic reserves in step with our growing
domestic requirements. Both oil and gas reserves declined last year
and the gas supply situation has been called critical by a member of
the Federal Power Comnimission. Overall, even with the new Alaskan
discoveries, the industry will have difficulty in providing for our ex-
p)anding petroleum needs.

11 ac('elpting this alternative we would be assuming a long-run risk
that cannot be measured in monetary terms. We could be drawn into a
conflict in the Middle East, in an attempt to insure stability. A sub-
stantially increased U.S. role in the Middle East could welllead to a
direct confrontation between the two nuclear superpowers.

In conclusion, it is my considered judgment that the tax incentives
granted the petroleum 'industry are effective., and that an adequate
domestic petroleum supply is a critical need for the security of the
United States.

In the national interests, gentlemen, I urge you to maintain existing
tax incentives at their present level.

Thank you very much for your kind invitation.
Mr. Spencer will now make the next presentation.
Senator l-ANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I may interrupt for just a mo-

mient, in order to understand what the situation will be, I do gather
from what you have said earlier we will be permitted to ask one ques-
tion of each of these witnesses. When would you like us to do that,?

The CHAIRMAN. Any time you want.
Senator IANSEN. If I may, since Mr. Dunlop has just testified, I

would like to ask do I conclude correctly from what you have said that
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continued domestic exploration is al)solutely essential to assure the
safety and well-being of this Nation?

Mr. DUNLOP. Yes, sir, Senator Hansen. I do not think there is any
question about that. We anticipate that in the 1970's we will have a
Consumption of some 60 billion barrels of liquid petroleum, and 225
trillion cubic feet of gas, and as Mr. Collado indicated a few moments
azo. we have a reserve position currently of somewhat better than 30
billion barrels, not including the Alaskan North Slope reserves. This
means that the industry in this period of time, the 1970's, is going to
have to discover and develop something in the neighborhood of 50 to
60 billion barrels. In order to discover reserves of that magnitude. I
feel it is very important that these tax incentives be maintained, be-
cause the discovery of these reserves AN-ill provide the assurance that
we will be able in that area of interest to preserve our national security.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dunlop, you certainly brought out the importance of explora-

tion and what is involved in our Nation depending upon the petroleum
reserves. You say that nearly three-fourths of all energy consumed in
this country comes from oil a nd gas.

Now, as I understand it, there are many products involved, and a
sufficiency in one product does not. necessarily mean that there is a suffi-
ciency in others. You mentioned the liquefied petroleum products, 60
billion barrels I think vou mentioned.

Mr. DuxLoP. This w ould be crude oil and what we call natural gas
liquids, the liquids as distinguished from-

Senator FAN NIN. Propane and butane ?
Mr. DuNLOP. Propane and butane would be in that category, lique-

fied petroleum, yes, sir.

Senator FANNIN. Then you are going into other products as I under-
stand it, bottling ethane and methane?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, these other lower hydrocarbon fractions, are
used in the energy market, but over and be yond that, of course they
are one of the significant supplies of petrochemicals.

Senator FANNIN. What I am alarmed about is that here we are talk-
ing about using natural gas to propel motor vehicles when we have a
tremendous shortage of natural gas, and even this year we may have
trouble in some areas of our country. Now that will not be alleviated
by our production in Alaska, so we will need to have greater exj)lora-
tion in this country, in order to take care of that need; is that. correct ?

Mr. DUNLOP. Senator, that is very true. Just one'comment on the
use of some of these lighter fractions in the internal combustion engine.
That is generally the area of propane. There has been a move in that
direction more recently.

The real concern with respect to natural gas is the fact that last year
in the United States we consumed ,something on the order of 19 trillion
cubic feet of gas. Our additions to reserves were only in the neiglbor-
hood of 13.5 trillions, so we only found about 70 percent of the natural
gas, that was consumed, and our concern in that regard, of course, re-
lates to an increasingly expanding market, and the ability of the in-
dustry to discover the natural gas that will take care of these needs.

Senator FANNIN. Yes. That is what I understand.
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Mr. DUNLOP. You do emphasize a very significant factor.
Senator FANNIN. It is one of the very critical needs as far as otr

exploration in this country.
Mr. DUNLOP. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
Senator HARRIS. Mr. Chairman. Perhaps one of the other witnesses

can get to this. If so, all right, but that is particularly what Senator
Fannin raised I wanted to raise.

You mentioned that the oil and gas reserves have declined. I an,
particularly interested in the gas end of that, the natural gas end of
that. What is demand doing and what do you expect it to do with re-
gard to natural gas?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, actually there are two factors in the natural gas
situation. The natural gas situation, of course, enjoys these tax incen-
tives the same as liquid petroleum. However, you have the further
factor with regard to natural gas that the well-head price of gas is
controlled by the Federal Power Commission. Frankly, it would be my
feeling that that over certainly the last decade or 15 years the price of
gas has been inadequate to induce the amount of investment that would
have'been required to develop gas reserves. I think this is another very
critical aspect of this problem, Senator Harris, that not only do voul
need the incentives that are inherent in the tax system, but it is *mv
opinion the industry also needs a more reasonable price at the well-
head in order to go out and search and discover gas.

In your own State we recently drilled a gas well which was success-
ful. It cost somewhat in excess of $41/2 million. We found gas, but tl.re
is a real question in our mind at the present price levels as to whether
or not we would be justified in continuing a development program in
that area.

I just would like to say this. We believe there is an awful lot of gas
yet to be found, but you need not only the incentives which the Con-
gress has wisely prov-ided in the tax legislation, but we also believe
that we need more adequate prices, Senator.

The CHAIMAN. 3ay I ask if this is about the size of it. If you con-
sider all taxes rather than just one tax, consider all taxes, State, local.
Federal, excise as well as iiome-this industry is paying more taxes
or at least it is carrying a heavier tax burden than an.y industry in
America. It is making less profits after taxes than the average" for
manufacturing companies. To provide the Nation witl its fuel re-
quirements in the next 10 years, it must find twice as much oil as it
has found or presently has on hand in recoverable reserves. To do all
this the industry needs enormous amounts of cal)ital, both to find oil.
refine it and move it around.

These heavy capital requirements presuppose sufficient profits to
attract the capital into the industry. At the present time the profits
in the industry are not as good a. the average for manufacturing.
Isn't that about the problem?

Mr. DUNLOP. You have stated it. extremely well, Mr. Chairman. In
fact, Mr. Spencer, our next panelist, will direct his attention to tlis
problem in some detail.

Senator HARRIS. That is his problem to find you some money to do
all of this stuff with.
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Mr. Du.NLoP. That is very true.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Dunlop, I am referring to pages 70 and 71 of

the committee print of the various testimonies for today, and I believe
this relates to pages "20 and 21 of your test nony, at least. in my printed
copy. I want to raise a question about the point you make regarding oil
imports.

On page 20 of your statement, I find the statement that, "Elimina-
tion of the import control program * * * would result in an 85 per-
cent drop in the volume of exploratory drilling."

Mi'. DUNLOP. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. And then on the next page I find a reference to

projections made by the Department of Interior predicting that up-
wards of 58 percent, using a pessimistic approach, upwards of 58
percent dependency on foreign oil by 1980 if oil import controls were
eliminated.

Now on the one hand I see an 85 percent drop in exploratol'y drilling
estimated. On the other hand, I see a dependency of upwards of 58
percent on foreign imports. Can you give us the interrelationship be-
tween these percentages, or is there any interrelationship?

Mr. Drxiop. Yes, Senator: I believe there is. In the first instance.
in the testimony that I supplied or in the detail statement, I indicated
that in the relplies to the questionnaires that were submitted to tho
Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Control, it was stated that if there
was a reduction in revenues of approximately one-third, there would
1)e an 85 percent reduction in the. exploratory effort. As a consequence
of that reductim, we would have the result indicated on page 21 of my
longer statement, namely that going into the 1970"s you would then be
in a, position as a Nation to have to depend on foreign sources of oil
for better than 50 percent of our total requirement.

Somtor MILLER. When you refer to a drop of one-third in revenues,.
what were you referring to?

Mr. DUNLOP. Well, a drop of approximately one-third in revenues
would be the drop in revenues as a result of a change in the import
control, and t-he allusion that I was making there was that a similar
drop in available funds as a result of an impairment of the tax incen-
tives, primarily the statutory depletion allowance, would have a similar
effect.

I might suggest. Senator, Mr. Myers is going to deal with that ques-
tion a little more specifically in terms of varying percentages that may
shexl some light on that.

Senator MILLER. Thank you very much.
The CHAIR-MAN. Proceed.
Mr. SPENCER. I am William I. Spencer, executive vice president of

First National City Bank, New York. For many years, I was directly
associated with the petroleum and mineral act'i'ities of our bank. I,
therefore, feel honored to appear at these important hearings, and to
discuss with you a few of the basic problems presented by some of the
proposals now being examined by this committee.

I shall confine my remarks to two broad areas. In the first )lace, I
shall briefly discuss the importance of petroleum in strengthening the
U.S. position in international trade and payments. Second, I shall urge
you to consider most carefully the industry's capital needs.

: I "l-'s 65 ---- 69--pt. .5- 32
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On the first. point,. let me mke it clear tlat I have no doubt of tile
advantages to the U~nited States of a growing flow of internatioluli
trade and Payments. I have just returned from a visit to Africa wlre
I was struck'by the extent to which American people, American cali-
tal, and American ideas are now working to enhance. our imge aid
increase our inconle in the most remote places. To forget the iuterle-
pendence of tile Tnited States and its trading partners abroad woui(l

~e a little like trying to run Manhattan without the tunnels and bridges
connecting the island to the mainland.

Our bank has often expressed concern over the policy of restrietiiig
capital outflows by tile system of controls introduced early in 1965.
Similar objections would'aln~ly to tax changes likely to interfere with
earnings friom direct investments abroad. Over the years, petroleum
investments abroad have shown their ability to earn a return on book
value appreciably better than that, of other investments abroad. The
net effect of tile foreign investment activity of the petroleum industry
has been an inflow of funds of nearly $1 billion annually. Most of tle
capital now required to support this'inflow is not drawn from sources
in the United States, l)ut from earnings made and reinvested abroad,
and froil stums ra ised from investors abroad.

Now, gentlemen, I sioiild like to turn to the capital outlook. The
reason investors lave in the past l)een willing to risk their money in
this business is, of course, that they were anticipating an adeqlate
return on their money. Tax incentives )layed an imlportivnt role in
attracting investors to this industry. At tie'same time, the industry's
profits have not beo excessive, as Mr. Dunlop has demonstrated.

'[here seems to be an impression, expressed during the hearings early
in September, that these tax incentives are expendable. I support the
case for sharing the tax burden as equitably as possible. As the Presi-
dent himself has pointed out, taxes can be made fail-but uot l)opilar.
Reducing the mineral tax incentives, as now under discussion by this
committee, might be popular today. But will it be popular 10 years
from now? In tile long run, because of the danger of an energy siort-
age, I do not think it would be wise or fair. In fact, during tie 1970's,
tax incentives for mineral production will be even more essential than
during the 1960's.

I am not saying that the tax system should be left unchanged. But
any tax system should meet the tests of being simple, stable- and in
t1le with long-term economic needs. Insofar as the mineral provi-
sions are concerned, I do not find that the proposed measures meet
any of these tests. Tile proposals now before the committee appear to
make the system even more comI)lex. They appear to undermine the
stability so vital to productive investment. And they conflict with
long-term needs by adding- a bias in favor of consumption and unfavor-
able to investment at a time when the Nation is struggling to rein in
an inflation that threatens to run away.

My concern with regard to the tax proposals extends across tie whole
range of minerals. Coal, uranium, copper, and other basic resources
will be essential to our economy in the future even more than they
have been in the past. Oil shale will one day come into its own as a
major source of the Nation's energy. But, in the rest of what I say,
I shall be focusing on oil and gas.
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Looking at the petroleum industry from a banker's viewpoint, I see
no reason for overconfidence that this country can successfully cope
with the petroleum demands of the 1970"s. I see no justification for a
crackdown on the petroleum industry. Instead, I think the industry
will need all the cooperation it can get from this Nation. Let me tell
you why.

As a banker, I am uneasy about the petroleum industry's capital
outlook-how much capital it will require and how much it can obtain.
I see all too little basis for the confidence that was expressed by admin-
istration spokesmen before this committee concerning the adequacy
of the capital supply.

In the first place, there is the shortage of capital in the economy as
a whole. With the big corporat ions-and even the Federal Govern-
inent-at-ving to pay 8 percent or more on recent bond and note issues,
the present. stringency is clear for all to see. Nor do we expect any
early relief. In a recent 5-year forecast, we came up with the prospect
of a'sharp increase in the need for both short- and long-term borrowing
by leading U.S. industries. For petroleum, we expect to see a drastic
increase in the use of outside funds, with the total of short-term
borrowing likely to double by 1974.

This trend ha-;s already setin. Over the past 10 years, the call for out-
side financing has obliged the five largest U.S. oil companies to step
up the long-term debt. component in t'ieir total capitalization. Their
long-term debt has risen sharply-from about 9 percent of the total in
195S, to over 17 percent last year. There comes a point beyond which
even the strongest. company cannot continue to depend on borrowing
to finance its expansion lphlns.

In the second place, the needs of the energy sector as a whole are
bound to mount rapidly. The expected demand-for energy in 1980 rep-
resents some. 45 million barrels a day of crude oil equiv'ilent.. Some 42
I)perent of it will come from oil-ineluding a small contribution from
sN'thetic fuels, such as shale oil. Over 25 percent will come from gas.

In order to meet this demand for oil, we estimate that gross addi-
tions to proved reserves required during the 1970's will total 55 billion
barrels-57 percent more than during the 1960's. Continuation of addi-
tions at the rate of the 1960's would leave the, country 20 billion barrels
shor-t of oil by 1980.

For the sahe of illustration, let us assume that capital expenditures
will increase by the same 57 percent as the necessary additions to pe-
troleum liquid reserves. This yardstick indicates that the industry may
require at least $70 billion for domestic exploration and (develoi)ment
expenditures alone, over the 10-year period 1970 to 1980-an annual
average of $7 billion per 3'ear in'coilparison with $4.5 billion aiaily
during the past decade.

Now I should like you to ponder over whether the petroleum indus-
try will be able to attract this stepped-up inflow of capital during the
1970's.

As I have just demonstrated, there are certainly not enough reserves,
already know-n and proved in the ground, to get the industry through
the 1970's. Similarly, there is no excess cash Within the industry.

What is the petroleum industry's profit outlook for the future? An
.adequate answer to this question requires, as one most important con-
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dition, a clearer view than we now possess of the tax prospect. I shall
not try to go into the detail of the tax bill prepared in the House of
Representatives. But I must frankly confess that I am struck by the
negative emphasis in some of the proposals now being considered )y
this committee.

Petroleum industry profits emerge as a main target of these various
tax proposals. If the Congress adopts part or all of this packavre. an
investor must expect to earn less from his petroleum ventures.

To sum up, a reduction in established tax incentives could reduce pe.
troleum industry profitability to something well below that of other in-
dustries, thereby endangering the future capital supply. This could
have serious-and insufficiently understood-long-term consequeu'4es
for our balance of payments, our economic stability, and the welfare
of the Nation as a whole.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HANSE-.Nr. MrChairman. Mr. Spencer, you speak of the short-

age of capital in the U.S. economy to day. You take note of the fact that
interest rates are now 8 percent, and that is low as far as I can find out.
You call attention to the short-term borrowings that will be doubled by
1974. You also point out that the five largest international oil colmpa-
nies long-term debt component was around $2 billion in 1959 and that
today it is around $5 billion. I would like to ask if you feel that the oil
industry will be able to raise the capital necessary to provide the (1) mil-
lion barrels of oil -per day that will be required by 1980, in order to
satisfy the needs of our economy, if these 'proposals made by 1L.R. 1;:,27Oand the Treasury proposals were to be enacted?

Mr. SPENCER. Senator, I think that the industry will have a very
difficult time providing the total energy needs of a burgeoning econ-
omy with present incentives. We heard Mr. Collado talk about the
capital requirements to develop and exploit what appears to be a major
reserve on the North Slope. I think under any circumstances, with the
industry earning at less than the national average, there will be great
problems.

Certainly, if the ability of the industry to earn profits is materially
affected, it will in a compounding way increase the difficulty.

Senator HA-sEN. Thank you.
Senator FANIN. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Spencer, you emphasize the heavy overseas expenditures by the

oil companies. Then you also talked about the balance of payments,
that a favorable balance of payments would result. Could you just
review that?

In other words, you are making heavy expenditures but still the
balance of payments is favorable according to your testimony ?

Mr. SPFNCER. Over the past years, being an aggressive industry, the
oil companies were early in the business of looking for reserves'over-
seas. As in all phases of the industry, this does require substantial
amounts of money.

However, in recent years, when our international balance of pay-
ments has become critical, the oil industry, by virtue of repatriations
of capital over and above expenditures, have on a net basis contributed
$1 billion annually to a plus balance of payments.

Senator FA.-IN. Thank you very much.
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Senator AN nrISON. You paint a pretty gloomy picture. Some people
made some bids in Alaska, not long ago. What was the size of those
bids-$900 million ?

Mr. SPENCER. It was in the neighborhood of $1 billion; yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Wasn't that pretty large? Were t ey all fools'?
Mr. SPE7r"lIZ. We think not.
Senator ANDERSON. W'hy do you
3Mr. SPrEcER. Could I suggest they have some confidence in tbe law-

makers of the country who have enabled them to produce energy. They
have defined a major new source of energy and they have some hope
that the ground rules will not be changed so they will be shot down in
n i d a i .

'The C'1Awr\N.T ight I just ask about the other side of that ques-
tion. As far as just diilling the ordinary wildcat well is concerned,
it is my understanding that people do not just pay bonuses for ordinary
wildcat prospects any more.

Mr. SPENCER. That is right.
Senator ANDERSON. They want you to pay them something to drill

and1 see if there is oil down there.
M r. SPENCR. That is right.
Senator AN-DERSON. As a practical matter it used to be that some-

body would pay you $10, $20, $30 an acre as a bonus to drill a. well.
Nowadays my impression is for the ordinary upland prospect, there
is no bols. If thev want to drill it people just practically volunteer
the land. Bonuses a're not paid any more.

Ir'. SPENCER I believe that is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. Of course what you are talking about in Alaska

is where somebody went and found some fantastic field up there and
somebody next door to it will pay for that. They paid $900 million.
They can t be complete fools about'it.

The C]IAir;(N. How deep is the oil sand in that PrudIioe Bay field?
M1r. COLLADO. I am not sure that I can really get into this.
The CHxiw~t.\x. Just an offhand guess.
Mr. COLLADO. How deep?
The CHA1rA.N. How thick is the oil sand in Prudhoe Bay?
Mr1'. COLLADO. How thick?
The CHAIRMr.AN. Yes; how thick is the producing sand?
Mr. COLLADO. The producing sand runs several hundred feet.
The CuxT.-rAN\. All right. If you find 5 feet of oil sand down my

way you think you are lucky.
M". COLLADO. Could I add one thing, Senator, although I was not

asked the question. I do not think that if we had had the circumstances
that Mr. Dunlop referred to in answering a question from Senator
Hansen, that is if one-third price decline took place, whether from a
change in the import policy or a comparable complete elimination of
tax benefits, there would not have been any bids in Alaska, because a
company could not possibly afford to go to Alaska on that basis.

I did want to add one thing to my previous answer to Senator
Miller concerning, reserves in Alaska. The 31 billion barrel eventual
reserve by 1985 is entirely contingent on opening up both the naval
reserve and the wildlife refuge which present other problems. Without
those areas the central part of the north slope we could not possibly
arrive at any such large reserve figures.
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The CIAIRM.AN. Proceed.
Senator MIuLER. May I ask a question?
Can you give us two figures. No. 1, an estimate, for example, for

1968 of the total amount of percentage depletion allowance of the
petroleum industry or such segment thereof as you might be familiar
with. And the second figure would be the total amount of 1968 explora-
tion, drilling, development, and other activity.

Mr. SPENCER. I do not have those figures here, but I think I can
get some pretty close numbers which I will be glad to supply later.

Senator MILLER. Am I correct, maybe you can answer at this time,
am I correct in my feeling that the amount of expenditure on explora-
tion, research, and developing drilling by the industry is substantially
in excess of the amount of the percentage depletion 'allowance?

Mr. SPENCER. That is correct, sir.
Mr. DUNLOP. Senator Miller, I think maybe we can contribute some

numbers. The statutory depletion provisions is somewhere between
$21/2 and $3 billion, anl the effort expended by the industry resulted
in an expenditure of some $4.5 billion, in the magnitude of those
figures, but as Mr. Spencer says, we will be glad to supply precise
figures to the extent they are available.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
(The information to be furnished for inclusion in the record at this

point, follows:)
SUN OIL Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., October 2, 1969.
11on. JACK MILLER,
1'.S. Senate,
lVashington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MILLER: At the hearing before the Senate Finance Committee
on October 1, 1 was asked how much the Petroleum Industry had deducted in
depletion and how much it had spent on exploration and development. I agreed
to furnish the Committee that information.

The Industry's estimated depletion deduction was 2.4 billion in 1966 and 2.6 bil-
lion in 1,967. The, Industry spent 4.9 billion in exploration and development in
1966, and 5.3 billion in 1967. Thus, these expenditures have been almost twice as
much as its depletion deductions. These are the most recent figures available.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before your distinguished Committee to
express my views. If I can be of further assistance to you in your important de-
liberations on tax reform legislation, please do not hesitate to so advise me.

Sincerely yours,
ROBERT G. DUNLOP, Preside;it.

The CHAIRMAN. Proceed.
Mr. MYERS. I am George V. Myers, a director and executive vice

president of the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana.
I will discuss the risks inherent in exploring for petroleum. Then I

will comment briefly on the provisions of H.R. 13270, and other pro-
posals affecting oil and gas producers.

Unique risks accompany the search for oil and gas. Despite techno-
logical progress there is but one sure way to know whether there is oil
and gas in a particular place in the ground and that is to drill a hole.
Only about 11 percent-one out of nine-of the wildcat wells drilled
during the period 1953 to 1967 were producers. In 1968 the rate
dropped to 8.5 percent-one out of 12.

However, many of the wells that find oil or gas do not find enough
to be profitable. The million barrel finds are where success begins. Here
the average is about 2 percent-one well out of 50.
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Furthermore, past averages may well mean little in the coming years.
Costs increase as we drill deeper and explore in the more remote areas.

TIICAIRMUAN. May I just interrupt you. I regret that one of m1y
Colleagues is not here. He disputed that figure when I said only one
wildcat well out. of 43 wvas a, 4ood well. NXow, you are saving it is ac-
tually less than that. It is about one in 0O that is considered a good
finid.

Mr. MNYEis. That is rioht,Mr. Chairman, and as I further said, there
is some doubt about sonme of those one in 50 being profitable . Well, you
know if you find a field offshore in Louisiana that has a million barrels
of oil, you cannot afford to build a $2 million platform to produce it.

Senator ANDERSON. Why do they do it then?
The CHAIRMAN. They 'don't.
Senator ANDERSON. They do, of course they do.
Mr. MYERS. They walk away.
The C1IA1nr3AN. The point is that if you have to build a $2 million

platform to store the oil and produce it, even though there is $1 million
worth of oil down there, the smart thing to do is put cement in that
hole and walk off and leave it.

Mr. MYEi-S. All I am really saying is that many of the wells that are
in the'million barrel category are now becoming in the same uneconomic
posture as some of the little finds that are in the one out of nine.

Confronted with the task that lies ahead, the industry needs more
incentives. Now, is hardly the time to cut our depletion rate, to elimi-
nate production payments, and to increase the individual producer's
taxes by requiring him to allocate his deductions.

These proposals, in conjunction with the extension of the surtax, the
repeal of the 7-percent investment credit, and the capital gains tax
changes would siphon a tremendous amount of cash out of an industry
already pressed by the need for more capital.

The curtailment of existing tax incentives would restrict future
exploration and development expenditures. Our best estimates indicate
that reducing the depletion rate from 271/2 to 20 percent would reduce
exploration expenditures by at least a fifth. Such a reduction would
make our Nation become unduly dependent on foreign petroleum with
all of the ,attendant risks and dangers pointed out by Mr. Dunlop. We
have been accused of scare tactics when we counsel caution. But bear in
mind, petroleum is our business, and we would not be meeting our
responsibility if we failed to inform the Nation of the hazards that
we foresee.

Under Secretary Walker has observed that the proposed changes
affecting tax-exeml)t securities have made investors in that market
"skittish." He thought the psychological impact on the market was out
of all proportion to the proposed change. Investors in State and local
bonds were afraid "of the rug being -pulled out from under them later."
Ire believe the reduction in depletion would engender the same fear
among oil and gas producers. They, too, would be apprehensive about
further reductions.

As a consequence, expenditures for exploration and development
could very well decrease considerably more than the one-fifth I have
mentioned.

The percentage depletion deduction was designed to recover the
capital value of oil in the ground. At today's price of crude, the deduc-
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tion provided by the full 271/2 percent falls short of the value of re-
serves as measured by the sales price of proven properties.

Billions of dollars have been invested in the oil business, in reliance
on )resent tax incentives. For example, the industry has paid $3 billion
to the Federal and State Governments for mineral leases in the waters
of the Gulf of Mexico. It has spent in addition more than twice that
amount in exploration and development of that offshore area during
the past 23 years.

Senator Fulbright called the increase in the income tax burden of
investors in outstanding tax exempt securities a "breach of faith." I
feel that reducing the depletion rate on existing oil and gas properties
is a similar "breach of faith."

Let me say a few words about some of the other provisions of I.R.
13270.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson has a question.
Senator ANDERSON. You say it is a breach of faith. Senator Williams

has been pushing this reduction for years and years and years. If the
Congress decided to accept it why would it be a breach of faith? I
cannot understand your term.

Mr. MYERS. I will define the term, sir. The bulk of the billions of
dollars that have been invested in the oil business over the past years
have been made in the expectation that the then existing tax incentives
would continue.
Senator WILLIAMIS. When was your company organized?

Mr. MlYERS. It was more than 75 years.
Senator WILLIAMS. Seventy-five years ago. 'When was the depletion

allowance started first?
Mr. MYRs. My recollection is that the first special provision for

depletion was probably 1918. It was retroactive to 1913, when the in-
come tax was first imposed.

Senator VITALIA1S. Was that a breach of faith when the Congress
gave it to you?

Mfr. M[YERS. By no means, sir.
Senator W1LTTA-,s. By the same token Congress can take away that

which is given to you if they see fit, can they not?
Mr. MYERS. That is riglt.
Senator WILLIAMS. I fail to see that there would-be any breach of

faith on the fact that we consider changing the tax structure any more
than there would be if we change the corporate rate or any other tax.
I realize you have got a great industry and I respect you and I respect
your right to come in and argue for it. But like the Senator from New
.Mexico I do not think it is anv breach of faith. I do not think you have
any inherent right or constitutional right for this tax break forever.
There is nothing sacred in the 271/2 percent. It could be increased or
lowered as Congress sees fit.

The CITATnrMTx. If I understand it, Mr. Mvers, you made an analogy.
You mentioned that Senator Fulbright said that when people bouight
tax exempt State and local bonds, they were relying upon the fact that
those bonds were not going to be taxed by the Federal Government,
and that it would be a breach of faith to tax them when thev were sold
on the basis that they were not going to be taxed. That is wfiat Senator
Fulbright said and you drew an analogy.
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You said von had a 27 1/-percent depletion allowance to encourage
you to go out and l)rovide this Nation with its fuel requirements, and
haig invested billions of dollars relying upon that law, it would be
a breach of faith after you put your money into it then to change the
law on you and deny you the incentive that you had when you went
out to find the oil.

Now, are you aware of the fact that in this same bill we are propos-
ing to take away the investment tax credit and we are proposing to let
every company'have 10 years to get that equipment delivered if they
had signed the contract for the equipment?

Mr. MYERS. I am aware of that, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Doesn't that indicate that we sort of believe in keep-

ing the faith when we gave somebody an investment tax credit-that
we are not going to take it away, irrespective of an existing contract?

Mr. MYERS. Which is certainly y equitable.
The CITAIRMAN. All I am saying is that I think your analog,' is cor-

rect. You were given this incentive to go out and do something. You
did what you were encouraged to do and having spent many billions
of dollars'somebody wants to change the law on you before you get
your money back. It would seem to me that the analogy is correct.

Mr. MYiRs. Senator Williams, I would just like to add one comment,
and I think that this is merely emphasizing something that Mr. Collado
said a few moments ago concerning the importance of new discoveries
in Alaska. I am sure that those of us that went up there and spent many
millions of dollars on leases, and probably his company, when it went
up there and drilled a discovery well, would not have spent those mil-
lions of dollars had not we felt that the present tax incentives would
be continued.

Now, we may have been completely foolish, but having adopted this
attitude, I think that there is some justification in my use of the term
"breach of faith."

Senator WV'ILLIAM.S. The point is that just as we change the invest-
ment tax credit we can change the depletion allowance. At the time you
were getting the investment tax credit, we were proposing to repeal
it. At the time the leases were purchased the House had already taken
action to reduce the depletion allowance. So you knew that it was at
least being seriously considered, and as you admitted when your com-
pany was first organized there was no depletion allowance.

Now, I just do not think there is anything sacred about the 27i/2
percent depletion allowance. When the first depletion allowance was
started it was around 14 percent. Later 271/2 percent depletion allow-
ance was considered as a necessary contributing factor to orderly ex-
ploration. Times change.

Now the question in the minds of some of us is whether the petro-
leum industry is paying its fair share of the cost of operating our $100
to $200 billion Government. It is a debatable point. There are two sides
to the question. I appreciate the arguments that can be made against
it, but I do not like to think we should have to accept the approach
that there is a locked-in advantage for the industry. Nor do I think
that it would be a breach of faith if some of us are successful in our
arguments that it should be somewhat modified. I think that we can
argue it, on its merits.
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Tite C1I.\twxrN. It would not be any breach of faith for Seiator
Williams to do it. Ile has been voting ag ainst depletion allowance since
the day he came here.

.Mr. ,MtYEIIzs. Thank you. Senator. for giving me the opportunity to
elaborate a little on why I feel as I do about this. I certainly resi)eetyour viewpoint.

Shall I go ahead?
Senator ANDERsox. I raised the question because I think I have

l)eein a pretty consistent voter on the de)letion allowance. But I do not
think you sholdlh accuse, the Congress of a breach of -faith when it is
just (loilig what it has tie right to do. We hear ill newspaper stories
about a breach of faith. And you are. right here stating it. I do not thillk
it is so at ali. We vote with the finest of motives. It, may b~e wrong )ut
it is honestly not a breach of faith at all.

The CIIA1,1urA'N. It. would be a breach of faith if I (lid because I raii
for office saying I wasn't going to vote that way, so it illst (iepell(ls I
think on the conscience of each Selator. That" is just'about ti size
of it.

Mr. Mvi:s. Senator Anderson, just one more coinilielt oil this sul,-
ject. I believe there is a (ifferentiation between ilnvestients that were
made in the past in reliance on incentives ald investments that are
made in the future. If we want to go ahead and make these risky ill-
vestments in the future after Congress has acted to take somle ilen-
tives away from us, I think then we ;perhaps are being foolish. I think
there is a strong (listinction here between past. investiellnts all( what
we dto in the future.

Senator AN.Eso. I think that is so also. I nmerelv do not like Y'our
term "l)reach of failth" wlin you vote vourl own (;nvictions. I know
Senator By rd had some questions about voting at one tile---

Mr. Mn-Ms. Sir, if you find the words very offensive I apologize for
having used them, but I feel comnpelled to express my own conviction.

The Cj[Air N. I think the record is am)ly clear on this point. You
might get on with the rest of it now.

Mr. MiEns. All right, sir.
Let me say a few words about some of the other provisions of i.1.

13270. The treatment of production payments as loans puts another
squeeze on the industry's capital, lparticuularly onl the independent. It
will cause a. 15- to -.0-percent reduction in the value. of p)roducing prolp-
erties, thereby restricting their use in obtaining the financing necessary
to continue thie search for new petroleum reserves.

Another drain, through the back door this time, on an individual
operator's cal)ital is the provision that would require him to allocate
his itemized deductions solely because lie claims legitimate businesss
deductions for depletion and intanibles.

The only bright spot we find in the natural resource provisions of
1.1. 13270 is the treatment of shale oil. The bill not only keeps the
15-percent rate for shale oil. but also clarifies existing law by correctly
classifying the retorting of shale oil as a mining process. I urge the
committee to accept the House bill provisions relating to shale oil.

Before discussing the Treasury proposals, let me say that the tech-
nical memorandum of the Treasury position became available only
yesterday. Consequently our analysis has been based on the Treasurv's
testimony. We may wait to submit detailed comments on the technical
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nieniorandiiii after we have had an ol)l)ortunity to analyze it
thoroughly.

There are two Treasury proposals that ought to be rejected. One
would add percentage deletion and intangibles to the limit, on tax
l)Ieference. The other would tax the gains on sales of mineral proper-
ties as ordinary income to the extent of intangible drilling costs pre-
viouslv (leducted in some cases.

The idea, of limiting the deduction for tax preferences at first seems
to have some appeal, but after closer consideration, we lave concluded
the basic concept of LTP is unsound. It hurts most those individluls
who respond best to the tax incentives.

Last January there was a lot of publicity about the 154 wealtlv ili-
viduals who )aid no income taxes. Three months later the Treasury
departmentt disclosed that the deduction for percentage depletion

amounted to less than 1 percent of the deductions which resulted in
their paying no tax.

The proposal to tax gains on sales of properties as ordinary income
tax in certain instances could be even more damaging to l)rol)erty val-
ues than is the proposal to treat reductionn l)ayments as loans. 'ie
combination of eliminating product ion payments and also Imosing
ordinary tax rates on gaims from )ro)er'ty sales would apply an over-
kill teclniquo which could create almost iml)ossihle ol)stacles to sales of
mineral )ro)erties.

In summary, the oil business is extreme risky. Fa: incentives
designedd to attract. taxpayers to assume those. risks have worked well.
Proposals to reduce illose incentives., if enacted will elcolli'ai'e
l)resenmt and future investment. This wvoull l)e most unfortunate. An
error ill judgment at this time would take years to correct, if indeed it
could be corrected at all. We are living in anl era off technological prog-
ress in a nationi thoroughly colmlitted to it. Yet tle continuing pros-
peritv that technology promises will be 11o stronger tihal our future
supplies of oil.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The (IiE.N. Mr. Collado?
Mr. COLLADO. 'hna k you.
I am Emilio G. Collado. a director an(l executive vice president of

the Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey. 'We strongly urge that sec-
tions 431, 43. and 501(a) of the House bill, al)l)lying to the foreign
activities of U.S. petroleum (ollil)anies, be rejected.

First, we believe the provisions would lharm our countrv's national
security interest in providing ready access to growing tor;',ign sources
of oil. If existing d(omestic tax incentives and iil)Olt, policy are con-
tinlned ve expect that annual additions to oil reserves in the United
States will be greater in the future. than in the recent past. Notwith-
standing this l)rospect, our country in years ahead will have. to rely
increasingly on foreign Source oil, Vana' ia ii and overseas, to meet our
growing economic and military needs. The, best way to provide for
availability of sullicient, foreigui source oil is to encourage IT.S. corn-
J)aiies to continue to search for and developp these resources in diverse
foreign areas.

The foreign investments of 1.S petroleum companies are also an
important source. of strength to our balance. of payments. Experts out-
side the oil industry have estimated that a dollar invested in the i)etro-
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h1iin industry abroad is fully returned in the balance of paymelits in
3 to 5 yeaIrs, and results in substantial additional contributions to 1T.8.
receil)ts tor many years thereafter. Last year these inivestnents coii.
tributel income plu's royalties and fees from abroad amounting to about
$2.5 )billion. 'Moreover, these investments have enla meed oIll- econonim,
wel fare and promoted substantial economic progress in the developing
countries.

h'le al)ilitv of IT.S. comipanlies
The CIIAIi:I%1AN. Could I ask a question at that point ? Is that $2.15

bill ion over and above what you are investing overseas?
Mr. Com-,mo. No: the $ 2.5billion is the income from the investments

plus royalties and fees.
The CI,IMl. ow much did you take over there during the s.z1c,

year?
Mr. Cot,LA;%o. Oh. probably $1 billion-plus. The net for the indus ry.

income less capital flow, was about $1 billion.
The CitA\RMAN. So your industry brought home to this country about

$1 billion more than it took out?
Mr. Corim)o. That is right. The oil industry has about 30 percent o

U.S. foreign direct iiivestment, an(d we 1)rilg Lme about 4.4 or -15 )er -

celt of all the income from the foreign direct investments of tle
United States.

The ability of U.S. companies to compi)ete successfilly against 11)r-
eign oil eonlj)anies would be seriously impaired the ti isions tltwe urge be rejected. Many foreign oil COnpair(s receive substhilti:,l

incentives, and in some ('Ise, s. ,caIsh sbllbsidies t'or oil exloratioll. :1-
noted in the attachments submitted With my vrittell statement. A \ ill-

creasiig number of Government-owned or controlled companies are
also competing aggressively Ol the l)asis of various special ailmi-
tapres.

Yt would be unfortunate if our Government took actions whil
would tip the scales in favor of our foreign conilpetitors. By burden-
ing U.S. companies with higher tax costs in all l)haises of tle imus-
try, sections 431, 432, and 501 (a) would sharply restrict the contribl,-
tion which American oil companies could make to our national security v
and to these other important. U.S. goals. Significantly the greatest imi-
pact is likely to be felt in the process of bidding for ('oncession right
in new producing areas.

Finally, enactment of these provisions would violate acelepted pvin-
ciples of tax equity and of preventing international double taxation.
Section 501a) would eliminate percentage depletion on foreign oil
and gas production alone, thereby discriminating against foreign e-
troleurn operations. Assistant Secretary of the Treaslrv Cohen )oint,(l
out that enactment of section 501 (a) would do nothing more tian pe-
nalize U.S. companies, since foreign countries would be encouraged to
increase their taxes on the petroleum industry in order to absorb - nv
additional tax revenue that would otherwise go to the United Stares.
We are glad to see that the Treasury has recommended rejection of
this provision.

For companies which have elected the per country basis for applying"
the foreign tax credit, section 431 would not always allow full cre(lit
for foreign income taxes paid up to the amount of U.S. taxes other-
vise due on such income. In so doing, this provision would introduce
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new discrimination :,,aillst foreign soit rce inco e, and in some ci r-
Cliistalic'es would result ill double taxation of foreign income.

Ill atleil)5 to j sitilv section 431, it. has been argued tliat present.
la )rov idles n. doilble tax Ieiitit. 'Ti' first occurs wheln companies in-

ilrring fIorei0n losses are able to redi&'e their 1.S. taxlble tnconlie ill
flu ' year by ti amiouniit (fl I liese losses. The reasollablltss and apro-
iprialatless ft lite abil it' unde plreselnt law to colli)iille lpoitli and losses
Il lie Iiited States aid abroad is accelted. 'le second so-cnlled bene-
lt. which is the oiue questioned, is said to oocur xewh O)e'ations turn
profitable in the country in which the losses occurred, and the taxpayer
is then allowed credit for the foreign taxes lie actin1ly pnid on such in-
comie. Far from being a double tax lenett, the credit for foreign in-
kConi taxes paid is essential to avoid the inequitalle Situation il which
tile txpay . %er S foreign income would be taxed twice. I believe fi, ex-
aluilples in the statement, which I have submitted to this ('oulinittee
iml)ly demonstrate the inequities and discrimination against foreign
income which section 4:11 would create.

The Treasury's detailed recoinnendations released yesterday would
mitigate some of these problems, but, in some, cases would aggravated
them. In anv event, the provisions would in effect partially deny exist-
ing deductions for intangible drilling costs, and thus woull further ina-
pde U.S. companies in their efforts to Particilate fully in the growth
of the oil industry abroad.

Section 432 would deny to tile mineral industry alone the effective
use of the overall basis for applying the foreign, tax credit. It. has beensuggested that this 1rovision is warranted 'because income taxes paid

by American oil vonlipanlies ill some foreign producing companies nmay
contain hidden royalties. However, royalties on petroleum production
abroad are ger.erally as higli ns and in some cases considerably higher
than royalties aidon p)rodliction in the ITnited States. After furl her
examination of the hidden royalty question, the Treasury has recom-
mended that section 432 be rejictel because it would unfairly discrimi-
nate against, the mineral industry. In its stead the Treasury has pro-
posed,'along with the reinstatement of foreign depletion, that excess
foreign tax credits arising from U.S. )ercentage depletion not be avail-
able to be a] 1)ied agca inst. other income. This susl)5 titute _)i'oill Should,
be studied fuu'ther. I

The integrated nature of the international oil industry makes it par-
ticularly appropriate for U.S. comlpalies to use tile overall basis for-
al)i)lyig the foreign tax credit, thereby averaging together the high
and t,he low rates of tax paid on operations in all foreign areas. U.S.
companies could not economically justify the large invest ments they
make ill foreign oil producing capacity, without making substantial
further investments in refineries, pipelines, tankers anol other distribu-
tion facilities required to serve the foreign markets for this product ion.
Tro attempt to separate production activities ignores such economic
integration, ad contradicts the intent of Congress in introducing the
overall foreign tax credit limitation. Moreover, by seeking out indi-
vidual parts of a taxpayer's income in low-tax countries, and increas-
ing -the tax to the U.S. level, section 432 would discriminate against
foreign source income and would effeetively introduce double taxation
on the integrated petroleum industry operations abroad.
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I would like to add that we believe that the Treasury's recent recom-
mendation concerning the Continental Shelf, while a, step in the right
direction, can be improved, and we will submit suggestions on this
sub ect.

(Pursuant to the above discussion the witness supplied the following
memorandum:)

CLARIFICATION OF TIE U.S. INCOME TAX STATUS OF TIE CONTINENTAL SIII.HLF

In testimony before the Senate Finance Committee and in its technical sub.
mission of September 30, 1969, Treasury recommended that U.S. income tax
status of the Continental Shelf areas of the world be clarified by amending the
definition of "United States" in the Code to include the Continental Shelf of
the United States with respect to the exploration for naural resources ami
defining the term "foreign country" its used in the Code to include the Continental
Shelf which pertains to the foreign country concerned. While we recognize the
need for clarification of the law in this area, we think that the proposal set
forth is consistent with the position taken by taxpayorm and the Internal Revenue
Service in past administration of the U.S. income tax law. Accordingly, we thiiik
that any legislation enacted on this subject should make it clear that it is
declaratory of existing law and should not provide a basis for permitting either
taxpayers or the Internal Revenue Service to take a different position with
respect to taxable years prior to the enactment of the provisions.

In connection with the I)roposed definition of the term "foreign country" we
think that it is important to define the tern so that it includes any part of the
Continental Shelf adjacent to a foreign country with respect to which that
foreign country exercises jurisdiction to grant licenses or perrmits to conduct
operations. We think it is important that the definition of the term "foreign
country" not. be limited to just that portion of the Continental Shelf with respect
to which the country exercises tax jurisdiction. Because, of its license grantin.g
authority a foreign country may attach conditions to the license number which
cause the licensee to be subject to the payment of income taxes to the foreign
country even though that foreign country may not exercise in-ome tax jurisdic-
tion per se with respe(vt to the portion of the Continental Shelf for which the
license is granted and front which the licensee derives income from the produc-
tion of natural resources. lTmnlest, a definition such as we propose is used, a tax-
payer carrying on operations on the Continental Shelf of a foreign country which
exercises jurisdiction with respect to that Continental Shelf might be subjected
to international double taxation if the U.S. income tax definition of the terin
"foreign country" were not broad enough to include the area in which the
taxpayer carried on operations.

It is believed that the foregoing modification of the Treasury Department
re(.onmnendation is consistent with the position of the National Petroleum ('oumicil
with respect to the policy which the U.S. s would follow regarding the area oif
the Continental Shelf over which the United States should exercise jurisdictioi.

Mr. COLL,\DO. While I have concentrated on the role of U.S. comi-
panies in the industry abroad, those appearing with me have emuplia-
sized the need to maintain current tax incentives to the domestic ill-
dustry, if our country's essential security needs are to continue to be
met largely from 1.S. sources.

I will skip my summing up for the panel and simply conclude, Mr.
Chairman, if I may by saying that each of us has raised questions
about the economic impact and the equity of the proposed changes in
the tax laws. However, we urge above all that the various proposals
be assessed in the light of our country's national security interests.

Thank you.
The 'CHAIRMAN. Mr. Collado, would you mind telling me in general

terms with regard to your overseas operations what is your volume of
sales in terms of dollars, how much taxes did you pay on it, how lnuch
did you bring home in dividends, and how much taxes are paid on
that?
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Mr. COILADO. I have the figures in mind for our overall operation.
I can try alnd submit the foreign domestic. I can give you that in. more
detail lter.
I am speaking now for Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey). There are

industry figures, but I can speak more freely about my own figures,
since I know then better. We are not completely typical but no com-
pany is conil)etely typical.

Our total sales worldwide are about $16 billion. This is to outsiders,
third parties.

The (,imir.xN.-. Outside this country you mean?
Mr. ComLuDo. No, this is the whole "orl(l.
The (I I X IZ3I. Outside the company ?
Mr. COLLADO. Outside the company.
The CYLrMAN. Yes.
.Mr. Com.,%i)o. We have a lot of intercompany transactions. I am

talking primarily about the consolidated atiliates. the companies in
which we have more than a 50-percent interest. There are soie others
but we would get into too many technicalities to describe them, so I
will not bore. you with it. I would say that of those sales something in
excess of half are outside the UnitedStates.

Our total costs front purchases of supl)lies, oil from others, salaries
for our employees, and payments to outside contractors for various
services and other work which we contract out, is something on the
order of $9 billion. WVe booked in taxes in the United States and abroad
in 1968 production taxes, imni)ort duties. State taxes, local taxes, sever-
ince taxes, Federal taxes, and foreign income taxes and royalties ji st
uider $6 billion.

The (N11AJR-XAN. Are you including excise taxes?
Mr. (orLr..xno. I am'including everything, $5 billion phis, which

makes it a fairly substantial part of the total.
The CHAIRMAN. Six or five?
Mr. Cou4 ,ADo. It was about 5.6 last year. This figure goes up at the

rate of $400 to $500 million a year, because our tax payments un-
fortunately go up at a much faster rate than our net income. The
result of this, after taking depreciation and other normal offsets--
our depreciation runs to perhaps half of our capital expenditures,
which now are on the order of about 2 1)illio n a year at bor1e and
abroad-is that our income last year after all taxes was $1.277 billion.

In arriving at that number, our liabilities to foreign governments
in income taxes were just under $800 million, which was slightly in
excess of 50 percent of our income abroad before. income tax. We
booked on our accounts for the U.S. taxes on the order o1 $200 million
plus, which was about 30 percent of our strictly domestic income.

Our average income tax booking was al)out *45 percent. Total worll-
wide earnings beforee income tax were split about two-thirds foreign
and one-third at home, and the net caine down as I say.

After booking those taxes we had $1.277 billion. We brought home
from abroad something in excess of $800 million. We made profits at
home. We did quite a, little reinvestment. Ve paid dividends of aloiit
$800 million tolargely American shareholders, although there is a cer-
tain small proportion of foreign shareholders among them. We esti-
mate our foreign shareholders are less than 5 )percent, although we d(
not have exact figures, because much foreign-owned stock is held in the
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names of banking firms. We had almost $500 million of retained earn-
ings that went to make up that half of our capital expenditures that
we did not finance out of depreciation funds, and we borrowed about
half a billion dollars, a quarter of a billion dollars in a debenture issue
last year in the United States and something of the same order in vari-
ous foreign countries.

We are one of those companies that Mr. Spencer said had to borrow
very heavily to keep going. It was easier when the rates of interest were
lower.

Of the $800 million that went to the shareholders, I suppose ac-
cording to Treasury estimates close to half of it, at least 40 percent
of it, was recouped by the Federal Treasury in income tax payments.
Thus we did $16 billion worth of business in order to give the share-
holders something less than a half billion dollars' worth of net income.

The CHArMAN. How much did you say you paid in taxes, all taxes
on sales I

Mr. COLLADO. $5.6 billion I think the figure is.
The ChAIRMAN. All right, so-
Mr. COLLADO. Income taxes were a bit over $1 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. If you had to borrow $500 million, that means to

stay competitive and to stay modern you were not able to plow back in
enough money and still pay a fair dividend to your stockholders to
expand?

Mr. COLLADO. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And by the time you got through you were able to

pay out $800 million in dividends. After all taxes paid, the people who
own the company, the shareholders, succeeded in earning $800 million
after taxes on $16 billion in sales, is that about the size of it ?

Mr. COLLADo. That is about right; yes.
The CHAMMAN. So you might say out of every $40 you managed, of

sales, you managed to get $2 to your shareholders after taxes?
Mr. COLLADO. That is about right.
The CrAIRMAN. And for every dollar that you managed to pay from

after tax profits to your shareholders, the Government is collecting
about $14 in taxes, $5.6 billion in taxes you just said?

Mr. COLLADO. Some Govermnent is; yes.
The CHAIR1AN. Some Government?
Mr. COLLADO. Some Government somewhere in the world, including

state governments, foreign governments.
The CHAIrMAN. If they are getting $14 out of you for every dollar

that you are managing to pay out in dividends, tfey are doing pretty
well,'aren't they?

Mr. COLLADO. Senator, sometimes I think we are one of the greatest
tax collecting organizations in the world.

The CHrAI'MAN. Thank you.
Senator CURTIs. Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask the panel a question. I have a special responsibil-

ity toward the State of Nebraska. Prior to World War II, we did not
have any oil. A little bit of oil was found in southeast Nebraska, but
after 2 or 3 years no mention was made of it. In the Panhandle
of Nebraska we have some activity going on now in two, three or four
counties.
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As I read the papers, I find once in a while the name of a large
company that I recognize. Oftentimes the concerns drilling the wells
are not nationally known concerns.

These producing wells are very hard to find. We have not found any
vet of any rich deposit. We have not found any as yet that appeared to
have a long sustaining production. As a matter of fact, even though it
is a very infant industry in my State, most of it is over the peak.

On the other hand, it means a great deal to us. My question is this,
If the House-passed bill is enacted into law, what will be the effect
11l)On an oil industry in a -State such as mine, the State of Nebraska?

Mr. DUNLOP. Senator, we were one of the companies that several
years ago had a rather extensive activity in the State of Nebraska, with
not too distinguished success. We drilled a number of these shallow
wells, and developed a certain amount of reserve capacity and
production.

We did it under the economic and tax climate that existed at that
l)oint in time, but because the results were generally uneconomic. Even
under the existing situation, we have not felt that vith the shortage of
funds that are available, that we were justified in pursuing that line of
exploratory effort any further.

Senator CURTIs. But some people are going on. I am not asking you
why your company chose a particular course.

My question is if the House bill becomes law, what in your opinion
is the prospect of this industry? Now I think we are producing more
oil than we consume in the State of Nebraska. I know that it has added
materially to the tax base in areas affected. What will be the effect of the
House bill on oil production in any State similar to the one I describe
in Nebraska?

Mr. DUNLOP. I was just trying to indicate, sir, that the results hav-
ing been unsatisfactory under existing circumstances, I would seri-
ously question that the Industry as a whole would be disposed to mount
a substantial exploratory effort in those areas where the promise of
success was not substantial, and I suspect that under the present known
geological information that is available in Nebraska, that unfortu-
nately that would quite possibly be the circumstance.
Senator CURTIs. Do you have any idea what it costs to bring in a

well there?
Mr. DUNLOP. Yes. In the sha-llow -production in Nebraska we were

drilling in the neighborhood of 3,000 to 4,000 feet, talking in the
neighborhood of maybe $35,000 to $40,000, in that general area.

Senator CURTIS. Now, I would like to ask the -panel another question.
Is it true that the Tnited States is on the verge of facing a shortage of
natural gas? If so, was it caused in any considerable degree by any act
taken by the IT.S. Government? I do not care who answers.

Mr. DUNLoP. I had spoken to that point a few moments ago, and all I
would reiterate is that last year, for example, our discoveries of gas
were considerably less than the amount that was consumed by the
American 'people, and it is our opinion that discovery was less than it
otherwise might have been, had there been an adequate price incentive
made available to tile industry. You are familiar, Senator, that the
wellhead price of gas is under the control of the Federal Power Coi-
mission, and those wellhead prices in our opinion, as determined by the

33-865 0-69-pt. 5-33
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Commission are woefully inadequate to stimulate the degree of explo-
ration and development that should occur, if we are going to develop
the necessary gas reserve position.

Senator CURTIS. Is it. your honest opinion then that if the homes,
businesses, and other places that are set up to burn gas for heat some
day in the not too distant future find that there is not enough gas, that
part of the responsibility goes back to an erroneous national 'decision
made with respect to controlling the -price of gas at the wellhead. Is
that your opinion?

Mr. DUNLOP. That is correct. I would just like to indicate a little
further -data on that. If you go 'back 10 years, we had a reserve position
in terms of years' supply of natural gas of somewhere around 20 years.[
Now that does not mean that gas could all be produced efficiently and
economically within a 20-year -period. But taking that as an index of
available supply, as a result of the developments in the last few years
we are now down to a 15-year reserve index of gas supply, and if the
conditions continue as they were in 1968, that reserve index would
suffer further decrease, Senator Curtis.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
Senator MILLER. I have a question. On the basis of your interesting

testimony regarding your own company's profit operations, am I cor-
rect in stating that there is no necessary relation between gross sales
and net profit of a company, of a petroleum company?

In other words, for example, take company A that has $1 millioni in
gross sales, company B 'has $2 million in gross sales. Is it not -possible
that the first company with only $1 -million in gross sales 'may end up
with more 'net profit than the second company with $2 million in gross
sales?

Mr. COLLADO. That is of course correct, Senator. I think that you will
find that the ranges around an average would not be 'perhaps as great as
your example might suggest, but. obviously a company that happens to
have a very prolific source of oil will probably have a greater return on
its investment, and a greater 'percentage of earnings to gross sales than
a company that has relatively 'high cost oil reserves or 'may even have
to 'buy 'from other producers a good deal of the oil that it refines and
'markets. These things happen in a big industry, and you will have a
big range.

I think that we are interested in two things here. What is the range.
Obviously each of us tries to have our company in terms of returns
the most successful and the most profitable and we work very hard at
it. I would like to think that we do better than other people.

Second, though it is a question of trends. What I was talking about
in terms of the tax bill, and I am now talking about the worldwide
tax bill, or the tax take of governments wherever they may be located,
the trend for total taxes to increase has moved much more rapidly in
the case of our company than have either gross sales or net earnings
after taxes, and I think this has been the general experience of the
oil industry.

Senator MILLER. For example, what I am getting at, let us take al
company with $2 million in gross sales and it has a lot of intangible
drilling and development costs because it does a lot of exploration and
development. It may end up with very little net profit after taking
off the intangible drilling and development costs. Another comply
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with $1 million in gross sales may have no program for exploration
and development and so it may end up with a higher net profit than
the corporation with the larger gross sales, is that not so, Mr. Collado?

Mr. COLADO. That is quite possible, Senator. The extreme case of
course can be a company that has no producing at all. There are some
such companies. They will probably have a pretty modest return in
the United States, but they may have a net profit year after year on
marketing and refining. Those who are more venturesome and go look-
ing for oil over a period of years may have a considerable profit. They
may not have a profit as recorded for tax calculations in those years
when they are carrying on a particularly vigorous exploration effort.

You will notice if you read the history of companies over 10, 15, 20
years that these things for individual companies go in some cycles.

Senator MILLER. Now another question.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, if I may, Senator, I am going to ask that

the panel of witnesses, which of course is presenting very important
evidence, make themselv-es available in our conference room here. That
is where our committec- meets. Senator Miller, Senator Hansen, and
others can ask questions there.

Senator MILLER. I only have one more question.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen wants to interrogate the witnesses

too. I want to get on with other witnesses.
Senator MILLER. May I ask one more question, please, and then I

am through. I do not have quite the same problem that Senator Curtis
has because there is no producing oil to be found in the State of Iowa,
but I think Senator Curtis and I as well as other Members of the Senate
have a similar problem, especially out in our area we have'a lot of
farmers using tractor fuel, and of course all of us have a lot of con-
sumers using automobile gas and oil.

I understand that the position of the panel is that if the 271/2 per-
cent depletion is cut to 20 percent, that this will result in additional
costs to consumers. Is that the position of the panel?

Mr. MYERS. Senator Miller, it has to result in one of two things,
either additional cost to consumers or a lower level of investment in
the industry, and in all probability it will be some combination of those
two things. But to answer your question directly, there is every reason
to believe that if these incentives are taken away, the cost of motor fuel
to the consumer will go up.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could-I have been restricting

myself to one question per witness. May I be privileged to ask two. I
would like to ask Mr. Collado how do you reconcile your views with
those of Mr. Dunlop? Isn't your position in conflict with his?

As I understand his testimony, he wants to strengthen our domestic
petroleum position. You want to strengthen our foreign position?

Mr. COLLADO. Senator, you have raised a very reasonable question.
I do not believe there is any incompatibility at all. As you will recall
from statements that lie made as well as some of those I made in that
impromptu initial comment on Alaska, we do not find that under the
most favorable circumstances of tax policy, import policy, et cetera,
that we envisage, that it would be possible to find and produce enough
oil say in the year 1980 or 1985, which is what you have to look at when
you are talking national security, to keel) pace with the increase in
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demand. So under any projection that we have seen, that we have made
ourselves or anyone else, we will be importing much more from (an-
ada, from Venezuela, from overseas generally tmn we are today, aid
our own l)rojections are that this mounts very rapidly.

Under those circumstances it is completely comj)atil)le sili)ly be-
cause of U.S. consumI)tion to seek a strong IT.S. )osition al)roa (, so
that those imports can be forthcomiing, and di versified position inain-
tained abroad so we can have a variety of sources and not be corn-
pletely dependent on certain countries that, as was mentioned earlier.
might, seek to l)ut the squeeze on us, or might l)e prevented fromn serving
us for one reason or other.

Beyond that, as Mr. )unlop and I have quoted in our longer state-
ments, the Department of Defense has pointed out the importance of
our allies also receiving oil. The foreign oil situation is 'ery important
to our allies.

I do not think there is any incompatibility at all. I only would like
to stress even more perhaps than Mr. )unlop the importance of the
domestic part of this thing.

Senator HAN.,SEN,. I do have one question if I inay for Mr. Myers.
Earlier this week our distinguished colleague, "Senator Proxmire.

testified that the rationale for the depletion allowance "is Supl)osedly
rooted in national security. 'Without the depletion allowance" so the
argument goes, and these are his words:

We would not explore for the oil which we need in order to protect ourselves
from possible interruptions in our oil supl)ly.

Then le goes on to observe that:
This myth was destroyed by the CONSAI) report. CONSAI) after a detailed

study of the oil industry found that we would exIperience a mere 7 per cent de-
eline in our discovery of oil reserves from a 12-year reserve to an 11-year reserve.

Now, as I recall your testimony, you say that there are many flaws
in the Consad study. These are outlined in your so-called reference to
attachment A. You continue:

The principal error which makes the study irrelevant is that the eC(onomic
model used in the study assumes that there is no relationship between the level
of crude oil production and industry profitability.

Then you conclude:
This of course is nonsense, and no credence can be given to the study.

My question is since depletion and a lot of other things are all inter-
related insofar as the profitability of this industry is concerned, I
would ask you what would be the effect upon the supply of oil we have
if the depletion allowance were cut from its present 271/2 percent to
20 percent?

Mr. MYI-Es. Senator Hansen, the best estimate that we aIre able to
make, and this is on an arithmetic basis, is that the suggested redu'-
tion from 271/2 percent to 20 percent would result in a decrease in ex-
ploration and development expenditures of at least one-fifth. I will not
take up your time going through the arithmetic. The arithmetic is f tv-
nished in the detailed statement, but. we feel that the estimate of a re-
duction by one-fifth is on the low side.
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Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Myers.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIRMAN. Gentlemen, I think I ought to make it clear to our

audience that we have a situation here that requires us to press ahead
as fast as we can with this measure, ,because the Democratic Policy
Connittee voted some time ago that the revenue, bill necessary to fi-
naitce this Go-ernment should not be )assed without a tax reform bill.
And this Senator said that he would, if he could, try to prevail upon
the committee e to report this 'bill by the end of this'month. Let me show
you somiethinlg.

Here is 2,000 pages of testimony that has been presented so far, and
the policy committee should be aware of what has been said here. And
here is about another thousand pages of questions and answers that we
have had before this committee already and we have about 2 more
weeks. W1e have five more volumes to add on top of this that have not
vet been edited, and we have about another ten days to go. So I hope
you will understand why the chairman is pressing to try to make the
testimony as l)rief as possible.

If the Senators want to ask this (listi nguished panel to make them-
selves available for further questions they will be invited to come
hack this afternoon if someone wishes to request that.

Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, I have not asked my one question.
Mr. Myers, you and the )anel thoroughly covered the depletion

allowance rate reduction. Could you restate the basis for your objec-
tions to the inclusion of percentage depletion and intangible drilling
costs in the category of limit on tax )reference? I was out of the room.
I know that this was in your testimony, but I wanted to be sure that I
Huiderstood just exactly what you were referring to.

Mr. M nYs. We feel that the inclusion of those two items, percentage
(le)letion and the intangible drilling costs, in the limited tax prefer-
ence, l)aiticularly in the case of the independent operator, very much
dilute's the incentives that are intended by the statutory depletion and
by the option to expense intangibles. This really comes about in an
indirect way. These are leld out to the independent operator as an
incentive, but through the method of limited tax preference, they are
taken away from him somewhat indirectly.

It is our feeling that this will greatly reduce the incentive for the
indel)endent operator to continue his exploration for oil.

Senator FANNIN. My answer from a selfish stand point would be ily
State of Arizona has not been as fortunate as the 'State of Nebraska.
We have plerhal)s )roduced one-tenti of 1 percent of the )roduct that
is being used, so I am concerned.

One other item that you talked about and I would like to get closer
to home when we talk about these foreign depletion allowances. I won-
der with the elimination of foreign depletion would it have any sub-
stantially adverse impact on the coml)etitive )osition of Canadian oil
in the northern IUnited States market that we atre all concerned about?

I)o you feel it would laye any great effect?
Mr.C C()LiJDO. Tlhe Canadian; law Pro-ides a depletion allowance in a

somewhat. different form from ours; it is a third of net income. If we
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were to eliminate the depletion allowance in the United States, the
U.S. companies with branch operations up there would find that they
would be paying on a U.S. tax basis a higher tax -rate than they would
now be paying in Canada. As a result they would be subject to further
U.S. tax in all probability. It would depend a bit on the circumstances
of each company.

Beyond that, if we gave up the depletion allowance here, there might
be pressures in Canada that would suggest reducing it up there. Well,
the total Canadian tax before the depletion allowance runs up very
close to 60 percent from both income and withholding taxes. Thus
elimination of U.S. depletion allowance would make operations in
Canada considerably less profitable, and this will have impacts up
there, as well as on our balance of payments. We take in quite a lot of
balance-of-payments income from the return on our investments in
Canada. I believe that I have answered your question correctly.

Senator FANNIN. I think that you have. In other words, the impact
would be considerable then, and that it would have a detrimental
effect as far as the costs of fuel in the northern part of the United
States?

Mr. COLLADO. We think so.
Senator MILLER. Under the provisions of section 431 of the bill,

which requires that certain tax benefits be recouped, is there any limit
on the time between which the tax benefit is received and the required
recoupment?

Mr. COLLADO. In section 431 of the House bill, there is no limit as to
the time which can elapse between the deduction of losses and the op-
eration of the recapture provision. As I pointed out in my written
statement submitted to the committee (p. 19 of my written statement,
p. 25 of the committee print), this means that even unrelated projects
undertaken many years after the losses occurred in a foreign country
could be burdened with the additional taxes imposed by this provision.
However, the Treasury indicated in its detailed statement submitted
yesterday that it would submit recommendations for technical changes
which would limit the number of years to which the taxpayer could
be affected by the recapture provision. The Treasury did not indicate
the number of years of limitation it would recommend. However, at
the same time, Treasury has recommend eliminating the annual 50
percent limitation on recapture as is provided in the House bill. This
change recommended by the Treasury could result in the taxpayerpaying 100 percent or more of his income in a foreign country in taxes
for the years required to effect the recapture.

Senator MILLER. Is the subsequent activity resulting in recoupment
recjuired to be related in some wfvy to the activities resulting in the
prior loss producing the tax benefit,

Mr. COLLADO. No; any subsequent activity resulting in a profit in the
country in which the losses occurred could be burdened with the re-
capture provision, and I refer again to my written statement, page 19
(p. 25 of the committee print).
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Senator MILLER. If the project is abandoned, or if it is successful
but is nationalized and confiscated, is the prior tax benefit then not re-
quired to be recouped?

Mr. COLLAIDO. Under section 431 of the House bill, recapture or re-
coupment is require in cases in which the property which gave rise to
the loss is subsequently abandoned or expropriated without compen-
sation. The requirement is that in either of these circumstances gross
income for tax purposes must be increased by the amount of the prior
losses. I have noted the peculiar inequities in this provision in my
written statement submitted to this committee (pp. 19-20 of my writ-
ten statement, or pp. 25-26 of the committee print). However in its
technical statement submitted yesterday, the Treasury has recom-
mended that in cases of disposition of property before recapture of
prior losses has been achieved, that the amount of recapture be limited
to the amount of gain on such disposition. Thus, the Treasury's re-
commendations would not require recapture in cases of abandonment
of the properties or of expropriation without adequate compensation.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Collado, I understand the theory underlying

the separate foreign tax credit limitation for mineral income in sec-
tion 432 is that some part of foreign taxes on mineral income are
necessarily disguised royalties.

Do you know whether the Treasury has taken the position that if
royalties are paid to the foreign government which at least equal those
paid in the United States, it would not consider the foreign tax a
disguised royalty?

Mr. COLLADO. As Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Cohen stated
when he appeared before this committee, section 432 presumes that
any foreign tax on mineral income in excess of the effective U.S. tax
on such income is a disguised royalty. As I noted in my written state-
ment (pp. 22-23 of the statement; pp. 28-29 of the committee print),
on further examination of the hidden royalty question the Treasury
has concluded that the presumption underlying section 432 is im-
proper, and has, therefore, recommended in lieu of section 432 that
excess credits for foreign taxes on. foreign mineral income resulting
from the allowance of U.S. percentage depletion (which the Treasury
has recommended be reinstated on foreign production) not be avail-
able to be applied against other income. As I stated in my testimony,
we believe this proposal should be studied further.

Senator FANNIN. Is it true that royalties at least e(iual to those paid
in the United States are paid to countries like the United Kingdom,
Canada, and Venezuela?

Mr. COLLADO. As I indicated in my written statement (p. 22 of the
statement and p. 28 of the committee print), royalty payments to
governments in foreign producing countries are generally as high as,
and in some cases considerably hiahier than, royalties paid on produc-
tion in the United States. In the countries you have mentioned specific-
ally, the effective rates of royalty are at least as high, or higher than
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the effective rates of royalty of from 121/2 to 162/3 l)ercent paid oil
production ini the United States. Ili the case of Veenezuela, the effective
rate of royalty is considerably higher than in the Uinited States, and
exceeds 25 l)ercent.

Senator FANNIN. Yet I take it section 432 would a))ly to mineral
operations in all foreign countries?

Mr. COLLADO. It would apply in all foreign countries.
Senator FANNIN. Thinik you.
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I do not have any questions lint

I want to state to the Planel that while there may be a slight disagree-
ment among us a.s to the provisions of the bill, you have made an ex-
cellent presentation this morning. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
(Material referred to previously and the prepared statements of

the panel follow. Oral testimony of the next witness commences at
page 4483.)

STANDARD OIL CO.,
INCORPORATED IN NEW JERSEY,

.eiv York, N.Y., September 29, 1969.
PHILLIP AREEDA,
Exceutivc Director, Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Control,
Wash ington., D.C.

DEAR R. AREEDA: In response to your request, I attach a inemoranduin esti-
mating the impact on U.S. oil production of a reduction in the oil depletion rate
from the present 271/2 % to 20%.

While the estimates for each of the years through 1985 have been derived from
our models and expressed in precise terms, I am sure you recognize that we did
not intend to imply that such a degree of precision is l)ossible in making the esti-
mates for each of the specific years. We have much greater confidence, of course,
in our projection of the ultimate impact over a long period of time of a 20% de-
pletion rate than we can have about the impact in any one year, or over a rela-
tively short period of time. We are, of course, prepared to discuss our estimates
with you or to provide any additional information which you may find helpful.

I assume that you will want to insert the attached material into the public
record, and I have no objection to your doing so.

With best regards.
Sincerely yours,

EMILIO G. COLLADO.
Attachments.

EFFECT OF REDUCING STATUTORY DEPLETION RATE TO 20 PERCENT ON U."S. Oi.
PRODUCTION

The attached table and chart show the effect on domestic crude oil productioll
of reducing the statutory depletion rate from 27.5 percent to 20 percent. As in-
dicated, the reduced economic base for new exporation would ultimately cauiste
a reduction in production of 600,000 barrels per day in 19,90 and 1,400,000 barrels
per day In 1985.

Recent detailed analyses of the sensitivity of oil exploration and development
to changes in producing economics were the basis of this assessment. It should
be recognized that only the effects of changes in producing economics were con-
sidered in this evaluation. That is, it does not include any effect due to a short-
age of capital, either resulting from reduced industry cash flow or reduced
investor interest. Lease bonuses would be reduced by about $65 million per yea-r
or about 10 percent. The fact 'that lower lease bonuses would tend to offset
the change In tax treatment was fully considered in assessing the producing
economieses.
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it was assumd that initially only tihe l ...du.tiol from future reserves would
li, affected. A reduction ill exploratory oil wells drilled of about 1,00 wells per
year and a reduction in development oil wells drilled of slightly less than 2,0()
wells per year would result.

The a m,, ,iniption that pro(luction from currently proved reserves (reserves cur-
renItly booked Ihy the American Petroleum Institute) would be relatively ui-
affected is probaifly conservative. The reduced industry cash flow would result in
sonie expenditures being omitted that are relui red to pro(luce these reserves.

The effect on the production rate of such a cliange in lroducitig economics is
(elayed for several years primarily due to two factors. 1 ) As long as excess pro-
dtwing capacity exists a decline in reserves and lproducing capability is not re-
flected in the production rate. 2) There is often a sizable delay between the
decision which commits an operator to drill and significant production from the
prospe.t. However, as (can be seen on the attachments, the effect increases rap-
i(ly have lonen influenced by the re(hued lrodu'ing ecoionlis.

Thought it i. reasonable to assume that the magnitude of the effect ol ex-
loration for gas would be similar, the effect on (condensate and gas plant liquids
production was not quantifled. Also, it was assume(l that synthetic crude produc-
tion (1.0 million barrels per day in 1985) would be unaffected.

EFFECT OF REDUCING THE STATUTORY DEPLETION RATE FROM 27.5 TO 20 PERCENT ON U.S. CRUDE OIL
PRODUCTION

U.S. crude oil production-MMBPD U.S. crude oil production-MMBPD

Statutory Statutory
Standard Oil depletion rate Standard Oil depletion rate

(New Jersey),' 20 percent, (New Jersey),' 20 percent
Year base case Jan. 1, 1970 Year base case Jan. 1 1970

1969 ----------------- 8.8 8.8 1978 ---------------- 10.8 10.4
1970 ---------------- 8.9 8.9 1979 ---------------- 11.1 10.6
1971 ---------------- 9.0 9.0 1980 .--------------- -11 4 10.8
1972 ---------------- 9.2 9.2 1981 ---------------- 11.7 10.9
1973 ---------------- 9.4 9.4 1982 ---------------- 12.0 11.1
1974 ----------------- 9.6 9.5 1983 ---------------- 12.4 11.3
1975 ---------------- 9.8 9.7 1984 ---------------- 12.9 11.6
1976 ----------------- 10.1 9.9 1985 ---------------- 13.3 11.9
1977 ----------------- -10.5 10.2

Assumes no change in oil taxation.

PRESENTATION ON PETROLEUM INDUSTRY nxPlRqAT1ION AND PRO-
DUCION COSTS \ND VOLUMES FOR THE CABINET TI ASK FORCE ON O11
IMPORT CONTROLS, SFArE'1MBER 16,1969

(Mr. M. A. Wright, Humble Oil & Refinery Co.)

FUTURE SUPPLY FORECAST

1. This l)icture of long-range outlook was presented in the original submission.
It illustrates that with current incentives, sufficient reserves (eould be found to
satisfy demnand through 1985.

2. The importance of future reserves is clearly shown on this chart. Existing
reserves (]own to 1.7 MME/L) in 1985. Assumes 72 billion barrels of crude
reserves added.

3. The following presentation explains basis for this forecast.



U.S. INDUSTRY CRUDE OIL

Remaining
Cumulative booked
production reserves

Area MMB MMB

Inland (ex-Alaska) -------------------- 84,328 26,451
Offshore (out to 2,000 ft water depth)... 2,379 4,169
Alaska (inland) ----------------------- 89 87

Total, United States ------------- 86,796 30,707

Note: 1969-75 average year, 3,750; 1976-80 average year, 3,780.

Forecast reserve additions, MMO/year

year year Total,1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976-80 1981-85 1969-85

1,790 1,724 1,640 1,572 1,523 1,433 1,362 1,132 854 20,974 0865 784 763 758 796 830 880 1,062 1,712 19,5463,500 1,500 1,400 1,200 800 606 500 1,590 2,810 31,506
6,155 4,008 3,803 3,530 3,119 2,869 2,742 3,784 5,376 72,026

Average Average
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AREA BREAKDOWN OF RESERVE ADI)I'rlONS

1. mhis chart shows an area breakdown of the future reserve add estimates.
The methods used to make this estimate are attached in a letter front Mr. M. A.
Wright to Senator Philip Hart.

.2. It is anticilmted that. inshore (ex Alaska) reserve additions will total 21.0
billion barrels by 19,85. This is a relatively mature exploration area.

3. Offshore areas include the Gulf of Mexico, Atantlc and Pacific, and offshore
Alaska. No reliable estimate for a slxivitle area could be made, hut the estimate
for the total area should be more accurate.

41. The current estimate for Alaska (inland) reserves is 31.5 billion barrels.
This assumes additional acreage in NPR-4 and the wildlife refuge are opened
for exploration.

5. The importance of acreage becoming available from lease sales is clearly
evident since there is shown to lie potential for finding more re.srves in the
latter period.

TEXAS IN .)0,rl.Y CJj)IU 1 OIL PRODUCTION
IIIOrJSE 1O MARKET DEUAAND FACTOR

5: ...I I T T 5

TOTAL TEXAS CRUDE CIL PRODUCTION

4 -

"PiOHIATED PRODUCTIOn" 2

EXE;'IP P iIOUCTION

0o 10 20 30 40 1o GO 70 go go 'I
MARKET DEMAND FACTOR - PERCENT

'TFXAS tE811)NSE TO P'ORATION FACTOR

1. The next chart illustrates the effect that. prora'tion has on production from
existing reserves in Texas.

2. In Texas, production at a 50 percent proration factor is approximately
3 MM BPI). If the proration factor were raised to 100 percent. production would
grow to almost. 4 MM 1U1l). The fact. that production response is not proportion-
ate to the increase in proration factor is due to the alimost 1 MM IIBI') of ex-
eml)t. production and the large number of fields that have limited capacity.

3. ThJs curve represents a sl)ciflc lpoint in time. Similar but lower curves would
al)ply in future yeiirs.
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0 10 ;!0 30 40 GO o 10 Go 00 liU
M.AIIH(ET OUNIANIJ ~jFAC~o - I1[F1CEN'T

RISPON8 ,OF 8lC'l l 'EXAS lTO.I) MARKET JNE ANDI FACTORS

1 An example of the varying field respotise ill Texas is shown. 'F'li I l 1wki s
field has good response f to ilurelased 11uu rket demanu id facto~rs.

.). ,". ,hioighter and San t aills fields are hoth tInder waferfi(od a ud sver o ll1

veylitl response.b O O O O U
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to 20 30 '10 L0 GO
WIMIL U[I'ANI) F!ACTOII -- PICUNT

70 Co g0 It0

IOUISIAN A IIESI'ONSE TO PIIOIIATION FACTOR

I. This thuart shows tlie esti 11a1 ted respotise of Iouisia Iiui cruh Oil lWArlhwt iOu
to pri'olat ion faictol.

2. o'tNtv"i. I-'iSj)ollt' IS r aeitt tit'e ]ligler prtlIltiolt factors.
3. Alli industry est ill tes of pirtdltitig capliitIy IL ],OlliSill ( 111 AlA., A1' ) aret

ill stihst alt il algleenlieilt.

WELLHEAD CAPACITY OF MAJOR TEXAS FIELDS

Production
rate at 100

percent MDF
MB/D

East Texas-- -..... .... ........ .....------ .-----
Kelly Snyder ...... .... . ........................-.
Yates.- ...... . .. .. .. .... -.. .. ... -.. ........ ...
Tom O'Connor --. . . . . .Anahuac.....................................
Hastings................................. ....... ....
Van .............................................
Hawkins..........................................
Conroe ............. . .........

Total, major fields ........... . .... . ........

Wellhead
capacity

Wellhead above 100
capacity percent MDF

MBi!D MB/D

500
250
100
100
100
160
80

140
120

1.500

225
70
50
25
65
85
30
53
70

673

M AJOlt FIELD CAPAC'ITIY

I. There is additional cap alcity ill seleted 10th,s iii 'l'exais a bove thi 1(K) jt'lt'uilt
market. dv'uamild ftator. It is primarily lmottd in thi niin major fields shown.

2. The total clpacity aihovp' the 1l) lw'rcvit prorat ion fac-tor is approxixuatehy
S)O Iii B1.4).

3. 'hih, this tapaatity is availaihe. it would reuitire sigifitlhant tvxIlitures iii
produt-ion, pipl'llmie. .-i'l storage fltcilitles and ill nainy (ast's this would not W.
teiuouiit' dei' to the rapid fall off of capacity once th l ls were prodiceid at
high rates.

I I

Field
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U.S. LIQUID PETROLEUM SUPPLY AND DEMAND
WITH CONTINUED IMPORT CONTROLS

EFFECT OF MARKET DEMAND PRORATION ON LONG RANGE SUPPLY

1. While there is additional capacity available in Texas and Louisiana, it
would only have a short range effect if fully utilized. The chart illustrates tie
potential to raise production in the U.S. using the spare capacity previously
mentioned and shows that after 1976 production from existing reserves would be
less than had proration continued.

2. Facility and pipeline limitations would preclude the full utilization of this
capacity. The effective spare capacity in 1970 would be only about 1.8 M111PD,
as shown in exhibit D of our original submission to the task force.

3. Although facility and pipeline bottlenecks could be removed, the large
expenditures required -would be uneconomic because of the short-term nature of
this capacity.

24
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I;.8. oil indu8try-xplortion-production function cost 1962-66 period

1962 to 1966 exploration costs, $MM - 11,604
1962 to 1966 drilling and equipment costs, MM ---------------------- 12, 301

1962 -to 1966 production costs, $MM :
Operating ------------------------------------------------- 9,259
Production and ad valorem taxes ------------------------------ 2,978
Royalty --------------------------------------------------- 9,023

Total -------------------------------------------------- 21,260
December 31, 1968 booked reserves credited to 1962-66 new field discov-

eries, MM gross equivalent barrels ------------------------------- 5,860
Estimated ultimate hydroca-rbon production from 1962--66 new field dis-

coveries, MM gross equivalent barrels --------------------------- 10, 370
1962 to 1966 hydrocarbon reserve additions from extensions -and 'revisions

plus new field discoveries, M.M gross equivalent barrels -------------- 20, 554
1962 to 1966 hydrocarbon production, MM gross equivalent barrels ------- 18, 786
Exploration costs, dollar/gross equivalent barrel ---------------------- 1. 11
Drilling and equipment costs, dollar/gross equivalent barrel ------------- 0.60
Production costs, dollar/gross equivalent barrel ----------------------- 1.13
Total costs, dollar/gross equivalent barrel --------------------------- 2.84

u.S. INDUSTRY COSTS

1. An analysis of overall industry costs can be made from data published by the
joint association survey. The costs are broken into exploration, drilling and
equipping, and production costs. From 1962-1966 the industry spent a total of
$45.2 billion dollars in these categories.

2. By using statistical extrapola tions of the new reserves discovered during that
imriod to determine their ultimate -size, -the finding cost for new -reserves was
$1.11 per equivalent barrel.

3. By using the reserve additions from extensions and revisions and discoveries,
the drilling and equipment cost was $.60 per barrel.

4. The production costs including royalty amounted to another $1.13 per barrel.
The overall cost was $2.84 which compares with the average crude price of
.$2.88 per barrel at that time.

5. These are not the only costs to an operator. At current interest rates the
normal 3-year delay from lease purchase to production may add an additional cost
of $0.20 per barrel to the $1.11 per barrel finding cost. Other costs include federal
and state income taxes. The return on investment anticipated by -the operator must
also come out of this difference.

EXPLORATION-PRODUCTION FUNCTION COST DATA FROM VARIOUS SOURCES

Foster & Associates 1962-66 2

From Other
From H. J. Struth Inshore continental

JAS data data Gulf of southern United
1962-66 1962-661 Mexico Louisiana States

Exploration cost: cost/gross equivalent barrel ------ 1. 11 0.72 1. 19 1. 17 1.07
Development cost: cost/gross equivalent barrel .60 .74 (3) (3) (3)

Producing cost:
Cost/gross equivalent barrel ................ . 65 .74 .59 .84 .77
Royalty adjustment 4 ................... - .48 .48 .48 .48 .48

Adjusted cost/gross equivalent barrel -. 13 1.22 1.07 1.32 1. 25

Total exploration-production function cost .... 2.84 2.68 2.26 2. 49 2. 32
Adjusted total exploration-production function cost 3 2.84 2.68 2.85 3.06 2.79

Reported in May 1967 World Oil; crude oil only; gross barrel basis instead of net as reported in World Oil.
2 As prepared for the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, December 1968.

Exploration and development costs included under exploration costs.
Royalty assumed to be 16.67 percent (,6) 1962-66 average crude oil price $2.88 per barrel.

2 Foster & Associates exploration-development costs were adjusted for the current estimate of ultimate reserves found
by new discoveries in the period 1962-66.
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COMPARISON OF INDUSTRY COST ESTIMATES

1. other studies of filding, developingg, and producing costss have been published
and the results aire tabulateil. All of the studies show essentially the sante result.

2. Whih thet entire industry is not lt a high profit level, the point driving
inost operators oin is the potential to make higher returns. The wide variation
of bids in recent lease sales indicates the wide assessment of risks and profit
potentials placed on prospects by various companies. Sonie examples of the
returns on several sales will be shown a long with sole individual (Ohll)ltly varia-
tions.

ECONOMIC RETURN FOR INLAND U.S. EXPLORATION (EXCLUDING ALASKA) 1-7 MAJOR COMPANIES, 1963-67

Exploration Reserves dis- Finding cost DCF return
Company expenditure covered (barrels) I (dollars per barrel) (percent)

A--------- ------------- _--_----- ----...... .................. 0.61 9-12
B ------------------------------------------- ------. -------------_-..85 6- 9
C ----------- --- ----------------------------------------.......... 1.03 5- 8
D ------------ _--_----- -------------------------------------- 1.09 5- 7
E --------------------- ----------------------------------------- 1.13 5- 7
F ------ -------- -................................................... 1.44 3- 5
G ------------- _-------------------------------------- ------- 3.93 (3)

Total .......---- .----- - $1,668, 000,000 1,399, 000, 000 1.19 4- 6

I Estimated by Humble from public data.
- Oil equivalent barrels.

Negative.

ECK)NOMIC IETTRtN FOR INLAN) UT.S EXPLORATION (EX ALASKA)

1. This ('hart illustrates the eononii, results on exploration in inland [T.S.A.
(excltuding Alaska) froin 19k-1967. The industry spent $1.7 billion and dis-
(overe(l 1.4 1)illion barrels for a finding cost of $1.19 per barrel. The average
industry return was 4 to 6 percent.

2. Individual ('onipanies finding costs ranged front $.61 per barrel to $3.93
per barrel, and the returns ranged from negative to 12 percent.

3. The first ('hart showed that 21.0 billion barrels could still be found in this
area, but it is obvious that the ,ononile environment nitist remain stable to
(10 this.

ECONOMIC RETURN FROM COOK INLET EXPLORATION'

TOTAL INDUSTRY

Exploration Production Net oil pro- Finding DCF
expense (in investment duction (mil- cost (per return

millions) (in millions) lion barrels) barrel) (percent)

1966 STUDY RESULTS (BASED ON
PRELIMINARY COST AND RESER-
VOIR INFORMATION)

1951-65 ---------------..- _----...... $213 $349 919 $0.23 20.0
1969 STUDY RESULTS (BASED ON

LATEST COST AND RESERVOIR
INFORMATION)

1951-68----- ........ 520 870 627 .71 3.5

INDIVIDUAL COMPANY RESULTS

Finding DCF
cost (per return

Company barrel) (percent)

A--------------------------......................-......... $0.41 17
S . ..-....... -........-....- -................................. 58 16

C ----- . . ... . ..-....... . ......................... . ................ 1.90 (2)
D __.- . .. .. .... . . ..... .. ... . . -- 1.29 (2)
E_ ------ --------- - ....-.-....... 1.40 (2)
F_ . ... ... .. .. .... ... 1............... ..... ....-............... 1.74 (2)

IEstimated by Humble from public data.
2 Negligible.
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ECONOMIC RETURN ON COOK INLET EXPLORATION

1. The difficulty in exploring for oil is shown by economics oil Cook Inlet. An
early study showed that industry should expect a 20 percent rate of return on
fields discovered between 1951 ,and 1965. It was estimated that almost a billion
barrels would ultimately be in these ilelds and -total exploration costs would be
$213 MM.

2. A 1969 study of the saiie -area showed that exploration from 1951 through
19WS would result in only a 3.5 percent return. Several things happened since the
1965 study that changed the results. First of all the fields did not respond as well
as anticil)ated and reserve estimates had to be lowered. Also the Iroduction
vosts were increased significantly with the need -to inject water in the reservoirs.
Tie last point is that no significant fields were found from 1965 to 1968 but sub-
stantial exloration expenditures were made.

3. Again some companies fared better than others with returns ranging from
17 percent to negative. Two-thirds of the companies will lose money over that
period.

INDUSTRY OFFSHORE ECONOMICS,
IDollar amounts in millions

Est, rec.
MMO. Payout, D.C.F.

Year State Bonus E. B. years Profit (percent)

1954 ----------------------- Louisiana ----------- $116 670 18 $593 7
1962 ------------------------------------- do ------------- 445 2,300 13 2,177 9
1967 -------------------------------------- do ------------- 510 1,270 12 820 7
1968 -------------------------------- California ----------- 603 930 11 785 7
1968 -.....---------------------.-.. Texas ------------ 594 240 None -179 (2)

Total for 21 sales ---------------------------------- 3,360 7,150 13 5,090 6

Estimated by Humble from public data.
2 Negligible.

INDUSTRY OFFSHORE ECONOMICS

1. When leases are bid, the fierce competition generally keeps overall returns
low. The industry results from 5 iiajor sales are shown along with the overall
industry results on 21 lease sales.

2. In general, most operators try for a reasonable return in the range of 10 to
15 percent. However the companies view the prospectss differently and the most
optimistic bidder gets the lease every time. This drives the average returns down
below 10 percent as shown.

3. The risk is also shown in the Texas offshore sale which has been very dis-
appointing and will show a loss for industry.

4. It can be seen from the results of the sales that a company will profit in
some and lose in others, and the exploration program must be viewed in an
overall sense to determining how effective it is. This is also why it is necessary to
look at the overall costs of the industry rather than any particular field or basin.

33-805 O-69-1t. 5- 34
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ESTIMATED ECONOMICS OF DEEPWATER DISCOVERY, OFFSHORE CALIFORNIA

Recoverable reserves (millions of barrels) ....................................
Number of producing wells .......................................................
Peak production rate (barrels per day) ............................................
Water depth (feet)..-...........................................................
O il prices (per barrel) ...................................................
Gas price (thousand cubic feet). .................................

Economics (price per barrel):
Exploraon costs:

Bonus .................................................................
Other ..................................................................

Total ................................................................

Development costs:
P rod uction -------------------------------------------------------------
Pipeline ................................................................

Total ................................................................

Operating costs:
O th e r --- ------ -- ---- -- -- -- ------ -- ------------ -------------- ---- ---- ---
Royalty ................................................................

50 200
60 230

25,000 60,000
1 000 800-1,400
$2.65 $2.65
$0.25 $0.25

$0.800 $0.200
.220 .055

1.020 .255

.896 .800
.044 .075

.940 .875

.480 .550

.460 .460

Total ----------------------------------------------------------------. 940 1.010

Grand total ----------------------------------------------------------- 2.900 2.140

Rate of return (percent) --------------------------------------- ---------------- (1) 8

I Negative.
SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL

1. With the current economic environment, the industry has looked for new
reserves to the very limit of technology. An excellent example is the Santa Bar-
bara Channel where leases were purchased in 1,800 feet of water. Prior to this
the water depth record for exploratory drilling was 632 feet. Industry spent
$603 MM for leases on 350,000 acres In the sale.

2. Humble spent $218 M for 154,000 acres in 'the sale. Since that time, an addi-
tional $11 MM has been spent to develop technology to operate in deep water.
The costs will be extremely high in deep water. For example, Humble's deepest
water platform is now in 170 feet of water and cost $2.5 MM. A l)latform in
1,000 feet of water In Santa Barbara will cost $25 MM.

3. To illustrate how much oil must be found to make a sale of this type
profitable, two cases are shown. This assumes a prospect covering several leases
with a total lease bonus of $40 MM. If a 50 MM barrel field is found, the explora-
tion costs would total $1.02 per barrel and the prospect would be an economic
loss. A field of this size might be developed however, so the operator could get
part of his lease money back. If a major 200 MM barrel field were found. the
return would be 8 percent. Of course, if that was the only field found for a
company like Humble, the overall sale would still be an economic loss.

COMPARISON OF BIDS ON SELECTED TRACTS 1969 NORTH SLOPE OF ALASKA LEASE SALE

(Dollars in thousands

Tract High bidder
High HO&R ARCO
bid bid bid BP bid

Amerada-Hess, Getty .................................
Amerada-Getty, LL&E, Placid; Hunt Int ................
Phillips, Mobil, SoCal .................................
Phillips, Mobil ........................................
Amerada, Marathon, Getty, Placid, Hunt ------------------
Mobil, Phillips .....................................
Amerada Hess, LL&E, Getty, Marathon ..................
Amerada, Marathon, La Land, Getty, Placid, Hunt .......

$72,277
43,555
18,130
12,100
53,031
4,060

31,122
43,555

$26, 099
8,499
9, 899
6,400
2,301
1.400

399

$26, 087 $47, 150
.......... 14,156

1 ,043 ........

-261.......--

57 ..........
56 .........
36 .........
33 ---------
60 .........
54 ...........
67 .........
61 ...........
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PRU)IHOE BAY

1. Another example of the varying costs and returns is the recent lease sale
on the north slope of Alaska. The Industry spent over $900 MM on leases in
that sale.

2. The table shows that the companies who already have a lease position in
that area did not bid in the same range as newcomers.

EXPLORATION ECONOMICS

[Dollar amounts in millions

20-percen
depletion

allowance,
Curitnt ,;apitalized

tax rules intangibles

Bonus --------------------------------------------------------------------- $20
Provit AFIT --------------------------------------------------------------- $52 l$4Rate of return (percent) ----------------------------------------------------- 13 11.5Bonus reduction to gain equivalent rate of return --------------------------------------------- $3. 2

EFFECT OF TAX CHANGES

1. Relatively low overall returns have been indicated for several competitive
sales and in mature exploration areas. The bids were made on the basis of existing
tax laws and any change in these laws will lower returns even more.

2. As an example, a typical bid for an operator is shown. For a bid of $20 MM
the operator could expect a profit of $,52 MM and a rate of return of 13%. How-
ever, if the depletion allowance was cut to 20% and it was required that successful
intangible drilling costs be capitalized, the profit would drop to $48 MM and the
return to 11.5%.

3. On future bids, under these changes, the operator would still try for the
same return on his capital, and his bid would have to be lowered by 3.2 MM.

STATEMENT OF EMIIO G. COLLADO, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, STANDARD OIL CO.
(NEW JERSEY), NEW YORK. N.Y., IN BEHALF OF AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTI-
TUTE; MID-CONTINENT OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION; ROCKY MOUNTAIN OIL AND
GAS ASSOCIATION; AND WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

We strongly urge that Sections 431 and 432, and Section 501 (a) of H.R. 13270,
applying to the foreign activities of U.S. petroleum cOml)anies, be rejected. By
increasing the tax burden on U.S. petroleum companies' operations abroad, these
provisions would seriously weaken the ability of U.S. conlpanies to compete effec-
tively with foreign oil companies, many of which receive substantial tax benefits
and, in some cases, cash subsidies from their home governments. This adverse
impact is likely to be felt particularly on the ability of U.S. petroleum companies
to obtain concession rights in new producing areas, and thus the provisions would
place important obstacles in the way of U.S. companies' participation in the future
growth of the international oil industry. These measures must be assessed in the
light of the contribution which U.S. petroleum investments abroad make to
important U.S. national objectives.

Our national security requires that we maintain adequate and assured sources
of oil to meet our growing ec.aonmic and military needs -for energy. Despite the
high -rate of growth expected in our domestic oil producing (Nimleity in the future,
the United ,States will have to rely increasingly on foreign-source oil to meet our
growing requirements. The best way to provide that our country will have access
to sufficient foreign-source petroleum is to encourage U.S. companies to continue
to search for and develop these resources in diverse foreign areas.

The foreign oil investments of U.S. companies also make a substantial positive
(ontribution each year to our balance of payments, and last year contributed
about $2.5 billion to U.S. receipts of income and royalties and fees from abroad.
Moreover, these investments have enhanced our economic welfare and have
promoted economic progress in the developing countries.
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Sections 431, 432, and 501 (a) would also seriously undermine valid and long-
standing principles of tax equity and -of preventing International double taxation,
which United States tax laws have traditionally sought to achieve. Section 501 (a)
would discriminate against the foreign activities of T.S. lKetroleuzn conl)anies by
denying thm tax treatment coinplrable to letroleum operations conducted in th,
United States. Section 431 would double-tax individual parts of -a taxlpayer's
Ino e, while 'Sectlo 432 would introduce international double taxation nt le
integrated petroleum industry operations abroad by denying to the mineral inl(lis-
try alone the effective use of the overall basis for al)lying the foreign tax credit,
Such discrimination against foreign-source income, an1d against the mineal'
industry in particular, seens unjust and unwarranted. Moreover, ena(tinent of
these provisions seen.s unlikely to produce a significant amount of revenue for the
United Stutes. The Treasury has offered recommendations which would alleviate,
some of these problems.

STATEMENT

M1y name is 4mnille X. ('ollado. I am a Director and Executive Vice President
of the Standard Oil Company (N.J.), and my statement is submitted on behalf
of the American Petroleum Institute, the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association.
the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association, and the Western Oil and Gas
Association. My statement concerns the major provisions of 11.R. 13270 relating
to U.S. taxation of the lpetroloun) industry's operations abroad. I fully (I(uoncr
with the views expressed in the statements submitted by Messrs. )unlopl
Spencer and Myers.

In our opinion, the changes ii U°.S. tax laiws contained in 11.1t. 13270 applying
to the foreign activities of U.S. li)troleuin companies ought to lbe rejected. The
specific provisions that we urge be rejected are: Sections 431 and 432, which
501 (a) which, in addition to reducing l)ercentage deletion on doinest i(, produc-
tion, would eliminate percentage del)letion entirely for foreign oil and gis
production.

We have three principal reasons why we believe these provisions should be
reacted. First, ,after careful analysis 'we have concluded that the provisions woull
be harmful -to the national security interest of the United States and our foreign
allies in maintaining adequate and growing foreign sources of oil. Second, we
believe the provisions would be detrimental to the U.S. balance of international
payments and general economic welfare. Finally, there enactment would seriously
undermine long-established and accepted principles of tax equity and of prevent-
ing international double taxation.

National security of the United States and the free world
U.S. tax policy pertaining to the foreign activities of I.S. petroleum companies

must, above all, be assessed il the light of tile importance of these activities to
the national interest of the United States in maintaining adequate and cure
sources of oil to meet our growing economic aind military needs for energy.

Today the United States consumes nearly 40 iper cent of the oil consumed in
the entire Free World, yet less than 10 per ent of the Free World's petroleum
reserves are in this country. Iii the future we will have to rely increasingly on
foreign-source oil to meet our growing requirements. The estimates vary, but
considering currently known reserves and with reasonalle 'asstuptionls ,about the
future 'with respect to new discoveries and the development- of synthetics, an(
assuming continuation of existing domestic tax incentives and import policy, the
coverage of domestic demand for lwtroIleumn (including residual fuel oil) by do-
mestic producing capacity is expected ",I decline from 93 per cent currently, to 83
per cent in 1975 und 76 pier cent in 11' .. 'rhe,se eXpectations do not rely on pessi-
mistic assumptions of a lower rate of discovery of petroleum resources In the
United States in the future than fin the past, nor even ol a simple projection of
past trends. On the contrary, average annual olIscoveries in the United States.
including Alaska and offshore, arex expected to be considerably greater in the
future than the recent past, l)rovided that existing domestic tax incentives and
Import policy are continued.

Floreign-souree oil is also of substantial strategic importance to our country.
As the U.1S. Department of Defense stated in Its submission to the Task Force omi
Oil Import Control:

"In carrying out our treaty commnitnients. we, as a nation, face a variety of
threats on many fronts. Despite the enormous and costly effort of our nation's
intelligence organizations and resources, It is impossible to predict the llace,
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time, scope, and contestants in any future emergency; hence, our logistics plan-
ners face a continuing challenge. It, therefore, follows that our national security
extends far beyond the shores of the United States. "The Department of Defense
reaffirins that it is in the best intcrc8ts of the Unitcd States and, in fact, our
national security dictates that ice havc in existence dependable, capable, and
willing ovcrscas sources to satisfy our pctrolcum incds on a global basis.
"Ii summary, the DoD is prinarily concerned with an assured adequate

source of supply in close proximity to the area of need and at the lowest possible
cost to the taxpayer. One fact is clear and that is the U.S. alone cannot realis-
tically plan to fuel any Free World type of an emergency, therefore, we believe
that no drastic action should be taken which would jeopardize our other Free
World sources of supply. The interest of the l)oD ili expanding oil development
by areas in order of priority is first the Continental U.S., secondly the Western
Hemisphere and, thirdly other Free World areas. This order of priority includes,
but is not limited to, the maintenance of a domestic production and refining
capability to meet military and essential civilian requirements." (Emphasis
added.)

Thus, the future availability of growing quantities of foreign oil is of great
economic and strategic importance to the United States to meet our growing
needs, both in the United States and for use iii our military installations abroad.
In the future, we will have to rely increasingly on sources elsewhere in the
world-both our traditional sources of supply and new producing areas of the
future.

Our allies, with more limited potential for developing domestic producing
capacity, must rely to a much greater degree on foreign oil to meet their needs.
For example, Western Europe currently imports 96 percent of its petroleum
requirements. Moreover, energy consumption abroad is growing much faster
than in the United States, and petroleum is supplying an increasing share. In the
future, the United States will not be in a position to meet Europe's needs in the
event of all interruption of supplies from the Middle East without impinging on
U.S. consumption, as we were able to do during the last two Suez crises.

It seems clear that the future security of the United States and the Free World
will depend on ready access to diverse and growing foreign sources of oil. In
the case of the United States, the best way to provide future access to sufficient
foreign-source petroleum is to encourage U.S. companies to continue to search
for and develop these resources in diverse foreign areas.

What does this mean in terms of the provisions in H.R. 13270? Primarily, we
think it means that the Congress ought to avoid making changes in U.S. tax
laws relating to foreign income which would place obstacles in the way of U.S.
companies participating in the growth of petroleum Industry activities abroad.
We are convinced that the changes in the House Bill would seriously impede
the efforts of U.S. oil companies to participate fully in this growth.

Impact of U.S. tax systems o competitiveness of U.S. oil operation abroad
Today the international oil industry is highly competitive. U.S. companies are

continuously vying for position relative to foreign companies in all phases of
activity-all the way from acquiring new producing concessions, up through
refining and selling in final product markets. In this intense competition, cost
advantages of particular companies are readily reflected in competitive bidding
for new concession rights and in aggressive marketing tactics.

As confirmed by Asistant Secretary Cohen when he appeared before the
committee , foreign companies generally receive more favorable tax treatment
from their home governments on their operations abroad than do American com-
panies. and in many cases are totally exempt from taxation on their foreign in-
come. Il addition, many foreign oil companies also receive outright subsidies and
other favored treatment from their home governments for foreign and domestic
operations. Many of these benefits substantially reduce the costs of doing business
and the associated risks, and are unavailable to American companies which com-
pete with foreign companies receiving sclh benefits. For example, several foreign
countries actually eliminate the risks of unsuccessful exploration by providing
outright subsidies.

The significance and widespread use of incentives and cash subsidies for oil
exploration by countries such as Australia, Germany, .Japan, and the United
Kingdom are described in Attachment I, "Summary of Incentives Granted by
Foreign Governments in Regard to the Production of Oil and Gas Under Petro-
leum and/or Tax Laws." Germany has already adopted a system of interest-free
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loans to German nationals to finance the costs of foreign exploration, anl if
such exploration is unsuccessful, the loans need not be repaid. In addition, over-seas losses call le offset against taxable Income in Germany. The U.K. grants
(ash Incentives for both domestic and overseas oil and gas exploration and de-velopment. The French government permits its national companies to deduct over-

seas exploration expenses -against income derived within France. Japan, in addi-
tion to financial aid to Japanese companies exp)loring overseas, grants bonus ex-
ploration deduction. and has committed itself to support exl)loration in Alaska,
Southeast Asia, Africa, and the Persian Gulf. Many other consuming countries
are Intensifying efforts to encourage local ownership of foreign oil reserves, and
additional incentives are now being contemplated. For example, the countries of
the European Common Mlarket are considering extending uniform tax ineni-
tives to national companies for foreign exploration. Also, government-owned orcontrolled companies from various foreign countries have entered the industry
in increasing numbers and have proven to be aggressive competitors. Such state-
owned or controlled companies frequently have political and monopoly advan-
tages In their home markets and their actions are not necessarily determine(]
by economic considerations.

Despite these differences, American oil companies have successfully achieved a
leading position in the international oil industry. U.S. companies currently hold
more than half of the world's known oil reserves outside the United States, ac-
count for roughly 60 per cent of Free World oil )roduction, and own more than
half of Free World refining facilities. It would be unfortunate if the Government
of the United States took steps which in themselves could tip the scales in favor
of ou.oreign competitors.

Foreign oil investments' contribution to balance of payments and other U.S. goals
Our country's national Interest in providing for access to diverse and growing

foreign sources of oil is sufficient reason, in itself, to reject the current tax pro-
posals. However, there are other important reasons why these proposals should
be rejected.

One is the important which these investments have for our balance of payments.
The earnings generated by the more than $17 billion which U.S. companies have
invested in foreign petroleum operations make a substantial positive contribution
each year to the U.S. balance of payments and strength of the dollar. Last year.
U.S. receipts in the form of Income remitted from petroleum direct investments
and royalties and fees related to these investments amounted to about $2.5 billion.
In addition, these Investments have directly resulted in substantial U.S. exports
of capital equipment and other merchandise.

U.S. foreign investments in petroleum activities have also yielded a better-
than-average contribution to our balance of payments. Petroleum investments
have in each of the last three years contributed at least 44 percent of the income
remitted to the U.S. from all direct investments abroad, while these investments
represent a considerably smaller proportion-aibout 30 per cent-of the book value
of all U.S. direct investments. Various estimates made by experts outside the pe-
troleum industry suggest that, on the average, U.S. direct investments in foreign
petroleum operations are fully returned in the balance of payments in from three
to five years and result in substantial additional contributions to our payments
position in subsequent years.

At a time of continuing international monetary uncertainties, with our balance
of payments made weaker by the impact of persistent inflation in the United
States on the competitiveness of U.S. production, It seems clearly unwise to take
measures which would discourage the contribution U.S. petroleum investments
abroad can make to our international payments strength.

The foreign petroleum investments of U.S. companies have not only served our
national interest in .securing foreign oil resources and benefited our international
payments position, but also have contributed to other national objectives. Our
economic welfare has been enhanced by the annual returns these Investments
have brought to the United States and by the substantial annual exports of U.S.
goods and services they have generated. Moreover, the annual income received
from these investments abroad has resulted in substantial additional U.S. tax
revenues as this income is distributed to U.S. individual shareholders.

Another prominent U.S. objective in the postwar period has been to promote,
economic progress in the developing countries. U.S. petroleum companies have
made a substantial contribution to progress in these areas by directly creating
income and employment, and by providing host governments with substantial
annual revenues which can be used to finance their countries' developmentt. More-
over, American petroleum companies have frequently taken it upon themselves
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to build roads, hospitals, and schools, and to provide other facilities and services
not directly related to their commercial operation.,t

In considering the l)rovisions inI the 11ouse Bill, we must recognize that a
significant increase in the costs of doing business abroad-which could well
result from the various proposed tax changes-would inevitably restrict the
future contribution American oil companies could make to U7.S. national security.
to the balance of payments, and to other U.S. goals. A substantial impact is
likely to be felt in the process of bidding for new concession rights abroad. Cost
disadvantages for U.S. companies such as those which are entailed in the pro-
visions of H.R. 13270 could have the effect of (losing the door on U.S. companies'
participation in future promising areas for petroleum production. These pro-
visions would not only tend to discourage new U.S. petroleum investments abroad
and thereby retard future growth in earnings for our balance of payments and
economy, but could also have a depressing effect on the earnings of existing
petroleum investments. In today's competitive world, an investment, once it Is
made, cannot be expected to continue to earn the same returns, year after year
without additional investment in expansion and modernization. (ompanies must
keel) roughly in line with the industry's growth and technological advances. In
addition, of course, the foreign petroleum investments of U.S. companies must
continue to be competitive with foreign petroleum companies and to earn returns
at least commensurate with other U.S. investments abroad in order to continue
to attract the capital which is required for their growth.

PriMcipIc8 of U.S. taxation On forcign-8ourcc income
Concerning foreign-source income, United States tax laws have traditionally

sought to achieve equity among taxpayers and to prevent international double
taxation. As noted earlier, iany countries prevent international double taxation
simply by imposing no taxes at all on the foreign income of their corlxrations
which has already been subjected to foreign taxes. The United States. while
recognizing the primary claim of the country of source to tax, has traditionally
tayed the worldwide income of its citizens and corporations. Since 1918, the
United States has sought to avoid international double taxation by means of the
foreign tax credit. Thus, the United States has allowed credit against the 1'.S.
tax liability on foreign-source income for income taxes paid to foreign govern-
ments on such income. In electing this method of avoiding international double
taxation, the United States has long recognized that foreign income tax laws
might very well differ in rate and method of computation from those of the
United States. In arriving at the allowable credit, U.S. taxing concepts have been
applied even if the foreign country does not necessarily follow such concepts
in imposing its income taxes. That is. in taxing worldwide income, the same
rules for determining income subject Io tax have generally applied whether the
business operations were conducted in the United States or abroad. While this
approach has ensured that at least the U.S. income tax rate would apply. U.S.
taxpayers have also been allowed the choice of computing their foreign tax credit
on the basis of the per-country or the overall method of calculation. The general
result has been that the burden of income taxes on foreign-source income has
been either the foreign or U.S. tax rate, whichever is higher. Under this method,
the foreign tax credit cannot exceed 'the U.S. tax which would be due on the
foreign income. These concepts are basically sound and equitable, and should be
continued.

To (1o otherwise could effectively shut off further U.S. foreign investments.
As former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Stanley S. Surrey has mid:

"American investment would not proceed at all without the foreign tax credit
because then, as the Chairman pointed out, two taxes would be imposed and
the overall burden of two taxes would be so great that international investment
would practically 'cease."

Sections 431 and 432 and Section 501(a) of H.R. 13270, if enacted, would
violate the traditional principles followed by the United States of achieving tax
equity and of avoiding international double taxation. A more detailed discussion
of these provisions follows.

Section 501 (a)
While Section 501 (a) would reduce percentage depletion for oil and gas pro-

dution in the United States, it would eliminate the allowance entirely for

I Source: Hearings before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate,
90th Congress, 1st Session, on Tax Convention With Brazil, Executive Journal, 1967.
pp. 19-20.
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foreign production. Of course, this provision involves outright discrimination
against foreign versus domestic operations by U.S. petroleum companies. This
contrasts to the existing equitable situation in which the U.S. generally does not
require business operations abroad to pay more income taxes than the same
operations-would pay If they were conducted entirely In the United States. It
would be particularly harsh on U.S. companies operating in Canada, whose oil
industry is closely linked to the U.S. industry.

The various incentives and subsidies which foreign governments give to their
petroleum companies for foreign production have already been noted and are
described in Attachment I. In view of such practices on the part of foreign
governments, the elimination of foreign depletion for U.S. companies could
substantially reduce the ability of U.S. companies to compete with foreign com-
panics in seeking to acquire new concession rights In foreign producing areas.
In considering this provision we must recognize this fact and all its implications
for the Unted States national interest.

Moreover, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Cohen, in his appearance before
the Committee, has already pointed out that enactment of Section 501 (a) wouhl
do nothing more than penalize U.S. companies, with virtually no benefit to the
U.S. Treasury:

"... Our analysis of this provision indicates, in the light of our foreign tax
credit provIAIons, that after a brief period it will probably result in foreign
countries increasing their effective tax rates on income from oil and gas produc-
tion to 'sponge up' any additional tax revenue otherwise accruing to the United
States. Thus the denial of foreign depletion will increase the effective U.S. rate
of tax on such Income, Which tax the foreign govermnents will then offset by
Increasing their rates. The end result will be that the U.S. taxpayer will pay
additional tax to those countries, but no additional tax to the United States.

"For these reasons, the elimination of percentage depletion on foreign deposits
of oil and gas is unlikely to increase U.S. revenues significantly, and will merely
increase the burden of foreign taxes on U.S. businesses .. "

Similar statements have been made in the past to the Congress by former
Secretary of the Treasury C. Douglas Dillon 2 and former Deputy to the Secre-
tary of the Treasury Dan Throop Smith.8

Thus, any increased tax revenue would b lost to the U.S. Treasury -and U.S.
balance of payments. In addition, the likely impact of the higher tax burden on
U.S. oil companies' foreign activities would be to reduce earnings available for
distribution to U.S. stockholders and thus would tend further to reduce Treasury
tax revenues, owing to the reduction in taxable dividend income. This Impact
would tend to increase over time, as new Investments were deterred -by the greater
burden of taxation.

The Treasury has recommended deleting the provision in Section 501 (a) which
would eliminate depletion on foreign oil and gas production. We strongly sup-
port the Treasury's recommendation.

Section 341
For companies which have elected the per-country basis for calculating their

foreign tax credits, Section 431, In contrast to existing law, would not always
allow full credit for foreign income taxes paid up to the amount of U.S. taxes
which would otherwise 'be due on such income. In so doing, this provision would
introduce new discrimination in U.,S. tax laws affecting foreign-source income and
would in some circumstances result in double taxation of foreign income. There-
fore, we recommend that Section 431 be rejected.

In attempts to justify Section 431, it has been argued in the Ways and Means
Committee report on H.R. 13270 that the current law provides a so-called "dou-
ble tax benefit" to companies which incur initial losses in foreign activities and
are able under the per-country foreign tax credit provision to reduce their U.S.
taxable income in that year by the amount of such foreign losses. The first so-
called tax "benefit" is that the taxpaying company is able to combine profits
earned in the United States and abroad with losses incurred in the United States
and abroad 'in determining taxable income. The reasonableness and appropriate-
ness of combining profits and losses for tax purposes Is accepted in the House-
passed Bill, as It should be. This is a long-accepted and valid principle of taxa-
tion. The ability to combine profits and los,'es In the case of foreign and domestic

'",Statement on Hon. C. Douglas Dillon," Hearings before the Committee on Ways and
Means on the President's 1963 Tax Message, 88th Congress, lot Session, Feb. 7, 1963, p. 606.

'Dan Throop Smith, Letter dated May 6, 1958, to Harry F. Byrd, Chairman, Senate
Finance Committee, on, H.R. 881, Congressional Record, August 11, 1958, p. 16923
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operations I.s -Iinpjy consistent with tile U.S. principle of taxing the worldwide
income of its citizens.

The second part of the :,-o-called "double tax benefit," so the argument goes,
is sai(d to occur ihen operations turn profitable In the country in which the losses
were incurred and the U.S. taxpayer is then allowed credit for the foreign taxes
he actually pays on such income. This, of course, reflects the operation of the
foreign tax credit, which is required in order to prevent International double
taxation. Far from being a "double tax benefit," the credit for foreign taxes
paid avoids the inequitable situation in which the taxpayer's income would be
taxed twice.

Section 431 would deny to the taxpayer up to half of the credits currently
allowable for foreign taxes actually paid until the Treasury effectively "recap-
hired" In actual U.S. tax revenues the amount of U.S. taxes which would be due
oi Income equivalent to the earlier losses if no foreign income tare8 had been
paid. The point Is, of course, that when foreign taxes are paid, any further taxa-
tion of Income which has already been taxed at the U.S. rate, or higher, Is double
taxation which U.S. law has traditionally sought to avoid. The proposal would
not eliminate a "double tax benefit," because there is no double tax benefit.*

The following examples compare the results which occur under existing law
with the results which would occur If Section 431 of the House-passed bill Is
enacted. The first example Illustrates the results of the foreign country allows
the taxpayer to carryover his losses and the send example If the foreign country
does not allow any loss carryover.

EXAMPLE I-LOSS CARRYOVER ALLOWED BY COUNTRY A

For simplicity, assume that the taxpayer elects to claim the foreign tax credit
In the year he Incurs a foreign loss, that the U.S. and foreign tax rates are each
50%, 'and 'that foreign country A allows a loss carryover. The following example
shows what would occur under both present law and section 431, assuming the
financial results shown in Column 1:

Income or Foreign U.S. tax- U.S. tax-
(loss, tax present law sec. 431
(() (2) (3) (4)

1970:
U.S. business ................................... $1,000 0 $500 $500
Business in country A .......................... (200) 0 (100) (100)
Business in country B---------------------.. 1.000 $500 500 500

Total ........................................ 1,800 500 900 900

Foreign tax credit-Country B ................................................ (500) (500)
Net U.S. tax ................................................................ 400 400

1971:
U.S. business ................................... 1,000 0 500 500
Business In country A ........................... 200 0 100 100
Business in country B .................... 1,000 500 500 500

Total ........................................ 2,200 500 1,100 1,100

Foreign tax credit-Country B ........................................... (500) (500)
Net U.S. tax .................. ... ...........................- 600 600

1972:
U.S. business ................................... 1,000 0 500 500
Business in country A ........................... 400 200 200 200
Business in Country B ................. ... -1,000 500 500 500

Total ........................................ 2,400 700 1,200 1,200

Foreign tax credit:
Forcountry A tax ....................................................... 200
For country B tax......................................------500 500

Net U.S. tax .......................................................... 500 550

I Note.-This result occurs because sec. 431 would reduce the amount of the allowable foreign tax credit in 1972 by
25 percent (limitation fraction of $30012 400 instead of $40012 400 times the U.S. tax of $1 200) which has the effect of
doubling up on the taxation of the foreign source income in 1972. Although not clear from the committee report, statutory
construction of sec. 431 appears to require a partial recapture of the 1970 loss incurred In country A in 1971 Inthe amount
of $100 (not to exceed 5 percent of taxable income from country A In 1971 of $200) even though no tax was paid to
country A in 1971. If this partial recapture is not made in 1971 the inequitable tax result shown here as occurring in 1972
would become twice as great resulting in a $100 additional U.S. tax instead of $50 as shown In the example.
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Uider preseiit liaw, siown ill (Ndtinnn (3), the $2( loss lit country y A in 1970
rdtices the taxpayer's UT.S. tax ill 1970 by $100. in 1971, wheti $200 of incomt, is
earled in ( otntry A, lrasnt law results in a 11T.S. tax of $1M). Since (1oun'try A
il1po~ed HnO tax oll this illline, no foreign tax (rtdit .i; availlbt to satisfy tht,
IU.S. tax o)1 this intvinil. Thus, iii (lotittrie-s whii allow loss carryovers, whi
sufltcieit ini(om, is earned to offse-t the, prior loss, te 'taxlyr autoinatihally
wars t U.S. tax liability (41l1lal to the tarlle~r ivdlwtion In his U.S. taxes resultlng

front the loss. in 1)72, when lilt, taxpayer earns $40M of Inon Illn Votuntry A atid
pays $2(X) of foreign iconl, tax,s, hw owes no further 11.5. taxes Iallse of tht
foreignl tax credit.

ITnlder Section 431, shown lit (oltinki (44), identical results ociur- ill 1970 anid
11)71. llowever, in contrast to prt-sitnt 111,, in 11)72 Svttlon 431 would iiipost, it
further U.S. t-ax of $5) on the $4() income from country y A, thereby resulting
it dotlh, taxation. As a1 restilt of this double, taxation, the U.S. taxpayer in tl

oXai l)le bears lilt tft'tive intoilae tatx rate of (12.5 l'r cilt on1 his 1972 ivoniue ill
Country A. Of course, the effective rate- of tix which would result front the
(iouble taxation Iilposeld by Section 431 van be niuch highe-r, or slightly lower tho ii
o(curs in the exan vl)le,, dtp,(iHng oil tIhe ainotnt of Invoit, ca iled ili thie year
concerned. '1'Iie point Is that thl il uita1l e restlt of dotbl taxation ocicurs.
Moreover, this occurs despite the fact that thil, earlier reduction ili IT.S. tax
rtvetnut, resulting from tit, origillll loss was, In tffet(ct, "c'titl Ul''d" by li1t, I'6itd
States wh14.eu suflcihnt inlolt was tarndt to offset tht earlier loss.

EXAMPLE lI---I.0OH (ARIYOVEI NOT AIIOWu IY COUNTRY A

Assunv, the samie facts ias iii Exlullpl I e.Xceplt that country y A does not allow
it loss carryover.

Income or Foreign U.S. tax-- U.S. tax---
(loss) tax present law sec. 431

(2) (3) (4)

1970:
U.S. business ............. $1,000 0 $500 $500
Business In country A .... (200) 0 (100) (100)
Business In country B ....... 1,000 $500 500 500

Total ................... .. 1,800 500 900 900

Foreign tax credit--country B.. ........ ... .. ... .. 500) (500)
Net U.S. tax ............ ...................................... 400 400

1971:
U.S. business .................... ... . 1,000 0 500 500
Business In country A .......................... 200 100 100 100
Business in country B .. 1.000 500 500 500

Total .............. 2,200 600 1,100 1,100

Foreign tax credlt-country A ...... ......................................... (100) (50)
Foreign tax credit-country B.. .................................... (500) (500)

Net U.S. tax .................................................. 500 550

1972:
U.S. business ................. ... 1,000 0 500 500
Business in country A ................ 400 200 200 200
Business In country B ................. 1,000 500 500 500

Total ............ 2,400 700 1,200 1,200

ForAlt2 tax credit:
For country A tax ........................................... (200) (150)For country 8 tax........ ........... M 2 500)

Net U.S. tax ...... ........................................ 500 550

The results iii 11)70 are Identical to that ili the first exinilnh, Ill which ( ountry's
A allowed a foreign lo,4 carryover. However, in 1971, sluice nio loss (arryovelr Is
allowed In Country A, the taxpayer pays qt $100 'tax to Country A. Present law
permits the taxl'ayer to lalin a tax credit for the taxes pail to Country A tE) tl
extent that the U.S. would have imposed a tax Oi sd(h ilnconilt had It beeni eari,:l
in the United States. Thus, the taxpayer is allowed a tax credit of $100 against
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hIls IT.S. talx 1liblity onI thet Incomie fiin Country A. Also, lin 19)72, present law
allows thlt 'taxpayer a $2W4 credit for Inicomeit taxes p411(1 on tilt $404 of Incomeit
earnled l i (Nuinti'y A.

In contrast -to flte s;Ittuat Ion under present. law, Iii w ih itheit taxpaN yer paIys a taix
rate of 50 lx'r cenit on1 his worldIwide ivoine(, St'(ti on 431 wold fiIi)5 adlditionll
ta xes lin 11971 and 11)72. Thus, under Section 431 th apyrwudoeaU.S.. tax
of $50 li bothi 19)71 and 11)72 oni the( Income from C ount ry A. despite tihe fact that
stich hiineI~t had a irea13 lavi ta41' by ' ouitry A at thet U .S. raite. As at result, lin
11171 tile- taxpayer would hear an1 effective- 'income tax rate of 75 pe'r (ent, and III
11172 a tax rate of 6~2.1 w~r cenlt on his income front Cbunt-ry A. As lin Example 1, the(
effettctive rates of the( tax burdenl onk this inkCOme InI the( years8 following the( 1os
will dlelNeIld 4)1 'the autiouint of imcmne earned lin those years, and4 van he higher or
lower than flte rates s.howm.

i'roponii(ut.- Of Sectioti 131 i Oldl argue that the Im~pact, of doleil toxatioui such
mIS occur1s lin 19)711 mid 19)72 Is Jutsti tialde- heca use tite t axpayer's loss lin 11970 reduced
his worldwide 'taxable imwoiie and, thius, Is Uf. ax Ill MOO7. Without thle ald-

imll taix Iipose'd by3 Section 4131 . thi' tax payer would haiive it so-called "double
lieuietit.'': (1) thet r4'coginitionl of the(, loss incurred 'in 19)70) lin teternllning total tax-
able incomeit atud (2) 'the( allowaikce of at tax ('redit for In-omie 'taxes iid to it
foreigni government onl sill smeuent. incoine from tlhat country.

It is dtlllliut to see how taking a loss ito account lit determninlg w~orldwi1e tax-
ab1le involle vall lit' ('4)Ilsiderehl to he -anl undue( 'hieuiefit'' to the.' taxpayer. Without
rec (ogni1t ion of thej loss41, taxable Income4 would he overstate4l. Inl su~bseqenPt ymirs,
re ogitin Of inVomeIV talXes 'atually pa11(1to a foreign ('ouultry its legithuateceitls
agalinst U.S4. taIxes IjlojIxe on thet sime, foreign-source incoinc' is Just, eqjuitable,
anud essentlial to Iavoi( tht(' inlequuity' of double taxation of the( taxpayer's income.

lit addition to the results lescrihed lin the( examltles, If Section 431 Is enIac'ted
unrelated projects in at country lin which losses we-re Incurredl 1by a taxpayer
(could he burde(ned with double taxation as at result of the "recapture provisions"
relaltI ig to losses Int'iirre1 o11 earIler projects whiichi uever ean ed sub~seqluent
profits siffilce-ift to offset those' losses. This could affect completely unrelated
projects unldertakenl many years later. For exaniple, suppo)Ise at taxpayer Iitiated
unIsuc'cessfli drilling activity lin Country A li 11970, incurrinkg S-ubstai uil 1 losses Inl
thle early Years of 'the( decade. Supixse that lin 11)80, while continuing to carry
011t small-scalelt exploration atctiv'ity, thet, taxpayer decides that it would lit ec-
nianically att ractive to establish at fertilizer plant lin Country A. and exlK'cts
duringg thte first year of olw'raftlois to earn p~rofits. Under S.ection 431, even If the
taxpayer wolday13 foreign taxes onl his profit sit the UT.S. rate, hie would never-
thueless owve add~itionlal taxes to the(, UT.S. G~overnmlent 4)11 such Income11( becaulst of
tih' prior losses from his dIrilling activities. The i)roslx*ect of all additional ta x
burde'n oil the(, fertilizer l)rojtx-t, owing to losses oil unrelated earlier Operations.
could well manke an otherwise. attractilye ivllestmnt unlecoloicl for tll(- tax\-
payer'1.

Moreover, Section 431 w~old crea te tax I lliablitiles relating to eatrliehr 1 ses (,%-Pi
If the(- prope'rty' which hand given rise' to the loss wvas subsequently exprop~rialted( by3
at foreign governlnt'n't without chinl*itmmatitsit. To Illustrate, supiwlst i1tu fxpayt'1'
exiperience1 anl operating loss -of $50,0W lin lls braneih olierationllin (Country A
lil 19)71, tilt(] il 11)72 til(% goverilulent lin Count ry A expropriated without providing
anly ('omixik'll51tionl foi' the $20O00 worthy of I)roIK-rtyv Invlvetd. Although the tax-
payer would ie' allowed1 a tax (deductionl l)15ed(l thie( co4st of thle lprol~irt3' ex-
plroplriated, Section 431 would require hlim to Include. III taxable Incomle lit 11)71
aniliou11111t e41ual to thet, prior ope'ratling loss. Similarly, Se(t 14)1 431 would require
the creation of taxable iunm equal to p~rio~r losses lin cases lin which property'
whih'h gave rise to at foreign loss4 is su41bsequen1Ptly aba uIHIIdN or HOW( Off ait a loss8.
Thit Is. while the taxpa3'tr would be4 allowed to le'duc(t the amilounit of tile loss of
property, lie would al-so Incur at tax liability' for itine eqluivalt't to thet prior
loss.

Thus, the operation o)f Sect ion 4131 leads to 'tilt strange result that w~hen at tax-
p~aye(r Incurs ank operatillg loss5 followed iby at loss of p~roperty., taxablle. Income Is
somlehow ('reuted ouit of thinu atir. Ill these% Sitiitioiis It would 1111Ve V~ I)'1udl'1lll-
tageoum If tlit properties' hlad Instead bpenl destroyed by3 fire. or witimltorml, or
501114 other casualty, siie lin su~ch cases Setction 4131 w~old niot requlire the (-rea-
tioll of ileoll~e subiject to tax.

'rite Op1erationl of 'S'tlton 431 wVold il lit ' mottle ' case st'sverely (istrimlllilt('
alginskt foreign activities its to p~rec'lude 111111k3' new~ foreign veiltures for U.S.
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"if 0141. 1.iitm. IN Xevij4 1 i14' 111111 tioll 1 IiiI 4'I fle h i l 14ga Iding 1111I114.I1 11(1 41144'e i I 144
.IIINI ilh'41 4414 111 gr441111( Iiii 1 11113' 1'44'4'gll tax III 4'N44'N 44' flit- efftT4ive U'.S. tit\
ol4I iilit't'1l11 14'441114 IsNi II 1N4311y, It Works~. IIIII'13'l for 1111114I'lll coml4lIII4' JIN
444111I Il I4'41 t4o Jill 4)1 eit U . S. Ii ll 3'yerN with11' foreignI o1 44'ifll I. It vo'iplfl 411 1'I4'3 44ie 4
itil iiil '41 )11I' 4 4-ol fil '14' Il iit ly. liIVIIIillie I o oth4r 14441114I' lyers41 4'. t4o aIveraIge Ithe4
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respect the tax law is beginning to recognize the 'interal tioal anorrathi' ad
to grapple with the technical tax problems which it involves." '

As noted in tle( Hou,se Rewrt cited above the introduttion of the overall lii-
tation was based on the fact that many T.S. companies regard their foreign
activities its an Integrated operation outside the United States. Avcordingly, in,
such cases it is apipropriate, ald would reflect economic reality, to S1rmit such
companies tO computer the foreign tax credit on the loisis of income from all
sources oulsile the fUnited States rather than a country-by-country lasis. As ex-
plalned previously, the Integrated nature of the inlernatihmal oil industry snakes
it particularly approlria'te to willow IT.S. oil comnlnies to elect the overall foreign
tax credit. linltation, and thereby average together the high and low rates of
tax Ipid oil operations in all foreign area. Notwithstanding this fact. Setioi
432 effectively would deny 'the use of the overall concept to the mineral industry.
As was noted by Secretary ('olien before thils ('omnmnittee early last inonth, to
introduce a separate litation for tax credits on income from mineral lprmsluetiou
wolll effectively deny to mineral conijanies the option under existing law foir
conlaies to elect to calulate their foreign tNx credit on the basis of th, overall
limitation, while permitting all other Industries to continue to elect the overall
basis. Such discrimination Is clearly unjust and unwarranted.

Moreover, the prolposed limitation in Stetion 432 would have the effect of
double taxation of the income front integrated lx'troleumn activity es abroad.
Rather than allowing the averaging of the high and low tax rates. Section .132
would seek out individual parts of a taxpayer's Income in low-tax countries anod
Increase the tax to tile IT.S. level. In so doing, this provisions would effectively
require mineral Ilsiness operations abroad to pay more in-oemne taxes tha e li
same operations would pay if conducted wholly within ile lnlited Stlates. low-
ever, the end result would be a net gain for the treasuries of foreign governnfinst
with no significant Increase in revenues for the Tnlted States. This wvoul ovet.r
because foreign governments with lower Income tax rates would recognize that
if they increased their taxes on tile American mineral Indlust ry abroad, such taxes
would be creditable against I.S. taxes on the same foreign Income.

Conclusions
In our opinion, Sections 501 (a), 431, and 432 of 11.R. 13270 ought to h, rejected.

By increasing the tax burden on U.S. petroleum comalnles' operations abrmd, the
provisions contained in these sections could seriously inmpair the ability of IT.S.
vo)mpanles to comlfpte effectively with foreign companies in -the 'international olI
industry. This could affect u.S. companies' participation it ull phases of he
Industry, but the most .evere impact Is likely to be felt on the ability of U.S.
companies to olbtin concelon rights in new producing areas.

The national security interest of the United States requires that our country
have ready acess to growing and diverse foreign sources of oil 4o meet our expand-
Ing economic and military needs for energy. The provisions In H.R. 13270 relating
to the foreign activities of U.S. petroleum companies would place new obstacles in
the way of U.S. companies participating in the future growth of the industry
abroad, and thus would run counter to our national security Interest. Moreover,
by discouraging the foreign investments of U.S. petroleum companies and de-
livering investment opportunities to foreign competitors, the provisions would
be detrimental to our balance of payments and general economic welfare. Finally.
the provisions are inequitable, would result in double taxation, and are unlikely
to produce a significant amount of revenue for the United States.

Sections 501(a), 431, and 432 all would discriminate against forelgn-source
income, and -would unfairly increase the tax burden on U.S. Investors who have
made suhstantial foreign investments on the basis of existing tax law. Section
501(a) would discriminate against the foreign actillitles of U.S. petroleum com-
panies by denying them comparable tax treatment -to operations conducted In
the United States. Section 431 would doule-tax individual parts of a taxpayer's
income, while Section 432 would introduce International double taxation on te
integrated petroleum industry operations abroad by denying to the mineral indus-
try lone the effective use of the overall basis for applying the foreign tax credit.
All thece provisions woul seriously depart from valid and long-standing principles
of tax equity. We strongly urge that they be rejected.

4Remarks by the Honorable Stanley R. Surrey, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury.
before the Tax Institute Symposium, Washington, D.C.. October 25, 1962.



ATT'iACHlMENTI I

SUMM NARY OF" INCENTIVES~ (IiANiri) BY 1"OiIMiN (lOVEIN MENTH IN HFAT IIEtIII 1 11
PRiODUIT'iON O011,~l AND) OAS UNDER i'E,11OLEIIMI AND/Oil TAX L.AWS

.1 rf/('ftiflU
Iiiliiit'(ll1it l('ti'tl 41411111 il4)~wo41 for exploration t'osts ais well its amoitrtization

theit'io4f. Ali olititl i. livJailalllt -ti) deducttt t'xjlorat iOn expenses' aind normal
(IepIrec'illt loll ol 'apiial asst'ts against uionIixKt Fol('iii activities.

lecicorcrjI of c.')1dt~c~ -Atnxlayt'r Is jI'riitt'(l to recover allov aide capi-

priodutct ion illcollit, beolit'oii subljectt to Inicomeit im Th 1'iIs provision acct'umuitlates5
expi-nd it nrc t for fortlittlo1)1, t'pEr Ei/I'tllntutanld product ion its deduc-
louils aga inst future Intomet from thlit sitl' Ef pectrole'umi jirodutilon, I nvolne tax

is4 tilitis poistpoe l)unht il tit'- (eltdit't 1(1oils have la'eii fully offTset ligii ist pNix1ciiig
sid es. A ptrolt'tii explorait ioni company Is a llowed't tol tranisfe'r thet tax dedue-
t ion for anuy piroduilng or explorat ion t'xlxelidittires from itself to Its slharehlolders.
Ili this wily, thle slharehldeI~tr (-anl claim tit(' deducitioni for tihe stock Investment ii
ii t rl-)t'uuil texplorailon 'ompla ny against eurrt'nelt taxable inlcolnte aund tile (Id'-
ferre'd deduti on 4f thEt( xplora~tio c(1 omiayii Is colrresponiglgy mindut(.

I'urtiaul adiional dlt'duclfon. foiP Inl.Vcstme'ft.-A tdductionl for '/,. of the "calls"
oni suit rt's to) tlit sto'kiioldt'r Inivtesting ii tiit' ('xjiploin vt'ituire Is allowed. Since
tite exploration coflimany' iiiy c'limit tax deduc(tioni for Its exlwiditures, this will
result in ati aggregate tlt'duction of 133'. /4 bttwoven tin' vounpltny and its share-
holders.

D~irect sib~d'.-uiiisarte also( usedt to crea te favorable' 'ond(itIins for
pe'troleumn exploration activities. Originally limited to at subsidy of X tihe cost
of a1 colipl~aily's dl~rit(-ta gallctrililig progrmitinow extentleto Ituitde
off striuture drilling, detailt'd struicturte tdrillling, biorehole' surveys, anti get)J1ysi[
tail surveys emlo(yiung iminagte seismnic, griivinietric orF other phlysicatl inethltts
(of olbtil luitg lx'tFolt'ull t'XIII(t'itiot Iformnation)1. Both puist andl( future- sulisitdies
orie not taxable, hiut thet' taxpayer's deduction for e'xplolrationu t'elditures hats tol
be i't'li(''t bly thet aiiiotunt (if shuliitl3' rt't'tivt't. Thet gtivti- iit'it no0w pays ill to
3)%. (If tit'- cost of aill geophysical surveys anti test drilling opetrationsi. Iit tilt'
Clise (If stratigraphlit' drilling the limiit is 40%/.

Allows p~roduce'trs a tax-fret, reserve' limited to 50%' (of thet taxable )rxofits from
lirtdu('tioii. Such reserves muist lie relives.ted within 5 years.
flrifi.'4 Hondluras'

Allws ~ert'nag deleton lf271/ .~ of gross intcomte lumitedi tol 50)% of net
pet rolteum n c uomle a ftter royalies but before deplet ion. Inutanugib~le drillilug costs
a~re detltu'tible whet'n Incu'rred. liitetd to "Orlt of net ljetrolemn~ In'omelt lifter roy-
alties but before dep'letioni.

Allows jk'rentage depletioni at 33/,1% of overall p~rofits. All drilling, explora-
tioni and general operating txmts oil at com11ilalty-Wide bas18-is ust I)( deduceted bie-
fore depile'tioIiis cotmpluted.

Allows no(rmatul ix'renutage delettionu of 1007t of tbit gross Value of prothi('tioht less
anty i'opiilti' les 4) prtic'ipationls, limited to 351% of inet iuitont, 'befor't depletion.
Ill adlditionl, it special (lelpletioll ailowilmice, 'ompultted onl tihe same1( hise, (If 18% ill
thle vitst andt Sothteast Region, and 15(/% in the, rest of thet country, 1.4 alsto allowed.
'Ihe( totial of niormia 11( s''al tlt'depletiont 14 limited to 501% (If m'tt taxable, Income
Ill tit' Eaist anld souitleast Retgi and1( to 45%, li the rest Elf tile% ct'rity. Amounts
allowed liu spectiatl tlt'plttio u ttst lbt reintvestedt within three years lit xietroleutit
rt'latedt fitt'ilitlt's. Failure to reinvest results lin tbeir r'estoraitioni tol taxal lt l-
t'omel, bt tIvtr-ivest iienit mayl3 lht carried forwatrdlt N )1)3 p ly gailnst ftutrte re-
Invtestmleunt oligattionus.

i nl 'c'
Allows protducers it rtesterve ('411111 to 271/:% of the( gross value lit thle wellheatd

Eof thlt' crutde oil textrat'ted. This reserve is limiltetd to 50% of the tttet profit from



piroduiieon midn from t lie ftirs4t Stage (if I irtsit''45 ig ill tilit plivert'i's ti() rtiti-it 's
F~or i lie t ax exei t ion to it' ret ii dSuch 11i mon Uts 11111A~ lie rel vested wit Ii ii
YearIs, et Il tiiflt' way3 of fixedt ii ssets ort t'e.eii rt'l wo~rk fotr ilew discoveriles o)f
()If or gas. ort by3 tink ig Invest men t '4 Ill vei'ta n '4111 1 tpliles aipproved by tMet gm.~
ermtiit. I f not reivested wit hi i ti i ite Ii i11 it the reserve. is required t o lhe
restoredi to thev taxi X l 4 irotts or tit'. Itstti Iyeal V inti i i wi' ci sit'i pe3411' imt (
ex~pires, an td taild tim ord inary ictue.

(IcivilanI
Ut'rnni ( tltIitst it') till ('4111pa iiit's otist'a t I tlig tuit sle ( 'e rui ty 4t-mtiid i)t alit

through I )t'ceiiiler :1*1, 11)(41 tow htiterest loanus lin a 114m1mit s of up to 4) ' otf thle v4t sf s
of exlori ttiti. Such lils11 were repalyabile onlly whli coill u14iT'ti 1 pt lut'f ito iii was
olftli ilet. l'1xjiltorait lto f'or 4Wt lprottllet itIi of o11 ttnri tig thle years 1 951 ) I 1962 was
it prt'rtiplmitt'. There' Is it nmvi gtivertillt Iliti''tti vt for foreign olit-ra tiotis whliit'll

itiw proposal41i it ttal 4f I )'t 575' miion 14)1Ivll lit' aiii ltei'i ('1 nndt'r at ltai iiStlit'iit'.
1manl swiill lit'grei Witt l)tt fe lrifin' ~idtntsanli If tert Is lit) is
eovetiy, tit) repoyi3Iieif will he requl 1red. HEvmi wivit Idtiscoivery', up1 to 50c''' of' liet lo.'111
(-lilt be)4 iil u'dnder 44'rti li vit'eiitiistai nees. If flt II tnt itt'i Isit i itoi wa I'Vatlis it,

acquiring at prtitelvfle ftt'ht 4r share fi'45 t ii prod'in~g 4'tillll To.'i4 lit' t'ligillt

ttii't't ixtroleuni in 4 b'rnmit or'41'h liv l'4i4'tsl ig I'f rth'uiii1 wit Iil t 4hrtii ty pr'lim'

11 lxe-rli t o or ac ub idilr3 siit. Aimoev t is111113 (xX'1 11 ll IfS4 '..rtt grlt)pii o4 litse 1t1it'0
(lti oralgmt uhlli vmy.de foht'n it'tit new1 isman to'l t'e pl rei' ersels tifltis li r
stortplint w i Inot slit" on ('111 lit it t'o till( Itfler 1irbai. ITti .1reslililti .170 il
taid Itgs totine will 14'xt'nltiled.-1" f rlii VW.9-194-1 i 40

lilomign i8t'i''4'Iilit'y hell rtilui (tilvt It 1of'lee nthe tInvistmen'lit etist se ret

stoed,' bu(titlig rot'lt't Itn b fe of f oil.~ 41 I)'sp4iteryti liiradl t basis, of -mit'tb

thXist'I imilt lol wi lit' ca't'ndfo.'.at tnyas

Allow,.' ixreentlige' de'pletion lof )'27 of gross it ioile, littifitl to 50'', 4)f nt

Allow..s iv~entoge deplet ion 11ot' cotiiiilitit's col illvtilig p le iltili cxpot'it iti
"ati othe (ltevetitsetab1 lithe byt' (iti'(s, Cm illsfirnerepoa ol 'ielntii

All~%ofs Iwien etgiv, pltion of tti 50% tf tit't, iroticti, tiited ittli'f 14) of nvI
tangible proitll ildde.'otionvewtt ts fwel misu's Intanil'lling colso va rotlitv
e' e. Isseve can1 litrih florwt'tad ten yrs. 'jloa oi

tht' w ttei'ltiltittli irdeletini 2711,oumeei oiit tro t'isute' MONObto 511)1los ofne

Ilet t) ~i'the ig10 l havs noit'li invested tit'tsj ''~t fulk r lt'tfli The alri molit
114 'rtt'i 15i% redMIPS,111II10 11144 oWl i etIcm.Avret ldc o f



12) 4 *uli ra i uf l jig dIt'hf re4siltlullg 1'rtui lti 114 lit't't'?*- row m-eOP~i 4V'Xtl itt

it4) 4 Ilug t t'.lisiolt)gltJIIl giilljt lt'4' 4) oll e4'atIiloll 4114 iiitllilt l.

rl'lirti 41 tif ow''tlPtt vetureiii 1 Vt'we 'Is t'144'41oh il 1'4m4lls 1I t'~Iis 1 11rtjy Iii It s g

its Of it'Ihe (ttqt AC fte undtai Iig, an ud Jowlit t'x jdoni I I ventfure's by .Jii jsi nest'

1-twe ve uthese belleil T oai da'te.II Itheli ~ i V 1 ,M lifts l 4$)II 1 41. itl lt' I tei'li 1i1111101.

I)va,,1cstir inl4'4firc i'.'4 'ret-'ity 13. 'Ii'g)t1,irnmlif I& it, tlt. j)i-vtss 4)r tit-vo'opllig

Is Iiilv 14) ctI iely 4. i't'i'aIt' o 53 sftlfo cetf lp A4ist~i'l If I i4lidgaits reervest. 'ITere'

j)0451lbl It Y.

A llt)ws wert't'iit 1gt telt'imIi of1 27 ' tf wt'I Ilie4id va I tite less riN)4 If It'vs, I lilt I tt'd 1lo
10('c~ 4)f11'. it111114 Ii ad'I ullit'1 bltown. uelt't l. I nIi uigllds' 41 1' II lg t')st -41 1141 dry hiole'

costs i t 'A 41tli1f 111t4 mlice pisiltIl It)I Is 4Ill4 littI. I it)55t' uility lht ca 1-1lt'd IAnwwird
ftell y441 I's.

Loissiks 115lit'('4 he 'l't 1'rv ididt'tel'3.

flili of1 offshore't t)i andlt gas tl'loslf t fit', right (4)41 varry lmsets fmtuwar over int 1I5-3't41
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Turkey
Allows percentage depletion of 271/r/ (of the gross iticoie froni n' rdu('tio

after deducting rentals and royalties. limited to 50%/( of net inemnoe before (le-
duction of depletion.
United Kingdom

Cash grants of 20% (40% II certain onshore areas) for oil 1111d gas iqeK-'al i O1
onshore and offshore are available generally its follows:

(1) Geological and ge't)hysi(al expenses are usually eligible for gri'it
except for the cost of general surveys to deteriniie whether or not 'to begin
exploration in an area.

(2) ILase acliUisitioll costs are not eligible.
(3) Exploration, evaluation and production drilling costs qualify.
(4) Production equipment, certain pilpelines and drilling platforms iII-

cluding overheads qualify.
In effect all explora'tIon and drilling expenses (not in excess of investiuciut

grants) Incurred prior to proving reserves may he expenses. 'Thereafter until
production is achieved, both tangible and intangible drilling costs are capitalized
and amortized on a unit of production basis. After production is achieved, tmagi-
tle costs are still capitalized and amortized, but intangible costs are exelnel5l(d.
Losses may be carried forward for an unlnlmited number of years. All of tIe
foregoing items that require capitalization must be so treated because only an
Item that Is capitalized Is eligible for an investunent grant. If for tiny reason aui
investment grant is not received, such items may be exlensed.

STATEMENT or RoBEiEr G. DUNLOP, PRESIDENT, SUN OIL (COMPANY, I'IIILAJEI1, IIIA.
PA., AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE; 5II)-CONTINENT OIL, & GAS4 ASSOCIATION:
AND WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

SUM MARY

1. The United States eKonomy is heavily dependent upon petroleum energy:
oil and gas today provide nearly three-fourths of all energy consumed in this
country.

2. Assured supplies of petroleum are vital to the national security of the United
States.

3. With present tax incentives, the domestic petroleum industry has met this
country's essential petroleum needs.

4. Present tax and other incentives have enabled the industry to develop a re-
serve producing capacity amounting to 3,000,000 barrels daily in 1968.

5. Similarly, the United States today has a spare producing capacity-produiel-
ble and deliverable with existing facllitles-of 1,000,000 barrels daily, which is
available to meet emergency needs of this country and its Allies.

6. With existing tax incentives, the industry has made oil and gas availabi c
to consumers at reasonable prices.

7. Since it is based on production, the depletion provision is a particularly ef-
fective incentive for research leading to technological improvement; as such it
has contributed significantly 'to broadening the nation's petroleum resource bse.

8. Existing tax incentives have contributed significantly to improving the .inter-
national payments balance of the United States and to world economic progress.

9. Tax incentives have contributed to the conservation of natural resources by
encouraging the use of marginal oil.

10. The petroleum Industry earns only average profits on investment.
11. The petroleum Industry carries an overall tax burden equivalent to or ex.

ceeding that borne by other industries.
12. The combination of sharply rising costs and modestly rising prices is him-

iting funds available for investment; reserves of oil and gas declined both rela-
tively and absolutely in 1968.

13. Federal control of natural gas well-head prices is partially offsetting ti
effect of tax incentives and creating a serious supply problem for the future.

14. Increased taxes would likely result either in higher petroleum prices or iII
reduced investment; neither alternative is desirable.

15. Complete elimination of tax incentives would make the United States
heavily dependent on foreign oil: that dependency would range up to 48 to 5,s
per cent of supplies.
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16. This dependency could very well involve this country in a Middle Bast con-
filet, through our attempting to Insure stability Il the area.

17. Contrary to popular notions today, the United States is not running out of
oil. Neither Is it indicated that Alaska will produce enough additional oil to meet
our future needs.

STATEMENT

I ama Robert G. Dunlop, president of Sun Oil Company, Philadelphia, Pa. My
allparanov, today Is on behalf of the American Petroleum Institute, the Mid-
t'oiitiment Oil and Gas Association, the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Assoclation
and the Western Oil and Gas Association.

I will -attempt to give you an over-view of the present petroleum situation In
tit United States and of the likely Impact of proposed tax changes on that situa-
tion. Appearing with nie are Mr. William Spencer, executive vice president of
the First Natiomal City Bank of New York, who will discuss future petroleum
requirements and capital Investment needs; Mr. George V. Myers, executive vice
president, Standard Oil Company (Itnidan,a), who will evaluate the Impact of the
Prolpos.d -tax changes on domnestlc operations; and Mr. Emillo G. Collado, execu-
tive vice president of Standard Oil Company (New Jersey) who will close our
lren'tation with a discussion of the tax treatment of foreign petroleum
olperatlols.

My colleagues and I appreciate this opportunity to present the petroleum
industry's views on proposed tax changes for oil and natural gas. We feel strongly
that this Committee's decisions on petroleum tax policies will significantly effect
the Nation's future economic progress and its security. Accordingly, we feel that
it Is vitally important that the Committee's decisions be based on a comprehensive
review of the effect of the proposed changes on our Nation and all of its citizens.
it is our intent to contribute to this review by providing you with pertinent back-
ground information on the present petroleum situation and how it would be
affected by the tax changes now under consideration.

In providing ,an over-view, I will attempt to define the role of tax Incentives In
the Nation's petroleum progress; to place the Industry's tax payments, prices and
I)roflts into perspective; to discuss the relevance of petroleum tax policy to na-
tional security ; to de.scrlbe the present status of the industry ; and to look tt the
impact of tile tax proposals on the United States petroleum supply position.

First, however, I would like to state the industry's boa-sic position on proposed
changes In tax policy. It is this. Our experiences as oil men demonstrates that tax
incentives provided by the Congress it present law have very effectively achieved
the purpose for which they were created: to provide an incentive for development
of our petroleum resources. That our resources have, In fact, been effectively
developed is a matter of record-a record of which we in the Industry are indeed
proud.

We observe two kinds of pressure being applied for a reduction in petroleum
tax incentives. One is the pressure of emotional argument for boosting taxes on
oil companies, come what may. Tie second Is a more reasoned approach, recog-
nilzing tile netl for incentives but questioning whether the present level is
necessary.

The facts of the situation appear to be of little interest to those who have been
advancing the emotional arguments. But we are hopeful that the facts will be of
I)lrainount importance to those who are sincerely interested in reaching tax
plich'y decisionss that Will be in the long-run best interests of the people of the
United States.

We seek to be o1en-minded. We are not blindly opposed to change. If petroleum
tax policy changes can ibe demonstrated to Ibe in tile best interests of the American
Public, we will surely not oppose them. But we strongly oppose change based
on emotion rather than reason---lmange which is Inimical to tile progress of
tills Nation and to its security.

PETROLEUM ENERGY IN THE UNITED STATES

Against that ba(lkground, I want first to look with you at the role of petroleum
energy ill tile IUnited States today. I submit that It would not be overstating the
case to say that petroleuin is the virtual lifeblood of this country. The l)epart-
mant of tile Interior has aptly suinined up tile Nation's heavy dependence upon
oil and natural gas in these words :

"The importance of petroleum to tile natioal life of tile United States
at this particular moment in history Is abundantly in evidence. It supplies
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nearly three-fourthis of itil etiorgy conuil11e(. VirtttiI li11 ttt(Ive'tiit of goo(Is

('oluttl('88 ilitst ril jrove88t'8 etilly it exthvl vIy. Il11 tlilti-tetitlths 4f4 111
slcte-llealtig is priov' idedi by It. Al 1( itei 111)111-t tromt Its list- as at fuel,.
petroleitiiii f'orms1 the' likt' for ~s iliere't or Itil orgaic 1 citetiti s ma11tiurtlI-

till sldiirjII w ey arteit lit'rt today. I'ltetoleliIm 1 vititl to our volittry -so) vital

'Thi. indutstil rt'vo11lit 1411 wit , li s at m le imtsv (Ir (Iii P It)i'titro yin ttiiitst
11s livelt I'll tt'ly lhe cliii ri14teeized its filt eiit'rgy revltion t. Ou4 tii 11ty to4 silihst if itf

flit-ts 4)f itloderit life. ( S't' 11N llidt L1.
P'etroleumtt 1s also tessetil to ol)1W thelt'ttst ('IjatlIl3ilh talhouigh III t his lig oif

titteleaji twtllIN)ti8 SOIllet oliset-'t'5s seious1tly (lilii lig' this ie.I wvould rent I ad
tholst' (challenigters that, fotut111tt'1, tIt' nat its (If' ii ivorliliii t' -o rar a vo4i(i
liill. ill It Pis it tInva'i 11 (f So)lving lifteees. An Ai v e ti11 live IIItite hope t hat

they will voaltitie to do 8o. 1 onviivi11il rra re, 4)11 tiet otii her ha tis 1Imvely to
lit' with 114 for thet forestvale future. So Ilet roleitmn 18 now, and1( will contintt to
he, vital to our mit I4)tnil st'clirity.

1966i EnIg ConsuYC Mpk I1 Incorm
Exh~bi I (RrCePita gumlert n eiens of 1,) Pe~r Capita in U S Dollars)

United StatesEnergyCnd
c owmto UnRWe IWngdomonsumpftAustralia
and V~tGeran
incme Netherlandls
818 France

closelyJapan
Argentina[elated Bai

India
MO I 0 0 EX0t 200D 3D00

Souive United Not'30$

Although suirprisinig to many, thlet truth Is that lpttrolet'u Is becomnig iireiis-
itigly lintptrtantt to our diefenste c~apab~ility. lit INS41, dt'ft'lse Iprotrellit't (If
petroleumt per titan under iarmis w twwo' h e e pea1k World War 11 lerel- *ev'it
though thie fighlting fIt progress last year wats restricted to at very liite~td geo-
grapleI( area.

The D)epartmient of Defentse has piut It thtis way"'rtt The art that oil plays itt 'tilt defense posture of fte Uniltedt Stattes 18 vitally
Iiiiipiortlltlt. It Is at strategic 11111 eril an itotnlit of thlet few Itt'tis t hat Is ailsoltutt'ly
essetial antd foremotst itn tiht liitds of military commtlianders. Along with weaponlts

Ilil iy view, these NiOeS add1 toll ll ittes iil( conctluiont 'PTte fulturev of thlit
United Stittxs am we know It 1Is vitally (lIietiet upoit iassuredl supliets (if 4111.
llealistivaliy, we hanve only two roluttes to travteI It obitaining oll

(1) tiailng at strong domtestic Inidustry caalet IIf intet hg our t's-
,mtil Ileeds, or
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(2) turning itrt'easingly to firt'ign supplies and. tilt innately. i)mt)illg
dhilt' lidt lt 1l)n) t lmost' less selilre f(oeign smiIt's.

i'ETRtlET iM IEVEIOPM EN TS ' N lIEli I,'1TN TAX OI)ICIES

I'p through tite i'pstent day w'e iave (hosetil 1) travel thie 1 1irst rE tte, seeking
t( )tOvidt the ilti t'ttt ivtes II4,'t'1ssi r'V t4) assure i the (-()lt illtll ('t' f it strong otIilest ic
Ileridetni industry 'apilleht 4W metvling tite essential (Oil arid gas tiveeds (Of the
Nit t liot.

Was this i 'ise t4)1P4'se ()f I tl'o)I?

4'I0roh'UUl('c'Sl., fullyi .Inct
''lie rec(iord atilruns tllnt it was. For under pist 1111dl present I)4i'ies the I'l'ited

slt l es Ipt'ohllit l Ind st ry hits hIisthricily 111t the IKtl'4 dtl I sulply iieds (if
this .Niflhn tt ot t he sol ine tnirllbuhd lillltaslrbllhy tio the needs idf mlll

frIelds and al lh. 1 itet not rt'e'ottto this ('otuilie the inl*)r supi)ly trlses
we iinv sticesnflly inet in the pts.

It w4ull( 1,rillips Ie of ilitt'rest lit(d 'alto,. however, ti) shw lby exliule 11(m.
Ixt'tr'nli tax incetivs. w 114l'ig litVl4lutlhn with 0lhr Incnt1, jves, hltve
cotrlibted( Ito lite deve'hqpllentl (f mtlt'I. l't.hd lltl' resmll't's.

Att lit lO 1s t)f World Witr II. tit- hitnvy wit'r-t bllttt, i n )I t ilIted states
ilt'tei lsut p slplie s lu d resulted ill 11 siltt l1) whiert, pIj mliiti'e t'ca plct tiy wits
barlely e'4ual1 Ito dhlnulnd.

Th'le tax illvel, niv'ts, together with lilt, thrust o~f rising lprivets during tilt, hitt,
1t40's. tnlabh d the Industry stteadily ti)1'l)V the suply siti tbtt. lBy 1955.
its show i i ExllbIt. 11, we liltd rese'rv'e cailty of Ior'e thini 2.(),O(M) luil's
dlly. It 1968. reserve capait'ly was 3.(X),0) hurreis dally.

Exhibit I

RESERVE CRUDE OIL PRODUCTIVE CAPITY
nw or19451966

14,000 x Estimated
o N.PC.

12,000 9oA. P.1. ' , . . . ... .

10,000 ~~~~~RDCT~I VE ' WRDCIN., .

8,000 . . , . .

6,000 WD,. CTI • ..

4.000

945 46 47 48 4950 51 52 53 54 6556 57 589 6061 62 63 64 65 667 68 69

I suggest that this is a dranlitc dtnmstraton of the role Ihlayd by tilt- tip-
Iph, lon provision aintd other iltcentives In helping to lissl'ne Ild(41iute suplih's of
Iet'roltni for the Illtited Srates.

To carry thi disclii.slon one stp further, we itlight with prollt examine our
present avablabh, spare lrodluitlg ailjac'bty it the light of iNwtenthl reqlulre-
tlletits. I ain referring now to deliverable (acity--tlal ctiaiilty which c(an I
prodliuedtl and translrled with existing faeiliit Is.

I cal chest dennii4stratt' this by i)bsittg a hiyliwthetlcb('ill ti. Asstillit for i
ulUoilpitt t Middle East war il which the unitedd States, ('aunada, Western Europe
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and Japan would be denied Arab bloc oil-that is, all oil from North Africa 11n(l
the Middle East with the exception of Iran.

Assume also that. the United 'States, Canada, Latin America and Iran choose
to supply oil to the maximum of their ability to Western Europe and Japan,
which are heavily dependent on Arab bloc oil.

First, what would be the oil supply position of the United States and Can(Iada
in this hypothetical situation? And, second, what would be the combined position
of the United States, Canada, Western Europe and Japan?

A table demonstrating the supplies that could be made available iII relation
to requirements Is attached as Exhibit III.

In response to question one, the figures show that the United States an(l
Canada would lose 400,000 barrels daily of supply from the Arab Bloc. However,
our country and Canada have a combined spare capacity of some 1,200,000 barrels
daily, and could cover that loss.

EXHIBIT III.-EFFECT OF LOSS OF ARAB BLOC SOURCES OF CRUDE OIL FOR THE UNITED STATES,

WESTERN EUROPE, AND JAPAN

[In thousands of barrels per dayl

United States Western Europe
and Canada and Japan Combined

1968 requirements ----------------------------------------- 14,700 12, 700 27, 400

Available from-
Domestic production ------------------- ------------ 11,700 400 12, 100
Present production from non-Arab sources ----------------- 2,600 3,000 5, 600
Spare capacity:

United States -------------------------------------- 200 800 1,000
Canada ------------------------------------------ 200- 2 ---------------- 200
Iran and Latin America --------------------------------------------- 1,100 1,100

Total available sources ---------------------------- 14,700 5,300 20,000
Shortage ------------------------------------------------------------------- 17,400 7,400

Total ----------------------------------------------- 1 4,700 12,700 27, 400
1968 imports from arab sources ------------------------------ 400 9,300 9,700

I If the United States were to share the burden, there would be a shortage in the United States and a correspondingly
lower shortage in Western Europe and Japan.

In regard to question two, by making the best possible use of existing pipeline
connections between the U.S. and Canada, we would have, together, remaining
spare capacity of only 800,000 barrels daily. Assuming that we made this oil
available, and that Latin America and Iran similarly made their spare capacity
available, Western Europe and Japan would then be short 7,400,000 barrels daily,
or 58 per cent of their needs. If the U.S. were to share this burden, there would
then be a shortage in the U.S. and a correspondingly smaller shortage in Western
Europe and Japan.

This example clearly demonstrates two important points. First, the United
States, with its total deliverable capacity of 10,000,000 barrels daily, is the buil-
wark of Western oil supply. And, second, even with the spare capacity now avalil-
able in the United States, there is a significant gap between oil supply and normal
requirements In the West. We can permit that gap to continue to grow only at
our peril.
Petroleim Provided at Reasonable Prices

In addition to stimulating the development of adequate supplies of petroleum
to meet our domestic needs, existing tax policies have helped to make that oil
and gas available at reasonable prices to consumers. In terms of real purchas-
Ing power, the average price of crude oil has declined In the iielghborhood of 20
per cent since 1926. Price comparisons over a more recent period show that since
19;-7-59 the wholesale price Index for (rude oil has risen just five per cent while
the Index for all commodities has increased by 13 per cent.

Gasoline prices, excluding direct taxes, are up only 10 per cent, or approxi-
miately two (,ent.4 per gallon, since 1926. Over the same period, the consumer price
index has doubled. Again, over a more recent period, the price of gasoline has
advanced approximately 10 per cent since 1957-59 while consumer prices gener-
ally went up some 28 per cent. (See Exhibit IV.)
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Technological Advances Benefit the Nation
I also want to point out that tax incentive have helped to create benefits for the

Nation over and above the development of adequate supplies of petroleum at fa-
vorable prices.

The depletion provision, for examlIe, through encouraging investment in the
industry and helping to keep it strong, has spurred technological advances in
finding and recovering America's oil and gas. The economic impact of these ad-
vances has been substantial.

It should be emphasized that percentage depletion is a particularly effective
in*ntive for research leading to technological improvement, since it is based on
production. A direct subsidy to exploratory drilling might stimulate that activity,
but percentage depletion stimulates both exploration and technological advance
after discovery. Percentage depletion rewards the successful explorer in propor-
tion to the amount of oil he finds and produces--and hence in proportion to his
contribution to the national interest. After successful exploration, it rewards
successful research designed to Increase producibility of the reserves discovered.
It applies in neither case in the event of failure because it becomes effective only
when oil is produced. In contrast, a subsidy applies regardless of failure or
success.

In exploration technology, improved drilling capabilities have enabled the
industry to recover oil and gas at depths that were formerly impossible to drill.
In 1930, the deepest well yet drilled went down only slightly more than 9,200 feet.
Today the industry is drilling below 25,000 feet.

On another front, offshore drilling in the United States was negligible until
the latter half of the 1940's. Today, in contrast, offshore production accounts for
some 10 per cent of oil output and 12 per cent of gas output, and the offshore
search is one of our brightest prospects for the future. Again, Improved technology
was the key.

To cite one more example, Improved exploratory and drilling know-how is
playing an important role In tapping the tremendous reserves of the Alaskan
Arctic.

Technological advance is also opening many new horizons In older fields once
thought to be nearly-depleted. Before World War II, production was limited to
primary recovery-pumping out the oil until the flow became so small as to be
economic. This procedure left five or six times more oil in the ground than was
recovered, with only 15 to 20 per cent of the oil in place actually produced.

The development of waterflood and other secondary stimulants changed this
picture sharply. By upping recovery to 30 to 35 percent of the oil in place, the new
techniques have esssentially doubled the Nation's recoverable reserves.

I repeat, technology has doubled recoverable reserves. It has increased the esti-
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ma-unic(turing ('omlplls III onuly two of -the last 1(0 y'ers. ( See Exhibit V).

Exhiit R20

Return on 1 Petroleum I

net assets
12Petroleum 10

IndutryAllManufacturing
and all6

2 1 f IafterTax s_ _ _ _ _

01t~ luI~tmicySn
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hig tha lii (rme 14y othl' inii-iS rus VenI t110ugh1 its Aid('WiI inVolnie tIill 1 Is reV-
duced by' te deption p41lro)visionI. ILotwerI Iicome taxe I Ilre 11 offst 143 t1he lieavier.
hllrd' 41'4) of ' oti dir(et Illv x i's c 118 5t'VI1VP''iltt iii 41r1 IKt3 tliXt'5. AS at IeSult.
studies lii e shiown Mil t iii t 41 a xes 1)11 d by3 t'e jpet rolilli indlistrP3, i'xclisiv'
or motor01 f'iv' i iid excise' tii xs, inl IMO, Were' equ iva h'nitto 6( .0 14'!' cenit 4)1 rie'nm's.
N't' Exhiilt VI1). M iling anid ii ufactuiiig voirlo)1'tti 11)151)114 direct taxes

t'll11OIVl~'iIt 14) 5.8 IWP CVtiit (41 retvt'Iiii(' III thiat 3'eilr. a lid Jill hulsiless ('4r144iilt buls
1)111( IIxI equi 41111 toS *LX l4t Of 11-0'0l110S.

Exhbi X6.03 5.84

tax burden
-1966
exclusive
of excise

taxes
(cents per dollar

Petroleum Mining All
and Business

Ven sawlig Corporations
Uu,','enit pr'oblems. and, future p1'o8seets

Against that. hlfl(gl'otili of paist ('xj4'irielie, I would like niow~ to direct your'
Attention to the petroleum Industry's present situatIon and to Its fitii' prospects.

Very frankly', tht lidustry' today Is ey'ebaill to ey'eiiall with some ve'ry se'riousi
lpoblemis. Steill (1 ilid ,41114t isatil iiicrvaiiN 54' iii Pt i'lettii demndit liiie col('l1ide'd
heaid-on with sharpl3'-1'sing oil finding 1 iti tlt'liielit costs, with the result thalt
ireserv'es i'ehiti e to rirtemen '(lit'its havet'lieen dechli1n11g. 1 itist year the dee) ine was
not 01113 i'ehiilvt, hnt absolutte. P roved 14et roleiii ieseri'ves dr'oppedl across-the-
hoard during I1915, wNith tlit life' Index of cr'udte o)11 reserves falling to undter 14)
years and1( that of nalturail gits reservets tlecrtasing to) less than 15 p'iii's. ris tfiocs
nolt InlitltI t nle tw Alaskaireserves which ire still lieiiigetiluitd.

ThIdu s l(11tr's capab11ility to rtespiond suc'cessfully' to this Oilt ilge could well lie
dtiindb tiili t he 43 elt''csionis indt h3 t hits Colinit tt't' For Ithis reason~i I will take'
it ftew inioitnts to dt'hitnttt ()III' niajor difficultis.

Virst, the dotieste I(industr I'3 s c'autght squa rt'13 btetweeni sharply i'isiiig costs
anld miodeitehy rising p~rices. As I niottet earlier, the price' of crtide o)11 hals i'isenl
i'tlisideribl3' ltss thial tihet whiolesale price itex over tin' past5 d'cadte. ()it the'
o~theri li111id, inlitioli hits biooste'd (exploraion cst's shairply, and, mnore signiti-
e'alitl3', 1111it co(its halvei been rising bietause ftewter gianit fields ar' iing (1isc.ov-
eired. This upward trend lit unit costs Is likely to continue 511i(e the nvajor nuew~
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successes are occurring in offshore areas and In Alaska where per well costs ire
several times higher than onshore ventures in the "lower .18." Parntlietically.,
it should be recognized that it tit, long run tie cost. of crude from Alaska's North
Slope will likely average substantially above the unit cost of the enormous 1eld
initially discovered.

While improvements iii exploration technology have helped to offset rising unit
costs a gap continues to exist, particularly in onshore ias where ecoaonic cx.
ploration ventures are becoming increasingly searce. A similar problem exists in
regard to recovery technology. The most attractive opl)ort unit hs have already
been developed, and further exlmnsion will be dependent upon improved economics
based on new technology and the continuance of effective tax Incentives.

The natural gas problem differs somewhat from that of crude oil in that the
federal government has provided in entives with one hand Jund taken then awylly
with the other. In other words, the positive effect of tax ilncentives has been offset
by Federal Power Commission regulation of well-head naitura gas prices. UTnder
regulation, natural gas sold in interstate commerce Is priced below its free market
value. In carrying out its gas regulatory respotsibillties, the Commission hits
unfortunately focused its efforts on costs at the expense of supply. It has at-
tempted to apply regulatory techniques develolK'd for public' utilities to an in-
tensely competitive Industry where surviv-al delpnds on not investing in low or
negative return areas. As a result, only the most favorable natural gas prosl'cvts
warrant Investment in an exploratory venture today.

The serious nature of the present situation was pointed up recently by Federal
Power Commissioner Albert B. Brooke, Jr., who declared that the gas Industry
today faces a "crisis situation." lIe said that the most obvious, urgent and press-
lg problem Is that of gas supply. and that the next five years "may well prove to
be the crucial years." Estimating that demand would grow tit a 5 to 7 per cent
annual rate, he added that it was unquestionaly certain that (hminfit ling or
modifying any of tMe provisions of the tax incentive package would lead to higher
consumer prices or more restricted suppllem.

,In spite of the gas Industry experience, it aplxars that some observers would
like to see the cride )roducing sector of the lIetrolenit business follow the sitne
course as that mandated for gas--to produce at inltnimnU short-rt costs regard-
less of the effect on suipily and long-rin costs to consumers. If we had followed
this advice in the past, the giant fields where our resrve productive capacity is
concentrated would be largely depleted, and encouraging new discoveries off-
shore and in Alaska would probably not have been inide. A4 a result, we would
have no reserve capacity today and we would be unduly dependent on foreign oil.
In contrast, I believe that proposals for modification of the incentive structure
should be directed toward increasing ti, efficiency of resource developinetit ini
the long run.

Problems exist also for Mnited States oil companies oipratig abroad. First,
ecotonic factors have led to a deterioration in return ont investment. Second.
host governments, to further improve their poitios, are estaldishing national
oil companies and demutnding partdleltatory shares in the develop ent and sale
of their cride oil. At the same time, rude detlcint countries at-1e estaiblislling
their own oil companies to discover and develop new supplies. As a result, UInited
States tirin,4 fnd tit( goiig Increasingly diflcult. They must compete with nation-
ally supported companies to obtain tilt, right to explore and develop new areas.
and then, having done so, ulst compete with national produchig conpaties iWi
selling their crude in foreign markets.

In the financial area, sharply Increased caiital requirements post' additional
problems for the Industry. t will mention just two points for your consideration.
First, there has been a suh~hntial Increase it the debt to equity ratio of the
larger oil companies. Since this trend cannot, of course, continue indefinitely. my
further reduction in i eternally generated funds must neces.s-rily lead to r,-
duced expenditures on petroleum exploration. And. second, Iresent tax propos-
ills that would reduce tie availability of funds to Independent operators will im-
mediately and directly reduce their exploratory activities.

As I noted earlier, the i troleum industry i not excessively profitable. To the
extent that tax change proposals are geared to the iussumipton that it is. they are
off base, Indeed.

In brief, our present petroleum situation suggests that the industry today
requires Increased rather than reduced incentives.

THE IMPACT O HIO0hER TAXES ON PETROLEUM

Now. in the light of Mhe current petroleum situation and the lrobletus faced,
what would be the Impact of higher taxes bn the Industry?
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thiese' cotpa il)es ar II vlos4' agr~eeit with I projettiols made by tie( I' nit ed
States I ejni l muienlt of the In1tei-'or, wivi l pred left- t'1 'I per eit (optliist Ic) wi
68Sw j(it (lt~jt1k mu 1lst it) delk-idenley Atli foreignl oil by I1N'W) If oil In11irt 44tit rots
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during thec 1,10's

Cities sevice Os

Phillipis
8ollio.. .154

Average. . 5
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801tMr.: Colinjuuato'd ul o il IItI t stli muisls ill t Jully i169 to Ow ai' t:ielw Tiask Force. oti 011 Iml wi
(Control.
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EXIlmutiT V111

Share of l$968 free Icorld crude ft ill ro'serT'TS Oil Isid North A ,,ur'ria
Areas: Pe'rcetfl

Persian (hilf countries -- . . . . . 75
North African countries .. .i

Indonesia.-. 3
All other.- - . . . . .. 7

Total.. 100

Aral) nations.......- 7. . . ..- - . . . . 1
IOrganiztom of Pe~troleum Exportinig (Cojjtrivs.
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of additions to proved reserves in the ground will have to be 57% higher in
the 1970's than in the 1960's.

4. Making conservative assumpltions concerning the co-t of raising the rate of
discoveries to this extent, the petroleunm industry will have to attract, for (1o-
mestic exploration and develolmlent alone, as much as $70 billion for the 10-year
period through 1080.

5. in attracting cal)ital on this scale, the industry will be lrl'e1lred by lie
likely continuance of monetary stringency in the eutionmy as a whole ; also, by
tle fact tlat tle liquidity of leading petroleum coipalies ha1s beel declining,
while their dependance on long-term debt has been rising sharply.

6. The ability of the industry to finance its greatly-increased exploration adl
develolmlent will depend upon its future ability to maintain and inlmprove its
irotitability. When related to investments, its profits are at best average 111l(1
significantly below those of other industries facing a lesser degree of risk.

7. The tax structure should be designed to enable the industry to meet ohir n-
tional energy goals. The prolnsalso before the ('ommittee do not meet this test.
They are not simnle; they are not stable; and they are not in tue with long-
term needs.

SrATE MEN T

I am William I. Spencer, Executive Vice President of First National City Bank,
New York. My appearance today is on behalf of the American Petroleum Insti-
tute, the Mid-Contimient Oil & Gas Association, the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas
Association and the Western Oil and Gas Association. For many years I was
directly associated with the iwtroleuni and mineral activities of our Bank. I
therefore feel honored to appear at these iili)ortant hearings, and to dise.iss
with you a few of the basic problems presemited by so11 of the lt'olmosilis 11ow
being examined by this Coimittee.

Since the imnlpoitance of energy to the national economy has already been so
clearly set out by Mr. I)unlop, I shall confined my remarks to two broad areas.
In the first place, I shall briefly discuss the importance of petroleum il strengtenl-
ing the United States positionn in international trade and palymeits. Secondly. I
shall urge you to consider most carefully the industry's capital leeds.

On the first pwilnt, let tie make it clear that I have no doubt of the advantages
to the United States of a growing flow of international trade and Imayienits. I
have just returned from a visit to Africa where I was struck by the extent to
which American people, American capiital and American ideas are not only work-
ing to Increase our income but also to strengthen our image in the most remote
places. To forget the interdependence of tile United States and its trading lparl-
ners abroad would be a little like trying to runI Manlattan without the tunnels
and bridges connecting the Island to tile mainland.

Yct the balance of payments problem will remain with us for years to colie.
International liquidity and the strength of tile dollar are likely to be matters of
great concern for policy-makers here In Washington throughout the 1970's. I
this International context, 'the imlwrtaice of pet roleum is well known. It occupies
first place in seaborne trade and foreign earnings. No change in the tax treatileilt
of this and other mineral industries should be attempted before carefully weighing
the Impact oi international payments.

Our Bank has often expressed concern over tile lw)11cy of restricting capital
outflows by the system of controls introduced early in 1965. Similar objectios
would aplply to tax changes likely to Interfere with earnings front direct invest-
meats abroad. Over tile years, petroleum investments abroad have shown their
ability to earn a return on book value apreclally better than that of other
investments aboard.

The net effect of the foreign investment activity of the petroleum industry has
been an inflow of funds of nearly $1 billion annually. Not only has this been most
important in sutprtlng the national balance of Inllents: but it has also great tly'
strengthened the economies of developing countries. In key countries In Asia and
Africa, as well am in international shijlping. more than half of United States
direct Inve.tinent abroad has been channeled into oil and gas ventures.

Needless to say, an exact accounting for these benefits is difficult to make. 0n
the minus side is the outflow of capital and tile cost of tanker mid other foreign
services. But the cal)ital invested abroad gives rise to far larger plus items.
There are exports of services such as fees and royalties, and exports of merclal-
dise such as products, eluilmient and letrochemicals. There is also the sizable
return flow of earnings remitted back to iarent colmpanies. In 1967 (the latest
avalla-ble year), this amounted to almost $2 billion. Without these earnings, tie
United States balance of payments deflit would have been half its large agaii
as that actually recorded. This seems a good reward for the outflow of $1.1 bil-
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lloni that took place in 1967 in order to suplxrt investments abroad. Indeed, most
of the capital now required for this purpose is not drawn from sources Ill the
United States, but from earnings made and reinvested abroad and from sums
raised from Investors abroad.

Now, gentlemen, I shol like to turn to the capital outlok. Specitially ou
Ijtroleuni, I should like you to look at ,xhIbit. 1. We have prepared it to show
the trend of capital investment In the petroleum Industry over the past 20 years.
You will note that the net assets of Ulnited Shttes petroleum companies have
grown from $9.2 billion in 114S to $47.5 billion in 1968. The reason investors
have been willing to risk their money ill this business Is, of course, that they
were alticlpating an adequate return on their money. Tax incentives played
an important role in attracting investors to this industry. At the same time, the
industry's profits have not been excessive, as Mr. Dunlop las demonstrated.

Exhibit I

CAPITAL INVESTED IN THE PETROLEUM INIIUSIRY
1948-196D8
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There seenis to be an ill)ression, expressedl during tile learilngs early Il
September, that these tax inlcetives are expendable. I support the case for shar-
Ilg the tax burden as equitably as possible. As the President hilinself has l)lInted
out, taxes can be made fair-but not popular. Reducing the mineral tax inen-
tives, as now under discussion by this Committee. might be lPol)ular tolay. But
will it be popular 10 years from now? In tile long run, because of tile danger
of an energy shortage, I do not think it would be wise or fair. In fact. during the
1970's, tax Incentives for mineral production will be even more essential than
during the 1960's.

I am not sayillg that the tax system should be left unchanged. But any tax
system should meet the tests of being simple, stable and in tune with long-term
e(ioul(nie needs. Insofar as the mineral provisions are concerned, I do not find
that tile proposed measures meet any of these tests. The proposals now before the
committee e appear to make the system even more complex. They appear to under-
inile the stability so vital to productive ilnvesnient. And they conflict with long-

term needs by adding a bias in favor of consumption and unfavorable to invest-
ilent at .a time when the nation is struggling to rein in an inflation that threatens
to run away.

My eoncern extends 'across tile whole range of minerals. Coal, uranlum, copper,
and other basic resources will be essential to our economy In the future even more
than they have been in the past. Oil shale will one day (lie into its own as a
major snirce of the nation's energy. But, in the rest of what I say, I shall be
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focusing on oil and gas. These provide the foundation for the largest industry ill
the mineral group. Moreover, the added petroleum tax load proposed in the mill.
eral provisions of HR 131270-over $500 -million out of a total of about $600
million for all minerals-is far larger than for any of the other minerals.

Looking at the petroleum industry from a banker's viewpoint, I see no reason
for overconfidence that this country call successfully cope with the petroleum
demands of the 1970's. I see no justification for a crack-down on the petroleum
industry. Instead, I think the industry will need all the cooperation it can get
from this nation. Let me tell you why.

As a banker, I am uneasy about the petroleum industry's (ap1ialm outlook-how
much capital It will require and how much it can obtain. I see all too little basis
for the confidence that was expressed by Administration .spokesmen before this
Committee concerning the adequacy of the capital supply.

In the first l)lace, there is the shortage of caphil in the economy as a whole.
With the big corporations-and even the Federal Government-having to pay 8%
or more on recent bond and note issues, the present stringency is clear for all to
see. Nor do we expect any early relief. In a recent 5-year forecast, we came ul)
with the prospect of a sh-arl) increase in the need for both short and long-term
borrowing by leading United States industries. For petroleum, we expect to see a
drastic increase il the use of outside funds, with the total of short-term borrow-
ing being doubled by 1974.

This trend has already set in. Over the past 10 years, the call for outside
financing has obliged tile five largest international oil companies based in the
United States to step I) the long-term debt coml)onent ill their total capitaliza-
tion. Their long-term debt has risen sharply-from about $2 billion in 1958 (9%
of the total) to $6 billion (17%) last year. There comes ai point beyond which
even the strongest company (annot continue to deelXnd on borrowing to finance its
expansion plans.

In the second place, the needs of the energy sector as a whole are bound to
mount rapidly. By 1980, we expect, the 'nited States to be consuming nearly 95
quadrillion British thermal units of energy (see Exhibit II). This would repre-
sent an in-crease of more than 50% over the present total of 62 quadrillion.

The expected demand for energy in 1980 represents some 45 million lbarrels a
day of crude oil equivalent (see Exhibit III). Some 42% of it will actually come
from oil-including a small contribution from synthetic fuels, such as shale oil.
Over 25% will come from gas. But this leaves some 33% to come from other
sources. One of these will continue to be coal, which will contribute nearly 18%.
Other -sources may include 12% from nuclear power and 3% from water power.
The new energy sources are likely to prove quite as capital-intensive as petroleum.
To an unparalleled extent, oil companies will be competing with other companies
for the capital needed to secure the nation's energy supply.
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Exhibit Xl

Distribution
of Total
Energy
Consumption
in 1980

Let us next look to the future, and try to apply a yardstick to the capital
requirements of the industry in the years ahead. At the outset and very broadly,
let me say that, over the 10-year period 1970 to 1980, the petroleum industry may
require at least $70 billion for domestic exploration and development expendi-
tures alone. This average expenditure of $7 billion a year would be more than
half as high again as the average for the last 10 years.

Even this figure may prove to be a low estimate rather than a high one. It does
not include at least $5 billion for transportation investment. Further, it makes
no allowance for the possible impact of inflation or for the cost increases due to
exploration at greater depths and in less accessible areas. Here is how we arrive
at our projection.

We estimate the energy consumption in the United States will grow at nearly
4% a year during the 10-year period 1970 to 1980. We believe tkat, through 1980-
and for a good many years thereafter-petroleum liquids will continue to furnish
the energy for almost all our transportation. This market, together with petro-
chemical feedstocks. will provide a strong springboard for the growth of total
consumer requirements for petroleum products.

In 1980, according to our estimate. United States consumption of petroleum
liquids will reach 19 million barrels daily, nearly 6 million barrels daily more
than we consumed last year. (This forecast, incidentally, falls within the same
general range as a number of estimates prepared by other groups.) Assuming
that imports continue to provide 22% of domestic demand (as in 1968), this
would mean that the domestic industry will be called upon to supply some 41%
more petroleum liquids in 1980 than in 1968-if the country is to attempt to
avoid becoming relatively more dependent on imports.

Shown in Exhibit IV is an indication of the scale of te exploration effort that
will be required to meet a growth in demand of this magnitude. The industry
would have to produce 46 billion barrels of liquid hydrocarbons during the 1970's.
By comparison, total production during the 1960's was only 33 billion barrels.
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BILLION BARRELS

55 billion
barrels
required
gross
additions
to liluid
h Ydrocarbon
reserves
during the,197/0's s~~mns rce

In addition to this need for 46 billion barrels, if the industry is to meet the
full requirement in 1980, another 9 million barrels will probably have to be added
to the inventory of proved reserves. The reason for this is the technological limit
on the percentage of reserves that can be produced from any reservoir during a
given year.

Thus, gross additions to reserves required during the 1970's total 55 billion
barrels: 46 billion for consumption and 9 billion for inventory. This total-an
average of 5.5 billion barrels per year-is 57% more than the annual average of
3.5 billion barrels that the industry added during the 1960's. Continuation of
additions at the 1960's rate during the 1970's would leave the country 20 billion
barrels short by 1980.

These figures are based on the assumption that the nation will continue its
reliance on petroleum imports at today's 22% level. Our own estimate is that this
dependence will increase to around 24% by 1980. This would decrease, but not by
a sizeable amount, the need for additions to domestic reserves.

Nor must we forget the demands of the gas consumer. Our estimates suggest
that potential demand for this fuel is now entering a new period of growth.
For reasons of convenience, domestic and commercial users are turning increas-
ingly to gas. Nearly half of the industrial energy needs of the United States are
already supplied by gas. More than one-fifth of the nation's electric power supply
also depends on this fuel.

Yet, is it clear to us that the future availability of gas is becoming a matter
of grave concern. By 1980, we expect demand to have grown to 66 billion cubic
feet a day-more than 20% above the present lev.l. This comparatively modest
growth takes account of the fact that gross additions to gas reserves are no longer
growing as fast as the market potential. More funds will have to be earmarked
for gas exploration if the consumer is not to be forced to resort to higher-cost
synthetic sources, or to substantial dependence on gas import& These imports
would have to come both by pipeline from Canada and by tanker, in most costly
liquefied form, from overseas.

Returning to petroleum liquids, what is likely to be the cost of obtaining the
required 5.5 billion barrels a year? DirIng the l,-t 10 y'ars, the industry spent an
estimated $4.5 billion annually to obtain the annual increments of 3.5 billion
barrels, mentioned above. If average gross additions to reserves must increase
57%, recent levels of capital expenditures cannot be expected to meet the needs
of the future.

Yet there is no neat relationship between ealital expenditures and gross
additions t)o reserves. The additions include not only new discoveries, but ex-
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tensions end revisions. They also include the result of improvements in re-
covery presses, and the liquids to l derived from gas wells. At. the sam time,
ga&-oil ratios will vary, tius altering the capital requiremnt. There is no guar-
antee whatever that changes on these various fronts will allow the industry
to hold its overall rate of expenditures per barrel at the average achieved
in recent years.

There is the further complication that. the industry is hving to pioneer into
more and more dilfietilt areas in order to meet the natio's needs. Wells art
getting deeper. More of them have to be located offshore. Average costs per
well in Alaska are likely to IKe at least five times those in the Lower Forty-eight.
Other oil frontiers -are also having to hv. opened up.

Sone figures drawn from rewent history will help to illustrate my lHSint. For
example, the cost of drilling and equipping an average piodlucing well in 1,53
was $54,000. It had increased to $81,0(X) by 1967, and as high as $913,000 for a
productive well over 15,()00 feet deep. Compare the 1967 average. however, with
1967 costs of $550,000 for a typical productive offshore well, and $1.2,000 for
a productive well in Alaska. The higher of these figures are more representative
of drilling costs in the areas and at the depths thht will reoluire a major ex-
ploratory effort, if we are to meet our future requlivelents for oil and gas
recIerves.

As I have already mentioned, there is al,-o tih( onward lilrell of inflation. I amill
not one of those who believes that a price increase automatically generates
additional earnings -and attracts the necessary supply of capital. As has been
demonstrated by Mr I)unlop, the Indust ry has been in a cost-pri(e .$(ueeze. Well-
head and refined product prices have clearly failed to keel) up with the rise in
the price level as a whole.

Merely for the sake of illustration, however, we have assumed that capital
expenditures will increase by the saine percentage as the nevssary additions to
Itroleunl liquid reserves. 'sing the 57f estimated intreas,,. the average
annual expenditures will grow from $4.5 billion to $7 billion. That is how we
arrived at our total of $70 billion for the decade 1970 to 1980.

Let us now consider the Ir'OslKx('t of attracting this stepled-up cal)ltal inflow
lIto the petroleum industry.

As I have already indicated. I see no evidence whatever that there Is a sur-
plus of available capital in the cu)intry today. Nor is there the prospect of one
in the years ahead. Is thre a surplus of capital In the petroleuiiii industry it-
self? The answer is clearly negative. As I have Just demonstrated, there are
certainly not enough proved reserves il the ground to get the industry through
the 1970's. Similarly, there is no exces-s cash within the industry

For a representative gr-oup of companies that we analyzed, the ratio of cur-
rent assets to current liabilities at the en( of last year was only 1.8 to 1. This
is less than the 2 to 1 ratio that is often taken as the desirable minimum. The
petroleun ratio compares with an average of 2.2 to I for other manufacturing
Industries, and with even higher rates for -t(4-1. (liemil'als and s:o on. At a time
when these other industries have ben maintaining their liquidity at reasm-
able levels, it Is ironic that petroleum, one of the most vital of all, has not fared
so well.

Are the Industry's profits high enough to attract the hluge sunis of capital
likely to be needed? Although large ill ablute terms, when related to invest-
ments, the profits are at best average. Industries which do not have to face
the risks and uncertainties borne by ltroleum have In recent years bween earn-
ing up to s, ome 20% iln relation to their assets against oil's ratio of less than
13%. Among the more fortunate group In 1968 were office equipment. Instru-
ments, pharmaceuticals, toiletries and soft drinks. Hardware and tools earned
more than 16%, as did the automobile industry. The petroleum industry is
only likely to attract the stelqed-up capital needs of the 1970's If its pr)flt
performan( is maintained anId improved.

What is the ltr)leum industry's profit outlook for the future? An adequate
answer to this questionn requires, as one most important condition. ia clearer
view than we now 1x ,wss of thte tax lormla,4t. I shall not try to go int" the de-
tall of the tax bill prepared in the House of Repre.sentatIves. But I must frankly
confess that I 'am struck by the negative emplasis il .,'ome of the proposals now
being considered by this (ommttee.

You, yourself, Mr. Chairman have referred to recent proposals as "anti-oil".
I note, in this connection, that there are the proposed changes iln the depletion
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allowance, reducing the rate for domestic production and eliminating it for
foreign production. There is the new concept of the limit on tax preferences,
restricting the use of percentage depletion and Intangible drilling-cost expensing.
There are the further complexities in the application of foreign tax credits; the
proposed restrictions could introduce a new element of double taxation, thereby
breaching one of the most fundamental principles of fairness in taxation.

Petroletun industry profits emerge as a main target of this array of tax
proposals. If the Congress adopts part or all of this package, an investor must
expect to earn less from his petroleum outlays.

Some people argue that the impact will be slight. In the report of the Coiii-
inittee on Ways and Means, I read the surmise that the proposed reduction ill
percentage depletion rates "should have only a minimal effect on efforts to dis.
cover new reserves

Judging by the Treasury's figures, I find this statement hard to support. More-
over, there is the psychological impact. Once the gate to change has been opened.
investors become increasingly nervous. These tax changes are not only retro-
active; they cast shadows before them. Any undermining of tile existing tax
structure will inevitably have a more than prolortionate effect on investor
expectations, and therefore on capital availability.

At the same time, lower profits mean a smaller flow of internal funds available
for reinvestment in the industry. In the past, over 70% of the capital spending of
the leading oil companies has been provided from internal sources. In the future,
under an Impaired system of tax incentives, these internal funds could be deeply
eroded.

I think it is unfortunate that there is so much eagerness to place obstacles in
the industry's path at a time when its, capital needs are so great, and when
the country's petroleum requirements are on such a steady rise. I am, indeed,
puzzled by the timing, and by the sense of haste during sonie of the hearings on
the complex and varied tax proposals now being considered by this Committee. I
think there is a danger that perspective will be lost. With the Treasury expecting
to raise almost $200 billion in revenues during the current fiscal year. budgetary
savings and tax simplifications are more desirable than ever before-but only if
they do not backfire on the economy. Tax savings that might risk the future
energy supplies of the nation could do just that.

I fully agree with those around the nation who feel the need to "do something"
about our mammoth and ever-mounting budget. Yet let us not underestimate the
gravity of the problem, nor the need for cautious study before far-reaching
actions are taken.

To sum up, a reduction in established tax incentives could reduce petroleum
industry profitability to something well below that of other industries, thereby
endangering the future capital supply. This could have serious-and insufficiently
understood-long-term consequences for our balance of payments, our economic
stability, and the welfare of the nation as a whole.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE V. MNYERS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, STANDARD OnL CO.
OF INDIANA, CHICAGO, ILL., IN BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PETROLEUM INSTITUTE:

'MD-CONTINENTAL OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION; ROCKY MOUNTAIN OIL AND GAS
ASSOCIATION; AND WESTERN OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY
1. Risks in Finding:

a. Significant discoveries, one well out of 50.
b. Unpredictability of success for individual prospectors.
c. Past averages may mean little in view of the increased costs of deelwr

wells and wells offshore and in remote areas.
2. H.R. 13270:

a. Effect of Reducing Domestic Depletion Rate.
I. Curtailment in exploration and development leading to an undue

reliance on foreign oil.
ii. Apprehensions of investors that further reductions may follow.
iii. Investments made on assumption that long-standing depletion de-

ductions would continue.
b. Treating production payments as loans will reduce value of producing

properties and restrict borrowing power for financing exploration.
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c. Allocation of deductions discriminate against independent individual oper-
ator by reducing the effectiveness of his percentage depletion and
intangible drilling costs.

d. Oil Shale.
I. House versi6n should be adopted.
It. Retorting is a mining process and is proper cut-off point for depletion.

3. Comments on Treasury Department Proposals:
a. Inclusion of percentage depletion and intangible drilling costs In LI,

computation.
i. Percentage depletion not categorized by Treasury Department study

of 154 Individuals as a "major tax reducing factor". Amounted to
less than 1 percent of total deductions claimed by 154 individuals.

ii. Sixty percent rule for intangible drilling costs Is arbitrary and dis-
criminatory and will dry up sources of risk capital for independent
operators.

b. Taxation as ordinary income of gains from sale of properties to extent
of previously allowed intangible drilling costs will lower incentives
for investment in exploration.

4. Other Proposals:
a. Plow-back of depletion deductions.

I. Depletion a reward for past success. Plow-back locks in investors.
ii. Encourages the drilling of Inferior prospects.
ii. Industry will become concentrated in fewer producers.
iv. Producers who have borrowed against future production will lose

part of their depletion unless they can repay their loan and plow-
back.

b. Capitalization of intangible drilling costs of development wells.
I. Will not ultimately increase tax revenues.
ii. Will seriously disrupt available funds.

c. Percentage depletion at graduated rates.
I. Industry not concentrated.
ii. Effect of proposal is to reduce the Industry to a rate a little higher

than 15 percent.
iii. Risks same for all.

5. Conclusion:
a. High risks are deterrent in attracting capital under present economic

conditions.
b. Proposals to reduce depletion rate, and to eliminate capital incentives

in form of production payment sales and ABC transactions will ad-
versely affect the capital raising abilities of the Independent operator.

c. The discriminatory proposals of the Treasury with respect to depletion
and Intangible drilling costs in the LTP and allocation of deductions
computations will seriously affect the capital raising potential of Inde-
pendent operators.

d. In view of the high risks involved, the proposals in the House bill and il
the Treasury testimony, if enacted, would drive capital out of the
search for petroleum.

STATEMENT

My name is George V. Myers. I am Executive Vice President and a Director
of the Standard Oil Company (Indiana) of Chicago, Illinois. I am appearing
today on behalf of the American Petroleum Institute, the Mid-Continent Oil &
Gas Association, the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association, and the Western
Oil and Gas Association. I will discuss, first, the risks Inherent in exploring for
oil. Then I will review the provisions of H.R. 13270, the proposals made by the
Treasury, and a few other proposals that would reduce economic incentives for
domestic petroleum exploration and development.

RISKS IN FINDING OIL

Unique and heavy risks are involved in finding and producing oil and gas.
These risks are just as real today as they were 10, 20, or 50 years ago. In spite
of all of our scientific progress and new exploration tools, there is still only one
way to establish the presence of oil and gas in the ground; and that is to drill
a hole. Recent experience shows that. on the average, only about one out of 50
exploratory wells will find oil and gas in significant quantities: that is, the
equivalent of at least one million barrels of oil.
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APPENDIX A PRODUCTIVE FIELDS PER WILDCAT DRILLED, 1953-68

Number of hits Percentage of total wildcats
Number of -.. ......... ......

wildcats Originally Originally
Year drilled reported Significant I Largo reported Significant I Lnrgo

1953 ................ 6,925 774 164 36 11.2 2.5 o.5
1954. - 7,380 902 167 34 12.2 2.4 ,5
1955 ....... ....... 8,105 919 164 36 11.3 2.1 ..
1956 ................ 8,742 868 159 15 9.9 1.9 .
1957 .................. 8,014 872 171 38 10.9 2.3 .5
1958 ............... 6.950 786 176 39 11.3 2.7 .6
1959... ......... 7,031 772 121 18 11.0 1.7 .3
960 ................ 7,320 745 124 26 10.2 1.7 .4

196........ 6,909 745 98 16 10.8 1.4 .2
1962 .. 6,794 787 127 22 11.6 1.9 .3
1963 ....... . ..... 6,570 769 $102 323 11.7 31.6 j.4
1964.. 6,632 701 3101 316 10.6 1.5 '1.?
1965 6,182 638 399 323 10.3 31.6 4
196 6,158 635 4 10.3
1967...... 5, 271 544 10.3 4
1968 .. . 5,205 442 8.5 (9

1 1,000,000 barrels reserves or more. Applies to 17 States before 1959. Percentages before 1959 based on 17-State total
shown in appendix B.

9 10,000,000 barrels reserves or more (included in significant hits). Applies to 17 States before 1959. Percentages bMoe
1959 based on 17.State total shown in appendix B.

3 Preliminary.
ANot available,
Source: Derived from American Association of Petroleun Geologists data, most of which are reported in June 1967

bulletin, Care must be exercised in the use of these figures because those reported in 1965.67 bulletins are not precisely
comparable with past years,
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change in them would have it direct and significant effect upon the future
availability and cost of oil and natural gas."

In the capital-intensive petroleum industry, iny impairnent of existing tax
incentive would inescapably cause a restriction in future exploration and te-
velopment expenditures. Unless compensating product. prices could be realized,
our economic progress would be dampened and our military and economic setu-
rity weakened. As my colleagues on this panel have pointed out, the l)roJe (te(
increases fin consumer demand, supply requirements. and capital needs clearly
demonstrate that now is not the time to experiment with the depletion rate.

Under Secretary Walker has observed that the proposed change relating to
income from tax exempt securities has made Investors In that market "skittish,"
with the result of market impact out of all proportion to the proposed change.
He said,

.. i. It can be viewed as a direct taxation for the first time of state aund
local government securities, which would cause Investors to worry t hat
greater taxation, full taxation, might take place at a later date. So that in
purchasing securities today they would be skittish about the possibility of
the rug being plled out front under them later. It is the toe In the door
argument, and it has its effect on markets, there is no doubt about it."

'The proposed reduction of the rate to 20 percent would similarly have a more
dampening effect on the industry's exploration efforts. It should e recognized
that the psychological impact of such a reduction would cause oil and gas pro-
ducers to be apprehensive about further reductions later, and these al)preel-
sions would be reflected in greater reductions in expenditures for explorationi
and development.

Mr. Dunlop has pointed out that industry submissions to the Cabinet Task
Force on oil Import controls indicate that a one dollar per barrel reduction in
the price of crude oil would make virtually all exploration in the United States
uneconomic. Reduction of the depletion allowance to 20 percent would be equiva-
lent to a price reduction of about 20 cents per barrel. If we were to make a
simple interpolation between the effect of a 20 cent price cut and a one dollar
cut which eliminated exploration, one might anticipate that the proposed reduc-
tion in depletion would reduce exploration by one fifth (200-'-100 -- 1/,,)-assum-
Ing that the rate decrease were not offset by a price increase.

I feel certain that this Is a conservative estimate of the Importance of the rate
decrease provided in II.R. 13270. Petroleum explorers would find themselves in
precisely the same position as the municipal bond buyers referred to by Under
Secretary Walker. The toe would be in the door of change In petroleum tax In-
centives. And a half century of faith In stable tax treatment of the industry
would have been breached. Under these conditions, we can only predict that
explorers' expectations about future tax treatment would be gravely and adversely
affected. They would ask, "What tax increase next?"

The result would be a reduction in exploration greater than any decrease ill-
dicated by a direct evaluation of prospects which would appear uneconomic
with a 20 cent lower price. Furthermore, other reductions in petroleum tax in-
centives-added to a 71/ point depletion rate reductionwould make exploration
still less attractive.

This Committee was told by the Secretary of the Treasury that reducing the
depletion rate to 20 percent probably would not make a substantial change in
exploratory drilling activity. The Treasury Department of the previous Ad-
ministration expressed a similar view which was based primarily on a stuidmy
made by CONSAD Research Corporation.

The principal conclusion of the CONSAD study is that clinmina-tion of percent-
age depletion and of the option to expense intangibles would result in a maximum
petroleum reserve reduction of only 7 percent. From this the Treasury con-
cluded that annual exploratory and drilling e.l*nditures would be reduced
by only $150 million per year, even though the tax increase to the petroleum
industry would be $1.6 billion per year. Simply on the grounds of common
sense, it is obvious that reducing profits of oil companies by $1.6 billion would
have a far greater impact on new expenditures.

There ere many flaws in the CONSAD study. These are outlined in Attach-
ment A. The principal error which makes the study irrelevant is that the economic
model used in the study assumes that there is no relationship between the level
of crude oil production and industry profitability. This Is, of course, nonsense
and no credence can be given to the study.
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MaIIyI. billion., of do llars have1-v44'il imvestedl III the oil bin.less III gooi~ falith
Ipl ianite oil then talx ili('elithii's tIllithaet lip~l rov'idtl( lit tMe tatx lawi for over at
liii II' century. TPo a rbitra rily reduce tithe percentage t(-lelton onl past discoveriess
-it this t huit. would nI Ise a1 (quest ion of tithe government's good fit ith. lFor examiun-l,
he oil id ust ry hals paid $3 billIion to tOw F'ederal and1( state governments for

juuinecral leases Ill the watters or the( (vulf ofI mexico an1(1 in, addition itis spM'it
inore thauttwc that ain1ouuit Ii exploration anmd dev-elopmnlit i this; offshore,
il1t'iI duitng the( palst 23 yealrs'. Total ind(ustr'y exim'lldltlur& for domestic explorli-
tioml ill(] devviolIivi('It lu1IN-ct' aerageti about $4.5 billion annually dulrinig the past
decade. All these exltniitires ImIINv licen based onl tie(' fiisstliiiitiofl that long-
stn liiig tax X Irovisloiis wo(iuld lhe couitiiiuv(.

Thme litreenui ge (leplet iol (deductioni is designed to rec(overI time, oaJpital value
of oil 1it tIme, gt'oun(. At today's price of crude oil, this deduction provided by
the( full 1wr itmeent falls short of the vajlue of niet reserves ats measured by the
sales price of prioveni prolm-rt les8.

Production l) j/flle)l I
The second l1(soui 11.1 lt. 131-270) is the proposal to treat. prodluctionl l)iy-

mnm s as loinuus. Oil antd gas olk-rators hav to rely primarily oil producing
lpropm't mts to provide thle security needed to obtain additional finncig. The
ti-aten it. (if reserv'l ied ut o paymlents ats bitls will cause a1 reduction Ill
value (if 15 IK-r('ent to 20 percent. mhis reduc'tionm decreases the( funds aivailaile
to indepidetits thius impair-ing their ability to conitinlue Inl the business' of
exploring for anmd dev-eloliing oil anmd gas reserves.

According to Treasury estimates,, this la'oliosl will initially gemn'rate additional
tax reNvnues liut these e'st imates may not take Intoi account the loss of revnues
that would result from discouraging sales of prod(Mucing irolM'rties.

.1 114w11iof of (Id Uit il 11
The third p'1Irovision of 11.RI. 134274) that will I urt thle indthi'iduaind u~eli('udemt

opt or 'l~I ii his efforts to obtain needed (capitall is the oinet whih would reduce
his otherwise a lliownble noiilibusi tess ded letilns ,.4)(.y because he cla mlis legitimate
business' dhedluctions for' Is int angible dIrill ing ctists anid pe-rcentage depletion.
Mixamples of these Inoll1%ibsie deduct ionus arme intert4 taxes, (casualty losses,.
chlaritabile coid riliut itim, and1( medical expen'uses. This proposall would tend to
restrict the offee-tivemu'ss (if percentage dele(t ionl and1( ittigible drilling (cost
tedu'tlion hs ats i uuc(mt i yes to invt'(st t le hulge a umioimuts of miituuey muel('( toi supply
our petroleum needs. It will he at buck-door isuliversion of such incentives.
Taxi trcatmen-t of oil shale

11.1t. 13270 retains the( prlesent ralte tif (lepletioin for shatle oil. It. al1so recogui'As
that retorting of oil shalle is at mining process. This prolwrly takes Into account
the(, fact that tih' retorting oft (ill shale is essentially at prtwess that Neparates
the kerogen from the roc-k waste'. The kerogeit, which represents about. 11 percent
of the total volume of rock shalle, must then lie upigr'aded biy coking and hydrogen-
atIonl toi process it initoi a ('rude iiLti'oI('ulii.

This provision c'Iarifties e'xisti1ng tax law aill(d is desi rabile because depletiont
onl the kerogen extra('to:d froin the rock shaile Is necessary If this important
natural resource Is to be (1e~cloixed.

Ti4K,'ASURY DiEPA'RTMENT'1 PROPOSALS

Onl 18eptemlitr 4 andl( 5 the Treasury IDepartment. made, twoi recouitindatilons
to your committee which would Imlpose additional taxes onl oil and gas producers.
These recommendations would :

1. Include lk'rce'ntage depletion Ii (ltermnining the "liit onl tax p~refer1-
enices" ill aill cases s and Include Intangible (drilling costs where less than (W
percent of the taxpayer's gross Income Is from the salle of oil and gas.

2. Tax ats ordinary Inconie gins, on sales of mimerid piropetrties to the extett
of intangible (iln lg costs previously dt.-ducted.

lifliit On tax,? P refrlivesC

Tlu', Treasury 1)epa rtinent 's reconiuumenda tion toi Iiclude percentage depletion
and Intangible drilling costs lin computing the "limit onl tax jreferences" (T4TP)
s4houl(I lit rejected,

Onl the(, tlrst examination, thle i(len of LTP, may have some appeal as at mean... of
lrevenitig escaipe from F~ederalI income taxes' by we'althiy Indlividuals. But on ma n-
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ture considerations it 1s qulestionalet whether the basmic (0ll('t')t of Lrl' is 501111(1.
The provisloiis for (1 ) exemption of muicipaijl 1W)ld( interest ( Iliclitlt'(I ii L'lIT
ini thle Hose bill but nkot I thle Treasury proposal ), (2) treatment of capiital
gains, (3) percentage dlepletioni and( (4) Intangible drilling costs were written
Into the. tax law after thorough analyisi and( evaliaitiomi bly tile Congress. Thley
have b~eenl frequently recotisideretl by futility (Ii tert'iit Collgresses 811(1 have beenl
retained be(!ause there is good reason for them. rit' uri,1 aipproachi, lin effect,
disallows almost 50 percent of these d(edctitols for at limited number of ta x-
payers without e'oisideratioii of the mlerits of tihe respective detiuct ions. Act ii-
ally, the proposal hlurts those- most wh'lo respond best to the iiice'mtive..

'I'he( Treasury D~epartnment's piropiosal. with Its 610 lit'r(elt rule', would lbe espv-t
cdally burdensome oil the smll independent producer even though lie m11ay imt
he' personally subject to thet rule. Miany s1m1a11 produclers delpe11llheaily il3 01sill'-
liiers of outside risk capital who Would lbe affectetl by tile proposal. If anl investors.

cannot deduct aill of is Intangible' drilling costs, hi1s illvestmlemlts will obvioui.y
be, curtaule(l. 'Tills would (try' upl till important source of capital for idepelemit
olperfltorm.

Thie T1reasury D~epartnmt. stated last January1I'3 that 1.54 iitividluals with ad(-
juisted1 gross Incomies of mlore, thant $200,M4) pa 1(1 no Fedleral income tax lin 1966.
Plusm statement has been givent wi( publicity 1111d1 1111 liell uised to imply13 thait
lpereemtage depletionl was t 11ill portanlt fac(torI ill these, 1541 i 1ti viduaits esca pinlg
taxattion. ()n April 22, 196(9,) tile rreasulry' D)partnlent revel, however, tflint
pe'rcenitage (depletionl allollited to less thian I ls'ret'ilt (If tile total (deductionls
whlichi resulted lil their pl)i3'~g 11o tax. Percentage depiletionl was s0 Iisignilleal lt
that the Treasury D~epartment (1i( n~ot categorize it 1as it "ilmjor tax reiwinlg
factor."
''ajat ion of ga ins on 8al'H of inicorai proIpcr-ti'

Tile Treas1ury' IDepartmeitnt ihas lpr(Ipo.e( thalt gihls o11 sale's (f initeral p~ro-
(hicing properties' lbt talxed 11s ordina11ry' income to tile e'xtenit of intangible' drilling
costs whiich have been allowed its dedluctionIs.

Adoption of thlis proposal wold su~bstanltilly r((lce thlt re'ad valut' of mlinlt
properties. Collseiluently, it would ma11ke I ivest meant lin explor'stioll an1(1 detvelopi-
mlenit ventures less attractivt' at it tulme, when there is it v'itall tiltiollal nee'td to
make it more attractive.

Th'lis new p~roposal to tax gains oil sales (If properties' *18 ordinalry' ilollit is
even iiiore damaging to tile inluistry's property vaIlues Ma til1 tile p~roposali to
treat production paymlenlts lil ABC dleals as loans. Tile combuiinationl of plittuinatimlg
ABC deals and1( also Imposinlg ord1ina1ry taix rates oIll gains froml lprolK,'rt3 silt'
would apply anl "over-kill" techniques' whichI would create alm~lost Impib)S~le
obstacles to sales of minieral properties.

OTHER PROPOSAL

Other changes have been proposed that would reduce tax inicenltives for ohl
and gam jprodueers. The of these changes are (1) "plow-back" of dleplet ion
deductions, (2) capitalizationl of Intangible drilling costs of (evel)lill't wel'ls
amid (3) graduated depletioni rates. 10ieh w~old reduce the' iliceltive, to dleve'lopl
domestic mineral reserves; hence, each Is a threat to national security.

"Piowback" propo8al
Under this pr'opl01, lprodhuiers would bte l'rlnitted( at 271 percent depletionl

rate If they spend an1 equal amiotunt li domil(stic e'xploraltionll11 (lt'velopmilent. Th'le
proposal is based on ilt' fls assumnptioii thiat exploration atid( developmett
expenditures are less thianm tile I midutry's dIepletion (leducetil . The industr-y
spent about $4.5 billion annually dhurin~g the last tenl years onI expllorationl and1
developinent--almost twice the amount claimled for depletion. lin additioll to
this false basis, the proposal has other defe('ts:

1. The prospect of percentage depletion is. lil part. what ilotivated ilt'e
producers to explore for and develop the oil properties' that aire being
depleted. Assistant Secretary Coheni corret'(13 cha11rateriz4'( deplet ionl is
a reward. He said, "If you aire attraeting capital for exploration, ati( it lot
of capital Is needed for exploration lin oil and gam . . . It Is difficult to gtt
It front people If the Incentive Is given 01113 so lotig 118 they' keep their iitinev
Invested constantly lin exploration. If they' cannot withidraw It. if the callitil
Is not mobile, It will be difficult to raise."

2. If the depletion deduction is to lbe basedI onl future exiploratiol im ad
level opuenitt, thien Inevitablly it hrothucer's ex pemiiures for expIlora timl 111(1
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develomnl) t vill be ilftlieced by and sclieuled according to the anioiIt of
depletion that mils vesting.g, lie fitly not be Inlined to SJK'lil any more iII
a lartivular year tian is necessary to cover the year's depletio even though
h( lit, attractive proslK'et. OJi the other liatd, ai producer who has not
Invested enough could make additional exilendlituron at no after-tax cost
and wolhl probably make additionaI exleuditures even though his prosilKcts
were inferior. Tlhius, the "plow-back" requirement (ould induce Oile prmluctr
to sl'nd nioney on inferior lrOslj)ets afil( lt the salte tiuiie delay another
producer from drilling pros1-.tb- more likely to be I)rMiUctive. These are
the dagers inherent in any subsidy approach.

3. D)iluting thie depletion ii&efti'i will deter others from entering the
iat rural resource business, especially since those already 1i1 the business
who hlave xe('Xe. delefletiol Would have lower (',tst of exploration till(] develop-
nent through the vesting of past depletion. 'hIe llnaturil rtsourete industry
iii the Utnited States, as a result, could beconie contcntrated in fewer
producers.

Many mineral prodluvers hav e borrowed substanil amounts of mitonecy
and have miade firm and binding commitments for repayment. Some of these
producers would 1w' unale to &'plHy the Se 1o0is n11(d also to naiintain exllora-
toin and development expendlitures high enough to satisfy "plow-biack" re-
qulrements. As a result, those prohucers woul h lose a part of their depletion
deductions; their tax payments would Inc.rease; and their ability to repay
their present 1ha1s or to borrow iioiey In the future would Iw. lImpaired.

capitalizationon. of iflt ungible drilhinji costs of dh'e eopmn t welas
Trh1e proposal to remove the current option to either capitalize or expelse the

intangible costs of drilling oil and gas wells is apparently based on tit' false
a ssIIIIIpt ion that ta Xes will It' increased. Capitalization of these Intangible costs
will not. ultimately increase taxes. It will merely change the timing of deduct lol1s.
l)eductions that can11 now be taken ili the current year will instead be taken piece-
meal over a period of yea rs-the total deduction (toes Uot change.

iThe result of the proposal will be a seriolhs disruption In funds available for
exploration anl development. The consequence will be a serious (I ist'ontinuity
ill the finding aild development of lJxtroleum reserves 1ii relation to the discon-
tillulty of available deductions as shown by the example in Exhibit II. ''hie result-
Ing reduction in available fuids would force small hidelwndent producers to
withdraw from the industry. Using Exhibit II Ais Jll example, allowable dedie-
tions would be reduced $2 million over four years which, at i .- ) percent tax
rate, would reduce available funds by $1 million.
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Percentage depletion at graduated rates
Proposals which advocate percentage depletion rates oil a graduated scale

according to the taxpayer's gross income are based oil the false assiumption that
the industry is dominated by a few large companies. The Industry actually con-
sists of some 12,000 business firms with the four largest accounting for only
about 24 percent of net domestic production, and twenty-three largest for only
about one-half. This is a low degree of concentration when compared to other
basic industries in the country.

One such proposal would change the depletion rates as follows: Depletion rate
(ro88 income (percent)

$1,000,000 or less --------------------------------------------
$1,000,000-$5,000,000 --------------------------------------------- 21
Over $5,000,000 ------------------------------------------------ 15

The net effect of such a proposal would be to reduce percentage del)letion for
the industry as a whole to an effective rate of little more than 15 percent. Such
a proposal would "punish" those who furnish the bulk of the nation's energy sup-
ply. Such a proposal would also reduce the- incentive for a small company to
grow larger. Penalizing success will not sustain the strong and viable petroh, iii
industry needed to supply the energy requirements of our country.

The present tax law grants an exemption from the surtax for all corpora-
tions on the first $25,000 of taxable income. Large individual operators already
are burdened by a progressive system of tax rates. To impose progressive deple-
tion rates would double up on l)rogressivity in a most inequitable manner.

In fact, the inequity of the graduated depletion type of progression is most
obvious in the case of property owned jointly by a large company and a small
independent producer. There is no more reason for this proposal than there
would be for disallowing half of a large company's depreciation charges while
allowing smaller operators the full deduction. After all, the value of oil in the
ground is the same for all producers, regardless of size.

Moreover, the inherent risks in exploration are the same for large and small
operators, all of whom have essential roles in the search for new petroleuil
deposits. No company is large enough to avoid these risks because: (1) they
cannot participate in enough exploration ventures to be sure of achieving a
success ratio equal to that of the entire Industry; and (2) the size of any dis.
covery in relation to its cost is unpredictable. Furthermore, we should not forget
that while a corporation may be large, the ultimate taxpayers, in effect, are the
many stockholders who in many cases hold relatively small amounts of stock
in these large corporations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

While we know that the origin of the 27.5 percent oil depletion rate was one
of compromise, we also know that Congress, in compromising at a level higher
than any other extractive rate, recognized the unusual financial risks associated
with oil exploration. These risks have not diminished. To the contrary, current
conditions of exploration, offshore operations, and now the Arctic ventures all
reaffirm, if not magnify, the risks.

As the financial risk associated with oil exploration has, if anything, increased,
so has our national dependency upon oil, in terms of security. Through the years.
the Congress, in continuing established incentives, has reaffirmed that the oil
Industry must supply the requirements of the nation under all conditions. The
financial community has responded to the rewards offered, and the oil industry
has utilized the capital effectively, as evidenced by our present national self-
sufficiency in oil. This Committee must realize fully that an about-face in ex-
ploration activity and national security would occur if the various proposals
discussed were implemented.

One other aspect of these proposed actions also troubles me. In preparing for
this panel, in reviewing the proposed tax law changes and the published com-
mentary and debate concerning them, I have detected something that cannot
be analyzed or discussed in terms of economics or barrels of petroleum supply.
Whatever it may be called, it is to me something completely alien to our formi
of government and our free enterprise system.

As applied to the oil Industry, it indicates a desire on the part of many to
"punish" the industry for being successful. It does not regard the success of the
oil industry as the aggregate success of millions of employees, stockholders and
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property owners. It seems to disregard the success of the industry in enabling
the united States to have the highest per capita consumption of energy in the
world.

I believe that our industry is fulfilling its obligation to supply energy for this
country at a price which has led to 75 percent reliance upon oil and gas an(,
concurrent with it, the greatest degreee of industrialization of any country in
the world.

ATTACHMENT A

TiE CONSAI) REPORT ON TIE INFLUENCE OF U.S. PETROLEUM TAXATION ON TIE
LEVEL OF RESERVES

The conclusions of the CONSAI) report can be given no credence because:
I. The mathematica! formula (all "economic model") from which the

conclusions are drawn is conceptually inappropriate for the purpose.
II. ('ONSAI), itself, issues repeated warnings about the pitfalls of its

model-building. The combined impact of these cautions is a clear signal
that CONSAI) should have rejected this model, as it did two other mo(lels-
and as it did this one for natural gas.

III. The quality of the data used in the formula is questionable, as is
the method of ma nipula tion.

IV. There are factual errors in the report.
V. The study proceeds from a number of doubtful premises about the

economics of the petroleum industry.

I. Ilnappropriatencmss of the VON&S1D Formula
The CONSAI) study employed mathematical methods to predict the change

inl petroleum reserves that would result from elimination of percentage depletion.
A fundamental error was made by using a formula that cannot answer this
question. It was assumed that production would not chungfe in the event of 1n
increase in petroleum taxation, and the formula was designed to determine the
level of reserves that would le required to accommodate the assumed fixed
level of production.

Once it made the assumption that output is fixed regardless of profitability,
it was inevitable that CONSAI) would find that there would be little change in
the desired level of reserves, since the required level of reserves is technologi-
cally determined by the level of production. It is in(isputalble. owing to the
nature of petroleum deposits, that any given level of production requires it sup-
porting amount of reserves which is a multiple of production-as C(ONSAI)
acknowledges on page 7.3 of the report. (To produce one barrel of oil annually,
there must be about tell barrels of supporting reserves in the ground.)

('ONSAI) actually ignored the real problem, which is how the long-run level
of output would change in reaction to a decrease in profitability resulting from
increased taxation. Instead, CONSAI) indefensibly assumed that the desired
level of production is independent of the level of profitability of the industry.

I ndee(d. the CONSAD model makes no provision for unprofltability (except
at a zero price of (-rude oil). The mathematical model is so fonnulated that it
tells us that the industry would find and develop reserves even If price were less
than cost. Any model which states that businessmen desire to invest when price
is less than cost is indefensible because no firm desires to invest at a loss.

11. CONSAD cautions
('ONSAI) raised such ati extended and serious list of objections to its own

procedures that the reader should be convinced of the mathematical formula's
lack of merit without further indelndent inquiry.

The formula was developed for use in describing the behavior of individual
firms in manufacturing. CONSAD questioned whether the formula would be
reliable if extended to the petroleum industry-see page 6.31.

CONSAL) also questioned whether the historical data employed call be used
to )redict the future-see pages 6.12 and 6.13. In the report, it was said that
"If the quantity of reserve neessary to supl)port a certain level of Output has
('hanged during the period of the study, it will cause errors" in the estimates-
page 6.13. (In fact, the ratio of proved reserves to production actually has
declined steadily since 1960. )

CONSAD warns that reliable economic models require reliable data. In addi-
tion to the problem of finding reliable figures, it was recognized that there are
massive l)roblems in using the data. Perhaps the best example is finding costs,
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"the most -ambiguous area III the data in this study"-page 6.1;. (Omputilg ill.
dustry finding (sts involves multiple difficulties, e.g., (a) the ilmpossibility of
determining from industry data when the exploration dollars for a given year's
discoveries were actually spent; (b) the difficulty of estimating how lluch
has been found until a number of years after discovery: and (c) the random
variability of the -amount spent le r barrel found from year to year.

111. Statistical problems
The CONSAI) report points out that there are "many missing links" in t'w

quantitative data available for making a reliable economic study--page 11.1. it
nevertheless pro('etded with tite study on the basis of estiliat(41 dilta and often
relied on doubtful stand-in data to estimate the effects of important items for
which it could not obtain direct information. Moreover, the data were used to
predict the effect of a change in industry taxation for which there is no Ihis-
torleal precedent. Such anl extrapolation beyond the range of historical experl-
ence violates fundamental statistical lrincilples.

IV. Incorrect information
The report contains factually incorrect statements. Some involve data-eveii

matters as basic as the current level of U.S. (-rude oil production. Others refer ti
petrolemn tax provisions which do not exist.

If a research company is so unfamiliar with the petroleum industry as to) err
on basic data and tax provisions, it is unlikely to have sufficient knowledge of tl'
industry to be able to develop accurate complex ma them t teal models fo il
analyzing industry behavior.

V. Doubtful petroleum 'eonomies
Some of the premises of the CONSA1) study are, in our opinion, based on

unreliable assumptions about the economics of the industry. A notable exatlh'
of these propositions asserts that Canadiani crude reserves can "substitute" for
United States reserves. However, the amount of (rude oil imports front Canada is
limited by agreement between the two governments. Since crude oil imptorits
from Canada are controlled, Canadian reserves-like overseas reserves--are not
substitutes for U.S. reserves. Thus, CONSAI) should not have aggregated (ana-
dian and 1.S. reserves in its econonile model. And drawing ('onclusions front this
model entailed the error of assuming that changes in the U.S. tax law would
have the same effect on Canadian reserves as on domestic reserves.

CowluMton
No useful conclusions can be draWin from the CONSAI) study becaust' the

mathematical model and the data are defective and because some of the basic
premises are not appropriate. Indeed, it was predestined that CONSAI)'s exer-
else would be futile because CONSAD assumed that production would not elfu ge
in the event of an increase in petroleum taxation.

Furthermore, we firmly believe that no aggregative mathematical mode of th,
oil industry-no matter how sophisticated--can be used as a guide to estimating
the effects of eliminating percentage depletion. Two of the most imllomrta t
reasons for this are:

(1) Part of the period upon which such a model must be based (the
1950's and 1960's) was one of Industry readjustment to excess capacity, -t
readjustment now well on the way to completion. Sound statistical theory
holds that projection of a past period assumes that any changes that occurred
in the base period will be repeated in the future. Since further sigificanit
adjustment to excess capacity Is not likely, the 1950's and 1960's cannot be
used as a base for forecasting the future.

(2) The largest year-to-year crude oil price change since 1950 was +30c
per barrel (1956 to 1957). Elimination of percentage depletion would he
equivalent to a price reduction of about 750 per barrel. Thus, any predictioi
of the results of such a tax change based on a model reflecting the 1950's
and 1960's would require extrapolation far beyond the limits of the base
period data.

Sound statistical theory holds that such extrapolation is Invalid bec, ause
there is simply no historical basis for evaluating how firms would react to
changes so far beyond the range of experience.

CONSAD admitted the existence of these problems, but it proceteded undeterred.
Our criticism is not so much that CONSAD's exercise predictably proved futile.

as that CONSAD drew serious public policy conclusions from its itathematical
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model despite the obvious and admitted statistical problems involved in construct-
ing any such model. The model used Is especially subject to criticism because
it is based on the iml)roper assumn)tion that industry exploration and develop-
ment expenditures are not dependent on an adequate rate of return.

The CHAIUMAN. The next witness will be Mr. H. A. True, Jr.,
speaking for the Independent Petroleum Association of America,
and Mr. Olinton Engstrand, chairman of the Liaison Committee of
Cooperating Associations.

With these two witnesses will be representatives of the independent
oil and gas producers of California: the Independent Oil Producers
and Land-Owners Association, Mr. D. F. McKeithan, Jr., Kansas
Independent Oil and Gas Association, Tom Schwinn, executive vice
)resident, and counsel, Oklahoma Home and Independent Petroleum

Association, Mr. William B. McCleary, Panhandle Producers and
Royalty Association, Mr. C. H. Iinton, Texas Independent Producers
Royalty Owners Association, Mr. William J. Murray, and West Cell-
tral Texas Oil and Gas Association, Mr. A. V. Jones.

Senatom1 HANSEN. May I be permitted to add my personal word of
welcome to Mr. Dave True, a longtime friend of'mine. He has dis-
charged a great many distinguished responsibilities with distinction
to himself and the benefit of my State of Wyoming. He is president
of the un iversity board of trustees and, which I suspect he wil-l confine
his testimony -today to questions pertinent and relevant to the oil busi-
ness, I might also add that he has a very real interest as I know from
personal knowledge of him in other facets of this total tax package,
and I am pleased indeed and proud to welcome my fellow ITyomingite,
Dave True, to this panel today.

The CHArMAN. There are some chals that the witnesses have and
I will ask that they put them up here so the audience will see them.

Senator Pearson.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. PEARSON, U.S. SENATOR FROM
KANSAS

Senator PEARsON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
taking into account the comments of the chairman and the size of this
record, I am intimidated enough so I am going to make a very brief
introduction of sone outstanding men of the State of Kansas of the
independent oil and gas industry.

I should like to introduce Mr. Clinton Engstrand, chairman of the
Liaison Committee of Cooperating Associations and in addition
thereto to introduce Mr. Hooer and Mr. Carl Sebits.

Mr. Hoov'er is president and Mr. Sebits is vice president of the
Kansas Independent Oil and Gas Association.

Tle testimony this morning, Mr. Chairman, will be presented by
Mr. Tom Schwinn, executive vice president and counsel.

I thank the chairman of the committee very much.
Senator .\munts. I want. to note the presence of Bill Cleary, president

of the Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association in Oklahoma,
a man that I have found %'ery easy to work with. He represents an
association which speaks for an industryN of tremendous importance to
us in our State. We are privileged tlat lie is here to speak for that
association.
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The CIAIRMAN, 1 (10 not see any Louisianian, but I am happy to
see someone speak for the in(lepen(lents. We have a few left in
I)u'isiana.

Proceed.

COORDINATED TESTIMONY OF INDEPENDENT OIL AND GAS
PRODUCERS

STATEMENTS OF H. A. TRUE, JR., TRUE OIL CO.; CLINTON ENG-
STRAND, CHAIRMAN, LIAISON COMMITTEE OF COOPERATING OIL
& GAS ASSOCIATIONS; STARK FOX, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
INDEPENDENT OIL AND GAS PRODUCERS OF CALIFORNIA; D. F.
McKEITHAN, JR., PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS &
LAND OWNERS ASSOCIATION, TRI-STATE, INC.; TOM SCHWINN,
B.S., LL D., J.D., EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND COUNSEL,
KANSAS INDEPENDENT OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION; WILLIAM B.
CLEARY, PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM
ASSOCIATION; C. H. HINTON, PETROLEUM CONSULTANT, PAN-
HANDLE PRODUCERS & ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION; WIL-
LIAM 3. MURRAY, JR., PRESIDENT, TEXAS INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS & ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION; AND A. V.
JONES, JR., PRESIDENT, WEST CENTRAL TEXAS OIL & GAS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. TRUE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, Senator Hin-
sen, for your kind remarks.

I am H. A. True, representing the Independent Petroleum Asso-
ciation of America, and 10 other State and local associations who
could not 'be with us as representatives today.

They are as follows: Bradford District, Pennsylvania, Oil Produc-
ers Association; California Independent Producers & Royalty Owners
Association; Kentucky Oil & Gas Association; Michigan Oil & Gas
Association; NationalStripper Well Association; New York State
Oil Producers Association; Ohio Oil & Gas Association; Pennsylvania
Grade Crude Oil Association; Southwestern Pennsylvania Oil & Gas
Association; and the North Texas Oil & Gas Association.

In the judgment of the domestic oil and gas producers, the adequacy
of future U.S. oil and gas supplies is seriously threatened by proposed1
changes in Federal tax provisions. In addition to proposals that would
adversely affect all businesses, including the petroleum industry, there
are many proposed changes that would directly affect U.S. oil and
gas exl)loration, develol)ment, and i)roduiction.

The changes in petroleum tax provisions approved by the House
and the additional l)roposals made by the Treasury l)eamrtnient would
not only decrease substantially the funds available for exploration
and development, but also greatly lessen the incentive to make in-
vestments in this high-risk business.

The ultimate victim would be the consumer who would be faced
with less oil and gas, higher prices, or both.
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In the hope it will be helpful in your deliberations we submit our
assessment of the overall long-range effect of adopting the proposed
tax changes.

The results of our analysis are summarized on the chart before you
now, which shows annual expenditures for U.S. exploration and de-
velopment, total amount of new crude oil found yearly, the daily
average domestic crude oil production, and the amount of reserve
)roducing capacity.

In each case the first bar shows the average of the latest 5 years.
The second bar shows the )rojected requirement for 1980. The third
bar shows our projection of the situation in 1980 if the proposed
changes in petro leuni t4lx provisions are adopted.

You will note from the chart that the total expenditures for U.S.
exploration and development would decline by about $2 billion or 47
percent from the level of the last 5 years.

CRUDE OIL SUPPLY
KEY

X AVERAGE 5 YEARS I4.68
REQUIRED IN Ila

PROJECTED IN 1930 IF PROPOSED
TAX CHANGES ARE MADE

5.2 BILLION
il fnl e

8.3 MILL
BBLS. 01

BILLION
RELS

I-
FOR

EXPLORATION &
DEVELOPMENT

(YEARLY)

FOUND
(YEARLY)

MILLION
S. DAILY

PRUNUCTIUN

2.7 MILLION
BBLS. DAILY 2.0

MILONE

RESERVE
PRODUCING
CAPACITY

Expenditures in 1980 would total only $2.4 billion compared with
the required expenditure of $8.3 billion, a deficiency of $5.9 billion
or more than 70 percent..

At this point it should be noted that the proposed tax changes
would have serious adverse effects upon expenditures and new dis-
covery in the immediate future as well as in the long run.

In other words, it is estimated that about half of the $2 billion
decreasee from recent levels of expen(liture would occur within the

33-865 0-69-pt. 5- 37

U.S.

$8.3
BILLION

i4.5
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first 12 to 24 months, after the first tax changes were adopted. The
decline in production would be less abrulpt, but equally serious. 'To
assure adequate domestic supply with dangerous increased dependellov
oH foreign sources, I T.S. ('ru(de oil production should b e expanded 12
iiill ion barrels daily I 1980.

This would be an increase of 3,700,000 barrels daily or about .15
lerceilt over the average of tie past 5 years. As a result of declilig
eXpellditure and less new oil found, h;oweV\er, Iproductio0 would de-
crease and fall far short of tlhee reqiiirenients. Tihe 1980() deficie'cy ill
(Tilde oil production will result in imports sulpplying about 50I percent
of the total I1.8. requirements, with no U .S. reserve producing ca-
pacity. In fact, we would be in(reasi ngly and dn(11( gerously delpendent
on foreign oil in tile very near future.

Senlat~or A NDEiSON. Could you state what those figuns are Where
('al1 we find those figures?

M'. TruE. We will suliMit. a detailed stateMlenl of where theSe
figures came from, of how we arri 'ed at ( lese concelusions.

(The following lemoradull was subsequenitly received for tle
record:)
MEMORANIDU'M iE PIRKIO('EIIUI'S ITHEI) IN EST'IMATINU EI'FE('T' 01F IIOI'OSEI) TAX

MHANORS ON U.S. (RUE ()l, PRODUCING INDITNTRY

This Imemoranidumii outlines the procedures used to assess the Impact of tlie
proposed tax changes oil domestic cude oil supplies during the next ten years.

The assuml)tions find projections of IT.S. let roleum requirements and suipplies
are based on a comprehensive study submitted by the IPAA on July 15. 11H9.
to the Cabinet Task Forc on Oil lInliort Control. That study showed it growth
in total U.S. requirements for JItroleum liquids Increasing from 14 million bar-
rels per day in 1970 to 18.2 million 1arrels per day il 1980, an il(rtase of 10
lwrment. Using the assumption that foreign oil Imports would continue to supply
approximately 20 recent of total U.S. requirements, estates of requlreol dio-
mestic crude ol supplies would Increase from 9.5 million barrels dally in 1970
to 12.0 million barrels dally in 1980.

If the prolmsed tax changes affecting the U.S. crude oil producing Industry
were adopted, the impact on new oil found Would be felt imllledintely due to
lower available funds for exploration and development and progressively worsen
so that, by 19,84) estimated domestic suplies avallabh would total only 417
million barrels daily compared with requlrenents of 12.0 million, or a short fall
of 5.3 million barrels daily. Further, after two years and continuing to 1.nA).
U.S. production would be declining with no reserve available for emergency use.

Ewploraton, and Development Expenditures
The proposed tax revisions would substantially decrease the retained fumis

available to producers for exploration and development activities because of
additional taxes. Further, proved reserves In the ground not yet produced
would fall In value. Third, and perhaps of equal or greater signllicance, such tax
changes unquestionably woulh have the psychological effe('t of further substi-
tial reduction in the incentive to invest capital in the higl-risk business of new
oil and gas exploration.

"he proposed reduction in percentage depletion from 27.5 to W) pereellt.
coupled with the extension of the surtax, repeal of the ilInvestment tax credit,
and the change in treatment of capital gains, are estimated in the aggregate to
reduce both the funds available for exploration and development by the larger
units of the oil producing industry and the incentive to risk capital. As a result,
total expenditures for IT.N. exploration and development by larger comiallies
are estimated to decline by about 20 percent within the first 12 to 24 niotlhs
following the adoption of the proposed tax changes .

Since other tax proposals would affect primarily the independent producer.
(the treatment of Iproductioll paylllelts as loans, the allocatios of deductions
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wlii(-li eoultIl iIe wKreeiltage depiletioni and( ititugib1)4. drillitig eo(st d('(lu'tionlH
less et'leo-t le, iiieluslonl of depletion ats it "tax preference'' for individual operal-
tors, liImita tion oin exlw'nsl ig of' intangible, or noni-recoverable expendit ures,
byv ficlusion its at "tax preference'' for individual operators that obtain lessH
thli (10 percent of gross income froin the sale of oil and1( gas. and the taxattion
of ordinary ine(omIe, under it "['eeilit ue rule'' oi the sale of oll o)1 gats p~roIKrties
to thei extenit of ittngible drilling ('osts previously deducttedl) the imiipalet of
till the lirolwslsed tax changes on the indvjx-ndlent produ('er's funds and Incemi-
tvs would be far greater than the estimuated1 24) pe-rceit redlutiomi for larger
(-oiiipli14'. We estimate, lin the aggregate, at 4)~ I'ret reduction lin expenditures
for explora tio and1111 dei'elopiiieit activIties by3 individuals Iidepemideuit jlroducvers
in tMle 12 to4 2.1 iii nlish fi iilow i ig- H 41 j t 141 of thle prop svd tax 0ii ges.

These short-m'a mi1ge ('ieet-4 Of 1i(i014111 I h iglIt )r0P051'(I tIX ('liii igeS 111113%- 1N- SUM1-
mitmiri1zed mIs follows

TOTAL EXPENDITURES, U.S. OIL AND GAS EXPLORATION

lI I millions of dollars per year

Actual Estimated within 12 to 24
5 years months after adoption of

1964-681 tax changes

Larger companies .. ...... .. ...... 3,200 2,560 -640
Independents. .. 1,300 780 -520

Total................ .......... 4,500 3,340 .1, 16

I Data from Chase Manhbttbi'i BA~i,

Fuirther ero-Alui over t he years lit thle funds available to the industry for
explloraion 111 an d11(ev'elopmnit would take Idav(e be-a usve (rude oil production11
WouIld 1eali e'llpi(it3' within three years and1( decline steadily thereafter. Ani
mnitial decremitse o)f 5 percemit is projected lii funds(1 ex llelded for explora tion a nd
(levelolle-lit, inlt ivities fr'omi that timue thiroulghi 1980) (Illt' prijmrily to ilecliinmg

piunllrodlet ionl volumes of (-rudle oil.
Ne'w Oil F~ound1

Sincve explo)rationm antd develolient ex llflit tires atr' estlijiated to decline lin
the iiggr('gato (larger companies plus Independents) 1)y 26 por'eent froiti year
earlier levels lin the year following dhamige lit the tax llrovis4)1i, at similar 26
lier'veit reduction wats estiinmteid foir new 4)i1 found from your earlier levels.
Beginning with the yearly w~hei'm prmod l(tiloll Is estimated to equal cople('ty to
pro(2thw(e, new o)11 found wats eat imatedl to derease 5 l)rceent. annually lin ('oltert
wit1 at scilla r jsw'entage dev~rew-w' lin funds available for exploration s1114
development.

C'ru~de Oil P~rodurtion
C'urrentl1y the' U.S. reserve, apacity to produ('e ('rude oil amounts to alpproxi-

nittely 2 million barrels damlly. Thus. crude 4)11 lrodluetioml old lIncrease for
it few years byv drawing u11o01 the, reserve producving ('allacity lit bWing evemi
though smaller volumes of nuew~ oil were foiud aninumally thai lin the lnist, duei
to it ro'(luction ii eXlllom'iffol and1 development exp~eni(tu1res. This situation would
exist for o)n11y two v'enr.-4 before piraluetion volumes (41ialled ('allaiit3' to lpro('4'
With 114 reserve ecmilty a vailiaIde.

Aecordhigly, our evalunatiomi indicates tiamt eruile oil llrodllctioli ('011( Inerease
during eachl of the first two 3'ears following chiatiges lIn the tax provisions by
2.5 peux'ent anid 34.7 lwrcemit r-seal)tivel3'. Ili the thirdI year. (rude oil lpriduetio
would be e41ual 1 'llpavit3 sin('( rising oil production lin excess of new oil found
dlurinig the Iprecedlng years would elimiffiate the reserve producing eapacity
avatilblpe currently. lit the third, and1( subsequent years, with newv oil found
dec-lIning 5 Ilereilt. per year and1( produeitioti at cipalit3' levels, eru(1e oil p~ro-
duction would begin to djecrease annually mand average onily 6.7 mnillon barrels
daly lIn 11980 with ino reserve ('allalty available. The defleit of 5.3 million barrels
daily would constitute an adidtionail Import volume over ('urrent levels.
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P'roved4 Jjsr
Lower volittl('s of now" oil found duet to the( reduction fit retained funds avail-

able for explora tion an ad detvelopment'It coupiltml withI latrgtr'i 11111' of' erudle oil
pr(Atiction dujrinag tit(- first two years after the proposed taax revisiotas were ef.
feeted would ellminsite reserve producing ealivaity uand result lit lower crude'
oil reserved's its well. Proved dointest iv cruldt oil reserves would cont i1111t ho decl ine.
enebt year thereafter In linev with mimialler and smaller volumes of' new oil funid
fit horiraony with tlecreaaset spending for explorat ion and tlevelojpmetit. (Crude oil
reserves fin 19R() would total on11i) billion luarrels compared with retuired

reevsof 410 billion.
Year end prEovtMI cruttle oil resvives were calculated bty 1atdd1img new oil Comu

to the previous yvqir's proved reserves and subatratting atial lprotilet ion.

Reserve producing capacity is ai fuuact ioti of' proved preserves and actual pro-
4tiction. Crude oil productive ('atpmtety tit Januiary 19(11) wats 11.1 millionol barrvls
tiaily, eomapaitred with actitaal produc'tioni of' 9.2 millions barrels daily, or it reserve
c'aptivity to produce oil fromt ex 1sti ug wlsotf 1.11 matill liirrels daily. Tlhe rat111o
of reserves to capacity during the period 19(11 (1 was 7.8 (31 .2 million reserves
divided by 41.0 billion ba rrels atual parodtuct ion capaivity).

(Iride oil producing tapitit ly forw eacl year thIroughi 98 l %It)ws a rrl.vet a b ly
dlivitding yeour entd rest'rve.s by 7.8. Tlhte reserve crude oil proticimg capacity f'or
at given year wats arrived t.t by subtraact lug t'stimanted crude oil product ion fromt
the' crudte oil producing capacity total.

Mr. ~iii~. inswoii(1 e ainiitoler'able sit itioll fronlt the 81 It id poiat,
of bothI na~tiona1l security 1111(1 the a1111 int elintnev of veave tit t he frevo
world. 1Risizt would hb' t'e oil I mai*oll wVold( power tit the( potsitoli of
Sol f-stifhiceot'y its to essetial pe olediati slitjply: tit(% U tittl states
would( hauve, lost. its 1KOSIiii'e of st't'igth1I ill jpetrle'l tIt I th wtouldl lOt'ttlt
subl"Odt to the politat'al pressurles fatl delanduuts of prlodilt'ittg t'oili os'
of tle Easterni Ilhtmispliete.

It, should( lbe ellip1)1U181?etl thatt illdejpeidellt, p~rodtucers %voal1 beat' tle
Jpriltl' and1( 111(st. (laltlnfgi'lig lilpilcts of solau' of the proposals, imachiad-
Ing thle lanlpro pel' Inclusion of jeeletilge dejplet ionl 1111d1 jutatuuiibt'
dril ling costs in thle i11i proosalnI tie(- vir'tuial elimintio lolOrotu
of the Illost. ilattl11t meaians of titaicilig oprifuiolls through car-veib-
ol t Iwoductohl i t)yllillts an "N1( BC 1 ~sit ht's t rallsaci(' ols.

FROim~i ott co. iby tile Wa-fy lilts Sold se~m'Iui 11 l'vdol-it. oil pay-
men~fts. This lias ben done for 011e purpose andt 0o1e purpose only, to0
6ihlitlWO3 dr'illinig ohligationls. Itilt. 11bev'il lily exper1i'llc& I h11int t1l~lI-
Omit. IWo(Iuce's getlLWU fly use0 ('irvedl-out, oil paymtenlts and1 ABC t anlstit-
tions to raise needed funds, and not, for tax purposes.

If the propo0sed tax diati11ges Nwere 11ldojted, littViInthlqtItldet. WO-t
(11t't'l'8 inlcludling our! OWIIl operation With its :100 i'm jpltoees, Wohd ho
forced to li(1ltidtt their properti1s. and discontiu 1111 xJloirat ion fuld(
devejllopet activity.

Comipetitioni ill the (l10ieO! prloilting uuudust-ry antd the anaul1taplat'-
ity of effort hars been it key factor ill the discovery of niew reserves and
would be serioisi reduced.

It is our firnm cl ief ft)hat, the ~poosed tax c'hanlges would resialt. ill
it declining doilestile petroleullall itiduist ry, greatl--1y reduced tax revealt'leS
in thle oil induty for i11111y litlrdI- pr*(ed -1 lcl nd Stalte (vet'1-
lutents, less involne to 111 ilfllletit rers, servicing~ t'011f)111ips llm( aillited
businesses, and in the fluid anialysis less and not. more Federal tax
reVenlUeS.

in conclusion, we respectfully urge that, the following addWitional
considerations bei taken int-o accotimt by your ('ollmit.tOOe.
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First'. k ht'ait-1, e'xpand(ing tloiiitst it' itldlist I- i's pr ovided C it.I s-
5t1'iittt'tCO of ilittitte1 suptlN of bo1 th Oil anid n110111-11l gas, aitd would he
I itt best. aisso maitt'e fot' I 1w filt tire.

It shtolit be' kep1 t. ill ind 1t111 lthe 0 I 4t t' 4.t'i101c of I IItt domtestit' ill-
dust my ha1s. prov'itded pet rolt'tI iii lergy t (let protliver's liveragt' 1)1'Wii
of liotitl oil ititt itt i liigs t'olibled Ite -lit it v'oSt. of less t hanl $1.90 it
bar-rel its t'oitlit'id withI over $2 e bit'i hrt for imptjortedl oil. TIhere is
lit) satving or' sit fet y ill i't'lyitig ott for'eignt oil.

detvelop~ing U. .S. ij(t roi'u msn cslo ee' it i iltlequitt o levls
iin g tilt% ittioit' ' omtt )' g's t. %.td ftr et ue
ssit'ttIIItt't of adt'quiltt oil Anti fras Supp~flieto's ei. u-1t I l*

Itteuts rt'qjuires nit1w0t itttre, itot. less, tiotticst iv' explotion01 andttiin 1g.
'Tird. Tilet st'art'll for ut'w mt'st'I't't's of oil al nalt orll- gais is iuttve

littt'( antd inlsepartale. Natutriai gits is alreatldy ill sh ort. stIpply, antd the
l'propsted t'ianges4 ill tax revisionls would liggia t t' ttd int4'ttisi fy tilt
exist-i le ii sitiattfioti itsto ga"it py

adeqnlate stlipp it's of bothi oil ai ittils. t he ait ert'itive' wold be ill-
t'reit11st'ti prtit'ts 1111 Nit volil cost. thle coulsuint tug pubtiv illion10s of dollars

Fi fthi. ( ~ovt'rIitteit iai det'isiouls as t4 til l eteelt tax rtevisiont andt imt-
por't, policy will dett'rtiiue whe'itttlter thte historicall positioti of thet P.S.
sel f-stltittyi tiiit s4ist~t e 'lt t 1 lI' will be' preserived
or. whltt't he t*lt I 'ttited Sta~tes w~ill emtbiark( ot it. t'otir'5t kntowintgly
leaintio inufviv aid tiittgeiolts telt'l elivty onl foreign soitt''t'.

SVettat 01' 1ILNSEN. Nit'. (1 lairntit it, may.N I lIsk oitt'qt~it\4iol
SeIlit Or ;k N DE'St)N . (34 111t011d.
S0tti11101' 1 A NSEN. I ]tVt t'Ofteit heard tilt% in ft'ent't'i 11ath'e that-. oil

pi'otitcet's pa~v Ito) or ittIle FtderaIl i ItIt'ontIt ti ax. W Ia tt is youri expterience't
iithIitt. r~egar'i ?
Mr' i.. Senaitor Ilit11tseu, I have't be4'tt ill busitumss for .,)I vent's. I

h11tv Ipeisottiily piit *it'ottte tax eitt'l of these 21 year 1ant, Ill ittdi-
titl, out' tot iii o pratjolts aepa id subhstantil attt1outts of Feedi'all
iut'ontt' talx overties'ya.

FT) ptit it. ill pt'rspet't' e, I thltik we have paid abotit; nine tilles Its
1t1110t iut'ontt' titx its illtv fanltil.N Illtt] I ltitv'k j)t'I'5t)tItlly WitittIra 1Wn fr'ont
0111' business.

St'uitor. (iui's. Mr. 'IT'ile, were o)t inl thero it'tttta ftew minutes itrgo
Witen I asked ibtl,~ tile eff'ec'ts utioit a Staitet sttt'ltts Nebraskal, w'itliha
ver s1t1t111 oil intdust ry if th Ht' ouse bill palsss

Mi' ''t ,~.Yes, sir ; 1 wits, Seta-t or.
Setitltor (Cult-ris. I would value y'ourt ojpiiini het'atise WyNt011ig is

lut extentsioit of thet Paitnhantdle of Nebritskit. We a-re veryON fo;Itt of out'.
nteightbors. Whtit tdo youli itik thie eitat't utt'it of the( I buIst' p rov'isiolt
wtoutld dlo to ou.rt'it e smtit I, verv Isntit oil ittdtist 1 ill Neblisia

Mr' I11. Senaitor. 1 believ' I t'otuld lwtssiI)1y elaborav te , little l)k'
lookittg lit, t hte ('hart NO The expe'nditutres its v'oli set' Ille r' thest' 1) 'ovlolls11
we estittiat1t to t gto towtt $2 bill ion, anti certit ittly t he oil i ttdust-lry ats
it. Whole is going to ltook for the very Iltttt.v11vlsil lilt
Spendtti lt) 'edut'etlexIlorittoi'y fuitts.':~ iOii'iit't t li~tt
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Senator ('ui'ris. In other Words, tihe marginal areas will Ite hit
worse than those tlint there is good reasm to believe would providh,

quite rich and sustaining yield?
Mr. Ttnux. That, is correct, and your St ate as well as mine are kind

of out. on tile enld of tie main pipeline system, and th is gives us alot lier.
dis.dvantage already. In other words, our' transportat ton costs to the
main markets are hi'hler.

Senator ('urrs. '1 hank von very much.
Seat0or lARImS. Mr. ('1airn, 1 walt to ask Mlr. T llrue l que tion.

You indicated tile high risk involved ill the industry. and I wod, 'd
if from your own personal experience you light give some furtllrti
elaborate ion oi t lilt int ?

Mr. 'il'Er. With yourI permission, Senator Hla rris, I will give tfli
worst. first. and tlhe Imst last. I)uring thltee last 3 years we havye par-
tieipated in 6 oil wells, not exploratory oil wells but total oil wells.
Out. of that 68, we drilled 64 strictlv dry* holes. We have drilled 1lItree
suiwommerciall producers which will probably not retlurl the cost, and
we have drilled one infield well primarily for secondary recover'.
purpOSeS, so ou' sMccess rat io has lbeen terrible and it certainly sil
stantiates tile risk ratios that the for enr lpaniel was talkingar alo t

On tile other hand., we velt tlrogll a priod prioin to tlhis : years
where we discovered several not significanlt but for our coutll ry sat is
fttory oilfields in this sanlle arel, and it wls it that t h e that smle
referred to us as the lucky oil conpanty, because we did have a gool
series of success.

What 1 an1 t ryilig to say, you have such treltelnmus lpeaks "Iid
valleys in findinigoil, because 'ou cannot tell what is theme 1mtt il you dig
a hole in the ground.

Senator Ilm,,s. Thankl you, Mr. ('hai rnian.
Senator MTaimxi. Mr. True, are there both ll unimorporat ed al d ill

corporated independent s?
yr.'rhuE. Yes, sir.Senat or M n, .m. Aire t here some independents eit hetr incorl)01rated om'

uninvorporated who gross over $1 million ayear?Mil'. 'I RITE. T his bruigs , a 1)retI ty ouh (let|Iit|on to nld- -- julst. what~

is an independent. There are some rat ler large in'orporated collpanlls
that. gross over $1 million a year, which have prodlt ion alone.

Senator MAflux. Well, are ttere members of Your association that
gross over $1 million in sales?

Mr. 'tui.,. Yes we Itave several nmIunbers woI gross over $1 million.
Seiator Mumr. Aire there any ti t gross over $ million I?
Mr. '1luti. Yes.
Senator M11,,im . Because one grosses $6 utillion and another gross

$4 million, does it necessarily follow that the olne tlint grosses $4 iil
lion has mor net profit"?

Mr. Ttu r. No, si r: it does not necessa ri ly fol lowv.
Seator N1ic,II. Thank you.
Senator ANmIsON. I ou said that there are 68 wells and 63 of tln

were dry loles?
Mr. Tl'tur. Sixty-four were d ry.
Senator ANIuNRMson,. Were they' dry holes?Mr. nt'u,. Yes, sir.
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S0ni11101' A NDE)'FISON . Who is your' hantker?
NI r'. Tt I,. I ai Iit mnmIKr of thle b(ardil, eator.
Senat~lr A NtlMSON . )Oil ('annlOt Stllivy il business very long.
N1I'r. TR'1UE. IhaItt is trule, Selat or, )ltt wve I11( Iadi successful period prior

to (is and franlkly- we Ilre still living ont m111 success of the early
l190,04s.

The ('tIdT~lM.N. D o thle ot her witnesses Wish to uInake a statement
Mir. Tttu. Yes. I think Mr. (lt on li4 gstran(1 hals already heuI) inl-

Srodliced, biut lhe will take over f'romu here.

VM]I M. E I o'u Nee. Thn Mr. i. (11it irmanl and tnelollIlers of the

I dto not 'xvant v'(U1 to b~e alau'ined bN, this big panel because they have
lbevil inlst ruut eui tot be very short -win~ded. 'They, have at few renmrks to
make anld they wNill 1h01( thei very b~rieflyv. I umuI 111thorized to applear'
hrev ats cha11irmlan of the liaisonl conintittee of tile (1oo!pem'ting GaIs
kAsoialtionls and1( or-gan aitijons -onlsisting o)f represent atives fromn 21
ilIdelellc11ii producers' oil and services associaltiots located throuighoult.
the Nation.

Our group range geographicaIlly front Alaiskat to thle gulf ('021st and1(
from California to 1envvna

TIile producvers we rel~resetlt Operalte almost exclusive vely inl inland
area,11s Of tilie I Tnitedl Stittes ll 21(I ocnrt hi c i~ and~ t hei t'
(jplorat loll (developmlent a111( product ion Seg1ieuit of tile' (jolliest i( oil
industry.

Consequently we seki national tax pl~oicies thalt. eli('ouriage rait her'
tfli discourage dIevelopil enit of donulestiv oil reserves.

Independents op)eraite its individual small par1tneriships 01' in v'enilre
('o11linatiliolls of small cor'porat ions. I lowever, t hey (10 rairelyv itvot'-
por-ate, tlhereby mnltainiing thet freedom i'equii'ed for we'll';Ilrilliulg
decisions, suhj;et. of course to veto by the ban11kers.

They arev tlhemefore highly vulnera'lble to anly ald ulst mcn"It in curstent
taIx laws that offer t ben theIncetives nlee(1Q(l t1di'll.

'r"htere are several of the initber assciait ions Who haerelres'11t a-
tives here at- thle table anld I amlt going to ('211 oil their to mallke at short
st atetuient, Ilnd theti, W~hen thiey have c'0o1mpleted their' short. st atkeet,
I would like to have a. couple o;f minutes to s1luilililarize if imle permits.

So first. I would like to caIll oil Mrl. 'Jac k MeKeith lii. Ile is tilte presi-
(10nt Of the T-St Ite Oil 4k, Gas Associattion, com~posed1 of Inidiilli,
Ill inois, a111(1 Ketnt 11('ky.

.itck, would youl talke over.
Mr. MChurni IAN. Thank you, Clint.
As Air. hnrtr n is Sid, 1 a1m1 from tihe trtistlite arieal of Illinois,

Itndianat, 111( Ketutcky representing the Inudependent, Oil 1Prodier~s
A. Land1( Ownets Associttioti, Whose nleni1bet'slij) is coniposed entirely
of S11111l ind(ependlent. oil producers atnd landowners located inl t hose
three 111Veas.

Before I proceed, I would like to go()It record onl behalf of miy asso-
cult ionl its sutpporting fully the other testinlony to be givenl hiere today
by thle indepenIdent. itssociatifionis froni throughout the miouttiy.

In our1 judgiltent. their remarks airv- sound1( and acc(uraite.
1 wanlt. to conlfituec 11nysel f to making it few statteimenits to yott gentle-

Ilnn ats to the possible defects of tax revisions onl thle i ndlstt inl Illy
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area, because you may not know how significant what you do could
be in its effect oil us.

The oil industry to which I refer is almost exclusively composed
of small independent producers, sup)liers, and drillers. They are t lw
same type of independent. who has historically found 80 percent of our
reserves. His usual operation is long on guits, slhort on capital, bllt
nevert.heless he manages to get out, drill, and search for oil. Normally
he raises the principal portion of his exploration enl itl f Ilrm ilvestol's
outside the oil business, from men anld women who can attord to risk
capital on the 1-in-I15 chance that he will find oil in our area.

Ironically, these same investors who provide the finds liecessary t0
our small independentst are now primary targets of this C(ongress iI
its effort to revise the tax structure.
The proposed revisions, if adopted, can only atfect adlverselv t hose

individuals and firms now engaged in our oil'and gas industry. This
consideration alone is not, necessarily a valid reason for avoiding
change. However, all the consequences of a tax change must he
measured not only. in terms of the immediate revenue expected to be
realized but more importantly in the long-range effects to be expected
in the overall impact on the economy and security of our Nation.

In our tristate area reduced depletion rates will seriously ripple
our segment of the industry. This would result in a curtahlment of
employment, with the resulting loss in payrolls and taxes as well as
the loss of oil production, and consequently the loss of royalties to
our landowners and taxes to our (ount ies.

If it can be recognized that a cut in the present depletion schedule
would seriously cripple our tristate industry, it is even more al)-
)arent that a change in the mauer of dedutiou of intangibles will

literally, and we believe without exception, destroy our oil business.
We have over 1,500 small businessmen empyloing approximately

30,000 men and women who annually contribute a gross of about
$400 million to our economy, which includes $30 million annually paid
to landowners in the fori of royalty, and over $6 million in taxes
to the local county governmeints.

As noted, tihe proposed tax change will not render a teml)orary
hardship, upon these independents; such a change will virtually elinm-
nate them as a contri)utnig segment of our economy.

Our local economy would be unable to compensate for such a loss.
More important. still, our country cannot afford to lose this segment

of its domestic oil industry. Oice it is lost, it is doubtful that even the
reserves of the skilled technicians could ever be replaced.

In conclusion, therefore, I submt t that the action of this committeee
will very definitely determine the future course of the independent
in our area. Unfortunately the choice is not one of compromise. O)ur
very livelihood depends omi the actions you men take. imnk you.

Mr. ENOSTRAND. Next is Mr. William Cleary from Oklahoma, pres-
ident of the OIPA.

Mr. CLEARY. Thank you, Clint..
In terms of the impact on my State-where as many as 40,M0%) jobs

may be at. stake--and perhaps on the Nation, the next, 3 minutes
may be the most important ones of my life. You will hear about Okla-
homa independent l)roducers, their iml)act, upon the Nation's energy
supply, and the effect. of depletion on them.
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O)ur State produces about ")00,000 barrels of oil per day, roughly
6 percent of ti le Nation's total and about 7 percent of its natural gas.
Perhaps moIre important, our operating area contaills m1ore thain 10
percent of the probable undrilled reserves of natural gas.
For the past 2 years illdependents have drilled nore than 8t" per-

cent of the exploritory wells in our State. Because tilie majors are de-
voting more and more of their budgets to offshore areas and Alaska,
we expect to be responsible for even more of the driling in the future.

)emand in our area is outrunning supply, even with existing prices
an1d present tax incentives. We have not, produced enough oil each
month for nearly 2 years to meet. the pipelines demands.

The supIlly-delnand situation in natuiail gas which particularly
alects the Northern States and the eastern seaboard is even more
critical, and 1 ani sure that you all are aware of tlie precipi tous drop in
the reserve supply.

We are doing our dead-level best to attract capital to find new re-
serves with present incentives and we cannot keep Ul1 with demand.
We need all tie help we can get from you. More than 70 percent
of our risk capital--that is our, tile indepeendent's, risk calpital-comies
from outside the industry in Oklahoma. The threat of tax changes has
already caused a substantial drying up1 of that risk capital just in the
past 2 imonittls.
Mr. Jones will tell you of the importance of currently deducting

nonre('ovel'al)le ,osts in attracting capital. 1)epletion is also important
and I have a suggestion con'erning it.
'Ie depletion concept is sound. When we produce a barrel of oil, we

have one less barrel of total reserve in the ground. You might think
of us as ail apple farmer who cuts off' a limb with each apple he har-
vests, so that wh'len tie e(cro is Complete he has 11o muore tlree.

The Congress has wisely said that the whole oil crop should not be
considered income. A l)o:tio of tile Iproceeds should be set aside as
a seed (rop free of tax liabil itv so that o1r oil farmer can Jplant another
tree and hopefully raise al'other vital 'rol. 1 call assure you that tile
risk of crop failure is extremely high.

Oil and gas percentage (dej)Iletion is presently set at 271/o percent
of gross ieone Iu1t is limited to .)o ler'ent of net income. In Oklahoma
this limitation accounts for the fa't. that. independents get around 01
percent rather than 27/ percent. The restriction hurts 11s most when
production becomes marginal and we need all the capital we can get
for rein vestment.

We believe it is politically feasible to remove this restriction on
percentage depletion. Such removal would help our incentives to
explore for' new reserves. We urge you to consider seriously the
removal of the .54-percent net-ilnm limitation when you (onsider all
aspeets of percentage depletion.

Thank you.
Mr. ENUS'rmI\NM). Next on the panel is Mr. Charlie linton. He is

representing the Panhandle 1roducens &. Rovalty Owners Assooiation.
Mr. lhN'roN. 1 am a petroleum consultant. I live at Amarillo, Tex.

For the past. 33 years I have spent the major pamrt of my time on the
many problems 'related to natural gas suiplly and the requirements
for natural gas. I am appearing here as a ntentllbet and in behalf of tile
Panhandltc Producens & Royalty Owner.., Associatio.
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I have filed a formal statement with the committee detailing the
supply of natural gas available to the consumers of America, antic-
ipated needs in the future, and the effect of changes ill tle Texas
laws on meeting those needs. I appreciate this opportunity to sum-
marize within the few minutes allotted to me the situation facing
our Nation with regard to natural gas which supplies a third of our
total energy requirements.

I respectfully call your attention to these facts. Natural gas is a
relative newcomer as a widespread source of energy, its use has grown
tremendously siice W orld War 11. The householders and industry
have demanded more and more. natural gas because it is economical.
it is adaptable to thousands of industrial uses, and it is clean. It does
not pollute the atmosphere. This is of l)aramount, iml)ortaice today.

Within the past. 13 years production of natural gas has almost. doi-
.bled from 10.1 trillion produced ill 1955 to 19.4 trillion cubic feet
il 1968. But the available su))ly of natural gas has not kept ul) with
demand.

In 1955 we had a reserve life index, the ratio of annual )roduction
to recoverable reserves, of 22.1 years. In 1968 this reserve life was
only 14.8 years. This is for the ultimate recovery of those reserves, and
it certainly does not. mean that there, will be a full supply of natural
gas for 14.8 years.

The full supply, based on 1968 production, wouhl only last for a
period of 3 to 4 years. Ill 1968, for the first timue ill history, production
of natural gas was greater than the new reserves discovered and
developed. It is obvious that, if this trend continues, the Nation will
run out of natural gas ill the foreseeable future.

At the same, time future gas requirements ate estimated to increase
to 25.5 trillion cubic feet ill 1975, and 36 trillion cubic feet by 1990.
I do not mean to imply that someone will g() cold next winter for lack
of natural gas or the "winter thereafter, but, I do say that, if proper
steps, proper incentives, are not provided now, that. there will be. a
natural gas crisis of shameful )roportions in r to 10 years. That is
because there is a timelag of several yea-s after the first well is drilled
before a new field is l)ut, into full production and gas from that. field
can be brought to the consumer.

Historically the natural gas industry has del)ended on the ,producecr
segment of the industry to find its supply. For many years oil well
gas supplied a third of the Nation's gas requirements.

That has shrunk to 20 percent. The nunber of wells drilled hias
declined sharply from more than 57,000 in 1956 to just over 30,000
in 1968.

There are new gas reserves to be found. Present estimates are esti-
mated at 287 trillion cubic feet. We estimate that there is an additional
1,200 trillion feet to be found, including 400 trillion to be found in
Alaska, but this requires enormous outlays of money. It requires in-
centive and it requires the support of Congress.

National policy requires tliti the production of energy be stimulated,
not retarded. One of the prime elements in our national economic
progress, an essential ingredient of our standard of living, is adequate
sources of energy. This is true of all industrialized, economically
strong nations.
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As Congress determines the direction in which we move, it occurs
to me that. assurance of adequate energy source's should be high on
the priority list.

Gentlemen, this Nation runs on energy. Cutting incentives such as
the del)letion allowance or intangible drilling costs, whiell have played
a vital part, in providing that. energy, will have a negative effect
on the long-range interests of every American.

W ith regard to natural gas, which is in short supply right now, I
hope that a few years from now this committee is not faced with
debating how to stiniulate production to meet national needs. For that
reason I hope that you will Supl)ort the present policy which has
served this Nation well.

Mr. IANSTnR, Ni. Next on the paniel is A. V. Jones, president, West
Central Texas oil & cas Association.

Mir. JONES. Mr. C.hair1an and members of the committee, my name is
A. V. Jones, ,Jr., and I am an independent oil and gas producer and
live in Albany, Tex. I appear here today as president. of the West
Central Texas Oil & (as AKssociation as well as representing tile iem-
bers who belong to our association. I would like to l)resent myself as
an individual small businessman, widely exl)erienced in oil explora-
tion and development.

Gentlemen, we feel that. the consuming public, and that means all
the people of this Nation, has been well served by the petroleum in-
dustry.. Few industries had supplied the consumer with continually
improving products at essentially the same real price.

We maintain that any adverse tax legislation aimed at. the petro-
leum industry will directly affect all consumers. To su))ly the energy
needs of this Nation, most. governmental and industry reports em-
phasize the fact that petroleum exploration must. be increased sub-
stantially over the next few years.

Historically the independent segment of the petroleum industry
explored for and found most of the domestic )roduction. In other
words, the necessary domestic exl)loration effort, the nonrecoveral)le
costs of exploration and drilling known as intangibles, must continue
to be recognized as essentially business expense for all p articiants in.
the oil and gas industry. The'e must be no limitation of iuny kind. All
the nonrecoverable costs must be deductible when they are incurred.

Petroleum exploration is a very risky enterl)rise, and correspond-
ingly there must be sul)stant ial profits to "balance extensive losses. Many
of the people participating in our business are successful, but most of
them lose. These losers are a necessary part of the industry.

Legislative pl)roosals have often questioned the need for deducting
intangibles from taxable income. Intangibles are the costs of finding
petroleum and drilling the wells necessary to l)roduce the oil or gas.
They are routine normal costs such as lal;or, fuel, drilling fluids and
bits, and other contracting services.

Gentlemen, thele normal expenses are not unlike the nonrecoverable
costs of doing 1usines which are deducted by all industries. There
should be nolimitation whatsoever on what can be invested or rein-
vested in the business of oil and gas exploration to provide for our
Nation's needs.
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Most of the currently proposed oil industry tax reforms are directed
directly at the small businessman engaged in oil and gas explora-tioii
and development. To be specific, so-called limit on tax preferences is
applicable only to the individuals, l)artnershil)s, trusts, and small cor-
l)orations. This is , l)unitive proposal which if it becomes tax law
will practically wipe out the independent segment of the industry
when the need for our efforts has never been greater.

Not only will the LTP provision wil)e out the in(lel)endents in oil
and gas exploration but it could ultimately create a nmjor-company
monopoly by destroying all the small businessmen. It does not seeiii
likely that the intent of tax reform is to foster any monopoly, but it
will "be the inevitable result if there is any limit placed on the amount
of drilling that the independents can do.

The basic economic facts of fundamental importance to our industry
and the national security lave l)ecome obscured and confused. It ap-
pears that the emotional aspects of tax reform proposalss have shaped
into i discriminatory program, not to a soundly considered piece of
tax legislation.

Instead of creating the necessary economic climate for the expan-
sion required. the proposals you are looking at would destroy most of
the incentive for petroleum exploration.

Thank you.
Mr. ENOSTRAND. Next on our panel is Mr. Tiom Schwiin, executive

vice president of the Kansas Oil & Gas Association.
Mr. ScHII INN. Mr. Cha irman, members of the committee, we thank

you for the opportunity to appear.
Kansas Independent, Oil & Gas Association is one of the largest

independent petroleum associations in America. It has no major coi-
pany members, and it is producer-oriented.

In Kansas the independents play a predominant role in the oil and
gas industry. You all know, I think, that historically Kansas has been
one of the leading producers of both oil and gas. But I think you
might be interested to know that in 1968 independents drilled 96 pel.-
cent of all the oil wells in Kansas, both development and wildcat. We
produced 65 percent of all the oil in the State.

Now, taking that fact into consideration, we submit that it is obvious
that in Kansas, and we think also perhaps in most of the great oil
producing provinces of the United States, the development, of our
petroleum resources on shore is going to rest in the hands of the
domestic independents.

Now, it is absolutely vital that the tax policies which have fostered
and encouraged the developmentt of our Nation's resources be main-
tained and improved. It, is especially important that these incentives,
as we term them, be maintained for the independent because of the
peculiar way in which independents raise their capital.

Indepedents raise a great deal, may I say most, of their capital f rom
sources outside of the industry, whereas larger, more integrated coin-
panies are able to generate at, least a certain part of their capital from
the sale of products and other matters, and it. is going to be impossible
in the future, considering the great risks involved, for independents
to attract risk capital into this vital industry unless these incentives
are maintained and improved.
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Of all the incentives currently availal)le to us, the privilege of
expensing intangibles is the one most, important. I would like to term
it. the sine qua non of the independent oil business, because no business-
man will take the awful risk to look for oil and gas unless he has the
l)rivilege of deductingg out in that year his cost of participation.

Depletion , of course, is also very, very iml)ortant, and it is miry judg-
ment that, in Kansas, all the active independent oilmen, the peoplee
that are actually out looking on a daily basis for oil and gas, are more
than drilling up depletion.

Now, we recently did a study of a great numl)er of independent
operators in Kansas, and I intend to furnish members of this comi-
mittee with the study. It is composed of figures not on a selective basis
but total figures, company by company, taken from 1968 tax returns
which show that, the average independent in Kansas does not realize
271/2 percent but realizes 20.4 percent.

The cut suggested by the .ou e would reduce that level to below 15
percent, and, gentlemen, we suggest that that, would be disastrous.

Now, as I pointed out, independents drill most of the wells in
Kansas, 96 l)ercent last year. TIhe percentage is going up. Several of
the Senators have questioned the availability of gas supply, and I
would like to make one remark that has not. been made, I)ut it should
be, and that is that most gas is found in connection wi-th the search for
oil. This is particularly true in Kansas.

Kansas stands seventh in the production of natural gas, but there is
literally no available supply of free gas in Kansas for dwelling heat
and industrial development because of the intrusion of the. Federal
Power Commission into the production of natural gas. All the big
reserves in our field are tied ul). Nevertheless, we need to continue the
search for these small gas fields which cumulatively are very
important.

As our reserves of gas and oil have gone down, and we have sub-
mitted, I think, a, graphic chart which appears on page 198 of the
committee print today. We are not only running out. of these items,
we are running out, of oilmen. The University of Kansas used to have
aI petroleum-a fine petroleum engineering department. They do not
even call it a department any more. It is a little cubbyhole with one
or two students enrolled, and I think that this is hapl)pening in most
of the great universities of the Midwest and Southwest.

Now-, we have done a particular study on the limited tax preference
I)roposal by the Treasury Department. I would very quickly like to
go over those. Although not mentioning the pr)posals formally, quite
a number of Treasury officials have tallied al)out the inclusion of
capitalization of intangibles. This would be disastrouss.

)epletion again is very important. The effect of LTP proposals,
though, if you mention sound assumptions, would be most adverse
upol the young oil ol)erator or the new small investor in the business.
It would not be so harsh on )erhaps other classes.

We think the recapture rule that is suggested in the LTP would be
very adverse, because it would not only dceny the privilege that inde-
pendents now have of selling a lease to pay oil' a bank, hut it would
require the maintenance of records over years and years, the result
being maddening.
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There has been some talk today about losses that the industry might
incur or do incur and thereby affect their tax posit ion, but tie petrole-
um industry is a great deal different than most other kinds of
industries.

There are offset obligations, there are farm-out commitments, there
are production problems that occur in the last quarter of ti year. There
are very exl)ensive l)roblems in deep holes, any of which can occur ;It
any time and do, to completely revise a, well-l)Ianned, prudent
program.

Therefore, we say that tile Treasury )rop)sal with resl)ect. to tax
preferences should be turned down. In our State we pay over $20 mil-
lion in ad valorem taxes. This goes to a great extent to support tile
schools and local governments. Many of our counties, and of the
105 we have got 90 that produce oil and gas, over 50 percent of
their total revenue in tile counties sul)ort schools and local govern-
ment, is paid by the oil and gas industry, most of which as I say are
independents.

We have attache(d at tile very rear a study that was done bv the
Kansas Geological Stirey in ('onjunct ion witl the econoinics tepalt-
ment. of the Kansas State ITniversity which graphically shows the
contril)ution that the petroleum industry makes, the l)rodiucing petrole-
um industry makes, to our State of Kansas, anld we sulbmlit to you
therefore, gentlemen, that 1)oth the )roposals contained in the House
bill and the Treasury departmentt proposals with respect to our
industry be rejected. '

I thank you very much.
(The committee subsequently received the following statement from

Senator Pearson relative to the preceding testimony:)

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B. PEARSON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM TIE STATE OF
KANSAS

Mr. Cha , an, I have read and studied the testimony presented by Mr.
Tom Schw !.a and Mr. Richard Hoover representing the Kansas Independent
Oil and Gas Association, (KIOGA). I think theirs is an excellent statement and
an effective analysis of the very adverse impact that HR 13270 would have
on the Kansas independent oil and gas industry and the state economy as a
whole. I want to endorse KIOGA's statement. I believe it is a real con-
tribution to the record of these hearings. I know that the members of this
committee and the staff will give it careful consideration.

Because of this excellent statement by the KIOGA representatives I will
not make detailed comments about the speifies of those provisions of Tit
13270 pertaining to oil and gas. However, I do want to make some general
observations.

There are many myths which surround the oil industry in this country.
There is the popular image of the oil man as a cigar-chewing, Cadillac-driv-
ing fat eat whose money comes not from oil wells but from tax loopholes.

These myths and popular images are especially far removed front reality
insofar as the independent oil producer is concerned. I am keenly aware of
this discrepancy because in Kansas. which ranks seventh among all the states
in crude oil production, the oil industry ik male up l)rimarily of relatively
small, independent operations. The typical Kansas independent )roducer is
a hard working businessman engaged in high risk oil an( gas exploration.
It is the independent who is carrying on the tough and speculative business
of finding and developing new oil reserve;.

From my own observations and study of the Kansas oil industry I am con-
viinced that the depletion allowance continues to be used as originally in-
tended, an incentive for new exploration. I am also convinced that the present
practice of expensing non-recoverable business expenses (intangibles) is es-
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sential to economic viability of tlie indelndelit domestic oil industry. This
practice is vital to the indelendeiit's fiancing procedures.

In a very real sense the incentives to oil and gas exploration and development
-ire more important today in Kansas than in the past. The principal and more ob-
ious pools have already been ilentifled and the development of new reserves Is
increasingly more difficult and more expensive.

('rude oil and natural gas reserves in Kansas are declining at i dramati(
rate. The munibr of operators is declining and fewer wells are being drilled.

These trends have disturbing implications for the nation and particularly
for the economy of the State of Kansas. About 13 percent of the total economic
output in Kansas is based directly or indirectly on oil and gas produetioi. 'rh.,
it is obvious that tiny subst4intial decline in this vital sector would have adverse
ramifications for the entire state economy.
Studies conducted by KIOGA have shown that the enactment of IIR 13270

would have the effect of sharply curtailing new exploration and development
activity by independent operators in Kansas. As 96i percent of all exploratory and
development wells were drilled by independent operators in 1968, it is apparent
to nie that the oil and gas industry would thus suffer a great deal.

I have couched my statement )rimarily in terms of the relatively small inde-
pendent producer because I am most familiar with his problems anti concerns. This
is not to imply, however, that IR 13270 would not have an adverse effect on the
major oil companies as well.

Mr. Chairman, in closing let me just say that I believe the requirements of
economic growth in Kansas includes a continuation of the present structure of
incentives for oil exploration essentially as it is.

M r. EN S'rnNI). Next. oH 011 panel is William J. Murray, president
of the Texas Independent Petroleun & Royalty ownerss Association.

Mr. MURRA. Mr. Chairman, I came here representing an independ-
ent association. I have a )repared statement and a summary which I
honestly thought adequately represented their viewpoint and merited
your attention, but that was before I realized how much information
you have already received.

As I have listened to these other witnesses, the points that I wish to
make have been covered. Perhaps I covered them a bit differently. A lid
so if I may, rather than present my )rel)ared summary, might I just
confess first of all that, even though I am president of an independent,
association, I am not i producer of oil or gas or a royalty owner, and
my real and honest concern is that of national welfare, of tile survival
of this Nation.

I would rather than refer to my testimony like the privilege, which
may be presumptuous, of endorsing the statement that the distill-
guished Senator from Wyoming made yesterday relative to the des-
)erate importance of energy to the survival of this Nation.

May I state somewhat of my background. While I come here as a
representative of all independent l)roducing association, most of my
life I have been employed by Federal and State Governments. I was
a teacher of petroleum conservation engineering at the University
of Texas. I was a conservation engineer for the Federal Government
and for the State of Texas. For many years I was ai member and chair-
man of the State Conservation Regulatory (ommission of Texas; I
chaired the gas conservation committee.

For 14 years I was chairman of the Petroleum Research Committee.
I chaired the Engineering Advisory Council. 1 was the staff member
for the Federal Government for the first, study made prior to and at
the beginning of World War II of the availability for military needs
of oil.
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I Iltaity years later chaired a (oiltideitial stldy mde for tile military
of the availability of oil for energy in this Nation.

May I state, therefore, that, 6ased on this long experience, I ant
deepl, and dreadfull.' concerned that, tile Nation is today not, trulv
awar, of the energy crisis that we face, not because of any brillia+c4'
lut belaus I so long had to study it and I had available for study
records that are not available to ny other persons of tIe overall
p~icture.

Let. ile lackilow ledge that. those who tell you today that. they are not,
alarmists but. thlat they are concerned al)ut our sui)ply ill the future
ar in Ily ji(dgmeit still being overly conservative and that crisis is
mnell closer at. land tian has ever been stated.

Therefore, 1 endorse the statement of the distinguished Senator
frol Wyoming tlt. we need shale oil. It is distressing that there has
not yet bleen a lreakthrough. For It) years we have been talking about
the potential reserves in shale oil, but we do not have them yet.

I 111 excited and thrilled over the discovery in Alaska. We are going

to need every barrel of tlat. And tin fortunatlel y we are going to have
to turn to all increasing degree in the future io these admittedly in-
seeN re foreigit reserves of oil. 1But. so long as it. is possible to plrodlce
domestic coitinental reserves of oil aid gas, our consumers s will be
better served and our ;eclrlitv will be much less inipaired. And so 1
singly state to you without. lurdening you within any relpetition of the
concern of ally punitive legislation, tax or otherwise, ilgalilst tile oil
industry, tllit tile independent lrodicer is expendable as far ias 1 int
(1icorled, but the results of the indellendent ol'iducers' explloration
are vifldly needed to this Nat.ion.

O)n0 ai(d only one comnient about. the tax proposals. Their has been
one proposal, f believe, advanced by Treasury, which T understood was
somewhat of it coipronise, which would not tlke away froil existing
independents earning more than (14) percent of their income front oil
those present tax privileges that are necessary for their continued exist-
Once in the oil business.
May I Simply say ias one who is not ill the oil business lut ill hearing

Mr. Truie I do not believe I was il, but 1 would like that, privilege. I
would ask that, you not consider putting in sonetihing tiat is going to
make it closed inion like the diamond cutters' niol out of the oil
ildustty, uilt(d would prohibit front titose of us wio might like to go ill
but, are not, eirniinl 60 percent, not earning anything front oil today,
do not, close ius out, if we some day tiink we knoW where to find oil lin(d
l)roduce it. Please leave us who Ie not yet ill it the Sanliie olIlortlnities.

Ill Sumllillary, I apologize to liy association for not speaking for
themi, lut, I llieve lby the otlier industry Spokesiten the role of the
independent produerM' hts beent aideqalitely coveid.
My grave, concern is our ovorstatpd, overest-iniated, overol .iin ist ic

estililtmt of our ciiirrelit ;actual ellergy Supply sitntation.
Thank you, sir.
Mr. ENISTANI. It tile ilit-erests of timie, slice ii' Siuimtiiiiary is in-

luded in ly written statement, I think it. would be it little redilndlint
for tie to suniiarize 11-ll the p)oits that have heei covered liy this
hallel.

in addition to this linei we have another speaer iili I an going
t4 ask 1)ave True to introduce hini.
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Mr. 'rtltF. Mr. ChIirnmn, 1 would like to pesent. as the final mem-
h"er of this group Stark Fox, executive vice president, Independent Oil
and Ga. Producers of Cdi fornia.

Mr. Fox. Thank you, Da.ve.
Mr. Chairman, as Mr. Tiue has inmentioned, my name is Stark Fox.

I am executive vice president, of the Independent. Oil and Gas Pro-
ducers of California, which is a consolidation of two independent, oil
and gas producer a.sociations, both of which date back to the, early
1930's.

At, the outset we join ill the statement of the Independent Petro-
leum Association of America and with the other statelients that liave
bemie made here today, and will therefore (ontine our remarks to a
description of conditions among California independents and the im-
pjiat. the proposed tax changes will have upon them.

We atre opposed to all changes. Their sum total effect. is to lessen the
oil industry incentives to find and develop the more than 80 billion
bau'rels of oil needed lbtween now and 1980. The CoongressQ and the
administration should be considering ways to add to those incentives
rather than reducing them.

In my prepared stnttemnent there are statistics which I will not lVad,mit which I assure you Supl)rt this statement.. Conditions in the Cali-
fonia, oil industry, lrticularlv for the independent, have seriously
(leteriorated during the last 10 to 12 veatrs. In spite of the obvious
deterioration in the independent's lositionl, and in spite of the fact. that
district 15 dotes not produce enough oil to fill its own needs, there are
thoso who would further dampen the incentives to explore for and
pioduce oil. They are the ones who would eliminate, reduce or other-
wiso adjust the depletion provisions in the Internal Revenue Code aswel as clnmge other' industry tax proovisions.

Up to this point they lavem not succeeded in doing So.
According to press reports, the so-called tax reform bill passed by

the House, coupled with the recommendations of the Treasury Depart-
ment, would burden the oil industry with additional annual Federal
taxes of some $600 million. We (to not pretend that the ratio of oil
production to taxes is direct.

However, using that, ratio as a rough guide, the district. 5 produc-
ing industry's share of that added annual tax load would approximate
$84 million per year; based upon its current 14-percent share of na-
tional production. We make no effort. to determine how much of the
added tax burden would fall upon independent and principal minor
companies. It. would be a significant sum, however, because together
they account for 47 percent of all California production and, what-
ever the amount, it would come directly out of their pockets.

Governor Bartlett stole some of my thunder. I am glad he did. le
supports me in saying they cannot pass it on-that is, the independent
cannot pass it on-pass on these added costs. They am not integrated
companies. They cannot offset it tax increase by charging the ultimate
consumer higher prices for their product.. They have no ultimate con-
sumer in the classical sense.

It is common knowledge that in the oil-producing industry the
buyer and not the seller determines the price that will be paid for
crude oil. Hence the producer has no way of shifting the burden of
any added expense, be it taxes, higher wages, or any other.

313-856 0--J--pt. --- :18
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The impact of such added expense is particularly severe for the
California producer. California is the only oil-l)roducing region in
tie Nation where average Crude prices today are less than they were
in 1959, 10 years ago. 'rfev are 4 cents per barrel less than they were
then. This is disincentive enough for the California producer, but
the tax reform bill passed by the House and ''reasury department
recommendations would further curtail his ability to maintain his
present none too enviable posit ion.

And why did all this come about? Because of pressures, Treasury
Secretary Kennedy is reported its saying. The ehairnan of the I ous,
Committee on Ways and Means was quoted to a similar etlect during
that committee's deliberations on tie bill.

It seems to us that in saying that the recommended changes in Fed-
eral oil tax policy, and particularly in the depletion provision, in sal-
ing that these ch ranges were brought about )y pressures, those who
sponsored them or acquiesce in t hen tacitly adnit that no thought has
been given to the merits of the ease.

The Wall Street Journal supl)lorts that opinion. In speaking of the
House action on the bill before you, it. had this to say, and f quote:

Everyone is in favor of reform and after more than four decades it Is likely
that oil taxes could use some of it. iBoth the Nation and the industry would
benefit though from one thoughtful study of the change in its o)sslble Imlact. 1
But no-

And I am continuing to quote-
but no, here as elsewhere the tax reformers have simply slashed away and
the House has pushed through the whole package without bothering to give
it more than a pmssing glance.

We have tried to give you S01nie idea of the iinact of the proposed
challvs 1u)On the California producer. ()ur ll tition to you is siili)le.
Wer0 reiterate our ol)psition to all the pro, osils all( ask only that. be-
fore you judge because of pressures rat iter than merits ill oil tax
policy that has served this Nat ion for soie ,3 years you make one
thoughtful study of the change find its Ipssible impacts.

Thank you.
The CHmAIRMN. Ihank you very nuich, gentlemen.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. 'Chairman, may I ask one question?
First, let me acknowledge with my real appreciation the very geii-

erous remarks you mnade, N.. Murray.
You have testified that. the LTP, the limit 01l tax preferences, will

have a very serious inipact upon the independents. I would like to ask
the panel, ind whoever wishes to respolld niy, will the Treaisury pro-
posal, the 60-percent rule, eliminate the independents front the impact
that this LTP may have upon t he oil industry

Mr. TrTE. Senator, if I inay attempt to answer that, first, no; be-
cause, of course, the 60-percent rule does not include depletion. .

Secondly, insofar its intangiblesare concerned, I know milany indle-
pelident, who have associatd work, associated income with the pro-
duction of oil and gas, who would not be covered by the 60-percent rule
because 60 ixrcent of their total does not collie froll as I believe is
quoted the sale of oil or gas.

In my own casei all of our income except for a few nickels here and
there comes from oil-related activities, but because of the experience
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I relate at little while ago in our exploration lrogran, 60 percent of
tho total does not. comeo frilom the sale of oil or gas, and so we will be
included, and 1 know lots of other people such as (rilling contracts,
1) ip4liino people, oil lease brokers, servicing companies would fall in
the sto (lassifilat-ion.

Semtor IbNsi:N. Mr. chairman , 1 have fur lher questions but I do
want to coinirt late t these fine gent lenien on their excellent. presenta-
lion. I believe that their successful test imony exhibits their keen knowl-
ege in this area.

Mr. MITi,%Y. May we express to you, Senator. our appreciation for
your leadership, knowledge, and ability.

Seittor MILLER. Mr. True, I want to t hank you for an excellent pr'e-
seutat ion. For a long t ime I have been very n0uch opposed to any taut-
pering with the intangible drilling and (letvelopluent costs. I have en-
gaged in a good many debates over the years opposing tampering with
the intangible drilling costs. I should like to forget about the rest of
the lill and concentrate oit peIrcMitage depletion. I have also stated
publicly that I do not approve the meat-axe aplroach in cutting back
on depletion. But the thrust of your testimony this morning entha-
sized the need to increase our reserves to meet. our requirements in the
futtire. ''he ciart ou had before the committee emphasized that. we
have to meet it, anl in effect, I think your testimony was to the effect
that if you want us to achieve those national objectives, leave us alone.
It addition, Mr. Cleary talked about the apple tree and the necessity
of set t ing aside some seed. If t he seed is used for more apple t trees -ani
is used to go ahead and develop their drilling and expanding their re-
sources, that is one thing. If not, that is anot her thing.

I must, say that if we have two companies and one company has
$100,000 of percentage deplet ion seed money and uses that seed money
mtid allot h er company has that. seed money and doesn't use it, then there
should be some difference in treatment.

What. the House has done is they have said to both of these com-
panies, each with $100,000 of percentage deplet ion, treat. them both the
same-and this troubles me very much.

Mr. Mummv. Mr. Chairman, I would like to present. another philos-
ophy of the depletion allowance which we refer to as an incentive, the
jackpot. The slot natchine at Las Vegas is there ats an incentive. The
game is played by galblers although they know the odds are against
them but because the jackpot is there they ate willing to play. If you
happen to hit the jackpot, you can kee ) it, but although they usually
Iut it back in. I think they do plow it hack aid want to plow it. back.however , if you told them they had to plow it Itck, and there was a
sign on the machine saying, "anyone who hits the jackpot lutist put. it.
ick in the slot iacine thlien you destroy the incentive when you tell

theit so. The l)lowbaek destroys niuch of the illusions of the incentive.
Senator MiJuFi. I thuik you have a loint, but I don't, think your

example quite fits. Testimony says we tie going to plow it baek in.
A slot machine operator doesn't. go and say. no. matter what. happens,
I will plow it back in. With respect to your poit about. the disincen-
tive this gets ooi down to what might be done in giving some rela-tive-or attachiing some relative-importanee to plow back. One
tipproach could be to siay, "we take the House-passed plercentige deple-
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tion rates, but, if there is plow back, then we will keel) the old rates.
That would be one example so that. there is still some incentive but
if you want to keep your old rates of 271/2 percent, then you have to
have plow backs. You can keel) the extra 71/2 percent that you still
plow back. Have a 2-year plow back, that would mean that one-fifthl
of your percentage depletion had not been plowed back. One fifth of
the 71/2 percent extra would not be allowed. This is a much more
refined approach. It fits with your testimony. That is what I am trying
to come up with. If you have $100,000 depletion and he plows it all
back in, I can't see why you should be treated identically, if you want
to take the 20-percent depletion. If you want 271/2 percent, plow it
back; if you don't want it, then plow half of it back. Now I'd like to
discuss percentage depletion because I am opposed to monkeying with
intangibles.

Forget about the rest of the provisions in the bill. I would guess
that a great many members of the committee Olposed ul)t percentage
depletion in perspective. I think they are advocating a meat-axe
approach. I can't see treating the two examples identically. Try using
your analogy of the seed money. I think that, there is a strong feeling
on the part of many people that there is some abuse in the petroleum
industry. Most 1)eople who complain about it don't know beans about
it. I know some people who are fairly familiar with the subject, and
they think there are some amses and should be sone differences in
treatment. I am trying to satisfy that feeling so that you can see we
are not treating everyone alike in the petroleum industry. Consumers
of this country are treated a little better.

Mr. IINTON. A pipeline producer that. produces a portion of its own
natural gas has been required to pass on its own depletion to consumers
who have obtained the benefit, of that depletion. The pipeline pro-
ducers have gone out of business because of the result, of ie removal
of the incentive.

Senator MILLIE. I think we received testimony earlier today that
if the 271/2 percent depletion rate were cut to 20 percent, it would
reduce exploration and development by 20 percent. I suggest to you
most respectively that if this were reduced from 271/ to 20 percent
for those who do use the seed money and kept it at 271/2 percent for
those who don't drill up their percentage depletion the resultS, you
mention are not in the ball park.

Mr. HINTON. If the pipeline producers of natural gas had the op-
tion to utilize that money to drill instead of it being passed on, then
they would continue to drill.

Senator MILER. If they had had the plowback alternative, they
would still be in business.

Mr. SciIwNi. Of course, some companies would be making studies
for possible lease blocks or exploratory work but they would be harshly
penalized if they lost their depletion during this period.

Senator MILLEn. This is why I have suggested the 2-year period for
plowback. I don't know what is wrong with the 2-year plowback. It
would meet none of those problems you mention.

Mr. MARTIN. I am sorry to be so presumptuous. I just want, to raise
a couple of questions. First, in the area of application of the deple-
tion-it varies from 271/2 percent down to zero and is computed on a
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property-by-property basis. Second, since it was pointed out in the
testimony that investors front outside of the industry participate ini
drilling ventures would people in these categories have the same
treatment?

Senator MILJER. The doctor who would like to get into a venture-
if he gets the check at the end of the year, he is very happy. When
lie gets a big check at the end of the year, he is happy. Before he goes
into it $2,500 of which $2,1500 is percentage depletion if you don't
want to pay tax on it, that night be a disincentive. On the other hand,
it could be an incentive for him to go into another venture. Let. him say
that 20 percent is percentage depletion. You have the incentive, but
you recognize the princil)le I an striving for. Using the seed money.

Mr. Fox. It is perfectly true under the conditions you have set forth
that one company might take his $100,000 worth of depletion al-
lowance and not use that allowance to explore for future oil supplies;
but on the other hand, the l)resent 271/2 percent depletion allowance
not reduced at all does not generate enough capital that the industry,
as an industry needs to have. The entire industry retains, through the
depletion allowance, something like $11/2 billion. And then its entire
exploration expenditures are something like $4 billion.

Mr. MURRAY. The point is that other industry people spend more
money than they receive from depletion trying to explore and develop
new supplies. Your suggestion certainly would not reduce the reten-
tion of funds as much as the House meat-axe approach would do, but
it would do so to some extent.

Senator MILLER. I would expect a relatively minor effect, but there
are some abuses involved. Unsophisticated constituents. But if I get, a
question, "Are you going to treat one the same as the other?" Then, I
can look them in the eye and say there should be some incentive.

Keep the new House rates, but if you want the old House rates-
Mr. MURRAY. We are not in a position to say that we don't think that

everything that now exists is not only deserved but needed-90-year
old man do the best you can. If we were given 20 percent plus 71/2
percent more if it is allowed back in, we say that, is much better than
20 percent across the board. We must face reality. However, the full
271/2 percent and more is much needed. We realize the need for the
producer to provide a justifiable position. We think that what we have
and more is necessary.

Senator MNILER. Let me say that I have no clients, there is no oil
industry in my State. I had become interested when-and knew some-
thing aout it because I have been opposed to a meat-ax approach.
I have been questioned on my position, and it is too bad but they don't
know what they are talking about. At the same tme, I must tell you
that a great many people have a feeling that there is something here
that ought to be changed. Are we going to change it by a meat-ax
approach or by a way which will enable us to say we are not treating
everyone alike to fit with our national objectives. I thmnk if we coul5
do something like this it would be good for everyone.

Mr. HINTON. What would happen, then, to the funds that would be
raised for drilling from the outside investor. Would he then Fet his
depletion for 271/2 percent on the first year and then if he didn t plow
it back in, he would be cut back to 20 percent.
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Senator MILLER. I think we are getting down to mechanics. For
example, let's take the doctor. He puts in $2,000 in the venture and
the venture is successful. If not, he writes it off. In comes a check for
$2,500 of which $500 is percentage depletion and you don't have to
pay tax on it. Now, he has 2 years from that year to take that $500
and go into another venture. The following year in comes another
check for $500. If he doesn't put it back in, then he w;ll have to pay
a tax. He will have one-fifth less than the 71/2, percentage difference;
$500 percentage depletion. Computed at the rate he pays $2,000 on
the regular income. $500 is percentage depletion at. 271/2 percent. If lie
doesn t plow it back in, then under the suggested approach, lie would
have a portion of that reduction (reduced), would only be allowed
20 percent for depletion.

Mr. Fox. Ultimately, this original $2,500 income that he gets from
his $2,000 investment, $500 is nontaxable because of depletion. That
is a single venture, and it is completed. It is whole. Because lie invested
his money in exploration and because it was successful, lie gets 271/2
percent. What happens if he does not reinvest his depletion in future
yearsI

Senator MILLER. He would continue to receive the House rate. He
would have 271/2 percentage depletion for 2 years, but if tt the end
of that 2-year period lie has not plowed it back in, then he is going
to have to pay tax on $100 because 20 percent is the basic rate.

Mr. MCKEITHAN. Under this concept, most of the independents get
20 percent or less than that because of the 50-percent net limitation,
so in order to raise these funds, do you think the 50-percent limitation
could be increased to make more money available for drilling?

Senator MILLER. I want to concentrate on the 271 2-percent depletion
rate. It may be that there are some other facets to this. On that point,
I don't know what the Treasury estimates will be.

Mr. McKEITIIAN. We always have to deal with our landowners.
Under this method they would be getting 20 percent depletion and if
those of us who drill had the 50-percent limitaton raised, we might
approximate the 271/ percent and thus the landowner would start
asking more from us in the way of bonuses, and so forth, for the right
to lease his land.

Senator MILLER. I would suggest that it might be rather minimal.
Mr. SCHWINN. What about a one-time investor who invests because

he had a windfall. He had excess capital at the time lie would like
to invest.

Senator MILLER. He would have to live with the 20 percent because
he is not carrying out the seed rule.

Mr. SCHwJNN. Suppose he invests a small amount regularly because
of sales in assets or settlements.

Senator MILLER. I don't want. final judgments. You people are the
experts. All of us have been concerned about our national objectives.
We also have a problem with the general taxpayer. That is what this
tax reform bill is all about. A response to what some people term as a
taxpayers' revolt. To the extent we can satisfy both, I think we will
be a lot better off. The implication has been made that perhaps there
should be a 30-percent depletion. I suppose you could make an argu-
ment for that.
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Mr. TRUr,. I think this is a matter of degree. Where is the return of
capital concept of the original discovery value depletion concept in
your overall blowback suggestion or are you just considering the tax
payer revolt?

Senator MLLER. Are you talking about permitting of the cost
depletion first?

Mr. TRUE. No, the original depletion concept was based on discovery
value, which was an assigned capital value to the discovery. Based
entirely on the concept that it was a recovery of capital and that
capital should not be taxed. Are you discounting this principle com-
pletely, or are you figuring that, reduced percentage depletion takes
care of it?

Senator MI.LER. I think they could have set it up at 30, 25 percent,
could have set it up at any figure. But the big hue and cry is that
someone--expenditure in $5,000 for an oil )ro)erty and after maybe
3 years, he has this go on forever. The reason it goes on forever is for
the incentive to plant. the seed. You can make an argument that it is
sort of a reward to agree with you that it is a matter of degree. We
have national objectives to satisfy.

Mr. TRUE. I know several people in my area who have made a life-
time business of accumulating royalties to retire on. They have a
modest retirement fixed but inflation is claiming 25 percent.

Senator MIuEln. If they are down in a lower income bracket, there
are other aspects of the tax reform bill which will help. They will be
getting a 5-percent reduction-according to the Treasury approach-
and they will have relief. I am concerned about people who are retired
especially low- and middle-income areas.

Mr. TRUE. These people are living on a declining dollar income.
Senator MILLER. The difference might. not be too bad.
Mr. TRUE. Twenty-seven and one-half percent of their additional

income is untaxed.
Senator MILLER. As against 20 percent, under the House bill. Per-

centages can destroy the real picture. But I think we had better wind
this up. If any of you have any ideas on how this might be refined, I
think the committee would welcome it. I know I would. Thank you.

(The prepared statements of the previous witnesses follow. Oral
testimony of the next witness commences at page 4554.)

STATEMENT OF H. A. TRUE, JR., TRUE On, Co., CASPER, WYo., ON BEHALF OF
THE INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM AssOCIATION OF AMERICA

SUMMARY

1. A healthy, expanding domestic industry has provided the assurance of ade-
quate supplies of both oil and natural gas, and this would be the best assurance
for the future.

2. The efficiency of the domestic industry has provided petroleum energy (the
producer's average price of both oil and natural gas combined) at a cost of
less than $1.90 per barrel as compared with over $2.00 per barrel for imported
oil.

3. The domestic industry's activities in searching for and developing U.S. pe-
troleum resources have declined to inadequate levels, imperiling the Nation's
economic progress and future security. Assurance of adequate oil and gas sup-
plies to meet future requirements requires much more-not less--domestic
exploration and drilling.
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4. Proposed changes in petroleum tax provisions would decrease substantially
the funds available for exploration and drilling, and sharply reduce the incen.
tive to invest capital in this high-risk business.

5. If proposed tax changes were approved, total expenditures for U.S. explora-
tion and development would decline to only $2.4 billion by 1980, compared with
a required expenditure of $8.3 billion-a deficiency of $5.9 billion yearly or
more than 70 percent.

6. These tax changes would have a devastating effect on independent pro-
ducers, many if not most of whom would be forced to liquidate their properties
and discontinue exploration and drilling. Competition and the multiplicity of
effort that has been a key factor in discovery of new reserves would be
seriously lessened.

7. The resulting 1980 deficiency in U.S. crude oil production would result in
the U.S. being dependent on foreign sources for over 50 percent of the Nation's
requirements-an intolerable situation from the standpoint of national security.

8. The search for new reserves of oil and natural gas is interrelated and
inseparable. Natural gas is already in short supply and the proposed changes in
tax provisions would aggravate and intensify the existing critical situation as to
gas supplies.

9. To offset the effect of proposed tax changes and assure adequate supplies
of both oil and gas, the alternative would be increased prices that would cost
the consuming public in the order of $10 billion yearly by 1980.

10. Governmental decisions as to federal tax provisions and import policies
will determine whether the historical position of U.S. self-sufficiency in indis-
pensible petroleum supplies will be preserved; or whether the U.S. will embark
on a course knowingly leading to insufficiency and dangerous dependency on
foreign sources.

STATEMENT

My name is H. A. True, Jr., and I am an independent producer, operating
the True Oil Company, a partnership in Casper, Wyoming. I am a former Presi-
dent of the Independent Petroleum Association of America, and my testimony
is presented on behalf of that Association.

The IPAA is composed of some 5,000 members whose business interests are
primarily, and in most cases, exclusively, the domestic petroleum producing
industry throughout the 32 producing states of this Nation. I appear before
your Committee, therefore, to discuss proposed tax changes and their effect on
the domestic industry in general, and the independent producer in particular.

Consideration of this matter should be predicated on the following fundamen-
tal premises:

(1) Adequate and steadily increasing supplies of both oil and natural gas,
from assured sources, are indispensible in meeting the needs of the consum-
ing public, the country's economic progress and the survival of not only
the United States but also the Free World.

(2) A healthy, expanding domestic industry has provided the assurance
that adequate supplies are available in both peacetime and times of emer-
gency ; and must continue to do so in the future.

Existing tax provisions and other sound governmental policies, such as the
Mandatory Oil Import Program, have served the public interest well. The do-
mestic industry has supplied sufficient petroleum at relatively low prices to meet
consumer peacetime requirements; to fuel two World Wars; to block aggres-
sion in several lesser wars; and to prevent wars that might have exploded during
such times as the 1956-57 Suez Crisis and the 1967 Middle East dispute.

For the foreseeable future, there is no practical, dependable or economic al-
ternative to an expanding domestic industry. The life of our country could not
tolerate the denial of petroleum energy any more than the lives of our citizens
could survive the denial of food.

Trends in recent years, unfortunately, imperil the Nation's strength as to
oil and gas supplies. These changing conditions are set forth in the memorandum
attached to my testimony. These facts must be taken into account in consider-
ing petroleum tax provisions. They show that the industry's activities in searching
for and developing the petroleum resources of the Unitied States have declined
to inadequate levels.
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These trends are reason for concern, but not pessimism. They can and must be
reversed in order to assure adequate U.S. petroleum supplies. A healthy economic
climate, in which adequate incentives exist for vigorous and expanding petro-
leum exploration and development, can and must be restored. During the past
two years, there has been some upturn in the industry and, under sound gov-
ernmental policies, domestic producers can and will continue to supply the oil
and gas requirements of this Nation.

However, we are now at the cross roads. The Congress is con 'ring major
changes of the industry's tax treatment and the Executive Br.t%,i of govern-
inent is currently making an extensive study of the Mandatory Oil Import Pro-
grain. Decisions with respect to both of these matters will determine, to a very
large degree, whether our nation will continue to be self-sufficient in petroleum.
Or whether, for the first time in our history, we will knowingly embark on a
course leading to a position of insufficiency and greater dependency on foreign
Forces.
Proposed Tax' ChangeR

Petroleum tax provisions should be looked upon first as a resource policy and
secondarily as a tax issue. We have, therefore, made an evaluation of the long-
range impacts of proposed changes in tax policy on the development of domestic
petroleum resources, in the hope that such an analysis will be helpful to your
deliberations.

Certain tax proposals (such as extension of the surtax, repeal of the invest-
ment tax credit, and the change in the treatment of capital gains) would ad-
versely affect all businesses, including the petroleum industry. Additional pro-
posed changes in federal tax provisions directly affecting U.S. oil and gas sup-
plies include:

(1) The changes incorporated in the "Tax Reform Act of 1969,', as passed
by the House: the reduction in percentage depletion from 271/2 to 20 percent
which would reduce substantially the funds and incentives for the entire
industry; the treatment of production payments as loans which would have
the practical effect of eliminating the use of this method of financing for
independent producers; and the allocation of deductions which could make
percentage depletion and intangible drilling cost deductions less effective for
individuals.

(2) The additional changes recommended to your Committee by the Treas-
ury Department: the further reduction in percentage depletion for individ-
ual operators by inclusion of depletion as a "tax preference"; the limitation
on expensing of intangible, or non-recoverable, expenditures by inclusion as
a "tax preference" for individual operators that obtain less than 60 percent
of gross income from "the sale of oil and gas"; and the taxation as ordinary
income, under a "recapture rule," on the sale of oil or gas properties to the
extent of intangible drilling costs previously deducted. Individual, inde-
pendent producers would bear the primary and damaging burden of these
changes.

The above tax changes would substantially decrease the funds actually avail-
able for domestic exploration and development. In addition, and perhaps of
equal or greater significance, these tax changes unquestionably would have the
psychological effect of further substantial reductions in the incentive to invest
capital in the high-risk business of oil and gas exploration. I am convinced that
the mere consideration of these changes has already had the psychological effect
of discouraging investments. In my own case, their adoption would put me out
of the business of exploration and development.

Including depletion and/or intangible expenses in any "Limitation on Tax
Preferences" (LTP) would have a crippling impact on the operations of independ-
ent producers. For example, we made a study of the effects of the Treasury
Department's LTP proposals to the House Ways and Means Committee, cover-
Ing the operations of 56 independent producers. This study revealed that the
proposed tax change would have had the effect of reducing the drilling expendi.
tures of these producers by 75 percent. The resulting loss in oil and gas supplies
would far outweigh any -temporary gains in tax revenues.

The LTP proposal, the allocation of deductions, or any other form of the
minimum tax concept, should not treat "Intangible Drilling Costs" (IDC) as a
" reference." Intangible drilling costs are ordinary business expenses, paid in
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cash by the oil producer. The current expensing of IDC, does not permit a taxpayer
to conclude the year with untaxed funds on hand. To the contrary, it merely per.mits the taxpayer to make a deduction for money actually spent-not income.
It is entirely inappropriate, therefore, to include this item In any type of mini.
mum tax proposal.

Likewise, with ,respect to depletion, it is submitted that it is also inappropriatefor this item to be included in the LTP proposal or any other minimum tax
proposal. Percentage depletion cannot exceed 50 percent of net income from anyproperty. The present law, therefore, already has embedded within it the mini.
mum tax concept.

In addition to the tax changes approved by the House and recommended toyour Committee by the Treasury Department, there are other proposals which
are of great concern to the domestic petroleum industry. These include a grad-
uated scale for depletion based on the amount of gross income; a limitation ondepletion based on the amount "plowed-back" into exploration and development;
and a requirement that intangible drilling costs be capitalized and written off overa period of years. Each of these proposals would have serious adverse impacts on
U.S. oil and gas supplies, and would compound the unhealthy effects of the other
proposed changes.

It should be recognized that the changes in tax provisions affecting U.S. oiland gas production, now being considered by your Committee, are in conflictwith the recently-announced national security position of the Department of De.
fense that "U.S. domestic petroleum capability must be available to meet mili-tary needs in case normal foreign sources are denied." (underscoring added)

They are in conflict with the statements by the Interior Department and theFederal Power Commission that there are already actual shortages of natural
gas and a real danger of inadequate U.S. supplies of oil.

They prejudge the findings of a study now in progress by a special Cabinet
Task Force which has not yet determined our security needs as to oil supplies.They are in conflict with the interests of the consuming public because the
inevitable result would be less oil and gas, or higher prices, or both.

They are in conflict with the welfare of thousands of communities in 32producing states, whose tax revenues and economic structure are dependent on
oil and gas production.

National security, economic progress and the interests of U.S. consumers wouldbe served best by rejecting all proposed adverse changes in oil and gas tax
provisions.
Effect of Tax Propo8als on Future U.S. Crude Oil Supply

In assessing the effect of the House-approved and Treasury-proposed taxchanges on domestic crude oil supplies, we have used the findings of a compre-
hensive study submitted by the IPAA on July 15, 1969, to the Cabinet Task Force
on Oil Import Control. That study showed that total 1.S. requirements for petro-leum liquids would increase from an average of 12,100,000 barrels daily during
the past five years to 18,200,000 barrels per day in 1980, an increase of 50 percent.Imports of foreign oil now supply more than one-fifth of total U.S. oil con-swnption. To assure adequate domestic supplies, without dangerous increased
dependency of foreign sources, the IPAA estimates of oil supplies in 1980 are is
follows:

1980 supply
(barrels daily)U.S. crude oil production ------------------------------------ 12, 000, 000U.S. natural gas liquid production------------------------------2,500,000

Imports of crude and products -------------------------------- 3, 700, 000

Total required supply ---------------------------------- 18,200,000
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This analysis shows that, If these tax provisions were changed, expenditures
and supplies would be reduced substantially below current levels, and
drastically less than required to provide assurance of adequate supplies to
meet the needs of the consuming public, economic growth and national security.
A few comments on these figures are in order.

First, total expenditures for U.S. exploration and development would decline
by about $2 billion or 47 percent from the level of the past five years. Expenditures
in 1980 would total only $2.4 billion, compared with a required expenditure of
$8.3 billion; a deficiency of $5.9 billion or more than 70 percent.

Second, and not shown on the table or chart, it is significant to note that, dur-
ing the latest five year period 1964 through 1968, exploration and development
expenditures by independent producers averaged $1.3 biUion annually, or about 30
percent of the $4.5 billion expended by the domestic industry. Expenditures by
independent producers in 1980 are estimated ,at less than $500 million, a decrease
of 70 percent from the average expenditures during the last five years-a far
greater decline than the 47 percent decrease in total industry expenditures. This
results from the fact, which should be re-emphasized, that the primary impact
of the tax proposals would be on independent producers.

Many, if not most, independent producers would be forced to liquidate their
properties and discontinue exploration and development activities. Competition
in the domestic producing industry, and the multiplicity of effort that has been a
key factor in the discovery of new reserves, would be seriously reduced.

Third, the 1980 deficiency in crude oil production of 5,300,000 barrels daily
would have to be imported. Under these conditions, imports would supply about
50 percent of total U.S. oil requirements, with no U.S. reserve producing capacity.

lhis would be an intolerable situation from the standpoint of both national
security and the maintenance of peace in the Free World. Russia would be the
only major world power in a position of self-sufficiency as to essential petroleum
supplies. The United States would have lost its posture of strength in petroleum,
and would become subject to the political pressures and demands of producing
countries in -the Eastern Hemisphere.

In this connection, the September 8, 1969 editorial in The Financial Times of
London, England is highly pertinent. That editorial deals with the change in
government in Libya and includes the following conclusions:

"The oil has also continued to flow. It is to be hoped that this state of affairs
continues. However, the coup has once again demonstrated the fundamental
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instability and political unreliability of the countries on which Britain and
most of the rest of the industrialised world, apart from the U.S., depend for their
oil." (italic added)

"Security of supply should be given a higher priority than cheapness. In the
short run this means that no one country should be allowed to secure a dominant
position among Britain's suppliers. In the longer run it may mean that if rela-
tively expensive oil is discovered either in Europe's offshore water or else-
where--the Canadian Arctic, for instance-is a politically secure country, it
should be exploited to our advantage if at all possible, even if it is more expen-
sive than oil froi the Middle East and North Africa."

This statement is evidence of -the fact that all industrialized foreign countries,
including Russia, are directing their policies toward greater assurance of access
to essential petroleum supplies. It would be ironic and tragic, indeed, if the
United States were to adopt policies that would undermine our capacity to
produce crude oil and natural gas.

In discussing petroleum policies, natural gas Is too often overlooked. Gas
accounts for over 50 percent of the total energy supplied by the domestic pe-
troleuni industry. The function of finding oil and natural gas is interrelated and
generally inseparable. A reduction in exploration means less oil and less gas.

Unfortunately, unrealistic and short-sighted regulation by the Federal Power
Commission has already created a gas shortage. The ratio of proved reserves to
production has been declining steadily and substantially. Last year, production
outstripped additions to reserves for the first time. Large distributors are already
informing customers that supplies are inadequate. Recently, the Federal Power
Commission Chairman warned that the nation faces a "critical" supply situation,
and the F.P.C.'s overridingr priority" is "to resolve the natural gas supply prob-
lem on both a short- and lo._g-term basis."

Adverse tax changes would have only one result: aggravation and intensifica-
tion of the already critical supply situation as to U.S. supplies of natural gas.
In this connection, it should be noted that the domestic producer's price of crude
oil and natural gas, converting gas to oil equivalent on a Btu basis, averaged
$1.86 per barrel in 1968. This compares with a cost of over $2.00 per barrel for
imported oil. The domestic industry, therefore, provides petroleum energy to the
American consumer efficiently and at relatively low prices. Aside from the
factor of national security-and the term is used in the broadest sense to include
economic and political as well as military security-there would be no saving to
the U.S. consumer from the importation of foreign petroleum energy.

The consumer would be the ultimate victim of the proposed tax changes. To
offsvt these tax changes and assure adequate domestic supplies of both oil and
gas, the alternative would be increased prices. The cost to the consuming public
could be in the order of $10 billion yearly by 1980.
Other Effects of Proposed Taw Changes on U.S. Economy

The projected decreases in U.S. expenditures for oil and gas exploration and
development and the resulting decreases in U.S. petroleum reserves and pro-
duction, have far-reaching implications extending throughout the U.S. economy.
Some of the more important of these include:

(1) Losses in local and state production taxes
(2) Losses in royalties to Federal and State governments and private

landowners
(3) Losses in wages to employees in the domestic producing industry.
(4) Losses in income to manufacturers, suppliers, servicing companies and

other allied businesses
(5) Losses in federal income taxes from the above reductions in activity

These losses would aggregate several billion dollars annually. In addition, the
increase in imports by 1980 would result in an additional outflow of dollars
amounting to over $5 billion annually, thereby seriously aggravating our balance
of payments problem.
Conclusions

In conclusion, your Committee is respectfully urged to consider the following:
A. The assurance of adequate U.S. supplies of oil and natural gas requires

much more-not less-exploration and drilling by the domestic producing
industry.
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B. The encouragement and effectiveness of national petroleum policies,
particularly federal tax provisions and the Mandatory Oil Import Program,
should be improved-not weakened.

C. Under sound national policies, the consumer has enjoyed the benefits
of the domestic industry's established record of efficient performance, as
evidenced by the fact that the price of U.S. petroleum energy (the average
producer's price of crude oil and natural gas combined) is less than the cost
of imported oil.

D. Unless prices were increased very substantially, proposed tax changes
would result in greatly reduced U.S. oil and gas exploration, development,
production, Treerves and producing capacity. Resulting dependency on
foreign sources would increase to intolerable -and dangerous levels, with no
reserve domestic capabilities.

R The independent producer, who has played a vital role in discovering
new domestic oil and gas supplies, would become a negligible factor in the
U.S. producing industry's operations.

The Nation's posture as to petroleum supplies is at a cross roads. Governmental
decisions as to tax provisions and import policies will determine whether the
historical position of self-sufficiency will be preserved; or whether we pursue a
course leading to insufficiency and dependency on unreliable foreign sources of
supply.

MEMORANDUM ON TRENDS IN U.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCING INDUSTRY

(Supplement to statement of H. A. True, Jr., on behalf of the Independent Pe-
troleum Association of America before the Senate Committee on Finance
October 1, 1969)
The purpose of this memorandum is to present briefly certain facts, relating to

economic conditions in the U.S. petroleum producing industry, that should be
considered in reviewing national tax policies as to oil and gas.

Trends in recent years, unfortunately, imperil the Nation's strength as to
oil and gas supplies. It is these changing conditions that should be taken into
account in considering petroleum tax provisions. The changes in economic con-
ditions are summarized in the form of graphic charts. The charts picture trends
in the domestic producing industry since 1956. The Industry's activities in search-
ing for and developing the petroleum resources of the United States reached a
peak in 1956. The subsequent years have been characterized by:

1. A sharp decline in the search for new U.S. reserves
2. A substantial drop in total drilling activity and employment
3. A steady deterioration in economic conditions affecting domestic pro-

ducers
4. A weakening of our security posture as to U.S. oil supplies to meet

emergencies in the future.
These trends are reason for concern, but not pessimism. They can and must be

reversed in order to assure adequate U.S. petroleum supplies. A healthy economic
climate, in which adequate incentives will exist for vigorous and expanding
petroleum exploration and development, can and must be restored. Under sound
governmental policies and favorable economic conditions, domestic producers can
and will continue to supply the oil and gas requirements of this Nation.

DECLINING SEARCH FOR U.S. OIL AND GAS RESERVES

The discovery of new reserves, to replace those being consumed, is the fore-
most and all-important function of the producing industry. Development wells,
pipelines, refineries and distribution facilities depend on sufficient new petroleum
discoveries to meet increasing requirements.
First Chart

The three sections of the first chart portray essential elements in the search
for new reserves: first, the scientific techniques used as guides to possible future
producing provinces (as indicated on the chart by the activity of geophysical
crews) ; second, the leasing of acreage not yet productive; and third, the final
drilling of wildcat tests, which is the only known method of actually deter-
mining whether or not a productive deposit of oil or gas exists.

Obviously, there has been a persistent and sizable decline in all these ex-
ploratory activities which has been offset, but only in part, by advances in sci-
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entific and technological methods and increased expenditures in such newhigh-cost provinces as the continental shelf.Geophysical work, expressed in terms of crew months, has dropped front7,846 in 1956 to 3,479 in 1967 (the latest year for which data are available). Thisis a decline of more than 50 percent.The decrease in advance scientific testing has been followed by a 22 percentdecrease in the total non-productive acres under lease in the United States.Almost 80,000,000 fewer acres were under lease in 1968 as compared with 1956.The effect of declining geophysical activity and reduced leasing are shownin the third section of the chart. The number of wildcat tests drilled in theUnited States fell from over 8,700 in 1956 to 5,200 in 1968, a drastic reduction
of 40 percent.

The search for new reserves -declining
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DECLINING ACTIVITY IN DOMESTIC PRODUCING INUUbTUI

The deteriorating economic conditions responsible for the declining researelfor new reserves have also been a factor in the shrinkage in the overall active.ties of the domestic producing industry, as pictured on the next chart.
Second Chart

The total number of active rotary drilling rigs has been more than cut in half-from 2,600 in 1956 to less than 1,200 in 1968. These figures tell only a part of thestory. More important than the statistics, equipment Irs been cannibalized andhighly trained employees have left the industry for better opportunities. Today,there is a very critical manpower shortage in the drilling segment of the industry.It is real, and it must be corrected.The decrease in active rotary rigs has been accompanied by fewer total wellsdrilled-a drop of more than 25,000 wells, or over 40 percent since 1956.Reference has already been made to the critical manpower shortage in trainedemployees operating drilling rigs. For the producing industry as a whole, totalemployment has suffered a decrease of more than 60,000 workers, or almost 20
percent since 1956It should be recognized that part of these decreases can be attributed to widerwell spacing and increased efficiencies in all phases of drilling and producing
operations.
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DECLINING INCENTIVES FOR DOMESTIC PRODUCERS
Third Chart

The declining research for U.S. oil and gas reserves and the declining overall
activities of the domestic producing industry, set forth in the first two charts,
can be attributed to decreasing attractiveness of capital investments in these
unusually high-risk ventures. To re-emphasize the degree of risk, only 2 out of
every 100 new field wildcats drilled are likely to find large enough to be profitable.

Incentives for producers -declining
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The industry has been caught in a closing vise known as the cost-price squeez.
Since the base period 1957-59, used by the Government in measuring price and
cost trends, hourly wages in the industry have increased by more than 30 per-
cent. The cost of oil field machinery has risen by over 15 percent. The average
cost of drilling and equipping new wells (not shown on the chart) increased by
almost 20 percent in the short period from 1964 to 1967. Inexorably the search
tor and development of new reserves grows deeper, more difficult and more costly-
despite technological advances that have moderated, but not offset these increased
costs.

In contrast, the price of crude oil has remained below the 1957-59 level. The
average price in 1968 was 2 percent e88 than the 1957-99 price, as compared with
the above-mentioned increases in costs and an increase of 8.7 percent in the level
of wholesale prices for all commodities.

The result of the cost-price squeeze and the inroads of Inflation are demon-
strated by the center section of the chart which shows the trend of crude oil
prices in constant 1956 dollars. In terms of real purchasing power, the pro-
ducer has lost 52 cents per barrel since 1956, or almost 20 cents out of every
dollar.

The relatively low prices for crude oil have a double-barrel effect. In addi-
tion to the cost-price squeeze, the decline in the real price for crude oil results
in a lessening in the value and effectiveness of percentage depletion.

Maximum depletion at 27% percent has declined by 14.3 cents per barrel,
or 19 percent, in constant dollars since 1956. Not only, therefore, has the price
of crude oil become increasingly inadequate in relation to replacement costs, but
also the depletion provision has become correspondingly less adequate as a
measure of the capital value of the crude oil being depleted. A miximum percent-
age depletion rate of 34 percent in 1968 would have been required to prevent the
loss in the real value of maximum depletion since 1956. Today, many producers
find it more advantageous to sell properties under the capital gains treatment,
rather than to continue to operate.

To sum up the situation as to incentives for petroleum exploration and de-
velopment in the United States, there is an obvious need for more-not less-
economic stimuli. A comprehensive study by the National Petroleum Council
(the official industry advisory group to the Government, appointed by the
Secretary of the Interior) concluded that declining U.S. exploration and de-
velopment could be attributed to "decreasing profit prospects for new invest-
ments."

Further declines in economic incentives and further decreases in prospec-
tive profitability for new investments would result from any change in pe-
troleum tax provisions. The adverse change that would have the greatest imme-
diate and disruptive effect on drilling, particularly for independent producers,
would be any lessening in the effectiveness of the present treatment of Intan.
gible drilling expenses.

DECLINING SECURITY IN U.S. OIL SUPPLIES

The foregoing discussion has dealt briefly with deteriorating conditions in
the domestic petroleum producing industry. The resulting threat to national
security is illustrated by the next and final chart.
Fourth Chart

Total additions to U.S. proved reserves of liquid hydrocarbons have been
falling progressively behind our national requirements for petroleum products.
In the four-year period 1956-59, additions to reserves were larger than total
U.S. consumption. In the latest four year period, total consumption had out-run
additions to reserves by almost 2.5 billion barrels. As a result, the ratio of proved
reserves to total consumption dropped steadily from 10.8 in 1956 to 8.7. Mean-
while, imports of foreign oil rose from 16 percent of 1956 domestic requirements
to 22 percent in 1968.
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A statement by the late President John F. Kennedy concluded that, "The
depletion allowances which affect over 100 Items should be considered primarily
as a matter of resources policy and only secondarily as a tax issue." He went
on to say that, "Its purpose and its value are first of all to provide a rate of
exploration, development and production adequate to our national security and
the requirements of our economy.. The oil depletion allowance has served us
well by this test."

More recently, a comprehensive study by the U.S. Department of the Interior
entitled "United States Petroleum Through 1980," published in July 1968, con.
eluded:

"Both Intangible expensing provisions and percentage depletion have been
long standing and durable features of the tax treatment of the petroleum
industry, despite repeated efforts to change, reduce or eliminate them. They
are an integral part of the petroleum industry's structure of income and
expense, and the available evidence suggests that any substantial change in
them would have a direct and significant effect upon the future availability and
cost of oil and natural gas."

Percentage depletion and related tax provisions have -been ingrained for many
years in the economic and financial processes of the petroleum industry. Any
adverse change in these provisions would have repercussions of vast proportion,
including the following:

1. The flight of capital from the industry and disruption of investments,
with a chaotic adjustment in industry financial processes.

2. Sellouts and mergers among smaller industry units, already a con-
cern, would be greatly accelerated with a resulting increase in corporate
concentration in the production and control of petroleum.

3. Contraction of the industry would result in a reduction in the multi-
plicity of independent effort that has been so important in the exploration
for new reserves.

4. Severe impairment would occur in the economies of the thousands of
oil communities throughout 32 producing states.

5. Reduced petroleum activities would be followed by reduced markets for
steel, other basic materials, and hundreds of supplying and servicing organi-
zations sustained by petroleum production.

6. Unquestionably there would be less crude oil and gas found and devel-
oied In the United States. The alternatives would be either a more con-
centrated industry at greater cost and much higher prices to consumers,
or greater dependence on foreign oil. Neither of these alternatives would be
in the interests of the consuming public or, most important, the security of
this Nation and the rest of the Free World.

88-865 0--69-pt. 5-89
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0NOLUSIONS

Any change in pereentage depletion, the treatment of intangible drilling ex-
penses or related federal Income tax provisions--designed for the purpose of
Increasing tax revenues from oil and gas production-would result In less oil
and gas and/or higher prices. This fact has been recognizedt even by academic
critics of depletion who have acknowledged that the effect of these tax provisoms
is to expand Investment and output-thus )ringing down mineral prices.

Because of the depressing and widespread repercussions of adverse changes iii
petroleum tax provisions, it Is unlikely that such changes would increase federal
tax revenues in the long run. The public interest would not be served by wake.
Ilg the Nation's posture as to petroleun supplies essential to national security,
in exchange for the uncertain hope of additional tax dollars.

In conclusion, It should be re-emphasized that the declining trends in the
domestic producing Industry, as presented in this memorandum, are cause, for
concern, rather than a lack of confidence In the industry's future abilities.
Geologists confirm that there are huge undiscovered deposits of oil and gas in
the United States. Advancing research and technology can provide the tools
for disovery, development and improved recovery methods. With adeqnite
Incentives restored by healthy econ(kuic conditions, suffiolent domestic petroleum
snupplies will continue to be available for the consunming public and the security
of our country.

TRHIG IN THE U. S. PETROIjJ,1 1 1"ODUCIIIG IIrJSTY
1956-1968

Geophysical Non-1'rod. New Rotary Total Suubcr
Activity AcreaCe Field Rigs Vol Is of
(crew Under Wildcat Active Drilled EmploYc .t
Mont hu) Lease W Wells

(Thots.)

1956 7.846 363.597 8,742 2,618 58,160 340.100
1957 7,242 . A. 8.014 2.429 55.024 344,000
1958 5,731 347,650 6,950 1,923 50,039 327,500
1959 5,696 358,476 7 031 2,074 51,764 329,50
9i60 5,207 . . 4,8. . 1,746 751 309.200

1961 5,024 362,560 6,909 1.763 46,962 303,100
1962 4.231 351,262 6,794 1,637 46,179 298,000
1963 4 174 333,653 6,570 1,501 43,653 289,500
1964 4,406 35, 00 6,632 1,502 45,236 291,1 0-
1965 4,471 332,486 6,182 1,388 41,432 287.100
1966 3,835 295.073 6,158 1,270 37,881 281,800
1967 3,496 292 127 5.271 1,134 33,818 276,800
196 3,390 284,497 5,20 ,0 32,914 .277,500

Hourly oil Field Crude Real Haximum U.S. Additions Ratio
Wagon Machinery Oi Price Value of

.Prices I Prices for Depletion tion Reserves to
tior RBbrl.t(Index Numbers r erb1 (Hil ebis) (Mil Bbls Consumn.

100Consnt 1956 an (Percent)
(Per Barrel) .... .. (

1956 92.0 93.2 93.0 $2.79 4.767 10.8
1957 96.7 99.6 103 0 2.98 .820 I 10.5
1958 99.5 100.1 100.3 2.83 .778 J 13,740 14,185 10.8
1 103.8 100.2 96.7 2.68 .737 10.8
1960 105.4 100.3 96.0 2.62 .721 " 10.6
1961 109.7 101.8 96.3 2.60 .715 10.7
1962 110.8 103.2 96.7 2.58 .710 14,975 12.410 10.2
1963 114.4 102.6 96.3 2.54 .699 . ...._.___ .8
964- "1IY. t . I . 24'69 , § ...3 9.6
1965 118,7 104.7 95.3 2.42 .666 9.4
1966 123.0 106.1 96.0 2.38 .655 17,215 14,900 9.0
1967 122 6 109.8 _9 77L3 2.34 .644 8.7
1968 132.4 116.3 98.0 2.21.. .624 4,873 -3,140 1 8.1Excludes Alaska for which comparable figures are not available for the entire period.

Acreago under lease in Alaska declined from 34.265,000 acres on Jan. 1, 1960 to 10,675,000
aMres on Jan. 1, 1968, a decrease of 69 percent.

SOURCES OF DATA:
Ceophysical Activity from Society of Exploration Geophysicists. Acreage under lease on

.Jan. 1 from IPM. Sew Fi Id Wildcats drilled from Ameacan Association of Petroleum Geolo-*tsts. Rotary rigs active from Hughes Tool Co, Total Wells Drilled from Oil & Cas Journal
and Amrica, Association of Petroleum Geologists. Number of employees, hourly wages and Oil
Field 11achinery Prices fromt U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Crude Oil Price Index based
On U. 8. Bureau of Hines data, Real Price of crude oil and Value of Depletion calculated by
IPM. U. S. consumption from U. 8. Bureau of ines. Additions to reserves from API. Ratio
reserves to Consumption cAlculated by 1pM.
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STATEMENT ON U.S. Oil, TAX POLICY, SUiMIrrEiD nY CLINTON EINOSTRAND,
4'IIAIBIMAN, LIAISON ('oM MTEri* or ('OCO'ERATING O.11 & G(As ASSOCIATIONS

SlUM M ARY

The Liaison Committee of (oolerating Oil & Gas Associations contends that
in order to accompj)lisl tite drilling job required by the nation we must at least
have-in addition to adequate crude prices and opportunity to pr(ouct--the
following provisions in our nation's oil tax policy:

1. FRpr'ssingl of non -rcco r(rablc illit (osts.-'rhis current tax provision is
universally cited by domestic producers as the most important existing tax
incentive to encourage exploratory drilling. Even the present low rate of drilling
would drop preeil)itotwl, should ilndel)endents be required to capitalize suich
costs or int'luide sich costs lit Coilluting Ilncone tax liability.

2. The "loss earr/ forward" tar prorision.-This current provision is vital in
the extremely high risk oil exploration business. rollingg costs approximate an
average of $5.0X*) lp'r well. This cost burden l)ecomes signicant in exploratory
drilling since only one well in nine finds oil and only one well in each 33 drilled
results in a commercial discovery.

3. I,iberalization of the 50 percent net inot.l litnitatio, on perCettago I'-
phction appliatiol.-Only by this positive change call the p ,reentage depletion
provision more effectively assist in the desired result of increasing domestic oil
and gas drilling to levels needed. Without such adjustment domestic independent
wildcatters cannot receive the maximum tax incentive authorized under the
depletion provision. Even mtOim damaging to the Independent would be the
Administration's new proposal requiring non-incorporated individuals to include
income derived from percentage del)letion application in coil)uta tion1 of income
tax liability.

4. Retcntiton of capital gains tax treatnict for total value of oil and gas prop-
erty salcs.-Independents must, maintain at least tile current economic incentive
bo sell discovered petroleum so that they can 1x* in position to conduct expensive
exploration activities. Otherwise, further reduction in already inadequate drill-
Ing effort will result causing further reduction in secure donestl reserves.

5. A positire tar incentive program applied directly to domestic eXploration
efforts.-Recognized even by authors of the lrcentage depletion study sub-
mitted by the Treasury Department to this Connittee is the Increasing need for
further attention to the l)roblem of strengthening economic incentive to search for
domestic oil reserves. It. is in the best interest of the consuming public and tile
nation's security, as well as tile doinetic oil producing industry, to seek the most
plausible means for achieving this objective. Governmental oil policies can play
an important role in this effort.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, lily. nafle is Clint Engstrand.
I am authorized to appear here as Chairman of the Liaison Committee of Co-
operating Oil and Gas Associations, an organization consisting of representatives
from 21 independent Iproducer. royalty owner al( service associations located
throughout the nation. Our groups range geogral)hically front Alaska to the Gulf
Coast and from California to Pennsylvania.

The producers we represent operate almost exclusively in the inland areas of
the United States and concentrate their activity in the exploration, development
and production segment of the domestic oil industry. Consequently, we seek no-
tional tax policy that encourages rather tlan discourages development of domes-
tie oil reserves.

To emphasize tills position, the Lialson Comnlittee unaninously adopted the
following resolution at its meeting in Wichita. Kansas, oil September 8tb:

"Be It resolved that Lialson endorse any tax legislation 1I) which recognizes
the dangerous pending energy gap in this nation and the very significant role
of the domestic Independent in providing for national security and consumer wel-
fare; (2) which recognizes the important, disproportiontte role of the ilde-
pendent petroleum producer in exploring for and developing the domestic re-
serves so vital to national welfare: (3) which supports as necmsary to domestic
development the continued expensing of non-recoverable costs of drilling; and
(4) which returns to the maximum extent necessary incentives for domestic
exploration and development."

More than 85 percent of the nation's effort. to search for lnome oil reserves is
conducted by independent producers. This high risk, security-vital function (,on-
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statutes the independents' primary role In the U.S. oil and gas industry. Conse.
quently, if the nation's petroleum discovery effort it in trouble. then so is tile
independent producer.

The serious decline in U.S. oil and gas exploration activity over the past 12
years submitted in evidence before this Committee by other witnesses here today
can only mean, then, a serious decline in Independent producer activity. It is
equally apparent that if the nation desires restoration of exploration activity
to adequate levels, then the incentive for the independent to do so must also be
adequate, whether it be in terms of higher prices for oil and gas discovered or
revision in national petroleum policy.

Despite this inescapable need, however, the tax reform movement, insofar as
it relates to the petroleum industry, has concentrated on ways and means to re-
duce rather than increase the economic incentive of the independent producer.
Attention has been focused on tax changes that would impede independent pro-
ducer decisions to borrow and/or spend the staggering amounts of funds neces-
sary to drill wells.

Independents operate as individuals, small partnerships or in venture combina-
tions. They rarely incorporate, thereby maintaining the freedom required for
well drilling decision.--subject of course to veto by their bankers or investor
partners. They are, therefore, highly vulnerable to any adjustment in current
tax laws that offer them the incentive needed to drill.

A small business operation In the oil and gas producing industry relies heavily,
for example, on the right to expense non-recoverable costs of drilling. Without it.
there would be no way to afford the expense of developing discovered oil and
gas properties for the simple reason that the independent and his banker must
be In position to cope with the non-discovery years in his drilling history that
inevitably arise between pertoleuin discoveries.

The severe ups and downs experienced by small business in this high risk
industrial activity also require the incentive aid that comes from other tax fea-
tures under attack, including domestic percentage depletion, the ABC payment
method, carved-out production payments and capital gains sales of mineral prop-
erties. Eliminate or reduce any of these long-standing tax features for either
the Independent producer or those who help finance his ventures and further
reduction in the nation's vital petroleum drilling effort is bound to follow.

Several member Associations of Liaison have representatives here today who
have all submitted Individual testimony for the record on behalf of their indi-
vidual Associations. In addition, they are prepared to participate in this oral
presentation of the case for the Independent producer and royalty owner. With
the Committee's permission, I shall introduce each of them and call on them to
cover specific aspects of tax reform proposals as passed by the House, as pre-
sented by Administration officials before this Committee and as currently being
considered by members of the Senate. When they have concluded their remarks,
I would like to summarize briefly our position.

In summary It appears obvious to us that regardless of the political necessity
to review U.S. oil tax policy, constructive measures must be considered to assure
the even more important objective of adequate search for domestic oil reserves.
Our consultations involving hundreds of domestic Independent producers support
our contention that in order to accomplish the drilling job required by the nation
we must at least have-in addition to adequate crude prices and opportunity to
produce--the following provisions in our nation's oil tax policy:

1. Expcnsing of non-recoverable drilling costs.-This current tax provision is
universally cited by domestic producers as the most Important existing tax in-
centive to encourage exploratory drilling. Even the present low rate of drilling
would drop precipitously, should independents be required to capitalize such
costs or include such costs in computing income tax liability.

2. The "loss carry forward" tax, provision.-This current provision is vital
in the extremely high risk oil exploration business. Drilling costs approximate
an average of $50,000 per week. This cost burden becomes significant In explora-
tory drilling since only one well In nine finds oil and only one well in each 33
drilled results in a commercial discovery.

3. Liberalization of the 50 percent net income limitation on percentage dcpl(-
tion application.-Only by this positive change can the percentage depletion
provision more effectively assist in the desired result of increasing domestic oil
and gas drilling to levels needed. Without such adjustment domestic independent
wildcatters cannot receive the maximum tax Incentive authorized under the
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depletion provision. Even more damaging to the independent would be the Admin-
istration's new proposal requiring non-incorporated individuals to include income
derived from percentage depletion application in computation of income tax
liability.

4. Retention of capital gains tax treatment for total value of oil and gas
property sale.-Independents must maintain at least the current economic in.
centive to sell discovered petroleum so that they can be in position to conduct
expensive exploration activities. Otherwise, further reduction in already in-
adequate drilling effort will result causing further reduction In secure domestic
reserves.

5. A posititve tax ineentivc program applied directly to donestic cploration
cffort.-Recognized even by authors of the percentage depletion study submitted
by the Treasury Department to this Committee is the increasing need for further
attention to the problem of strengthening economic Incentive to search for domes-
tic oil reserves. It is in the best interest of the consuming public and the nation's
security, as well as the domestic oil producing industry, to seek the most plausible
means for achieving this objective. Governmental oil policies can play an
important role in this effort.

STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENT OIL & GAS PRODUCERS OF CALIFORNIA, PRESENTED
BY STARK Fox, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name Is Stark Fox. I am
executive vice president of Independent Oil and Gas Producers of California, a
consolidation of two independent oil and gas producer associations both of which
dated back to the early thirties. We are the only statewide association of produc-
ers in California.

At the outset, let me say that we join in the statement of the Independent
Petroleum Association of America and will, therefore, confine our remarks to a
description of conditions among California independents, and the impact the
proposed changes in oil tax policy will have upon them.

Let me further say that we are opposed to all the proposed changes. Their
sum total effect is to lessen oil industry incentives to find and develop the more
than 80 billion barrels of oil needed between now and 1980, according to the Chase
Manhattan Bank and the Department of the Interior. The Congress-and the
Administration-should be considering ways to add to those incentives, rather
than reduce them.

CONDITIONS IN THE CALIFORNIA OIL INDUSTRY

A 10-year record, 1957-1967, of the California oil industry unveils a gloomy
picture, particularly for the smaller independent. The reason we use a 10-year
period ended 1967 is that complete statistics for the succeeding period are
unavailable. We believe that no significant changes in trends occurred during
1968 or thus far in 1969.

Here are some of the facts:
The total number of companies in the state in 1957 was 1465; in 1967 it was

1044, according to the Annual Review of California Oil and Gas Production coni-
piled by the Conservation Committee of California Oil Producers. The net loss in
number of companies was 421, a drop of 29%.

Total employment in oil and gas extraction dropped from 26,000 in December,
1957 to 21,800 in December, 1967, the California Department of Industrial Rela-
tions reports in its Labor Statistics Bulletin. The Bulletin also reports that aver-
age weekly earnings in the same months of the same years were $111.07 and
$146.64, respectively. (Currently, they are $173.43).

The State Franchise Tax Board reports that 1039 companies filed Bank and
Corporation Franchise (state income) Tax returns for calendar 1957; only 658
did so for 1967.

Of the 1039 filling companies in 1957, 428 reported taxable income, on which
they were assessed $8.263,214.00. Of the 658 filing companies in 1967, 330 reported
taxable income, on which they were assessed $16,074,343.00. (Production in 1957
was 928,971 B/D; in 1967 it was 948,722 B/D. Thus the state income tax per
barrel of oil produced nearly doubled).
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CONDITIONS AMONG INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS

The foregoing data apply to the California industry as a whole, but there is one
group, the smaller independent producer, who was hardest hit during the period.

Conservation Committee tabulations show the varying patterns within the
industry.

Between 1957 and 1967, the major companies increased their share of total
California production from 45% to 53%; the 43 principal minor companies
slightly, from 28% to 29%; the independents dropped from 9% to 3.7%. These
percentages do not include production from unit operations, in which the small
companies have little or no interest.

Figures covering olilfield development show the same trends. In 1957, the majors
completed 44.6% of all wells; in 1967, they completed 53.8%. Principal minor
companies increased their completions from 24.5% to 37.0%; independents
dropped from 30.0% to 8.3%. Again, unit operations are excluded.

In 1957, major companies were credited with 45.5% of all wells; this figure had
increased to 53.4% by 1967.

Principal minor companies increased their share of all wells from 25.0% in 1957
to 27.4% in 1967; independents dropped from 22.7% to 10.3%.

DISINCENTIVES

In spite of this obvious deterioration in the independent's position, and it
spite of the fact that District V (Alaska, Arizona, California, Hawaii, Nevada,
Oregon, and Washington) does not produce enough oil to fill its own needs, there
are those who would further dampen the incentive to explore for and produce
oil. They are the ones who would eliminate, reduce, or otherwise "adjust" the
depletion provision in the Internal Revenue Code, as well as change other in-
dustry tax provisions. Up to this point they have succeeded in doing so. According
to press reports, the so-called Tax Reform Bill passed by the House, coupled with
the recommendations of the Treasury Department, would burden 'the oil in-
dustry with additional annual Federal taxes of $600 million.

We do not 'pretend that the ratio of oil production -to taxes is direct; however,
using that ratio as a rough guide, the District V 'producing Industry's share of
that added annual tax load would approximate $84 million, based upon its our-
rent 14% share of total production.

We make no effort to determine how much of 'the added tax burden would fall
upon independent and principal minor companies. It would be a significant sum,
however, because -together they account for 47% of total California oil production.

And whatever the amount, it would come directly out of their pockets.

PRODUCERS HAVE NO "ULTIMATE CONSUMER"

They cannot pass it on; they are not integrated companies; they cannot offset
a tax increase by charging the ultimate consumer higher prices for their prod-
uct. They have no "ultimate consumer" in the classical sense. It is common
knowledge that, in the oil producing Industry, 'the buyer, not the seller, deter-
mines the -price that will be paid for crude oil. Hence, the producer has no way
of shifting ,the burden of any added expense, be it taxes, higher wages, or any
other.

The impact of such 'added expenses is particularly severe for the California
producer. C01iforp.- is the only oil producing region in the nation where average
crude prices are less than they were in 1959-10 years ago. According to the cur-
re,,t Statistical Release of the Independent Petroleum Association of America,
crude oil prices east of the Rockies average $3.17 per ,barrel today; in 1959 they
r.veraged $2.95 per barrel.

California crude prices, on the other hand, average $2.51 per barrel today,
whereas in 1959, the average was $2.55.

Thus, compared with 10 years ago, producers 'in the rest of 'the nation have had
per barrel price increases totalling 22 cents; California producers have suffered
a loss of four cents per barrel.

This is disincentive enough for the California producer, but the "tax reform"
bill passed by the House and the Treasury Department's recommendations would
further curtail his 'ability to maintain his present none-too-enviable position.

And why did all this come about?
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"PRESSURES"

Because of "pressures," Treasury Secretary Kennedy is reported as saying.
The Chairman of the House Committee on Ways and Means was quoted to a

similar effect, during -that Committee's deliberations on the bill.
It seems to us that, in saying that the recommended changes In Federal oil tax

policy--and particularly in the depletion provision-were brought about by
pressures, those who sponsor them (or acquiesce in them) tacitly admit that no
thought has been given to the merits of the case.

The Wall Street Journal-no "friend" of the oil industry, as witness its fre-
quent highly critical editorials about the oil import program-supports that
opinion.

In speaking of ,the House action on the so-called Tax Reform Act, It had this
to say:

"Everyone is In favor of reform, and after more than four decades it's likely
that oil taxes could use some of it. Both the nation and the industry would bene-
fit, though, from one thoughtful study of the change and Its possible impact.

"But no. Here, as elsewhere, the tax reformers have simply slashed away, and
the House has pushed through the whole package without bothering to give it
more than a passing glance."

We have tried to give you some idea of the Impact of the proposed changes
upon the California producer. Our petition to you is simple. We reiterate our
opposition to all the proposals and ask only that, 'before you junk-because of
"pressures", not the merits of the case-an oil tax policy that has served this
nation well for some 43 years, you make "one thoughtful study of the change and
its possible impact."

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF INDEPENDENT OIL PRODUCERS AND LAND OWNERS ASSOCIATION TRI-
STATE, INC. (INDIANA-IIJINOIS-KENTUCKY), BY D. F. MCKEITHAN, JR., PRESIDENT

Mr. Chairman, my nam' is D. F. McKeithan, Jr., and my home is in Evansville,
Indiana. I am an independent oil producer and the President of the Independent
Oil Producers and Land Owners Association, Tri-State, Inc., which association
I have the privilege to represent today. The membership of IOPLOA consists
solely of small independent oil producers and land owners located in the Tri-
State area of Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.

Before proceeding, I wish to go on record on behalf of IOPLOA as supporting
fully the other testimony received today from those independent petroleum as-
sociations from other parts of our country, which recognize the role of the
independent oil man and the necessity to preserve, as well as to stimulate, his
continued contribution to the domestic oil and gas industry. Their remarks are in
our judgment sound and well stated. I am, however, here today to tell you about
Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky because I know that you, and all the members
of this committee, are well versed with the intricacies of the domestic oil busi-
ness; that you are aware of the serious nature of the proposed tax revisions
as they would affect oil. But, you may not know, or be aware of the fact that
dependent upon your action an entire industry hangs in jeopardy in my home
area. Thus, I will confine my remarks to the three-state area of Illinois, Indiana
and Kentucky.

The oil industry to which I refer is almost exclusively composed of small in-
dependent producers, suppliers, and drillers. They are the same type of inde-
pendent who has historically found 80% of our domestic reserves. His usual
operation is long on guts and short on capital but, nevertheless, he continues to
drill and search for oil Normally, his exploration capital is raised from in-
vestors outside of the oil business, from men and women who can afford to risk
capital on the 1 in 15 chance that oil will be discovered. Ironically, these same
investors who provide the funds necessary to the small independent, are now a
primary target of this Congress in its effort to revise the present tax structure.

The proposed tax revisions, if adopted, can only affect adversely those indi-
viduals and firms now engaged in the oil and gas industry. This consideration
alone is not necessarily a valid reason for avoiding a change. However, all the
consequences of any tax change must be measured not only in terms of the im-
mediate revenues expected to be realized but, more importantly, in the long range
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effects to be expected and the overall impact on the economy and security of
our nation. In our Tri-State area, a reduced depletion rate will seriously cripple
our segment of the domestic oil industry. This would result in the obvious cur-
tailmient of employment with the resulting loss in payrolls and taxes as well as
a loss in oil production and, consequently, royalties to the land owners and
taxes to the counties.

If it can be recognized that a cut in the present depletion schedule would seri-
ously cripple the Tr-State oil industry, then It is even more apparent that a
change in the manner of deduction of intangibles will literally, and without
exception, destroy the domestic oil business in our area. Because the principle
sources of capital funds relied upon by our operators are derived from outside
investors, any required capitalization of such funds will shut off completely
this flow of money and force our operators out of business.

Over 1.500 small businessmen employing approximately 30,000 men and women
in our Tri-State area annually contribute about 400 million dollars to the economy,
which includes 30 million dollars annually paid to land owners in royalties and
over 6 million dollars in taxes to the counties. As noted, the proposed tax change
will not merely work a temporary hardship upon these independents, such
changes will virtually eliminate them as a contibuting segment of our economy.
Our local economy would be unable to compensate for such a loss. More im-
portantly, we maintain that our country cannot afford to lose this segment of its
domestic oil industry. Once it is lost, it is doubtful that either the reserves or
the skilled technicians could ever be replaced.

In conclusion therefore, I submit that the action of this committee will very
definitely determine the future course of the independent oil man in the states of
Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky. Unfortunately, the choice is not one of com-
promise. Our very livelihood depends upon the decisions you will make.

STATEMENT BY TOM L. SCHWINN, B.S., L.L.D., J.D., EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT
AND COUNSEL. ACCOMPIANIED BY V. RIcIIAID HOOVEHl PRESIDENT, CARL W.
SEBITS, VICE-PRESIDENT, DAVID TRIPP. C.P.A., WAYNE SUNDLING, C.P.A., ON
BEHALF OF TiHE KANSAS INDEPENDENT OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

Drilling, reserves, and productive capacity of both oil and gas, are down in
Kansas and in the United States.

1. Intangibles must be preserved at all costs.
2. Depletion and other incentives are also vital.
3. The independent segment deserve special consideration because of its unique

and perilous position when pitted competitively against the major international
companies.

4. Treasury proposals are an indirect attempt to gut the domestic petroleum
industry under the guise of tax reform.

5. The domestic industry is vital to -the economic well-being of the producing
states and the nation.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, the Kansas Independent Oil & Gas
Association (Kioga), now in the thirty-fourth (34th) year of its existence, is a
petroleum trade association comprised of approximately thirteen hundred (1300)
members. It has no major company members. It Is producer-oriented.

We are grateful for the opportunity of appearing before this distinguished
committee today. We are here to underscore the importance of maintaining and
improving current provisions of mineral tax law as they relate to oil & gas. We
deem these provisions to be vital to the survival of the domestic independent
producer. Collaterally, we shall have something to say about adverse proposals.
formal or otherwise, that would do grave damage to the petroleum industry and
the energy position of the nation.

Whereas, there are many facets to the Kansas petroleum economy, the inde.
pendent oil and gas producer continues to be one of Its mainstays. Historically,
both the major companies and the independents explored and developed the
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obvious and major petroleum provinces of the state and were the harbingers
of the development that occurred throughout the great midcontinent area of
the United States. Following discovery and development of these obvious and
easily identifiable features, the major companies began to withdraw from
Kansas. The hard business of finding elusive oil and gas was left to imaginative
independent operators. The state remains one of the principal gas and oil pro-
ducing states in the nation.

In 1968 more than 96% of all exploratory and development wells were drilled
by independent operators in the state of Kansas. Their share of total daily oil
production now exceeds 65% and is growing annually. Only in the vast reaches
of the Hugoton gas field do the major companies play a significant role in the
development and production of the state's petroleum resources. Thus, as will be
true in all of the great historic oil provinces of this nation, Kansas' present and
future depends increasingly upon the independent oil operator.

The Senate Committee on Finance has the hard task and must assume the
responsibility for deciding whether or not this nation shall have an important
and viable domestic industry. Tax policies, which are the peculiar function of
this committee, have a significant role in determining the level at which this
industry will participate economically. It should be no mystery to members of
this committee that historically, independent oil men raise the capital necessary
for exploration from sources outside of the industry. A modest amount is gener.
ated internally. Everyone knows that the search for oil & gas is one of the
most highly speculative businesses this side of Monte Carlo. Major companies,
because of their sprawling and diversified nature, generate their funds internally,
through the sale of products and other items. It is for this reason that the privi.
lege of expensing intangibles during the year in which the item is incurred is so
vital to independent operators and not necessarily so important to major com-
panies. Corporate structures, being broad-based, could withstand a period in
which intangibles must be capitalized and thereafter be re-captured through
amortization; yet there is scarcely an independent in the United States who
could sustain a period of more than one (1) year during which his investor
would have to capitalize the speculative dollars he spends in the risky business
of oil finding.

The world of oil has historically been pictured as a single monolithic indus-
try. This is not true. The world of oil is composed of two segments: independent
domestic producers and the major international oil companies. This nation must
depend in the foreseeable future upon the independent operator to explore and
develop the country's petroleum resources. Because of the relative profitability of
foreign oil, the major international companies are spending ever-increasing per-
centages of their exploration dollar in foreign countries.

Crude oil and natural gas reserves are declining at an alarming rate in Kansas.
Already, available supplies of natural gas, so essential for dwelling heat and in-
dustrial development, are non-existent. These facts are depicted in the attach-
ment to this statement. The reasons for this decline in reserves (and productive
capacity) are two-fold. Numbers of independents are dwindling and fewer wells
are being drilled. Both of these trends must bereversed if a genuine energy crisis
is to be averted.

Tax policy of the federal government is the hand maiden of a healthy domes.
tic petroleum industry. Incorporated in federal tax policies have been a series of
tax incentives which are undeniably vital if the industry is to prosper and meet
demands made upon it. The thirst requirements of the nation are growing at an
astonishing rate. Tax Incentives in descending order of importance are:

1. The privilege of cx.pensing non-recoverable bu8ine8 expen8e8, (intan-
gible8) .- This privilege is of overriding importance.

2. Percentage depletion.-Long considered by some to be a loophole, this provi-
sion nevertheless permits a return of capital and pays in part for , • many dry
holes that all wildcatters encounter. Contrary to much opinion, proui, rs seldom
realize the full 27%%. A recent survey by this association in Kansas disclosed
that we are realizing an average net effective depletion rate only 20.4%. Included
in this result were scattered good leases on which higher depletion rates are
realized.

3. 85% net income limitation on percentage depletion.-This severely limits
depleton and should be liberalized. If this were done, not only more exploration
would result, but the ends of conservation would be served, as marginal wells
would enjoy a longer life.
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4. Loss Carry Forward Tax Provision.-Thls is covered in more detail later in
this statement. Suffice it to say that even the prodent operator may experience
unexpected losses in any particular tax period. If denied the right to carry these
losses forward to the next period, his ability to continue his exploratory efforts
will be drastically impaired.

5. Retention of Capital Gain8 Treatment.-This is covered at length later in
the statement.

H.R. 13270 has already reduced percentage depletion to 20%. This will reduce
the average net effective rate in Kansas to below 15%. Complicating our task
has been the efforts of the Department of the Treasury to do by indirection
what the Department has not succeeded in doing directly. A special KIOGA
Task Force on these limited tax preference proposals has just concluded a
study of these matters, which is herewith incorporated as a part of this state-
ment:

The independent segment of the oil and gas industry is in real sympathy
with the Treasury's efforts to close and eliminate the so-called tax loopholes
which have permitted certain taxpayers to use tax avoidance devices to escape
income tax liability altogether or to pay only a minimal amount. However, we
submit that the methods proposed in both the House bill and by the Treasury
to correct this situation, do not justify the drastic changes and penalties imposed
upon the majority of legitimate oil and gas operators who are now paying a
fair share of the necessary burden of the cost of government.

In properly analyzing Treasury Department proposals relating to the mineral
tax section under Limited Tax Preferences, it was deemed appropriate to note
other -tax changes, formal or informal, that had been suggested elsewhere or
incorporated in a bill. Following passage of the House version of the tax reform
law, called by some "the most incredibly complicated tax law in U.S. history,"
containing categories of proposals which overlap to the extent that the result
is grotesque, the Treasury Department now has suggested to the Senate Finance
Committee a widened series of proposals that add more complexities:

ANALYSIS OF ThEASURY LTP PROPOSALS

1. Capitalization of intangibles (non-recoverable business expenses), even on
development wells, which was not proposed formally, but was mentioned, would
have the most adverse effect upon the domestic independent petroleum industry.

2. The House-passed cut in depletion from 271/2% to 20% was found to be
next in severity in its adverse impact upon the domestic independent. Studies
disclosed that this change would add approximately 15% to the adjusted gross
income of the established investor.

3. (a) LTP provisions would have a nominal effect on the established oil
operator or high income investor.

(b) For the young operator with minimal oil and gas income, or for the
investor, with small outside income, the reverse is true. Using some reliable
assumptions, the adjusted gross income of these two classes of taxpayers was
increased by 124%. The reason for this is that the young man started in the
oil business, either as an operator or as an investor, is spending a greater pro-
portion of his total income on LTP items than is the older, wealthier individual,
operator or major oil company. Please note that the latter category of taxpayer,
being incorporated, is not subject to the provisions of LTP.

4. We strongly disagree with the inclusion of the intangible drilling cost deduc-
tion in the Allocation of Deductions provision. Moreover, we urge that the 60%
limitation for the application of ADR be derived from oil and gas operations, in-
cluding, but not limited to, all phases of exploration, development, drilling and
producing, as suggested by Secretary Kennedy, rather than from the 8ale of oil
and gas as recommended by Mr. Cohen. There are a number of legitimate related
activities for fully qualified oil and gas operators.

5. Intangible drilling costs in any case should be excluded from the Alloca-
tion of Deductions Rule. IDC is not truly an LTP item. The theory of ADR is that
no cash is expended. IDC involve direct cash outlays in a legitimate search for
oil and gas. Inclusion of IDC in the ADR provision is discriminatory against the
investor of the independent operator. Therefore, the 60% limitation would be a
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disincentive to the independent segment and have no direct affect on the major
oil companies. This provision would give a direct competitive advantage to the
extremely large operator over the independent segment that historically has dis-
covered more than 75% of our domestic reserves.

6. The suggested recapture rule for intangible drilling costs, upon the sale of
the property, would have its most adverse effect upon the small operator who
periodically may be forced to sell a discovered lease to retire bank loans and other
obligations incurred in drifting and developing the lease. Even Treasury has
labeled IDC as "an annual expense" and has always required that IDC be used
to reduce depletion allowance in prior years under the net income provision.

7. We object to the retroactive provisions in this regard too, because it is sug-
gested that IDC be recaptured for each year it was claimed as an annual expense
since the discovery of the property. This could apply in retrospect for as long as
43 years (Percentage depletion enacted, then). Record retention, sensibility, and
any fair Statute of Limitations makes this requirement ridiculous. Having
changed the maximum 25% capital gains treatment accorded a transaction in-
volved in the sale of a property, we deem it improper to impose additional tax
by use of the recapture feature.

8. The proposed 50% top marginal rate on earned income coupled with other
proposed tax changes which affect the investor will work to eliminate him as an
oil and gas speculator. The point here is that traditionally, the independent oil
and gas operator generates his capital from outside the industry. Major com-
panies generate their capital internally from the sale of products, etc. Looked
at in this light, the reduction in the tax rate is a disincentive to investment in
oil and gas exploration. Lack of investors will hasten the disappearance of the
independent oil man from the scene.

9. Treasury proposals take little note of the fact that commitments beyond
the control of the prudent independent may cause an unplanned, heavy, financial
investment in any year, thereby turning a profit into a loss for a particular year.
Examples are: Offset obligations, farm-out commitments, production problems
and expensive completion problems in deep holes.

10. The latter pages of Treasury testimony are an undisguised and lengthy
attempt to justify continuation of foreign tax credits, which are actually nothing
more than royalty payments in most cases.

11. In addition -to the increased tax burden which would be imposed by many
of the proposals, the complexities of trying to interpret regulations and filing a
tax return would be worse confounded. Some of the proposals would require
computation, re-computations and comparisons of computations that would be
vexatiously time-consuming and expensive and would leave the taxpayer with no
certainty whatever that he had properly interpreted the regulations and properly
filed his return.

Rather than simplification, which should be one principal goal of tax reform,
Treasury proposals, in our judgment, will create mass confusion in the business
community. It will be years before the true impact is fully known. In the mean.
time, all of us will face enormously increased costs of accounting, appeals and
litigation.

All current incentives available to the domestic petroleum industry need to be
maintained and improved. Of all of these, the privilege of expensing intangibles
is of overriding importance to the domestic segment. But depletion 'and all the
rest are each important-and in different ways and at different times.

We respectfully submit that adverse changes in mineral tax policy will literally
devastate the basic economy of our state.*

Although it might be considered slightly academic there is merit in assessing
the effect of the decline and even the possible virtual disappearance of the Kansas
petroleum industry. What are the plausible impacts of such a situation?

Such a state of affairs can probably be most realistically visualized In terms
of the estimated current dollar values generated by the Kansas petroleum indus-
try. 'Suppose for sake of emphasis, the entire oil industry were to cease; what
would this mean in direct and side effects, measured in dollars?

*Ronald G. Hardy, Chief Mineral Resources Section, State Geological Survey of Kansas.
Acknowledgment: Input-output data for this report has been furnished by Dr. Jarvin
Emmerson, State Economic Analyst, Manhattan, Kansas.
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MEASUREMENT METHOD OF POTENTIAL LOSSES

In order to do this we turn to the system of social accounting known as input-
output (1-0) analysis. Because the petroleum industry is a major one in the
economy of many regions in Kansas, the impact of changes is significant. In-
stability in this Industry will effect numerous parameters in the private as well
as public sectors of the regions economy; in particular it will affect personal
incomes and sales and employment in other industries. The demand for land and
for local government services and the magnitude of tax receipts will be affected,

The (1-0) analysis simulates these relationships and is therefore a valuable
tool with which to measure the impact that changes in any economic activity
will have on all other activities, not only after the fact but also for assessing
proposed changes.

The data of 1-0 analysis are the flows of goods and services inside the economy
that underlie summary statistics by which economic activity is conventionally
measured. This technique is essentially a system of double-entry bookkeeping
which shows for each sector of the economy purchases from and sales to each of
the other sectors during a given period.

POTENTIAL LOSS ESTIMATE

In the light of the foregoing, the Kansas 195 1-0 analysis shows the following
interindustry effects, assuming the Kansas petroleum industry was removed from
the economy.

(1) The effect on all other Kansas industry outlays:
(a) The crude oil and natural gas production industry has an output of

$441 million. If this were to cease it would result in a loss of $600 million in
the output of the remainder of the state's industry.

(b) Oil field services now has an output of $40 million; removal of this
industry would be reflected in a $08 million loes in the remaining state's
industries output.

(o) The present Kansas petroleum refining industry has an output valued
at 580 million. If this were to cease it would create a $1 billion loss In the
remaining state's industry sectors output.

(2) The effect on wages and salaries:
(a) The crude oil and natural gas production industry now pays wages

and salaries of $37 million. If this industry were to disappear it would create
a loss of wages and salaries in all of the remaling industries of $169 million.

(b) Salaries and wages in the oil field services industry now total $25
million. Loss of this industry would cause a loss of $45 million in all of
the remaining state's industries.

(c) The refining industry now has a wage and salary payroll of $38 million.
Should this be eliminated, there would be a loss of $191 million created in the
remainder of the state's industries.

(3) State and local taxes:
(a) The impact of the removal of the Kansas petroleum industry would be

a loss amounting to $43 million. About half of this, or $20 million, represents
income taxes and since total state income taxes is currently about $10 million
this is a loss of 20%.

Summing all of the losses that could occur with the cessation of a Kansas
petroleum industry amounts to approximately $31j billion. Total Kansas output
for 1965 was close to 25 1A billion dollars, thus the loss is very close to 13% of
this total. The impact of this would result in very serious dislocations in many
Kansas regions for a long period of time.. The foregoing social cost loss would
seem to be a heavy one that in the long rub would be less costly to prevent.

Respectfully submitted,
THE KANSAS INDEPENDENT OIL AND GAS ASSOCIATION.
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KANSAS Oil and Gas Reserves
Shrink as Drilling Declines

NATURAL GAS
life index: years

FOOTAGE DRILLED
millions of feet annually

years

1968

9.55

1968 1958

RUDE OIL
life index: years

6 years

1968

A sharp decline in drilling along with a rapid increase in energy consumption has cut deeply into the
proven reserves of oil and natural gas in the State of Kansas. Life index is a theoretical figure
determined by dividing proven reserves by current rate of production for each year.

KANSAS INDEPENDENT
OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION

September, 19V

11958

14.16
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. CLEARY, PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA INIEPENI)ENT PETRO-
LEUM ASSOCIATION, AND PRESIDENT, CLEARY PETROLEUM CORPORATION, OKLA.
HOMA CITY

SUMMARY

Oklahoma now produces about 600,000 barrels of oil per day which is about
6 percent of total U.S. production. We produce 7 percent of the Nation's gas
production and our operating area has about 12 percent of the probable undis-
covered U.S. gas reserves in the lower 48. Independents now drill more thaln
85 percent of the exploratory tests in our state and well over half of the ex-
ploratory tests in this country. We expect the major companies to do even
less drilling in our area as budgets are shifted more and(1 more to offshore areas
and Alaska. So the burden. of finding new domestic reserres of oil and partleti-
larly of natural gas falls squarely on, us. In Oklahoma we have not been able
to produce enough oil to meet demand for nearly two years and the gal) gets
larger. The Nation's natural gas supply is dropping at anl alarming rate, a fact
that is well documented.

Oil and gas exploration is a speculative business. In order to attract capital,
return must Justify risk. Present prices and tax provisions do not provide enough
incentive to have supply meet consumer demand. Available risk capital has
dried up appreciably in. the past two months because of pres('nt uncertaintl
over the tax. laws. The effect of the present tax handling of non recoverable so-
called intangible costs will be covered by other witnesses. Percentage dcplction,
the principal subject of this testimony, scrres a vital function on the return side
of the risk return formula.

The percentage depletion concept is sound. We deplete our capital assets when
we produce our oil and gas. An oilman can be likened to an apple farmer wiho
cuts off a limb with each apple so that when his crop is harvested he has no
more tree, no crop next year. Depletion acknowledges this depleting asset coil-
cept and says that a portion of the apple crop should be set aside before tax
liability so that new land can be bought and new trees planted. The risk of
crop failure for oilmen is extremely high. The tax climate for oil and gas has
a very considerable effect on whether our crops will flourish or wither and
die.

Current tax laws provide an artificial limitation on that depletion whieh
renders it largely ineffective when it is most needed. This 50 percent net in.
come limitation accounts for the fact that Oklahoma producers we have surveyed
get about 21 percent actual percentage depletion rather than 271/: percent. We
therefore urge that this 50 percent net income limitation on any perceiltage
depletion be eliminated.

The consumers domestic energy needs are outrunning our supply capability,
particularly in natunul gas. If present trends continue, the consumer won't have
anything to consume. Any politically feasible change in the present tax laws
which will help rather than hurt incentive to find new reserves should be care-
fully considered. We strongly recomitwnd removal of the 50 percent net inconle
limitation on depletion.

STATEMENT

I am William B. Cleary, President of Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Asso-
ciation representing more than 800 independent oilmen in Oklahoma. I'm also
President of Cleary Petroleum Corporation, Oklahoma City. Our company drills
about fifty wells a year. Our state has significant oil and gas reserves both pro-
ducing and undeveloped. We currently produce about 600,000 barrels of oil per
day which represents about 6 percent of total U.S. production. We produced about
1.5 trillion cubic feet of gas last year which represented about 7 percent of the
Nation's gas production. The area we operate in has about 12 percent of the
probable undiscovered U.S. gas reserves according to a study by the Colorado
School of Mines Mineral Resources Institute, Potential Gas Agency Branch. (See4
attached map, Exhibit A).

Oklahoma independents do about 85 percent of the drilling in the state and
are directly responsible for about 40,000 jobs in the state. Under present prices
and existing tax provisions we have not been able to keel) up with growing demand
for new oil and gas reserves In our area and this situation is now al)l)roaching a
critical stage. For more than 20 months demand for Oklahoma crude has exceeded
supply, and the gap gets larger (Exhibit B). The supply situation in natural ga.s
is even more critical. Mr. John O'Leary, head of the Buerau of Mines, has warned
of the approaching critical shortage of natural gas. Mr. John Nassikas, head of
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the Federal Power Commission has also expressed his concern about our dwindling
supplies as have other members of the FPC (see Exhibit C). Every gas well my
evmpany has which sells to interstate pipelines is selling ati more thant contract
rates where the well is capable of producing additional gas. Three years ago
the FPC staff spoke of fifteen to seventeen years of natural gas supply.
The head of the FPC stated earlier this month that a new study indicates we may
now have a ten years supply. My ovn experience tells me the figure is likely to
be considerably lower than that.

Independents have been drilling more than 85 percent of the new oil and more
important new gas wells drilled in our state. With major oil company budgets
being mnnitted to the North Slope and Offshore, I expect that percentage to
increase, if we independents are still in business when the new tax law becomes
effective. I can honestly say that if we don't do the exploring I don't knov who
will.

Ours is a speculative business and in order to attract risk capital (and more
than 70 percent of our risk capital comes from outside the oil business) cost, risk
and ultimate return must be balanced. If incentives are too great supply exceeds
demand. If incentives are not great enough demand exceeds supply and that is
the condition now.

Others here will testify as to the effect of the present tax handling of non
recoverable costs on the cost side of this teeter-totter.

I would like to tell you of the importance of depletion on the ultimate return
side and make a suggestion regarding depletion. Risk capital for oil and gas
exploration is a fragile flower and it withers easily. We have already seen a
marked decline in availability of risk capital as a result of the present tax
deliberations. If producers after tax costs are increased our ultimate return is
reduced and supply must suffer. The consumers cannot force producers to take
unjustified risks.

The percentage depletion concept is a sound one. Oil and gas in the ground
is a capital asset and when it is produced it should be taxedt as a depleting capi-
tal asst rather than as an asset which can produce continuing income. An apple
farmer pays an income tax on the sale of his apples because he can produce
them year after year. An oilnan depletes his total asset with each barrel he
removed from the ground. If he were an apple farmer you could think of him
as cutting off a bit of the tree with each apple he harvests so that when his harv-
est is complete he not only has no more apples but le has no more tree. Rather
than tax the whole crop as income, a lortion of this crop has wisely been set
aside to be free of tax so that he can plant another tree and try again. I can
assure you the risk of crop failure is extremely high, and changes that have
been proposed in the tax climate will make the attrition even higher.

Where does depletion come into the picture? It of course affects the amount of
money an investor in oil eventually has in his pocket, after paying all the bills.
It controls his ability to try again. We have all head a great deal about the per.
haps unfortunate symbol of 271/2 percent depletion. The symbol is an unfortu-
nate one particularly for Oklahoma )roducers, because an Oklahoma University
Bureau of Research survey conducted earlier this year showed that independents
in our state average around 21 percent depletion rather than 271% percent. The
difference comes about because of the limiting factor in the present law which is
virtually unknotem to niost tax payers outside the oil business. It sacys that per-
centage depletion shall be limited to 5) percent of the net income from a given
property. Let's see how this works. In Oklahoma our average per well produc-
tion last yecr was a little over 7 barrels of oil per day. The national average,
because of flnsh new production in Montana, Texas and Louisiana, averages
about 12 )barrels per (lay. This is marginal production but it is production the
Nation can Ill afford to lose. It costs as much to produce a 7 barrel well as it doe0
a 100 barrel well, and frequently costs more. For the producers who has $100,000
a year in oil and gas sales with production like this, costs of production might
easily be $80,000 leaving him a net income of $20,000. Percentage depletion on
his $100,000 sale would say that he should have $27,,0 available for replace.
ment of reserves before Incurring tax liability. The 50 percent net income liuilta-
tion however says that his depletion cannot exceed half of his net income. Ilis
net income was $20,000. so his lsxrcentage depletion wold be $10,000 and he'd
pay tax on the other $10,000. This restriction puts a particular Iwnalty on the
independent producer and the penalty is most burdensome in the marginal years
of production when the producer has the greatest need for reinvesting his money
in the search for more oil and gas.
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Our Nation's domestic energy needs are outrunning our supply capability at
increasing rates. When you consider the incentives the producing segment of
the industry needs in order to fulfill the consumers demands at the stove and
the gasoline pump, I urge you to consider removal of the net income restriction
on percentage depletion. It would help offset the adverse effects on incentive of
any reduction in percentage depletion. It is politically feasible. It would be pmr-
ticularly beneficial to the Independent segment of the industry.

Undiscovered U.S. gas reserves
total 1,227 trillion cubic feet

Tr. Pom inAt. GAS CONMITTV.1
estimates undiscovered natural gas re-
serves in the United States total 1,227
trillion cubic feet-nearly double the
Committee's estimate of 690 trillion
cubic feet two yean ago.

Reasons for the increase: Alaska's
reserves are included for the first time
(400 trillion cubic feet); water depths
for offshore reservs were increased
from 600 feet to 1,500 feet; well
depths were increased from 25,000
feet to 30,000 feet. 0

The new PGC report explains that
nearly one-third of the total undis-
covered natural gas supply is in
Alaska, and will not be available to
markets in the "lower 48 states" until
pipe lines are built, or until gas can
be liquefied and moved south in tank.
erm. The increases in water and well
depths add several hundred trillion
morm cubi feet to the total.

The Committee estimate is divided
into the following categories: prob.
able supply-260 trillion cubic feet;
possible supply-335 trillion; and spec-
ulative supply--632 trillion. These to.
tab are in addition to 287 trillion
cubic feet of proved recoverable re-
serves, as of December 31, 1968.

For the first time, the PCC reports
U.S. potential natural gas supply by
nine supply areas (See map). Boun-
daries of each region coincide with
the boundaries used by the Ameri-
can Gas Association Proved Reserves
Committee. Two years ago the re.
port was divided into estimates for
three areas: East, Central and West
U.S. Offshore Gulf Coast undscv-
ered supply for Louislana and Texas
is separated from the onshore supply
for the first time.

The 150-member Potential Gas
Committee is sponsored by the Coo-

rado School of Mines' Mineral Re-
sources Institute, Potential Gas Agency
branch. The Agency's activities are
financed by the American Gas Asso-
ciation, Inc.; the American Petroleum
Institute; and the Independent Natu-
ral Gas Association of Amqrica.

The report emphasizes that huge
gas reserves remain to be found, but
"economic incentives must be pro-
vided to encourage people to go get
it."

In recent years, fewer and fewer
wells have been drilled in search of
new reserves. As a result, the Ameri.
can Gas Associationi reports that in
1968, for the firt time since World
War 11, the U.S. used more gas than
it discov~ered-by 5.5 trillion cubic
feet. Reserves were increased by 13.5
trillion cubic feet, but consumers used
19 trillion cubic feeL a

- TJULY 19
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EXHIBIT B

[From the Daily Oklahoman, Sept. 24, 1969]

OKLAHIOMA CRUDE DEMAND STILL OUTPACES PRODUCTION

(By Deacon New)

Demand for Oklahoma crude oil continues firm, outstripping the state's
productive capacity.

Crude purchasers told the state Corporation Commission Tuesday they need
631,090 barrels daily next month, an 11,267-barrel Jump over September requests.

The nominations totaling 631,090 barrels a day compares with pipeline runs
during August averaging 607,468 barrels a day. Output the first 13 days of
September is running about the same rate, 606,954 barrels daily.

Most purchasers testifying at the commission's market-demand hearing recom-
mended continuation of the current 100 per cent factor applied to the basic depth-
acreage allowable table.

Dan R. Dunnett, director of the commission's oil and gas conservation depart-
ment, also favored holding the allowable at the same rate.

Dunnett said the Bureau of Mines forecast of demand for Oklahoma crude dur-
ing October at 620,000 barrels a day, the same as the September estimate.

Wilburn Cartwright, commission vice chairman, presided at the hearing in the
absence of the chairman, Charles Nesbitt. Nesbitt is in Alaska attending an
Interstate Oil Compact Commission executive committee meeting.

Cartwright and Ray C. Jones, who heard the purchasers' testimony, said the
October allowable will be set later this week.

The increase in the total nominations was more than accounted for by a boost
in the request of Mobil Oil Corp. Mobil increased its nomination 12,500 barrels
to 48,200 barrels a day. The company's purchases totaled 55,899 barrels a day
during August.

George Stricker, representing Mobil, told the commission the increased nomina-
tion represented a firm demand for Oklahoma crude.

The purchasers, reporting on company-wide stocks, said total inventories as of
September 1 were 9,570,844 barrels above desired level. That compares with a
surplus the month before of 17,023,597 barrels.

A breakdown showed crude stocks at 7,493,426 barrels on the plus side, while
products in storage were 2,077,418 above desired level.

Actual Crude buyers
production nominations

BOPD BOPD

1968-
January ........................................................ 604,000 644, 00
February .................................................... 618,000 650,000
March .............................................. ............. '620,000 643,000
April .................................................................... 628,000 636,000
May................................................... 613,000 634,000
June .................................................. 610,000 630,000
July ..................................................................... 0 628, 000
August ...............................................-.......... 614,000 628, 000
September ............................................... 610,000 628,000
October ...................................................... .......... -606,000 626,000
November ................................................................. 610,000 619,000
December ................................................................ 612,000 616,0001969--
January .................................................................. 615,000 615,000
February ................................................................. 619,000 634,000
March ................................................................... 609,000 635,000
April ................................................................... 626,000 628,000
May ...............---------------------------------- 610,000 642,000
June ........... --- ------------------ ----------------- 617,000 637,000
July ........V ............................................... 608,000 619,000
August ................................................. 607,000 619,000

Note: State allowable was at 65 percent of table A maximum January 1968 through May 1968. From then through the
end of 1968 it was 75 percent and early in 1969 went to 90 percent It has been at 100 percent since March and production
is declining.

33-865 0-69-pt. 5- 40
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EXHIBIT C

NASSIKAS MEANS BUSINESS ON GAS SUPIY

New FI'C chairnmn sees no lack of evidence that gas is in short
suplly anid fast getting shorter, says he doesn't need national survey
to precede action. if higher price Is solution, he'll likely buy that.

(Gene T. Kinney, Washington Editor)

The new chairman of the Federal Power Comnission doesn't intend to
wait for it national gais survey before doing something about at growing sup-
ply problem.

This presumably means raising wellhead prices, if it appears this Is the likely
solution.

John N. Nassikas, who took office Aug. 1, expresses confidence FPc has tMe
flexibility to help turn supply trends around.

Named by President Nixon to suceed Lee C. White, Nassikas revealed his
attitude in an interview last week. It contrast sharply with that of his )emo-
era tic predecessor.

White never really conceded there wits at supply problem, in spite of a
5/-trillion-eu-ft decline in reserves last year. He led the commission in at
deel) slash of rates in South Louisiana, tile most ilnlkrtatit )roducing area in
the nation-a move hardly calculated to boost reserves. Moreover, he con-
tended a study of some kind, such as the survey he shed unsuccessfully, was
necessary to establish the facts.

Nasslkas, the 52-year-old Republican lawyer from Manichester, N.H., lils
found plenty of evidence of deliiiing supply. Ile cites studies by industry groupls
and Fpc's own staff.

Il his view, past FIm: decislons-inotably Iln the Permlian basin and South
Louislana-and rulings of the Supreme Court have not frozen present Irodlucer
rates. Quite tile opposite, lie says. li Permian, lie stresses, the high court
affirmed FPc's wide discretion in using varying price levels to bring forth ade-
quate supply.

FPC study. Nasslkas, after 6 weeks on the job, considers the evidence of
supply trouble to be "rather convincing."

He cites the annual report of proved reserves by the American Gas Asso-
ciation and other studies, Includhing one by the Fpc staff.

"All confirn ani increasing problem with gas supply," he says.
The FPC study, to be published soon, shows a deliverability life from present

reserves of only 10 years, the (hlairnllan discloses.
Ili view of Increasing delmancd sand recent declines lit reserves. Nassikas believes

the supply-demand curves will intersect much sooner than 10 years from now,
unless the mipply trend is reversed.

"When you have that close a margin," he declares, "a critical su)ply'situa-
tion exists."

Top priority given. Il view of this situation, the FiC chairman says the "over-
riding priority of Fic Is to make sure to resolve on a practical, expeditious basis
the gas-supply problem In the I nited States."

Unless this Is done on a short-tern and long-term basis, Fee is not doing justice
to a $30-billion industry, its Investors, and consumers who rely on it.

Nassikas says he became somewhat familiar with FPC issues during the past
year as counsel to the minority on tile Senote (omnierce Committee, which
has legislative oversight of the agency. Also. he took it tram course beginning
last April, when he Iecane aware of the President's intention to Install hin as
chairman of Fpc.

Since that time, he says he has become convinced that tile s511)1)ly issue dv-
serves priority attention, lie rejects any thought of "rationing scarcity," as t
solution, preferring instead a "share abundance."

A national gas survey may be desirable, he says. "But absence of a survey
is no excuse for delay in meeting a problem that Is manifest."

Problem cause. Nassikas refuses to attribute the reserves decline directly or
solely to Fpc's policies of keeping the lid of producer prices.

But lie does quote with approval an economic axiom stated by Milton Fried-
mlan. The surest way to achieve a shortage iln it commodity, according to tile
tnoist, Is for the Governmient to imlnpose a price ceiling that is too low.
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The new chairman plans first to determine what has caused the decline in
drilling, the slide in the reserves-production ratio and deliverability life, and,
last year, the absolute drop in proved reserves.

If FPC finds that its price policies have been responsible, lie says, then these
policies should be reversed.
ii, says FIPC must ascertain whether price alone offers adequate incentive or

disincentivee to control the supply of gas. And lie suggests that assurance of a
firm price once approved may be almost as important as the price level itself.

The Industry has drafted proposed contract-sanctity legislation that would pre-
vent future FPC rollbacks of prices once approved. But no drive has been
mounted to push the legislation.

The cure. Once the cause of present supply trends is established, Nassikas says,
the policy actions should be fairly clear.

Ile expresses confidence FlIC machinery Is not so cumbersome it cannot deal
with the situation. Ile says the commission has several possibilities, without
commnlit ing on any of then.

lie acknowledges that the commission has set "permanent" rates in the Per-
mian basin and South Louisiana. The first case was upheld 100% by the Supreme
Court, and the second is before the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals with oral argu-
inent set for Oct. 6.

FPC and the courts are bound to decide these cases on the facts and circum-
stances in the record.

But, Nassikas points out, the FPC and the courts can set new rates, or adopt
new formulas, in subsequent cases, if the facts or circumstances change.

This is the principal argument of producers, pipe ines, and a large group) of
distributors-that circumstances have changed, requiring higher rates to avoid
a threatened shortage.

Nassikas says FPC is already making "policy decisions" aimed at dealing with
tho question.

Last week the commission set oral argument on two pending rate cases for
Oct. 31. These deal with producer prices in the big Texas Gulf Coast and liugoton-
Anadarko regions, pending before FPC on examiner's decisions since Sept. 16,
1969.

The commission also has before it a reopened proceeding embracing the federal
offshore portion of South Louisiana, and a settlement proposal for Hugoton-
Anadarko. There are also motions to expand the offshore proceeding to Include
onshore Loulsia naits well, andl even motions to consider a national proceeding.

Nassikas believes FPC has wide discretion in dealing with supply, and even the
contract sanctity question.

Favors regulation. FPC is duty-bound to act so that the industry will be able
to meet future gas demand, Nassikas believes.

If it finds itself impotent to solve the problem, then he feels the commission
should recommend appropriate legislation.

But decontrol-or regulation within narrowly defined limits under legislation-
is not the best aplproach, as far as lie is concerned.

Under present statutes find court rulings, FIPC ought to be able to respond to
particular problems, he says. lie declines to lay the iame for any current trou-
bles on restrictive court decisions. The courts, he emplhasizes, have not put FPC
in a strait jacket.

"We should improve the concept of producer regulation, not discard it because
we happen to have a problem."

lie also opposes tie Burleson bill. which would require regulatory agencies to
gear rate of return to intflationary trends. Pipities have sought this legislation
as it solution to their r'ate-of-return problem.

But this approach, the chairman warns, wvouhl only lead in tie long run to
broader problems -than the narrow one the legislation is designed to solve.

"The regulatory process itself," he dechares, "is tit, aplprOlriate forum to
resolve inflation prohlens or any other pressures to erode rate of return, rather
than use the legislative approach when F11C may in the past have failed to
resolve the problem."

New staff appointments. Nassikas promises to begin announcing, perhaps in
less than a month. new appointments 'to tihe Offce of Executive Director, chiet
of the Bureau of Natural G(as, and deputy chief of the bureau.

lie declines to say whether he will replace the present general counsel, Richard
Solomon.
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Nassikas says lie is seeking qualified men of integrity, familiar with the regu.
latory process and the problems of industry, consumers, and investors. Top staff
members also should be aware of the impact of FPC decisions on regulated
industries, he adds.

Action, not talk. Nassikas gives the impression of a man who is not at all In.
timidated by the immensity of 'the problems facing FPC.

He shows sign of becoming an activist chairman willing to take initiative
where departures from present policies seem called for. And the initiative won't
be long in coming, if his present plans are realized.

"I am talking about a series of regulatory decisions which we will be in the
process of making -this year," he says. "We will start soon. I am not talking
about a thinking process of a couple of years. We have gone through that process
and are formulating policies designed to deal with the gas supply and delivera.
ability problems."

Two JURISTS PICKED IN ALGERIA Fuss

Atlantic Richfield Co. last week said that two of the three judges on an arbitra-
tion court to rule on its dispute with Algeria have been appointed.

Under the rules, one judge is to be named by the International Court of Justice
at the Hague, and one by each of the dissenting parties.

The International Court of Justice named Prof. Giorgio Balladore Pallieri of
Milan, Italy, a judge at the European Court of the Rights of Man, as president
of the arbitration court.

ARCO then announced its appointment of Prof. Francois Luchaire of the Uni-
versity of Paris, a member of the French Constitutional Council, as the second
member.

So far, the Algerian Government has not announced its appointment of the
third judge, and there's no guarantee it will deign to do so.

A spokesman for Sinclair Mediterranean Petroleum Co., the ARCO subsidiary
whose Algerian properties are at stake, said that Dr. Jose Luis Bustamente y
Rivero, president of the International Court, had advised the company of
Pallieri's appointment and said the Italian barrister had accepted.

Sinclair Mediterranean announced last May 13 that it was Initiating the arbi-
tration proceedings to protest the forfeiture of its properties to the Algerian
Government. Principal of these is a 28% interest in Rhourde el Baguel oil field,
where Sinclair's share of production was 22,981 b/d in 1968. There was no return
to the company, however, since it has been under Algerian Government control
since June 1967.

STATEMENT OF TIE PANHANDLE PRODUCERS .NI) ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION,
AMARILLO, TEX., PRESENTED BY C. H. 'HINTON, PETROLEUM CONSULTANT

SUM M ARY

The scope of my statement covers statistics on the recoverable natural gas
reserves for the period ending each year from 1955 through 1968. It also shows
the annual production for the same period and the number of well completions
in the United States extending over the same period. This is shown in graphic
and schedule form.

My statement also covers the estimated gas requirements for the future up
to 1990.

I have made an effort to point out why there has been a decline in the number
of wells drilled In the United States: why it is essential for the number of wells
to be increased to a level of twice the 1968 number; and why the removal of
any existing tax deductions would have an adverse effect on drying up drilling
funds that would cause a further reduction in the number of well completions.

I have discussed the reserve life index or the ratio of production to reserves
and explained that the use of such reserve life index as a yardstick for the life
of natural gas reserves furnishes the most optimistic picture of the availability
of natural gas for the future.

The producers have been classified as the pipeline producers, large independent
producers, and the small independent producers, with the contribution that each
makes to the natural gas supply.
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My entire statement has been reduced to four Conclusions which are of im-

portance in the action which this committee might take with respect to reducing
statutory depletion, or removing intangible drilling costs as income tax benefits.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It is an indisputable fact which must be faced-that there is a very serious
shortage of natural gas being developed in the United States.

2. If future requirements are to be supplied, the number of well completions
must be doubled over the 1968 level in the shortest possible time.

3. There are thousands of yards of sediments which are estimated to -be pro.
ductive of natural gas that have not been tested by the drilling of wells.

4. Any downward reduction in statutory depletion, or any reduction in intan-
gible drilling costs as a tax reduction will cause a further decline in the number
of well completions.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

The Gas Supply Situation From 1955 Through 1968.
History of the Number of Wells Drilled in the United States.
Reserve Life Index.
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Example of How Statutory Depletion and Intangible Drilling Costs Really Work.
Conclusions.
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Reduced to Reserve Life Index.
Schedule 2a-United States Number of Well Completions (Excluding Service

Wells) Shown by Oil Wells-Gas Wells-Dry Holes.
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Graph 2-United States Number of Well Completions, Excluding Service Wells,

1955-1968.
Graph 3-United States Annual Natural Gas Production.

STATEMENT

My name is C. H. Hinton. I reside in Amarillo, Texas. My office address is 1012
West Tenth Street. I am a petroleum consultant and President of Consulting
Services, Inc.

For the past 33 years I have spent a major part of my time on problems related
to natural gas supply and the requirements for natural gas.

I am a member of the National Society of Professional Engineers; the Society
of Petroleum Engineers of the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers; the Texas Professional Engineers; and I am a registered professional
engineer.

I am appearing here today as a member of, and in behalf of, the Panhandle
Producers and Royalty Owners Association.
The Gas Supply Situation from 1955 through 1968

In order -to present a clear picture of gas supply trends and the increase in the
annual requirements to supply markets, I prepared three graphs which are at-
tached to the back of this statement.

Graph No. 1 shows the recoverable natural gas reserves for the 14 year period
1955-1968. At the top of each bar the re"erve is shown as of the end of the year
in trillions of cubic feet. Immediately to the right of the recoverable reserve is
a bar which shows the gross additions to reserves for each of the years. Your
attention is called to the fact that back in the mid-50's the gross additions to
reserves were more than twice the annual volume of gas produced. In 1968, for the
first time in the history of the natural gas industry, production was greater than
the additions to reserves. To the extreme right is a bar which shows the annual
production. It can be noted that annual production has almost doubled from 10.1
trillion cubic feet in 1955 to 19.4 trillon in 1968.
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The reserve life index is shown by yea rs for the period and has declined fronl
22.1 years in 1955 to 14.8 years In 1968. The reserve life index is obtained by
dividing the annual production into the year-end recoverable reserves.

The American Gas Asslation has caused to be formed a Gas Industry Cow-
mittee to study the future gas requirements of the unitedd States. It is estimated
that the requirements will increase to 25.5 trillion for the year 1975 and 36
trillion by the year 1110.. In order to present the upward trend in natural gas re.
quirements, Graph No. 3 was prepared and is attached hereto, which shows
the annual increase in natural gas requirements.

The interstate pipeline companies have been unable to contract tile full volume
required to meet present and estimated future requirements for the past few
years. The reasons that there are inadequate volumes for interstate transporta-
tion to supply the United States requirements are:

(1) the reduction in the number of well completions, and
(2) the gas rtequirements in the producing states, particularly Texas and

Louisiana, have increased at a very substantial rate.
A s schedule which shows gas volumes and reserve life index in more detail is

attached to this rej)rt and is shown as Schedule 1 (a).

History of the number of wells drilled in the United States
The downward decline in the number of well completions in tie I'nited States

is shown on Graph No. 2 with the detailed numbers on the schedule numbered
2(a) which both appear at the back of this report.

The largest number of wells ever completed in the United States in any one
year occurred during the year 1956. That year 57,111 wells were drilled in the
United States, of which 35,273 were productive of oil or gas and 21,838 were dry.
There has been t decline in the number of wells drilled since 1956 down to a low
since World War II of 30,599, of which 17,612 were productive of either oil or gas
and 12,987 were completed as dry holes or non-producers.

The question arises as to why there has been such a drastic reduction inI the
number of wells drilled in the United States over the past 13 years. I will set out
the principal reasons which have caused this reduction:

1. The method of Federal Power Commission regulation as applied to wells
which were drilled by the pipeline producer. A pipeline producer is a company
engaged in the finding and development of gas reserves and is also engaged in
the interstate transportation of natural gas. Since 1941, as a result of a Federal
Power Commission decision in the Hope Natural Gas rate case, all pipeline
producers were placed under the regulation of the Federal Power Commission aid
the price which was permitted to be charged for natural gas was based on a
utility cost of service concept. The impact of this type of regulation on producing
properties caused the pipeline to reduce its production activities as this type of
risk capital investment cannot be expended where the regulation is determined
on a cost of service basis. The incentive for the pipeline producer to continue to
look for and develop gas reserves was farther retarded when the Federal Power
Commission took the position that all statutory depletion should pass directly to
the consumer as a reduction in the amount of income tax that is to be paid and
included as a part of the cost of service.

2. The Supreme Coure decision in the Phillips case. handed down In June 1954,
placed the non-pipeline producer under the jurisdiction of the Federal Power Com-
mission as to the price which might be paid for natural gas that was contracted to
be sold in interstate commerce.

After years of lengthy hearings the Federal Power Commission proceeded to
regulate the price of natural gas by putting into effect area guideline prices and
would not accept contracts for filing which provided for prices higher than tile
area guideline prices. Even after all of the hearings, which cost the )roducer an(I
the government millions of dollars, the area guideline prices correspond very
closely to prices which were being paid for gas on contracts made prior to 1960
and contracts which were entered into after 1960. Thus, the industry has lived for
nine years under prices which were determined at the 1960 level.

During the period 1960 through 1968 you will note that there has been a very
alarming decline In the number of wells drilled in the United States.

3. Each year during this period there has been an increase in the barrels of oil
which have been imported into the United States. Imported oil does not add to
the natural gas reserves. For many years the natural gas which was produced in
conjunction with the production of oil supplied approximately Yard of the totil
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natural gas consumed in the United States. The reduction in the number of well
completion in the United States in the face of the increased gas requirements has
lowered this percentage and for 1968 only approximately 20% of the total gas
was supplied from oil-well gas.

4. The oil industry is concentrating on obtaining an increasing percentage of
the domestic production through secondary recovery operations. This secondary
recovery oil is obtained by methods of driving oil to the well bore by water flood-
ing, gas injection, and utilization of other liquids by injecting materials into a
reservoir which will no longer produce economic amounts of oil.

Secondary recovery operations make very little contribution to the gas supply
as the primary production of o1 generally utilizes both gas-cap gas and solution
gas.
Reserve life index

I have explained that the reserve life index is an arithmetic computation
which shows the number of years of life that the recoverable reserve would last
if produced at an annual rate which is equivalent to the annual volume pro-
duced during any year. Reserve life index, however, does not give consideration
to any increase in future requirements or any additions to recoverable reserves.

A natural gas well loses a portion of its physical ability to produce gas with
each one thousand cubic feet produced, and, in general, natural gas wells will be
depleted to the extent that the wells will have very little peak producing ability
after about the first 12 years of production where the gas is produced in accord-
ance with the contract provisions determining the quantity which may be pro-
duced. There is normally a lag of two to three years from the completion of wells
in a new reservoir to the date of first production and sale. Thus, the portion of
the recoverable reserve available for the consumer supply is narrowed down to 11
to 12 years.

Cycling operations which are carried on in the United States tie up approxi-
mately the equivalent of 20 trillion cubic feet, which further reduces the volume
available to the consumer.

Therefore, when the reserve life index is determined on the gas connected to
the pipelines it is from three to four years less than is shown by the simple
computation of dividing the annual current production into the recoverable
reserves.
Analysis of future gas requirements

The estimated demand for natural gas required in the future should receive
the complete attention of Congress, the consuming public, and the transporter and
producer of natural gas. The drastic reduction in the number of well completions
and the historical annual increases in the gas requirements, coupled with the
estimated future requirements, create a problem which cannot be ignored.

If present and future customers are to be served a continuing supply of natural
gas, there must be a broad change in regulatory bodies having jurisdiction over
price. Please bear in mind that of the total amount of money which has been
invested by interstate pipeline companies and distributors who receive the major
portion of the gas from interstate companies, approximately 71% of such invest-
ment remains to be depreciated. Unless there is an increase in the gross additions
to reserves much greater than has been experienced over the past few years, new
depreciation rates will have to be placed in effect in order for the investor to re-
coup his money. This means a higher cost to the consumer for the same limited
supply of natural gas.

Producer Classificatton,
The producers of natural gas fall into three general classifications:

1. The pipeline producer who can no longer be classed as a major con-
tribuitor to the production of natural gas. The pipeline producer volumes
have declined from more than 50% of the total requirements during the
early life of the long distance interstate pipeline companies to approxi-
mately 8% of the total gas produced.

2. The major producer of natural gas is usually an integrated company
that carries on manufacturing activities requiring hydrocarbons and this
group has, over the past few years, drilled from 30 to 35% of the total wells
drilled.

3. The most important contributor to oil and gas discoveries and develop-
ment is the smaller independent producer whose principal business is the
drilling of oil and gas wells and the production therefrom.
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The small independent drills from 65 to 70% of the total number of wells drilled
in the United States. While the big acreage sales are bid in by the major oil
companies, in most cases such companies have adequate collateral and income
front sources other than production to make the financing of the major acquisi-
tions possible, but the small independent producer group makes the greatest (oli.
tribution to domestic gas reserves.

In the majority of projects the small independent producer receives the money
utilized in the drilling wells from independent investors who invest risk capital
solely from the standpoint of the reduction in federal income taxes which would
otherwise be paid. The removal of intangible drilling costs as a tax deductible
item would promptly dry up drilling funds received from such investors. The
lowering of statutory depletion from 271/2% to 20% would likewise contribute to
a lack of drilling funds from investor sources.

Natural gas has established itself as a highly desirable heat energy source
which has been supplied In the desired volumes at a price which has bee: lower
than other competitive sources of energy. The finding and development costs
have gradually increased to a level where greater incentives must be provided
for continuing development.

Impact of a lCssened inccntire for the producer to drill
If tax Incentives for the drilling of oil and gas wells should be adjusted down-

ward, it removes a source of funds that have been available for such drilling.
The question has often been asked-why the number of well completions have

declined with the present tax deductions. The answer Is relatively simple.
Under the present price structures which (-over the cost of finding and develop-

ment and the income which is generated at current oil and gas prices, the margin
of profit is inadequate to induce the expenditure of risk capital and the drilling
of wells in the s earcm of oil and gas is certainly of a high risk nature. It is
evident that a higher price must be paid for oil and for gas in order to have
the number of wells drilled which will supply current and future requirements.
Any downward adjustment in the existing statutory depletion, or the allowance
of intangible drilling costs, can only cause a higher price to be paid for the oil
and gas which will be produced.

Exanmple of how statutory depletion and intangible drilling cost really work
The existing tax regulations are applied to an investor who advances $1,000,000

for the search and development of natural gas. Based on statistics, approximately
50% of tile $1,0X),000 will be sent on non-productive drilling. This amount
will be totally deductible for income tax purposes. The other 50% of the drilling
fund would be required to drill 4 wells to a depth of approximately 8,000 feet.
The average reserve per well drilled to that depth has averaged out approxi-
miately 5 billion cubic feet per well. The gross income from such a well under
existing contract terms used in the industry would amount to $37,168.00 per year.
Gross production taxes range from 5.4% to 7.5%. Ad valorem taxes amount to
approximately 20% of the investment and operating costs range front 5% to 10%
of the gross income. The taxable income after the application of the statutory
depletion amounts to alproximately $10,000 and the income tax for the private
investor would amount to about $7,000 per well.

If the investor dil not advance these funds on the basis of obtaining the tax
deductions, the wells wouIld not have been drilled and the local community would
not have the benefit of the industry employing personnel to drill and operate the
wells; the state would not have the benefit of the gross production and ad
valorem taxes: and the federal government would not have the benefit of the
income tax.

The same million dollars could be invested in tax-exempt bonds and make
approximately 50% of the same amount of money without taking a risk of nosing
the entire amount.

Conclusion's
1. It is an indisputable fact which must be faced-that there is a very serious

shortage of natural gas being developed in the United States.
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2. If future requirements are to be supplied, the number of well completions
must be doubled over the 1968 level in the shortest possible time.

3. There are thousands of yards of sediments which are estimated to be pro-
ductive of natural gas that have not been tested by the drilling of wells.

4. Any downward reduction in statutory depletion, or any reduction in intan-
gible drilling costs as a tax reduction will cause a further decline in the number
of well completions.

U.S. NATURAL GAS RESERVES AND NET PRODUCTION HISTORY REDUCED TO RESERVE LIFE INDEX

[All volumes in millions of cubic feet at 14.73 p.s.l.m. and 600 F.1

Gross addi.
Totalreserves Net additions Net production tions to Reserve

Year end of year to reserves during year reserves life Index

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F)

1954 ....................... 210,560,931 ..--------------------------- - 22.4
1955 ---------------------------------- 222,482,544 11,921,613 10,063,167 21,948 780 22.1
1956 ------------------------ 236,483,215 14,000,671 10,848,685 24,849,356 21.8
1957 ------------------------- 245,230,137 8,746,922 11,439,890 20,186,812 21.4
1958 ------------------------ 252,761,792 7,531,655 11,422,651 18,954,306 22.1
1959 ------------------------ 261,170,431 8,408,639 12,373,063 20,781,702 21.1
1960 .......................... 262,326,326 1,155,895 13,019,356 14,175,251 20.1
1961 ---------------------------------- 266,273,642 3,947,316 13,378,649 17,325,965 19.9
1962 ---------------------............. 272,278,858 6,005, 216 13,637,973 19,643,189 20.0
1963 ------------------------- 276,151,233 3,872,375 14,546,025 18,418,400 19.0
1964 ---------------------------------- 281,251,454 5,100,221 15,347,028 20, 47,249 18.3
1965 ............................... 286,468,923 5,217,469 16,312,852 21,530,321 17.6
1966 ................................. " 289,332,805 2,863,882 17,458,527 20,322.409 16.6
1967 .....--------------- 292,907,703 3 574,898 19,064,779 22, 64s9, 677 15.4
1968----------------4............. 9,852 (5,557,851)1 119,373,428 13,815,577 14.8

11968 net production, preliminary number.
Note: Includes Alaska (reserve as of Dec. 31,1968,5,252,324 MMCF; 1968 production, 41,681 MMCF).

Source: Reserves of crude oil, natural gas liquids, and natural gas In the United States and Canada as of Dec. 31, 1968.
Pp. 120 and 126. Historical Statistics of the Gas Industry.

NUMBER OF WELL COMPLETIONS (EXCLUDING SERVICE WELLS) SHOWN BY OIL WELLS, GAS WELLS, DRY HOLES
(UNITED STATES)

Type of well

Year Oil Gas Producers Dry Total

1955 -------------------------------- 31,567 3,613 35,180 20,742 55,922
1956 ................................. 30,730 4,543 35,273 21,838 57,111
1957 ................................. 28,012 4,620 32,632 20,983 53,615
1958 ................................. 24,578 4,803 29,381 19,043 48,424
1959 -------------------------- 25,800 5,029 30,829 19,265 50,094
1960 ------------------------------ 21,186 5,258 26,444 17,574 44,018
1961 ................................. 2101 5,664 26,765 7,106 3,871
1962 ................................. 21 249 5,84R 27,097 16,682 43,779
1963 ..................... . . - 20,288 4,71,, 25,039 16,347 41,386
1964 .............................. " 20,620 4,855 25,475 17,488 42,963
1965 ................................ 18,761 4,724 23,485 16,025 39,510
1966 ................................. 16,076 4,191 20,267 14,891 35 158
1967 ................................. 15,203 3,556 18,759 13,538 32,297
1968 .............-- ..........".- 14,227 3,385 17,612 12,987 30,599

Source: 1955 through 1966 from Gas Facts, table 31, p. 37; 1967 through 1968 from International Oil Scouts Association
yearbooks, pp. 531, 538 (1967); pp. 482,490 (1968).
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM I. MURRAY, JR., TEXAS INDEPENDENT PRODUCERS & ROYALTY
OWNERS ASSoCIATIoN

I. The nation is running out of oil and natural gas-not for lack of adequate
domestic resources but rather for lack of adequate Incentive for domestic explora-
tion and drilling.

-Reserve productive capacity has been grossly overestimated, and some degree
of Consumer rationing might prove necessary in any future foreign-supply cur-
tailment.

-There is growing recognition within both industry and government that an
energy gap looms just ahead, unless domestic drilling rates are restored at least to
former levels.

-"End use controls," a form of consumer rationing, may soon be required for
natural gas because of diminishing supply; a new FPC study, revealed by Chair-
man Nassikas, indicates that the supply of deliverable gas is already down to 10
years, and continuing a sharp decline.

-To attempt to fill the emerging energy gap by increasing imports would not
only endanger national security but would thwart all efforts to close the nation's
payments gap.

-Paradoxically, the proposals before the Committee, labeled tax reform, would
further depress domestic exploration and drilling at the very time when an in-
crease is required to avert a supply crisis.

II. The expensing of non-recoverable costs is absolutely vital to the domestic
wildcatter, and to require that these costs be capitalized would render it impos-
sible for most small operators to look for oil and gas.

-The independent producer is not trying to escape his fair share of the nation's
tax burden; he is quite willing to pay taxes on oil and gas produced and sold, but
cannot be expected to drill for oil if denied the privilege of expensing intangibles.

-The intangible charge-off privilege does not allow the producer to retain or
pocket one cent of his income, but rather serves to encourage him to go into debt
or seek outside risk capital in order to remain in the business of searching for
reserves to produce.

-Denying the intangible expensing privilege would be particularly injurious to
independents trying to get started, while having relatively far less effect upon the
large integrated companies and larger independent producers.

III. The 27.5 percent factor is supportable on numerous bases. Fundamentally,
if the rate were too high, there would be disproportionate concentration of re-
sources into this enterprise, when the contrary is true.

IV. The 50 percent of net limitation works a particular hardship upon the
smaller operator and upon the caretakers of the nation's marginal or stripper
wells so essential to America's relative self-sufficiency in energy resources.

-Because of the 50 percent of net limitation, few domestic independent pro-
ducers enjoy anything approaching the full 27.5 percent depletion.

-An increase in the net limitation would enable all operators to realize a more
nearly uniform depletion percentage factor and serve to encourage domestic inde-
pendents to become more active in the search for oil.

V. Particularly injurious to independents would be the proposal to require indi-
vidual producers and outside investors who derive less than 60 percent of their in-
come from oil and gas operations to include intangible expensing and depletion
income in computing their tax liability.

-The LTP plan, while excluding large corporations, seems aimed directly at
the independent producers, upon whom the nation historically has relied for 75
percent of domestic discoveries.

-It is the independent who is aggressively searching for oil and spending every
cent he takes in and can borrow who would be the principal victim of the LTP
provision.

VI. The mineral interest holder, or land and royalty owners, more than a half
million in number, would be particularly effected by the IMP and percentage
reduction proposals.

-Proposals denying land and royalty owners full participation in depletion
would undermine the foundation upon which America has built her great energy
industry, and would further depress domestic exploration and drilling by denying
a primary investment stimulus to this nation's drilling efforts.

VII. Elimination of the ABC method of financing development, elimination of
carved-out production payments, and the proposed recapture rule that would
require treating as ordinary income any gain or sale of mineral properties to the
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extent of Intangible drilling costs previously deducted, all woulh hit hardest at
tie domestic wildcatter.

VIII. The time Is at hand to increase , not dIt-JIM(. , Incntives to donletlc
Independent oil and gti I)ro(lucers, If we are to avohl it dangerous energy gal).

-Any increase in the tax burden upon the dolnestic producing segment of th(e
Petroleum Industry will result either in curtailed drilling or an increase, in con.
suier prices.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee ; my namine is William J. Murray,
Jr., and I am President of the Texas Independent P'rodu(ers and Royuilty Owners
Association. Our nembership approximate 3,rO0 Indelendents who have oil or
gas operations In the State of Texas.

'1P()O welcoInms this review of oil tax policy, rle(ognizing that. the, extremely
m, rioum problem of inadeluate domestic oil and gas supply to neet proJected needs
must be, the centrall consideration in governmental delileration of the oil tax
program, Indelpndent Iproducers and royalty owners across the nation share a
deep con(ern over the failure of national oil policy to ensure adequate search
for domestic reserves,

In considering tax reform proposals as they affect the donestlc oil and glas
producer, there Is first the niied for a realistic appraisal of the actual condltio
of the domestic ptroleum Industry today.

Bluntly speaking, the nation Is running out of oil and natural gas-not for
lack of adequate domestic resources but rather for lack of adehquate incentive
for domestic exploration anl drilling.

There are some who realize that this Is true but fear that such a statement
will harm the Industry and worsen the already-alarming situation. Others fail
to speak out because of vast undevelope-d reserves of lKtroleuni both on ilnd and
offshore, tremendous quantities of secondary recovery oil which inay leconw
available, and potential liquid hydrocarbons which can be produced from oil
shale. However great our potential, the hard-boiled statistical fact Is that these
potentials are not being realized.

The U.S. has grossly Inadequate proved recoverable reserves of oil and natural
gas to meet the Increased demands of the future. Annual additions to reserves ar(
less than consumption; and the method of reporting reserves probably obscure.s
an even darker picture.

This Committee Is surely aware of the Importance of surplus domestic pro-
ducing capacity to national security and to a delndable consumer supply. In
view of this, It is important to realize capacity has beeui unintentionally but
almost always overstated in the past, and in my opinion Is being overstated
today-to the extent that surplus capacity is almost non-existent.

All of the states In this nation, other than Texas and Louisiana, are admit-
tedly producing at capacity. Texas and Louisiana do have some fields that could
produce more than they are currently producing but they also have hundreds
of fields that cannot long efficiently sustain their current rates. It Is probable that
the natural decline both in efficiency and In actual productive capacity of these
older fields will about offset the remaining efficient surplus capacity of a few
other fields. (Even the most conservative estimates Indicate that by 1972 Texas,
for example, will have run out of surplus producing capacity.)

According to Texas Railroad Conlmssion reports during the first half of 1M1).
Texas underproduced its oil allowable by nearly 020,000 barrels authorized
during the past five years. In 1900, the State produced one-third less than It did
In 1005 per producing day authorized. For Texas--the state which produced
more than two-thirds of all the oil used by the nation's military during World
War II and which largely met the sudden needs occasioned by the Korean con-
fliet and the various Mideast crises-to now be so underproducing its ali ,,t'ble
In a relatively normal period is a very sobering fact.

The situation regarding natural gas Is fully as bad-probably worse when It Is
realized that It is technically difficult and economically unsound to Import natural
gas from overseas. The reported situation on proved reserves and discovery rates
In themselves reveal Inadequate supplies to meet future Increased demand. But
these reserve estimates, like estimates of oil producing capacity, are based on
out-of-date studies and are understandably but dangerously optimistic.

Only In recent days the new chairman of the Federal Power Commission,
John Nasslkas, revealed that a staff study now nearing completion Indicates a
10 year supply of deliverable gas. This finding, coupled with available govern-
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itiat itn( industry Information, clearly constitutes a warning that unless present
trends are reversed soon this nation will face a critical gas supply problem.

We say to you without fear of contradiction that. tll responsible studio.; Il
recent nilonflhs latwve concluded that we face it critical oil and gas supply prob-
Itlm--a (loiln(stle energy gap, so to slpeik. Further, we charge that this energy
ga)p Is wholly Uliltevesstiry, tile result entirely of the denial of adequite incen-
tives for domestic exploration and developlment. For a great many reamim, our
tiitlln ('Itliaot and mlust not tolerate this situation.

At stake not only is consuiiier disc-onmfort. If rationing of our prime energy
resources were the only danger, nlaybe that would he tolerable. The day we be-
(ollie helplessly dependent upon foreign energy sources, not only will the Atner-
itit consuier be gouged nercilessly Ili the price he pays but Iniy quite easily
fin(! hInself denied adequate energy at tiny price. Quite obviously, this situation
would threaten our survival i it hostile world. Our national security and our
t'colloiiil stability tire very niu(.h InImlrlled by tit, present trend.

This, then, Is hardly tie tlie to be talking about proposals which would
fttrther curtail honie exploration and drilling. Yt that is precisely what Is before
uts In the guise of tax reform.
Hole of the Independent ('xplorcr

I lquestionably, tile lost impomrt ant factor behind the nation's petroleul sup-
ply crisis is tie decline in independent producer activity. Historically, the in-
(Ielwldent hits beei responwblbe for miiore than 75 Iercent of the nation's explora-
tion for domestic oil reserves. It is he wiho ill tile past has beell willing to assume
the substantil risk of drilling wildcat wells.

Silence the nild-Il|50's, however, declining economic Incentive has cut the iln-
del'ndent's well drilling activity by more than half. This is reflected ill the it-
tit(el chart which shows the sharp decline li the number of wells drilled an-
Iiwally i the nation's largest producing state, Texas. A total of 18,520 wells were
(Irilled Il 1)59, while a total of only 8,750 is anticipated for 1009, a drop of 52.8
pe-rcent.

While the growing delnand-suipply squeeze has alleviated one of the hide-
lIstIdent's former economic problels--severely restricted opportunity to pro-
lu('e-several others renmin to assure Inadequate exlloration and developllent

activity oil his part. Aniong then are: an inadeqluate price for domestic crude
oil that, still reinins below decade-ago levels; sharply Increasing costs, which
coiftinue to rise In the extended Inflationary era now being experienced ; Ineffec-
five oil import regulation which not only failed to restrict import grovth In
reasonable proixortion to donestle production but also apportioned import quota
privileges in I . tminer which served special interests without due regard for the
objective of ! n g adequate donestle exploration and drilling; a steady in-
crease In state ---id local tax burdens; seriously inadequate natural gas prices
(epressed by -i ,ireallstle area lrlclng policy administered by the Federal
Power ('omnik& : ' ; and federal econonlic policies which have discouraged out-
side Investnlelt o , drilling activity. These drillIng-Incentve depressants virtually
guarantee mnad. ,tite 1i10n1 drilling in the critical decade ahead, even without
the tax prolwsal" currently being aimed at the independent.

There is growing awareness In the Federal Governiment that a supply crisis
exl:;ts itid that sonlething nust be done to assure all adequate domestic drilling
1lrograni. Yet, paradoxically, serious consideration is now being given by both
tile Administration and Congress to tax proposals wlich would further reduce
drilling incentives for donlestic independent producers iii particular.
Current and proposed tax provlsions

To enlphasize the seriousness of this paradox there is need to discuss current
tax provisions and the way il which a typically small but aggressive independent
lroduepr operates.

Expenslng of Non-Recoverable Cost.-First and most important to the inde-
pendent Is the right to expense the non-recoverable costs. These, usually referred
to an "intangibles," include tile cost of drilling the Iole, the cost of mud, cement
and chemicals used In drilling and the cost of various services such as electric
logging, gun perforating, acidizlirg or fracing. Tangibles includes casing, tubing,
rods, underground pump equipment, surface pump jacks and motors, stock tanks,
separator heater treaters and all other surface equipment. Under the present tax
law all operators must capitalize their tangible costs but have the option of either
capitalizing or expensing the intangibles. It is my understanding that most oil
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that the large corporations who are reasonably certain of continuous income for
the next ten or more years would not be seriously penalized by the requirement
that intangible costs be capitalized and depreciated over a ten-year or longer
period.

On the other hand, capitalization of intangibles would so adversely affect the
independent explorer and producer as to cause almost complete cessation on his
part of further exploration and development expenditures. This we contend
would be extremely harmful to the national welfare.

Furthermore, the privilege of expensing intangibles cannot be considered a tax
loophole because it does not permit retaining tax-free income. Actually, the
typical aggressive independent who has been criticized for escaping Income tax
does so only because he spends his total Income on intangibles and dips into
capital or more usually borrows an approximately equal amount to pay for the
tangible costs.

The ratio of tangible to intangible costs varies, but on the average well are
approximately equal. It should be emphasized that statements early attributed to
Treasury officials must have resulted from misquotation or misunderstanding
because no producer is allowed to charge off the entire cost of a producing well.
He is currently permitted to expense only the intangible costs but must capitalize
the approximately equal tangible costs.

The privilege of expensing intangibles does allow the aggressive independent
to escape taxation for a period of time if he uses all of his income on intangible
development costs and goes into debt for an approximately equal amount of
tangible costs. But during this period when he "escapes" taxes there are no loop-
holes involved, because lie is actually keeping no money-but rather he is con.
tenuously going deeper into debt. The Incentive for doing this is the anticipation
that some day he will be able to enjoy the fruits of his occasionally-successful
ventures, either by statutory depletion or by capital gains sales. These Incentives
must be retained. The inunediate point is that intangible expensing can not cor-
rectly be described as a loophole but rather a very Important tax option If
domestic exploration and development are not to be severely retarded.

This is particularly Important to young men or young companies who are try-
ing to get started in the oil business. Intangible expensing is vital to them and
the proposed "60 percent of income from oil" requirement would never allow
them to get started. In effect, it would give a monopoly to existing oil companies
and no opportunity for newcomers.

27.5 Percent Depiction Allowance.-We firmly a-gree with the other industry
witnesses who have presented to this Committee sound arguments supporting the
economic Justification of at least the current percentage depletion allowance.
There remains the basic fact that percentage depletion is an incentive to drill
in a high-risk Industry. Unfortunately the odds are against those who will
explore for petroleum in the United States. But the fact that some do hit and
because of depletion can keep a significant portion of their income encourages a
great many others to continue year after year to invest more in exploration than
they ever receive.

The logic of the 27.5 percent factor is supportable on numerous bases. For one
think, if it were too high, as some charge, there would be disproportionate con-
centration of resources into this enterprise. The opposite is true, quite obviously,
today. But In terms of the objective of avoiding taxes upon that portion of gross
income which represents a return of capital, it can likewise be more than justi-
fied. A test of the formula to see whether 27.5 is Indeed too high can be conducted
simply by asking whether the depletion rate times the gross selling price of a
unit of production equals the price at which a similar unit of production can be
purchased in the ground. Stated another way, a producer should be entitled to
end up the year with the same reserves he started with before he has taxable
Income.

In the case of oil, assuming the average price at lease tanks of $3.00 per barrel,
when 27.5 percent is taken, a producer deducts 82,5 cents from his net income.
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But he currently must pay $1 to $1.25 per barrel for reserves to replace the
barrel produced. The point Is that a producer should have a depletion rate which
will give him enough money tax free to replace that year's production by buying
reserves. He may of course decide instead to gamble that he can replace them
more cheaply by finding them himself and this is his decision and his risk.
If a producer can take only 82.5 cents tax free out of a barrel of oil, he is much
more inclined to sell his reserves for $1.25 per barrel than if his depletion is
$1.25 per barrel. The fact that the 27.5 percent factor is not returning his capital
holding accounts for the persistent stream of sellouts with its monopoly implica-
tions.

With this in mind, we believe the primary concern of this Committee should
be whether or not percentage depletion Is performing its intended function both
as an incentive to drill and a means of returning capital investment. Since the
facts at hand support the contention that the economic and military survival
of this country require a greater exploratory effort than is taking place, Congress
should be looking for ways to increase rather than retard the incentive for
the risk-takers.

The 10 Pcrocnt of Not LMnUtation.-One of the main reasons the current
depletion provision has failed to provide adequate incentive Is the companion
restriction of its application to 50 percent net income. This hits hardest the
independent operators are able to enjoy the full 27.5 percent depletion, whereas
such may not be the case with international companies. To illustrate how effec-
tive tie 50 percent net limitation decreases percentage depletion taken by small
olperators, this Association sampled its membership, Of 70 operators sampled
the average depletion taken was only 19.00 percent. One of these, a reasonably
typical independent in Texas with a great many years of exploration experience,
and a demonstrated capacity as a competent oil finder and producer, has failed
to achieve the full 27.5 percent depletion on all but three leases since 1952. Even
on these throe leases, the full application was short lived in each case.

Internal Revenue studies, we believe, do not properly reflect the true picture
for typical Independent producers. The examples most often cited are anything
but typical, and have almost no relation to the operations of domestic non-
integrated independent producers-the nation's wildcatters.

There are several reasons independents are unable to enjoy full depletion.
As a rule, they have little or no low-production-cost holdings, more typical of
foreign reservoirs, on which attainment of the full rate is normal. Independents
are badly hurt by the inflation squeeze on operations, since crude prices have
failed to keep pace with higher wagek, material and administrative costs of op.
eratlon, thereby triggering the 50 prevent net inmne limitation. Most Inde-
pendents are "caretakers" of the nation's defense-vital marginal or "stripper"
production operations, protecting some 6.8 billion barrels of oil reserves, which
reduce net income levels. Finally, few independents are fortunate enough to dis-
cover production sufficiently flush to command full depletion after the waiting
period during development when percentage depletion does not apply.

It is our msition, in short, thnt present depletion provisions are anything but
excessive to the purposes for which percentage depletion was provided, insofar
as domestic operations are concerned. To repeat, the 50 percent of net profit
limitation serves unnecessarily to prevent its functioning effectively as an in.
centive to adequate drilling at home.

Other Tax Provlslons.-VWe most strenuously object to the proposal to re-
quire Individual producers and outside investors who earn less than 00 percent of
their income from oil and gas operations to include income derived from appli-
cation of intangible expensing and percentage depletion in computation of their
Income tax liability. This would have precisely the Mamne adverse effect on in-
centive to drill, in principle If not in degree, as the elimination of intangible
expensing or reduction in percentage depletion would have. This proposal,
commonly referred to as a plank of the Limitation on Tax Preferences plan,
would, moreover, be aimed directly at the independent producer as opposed to
the major oil corporation.

88-865 O-69--pt. 5-41
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The independent who is truly aggressive in development is not only spending
all of his income but borrowing a substantially equal additional amount. He
is building for the future in the hope then that he can develop production on
which to pay full taxea It is this very sort of independent upon whom the
nation must depend to do the exploration and development which the country
now so desperately needs. It is the independent who Is spending every cent
he takes in and every cent he can borrow who would be the victim of the LTP
provision

The mineral interest owner, the land and royalty owners of this nation, more
than a half million in number, would be particularly affected by this and other
proposed changes. At stake quite literally may be the foundation upon which
America has built Its great energy industry. If the land and royalty owners
are denied any part of the present depletion provision, the result can only be
a further depressant upon domestic exploration and drilling. For it is this source
which provides a primary stimulus--in the form of risk capital and encourage-
ment-to the exploration and drilling efforts which have so often proved vital
to our national survival.

Other proposals either passed already by the House of Representatives or
proposed by the Administration which hit hardest at the small Independent in-
clude elimination of the ABC method of financing development of discoveries,
elimination of carved-out production payments, and the proposed recapture
rule that would require treating as ordinary income any gain on sale of mineral
properties to the extent of intangible drilling costs previously deducted. While
independents favor elimination of abuses or inequities under the Internal
Revenue Code, they view these current provisions as vital incentives for fur-
ther exploration. Their elimination or re.,ision would be a devastating economic
blow for most independents, necessitating a further sharp curtailment in their
drilling programs.

0o0wiUno4
If this Committee concurs in the conclusions that the nation is already facing

an energy gap which could soon threaten its very survival, then surely It con-
curs also that the time is at hand to devise means of revitalizing the domestic
producing industry. The future of the industry will literally be determined by
what government oil policy emerges in the next few months. Time is about to
run out for a relatively self-sufficient energy Industry In this nation under present
policy. If it is agreed this is vital, then incentives must be improved, not lessened,
for the domestic oil and gas producing segment of the industry. If the proper
changes are not made, then investments will increasingly be channeled abroad,
with consequent impairment of the domestic industry-and with dire conse-
quences to the nation's security and payments balance.

It seems not improper or presumptuous under these circumstances, to say
frankly that responsibility for what happens should be clearly assumed by those
in a policy-making position of government. If this Committee does not want this
nation helplessly dependent upon foreign sources for its energy resources, then
any changes in federal taxation of the domestic oil and gas producing industry
should be in the direction of increasing incentives for the domestic independent
producing segment of the Industry.
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TRENDS IN TEXAS WELL DRILLING DURING 1959-69 DECADE
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ACTUAL AND PROJECTED COMPARISON BETWEEN TEXAS OIL PRODUCTION AND
PROOUCTIVE CAPACITY: 1960-1972
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STATEMENT OF A. V. JONES, JR., PRESENT, WEST CENTRAL TEXAS OIL & GAS
ASS0IAT1ON, ABILENE, TEX.

SUMMARY
Recommending:

1. The petroleum industry serves the consuming public and serves it well.
2. Petroleum exploration must be increased and since it is risky all costs

should be deductible when incurred.
S. Rules on statutory depletion and production payments should be retained.
4. The limit on tax preference (LTP) is directed exclusively towards the small

businessman and it will destroy him. If this provision becomes law, it will foster
a major company monopoly in the petroleum industry.

5. Recommendation that the present oil and gas tax structure be left unchanged.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is A. V. Jones, Jr. I

am an independent 1l and gas producer and live in Albany, Texas. I appear here
today as president of the West Central Texas Oil and Gas Association and am
representing the members who belong to this association and also as an individual
small businessman widely experienced in oil exploration and development,

I appreciate the priviledge of being allowed to appear here today before the
Senate's Committee on Finance because the tax proposals you are considering
are of grave concern to me individually, the members of my association, and all
who participate with us financially, also vitally concerned are the hundreds of
thousands of people in all of 82 oil and gas producing States who are directly
involved in the domestic petroleum industry

The consuming public, all the people of this Nation, has been well served by the
petroleum industry. Few industries have supplied the consuming public with con-
tinually improving products at essentially the same real price. Any adverse-
legislation will directly affect all consumers.

To supply the energy needs of this Nation, most governmental and industry
reports emphasize the fact that petroleum exploration must be increased sub-
stantially over the next few years. Historically the independent segment of the
petroleum industry explored for and found most of the domestic production. In
order to continue the necessary domestic exploratory effort, the cost of explora-
tion and drilling-known as intangibles-must continue to be recognized as es-
sential business expense for all participants in the oil and gas industry. There
must be no 50% or any other limlitation-all costs should be deductible when they
are incurred.

Petroleum exploration is a very risky enterprise and correspondingly there
must be substantial proyfts to balance the eteneive losses. The public hears
about the few winners-but never hears about the large number of losers. These
losers are a necessary part of the industry. Some make it big and some lose-
this business is unavoidably different from farming or manufacturing or mer-
chandising-it is a high risk operation. Legislative proposals have often ques.
tioned the need for deducting intangibles from taxable income. Intangibles are
the cost of finding petroleum and drilling wells necessary to produce the oil or gas.
They are routine, normal, legitimate costs of doing business. There should be no
limitation whatsoever on what can be invested or reinvested in the business of
oil and gas exploration to provide for our Nation's needs.

Statutory percentage depletion has been widely misunderstood. When oil and
gas are sold the receipts are partly capital and partly income. Our national
tax policy has always recognized that the sale of a capitol asset should be
given special treatment. This accounts for the fact that more than 100 mineral
products are subject to a depletion allowance and rightly so. Currently percentage
depletion is limited to 50% of net Income. Due to the extreme risks of the
petroleum industry, however, this limitation should be raised to 75% or more.

Production payments and their uses have been the source of considerable
confusion. It is our belief that present tax treatment of both ABC and carveout
type oil and gas payments should be continued.

Most of the currently proposed oil industry tax reforms are directed against
the small businessman engaged in oil exploration and development. To be spe-
cific, the so-called limit on tax preferences (LTP) is applicable only to individ-
uals, partnerships, trusts and small oorporafions. This is a punitive proposal,
which if it becomes tax law will practically wipe out the independent segment
of the industry when the need for our efforts has never been greater. Not only
will this so-called limit on tax preferences (LTP) provision wipe out the inde-
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pendents in oil and gas exploration, but ultimately it will create a major com.
pany monopoly by destroying small busiwssmen. It does not seem likely that it
is the intent of tax reform to foster any monopoly, but it will be the inevitable
result of this limit on tax preferences (LTP) to create just such a major com-
pany monopoly in the petroleum industry.

The basic economic facts of fundamental, importance to our industry and
national security have become obscured and confused. It appears that the emo.
tional and political aspects of tax reform proposals have shaped them into a
discriminatory program-not into a soundly considered piece of tax legislation.

Instead of creating the necessary economic climate for the expansion required,
the proposals before you would destroy most of the Incentive for petroleum
exploration.

Gentlemen, it is my recommendation that the tax structure of the domestic
petroleum industry be left unchanged.

The CHAIRMAN. Now we will hear another witness who has to leave
town shortly.

Mr. Eberhard P. Deutsch, speaking for the Permian Basin Inde-
pendent Petroleum Producers Assoclatlon.

I am very happy to call Mr. Deutsch, a very dear and old friend of
mine for a numbr of years and one of the great lawyers of our coun-
try. Mr. Deutsch is responsible for Austria I5eing a free country today.
I say that in all seriousness.

STATEMENT OF EBERHARD P. DEUTSCH, REPRESENTING THE
PERMIAN BASIN INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM PRODUCERS ASSO-
CIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY FORD CHAPMAN, PRESIDENT,
PERMIAN BASIN PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION

Mr. DE:UvSoH. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I can imagine
no greater compliment than one coming from you; along with 100 per-
cent of the other electorate of Louisiana, we regard you in that light.

Mr. Chairman, I am speaking here in behalf of the Permian Basin
Petroleum Association composed actually of some 3,000 members. In
my original written statement I said there were 650 members. That
was an error.

Sitting at my right is Mr. Ford Chapman, the president of that
association.

I am going to address myself very briefly to one phase of this mat-
ter which Ihave not heard discussed and have not seen treated in
the hearings which you have had up to this point.

Of course, the Permian association actually feels the same way as
the other independent producers who have expressed themselves here
today; that is, they have the same reaction toward the depletion allow-
ance and so on. I am speaking to this subject now because exploration
has become so much more expensive through deeper drilling and other
factors, and so much of it int done by wildcat independent pro-
ducers, that they have had to finance themselves through what is
known as carve-out production payments.

This subject, so far as I know, has not yet been touched on in this
hearing, and I think I can handle it very briefly. A carve-out produc-
tion payment is merely a sale of perhaps a reservation of, in some
cases, a part of a future production of a mineral property. Those
payments have had the large tax advantages primarily through the
depletion allowance, and they have been recognized just about as
long as the depletion allowance has, close to 40 years.
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Now, the point that I want to get across is that the independent
producers are going to have a frightful time living as such at all if
they cannot continue to have the privilege of financing themselves
through their producing properties with this carve-out payment
system.

The first point I make therefore is that this system should not be
abrogated as is proposed in the House bill If in the last analysis, the
fate of the Nation or the imperative transcendant needs of the Nation
demand that that change be made, and I would disagree with that,
but, if you gentlemen in your wisdom find that to be the case, at least
the retroactive provision of the proposed bill, discontinuing such pay-
ments retroactively should not be permitted to stand as is presently
written.

Of course if ultimately the carve-out production payments system
is eliminated, with the tax advantage which has accompanied it up to
this time, they are not all going to old up their tents and crawl away.
An effort will be made somehow to continue their business. They are
American. They are all good Americans, and they still make every
effort with the private enterprise system, the capitalistic system, to
continue to work out somehow, even with those difficulties, to finance
their exploration and development programs.

I think it must be borne in mind, and it is really a simple proposi-
tion, that these carve-outs with which I assume you are familiar,
have to be worked out in advance. It takes 2 to 3 years to make appro.
priate commitments of land leases. A buyer must be found. Geo-
physical work has to be done to determine how mudh income will be
available to repay a production payment. A drilling. contractor has
to be found in advance, and so on, in order that equipment may be
available when the time comes.

A production payment made in the fall generally has been ar-
ranged at least in the spring. It takes months and months, sometimes
even a year or so to work that out. Unless that system is continued
in effect, and certainly unless it is not permitted to have retroactive
effect as now written many of these people will not even be able to
repay their present loans that they have contracted on the faith of
those provisions of the present loan. They may not be able to honor
their contracts. They may not even be able to pay their current drill-
ing bills, and certainly those that are well enough off to take care
of-their current needs will be unable to take care of any future years,
that is starting with 1970, under any circumstances.

Some day perhaps prices will increase, but we cannot help but feel
that the independent producers should not raise his capital through
price increases which ultimately find their way to the consumer in an
inflationary cycle.

Now, we simply submit that the rules of the game should not be
changed after play has started, and especially ar the second half
has been entered as it has at this time. We submit that the tax treat-
ment of carve-out payments under the present depletion allowance
should be permitted to stand but if that simply cannot be done under
the paramount needs of the united States of America, then at least it
should not be done retroactively and clearly unfairly to these inde-
pendent producers.
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The CHAMMA. The so-called carve-out is a way of financing the
sale of oil and gas, is it not?

Mr. DEUTSCH. It is the actual sale of oil and gas. If I own a piece
of producing property, I sell a part of it to somebody and then it is
paid back out of that production, and when the payment has been
made in full it reverts to me. It is simply a method of financing ex-
ploration used primarily by the independent groups.The CHAIRMAN. And if this carve-out method of doing business

is to be taxed, I suppose it would not be practical to use that method
of financing?

Mr. DEUTSCH. It would be impossible,
The CHAMMAN. Am I right in assuming that this would not pre-

sent any particular problem to a major company, but that it would
present some very serious problems to quite a ew independents?

Mr. DEUTSCH. think that is an eminently fair way to put it. Some
of the major companies use carve-outs, but I think they can probably
get along without them. They have better credit facilities. They have
adequate backing for their financing needs through the banks. The
chap from the First National City Bank, for instance, is going to look
after the majors all right. But the independents simply do not have
that type of situation, and this would be a frightful blow to them.

The CHAIRMAN. Chase-Manhattan can find some money for Stand-
ard and First City can find some money for some of the others, Melon
Bank can find some money for Gulf. But these independents need
something like this, as I understand it, in order to finance further ex-
ploration, to sell some of what they have so they can go out and try to
find something else?

Mr. D U SCH. I would say that many of them will be put out of busi-
ness if this is not permitted, if they are not permitted to finance in
that way.

Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, just let me take this opportunity
to compliment your distinguished friend the attorney from New Or-
leans on his testimony. He has certainly spoken very well the case
for independents in Wyoming. They too find just as you have found,
the extreme importance of this type of financing in order to carry
on an exploratory program, and I hope that everybody in this country,
before these sessions are concluded, may better understand that fact.

Mr. DEUTSCH. Thank you very much Senator. I was not really testi-
fying solely for the Texas, the west Texas producers, but for all of
them, of course, including those in Wyoming and in other States.

The CHAR1MAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. DEUTSCH. Thank you very much. I would like, Mr. Chairman, if

I may, if it is appropriate, to put into the record an interesting car-
toon which appeared on this subject in the New Orleans States-Item,
the day before yesterday, and I think it is highly illustrative in
graphic form of the point I have been trying to make.

(The cartoon and Mr. Deutsch's prepared statement follow:)
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'Yes Sir, .I Think I'm Gonna Like You!'
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STATEMENT BY. EBERI[ARD P. )EUTSCH, NEw ORLEANS, LA.

SUMMARY

1. The independent petroleum producers of the United States oppose any reduc-
tion in the present oil-depletion allowance under the income-tax laws, on the
ground that this allowance is a vital incentive to stimulate the search for new
sources of oil and gas.

2. Exploration and development of oil and gas reserves have grown increasing-
ly expensive in recent years. The independent producer has had to meet these
ever-Increasing costs, in large, measure, from carved-out production payments.

3. The present advantageous tax treatment of such payments was accorded
to the petroleum industry to encourage the search for oil and gas, and to stimulate
its production.

4. It is accordingly tremendously important, especially to the independent
petroleum producer who has limited means at his disposal, that the present tax
treatment accorded to carved-out production payments be retained.

5. Drilling budgets for one year are always prepared during the preceding year,
and land-lease acquisitions are ordinarily worked out and committee two or
three years in advance; and it is contemplated that carved-out production pay-
ments are to bear most of the exploration and development expense in the year
in which that work is done.

6. If it is deemed necessary, for reasons beyond the crying needs of tie inde-
pendent oil producer, to discontinue the present tax treatment of carved-out pro-
duction payments, that should under no circumstances be done retroactively.

7. Such retroactive repeal would deprive the independent producer of venture
and short-term operating capital, after he is committed and already in debt,
at a time when it is virtually impossible to borrow money, and may well drive
him out of business.

8. The rules of the game should not be changed after play has already entered
the second half. Carved-out production payments have had special tax treatment
for more than thirty years.

9. The present treatment of carved-out production payments should be left un-
disturbed; but if it must now be changed for supervening reasons, it should at
least be permitted to remain in effect for the taxable year in which new legisla-
tion is enacted.

STATEMENT

My name is E0berhard P. Deutsch. I am a New Orleans lawyer, and appear here
in behalf of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association of Midland, Texas-an
association of some 3,000 independent producers of petroleum, and individuals
and firms affiliated with them, primarily in West Texas.

The Association opposes strongly any reduction at all in the present oil-
depletion percentage allowance under the income tax laws of the United States,
which its members submit is necessary to provide adequate incentive to stimulate
the search for new sources of oil and gas.

The share of petroleum in the United States energy market has shown a
steady growth for many years. The increased demand has been equivalent to an
annual average advance of 5.5 per cent since 19W0. Demand has increased to such
an extent that, today, the Department of the Interior estimates that seventy per
cent of the energy consumption in this country is provided by crude oil atid
natural gas. The oil industry must meet this petroleum demand in the United
States. There can be no doubt that greater oil production is imperative to our
national security.

From the time that oil was first discovered in commercial quantities in 1859
at Titusville, Pennsylvania, the United States became an explorer of both crude
oil and its derivatives. But in 1048 the United States became a net importer.
Since then, foreign oils have gradually increased until now soie 21.1% of the
United States crude oil supply is imported.

The international petroleum industry is today experiencing a supply-denland
race for world markets. In 1964, for the first time, production in Middle East
fields equalled that of the United States. Because the expense of discovering and
developing foreign production has been lower than that for domestic exploration
and development, American oil companies are participating increasingly in for-
eign operations to the detriment of domestic production. To obtain an advantage
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of $1 per barrel in discovery-production cost below that in the United States,
American producers are willing to absorb the high initial costs of establishing
foreign production and markets.

Oil and gas is the only depletive-resource industry which spends a major share
of its earnings on the finding and development of new reserves. Nearly one-
quarter of the Industry's gross revenues is spent on exploration alone, most of
which falls to locate any oil. Eighty per cent of new wells are development wells,
drilled to sustain existing production In order to compensate for the continuous
depletion of older wells whose productivity is tapering off.

The domestic petroleum industry has encountered increasing difficulty In
locating new crude oil reserves to meet the ever-increasing demand, in spite of
a major increase in its effort to find oil. Drillers must bore deeper into the earth
than ever before to find new reserves; and this increases their cost, as does also
the constantly rising cost of leasing land.

The capital required to finance these Increased costs and efforts inevitably
strains the industry's capacity to generate such funds; and the small independent
producer must obtain this money from carved-out production payments to meet
the cost of its drilling program.

A "carved-out production paymefit" is created by the sale, by the owner of a
mineral property, of a portion, but not all, of the future production attributable
to his property. A "reserved production payment" comes into being, by the
mineral-property owner's reservation to himself, of a portion of the future
production attributable to his property, and his sale of the remainder to another
person.

The money received by the seller of the carved-out production payment is
generally classified as ordinary income subject to depletion during the year in
which it is received. The money received by the owner of the retained production
payment is subject to percentage depletion during the payout period.

That portion of the production income, In either a retained or carved-out
production payment situation, used to pay off the amount of the production
payment, is excluded from the income of the mineral-property owner during the
payout period. Any money received by the nineral-property owner, not applied
to -the production payment, constitutes ordinary income to such owner, subject to
cost or percentage depletion depending on his cost basis for the mineral property.

In a carved-out-production-payment situation, expenses attributable to pro-
ducing the minerals subject to the production payment are deductible during
the year in which they are incurred.

The present advantageous tax treatment of carved-out production payments
was accorded to the oil industry more than thirty years ago to encourage the
search for oil and gas, and to stimulate the increased production thereof.

Oil companies, both large and small, prepare their drilling budgets about six
months in advance of the beginning of their fiscal years. The drilling program is
planned: so many wildcat wells, so many development wells, so much geophysical
work and so many leases to buy. Contracts are made in advance with drilling
contractors, so that when the time comes for a well to be drilled, a rig is available.
The current year's budget was accordingly prepared during the preceding year,
and in the case of the small independents, cost is almost always tied to monies
received from, and the tax treatment afforded, production payments.

As stated, independent oil producers normally make extensive use of short-term
debt capital, from loans which are usually secured by all, or substantially all,
of their producing properties. They have access to only very limited amounts
of additional borrowing. To implement the financing of their operations, the
Independent producers have had to rely heavily on various types of sharing
arrangement&

Short-term operating credit can literally disappear overnight as a result of
some change in the Industry's economic environment. The over-all effect of even
a minor change in a long-standing oil-tax provision will seriously limit, if not
take away entirely, a small producer's short-term fund raising ability. Because
of the risks inherent in this activity, exploration cannot ordinarily be financed
directly with normal loan proceeds, unless the loans are secured by other assets.

As any wise investor will attest, it is the height of business folly to finance
exploration for mineral resources with funds borrowed in the ordinary course.
An operator who borrows money for use in exploration runs the double risk of
losing the funds in unrewarding ventures, and the possible loss of his producing
properties, through foreclosure or by forced liquidation to retire debt.
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In addition, the petroleum industry must remain competitive in the capital
market, particularly in times of rapid economic growth, and, as now, during
periods of tight money.

For the reasons stated, the Congress is urged to retain the present tax treat.
ment of carved-out oil and gas production payments. If, however, it Is found
to be imperative, for reasons beyond the crying needs of the independent oil
producer, to discontinue that tax treatment of such payments, the members of
the Association for whom I speak will make every effort to work out, for the
future, some new practicable means, through possible long-term financing, of
carrying on their exploratory operations.

But, In that unhappy event, they request that their present methods be not
cut off retroactively as proposed in H.P. 13270, already passed by the House of
Representatives.

Any adverse change, without time to prepare for such change, would Immedi.
ately affect the collateral securing existing loans, and would drastically restrict
the ability of the independent producers to finance their operations with the
proceeds of new loans until some new means of fund-raising can be worked out,

It should be emphasized that a sale of a carved-out production payment is
not consummated overnight. In the first place, land-lease commitments must
normally be made at least two to three years in advance. Months of preparation
are spent thereafter finding a buyer for a carved-out production payment on
producing property, arranging the financing, gathering the necessary geological
and engineering data as a basis on which to evaluate the oil and/or gas in
place, and to predict the income. One can be sure that almost every sale of a
production payment made in the Fall was initiated in the Spring.

A large percentage of wildcat drilling Is done by the smaller independent
producers. No banker will finance wildcat drilling ventures without substantial
collateral. The money to stay In business must come from discoveries already
made. Retroactive repeal of the present tax treatment of production payments,
added to the financial problems which the independent producer already faces,
will deprive him of the availability of venture and short-term operating capital,
and may well drive him out of business.

Unless the effective date of the proposed legislation is postponed until the end of
the taxable year in which the legislation Is enacted, many small oil companies
will be unable to meet their short-term bank loans, to honor their contracts, or
even to pay for their current year's drilling programs; or, at best, they will bp
unable to drill any wells at all during the following year; all because funds n.
located for such costs will not be forthcoming.

Another reason for giving the industry time to adjust to a sudden change in its
tax treatment, is to preserve its right to sell an oil payment for income to offset
a loss carry-forward. Suppose that a company, which may have had a loss five
years ago, has attempted unsuccessfully to earn profits In the course of its
normal business transactions over the past four years. The company now perforce
plans to sell a production payment to make up its loss. Making the effective date of
the proposed change in the production-payment tax allowance retroactive, would
penalize the company which had endeavored to avoid selling a production payment
in prior years in the futile hope of other profits which had failed to materialize.
There should be no difference between this situation, and that of a company in
any other industry which sells assets at a profit to offset a loss carry-forward.

If the carved-out-production-payment tax treatment is taken away retroactively
on the effective date proposed by the House of Representatives, it will leave an
important segment of the oil industry without capital at a time when it is vir.
tually Impossible to borrow money, whereas, if the effective date is deferred until
the end of the taxable year of enactment, the independent can at least try to devise
some other means--however difficult he may find that to be-to meet his expected
financial needs.

No company-and especially no Independent oil producer--can operate without
capital. If one source of exploratory and development capital is abrogated retro.
actively, and without adequate time to endeavor to arrange other sources, the in-
dustry may be driven to the wall. If It can find no other source of funds, it may
well have to look to the consumer for finances In the form of higher prices.
Concededly, it is not swnd economics to raise capital by raising prices in an
inflationary cycle; but If there Is no other plan, that becomes the only way.

It Is respectfully submitted that the rules of the game should not be changed af-
ter play has started, and has, in fact, entered its second half. As stated at the
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outset, the members of the Permian Basin Petroleum Association, whom it is my
privilege to represent before you, will make every effort if they must, to find
new ways and means to finance their future exploratory programs In place of the
production-payment method which has heretofore worked so well for all con-
cerned.

They urge, however, that the present method be permitted to stand; but if, for
reasons beyond their own imperative needs, this system, which has been in
effect for more than thirty years, must now be abandoned, they earnestly request
that the present tax treatment of carved-out production payments be permitted at
least to remain effective for the whole of the taxable year In which the new
legislation is enacted.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be back here at 2 o'clock to take the testi-
mony of the remaining witnesses. I regret we have not been able to
hear all the witnesses in this morning's session.

(Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m., on the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. Ladies and gentlemen, other Senators will be along
as the afternoon goes on.

Next, I call Mr. Joseph R. Rensch, president of Pacific Lighting
Service Co.

We have your statement, Mr. Rensch. You can proceed to summarize
it.

STATEMENT OF IOSEPH R. RIENSCH, PRESIDENT, PACIFIC
LIGHTING SERVICE CO.

Mr. RENSCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here speaking on be-
half of the American Gas Association as well as my company the
Pacific Lighting group of companies. We serve, in southern Cali-
fornia, the largest gas distribution system in the country, and we are
responsible for gas service to 12 million people in an area that is very
heavily dependent on natural gas.

The American Gas Association represents almost all of the public
utilities who distribute gas in this country, as well as the pipelines who
buy the gas from the producer and sell it to us.

My remarks today are going to be confined to the natural gas situ-
ation and the very criticalsupply outlook that we face at this point, I
speak as a distributor in saying that; then, I will talk about the impact
of the proposed changes in tax incentives for exploration as they are
going to affect our industry and our consumers, and I am talking about
200 million people.

We have a dilemma, Mr. Chairman, in this respect: Our potential
supplies are up. As technology advances, as we learn more about the
geological structures in our country, our estimates of the gas available
to be discovered are increasing, and very much so.

For example, a very important estimate of potential supplies has
been doubled just in the last 2 years. But at the same time, the develop-
ment of proved gas reserves is lagging badly and, as has been men-
tioned this morning, we are actually faced wil the situation that our
proved reserves of natural gas in this country declined last year.
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Drilling for gas is lagging for two very basic reasons:
(1) There is a lack of incentive to drill for gas in this country, and

(2) there is a lack of capital available to drill; and the two, as you
know, are very closely related.

The gas industry is working hard to correct those factors that we can
do something about, and that is why we are here today. We can't do
anything about the tremendous demand for capital of the oil com-
panies, the tremendous demand for the uses of this very limited capi-
tal, such as refinery expenditures, and that sort of thing. We cannot
do anything about the tight money situation, which is hitting the oil
companies very hard these days with the result that they are turning
more and more to the money market, particularly the debt market.

I think most particularly we gas distributors cannot do anything
about the fact that the producers are not public utilities, and, there-
fore have no obligation to go out and drill for one cubic foot of gas.

We can seek to do everything we can to preserve the incentives to
drill, the incentives to explore -or gas, the incentives to develop gas.

The percentage depletion provisions in our present tax laws and
other tax incentives now available do provide the incentive to explore
for gas, and they do provide internally generated funds.
This comes to one of the very important problems we, in the gas

industry, have now. This country is becoming more and more depend-
ent on natural gas, because of its effect on the environment -this clean-
burning fuel that we have available to help us meet a very critical
national problem, and we are now supplying one-third of this Nation's
total requirements. Despite the tremendous demand for our product,
the gas industry is at the end of the line as far as attracting the pro-
ducers' drilling dollar. We are at the end of the line.

I can state this another way: Any limitation on exploration dollars
available to the major oil companies and the independent producers,
hits gas first.

Tlie CHAIRMAN. You might explain that. Why is it that a reduction
in depletion allowances will force the housewife to pay more for nat-
ural gas and for electricity?

That is what you are saying, as I understand it.
Mr. RENSCH. We are going to still be able to beat electricity, but

she is going to have to pay a lot more money if we do cut down the
depletion allowance and do reduce the exploration for gas.

The CHAnzxm . Explain how that would come about.
Mr. RuzNSCH. All right. This is the way it works, Mr. Chairman.

Natural gas in this country is priced on a cost basis. All the gas we
buy-and we buy over a trillion cubic feet of gas every year to deliver
to our consumers in southern California-is based on cost.

If you take away the depletion allowance and if you take away
the other tax incentives available to these producers, that cost then
automatically will get in the pipeline company's cost and will auto-
matically come into ours, and we, in turn, will pass it on to our 12
million customers to whom we serve gas. But that is only the start.

At that point, you can say: "All right. All you have done is taken
a dollar out of one pocket and put it into the other." But here is the
other area of costs imposed on this consumer who has the mistaken
impression that he is going to gain something by reducing this deple-
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tion allowance. Here are some unnecessary costs that he is going to
have to pay, if depletion is reduced and exploration therefore is also
reduced.

If we can't get an adequate gas supply developed in this country
and we have to back away on our industrial sales of gas which keep
our facilities fully utilized-and, remember, we have got $35 billion
of facilities around this country high capital-cost facilities--if we
have to reduce the use of those facilities because of the shortage of
natural gas, then those continuing high fixed costs of gas have to be
imposed on that little household consumer. And I could get very
specific on the type of dollar impact, but I will not take your time
unless you wish me to dwell on it.

But I can tell you, sir, that we have spent a lot of time on computer
studies, showing what happens when we cut down on supply but main-
tain our facilities at fixed costs, and the person who is going to pick
up that bill is this little consumer who thinks he is going to gain
something by a reduction in the depletion allowance.

The CHAIRMAN. What you are saying is that when you reduce the
depletion allowance, you are raising the tax on the people who are
producing natural gas.

Mr. RENSCH. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And when you raise the tax on them, they are going

to pass it on to you. As a man who is an executive of a utility company,
you, in turn, have to pass that on to the housewife.

Mr. RENSCH. That is exactly right, and, then, in addition, Mr. Chair-
man, we have got to pass more costs on to her. In other words, it is
not just a matter of putting dollars out of the gas consumer's pocket
into the Treasury; it is going to cost that consumer more money, be-
cause we are going to have idling of facilities, which is an unnecessary
cost that is also going to come out of the consumer's pocketbook. An-
other thing that is going to happen to us, Mr. Chairman-

The CHAIRMAN. Let me get -that part of it straight. What you are
saying, as I understand it, is that when the incentive to drill for oil
and gas is less than it is now, you already have a developing shortage
of gas at the moment; don't you?

mr. RENSCH. Yes, we do.
The CHAIRMAN. And so the shortage will get worse because of less

incentive to drill for oil and gas and, as the shortage becomes naore
pressing, then, you will not be abie to fully utilize the plants thatyou
have to use this fuel. And since you can't'fully utilize it, the per-unit
cost of the electricity and the gas that you are passing on through to
the consumer will have to rise because you cannot fully utilize your
facilities.

Mr. REscH. Exactly. That is exactly what will happen. And in
addition to that cost, Senator Long, we are going to have another cost
imposed on our consumers, and it is caused by this factor.

We in the gas business are not just about to go out of business
just because we are not developing adequate domestic supplies. We are
going to get the gas into our system. The two places we are going to
turn are imported supplies-and by that I also include Alaska. My
company is looking at Alaska right now. We are going to turn to
those supplies, and we are also developing, just as fast as we can re-
searchwise, synthetic natural gas.
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This is a long-range solution, because synthetic natural gas can be
made from our abundant supplies of coal, and we are going to have
that gas available.

But that costs more money, and it just does not make a bit of sense to
go out and pay 50 percent more for those supplies when we can develop
our own domestic natural gas supplies and hold that off.

I mean the consumer is the fellow that is going to have to pay that
bill and this consumer is the fellow who thinks he is gaining by the
elimination of this depletion allowance.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell me how much gas--on a B.t.u. basis-
sells below the cost of oil? In other words, if oil is $3 a barrel, let us
sayin terms of B.t.u's, how does the price of gas compare?

Mr. RpiNSCH. It varies around the country. If you go up to the New
England area, for example, gas can't compete with oil at that price.
Now, down in my area we can, and we can beat $3 for oil rather sub-
stantially. I think our equivalent price is about $2.10 a barrel.

But more than that, in southern California, Mr. Chairman, the
gas is burned whenever it is available because of the air pollution
problem we have out there. Any gas we can bring in there, they burn,
and that is why Los Angeles has the most efficient air pollution pro-
gram in terms of control of stationary sources in the country.

It is because we burn tremendous quantities of natural gas and oil
is only burned when gas is not available, and coal is not burned at all
out there. So, pricewise, we happen to be below oil. Electricity is two
and a half times our cost, and we are below the price of oil, and
fortunately gas is what they want to burn out there from the stand-
point of air pollution; that pressure is intense in the southern
California area.

The summary of our position before this committee is that we do
have in our industry a temporary gas supply prblem that is most
critical now. I emphasize the word "now", because, if we do get this
thing turned around, by preserving the present tax incentives and a
more realistic policy as far as natural gas is concerned, it is still going
to take time for us to get natural gas supplies back at the level they
should be. We need time before we can get these synthetic supplies and
imported supplies in.

I just can t say strongly enough that any reduction in the tax in-
centive as it affects the riling for gas could not come at a worse time.
Every effort right now should e made toward increasing, not decreas-
in ,the incentive to go out and drill for gas.Thank you. - .. e mc r

The CHAMMAN. Thank you very much, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH R. RENScO or; BEHALF OF THE AMEBIOAN GAS ASSOCIATION,
INC., AND THE PAcirc LIGHTING SYSTEM

SUMMARY

1. A disturbing paradox exists currently: Estimates of potential gas supplies
have increased substantially; estimates of proved recoverable reserves declined
last year.

2. Since 1946, the Nation's gas Reserve/Production ratio has declined from
over 82 to less than 15.

8. Additions of new proved reserves are lagging because drilling activity has
declined sharply since 1956.

4. At the very time Congress is considering a reduction in the incentives to
drill, the temporary supply problem is most critical.
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5. The long-term outlook for adequate gas supplies is bright because domestic
supplies will be supplemented by imports and synthetic pipeline gas, but maxi-
mum domestic supplies must be developed now because there will be a time lag
before there supplemental supplies become available in significant volumes.

6. Reduction of the depletion allowance and other tax incentives would impose
added and unnecessary costs on the consumer.

a. An increase in the producers' tax expense would flow through to the
consumer.

b. Shortage of domestic natural gas supplies would hasten the dependence
on higher cost imported supplies and synthetic pipeline gas.

c. If gas supplies should become inadequate to continue service to the
load balancing industrial market, the cost of serving the small household con-
sumer will be increased.

7. The current lag in exploration and development of new domestic gas sup-
plies can be attributed basically to lack of available capital and incentive to
drill for gas.

8. Reducing tax incentives at this time would further reduce cash available
for drilling and would be a severe blow to the gas industry's efforts to develop
gas supplies that are available and badly needed now. Such a reduction could not
come at a worse time.

STATEMENT

I am President of Pacific fighting Service Company, headquartered in Los
Angeles, California, and I am appearing on behalf of the American Gas Associa-
tion and the Pacific Lighting System.

THE AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION

The American Gas Association is comprised of 271 gas distribution companies,
67 gas and electric distribution companies, 31 gas pipeline companies and several
thousand individual members. Over 40 million homes, businesses and industries
in this country are served with natural gas; the distribution companies in this
Association serve over 90% of these customers,

This Nation has become highly dependent on this clean, efficient and economic
source of energy. Over one-third of the country's total energy requirements are
now provided by natural gas. This dependency is reflected by the gas industry's
$35 billion investment in facilities and many more billions of dollars of consumer
investment in appliances and other equipment.

THE PACIFIC LIGHTING SYSTEM

The Pacific Lighting companies serve the country's largest and fastest growing
gas distribution system. Our two large distribution companies, Southern Cali-
fornia Gas Company and Southern Counties Gas Company, serve approximately
3,100,000 retail customers and wholesale natural gas to supply another 470,000
customers in Southern California. Over 12 million people depend on our com-
panies for a reliable supply of natural gas at a regulated reasonable price. Our
gas operations trace back over 100 years and, for over 40 years, Southern Califor-
nians have been lheavily dependent on natural gas as an energy source.

THE CURRENT NATIONAL GAS SUPPLY OUTLOOK

A disturbing paradox exists currently in the natural gas industry. Estimates
of potential natural gas supplies-waiting to be searched for, discovered and
developed-have been increased substantially due to recognition of new provinces
and improved technology. Consumer demand for this clean, economic energy
source is climbing sharply. Yet, the finding and development of proved gas re-
serves are sagging simply because the producers are not devoting the necessary
drilling capital in the continental United States.

I have reviewed 36 estimates of potential supplies prepared since 1950. During
this period, as new provinces were discovered and technological improvements
emerged, these estimates of potential supplies have increased substantially. The
Potential Gas Committee, which acts under the objective guidance of the Colorado
School of Mines and relies on the input of a large number of the most technically
qualified people in the industry, increased its estimates of future potential gas
reserves from 690 trillion cubic feet in 1967 to 1230 trillion cubic feet in 1969, due

primarily to the new provinces in Alaska and the technological developments that
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permit deeper drilling both onshore and offshore. But all of these potential sup-
plies are of no value to the consumer until they are drilled for and put on pro.
duction.

Paradoxically, this year the American Gas Association Reserves Committee
reported a decline in the Nation's proved recoverable gas reserves for the first
time since this nationally accepted Committee commenced publishing annual re-
serve statistics 23 years ago. During the year 1968, 19.4 trillion cubic feet were
produced while only 13.8 trillion cubic feet of new gas reserves were added, so
that the Nation's proved reserve inventory declined from 292.9 trillion cubic feet
to 287.3 trillion.

The chart in Appendix A compares the yearly reserve additions with the net
annual production totals since the end of World War II and graphically Il-
lustrates the recent disparity between increases in supply and demand for gas.
During 'this period, the Nation's ratio of proved reserves of natural gas to annual
production has declined from over 32 to less than 15 by 1968. (See Appendix B)
The sharp downward trend in the Nation's Reserve/Production ratio must .be
arrested by the development of new domestic reserves so that the inventory does
not get too low before 'large scale production of synthetic pipeline gas becomes
available.

The tabulations of certain key statistics included in Appendix C demonstrate
why the addition of new proved gas reserves is lagging. Total new well drilling
reached a peak in 1956 and has been declining ever since. Since that year, the
following decreases have been recorded:

Total exploratory wells -------------...... ..------. dowi 45%
Gas discoveries - ---------------------------- down 48%All-new-well--------------------------------- down 47%All new wells /V... dw 7
Gas producers ------------------------------ down 26%

Active drilling rigs ------------------------------ down 57%
This tabulation also shows that the total number of producing gas wells has

declined in each of the past two years.
Now, at the very time Congress is considering a reduction in the incentives to

drill, the industry's temporary supply problem has reached its most critical stage.
Many of the gas pipeline companies have been unable to acquire the gas supplies
to meet the normal growth requirements of the gas distributors this year. Every
effort must be made to turn this situation around and accelerate drilling for gas to
higher rates of activity than ever before. Time is of the essence because there is a
time lag between the resumption of accelerated drilling activity and the proving
up of the gas reserves to deliver to the pipelines.

FUTURE SUPPLIES

The long-term outlook for adequate gas supplies is bright not only because our
growing recognition of the large volume of potential supplies and our ability to
supplement future supplies with imported volumes (delivered by pipeline or by
tanker in the form of liquefied natural gas) but, most important in terms of the
next century, because of the outlook for production of synthetic gas from the
Nation's abundant supply of coal.

This raises another reason for developing the maximum volumes of gas supply
in the continental United States at this time. These important future supple-
mental supplies will be higher priced. The maximum early development of the
lower-cost, domestic natural gas supplies will postpone the blending in of these
supplemental sources to the benefit of the consumer's pocketbook. Furthermore,
although the gas industry's goal is to attain an annual supplemental gas iproduc-
tion rate of 20 trillion cubic feet of synethetic gas by the year 2000, further time
is needed for pilot plant and development work and the first large scale production
facility cannot be expected to be in service much before the mld-1970's.

To fill this time gap, the current rapid decline in the Nation's gas Reserve/
Production ratio must be arrested by giving the producers the maximum immedi.
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ate incentive and access to funds to accelerate the level of drilling activity. Any
elimination of the present tax incentives--which, in turn, are a key source of
exploration capital-will severely impair the gas industry's effort to solve the
immediate supply problem.

THE COST IMPACT ON THE CONSUMER

The American consumer-feeling the need for tax reform-is under the natural
impression that he would be benefited by a reduction of the symbolic depletion
allowance and other tax incentives now available to the oil and gas producers.
Actually, the consumer will not only bear the cost burden of the additional tax
revenue but, in addition, will fall heir to other unnecessary costs if the incentive
to explore for gas is further reduced by limitations on the tax incentives.

The price of gas flowing in interstate commerce is regulated on the basis of
cost, and it can be assumed that any increase in the producer's tax expense will
flow through to the consumer. Unfortunately, the cost impact on the consumer
would not stop here. First, as indicated above, the certain adverse impact on
exploration for domestic gas supplies would hasten the dependence on higher-cost,
imported supplies and synthetic gas. Of even greater importance, if gas supplies
are inadequate to continue service to the important load-balancing industrial
market, gas pipeline and distribution companies will operate their high capital
cost facilities at reduced load factors, and this automatically increases the cost of
serving their customers. This unnecessary economic penalty on the small house-
hold consumer will result if the producers do not proceed to develop adequate
domestic supplies now.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF TAX INCENTIVES TO DRILLING

The current lag in exploration and development of new domestic gas supplies
can be attributed basically to lack of available capital and incentive to drill for
gas. Both of these factors would be worsened by a reduction in percentage deple-
tion and elimination of other tax incentives.

There are other factors currently dampening exploration activity and the gas
industry is working hard on those that are subject to alleviation. Unit drilling
costs and average well depths are increasing while exploratory success ratios are
declining. Shallow, easy-to-find fields have already been found. Many in the indus-
try feel that past Federal regulatory policies have stifled the incentive to explore
for gas.

The tight money situation is certainly having its impact. Historically, the pro.
ducing industry has relied heavily on internally generated funds, but increasing
capital requirements have forced much more extensive use of debt capital. And
the capital demands on the producers are intensifying further. Recent high
bonuses paid for offshore and Alaska North Slope leases have drained exploration
budgets. All of these factors combine to make it difficult to attract exploration
capital into badly needed domestic gas drilling.

Adding the reduction of tax incentives at this time will decrease the cash which
would otherwise be available for exploration and development work and will be
a severe blow to our efforts to bring forth the valuable domestic gas supplies that
are available to be developed and so badly needed now.
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CONCLUSION

The gas industry is seriously concerned that the urgent need of the natural
gas consumers has been obscured. It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that
any reduction in the tax incentive to drill for gas could not come at a worst time.
An all-out effort must be made to increase-not decrease-the incentive to explore
for and develop critically needed gas supplies.

AGA ESTIMATE OF YEARLY ADDITIONS vs. NET PRODUCTION
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Appendix B
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APPENDIX C

Total exploratory wells drilled All now wells completed
during each year during each year' Total gasI Average

Discoveries Producers wells pro. number o'
ducing at drilling rigs

Year Total Oil Gas Total Oil Gas yasrmnd during year

1946 ................... 5,759 762 375 30,230 16,087 3,562 62,740 4,353
1947 ................... 6775 982 396 33 17, 613 3,720 63 ,76 4,741
1948 ................... 8,013 098 365 39,477 22,197 3,312 64,212 4,950
1949 ................... 9,058 406 424 38,962 21,415 3:499 346 4,290
1950 ................... 10306 1,583 431 43,307 23775 3,480 64,900 4,517
1951 ................... 11,756 1,763 454 45,996 23,532 3,542 65100 4,844
1952 ................... 12,425 1,776 559 46,509 23,371 3,693 65,450 4,857
1953 ................... 13,313 1,981 699 49,480 25,251 232 68,223 4,784
1954 ................... 13,100 1985 726 5297 28,063 4,219 70192 4,635
1955 ................... 14,942 2236 874 55879 30,474 169 71,475 4,867
1956 .............. 16,207 2,267 822 58,418 30 641 4,495 74,261 4,845
1957 .............. 14714 945 865 53,783 27, 519 4,622 77041 4,791
1958...............13199 1745 822 49101 24,311 5,029 80,400 4,114
1959 ................... 13191 1,702 912 SO,79 25,532 4,870 83,225 3, 991
1960 .................. 11,704 1,321 868 , 22, 258 5,149 90,761 3,543
1961 .................. 10,992 1,157 813 5,644 21,437 486 96,809 3,464
1962 ................... 10,797 1,211 771 45 21,727 353 100267 3, 089
1963 ................... 10,664 1,314 664 43,126 20,135 4,570 102,966 2,952
1964 ................... 10,747 1,219 577 44,149 19,905 4,694 2112,899 3,066
1965 .................. 9466 946 515 40,374 18,065 4482 '115, 2,800
1966 ................... 10, 313 1,030 578 36,883 16,216 4,321 2124, 092 2,514
1967 .................. 9,059 1,039 556 32 15,073 3,602 '121,758 2,208
1968 .................. 8879 863 430 309 13, 982 3,329 '119,528 2, 095

Sources:
I American Association of Petroleum Geologists.
2 World OIL
I Except as noted Bureau of Mines.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness will be Mr. Walter E. Rogers,
president of the Independent Natural Gas Association of America.

Mr. Rogers, we are pleased to have you here as a witness.
We recall the years when you served with great distinction over in

the other body, in the House.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. ROGERS, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT
NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA; ACCOMPANIED BY
IEROKE 3. MCGRATH, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL,
INDEPENDENT NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, AND
CHRISTOPHER T. BOLAND, MEMBER, LEGAL COMMITTEE, INDE-
PENDENT NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

Mr. Roomts. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHIRMAN. I recall the courteous treatment you gave me before

your committee, and I am happy to welcome you before ours.
Mr. Rooitas. Thank you, sir.
I have here with me our vice president and general counsel, and also

a legal committee member in our group, who I would like to have at the
witness table.

The CHAIRMAN. By all means.
Mr. RoGERs. Mr. airman and members of the committee, it is a

pleasure to be before this committee to present our views on the tax
reform bill. My statement has been filed, as instructed by the chair-
man, and I will proceed to summarize it.

For the record, I would like to say my name is Walter E. Rogers.
I am president of the Independent Natural Gas Association of America
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which is frequently referred to as INGAA. INGAA is a nonprofit
national trade association representing virtually all of the major inter-
state natural gas transmission companies subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Power Commission under the Natural Gas Act of 1938.
Our member companies account for over 90 percent of the natural gas
transported and sold for resale in interstate commerce. These com-
panies have a total gross transmission, storage and production plant
investment of over $15 billion.

Natural gas transmitted through these facilities reaches every State
of the Union with the exception of Alaska and Hawaii. The association
also includes a substantial group of producers and distributors of
natural gas in its membership.

Now, my testimony today, Mr. Chairman, will -be directed at two
particular features of the -tax reform bill. One of these, the first one
with which I will treat, will be with reference to accelerated deprecia-
tion allowed regulated industries as it applies to the natural gas pipe-
line industry, and the other will be the matters concerning the deple-
tion allowance.

At the time I requested time to appear before the committee, I
asked to be heard on those two subjects, and also on the investment
tax credit, but I understand that the committee has already taken care
of the latter and that the chairman does not want to hear further on it
at this time. So, we will confine our remarks to the two items first
mentioned, and I will make this just as brief as possible, and I think
we can point it up very quickly.

In 1954, the Congress amended the Internal Revenue Act, section
167, to permit the use by business generally of several types of depre-
ciation. Of course, the straight-line type of depreciation, and then
they permitted accelerated depreciation which encompassed several
different types of accounting.

Now, subsequent to that time, the regulatory agencies having juris-
diction of regulated industries and the Federal Power Commission in
particular, insofar as our industry is concerned, decided that those
companies who had the availability of accelerated depreciation must
take it and flow it through to their customers.

Now, this is a situation with which these industries are presently
faced: If this is done, any tax benefits flowing to the regulated industry
must be flowed through to earnings, and this goes on to the customer.

Now, this creates two situations: In the first instance, it deprives
the Treasury of much needed revenues.

In the second, it denies to the regulated industry the use of funds
that should 'be available to that industry for investment purposes, as
was originally inended when accelerated depreciation was provided.

Now, this has caused several other situations in the regulated indus-
try. For instance, some of the regulatory agencies were not as quick
to decide that you must flow through these tax -benefits to your cus-
tomers, so the regulated industries under those agencies simply con-
tinued on straight line, and some of the people in our industry con-
tinued on straight line.

Others went on to accelerated depreciation, and the ones who did
this had to flow through. They were not required by law to flow
through, but they were told by these commissions in effect that if they
did not flow through, flow through would be imputed to them.
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As I pointed out in my written statement, if you tell a man he is
going to .be snake-bit if he does not move, the chances are he will
move, and this is exactly what these companies did.

Now, when the tax reform bill was passed by the House, it froze
into these various areas of depreciation each company on the basis
they had been conducting their 'business and using their method of
accounting as of July 22, 1969. This simply means that if you were
on straight-line, assuming that the House bill is accepted at face
value--that if you were on straight-line prior to July 22, 1969, you
are frozen on straight-line. If you were on accelerated and you were
normalizing, you are allowed to continue that normalization. If you
were on flow-through which most of the companies were, you are
frozen on flow-through from now on, and there is nothing you can
do about it, without the consent of the regulatory agency.

On new property (property acquired after Dec. 31, 1969) a proviso
is made for a company on straight-line to go to normalization, that is,
to go to accelerated and normalize, but you cannot go on to flow-
through. If you are on flow-through on old property, you must stay
on flow-through as to new property. So, for all purposes, you are
frozen into the flow-through method.

Of course, this is a continuation of the denial of revenues to the
Federal treasury and a continuation of the denial of the tax benefits
intended by the Congress to flow to business for investment purposes
simply because that is a regulated business.

Now, we have attached to this statement a proposed amendment. We
are not wedded to any particular language, but we feel, Mr. Chairman,
that a re ulated industry ought to have the same treatment as a non-regulated- industry.We feel that, ifthere are several methods of depreciation provided

by the Congress of the United States, the regulated industry should
be allowed to use whichever one of those in its best-business judgment
will fit its needs; and not 'be subjected to having these benefits denied
because of the ruling of a regulatory agency.

What we have done is this: We would prefer that the industry have
complete flexibility in both directions, either to go to flow-through or
to go off of flow-through, but realizing the position of the Treasury
at this time with regard to the needs for money, we have taken the
position in the amendment that we are suggesting so that the industry
can go to a slower type of depreciation but not to a faster.

Now, if this is adopted, it simply means this: that the companies
will have the opportunity to use these tax benefits, and it will also
mean that the Treasury will get more money, more on a short-term
basis, and certainly a great deal more on a long-term basis.

If this is not done, it is going to put these companies, which are high-
debt-structure companies, very high-debt-structure companies, prob-
ably as high as any other industry in the United States with the excep-
tion of the housing industry-if this tax benefit is denied to these in-
dustries, it simply means t is, that they are going to have to go into
the money markets and competitively bid for money to meet their
needs in the future. If this is done, of course, it is going to contribute
constantly to the increase in interest rates.

In my written statement, I said that these interest rates have already
gotten above eight and a half percent. It is my understanding that
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since that time that those interest rates have increased to approxi-
mately 9 percent, insofar as the requirements on the company are con-
cerned, because the bonds that they have sold had to be sold at a dis-
count; so, it simply means that their payout is going to require them to
produce a little over 9 percent.

Now, whether or not this will be reduced, I do not know. The chances
are it is going on up, but we would hope, as an industry that this com-
mittee would see fit to amend this act so that the flexibility that was
intended by the Congress when they passed the amendment in 1954
to allow accelerated depreciation so that the members of our industry
could avail themselves of the tax benefits-we think that it would serve
the country much better; we think that the needed expansion of the
interstate pipelines would be served, and we think it would help the
general economy all over.

With regard to the depletion allowance, I have listened intently to
the presentation of the witnesses this morning, and would simply
say that we could endorse practically everything that was said. Our
association is unqualifiedly opposed to a reduction in the depletion
allowance.

When you look back over the picture, you see that in 1926, if I recall
correctly-and, Senator Anderson, I am sure you remember it quite
well-the Treasury Department, at that time, suggested above 30
percent as the proper percentage depletion, but, as many things are

handled in the congress, the 271/2 percent came out as a compromise,
and I think, when we look across the pages of history and see what
the oil and gas industry has done for this Nation in comparison with
what has been done in other nations, that we ought to try to apply
some of the rules that are applied to them to maybe other industries
rather than to try to destroy an industry that has contributed as it
has, as the oil and gas industry has, to the great achievements of this
country.

You may ask and others may ask: "Well, what difference does it
make to a pipeline? What difference does it make to an interstate
transporter? You arr the middleman; you get the gas from the
producer, you take it across the country, and you turn it over to the

distributor "
Well, you have heard testimony from Mr. Rensch. You have heard

testimony from the producers this morning, both the majors and the
independents, pointing up the problem.

Our gas supplies are dwindling, and much faster I think than we are
anticipating. I was looking at some statistics the other day that our
reserves in 1946 measured by years were 32 years. Today, they are
about 15. Now, this hos been caused by an increasing demand by an
expanding population, by new technologies for the use of gas, and
on the other side, you have a dwindling supply. Gas is the lifeblood oi
the interstate pipeline industry.

Although these projections of the future as to the shortage appear
rather bad, I think that there is a possibility that they will be much
worse.

I remember, when I first came to Washington, we had some experts
that predicted that by 1975 this country would have 200 million people
in it. Well, you know we passed that 200 million people in October of
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1958. Now, imagine how much they missed their predictions; maybe
they wanted to be overly conservative, but 17 years is a bad miss.

Think the same thing could be applied with regard to the energy
needs of this country, and I think that one of the best investments
that was ever made by the Congress of this country was to provide a
271/2-percent depletion allowance and the expensing of intangible drill-
ing costs. Certainly you have the proof of that statement in the great
contribution madeby the oil and gas industry.

Now. maybe 271/ percent, maybe expensing of intangible drilling
costs did not cause it, but I can tell you that it caused a big part of it,
because I have spent a lot of my time in the oilfield areas of this coun-
try, and I have seen the development and the contribution to the
wealth of this country and the contribution to the tax structure, and
we would hope that this honorable committee would follow what I
think is the sI-lendid record of the past and continuing the 271/2-percent
depletion allowance, and also the expensing of intangible drilling
costs.

Thank you very much.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Rogers.
(Mr. Rogers' prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. ROGERS, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT NATURAL GAS
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

My name is Walter E. Rogers. I am President of the Independent Natural
Gas Association of America, which is frequently referred to as INGAA. INGAA
is a non-profit national trade association representing virtually all of the major
interstate natural gas transmission companies subject to the jurisdiction of the
Federal Power Commission under the Natural Gas Act of 1938. Our member
companies account for over ninety percent of the natural gas transported and sold
for resale in interstate commerce. These companies have a total gross trans-
mission storage and production plant Investment of over $15 billion. Natural
gas transmitted through these facilities reaches every state of the Union with
the exception of Alaska and Hawaii. The Association also includes a substantial
group of producers and distributors of natural gas in its membership.

My testimony today will be directed principally to two features of the tax
reform bill, both of which are of great concern to our industry. It is the studied
opinion of INGAA that if these two features are adopted as presently written
in the bill, they could result in serious adverse effect on the industry, the general
economy, and the welfare of the nation.

The two features referred to are:
1. Accelerated depreciation allowed regulated industries, and
2. Reduction in the depletion allowance for oil and gas.
These two items will be discussed in the order named.

ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION ALLOWED FO REGULATED INDUSTRIES

In 1954 the Congress amended Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code with
respect to the depreciation methods and rates available to taxpayers in computing
depreciation on tangible property used in trade or business. The taxpayer was
given the right by that amendment to elect, from the methods available, to use
either straight line depreciation or accelerated depreciation in computing his
income tax, and to discontinue Its use at any time, both as to new and old
property.

The legislative history of the amendment to Section 167 clearly indicates
that it was the intent of Congress 4n providing the depreciation methods described
in Section 167(b) (2), (8) and (4) of the Code to allow all taxpayers the free
exercise of business judgment in the selection, from among those methods
authorized, of the appropriate method of allocating the depreciable cost of
property over the years of service, without restriction by regulatory agencies
in the case of ta payers subject to regulation. The Code further permits the
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use of accelerated depreciation for tax purposes and straight line depreciation
for book purposes. Normalization is defined generally as the computation of tax
expense, for cost of service purposes, by using a method of depreciation which
Is different from the method actually used for computing Federal income taxes
and adjusting a reserve for deferred taxes to reflect the deferral of taxes
resulting therefrom.

Despite the clear intent of Congress that regulated industries be permitted
the same elections and the same benefits regarding depreciation of their busi-
ness property as non-regulated taxpayers, several of the regulatory agencies
took the position that those regulated companies within their jurisdiction,
using accelerated depreciation for tax purposes, would be required to "flow
through" currently to the companies' customers any and all tax benefits or
reductions in income taxes. Such policy is presently being pursued by the regu-
latory agencies referred to, and unless corrections are made in this legislation,
they may continue to do so.

The consequence of such action is rank discrimination against the regulated
industry, in that the very purpose and reason for accelerated depreciation
is defeated, and the Treasury of the United States is deprived of substantial
tax revenue. The latter point being expressly pointed out by Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury Edwin S. Cohen In his testimony to the Congress.

It should also be pointed out that the former Chairman of the Federal Power
Commission, the Honorable Lee C. White, told the Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives on March 25, 1960, that the taxes payable
by natural gas pipeline companies in 1967 were reduced by about $72 million
due to the use of the "flow through" policy referred to. Such policy also oper-
ates to deny to the regulated industry the much needed funds intended by the
Congress to be available to industry for Investment in new plant and equipment.
Hence, the natural gas pipeline industry, as one of the regulated industries, is
forced to go into the highly competitive money markets of the nation in order
to acquire the funds necessary to carry out its responsibilities in providing and
furnishing gas to meet the rapidly expanding demands throughout the nation,
especially in the metropolitan areas. In- order to get these funds, the natural gas
pipeline industry, a highly debt-structured industry (perhaps the highest with
the exception of the housing industry), must compete with all others seeking
additional funds. The result has been constantly increasing interest rates, which
are now in excess of 8 % and may be expected to continue to climb in the ab-
sence of a realistic approach to such problems as those outlined in this present.
tation. Thus, the present policy of the F.P.C. obviously contributes measurably
to the inflation spiral and also to the increased cost to the consumer. It is the
opinion and view of INGAA that the "flow through" policy of the regulatory
agencies is in violation of the clear intent of Congress, results in discrimination
against the regulated industry, is a disservice to the consumers of products and
services subject to regulation, deprives the United States Treasury of much
needed revenue, and is not in the best interest of the general economy of the
country.

It is the further opinion of INGAA that Section 451 of H.R. 13270, which
would amend Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code, does not cure the
problems outlined nor afford the remedy so badly needed.

We believe that the taxpayer, whether regulated or non-regulated, should,
in the exercise of his best busines judgment, have the freedom of electing
that method of depreciation authorized in Section 167 which is best suited
to his needs; and that such election should be completely free of any inter-
ference from regulatory agencies. We firmly believe that no regulatory agency
with authority to establish or approve the rates of any taxpayer should, without
the consent of the taxpayer, specify or prevent a change of the method or
rate of depreciation allowable under the Code used or proposed to be used
by such taxpayer in computing the amount of its Federal income tax. We
further believe that no regulatory agency, in determining the taxpayer's
expense for Federal income tax, should be allowed to utilize any other method
of depreciation other than that used or proposed to be used by the taxpayer
in computing its Federal income tax nor be permitted -to exclude from such
tax expense, either directly or indirectly, the amount of any reduction tn
Federal income tax payable for any period utilized by the regulatory agency
in establishing the taxpayer's cost of service.

In short, it is the strong opinion of INGAA that the choice of the method
of depreciation to be used by the taxpayer from among those methods authorized
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by law should -be solely the choice of the taxpayer, and that such choice be
inviolate for all purposes.

We fully appreciate the dilemma faced by this Administration with relation to
Treasury revenues because of the trend toward the "flow through" of accel.
rated depreciation tax benefits. However, we would hasten to point out that
the change over by many of the regulated industries has been the result of
implied threats by the regulatory agency having Jurisdiction to impute to
such industries the "flow through" theory in fixing "cost of service" for rate
making purposes. In short, the change over has 'been involuntary. It is like
telling a man that unless he moves he will be "snake bit." The chances are
he would move. Such has been the case in many instances of natural gas
pipeline companies in moving over to the flow through method of accounting.
Some of them would like to return immediately to either straightllne depre-
ciation or to accelerated depreciation with normalization. Some of them find
that they canot immediately make such change because their programs have
been worked out over a period of several years using the flow through method
which was virtually forced upon them.

Under the circumstances the proper solution to the problem faced by the
Treasury and also by the companies, would seem to be an authorization for
those companies to return to a slower method of depreciation but not allowed
to go to a faster depreciation. In other words, if Section 167 of the Internal
Revenue Code could be amended to provide the election to the taxpayer to
remain on the method of depreciation being used as of July 22, 1969, or to
return to a slower depreciation, any moves from flow through to normalization
or straight line would result in additional revenues to the Treasury on an
early basis and substantial increases on a long range basis. It would also
enable the regulated companies to have flexibility in meeting their capital
needs for expansion requirements, and would be a contribution toward the
solution of the inflationary problem.

This could be done as to both old and new property, as defined in H.R. 18270,
and the result would be additional revenues to the Treasury. A suggested amend-
ment is attached hereto and made a part of this statement for all purposes, which
in the opinion of INGAA, will accomplish the results sought. Unless such an
amendment or one of a similar nature accomplishing the purposes outlined, Is
adopted, there will result rank discrimination and unfairness as between reg-
ulated and non-regulated industries and also as between regulated industries. It
should be noted that as the "flow through" policy was developing in the minds
of the regulatory agencies, some of those agencies moved faster than others in
Indicating to those companies under their Jurisdiction, the intention to adopt flow
through policies for rate making purposes. Hence, many of the companies that
moved to "flow through" before July 22, 1969, because of such indications or
implied threats as the case may be, find themselves frozen into "flow through"
on both old and new property, under the provisions of the language adopted by
the House of Representatives (Section 451 of H.R. 18270) unless permitted by the
regulatory agency to change. Other companies which had not moved into the flow
through method but had continued to use straight line depreciation may remain
on straight line depreciation both as to old and new property. The taxpayer using
accelerated depreciation on or before July 22, 1969, and normalizing, would be
allowed to continue to use accelerated depreciation and to normalize with respect
to old property. If the taxpayer was using accelerated depreciation and flowing
through, he would be required to continue to use such practice in the absence of
permission by the regulatory agency to go to a slower depreciation. In other words,
he would be frozen into the "flow through" method, even though he had adopted
such method against his best business Judgment and only because of the insistence
of the Jurisdictional regulatory agency.

With relation to new property (property completed or acquired after Decem-
ber 81, 1969), a taxpayer on straight line or on accelerated depreciation with
normalization would be permitted to take accelerated depreciation and normalize.
If the taxpayer was on flow through as of July 22, 1969, he would have no choice
but to stay on flow through unless he could get the permission of the regulatory
agency having Jurisdiction, to return to a slower method of depreciation, a
permission that could not be obtained under any circumstances insofar as the
Federal Power Commission is concerned unless the said Federal Power Com-
mission changes the policy it has pursued to'the date.
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The unfairness with relation to regulated industries forced into the flow
through method of accounting is quite obvious, and in the opinion of INGAA
should be changed.

INGAA respectfully submits to this Honorable Committee and the Congress
that fairness in the application of tax requirements or benefits demands uni-
formity in the law as applicable to both regulated and nonregulated industries,
and especially is this true with regard to the several industries falling within
the category of the "regulated" field. It is the position of INGAA that all regulated
industries now using the "flow through" method of accounting for depreciation
purposes should be given the right and option as to both old and new property to
change such accounting method to a slower method of depreciation, to wit,
"straight line" or "accelerated depreciation with normalization," but not be re-
quired to. All companies presently using accelerated depreciation and normalizing
should be allowed to continue such accounting practice as to both old and new
property, or to go to a slower depreciation on either type of property or both
types, but not be required to. Those companies presently using the straight line
method of accounting for depreciation purposes should be permitted to use ac-
celerated depreciation with normalization on new property.

If the Congress will adopt such policy, it is the opinion of INGAA that the best
interests of the country will be served.

REDUCTION IN THE DEPLETION ALLOWANCE FOR OIL AND GAs

INGAA respectfully submits that it is unqualifiedly opposed to any reduction
in the 27%% depletion allowance on oil and gas which has been in effect for
more than forty years.

A review of history will reveal that at the time of the adoption of the per-
centage depletion formula in 1926, the Treasury of the United States, having
made a thorough and complete study of the issue, recommended more than 80%
as an appropriate and fair figure. The 27 % was the result of a compromise.
It has been attacked annually for many years and has always withstood the
onslaughts directed against it, because it is reasonable, just, fair, and has served
to -produce the incentive for the tremendous progress enjoyed by this country
in the development of oil and gas. That incentive made it possible for this
country to move to the forefront in the exploration, discovery and development
of great petroleum resources in our nation. Resources without which this coun-
try could well have been the loser in armed conflict that has challenged free man
constantly during this century. Resources that not only provided the major dif-
ference in our defense posture, but served as the basis for the greatest advance-
ment of mankind in contributions to the needs and requirements of the individual
during peace time. There is no area of human need or endeavor in which petro-
leum does not play some sbstntial role. I have often wondered in my own mind
what the picture would be today had there not been an incentive to promote
and foster the search for oil and gas, such as the 271/% depletion allowance.
Would there have been a North Slope of Alaskft? Would there have been a Texas
Panhandle field? Would there have been an East Texas field? Would there have
been many of the discoveries on foreign soil? Would America have won World
War II? What would be the situation in the field of medicine, to which petroleum
products have so measurably contributed? What would have happened to our
automobile industry or to the labor groups? This same question could be
asked about every phase of American life since the original discovery of oil in
Pennsylvania.

Some may say that there is no relationship between the 27 % depletion allow-
ance and the great strides that we as a nation have made, both collectively and
Individually. However, the facts of history simply do not bear out such an
allegation. It has been the hope of reward that has spurred on the single wild-
catter, the small partnership, the corporations and combinations of these entities
to risk their time, their energies and their worldly goods in the quest for petro-
leum products. It has been the product of that quest that has made this country
the world's leading producer of petroleum products over the years and the
world's greatest consumer of those products. In 1967 the records reflect that
there were 5,260 new-field wildcat wells drilled, 4,700 of which were dry holes.
This reflected a productive percentage of only 10.6%. Had it not been for deple-
tion allowance and the expensing of intangible drilling costs, no one would be
naive enough to suggest that such a drillIng program could have been mounted.
If either or both of these incentives are measurably reduced or destroyed, it is
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almost certain to follow that there will be a substantial reduction in wildcat
wells drilled and in new-field wildcat wells drilled. Even under present circum.
stances, records reflect that there has been a constant reduction in wildcat wells
drilled from 12,000 plus in 1966 to 6,026 in 1967. In new-field wildcat wells
drilled, the reduction has been constant since 1956 from 8,709 to only 5,260 in
1967.

INGAA realizes that this Honorable Committee has received a great and varied
amount of statistics on this subject. It is not our purpose to indulge in repeti-
tion, but we do hope that the gravity of the situation has been made clear and
that this Committee will conclude that the true value of the depletion allowance
has been nrnven many, many times.

One might ask why the gas pipeline industry would have an Interest in a matter
that should be of greatest concern to the oil industry. The answer is quite obvious.
Gas for many years was looked upon as a by-product of the oil business, without
any great value. Wells were drilled for oil, not gas. Gas was discovered while
the search was being made for the oil. It was during World War II that the great
need for energy opened the door for the large interstate pipelines to be con-
structed and provided the opportunity for gas to assume its proper role in the
energy requirements of this nation. Today gas provides one-third of the energy
requirements of our country, and the demand for additional service and supplies
is constantly rising. Hence, natural gas Is the lifeblood of the pipeline Industry.
Unless It is available in appropriate quantities the industry itself will suffer
measurably, the serious effects on the industries utilizing it cannot be over
emphasized, and cold homes and apartments would not be an idle thought. As
before mentioned, the demands for natural gas are on the constant Increase. It is
estimated at the present time that such requirements will Increase at the rate of
about 49o per annum. New gas discoveries are not keeping pace with demand. For
the first time since 1946 the records reflect that natural gas production in 1968
exceeded new discoveries. Total reserves showed a decline over the previous
year of 1967. Additions to reserves were approximately 6 trillion cubic feet le8
than the amount produced in 1968. The Federal Power Commission in July of
this year reported that domestic natural gas reserves of 64 major pipeline com-
panies dropped during 1968. In recent months pipelines and distributors have
experienced difficulties in. contracting for anticipated requirements, and in a
number of instances have not been able to obtain the needed gas. These declines,
If allowed to continue, coupled with the population explosion in this country, could
signal the beginning of a most critical stage in the ability of this country to meet
its energy requirements.

It would appear that the logical, the sensible, and the realistic approach at
this time would be for the Administration and the Congress to be searching for
new ways to promote the exploration and discovery of petroleum products. Cer-
tainly It is not the time to reduce the incentives presently available and thereby
create a risk that this country cannot afford to take. If there was ever a time in
the history of this country when we need to search out every possible source of
energy In the continental United States, it is now. We are well aware that much
has been said about the potential reserves of oil and gas in this country. The
Potential Gas Committee. which has done an admirable job in association with
the Colorado School of Mines, has estimated future potential gas reserves of
1,30 trillion cubic feet, both on shore and off shore In the continental United
States. This all sounds wonderful, but the word "potential" cannot be associated
with "known reserves." If these potential estimates are to be realized, there must
be a measurably stepped-up exploratory effort resulting in new discoveries. Re-
suits that will not come about unless proper incentive is present.

It is the opinion of INGAA that the most sensible investment this countrS
could make at this time would be to retain the incentives presently available In
the oil and gas industry, and if necessary, to add thereto rather than subtract
therefrom. If such a course Is followed, the average American citizen will be the
beneficiary, both from a personal and a national standpoint.

AE ENDMENTS PBOPOED BY THE INDEPENDENT NATURAL GAS AssocIATIoN OF
AMmcA TO H.R. 18270

On page 266, strike out lines 14 and 15 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(B) the requirements of paragraph (2), to the extent applicable, are met

with respect to such property."
On page 266, line 16, strike out the phrase "Continuation of Normalization"

and Insert in lieu thereof "Elections."
On page 266, after line 25, add the following new paragraph:
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"In the case of public utility property described in paragraph (1) with
respect to which (or with respect to property of the same kind) the tax-
payer as of July 22, 1969, used a method of accounting other than normali-
zation, the taxpayer may continue to use a method other than the straight
line method with respect to such property for the purposes of computing
taxable income, or such taxpayer may elect to utilize a straight line method
of depreciation for computing taxable income with respect to such property.

"In the case of public utility property described in paragraph (1) with
respect to which (or with respect to property of the same kind.) the taxpayer
as of July 22, 1969, used a method of accounting other than normalization,
the taxpayer may adopt the normalization method of accounting with respect
to such property.

"No agency or instrumentality, commission, or other similar body with
authority to establish or approve the rates of any taxpayer shall, either
directly or indirectly, limit the elections of such taxpayer as herein de-
scribed."

On page 267, line 18, after the period, insert the word "or," and add a new
paragraph to be designated (C) to read as follows:

"(C) the taxpayer referred to in (B) above elects to use the normaliza.
tion method of accounting with respect to such property. No agency or in.
strumentality, commission, or other similar body with authority to establish
or approve the rates of any taxpayer shall, either directly or indirectly,
limit the election of such taxpayer as herein described."

Senator ANDERSON. The next witness is Mr. William Jackman.

STATEMENT OP WILLIAM JACKMAN, PlESIDENT, INVESTORS
LEAGUE, INC.

Mr. JACKMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have received a telegram from the
committee which permitted me to include my capital gains statement
and the depletion statement all in one, to prevent my having to make
two different appearances, and that is the reason I am doin it today

I am William Jackman. I am president of the Investors league in
New York City. I reside in East Orange, N.J., and we have thousands
and thousands of members residing in every State in the Union. So,
it must be obvious why I am before this committee.

If Winston Churchill were around today, I am afraid he might
say that yours is a monumental task, and may God be with you during
your deliberations.

Senator BENNmvr. Excuse me, just a minute. We have had a call
from the Senate.

(Discussion off the record.)
Senator BENNETr. Mr. Jackman, I notice that you have a text for

what I assume is a summary.
Mr. JAOKMAN. Yes.
Senator BENNETT. Which will consume all of your time.
I notice you are getting off of your text. I thought that I had bet-

ter warn you.
Mr. JACKMAN. Well, I will not do that.
Mr. BENNETr. I did not see Winston Churchill in the text.
Mr. JACKMAN. No, I just thought I would inject that, because 1

think it is rather appropriate.
Nevertheless, the tax reform 'bill, H.R. 13270, which had passed the

House by a majority of 394 to 30, is, in my personal opinion, a bill
that was conceived and enacted in astonishing haste without giving
the legislators time to digest it. Even Mr. Mills of the Ways and Means
Committee had to confess himself confused. He had to reassemble his
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committee to amend the rate schedules for low-income taxpayers be-
cause of what he called misunderstanding.

A further indication of the haste in which this legislation was
considered by the Ways and Means Committee was the extraordinary
session called by the committee on the day before the bill was scheduled
for action on the floor because it had somehow overlooked millions of
potential beneficiaries.

Even wore astounding was the fact that these persons were in the
$7 000 to $12.000 annual income group, the so-called middle income.

%his oversight was quickly corrected by the committee, although the
action cost the Government $2.4 billion in anticipated lost revenue.

It adds untold pages to the "infernal" Revenue Code, magnifying
the complexity of existing conditions. It is time for the Congress to
realize that true tax reform can only be achieved through
simplification.

In the tax reform bill of 1969, there are provisions to increase the
maximum rate on long-term capital ains from 25 to 30 percent--and
this is the crux of my argument-inficating the Treasury would gain
$800 million of new revenue from this source if this were accomplished.

The facts are contradictory. The Treasury would lose money if its
provisions remain in the bill. Investors would not sell. They would be
frozen.

A recent survey that was conducted by the New York Stock Ex.
change, by Louis Harris and Associates, shows that if the long-term
capital gains were reduced from 25 to 121/2 percent, the Treasury would
receive an estimated $2.5 billion in revenue. That is over $2 billion more
than they are presently receiving.

A similar survey was conducted by the Investors League of its
own members and substantiated these figures.

When the Government needs revenue and can get it from a tax
decrease, why shouldn't it do sof

The capital gains tax is not a tax on income at all. A man is no
richer nor poorer when he sells an asset and reinvests it in another.
Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy expressed concern about the bias
in the bill against the investment in favor of consumption, saying that
the overweighting embodied in the proposed treatment of capital gains
as well as corporate tax increases could impede economic growth in the
years ahead by curtailing the incentives to make productive in-
vestments.

We are opposed to the imposition of the capital gains tax at the time
of death for the same reasons. If the capital gains tax is retained in
13270, the Tax Reform Act of 1969, in the bill's final form, we are
headed for an investors tax strike.

The action of the stock market indicates to me that America's 27
million investors are in a mood for such a movement. It will not
materially relieve the long-suffering public, nor will any kind of
tinkering tax reform in itself. Only good sense in Congress and sound
Federal housekeeping can do it.

Honest tax relief from high taxes and reversal of inflation as well
can only be brought about by curtailment of runaway Federal spend-
ing. We must not forget, gentlemen, that it costs approximately
$30,000 to put a man to work, and if the investor does not furnish
this money, who will? We will go to socialism.
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Now, in reference to depletion, it is very simple. I remember not
very long ago when I was talking on the question of natural gas-
at that time I knew nothing about natural gas--I went to the fields
and saw what they had to do. And prior to that time, all I knew about
gas was that if you burped, you got rid of it; but, after that, I saw
what had to be done. It is not any wonder that you have to put up
$100,000 to dig a hole.

Therefore I-would sum up my depletion statement by saying the
percentage depletion is not a tax loophole.

YN.. 2, the phrase "oil depletion allowance" is a misnomer.
3. l4urs is an energy-based economy with oil and gas supplying

nearly three-fourths of the energy.
4. The petroleum industry pays its fair share of domestic taxes.

We have heard that this morning.
5. Percentage depletion does not produce excessive profits for oil

companies.
6. The real beneficiary of depletion, percentage depletion, is the

American consumer.
7. Percentage depletion has worked. We will not have a pilepine

across the Atlantic Ocean in the next war, if we have one.
We cannot afford to let ourselves become dependent on foreign oil,

and our testimony includes in exhibit "A" and lists all of the minerals
to which the depletion allowance applies.

So, I say, gentlemen, it is a question here of compromise and, again,
I will go back to Mr. Churchill and say, in conclusion, that Govern-
ment is the art of compromise, but there comes a moment in the lives
of men when to stoop before the altar of expediency is to sacrifice
your birthright. God forbid you should do that.

Thank you very much.
Senator CURTIS. I think Mr. Jackman has made his points very well.

I do not know when we will be called to the floor. There are other
witnesses to be heard, and I will forego the temptation to express my
agreement with him.

Mr. JACKMAx. Thank you so much, sir.
Senator BENnetT. He means he agrees with you but he foregoes

the temptation to tell you so.
Senator CuiRns. To illustrate.
Senator BENmrTv. Thank you, Mr. Jackman.
(Mr. Jackman's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF INVESTORS LEAGUE, INo., By WILLIAM JACKMAN, PRESIDENT

SUMMARY
My name is William Jackman. I am president of Investors League, Inc.,

84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. and a voting resident of East Orange, N.J.
The Investors League is a non-profit, non-partisan voluntary membership orga-
nization of thousands of businessmen and investors, large and small, residing
In all of the fifty states of the nation.

CAPITAL GAINS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, the Tax Reform Bill of 1969
(H.R. 18-270) passed in the House by a majority of 894 to 30. It is my personal
opinion that this bill was conceived and enacted in astonishing haste without
giving the legislators time to digest it.

Even Chairman Mills of the House Ways and Means Committee, had to confess
himself confused. He had to reassemble his Committee to amend the rate
schedules for low income taxpayers because of what he called a "misunder-
standing."

88-865 0-69--pt. 5-48
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A further indication of the haste with which the legislation was considered
by the Ways and Means Committee, was the extraordinary 'noon session called
by the committee on the day before the bill was scheduled for action on the
floor because it had somehow "overlooked" millions of potential beneficiaries.
Even more astounding was the fact that these persons were in the $7,000 to
$12,000 annual income groi.p, the so-called "middle-income" taxpayer. This
oversight was quickly "corrected" by the committee, although the action cost
the government $2.4 billion in anticipated lost revenue.

It adds untold pages to the Internal Revenue Code greatly magnifying the
complexity of existing conditions. It is time for the Congress to realize that
true tax reform can be achieved only through simplification.

In the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 there are provisions to increase the maximum
rate of the long term capital gains from 25% to 30%, indicating that the Treasury
would gain $300 million in new revenue from this source if this were accom.
plished. The facts are contradictory. The Treasury would lose money if this
provision remains in the bill. Investors wouldn't sell.

A recent survey conducted for the New York Stock Exchange by Louis Harris
and Associates, Inc. showed that if the long term capital gains tax were reduced
from 25% to 12%%, Treasury would receive an estimated $2.5 billion in revenue-
over $2 billion more than the $500,000 million they now receive under present
rates.

A similar survey recently conducted by the Investors League of its own
members, substantiated these figures.

When the government needs revenue and can get it from a tax decrease, why
shouldn't it do so?

The capital gains tax is not a tax on income at all. A man is no richer nor
poorer when he sells an asset and reinvests it in another.

Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy, expressing concern "about the bias in
the bill against investment in favor of consumption," said this overweighting
embodied in the proposed treatment of capital gains, as well as corporate tax
increases, could impede economic growth in the years ahead by curtailing the
incentive to make productive investments.

We are opposed to imposition of a capital gains tax at time of death or gift
for the same reasons.

If the capital gains tax increase is retained in H.R. 18270, the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 in the bill's final form, we are heading for an investors tax strike.
The action of the present stock market indicates to me that America's 27
million investors are in the mood for such a movement.

Loophole closing will not materially relieve the long-suffering public, nor
will any kind of tinkering tax "reform" in itself. Only good sense in Congress
and sound Federal houskeeping can do it. Honest tax relief from high taxes-
and reversal of inflation as well-can only be brought about by curtailment of
runaway Federal spending.

We must not forget that it cost approximately $30,000 to put a man to work
and if the investor does not furnish this money, who will?

OIL AND NATURAL GAS DEPLETION

1. Percentage depletion is not a tax loophole.
2. The phrase "oil depletion allowance" is a misnomer.
8. Ours is an energy-based economy-with oil and gas supplying nearly three-

fourths of that energy.
4. The petroleum industry pays its fair share of domestic taxes.
5. Percentage depletion has not produced excessive profits for oil companies.
6. The real beneficiary of percentage depletion is the American consumer.
7. Percentage depletion has worked.
& We cannot afford to let ourselves become dependent on foreign oil.
9. Our testimony includes "Exhibit A" which lists all of the minerals to

which the depletion allowance applies.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I wish to thank you for the
privilege of presenting this statement before your committee on behalf of
America's many millions of tax-paying voting investors (who are also consumers)
on H.R. 18270 the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 now before you.

This Bill passed the House by a majority of 894 to 30 which was utterly
ridiculous. It was conceived and enacted in astonishing haste without giving
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the legislators sufficient time to study and digest it and there was no opportunity
for amendments from the floor of the House. It was found irresistable also
because it promised low-income and middle-income taxpayers about $9.2 billion
in tax-relief. As Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Edwin S. Cohen, ruefully
put it, the House Tax "reform" bill might better be known as "the lawyers and
accountants relief act of 19(9."

Another stinging rebuke to those who favorably reported the Tax Reform
Act out of the Ways and Means Committee was offered by Congressmn James
B. Utt, an important member of this Committee. Said Mr. Utt: "This tax reform
bill follows past practices in enacting patchwork provisions to the code--History
shows that this approach adds untold additional pages to the Internal Revenue
Code, greatly magnifying the complexity of existing provisions. The more
complex the law becomes the greater the number of inequities we face."

"It is time for the Congress to realize that true tax reform can be achieved
only through simplification. Tax simplification can be achieved by a broadening
of the base and a reduction of the rates. By achieving this goal, the incentive
for avoiding taxes through a variety of sophisticated devices diminishes".

Since many of the bills provisions of the Act were announced piecemeal, at
least in principle, there was a general understanding that the bill would help
the low income taxpayer and soak the wealthy taxpayer; but since many of the
provisions had not been puit into precise language, and no committee report was
available, there was considerable confusion as to what had actually been done.
In a tax bill, the exact words are more important than the generalities.

Even Chairman Mills of the House Ways and Means Committee, had to confess
himself confused. He had to reassemble his ommittee to amend the rate sche-
dules for low income taxpayers because of what he called a "misunderstanding".
As it turned out, a $2.4 billion misunderstanding. A summary of the bill was
finally made available, but it takes time to digest 226 pages of tax-prose and
another 143 pages of "technical explanation" even If you're a Philadelphia lawyer.

As a clear indication of the haste with which the legislation was considered
even by the Ways and Means Committee, Rep. Peter H. B. Frelinghuysen (NJ.)
and others have pointed to the extraordinary noon session called by the commit-
tee on the day before the bill was scheduled for action on the floor because it
had somehow "overlooked" seven million potential beneficiaries.

Even more astounding was the fact that these seven million persons were In
the $7,000 to $12.000 annual income group, the so-called "middle-income" tax-
payer. This oversight was quickly "corrected" by the committee, although the
action cost the government $2.4 billion In anticipated lost revenue.

In a separate statement of his views in the Ways and Means Committee report,
Rep. James B. Utt (R.-Calif.) one of the committee members, made some telling
criticisms. The committee, he said. simply did another patchwork job. By trying
to "delineate tax equity with needle-like precision", it made the law immensely
more complex and onerous for the individual taxpayer than it already was. Tax
simplification, he insisted, which should have been given No. 1 priority, was
forgotten.

"It is certainly anomalous", added Mr. Utt, "to recommend passage of the
surtax for a full year on the theory that we need additional revenues to reduce
present severe inflationary problems while at the same time providing a tax de-
crease of nearly $2 billion. But this is precisely what the committee has done...
The revenue reductions in this bill will grow from nearly $2 billion in fiscal 1970
to nearly $7 billion In fiscal 1975, and this Is bound to aggravate our problems
with Inflation... Since any surplus we will realize is due to an excess of trust
funds receipts over disbursements, the federal budget on a federal funds basis
will continue to be in deficit".

The statement did not mention that even since the tax cuts were passed by the
House, the President had not yet put forward his guaranteed Income proposal
which would add from $4 billion to perhaps $10 billion a year of government
outlays and increase the inflation probability all the more.

In the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 before your Committee to increase the maximum
tax on long term capital gains from 25% to 30% indicating that the Treasury
would gain $300 million of new revenue from this source if this were accom.
polished. Who on earth has arrived at this assumption. I would like one of you
gentlemen to explain it to me. The facts are contradictory. The Treasury would
lose money if the Senate Finance Committee allowed this provision to remain
in this Bill.

Congressman Mr. Utt, on August 6, 1969 made the following observation:
"The last item and, to me, the most deadly to the American free enterprise eys-
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tem, 18 the tae treatment given to capital gaime. Some one has convinced the
majority of our committee that there is no difference between capital and earned
income. That is a deadly assumption. Capital is the thing that makes possible
creative risk investments, and is entitled to separate and preferred treatment.
The history of the great economic progress in America has been based on the
willingness of millions of individuals to risk their hard-earned cash for research,
development, expansion and production of goods in America. We stand today
on the threshold of the greatest opportunity in our history to perfect and pro-
duce gadgets of every sort and description at cheaper and cheaper prices in
order to give America a still higher standard of living than we have now.
We must not destroy that incentive; that creative imagination which can give
us the greatest progress in our history. Here, again, we are stymied by the
Marxian doctrine of social reform through taxation. When capital gains taxeP
were under discussion a few years ago, and Mr. George Meany was on the
stand, I (Congressman James B. Utt) asked him if he believed in taxation
for revenue or punitive purposes. He quickly replied "for revenue." Then, I
said, "Mr. Meany, studies have been made by The Brookings Institute which
showed that if you reduced the capital gains alternative tax and reduced the
holding period, there would be more than a trillion dollars worth of real estate
and stocks which would become unfrozen and would double the amount of
revenue from the capital gains sector." He replied, "Yes, Mr. Utt, but that would
be socially unjust." In that statement alone is the fallacy of his whole reform
legislation."

A recent survey conducted for the New York Stock Exchange by Louis Harris
and Associates, Inc. (See Exhibit "A" attached) showed that if the long term
capital gains tax were reduced from 25% to 12%%, the Treasury would re-
ceive an estimated $2.5 billion in revenue-over $2 billion more than the $500,000
million they now receive under the present rates.

A similar survey recently conducted by the Investors League of its own mem-
bers substantiated these figures.

When the government needs revenue and can get it from a tax decrease why
shouldn't they do so?

The one-sidedness of the new bill is particularly glaring in its harsh treat-
ment of capital gains.

The bill increases from six months to 12 months the period during which an
asset must be held if the receipts from its sale are to be treated only as long-
term gains subject to lower tax rates. But the highest tax even on long-term
capital gains is no longer to be 25 percent; it will be one-half the tax rate on
regular income, and so can rise to 35 per cent to taxpayers in the highest
brackets.

The attitude of successive Administrations and Congresses toward capital gains
has been hypocritical, a cynical heads-I-win tails-you-lose treatment of the tax-
payer. If Congress really believed, as it professes to, that net short-term capital
gains are justly treated as a full addition to ordinary income, then it should
agree that net short-term capital losses should be deductible in full against the
same year's ordinary income.

Or if it is right that half of all net long-term capital gains in a given year
should be added to that year's ordinary income and taxed as such, as they are,
then half of all net long-term capital losses in a given year should be deductible
against that year's ordinary income. But no member of Congress even men-
tions any such even-handed treatment.

As a result of the inflation of the last 386 years, people have been paying taxes
on "capital gains" that are in fact non-existent.

For instance, suppose you bought stock or real estate for $10,000 in 1939 and
sold it for $26,400 today. You would be taxed for a capital gain of $16,400.
Actually, as the cost of living has also risen 164 percent in this period, you would
have achieved no real capital gain at all. Your $26,400 would buy no more than
$10,000 bought in 1939.

There are at least a dozen different possible reforms of the capital gains tax,
any one of which would make it less one-sided. I suggest we begin with this one:
When a taxpayer sells shares or a piece of property held over a long period, he
should be permitted to calculate his real gain (or loss) by reducing his nominal
money gain against the increase in the official price index since the year in which
he originally acquired the property.

To expect this is probably utopian. But is it even utopian to hope that at least
a few of the abuses in the House tax bill can be corrected in the Senate by this
Committee?
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TAMIE I

STOCKHOLDINGS Of 1494 INDIVIDUALS
Value of Stock Held (At Price Levels of Dec. 31, 1964) .. $66,268,000
Market Value of Stock When Purchased ............... 29,813,000
Unrealized Capital Appreciation ..................... 36,455,000

Would Sell in 1965...................$1,500

Capital Appreciation Realized ............ ............................... S 490,000

I TH So% CUT IN CAPITAL GAINS TAX (12'h% Maximum)
Would Sell in 1965 .................................. 11,526,000
Capital Appreciation Realized ....................... ..................... 5,714,000

TAML If
TOTAL INDIVIDUAL SHAREHOLDINGS IN PUBLICLY OWNED CORPORATIONS

ESTIMATES OF AMOUNT OF UNLOCKED CAPITAL AND IMPACT ON FEDERAL REVENUES
UNDER THERE ASSUMED CAPITAL GAINS TAX SITUATIONS

Estimated Value of Stock Held (Dec. 31,1964).. $386,980,000,000
Estimated Unrealized Capital .... 08300.... 2 97000,000

AT CURRENT CAPITAL GAINS TAX RATE (25% Maximum)
would Sell in 1965 ............................... $10,340,000,000
Capital Appreciation Realized ..................... ............... S 2,970,000,000

Capital Appreciation Realized .......... . ......... . 29,220,000000,,OD
Tax To Treasury!|

Initial Sales ................................ .............................. .. 2.490,000,000
Annually After Leveling Off ................... ............. .......... ... 760,000,000

IF THE PRESENT CAPITAL GAINS
TAX RATE REMAINS UNCHANGED
-MAXIMUM TAX OF Z.S%:

The indicated annual market value of sales
of stock by all individual investors would total
about $10.3 billion-of which some $3 billion
would represent capital appreciation subject to
the capital gains tax.

In terms of revenue, the Treasury would

receive an estimated $440 million.

Aiilax , plKAtom desrcobed n th"e survey snurne an expnd

,a$ conom~y wh .4i follow thet "me bac rowth phutrm
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IF THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX
RATE WERE REDUCED TO A
MAXIMUM Of 12'I%:

The market value of sales by all individual
investors would soar from $10.3 billion to $67.3
billion. Total capital appreciation of S29 2 bil-
lion would become subject to the lower capital
gains tax rate. Thus:

Nearly seven times as much stock would
be sold

Nearly ten times as much capital apprecia-
zion would be unlocked and thus become
subject to the lower capital gains tax rate

IN TERMS OF DOLLARS..

$57 billion more of capital would be freed
for reinvestment than under the present
rates.

AND

The Treasury would receive an estimated"
$25 billion in revenue-over $2 billion
more than under the present rates.

I
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APITrAL GAINS TAX AT DEATH

We are opposed to the imposition of a tax at capital gains rates on all net
gains accrued on capital assets at the time of transfer at death or gift We are
equally opposed to carrying over the decedent's basis for property included in
his estate.

A tax on appreciation at death would lead to substantial shift of equity Invest.
meant to sheltered investments. If done on a large scale, this could have a serious
effect on the Investment markets and attitudes of investors. The use of sub.
stituted bases Is completely unworkable from a record keeping standpoint. The
problem of trying to establish fair market values for all properties as of the date
a new tax reform bill becomes law would be fantastic. It would parallel the prob.
lem we had for decades in determining the value of property as of March 1, 1913.

A tax on appreciated property not sold or exchanged would constitute a new
capital levy on death. In effect, it would be an additional estate tax imposed spe.
cifically on those persons who have been successful in taking the investment risks
which are a most important part of our economic system.

DEPLETION AlLOWANOES

I now will discuss sections of the bill which pertain to lowering the depletion
rate on oil and natural gas from 27%vl% to 20%. We oppose lowering such rates
for the following reasons:

First. Percentage depletion is not a tax loophole. It was deliberately devised by
Congress more than 40 years ago and is consistent with the policy of not taxing
capital value as income.

Second. The phrase "oil depletion allowance" Is a misnomer. This provision
applies to more than 100 different minerals Important to our national welfare
and to the economies of every State.

Third. Ours is an energy-based economy-with oil and gas supplying nearly
three-fourths of that energy. Percentage depletion is essential if the Industry Is
to meet the anticipated tremendous future demand for petroleum.

Fourth. The petroleum industry pays its fair share of domestic taxes-exactly
the same percentage of its revenue as other industries, according to authoritative
studies.

Fifth. Percentage depletion has not produced excessive profits for oil com-
panies; in fact, their profits have averaged slightly less than those of manufac-
turing industries as a whole.

Sixth. The real beneficiary of percentage depletion is the American consumer.
If the mineral depletion provision were deleted from our tax laws, the consumer
would have to pay more for his every purchase since the cost of both the raw
material in the product and the energy required to produce it would be more
expensive.

Seventh. Percentage depletion has worked. It has enabled the petroleum In-
dustry and other mineral producing enterprises to meet the rapidly rising de-
mands of an Industrial civilization in peacetime, wartime, and the cold war era.
It has helped keep our standard of living the highest in the history of the world.
And, if we want an especially timely reminder of the value of percentage deple-
tion, all we have to do is read any morning's headlines about what is going on in
the Middle East.

Eighth. We have just seen the nationalization of oil properties of several
American companies in the Middle East. How much more of a warning do we
need that we cannot afford to let ourselves become dependent on foreign oil any
time or anywhere in the world? We need percentage depletion because we need
to maintain our national independence and our vital fuel supply. It is as plain
and simple as that. And if we can learn anything at all from ithe news of the day,
it Is that percentage depletion-far from being a loophole is a -lifeline for
America.

Gentlemen, I thank you.
(See Exhibit "A" attached) Percentage Depletion Rates for Mineral Pro-

duction.
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EXHIBIT "A"

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES FOR MINERAL PRoDuCTION

Since 1926, the Internal Revenue Code has authorized percentage depletion at
a 271 % rate for oil and gas wells. This rate is applied to the gross income from
the wells, subject to a 50% of net Income limitation.

During the decades -that percentage depletion has been a -part of the revenue
laws, It has been extended to almost all other U.S. minerals at rates ranging
from 5 to 23% of gross income from the mineral producing property, as follows:

TWENTY-THREE PERCENT DEPLETION APPLIES TO THESE MINERALS

Antimony.
Anorthosite (to extent alumina and

aluminum compounds extracted there-
from).

Asbestos.
Bauxite.
Beryl.
Bismuth.
Cadmium.
Celestite.
Chromite.
Clay (to extent alumina and alumni:

tium compounds extracted therefrom).*
Cobalt.
Columbium.
Corundum.
Fluorspar.
Graphite.*
Ilmenite.
Kyanite.
Laterite (to extent alumina and alum-

inum compounds extracted therefrom).
Lead.
Lithium.

Manganese.
Mercury.
Mica.
Nephelite Syenite (to extent alumina

and aluminum compounds extracted
therefrom).

Nickel
Olivine.
Platinum.
Platinum Group Metals.
Quartz Crystals (Radio Grade).
Rutile.
Block Steatite Tale.
Sulphur.
Tantalum.
Thorium.
Tin.
Titanium.
Tungsten.
Uranium.
Vanadium.
Zinc.
Zircon.

FIFTEEN PERCENT DEPLETION APPLIES TO THESE MINERALS

Aplite.
Barite.
Bentonite.
Borax.
Calcium Carbonates.
Clay, BatL*
Clay, China.*
Clay, Refractory & Fire.*
Clay, Sagger.*
Copper.
Diatomaceous Earth.
Dolomite.
Feldspar.
Fullers Earth.
Garnet.
Gilsonite.
Gold.
Granite.
Graphite (Flake).*
Gypsum.
Iron Ore.
Limestone.

Magnesite.
Magnesium Carbonates.
Marble.
Metal Mines (not otherwise named).
Mollusk Shells (when used for chemi-

cal content).*
Molybdenum.
Phosphate Rock.
Potash.
Quartzite.
Rock Asphalt.
Silver.
Slate.*
Soapstone.
,Stone (dimension or ornamental).*
Talc.
Thenardite.
Tripoli.
Trona.
Vermiculite.
Other minerals not covered elsewhere.

*Note differing rates, depending on use.
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TEN PERCENT TO THESE MINERALS

Brucite. Perlite.
Coal. Sodium Chloride.
Lignite. Wollastonite.

FIVE PERCENT TO THESE MINERALS

Clay (used for drainage and roofing tile, flower pots, etc) .*
Gravel. Sand.
Mollusk Shells.* Scoria.
Peat. Shale.*
Pumice. Stone.*
If from Brine Wells-Bromine, Calcium Chloride, Magnesium Chloride.

SEVEN AND ONE-HALF PERCENT TO THESE MINERALS

Clay and Shale (used for sewer pipe or 'brick).*
Clay, Shale, and Slate, (used as lightweight aggregate).*

Senator BNNErr. The next witness is Mr. Morton M. Winston,
executive vice president, the Oil Shale Corp.

STATEMENT OF MORTON M. WINSTON, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, THE OIL SHALE CORP.; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT C.
BARNARD, ATTORNEY, OF CLEARY, GOTTLIEB, STEEN & HAMIL-
TON, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WI ONs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BENNmT. Before you start, did you notice one witness this

morning called shale oil synthetic oil?
Mr. WiNmzs . I did.
Senator B~xm-r. Do you agree with him?
Mr. WINseox. I see no reason to disagree with him. It is oil.
Senator Bm -mr. It is oil, but it is not synthetic in my definition.

It was not created out of unrelated chemicals. It does happen to
occur in a different form in nature.

Mr. WNSTro. If I may pass the buck, Senator Bennett, I think
the name was first fixed on the product by the Congress of the United
States when it passed sometlung called the Synthetic Liquid Fuel
Act; and we have never been able to get rid of it.

Senator Cuwms. What should it be calledI
Mr. WrsTozN. Crude oil.
Senator BmEN!r. Or oil shale.
Senator Cvmt s. I did not think it was oil from the standpoint of

applying depletion.
Mr. Wwwox. That, Senator, is precisely what we are here to dis-

cuss with you.
Senator Bmqwsir. That is the reason he is going to testify.
It seems to me the fundamental difference is what we call crude

oil or oil as it comes from a well is that it is in a rock formation in
which the rock ives it up very easily and oil in shale is in a rock for-
mation in which it requires heat and pressure for the rock to give it
up.

*Note differing rates, depending on use.
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Mr. WINSTON. I think that is quite acurate, except we tend to
forget that so-called conventional oil, which is found often in pools,
is often not so eas to get out, and we apply heat and we apply pres-
sure and we apply all sorts of extraordinary and costly means toacquire it.

Satour~ B NNIr. I will give up trying to tell you how to run your

business and invite you to give us your tesimony.
Mr. WiNsTON. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Members of the committee, I am accompanied, with your per-

mission by Mr. Robert C. Barnard, who is a valued adviser to our
company.

I would like, rather than read my written remarks, to request that
they be azcepted for the record and that I be allowed to summarize
more briefly.

Senator BEN eNErt. will be.
Mr. WizNSTo1. I would like to thank you for making time in a

crowded schedule available to the Oil Shale Corp., which I represent,
to present its views on the percentage depletion of shale oil.

The present law imposes what we regard as an injust discrimina-
tion against shale oil, that is, oil produced from oil shale as against
oil produced from wells.

The House of Representatives has acted to remove much of the
existing inequity and our purpose in being here is to ask this com-
mittee that it carry forward in this respect what the House of Repre-
sentatives has done.

The commercial shale oil industry in the United States has not yet
begun but it is near at hand. We and our point-venture partners,
Atlantic Richfield Co., Sohio Petroleum Co., and the Cleveland Cliffs
Iron Co. have, since 1954, expended more than $50 million to establish
reserves and technology for commercial production. We are presently
engaged in a commercial development program in the field which
will cost approximately $12 million. We are doing so, because shale'
oil, as you have heard at length today, is needed and needed now.

Virtually unanimous projections of domestic petroleum demand
and reserves foresee a sharply narrowing U.S. petroleum base between
now and 1980, and, as an earlier witness said, the pattern remains the
same, if it is projected to 1985.

The several hundred billion barrels of shale oil that have been esti-
mated to be contained in the tristate area of Colorado, Utah, and
Wyoming can make an important contribution. But to do so, and do
so soon, arbitrary road blocks must be removed.

Under present depletion law and interpretations of that law, shale
oil, which is oil and which must compete in the marketplace with oil
from wells or from any other source utilized for the same purposes, is
subject to two important competitive discriminations.

First, the value of shale oil is not depletable. I think that is what
Senator Curtis was referring to. Only the supposed value of crushed
rock is depletable, but oil from wells is depletable at the full wellhead
value of the crude oil.

Second, under present law, the depletion rate for oil shale is 15
percent, a rate below that accorded oil recovered from wells.

In H.R. 13270, the House took three steps. First, it has created new
provisions to provide expressly for shale oil depletion, removing it
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from general provisions which were never designed to deal with
shale oil.

Second, it has specifically fixed the depletion rate at 15 percent.
Finally, and most important, it has established shale oil as the de-

pletable value by fixing the point of application of the depletion rate
at the first oil produced by the retorting process before any other pro-
cessing.

This simple change is very important. It will give shale oil a more
just competitive opportunity to find its place in oif markets. It will not
diminish tax revenues. There are none now from this resource. Instead,
it will produce revenues faster and in larger amounts as the unfettered
industry has the opportunity to grow and make its needed contribution
to oil supplies.

We are aware of only one objection that has been raised to the action
taken by the House. The administration has said that shale oil should
not be depletable, because it thinks the retorting process for oil shale is
a manufacturing process and as such is inconsistent with the concept
of depletion.

I would like to make one thing crystal clear: The retorting of oil
shale is a separation process, not a manufacturing process. Only by re-
torting-which means in this case simply, the application of heat-
can the small percentage of the rock which is oil that has value, be
separated from the enormous quantity of waste rock in which it i.a
found.

It is for recovery of shale oil that production operations are con-
ducted; and it is to shale oil first acquired by the separation process
that the House finds depletion should be applicable.

Thank you.
Senator BENNETT. Thank you very much.
Any questions?
Senator CURTIS. No questions.
Senator BENNETT. I appreciate your appearance, because my State

of Utah is one of those States a part of which is underlain with oil shale
or oil-bearing shale.

I would just like to make one comment.
You have mentioned the fact that under some circumstances it takes

the application of heat to get so-called liquid oil out of the ground. I
suppose the Treasury would not say that that was a manufacturing
process, and therefore, oil thus produced could not qualify for
depletion

Mr. WiNsToN. It has not, to my knowledge, said so.
Senator BENNETT. I am glad this comment is in the record, because

it might help us when we meet to work on the problem.
Thank you very much.
Mr. WINSTON. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Winston's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF MOIrON M. WINSTON

I am here today representing The Oil Shale Corporation, a publicly-held com-
pany, which-together with Atlantic Richfield Company, Sohlio Petroleum Com-
pany, and The Cleveland-Clffs Iron Company, as joint venturers-is now com-
pleting the development stages of the first commercial petroleum production
complex from oil shale in North America.
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As you know, "oil shale" is a marlstone containing a hydrocarbonaceous sub-
stance, finely distributed through the rock matrix, called "kerogen". The large
oil shale deposits of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming have been estimated to con-
tain some 800 billion barrels of petroleum reserves of good quality.

We and our joint venture partners have spent more than $50 million to estab-
lish reserves for, and the technical and economic feasibility of, commercial-
production facilities for oil-shale mining, crushing, and retorting-that is, for
the extraction of oil from the shale by heating. Oil-shale retorting is not a re-
fining process; it is a separation process for the separation of the kerogen, as
shale oil, from the rock by heat.

We have made this investment because we are convinced that without shale
oil even the best efforts of the skillful American petroleum industry cannot keep
pace with the tremendous growth of demand for liquid and gaseous petroleum
and maintain safe reserv, levels in the United States.

Petroleum demand is now approximately 13 million barrels per day. By 1980,
it will be--conservatively-17 million barrels per day. As Director David Free-
man of the President's Energy Policy Staff told the Senate Interior Committee
this summer, "In view of the tremendous future demand for energy facing this
nation, it would seem prudent that we develop a policy that would at least deter-
mine whether the shale resource can compete with other forms of energy. Other-
wise this vast source of potential energy cannot be called upon to play its
rightful role in meeting the nation's energy needs."

We and our Joint venture partners are now demonstrating in field operations
our conclusion that shale oil is an economic supplement to domestic petroleum
supplies. But the present Internal Revenue Code is frustrating shale oil develop-
ment.

O11 and gas produced from oil shale are subject -to two competitive injuries
in the depletion calculation under current interpretations by the Internal Rev-
enue Service:

1. The I.R.S. riled in 1957 that oil shale "mined solely for its kerogen
content" was in the category of "all other minerals" (now section 613(b) (7)
of the Code), and therefore entitled to a depletion allowance of 15%.

2. The point of application for the depletion allowance must be, accord-
ing to the I.R.S., the value of the crushed oil shale rock before retorting.

Stated another way, there is no specific depletion allowance on shale oil under
existing interpretation of the present tax code. There is only a 15% depletion
on the supposed value of the unmarketable shale rock from which the oil is sep-
arated. Yet, shale oil must compete with crude oil from wells. That oil is allowed
depletion at its full value at the wellhead, and the present rate is 27%%.

This depletion discrimination against shale oil production is as plain as it is
indefensible. It mitigates against the flow of capital into shale oil development,
and it places shale oil at a competitive disadvantage in the market place.

To remove this inequity and to encourage the development of the nation's oil
shale reserves, the House Ways and Means Committee and the full House of
Representatives voted to change the existing tax code as to the depletion allow-
ance on shale oil. H.R. 13270, now pending before this Committee, sets up sepa-
rate provisions for shale oil, expressly fixes the depletion rate at 15%, and fixes
the point of application as the value of the oil after retorting, that is, after the
separation process but before any refining.

As the Secretary of the Interior wrote in a letter to Chairman Aspinal of
the House Interior Committee in 1965 commenting on a bill to apply the depletion
allowance at the end of the retort :

"Application of the depletion allowance on the gross value of crude shale
oil as it comes from the retort provides a fair comparison with natural petro-
leum at the well-head. Crude shale oil is a product which is easily measurable
and it is physically similar enough to natural petroleum to be handled in oil
pipelines and sold to refineries equipped to process it further."

Oil shale retorting is not a manufacturing or refining process. It is a separation
process, the only known method to separate kerogen from the shale. Shale itself
has no value per se. It is the kerogen, which is a small part of oil shale, which
has a value; and the logical point tor applying depletion is after kerogen is first
recovered by the separation process, and before any further processing.

This simple change in the tax code, applying shale oil depletion to the value of
the oil instead of the rock, will not affect present tax receipts one iota. There Is
no -taxable income from the shale oil industry today. To launch this industry
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requires large amounts of capital and entrepreneurs willing to assume the sub.
stantial risks involved, both technical and financial. If you approve the change
made by H.R. 13270, it will be a significant step toward making it possible for
the new industry to come alive and to grow. When that occurs, there will be
taxable revenue and our vast shale oil resources will be contributing to meeting
America's enormous demands for liquid fuel. This is why we urgently ask that
this Committee help remove the tax discrimination against shale oil and to ap-
prove the change made by the House.

Senator BENNETT. The next witness is Mr. B. P. Huddleston, Ci-
tronelle-Mobile Gathering System Co., Inc.

STATEMENT OF B. P. HUDDLESTON, CITRONRLLE-MOBILE GATHER-
ING SYSTEM; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT W. WELLS, OF ARTHUR
ANDERSEN & CO., NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Mr. HUDDLESTON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. My
name is B. P. Huddleston, an independent petroleum engineer from
Houston, Tex., representing the Citronelle-Mobile Gathering System,
located in Mobile, Ala.

I am accompanied by Mr. Robert W. Wells of Arthur Andersen &
Co., of New Orleans, La.

As a petroleum consultant these past few years, I have provided oil
and gas estimates for a number of individuals, independent and major
oil companies, and financial institutions.

Rather than reiterate the overall implications to the domestic indus-
try resulting from the proposed changes in the tax law, I will limit
my oral statement primarily to describing the economic effect on a
producing, field.

I submit to you that this case is more representative for the vast ma-
jority of individuals owning oil interests than the special case cited
by the opponents of the present 271/ percent depletion allowance.

Furthermore, upon the request of your staff, I will be pleased to
provide you with basic information prepared for other purposes from
my files for similar analysis of the effect of changes in the depletion
schedule for reserves located in New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Loui-
siana, Arkansas, Missisppi, and other States.

Citronelle field, Alabama, has been selected as an example, not be-
cause of my association with Citronelle operators but because this
field is uniquely representative of an oil reserve with diverse operat-
ing ownership. Over 500 individuals and corporations own interests
in Citronelle. Major oil companies own less than 20 percent of the
total operating ownership.

In addition, over 1,000 individuals receive royalty income from
Citronelle Production.

Citronelle field was discovered in 1955 by independent operators,
and at this time is one of the most prolific fields in the southeastern
United States. Through August of 1969, Cintronelle field had pro-
duced over 80 million barrels of oil. Had high-risk water flood opera-
tions been unsuccessful, this field would be uneconomical today. R ther
the field is producing in excess of a half million barrels of oil per
month.

Ultimate recoverable oil from this field is estimated to be in excesq
of 150 million barrels of oil with existing tax laws. And I might add.
in my opinion, something less with the proposed changes-
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Incidentally, to my knowledge, Cintronelle field is the deepest suc.
cessful waterflood in the world.

The effects of the proposed changes in the tax laws on operating-
interest owners in the Citronelle field were calculated for eight dif-
ferent cases as shown in our written statement. In the appendix, there
tire two complete sets of calculations, provided primarily for your staff.

The forecast of production and expenses shown therein were pre-
pared to guide future operations in the field and do not represent
special forecasts for purposes of this study. The following two cases
that I will cite to you will illustrate the increase in Federal income
taxes for Citronelle operators resulting from the proposed reduction
of the depletion rate from 271/2 percent to 20 percent. These calcula-
tions are for the 100 percent ownerships in the field, so the examples
do not represent any particular individual or corporation. In fact,
I believe, after the ive or six largest owners, there is no one owner
that owns more than. 1 percent of the field. These interests are pooled
so that the operators share expenses and production in proportion to
their interests.

The cases in our text for the 271/2 percent depletion as opposed to
to 20 percent depletion show that the Federal income tax rate is in-
creased by 19.5 percent. These were calculated for both a 25 percent
and a 50 percent tax bracket, and interestingly enough, it is the
same percentage increase for different tax brackets.

The actual effective depletion rate here is higher than most of the
fields that I studied. For the existing 271/ percent depletion rate, the
actual effective rate is 25.6 percent. if it is reduced to 20 percent, the
effective rate is 19.3 percent. The vast majority of the Cintronelle own-
ers will not have the opportunity to recover the added tax costs as do
the major companies as has been described this morning.

Further, we have calculated the effect on market values of reducing
the depletion allowance to 20 percent, and by elimination of the ABC
transaction.

Senator Cuims. What is an ABC transaction?
Mr. HUDDLESTON. In simple terms, "A" is the seller and he sells his

property -to two entities, "B" being the entity that takes the high risk
on the property, and "C" being what we commonly know as the pur-
chaser of the production payment, taking a lesser risk.

Senator CunIs. What is the property?
Mr. HuDDLEsTON. The oil propery is the property sold.
Senator CurTIs. The mineral rights?
Mr. HuDDLESTON. Yes, sir, the mineral rights in the oil property.

"B" would be what we think of as the conventional buyer of the
property; "C" being perhaps somewhat analogous to the mortgage-
holder.

In our case here, we show that the combined Federal income tax
paid with the existing tax laws by the seller, the purchaser, and the
purchaser of the production payment actually exceeds the Federal
income tax that would be paid by the owner if the property is held
throughout the economic life and subject to existing -tax laws. We find
in this case, with existing laws, that the market value for 100-percent
ownership would be $42.5 million. However, if we lower the depletion
rate from 271/2 percent to 20 percent and eliminate the ABC trans-
action, the market value is reduced to $28 million.



These computations show that the proposed changes in the tax law
would reduce Cintronelle market values by 34 percent. In all cases,
our calculations show that the effective depletion allowance is always
less than the maximum allowed depletion allowance, whether it be
271/2 percent or 20 percent whichever appies, with or without a pro-
duction payment.

Most retroactive tax legislation is discriminatory, even that legisla-
tion which can truly be called tax reform. The present bill provides
for an exception to the effective date provisions relating to the crea-
tion of the production payments, if the parties have entered into a
binding contract before April 22,1969.

If two taxpayers were negotiating for an ABC sale of properties
to the same purchaser one closing his transaction on April 21 and the
other closing his on April 23, the former would meet this exception
while the latter would not even though the proposed tax law change
governing the transaction was not presented to the House of Rep-
resentatives until more than 3 months later and was not enacted until
the following year.

It is strongly urged that the provisions of the bill not be effective
before taxable year beginning after the date of enactment or, at the
very earliest, for events coming after the date of the enactment.

Thank you.
Senator Mnim. I just want to ask a couple of questions, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. Huddleston, do you have any estimate of the amount of the

percentage depletion allowance covering this Citronelle-Mobile gath-
ering system in I year?

Mr. HUDDLEsTON. Well, actually, I am not aware of the tax struc-
ture of the Citronelle-Mobile gathering system at all. I am here merely
to represent the effects of the tax bill on the ownership in a field. I
am really unaware of their specific situation.

Senator MILLER. Well, for the ownerships in the field, have you any
estimate on the amount of percentage of the depletion allowance the
entire ownership would comprise?

Mr. HuDDLESTON. It would be, I would estimate now, about 26 per-
cent which I said earlier would be relatively high.

Senator MLLR. I mean in dollars.
Mr. HuDiDLSTON. Yes, sir, I can find it here if you will allow me

to look at the text.
Senator MILLER. Just a rough estimate; say, for 1968.
Mr. HuDDLESTON. All I have is our forecast here. It would be $2.6

million, and it would be approximately the same, by the way, for 1968.
Senator MLFum. All right. Now, do you have any estimate of how

much the ownership spent during a year for exploration, for drilling
costs?

Mr. HUDDLESTON. No, sir, I do not. The ownership in Citronelle is
so diversified, it represents just about every type of individual from
housewives to people that are actively in the exploration business, to
independent companies, to people that live in the field, and I would
have no idea how active they are in the exploration business.

Senator MItEF. Some of ihem would probably be active, and some
probably would not be.
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Mr. HUDDLESTON. 'Some of them are quite active; and for some of
them, this would be the only property that they have ever participated
in.

Senator MLUL.R. Thank you very much.
Senator CuRnIs. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CURTIS. Thank you very much for your appearance.
(Mr. Huddleston's prepared statement follows:)

CASE HISTORY-THE EFFECTS OF REDUCING THE OIL DEPLETION ALLOWANCE AND
THE ELIMINATION OF THE ABC TRANSACTION AS PROPOSED IN HR 18270, SECToNS
501(a) AND (b)

(By B. P. Huddleston, P. E., Petroleum Reservoir Engineer, Houston, Tex.)

SUM MARY

This study -illustrates the effect of the proposed changes in the Federal Income
Tax Law -relating to the percentage depletion allowance and the ABC transaction
on the independent oil operator. The illustration is based on a series of cases
developed from Oitronelle Field, Alabama. Citronelle Field is uniquely representa-
tive of a significant oil reserve with diverse operating ownership of over 500
individuals and corporations. Major oil companies own less than 20% of the total
operating interest ownership. In addition, over 1000 Individuals receive royalty
Income from Citronelle production.

The examples herein show that the Federal income tax burden of the Citronelle
operators would be increased by 19.5% if the percentage depletion rate is reduced
from 27.5% to 20%. The combination of the reduction in the depletion rate and
the elimination of the ABC transaction reduces the market value of the Citronelle
owners' operating interests (the price that would be paid by a willing purchaser)
by 34%. Independents are differentiated from major integrated oil companies
since the major company can be expected to pass on these drastic effects to the
ultimate consumer.

INTRODUCTION

A careful study of the proposed changes in oil and gas taxation, as described
In HR 13270, Sections 501 (a) and 501 (,b), shows that the ultimate payor will be
the independent oil operators and finally the consumer. The far reaching effects of
the proposed changes on the future of exploratory drilling for oil and gas reserves
have -been adequately described by articulate spokesmen for the petroleum in-
dustry and therefore are not treated here. Nor do we offer the oft repeated argu-
ments for depletion or for Justification for the ABC transaction. The case history
described herein illustrates that the tax changes would drastically Increase the
tax burden of the independent oil operator and reduce the value of his properties.

CASE HISTORY

Citronelle Field, Alabama, one of the most prolific producers in the Southeastern
United States, was discovered by independent oil operators in 1955 and sub-
sequently developed primarily by Independents with the drilling of over 400
wells. Only one -major company made a significant contribution to the field and
relatively early in the producing life this company chose to sell out rather than
risk the complexity of initiating secondary recovery operations,

Through August, 1969, Citronelle Field has produced over 80 million barrels of
oil. Had high-risk water flood operations been unsuccessful, the field would be
uneconomical today. Rather, the field is producing approximately 500,000 barrels
of oil per month. Ultimate recoverable oil from the field is estimated to be in
excess of 150 million barrels with existing tax laws.

The effects of proposed changes in the tax laws on operating interest owners
in Oitronelle Field are shown in summary for eight different cases on Exhibit 1.
Appendix A shows the complete calculations for two cases. Future project life
is estimated to be 25 years. The average royalty burden Is assumed to be 25%
although some operators' royalty burden is considerably greater due to overriding
royalties being paid to major companies.

The following two cases illustrate the increase in Federal income taxes for
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Citronelle operators resulting from the proposed reduction in the depletion rate
from 27.5% to 20%. These calculations are for the 100% operating ownership so
that the examples may not represent any particular corporation or individual.

(Dollar amounts in thousands

Actual
effective

Net revenue Federal depletion,
after FIT income tax percent

Case 3 t-27.5-percent depletion: Property Is held throughout economic
life subject to existing tax laws ................................... $70,072 $27,017 25.6

Case 4 L-20-percent depletion: Property is held throughout economic
life with statutory depletion rate reduced to 20 percent of gross income,
but otherwise sub jact to existing tax laws .......................... 64,807 32,252 19.3

The increase in Federal income taxes is a significant 19.5 percent.
The percentage increases in taxes is the same for all owners, regard-
less of their tax bracket. Furthermore, the vast majority of the
Citronelle owners do not have the opportunity to recover the added
tax cost as do the major oil companies. The 2 cases show below
illustrate the effect on the value of Citronelle oil properties consider-
ing that the depletion rate is reduced and the ABC transaction is
eliminated.

Net revenue Federal Market
after FIT income tax value

Case 7 '--Property is sold to purchaser corporation in ABC transaction
using $30,000,000 production payment subject to existing tax laws:

Seller ........................................................ $31,875 $10,625 ..............
Purchaser .................................................... 30,681 15,604.........
Holder of production payment .................................. 4,152 4,152

Total ...................................................... 66,708 30,381 $42,500

Case 4 '-Property is sold to purchaser corporation without ABC method
and with statutory depletion rate reduced to 20 percent, otherwise
subject to existing tax laws:

Seller ........................................................ 21,000 7,000 ..............
Purchaser .................................................... 36,807 32,282

Total ...................................................... 57, 807 39,292 28,000

'Case numbers refer to cases listed in exhibit 1.

The ABC transaction example is based on the assumption that sixty percent
of the gross revenue is dedicated to retirement of the production payment. Mar-
ket value is calculated to be that sum that will provide the purchaser a rate of
return of 15% on his invested capital. These computations show that proposed
changes in the tax laws would reduce Citronelle market values by 34%.

In all cases, the calculations show that the effective depletion allowance is
less than either 27.5% or 20% of gross revenue, whichever applies, since the
deduction for allowable depletion is limited to 50% of net income computed on
a property-by-property basis.

THE MAJOR COMPANY ADVANTAGE

Most major companies generally are engaged in exploration, production, trans-
portation, refining and finally marketing of petroleum products on both a domes-
tic and international level. In the total development and sale of products, the
composite of these companies, while subject to fierce individual competition, dom-
inate the market and can thereby expect a fair return on investment. Exhibit 2
shows that the oil companies' return on invested capital is about 12.5%, or about
the mid point of the spectrum for all industries in the United States. It is rea-
sonable to anticipate that the stockholders of the major companies will not be
willing to accept an increased tax burden at the expense of lower profits.

Exhibit 3 shows the concentration of sales by oil companies. The top thirty
companies represented 68% of petroleum sales in 1963 compared to 48% in
1939. Obviously, the percentage of sales contributed by smaller companies
has continued to decline and the independent oil producer is being phased out
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of business.1 Most of the thirty largest companies are fully integrated and there-
fore in a position to stabilize profits by controlling all phases of their budgets
from exploration to marketing.

The point is simply that the major companies can pass any increase in taxes
on to the consumer. If the price of gasoline is increased the traditional one
cent per gallon, the consumer costs will be increased $800 million per year.
Treasury Department estimates show that proposed change in the depletion
allowance will generate $425 in tax revenues.

REMAINING OIL RESERVES IN THE UNITED STATES

In a comprehensive three phase treatment, M. King Hubbert 2 concluded that
ultimate United States oil production would be approximately 160 billion
barrels of which over 85 billion barrels have already been produced. Based
on API estimates, cumulative discoveries to date would ultimately yield 136 bil-
lion barrels of oil leaving 24 billion barrels to be discovered. An approximate me-
dian of several other estimates place ultimate reserves at approximately 250 bil-
lion barrels. In any event, we have further produced or discovered over one half of
the estimated ultimate production. Tax reform which increases materially the
tax burden of an industry earning only average profits on depleting assets must
be illogical by any yardstick.

The economics related to any depleting industry obviously deteriorate with
continued production. The petroleum industry continues to cite irrefutable sta-
tistics to show the average well is now drilled deeper than ever before, the
discovery ratio is lower, the volume of reserves for each new discovery is
smaller, and finally, that only an average of 38 barrels of oil is discovered per
foot of hole drilled compared to 160 barrels of oil per foot of hole drilled from
1929"5. While these data are presented, no comprehensive study by objective
knowledgeable persons familiar with the petroleum industry is offered to
show that the proposed tax changes will benefit the American people. At best,
the argument is that the proposed changes in the tax laws may not be detri-
mental to our prime energy source.

If the remaining domestic reserves of 100 billion barrels are reduced by only
10 percent or 10 billion barrels by poor tax planning now, the claimed but im-
probable increased tax revenue will be wiped out over threefold by the value of
energy lost to the United States.

EFFECTIVE DATES OF PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Most retroactive tax legislation is discriminatory, even that legislation which
can be truly called "tax reform." The present tax bill was assembled and pre-
sented with such haste and is of such magnitude that the thought that it could
be enacted in its present form with its many different effective dates makes one
shudder. Business plans are not made overnight. Most important transactions
in all industries require lengthy periods of time for negotiation and agreement,
the oil and gas industry being no exception.

The present bill provides for an exception to the effective date provisions
relating to the creation of production payments if the parties had entered into a
binding contract before April 22, 1969. If two taxpayers were negotiating for an
ABC sale of properties to the same purchaser, one closing his transaction on
April 21 and the other closing his on April 23, the former would meet this ex-
ception while the latter would not, even though the proposed law change govern-
ing the transaction was not even presented to the House of Representatives
until more than three months later and was not enacted until the following
year.

It is strongly urged that, if enacted in its present form, the provisions of
the bill not be effective before taxable years beginning after date of enactment or
at the very earliest for events occurring after date of enactment.

I Herbert F. Poyner, Jr., The Future of the Independent Oil Producer in the United
States and its Banking Implications, thesis Southwestern Graduate School of Banking,
Dallas, Texas, July, 1968.

2 M. King Hubbert, "Degree of Advancement of Petroleum Exploration in the United
States." Economics and the Petroleum Geologists (Midland West Texas Geological Society,
Publication No. 66-53, 19, 1966.)

33-865 0--69-pt. 5----44
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0ONOLUSIONO

1. The reduction in the depletion allowance from 27 % to 20% will increase
the tax load of the operators by 19.5% in the examples calculated herein.

2. Elimination of the ABC transaction combined with the reduction in the deple.
tion rate will result in a Ithis in market value of 84% for the oil property in
the attached examples. This loss will effect over 500 property owners.

3. The integrated major oil companies will probably pass any increase in taxes
on to the consumer In order to maintain their present rate of return on in-
vested capital. The independent oil operator will not have the means available
to maintain such return on investment. Thus, the proposed changes in oil
and gas taxation would uniquely penalize the independent oil operator.

4. The effective date of enactment of changes in the tax law should not be
effected before the beginning of the first taxable year following the changes.

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED CHANGES IN FEDERAL INCOME TAX, SUMMARY OF 8 CASES, CITRONELLE FIELD,
ALABAMA

1Dollar amounts In thousands)

Maxi- Net
mum Actual revenue

Federal allowed effective Future dis-
Income deple- deple- Adjusted Operat- Deple- Federal net counted Produc- Estimated

Case tax rate tion. tion gross ing tlon al- Income revenue, at 9 tion market
No. percent percent percent Income costs lowance tax after percent payment value

1 ....... 25 27.5 25.6 167,742 70,653 43,054 13,509 83,580 51,143 0 38,000
2 ....... 25 20.0 19.3 167,742 70,653 32,525 16,141 80,948 49,453 0 36,000
3 ....... 50 27.5 25.6 167,742 70,653 43,054 27,017 70,072 42,712 0 31,000
4 ....... 50 20.0 19.3 167,742 70,653 32,525 32,282 64,807 39,332 0 28,000
5 ....... 25 27.5 21.7 126,993 68,208 27,576 7,802 50,983 24,590 30,000 45,000
6 ....... 25 20.0 17.6 126, 993 68,208 22,293 9,123 49,662 23,963 30, 000 44,500
7 ....... 50 27.5 21.7 126,993 68,208 27,576 15,604 43,181 20,803 30,000 42,500
8 ...... 50 20.0 17.6 126,993 68,208 22,293 18,246 40,539 19,549 30,000 41,500

Notes:
1. Comparison of case I through 4 shows effects of reducing the depletion allowance.
2. Comparison of case 5 through 8 shows effects of reducing the depletion allowance if properties are subject to

production payment.
3. Comparison of case 2 to 5 and case 4 to 7 shows combined effect of reducing the depletion allowance and eliminat-

Ing the productionpayment.
4. Market value is equal to sum of the production payment and the amount that will yield equity 15 percent annual

rate of return on invested capital.
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APwinxx A: ExAM MLE CALCULATIONs FOR CASES 4 AND 7

EFFECT OF PROPOSED TAX CHANGES-CEITRONELLE FIELD, ALA.. CASE 4

Starting dat --------------------------------------------------------------
Well type ........................................... ...
Discount rate for remainder
Number of months in last year --------------------------------------------------
Present worth factor -----------------------------------------------------------
imes/yur PW factor and CF reinv. are compounded
Ufe of project In years .......................... .
Ufting cst, dollars per well/month . .....---- ............................
Expose, fraction of gross revenue.---..----------""--:":" --"-"-" -
Operating cost (dollars/barrel) .---------------------------------------------
Income tax rate ---------------------------------------------------------

Jan. 1,1970
oil

0.2021
48

0.090
2

26
500

0.0600
0.500
0.500

Depreciation period, in years ----------------------------------------------------
Percent 1st year tangible investment included in discount total investmenL -----------
Salvage value, fraction of tangible investment.-............................
Discount rate for investment--.................................. "- .'"'.-"
Percent of tangible investment subject to tax crediL ............................

Areas I and 2 will be cleared and the results added to 1.
Undepreciated tangible investment Is not added to C.F. of last year.
Depreciatiop is bypassed.
Cash flow is calculated without reinvestment
Tax credit is bypassed.
Negative taxes are set to 0 and credited to next year.
Calculation will Include 20 percent depletion.

Production Investments Price Interest
Extra Number ofYear Oillcond Gas Tangible Nondepletion Depletion expenses Oil/con Gas wells Net Working

1970 ---------------------- 5.71000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 0.000 285 0.7500000 1.00000001971 ---------------------- 6,580,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 285 .7500000 1.00000001972 ----------------- 6,390,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 285 .7500000 1. 000001973 ---------------------- 6.610,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 280 .7500000 1.00000001974 ---------------------- 5,280,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 275 .7500000 1.00000001975 ---------------------- 4,860.000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 2,5 .7500000 1.00000001976 ---------------------- 4,510,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 260 .7500000 1.00000001977 ---------------------- 4,28,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 255 .7500000 1.00000001978 ---------------------- 4,020,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 250 .7500000 1.00000001979 ---------------------- 3,680,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 245 .7500000 1.0000001980 ---------------------- 3,250,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 240 .7500000 1.00000001981 ---------------------- 2,710,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 235 .7500000 1.00000001982 ---------------------- 2,330,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 230 .7500000 1. 00000001983 --------------------- 2,010,000 0 0 . 0 0 0 3.05 .000 225 .7500000 1.00000001984 --------------------- 1,750,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 220 .7500000 1.00000001985 ---------------------- 1,520,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 215 .7500000 1.0000001986 --------------------- 1,370,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 210 .7500000 1.00000001987 --------------------- 1, 220 000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 205 .7500000 1.00000001988 --------------------- 1,100000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 200 .7500000 1.00000001989 ------------------- 980,000 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 190 .7500000 1.00000001990 ----------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 0 .7500000 1.00000001991 ----------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 0 .7500000 1.00000001992 ----------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 0 .7500000 1.000000
1993 ----------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 0 .7500000 1.00000001994 ----------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.05 .000 0 .7500000 1.00000001995 -------------------- 3,170,000 0 0 0 0 0 3. 05 .000 165 .7500000 1.0000000

0
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000



EFFECT OF PROPOSED TAX CHANGES, CITRONELLE FIELD, ALABAMA, CASE 4

Gross production Net production Production payment

Ol/cond Gas_(million Oillcond Gas (million Oil/cond Gas (million Actual InterestYear (barrels) cubic feet) (barrels) cubIc feet) (barrels) cubic feet) (dollars) (dollars)

1970------------------------------------------------ 5,710,000 0 4, 282,500 0 0 0 0 01971 ----------------------------------------------- 6,580,000 0 4,934,000 0 0 0 0 01972 ------------------------------------ 6390,000 0 4,792,500 0 0 0 0 01973 ------------------------------------------------- 6,610,000 0 4,957,500 0 0 0 0 0
1974 ------------------------------------------------- 5280, 000 0 3,960,000 0 0 0 0 01975 ------------------------------------------------- 4,860,000 0 3,645, 000 0 0 0 0 01976 ------------------------------------------------- 4, 510, 000 0 3,382 500 0 0 0 0 01977- ------------------------------------- 4,28,000 0 3,210,000 0 0 0 0 0
1979 ------------------------------------ 4,020.000 0 3,015,000 0 0 0 0 0
1979 ------------------------------------------------ 3,680.000 0 2,760,000 0 0 0 0 0
1980 ------------------------------------------------- 3,250,000 0 437,5 0 0 0 0 
1982 3,------------------------------------20000 0 747, 500 0 0 0 0 01983 .---------------------------------------------- 2,010,000 0 1,57,500 0 0 0 0 0
1984 ----------------------------------- 10000 0 1,312,500 0 0 0 0 01985-- ------------------------------------- 1 ,50,000 0 1,140 0 0 0 0 0
1986 ----------------------------------------------- , 370, 000 0 1,027.500 0 0 0 0 0
1987 ----------------------------------------------- 1,220.000 0 915. 000 0 0 0 0 01988 ------------------------------------------------- 1,100.000 0 825,000 0 0 0 0 0
1989 ------------------------------------------------- 980,000 0 735,000 0 0 0 0
1990 ------------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1991 ------------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01992 ----------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01993 ------------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1994--------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subtotal --------------------------------------- 70,160,000 0 52,620,000 0 0 0 0 0Remittance ----------------------------------------- 3,170,000 0 2,377,500 0 0 0 0 0

Total ------------------------------------------- 73, 330, 000 0 54, 997, 500 0 0 0 0 0



Expenses-costs Investment data

Year Lifting Revenue Operating Extra Total TangiUle Intangible Depreciation

1970 ------------ 1,710,000 783,697 2,141,250 0 4,634,947 0 0 0
1971 ------------ 1 710,000 903,105 2,467,500 0 5,080,605 0 0 0
1972 ------------------------------------------- 1,710,000 77,027 2,396,250 0 4,983,277 0 0 0
1973 ---------------------------------------------- 16800 907,222 2,478,750 0 5,065,972 0 0 0
1974 ----------------------------------------------- 1650,000 724,680 1,980,000 0 4,354,680 0 0 0
1975 --------------------------------------------- 1590,000 667,035 1,822,500 0 4,079,535 0 0 0
1976 ----------------------------------------------- 1560,000 618,997 1,691,250 0 3,870,247 0 0 0
1977 ----------------------------------------------- 1530,000 587,430 1,605,000 0 3,722,430 0 0 0
1978 ----------------------------------------------- 1500,000 551,745 1,507,500 0 2, 559,245 0 0 0
1979 ---------------------------------------------- 170,000 505,080 1,380,000 0 3,355,080 0 0 0
1980 ----------------------------------------------- 1 440,000 446,062 1,218,750 0 3,104,812 0 0 0
1.1 981 ---------------------------------------------- 1:410000 371 ,947 1,010,250 0 2,798,197 0 0 0
1982 ------------------------------------ 1380,000 319,792 873,750 0 2,573,542 0 0 0
1983 --------------------------------------------- 1,350,000 275,872 753,750 0 2,379,622 0 0 0
1984 ---------------------------------------------- 1 , 000 240,187 656,250 0 2,216,437 0 0 0
1985 ------------------------------------------- , 290,000 208,620 570,000 0 2, 068,620 0 0 0
1986 ------------------------------------------ ,260,000 18 8032 513,750 0 1,961,782 0 0 0
1987 ------------------------------------------- 1230000 167445 457,500 0 1,854,945 0 0 0
1988 ------------------------------------------- , 1 2 0000 10,975 412,500 0 1, 763,475 0 0 0
1989 - ------------------------------------- 1,140,000 134,505 367,500 0 1,642,005 0 0 0
1990--------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1991--------------------------------------------- 06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1992--------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1993--------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1994 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subtotal --------------------------------------- 29,130,000 9,629,455 26,310,000 0 65,069,455 0 0 0
Remittance ------------------------------------------ 3,960,000 435,082 1,188,750 0 5,583, 832 0 0 0

Total ------------------------------------------ 33,090,000 10,064,537 27,498,750 0 70,653,28 0 0 0



Net cash flow Reinvested cash flow
Depletion Income tax Tax credit Adjusted

Year taken payment taken gross income Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative

0
1970 ------------------------------------------------- 2,612,325 2,907,176 Z 13,061,625 5,519,501 5,519,501 0 0
1971 ------------------------------------------------- 3,010,350 3,480,397 0 15,051,750 6,490,747 12,010,249 0 0
1972 ------------------------------------------------- 2,923,425 3, 355, 211 0 14,617,125 6,278,636 18,288,885 0 0
1973 ------------------------------------------------- 3,024,075 3,515,164 0 15,120,375 6,539,239 24,828,124 0 0
1974 ------------------------------------------------- 2,415,600 2,653,860 0 12,078,000 5,069,459 29,897,584 0 0
1975 ------------------------------------------------ 2,223,450 2,407,132 0 11,117,250 4,630,582 34,528,167 0 0
1976 ------------------------------------------------ 2,063,325 2,191,526 0 10,316,625 4,254,851 38,783,018 0 0
1977 ----------------------------------------------- 1,958,100 2,054,985 0 9,790,500 4,013,085 42,796,103 0 0
1978 ------------------------------------------------ 1,839,150 1,898,677 0 9,195,750 3,737,827 46,533,931 0 0
1979 ------------------------------------------------ 1,683,600 1,689,660 0 8,418,000 3,373,260 49,907,191 0 0
1980------------------------------------------ 1,486,875 1,421,344 0 7,434,375 2,908,219 52,815,410 0 0
1981 -------------------------------------------- 1,239,825 1,080,551 0 6,199,125 2,320,376 55,135,786 0
1982 ----------------------------------------- 1,065,975 845,179 0 5,329,875 1,911,154 57,046,940 0
1983--------------------------------------------- 919,575 649,339 0 4,597,875 1,568,914 58,615,854 00
1984 ------------------------------------------------ 800,625 493,031 0 4,003,125 1,293,657 59,909,511 0
1985------------------------------------------- 695,400 356,490 0 3,477,000 1,051,890 6,961,401 0 0
1986 ---------------------------------------------- 586,046 293,023 0 3,133,875 879,070 61, 840,471 0 0
1987 ------------------------------------------------ 467,902 233,951 0 2,790,750 701,854 62,542,325 0 0
1988 ------------------------------------------------ 376,387 188,194 0 2,516 ,250 564,581 63,106,906 0 0
1989 ------------------------------------------------ 299,872 149,936 0 2,241,750 449,809 63556, 715 0 0
1990 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 63,556,715 0 0
1991 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 63,556,715 0 0
1992 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 63,556,715 0 0
1993 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 63,556,715 0 0
1994 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 63,556,715 0 0

Subtotal --------------------------------------- 31,691,881 31,864,829 0 167,742,374 63,556,715 0 ----------------
Remittance ------------------------------------------ 833,771 416,886 0 7,251,375 1,250,657 64,807,372 0 0

Total ------------------------------------------- 32, 525, 652 32, 281, 715 0 167, 742, 374 64, 807, 372 ---------------- 0 ....--...........



Present worth of Present worth profit

Processing Adjusted Discounted total
Year water factor gross income Net income Net cash flow investment Annual Cumulative Rate of return

1970 ------------------------------------------------ 0.95705 12,500,670 8,064,779 5, 282, 456 0 5,282,456 5, 282456

1972 --- --------------------------------------- .87650 13,192,979 8,739,788 5,689,192 0 5,689,192 10,971, 648 ...............
1973 ------------------------------------------------ .80264 11,732,356 7,732,556 5,039,513 0 5,039,513 16,011,162 ----------------
1974 ------------------------------------------------ .73500 11,113,561 7,390,043 4,806,378 0 4,806,378 20,817,540
1975 -----------------------------------------------. 67306 8,129,300 5,198, 309 3,412,084 0 3,412, 084 24,229,62519 5............................." .61634 6. 52, 087 4, 337, 677 2,&854, 047 0 2,854.047 27, 083672 --------
1976 ------------------------------------------------ .56440 5,822,783 3,638,385 2,401,471 0 2,401,471 29, 485,143
1977 ------------------------------------------------ .51684 5,060,171 3,136,252 2,074,143 0 2,074,143 31,559,287 ..............
1978 ------------------------------------------------ .47329 4,352,261 2,667,704 1,769,078 0 1,769,078 33,328,365 - ".---.----
1979 ------------------------------------------------ .43340 3,648,414 2,194,301 1,461,992 0 1,41,992 34,790,357
1980 ------------------------------------------------ .39688 2,950,578 1,718,330 1,154,223 0 1,154, 223 34,944,580 ----------------
1981 ------------------------------------------ .36343 2,252,996 1,236,025 843,312 0 843,312 36,787,892 ----------------1982 ----------------------------------------------- .33281 1,773,840 917,338 636,053 0 636.053 37,423,945 ----------------
1983--------------------------------------.30476 1,401,270 676,046 478,150 0 478,150 37,902, 095 ..............
1984 ------------------------------------------------ .27908 1,117,201 498,633 361,037 0 361,037 38, 263,132...........1985 --------------------------------------------- .25556 888,596 359,931 268,825 0 268,825 38,531,957...........
1986 ---------------------------------------------- .23402 733,413 274,302 205,727 0 205,727 38,737,684 -....
1987 --------------------------------------------- . 21430 598,075 200,549 150,412 0 150,412 38, , 0% ................
1988 ------------------------------------------------ . 19624 493,805 147,729 110,797 0 110,797 38,998,893 ..............1989 ------------------------------------------------ .17970 402,862 10,7779 80,835 0 a0,835 39,079,728...........
1990 ------------------------------------------------ .16456 0 0 0 0 0 39,079,728 ..............
1991 --------------------------------------------- .15069 0 0 0 0 0 39,079,728 ----------------
1992 ---------------------------------------------- .13799 0 0 0 0 0 39,079,728 ----------------1993 ------------------------------------------------- .12636 0 0 0 0 0 39,079,728 ----------------1994 --------------------------------------------- -. 11571 0 0 0 0 0 39,079,728 ...........

Subtotal ------------------------------------------------------- 95,017, 223 59,236,461 39,079, 728 0 39,079,728
Remittance ------------------------------------------ .20210 1,465,502 337,010 252,758 0 252,758 39,332,486 ----------------

Total ----------------------------------------------------------- 96,482,726 59,573,471 39,332,486 0 39,332,486 .-----....................

v
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EFFECT OF PROPOSED TAX CHANGES-CITRONELLE FIELD, ALA, CASE 7

Starting date ---------------------------------------------------------------- Jan. 1,1970 Discount rate for Investment. .-----------------------------------------------
Well type. ------------------------------------------------------------------- oil Salvage value, fraction of tangible investmentL .. . . ..--------------------------- .000
Discount rate for remainder ---------------------------------------------------- 0.2021 Piouction paymenL ----------------------------------------------------------- 30,000000.
Number of months in last year - . . . . .......------------------------------------- 48 Interest rate on production payment ..-------------------------------------- 0.090
Present worth factor ----------------------------------------------------------- 0.090 Percentage of production applied to paymenL ------------------------------------ 0.600
Times/var PW factor and CF renv. are componded. ....----------------------- 2 Percent of tangible inventory subject to tax credit -------------------------------- 0. 00
Life of-prolect In years. -- . . .. . ...-------------------------------------------- 26 Areas I and 2 will be cleared and the results added to L
Ufting cost, dollars per well/month --------------------------------------------- 500 Unpdepr ated tangible Inventory is not added to C.F. of last year.
Expense_ fraction of gross revenue ------------------------------------------- 0. 0600 Deprecation is bypassed.
Operating cost (dollars per barrel) --------------------------------------- 0.500 Cash flow Is calculated without reinvestment.
Income tax rate .............................................................. 0.500 Tax credit is bypassed.
Depreciation period, in years --------------------------------------------------- 0 Negative taxes are set to 0 and credited to next year.
Percent Ist year tngibl Inventory Included In discount total inventory ............. 0.000 Calculation will Include 27.5 percent depletion.

Production Investments Price Interest
Extra Number of

Year Oil cond Gas Tangible nondeieton Depletion expenses Oil/con Gas wells Net Working

1970 ---------------------- 5,710,000
1971 ---------------------- 6,580,000
1972 ---------------------- 6,390,000
1973 ---------------------- 6,610,000
1974 ---------------------- 5,280,000
1975 ---------------------- 4,860,000
1976 ---------------------- 4,510,000
1977 ---------------------- 4,280, 000
1978 --------------------- 4,020,000
1979 ---------------------- 3,680,000
1980 --------------------- 3,250,000
1981 ---------------------- 2, 710, 000
1982 ---------------------- 2,330,000
1983 --------------------- 2,010,000
1964 --------------------- 1 ,750,000
1985 ....................... 1,520,000
1986--------------------- 1,370,000
1987 ------------------- 1,220,000
1988 ------------------- 1,100,000
1989 ....................... -90,000
1990 ----------------------- 0
1991 ....................... 0
1992 ----------------------- 0
1993 ----------------------- 0
1994 --------------------- 0
1995 ..................... 3,170,000
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Gross production Net production Production payment
Gas Gas GasOi,/cond (million O(iM/ond (million Oil/cond (million Actual Interest

Year (barel) cubic feet) (barrels) cubic feet) (barrels) cubic feet) (dollars) (dollars)
970 ------------------------------------------------- 5,710000 0 4,282,500 0 2,569,500 0 7,366,756 2,700,0001971 ------------------------------------------------- 6,580,000 0 4,935,000 0 2,961,000 0 8,489,187 2,279,9911972 ------------------------------------------------- 6,390,000 0 4,792,500 0 2,875,500 0 8,244,058 1,721,16419734----------------------------------------- 

6,610,0000 4,5500 2975W0 82,91,13,I

1973 ... .................... ,1 0 0 4,957,500 0 2,974,500 0 8,527,891 1,134,1031975 ------------------------------------------------- 5 ,280,000 0 3,960,000 0 1,979,780 0 5,676,029 468,663

1975 ------------------------------------------------- 4 860,000 0 3,645,000 0 0 0 0 01976 ------------------------------------------ 4,510,000 0 3,382,500 0 0 0 0 01977 ------------------------------------ 4,280,000 0 3,210,000 0 0 0 0 0
1979 ---------------------------------------------- 4,020,000 0 3,015,000 0 0 0 0 01979 ........- - - - 3,680,000 0 2,760,000 0 0 0 01981 ------------------------------------------------ 3,250,000 0 2,437,500 0 0 0 0 019821 .... ...... ..... -- _---- ----- ----- -- '"- -.. 2,710,000 0 ,032,500 0 0 0 0
1982 .............................................. . 2,330,000 0 1747,500 0 0 0 0 01983 ------------------------------------ 2010,000 0 1,507,500 0 0 0 0 0
19 ---------------------- ------ 1,750,000 0 1,312,500 0 0 0 0 0
1981 .........

2- ,520,000 0 1,140000 0 0 0 0 01987 ----------------------------------------- 1,370,0000 1,250000 
0

987 ------------------------------------------------- 1,220,000 0 915,000 0 0 0 0 01190 - '"-----------.-.--"-"''.-'--- --- 90,000 0 825,000 0 0 0 0 0199 --------------------------------------980,000 0 735,000 0 0 0 0 0
991 ------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1992 ------------------------------------------------ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1993 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1993 ------------------------------------------------- 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1994--------------------------------------------- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

S ubtotal ----- ---- ---- ---- - .............. 70,160,000 0 52,620,000 0 13,360,280 0 38,303,923 8,303,923
Remittance -------------------------------- 3,170,000 0 2,377,500 0 0 0 0 0Total ------------------------------------------- 73,330,000 0 54,997,500 0 13,360, 280 0 38,303,923 8,303,923



Expenses-costs Investment data

Year Ufting Revenue Operating Extra Total Tangible Intangible Depreciation

1970 ----------------------------------------------- $1,710,000 $313,479 $2,141,250 0 $4, 164,729 0 0 0
1971 ---------------------------------------------- 1,710,000 361,242 2,467,500 0 4,538,742 0 0 0
1972 ---------------------------------------------- 1,710,000 350 811 2,396,250 0 4,457,061 0 0 0
1973 ---------------------------------------------- 1,680,000 362889 478,750 0 4,521,639 0 0 0
1974 ------------------------------------------------- 1650,000 362 380 1980,000 0 3,992,380 0 0 0
195 ------------------------------------------------- 1,590, 000 667,035 822,500 0 4,079,535 0 0 0
1976 --------------------------------------------- 10,000 618,997 1,691,250 0 3,870,247 0 0 0
1977 ------------------------------------------------- 1,440,000 587,430 1,605,000 0 3722, 430 0 0 0
1978 ---------------------------------------------- 1,500,000 551,745 1,507,500 0 3,559,245 0 0 0
19 -------------------------------------------------- 1,470,000 505,080 1,380,000 0 3,355,080 0 0 0
1980 ----------------------------------------------- 1,440, 000 446,062 1,218,750 0 3,104,812 0 0 0
1981 ---------------------------------------------- 1,410,000 371,947 1,016,250 0 2,798.197 0 0 0
1982 ---------------------------------------------- 1,380,000 319,792 873,750 0 2,573,542 0 0 0
1983 ---------------------------------------------- 1,350,000 275,872 753,750 0 2,379,622 0 0 0
1984 ---------------------------------------------- 1,320,000 240,187 656%,250 0 2,216,437 0 0 0
1985 ------------------------------------------------- 1,290,000 208,620 570,000 0 2,068,620 0 0 0
1986 ------------------------------------------------- 1,260,000 188,032 513,750 0 1,961,782 0 0 0
1967 ---------------------------------------------- 1,230,000 167,445 457,500 0 1,854,945 0 0 0
1988 ---------------------------------------------- 1,200,000 150,975 412,500 0 1,763,475 0 0 0
1989 --------------------------------------------- 1,140, 000 134,505 367,500 0 1, 642, 005 0 0 0
1990 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1991 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1992 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1993 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1994 ------------------------------------------------ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subtotal -------------------------------------- 29,130,000 7,184,525 26,310,000 0 62,624,525 0 0 0
Remittance ---------------------------------- ------ 3,960,000 435,082 1,188,750 0 5,583,832 0 0 0

Total ----------------------------------------- 33,090,000 7,619,607 27,498,750 0 68,208,357 0 0 0



Year

1970...... .I M ......-------- ------- ------- ------- ------- -------
1971
1972

1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

19811982 ...... L'==.=LL=..
1983 ...... "

198.. ....------- --- - -.-........
1984
1985~
1987
1988
1989

1991
1992
1993
1994

Subtotal
Remittance

Total
U jZU .CJq. Zn 83q 1 1 M

26, 743i,168 15,187,222
833,771 416,886

Adjusted Net cash flow Reinvested cash flowDepletion Income tax Tax credit grosstaken payment taken income Annual Cumulative Annual Cumulative

529,960 264,980 0 5,224,650 794,941 794,941 0 0740,979 370,489 0 6,020,700 1,111,468 1,906,409 0 0694,894 347,447 0 5,846,850 1,042,341 2,948,751 0 0763 255 381,628 0 6,048,150 1,144,882 4,093,634 0 01,02 3645 511,823 0 6,039,670 1,535,467 5,629 102 0 03,057,243 1,990,235 0 1,117,250 5,047,479 1 6676,581 0 02837,071 1,804,653 0 10,316,625 4,641,724 1,318:306 0 02,692,387 1,687,841 0 9,790,500 4,380,228 19,698,535 0 02,528831 1,553,836 0 9,195,750 4,082,668 23,781,203 0 0
2,313,950 1,373,985 0 8,418,000 3,686,935 27,470,138 0 0
2,044,453 1,142,554 0 7,434,375 3,187,008 30,657,146 0 01,700,463 850,232 0 6,199,125 2,550,695 33,207,842 0 01,378,166 689,083 0 5,329,875 2,067,250 35,275,092 0 01,1126 554563 0 4,597,875 1,663,690 36,938,782 0 0893.344 446,672 0 4,003,125 1,340,016 38,278,798 0 0704,190 352,095 0 3,477, 000 1,056,285 39,335,083 0 0586,046 293,023 0 3,133,815 879,070 40,214,153 0 0467,902 233,951 0 2,790,750 701,854 40,916,007 0 0376,387 188,194 0 2,516,250 564,581 41,480,5." 0 0299,872 149,936 0 2, 241,750 449,809 41,930,397 0 00 0 0 0 0 41,930,397 0 00 0 0 0 0 41,930,397 0 00 0 0 0 0 41,930,397 0 00 0 0 0 0 41,930,397 0 00 0 0 0 0 41,930,397 0 0

0 126,993,520 41,930,3970 7,251,375 1.250,657 A'%. i nui-.3
97 q7* OCIO 1 ,ah lAo A . .... . .

0 ----------------

nI

&e~ 414'v, w , UIi',AV



Present worth of Present worth profitProcesing Discounted
water Adjusted Net Net cash total Rate of

Year factor gross income income flow investment Annual Cumulative return

1970 ------------------------------------------------ 0.85705 5,000,268 1,014,400 760,810 0 760,801 760, 801 ............
1971 ------------------------------------------------ .87650 5,277,191 1,298,848 974,211 0 974,211 1,735,012
1972 ------------------------------------------------ .80264 4,692,942 1,115,506 836,630 0 836630 2,571,642
1973 ------------------------------------------------ .73500 4,445,424 1121 994 841,496 0 841,496 3,413,138...........
1974 ------------------------------------------------ .67306 4,065,101 1,377,963 1,033, 472 0 1,033,472 4,446,610
1975 ------------------------------------------------ .61634 6,852,087 4,337,677 3,111,000 0 3,111,000 7,557,610...........
1976 ------------------------------------------------ .56440 5,822,783 3,638,385 2,619,825 0 2,619,825 10,177,436
1977 ------------------------------------------------ .51684 5,060,171 3,136,252 2,265,899 0 2,263,899 1, 44,336-
1978 ------------------------------------------------ .47329 4,352,261 2,667,704 1,932,288 0 1,932,288 14,373,624
1979 ------------------------------------------------ .43340 3,648,414 2,194,301 1,598,807 0 1,598,807 15,972,431...........
1980.... ...-------------------------------------- .39688 2,950,578 1,718,330 1,264,869 0 1,264,869 17,237,301
1981 ------------------------------------------------ .36343 2,252,996 1,236,025 927,019 0 927.019 18,164,320
1982 ------------------------------------------------ .33281 1,773,840 917,338 688 003 0 688,003 18,852,323...........
1983 ------------------------------------------------ .30476 1,401.270 676,046 507.034 0 507,034 19,359,357...........
1984 ------------------------------------------------ .27908 1,117.201 498,633 373,975 0 373,975 19,733,332
1985. .... .......-------------------------------------- .25556 888,596 359,931 269,948 0 269, 948 20,003,280
1986 ------------------------------------------------ .23402 733,413 274,302 205,727 0 205,727 20. 209, 007
1987 ------------------------------------------------ .21430 598.075 200,549 150,412 0 150.412 20,359,419
1988 ------------------------------------------------ .19624 493,805 147,729 110,797 0 110.797 20,470,216...........
1989 ------------------------------------------------ .17970 402,862 107,779 80. 835 0 80. 835 20,551,051 ..............
1990 ------------------------------------------------ .16456 0 0 0 0 0 20.551.051 ----------------
1991 ------------------------------------------------ .15069 0 0 0 0 0 20,551,051 ..............
1992 ------------------------------------------------ .13799 0 0 0 0 0 20,551, 051
1993 ------------------------------------------------ .12636 0 0 0 0 0 20,551,051...........
1994 ------------------------------------------------ .11571 0 0 0 0 0 20,551,051...........

Subtotal -------------------------------------- ------ 61,829,284 28,039,797 20,551.051 0 29,551,051 ........
Remittance -------------------------------------- . 0 1,465,502 337,010 252,758 0 252,758 20,803,809

Total ----------------------------------------------------------- 63,294,787 28,376,807 20,803,809 0 20, 803, 809 --------------------------------
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Senator Cuwris. Mr. Harold Rogers, North Texas Oil & Gas Asso-
ciation.

STATEMENT OF HAROLD D. ROGERS, ATTORNEY, OF SHERRILL,
PACE & ROGERS, WICHITA FALLS, TEX., REPRESENTING NORTH
TEXAS OIL & GAS ASSOCIATION, WICHITA FALLS, TEX.

Mr. RoGERs. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, my name is Harold D. Rogers and I am an attorney prac-
ticing law in the law firm of Sherrill, Pace & Rogers, Wichita Falls,
Tex. I am here representing the North Texas Oil & Gas Association,
Wichita Falls, Tex.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you to present to you
the position that section 501 (b) of the proposed Tax Reform Act of
1969 is unconstitutional. The position stated herein has the approval
and concurrence of Mr. Leland Fiske, chairman of the natural re-
sources committee, taxation section, American Bar Association.

In addition-this is not in my transcript-Mr. Isidore Specks, who
is an attorney and an accountant in Dallas, Tex., assisted in the prepa-
ration of this testimony, and Mr. Specks, prior to 1963, when he left
the Government service, had spent 44 years as an attorney in the ap-
pellate division in the Dallas region, and, as such, he was known pretty
much as "Mr. Internal Revenue" in the Dallas region of Internal
Revenue. He, of course, concurs in the position taken here.

Senator CURTIS. What provision is it that you attack the con-
stitutionality of ?

Mr. ROGERS. It is the provisions relating to carved-out production
payments and retained production payments. I am going to state right
now, the provisions.

Section 501 (b) in title V of the Tax Reform Act of 1969-H.R.
13270-provides that income from mineral production payments--
whether carved-out or retained--be taxed to the owner of the mineral
property, not to the owner of the production payment.

Proposed section 636 (a) reads as follows with respect to carved-
out production payments:

A production payment carved out of mineral property shall be treated as
if it were a mortgage loan on the property and shall not qualify as an economic
Interest in the mineral property.

Proposed section 636(b) reads as follows with respect to retained
production payments:

A production payment retained on the sale of a mineral property shall be
treated as if it were a purchase money mortgage loan and shall not qualify
as an economic interest in the mineral property.

Senator Cuirris. Tell us what your language "carved out" is.
Mr. ROGERS. Let me give you an example in connection with a re-

served or retained production payment.
A sells producing mineral property to B for $10,000, reserving

unto himself a $15,000 production payment, payable out of 50 percent
of the gross sales price of all of the oil produced from the mineral
property, so that B has purchased the mineral property but A has
reserved a production payment out of that mineral property, so A
then owns the production payment and B owns the mineral property.

38-865 -- 69-pt. 5-45
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Senator CurIs. Production payment is the sale of tie oil when
you start to produce; is that right?

Mr. ROGERS. That is right.
Senator CURTIS. So, he gets $10,000 cash and he is to get $15,000

as he starts to pump oil; is that what you mean?
Mr. RoGmEs. That is correct.
He gets that out of 50 percent of the oil sales out of the groud;

50 percent of the oil sales would go to B.
Senator Cuirris. Out of the $15,000.
Mr. ROGERS. Right.
Senator CuRwIs. Now, wlat is it you call that?
Mr. ROGERS. That is a reserved production payment.
Senator Cu'irs. What is this "carved out" expression?
Mr. ROGERs. A carved-out production payment would l)e where A

sells a production payment to B in the amount of $25,000, for exam-
ple, and B then owns an undivided 50 percent of the oil in the. ground
until lie has recovered $25,000 out of oil sales and A owns the mini-
eral interest. So, in that example A owns tile mineral interest, B
owns the production payment and is entitled to receive 50 1)ercelit of
the oil sales until he has recovered $25,000.

Senator CURTIS. In that case, A does not sell the property.
Mr. ROGERS. He sells an undivided 50 percent of the oil.
Senator CURTIS. As it is produced?
Mr. ROGERS. Until $25,000 is recovered; so, he actually gets $25,000

in cash from B, you see, and then B owns an undivided 50 percent
of the oil in the ground, until lie recovers his $25,000.

Senator CURTIS. And A owns it afterward?
Mr. Roo s. That is right. A owns it all the way through. However,

during the payout period of the production payment he only owns
50 percent of the oil.

Senator CURTIS. What did the House do?
Mr. ROGERS. I was going to explain that next.
Senator MILLER. Excuse me. May I ask a question at that point?
What is the difference between that and somebody who owns a

rental property and lie retains the basic ownership of the rental prop-
erty but lie sells to B the right to the rental income for a 10-year
period?

Mr. ROGERS. No difference. In fact, later on in my testimony, I am
going to compare those as being exactly the same, Senator.

Senator FANNIN. What icentive is there -for him to put up this
money?

He gets back more than $15,000. Yo u just stated he gets back $15,000.
He gets a return on that $15,000, does he ot?

Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. He may pay less than the $25,000.
Mr. ROGERS. The production payment owner will get $25,000 plIs

an amount equal to, let us say, 8 percent. interest per annum.
Senator FANNIN. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. ROGERS. That is right.
Senator FANNIN. In other words, lie is not just getting his money

back because he would have no incentive whatsoever.
Mr. RoaERs. That is right. He will have a profit.
Senator FANNIN. An undetermined profit.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, depending on the life of the property, that is right.
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QUESTION PRESENTED

Whether Congress would be violating the U.S. Constitution by en-
acting legislation which would require taxpayer B in the following two
examples to include inl his taxable income the amounts received by
taxpayer A from a production payment owned by A-this example is
the same example that, I gave Senator Curtis.

"A", the owner of a producing oil lease (sometimes called mineral
property or working interest) sells the lease to "B" for $10,000 re-
serving unto himself a $15,000 production )ayment (plus a sum equal
to interest at the rate of 8 percent. per annum) payable out of 50 per-
cent. of the gross sales price of all of the oil reducedd from the mineral
property.

Now. the House bill which relates to retained production payments
proposes to tax to "B" the $15,000 received by "A" even though "A"
owns the production payment, and will receive the entire $15,000 as
paid from oil sales made from the lease.

Examl)le 2. "B"-and I have characterized it in both examples as
"B" owning the mineral property . "B", the owner of i producing oil
lease, sell a. $25,000 production payment to "A". The production play-
ment, is payal)le out of 50 percent of the gross sales price of all the oil
sold from "the lease plus a sum equal to interest on said $25,000 at 8
percentt per annum.
In that example, the House bill relating to carved-out production

payments proposes to tax to "B" the $25,000 as received by "A" even
though "A" owns the production payment and will receive the entire
$25,00() as )aid from oil sales made from the lease.

Law and Discussion: The proposed law as set forth in section 501
(b) to tax the income of "A" to "B" as outlined in examples "1" and
"2" above is clearly unconstitutional. The Supreme Court held in
Hoe)er v. Tat Cam-mi. ion of Wisconsin (1931), 284 U.S., 206 that due
process is denied where one person is taxed upon the income from the
property owned by another. In that case the State of Wisconsin had at-
tempted by statute to tax a husband on income earned by his wife
from her separate prol)erty. The 1.S. Supreme Court. held that an
attempt by the State of Wisconsin to measure tax on a persons prop-
erty or income by reference to another's property or income is contrary
to the due process clause of the 14th amendment. The Court stated
at page 215:aThat which is not in fact the taxpayer's income cannot be made

such by calling it income."
Proposed section 501 (b) as quoted above constitutes a denial of

(ue process under the fifth amendment to the Constitution. These
l)roposals attempts to tax the income of one )erson to another person.
In example "1" above and on the chart "A" is the owner of the pro-
duction payment, since lie retained the production )ayment from his
conveyance to "B" and lie is the only person ent itled to receive the in-
come from the production payment. "B" has no legal rights in the
production payment nor does le have any command over the income
from the property.

It has b)een settled law for many years that property rights depend
upon tle law of the State where tile property is located. The Supreme
(.ourt has held that State law controls in determining the nature of
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the legal interest that a taxpayer has in property. Tyler v. United
States, (1930), 281 U.S. 497; Blair v. Commissioner, (1937), 300
U.S. 5. The various States have unanimously held that the owner of
a production payment is the owner of a vested property right. Fur-
thermore, the Supreme Court has held that the owner of a production
payment, not the owner of the mineral property, is taxable on the
amounts received from the production payment. Thopus v. Perkins,
(1937), 301 U.S. 655.

The proposed statute, as passed by the House, is unconstitutional
because it taxes to one person the income from property owned by an-
other person. Moreover, the proposed statute attempts to create a
mortgage when no mortgage exists. In example "1' above, the pro-
posed statute provides that "B" purchased the lease for $25,000-$ 104,-
000 cash and $15,000 purchase money mortgage. But "B", did not sign
a promissory note in the amount of $15,000 in favor of "A" nor did
he execute a mortgage granting to "A" a lien of $15,000 against the
property. If the oil produced is insufficient to pay $15,000 to "A", then
"A's" interest is terminated. "A" has no rights against "B" for the fail-
ure of the production payment to pay the full $15,000.

The factual situation in example "1" above is no different than the
sale of real property by "A" to "B" with "A" reserving a life estate in
the property.

Senator CmrTs. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question?
Do you know anything about the origin of this in the House?
Is there something similar to this that does constitute an unwar-

ranted tax shelter that they were trying to reach in this?
Mr. ROGERS. I do not know, Senator. All I know is-
Senator OwRns. Let me put the question this way:
Is this sort of an arrangement that you described carried on for eco-

nomic and business reasons or for purposes of a tax shelter?
Mr. RoGERs. In North Texas, primarily for economic reasons, because

a man can pay more for his property where "A" sells to "B" and "B"
says "I do not think your property is worth $25,000. I am not going to
pay you $25,000, but I will pay you $10,000 and let you reserve out of
the oil an oil payment in the amount of $15,000, if you think there is
that much oil in the ground, but I am not willing to pay $25,000."

So that "A" then can actually realize $25,000 from the property;
whereas, if he had to make a straight sale he could not realize that
much out of the property.

Senator CuwTs. Suppose the provisions of the House bill were
enacted, will it produce any additional revenue?

Mr. ROERS. I think the Treasury had some testimony in the House.
I would be unable to answer that question.

Senator CuRns. Is this a Treasury proposal?
Mr. ROGERS. Yes, it was a Treasury proposal, but I might state, for

background, that at no time in the House was there any testimony
presented that this would be unconstitutional as taxing income from
one person's property to some one else. That was never. presented.

The CHAIRMAN. That is an interesting point. We have had lawsuits
on about everything, but do you mean to tell me that we have never
had a lawsuit go before the Court on the right of the Government to
tax one man for the income of another man?



Mr. ROGERS. Senator, before you came in I cited the Supreme Court
case. There is a case, a Supreme Court case, on that point which is in
my testimony, and the Supreme Court held that it is unconstitutional
and a denial of due process to tax one man on income from someone
else's property. And the Treasury admits that that is the law, in a
memo which they submitted to Congressman Bush. So, there is no
question but what that is the law of the land.

Senator MILLER. Will the Senator yield?
As I understood, that was a case, however, involving an action by

a State under the 14th amendment.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Senator MILLER. And this is not an action by a State; this is an

action by the Federal Government, so I am not too sure that the
14th amendment case would be applicable.

Mr. ROGERS. Senator, the Treasury Department, in the memo which
I cite in my testimony here which they submitted to Congressman
Bush, admits that this action would be a violation of the fifth amend-
ment if it is a taxing of income from one man's property to someone
else. In other words, the fifth amendment would apply, and I think
the Supreme Court case in the Hoeper case clearly held that although
the 14th amendment applies to the States, the fifth amendment would
apply to the Federal Government.

(The memorandum referred to follows. Oral testimony continues on

MEMORANDUM RE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE TREASURY PROPOSAL ItEGARDING THE
TREATMENT OF PRODUCTION PAYMENTS

PRESENT USAGE OF PRODUCTION PAYMENTS

Production Payment
The term "production payment" may be described as the right to a specified

sum of money, bearing Interest, payable out of a specified percentage of pro-
duction from a mineral property or the proceeds received from the sale of
such minerals, if, as and when produced. Depending on how a production
payment is created, it may be classified as a carved-out production payment
or a retained production payment. A production payment is secured only by an
interest in the minerals, and therefore the known mineral reserves available
are substantially in excess of that required to pay off the production payment.
Thus a production payment is paid off over a period of time considerably
shorter than the expected productive life of the property.
Carved-Out Production Payment

A carved-out production payment is created when an owner of a mineral
property sells a production payment to an outside party, usually a bank or other
financial institution. Under present law, the purchaser of the production payment
treats the payments received as income and is entitled to cost depletion for the
purchase price paid. The seller of a production payment Immediately realizes
ordinary income and is entitled to the allowance for percentage depletion. Thus
if the owner of a mineral property "carves out" a production payment of $5
million (plus a sum equal to interest at the rate of 512 percent per annum)
payable from 75 percent of the minerals produced and sells it to a bank for $5
million, the owner immediately realizes $5 million of ordinary income, subject to
depletion.

The use of carved-out production payments to convert future Income into pres-
ent income at whatever time and in whatever amount desired has led to sig-
nificant tax reduction. When the minerals to satisfy the production payment are
sold in subsequent years, the sale proceeds, to the extent of the production pay-
ment, are excluded from the gross income of the owner of the mineral property.
But the production expenses are deducted by him in those years. This bunching



of income In one year followed by tax deductions in subsequent years has
permitted taxpayers to minimize the effects of those annual limitations on
deductions and credits which are stated as a percentage of taxal)le inconie.

For example, assume that the owner of a domestic lead mine has fully recovered
his capital Investment and that the gross income from the mine in a l)articular
year Is $10,000,000. The percentage depletion rate for domestic lead is 23 lpervent,
and his depletion deduction would therefore be $2,300,000. However, since the
depletion deduction is limited to fifty percent of taxable Income, if the production
expenses of the lead producer were $9,000,000, his taxable income would be
$1,000,000, and his depletion deduction $500,000. He would i)e required to pay tax
on the remaining $500,000. By increasing taxable income through the sale of a
production payment, the lead producers can increase his depletion deduction, be-
cause fifty percent of his taxable income will now be a larger figure.

In the following year a tax loss occurs because a substantial portion of the
taxable income which the lead producer would have received in the second year
has already been realized as a result of the sale of the production payment in the
previous year. This tax loss can then be carried back to the first year, resulting in
a refund of the tax paid in that year. Thus, the use of the carved-out production
payment may have the result that no tax is paid over the two-year period
although, but for Its use, there would have been substantial taxable income for
the two years.
ABC Transaotions

A retained production payment is used in the so-called ABC transaction. A, the
owner, sells a mineral property to B, who will own and operate It, taking a small
down payment. A retains a production payment, which bears Interest, for the
major portion of the purchase price. A immediately sells the production payment
to C (usually a bank or other financial institution) for cash.

A realizes capital gain (or loss), since his entire itnerest in the mineral prop-
erty has been sold to B and C. C receives taxable income to the extent of the
Interest income from the production payment, since the principal amount of the
production payment is recovered tax free through cost depletion. B excludes from
gross income the mineral sales receipts used to pay off C's production payment.
As a result of this exclusion, B recovers his capital investment in the mineral
property much more rapidly in an ABC transaction than would be the case if
he purchased the property outright, either with or without a mortgage. It is also
generally possible for B to claim percentage depletion in the years after C's
retained production payment has 'been paid off. Consequently, the total depletion
deductions which can be claimed In an ABC transaction are greater than in cases
in which a mineral property is purchased outright. For an explanation, see Wil-
iknson, "ABC Transactions and Related Income Tax Plans," 40 Texas L. Rev.
18 (1961).

THE TREASURY PROPOSAL
In General

The Treasury proposal would treat a production payment as a loan by the
owner of the production payment to the owner of the working mineral Interest
to which the payment relates. The owner of the working interest will include all
receipts from the minerals produced in his gross income, subject to depletion.
The owner of the production payment will not be treated as receiving income
from mineral property, subject to cost depletion, but as a lender who receives
a return of principal and interest. The result of these statutory changes will be
to include In the same year the income and expenses of the owner of the working
mineral interest. The purpose Is to "stop artificial creation of net operating
losses" in the mineral industry. Message of President Nixon to the Congress.
dated April 21, 1969, Weelky Compilation of Presidential Documents, Vol. 5,
p. 58.
Operation With Respect to Curved-Out Production Payments

Treating a carved-out production payment as a loan means that the cash
received by the owner of the working interest at the time of sale of the production
payment will be treated as a nontaxable receipt, just as borrowed money Is
treated. Therefore, except for Interest and other expenses attributable to the
sale of the production payment, the owner of the working interest will compute
his Income tax liability for the year the production payment is sold, and for the
years it Is being paid off, as the owner of the mineral property encumbered by a
loan in the form of production payment.
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The bank or other financial institution which owns a production payment
would not be treated as an owner of the minerals in place who receives production
payment income subject to cost depletion. Instead, it would receive the same
treatment as any other lender whose loan is repaid with interest. Thus only the
intafrst on the production payment would be included in the gross income of
the owner of the production payment: the remainder of the payments received
would be treated as a tax free return of the principal loaned.

Opcratiob with rC8pCot to ABC traisactions
,Treating a retained production payment as a loan means that the owner of

the working interest (B) will be required to include in his gross income the full
amount of the proceeds from his sales of minerals to satisfy the retained pro-
duction payment. He will be entitled to percentage depletion on all minerals
produced and to deductions for the costs of producing minerals to satisfy the
production payment, and for interest and other expenses incurred in connection
with the satisfaction of the retained production payment. The net result of these
changes will be to place the owner of the working interest in essentially the
same position as other businessmen who purchase business assets subect to an
outstanding mortgage.

The bank or other financial institution involved (C) will be treated in sub-
stantially the same way as a lending agency which owns a carved-out production
payment. The seller of the mineral property (A) will continue to receive capital
gain treatment.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE TREASURY PROPOSAL

Th Challenge
In a legal memorandum submitted to this Department for our consideration,

the proposed treatment of production payments as loan transactions is assailed
as a denial of the due process under the Fifth Amendment. The question pre-
sented is set forth in that memorandum as follows:

"Whether Congress would 'be violating the United States Constitution by en-
acting legislation which would require B in the following two examples to in-
clude in his income the income received by C from the production payment owned
by C:

(1) B, a coal company, sells a $300,000 production payment to C. The
production payment is payable out of 90 per cent of the net profits to be
derived from the operation of the coal properties plus a sum equal to interest
on said $300,000 at 51/2 per cent per annum. The $300,000 will be liquidated
in three years.

"The Treasury proposes to tax B on the $300,000 as received by C even though
C receives the income from the production payment owned by C.

(2) A, the owner of a producing oil and gas lease, sells the lease to B
for $1 million and retains a production payment of $3 million (plus a sum
equal to interest at the rate of 51/A'% per annum) payable from 75 per cent
of the production from the lease. Simultaneously, A sells the retained pro-
duction payment to C for $3 million cash.

"The Treasury proposes to tax B on the $3 million as received by C even
though C receives the income from the production payment owned by C."

The income of C under the Treasury proposal Is stated to be $300,000 and $3
million in the two examples, and it is said that Treasury proposes to tax this
income of C to B. TO avoid confusion as to the treatment of C, it should be
pointed out that under the Treasury proposal the $300,000 and $3 million are not
treated as C's income, but rather as a return of principal loaned. C's only income
is the 51/2 percent intcre8t on the $300,000 and $3 million production payments.
Without affecting the constitutional argument advanced in opposition to the
Treasury proposal, the question presented can be framed in the setting of the
proposed tax treatment of both B and C as follows:

Whether the guarantee of due process under the Fifth Amendment would be
violated by legislation taxing B in the examples above on the proceeds of mineral
sales used by B to pay off the production payments.

Three cases are cited in the text of the legal memorandum as support for the
proposition that the Treasury proposal to tax B in .the examples above on all

1 The first of the examples illustrates the use of a carved-out production payment; the
second example illustrates the classic ABC transaction.
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Income from the production of minerals, including that used to pay off the $300,-
000 and $3 million production payments, is clearly unconstitutional.

The first of these cases, Hocpcr v. 7'ax (ontission, 284 U.S. 206 (1931), held
that an attempt by the State of Wisconsin to measure the tax on i husband by
reference to the income of his wife denied him due process. ' Assuming, for the
sake of argument, the continued viability of this holling,3 Its relevance here is
obscure. The Treasury does not propose to ineasure tie tax on 11's income by
reference to the income of C ; it proposes to tax B's income to B. This treatment
could only be questioned If what Congress taxes as imne to B Is. in terms of
the actual command and control over this Invome, in fact the income of C. This
is a different constitutional Issue from that present in llo'per, where the wife's
salary, Interest and dividends, etc., were admitted as a fact of that case to be her
income, not her husband's.

The remaining two cases relied upon; Poe v. Ncab or, 282 U.S. 101 (1930) and
its companion case, Hopkins v. Bacon, 282 I.S. 12L) (1930), also fall to afford sup-
port for the constitutional attack on the Treasury proposal. It is said that in Poe
v. Scaborn, the Supreme Court held "that all of the income of the community
could not be taxed to the husband because the husband did not own all of the
community property." But this holding was based on it construction of the statui-
tory phrase "net Income of every individual" in the Revenue Act of 1926, not on
constitutional doctrine. Indeed, the Court intimated tlt community income couh1
constitutionally he taxed to one spouse when it referred to Congress' refusal to
change the wording of the federal income tax to make community Income 're-
turnable as the husband's income." 282 U.S. at 116 and 114 fn. 6.

The rcsponsc
The legal memorandum submitted to this Department offers no argument that

the economic realities of transactions involving the use of production payments
do not warrant treating such transactions as being in the nature of loans. Rather,
the argument red(ces to the contention that the owner of the working interest in
mineral property may not be taxed on all income generated by the production of
minerals when part of such income is used to pay off a production payment ouencd
by a third party.

It may be conceded, as stated in the legal memorandum (p. 4, fl. 2), that
"state law controls in determining the nature of the legal interest that a taxpayer
has In property" and that the owner of i production payment under state law
is the "owner of a vested property right." ' The legal incidents of production pay-
ments under state law do not, however, preclude Congress from treating tranls-
actions involving their use as loans for federal tax purposes. It is well established
that while state law determines the legal interests a taxpayer has in property,
federal law determines how those legal interests are to be taxed by the United
States. Therefore, the Treasury proposal cannot be regarded as unconstitutional
solely because a production payment is an "interest in land" or a "vested right"
under state law. The only possible constitutional issue is whether the proposed
plan of taxing the working interest owner on all income from the production of
minerals is so unreasonable that it violates the due process guarantee of the
Fifth Amendment.

Argument
All mineral sales proceeds used to pay off a production payment are produced

by the efforts of the owner of the working mineral Interest, who extracts the
minerals and bears all tile expenses of production. Under present law, if he seIlls
a production payment, he realizes ordinary income. In the absence of a produc-
tion payment, the entire income derived from the sale of the minerals would be
taxed to the owner of the working interest. In this situation, can it be doubted

2While Hooper involved due process under the Fourteenth Amendment as a limitation
on state taxing power. no distinction between Fifth Amendment and Fourteenth Amend-
ment due process is claimed here.

3 Justce Holmes. with whom Justices Brandeis and Stone concurred, dissented on the
grounds that husband and wife could constitutionally be consdered as an economic unit
for tax purposes. Justice Holmes' view has since been vindicated. See Fernandez v. Wiener,
326 U.S. 340 (1945), in which the Court sustained a federal estate tax which treated
husband and wife in community pro erty states as an economic unit, thus-in principle-
completely devitalizing Hoeper. Justice Douglas, in his concurring opinion in Fernandez v.
Wiener (joined by Justice Black), endorsed Justice Holmes' criticism of the majority's
view in Hoeper, 326 U.S. at 365-66.

4A mortgagee's rights might be similarly characterized, particularly in title theory
states.
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that Congress 1111 the power to determine which event, I.e., the sale of the pro-
duction p1yllient or th( sale of the underlying minerals, results in the realization
of taxable income? Moreover, even if the sale of the production payment were
considered the taxable event resulting in the realization of in(,ome, Congress
could postpone the recognition of that none to the years of the pay out in a
manner that would recognize the realities of tile situation for tax purposes.

It is evident that the owner of the working interest has actual comniand and
control over income from the production of minerals ' and, apart from tax con-
siderations, has equally enjoyed the, fruits of his investment and labor whether
he owns the property free and (lear, or burdened by a production payment. Thus,
regardless of the property interest the owner of a pr(odluCtion payment Is deemed
to hilave uihir state law, it sees reasonable for Congress to require the owner of
the working interest to include, all mineral siles proceeds in his gross income,
even if lie must uts( a portion of those proceeds to pay off a production payment.

Indeed, it is because the present tax treatment of production payments is
unreasonable, and results in the "artificial creation of net operating losses"'
that remedial legislation has been propo.ed by the President. It may be worthy of
note that while the proposed treatment of production l)ayments was vigorously
opposed by some witnesses at the Tax Reform I -arings, Its constitutionality
was apparently not questioned.

The courts have considered the nature of production payments. In Con mmis-
sioner v. P. G. Lake, Inc., 356 U.S. 260 (1958), the Court examined the question
whether the consideration received for an assignilent by the taxpayer, the owner
of the working mineral interest, of a carved-out oil production payment was
taxable as ordinary income, subject to delletion, or as (al)ital gain. While
conceding tile premise that oil payments were "interests ill land" under Texas
law, the Court held that the consideration received for such payments was tax-
able as ordinary income, subject to depletion. Id. at 264. Speaking for a unani-
"'ous Court, Justice Douglas stated (356 1S. at 266-67) : "These [production
payment] arrangements seem to us transparent devices. Their forms do not
control. Their essence is determined not by subtleties of draftslnanshlip but by
their total effect." After discussing precedents involving the assignment of income
doctrine, the Court concluded that it was clear that the taxpayer was simply
"converting future Income Into present inconie." The Treasury proposal would
simply prevent this from being done for tax purposes through the use of produc-
tion payments.

In Anderson v. Helvcring, 310 U.S. 404 (1940), the Court held that the owner
of the working interest in mineral property was taxable on the l)roceeds of
mineral production used to pay off a "production paynient." 8 This "production
payment" was secured by an interest in the oil and gas production and by all
interest in the fee title to the lands conveyed. This additional security, in the
opinion of the Court, served to distinguish a contrary result reached il Thomas
%v. Perkins, 301 U.S. 655 (1937), where a production payment was only payable
out of oil if, as and when produced.

This difference in the security interest involved in the Thomas v. Perkins and
Anderson v. Ilelvering cases is, of course, not a difference of constitutional
dimensions.' The essence of a lending transaction is not affected by the nature
of the security interest involved." It follows that there can be no constitutional
objection to the Treasury proposal which would merely extend the rule of

5In fact, for tax purposes, lie can use a carved-out production payment to increase his
taxable income for a particular year to an amount lie desires.6 The present tax treatment of production payments also results in special tax preferences
unavailable to taxpayers financing nonmineral property. Efforts to obtain the tax advant-
ages of production payments in the purchase of nonmin'eral property have not been success-
ful. See Bryant v. Commissioner. 399 F.2d 800 (5th Cir. 1968) purchasee of farm):
Larry D. Hibler, 46 T.C. 663 (1966), aff'd per curiam, 383 F.2d 989 (5th Cir. 1967), cert.
denied, 390 U.S. 949 (1968) (purchase of insurance agency).

7 See, for example. Hearings before the House Committee on Ways and Means on Tax
Reform, 1969, 91st Cong.. Part 9. 3162-64 (1969). The Treasury proposal was also sup-

orted. Id. at 3427-29. And the neutral suggestion was mad( that the same results could
e reached by emnloying such techniques as income deferral or reserves for estimated

expenses. Id. at 3357-58.8 Of course it is not tenable to argue that the Supreme Court reached a result contrary
to the Constitution.

9 As the Court stated in the Anderson case, "The holder of an oil payment right, as an
original proposition, might be regarded as having no capital investment in the oil and gas
in place." 310 U.S. at 410.

10 We understand that it is accepted banking practice to treat production payments held
by banks as loans.
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Anderson v. Helvering to all production payment transactions, regardless of the
nature of the underlying security."

In an analogous situation the Congress exercised its power to base tax con-
sequences on economic realities without regard to state law characterization of
property interests. In 1956 a court held that a person retaining a Maryland
ground rent was the actual owner of the property under Maryland law, and
therefore a builder who sold houses subject to such rents did not have to include
the capitalized value of these rents in determining his gain from the sale of
houses. Cozm ms8ioner v. Simmers' Estate, 231 F.2d 909 (4th Cir. 1956) ; followed
in WelsI& Homes, Inc. v. ComMisioner, 279 F.2d 391 (4th Cir. 1960). To avoid
getting whipsawed, the Treasury ruled that payments of ground rent were no
longer deductible as Interest.

Said the House Committee on Ways and Means in its Report on a bill to
reverse these decisions by legislation :12

Your committee believes, without regard to the formal legal theory involved,
that the result obtained under the court decision in practice is the wrong result.
It sees no reason why the home buyers in Maryland should receive smaller
deductions for tax purposes with respect to payments made on their homes than
is true of taxpayers elsewhere with respect to similar payments made on their
homes.

On the other hand, there also appears to be no justification in permitting tile
seller of the property in these cases to reduce the gain at the time of his sale
below that which would be realized in other States merely by making use of
the redeemable ground rent device available in Maryland, rather than a purchase
money mortgage which generally would be used in most other States to achieve
substantially the same results.

Legislation enacted provided that "any annual or periodic rental under a
redeemable ground rent * * * shall be treated as interest on an indebtedness
secured by a mortgage." Section 163(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. Section
1055 was added to the Code, subsection (a) (1) providing that "a redeemable
ground rent shall be treated as being In the nature of a mortgage." Similarly,
the Congress has constitutional power to provide that production payments
shall be treated as loans. In fact, one court reached this result on the rationale
that an assignment of a production payment was "similar in effect to a mortgage
upon real estate." Commissioner v. Slagter, 238 F. 2d 901, 904 (7th Cir. 1956).
Conclusion

The legal argument submitted to the effect that the Treasury proposal would
be unconstitutional misconceives, we believe, the concepts underlying the Treas-
ury proposal. It is not proposed to tax the income of C to B. Rather, it is
contemplated that the economic realities of production payment transactions will
be recognized for tax purposes. Thus B will be taxed not on C's income, but on
Income which B derives from the sale of minerals he has extracted, even
though B has entered Into a contract obligating him to pay a portion of the
mineral sales proceeds to C. It is Inconceivable that the proposed treatment of
production payments denies B due process of law as guaranteed by the Fifth
Amendment.

Since a bill to carry out the Administration proposal has not yet been intro-
duced in the Congress, necessarily the above discussion has been based entirely
upon the basic concepts contemplated by the proposal. The Congress will certainly
be careful to Insure that these concepts are implemented in a constitutional
manner. In light of the above discussion, there Is no question that this can be
done.

The CHAIRMAN. It was a constitutional amendment that gave a
right to tax a person's income. But that is his income it gives the right
to tax.

Mr. ROGERS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Not the right to tax him for somebody else's in-

come. That is what you are saying.
11 Such legislation, by treating the consideration for assignment of a production pay-

ment as a loan to the owner of the working interest, would moot P. G. Lake.
12 H. Rept. 24, 88th Cong., 3 (1963). To the same effect, eee S. Rept. 72, 88th Cong. 2-3

(1963).
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Mr. ROGERS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that is obvious, on the face of it, I would

think.
Mr. ROGERS. Yes; it is.
The CHAIRM N. But I can't predict, what they will do over there.

I hope they will become more predictable as time goes by.
Mr. RoGERs. I am just about finished here.
The factual situation is no different than the sale of real property

from "A" to "B" with "A" retaining it life in the property. This hap-
pens every day in America. During 'k's" lifetime the income from the
property is taxable to "A", not to "B". This is true because "A" owns
the life estate (a vested property right) and has the legal right to
receive the income from the property. Any attempt by Congress to
tax such income to "B" would be unconstitutional. (Hoeper v. Tax
Comnission of Wiscoin, supra..)

You could not tax, the Congress could not pass a law to tax, "B,"
the remainder man on "A's" income, because "A" is the life tenant
and lie receives all the income as long as he lives. Also, the factual
situation in example "2" above is no different than the sale of any
property interest for a term certain. For example, if "B" owned an
apartment house and sold it to "A" for a 3-year term certain, the
income from the apartment is taxable to "A" during such 3-year
period, not to "B," does not, have the right to the income.

The Treasury I)epartment in its memo delivered to Congressman
Bush has attempted to defend the proposed statute on the ground that
taxpayer "B," the owner of the mineral property, should be taxed
on the proceeds from the sale of all of the oil, "since 'B' has extracted
the oil from the ground even though 'B' has entered into a contract
obligating himself to pay a portion of the oil sales proceeds to 'A'."
The fatil error made by the Treasury in making that quoted statement
is their total lack of knowledge of who owns and sells the oil in the
ground. In our first example; "A" owns 50 percent of the oil in the
ground until lie has received $15,000. "A ' selts his oil in the ground to
the purchasing oil company and receives payment direct from that
purchaser. "B" does not, receive any part of the proceeds from oil
sold by "A" or by the royalty owner. "B" has no contract to pay
over any part of the oil sales to anyone. Moreover, if the reasoning
of the Treasury is sound, then "B," the mineral property owner, would
be required to include in his taxable income all of the proceeds from
oil sales including the amounts paid direct, by the purchasing oil com-
pany to the other owners of property interests; that is, royalty owner,
overriding royalty owner or the net profits owner. Such a position is
absolutely absurd.

It follows then that a congressional atteml)t to tax income from a
mineral production payment to a person who does not own the produc-
tion payment represents a denial of due process of law. The mere fact
that Congress designates certain transactions as a loan will not result
in creating taxable income when, in fact, the income from the property
is not the taxpayer's income.

These proposed statutes remind me of a story attributed to Mr. Lin-
coln. It is told that in the course of cross-examination he asked: "How
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many legs does a dog have?" The adverse witness replied: "Four." Mr.
Lincoln then said: "TIf you call the tail a leg, how many legs does the
dog have?" To which the witness replield: "Five." Mr. Lincoln then
said: "No, sir, you are wrong, calling the tail a leg don't make it a leg."

Senator CURTIS. I want to make sure I understand your example.
"A" sells a producing mineral property to "B" for $10,000, reserving
unto himself a $15,000 production payment. Now, how much does "B"*
agree to pay "A" ?

Mr. Rom. $10,000. He pays him $10,000 cash for the property.
Senator CURTIS. And does "B" give him any kind of a mortgage?
Mr. ROGERS. No notes, no mortgage; nothing. In the actual con-

veyance, the statement is than made that "A" reserves the right to a
$15,000 production payment out. of oil sales if and when made, and
if there are no oil sales made, then "A" is not going to get anything
more besides his $10,000. If, let us say, $5,000 is recovered by "A", then
that is all "A" gets, and he has no right to sue "B" for the $10,000 or
the $15,000, or the balance."

Senator CURTIs. Thank you.
Senator BENNETr. I was not here in the early part of your testi-

mony. Is "A" required only to deliver to "B" half of the income he
receives from the oil in the ground?

Mr. RooERs. Let me state it this way: After the sale is made then
oil is produced. Fifty percent of the oil-well, first, all of the oil is
sold to, let us say, Mobil Oil Co. Now, let's say in 1 month there was
$5,000 in oil sold off that one well. Mobil would pay $2,500 to "A" and
$2,500 to "B" direct.

Senator BENNETT. That is the point I wanted to get clear.
Mr. RoGERs. Until "A" recovered out of his 50 percent, $15,000.
Senator BiENNEr. Then, Mobil is given notice of the ownership of

the oil? '
Mr. ROGERS. Yes.
Senator BENNETT. And it is required to make its payments in ac-

cordance with that agreement.
Mr. RoGERs. That is correct, Senator.
Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could, in order that I under-

stand this more clearly than I do now-would I infer from your ex-
ample that "B" in purchasing this mineral property for $10,000 is not
necessarily assured that there will be a recovery of $15,000 worth of
oil?

Let me state it differently. If "A" receives $15,000 additional in
production payments, it would not necessarily follow-I mean if "A"
receives $15,000 additional money in production payments, it would
not necessarily follow that "B" would get the same amount because lie
has got to pay the cost of producing this oil; is that correct?

Mr. RoGERs. That is correct. "A' is paid out of the gross, and "B" of
course is going to have to pay for the-lifting costs, because he is going
to operate the property. That is right.

Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RoGEs. Thank you very much.
(The following letter was subsequently received for the record with

respect to the testimony of the preceding witness:)
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AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., October 7, 1969.

Hon. RusSzLL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate,
Wa8hngton,, D.C.

DErAI SENATOR LONG: On Wednesday, October 1, 1969, the Senate Finance
Committee received a statement from Harold D. Rogers of Wichita Falls, Texas,
dealing with the taxation of production payments as proposed by section 501 (b) of
the bill. In his statement Mr. Rogers says that the position being urged has
been approved by Mr. Leland Fiske, Chairman of the Natural Resources Commit-
tee, Taxation Section, American Bar Association (Testimony of October 1;
1969, p. 345).

The purpose of this letter is to advise the Committee that the approval of
Mr. Fiske is his individual view. TheSection of Taxation has not taken a posi-
tion with respect to section 501 (b)" As pointed out in my statement to the
Committee on October 3, 1969, the Section of Taxation has not been authorized to
support or oppose proposals of a controversial nature ,affecting the distribution
of a substantial part of the tax burden to a particular class or classes of taxpayers.
In my judgment, comments hy the Section of Taxation on Section 501 (b) would
be barred by this limitation.'

Respectfully yours,
ScoTT P. ORAMPTON.

Senator MCCARTHY. Prof. Arthur W. Wright,

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W., WRIGHT, pROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT
OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. WRfGHT. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is Arthur Wright.. I am assistant professor of economics at the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts, in Amherst, Mass. Thank you. for permitting
me to appear before you here today, to testify on the important matter
of t1he tax treatment of natural resource industries. I shall confine my
remarks today to a brief summary of the written statement submitted,
to the committee.

I have also submitted a background paper and a document con-
taining some comments on theMid-Continent Oil & Gas Associa-
tion's critique of the Treasury CONSAD report, which report I shall
touch upon briefly today.

With the chairman's permission, I would like to have these mate-
rials placed in the written record of these hearings following my
written statement.

After considerable study, I have concluded that there are three
undesirable aspects of our present tax treatment of the natural re-
sources industries. First, this tax treatment is an important source of
unfairness in the Federal tax system. The present tax rule for natural
resources makes it ossible for many extremely wealthy individuals
to pay less Federal taxes than persons living in what the Federal
Government defines as poverty. The present. tax rules also enable
corporations engaged in mineral production to pay far less Federal
taxes than do other corporations.

Second, -the present tax treatment of natural resources is a wasteful
and inefficient form of subsidy, the need for which has not been demon-
strated. I would suggest that the proponents of continued mineral tax
subsidies should have more faith in the ability of the American free-
market economy to produce minerals and fuels without Federal aid.

Third, the present system of mineral tax subsidies creates severe
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administrative burdens for Government and business alike. The areas
of greatest administrtaive difficulty concern so-called econonic ii-
terest questions, depletion rate determinations, cutoff point questions,
unit price computations, and the 50-percent net income limitations on
percentage depletion deductions.

Regarding the second aspect which I mentioned, there is a distinct
lack of hard evidence that we need tax subsidies for natural resources,
or that the present system of subsidies is even very efficient. The
Treasury's CONSAD report, published in March 1969 jointly by the
House Ways and Means Committee and this committee, and the only
thorough study to date of the effects of the present system, found these
tax subsidies to be inefficient. The CONSAD report, has withstood the
many criticisms leveled at it by the petroleum industry, most notably
by the Mid-Continent Oil & Gas Association,

I urge the industry to commission studies of equivalent stature and
thoroughness to the CONSAD report rather than merely criticizing
this report.

A number of claims in support of continuing the present system
of tax treatment for natural resources industries have been put for-
ward. I find most of these claims to be without substance.
For example, claims that natural resource producers now pay their

fair share of taxes typically use misleading bases for comparison, such
as gross income instead of taxable income, or else they inconsistently
lump together foreign taxes, Federal taxes, local taxes, and user charges
when computing the so-called industry tax burden.

It is also claimed that the present tax treatment of natural resources
is needed to let natural resource producers recover their capital in-
vestment in mineral properties. In fact, true recovery of capital can
be accomplished through cost depletion. Present tax treatment, which
allows percentage depletion, is defective because it permits tax-free
recovery of amounts far greater than the mineral producer's original
capital investment. Such tax treatment discriminates against other
industries that must also attract substantial amounts of capital
investment.

It is also claimed that percentage depletion helps keep gasoline prices
down. The Treasury has recently estimated there would be an increase
in the price of gasoline at retail of less than one-half cent per gallon
if the percentage depletion rate were reduced to 20 percent. If we
really want low retail gasoline prices, we can reduce them not by less
than one-half cent per gallon but by several cents per gallon by remov-
ing the import restrictions and the Federal support for market
prorationing.

Finally, the mineral industry spokesmen claim that their tax benefits
should be continued because industry rates of return on capital are low.
First of all, there are strong doubts that they are, in fact, lower than
those of nonmineral industries. Rather, the data suggests a rough
equality. This is what we would expect in the American market econ-
omy, rates of return tending to equalize in all industries after taking
into account the tax benefits granted each industry.

In summary, I find the )re-sent program of tax assistance to the
natural resource industries an inequitable, wasteful, problem-ridden
Government aid program. I urge the committee to introduce legislation
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to scrap the existing aid program and substitute depletion computed
on the basis of actual cost, together with capitalization of intangible
drilling costs and their recovery over the useful life of the property,
as is done for business investment in other industries.
The natural resource provisions in the House bill, H.R. 13270, which

is here under review, in my opinion constitute a step in the right
direction. However, I find it regrettable that both the House bill and
the administrations prol)osals in response to that bill failed to elimi-
nate percentage depletion entirely and most )articularly failed to
require full capitalization of intangible drilling and development costs.

Thank you.
Senator MCCARTHY. Does that complete your statement?
Mr. 1VRMGHT. Yes.
Senator MCCARTH1Y. Do you have any questions?
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask unanimous consent to insert in the record the

analysis and comment relating to the CONSAD report on the influence
of U.S. petroleum taxation on the level of reserves as compiled by the
Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association.

Our distinguished witness has referred to that report, and I think
it might be helpful to the committee if they had the opportunity to
review it in the context of his remarks, the observations and the analy-
sis made by Mid-Continent.

(The report referred to follows. Testimony continues on p. 4647.)

ANALYSIS AND COMMENT RELATING TO THE CONSAD REPORT ON THE INFLUENCE
OF U.S. PETROLEUM TAXATION ON THE LEVEL OF RESERVES

SUM MARY

The conclusions of the CONSAD report can be given no credence because:
I. The mathematical formula (an "economic model") from which the con-

clusions are drawn is conceptually inappropriate for the purpose.
II. CONSAD, itself, issues repeated warnings about the pitfalls of its

model-building. The combined impact of these cautions is a clear signal that
CONSAD should have rejected this model, as it did two other models-and
as it did tis one for natural gas.

III. The quality of the data used in the formula is questionable, as is the
method of manipulation.

IV. There are factual errors in the report.
V. The study proceeds from a number of doubtful premises about the

economics of the petroleum industry.
1. Inappropriateness of the CONSAD Formula

The CONSAD study employed mathematical methods to predict the change in
petroleum reserves that would result from elimination of percentage depletion.
A fundamental error was made by using a formula that cannot answer this
question. It was assumed that production would not change in the event of an
increase in petroleum taxation, and the formula was designed to determine the
level of reserves that would be required to accommodate the assumed fixed level
of production.

Once it made the assumption that outut is fixed regardless of profitability, it
was inevitable that CONSAD would find that there would be little change in the
desired level of reserves, since the required level of reserves is technologically
determined by the level of production. It is indisputable, owing to the nature of
petroleum deposits, that any given level of production requires a supporting
amount of reserves which is a multiple of 1)roduction-as CONSAD acknowledges
on page 7.3 of the report. (To produce one barrel of oil annually, there must be
about ten barrels of supporting reserves in the ground.)
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CONSAD actually ignored the real problem, which Is how the long-run level
of output would change in reaction to a decrease in profitability resulting from
increased taxation. Instead, CONSAD indefensibly assumed that the desired level
of production is independent of the level of profitability of the industry.

Indeed, the CONSAD model makes no provision for unprofitability (except at
a zero price of crude oil). The mathematical model is so formulated that it tells
us that the industry would find and develop reserves even if price were less
than cost. Any model which states that businessmen desire to invest when price
Is less than cost is indefensible because no firm desires to invest at a loss.

II. CONSAD Cautions
CONSAD raised such an extended and serious list of objections to its own

procedures that the reader should be convinced of the mathematical formula's
lack of merit without further independent inquiry.

The formula was developed for use in describing the behavior of individual
firms in manufacturing. CONSAD questioned whether the formula would be
reliable if extended to the petroleum industry-see page 6.31.

ICONSAD also questioned whether the historical data employed can be used
to predict the future-see pages 6.12 and 6.13. In the report, it was said that
"If the quantity of reserves necessary to supl)rt a certain level of output has
changed during the period of the study, it will cause errors" ill tme estimates-
page 6.13. (Ini fact, the ratio of proved reserves to production actually has
declined steadily since 1960.)

CONSAD warns that reliable economic models require reliable data. In addli-
tion to the problem of finding reliable figures, it was recognized that there are
massive problems in using the data. Perhaps the best example is finding costs,
"the most ambiguous area in the data in this study"-page 6.16. ('omputing
industry finding costs involves multiple difficulties, e.g., (a) the iniposibility of
determining from industry data when the exploration dollars for a given year's
discoveries were actually spent; (b) the difficulty of estimating ho"v Jmluch has
been found until a number of years after discovery; and (e) the ra-nlom varia-
bility of the amount spent per barrel found from year to year.

III. Statistical Problems
The CONSAD report points out that there are "many missing liuks" in the

quantitative data available for making a reliable economic study-page B.1. It
nevertheless proceeded with the study on the basis of estimated data and often
relied on doubtful stand-in data to estimate the effects of important items for
which it could not obtain direct information. Moreover. the data were used to
predict the effect of a change in industry taxation for which there is no historical
precedent. Such an extrapolation beyond the range of historical experience vio-
lates fundamental statistical principals.

IV. Incorrcct Information
The report contains factually incorrect statements. Some involve data-eveln

matters as basic as the current level of U.S. crude oil production. Others refer
to petroleum tax provisions which do not exist.

If a research company is so unfamiliar with the petroleum industry as to
err on basic data and tax provisions, it is unlikely to have sufficient knowledge
of the industry to be able to develop accurate complex mathematical models for
analyzing industry behavior.

V. Doubtful Petroleum Economics
;Some of the premises of the OONSAI) study are, in our opinion, based on

unreliable assumptions about the economics of the industry. A notable example
of these propositions asserts that Canadian (rude reserves cal "substitute" for
United 'States reserves. However, the amount of ('rude oil imports from 'Canada
is limited by agreement between the two governments. Since crude oil imports
from Canada are controlled, Canadian reserves-like overseas reserves-are not
substitutes for U.S. reserves. Thus, CONSAD should not have suggested Ca-
nadian and U.S. reserves in Its economic model. And (drawing conclusions from
this model entailed the error of assuming that changes in the U.S. tax law would
have tile same effect on Canadian reserves as on domesti( reserves.

Conlusio&
No useful conclusions cal be drawn from the CONSAI) study because the math-

ematical model and the data are defective and because some of the basic prem-
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ises are not appropriate. Indeed, it was predestined that CONSAI)'s exercise
would be futile because CONSAI) assumed that production would not change In
the event of an increase in petroleum taxation.

Furthermore, we firmly believe that no aggregative mathematical model of
the oil industry-no matter how sophisticated--can be used as a guide to esti-
mating the effects of eliminating percentage depletion. Two of the most impor-
tint reasons for this are:

(1) Part of the period upon which such a model must be based (the 1950's
and 1960's) was one of industry readjustment to excess capacity, a readjust-
ment now well on the way to completion.

Sound statistical theory holds that projection of a past period assumes that
any changes that occurred in the base period will be repeated in the future.
Since further significant adjustment to excess capacity is not likely, the
1950's and 1960's cannot be used as a base period for forecasting the future.

(2) The largest year-to-year crude oil price change since 1950 was. +300
per barrel (1956 to 1957). Elimination of percentage depletion would be
equivalent to a price reduction of about 750 per barrel. Thus, any prediction
of the results of such a tax change based on a model reflecting the 1950's and
1960's would require extrapolation far beyond the limits of the base period
data.

Sound statistical theory holds that such extrapolation is invalid because
there is simply no historical basis for evaluation how firms would react to
changes so far beyond the range of experience.

CONSAD admitted the existence of these problems, but it proceeded undeterred.
Our criticism is not so much that CONSAI)'s exercise predictably proved fu-

tile, as that CONSAI) drew serious public policy conclusions from its mathe-
inatical model despite the obvious and admitted statistical problems involved in
constructing any such model. The model used is especially subject to criticism
because it is based on the improper assumption that industry exploration and
development expenditures are not dependent on an adequate rate of return.

INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper is a review of the recently released CONSAD Research Corpora-
tion Report on Thc Economic Factors Affccting the Level of Domestic Petrolewnm
Rcserves. This report has been widely quoted as concluding that elimination of
Percentage depletion would cause the firms in the industry to reduce the total
desired level of proved crude oil reserves by only 3%, while elimination of
percentage depletion and the right to deduct intangible drilling costs In the year
of drilling would, together, reduce 'the desired level of reserves by only 7%.

The CONSAD conclusions are based on an economic model which is inappro-
p)riate for evaluating the effect of a tax increase on desired reserve holdings.
This model was estimated and applied using old and doubtful data and generally
questionable techniques. Furthermore, the study contains a number of statements
which can be shown to be factually incorrect, as well as a number of questionable
statements on the economies of the petroleum industry. In fact, the study is not
even internally consistent in several places. Given these various -problems, docu-
niented in detail below, the CONSAD conclusions can be given no credence.

CONSAD set out to evaluate three models:
(1) A so-called "neoclassical" model purporting to relate the desired

level of reserves in the long run to production, price, and cost;
(2) An industry "behavioral simulation" attempting to relate exploration

and development expenditures to some general measure of industry per-
formnance such as rate of return ; and

(3) An individual firm simulation model attempting to determine mathe-
mnatically how an integrated or non-integrated producer might react to
changes in petroleum taxation.

The second model "could not be developed" (3.5) 1 because of CONSAD's
inability to find a1 "significant relationship between the rate-of-return measures
and expenditures for exploration and development". (6.51) "Consequently the
development of a model of this type was determined to be infeasible at this time."
(6.52)

The third model was developed, and we are told at the beginning of the report
that the results are "mutually supportive" (3.5) of the results of the first

SFUgures In parentheses in this report are page numbers In the CONSAD report, which
uses chapter-by-chatpter pagination.

33-865 0-69-pt. 5--6
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model. Later in the report, however, CONSAD admits the "lack of quantitative
significance of the firm model" which Is "due in part to the lack of data on which
to base it." (6.53) "The outputs of this model cannot serve as quantitative
estimates of the effects of tax policy changes on total reserve levels . . ." (6.52)
If this model cannot provide quantitative estimates, it is clear that CONSAD
has no basis for alleging that it supports the results of the first model.

In short, the whole CONSAD result depends on the theoretical and statistical
viability of the (first) model which attempts to relate the desired level of
reserves to price, cost, and output. This report's purpose is to appraise this
model. We shall, in turn, discuss:

(1) The theoretical invalidity and general non-applicability of the so-called
neoclassical model, and CONSAD's failure to consider the relevant policy
questions;

(2) The warnings which CONSAD itself issues about the difficulties of
formulating such a model for the petroleum industry;
(3) Problems in CONSAD's statistical analysis;
(4) Apparent factual errors in the CONSAD report ; and
(5) Certain doubtful propositions which CONSAD develops about the

economics of the industry.
The general conclusion of our appraisal is that the CONSAD analysis is
conceptually unsatisfactory and statistically unsound. Thus, as is made abun-
dantly clear in numerous statements in the report itself, it simply cannot provide
reliable prediction of the likely reaction of petroleum firms to a substantial and
unprecedented change in the basic economics of the industry. Consequently, it
cannot serve as even a "base point" in the formulation or reformulation of
public policy in this vitally important area.

I. THE "NEOCLASSICAL" MODEL

The source of CONSAD's conclusions, the Reserve-Reaction Forecasting or
Neoclassical model, is based on arguments that were developed by Professor
Dale W. Jorgenson of the University of California (Berkeley). Jorgenson's
research, as reported in a series of recent papers, centered upon his attempt to
apply what he has called a "neoclassical" approach to the problem of forecasting
short-term changes In the level of investment spending. In the CONSAD report,
one part of Jorgenson's model is used for the rather different problem of pre-
dicting the volume of petroleum reserves that )etroleum producers will want to
hold in the long run, under different conditions.

This chapter first examines the model and Its applicability to petroleum
production. In the second part, emphasis is placed on those aspects of the model
that are especially inappropriate in the CONSAD application. The final part
covers published academic criticism of those of Jorgenson's assumptions which
are both common and critical to the CONSAD analysis.
A. CONAD's question

The question which CONSAD seeks to answer is this: If petroleum taxes were
raised, how much reserves would the industry desire to hold at various levels
of output, assumnzing that those levels of output would be produced. Specifically,
in drawing its conclusions, CONSAD asked how much reserves th.e industry
would have liked to hold in order to produce a particular level of output (the
level produced In 1966): (1) with present -taxation and (2) with increased
taxation.

This question is almost trivial, and CONSAD itself provides an adequate
answer on the very page on which it presents its basic model:

"There is a definite technological relationship (represented by the MER2)
between the stocks held and the level of production. This limits the amount that
can be produced from a given level of stocks, and requires a producer to maintain
certain levels of stock to meet certain levels of production. Due to the MER, no
more than a certain percentage of the total reserves can be produced during
a year." (7.3)

Thus, the level of reserves required for a given output is technologically deter-
mined. Assuming that the output will be produced come what may, the answer
to CONSAD's question is a function of the technology of the industry. As will be
shown below (p. 32), U.S. crude reserves in 1968 were ten times production.

2MER Is the maximum efficient rate at which a field can be produced.



Allowing for some excess capacity, this is the answer to CONSAD's question.
It is not surprising that CONSAD found little responsiveness of desired levels

of reserve to price changes, since it assumed that the 1966 level of output would
be produced-profitable or not. With output fixed, the level of reserves should
remain unchanged. Thus, CONSAD's question is basically trivial and is not the
question that is relevant for public policy.

The question of real public policy significance is one having two parts. First,
what quantity of output would firms want to produce at various prices? And
second, what level of reserves is implied by those levels of output? Put this way,
the question allows for the possibility of a zero answer if production becomes
unprofitable. Put CONSAD's way, a level of output (and by implication, effort
to add to reserve) Is assumed regardless of profitability; and the elaborate
CONSAD procedure merely attempts to determine the amount of reserves com-
patible with the output-something already technologically determined.
B. The Basic Model

In its simplest terms, the CONSAD argument is that the amount of "desired
reserves" which petroleum producers will want to hold in long-run equilibrium
is equal to the expected level of production multiplied by the ratio of the price
of output to the cost of reserves. Price of Output

Desired Reserves= Production X Cost of Reserves x Technological Constant '

The problem with this formulation can be seen by asking what happens to
desired reserves if price falls so much relative to cost that the industry becomes
unprofitable. If expected production remains constant, as CONSAD assumes, the
formula indicates that desired reserves would decline and that firms in the
industry would want to abandon (draw down without replacement) some, but
not all, of their reserves. This is clearly an unrealistic result; for as long as
investment is unprofitable, firms will not want to hold any reserves in the long
run. But this theoretically inappropriate formula tells us that firms in the indus-
try would want to develop and hold some amount of reserves at any price greater
than zero--even if that price were less than cost. Only if price is zero can
this multiplicative formula give a zero reserve answer. But any rational descrip-
tion of long-run economic behavior must indicate zero net investment whenever
investment is unprofitable, not simply when price is zero. (Price less than cost is
no mere academic issue here, since the price which CONSAD uses to arrive at
its final conclusion is below cost, based on its cost data.)

Probably the main reason why the CONSAD model gives this irrational answer
is that it is incomplete. It considers only one of the many relationships that would
determine the long-run equilibrium of an industry; and, in particular, it does
not explain the level of production of the industry. However, it is the level of
production of the industry which determines the desired level of reserves. If
the industry becomes unprofitable, firms would cease to produce and therefore
would cease to invest in new reserves. The CONSAD model is unable to account
for this possibility.

The formulation actually used in the CONSAD analysis is somewhat more
complex than the basic relationship discussed above, but it is still subject to the
same fundamental criticism. The CONSAD model requires a number of highly
restrictive and unrealistic assumptions some of which are discussed below.
C. Specific Objections to the CONSAD Model

Specific objections to the CONSAD model as it is applied to the petroleum
industry relate to the formulation of the model and to the various assumptions.
The assumptions which are most objectionable include (1) the "Production
Function" on which the model is based; (2) the assumption of perfect extensi-
bility beyond the range of available observations; (3) the assumption of perfect
knowledge; and (4) the assumption that aggregation problems are minimal.

(1) The "Production Function" on Which the Model Is Based
The basic CONSAD model rests on the assumption that competitive firms will

want to add to their holdings of capital (in this case, reserves) as long as the
value of the output attributable to an additional unit of capital Is greater than
the cost of acquiring the unit. According to economic theory, the same relationship
must hold for all factors of production (land, labor, capital, etc.), so that In

See the equation on page 7,3. The technological constant is omitted in the text, webelieve Inadvertently. It appears earlier and later.
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long-run competitive equilibrium, the value of output attributable to the last
unit of each factor will be equal to the cost of its acquisition.

With this as a basis, the CONSAD "neoclassical" approach assumes that we
can determine the amount of capital that an industry will want to hold simply
by determining how the value of the output attributable to additional units of
capital varies with the amount held. This, in turn, is determined by manipu.
lating what economists generally refer to as a "production function," a device
which describes the technologically feasible alternative combinations of factor
inputs which will result in various levels of output.

In an analysis such as CONSAD's, the specification of the production func-
tion is a matter of critical importance. In fact, the choice of a production func-
tion really determines the results that will be "found." For this reason, it is
notable that the choice of a production function in the CONSAD analysis is
essentially arbitrary with absolutely no basis in industry characteristics or tech-
nology. Thus, we are told:

"The exact relationship to be expected depends on the form of the productioll
function which applies to the industry, and on this there is comparatively little
evidence. Due to lack of strong evidence to the contrary, a first-degree constant
elasticity of substitution production function was assumed . . ." (7.7)

With no evidence supposedly available, a particular function was simply
assumem ed." Actually, however, the production function which is used for most
of the computations involves a further-but no less arbitarary-assumption :

"It should be noted that although the assumption of a CES (constant elasticity
of substitution) production function is common in the literature, and is reason-
able on its face, the explicit assumption of constant returns (to scale) is not
supported (nor made suspect) by any empirical evidence. Consequently it seemed
appropriate to calibrate a OES function of degree greater than one . . ."(7.7)

Again, with no empirical evidence, it ".cenliWd appropriate." In our opinion.
there is convincing evidence on the nature of the production function for oil and
gas; and an understanding of the inappropriateness of CONSAI)'s arbitrarily
assumed production function is vital in evaluating CONSAD's work.

CONSAD's production function assumes that labor can be substituted for capi-
tal (in this case oil reserves) to produce a particular level of output. To us, this
is not a realistic description of the oil industry. With a given state of technology.
the ultimate recoverable output of a field cannot be increased by applying more
labor to it. With MER production, the only way to get more output of oil is to
find more oil pools. Labor is not a substitute for oil in producing oil. As CONSAD
itself tell us, the required amount of reserves for a given annual output is fixed
by MER, which is technologically determined (see the quote from (7.3) on page
4 above).

Thus, the appropriate production function for petroleum is one allowing no
substitution 'between labor and capital. The proper formulation of the equation
explaining desired reserves should be:

Desired Reserves=Production x Technological Constant

Since labor cannot be substituted for capital, CONSAD's assumption that pro-
duction will remain constant requires that reserves remain constant. This fornu-
lation indicates clearly the triviality of CONSAD's question.

Another questionable property of CONSAD's production function is the as-
sumption of increasing returns to scale-i.e., as more labor and capital are used
to Increase the scale of operations, progressively larger increments in output
result. The Implication is that the minerals industry uses the best deposits last.
On the contrary, to the extent to which the quality of deposits Is known (and
the very significant problem of uncertainty is ignored in the CONSAD analysis),
the minerals Industry would logically use the best deposits first; that is, the
production function would show decreasing returns to scale.

(2) The As8umption of Perfect Extensibility
Another fundamental problem with the CONSAD analysis is the assumption

that relationships observed over a particular range of historical data neces-
sarily will hold outside that range at some point in the future. This is the as-
sumption that allows CONSAD to predict the effect of eliminating the percentage
depletion allowance (equivalent to 75 to 800 per barrel before taxes) on the
basis of the observed reactions to changes in price that were no larger than
30W during the sample period.
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In discussing this point CONSAD observes that-
"Since some of the possible tax policy changes evaluated are of greater Inag-

nitude than any past changes, it may well be that the adjustment of the indus-
try to changes of this magnitude may not be completed for a period of years."
(3.2)

In truth, when projecting beyond the range for which there is information
and when using the projected results for public policy recommendations, the
speed of adjustment-while important-is probably the lca8t important con-
cern. In fact, the dangers of extrapolation are so basic, one is led to wonder
why "speed of adjustment" is stressed, while the truly significant problems
are not discussed.

As soon as we attempt to go beyond the range of the available data, the 8ta-
tistical validity of any results declines precipitously. Beyond the range of ob-
served variation, there is absolutely no way to guarantee that the observed rela-
tionships will continue to hold. In fact, if one is to predict the petroleum in-
dustry's response to a change in (effective) price that is 21/2 times greater than
any observed in the past, he must first refute a presumption that the actual
response would be totally different. In this case, predictions from a statistical
model alone are not sufficient. Clearly, little information is available to support
the validity of the fitted equation or even its general form, once one ventures
outside the range of sample data. These problems cannot be dismissed merely
with a reference to possible delays in adjustment. Given the limited range of
observations and given the presumption that the industry response would be
quantitatively and qualitatively quite different, the more logical reaction would
have been to dismiss the results.

(3) Perfcot Knowledge
The assumption of perfect knowledge or complete certainty is fairly com-

mon in econometric analyses. The reason is generally one of convenience rather
than "common sense or casual observation." For a small manufacturing firm
renting capital scrvicc8 in a perfectly competitive capital market, the assump-
tion may be tolerable, especially when compared to the other assumptions that
are required for econometric studies. However, such an assumption is totally
inappropriate where investment means searching for petroleum.

Over the years, the fundamental uncertainty of petroleum exploration has
been amply documented in the public record. Additional evidence can be drawnii
from the record of lease bid ranges (as originally proposed by Professor James
W. McKie in 190). Lease bids in particular auctions reflect different companies'
valuations of the same properties. Since, in ,the typical sale, each company is
free to explore and study the property in question, complete certainty would
suggest that the variation in bids would be small. However, as illustrated by
the results in the table below, taken from public records, it is not uncommon for
the winning bid in a particular sale to be many times the low bid and even
double or triple the second highest. These wide variations in bids from com-
panies with similar access to pre-bid information make it clear that the actual
circumstances of oil and gas exploration are anything but perfectly certain as
assumed in the CONSAD report.

LEASE BID RANGES, SELECTED AUCTIONS

Percentage
Bid per of winning

Companies acre bid

Navaho Sale No.g0,Window Rock, Ariz. (1968) -------- Pan Am ........................ $250.13 100
Gulf ........................... 123.72 49
Corine Grace .................... 31.84 13
Humble ........................ 31.10 12
Kerr McGee ..................... 26.66 11
Depco .......................... 17.03 7
George Hunker .................. 12.19 5
Champlin ....................... 10.10 4
Union of California ........... . 7.25 3

Corpus Christi Bay, Nueces County (1968) ------------ King Resources .................. 100. 10 100
J. B. Clark ............. ... 61.42 61
Tenneco ........................ 53.11 53
Atlantic ......... .............. 40.31 40

Lafourche Parish (1966) .............................. Texaco ......... ............. 216.68 100
Union of California .............. 117.00 54
Union Products Co ............... 60.49 28
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(4) The Assumption That Aggregation Problems Are Minimal
Another fundamental problem is the assumption that the activities of thousands

of petroleum producers can be lumped together, explained, and predicted in
a simple three-variable model based on industry aggregate data.

One aspect of the problem is that the basic "neoclassical" or "desired capital"
model is really applicable only for an individual firm. The importance of this
particular problem is difficult to judge; but it may be worth noting that after a
series of attempts to apply his version of the neoclassical model to aggregate
investment expenditures, Jorgenson's most recent work deals with individual
firms.

Another aspect of the aggregation problem noted by CONSAD is that "in
dealing with average figures for a number of firms, little information is usually
available about the distribution." (6.5)
In truth, however, there is enough information in the case of the petroleum
industry to make questionable any conclusions that are drawn from an analysis
of aggregate industry data. Evidence on the distribution of most of the factors
which CONSAD lumps together is readily available from public sources, e.g.,
U.S. and Canadian reserves. Moreover, a convincing demonstration of the sig-
nificance of CONSAD's problem Is provided by the econometric work of Profes-
sor Edward Erickson. Erickson's study (cited by the Treasury but not by
CONSAD) shows that petroleum prices and the volume of exploration activity
are closely related but only when the econometrician gives proper recognition
to regional differences in exploration conditions and differences in the size or
type of firms undertaking the exploration. Failure to take account of regional
and firm differences In reserves, prices, access to capital, etc., would have re-
stricted the usefulness of the OONSAI) analysis even if the model had been
somehow appropriate.

D. Academic Criticism of the "Neoclassical" Model
Before examining CONSAD's own reservations about its work, it will be

of interest to inquire into what other economists have said about the "neoclassi-
cal" approach.

Jorgenson's "neoclassical" approach to investment forecasting has been the
subject of considerable critical comment in the professional economic literature.
Since the CONSAD formulation is too recent to have received comment and since
many of the principal assumptions are the same in both, it is important to take
note of the published views of some prominent economists on Jorgenson's studies.

First, on the lack of realism and the general restrictiveness of Jorgenson's
assumptions, Professor Roger F. Miller of the University of Wisconsin has ob-
served:

"I strongly doubt that the prominent neoclassicists, were they alive and well
read today, would find much interest in a model which assumes away uncertainty
with regard to future lags in adjustment, difficulties in aggregation and composi-
tion, discontinuities, etc."'

A more detailed listing of Jorgenson's assumptions, is provided by Professor
James Tobin of Yale University. Citation of Tobin's list is -appropriate not only
because the assumptions are unrealistic but also because the complete list is never
presented in the basic CONSAD document:

"In Jorgenson's world of perfect competition and perfect knowledge . . .
"(Jorgenson's firm) purchases capital services at a market rental, just as it

purchases labor at a market wage. There is a perfect market in capital goods:
capital is homogeneous in quality regardless of its vintage, and capital evaporates
exponentially, so that future depreciation is also independent of vintage. Thus,
any surviving capital can always be sold at the prevailing price of new capi-
tal." 5

Additional questions relate to the assumption of equilibrium and to the re-
strictions which this places on the types of problems that can be addressed. This
point was best expressed by Professor Zvi Griliches of the University of Chi-
cago:

"In the Jorgenson model, one cannot answer the question of what happens to
the rate of investment if the rate of interest or other prices shift to a new per-

' Roger F. Miller, "Comment on .orgenson" In Robert Ferber, ed., Determinants of
Investment Behavior, New York: NBER, c. 1967, 1). 164.

& James Tobin, "Comment on Crockett-Friend and Jorgenson," in Robert Ferber, ed.,
op. cit., p. 156.
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wanent level in one nove of If a change occurs in depreciation rules. A discon-
tinuous Jump to a new accumulation path is not admissible".6

Note, howerr, that it is just such a shift in tax policy which is the problem
addressed by CONR AD.

Professor Griliches has asked further:
"Are the desired capital change variables significant because they are largely

equal to the change in sales or output, or does the specific 'neoclassical' defla-
tion of these changes,; by the elaborate 'user' cost of capital (oncept really do the
trick ?" 7

Professor Griliches never answers these questions, but the recent publications
of Professor Eisner of Northwestern University provide some indications:

"In most critical instances, it will be found that empirical tests contradict
Jorgenson's assunmptions and with them the deductively derived conclusions." "

These criticisms of the "Neoclassical" model of investment behavior are in the
literature. Surely CONSAD should have taken then into consideration and
stated its reasons for Iieving that these criticisms do not vitiate the appropriate-
ness of the ('ONSAI) model.

II. CONSAD CAUTIONS

CONSAI) goes to great length to point out tile multiple problems associated
with attemping to set up any mathematical model describing the response of
petroleumn exploration to changes in economic factors, affecting the industry.
Our only basic quarrel with these cautionary passages in the report is that the
authors do not take them to heart. Rather, they elected to move ahead undeterred
and use the mathematical derivation described in the prior chapter as a basis for
drawing major publicc policy conclusions about an industry whose continued
growth is vital to the military and economic security of the nation.

CONSAD expresses three general reservations about mathematical evaluation
of the responsiveness of petroleum exploration to increased taxation:

(1) Whether investment analysis developed for manufacturing firms can
validly be applied to petroleum;

(2) Whether appropriate quantitative estimates of a Jorgenson-type "neo-
classical" model are feasible, based on historical data ; and

(3) Whether the data used for the four )rincipal variables in the total
industry formula (reserves, price, cost, and production) were reliable and
appropriate.

A. Applicability to Petroicurn of Inrestnent Analysis Dcvclopcd for Manufactur-
ing Firm s

CONSAD warns that-
"Investment analysis, as developed for manufacturing is best applied with

caution to the oil industry." (6.3)
CONSAD lists three reasons for this caution: (1) the industry is assumed to

be "neither growing very rapidly nor declining"; (2) the theory applies to "a
single firm"; and (3) "the oil industry does not invest in quite the same way as
other industries do." (6.3 and 6.5)

(1) Statio industry
CONSAD states:
"The oil industry, and particularly its exploration sector, has so far as it is

possible to tell from the sparse financial data available, been passing from a
period of high and increasing demand and high profits to a period of more stable
demand and lower profits." (6.3)

Where there has been a change in a fundamental factor during the base period
for an historical economic model, use of that model to forecast the future Im-
plicitly assumes that the change will continue as it did in the base period.
Hence, the model will give invalid results if the change has, in fact, been a
transition which is complete. We agree with CONSAD that

I Zvi Grillehes, "Comment on Crockett-Friend and Jorgenson4" in Robert Ferber, op. cit.,
p). 161.

7Zvi Grilieheg. "The Brookings Model Volume: A Review Article," The Rernew of Eco-
nomics and Statistics. Vol. 1 (May 1968). p. 216.

8 Robert Eisner and M. I. Nadri, "Investment Belavior and Neo-Classical Theory," The
Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 1 (August 1968), p. 370.
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"The immediate past may well have been a period of readjustment for the
industry .. .; and extrapolation from this period may thus not be entirely rele-
vant to the future of the industry." (6.4-6.5)

We shall address this point in more detail later.

(2) Individual Firm Decisions
CONSAD then states:
"The behavior of an entire industry is more difficult to explain than that of a

single firm, particularly since . . . Industry aggregate data may obscure some
of the underlying behavior of the individual firms." (6.5 and 6.7)

This reservation about the validity of attempting to estimate the reaction
to a petroleum tax increase by observing past industry aggregates rather than
by examining the economics of individual firm investment decisions was what
led CONSAD to attempt to develop the individual firm simulation model men-
tioned in the Introduction to this report-a model which "lacked quantitative
significance" once it was completed.

(3) Capital Investment Process
CONSAD argues that the process of capital formation in oil differs from

manufacturing in that a good part of the investment base is immediately de-
ductible for tax purposes (the losses are literally sunk capital) :

"This may 'be taken to indicate that capital has been relatively more free
to move in and out of exploration and can, therefore, be sensitive to expected
prqfit; or it may suggest that, since it is easier to "pull out," there is less need
to be sensitive to small fluctuations in expected profits as measured by realized
profits in the previous period." (6.6)

We read this to say that petroleum explorers will probably not react quickly
to small changes in profits, but that they can-and will-react significantly if
a profit change persists. This reaction will either be to lull out or to increase
expenditures, as the case may be. The lag between profit change and reaction
will be long; but the reaction will occur if the profit change proves to be other
than transitory. The length of the lag will also be difficult to predict because
industry reactions are the sum of individual reactions; and various firms will
undoubtedly react differently to a given change.

How could a research organization which can so accurately appraise the
process of petroleum capital formation in qualitative terms permit itself to
fall into the trap of believing quantitative results which are, on their face,
patently unreasonable?

B. Quantitative Reliability of Mndels Based on Historical Data
CONSAD also lists three reasons for caution on this point: (1) rational busi-

nessmen base decisions on "expectations of future values" which may not be
accurately represented by historical observations; (2) historical observations
"may represent transient, rather than equilibrium, conditions; and (3) his-
torical observations may be distorted by technological change during the base
period." (6.12-6.13). The second of these is the same as the first caution in (A)
above.

(1) Expectations
CONSAD states:
"First, and perhaps most important, rational operators are basing decisions not

on past values of variables but on their expectations of future values." (6.12)
Of course, past experience is relevant in estimating future expectations. How-
ever, "in trying to develop quantitative results, one must explicitly consider just
how these expectations might be formed." (6.12) ". .. Obtaining data on current
expectations is fraught with problems, and obtaining historical data on expecta-
tions was essentially Impossible." (7.12)

CONSAD recognizes that one must consider how expectations might be formed
and that it was impossible to obtain any historical data on expectations. Yet
CONSAD proceeded with estimating the "neoclassical" model. How? By using
"some variable for which data was available and which might reasonably be as-
sumed to reflect the expectations which existed at the time .. " (7.12) The re-
sult was that producers' expectations were represented by: first-order exponen-
tially weighted moving averages of costs (7.20) ; second-order exponential moving
averages of production (7.25) ; and actual prices.

The matter of explorers' expectations is of critical importance in any model
which seeks to predict the effect of eliminating the percentage depletion allow-
ance. The allowance is worth about 75 to 800 per barrel before taxes; and the
largest year-to-year price change since 1950 was +300 (that change was largely
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eroded within two years). Thus, "one of the objectives of the study was to predict
the effects of changes which exceeded the range of the calibration data." (7.8)

How explorers will react to a 75¢ equivalent price decrease is impossible to
predict from their reactions to very small price changes. The effect on their
expectations for the future of the industry could be catastrophic, especially
since the change would come via repeal of a tax provision which originated a
half century ago during the formative years of the corporate income tax.

(2) Transient Canditions in the Base Period
CONSAD observes that there will be. problems in utilizing the base period

data if they reflect transient conditions rather than equilibrium. We have seen
that this is crucially important in evaluating the reliability of a mathematical
model of reactions to increased petroleum taxes.

In the first place, as ('ONSAI) recognizes, the industry was reacting to excess
capacity during the base years:

"There is clear evidence that excess capacity existed during the entire period
studied . . ." (7.10)

Surely a base period when firms in the industry were reacting to substantial
excess capacity is of dubious value for forecasting industry reactions in long-
run equilibrium.

Next, CONSAD is impressed by industry structural changes as firms reacted
to excess capacity, particularly after the first Suez crisis of 1956-1957: "The
industry structure and pattern of expenditures changed in 1957 or thereabouts,
with one pattern being exhibited prior to this time, and a second totally different
pattern . . . exhibited after 1(957." (6.25)

This changee "will make it hazardous to ue the past behavior of the total
industry (over the last twenty years) to judge possible behavior of the indus-
try in the futuree" (6.24-.25)

Rather, "it is the niore recent. years which should be most closely modeled
because of the apparent period of adjustment during the 1950's and because the
later years are the only period indicating any sensitivity of expenditures to
rate of return " (6.46)

Having recognized the "hazards" and the need for restricting the model to
"later years," CONSAI) proceeded to base its "neoclassical" model on the period
1951-1965. Not only does this model carry the figures back into a period
CONSAD itself rejects, it cuts off 1966 and 1967.

(3) Technological Change
CONSAD states:
"The final major problem in this approach, ... is the question of the sta-

bility of technology during the period studied. If, in fact, the quantity of
reserves technologically necessary to support a certain level of output has
changed during the period of the study, it will cause errors in the quantitative.
relationships estimated." (6.13)

There can be no question that the ratio of reserves to production has, in fact,
changed. Chart A shows that the ratio may have trended up slightly until 1960
and then began a persistent decline.

Early in the report, CONSAD itself quotes a 1968 Department of the Interior
statement that the ratio had dropped to 10.4:1 (2.7). However, this poiat is
ignored in estimating the model, where the use of 12:1 is qualified only by the
following remark:

"While there is evidence that such a change occurred, there exists some evi-
dence as to the direction and magnitude of that change, thus making it possible
to at least estimate its effect on the relationships." (6.13)

CONSAD clearly knew of the technological change, witness its own reference
to the Department of the Interior study:

"This large increase in well productivity ... implies that the reserves needed
to support a given level of production on a technological basis have declined by
36% since the period 1944 to 1948. The economic significance of this point is stated
in a Department of the Interior report :" (2.7)

Then, quoting Interior:
"In view of this fact, it no longer appears necessary to maintain a ratio of

proved reserves to production in the vicinity of 12 to 1 to insure the producibility
of reserves at required rates." (2.7)

In short, even though It called the reader's attention to the fact that errors
"will" -be caused by a reduction in the ratio, CONSAl) apparently made no modi-
fication of its results to reflect the technological change.
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Chart A
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There are other examples of technological change which occurred during the
base period and which cannot be expected to continue at the same pace, e.g., a
rapid increase in the use of fluid injection for secondary recovery and fracturing
of certain formations to increase recoverable reserves.
0. Reliability of Petroleum Data

CONSAD warns us of serious limitations in the data used to calibrate the
model. We use two of these as examples:

(1) FPinding Costs
"Finding" costs as used in the study are actually finding and development

costs. According to CONSAD:
"The definition of finding cost is perhaps the most ambiguous area in the data

in this study." (6.16)
There art, three reasons for this (6.17)

(a) how to measure what is found;
(b) "Relatively poor data available on actual costs of exploration and

development activity"; and
(c) "Discovery is... a random event."

The problem is this: First, one does not know how much he has found with
any degree of certainty for many years after the discovery. This is a particu-
larly serious problem when the measure of discoveries is proved reserves, since
reserves only appear in these data when they are actually put in the working
inventory. The time lag can be quite long. Furthermore, it is impossible to de-
termine from aggregate industry data when the exploration dollars for a given
year's discoveries were actually spent. And the amount spent per barrel found
will vary considerably from year to year on a purely random basis as discoveries
vary.

CONSAD finally relied on total expenditures for exploration and development
divided by gross annual additions to proved reserves of oil and gas (gas con-
verted to liquid equavalent on something like a value basis). This measure is
also sometimes used in the industry. However, the measure is used only as a
rough measure of capital requirements, not as a precise input to a mathematical
model-and certainly not as a precise measure of the cost of new discoveries.
Very little of the money spent In a given year is associated with the oil actually
found in that year, and gross additions are not "discoveries," as mis-labeled by
CONSAD (A.37). Gross additions are composed of extensions, revisions, and
conservative first-year estimates of new discoveries. The proportions of these
components change over time (see Chart B), and the new discovery component
is quite small.

(2) Price
CONSAD states:
"Because of the unique nature of petroleum and natural gas reserves, the

appropriate measure of price is particularly difficult to determine." (7.14)
Why?
"A price decline would be expected to lead in the long run to lower reserve

stocks.9 (7.15)
"In the short run, however, it might result in a cutback in production which

would increase reserve stocks above planned levels, since the planned depletion
of reserves would not occur." 9 (7.15)

In other words, observing the historical relationship between price and reserves
can lead to an exactly opposite conclusion from that appropriate to a long-run
model, since history is composed of a series of short-runs.

(3) Samnmary oit Data
There were also problems with all other data used to calibrate the model. (At

various points in the report, three different methods were used to estimate lift-
ing costs-see 6.34; 8.3; and 9.13.) Using finding costs and price as examples,
finding costs were "ambiguous"; and an appropriate price was "particularly
difficult to determine." Yet CONSAD was not deterred from applying the "neo-
classical" model to oil-even though data problems caused it to reject the other
two models. And CONSAD even rejected a "neoclassical" model for natural gas
because of data problems.

9 Italics added.
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IIr. STATISTICAL PROBLEMS

This chapter deals with statistical aspects of the CONSAD report. Attention is
directed to the quality of the statistical analysis including the appropriateness
of the data inputs and the success of the statistical manipulations.
A. Data

As with most parts of the analysis, a critical discussion of the data Inputs can
best begin with CONSAD's own qualifications and cautions. Thus, in a section
on problems of data collection, CONSAD states that:

"Throughout this study there have been substantial difficulties In obtaining
data which would have broadened the analysis undertaken. There are 8o man
n48sing links in the quantitative evidence available that it is difficult to know
ivhic to rankl first." (B. 1)

To overcome these "missing links" CONSAD has tailored its analysis to fit the
data which are available, even when this does violence to the underlying logic:

"The purpose of this stidy required that the investment hypotheses chosen
meet two criteria-first, that data be available to calibrate it, and, second, that It
include as determining variables the magnitude which would change with changes
in tax provisions." (6.3) 1

Both criteri are necessary, but neither should be allowed to take precedence
over logic where the analysis is to form the basis for public policy.

More specific examples of this tailoring include the following:
"The approach taken here is somewhat different for two reasons. One is that

the data for most of the variables of Interest Is available only on an annual
basis. The other Is that the primary objective of the study Is an estimation of
the long run effects of certain policy changes, and in view of the paucity of the
data available, it seems advisable not to attempt the estimation of an excessive
number of parameters." (7.4-7.5)

And, "the choice of a single-equation model over a multiple-equation model
was based oii the paucity of data available for model calibration.. ." (7.9)

A second technique employed to compensate for "missing links in the quanti-
tative evidence" Is the use of "proxy" variables-variables which stand in for
the quantities actually desired. For example well head price plus the after-tax
value of percentage depletion was used as a proxy for price minus Income tax.
Objections could be raised to each of CONSAD's proxy variables. An obvious and
not atypical example, however, is the interest rate which forms one element in
the Important "user" cost formulation. Without explanation, CONSAD uses what
purports tto be the Aaa corporate bond rate (4.5% before taxes for 1966--actual
average was 5.13%, ,now 7.5%). Apparently the rationale for this Is that the Aaa
rate is used by Robert M. Coen, the source of CONSAD's "user" cost formulation.
But if this Is the case, it Is Important to take note of the comments presented
by Coen:

"Choosing an appropriate measure of "the Interest rate" raises many problems
regarding the definition and measure of the cost of funds to firms. (Miller and
Modigliani) have found that for the electric utility industry the AAA bond yield
is far superior to a weighted average yield on bonds and equities in predicting
both the level of, and magnitude of changes in, the cost of funds. Whether or not
this is also true In the manufacturing sector is unknown, since research In this
important area is just beginning." 10

If we are to be expected to accept the Aaa corporate bond iate as a reasonable
reflection of what petroleum producers expect for their cost of capital, something
more convincing Is rneeded than a reference to Modigliana and Miller's admittedly
distinguished work with electric utilities, particularly when one considers that
only six companies ii the oil Industry have the Aaa rating. Of course, no one
borrows for exploraloa. (unless the loan Is secured by other Income or assets).
Hence, the cost of capital for exploration must be the long-run return to equity
In the United States (say, 10% after taxes) plus a substantial risk premium to
compensate for exploration uncertainties. CONSAD, itself, uses 90% after taxes
elsewhere in the report (4.80).
B. Problems of Estimation

It Is characteristic of the model which CONSAD attempts to estimate, that
once the particular form is specified, the regression analysis Is not terribly

10 Robert M. Coen, "Effects of Tax Policy on Investment in Manufacturing," American
Econom4o Review, May, 1968, p. 204.
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important. The reason, quite simply, is that the values of the coefficients are so
constrained that whatever values are indicated in the regression analysis are of
marginal significance. With this as background, one could probably ignore the
regression analysis on the ground that it is unimportant, were it not for the fact
that the analysis itself contains some fundamental and important errors.

The principal problem in the multiple regression analysis is the problem of
interrelated independent variables, or as it is called by the econometricians,
"multicollinearity." This problem Is described by CONSAD as follows:

"For the model here, the question is whether any of the independent variables
in the capital stock equation are in fact dependent on the other variables in the
system. It might be proposed, for example, that the observed production values
are functions of price, or that the current cost of new capital stock is a function
of the existing quantity of capital stock. If this is true, then the single-equation
model will produced biased estimates of the parameters." (7.10)

CONSAD devotes considerable effort to arguing that the independent variables
in their regression, price/cost and production, are not highly correlated. At no
point, however, do they provide the only suitable evidence, the set of correlation
eoeffoients.

Our computation and analysis of these coefficients using the basic CONSAD
d( 1 shows that the two independent variables, the price/cost ratio and lagged

n , are highly correlated. In a situation such as this, the statistical
#y of any multiple regression results accordingly must be highly suspect.

,st how suspect CONSAD's results may be can be seen if we attempt to
duplicate their results using U.S. data instead of aggregated U.S. and Canadian
data. Using CONSAD's data sources and model, a series of regressions was
computed to relate U.S. proved reserves to the price/cost ratio and to U.S. pro-
duction. As in the CONSAD analysis, the two independent variables were highly
correlated, but the effect of the multicollinearity in this case. was to leave the
coefficient for the production variable in the multiple regression analysis sta-
tistically insignificant. This kind of result is only to be expected where multi-
collinearity is a problem.
C. Problems of Applieation

The principal problem with CONSAD's application of the model is the problem
of extensibility. As explained above it is simply not legitimate to use historical
data to predict how firms might react to a fundamental and unprecedented change
in the basic economics of the industry--especially when the base period Is atypi-
cal and when serious public policy matters are at issue.

Other problems of application suggest the pervasiveness of the theoretical
and statistical problems. In this regard, it must be considered curious that in
estimating and applying the model, lifting costs are never mentioned except
where they are used to calculate income taxes." If this version of the neoclassical
model permits us to disregard labor and other costs even though these must
affect the profitability of the industry, this point should be noted and explained.
Jorgenson's original formulation had a separate equation for labor inputs-not
used 'by CONSAD.

Equally curious is CONSAD's use of a formula to measure the cost of reserves
that was designed to measure the cost of the annual services of a machine.
Since this approach leads CONSAD to compare the price of a fult barrel of
reserves with the cost of only a frcwtion of a barrel, some explanation is required
as to how the formula is applicable. Unfortunately, none is offered.
D. General Appraisal

Given the problems with the data inputs and given tile problem of multi-
collinearity, the general appraisal can be brief. The essential point is that made
by Professor Eisner when confronted with similar evidence in earlier Jorgenson
models:

"All In all, there appears to be scant empirical support for the usefulness of
the neo-classical model of capital accumulation." "'

u "Llfting costs" are current well operating.expenses, e.g., labor maintenance, power, etc.
is Eisner, op. cit., p. 375.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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IV. APPARENTLY INCORRECT INFORMATION

In our opinion, the following statements are factually incorrect:

CONSAD Statement

1. The United States is a net Importer
of foreign oil . . . the quantity is re-
stricted to 12.2% of domestic demand
... (4.4)

2. Import restrictions . . . effectively
limit crude imports to 12.2% of domes-
ti crude production. (6.15)

3. The IOC estimate . . . is the
only available estimate of oil originally
in place in known fields . . . 346.2 bil-
lion barrels [1902] . . . (4.18)

4. The current output of crude oil is
approximately 7 million barrels a day.
(4.22)

5. The ratio of reserves to produc-
tion has remained consistently in the
region of 12:1. (4.23)

The ratio of proved reserves to pro-
duction has remained virtually constant
at 1:12 (sic) for 20 years. (5.12)

6. Crude oil and natural gas are
bound together . . . (4.24)

7. Depletion is calculated for each
property sel)arately, or in certain cases.
on specified aggregations. (4.38)

. . . the small producer . . . has not
the benefit of property aggregation to
spread his deductions and avoid the net
income limitation. . . . (8.9)

8. Alternatively, a recent provision
(1956) permits capitalized and accumu-
lated intangible costs to be deferred
and expended over the five years fol-
lowing ,the discovery of the well. This
may allow the net income limitation to
be avoided altogether. (4.40)

9. foreign ... depletion ... amounted
to a total of $055,000,000 ill 1960 . ..
This represents 23% of all depletion
claimed. (5.19)

10. . . . there are no direct import
restrictions on natural gas. (6.16)

11. Since assets result from past ex-
penditures, all initial estimate of the
assets committed to crude oil produc-
tion activity was obtained by summing
three years' expenditures for explora-
tion and development (the past two
years' and the present year's) ....
using [this base] . . . a rate of return
was computed. (6.34)

Fact8

19(85 l)omestic )emand, 13,016 million
NIrrels p(r (lay.

19(18 Total Imports, 2,857 million bar-
rels per (lay.

Total Imports divided by Domestic Do-
mand, 21.9%

1968 Domestic Crude Production, 8,648
million barrels per day.

1968 Crude Imports, 1,273 million bar-
rels per day.

Crude Imports divided by Domestic
timated 387 billion barrels for 1965.

The Department of the Interior has es-
timuated 387 billion barrels for 1965.

19M production: 8.65 million barrels
per (lay.

1-1-1908 Reserves, 31.4 billion barrels.
19068 Crude Production, 3.17 billion
barrels.

Reserves divided by Production, 9.9.
(See Chart A, page 4638)

76% of U.S. gas reserves are in non-
associated reservoirs (part of the re-
maining 24% is from non-dissolved
gas caps over oil deposits).

Since 1903, aggregation has been pro-
hibited (except within an individual
lease), regardless of the size of the
producer.

We know of no such provision.

Most of this "claimed" depletion was
not effective because foreign tax cred-
its prevented payment of U.S. tax on
foreign production.

Federal Power Commission approval is
required for all such Imports.

Present cash flow comes from sale of
reserves developed over a period of
many years, not Just the last three.
Thus, the rates of return on Chart 6.5
are far too high.
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CONSAD Statement-Continued Fact8-Continued

12. Some firms operating abroad pay In general, royalties in foreign produce.
up to approximately 70% In royalties. ing countries are approximately the
The standard domestic royalty Is 3/8 al- same as in the United States.
though many are higher. (8.9)

13. The integrated major producers Even if it had the economic power
. (may have] economic power . . . (which no producer does), an inte.

great enough -to enable them to force grated company would hardly do this.
independent producers to bear the bur- Why? The action would reduce only
den of the increased taxes, by reducing the cost of that fraction of its crude
field prices and thus increasing the which is purchased. However, a crude
profitability of refining operations. price cut would reduce the cost of all

crude refined by it nonintegrated
competitors, thereby leaving the inte-
grated company at a competitive dis.
advantage in refining.

If a research company is so unfamiliar with the petroleum industry as to
err on basic data and tax provisions, can it possibly have sufficient knowledge of
the industry to be able to develop accurate mathematical models for analyzing
industry behavior?

V. DOUBTFUL PETROLEUM ECONOMICS

The CONSAD report takes a number of positions on key petroleum economics
issues which we believe to be wholly inadequate. These positions lead us to wonder
whether the authors have relied on the intensive direct appraisal which should
be a prerequisite to suggestions of public policy changes in any industry.

Ten examples of what are, in our view, serious misconceptions about the eco-
nomics of the industry are:

(1) The substitutability which CONSAD assumes to exist between United
States and Canadian reserves.

(2) The allegedly adverse resource allocation effects of petroleum taxation.
(3) The supposed insensitivity of exploratory activity to rate of return.

CONSAD concluded on the basis of a defective measure of rate of return
(see page 34 above) that there is no relationship between rate of return and

exploration, except a weak relationship for larger companies during the
period 1957-1965, (.6.51).

(4) The adequacy of A.P.I. proved reserves data for use in evaluating ex-
ploratory results (see page 24 above).

(5) The picture of an industry operating as a monolith or as two groups
(large and small companies) rather than as a large number of individual
firms making individual decisions in reaction to price and cost.

(6) The picture of an industry "satisfied" with a modest return reflecting
lackadasical operation rather than an industry pursuing vigorous technolog-
ical improvement programs designed to improve profits. A realistic picture
of the actual situation is provided in the National Petroleum Council Volume,
Impact of New Technology on the U.S. Petroleum Indu8try 1946-1965.

(7) The Industry's ,,:pposed ability to "double" the recoverability of oil
in place (4.18). The L -partment of the Interior predicts only a one-fourth
increase between 1965 and 1980, and that is very likely optimistic.

(8) The concept of wildcat "success" used in the report, CONSAD correctly
states that "discovery value on a successful well is many times higher than
actual outlays made for that particular well" (4.37) but then takes the
position that one wildcat in ten Is "successful"-whereas the number is more
like one in fifty.

(9) The attempt to apply overseas development patterns to United States
reservoirs in order to determine how many excess wells have been drilled
here.

(10) The conflicting statements on the alleged economic power of large
producers who are said to control a "large share of production" (2.5) and are
then said to operate in an industry "which is not highly concentrated" and
where the top five producers account for only "20% of the output."

In order to illustrate the problems involved with these CONSAD positions, we
shall discuss our objections to the first two in some detail.
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A. Substitutablty of U.S. and Ca'nadian Re8erves
In estimating its "neoclassical" model, CONSAD combined United States and

Canadian reserves. CONSAD's stated rationale for this surprising treatment of
the data is:

"Examination of the United States-only reserve/production ratio indicates that
it has been gradually declining, while the Canada-only ratio has been rising."
(6.14)

From this, CONSAD reasons:
"For both of these to be due to rational decisions on the part of firms, either

the expectation must be that Canadian production will be rising much more
rapidly than United States production, or the firms involved consider the United
States and Canada as a single market." (6.14)

CONSAD concludes that the "latter seems intuitively more plausible." (6.14)
Notwithstanding CONSAD's intuition, the truth most likely is that the rise in
Canadian reserves reflects normal variations in success, which is highly random
in the petroleum industry, as CONSAD recognizes elsewhere. (6.17) CONSAD
also recognizes elsewhere that the decline in the United States ratio reflects
technological change. (2.7)

CONSAD acknowledges that foreign oil cannot ordinarily be considered a
substitute for domestic oil in the United States because foreign imports are
restricted. (0.15) However, "Canadian (and Mexican) crude Is exempt from
allocation and licensing requirements of the Oil Import Program and, conse-
quently, can serve as a substitute for domestic reserves for the individual pro-
ducers." (6.15-6.16)

This comment is typical of the misconception about the economics of an indus-
try which can arise from a cursory examination of its institutional constraints.
The premise is technically correct, but the conclusion does not follow.

It has long been common knowledge that the amount of Canadian oil exports
to the United States is limited by agreement between the two governments. Prime
Minister Trudeau recently described this agreement:

"We have a continental oil policy of sorts that was set up in the past...
essentially It means that Canadian oil producers sell to Western Canada and sell
to the United States an amount roughly equivalent to the amount of oil that
Eastern Canada purchases overseas and notably from the Venezuelan producers.
It's a deal between the American Government and the Canadian Government
which is cost-saving and for both parties." (New York Times, March 26, 1969,
p. 14)

Canadian exports to the United States are, in fact, controlled, Hence, Canadian
reserves are not substitutes for U.S. reserves; and CONSAD's mathematical con-
clusions accordingly derive from inappropriately combined reserve data.

The importance of non-substitutability becomes apparent when CONSAD tries
to decide how much of a change in reserves to allocate to each country:

"The relative decline in each country would depend on whether the tax changes
implemented in Canada were the same as those implemented in the United
States." (8.11)

What CONSAD does not say is that tax treatment is already materially dif-
ferent in the two countries; hence, Canadian and United States reserves cannot
be perfect substitutes. Indeed, how could CONSAD validly compute the effect of a
U.S. tax change on total reserves in the two countries when U.S. tax treatment
does not apply in Canada? When tax treatment differs to start with, one cannot
possibly have the "same" changes in the two Jurisdictions.
B. Unneutrality of the Corporate Income Tax

In its study, CONSAD takes the position that percentage depletion is an eco-
nomically wasteful tax subsidy which leads to a mis-allocation of resources by
encouraging over-investment in oil. CONSAD gives only five lines of text to the
extensive discussion in the economics literature of the non-neutrality of a flat-
rate corporate income tax, e.g., the work of Professor McDonald "who holds that
a standard rate of corporation tax is not necessarily neutral in its effects on re-
source allocation and that . . . the depletion allowance may be found to be a
neutralizing rather than a non-neutralizing factor." (5.33)

In our opinion, taxation of petroleum exploration and production at the stand-
ard rate would cause an unneutral and economically wasteful shift of resources
away from this industry-an industry vital to the economic and military security
of the nation. Tax provisions which counter the non-neutral effects of a flat-rate

33-865--69-pt. 5-47
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corporate income tax on a vital industry are not "tax subsidies"; they are jus-
tifiable provisions which prevent what would otherwise be economic inequities."

Why do we believe that application of the standard corporate income tax rate
to petroleum would cause an unneutral misallocation of resources? A flat-rate
corporation income tax changes the relative attractiveness of different invest.
ments depending on risk and uncertainty, asset lives, and leveraging power. In.
vestments in oil and gas exploration are characterized by high uncertainty, long
asset lives, and low leveraging power. Thus, in the absence of mitigating provi.
sions, one would expect that imposition of a flat-rate corporate income tax would
divert resources away from petroleum exploration to other industries or to liquid
investments.

Consider the following example of time unneutral effect of a corporation Income
tax levied at the same rate on two industries, "A" and "B." A is more uncertain
than B, and we assume that investors demand twice as much cash generation to
invest in A as in B, where the expected return is, say 10 percent in the absence
of an income tax. This extra profit requirement in the event of success in A Is
compensation for the greater likelihood of failure in A. In each industry, we
assume $100, 10-year investments yielding a constant annual cash flow which is
reinvested in that industry.

The following tabulation summarizes the effect of a 50 percent income tax on
the relative attractiveness of the two investments (first two columns)

CUMULATIVE CASH ON HAND .FTER 10 YEARS

With 50 percentIncome tax and
percentage de-

pletion at 50
With 50 percent percent of net

No tax income tax Income for "A"

A ......................................................... $518 $250 $311
8 ......................................................... $259 $170 $170
Ratio A to B ----------------------------------------------- 2.0 1.5 1.8

I Includes earnings on project cash flow assuming it is reinvested in the same Industry at the same rate of return.

Time flat-rate income tax reduces the ratio of A to B from 2.0 to 1.5, thereby
making A relatively much less attractive than B. Investors would, therefore,
place their funds in B rather than A because of the flat-rate tax.

Since this ueal-allocation of resources results from the tax, it is appropriate to
correct it through the tax. The third column shows what wuuld happen If A
were entitled to percentage depletion at 50% of net income. The relative de-
terioration in its position would be mitigated, with the ratio at 1.8. Complete
restoration of the original relative profit position could be achieved by also
permitting A to accelerate the write-off of part of its $100 investment.

A third possible use of funds is liquidity. If returns are not high enough rela-
tive to liquidity, investors need not invest in uncertain projects at all. The
following tabulation compares "A" Wivth liquidity, e.g., leaving the $100 ina safe deposit box : CUMULATIVE CASH ON HAND AFTER 10 YEARS'

With 50 percent
income tax and

percentage
depletion for A

With 50 percent at 50 percent
No tax income tax of net income

A----------------------------------------------$...... 518 $250 $311
Liquidity ................................................... $100 $100 $100
Ratio A to liquidity .......................................... 5.2 2.5 3.1

1 Includes earnings on project cash flow assuming it is reinvested in the same industry atthe same rate of return.

U Percentage depletion is not, of course, a subsidy In any event because it is not a direct
cash payment from the U.S. Treasury.
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In this case, a substantil accelerated depreciation allowance would be re-
quired to re-establish the pre-tax ratio of 5.2.

It is apparent that the outcomes in the real world will vary with project lives,

required relative profit ratios, leveraging power of the Industries, etc. A recent

extensive study using typical manufacturing and petroleum examples has shown

that with both percentage depletion and the expensing of intangibles allowed

to petroleum, the present eorl)orate income tax results iI roughly equivalent after-

tax and pre-tax ratios.1' Hence, these petroleum tax provisions tend to offset the
otherwise un-neutral effects of a flat-rate corporate income tax.

Why does the fiat-rate corporation income tax discrimimte In this way agafst
high-return investments? What matters In project prolltalillity evaluation Is tlne
net cash which flows from operations (that Is, gross receipts less operating ,:-
penses). The flat-rate corporate income tax reduces this eiq:h flow by a greater*
percentage in the case of the project with the higher cash flow. T lie following
tabulation shows the effect of a 50% corporate Income tax on the annual cash
flows required to achieve the stated profitability levels of A and B in time absence
of a tax:

A B

Annual cash flow without tax ..................................................... $22.3 $16.3
Less annual depreciation ......................................................... 10.0 10.0

Taxable Income ........................................................... 12.3 6.3
Tax at 50 percent ............................................................... 6.2 3.2
Annual cash flow after tax ....................................................... 16. 1 13. 1
Percentage change In annual cash flow ............................................ - -28 -19

These -28% and -19% tax-induced changes are minimal Indications of the
discriminatory effect of the tax, since the loss of future (compounded) earnings
on the reinvested funds would al-o be larger for A.

Senator hIANSEN. Let me, first of all, express my appreciation to
you, Dr. Wright, for your presence here this afternoon. We have heard
a great many witnesses. I believe that you may be the first one to
testify today who has taken exception to a line generally followed. by
the witliesses in finding fault and criticizing the proposals coming
from the House and from the Treasury Department, and I certainly
will be taking time to study your testimony very carefully.

Mr. WRIGHT. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Let me ask you with regard to the CONSAD re-

port. You have read the report., ha ve you?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes.
Senator -I\NSEN. Did you find any reason to criticize it?
Was it deficient in any of its conclusions or invalid in any of the

premises that it assumes, as nearly as you could discern?
Mr. WRIGHT. I did not find it deficient in any premises or in any

conclusions which were derived from the materials they analyzed.
With the data problems that CONSAD encountered there would be
criticisms which would be of an absolute rather than a relative sort,
things that they simply could not grapple with, but, aside from that
sort of hesitation, I would not have any disagreement with the
report.

Senator HANSEN. You are familiar with the economic model that
they constructed to try to project the impact that certain changes in
the tax laws would have upon the availability of crude oil in the
country, are you?

14 See Robert F. Rooney, Tax Treatment and Regulation of the Domeato Orude Ol I*.
duetry, unpublished doctoral dissertation, Stanford University, 1965.
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Mr. Waom. I am generally familiar with the type of model they
used, yes.

Senator HANSEN. In your judgment, is there a relationship between
the level of crude oil production and industry profitability? Would
there be?

Mr. WRIGHT. There would be an indirect relation along with sev.
eral other variables, yes.

Senator HANSEN. Generally speaking as an economist, would it be
your feeling that profitability in any inaustr would encourage great-
er production and" the failure to show a prot might discourage pro.
duction? Would this be rather a simplification of the concept you hold,
or do you subscribe to that?

Mr. WRIGHT. Well, economists think that industries which are ex.
periencing declining profits tend to diminish in size, and those realiz-
ing high profits tend to expand, and these are the signals that the
market works with, yes. .

Senator HANSEN. I happen to be a cattle rancher. My experience has
been that if the cow busifiess, as an example, fails to show a profit, peo-
ple will tend to leave that business and go into other areas of activity,
and the net result will be diminution of production in the livestock
business. On the other hand, if prices rise, breeding stock will be held
back so as to encourage greater calf crop and generally will result
in greater production. Would this illustration be typical in your judg-
ment of the reaction of the business community generally, would you
think?

Mr. WRIGHT. Insofar as the market is free to operate, you have stated
that prices would rise if there were unsatisfied demands for this prod-
uct and this would encourage people to stop divesting themselves of
full-grown stock and, then, subsequently, the supply of the industry
would expand.

Senator HANsiN. Would you feel that the fact that the CONSAD
report fails to take into account a relationship between the level of
crude oil production and industry profitability might be reason to
criticize the report?

Mr. WRIGHT. I have heard this statement in this room today for the
first time, and I, frankly, do not understand what it means. Is this a
particular assumption that you are talking about in the report? Is this
how they failed to take this into account-I mean, the approach used
did not. explicitly rule out such a relationship as I recall. Could you
clarify if that is what that statement means?

Senator HANSEN. I must say that I have not yet had time to read the
CONSAD report word for word, but it is my understanding that
the CONSAD report does fail to note and to reflect an interrefation-
ship between industry profitability on the one hand and crude oil pro-
duction on the other.

Mr. WRGHT. The CONSAD report deals with the question of pe-
troleum reserves and their relation, the level of these reserves, to the
Federal tax program, percentage depletion, and intangibles expensing.

Now, there is some relationship, an economic relationship, between
reserves and production. Perhaps, this relationship could enter
through that indirect route; however, I have not felt, myself, that
there was any, that this put any crimp in their style. So far as I
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could tell, they took adequate account of it, so that if it were not so for
some reason, the results did not change that much.

Senator HANSEN. Let me ask you: Would you agree that if there
was really little evidence of profit in the oil business would that tend
to discourage people from going into the business?

Mr. WRIGHT. Evidence of profit as revealed in the stockholders' re-
port, for example?

Senator HANSEN. Or in the experience of an independent oil.
operator?

Mr. WRIGHT. Including independents?
Senator HANSEN. Yes.
Mr. WNRIGHT. Yes, if profits were declining this would indicate the

sort of thing we talked about in the example of cattle ranching.
Senator -LANsEN. And would it not follow that, if profits did decline,

in the long haul that would tend to bring about the development of
fewer rather than greater reserves?

Would this seem reasonable to you ?
Mr. WRIGHT. Yes, this is what the market mechanism would be call-

ing for.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much. I have no further questions.
Senator MCCARTHtY. Thank you very much, Mr. Wright.
(Mr. Wright's prepared statement, with attachments, follows:)

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR W. WRIGHT, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, UNIVER-

SITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST, MASS.

SU MMARY

States that the present tax treatment of natural resources is an important
source of unfairness in the Federal tax system. Points out that the present tax
rules for natural resources make it possible for many extremely wealthy individ-
uals to pay less Federal taxes than persons living in poverty and enable corpora-
tions engaged in mineral production to pay far less Federal taxes than do other
corporations.

Condemns the present tax treatment of natural resources as a wasteful and
inefficient form of subsidy, the need for which has not been demonstrated. Sug-
gests that the beneficiaries of mineral tax subsides should have more faith in
the ability of the American free market economy to produce minerals and fuels
without Federal aid.

Points out that the present system of mineral tax subsidies creates severe
administrative burdens for government and business alike. Indicates that the
areas of greatest administrative difficulty concern "economic interest" questions,
depletion rate determinations, cut-off point questions, unit price computations,
and the fifty percent net income limitation on percentage depletion.

Points out that the Treasury's CONSAD Report, published in March 1969 by
the House Ways and Means Committee, constitutes the only thorough study, to
date, of the effects of the present system of tax subsidies for mineral producers.
States that the CONSAD Report shows the inefficiency of these tax subsidies.
Also states that the CONSAD Report has withstood the criticisms leveled at it by
the petroleum industry, and suggests that the industry should commission
studies of equivalent stature and thoroughness rather than merely criticizing
the CONSAD Report.

Rejects claims that natural resource producers pay their fair share of Federal
taxes. States that claims of this sort often use misleading bases for comparison
(such as gross income instead of taxable income) and inconsistently lump to-
gether foreign taxes, Federal taxes, local taxes, and user charges when comput-
ing the industry tax burden.

Also rejects claims that the present tax treatment of natural resources is
needed to let natural resource producers recover their capital investment in
mineral properties. Points out that this recovery can be accomplished through
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cost depletion and that the present tax treatment is defective because it permits
tax free recovery of amounts far greater than a mineral producer's original capi.
tal investment. States that this tax treatment discriminates against other in-
dustries that also must attract substantial amounts of capital investment.

Also rejects the claim that percentage depletion helps keep gasoline prices
down. Points out that the Treasury recently estimated there would be a change in
the price of gasoline of less than one half cent per gallon if the percentage deple-
tion rate were reduced to 20 percent. States that retail prices of gasoline could be
reduced by several cents per gallon by removing import restrictions and Federtil
support for market prorationing.

Also rejects mineral industry arguments that their tax benefits should be con.
tinned because industry rates of return on capital are low. Questions whether
mineral industry rates of return are in fact low. Further states thlt rates of re-
turn, in the American free market economy, tend to equalize in all Industries
after taking into account the tax benefits granted each industry. Suggests thlt
mineral tax benefits are often dissipated in the form of higher royalty paymontN
to property owners.

Describes the present program of tax assistance to the natural resoili-ce indus-
tries as an inequitable, wasteful, problen-ridden government ad program. Urges
the Committee to scrap the existing aid program and substtiute depletion coi-
puted on the basis of actual cost, together with capitalization of intangible
drilling costs and recovery of such coqts over the useful life of the property like
business investment in other industries.

Praises the natural resources provisions in the House-passed tax reform bill
as a step in the right direction, but criticizes both the House bill and the Ad-
ministration's proposals for failing to eliminate percentage depletion entirely,
and, most particularly, for failing to require full capitalization of intangible drill-
ing and development costs.

STATEMENT

Mfr. Chairman and Members of the Finance Committee:
Thank you for receiving this statement on tax reform in the area of depletable

natural resources. This is an important subject, because changes in present fed-
eral tax treatment of natural resources ought to be part of any meaningful tax
reform package. To facilitate my presentation, I have prepared a separate analysis
in which my views on this subject are developed in more detail.* I would like to
ask the Committee's permission to insert this analysis In the record following my
written statement.

I represent no organization or interest group. Rather. I am writing as an
economist and concerned citizen who has studied natural resource problems,
including their tax treatment, for about a decade. As a result of my work, I have
become increasingly worried about present federal tax policies in this area.
Let me summarize the reasons for my concern.

1. Lack of tam fairness.-Present tax policies towards natural resources pro-
vide a major route by which wealthy individuals and corporations escape liability
for federal income taxes. As a result, our tax system, judged by publicly accepted
standards, is less fair than it should be. Understandably, the American public
has become concerned about this situation.

2. Waste of tax monies.-The present tax treatment of natural resources leads
to a serious waste of public funds, because we are receiving very little benefit in
return for substantial tax expenditures. Moreover, our present tax policies make
it harder to attain other worthwhile public goals, such as greater public con-
fidence in our tax system.

3. Administrative difflculties.-Serious problems have arisen in administering
the present tax provisions for natural resources. These problems have been unduly
neglected in past studies of natural resource taxation. After forty years of court
decisions, regulations, and rulings, these problems are now more serious than
they were when the special tax benefits for mineral producers were first
introduced.

I will discuss each of these points in turn.
1. Lack of tax fairness.-There are two standards by which to judge the

fairness of the federal tax system.
First, taxpayers with similar incomes should bear similar tax burdens. The

effective tax rate should not depend on the source of one's income: earnings from

*The analysis referred to will be printed In the record compiled of the hearing.
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minerals and earnings from other sources should be taxed alike. Yet earnings
from natural resources are now taxed at lower rates-in many cases substan-
tially lower rates-than earnings from most other sources. Under present tax
rules, natural resource incomes are shielded by percentage depletion deductions
in excess of cost depletion, by accelerated writeoffs of exploration and develop-
went expenditures-including, for petroleum and natural gas, immediate ex-
pensing of intangible drilling and development costs-and by inflated foreign
tax credits.

A family with an income of $50,000 from (e.g.) oil production should, in fair-
ness, pay about the same tax as a family with $50,000 in income from ordinary
salary and wages, but the Internal Revenue Code's special provisions for natural
resources make this impossible. Similarly, an oil firm should pay more than a
tiny fraction of the corporate tax which is paid by a chemical firm with similar
rece pts and profits. Yet our present tax rules permit the oil firm and other nat-
ural resource firms to avoid payment of their fair share of federal taxes.

The second standard of tax fairness is progressivity of tax rates. This means
that persons with higher incomes should be taxed more heavily than persons with
lower incomes. But the present tax provisions for natural resources, by providing
high income groups with an easy way to reduce their effective tax rates, make it
very difficult to attain this goal. So broad is the avenue of escape that a significant
number of wealthy individuals, including some with incomes in excess of $1
million per year, pay less federal taxes than do individuals living in poverty.
The public is understandably concerned about such unfairness. If we fail to
correct this situation, we run the risk of undermining the faith of the American
people in their self-assessment tax system. In order to operate well, such a
system must have public confidence.

These considerations of tax fairness argue for putting an end to the special
tax privileges currently enjoyed by the natural resource industries. Unless this
Is done, it will not be possible to produce a tax system which, because it treats all
taxpayers fairly, is entitled to widespread public support.

2. Waste of tax monie. n the United States, it is our policy to rely pri-
marily on market forces to achieve our economic goals. Government intervention
in the marketplace Is not favored unless it is found to be absolutely necessary.
At present, however, the federal government actively intervenes in our market
economy by exempting the natural resource industries from taxes they would
otherwise have to pay. Is this government intervention necessary?

A number of traditional arguments have been advanced in support of the
existing interventionist tax treatment of natural resources. Most of these argu-
ments lack substance. For example, we are told that our present tax policies
are needed to foster "a strong mineral industry." But why should we benefit
the mineral industries at the expense of everyone else? The expansion and suc-
cess of all our industries are important. and the mineral industries should
have no special claim to government favor.

We are also told that natural resource production requires advantageous tax
treatment because it is highly "risky". But those who have studied the petroleum
industry-supposedly the most risky of all the natural resource industries-
have pointed repeatedly to the ingenious techniques developed by oil and gas
producers to spread risks within the market mechanism. Most pleas from oil
and mineral producers for tax asistance show a disturbing lack of faith in
the ability of market processes to adapt to risks. What is needed is more faith
in the American market economy, and less reliance on public expenditures
through the tax system.

The only possibly valid argument for retaining existing tax aid to natural
resource producers is the so-called "national security argument." The heart
of this argument is the claim that extra productive capacity-referred to as
"reserves"-is needed for use in the event of war or other emergency, and
that special tax benefits are needed to encourage the creation of such reserves.
However, the national security argument Is open to serious doubt on several
counts.

In the first place, we do not really know whether the national security
requires greater reserves than market processes, if left to themselves, would
provide; or if there is a need, how great it is in quantitative terms. Sec-
ondly, we have no proof, beyond tub-thumping assertions by industry spokes.
men, that present natural resource tax provisions actually do create signifl-
cant additional reserves. The evidence we do have, from several non-industry
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sources, indicates that the net impact of our tax policies on reserves is rather
small.

The most recent evidence on this subject was provided in the Treasury
report prepared by the CONSAD Research Corporation and released in March
1969. The results of this report, which in my opinion remain essentially valid
in spite of attacks by the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association and other
industry groups, suggest that our present tax policies result in additions to
petrouem reserves worth, at most, $150 million per year, in return for annual
tax expenditures for petroleum exceeding $1.3 billion. Spending $1.3 billion
through the tax system to achieve public benefits worth $150 million is a waste.
ful extravagance.

It is significant that during 1969, petroleum industry publicists have begun
to de-emphasize the national security argument, and to play up the notion that
special tax treatment of petroleum helps maintain low prices to consumers. This
notion, and its implied corollary that removing such tax treatment would cause
sizable price increases, have simply not been convincingly demonstrated. Nor
has the Industry explained why we should use the tax system to manipulate oil
prices and not the prices of such other "vital" products as milk or clothing. Nor
has the industry explained why we should bother to tax consumers of oil prod-
ucts more heavily in order to attempt to give them lower product prices.

If the industry were serious about reducing prices to consumers, they would be
asking Congress to remove or greatly relax the present restrictions on oil im-
ports, and seeking to do away with the various state prorationing schemes-
just the opposite of their stands on these programs. Clearly the "low price"
justification for special tax treatment of natural resource producers can be
dismissed as merely another example of the cynical scare tactics employed so
often in past industry publicity.

The Honorable Wilbur Mills, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee, in a speech to the House in December 1967, aptly labelled tax expendi-
tures--that is, expenditures on the revenue side of the budget-as "back door
spending." In this speech, Mr. Mills pointed out several defects of tax expendi-
tures as opposed to outright appropriations: tax expenditures are seldom reviewed
by the Executive Branch or by Congress to determine whether they are still neces-
sary; accurate data on their costs and benefits are often difficult to obtain; and
too frequently they are wasted on firms which would have undertaken the
intended activity without them.

These defects obviously characterize our present system of tax expenditures
on the natural resource industries. The basic philosophy of the system-that is,
the long-term objectives, the need for tax benefits, and the rationale of the exist-
ing set of depletion rates and cut-off points--has escaped serious examination
for 40 years. Furthermore, no line items in the Administration's budget reflect
our tax expenditures on natural resources. And, as the recent CONSAD study
suggests, most of these expenditures are wasted.

It is important to recognize the relative magnitude of our back door spend-
ing on natural resources. According to a statement on January 17, 1969, by
former Secretary of the Treasury Joseph W. Barr, the United States currently
spends--through the back door-at least $1.7 billion annually to aid oil pro-
ducers and other segments of the extractive industries. This sum is just $200
million short of what the federal government appropriates directly, under close
scrutiny, for the same purpose.

The $1.7 billion in back door spending on natural resources is three times
what was budgeted during fiscal 1969 for federal law enforcement; fifteen times
as much as the cost of running our federal judicial system; three times the
budgeted amount for school lunch and food stamp programs; five times as much
as is budgeted for low-rent public housing; and four times the allotment for
the Alliance for Progress. This $1.7 billion in back door spending rivals in size
such carefully scrutinized areas as the foreign aid program, the Apollo moon
program, the programs of the Office of Economic Opportunity, and federal aid
for elementary schools. Tax expenditures of this magnitude should be halted
in the absence of solid proof that these huge expenditures actually produce pub-
lic benefits commensurate with their size.

8. Admnitf atve di Douttie8.-Too little attention has been paid to the serious
practical problems encountered in administering our present system of special
tax benefits for the natural resource industries. In part, these difficulties arise
from taxpayers' natural desire to expand their tax benefits to the greatest de-
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gree possible, and the equally natural desire of tax administrators to limit
revenue losses. Difficulties also arise from the vagueness of the existing statute,
which frequently fails to identify clearly the natural resources for which tax
benefits may be claimed, or the rules to be used in computing the dollar amount
of the tax benefit.

These problems are not simply a matter of percentage depletion rates, as is
sometimes thought. The problems actually fall into five major areas. The first
of these areas involves the taxpayer's possession of an "economic interest" in a
natural resource property. An economic interest is a necessary prerequisite to
a depletion claim, but there is much confusion regarding the legal meaning of
this vague term.

The second problem area involves the appropriate percentage rate of deple-
tion for a particular natural resource deposit. Different ores and minerals are
entitled to sharply different depletion rates under the Code. However, because
the Code's definitions are vague, and because deposits vary in physical and
chemical composition, it is not always clear which rate applies to a particular
deposit.

Third. many difficulties arise coneriing the "cut-off point." which (letermine.4
the amount of processing which a taxpayer may include in his depletion base. In
general, the inclusion of more processing in the depletion base increased tile de-
pletin deduction. The priilciphes to he used in determining "in appropriate cut-
off point are not clear, and disputes therefore abound.

Fourth, there is the problem of determining the unit price to be used in com-
puting gross income from a natural resource property. For Instance, I understand
that the Internal Revenue Service has recently encountered major difiiculties in
determining the price for crude oil produced by U.s. firms operating out of the
Persian Gulf. Similar pricing problems affect many other natural resource's.

Finally, there are rather serious problems connected with the ('oml)utation of
the statutory fifty percent net income limitation on percentage depletion. Allo-
cating costs between extractive and fabricating activities, and the carryover
of losses from one accounting period to another, are patricularly vexing prob-
lems in this area.

Today, after 40 years of court decisions, regulations, and rulings, the practical
problems in administering the tax provisions for natural resources are more
serious than they were in the 1920's when these provisions were first introduced.
The accounting and legal costs incurred in trying to cope with these problems
are substantial, for government and taxpayer alike. It has been necessary to
create an elaborate government bureaucracy to handle these matters, and
businessmen are induced to spend time and energy in protracted disputes rather
than in productive endeavors. Moreover, as technology and costs change, and as
new types of natural resources come into use, new problems continually arise.
The complexities Involved in trying to settle these administrative problems fur-
ther increase the waste and inefficiency associated with the percentage depletion
mechanism.
Summary and recommendations

In short, our present program of tax assistance to the natural resource indus-
tries is an inequitable, wasteful, problem-ridden government aid program. Only
one responsible recommendation can be made: this program should be scrapped.
Depletion on natural resource properties should be computed on the basis of
actual cost, under rules similar to those set forth under section 611 of the In-
ternal Revenue Code. Future investments in natural resource production facili-
ties should be capitalized, and, like business investment in other industries, re-
covered over the useful life of the property.

Recent action by the House Ways and Means Committee, recommending reduc-
tions in percentage rates of depletion and restricting the uses of several ploys
that widen the tax loopholes on natural resource incomes, constitutes a step in
the right direction. In my view, however, the Committee did not go far enough;
moreover, they did nothing about the unnecessary and unparalleled provisions
for immediate expensing of so-called "intangible" drilling sots-a glaring omis-
sion from what is otherwise a promising package of tax reforms.

If natural resource producers actually need government aid-and this need
has not been satisfactorily demionstrated-there are cheaper, more effective
means of giving such aid which would avoid the inequities and administrative
difficulties of the present aid system. Specifically, direct appropriations, which
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are more easily scrutinized and more directly tied to performance, are a superior
method of granting government aid.

In conclusion, I appeal to this Committee to scrutinize carefully the arguments
advanced by natural resource producers In support of the back door spending
now authorized by -the special mineral resource provisions of the Internal Reve-
nue Code. It is important to remember In making this examination that all of the
available evidence indicates we are wasting tax money-huge amounts of tax
money each year-through these special tax provisions. We are spending big
sums but receiving little in the way of public benefits. Until these wasteful back
door expenditures are brought to a halt, I believe that the public will be justified
in regarding much of the talk about "tax reform" and "economy in government"
as empty rhetoric.

Thank you.

FEDERAL TAX POLICY AND TiHE NATURAL RESOURCE INDUSTRIES: ARE WE GETTING
OUR MONEY'S WORTI?

(Arthur W. Wright, Assistant Professor of Economics, University of
Massachusetts)

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, I propose to evaluate, with the aid of economic analysis, the
effectiveness of existing federal tax policy towards the extractive (natural re-
source or mineral) Industries. This important area of public policy deserves care-
ful scrutiny as a prime candidate for inclusion in any meaningful program of
tax reform.

Through a set of special tax benefits, this nation now In effect spends large
sums of public money each year on the extractive industries. As with any public
expenditure, sound public policy requires continuous review by government
bodies, raising and hopefully answering questions such as these: What benefits
is the nation deriving from present "tax expenditures" on natural resources?
Are they benefits we want? What are the costs of obtaining them (including
other possible benefits foregone) ? Could we achieve the same results more effec-
tively or at lower cost with other programs?

After much study, I have concluded that the present tax benefits to mineral
producers are poor public policy. The benefits are few, the costs hiah. Having
examined the usual rationales for continuing present tax policy in this area, I
strongly doubt that tax assistance is either necessary or desirable. Should the
Congress decide that some form of special treatment Is justified, there exist
several alternatives to the present policy that would be both cheaper and more
effective.

Following a brief outline of the principal tax benefits accorded to the extrac-
tive industries, five topics receive detailed discussion: (1) taxpayer inequities;
(2) economic waste; (3) administrative difficulties (all too often Ignored) ; (4)
the relation of the tax provisions specific to the extractive industries to the gen-
eral capital gains option; and (5) the proposed "minimum tax" system as a tool
of paiblic policy in connection with natural resource taxation.

Tax policy is of course related to other areas of public policy towards the
extractive industries. The most notable example is In the oil and gas industry,
which is affc.ted by state regulation and federal Import quotas as well as federal
tax provisions. Although the ideal would be a complete treatment of all facets
of public policy, attention will be limited here solely to tax policy except for an
occasional footnote reference to the other facets.
I. Present Special Tax Benefits for the Extractive Industries

The Internal Revenue Code contains three basic special tax benefits for pro-
ducers of petroleum, nature gas, and hard minerals. These are, first, the per-
centage depletion deduction set forth In section 613 of the Code; second, the
special provisions In section 263(c) which permit the current write-off of In-
tangible drilling and development costs In the case of producing oil and gas wells;
and, third, the provisions contained In sectons 615 through 617 of the Code
which permit exploration and development costs to be written off currently,
subject to certain limitations. In addition, section 1.612-4(b) (4) of the Treasury
Regulations on Income Tax grants oil and gas producers who have elected to
capitalize intangible drilling and development costs the additional option of
either expensing or capitalizing their dry hole costs.
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In addition to the benefits provided directly in the Internal Revenue Code and
Treasury Regulations, there are important foreign tax credit benefits which
have been extended to the mineral industries by revenue rulings on the foreign
tax credit provisions set forth in sections 901 through 906 of the Internal Revenue
Code.

The percentage depletion provision Is an extraordinary tax benefit because
it permits the tax-free recovery of dollar amounts which are greater, often
far greater, than the taxpayer's original investment in a depletable mineral
property For this reason, the percentage depletion deduction is a subsidy, not
simply a mechanisms for the recovery of a taxpayer's capital investment. In ad-
dition, that portion of the percentage depletion deduction which represents
ordinary tax free recovery of capital investment costs is usually recovered
more rapidly than would be the case if natural resource taxpayers were re-
quired to compute depletion analogously to the computation of depreciation In,
non-vxtractive industries. Percentage depletion therefore confers a double bene-
fit: (1) deductions in excess of initial cost, and (2) deductions of initial cost
that are unusually accelerated.

The intangible drilling and the exploration-and development provisions of
the Code are both extraordinary tax benefits because they permit the im-
mediate tax-free recovery of capital investments. In contrast, the tax-free re-
covery of capital investments in manufacturing, transportation, and most other
industries is generally geared much more closely to the actual wearing out of
capital equipment; for example, a producer of automobiles must depreciate
his machinery over its useful life, a railroad must depreciate its rails over their
expected life, and a farmer must take annual depreciation deductions on his
farm equipment. Immediate, tax-free recovery of capital, such as the mineral
industries enjoy is thus the exception rather than the rule.

The special percentage depletion rule, the special intangible drilling cost
rules, and the special exploration and development rules all constitute depar-
tures from normal accounting procedures. This is the mnain reason why giant
firms can regularly report handsome profits to their stockholders while paying
little or nothing in Federal income taxes.

The foreign tax credit provides another important tax benefit for U.S. firms
producing natural resources in other countries In the case of genuine income
taxes, and taxes levied in lieu of genuine income taxes, these provisions prob-
ably do not confer special benefits on the mineral industries relative to other
industries. However, petroleum, iron ore, and bauxite producers, among others,
appear to have claimed the foreign tax credit for "taxes" which are actually
paid in lieu of landowner's royalties. This has occurred particularly in the Per-
sian Gulf region, where the landowner and the taxing authority are frequently
one and the same person. In that region, landowner's royalties originally
charged by the feudal Arab kings have generally been converted into so-called
income taxes, which have been ruled creditable for Federal income tax pur-
poses, Revenue Ruling 55-296. 1955-1 Cum. Bull. 386, for example, held the
Saudi Arabian "income tax" to be creditable against United States income
taxes. The effect of rulings such as this has been to confer substantial benefits
on both the oil producing nations of the Persian Gulf and the international
oil companies at the expense of the United States Treasury. In addition, these
benefits discriminate against domestic United States producers, because a tax
credit is being allowed for an item which is actually just a normal business
expense and which is not creditable against tax for domestic United States
producers.'

There is some disagreement over whether the option of currently expensing
"dry hole" costs in petroleum drilling represents special tax treatment. On the
one hand, It can be contended that dry hole costs are losses which should be
currently deductible like other business losses. On the other hand, they may be
viewed as part of a capital Investment program. the object of which is the acqui-
sition of assets in the form of reserves. The former position seems consistent
with present general corporate income tax procedures, whereas the latter is more
relevant for economic theory.' Since this paper will focus. on evIluating the speeiRl

I Domestic U.S. producers are of course protected by the reverse discrimination against
foreign sources inherent in the oil import quotas imposed beginning In 1959.2 See McDonald 1967. p. 269 n. (The full citations corresponding to the abbreviated
references used in the footnotes can be found In the bibliography at the end, listed alpha-
betically according to the abbreviated forms.)
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'tax provisions for natural resources relative to the uniform corporate income
tax, we shall not regard the current expensing of dry-hole costs as a special
provision.
II. Taxpayer inequities

As I read it, the generally accepted view of taxpayer equity, or fairness, im-
plicit in federal tax policy consist of two standards: Taxpayers with similar
incomes should bear similar tax burdens ("horizontal" equity). And the effective
structure of marginal tax rates should be "progressive", that is, persons with
higher incomes should be taxed proportionately more heavily than persons with
lower incomes ("vertical" equity).' These principles apply to corporations as
well as individuals, although the progressivity of effective corporate rates is
quite weak, arising only from the lower rate applied to the first $25,000 of corpo-
rate income.

Recent studies by the U.S. Treasury Department have suggested that the pres-
ent tax system, when measured against these two standards, contains numerous
and large inequities. These studies make clear that the special tax treatment
of the extractive industries is a major source of these inequities, for both Indi-
viduals and corporations.

Horizontally, these studies find that effective tax rates vary widely among
individual taxpayers having similar adjusted gross incomes.4 Parallel variations
are found between sectors of Industry, although variations among corporations
within a given sector are presumably smaller." Present tax treatment of the ex-
tractive industries fosters such variations by distinguishing between sources of
income. One's effective tax rate should not, in fairness, depend upon the source of
one's income. Earnings from natural resources and earnings from other sources
should be taxed alike. Yet the former are now taxed at lower rates-in many cases
substantially lower rates-than earnings from most other sources. Under present
tax rules, natural resource incomes are shielded by depletion deductions in excess
of cost depletion, by accelerated writeoffs of exploration and development expend-
itures (including, for petroleum, immediate expensing of intangible drilling
costs) and by inflated tax credits.

Vertically, the Treasury studies find numerous instances of sharply reduced
progressivity in effective tax rates. Present tax provisions for natural resources,
among other provisions, contribute in a major way to the reduction by providing
high income groups with an easy way to escape higher marginal rates. So broad
Is the avenue of escape that a significant number of wealthy individuals, in-
cluding some with incomes in excess of $1 million per year, pay less federal
taxes than do individuals living in poverty!

A number of objections have been raised to the charge that inequities arise
from existing tax provisions for natural resources. Some representatives of the
petroleum industry-which accounts for "about 80 percent of the tax relief for
extractive industries" -- complain of "unfair tax burdening" and Insist that
"contrary to popular claims, oil's total tax bill equals that of other industries." 8
The complaint of unfairness, which allegedly arises from "diversion" of the
proceeds from "user taxes" on petroleum products,' Is transparently hollow: the
"use" involved is use of highways, not petroleum products. (If anything, the
petroleum Industry benefits from the tying of gasoline and Diesel fuel taxes
to roadbulding-a privilege not extended to (say) camping equipment taxes
for campsites, picnic basket taxes for picnic areas, or liquor taxes for taverns-
which increases the demand for their products.)

The petroleum Industry's "total tax bill" is generally computed as the sum
of all domestic Income taxes (including those levied on employees' incomes),
foreign taxes, so-called "severance" taxes, property taxes and excise taxes. (One
industry protagonist has ever proposed Including excise taxes on consumer

a For example, Tax Reform Studies, 1969, Part I, p. 73.
A Ibid.; pp. 74-95.
5Ibid.. pp. 99-101. See also Senator Proxmire's speech to the Senate on January 22,

1969 (Oongreeional Record, p. S767). Note that provisions such as percentage depletion
which apply only if a corporation has net income give greater tax benefits to corporations
making money.

*I bid., p. 8; see also former Treasury Secretary Barr's statement to the Joint Economic
Committee, January 17, 1969.

I Md., p. 101.
'The first quote is from The Oil Daily, February 19, 1969, p. 1, and the second from

Oil and Gas Journal, February 10. 1969, p. 27.
' The oil Daily, February 21, 1969, p. 1.
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goods purchased by industry employees."0 ) Clearly the total tax bill is a mean-
ingless concept as it stands, and the asserted claim of equality (absolute? rela-
tive?) with' those of other industries is just as meaningless. Foreign "taxes"
(which In many cases used-to be called royalties) do not pertain to the indus-
try's contribution to domestic public treasuries. Excise taxes on petroleum prod-
ucts, generally earmarked for highway construction, seldom enter general funds,
and are offset for comparative purposes by excise taxes on other industries'
products. Taking away these two items, and noting the further offsets on emi-
ployees' income taxes and on property taxes, we are left with the insignificant
severance taxes and the industry's very low (orporate income taxes.

A second, more general objection to the inequity charge is more substantial.
The central idea is that the market mechanism will permit income recipients in
the long run to adapt to tax provisions in such a way that the after-tax distri-
bution of income is very similar to what it would have been without the provi.
sions.u The alleged adaptation is made (for instance, in the case of the per-
centage depletion allowance) through the bidding up of the prices of assets whose
incomes are subject to advantageous tax treatment until marginal after-tax
returns are equated.

The market-adaptation argument has some validity with regard to horizontal
equity, allowing for differences in peoples willingness to expend time and effort
(or money, on a good tax lawyer) to study the tax laws. Such barriers as exist
for one millionaire but not for another seem to be relatively insignificant. But
this argument cuts two ways: While it tends to weaken the charge of horizontal
equities arising from special tax provisions, it also weakens the possible objec-
tions to removing those same provisions. The market is equally good at doing
and undoing.

When it comes to vertical equity, however, the market-adaptation argument is
not valid. Present special tax provisions applying to natural resources (along
with most other alleged loopholes) are not attractive until one enters a fairly
high tax bracket, i.e. until one's income reaches a high level. (A reasonable
guess at the minimum threshold might be $25,000 of gross income per year.)
These provisions therefore represent an opportunity-the progressive rate struc-
ture itself providing the Incentive-to higher-income groups to reduce their share
of income paid in taxes relative to lower-income groups, and relative to the effec-
tive rates intended in the Internal Revenue Code. Moreover, it is precisely per-
sons with higher incomes who can afford to strive to expand the coverage of
special provisions. (The ample efforts so to widen the "loopholes" is a testimonial
of sorts to the vigor of market responses In the American economy; unfortunately,
under present tax rules this vigor is not channelled Into producing more goods
and services.) 1

Up to now I have dealt solely with the effects of special tax benefits for the
extractive industries on the size distribution of income among individuals and
among corporations. Those benefits would also affect the distribution of so-called
"functional" shares of total income accruing to the various factors of production
and residual claimants. The fact that natural resources are extracted from the
ground, together with U.,S. Institutions of private property makes incomes asso-
ciated with land ownership-lease payments, land sales and production royalties
to land owners--an Important element in functional income distribution. The
effect of existing tax provisions for natural resources is to raise these incomes;
conversely, the effect of removing or partially reducing the dollar magnitude of
the existing provisions would be to lower land incomes." The quantitative extent
of the change (which is of a once-for-all sort In either direction) would depend
upon the distribution of possible resource-bearing lands ranked according to
natural resource content and accessibility (including location in relation to mar-
kets). The fewer the good ones, the greater would be the change.

The impact of a given change in the functional share of land rent on the size
distribution of income (i.e., who would benefit or suffer from more or less favor-
able tax provisions) would depend on the pattern of land ownership.

10 Fernald in Federal Tax Policy 1955, pp. 427-428.
11 For example, Henry Wallich, "Taxes and the Market," Newsweek, February 24, 1969,

p. 78.
12 Gray in Federal Tax Policy 1955, pp. 430-431, concisely documents the pressures

over the years to secure more and more favorable treatment.
13 At least in petroleum, production royalty percentages appear to be rather insensitive

to changes in land values, most of the variation taking place in lease payments and land
sale prices.
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The same generally accepted standards of equity invoked earlier would apply
to the problems raised in making the. transition from preferential to equal tax
treatment of mineral producers. Investors who had acquired mineral assets under
the expectation of continued special tax provisions would be faced, when those
provisions were rescinded, with "windfall" reductions In asset values. The remedy
is simple: permit those investors to continue to receive the foriner special tax
treatment oa those assets until they are retired. The effective cut-off date should
be set at about the time the Congress begins drafting legislation to rescind the
special provisions, since subsequent to that time investors' expectations would be
geared to normal provisions.

The public is understandably concerned about the unfairness created by present
special tax provisions for natural resource and certain other sources of income.
Their concern Is increased by warnings from Budget Director Mayo of the possi-
ble need for new tax revenues over and above the ten percent surcharge still in
effect." Newspaper reports tells of the "millions in need of [tax] relief and the
thousands who.., enjoy tax privilege as a way of... life," 15 and wonder how
"such a tempting package of revenue goodies [the special tax provisions for oil
and gas] survived the Vietnam tax squeeze without serious challenge." 16 Similar
thoughts have undoubtedly occurred to taxpayers.

If we fail to correct the present inequitable situation, we run the risk of
undermining the faith of the American people in their self-assessment tax sys-
tem,"7 In order to function, such a system must have public confidence. More gen-
erally, at the present time any step that would strengthen the confidence of the
people in the federal government is worthy of study.
III. Economic Waste

Considerable controversy has arisen over the relation of the special federal
tax benefits for the extractive Industries to economic efficiency. Much of the de-
bate has been academic, confined to the pages of professional economics journals.
Some of it, however, has reached the real (or near-real) world of Congressional
hearings and other confrontations between the interested parties. Reading
through the ample literature on the debate, I have been most impressed by the
lack of communication between the contestants, be they representatives of aca-
deme, Industry or the Legislative Branch.

Consequently, in the hope of clarifying the issues, hazarding some answers,
but most importantly Improving communication, I shall take a tack in this
paper somewhat different from past presentations by economists. The, approach
employed here will build on the notion of public policy as set forth in the Intro-
duction: Are we getting our money's worth from our considerable "tax expendi-
tures" on natural resources?

Let us begin by examining how these tax expenditures work. The existing
package of extractive industry tax benefits consists of tax credits. Tax credits
can be called general policy tools, that is, benefits are paid through credits against
tax liabilities which can be claimed for any activity that qualifies under the
provisions. Expenditures from direct appropriations, by contrast, can be made
as narrowly selective, or as broadly general, as the policy making body wishes.

A public policy aimed at stimulating activities that are already going on
should be aimed at inducing business firms to begin operations which In the
absence of the policy they would not have found worthwhile. In the jargon of
economists, a policy of this sort should seek to Influence business decisions "at
the margin", or to be more precise, to extend the effective margin of economic
operations.

Selective policies can be fairly well tailored to impart this kind of stimulus.
However, general policies such as tax credits operate not only at the margin-by

14 In his statement to the Joint Economic Committee on February 1. 1969, reported In
The Oil Daily, February 19. 1969, p. 1. According to Mayo, the estimated discrepancy
after the 10 percent surtax is some $2.9 billion. Almost four-fifths of this discrepancy
could be made up by removing the special tax benefits for natural resources, initially
worth in excess of $2.25 billion according to Treasury figures (Tax Reform Studies 1969,
Part 3, p. 41).15Newsweek February 24, 1969, p. 70.10William . Wyant. Jr., in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, February 1, 1969, Editorials
p. 1.

7 Representative Byrnes has warned that "the whole (tax] system will become a victim
t a lack of confidence and abuse" unless steps are taken soon (quoted in Newsweek,
February 24, 1969 p 66). The New York Times has recently editorialized in the same vein
(January 10, 1969$.
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raising the after-tax returns of some previously sub-marginal activities-but on
all operations. The benefits from a tax credit accrue to all operations, including
those that would have been undertaken without the tax credit. In effect, busi-
nesses receiving tax credits are given a tax bonus for doing what they would have
done anyway.

Such a bonus may not be entirely without results. For instance, depending on
the precise form of the tax credit, the time rate of operations of previously exist-
ing activities may increase. However, such results need not be consistent with
the intentions of public policy.

From the preceding analysis we would expect the present package of tax
credits for mineral industries to encourage the opening up of marginal deposits
of natural resources which would not have been worthwhile (at prevailing prices)
if normal corporate tax provisions applied. Because a tax credit is a general
tool of policy, however, benefits also accrue to owners of deposits that would have
been in operation without a credit. As a result, only a portion of the tax benefits
paid to natural resource producers goes into net stimulation to find and open
up marginal deposits.

Because the main tax deduction for the extractive industries, percentage de-
pletion, is computed on the basis of extracted output, there is also an incentive
to produce at a faster rate per unit time from a given deposit-subject to the
fifty percent net income limitation and to downward pressures on product prices
as a result of all producers responding to the incentive. 8 It Is not clear that an
increased time rate of use of natural resources is necessary or desirable from the
standpoint of public policy; for at least one goal (national security-see below)
it is undesirable.

Economic analysis leads us, therefore, to conclude that present special tax
treatment of the extractive industries would tend to stimulate the finding and
opening up of marginal deposits, but in addition it would also aid operators of
deposits which would have been explored and opened up in any case. Economic
analysis also tells us that this special tax treatment would tend to increase the
time rate of natural resource production, thus depressing current relative to
future prices, a consequence which may not be desirable. The next step is to look
at the extent of the total stimulus, its cost, and therefore its relative desirability
from the standpoint of public policy.

A. Magnitude of ta beneflt8 and results in the extractive industries
This is an area about which our quantitative understanding Is still rather

weak. Spokesmen for the extractive industries, who presumably would have the
easiest access to empirical evidence, have never to my knowledge seriously at-
tempted to quantify either the value of their tax assistance or the worthiness, If
any, to the public of its results.'sa Several academic students of the tax treatment
of natural resources (mainly petroleum) have made estimates of the size of the
money stimulus at the margin, but have not attempted to convert that into a total
by estimating the Impact on output.9

Fortunately, several studies recently released by the U.S. Treasury provide
what seem to be reliable, up-to-date estimates of the size of present tax benefits
to the extractive industries generally," and of the size of the stimulus to creation
of new reserves of petroleum in particular.2 ' Tax expenditures due to the excess

18 McDonald 1967, p. 282 argues that the incentive to speed up the time rate of exploita-
tion of mineral deposits would be "swamped" in the case of new deposits by another
alleged consequence of percentage depletion, namely, a "reduction In the rate of interest

employed in choosing the optimum time distribution of production in newly dis-
covered [petroleum] reservoirs." That rate of interest would, however, be determined
in the capital market as a whole, not in the mineral sector alone. Hence the adjustment
towards equilibrium in minerals would take the form of expanding the margins of pro-
duction until marginal returns were consistent with the prevailing market interest rate
and other prices.18a The Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association recently (April 1969) assembled a task
force of economists to criticize the Treasury's "CONSAD report" (see note 21), but regret-
ably did not Instruct this task force to undertake an original analysis to replace CONSAD's
findings.

1 Harberger In Federal Tam Policy 1955; Steiner in Tax Revision Oompendium 1959;
idetm., 1963 and 1964. For a dissent to the Harberger and Steiner findings see TcDonald
1961, 1962 1964 and 1967; note that McDonald's dissent has progressively weakened
with time. ee the next section for further discussion of this debate.

20 Former Secretary of the Treasury Joseph W. Barr, Statement before the Joint Economic
Committee 1969, Appendix p. 11; see also Tax Reform Studies 1969, Part I, pp. 101 ff.

1 CONSAD 1969; see the comments on this report in Tax Reform Studies 1969, Part 3,
pp. 418 et passim.
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of percentage depletion over cost depletion, plus expensing of exploration and
development costs are estimated to run currently at an annual rate of $1.7 bil-
lion.21 Of this total a little over eighty percent, or about $1.4 billion, is estimated
to go to the oil and gas industry.*

Regarding the results achieved with these tax outlays, the CONSAD study
concluded that the special tax treatment of oil and gas achieved additional
reserves, relative to the situation without such special treatment, worth at the
most) $150 million at current prices.24 Even allowing for a price increase of $1.00
per barrel if both percentage depletion and expensing of exploration and develop-
ment costs were removed,0 this is a poor return on tax expenditures of $1.4
billion.

As was noted earlier, percentage depletion operates directly upon current
extraction but only indirectly on the finding and preparation of new reserves.
Under present tax provisions petroleum Is the main mineral to receive tax aid
which directly affects pre-extraction outlays, namely, the privilege of immedi-
ately expensing so-called "intangible" drilling costs. There is no hard evidence
here, but economic theory strongly suggests that the impetus from tax assistance
as presently constituted to explore for and develop new deposits is even weaker
for non-petroleum minerals than it is for oil and gas.
B. The desirability of tax assistance for the extractive industries

In the United States, government economic policy is founded on a premise of
primary reliance on market forces to allocate scarce economic resources. Gov-
ernment intervention in the market place is reserved for instances where it is
deemed highly necessary or desirable. We saw in the preceding section that at
present the federal government actively Intervenes in the American economy, to
the tune of some $1.7 billion annually, by exempting firms in the extractive
industries from taxes which they would otherwise have to pay. The public policy
question should therefore be posed: Is this intervention through tax expenditures
necessary or desirable?
1. The "McDonald debate" on tam neutrality

Communication will be improved between all interested parties if we clarify
one potentially troublesome issue Immediately. Over the past fifteen years a
group of economists, led (and spurred on) by Stephen McDonald, have vigor.
ously and at times heatedly debated whether the present tax treatment of natural
resources is "neutral." " The neutrality at Issue in this debate is whether the
allocation of resources (in the economy as a whole, not Just in the extractive
sector) under present provisions is the same as would prevail in the absenwe of
any corporate income taw.," Present provisions would be neutral if the two allo-
cations are the same, and non-neutral if they differ. Note that the conclusion
reached, be it neutrality or non-neutrality, Is devoid of public policy significance
as posed In the McDonald debate. Nothing Is said about the desirability of either
the no-tax or the special-tax-treatment allocation. Failure to appreciate this
point, a failure to which even (or perhaps especially) economists are prone, can
lead to overly hasty conclusions of "inefficiency" or "distortion".

0 Barr, op. cit., p. 11, Table 4. The transitional first-year revenue effect would be
greater by roughly ahalf billion dollars.

= Tax Reform Studies 1969 Part 1, p. 101.AmId., Part 8, Pp. 427-428. Even if the CONSAD estimates are off by a factor of three
or four, "the payo for the revenue foregone ...would be low ..." ibidd., p. 42). This
source terms the CONSAD findings "broadly consistent" with earlier results, employing
different but not contradictory methodology, obtained by F. M. Fisher (1964) and Erick-
son 'in an unpublished Ph.D. thesis written at Vanderbilt University.

Tax Reform Studies 1969, Part 8, p. 418, gives an upper figure of $0.95 per barrel on
a current price of about $8.00.
9Th debate has dealt only with petroleum, but the various arguments apply, with

ap ro rate modifications, to the other extractive industries..McDonald points out (1962, p. 814 n.) that this is the proper comparison, for economic
analysis. Our comparison, however, has been between a uniform corporate income tax
and the present set of special natural resource provisions. This is the appropriate com-
parison for public policy, at least in present context.
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The course of the McDonald debate is too long and involved to set forth here.2
The present state of the debate is as follows. The non-neutrality, relative to a
no-tax situation, of a uniform corporate income tax, is generally accepted. It
is agreed that restoration of neutrality, short of rescinding the corporate income
tax, would require some mechanism whereby firms in relatively capital inten-
sive Industries would be taxed at effective rates below the uniform rate; and
firms in relatively non-capital-intensive industries would be taxed at rates
higher than the uniform rate. Most recently, McDonald ias come to the view
that the present level of percentage depletion deductions, plus the tax benefits
from being allowed to expense intangibles for tax purposes, would be several
times too large to restore neutrality."

Two points need to be made, for present purposes. First, no-tax neutrality may
or may not be a sound goal of public policy; therefore, the policy implications
of the non-neutrality finding per 8e are nilt.' If it were decided that tax neutrality
was a desirable policy goal, and even If McDonald's initial, coincidental finding
that percentage depletion restored neutrality for the petroleum industry were
correct, it would still be incorrect to conclude that the percentage depletion allow-
ance was a sound tool of public policy. This is so because, by McDonald's analysis,
the corporate income tax would be non-neutral for any and all capital intensive
industries, and petroleum is not the only such industry. (Nor is it the only
industry plagued by high risks, but more on that score later.) Further, Mc-
Donaldesque neutrality would require counterpart inoreases in the effective
rates of corporate tax applied to industries with relatively low capital intensity-
the equivalent of a percentage depletion surcharge on tax liabilities in those
Industries. Since no practical proposals for a perfectly differentiated corporate
Income tax have come forward, it is safe to conclude that the present significance
for public policy of the McDonald debate on tax neutrality Is very small.:'
2. Traditional arguments for special tax treatment of natural reMources

Over the years the special tax benefits paid to mineral producers have come
under a number of attacks. In the course of defending their special treatment,
and in the course of continuously pressuring the federal government for wider
and yet more favorable treatment,82 representatives of the mineral industries
have advanced a host of arguments to justify their position. It Is saddening
to report that these arguments, which by now have attained the status of
tradition by reason of frequent repetition, show more persistence and ingenuity
in defense of special privilege than evidence in support of sound public policy. 3

raThe first shots were fired, unwittingly by Harberger (Federal Tarn Policy 1955)
and Steiner (Taxn Revision Compendium 199), who concluded that the distinctive tax
benefits accorded to petroleum producers were non-neutral because they made It worth-
while to invest more per marginal dollar of return in petroleum than in less favored
industries. The battle lines were drawn by McDonald (1961), who showed that under
certain plausible (to him) assumptions, including perfect forward shifting of the
burden of the corporate income tax from producers to consumers, the corporate income
ta: was pot neutral, but rather discriminated against the more capital intensive industries
and/or the riskier industries. Since petroleum is included in this group of industries, he
argued, It was subject to tax discrimination. McDonald, not content with this result (with
which others have concurred, e.g., M. Krzyzaniak and R. Musgrave, The Shifting of
the Corporate Income Tax (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1963), went on to attempt
to show that the effective rate of percentage depletion enjoyed by the petroleum Industry,
about 22 percent, Just about coincided with the reduction of the corporate Income tax
necessary to restore no-tax neutrality. (Intangibles expensing was not Included In Mc-
Donald's calculations.) This argument elicited a critical comment by a Treasury economist.
Eldridge (1962), and a major attempt by Steiner (1963) to refute McDonald's argument
and to reinstate his and Harberger's finding of non-neutrality. A further exchange between
McDonald and Steiner occurred in 1964. The latest published version of McDonald's
position appeared in 1967.

n McDonald 1967, p. 286.
so McDonald acknowledged this point In his Initial article (1961) and has since made It

more explicitly and emphatically (1962, 1964).
3 Musgrave (1962) along with others has pointed out that a value-added tax or, what

comes to the same thing, a uniform ad valorem tax on all factor incomes, not just that of
capital would be no-tax neutral. The value-added tax has received some support, e.g., from
the C.B.D., in recent years.
as For an account of the pressures to enlarge the scope of the percentage depletion

deduction, see Gray in Federal Tax Policy 1955, pp. 430ff.
38 Gray (op. cii.), cites the "ingenious arguments" that have gone Into building an

exn post facto rationale whose purpose is to 'reconcile private privilege with the public
Interest." The Ingenuity of oil lobbyists Is reflected in their recent Inclusion of the balance
of payments problem in the case for restricting oil imports (The Oil Daily, February 24,
1969, p. 1).

38.-865---9---pt. 5-48
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(If I had to grade the industries' performance. they would receive an A for
effort, B+ for ingenuity, and D+ for content.) Moreover, these arguments
evidence little faith In, or else small understanding of, the prowess of the un-
fettered market mechanism in allocating scarce resources to their most produc-
tive uses. It Is surely a rarity indeed to find an Eastern academic economist
berating American businessmen for disparaging the market mechanism. But on
most of the points raised by mineral industry spokesmen in support of government
intervention in the market place, the market would perform the required tasks
unaided, and perform them better than it can under the burden of present mineral
tax policy.

The traditional justifications of tax aid to the extractive industries can be
grouped into four broad categories, listed below in ascending order of substance,
but descending order of frequency:

1. scare tactics
2. inflated rhetoric
3. peculiarities of natural resource production
4. national security.

The first two categories, which often overlap, need not be treated in detail
here. Scare tactics range from dire warnings of having to strive "desperately
for food and bare subsistence" without mineral supplies, through the risk
of losing "untold millions of barrels of oil in less obvious formations" If the
oil Industry went "out of business," to the "ultimate nationalization of the
oil industry" and an "onrushing energy gap" if percentag' depletion were
removed." A characteristic feature of inflated rhetoric is that it can only be
countered by resort to further rhetoric, or else by undertaking major research.
Thus, assertions abount to the effect that the present system of tax aid to
natural resources has (singlehandedly) produced a "strong, healthy" and even
"dynamic" mineral industry "with a marvelous record.""' Also, our policy of
tax assistance to energy producers has "brought the American consumer the
lowest energy costs in the world." 11

The latter assertion provides enough of a handle to permit us to get a grip
on it. First, note that the American consumer is also the American taxpayer,
and as such he pays part of his total energy costs through the revenue side of
the federal budget. Second, the governments of most West European countries,
which have "high energy costs" (prices), achieve the high prices by imposing
heavy taxes: the proceeds of these taxes go into the general fund (and not
solely into a highway trust fund) to be used for the benefit of energy consumers.
Third, comparing our energy costs with those of (say) the British is like a man
bragging that he Is stronger than an infant. We may be obtaining lower-cost
energy than British coal, but doing better than one's least efficient rival is not
necessarily the same thing as doing the best one can. The thrust of many remarks
in this paper, along with those of other economists, is that this nation does not
appear at present to be buying energy at anywhere near the cheapest possible
cost.

Turning to the third set of traditional arguments for tax assistance to the
extractive industries, natural resource production is alleged to have two features
which other industries lack, and which supposedly justify special tax relief:
Investments in mineral deposits yield "wasting" assets that are "nonrepro-
ducible"" and mineral resource investments, especially in exploration, are ex-
ce)tionally "risky." Each feature is examined in turn.

The use of a separate term, "depletion," in place of "depreciation," to denote
the using up of a natural resource asset reflects the alleged peculiarity of
"wastingnes-s." Natural resource assets, as opposed to those of other sectors of
the economy, are said to waste because "the mineral sold is physicallyl a part
of the asset." g Once the natural resource is gone, there is nothing left. By
contrast, the argument runs, a machine tool simply works upon other materials
in a manufacturing process and is never actually sold as a part of normal
business. But this concept of a "wasting" asset is neither economic nor accounting,
but physical. One buys any economic asset for the time stream of productive

.1 The first, three quotations are from Fe4eral Tar Policy 19m55. pp. 42-1. 481. 486 and 488
rnsPectively: the last Is from The Oil Daily, February 24, 1969, p. 1. Note the adaptation
in the last auotation to contemporary scare-tactie pisage.
w The Oil Dailti, February 19. 1969, p. 1; Oil and Gas Journal, February 10, 1969, p. 7.
" Oil and Gas Journal, February 10. 1969. p. 7.
87 For example. Adelmnn 1964: MeKte and McDonald 1962."Fernald in Federal Tax Policy 1955, p. 419. See also Stanley In ibid., p. 474.
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services it will hopefully yield; whether it dwindles in physical volume or
weight is of no concern whatsoever. Similarly, an accountant keeps track of
the gradual wearing out of an asset's ability to contribute to saleable outputs. If
the asset is a machine, as it deteriorates it begins to produce more rejects and
Is more costly to operate; if it is a natural resource, it begins to yield less pure
material or to require larger inputs per unit extracted to obtain the mineral
from less accessible areas in the deposit. A .physical feature of production is a
red herring so far as tax policy is concerned.

Regarding the allegation of "nonreproducibility," on the surface it is quite
plausible that a mineral asset cannot be replaced or "reproduced" in the same
way that a piece of equipment can. With the latter, it is simply a matter of tearing
out the old and installing the new; but once a mineral deposit is "worked out," it
can not be refilled with mineral. Hence, we are invited to conclude, owners of
natural resource assets deserve tax assistance in replacing their assets when
they are "depleted."

But such a conclusion, like the "wasting" asset argument, rests on a physical,
not an economic or accounting relationship. The only sense in which any
asset is "reproducible" is physical: given the blueprint, the materials and tools,
and the space, it is possible to duplicate a piece of equipment within a very
small range of error. But in an economic sense, one never "reproduces" an asset;
rather, one buys a new or at any rate a different one: machine tool, coal mine,
hot dog stand, and so on. It is possible to duplicate non-natural resource assets
in every detail, including location, but the number of instances in which this
happens in a modern economy, where an asset of any great size is involved,
must be very few. So few, in fact, as to make any disadvantage to owners of
mineral assets negligible. Furthermore, if there are disadvantages, the market
will quickly pick up the appropriate signals and make an adjustment. As with
"wasting" assets, so with "nonreproducibility" the conclusion is that the argu-
ment is without substance.

Let us now examine the allegation that mineral producers operate under
,exceptionally high risks, and therefore deserve compensatory tax relief. "Risk"
refers here to all manner of multiple possible outcomes, regardless of the state
of information about how those outcomes are distributed. The risk justification
for special tax favors has been advanced by highly respectable people,8' and
the fact of high risk if not the justification is usualy accepted uncritically by
economists studying natural resource economics. 40 It therefore merits scrutiny.
Looking ahead, however, after examining the various aspects of the risk justi-
fication, I have come to the conclusion that the true degree of riskiness in mineral
production is greatly overstated; that where there are risks-in non-mineral
as well as mineral industries-the market mechanism and the uniform corporate
income tax can be relied upon (if not otherwise fettered) to spread risks suc-
cessfully among different economic agents, thereby significantly reduced the risks
to any single person; and that the single component of present mineral tax assist-
ance with the largest dollar volume, percentage depletion, does not even help
reduce risks. My over all conclusion is that riskiness can not be used to justify
tax expenditures on natural resources.

Allegations of riskiness usually refer primarily to the exploration stage of
natural resource production, and to certain specific industries: oil, natural gas,
and sulfur.4 The typical unit used in the risk ajiegation is the single-"shot" or
"wildcat" drilling venture, which presently in the United States has a likelihood
of succeeding (i.e., of finding a profitable deposit) of only 1 In 10 or 11.42 This
figure is supposed to depict the high risks associated with drilling exploratory
wells.

What the figure of 1 success in 10 or 11 tries really to depict is the high risks
associated with drilling a single exploratory well. If the Congress deems this a
worthy enterprise, then more tax assistance than are provided by percentage

-depletion and quick expensing provisions is called for. Subsidizing the drilling
of a single well would, however, be subsidizing a nonsnesical business practice.
Businessmen in the riskier mineral Industries seem to agree with this point,
because virtually no one formulates a business plan (including financing ) 4

3 For Instance, Paley 1952, Vol. I, pp. 33ff.40 For Instance, McDonald 1961 ot 8eq.; McKle and McDonald 1962.
41 Stanley in Federal ?lax Policy 1955, p. 483.
42 Afore correctly, only nine or ten of every hundred ventures succeed.
4 Providing financing "for a single, unaided "shot" would be a nonsensical banking

practice.
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consisting of a single "shoot", without first trying to assure himself of adequate
cash flow to avoid liquidation If the "shot" misses. That cash flow guarantee is
typically obtained by "farming out" producing "interests" in whatever discovery
results from the venture-including zero commercially viable reserves." Each
holder of a patricipating interest presumably would purchase a number of simi-
lar farm-outs froir other ventures to avoid a cash flow crisis himself. Among
the participating interest holders generally Is the owner or mineral rights lease-
holder of the land surface into which the well is to be sunk. This fact reflects a
market adjustment to risk by cutting the organizer of the venture and the other
participants Into the possible increase in .land values (economic rent) should
the wildcat prove successful. '0

Not all exploratory wells are drilled on the basis just outlined. It is not un-
common for a large producing company or a specialized wildcat broker to put
together an entire exploration program, and then sell some or all of it in shares
to outside participants. The virtue of a large program is that it can be made
"self-insurable ;" that is, the prospect of enough successes to make the entire
program pay can be made "certain" in the actuarial sense. A drilling program
costing $10 million, in anticipation of finding minerals that would yield an aver-
age of $1 million in cash flow each year for a number of years is formally iden-
tical, from an economic point of view, to investing in a plant with similar costs
and returns.'

Up to this point, the risk being discussed has in fact been what Is often called
"pure risk": multiple possible outcomes whose distribution characteristics (mean,
variance, etc.) are known with certainty. However, "uncertainty"-hlghly im-
perfect information-about the nature of the true distribution of possible out-
comes is an important element of the high-risk justification for favorable tax
tretament of minerals. The important point to notice here is that information
Is an economic good: it is useful in the production process and costs money to
obtain and utilize. In most cases, therefore, the market will assign information
a price, and there is no need for government intervention unless something is
wrong with that price.'7

The entire process of exploring for and developing mineral deposits can be
viewed as designed to produce and utilize information on the economic character
of possible prospects. (Even "dry holes"-wells that fail to turn up economically
viable reserves--yield information which can be utilized in planning further ex-
ploration and/or development.) This process typically extends over a long period
of time, from a year on up, when viewed from the date of initial discovery of
exploitable minerals to the beginning of extraction But far from being a defect
of natural resource production necessitating a subildy, as is sometimes argued,08
this long period is a rational response to the basic eonomics of natural resources,
one which is easily-and best-handled by the market mechanism.

The preceding argument should not be misconstrued. I do not intend to claim
that mineral exploration is riskless and certain. The central point to be made
is that, in view of the creativity and ingenuity with which operators in mineral
industries have been able, through the market, to spread risks, and in view of
the conventional economic nature of geological information, it is not at all clear
that the risk and/or uncertainty in mineral exploration are any greater than
in other forms of economic endeavor. Nor is it clear that such risk and uncer-

44 The following discussion of adaptations to risks in exploratory, mineral ventures drawsheavily on Grayson 1960, a highly readable as well as informative book.
"lf everyone concerned has perfect foreknowledge of the existence, size and properties

of the oil pool . . ., the landowners could exact . . . [tile] rent from the developing firm
in the form of lease bonuses." But In the absence of perfect Information, the landowners
are willing to give up some of the potential rent to the developer in return for his drilling
services. The expected option of the economic rent can be viewed as one of the returns of
risk-taking. (McKie andMcDonald 192 v. 108).

#6This statement is actually weaker han it need be. It is not unlikely that the drilling
ISrogram would be lees risky than a single plant costing $10 million and, designed to pro-

nue a narrow range of consumer goods. Nelson in Federal Pax Polioy 1955, p. 470, makes
a similar point.

fThe market man lead to a less than optimal amount of information obtained and
processed If the returns cannot be captured by the Individual party who would make the
outlay for It. But externalit in return to information is by no means peculiar to the
extractive industries. One solution, I to have a government or quasi-govermental orga-
nrizatlon (such as a trade association) collect the information and distribute it to individual
parties. Of course, the political problem of deciding which information to gather and how
to finance the task remains.

'8 For example, in Paley 1952, p. 33.

!
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tainty as apepar to exist in the mineral industries justify special tax favors
for those industries.

Two final points about risk and present tax policy. First, the percentage de-
pletion allowance enhances the return only on successful explorations, since it
depends on realized extraction; hence it would relieve costs due to the dis-
persion of possible outcomes ("pure risk") only tangentially. 0 In contrast, the
present general provisions for the corporate income tax provide for "loss offsets"
to tax liability which go a considerable distance toward relieving the burdens
of the left-hand tails of the outcomes distribution."

Second, the degree of risk actually observed in an extractive industry at any
point of time depends upon how far out on the "extensive margin" operations
are being carried. The further out on this margin, the greater the proportion of
less likely, more uncertain prospects that will be drilled. But earlier in our
discussion of economic efficiency, we saw that the present tax assistance to
mineral producers tends to push them farther out on the extensive margin. To
the extent this tendency is realized, therefore, we have the anomaly that present
natural resource tax policy actually increases the average risk observed. Logic
would seem to forbid turning around and using "high risk" to justify a subsidy
which contributes to it in the first place.

We come now to "national security", the fourth group of arguments used to
justify the present system of tax expenditures on the extractive industries. Na-
tional security is a public policy goal which few would oppose, and for this
reason any program which promotes it at reasonable cost is worthy of con-
sideration. By the same token, national security is apt to be invoked by anyone
and everyone seeking governmental sustenance for a pet program. The very real
possibility of misuse of an important goal is sufficient reason for giving costly
programs parading in the name of national security doubly careful consideration.

A recent, definitive study of national energy policy concluded that the "na-
tional security objective" has never been adequately formulated or studied in
connection with general natural resource policy.8 ' That this conclusion is justified
so far as mineral industry arguments for tax assistance are concerned is soon
obvious to anyone who (lips into the literature seeking to justify our present
tax treatment of minerals.2 This literature in fact provides numerous examples
of the "'scare tactic" and "inflated rhetoric" groups of justifications for special
tax treatment discussed earlier. Whereas by themselves such justifications are
inane and even humorous, when they Invoke national security they are no longer
merely frivolous but downright dangerous.

Failing useful guidance from the industry sources, let us construct our own
simple framework for assessing the national security policy problem as it pertains
to the extractive industries. No one will dispute that natural resources are
"essential" to national security. The real question for public policy, however, is
how essential natural resources are in relation to all other forms of output. The
only plausible answer to this question is that in general, natural resources are
no more "essential" to the national security than metal goods, textiles, rubber,
agriculture, and other major product groups. Note that in the age of "total war",
even the consumer goods industries are highly "essential". No argument for
special tax relief is to be found here.

The central economic concern in national security planning for any sector of
the economy would seem to be the capacity to supply large quantities over an
extended period without incurring damagingly heavy costs-a vague concept, to
be sure, but one which at least provides a starting point for rational discussion.
By this criterion, our present program of tax assistance to natural resources does
not fare very well, since it is ineffectual in adding to productive capacity-i.e., in
stimulating the holding of mineral reserves-and on top of it stimulates current
output.

An often neglected aspect of the capacity criterion is the availability of sub-
stitutes. The ability of this nation to produce synthetic rubber during World War
II is only the best known example of the key role substitutes can play in national

49 Tam Reform Studies 1969, Part 3, pp. 429-430.
5'.Musgrave 1962 p. 206.
51 Resources for the Future 1968, pp. 45, 143-144. However, Nelson in Federal Tax Policy

1955. is a good starting point.
For a self-styled "unassailable" argument, which touches on the key points always

raised by industry apologists, see Smith In Federal Tax Poltoy 1955, pp. 492-493.
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security. Unfortunately for mineral industry apologists, the present set of tax
expenditures on minerals flunks this test, too. To the extent tax subsidies on
natural resources depress their prices below what they would be if the market
had its way, the development of substitutes is Impeded. Perhaps the most dramatic
example of this effect at the moment is the lagging progress in developing oil
shale and the hydrogenation of coal:3 however, while petroleum is the largest
beneficiary of federal tax largesse at present, this phenomenon is not confined to
the petroleum industry.

To summarize the discussion of the national security objective, all available
evidence (much of it cited in this paper) indicates that present federal tax policy
towards natural resources largely fails to promote national security, and may
even hinder the pursuit of a rational policy. Present tax provisions only weakly
spur acquisition of mineral reserves, and work to stimulate current output-
neither of which helps very much to create reserve capacity. Far cheaper, more
effective alternatives are available; for example, government, "stockpiling" of
developed but Inactive mineral deposits," or explicit appropriations directed to the
creation and holding of new reserves of natural resources.

It is noteworthy that during 1969-a year remarkable for the intensity of piull-
lie pressure to remove special tax (and other) privileges from the petroleumn in-
dustry-the public relations strategy of petroleum interest groups has shifted
from national security to the level of consumer product prices. The implication
of the industry's Congressional testimony and of Its mailings to stockholders and
credit card holders is that the present special tax provisions have been "respon-
sible" for keeping oil prices low, and that removing those provisions would "cost"
consumers large sums because prices would rise substantially. Unfortunately, no
convincing quantitative proof of these assertions hasi been forthcoming; in fact,
there have been sizable price increases in 1969 with the present special proviLons,
giving rise (as Senator Proxmire and others have noted) to higher gross revenues
and higher profits, ergo more generous depletion allowances. Moreover, the petro-
leum industry has failed to explain why Its product prices should be manipulated
through the tax system and not the prices of other "essential" products like milk
and clothing. Nor has it bothered, of course, to point out that the consumers whe
benefit from lower prices are also taxpayers who bear greater tax burdens be-
cause petroleum incomes are so lightly taxed. (If the industry were truly serious
about reducing prices to consumers, It would be asking for relaxation of oil im-
port restrictions and the dismantling of the various state prorationing schemes-
the exact opposite of their present stands on these questions.) The "low price"
argument Is therefore clearly seen to be just another case of industry scare tactics.

C. (oncluuion8 on the relation of current natural resource tax policy to
economic eDfloency

The conclusions which emerge from the foregoing discussion of economic
efficiency and our present tax treatment of the extractive industries are not en-
couraging, to say the least. This treatment, which taxes the form of tax credits
does not achieve well any of the several alms supposedly set for it. Many of
the benefits constitute little more than gifts to producers who are rewarded
with federal funds for taking actions they would have taken without any fAd-
eral reward. Furthermore, the undesirable side effects of present minera' fax
policy are numerous.

Rep. Wilbur Mills, Chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee haa
aptly labelled tax expenditures through the revenue side of the budget '.ackA
door spending.'' u Such spending, as opposed to outright appropriations, hal
at least three defects, according to Mr. Mills: It is seldom reviewed by el her
the Executive Branch or the Congress; to determine whether It Is necessary:
accurate data on true costs and benefits of such spending are often difficult
to obtain; and too frequently public moneys are wasted on firms which would
have undertaken the Intended activity without added stimulus.

One can only conclude that all of these defects plague our present back door
spending program for the extractive Industries. Only with these defects could

3 Tax Reform Studies 1969, Part 3, . 418. 433. Other facets of national oil policy, such
as the oil import quotas and state "allowables" prorationing, of course work In the other
direction.

84 Id., p. 433.
55 In a meech to the House, December 13, 1967 (Oongreasional Record-House, p.

R16S90, 1067).
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such a wasteful program have remained in existence for so long. It is high time
those defects were corrected, and the program itself abandoned.

IV. Administrative diffloultien

Past evaluations of the special tax provisions for the extractive industries
have focused mainly on the subjects of equity and economic efficiency. Insuf-
ficient attention has been paid to a number of serious problems that arise when
we attempt to administer those provisions. These problems deserve scrutiny for
several reasons. First, the very existence of continuing and growing adminis-
trative difficulties makes tax assistance an even less effective program for
aiding the mineral industries than considerations of equity and efficiency would
suggest. To be an effective tool of public policy, a subsidy mechanism should
be fairly simple and direct in its operation. A system shot through with ad-
iministrative uncertainties is unlikely to stimulate the desired busines responses.

Second, the legal and accounting costs involved in settling disputes, the heavy
demands on the federal courts, the seemingly unending need for new admin-
istrative ruling and determinations, and the federal bureaucracy required to
deal with these matters, all increase the social cost of our system of back door
spending on the mineral industries.

Unfortunately these problems seem to be getting worse, not better; they are
certainly far more serious now than they were when percentage depletion was
first introduced in the 1920's.

The problems of administering our program of tax aid to natural resources
concern mainly the percentage depletion deduction. They fal linto five major
categories.

The first category involves the concept of an "economic interest", possession
of which is a prerequisite to claiming a percentage depletion deduction. Much
ink has been spilled in learned discussion of the term "economic interest". As
things stand today, there are two separate requirements which must be satisfied
if one is to have an "economic interest" in a mineral deposit. First, an interest
in a mineral in place in the ground must have been acquired by investment, and,
second, the taxpayer must look solely to the extraction and sale of the minerals
to recoup that investment.

How these requirements apply in particular cases has been the subject of end-
less dispute and litigation. In fact, the precise scope of the term "economic inter-
est" is probably less clear today than it was in 1933, when this concept was
invented by the Supreme Court. For example, a recent study by a special sub-
committee of the American Bar Association concluded that recent court decisions
have "generated considerable confusion for both taxpayers and government" and
have "contributed to the view of some that the economic interest concept is so
confused that tax certainty cannot be achieved in all possible situations short of
statutory amendment." 5 That same study also concluded, however, that agree-
ment on acceptable restatement of economic interest principles for incorporation
in legislation was so unlikely that the only real hope for answers lay in continued
resort to the courts.7

The second category of problems involves the appropriate rate of depletion for
a particular mineral product. The Internal Revenue Code prescribes rates for
dozens of minerals, but not all minerals fit easily within these statutory cate-
gories. Moreover, difficult problems of geological identification are often pre-
sented by mineral materials which blend into one another, or which consist of
mixtures of several different minerals. Expert testimony Is usually needed to
resolve these problems satisfactorily. As the technology of the minerals Industries
changes, new minerals come into use, and new depletion rate classification prob-
lems arise.

Chronic depletion rate disputes raise serious questions about the rationale for
the various rates of depletion applied to particular minerals. These disputes are
particularly acute in connection with minerals which are sources of energy.
Included in this group are petroleum and natural gas, which are depletable at a
rate of 27/2 percent; uranium, with a 23 percent depletion rate: oil hale and
tar sand. which appear to be entitled to 15 percent depletion: and coal which is

Report on Proposed Revision of General Counsel's Memorandum 22730, Subcorainittee
on Natural Resources, American Bar Association, published in The Tax Lawyer, 22:2
(Winter 1969). P. 263.

' Ibid., P. 27.3.
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depleted at a rate of 10 percent. It is hard to justify this variation in rates,
because a kilowatt of electric power or a B.T.U. produced from coal will light
as effectively and heat as well as a kilowatt or B.T.U. produced from uranium or
oil. The likely explanation is that these varying rates are simply the accidental
result of the political climate which surrounded the grant of percentage depletion
to these minerals. That is simply another way of saying that there is no rational
economic justification for the present rate structure.

The third problem area concerns the "cut-off point", that is the amount of
processing which can be treated as mining or extraction and thus included in
the depletion base. Percentage depletion is computed by multiplying the selling
price for a particular mineral product by a percentage which, generally, is set
forth in the Internal Revenue Code. For example, in the case of natural gas,
percentage depletion Is computed by multiplying the selling price of raw gas by
271/ percent. The result of this computation is the taxpayer's depletion deduc-
tion. But what is "raw gas"? Is it gas in the form in which It emerges from the
mouth of the well, without any processing at all? Or is It gas which has been
desulphurized, dehydrated, and compressed for introduction into pipelines? A
customer might pay only 100 or 120 for m.c.f. for raw gas at the wellhead. but
might pay twice as much for processed gas which has been brought to pipeline
quality. Consequently, a gas producer's percentage depletion deduction can be
doubled by computing depletion in terms of the value of processed gas. rather
than in terms of gas at the well mouth. Similarly, if pipeline transportation of
gaq can be treated as part of the extractive process, so that depletion is computed
in terms of the selling price of gas at the far end of a pipeline, the depletion
deduction can be trebled or quadrupled. Cut-off point problems of this sort are
very common, and are extremely difficult to resolve because there are few
rational economic principles which can be applied to these questions.

The fourth problem category concerns the unit price to be used at a given
ciit-off point to compute the gross income on which percentage depletion deduc-
tions are based. Sometimes a wide range of prices are charged to different cus-
tomers for the same mineral product. If the highest of these prices is used when
computing percentage depletion with respect to that portion of the output which
a producer retains for his own use, a producer can sometimes as much as double
his depletion deduction. Even small price increases can be highly beneficial. For
example, If an oil company produces most of its own crude, and buys the rest,
the firm can increase its depletion deduction substantially by simply raising the
price which it pays for the purchased crude because that is generally the price
which is used to compute percentage depletion for the firm's own production.
Paying more for crude can therefore result in a net after-tax saving!

But suppose there are no market prices available for use in making compari-
sons-what then? This Is a very common situation. For example, in the copper
industry, there are few open market sales of copper concentrate (that industry's
depletable product) and some other method of establishing prices for computing
gross income must therefore be adopted. Similarly, American companies produce
petroleum in many areas of the world such as the Persian Gulf, in which there
are no reliable market prices for crude petroleum. And, in a number of cases,
Congress has established the "cut-off point" for depletion purposes at a point
at which nothing is sold; an example is the kiln feed cut-off point for portland
cement. Obviously, some substitute valuation formula must be used in these
cases, but what formula? And how, in detail, should the formula work? All these
problems remain in dispute, because it is difficult to substitute a formula for a
market price.

The fifth problem area is the computation of the statutory fifty percent net
income limitation on percentage depletion deductions. It is simple enough to state
that the percentage depletion deduction shall not exceed half the net income
from a mineral property. But what is "net income" for this purpose? Do normal
accounting rules apply in computing "net income"? Does "net Income" for deple-
tion purposes mean the same thing as "net Income" for general tax purposes?
What costs are to be taken Into account when computing net Income? How are
overhead and other indirect costs to be allocated between mining and manufac-
turing when computing this limitation? All of these questions are being actively
disputed today, even though the fifty percent net income limitation has been
part of the law for more than forty years.
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V. The speolai tax provisions for the extractive industries and the general
capital gains option

It has been pointed out that the beneficial effects of repealing the present
special tax provisions for natural resources would be limited by the use of the
capital gains option as an alternative escape route from federal taxation." This
argument seems to be correct: The developer of a deposit would sell his suc-
cessful find, being taxed at the favorable gains rate, and the purchaser of the
deposit would use the high sales price as the basis for cost depletion. While the
value of the deposit would tend to be lower than if percentage depletion were
still available, the prospective buyer would be willing to pay a higher price
because he can use the purchase price for cost depletion deductions.""

This interrelationship has been used by both sides in the debate over whether
to change the present special tax treatment of natural resources. My own conclu-
sion Is that it does not alter the need for rescinding that special treatment, for
two reasons: (1) the capital gains option Is a less than complete substitute
for the percentage depletion allowance; and (2) even if it were a perfect substi-
tute, getting rid of the percentage depletion allowance would clean up the
administrative mess documented in the preceding section, thereby clearing the
air for possible consideration of the capital gains option as a tool of public
policy. Each of these reasons is examined in turn.

It Is sometimes alleged that percentage depletion is merely a "substitute"
for the capital gains option, designed to permit a mineral producer to receive
"fair" tax treatment without being "forced" to sell his entire property.' This
superficially plausible argument overlooks the fact that adding the depletion
allowance to the capital gains option enhanced the tax benefits from the latter:
capital values would tend to rise with percentage depletion, by making the
ownership of a deposit for production purposes more profitable. Conversely, re-
moval of percentage depletion would tend to depress capital values. The capital
gains-cost depletion mechanism outlined earlier provides only a floor, not a com-
plete compensation, for capital values, since electing percentage depletion gen-
erally results in far greater tax savings than cost depletion. Thus there would
very likely be some net cutback in tax spending on the mineral Industries It
percentage depletion were removed, even if the capital gains option were still
available. A small additional piece of circumstantial evidence on this score is
the willingness of the mineral industries to spend considerable time and money
persuading the Congress and the Executive Branch that it still needs and
deserves percentage depletion.

The second reason for preferring to rescind our present special tax provisions
for minerals even if the capital gains option would reduce the Impact, is the
social saving in reduced administrative costs. Not only would lawyers, account-
ants, engineers and economists, In both industry and government, be freed for
productive work, but the court system would be relieved of a large burden and
at least a small reduction in the federal bureaucracy could be effected.

In short, the possibility of substituting the capital gains for the percentage
depletion route to tax benefits is a real one, but on balance it does not con-
stitute an acceptable argument for postponing action on the latter provisions.
VI. The proposal for a "minimumn tax" system

Proposals have at various times been mooted for a "minimum tax" system
that would reduce the inequities and wastes of the present income tax system."
On the face of it, a minimum tax would In fact serve to blunt the incentives
to seek tax relief, including the special tax provisions for natural resources,
and thereby weaken the inequities and waste. However, serious examination in-
dicates that a minimum tax system would be at best an Imperfect substitute
for direct action on the root causes of the current troubles; as I have indicated
earlier, one of these causes is time special set of tax benefits for mineral producers.

6 For example, S. L. McDonald, Federal Tax Treatment of Income from Oil and Gas
(Washington: The Broolkings Institution, 1963), p. 5.

59 Smith in Federal Tax rPolicy 1955, p. 487.
6 For example, Stanley In Federal Tax Policy 1955, ,p. 476. He cites a court opinion,

West v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue 150 F. 2nd 728, to the effect that depletion
"may be regarded as a substitute for the capital gains allowance . . ."

" Most recently, In Tax Reform Studies, especially Part 2, P . 173ff., and in the H1ouse
Ways and Means Committee's recommendation of July 23, 1969 (New York Times, July 24,
1969, p. 1, columns 2-8).
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First, enactment of a minimum tax as currently proposed would in effect
create a new income tax system parallel to the original one enacted in 1913.
'This is a major defect in the proposal, since it would only compound the already
considerable administrative difficulties of the present system. Instead of one
statute, with all its problems, we would have two, and the resulting extra
problems, including co-ordination of the two statutes, could well make present
administrative difficulties seem like child's play.

The second defect of a minimum tax system is its doubtful effectiveness. For
instance, why should we suppose that the mineral producers who successfully
escape taxation under the present income tax laws would be any less success-
ful in escaping the minimum rate? If, on the one hand, the minimum tax Is
levied at a rate which produces a sizeable amount of revenue, we can be sure
that mineral producers will be anxious to avoid payment of that tax: their suc-
cess in avoiding existing income taxes gives us no basis for believing that they
would be any less persuasive in avoiding the minimum tax. On the other hand,
if the minimum tax is levied at a rate which is so low that it makes no differ-
ence to mineral producers whether they pay this tax, then a minimum tax sys-
temn would be little more than a cruel joke, designed to make wage earners
think that others are bearing a fair share of the nation's tax burden. In short,
if the minimum tax is to be a real tax, then it will present the same political
problems as does the existing income tax. And if the minimum tax is not in-
tended as a real tax, there seems to be no justification for enacting it.

Consequently, the minimum tax proposals are not really a satisfactory substi-
tute for genuine tax reform. In fact, the cause of tax reform will probably be
better served by rejecting the minimum tax proposal in favor of a more deter-
mined effort to reform the existing tax system. The extremely limited nature of
the Treasury's minimum tax proposals lends support to this argument. For
example, under the Treasury's proposal, some intangible drilling costs would
continue to be expensed, as under existing law. Similarly, exploration and devel-
opment costs would continue to be expensed, and foreign tax credit abuses would
remain largely untouched. Furthermore, the type of minimum tax proposed
by the Treasury would not apply to corporations. Consequently, the only mineral
tax abuse importantly affected by the proposed minimum tax would be the deduc-
tion of percentage depletion in excess of cost depletion in the case of Individuals.

Accordingly, the Treasury's minimum tax proposals would fail to do anything
at all about the bulk of the serious revenue loss which occurs as a result of our
special tax provisions for the minerals industries. A toothless proposal of this
sort is not a proper substitute for tax reform.
VII. Summary and WonClusiOns

In this paper I have attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of our special tax
policy toward the extractive industries, which consists of the percentage deple-
tion allowance and various provisions for current expensing of exploration and
development outlays. My conclusion Is 'that there is little or no justification for
retaining this special tax policy. On the contrary by standards of sound public
policy there are a number of good reasons for scrapping this policy.

First, the present special tax provisions for minerals lead to serious inequities
both between similarly situated taxpayers and between taxpayers at different
levels of income. Such inequities may gravely undermine public confidence in our
federal tax system if they are permitted to continue.

Second, those special provisions constitute a large waste of federal tax monies.
They only weakly accomplish what they are supposed to accomplish, and hand out
generous rewards where they are neither justified nor necessary. These monies
could be spent much more productively at the present time (and for the foresee-
able L'uture.)

Third, present special tax treatment of minerals, especially the percentage de-
pletion allowance, gives rise to a tangle of costly, unproductive and frustrating
admInistrative difficulties. Not the least benefit of removing special mineral tax
treatment would be to clean up this administrative mess.

It is true that the general capital gains option would provide an alternative
route for escaping taxes on mineral incomes, and hence would dilute the benefits
that would be realized If we closed the existing escape route. But this fact does
not reduce the desirability of rescinding what by all the evidence Is a poor public
policy program. The dilution of effects would be only partial. What is more, hay-
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ing, only the capital gains option to worry about, for other industries as well as
the extractive sector, would greatly clarify and simplify the public policy prob-
heii of how much aid, if any, should be given to the extractive industries. At the
saime time, we would get rid of the serious difficulties of administering the present
set of special tax aids.

-Some form of minimum tax system could in theory help relieve the inequities
and waste associated with current natural resource tax policy. But it would
he only a very imperfect substitute for direct action aimed at the real underlying
c.1dses of the ine(luities and waste. One of those causes is the special tax provi-
sios 'or the mineral industries.

The time is ripe for serious consideration of improving the federal tax system.
It is my firm conviction that removing the mineral percentage depletion allowance
,inI( the various provisions permitting the current expensing of exploration and
(hv,,hpment costs represents a golden opportunity for improvement. The recom-
weij(lations of the House Ways and Means Committee, in July 1969, to reduce
lercentage depletion rates and restrict a number of devices for widening the
tax loopholes on natural resource Incomes, are a step in the right direction. But in
my opinion the Committee stopped short of the full solution. Moreover, they did
nothing about the current-expensing provisions for exploration and development
costs. if any change is worthwhile-and I believe it is-the logic behind it re-
quires basic, i.e., complete change if tax reform is to be meaningful.
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COMMENTS ON THE MID-CONTINENT OIL AND GAS AsSOCIATION'S CRITIQUE

OF THE CONSAD REPORT

(Arthur W. Wright, University of Massachusetts)

The Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association has recently circulated a critique
of the CONSAD report.' This critique runs 'to 41 pages and required a large
group of analysts-a "task force," as The Oil Daily put it -- to prepare. Because
the Mid-Continent critique of the CONSAD report raises several general issues
which pertain to my earlier remarks before the Ways and Means ommittee-in
testimony (March 21, 1969), in a supporting paper, and in supplementary re-
sponses to Committee members' questions-it seems appropriate for me to make
a few brief comments regarding that critique. At a later date, perhaps, others can
Invest the time and resources which would be needed to make a point by point
evaluation of the Mid-Continent presentation.
Shift of emphasis in petroleum industry argument

Up to now, the main theme of Industry arguments for retaining percentage
depletion and intangibles expensing has been the claim that extra reserves are
created and held against a national emergency as a result of these tax pro-
visions.3 In the Mid-Continent critique, however, reserves reduced to a mere
"technological" relationship to production. If this is the case (which is doubtful,
given the changes in reserve-production ratios which Mid-Continent itself points
out), It is difficult to argue at the same time that special tax provisions will
build up reserves relative to production, and thus insure sufficient reserves for
national security. In short, the Mid-Continent critique of CONSAD actually has
the effect of denying the traditional national defense argument for the special
tax provisions enjoyed by the petroleum industry. Instead, Mid-Continent argues
that the rate of current output and its cost are the main variables affected by the
special tax provi-4ons for petroleum. This is a highly significant change of
emphasis.

I personally welcome the shift of emphasis, since the new argument is more
amenable to thorough economic analysis. What is needed is a study which looks
at both output and reserves 4 in relation, not only to tax policy but also to oil
imports, state production restrictions, and other petroleum policies.' In such a
study, the public policy problem could be formulated properly, with national
security one, but only one, of the possible desirable goals in deciding on national
policy toward the petroleum industry. As I will indicate in greater detail below,
the petroleum industry should do its part by sponsoring an independent study of
the costs and benefits of present public policies towards petroleum.

I "Analysis and Comment relating to the CONSAD Report on the Influence of U.S.
Petroleum Taxation on the Level of Reserves," dated April 25, 1969 * the courtesy of the
Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association. in furnishing me a copy of this criticique is grate-
fully acknowledged. The CONSAD report appeared as Part 4 of the House Ways and Means
Committee's Tas' R'eform Studio and Proposals, U.S. Treasury Department (Washington,
1960).

'April 28. 1969, u. 1.
'Indeed, the Treasury initially commlsqioned the CONSAD study to test this claim.
'Surely, the relationsetp of reserves to output, in connection with price movements and

other economic variables, is more complex and more interesting than, the simplistic formula
on page 9 of Mi&Continent's criticique.

5 Shifting the emphasis to output and costs leads us directly to the import and produce.
tion restriction Isues, which, if we can hellevie the overwhelming reponderance or recent
testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, muake special
petroleum tax provisions pale In quantitative significance.
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"Perf etionist" Criticisms of the CONSAD Report
The Mid-Continent task force's critique of the CONSAD report raises a number

of Important Issues. Unfortunately, the thrust of their argument is lost, because
the discussion of these important issues Is buried among many trivial issues and
needless details. So apparently eager were the authors of the critique to dis-
credit the CONSAD report that they threw in every conceivable objection.

Another serious problem with Mid-Continent's critique is that Its attack on
CONSAD's statistical methodology is perfectionist. If we took to heart every
one of Mid-Continent's criticisms, the economics profession should close up
shop and retreat to its ivory tower to work on pure theory. However, tax policy,
like day-to-day business policy, must depend on decisions taken now, on the
basis of the best data and analysis available, rather than waiting for absolute
theoretical perfection.

Quantitative economic analysis, like business decisions, is plagued by problems
of reconciling ideal methodology with available data. The reconciliations almost
always involve choices which are "costly" relative to the Ideal situation.
CONSAD made certain choices as a result of constraints imposed by the limited
availability of data; these choices, and some idea of the "cost" involved, were
made fairly clear in their report to the Treasury. One choice for which Mid-
Continent's critique severely attacks CONSAD-the use of aggregative data
rather than individual oil-district data such as Erickson used in his recent study
of new crude oil discoveries -- was in fact forced upon CONSAD by limitations
of data. Instead of carping that the CONSAD Report is not absolutely perfect,
Mid-Continent should undertake to assist in furnishing the data which will
assist in eliminating the Report's imperfections.
Who has the burden of proof?

The last sentence brings me to what I consider the most Important point:
In its critique of the CONSAD report, the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association,
a major petroleum industry spokesman, was able to assemble a task force of
economists to write a lengthy detailed critique of the CONSAD report In a
mere month and a half. This task force was clearly quite capable of applying
ec(noic analysis to federal tax treatment of the petroleum industry. It also
included people versed in the statistical and econometric methods necessary to
pose and answer public questions in a meaningful way. It is to be regretted that
this task force did not attempt to set forth a reasoned justification of the
petroleum industry's traditional arguments in favor of percentage depletion and
other special tax benefits enjoyed by the industry. Instead, the task force was
content merely to react to the CONSAD report, without advancing any positive
arguments of its own.'

If the Mid-Continent Oil and Gas Association does not like the CONSAD
report-a reasonable inference from their critique-why do they not set this
task force or a similar group to work on a study which seeks answers to the
tax policy questions posed in the CONSAD report and in the Association's
critique of that report? Sponsorship by the Association of such a study would
be a responsible reply to the critique that the industry does not collect and
disseminate adequate data for use in investigating important public policy
questions in which the industry has a big stake. Special tax treatment of the
magnitude currently enjoyed by the petroleum industry certainly requires justi-
fication ; it seems only fair that the principal beneficiary of such treatment should
pull its own weight in providing the justification.8 The petroleum industry cur-

6 Edward Erickson, Economic Incentives Industrial Structure and the Supply of Ctrude
Oil Discoveries in the U.S., 194%-1958/59 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Vanderbilt
University, 1968).

7 A minor exception to this statement Is the discussion of the "McDonald debate" on
"tax neutrality," which is appended to the critique of the CONSAD report. However, as
I pointed out in the paper supporting my testimony before the House Ways and Means
Committee on March 21, 1969, economists working on tax policy-Professor McDonald in-
cluded-generally agree that "tax neutrality" is a dubious public policy oal. Moreover,
many people now argue that it Is virtually impossible to define "tax neutrality," taking
into account differential elasticities of demand for output and other Important consider-
ations, for purposes of empirical testing.8 The industry could at least assist the federal government In collecting and processing
the necessary data, by permitting detailed Inquiries and co-operating in data reporting
programs.
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rently spends large sums on public relations to publicize what are, at present.
unsupporfedargumenfs for continuing the present special tax treatment of
petroleum. Some of these outlays could and should be diverted to ascertaining
whether or not there is any rational support for these arguments, e.g., through
a study such as the one proposed above.

In short, in assessing the relative merits of present federal tax policy toward
the petroleum industry, a major share of the "burden of proof" falls on the
industry itself. That burden is not being borne simply by criticizing the work of
others, as is done in the Mid-Continent critique of the CONSAD report.

Senator MCCARTHY. The hearing will resume at 9:30 tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., a recess was taken until 9:30 a.m. Thurs-

day, October 2,1969.)



TAX REFORM ACT OF 1969

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1969

U.S. SENATE,
COmMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:30 a.m. in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Herman H. Talnadge presiding.
Present: Senators Long (chairman), Talmadge, McCarthy, Gore,

Byrd, Jr. of Virginia, Ribicoff, Williams of Delaware, Bennett,
Curtis, Miller, Joraan of Idaho, Fannin, and Hansen.

Senator TAL1%fADGE. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is the distinguished Senator from Oklahoma, the

Honorable Henry Bellmon.
We are delighted to have you with us, Senator. You may proceed as

you see fit.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY BELLMON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Senator Talmadge. I will not read
the whole statement.

Senator TALMADGE. At this point the full statement will be inserted
in the record and you may proceed to summarize your statement orally
or as you see fit, sir.

(Hon. Henry Bellmon's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY BELLMON

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Finance Committee, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear to testify regarding HR 13270 and wish to thank you for the
courtesy which you have extended to me.

In the short time available, I have attempted to review HR 13270, particularly
as to four aspects of the legislation. These are the provisions of the bill that
affect the agricultural and petroleum industries, those provisions that relate to
municipal bonds, the personal exemption allowed individual taxpayers, and cer-
tain administrative procedures of the Internal Revenue Service. I have prepared
a statement which I will not read. I ask unanimous consent that it be included
in the Record, and I will limit my oral testimony to a brief summary of this
statement.

I believe that the main purpose of our tax system should be to raise revenue.
During the period since the 1930's, the idea of using our revenue-raising laws to
accomplish certain social aims has complicated and caused great confusion in
the administration of these laws.

With the passage of a vast quantity of social legislation in other fields, with
the increased socially oriented activities of the United States Supreme Court,
and with the creation of many additional federal programs to deal with social
problems, it occurs to me that any tax reform legislation passed by the present
Congress might well take note of the fact that the need for using our tax sys-
tem for social purposes may no longer require the same high priority.

(4675)
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If this concept can be adopted, the law can be vastly simplified. It can be much
more easily understood and followed by individual taxpayers, and it can be much
more effectively enforced by those who are charged with its administration.

In a recent conversation with an official at the Internal Revenue Service, I was
amazed when he told me that, "if the taxpayers of this country ever discover that
the Internal Revenue Service operates on 90% bluff, the entire system will col-
lapse." He further went on to tell me that when he first joined the Service in the
1940's, his reference manuals occupied thirteen inches of shelf space. At the
present time, he must rely upon books of instructions and interpretations that
make up a total of thirty-three feet of shelf space in his office. Plainly, simplifying
of our tax laws should have a high priority. Much of the statement I have pre.
pared for the Record is aimed in this direction.

There seems to be danger, that In its efforts to administer the present com-
plex and confusing law, the Internal Revenue Service Is resorting to tactics
which frequently seem to border on coercion. Many innocent taxpayers who are
accused by the International Revenue Service of irregularities, find it less costly
to pay the additional taxes and penalty than to go to court and prove their In-
nonce. Therefore, I would recommend that a tax reform law include a provision
which would allow a taxpayer who goes to court and successfully proves his
innocence to recover the costs of such litigation from the Federal Government.

When the present Internal Revenue Code was first put into effect and the
$600 personal exemption was established, the purchasing power of our currency
was far in excess of what it Is today. The present $600 exemption is totally inade-
quate to meet the lining costs of even the most modest American citizen. It is
well below the "poverty level" set forth in many federal programs.

Therefore, out of a sense of equity, I believe Congress should immediately
adjust the personal income tax exemption upward. If the total adjustment can-
not be made in one year, it should be made in stages that will not unduly upset
the Nation's economy, but that will assure the American taxpayer that the
equity will be established within a reasonable time.

H.R. 13270 contains provisions which strike heavily at the two industries
which have done far more than their share in keeping this Nation strong, in
holding the line against Inflation, and in making us the best-fed people on the
face of the earth. I refer to the agricultural, mineral and energy industries
which are of such vital importance to the strength, security, and prosperity of
this Nation and which are of particular importance to my own State of Okla-
homa.

The fact is that agriculture, since World War II and even before, has been
in serious financial trouble. As one who has spent most of his adult life in agri-
culture, I can assure you that except in unusual circumstances, most food and
fiber producers have been selling their products at or near the costs of produc-
tion.

At a result, agricultural operations have not produced the financial resources
farmers and ranchers need to improve and conserve our soil, drain or clear new
land for production, or develop improved livestock, or new plant varieties.
These developments are needed to keep our agricultural production ahead of
the demands of our growing domestic population and the food requirements
of our customers and friends in other nations. Therefore, agriculture must at-
tract outside capital if it is to continue meeting the needs of our Nation.

Many provisions of HR 13270 will have the effect of driving outside capital
away from agriculture and thereby freezing our agricultural production capac-
ity into its present pattern.

It is ironic that such changes would be proposed at this time when there Is
growing concern for world hunger and a greater than ever need for maximizing
the agricultral productive capability of this country for the future. Unless these
agricultural development efforts continue year after year, the improvements
will not be available as they are needed. As a result, our abundance may dis-
appear and our food prices may be forced upward, sharply, as our population
grows. In the Nation's interests, the Congress cannot afford to adopt changes
in our tax laws which will drive outside capital away from agriculture.

Much of the same arguments can be made for the mineral and energy indus-
tries. I have before me a statement made by Mr. Andrew Fletcher, Honorary
Chairman of the St. Joseph Lead Company, when he appeared before the Sub-
committee on Minerals, Materials, and Fuels of the Senate Interior Committee.
I would like to quote briefly from his remarks.
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"The United States is a prodigious consumer of minerals and fuels. The start-
ling truth is that we have consumed more of these resoruces in the last 30 years
than the entire peoples of the world in all previous history. In the single decade
from 1965 to 1975. it is estimated that our mineral consumption will have climbed
40 percent. Today, the worldwide per capita consumption of iron and copper is
about one sixth that of the U.S., and for lead it's about one eighth. Looking
further into the future, we can see that not only will our own growing appetite
continue, but other nations and particularly underdeveloped nations will in-
crease their demand at an even more rapid rate than ours.

"It is becoming somewhat trite, I know, to cite expectations about the year
2000. But it is also sorbering to realize that the millenium is about as far ahead
of us as the beginning of World War II is behind us. With this in mind, let's
look at the statistics. Comparing the figures for 1965 and estimates for the year
2000, based on Bureau of Mines projections, we find:

U.S. zinc consumption will increase by almost 375 percent; the worldNl(ie
total by about the same.

U.S. lead consumption will increase by over 200 percent; the worldwide total
by more than 250 percent.

U.S. iron consumption will increase l)y nearly 175 percent ; the worldwide total
by more than twice that much.

U.S. coal consumption will increase by over 250 percent: the worldvide total
by over 575 percent.

U.S. copper consumption will increase by over 200 percent: the worldwide
total by nearly 375 percent.

_It will le no easy task to meet these soaring demands, and it is notoriously
difficult to estimate the resources we will have at our command. This is not only
because we caminot foresee what geological discoveries may lie ahead. It is also
because the exploitation of orebodies depends on so many factors: location,
quality, technology, marketability, etc. Nevertheless, a study by Resources for the
Future, Inc. has concluded that over the next three decades, the U.S. will be
largely dependent on imports for such vital metals as manganese, chromium,
nickel, and tungsten. More ominously, it believes that total world demand will be-
gin to outstrip the known mining potential of copper, lead and zinc in all parts of
the globe.

"Given this situation, there are those who argue that the U.S. should sharply
curtail its domestic mining production, relying on imports for as long as possible
and husbanding its own resources. In our judgment, this would be extraordinarily
shortsighted.

"First, it is fatuous to believe that good foreign relations could survive this
sort of behavior, with us carting home foreign treasure while carefully hoarding
our own. This would become increasingly impossible as the rest of the world ex-
perienced a constant narrowing between supply and its own growing demand.

*'Second, It would make us dangerously reliant on our present stockpiles or
would call for a vast Increase in those stockpiles. Moreover, once we allow mines
and machinery and men to fall into disuse, it can take a long time-in the case of
a national security emergency, a perilously long time--to restore them to
productivity.

"Third. this is simply not a sound way to increase our command of mineral re-
sources. Essentially there are only two ways to do that: either by exploration
that leads to the discovery of new resources, or by developing the technologies
that will permit more effective and economic exploitation of the ones we already
know about.

"Exploration is no longer a matter of a lonely prospector with a pick and a
mule. Today it is often a search for deeply buried deposits, requiring aerial pho-
togralIhy: geochemical, aeromagnetic, electromagnetic, and ground magnetometer
surveys; induced polarization ; gravity surveys ; and eventually diamond drilling
or trenching. It Is an expensive. arduous ana frightfully risky enterprise. Even
when an economically viable discovery is made, there can ensue a long period
of huge capital expenditures before the minerals can begin to flow to the market-
place. For example, it will be in the mid-1970s, after a decade of development and
costs of about $200 million, before American Metal Climax, Inc., will bring its
new molybdenum mine In Colorado into reductionn.

"Besides new discovery, we can expect to Increase our available resources
through Improved exploitation. For example, at the turn of the century the grade
of copper mined in the U.S. was around five percent. The profitable mining of
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lower-grade ore has become possible only because of immense investments of
capital and ingenuity. There may be unbounded riches in what we now consider
dross, if we can but find a way to win its value."

As far as future needs of petroleum are concerned, Secretary of Interior Udall
probably summed up the situation best in an address before the National Pe-
troleum Council in March of 1966 when he said:

"In the case of oil, if domestic sources continue to supply approximately the
same relative proportion of our total demand for liquid hydrocarbons as they now
do and if we elect to hold to the historic reserve-to-production ratio at 12:1, we
will have to add 83 billion barrels to our proved reserves between now and 19810.
This begins with a requirement of 4.7 billion barrels for the year 1966, and ends
with a need for 6.9 billion barrels for the year 1980, with a yearly average for the
period of 5%/ billion barrels. This will not be easy. In only one year-1951-has
the industry been able to record a gross addition of as much as 41/2 billion barrels
of liquid hydrocarbons to its rrovd reserves. Of more significance, the average
of the yearly additions since 1955 has been 3.3 billion barrels.

"For gas, under the same basic assumptions and choosing to maintain a re-
serve-to-production ratio of 18:1, we shall need to add 450 trillion cubic feet to
our proved reserves. This is an average of 30 trillion cubic feet a year. At no
time in its history has the petroleum industry ever added as much as 25 trillion
cubic feet to its reserves of gas in any one year. The average since 1955 has been
20 trillion. The meannig of these figures becomes even more clear if we com-
pare our recent past experience with a comparable period of time in the im-
mediate future.

. . . My point is simply that there is enough evidence at hand now to sug-
gest strongly the need for us to consider more carefully than we have so far
done, the question of how these enormous future demands for petroleum
energy will be supplied."

Secretary Udall further stated to the National Petroleum Council In July
1968:

"The implications of this imbalance are for a gradual deterioration in the
nation's capabilities to supply itself with crude oil. No precipitate, near-term
crisis is in prospect, and the deficits could go on accumulating for several years.
But it is clear that sooner or later the account must be balanced; no industry
can go on indefinitely shortening its stocks in the face of a steadily rising
demand for its products."

As is well known, my own State of Oklahoma has made a generous contribu-
tion to the energy needs of this nation over the years and our economy has come
to depend heavily upon the oil and gas industries. The distinguished Chief Execu-
tive of the State of Oklahoma, Governor Dewey F. Bartlett, has appeared before
the Committee and introduced compelling testimony relating to the critical needs
of the oil and gas industry, and I do not propose to take the Committee's time
to reiterate his position. I would like to emphasize and associate myself with
his remarks.

These proposed changes in the tax provisions applicable to the oil industry
will, without doubt, reduce the industry's incentive and ability to explore and
drill. A recent study made by the Bureau for Business and Economic Research
at the University of Oklahoma indicates that during a recent two-year period,
independent oil producers drilled 86.5% of the exploratory wells and 20% of the
development wells completed in the State of Oklahoma. In terms of the risk
capital employed, the survey showed that 70% of the capital employed by inde-
pendent operators is obtained from outside investors who are not connected in
any other way with the independents' oil operations. Thus, it is clear that the
independent oil producer in the State of Oklahoma relies heavily on outside
investment funds as a source of capital to supplement his own funds obtained
through capital recovery. Anything that will adversely affect the value of the
ventures considered by the oil operator will also adversely affect the ability of the
operator to attract the capital needed to continue drilling for new oil. If this
results in a reduction in the activities of the independent oil operators as a
group, it will have an adverse impact on the economy within which he operates.

The degree to which changes in tax legislation will affect the economy of
the State depends upon the changes themselves. If the current write-off of in-
tangible drilling costs is restricted and the proposed reduction in the depletion
allowance to 20% is carried out, the survey to which I referred indicates that
the drilling operations of independent oil producers in Oklahoma might be re-
duced by as much as 45%.
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I have concentrated on the provisions in the House Bill and the Treasury
proposals which affect domestic oil operations, particularly those of the inde-
pendents. With respect to the foreign area I certainly support the Treasury in
urging that Section 501, which would eliminate depletion on foreign oil and gas.
production, be deleted.

In considering the Tax Reform Bill of 109. I fel that the key point, as it
relates to the mineral, fuel, and agricultural industries is whether or not this
Nation wishes to maintain a strong position of self-sufficiency in these vital areas.
If it is the determination of the Congress that we want our Nation to become
dependent upon imported minerals, fuel, and food then there could be Justifica-
tion for some changes proposed by HR 13270. If, on the other hand, we desire
our Nation to be well fed with a reserve to be shared with other nations, if we
desire a dependable low-cost source of energy from domestic sources for the
citizens of our urban centers, and if we desire to have available on this continent
the sources of the minerals which are vital to our industrial society, then there
Is need to attract capital into the development and operation of these economically
hazardous occupations. Present tax laws provide such incentives. They must be
retained and strengthened.

I do not wish to offer myself as an expert on tax matters. I recognize that
many of the distinguished members of this committee have devoted much of
their careers in government tostudy our tax matters, and that in addition, they
have the counsel of highly qualified members of congressional staffs and govern-
mental departments. However, I would like to suggest one possibility, so far as
helping this Nation retain a strong supply position in minerals and fuels. As
many of you know, I am a land owner, and if I sell a portion of my land, our
present law allows me to treat the income as the sale of a capital asset and to
pay taxes under the terms of our capital gains law.

On the other hand, if the owner of an ore body sells a quantity of the ore.
he must show the income from this source as current income and pay tax after
deducting a certain amount for "depletion allowance."

Over the years thu depletion allowance, particularly as related to the petroleum
indu.try. has come iinder sharp and in many cases totally unjustified attacks.
As has been stated here, these (lepletion allowances have not been excessive since
reserves of both minerals and energy sources have not kept up with our growing
needs. Additional incentives are needed. I believe one way they could be pro-
vided would be for the Congress to pass legislation providing that the sale of
mineral, or petroleum production be treated as the sale of a capital asset and
taxed under the terms of our present capital gains laws. I would suggest that the
depletion allowance be left at the present level and that the above approach be
allowed as an option.

As a former Governor of the State of Oklahoma, I am fully aware of the grow-
ing needs of state and local governments, and I know from first-hand experience
how many of these needs for additional services and facilities are met with
funds made available by the sale of tax-exempt municipal bonds. Our own State
of Oklahoma and its many sub-divisions could not come close to meeting our
needs for hospitals, sewers, water systems. highways, airports, educational fa-
cilities, and many other necessary governmental services without the frequent
sale of municipal bonds. Such sales would become virtually impossible under the
provisions of HR 13270, and I would like to add my voice to the others you have
heard opposing these changes.

As I said in the beginning of my statement. I strongly favor the passage of
"tax reform legislation." There i.' 'rct need for such legislation and a great
Impatience among the citizens of this country for more equitable and less complex
tax law.

Senator BELLMON. I want to begin by saying that along with many
others I am very much in favor of tax reform. I believe there is a con-
siderable demand across the country that we do undertake to reform
our taxes which have become entirely too complex and too difficult to
understand, not only for the people who pay them but for the people
who have to prepare the returns and those who administer the law,
but I believe we should take note of the fact that the main reason for
having a tax system is to raise revenue.
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It seems that over the years we have let a lot of social concepts get
into our tax system, and since we have been able to pass a rgoreat (lea1 of
social legislation in recent years, I believe it would be wise to review
some of the social concepts of our tax law to see whether or not these
are still so necessary.

If we can agree to accomplish our social objectives in other ways then
certainly we can simplify our tax laws and make them much more
easily understood and less difficult to administer.

I had a recent conservation with an administrative officer of the
Internal Revenue Service and he finally let, his hair down and told me
that if the taxpayers of this country ever discover that the Internal
Revenue Service operates 90 I)ercent on bluff, that the whole system
is going to come crashing down.

He went on to show me that when he first became associated with
the Internal Revenue Service that his whole shelf reference manuals
had occupied only 13 inches on his bookshelf at that time when I was
visiting with him it took 33 feet of shelf space just to hold the manuals
that he had to use in administering the law.

So it seems to me that it is time we tried very intently to simplify the
law and make it so that it is not so difficult for those who administer
and those who nay tlw taxes.

Also I mould like to comment on the fact that it seems that in the
present situation, our law is so difficult, so complex, so confusing, and
so hard to administer that the Internal Revenue Service sometimes
resorts to tactics that seem to border on coercion.

There are a lot. of people that are charged with not paying the taxes
due who find it less expensive and less troublesome to go ahead and l)ay
the assessment than go to court and prove their innocence.

I would like to see time law changed so that when a taxpayer is ac-
cused of a tax irregularity and chooses to go to court and prove his in-
nocence that if lie succeeds in winning his case that he be allowed
to recover the costs of the litigation from the Federal Government.

If this is done, I believe that a number of taxpayers will defend
their rights, and we will see less opposition to the enforcement of the
law than we presently witness.

Another point I would like to make is that when the present. Internal
Revenue Code was put into effect and the $600 personal exemption
was established, that $600 went a lot further than it does now. I hav e a
table showing what has happened to these personal exemptions over
the years. The present $600 level was established in 1948, and it needs
to be sharply adjusted upward in order to establish the same relative
position that the taxpayer had when that level was established.

I realize this probably could not be done all at once, but it needs
to be undertaken, and we should be able to make the adjustments year
by year until we reestablish the position that the taxpayers enjoyed
back in the late 1940's.

I would recommend that the committee consider tying personal
income tax exemption to the cost of living, so that as the value of
our money goes down, this personal income tax exemption would )e
adjusted upward.

Now, then, there are two industries that I feel the law, as written
or passed by the House, are particularly damaged. These happen to
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be the two industries that are most important to my own State of
Oklahonm, and I refer to agriculture and to the mineral and energy
industries. Both these industries have done a remarkably good job,
during those recent, years of inflation, of holding down their prices.

Many foods are selling at or near the levels of 1950. We iave not
seen costs of gasoline go up nor fle costs go up substantially. Theyiate not kept pace with other increase g costs in our society, and yet
this tax bill would place very heavy additional burdens on these two
industries, and probably result in higher food costs and higher fuel
costs

First of all, so far as agriculture is concerned, tie plain fact is, and
I speak from personal experience, that agriculture has not been a
profitlile enterprise for tie last 15 or 20 ye rs. We just have not been
able to generate the capital that we need to continue developing our
lands, conserve our soil and water, and develop the new plant varie-
ties and the new breeds of livestock that a prosperous and 1'rogressive
agricultural industry needs. If we, (lrie avay the outside (al)ital that
is presently attracted into agriculture, we are going to tend to freeze
our productive Cal)acity and make it impossible for agriculture to
keep up with the growing food needs of our Nation as well as the
nations that delend upon us for aI part of heir food supply.

You can say about the same thing so far as the mineral and energy
industries are concerned. I have in my testimony a quotation from
[r. Andrew Fletcher who is the owner, chairman of the St. Joseph

Lead Co. This is testimony he made before the Subcommittee on Min-
erals, Materials and Fuels of the Senate Interior Committee, and I
would like. to refer to some of the things lie said.

He says, "In the last 30 years that this country has used more of
these resources"l-that is minerals and fuels- than were consumed by
the entire people of the world during all previous history."

Ie says, "In the decade from 1965 to 1975 it is estimated that our
mineral consumption is going to decline by 40 percent."

He cites the fact that it is only the same distance ahead to the year
2000 as it is back to the beginning of World War II but that if we
look ahead to the year 2000 we will find that our consumption of zinc
is going to go up by 375 percent, our lead consumption will go up by
200 l)ercent, iron consumption will go up 175 percent. our coal con-
sumption will increase 250 percent, and copper consumption is going
to go ul over 200 percent.

Ile makes the point that it takes a fantastic amount of money for a
company to find and develop these resources and that unless we (10 make
it possible for companies to lhave the capital they need, that we are
not going to be able to provide for our need now or provide for the
future.

Now, the same thing can pretty well be said about the petroleum in-dustry. There was a time when it was reasonably easv to find oil in
this country, and deposits once they were discovered were shallow
and fairly inexpensive to develop. But when you look ahead, we face
an entirely different situation.

In my own State of Oklahoma recently a well was completed out in
what is called the Anadarko Basin and the cost of this well was some-
thing over $6 million. At the same time another company completed
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a well in the same general area. It was a dry hole. The first one was aproducer but the second one was dry. The dry hole cost more than
$10 million, so I believe this shows the fantastic demands for capital
that the industry must have as it looks for these more difficult deposits
that are located at such great depths.

Secretary Udall very succinctly summed up the situation we face
as far as petroleum is concerned in a speech he made before the Na-
tional Petroleum Group Council in March of 1966. I would like again
to quote from some of his remarks. He says:

We are going to have to add 82 million barrels to our proven reserve between
now and 1980.

He claims that we will need 6.9 million barrels of oil per year in
1980, and he shows that the most we have ever been able to addto our
reserves in any one year was back in 1951 when we added 4.5 billion
barrels and that over the average during the year between 1955 and
1965 was 3.3 billion barrels, so the only conclusion you can reach is
that we are using our oil much faster than we are fiAding it, and the
day is rapidly approaching when we will not have the reserves we
need to produce for our owvn consumption.

He mentions the same case so far as natural gas is concerned, show-
ing that we need about 30 trillion feet a year, and we have been find-
ing about 23 trillion feet a year so we are using gas much more rapidly
than new reserves are being found.

He concludes by sayin that, "The implications of this imbalance
are for a general deterioration of the Nation's capacity to supply itself
with crude oil."

He says "No precipitate near-term crisis is in process and the deficits
could go on accumulating for several years but it is clear that sooner
or later the accounts must be balanced. No industry can go on indefi-
nitely shortening its stocks in the face of a steady rising demand for
its products."

So far as my own State of Oklahoma is concerned, we have con-
tributed a great deal to the energy needs of this Nation, and as a re-
sult our State and our economy depends heavily upon these two indus-
tries, so anything that cuts back on the incentive to locate, develop, and
produce new energy reserves is certainly going to damage our economy
as well as the economy of many other States, and certainly the econo-
my of the whole Nation.

We have a study, and I do not believe that it should be all printed
in the record, but I would like to present it so that the committee can
have it in its files, that we made by the Bureau for Business and Eco-
nomic Research of the University of Oklahoma.-

It shows the impact of changes in the intangible drilling cost and
depletion allowance on the independent oil producer in Oklaioma, and
these same facts would fit other States where independents are
important.

It shows that if these changes which are in the House-passed bill
were to go -into effect, that it would cut back the operations of inde-
pendents in our State by 45 percent, and since the independents find
something like 70 percent of our 'oil, this means that within a very

I The study referred to was made a part of the official files of the committee.
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short time we would see a sharp reduction in the reserves that are
available for the use of the consumers of this country.

I believe that the thing the committee ought to consider, so far as
minerals and fuels and agricultural industries are concerned is
whether or not we want to see this Nation maintain a strong position
of self-sufficiency in these vital areas. If the Congress, if the com-
mittee and the Congress decide that we want our Nation to become
dependent upon imported minerals, fuel and food, then we might want
to conside,. some of the changes that are in H.R. 13270.

On the other hand, if we want our Nation to continue to be well fed
and if we want to have the reserve of food that we can export to needy
nations, if we desire to have a low cost source of energy from domestic
sources for the citizens of our urban centers, and if we want to have
available on this continent the sources of minerals which are so vital
to our industrial economy, then I believe there is a need to attract
more capital in the development and operation of these economically
hazardous industries.

Our present tax laws provide incentive for this sort of risk-taking,
and I believe that they need to be maintained, and in fact should be
strengthened.

Now, I do not want to offer myself as an expert on tax matters,
because plainly the members of this committee know much more about
this than I do, and certainly they have the access to a very well-quali-
fied staff, but I would like to suggest one possibility so far as helping
this Nation retain a strong positions in minerals and fuels.

Some of you gentlemen are landowners and you know that if you
sell a portion of your land that our present law allows you to treat
the income from the sale of this land as the sale of a capital asset and
you pay taxes under the terms of our capital gain law, but if on the
other hand you are the owner of an ore body, and if you sell a quan-
ity of your ore, you must show the income from this source as current
income, and pay the tax after deducting a certain amount for depletion
allowance.

Now I believe that one way that the Congress could provide for a
stronger national position so far as minerals and fuels are concerned
would be to allow the treatment of sale of petroleum or ore from a
reserve to be treated as the sale of a capital asset and tax the income
from these sales under the terms of our present capital gain law. I
would like to suggest that the committee leave the depletion allow-
ance where it is and make a provision so that if the taxpayer chooses
as an option that he could treat the sale of these products as sales of
part of his capital, because they certainly are in that category.

One other point, and that is having served as Governor of a State
as some of the rest of you have, I am fully aware of the growing needs
of States and local governments, and I know from first-hand experi-
ence how frequently our local and State governments use the funds
they receive from the sale of tax-exempt municipal bonds.

if do not believe that our State could come close to providing' for
its needs if we did not have access to this capital. We coula not
build our hospitals or sewers or educational facilities or provide any
of the other services that our citizens demand. I am very much op-
posed to the Federal Government putting a tax on municipal bonds
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under any pretext. I believe that we should encourage States to meet
more responsibilities and not make it impossible for them to met
the ones they already have.

To conclude my remarks, I would like to suggest that the coin-
mittee do everything it possibly can to siml)lify and clarify our
laws and accelerate the development of the country. I feel that H.R.
13270 has exactly the opposite effect, and I believe that the Senate
can do a very great service to the Nation by changing the. direction
and the emphasis of this proposed legislation.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CAIR-MAN.. Thank yoit very much, Senator. I appreciate vouir

testimony here today.
Now it seems that I am playing musical chairs with the junior

Senator from Maryland, Representative Charles McC. iatli:is Jr.
I just came from a hearing where I was presiding as the slbeom-
mittee chairman, and Senator Mathias was testifying in favor of
confirmation of one of his valued constituents. I am pleased to see lie
is here.

I do not know whether he beat me to the committee room or not.
This is not my first appearance in the room today. We are pleased
to have you.

Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, if I could be permitted I would
like to ask our distinguished colleague, the junior Senator from Okla-
homa one question. I think lie has made an excellent statement. 3ay
I ask one?

[he eIIAIRMANv. Go right ahecad.
Senator HANSEN. I would like to ask you, Senator Bellmon. do

you have any direct knowledge of what might happen in this coun-
try if we were to begin to depend substantially upon imported oil
and minerals for our industrial needs? It has been proposed that we
could lower the price, that there is good reason to look toward out-
side sources for these energy needs, and those who propose it see
no danger at all. In your experience have you any reason to arrive
at any fixed conclusion in this respect?

Senator BELLMON. Senator, there are several examples of what hap-
pens to our country or any other country when they become de-
pendent on critical strategic materials from outside sources. We all
know what happened in this country when the Suez crisis shut off
supplies of petroleum. I had a little personal experience in this same
field.

When I left the Governor's office I became involved with a small
company that makes ltarts from copper, and just after we got into
business and took our first contract, there was a copper strike so that
there was no longer a source of copper from domestic sources.

The Government at that time turned loose a suhstlatial amount
of the copper we had stockpiled here, but even so, we bad to import
a lot of copper. The first order we bought, which was before the
strike began, the particular compound we were using cost us 74 cents
a pound. That was on the 5th of November 1967.

Then the strike came along, and on the 8th of March 1968 we had
to buy another order, and by that time the price had jumped exactly
50 percent. It had gone up to $1.11 a pound. Then the next time we
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bought was in November of 1968, by which time the strike was settled
and our own mines were back in production and the price had gone
back down to 78 cents a pound. So during this period of time when
suppliers of some other countries knew that we had to buy copper,
they proceeded to raise the pri'e 50 percent, and we of course lost
heavily in our balance of payments, but I believe exactly the same
thing would happen if we became dependent upon other outsi(le
sources for any mineral that was not available domestically.

I also believe that if we become dependent particularly for energy,
that one of three things would happen. We would see these other na-
tions raise their prices, or they might propose to use their position

for bargaining in such a way that it would be very disagreeable to us,
or we would have to raise the price of petroleum here in our own
country so that we could bring the oil shales or the tar sands into pro-
duction. In either case our customers would be very seriously hurt.

Senator I-LNSE.N. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The C'H. IRMAN. I am not going to ask any questions, because we

have 15 more witnesses to hear in this morning's session, but I want
vou to know that I am basically in agreement with your testimony.
I hope that you are able to save the petroleum industr-y for the bene-
fit of the great State of Oklahoma. If you cannot save it for their
benefit I hope you will try to save it for the benefit of Louisiana.

Senator BELL-31ON. Senat'or, I think we are saving it for the benefit
of the customers more than the people that produce it. We will man-
age in our State. We will have enough oil to keep our houses warm
and our cars running. The people who ought to be concerned are
the ones who live in the cities who are a long way from Ihe oil and
gas fields.

If our pipelines begin to go dry we will take care of ourselves but
the customers who are quite a ways f rom home ought to look to this.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Mathias.

STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES McC. MATHIAS, JR., A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Senator MIATRIAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is an
honor to follow Governor Beillmon at the witness table here. I regret
that I have to impose myself upon you twice in one morning in differ-
ent characters, but I am very grateful, Mr. Chairman, to you and to
members of the committee for a few moments to discuss some of the
problems of this tax bill.

Before I do that, I would just like to express to the committee on
the record my appreciation to Mr. Vail and to the members of this
committee's staff who have been extraordinarily kind and cooperative
during the last few months, when taxes have been so enormously im-
portant to all of our constituents. I am sure our office has put an

unusual burden on your committee staff with questions and requests
for information. Every member of the staff has been exceedingly help-
ful to us and I want to thank both the committee and the staff.

Mr. Chairman, I approach this opportunity to discuss taxes with
you with some diffidence. I used to know something about taxes when
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I earned a living practicing law. At one time I was Assistant Attorney
General of Maryland in charge of the comptroller's office. I thought
then that I knew a little about the theory and practice of tax law, but
that has been a long time ago, and so it is with some diffidence that I
appear here today.

I have prepared a statement which, with your permission, I will
simply file with the committee.

The CHAIPRAN. Senator, we have printed all the statements. As a
matter of fact, I am pleased to say that your statement is in the record
starting at page 8-A. I do not know why it should be 8-A rather than
just 8, but there it is. It starts at that point, and it is our duty to read
the statement. Anybody who has not read it should read it. by now.

Senator MATHIAS. Since it is there I am not going to read it today.
I would like to flesh it out very informally.

The CItAIRMAN. I am pleased to say it is not a very long statement.
Anybody who has any intellectual curiosity at all can read it in a hurry
which I think is a credit to you. You do not just waste a lot of time
shooting up the landscape without hitting a target.

Senator MATHIAS. It is the barebones of what I have to say.
Senator GoRE. You are not opposed to shooting up the landscape,

are you, if it is necessary?
Senator MATHIAS. It all depends on the circumstances.
Senator Gor. I thought I noticed some scattergun tendencies of

yours now and then.
Senator MATHiAS. I do not like my tactics to show that much.
Mr. Chairman. I have selected .ijust a few points that I want to

comment on here today. As I noted in the statement, these are by way
of illustration of my concern rather than by way of limitation of it.

Let me .Vay that on the question of philanthropy and how the tax
bill is going to affect, it, we have to approach the changes in H.R. 13270
with enormous caution. "or example, the whole character of the city
of Baltimore is set. by several institutions which are products of philan-
thropy:

The Johns Hopkins University and Johns Hopkins Hospital, the
Enoch Pratt Library, the Walters Museum, and the Peabody Insti-
tute & Conservatory, just as examples.

Now the character of the city of Baltimore has for several genera-
tions benefited from these institutions which are the results of
philanthropy.

Now, granted they were all established before there was an income
tax, but they are maintained today ovex and above the oricxinal en-
dovments in substantial part by' philanthropy. If we discourage
philanthropy, as I believe the House bill does, we are going to cut
off these enormously important institutions which deal with our minds,
our bodies, and our spirits, and I think we are going to change a very
fundamental aspect of the American character.

We are going to undermine the maintenance of old philanthropic in-
stitutions, and I think we are going to virtually prohibit the establish-
ment of now ones.

I talked to a man yesterday who said to me that it had been his
habit in recent years to give about.$50,000 a year to charity, and he

said he was about ready to stop if this bill went through, that he would
have to stop.
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T would call particular attention to those provisions of the bill which
affect foundations which are esta' shedd primarily with the stock of
closely held corporations. If the provisions of the House bill with
respect to those family foundations based on family corporations are
to stand unchanged, you will never again have a Ford Foundation.
You will never again have a foundation of that character. It could
not be done.

I think that there is a considerable social question involved here
that can be resolved without totally destroying the concept of getting
away from closely held family foundations: Ve should, however, allow
a sufficient period of time, a breathing space in which to move Out of
that kind of a closely held picture.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question now?
Senator, I agree with you that tax treatment of foundations raises

profound social and political questions. In fact, not only does the tax
bill raise such questions, the simple proliferation of foundation, alone
raises them. In a very real sense, today, the dead are ruling the living,
and the perpetuity which we have accorded foundations is a violation
of tenets which our country earlier found necessary to establish, and
which the English, the Romans, the Greeks, and the Hebrews found
necessary to establish. We simply must do something to curb the
tendency of the rich and the vain and the privileged to undertake
to accomplish permanent entailment of a large part of this country's
wealth.

Senator MATHIAS. If the Senator will allow me to respond to that,
I agree 100 percent with what he. has said. In fact the statute of
Mortniain is law in Maryland today; when I was a member of the
Maryland Legislature we annually had to pass an act to exempt char-
itable bequests that had been made in Alaiyland from the statute of
Mortmain. This is an ancient principle of the law. I am not for leav-
ing all the tax law unchanged in this respect, but as I have set forth
in my statement, I think we ought to do so with some regard for the
social impact and for the necessity of cushioning the requisite changes.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator, I think I will get in my one statement now.
You know, I am a civil lawyer. I come from Louisiana where we are
still going by the old Napoleonic Code. What in the devil is the statute
of Mormain? What is that?

Senator MATHIAS. That is a statute of the British Parliament which
is in effect in Maryland because it has not been altered or repealed by
the legislature since 1776. It prohibits the accumulation of what we
today call foundations, but it was primarily originally directed at
accumulation by the church in medieval days. Mortmain, deadhand,
refers to the dead hand of the church which prevented any alienation
of land. Great globs of land lay inert, and it became recognized as a
social ill.

Senator GonE. This is indeed one of the great landmarks of Anglo-
Saxon jurisprudence.

Senator MATHIAS. That is right.
Senator Gopx. It was the cunlination of many years of conflict be-

tween the church and the Crown.
Senator TALMAOME. Will yOU yield at that point?
Is that what was known as the rule in Shelrey's case?
Senator GoPE. Not the rule in Shelley's case but--
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Senator MATIIIAs. Both of them have the object of preventing the
removal of large bodies of property.

Senator GORE. Perpetual entailment.
Senator MATHIAS. From being alienated in some way.
Senator GORE. But the point I wish to make to you, Senator, is that

by the device of the foundation, the rich and the vested and the vain
and the self-righteous have now found a way to circumvent these land-
marks of social jurisprudence, and we must eliminate this circumven-
tion.

Senator MATIIIAS. I think it is our object, if I may respectfully sub-
mit, to find ways to apply these time-tested principles in wise and pru-
dent ways for the future.

Very'briefly on the question of municipal bonds, Mr. Chairman, I
know that has occupied your attention.

The CHiRm MAN. If I may say, Senator, I had to ask the question be-
cause we Frenchmen never let that mess start to begin with so we did
not have to pass a law like that.

Senator BENNETT. Isn't it ironical that the words mortmain are
French words?

The CHAIR.\AN. They are Latin.
Senator BENNETT. They are French.
The CHAIRMAN. Just look up the spelling of it. You will find it is

spelled one way in French and another way in Latin. That is Latin.
Go ahead.

Senator M[ATIIIAS. I am not going to get into that argument.
Senator WILAMS. I mio-ht givre the witness assurance that when

the lawyers get through with this we laymen will settle the issue for
you.

Senator 'MATmAS. Mr. Chairman, as far as municipal bonds go, of
course, obviously we do create ways of making it possible for very
wealthy individuals or for institutions that control large amounts of
capital to get this kind of tax-free income, and I recognize the need
for some reform in this area.

I would just voice this caution. In attempting to make things more
equal, we may not be simply throwing the burden on the millionaire's
mansion. The changes proposed in H.R. 13270 may well be felt in every
bungalow and rowhouse which has to pay a higher local tax rate be-
cause every local improvement is going to cost more because of the
higher cost. of financing.

With respect to pensions, I urge the committee to give serious con-
sideration to Secretary Kennedy's request for deferring any action
with respect to changes in the law affecting nonqualified plans.

Again, I think we are cutting close to the quick of the national
character in this field, and I do not say that we ought not to make
some changes, but I do say they ought to be considered changes.

You are touching the traditional American quality of industry and
frugality and thrift, and these, of course, are personal qualities. But
I think we also have to consider the collective impact. The pension
plans today and the capital that they accumulate form a pool for the
expansion of the American economy. If you dry that pool up, I simply
ask the question where will we get the money to continue the growth of
our economy in the future? Who isgoingto provide it?
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We built a lot of our initial industrial empire on foreign capital, oln
money that came from Europe in the 19th century. In the 21st century
where will it come from if we dry up our own sources? I do not know.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, 'and 1 do not want to take the time of the
committee any further, but let me just, say it word about livestock. Isay that in the State of Maryland we have quality quadrupeds of ev-ery

kind, horses, cattle, sheep. We have got tie best. And I say that witl
all die respect to Governor Jordan and Governor Hansen and all tie
fine cattle country that they represent. We. have got the best quad-
rupeds in America, but we are not going to have them if the h-ouse
version of the tax-

Senator TALMIADGE. Don't leave out. Senator Bennett. They raise
cattle in Utah.

Senator 1M ATIIIAS. I do not want. to leave out anybody. I do not even
want to leave out Senator Williams' chickens.

The CHARMAN. If you are talking about the best cattle you can leave
out Louisiana. What I raised down there was not worth bragging about
so you can just leave us out.

. enator T.LMIADGE. Tennessee produces some mighty fine Black
Angus.

Senator MArHIIAs. -Just last night I talked to the dean of agriculture
of the University of Maryland, and he said that some of the finest cat-
tle herds in Maryland are already planning dispersal sales, and they
look forward only to recovering about 20 cents on the dollar, because
of the economic impact of what the tax bill would do to the cattle

i industry.
Maryland was the birthplace of the thoroughbred horse in America.

0 Out here Governor Ogle of Belair just east of Washington brought
the fi rst thoroughbred to America.

Senator TALI"ADGE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at. that
point?

I You know the House bill provides that if you have farm losses of
$215,000 in 3 years out of 5, and then nonfarm income $50,000 or more,
you cannot deduct the losses. Now, Senator Gore here is in the Black

A Angus business. As a Senator lie has a salary of $42,500 a year, and he
may have some other income in addition to that. Do you think that
Senator Gore ought to be put out of the livestock business because he
is a U.S. Senator?

Senator MATIITAS. Let me preface anything I have to say on that by
referring to the

Senator GORE. I am more concerned with being put out of the Senate..
I Senator MATIIAs. That reminds me a little bit when Chick Forrester

and Carl Vinson were over the House 1 day and they were talking
about farming down iii Georgia and Chick said you know Carl only
stays in Congress just to support that farm lie has down there.

But let me say in prefacing the remark I made that in the Con-
gressional Record I have filed a personal statement of net worth which

J includes livestock. I have got a few Angus too. I do not know that
they compare with Senator Gore's. But I think a farming operation
ought to sit on its own bottom, in this respect.

However, mine is of such a. small nature that it has no hope of
ever reaching the limits that the Senator has described as being
disqualifying. I do think it ought to sit on its own bottom.
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Senator GORE. Could I interject a remark since our mutual live-
stock enterprises have been mentioned. It is true that I produce
on my farm pure-bred Angus cattle.

Senator MATITAIS. I am a grade man myself. I only produce for the
butcher.

Senator GoRE. But my business is not in any sense a tax shelter. I
have been a breeder of Angus cattle now for 31 years, so you can
hardly call this fly-by-night. Mine is a legitimate operation. I raise
and s4ll cattle.

The tax shelter in this field is something with which I think the
Congress must deal. The tax shelter is taken advantage of by certain
people, many of whom have never been, and do not, plan to be, and are
not in fact, legitimate breeders or farmers or producers of cattle. We
must do something about this, and I am anxious to try to do something
about it. But I would not like to see the legitimate farmer and legiti-
mate pure-bred industry so penalized that it cannot continue to provide
the improvement of livestock and quality meat in this country as
well as other pure-bred enterprises.

Senator MATHIAS. Well, I think perhaps I ought. to add a word of
personal explanation too, now. The farming operation in which I
am engaged is one in which I was associated with my father from the
time I ot out of the Navy at the end of World War II until my
father's death. I have been limping along since that time. It is one out
of which I get a great deal of personal satisfaction. I bought my first
Angis when I first got out of the Navy from some war bonds 'I had
bought when I Was in the Pacific. It is no tax shelter and no gimmick
that I have got. I do not disagree with the' Senator that thiis kind
of farming ought not to be limited because it does seem to me that
this preys upon the interest of people who are legitimately interested
and concerned with a serious farming operation, and creates a kind
of artificial competition which I do not think any of us want to
preserve.

But I do think that the House bill, particularly with respect to
depreciation on livestock, would have an adverse effect on legitimate
agriculture, on the horse industry.

I want to get back just one second to the horse industry, because
that is important to Maryland. It is important to everyoy in Mary-
land because everybody in Maryland participates in the State's part-
nership share in State regulated racing, and if the rules of deprecia-
tion, the holding period are all changed it will have a detrimental
effect on racing and it could very seriously affect the State's share as
a partner in that business.

I am very proud of what we have in the way of livestock farming
and animal husbandry in Maryland. As I say we have quality quad-
rupeds in all departments and I think this bill will be very detri-
mental to the quality, to the quality, because I do not think you can
keep it up when you pull the economic base out.

Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, since the distinguished Senator is a
lawyer with a great deal of experience in tax law and a farmer, I
suggest that we invite him to submit to the committee some practical
suggestions as to how we can deal with this problem.

(The following letter was subsequently received from Senator
Aathias:)
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U.S. S EN ATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Wash ington, D.C., October 16, 1969.

lIon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committec on, Fin anec, U.S. Senate,
Wasi ington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: On October 2, 1969, at the Hearings on H.R. 1,1270, you
asked me to "work something out" for submission to the Finance Committee
regarding the controversial questions raised in the "Farm Loss Area" (Tran-
script Vol. 17, pp. 2565-66.) It seems clear that we must protect the legitimate
farmer, while at the same time eliminating the "in-and-outer," i.e., the non-
legitimate "farmer-taxpayer" who gets into farming for quick tax deducations
and sells out for profitable capital gains tax advantages.

After reviewing various proposals, I commend the following suggestions to the
Committee:

1. Include livestock in depreciation recapture, i.e., recapture at ordinarly in-
come rates depreciation taken or allowed in previous years.

2. Extend the holding period for cattle and horses for capital gains purposes
from:

(a) 12 to 18 months or 24 months, or
Ib) Provide the holding period for all livestock for capital gains purposes

he six months from time of first normal use for draft, breeding, dairy or
race purposes.

3. Prevent tax-free exchange of male calves for female calves.
4. Require taxpayer proof that said animal or animals were actually held

for breeding purposes in order to claim capital gains.
5. Where farm land is held for less than ten years, require a sliding scale re-

capture at ordinary income rates of land improvement expenses which had
previously been deducted.

By proposing that all livestock be included in the depreciation recapture pro-
visions of the code, livestock will be put on a par with all other depreciable
Iushiess assets. I believe this provision will eliminate the tax profit from those
tax avoidance schemes which are designed to trade depreciation deductions dur-
ing the early part of the useful life of an animal against capital gains on its
premature sale.

If a breeding animal is held to its full useful life there should not be any
gain on its sale since it will normally be sold at salvage value. Thus, most of the
legitimate stockmen who remain in the business and retain their purchased
animals for their full useful life will not be affected. But the "in-and-outer" is
directly affected because most of the gain realized at his premature sales will
be taxed at ordinary income rates.

By increasing the holding period of cattle and horses from twelve months to
eighteen or twenty-four months, the tax profit of the "in-and-outer" will be
substantially reduced or almost eliminated. This would discourage the "tax
profiteer" from getting into the livestock business solely to build up a breeding
herd over a period of a few years, deducting currently the expenses of raising
the animals against outside high tax bracket income, and then selling out the
entire herd at the end of the period at capital gains rates. Under this proposal
the tax gimmick investor would be "locked in" for several years to realize any
capital gains, while other investments would be much more appealing to hinr
since only a six or twelve month holding period would be required for capital
gains treatment. Alternate proposal (2.b) above would also reduce the tax
profit incentive for the typical tax profiteer while still protecting all legitimate
livestock farmers from discriminatory tax treatment.

By requiring that the exchange of male calves for female calves is not a tax-
free transfer, the tax gimmick promoter would be deprived by state of one of
his often used tax promotion schemes. (There is at least one court case which
has upheld such transfers as being tax-free, thus lending support to this tax
gimmick scheme.)

By statutorily requiring that the taxpayer has the burden of proving that he
really held the livestock for breeeding purposes for the required length of time, the
tax gimmick investor has a burden which will discourage, if not prevent, his con-
tinued search for Farm Loss tax avoidance schemes.

Where farm land is held for less than. ten. years, by requiring a sliding scale
recapture at ordinary income rates of land improvement expenses )reviously de-
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ducted, the "in-and-outer" i. further discouraged from entering this bulsinesS for
tax gimmick advantages. This provision also directly affects the "in-and-outer"
tax dodgers of the citrus industry. Most legitimate farmers hol their land for
periods exceeding ten years.

The above l)rovisi(ons seem simple, undcrstandable and easy to enforu.c andl
adninixter. While they might not meet with 100 percent approval of every Jegiti-
mate farmer, over 00 percent of the livestock and horse industry wHould probably
support them. The provisions go further than the Farm Loss provisions of Senator
(Thre's Bill (See. 13 of S. 2645) to cnsiure the plugging of the "tax gimmick" or
"tax profiteer" loopholes of existing law.

The adoption of these provisions would, of course, delete See. 211 (The Excess
Deductions Account) and See. 213 (the nev 1Iobby Loss Presumption) from II.R.
13270. I believe they should be eliminated because:

(a) They are too complicated and discriminate against and amongst legi-
timate farmers.

(b) They would require millions of farmers to keep two sets of books
(cash and accrual) which is an impossible burden to put on the legitimate
farmer.

(e) They are unnecessary if the other provisions are adopted by the
Committee. I believe the suggested provisions would eliminate the tax gim-
mick operator, the "In-and-outer," from the farm and ranch business com-
pletely and permanently.

I have enclosed copies of statements by E. Brooke Lee, of Dama.ocus, Mary-
land, and the Upper Montgomery County (Maryland) Farmers Club, which I
would appreciate your placing in the official Hearing Record.

Let me reiterate my compliments for the outstanding and thorough job the
Committee has been doing in the massive task of tax reform.

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

CHARLES MCC. MATIHAS, Jr.,
U.S. Senator.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that, if the Senator from Tennessee would
get his head together with the Senator from Maryland about taxing
cattle and horses, I would think that they could work something out.

As far as I am concerned, I do not own any. I own one horse.
At least I once owned a horse.

Senator GORE. Can I sell you another?
The CHAIRMAN. I learned my lesson the hard way. But if you could

get together with the Senator to find some way to get some money out
of these horse-and-cattle farmers why that would please a lot of us
who found we could not make any money in that business.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me say I have not found any way to make
any money out of it, either, and I have no horses. I have no personal
interest of any sort in horses, but it is a matter of concern not only
to the individual Marylanders, but it is a matter of concern to the
State, because the State is a partner in the horse business.

Senator GORE. We are not talking about our personal interests. We
are talking about the problem of people who are engaged in this
industry.

Senator MATHIAS. Absolutely.
Senator Gopn. I will be glad to talk with you and try to work

this out.
Senator MATHIAS. I appreciate the Senator's invitation.
The CHAIRMAN. I want the record to show that just because Senator

Gore manages to make some money in cattle it does not mean that
everybody can do it.

,Thank you very much. Senator Miller?
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Senator MILLER. I just want to find out from my colleague whether
the main thrust of his concern with the House bill concerning live-
stock has to do with the proposed changes on cal)ital gains recapture,
rather than with the attempt, not necessarily the language of the
House bill but the attempt to (1o something about the writing off of
farm losses agains high-bracket nconfarm income.

Senator MATHIAS. The Senator perceives what I was attempting to
do. My concern is primarily with the cal)ital treatment of livestock of
all kinds, notwithstanding shelters which are built u) by farm losses,
which I agree should be limited and should be segregated from other
activities.
Senator MILLER. I share my colleague's feelings about this very

strongly. Thank you.
(Senator Mathias, Jr.'s prel)ared statelnent, with attachment, fol-

lows:)
STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES MC. MATIIIAS, JR.

SUM IM ARY

I. PHILANTHROPY
11.I. 13270 is a severe challenge to spirit of philanthropy. Reported abuses of

tax exemptions justify better oversight and auditing but not a wholesale assault
on the voluntary sector.

A. Limit on charitable deductions should be raised to 50 percent of adjusted
gross income as in H.R. 13270. Administration's recommendations on charitable
trusts and gifts of appreciated property are substantial improvements over House
bill but more modifications should be considered. Gifts of appreciated propertyy to
foundations should not be In separate, prejudicial category.

B. In regard to foundations:
1. Proposed tax on investment income should be reduced to 2 percent, as rec-

ommended by the Administration, and explicitly imposed as a user charge or fee
to defray auditing programs.
2. Provisions requiring 5 percent yield are unrealistic and could be mischiev-

ious. More flexibility should be permitted.
3. Stock ownership limitations of H.R. 13270 would impose real hardships on

private foundations whose assets consist of stock in closely-held family corpora-
tion and whose major contributors are family members. If attribution rules re-
main so broad, such foundations would have to dispose of all such stock even If
non-voting stock. Legislative mechanisms are needed to permit redemption by the
issuing corporaton in such cases without adverse tax effects to the foundation,
the corporation, its stockholders or the original donor of the stock.

4. Rules restricting foundations' activities in public policy fields should be
clarified and rationalized.

II. STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

H.R. 13207's proposals have already caused chaos in the load markets. Con-
gress should not make any changes which would increase difficulties for state
and local governments in financing needed capital improvements.

III. PENSION PLANS AND DEFERRED COMPENSATION

A. Present tax treatment of lump-sum distributions from qualified pension
plans should not be changed.

B. As recommended by Secretary Kennedy, changes In tax treatment of de-
ferred compensation plans, proposed in sections 331 and 541 of II.R. 13270. should
be dropped pending further study of overall economic Impact.

IV. LIVESTOCK

Proposed changes in capital treatment of income from sales of livestock would
create havoc In an industry already beleagured with economic problems.

33-865-69-pt. 5- 50



STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, it has been said that a real opportunity for tax reform comes
only once to each generation. If this Is true, this is our opportunity and we must
use it well.

H.R. 13270 Is undoubtedly the most far-ranging bill we shall consider this
year. As the mail pouring into our offices testifies, there is great public concern
over the growing weight of taxation-Federal, state and local-on the nation's
wage-earners. As the mail also indicates, each section of this bill will have a
lasting impact on some segment of our economy and society. Thus our task is
the difficult one of balancing general concepts and specific complaints, and pro.
ducing an equitable and durable bill.

I claim no special expertise across the whole spectrum of taxation, and I would
therefore like to confine my remarks today to four areas which are of deep
concern to me and to many Marylanders: philanthropy, state and local bonds,
pension plans, and livestock. I choose these subjects not out of any limitation
of interest and concern, but out of a limitation of your time.

I. CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS AND FOUNDATIONS

The House-passed bill constitutes a severe challenge to the philanthropic ac.
tivities which have been a uniquely American asset throughout our history. As
far back as the 1830's, Alexis de Tocqueville noted the tendency of Americans
to form voluntary associations to meet public needs. This week the launching
of annual United Givers Fund campaigns across the nation reminds us again of
the tremendous contributions which the voluntary sector has made to our social
health and national welfare.

The spirit of philanthropy has built and sustained many of our greatest educa-
tional and medical institutions. It has founded and supported many of our finest
libraries, museums and orchestras. It has enriched our cultural life and under-
written many valuable community services, such as scouting and the Red
Cros.s, which otherwise would have to be provided by government or not at all.

l'rivate foundations have been a vital expression of this philanthropic 8pirit.
As HEW Secretary Robert Finch wrote recently:

In every area of thought and action-in all the arts and sciences, in basic
research, in public health, in scholarship and creativity, in the building and
preserving of independent social institutions--the catalogue of foundation-
supported efforts provides many benchmarks in the progress of recent
civilization.

It is true that a few individuals have used charitable contributions or created
foundations to reduce their tax burdens excessively. Also, a few foundations have
abused their tax-exempt status. Such excesses do justify improvements in the laws
and far more extensive oversight and auditing of tax-exempt activities. But
they do not justify, in my judgment, a wholesale assault on the voluntary sector-
especially at a time when government's social burdens are already vast, or when
diversity and innovation should be promoted rather than squelched.

A. In regard to charitable contributions, therefore, I support the House pro-
vision which would increase the limit on charitable deductions from 30 percent
to 50 percent of adjusted gross income. I am concerned, however, about other
provisions of the House bill which could discourage very large contributions,
the creation of charitable trusts, and gifts of appreciated property, including
works of art and literature. The Administration's recommendations to this Com-
mittee represent a substantial improvement over the House bill, but further modi-
fications should be considered.

In particular, I cannot understand any justification for placing in a separate
and prejudicial category gifts of appreciated property to private foundations as
opposed to similar gifts to other types of tax-exempt entities.

B. In regard to foundations, I am especially troubled by four aspects of
H.R. 13270:

1. The proposed tax of 7Y2 percent on the investment income of foundations
is to me excessive and unwarranted. I therefore support, as a compromise, the
Administration's recommendation to reduce this to 2 percent. To maintain the
traditional tax-exempt status of foundations and other philanthropic institutions.
moreover. I believe that such a levy should be clearly and explicitly imposed as a
user charge or fee, earmarked to defray the administrative expenses of auditing
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and examining exempt institutions. Such an approach would support a fully
adequate IRS auditing program. It would also avoid encouraging states and
localities to follow the Federal lead by attempting to tax this one portion of the
universe of tax-exempt institutions.

2. The "income equivalent" provisions requiring a minimum 5 percent yield for
foundations is unrealistic and could be mischievous. Foundation managers were
obliged to maintain a prudent investment portfolio which would, presumably,
include a mixture of growth and income-producing investments. The House bill
would upset this management concept and could lead foundation managers to
chase the vagaries of the stock market in pursuit of a 5-percent return, rather
than concentrating on bheir philanthropic responsibilities. Far more flexibility
should be permitted.

3. The stock ownership limitations of section 101 of H.R. 13270 would impose
special hardships on private foundations whose assets consist wholly or primarily
of stock in closely-held family corporations, and whose major contributors are
members of that family. Even where these holdings are of non-voting stock, the
extremely broad attribution rules of the House bill would require such a founda.
tion to dispose of all its securities in the family corporation, because of the stock
held by family members. Presumably the funds received in return would then
be reinvested by the foundation in other securities not usbject to the 20-percent
limitation.

I am not convinced of the necessity of such complete divestiture where the
stock involved is non-voting stock. However, I am more concerned by the fact
that in such cases, compliance with these provisions would be extremely difficult
since no ready market would exist for the non-voting stock other than the family
or the issuing corporation. Realistically, only redemption by the issuing company
would provide the foundation with a reasonable value for the securities held.

While the House bill does not forbid such redemption by the issuing company.
the Internal Revenue Service has sometimes taken the position that where a
corporation redeems shares which have been received by a foundation as a gift,
the redemption amounts to a dividend taxable to the persons who made the gift.
As fir as the redeeming corporation is concerned, there is a possibility that the
IRS would assert the penalty tax for unreasonable accumulations of income. The
uncertainty of this situation is extremely dangerous and could effectively
prohi bit redemption as a practical matter.

At the very least, therefore, an explicit leigslative mechanism should be pro-
vided to allow redemption by the issuing company in such cases over the 10-year
period with no adverse tax effects to the foundation, the redeeming corporation,
its stockholders or the original donor of the stock involved. In related areas, too,
I would encourage this Committee to provide the required assurances to permit
such foundations to comply in good faith with the concept of divestiture withoan,
incurring penalties for their compliance.

4. Finally, I urge this Committee to clarify the highly confusing and ambiguous
language of the House bill restricting the permissible activities of foundations
in public policy fields. The line between lobbying and educational activities is a
delicate and elusive one, but-as Secretary Finch has stated-fa rational definition
must be found. It would be a real mistake, I feel, to discourage foundations from
sponsoring innovative efforts in education or medical research, or to deny legis-
lators and public administrators the benefits of the experience and knowledge
of many eminent Americans simply because those individuals are connected with
foundations. For example, under some Interpretations of the House hill, public
officials could discuss the Heller-Pechman revenue-sharing proposals with Dr.
Heller. who Is at a university, but not with 'Mr. Pechman, who is associated with
a foundation. Such inane situations should be precluded by clarification of these
provisions.

II. STATE AND MUNICIPAL BONDS

-X second area of special concern to ine is the proposed change in the treatment
of interest on )reviously tax-exempt state and local bonds.

In 196MS, $16 billion in such bonds was issued to finance a portion of the vast
capital need. of our nation. The tax bases on which state and local governments
depend are already overburdened. In this context, I believe we should be ex-
tremely cautious in considering measures which could make it even more difficult
for states and localities to flnan(e much-needed improvements such as schools,
hospitals, streets. libraries, and water systems.
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Thle iiieri'e (1i5.usssl~1 iln ('(Pr of removing tie trai(litionli exemptimin fiiii

tlese bonds and of including such income in the LITP and allocation of deductions
provisions hits engendered chils in tie itiarket. In tie period front Febru l'y to
August 1961), lit llmid 10iy1'rs' Iidex obf 21) r prs(,iittive municipals rost ftro
5.0-1 ier.ent to 6.02 lwrcetit, a coisiderably hiirgr jumip tli.an occurred in federal
an(l corporate debt financing. As our colleague from New York pointed out before
this (' oimnittee, thie narket ra ite of 'etturn on state anid local boIds has livii
ste'a.dily rising. It would appear tht the revenue effect of the proposed clhnges
nlay not be grea-t. but that time maiiket effect could be catastrophic.
but that the 1110 Iket effect could be (-I t.1st rolhiv.

If we are to (lesign a trie h ilx-reformll Illi.c111e, we nu.-t lot forve local
goM)vernineits t4) llindiiolll) ( bonds and turn to increases in rtg,'i s.ixe sales, 1)rtliriy
:11d utility taxes.

Protracted litigation to) lest the limits of the doctrinee of intergovernmentala i
iiniunity." regar(lless of tle eventual outcome. proilises to keup t le ni.ulicip
niarket in confusion for years if changess similar to those in H.R. 13270 are
tltil'a tely enacted.

Federal grants-in-aid for .al)itail lrposes in F.Y. 1970 will total some $6.5
billion. The bulk of the required ntching funds will bcw raised through bond
issues. As the Fe(leral government holds Out iirOmisvs of revenue sliaring, a
nass transit. fund, and 'welfare reform on the Oit' hand. it itiust not seriously
erode a significant source of state an(1 loc l government flinncing oil the 1ilr.

III. PENSION PLANS

Since 19-2 lump-sum (listributiolis from qul ified p('nsinoi plans and siilila r
sources have be'nl Ico'r(l(ed ( calittl gailns treatment. The house hill would
prospectively limit such treatment to fle .amunt ill excess of emp)loyer contrilu-
tions.

'ihe fact that these (listributionis involve rei.eipt ill one year of funds accrued
(oer a nuniber of years suggests thai- the entire allollit should (omitilue to he
taxed at special rates. I am conlidvit that this Committee will rlrefully examine
the relevant portions of lI.R. 13270 to insure that tile reasoilnaile exle('tations
of the nuinerous enllloyees )arti(ilmtin1g in such plans are not thwarted.

I am concerned tlt other changes in pension trentnient called for in II.R.
13270 may have broader ramifications than initially appear. Future growth in
the Private sector of our econouly is delldent. upoin tie availability of a large
Iool of capital which will enable d(er businesses to eXl)aind and new ventures to
lie created. Any narrowing of this pool of capital should be regarded with con-
cern if we are to keep what will soon be a trillion-dollar economy growing in a
healthy manner. Profit-sharing and pension funds have increasingly become
iniportint sources of capital for investment in the private sector.

Before any further limitations are placed on deferred compensation plans,
considerable study should be given to the effect of such limitations upon this
pool of Investment capital. I therefore endorse the request of Secretary Kennedy
that changes in deferred compensation plans proposed in Section 331 as well as
in Section ,541 (referring to subchapter S corporations) be dropped from the bill
for further study.

IV. LIVESTOCK

Finally, I am concerned about proposed changes In present capital gains treat-
nient of income from the sale of livestock. Lengthening the required holding
period and including livestock in the depreciation recapture rule could create
considerable havoc in an Industry already beleaguered with economic problems.

Here, as in the case of foundations, we must avoid penalizing the vast number
of legitimate operations to reach alleged abuses by a small number of taxpayers.

Mr. Chairman, In conclusion, I wish to congratulate you and this Committee
and its staff for the intensive scrutiny you are giving to this massive bill and
the hospitality you have shown to all witnesses. I look forward to working with
you toward the enactment of tax reform legislation which will promote the
interests of tax equity and our national economic health.
I I have enclosed a copy of a statement of E. Brooke Lee, of Damascus, Mary-
land, with an attached resolution of the Upper Montgomery County (Md.)
Farmers Club.
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STATEMENT OF E. BROOKE LEE, OF DAMASCUS, MD.

Tie development in this nation in recent decades (with the paMst 30 years op.
rating under the present provisions of the federal income tax laws) of greatly
improved American dairy cattle and beef cattle have furnished the American
people with better products of these two most essential foods. Cattle improve-
nment has helped through increased food production per pound of cattle feed
and per head to keep these basic foods abundant and to limit their increased cost
to tire American consumer more than has been the case of most other essential
co'u mller foods or needs.

Ti present tax bill now pending in the Senate will greatly damage most
farmers, most dairy farmers, and most beef cattle producers. The terms of the
Louse bill will, in all probability, drive from the American beef production busi-
ness those breeders of the half dozen major American beef breeds who have
noi-farm income of over $50,000 a year. This group has throughout the past
century made a most important contribution to the improvement of American
beef herds from which all Americans have benefitted.

Several of the provisions which will drive such breeders out of the beef pro-
(uction and beef improvement business are largely punitive because the same
tax reform law, as passed by the House, (toes not propose to apply such harsh
terms to other types of American producers of essential products; and further
liecatise in several of the most burdensome proposed punitive measures the yield
in estimated new taxes by the Treasury is small and out of all proportion to the
proi osed damage and expense to the farm producers. For example, the pending
bill requires at least three times as long a holding period for a beef animal
sold for breeding purposes to entitle that sale to capital gain treatment as It
proposes to continue to require for a share of stock or a structure.

The bill ignores completely the basic requirement in the production of imrrprov-
ig beef cattle, which is to put together a combination of genes, of feed, of
liastiire, of exercise, of sanitary conditions, of inoculations against many modernn

(liSe-ases andl several dozen other factors, before a producer or breeder can offer
ln laiiiiial of an improved beef producing type of any breed of American bef

(.iItle 01' o it aiy combination of cross-hreeding.
'lirn such a result is accomplished, it is a marked benefit to all animals within

range of that result. Very Clearly any imlproved type of beef anizital good enough
to Ie sold for breeding Iiirposes has ea rined votisideration front beeif consumers
or beef liro(hieers and the owner vho has spent the money ard doie tire work
to produ'e tire improved beef animal has earned an equitable position from
which he should ie allowed to sell such a type improvnig beef animal on a
capital gain basis with a similar holding period as required for stocks or struc-
tires. The improved beef animal is much more difficult to produce and is capable
of much more general benefit to more citizens.

Contrary procedure is so discriminatory as to be a reversal of all previous
concepts of American taxation and will undoubtedly drive from the business
of helping improve all types of American beef animals those individuals who have
any substantial non-farm Income. Sensible ien will not be willing to take the
risks concerning improved cattle production whieh the Treasury has caused to be
written iuto the pending tax bill as it passed the House.

Anirinal raised for slaughter should continue to he classified as producing
ordinary income at time of sale an( aninrals sold for breeding should continue to
be classified ais entitled to sale on a capital gain basis or both future dairy and
beef improvement will be badly hurt by the action of the Congress.

Certain provisions of the tax reform bill, as it passed the Hlouse of Representa-
tives, are highly detrimental to the livestock industry. Certain others are largely
punitive and also highly detrimental to the livestock industry and in the esti-
mates, furiiished by the Treasury to the House Ways nnd Means Committee pro-
due relatively small amounts of probable increased tax. Among such items are--

A. The ,xcess deductions account (EPA) which eliminates capital gains on
farlmill assetsl.

B. The change in the "hobby" loss fari provision which cuts it from $50,000
a not five years to $25.000 and two years.

Since the bill strictly limits the amount of farm loss that can be considered
to offset non-farm income, the amount that a breeder of registered cattle losses
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in any year or in any several years does not seem to be a question of federal
taxation. The loss is that of the citizen who engages in the business of produc-
ing registered beef cattle and the loss does not affect materially the total amount
of tax that such a citizen will pay. Consequently the purpose of this provision
appears to be largely punitive.

C. The limitation on tax preference that Is familiarly known as LTP.
Few farm operators who produce different types of farm produce or who

produce cattle with several types of tax status can determine the exact cost
of either type of product or cattle. That is, cost can only easily be determined
when cattle are bunched up as in feed lots or are pruning in one herd with one
status or destination, or wheat in a wheat operation, or milk in a dairy operation,
etc. Consequently the principal requirement of this limitation is regard(-d as
most difficult ,to fulfill and extremely expensive to accomplish and so largely
punitive in nature. For example, such accounting would require the break-down
into hourly allocations of farm workers. The Treasury estimates only indicate
an expected increased revenue of from $5,000,000 to $20.000,000. The co,;t to
farmers is estimated to greatly exceed the larger estimate.

D. The allocation of deductions.
The combination of items A, C and D. if enacted, is expected to be fatal to the

continuation in the cattle busines of a vast number of present beef producers
and to be practically certain to eliminate a larger proportion of the continuation
of the individuals who have during the past 30 years have produced the regis-
tered Improved beef strains that have made the American beef cattle the best
and the mop-Jt economical producers of good beef in the world.

Actually the combination of A, C and D appears principally to be a determina-
tion on the part of the Treasury to force farmers to keep separate accrual sets
of books even when operating on a cash basis. It is believed that few can keep
accrual books for most farming operations and that the cost of such an effort
will run into the tens of millions of dollars.

The procedure proposed to be forced in this maner is discriminatory against
farmers in general and cattle producers in particular, due to the continuing
fact that under the tax reform bill other producers are not so proposed to be
driven off their long-established cash accounting system.

UPPER MONTGOMERY COUNTY (31D.) FARMERS CLUB RESOLUTMoN UNANIMOUSLY
PASSED SEPTEMBER 27, 1969

Be it resolved, That the United States Senators and Members of Congress
from Maryland be petitioned to use their best efforts to eliminate from the
now pending tax bill a series of discriminatory and even punitive provisions
against farmers and livestock producers which include the following:

1. The tax bill as it passed the House of Representatives includes a particu-
larly punitive program against operating farmers described in the bill as the
Excess Deductions Account provisions, through which proposed procedure many
new additions are made to the operating cost schedule of farmers who are on a
cash account basis (as nearly all farmers are), and which new charges to
farmers continue to stand under the same bill as tax deductions rather than
tax charges to Americans engaged in other occupations or industries. For exam-
ple, interest on borrowed money against the farm or the farmer will for the first
time be added to the accumulative Excess Deductions Account with an effort
to ultimately recapture same as taxes as part of Federal taxes against the sale
of the farm land or future farm production.

In the case of any commercial structure, manufacturing operation or individual
business venture interest continues as a straight deduction before the calculation
of any tax. Yet against the farm value in the reform bill it is to be set up as a
recapture weapon should the farm value increase at ultimate sale.

Another punitive feature of the Excess Deductions Account is the demand
made through that procedure to treat the value of unsold livestock, cattle or
horses, as accrued and taxable income before the animals in question are sold.
Such a rule generally does not apply to other merchandise and in the case of
livestock the uncertainties both of prices and survivaJ. plus the small margin
of profit to the producer are such that this presale method of taxation will, we
are sure, prove an unbearable burden to the farmer and producer.

We respectfully petition the members of the Senate and Congress to work to
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eliminate these new destructive and even punitive discriminations against farm-
ers in general and livestock producers in particular.

For example, it would be equally logical and equitable for the Internal Revenue
Service to insist that each bushel of grain or toil of hay be considered as taxable
income when harvested and not when sold, with date of sale Prevailing in other
walks of American industry. Such a provision of course would increase the con-
fusion and the Injustice to farmers but it would be no more illogical, inequitable
or punitive than the present proposals concerning the producers of cattle and
horses.

2. Substantial reductions in the portion of the sales price of a farm or of live-
stock that can be treated as capital gains as compared to the rules concerning
same that have prevailed since the income tax was attached to these types of
property.

In this connection we observe that the principal substantial profit that most
farmers or farm families are able to make in the United States today is repre-
sented by the value of the farm property. These farms are generally held for
many years and even generations in the ownership of the operating family. To
change the law to treat so much a larger patr of any profit that may appear in
the sales price of such a farm as ordinary income, and taxable at the highest
rate authorized by the Congress, will work a great hardship on the heirs and,
owners of all farm property and will greatly discourage the efforts of countless
families to work to hold their farms and will most definitely discourage a most
substantial portion of any nationwide interest to invest in farm lands.

We regard these provisions as extremely detrimental to the values and the
stability of the ownership of the farming sections of Maryland and of the Nation.

3. The bill as it passed the House practically eliminates the long existing op-
portunity to sell breeding cattle or horses on a capital gain basis through the
discriminatory expedient of requiring the selling owner to hold the animal in
question for an arbitrary period of a year or more beyond the age at which most
similar animals are now customarily sold and apparently for the sole purpose
of denying the producer the opportunity to sell cattle or horses on a capital gain
basis. The arbitrary, unrealistic and punitive period set up for this purpose in
the bill as enacted by the House is some three to five times longer than continues
to be required for the holding of market stocks to classify their period of owner-
ship as justifying sale on a capital gain basis.

4. A markedly punitive feature of the bill as it passed the House is the defini-
tion of a "hobby farmer" which the bill states is open to rebuttal, the proof and
expense of which' would be high and the result doubtful. The penalties for being
declared a "hobby farmer" are to have all costs for labor, feed, equipment, gaso-
line, oil, electricity, fertilizer, etc., disallowed for a five year period should the
unfortunate cattle or horse breeder be forced into that definition by the new
regulations and should he also have $50,000 a year non-farm or outside income.

Since the other portions of the House bill prevent such a "hobby farmer" from
setting up any large farm loss to cover non-farm or outside income beyond a
minimum figure, there does not seem to be much of a question of taxation or
Federal revenue involved in this punitive provision, but rather a prejudice on the
part of the Treasury Department against such citizens who seek to improve the
quality of registered cattle or horses by incurring substantial losses in their
production.

The penalties set up in the punitive provisions of this definition are so sub-
stantial that we believe that very few citizens with outside income will continue
in the business of breeding registered cattle or registered horses.

We believe that the present excellence of American breeds of beef cattle and
the large numbers of thoroughbred horses now produced are in large part due to

4 the work and expenditures of breeders with other non-farm income.
We fail to see why the Treasury should object if their losses cannot by law

serve as a cover for non-farm income.
This provision will be particularly destructive to most of the citizens who

now breed thoroughbred horses and we respectfully suggest that thoroughbred
racing is today an important part of the Maryland way of life, furnishes a sub-
stantial amount of State income, and will undoubtedly be severely dislocated
should the definition of "hobby farmer" be enacted into law in the language in
which it passed the House of Representatives.

(The committee subsequently received the. following statement rela-
tive to the statement of Senator Mathias:)
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STATEMENT OF PIERCE S. MCDONNELL, EsQuIRE, OF WARRENTON, VA., AND
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS9 OHIO

My name is Pierce S. McDonnell of Warrenton, Fauquier County, Virginia. I
am a practicing lawyer, a Member of the Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals. an1d
of the Bar of the United States Supreme Court.

Also, in regard to financial expertise as an economic expert, re certain non-
Federal bond issues which are now exempt from Federal taxation under existing
statutes, I have also been retained as a consultant.

After graduating from Case Western Reserve University, I completed my legal
education at Yale; Graduate Business-Harvard; M.A. in Economics, George-
town, and did my PhD work in Business Administration at Columbia University.

This morning I listened to the testimony and interrogation of the Honorable
Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., of Maryland. My position is identical in many ways
to the views presented by Senator Mathias with two major exceptions.

I. AGRICULTURE

He spoke of the importance of the cattle and horse industry in the State of
Maryland. I wish to point out to your Committee the horse and cattle industry
is very important to the Common wealth of Virginia, particularly in Fauquier
County. The quality of the breeding of our fine horses is known throughout the
world sales market.

Farms owned and operated by Admiral Lewis L. Strauss, of Culpeper, amid
Judge Howard Smith, of Broad Run, are famous throughout the United States.

This witness urges your Committee not to destroy by the pending legislation
before you what Virginians have worked so hard for so many generations to
build up and operate with financial success under the free enterprise system.

May I strongly recommend that no changes be nmade in the existing law re
capital gains from income from the sale of livestock.

2. BONDS

This section of my testimony deals with the proposed removal of the present
tax exemption of non-Federal bonds issued by quasi-government and other politi-
cal unit. below the state level as political subdivision thereof.

A. I oppose the provisions of II.R. 13270 for the same sound reasons as out-
lined by previous witnesses. The mere threat that the Congress may pass the
pending provisions has depressed the bond market. It is now playing havoc with
the traditional method that sales of certain Federal tax-exempt bonds, particu-
larly state and municipal.

B. Other non-Federal tax bonds exempt from Federal taxation. In 1961 (pri-
vately distributed) and in 1964 I wrote a book entitled, "The Law of Turnpikes".
Both were published by the National Academy of Sciences.

The statutes of 37 states provide that the bonds issued by these authorities
shall be at fixed statutory rate and have been exempt like State and Municipal
bonds from Federal taxation.

These business entities . . . turnpikes, toll bridges, etc .. . - are self-financed
through the sale of revenue bonds. Senator Long's State had a successful pioneer
program in this field: Senator Williams' State (in contact with Pennsylvania)
also were early entrants in the program to build fine transportation facilities for
the American public of the Eastern Seaboard area. All projects, in both these
States. were financed by tax-exempt bonds.

As an individual who has been associated for over twenty years professionally
In some of the problems raised by H.R. 13270, I believe that your Committee
should not be politically maneuvered into a position rrhere you will force another
self-supporting industry into a financial jam where it will be almost practically
unable . . . or absolutely unable . ., in terms of ,vrrent bond sales condi-
tions . .. to sell their low rate tax-exempt revenue bonds.
In closing, a word about the foundations proposals legislatively suggested by

the Administration. I agree that the proposed tax on investment income be
reduced to 2%.

,-enator Go'rn. Thank vou, Senator.
The committee will now" hear from Mr. Dan Throop Smith.
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STATEMENT OF DAN THROOP SMITH, PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
EMERITUS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. SM IThL. Thank you, Senator Gore.
I app)lreciate and welcome this opportunity to appear before the

Committee. iFor identification and for the record, I ai Iai 'I'lroop

Smiith, professor emeritus, I lar\ard university, lecturer. S8tanford
l7ni\'ersity.

I)uring the Eisenlower admniiiistrat ion I was the 1)elnuty Seocretary
of time Treasury for Tax Policv, past-presi(lent of the National Tax
A"Sociation, till 'lax Institulte of America.
Ne edless to sa, s 5peak olly lor foly, elf. I tl!ink anyone fiam11ilialr

witli l)rofessors know that they speak only for themselves.1 nl)preciate the fact that m- prepared statement has been sub-

initted iin the record . shall, eweiI it tme expense of being ummrammati-
cal, highliglt those few points which I particularly wish to express
1)efore this committee.

Because so many witnesses have come to o)ject to provisions of the
bill, f slall for about 2 minutes at tie be'ilming, if I may, comment
ver, favorably on provisions which I believe are major reform items
which are longo" overdue in spite of the fact that many of them have
been criticized by many other witnesses here.

I note specifically the Clay-Brown provisions, the extension of the
unrelated business income tax to tax-exempt institutions not now
subject to it, the extension of the provisions on farm losses and hobby
losses. On that, if I may interject, I am referring to the extension of
the limitation on losses, though on the basis of the discussion of the
last 10 minutes, I recall well, back in 1953, being very much in the
middle of the application of the rule regarding cash basis accounting
for livestock growers which is now proposed to )e changed by statute.
I will be glad to comment on that if you so desire.

In general I amP_ very much in favor of recapture provisions all the
way across the board.

The extent of the tighter rules on multiple corporations, are again
long overdue, as are recapture of depreciation on real estate, which
is essential to justify realistic depreciation allowance on real estate,
and the tighter rules on various peculiar forms of stock dividends,
and separate classes of stock.

Ihe Treasury has been moderately successful through rev.,'lation
in stol)ping some of the things that can only be de; .ril)ed as tax
gimmicks, but it needs to be fortified by statute.

In general, I think the provisions with respect to mergers are also
eminently desirable. The balance bet ween the good and the bad of
mergers is an extremely subtle one which I tried to spell out in my
l)repared statement. I particularly commend the provisions which will
remove the o))ortunity to treat securities received in mergers as in-
stallment sales; the idea that those could be installment sales is really
a travesty of the whole concept.

Now, turning to other points, and I shall again be very brief, on the
tax-exempt bond provisions I feel that the proposal in the House bill
with respect to future. issues, to give the option to issuers to issue tax-
able or tax-exempt bonds with a Treasury payment related to in-
terest if the choice is taxable, is a very good one.
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It seems to me that on that basis there will not be a higher burden
on the borrowers and the property owners and other taxpayers in
the debtor communities.

The point of the proposal is that there will be a payment from the
Federal Treasury to the borrowing governments, which will more than
make up for the difference in interest cost.

As the markets have operated for the last generation, the savings
to investors have vastly exceeded the savings from lower interest to
the borrowers, and this proposal is a way to remove a tax differential
from the capital markets with both levels of government, Federal,
and State and local, being better off.

I think it is most unfortunate that the bill as passed in the House
included tax-exempt interest in the so-called limitation on tax prefer-
ence. I think that was bad in principle because it smacked of a re-
troactive treatment. It was, I suspect, a major unstablizing factor in
the market, because it meant that some holders of present bonds would
be disposed to unload them. That is in distinction to the provision for
future issues of bonds.

I note that the Treasury has recommended that the limitation on
tax preferences be removed from the bill, and I would merely urge
that the sooner that can be done, the better, thereby removing the un-
certainty that now hangs over the market.

Senator GoRE. Mr. Smith, as I see it, the provision in the House bill
neither solves the problem nor provides a satisfactory substitute for
the communities. Interest would be taxed only through the L.T.P. It
does not apply to the corporate holders of municipal bonds. It does
not apply to trust holders. It does not apply in fact to even an in-
dividual holder unless that person has a majority of his income from a
tax-exempt source. So it seems to me that thiis is particularly in-
advisable. Its only result has been to thoroughly demoralize the
market and raise a question as to the value of outstanding municipal,
State and county securities.

Now you have suggested, as I understand it, that we not deal
retroactively at all, that, beginning only with new issues the provision
in the House bill apply, giving to the communities a choice of issuing
tax-exempt securities or Government-subsidized securities. Is that a
correct statement?

Mr. SM-ITH. You have stated my position better than I could, Senator
Gore. That is precisely the point I make.

Senator GORE. That' is the greatest compliment I have been paid in
a long time. Thank you.

Could I ask you out of your learning to comment on a suggestion I
advanced to people in my own State for consideration. I have not
reached any conclusion as to whether it should be advanced legis-
latively, bt taking into consideration the things which you have
said. I suggest that we start now.

My father always taught me. "Son. always start from where you
are," and here we are. Maybe we erroneously arrived at tax exemption
but here we are, and I do not, thing tax exemption can be withdrawn
without some satisfactory substitute. I would hesitate to disrupt the
market and the values of the present holders of municipal bonds.

I suggested, again beginning where we are, that we consider Gov-
ernment guarantee of State, county and municipal bonds with the
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payment by the Federal Government of one-half of the interest there-
on on new issues. This came to my mind out of the experiences of gov-
ernment-owned corporations, who issued securities with Government
guarantee. I notice that the rate, for instance, on TVA bonds is now
only a fraction of a percentage point higher than that of the Govern-
inent's bonds.

I do not know why it should be any larger.
Of course, the guarantee of such bonds could only be made on those

local bonds which met local law, and which were not in contravention
of Federal law. Now would you comment on that ?

Mr. SMrrTI. It is certainly worth considerable study and exploration.
I had not heard of it before precisely in that forub Senator Gore, so
I am a, little bit reluctant to give a categorical statement. My own feel-
ing is that it is useful to start on fairly known steps, sure things, and
then see if that is perhaps not enough. lThe pol)o s as you have stated
it involves two things, the guarantee, and the payment of the Federal
Government of part, of the lit erest.

Now, the House bill with respect to future issues takes one of those,
the partial payment of the interest, not your 50 percent figure, not a
flat figure, but a sliding scale which would be more or less related to
the market differential. This will be something which changes over
the. years. I think I would slightly prefer the sliding scale thing, not
to have either a subsidy or a penalty vis-a-vis the Federal Government,
and the States and localities on that.

On the guarantee feature, you state of course, that the bonds would
have to be consistent with State law and not in contravention of
Federal law.

I do not know precisely what concerns me but. there is a little bit
of an element of a blank check in that, as it is described. I believe that
the partial interest payment will go so far on future issues, will go so
far in dealing with the problem effectively, that I would be inclined
to stop with that as a first step in the reform in this area. But yours
is a very interesting point that I will certainly want to think about
further.

Senator GoRE. Thank you very much. I would appreciate any further
thoughts you have on it.

Senator MILLER. Would my colleague permit a question on this par-
ticular point?

Senator GoRE. Yes.
Senator MILLER. I am a little concerned about your statement that

the proposed inclusion of tax exempt municipal bond interest in the
limit on to tax preferences has an unsettling and disturbing impact
on the municipal bond market.

As I understand the Treasury, at the end of 10 years this would
amount to $3.) million additional reveme, because the inclusion is
phased in over a 10-year period. That would mean I would think that
we are talking about $31/2 million of impact, tax impact in the first
year.

We have also received testimony from the Treasury that about $2
billion of tax exempt interest is paid out to individuals, and I must
say that it taxes my imagination to believe that a proposed tax impact
of $8,1/2 million out of a $2 billion pay-out would have the unsettling
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effect on the market to which you refer. I can certainly understand the
impact of the proposed ordinary income treatment to banks which are
the primary customer, but I just cannot understand this impact, of
$3.5 million on $2 billion of income from this source on individuals.

Mr. S.iiai. Two points, Senator Miller. First, I certainly did not
mean to imply that this particular provision of the bill was'the prin-
cipal cause of the disturbances in the market. We have a. great many
disturbances. This is merely one additional factor.

.My second point, I think,*is that I believe the markets are very sensi-
tive to symbol's, to principles, if one likes, and sin(e in the v-ery A'ay
that Senator Gore indicated tlere is a element of retroacti vitv in the
application of the limited tax prefe'ence to particular in(lixiduials who
hold some of the bonls, if thlat willingness to breach what is a goo(]
faith acceptance of a present treatmlelt is accel)te(l by tile fill] Coll-
gress, thllen I Woul(l sul)l)ose that a good ninany otler ligh-bracket in-
vestors will say, "Let'; unload before soinet Ir worse al)l)ens.'"

Now this is a very subtle point. Your statistics certainmlv are abs)o-
lutely right. It is a judgment factor.

Senator MILLER. You understand that this is the olnlv way we can
get at the situation where some people can have a large amount of
income without paying any income tax at all ?

Mr. SMITH. That, is absolutely correct, 1ut I have hald occasion as a
student and as a participant in government at one time or another to
be involved in various approaches to this tax-exeml)t-bond interest
problem over generations, and my impression is that every time there
has been a really serious or useful approach, it has lost, I believe, be-
cause it has gone too far. I of course from the outside have no idea what
is likely to come out of this, but when the proposal first came, when I
first saw it in the House bill, and I saw the two parts, I said wonder-
ful for the future, and then I wondered to myself is the thing in sonme
way being jeopardized? Is this basic reform being jeopardized by
trying to go a. little bit too far in getting what is in effect a retroactive
apuhication?

Senator MITIER. Vell, then, in view of that would you favor the
LTP approach with respect to prospective issues?

Senator GORE. Witl' respect to what ?
Mr. SMTITr. Prospective issues.
Senator MILLER. Prospective issues, yes. That would obviate the

concern. Let, everybody buy knowing the results of the game and do
not change them in retrospect.

Senator BENNET'. Mr. Clhirman, I hate to be the so-and-so) on
this committee. W e have got 13 more witnesses. We have taken an
hour and we have just started on our third witness.

Senator GORE. Senator Bennett, you
Senator BENNETT. You will remember the chairman's l)roposal that

if we wanted to talk details with the witness, we had the privilege of
going into the back room and continuing the discussion.

Senator GoRE. Well, this is true, but this man is very learned, very
experienced in this field, and the purpose of this hearing as long as I
am here is to inform the committee, and this man is full of information.

Senator BENNETr. The back room is full of opportunity, and a
stenographer.
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Se11ator GOEi. I will Violate tle rule once more if I mav. Just to
respond to Senator Miller about the et'cot of the llouse Gill Of the
niarket. I think there are two things. One is l)re(:e(lent, overwhelming
1)assiage of the bill taxing in part incom from so-calle(I tax-exempt
securities.

Second, once the princilple is estalblislied retroactively what jist iflea-
tion is there to a)plying it only to indiv-iduals? What about banks?
Vaults are full of tax-exenipt securities. I see no justification for ex-
el)ting the banks and taxing in dividuals.

Rather than solving the pi'oblemi, or eien dealing witil it neanin,.y-
fully, the result of the House bill in this regard has been to thoroughly
upset the l)resent situation. Now this (toes not mean, as I see it, that we
should abiandon search for solution. I think we need to seek a solution.
I will not interrul)t any further.

Mr. S.MIi'Il. I shall proceed as rapidly as I can, even withlout using
full sentences.

As regar(ls l)rivate foundations, tile 1)io'isioiis with respect to self-
(haling seei reasonable anld gOod. 1Proisions with respect to the use
of assets are ill the same category.

The so-called tax on investiiient income again seems to introduce a
)rinci1)le which would be. unfortumate. The 'treasury's plm)la that

there be a. charge related to the (-ost of 1)()licing was eninelitly (lesil'-
al)le, and I trust will be adopted. I have heard suggestions even that
t1it mn ight better )e referred to as all excise than an income tax, and
tO at to my layman's point of v'iew makes sense also.

The point which is of geat public concern with respect to founda-
tions is what seems to many of us to be too tight a rule on this so-called
influencing legislation. Tfhe 1)r)\isions of the House bill, as they
stand, would seem. in a. ariety of ways, for instance, to prevent grants
for such things as 'ntil)ol6ution control, the population problem and
the like.

There has been much staff study I know. There have been many dis-
cussions, many witnesses. It seems there is a fair prospect of develop-
ipg language which will prevent the abuses of participating in par-
ticular elections, voter registration drives and the like but not having
the great restrictions that the House bill has. The language of the
House bill would be so restrictive I think that it would be little less
than tragic if that were adopted.

With respect to restricted properties, that is restricted stock ol)tions,
yes, one might say, why not put it in, but really why bother to put it.
in, because with the 50 percent maximum rate on earned income which
I shall refer to later, the advantages of stock options of all sorts will
be so much reduced that this whole area will probably wither away
in importance.

On deferred compensation I have somewhat the same feeling. With
a reasonable ceiling and the maximum rate, the advantages of deferral

will not be sufficiently great to make it important.
I do note further with respect to deferred income, that there are

very difficult problems of definition, and to adopt the House provisions
willinevitably open up a great deal of litigation and uncertainty in
the law.

With respect to percentage depletion on foreign oil production, as
the report, of the House committee indicates this will not bring in any
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revenue to the Treasury. In the long run in effect what will happen
will be that other countries will raise their taxes and U.S. companies
will be at a tax disadvantage, not for the benefit of the U.S. Treasury
but for the benefit of foreign treasuries.

I would very much hope that that would be dropped.
With respect to capital gains, a general tightening in the definitions

and concepts is long overdue, but I take the liberty of reading three
sentences if I may from my prepared statement. This has to do with
the general treatment and concept of capital gains.

Though the so-called net accretion concept of income is popular in
much of the theoretical writing on public finance the distinction be-
tween capital and income is basic in corporate accounting and law, in
trust law and indeed in family management.

A family, a corporation or a trustee which is so imprudent as to fail
to recognize this distinction is headed for trouble. A government
which fails to recognize the distinction and by its tax law encourages
its citizens to disregard the distinction seems imprudent to a high
degree.

I do believe there is a profound difference between capital gains
and ordinary income, and for that reason I think it is most unfortunate
that the alternative tax rate is being dropped. But it would seem to
me vastly better to go back to what was in the law in the 1930's for a
few years and that is to have a sliding scale for the inclusion of capital
gains. Specifically I suggest up to 1 year full inclusion, 1 to 2 years
75 percent, 2 to 5, 50 percent, over 10 years, 20 percent.

In that case there would of course no't Jbe a need for an alteriati ye
tax rate on capital gains.

I have always felt with the 6 months holding period, that it was
unreasonably short, that it jeopardizes the whole concept of capital
gains. I support the provision of the House bill to extend the holding
period to 1 year.

I note that the Treasury has proposed that it go back to 6 months,
but I do not agree in that respect. There may, however, be a matter of
appropriate timing for this change.

With respect to charitable contributions, the matter of appraisal
on art objects has been the subject of so much abuse it has become
really a tax gimmick. I thought the House bill was wise in including
the limitation of the charitable deduction to cost.

I note the Treasury has proposed that that be modified by going
back to market value. In principle I think market value is ri~hi, but
this is an area where the law is in a sense coming into disrepute because
of the abuses that have been engaged in by some individuals.

So I felt that the limitation to cost was a reasonable one, so long
as it is not an entering wedge to applying that rule to all forms of
gifts.

The principal damage from the proposed changes regarding char-
itable contributions, however, comes from the attempt to include in
the limitation on tax preferences in the allocation of deductions the
appreciation, the unrealized appreciation, on contributed property. I
note that the Treasury has proposed, that that be dropped from both
the limitation on tax preferences and allocation of deductions. My
statement, indicates the reasons why, I think that is particularly inm-
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portait and I cannot overeln size it. This recominewlation of the
Treasury is extremely important for universities, and here I will speak
as the vice chairman of the trustees of a small middle western college,
Iowa Wesleyan.

We are al coiicerne(l, those of us in education very much con-
cerned, that the flow of major gifts not be. interrupted. lIie Treasury
recommendation for modifying the House provision is extremely ima-
portant in this sense. The House bill would have tragic consequences.

I have comments on the accumulation trusts which are in the record.
I shall not take the committee's time on that.

The investment credit should never have been. put in. It might as
well go out. But there had better be, in my opinion, more liberal de-
preciation in a variety of ways.

I would like to comment, however, on the special amortization of
pollution control facilities. Special amortization may be justified be-
cause of the overwhelming importance of the subject, that is pollu-
tion control, but this is both an inadequate and incorrect solution to
the problem. Severe fines and other penalties are necessary and appro-
priate. When costs are imposed on society by industrial processes which
pollute the environment, those costs shoi'ld be thrown back on the
producers and, in the last analysis, borne by the consumers of those
products rather than absorbed by bsoceetn e generally.

Special tax treatment in a snse shifts to other taxpayers part of
the costs which should be borne by the industry and its consumers.

Let us not think that special amoirtization for pollution facilities is
going g to solve this problems. I think it is a poor way to get at it, lbit
it needs much more severe treatment than it has here.

Now in conclusion on the general balance of the bill, and that is
the general subject for today, I should like to make a few points. I
have tried to choose mv words as carefully as I can to be effective
and will ask for the liberty of reading something that will take not
over 3 minutes. Though many, probably most of the substantive
changes are desirable oi their merits, any major tax legislation must
be appraised on its overall balance.

On this basis H.R. 13270 seems seriously deficient as dramatically
shown in tables 3 and 6 in Secretary Kennedy's presentation to your
committee on September 4.

A reduction in individual tax burdens of $7.3 billion, and an increase
in the corporate tax burden of $4.9 billion, does not seem wise in a
country which needs continuing new investment in order to increase
labor productivity, and thereby make wage increases somewhat less in-
flationary than they have been, to strengthen our position in interna-
tional competition, and help to provide funds to finance the innovations
which are essential to maintain the vitality of our economy.

The distribution of tax burdens between individuals and business
unfortunately may come to have political overtones. It should always
be remembered that the Kennedy administration-I refer to President
Kennedy, not Secretary Kennedy-the Kennedy administration in its
first set of tax recommendations in 1961 proposed relief solely, and I
emphasize solely, to encourage investment through the investment

ceit.
Though many of us regretted that particular form of tax relief,

preferring as we did more liberal depreciation, the wisdom of recogniz-
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ing t hat investment is important along with consumption was notable,
especially when it was shown in an administration which miglt have
been presumed on political grounds to favor consumption.

The present lack of balance involviing as it does an actual increase ini
taxes on the principal sources of funds for investment and on ti re-
turns from investment is a, sorry contrast indeed. It will be unfortumate
if circumstances prevent the adoption of a better balance in this first
tax legislation of new administration in the present Congress.

Tihe adoption of a maximum marginal rate of 50 percent on earned
income is probably the most important single change whicll could be
made to reduce the continued search for new tax loopholes and restore
an atmosphere conducive to truly productive work.

The 50-percent figure is particularly important. It has a symbolic
sigiiificance in terms of an even break, or 50-50 partnership, in the tax-
payer s relationship to his government. It is unfortunate that a similar
maximum was not set up for all income. In view of the )rob'lble re(li-
rection of efforts and removal of constraints any revenue estimate of
these changes is conjectural. The 50-percent maximum may, in fact, in-
crease rev'em. Without the 50-)ercent ceiling oil the nmargi al rate of
tax on earned income, t.R. 1327( would )e even more seriously nli-
balanced.

The reasons for the 50-1)ercent ceiling are speiididly stated in the
report of time l ouse Committee on 11avs and Means. The same argu-
ments aplly to investment income as well. A general top niarginal
rate of 50 percent would cleanse the tax atmospliere more tfloroughly
tian any other feature of tax reform legislation.

The iet effect of tle bill will be to make the tax system much more
progressive than it is now, even with the 50-percent ceiling. This re-
stilt is shown conspicuously in table 3 of Secretary Kemmnedy's statement
of September 4. TI ic percentage of the relief descends steadily f rom the
smaller to the larger incomes thereby shifting the burden to the larger
incomes. And in the top bracket shown in the table, incomes over
$100,000, there is an actual increase of 4.7 percent in total taxes.

Though most of us have a quasi-intuitive acceptance of progressive
taxation as fair, progression canl be pushed too far and an absolute
increase in taxes at the top when individuals generally are being given
over $7 billions of relief seems unfair. Only the 50-percent ceiling
on earned income makes it acceptable without deep resentment.

One final point cannot be ignored in connection with any legislation
making extensive changes in the individual income tax. I have saved
it for the last for emphasis. The tax law has thus far included no
provision relevant to the world's greatest social and economic prol)-
em-the overwhelming expansion of the population.

Unconttrolled population growth has finally been recognized as
leading to the doomi of civilization as we know it-even to the doom
of mankind.

I call your attention to the New York Times today. Almost every
day we are getting wonderful momentum in approaches to this prol)-
lem. Though the tax law may. now be one of the least effective ways
to attempt to deal with this problem, one change could be made to
dramatize its importance and in a small way reinforce the more sig-
nificant approaches. Reductions for dependent children should be
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limited to two at a high enough income level to prevent hardship for
larger families now in existence.

The choice of the income level is not important. It might be $15,000
or $50,000. The important thing is to set a standard and symbolically
hell) to refute the strange elains by some opponents of population
control that it represents selective genocide or counterinsurgency.
This is probably the first time testimony on tax legislation by a tax
specialist has included reference to the population problem. I am
sure it will not be the last. I would welcome an opportunity to develop
tie subject at length.

Thank you very much, Senator Gore, for the opportunity to appear
1)ei ore the committee.

Senator GORE. Thank you very much.
Senator HANSEN. May I ask one question, Mr. Chairman? In your

testimony, you say the special amortization of pollution control facili-
ties, maybe justifed because of the overwhelming importance of the
subject, but that this is both an inadequate and incorrect solution
to the problem.

Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Would I infer from this that if there is a thermal

)olhitioln problem in connection with the generation of electrical
energy, it would be your recommendation th2-at the cost of pollution
abatement machinery should properly be borne by raising the cost
of elcctrical energy to the consumer, rather than to subsidize it by the
Government?

VMr. SMITH. That is precisely my point, Senator.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MILLER. May I sk a question, Mr. Chairman?.
Do I understand that you endorse the House bill provisions regard-

ing the nondeductibility'of interest in certain corporate applications?
Mr. S ImT. I do, sir.
Senator MILLER. The thing that troubles me about it is that I thought

a very good point was made the other day by one of the witnesses
when'he said What is the difference between using this debt approach
or equity approach in external expansion as against internal expan-
sion? lhat is the differeDce if one corporation, not a. very large one,
uses that approach to acquire another relatively small corporation,
and a very large corporation uses this approach to take on some assets
for internal expansion? It seems to me that what we ought to be
doing here is we ought to be drawing some guidelines between debt
and equity across the board, and we do not do that.

Mr. S-MTII-r. I think this is certainly a temporizing action, Senator.
I quite agree that the law is illogical in the distinctions that it does
make between debts and equity. There are some very fundamental
reforms that need to be made in that respect.

My concern about mergers, and in my fuller text I elaborate on this,
is that some of the forms of acquisitions have brought to the forefront
a wheeler-dealer type of activity in the country, which is in my on;nion
confirming the worst but unjustified suspicions of many of t'h voting
people that the whole business system iq made up of wheel er-dopn nes.

Now, this is a strange thing to bring into the tax law you may
say, but I am very much in touch with young people in two uni-

a.3-s65-9-pt. 5-5
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versities, and when they see in many instances where acquisitions in-
volve capital structures to which the new debt, the interest charges
on the new debt exceeds the before-tax income of the company beiig
acquired, as has been done sometimes, they think that busine, ss con-
sists of shenanigans rather than really being constructive.

I develop this at some length in my testimony. I feel that there have
been two things wrong. One, abuses in the'forms of acquisitions,
predatory rather than constructive, and iany mergers are coiwtriiuc-
tive but. many of them also are predatory, and secon(lly that time
capital structures of some of these companies are, as I say, uIliltlmy
reminiscent of the sort of capital structure that we had in the late
1920's, the inverted pyramid-type thing.

So I think it is time for the tax law to try to help and call a nalt
until we can work out a better approach.

Senator MiILLER. I share your concern about the attitude of v0ommmiP
people and I share your concern about wheeler-dealer situations, but
I must say that it seems to me that that concern ought to be placed
over in the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice, and over
in the Securities and Exchange Cominission, or in the appropriate
committees here on Capitol Hill, rather than to single out this one
particular area for the concern of the Finance Committee.

Now if we were going to draw a line across the board setting a
guideline between equity and debt capital that. is something else. but
I do have a reluctance for us to start. getting into the other depa -
ment's business. Certainly I "think you would agree that they 4mmtd
be on top of this, too ?

Mr. S3ITH. I quite agree and I am in a strange position because
I have so often urged when I was in the Government that we should
stick to revenue matters, but this is to me an overwhelmingly impor-
tant topic.

Senator MILLER. Thank you. It is always good to see you, Mr.
Smith.

Mr. SM[ITH. Thank you, Senator.
Senator GoPm. Thank you very much.
(Mr. Smith's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF DAN THROOP KMITH

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Committee on Finance, it is a pleasure
and honor to have this opportunity to appear before you with reference to H.R.
13270 which would make the most extensive revisions in the tax laws since the
adoption of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Many of the substantive revisions
are long overdue. They will prevent abuses which have developed under the letter
of the existing law but seem rather clearly to flout its spirit and the intent of
the Congress. In that category, one may readily include the Clay-Brown provisions
and the extension of the unrelated business income tax to the exempt organiza-
tions to which it does not yeL, apply; the tighter rules on farm and hobby losses;
the prevention of tax benefits through a proliferation of multiple corporations;
the tighter rules for taxation of cooperatives: the recapture of depreciation on
real estate; the rules for peculiar forms of stock dividen'>7; and separate classes
of common stock and the proposed limitations on certain aspects of mergers,
which are discussed subsequently. The reasons for the foregoing changes are all
well stated in the Report of the House Committee on Ways and Means.

Other substantive provisions represent new departures, some of whiich wn,,,m
undufly complicated and questionable from the standpoint of economic or social
policy.
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STATE AND MUNICIPAL BOND INTEREST

The proposal for an option to states and localities to issue taxable bonds, with
a Federal Interest subsidy which would more than offset the higher interest costs
is the best approach thus far devised to deal with a problem which each year
becomes more perverse in its effects. The issues of state and local bonds have
become so large that they (an be absorl)ed only by offering yields which do not
reflect their tax advantage to most holders. The interest savings to borrowers
are far less than the revenue losses to the Federal government; under the pro-
posed new procedure both levels of government would be better off, a distorting
element in the low of investment funds would be removed and the highest-
bracket taxpayers would no longer have an opportunity for a large intrainarginal
tax benefit.

But any change in the treatment of municipal taxes should be made only with
respect to future issues. The inclusion of municipal bond interest in the limit
on tax preferences would be a form of retroactive legislation. And it has already
disturbed the bond market. The Treasury recommendation to remove this item
from the limitation on tax preferences should be accepted-and the sooner the
better for our hard-pressed state and lo.al governments.

PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

As regards private foundations, the prohibitions on self-dealing seem thor-
oughly reasonable and desirable. There have been significant abuses and the pro-
posed constraints would not appear to hamper any reasonable objectives of foun-
dations. The same statement seems valid with respect to the limitation on stock
ownership and the use of assets, through a long period should be allowed for di-
vestment. It should also be recognized that in a good many cases companies in
which foundations hold a large interest will become vulnerable to raids by
other corporations seeking mergers.

The iml)osition of a tax on investment income, by contrast, seems to be an
undesirale, 1111d uncalled for penalty. Tax-exempt charitable and educational
organizations have been a source of real strength in our society and their ('o-
tinued activity will help to maintain diversity in areas where there is danger
of excessive uniformity through expanded government programs. Once adopted,
the al)plicable tax rate is likely to l)e increased as a response to popular
programs financed by one or a few foundations, thereby depleting the strength
of all foundations. It would be much more desirable to impose necessary restric-
tions directly as is done in other parts of the applicable sections and to confine
any tax to a fee sufficient to cover the costs of administering returns of tax-exempt
foundations as has l)een proposed by the Treasury.

Furthermore the line of demarcation between permitted and forbidden activities
concerning legislation is too vague and would almost certainly prevent outlays
on such important subjects as the population explosion and the prevention of
further pollution of the environment. Some constraints are necessary, especially
those related to expenditures for a particular candidate or selective voter
registration, but revision ill the statutory language or some very strong and
clear exami)les of exemptions in the Committee Reports seeim necessary if the
country is not to lose the benefit of leadership of foundations in dealing with
social problems which almost inevital)ly involve legislation of one sort or another.
Specifically, the prohibition of expenditures "to carry out propaganda. or
otherwise attempt to influence legislation" in section 4945(b) (1), described
further as "any attemlpt to influence legislation through an attempt to affect
the opinion of the general public or any segment thereof" il section 4945(c)
is much too comlprehensive. I repeat for emphasis that programs to alert the
general pul)lic to the problems of tile population explosion and the pollution of
our envirolmnient would appear to be ruled out. Governments have been very slow
to develop their own programs in these two most vital areas; society needs
all the leadership and education it calm get on subjects suell as these, and tax
legislation which prevents bold action would be little short of tragic.

RESTRICTED PROPERTY

Options In restricted stock will probably not be used to any appreciable extent
in the future if the proposed changes in their tax treatment are adopted. Options
In this type of stock have developed in recent years to circumvent some of the
limitations Imposed oil qualified stock options which are given special favorable
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treatment in the tax law. Since options in restricted stock may be used to secure
more favorable tax treatment, it is not unreasonable that their value should
be taxed fully as ordinary income.

Though the subject of options is controversial, there is a good deal to be
said for long-term stock ownership by management in the companies for xhich
they are responsible. Unfortunately, stock options have too frequently been
abused, with quick sales as soon as stock qualities for capital gains treatinenl.
The present law on qualified stock options might well require a longer holding
period and permit a longer period for options to run before exercise.

But the maximum marginal tax rate of 50 percent on earned income will sig-
nificantly change the relative attraction of options and cash compensation for
both executives and corporations in favor of cash compensation. The use of options
of all sorts will probably decrease in any case, and the new provisions on options
In restricted stock will turn out to be relatively unimportant.

DEFERRED COMPENSATION

The 50 percent maximum marginal rate on earned income will also very sub-
stantially reduce the advantages of deferred compensation contracts. The dif-
ference in the tax rate applicable to pre-retirement and post-retirement income
will be much less for executives with large salaries, and they will tend to find
that the advantage of Immediate receipt of income, with opportunities for
Immediate Investment, will outweigh the advantages of postponed receipt for
relatively minor tax differentials. Thus the use of deferred compensation con-
tracts may be expected to diminish considerably.

One of the reasons for the existing revenue ruling In 1960 was to remove an
annoying area of uncertainty in the tax law. There are many ways to write com-
pensation contracts to make income payments after normal retirement appear
to be related to continuing advisory services. Extensive litigation occurred and
skilled tax practitioners were usually able to construct a contract which ostensi-
bly related later payments to later years. The proposed legislation would throw
into i he courts again this whole subject with an advantage given to those, who
sought the advice of specialists. In view of the probably substantial reduction
in the use of deferred compensation contracts, it seems doubtful that it would be
worthwhile to recreate this area of uncertainty.

When the revenue ruling was adopted In 1960, it was feared that large estab-
lished companies whose credit was unquestioned might have an unfair tax ad-
vantage over small or new companies with which a defined compensation con-
tract would be of questionable value. There is no evidence that the ruling has had
this effect and the only issue thus has become one of equity which, as noted
above, will be minimal in the future. Certainly would seem to be more im-
portant than a minor refinement of equity. The Treasury recommendation to
postpone action In this area Is reasonable.

If legislation is adopted now, it would appear to be unreasonable to exclude
deferred compensation from earned Income to which the 50 per cent maximum
marginal rate applies. Though compensation is deferred it is still compensation
and should be treated like all other forms of earned Income.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION OF FOREIGN PRODUCTION

As the House Committee Report indicates, any revenue gain from the repeal
of foreign percentage depletion will be eliminated In the long run by increased
foreign taxes. This change in the law Is thus not only pointless but actually
perverse In its effects. The profits of U.S. companies will be reduced by higher
foreign taxes. Our balance of payments will be hurt because there will be smaller
foreign profits to be repatriated. And to the extent that foreign countries Impose
higher taxes selectively on U.S. companies, American oil companies will be at a
competitive disadvantage in comparison with corporations of other countries. In
view of the Importance of income from foreign oil operations for our balance of
payments, It seems contrary to our national interest to invite other countries to
put U.S. companies at a tax disadvantage. The Treasury has wisely recommended
that this provision be dropped.

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

Though the tigher definitions of capital gains are generally reasonable, the
removal of the 25 per cent maximum rate under the alternative tax is undesir-
able and, in the minds of many people, unfair. The U.S. tax law has recognized
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the special status of capital gains for almost 50 years. Though the not accretion
concept of iconie is popular in much of the theoretical writing in pIbli finance,
the distinction between capital and income is basic in corporate accounting and
law, in trust law and indeed in family financial management. A family, a corpo-
ration, or a trustee which is so imprudent as to fail to recognize this distinction
is headed for trouble. A government which fails to recognize ti distinction,
and by its tax lavs encourages its citizens to disregard the distinction, sceins
imprudent to a high degree.

The economic and equity arguments regarding the taxation of capital gains
are all familiar and need not be repeated here. The 25 per cent maximum has
been in the law for many years and it seems quite inappropriate to single out
this one rate for such substantial increase to 35 percent for those in the top
bracket (and higher if one takes account of the surcharge). In fact, to put this
rate up by 10 percentage points while reducing the maximum rate by only 5 per-
centage points seems extremely unfair in a bill which purports to give general
relief to all income levels.

It should be noted further that the realization of a capital gain is an indefi-
nitely postponable act. Though there is o" magic in the 25 per cent maximum, a
large increase in the rate may so reduce transactions that it will actually reduce
both revenue and mobility of capital funds.

The extension of the holding period from six months to a year to qualify for
long-term capital gains treatment is appropriate; gaIns oil short-term holdings
may be expected to represent trading profits regarded as available for consump-
tion rather than true capital appreciation embodied in an individual's capital
fund. The longer holding period will probably reduce total transactions in the
security markets, but it is questionable whether rapid turnover does not represent
mere clirning in the markets with little benefit with regard to mobilization of
savings or corporate financing.

However, the extension of the holdilg period suggests the reintroduction of a
series of steps for percentage of inclusion of capital gains. This seems reasonable
both from the standpoint of equity and economic policy. As a matter of equity,
the longer-tern gains are more likely to be regarded as a part of one's capital,
'and a tan ,m -I shiftt in the 1)articulPlr investments held thus becoii's a capital
levy rather than a tax on income. From tie standpoint of economic effects, as
noted above, short-term gains represent trading activity rather than investment,
and though a certain amount of trading is necessary to assure liquidity in the
market, excessive trading may involve mere churning and even lead to greater
fluctuations in security prices which on balance will repel rather than induce
investment.

Specifically. I urge that consideration be given to a sliding scale with a range
of percentage inclusions such as:

Up to 1 year ------------------------------ Full inclusion.
1 to 2 years -------------------------------- 75 percent.
2 to 5 years -------------------------------- 50 percent.
5 to 10 years ------------------------------- 30 pr.ent.
Over .10 years ------------------------------ 20 percent.

With a sliding scale such as this, there would of course be no need for an
alternative tax to keep a reasonable maximum rate on those capital gains which
are most likely to be the capital gains in which the proceeds, net of tax, are kept
embodied ill capital investments.

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Some aspects of tle proposed change in the treatment of charitable contribu-
tions of appreciated property seem reasonable to prevent artificially high deduc-
tions. Apparently there has been a good deal of abuse in claims of high values
for art objects, with recipient museums and galleries having no adverse interest
against excessive valuations. In spite of the Treasury's statement that the abuse
has been brought under control by new administrative procedures, a limitation
of the charitable contribution for art objects to cost would not be unreasonable
nor should It, in the long run. prevent ultimate gifts to museums. Ownership by
successive generations would be likely to be prevented by estate taxes.

However, this should be the only exception to tile general rule of charitable
deductions measured by value, without any general attempt to tax appreciation
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directly or indirectly. The Treasury's recommendation to remove the apprecia-
tion on contributed property from the limit on tax preferences and the allocation
of deductions was most welcome. If this is not done, nany educational institutions
and hospitals will be badly hurt in their drive for funds. There is little if any
room for abuse through artificially high valuations in gifts of securities. The
pattern of private gifts for education and charities is so important to maintain
our pluralistic society that the tax laws should not be changed to curtail them.

ACCUMULATION TRUSTS

The proposed new rules on accumulation trusts are exceedingly complicated.
Secretary Cohen's merciful and wise recomlnendation that they be made to
apply prospectively should be adopted to avoid the imposition of a really impos-
sible task of reconstructing for past years the income of young people for whom
no income records were kept because it was known that they would have no tux
to pay. Even when applied prospectively, the task is a formidable one. To assure
an accurate tax on termination of a trust, records will have to be kept for even
a few dollars of income for every infant who may turn out to be the beneficiary
of a trust which has accumulated income.

On various occasions, I have proposed a change in the law to deal with abuses
under accumulation trusts which I believe would be both tighter and simpler
than the present proposal. The alternative approach would tax income of an
inter vivos trust to the grantor unless it was distributed and taxed to a living
beneficiary and require the consolidation of income from all testamentary trusts
and inter vivos trusts after the death of the grantor. If the proposed change
in H.R. 13270 is adopted, it would seem reasonable to make it apply only to
accumulations after the beneficiary has come of age by which time a young
person may be expected to keep adequate income records anyway. There are
many trusts established by grandparents for grandchildren with no thought of
tax avoidance.

In 1954, when this Committee approved new rules permitting double personal
exemptions for dependent children and their parents, one of the reasons was to
prevent young people froni discovering that the income tax law was irrational
and perverse in its effects at the time of their first personal contact with it.
The new rule on accumulation trusts, unless modified to apply only to accumula-
tions after a beneficiary comes of age, is likely to become a horrifying example
of coml)lexity and destroy respect for the tax law, which is the mainstay of our
revenue system, on the part of another generation of young people.

INVESTMENT CREDIT AND AMORi'IZATION

The investment credit should never have been adopted and its repeal is no
loss. But at the same time the reserve ratio test in the use of the depreciation
guidelines should be removed by administrative action or, if that is not deemed
possible, by statutory authorization. This test will place severe limitations on the
use of the guidelines in the future. No other major industrial country has any
similar constraints. If it is continued, the United States tax law wvill put U.S.
business at a significant disadvantage compared to foreign competition in main-
taining modern plant and eqUilpment which is essential to increase productivity
and thereby justify noninflationary wage raises, increase the real national income
and strengthen our balance of payments.

The sp cial amortization of pollution control facilities may be justified because
of the overwhelhning importance of the subject. But this is both an inadequate
and incorrect solution to the problem. Severe fines and other penalties are neces-
sary and appropriate. Mrhen costs are imposed on society by industrial processes
which pollute the environment, those costs should be thrown back on the pro-
ducers, and in the last analysis borne by the consumers of those products (or
products produced by those processes), rather than absorbed by society generally.
Special tax treatment in a sense shifts to other taxpayers part of the costs which
should be borne by the industry and its consumers.

CORPORATE MERGERS

A balanced judgment on the economic significance of mergers, especially the
recent rapid increase of conglomerate mergers, cannot now be made. A great deal
more study is necessary, and only with the passage of time can we accumulate
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evidence on the effects of the new large and virtually random types of
acquisitions.In many instances niergers may strengthen individual firms and increase

their competitive effectiveness. New management may be provided to a small or
fanily-donlinate(d company and additional financing made available to a conipany
which is too weak or too small to tap capital markets economic 'lly. Centralized
staff services may permit an innovative manager to pursue idea. without being
bogged down in administrative work for which he has little taste or talent. Well
watched companies and individuals may develop new strengths from their (om-
plementary attributes. And the threat of a merger through a take-over may
scare a lethargic management into activity.

But mergers may also reduce coml)etition. They may lead to a (loninance by
financial manilulators instead of truly constructive managers. The threat of
raids may divert attention from long-run growth to defensive actions. New owner-
ship under a holding company may repel innovators and lead to a substitution
of unimaginative organization men. And the capital structures of some of thenew conglomerates ire uncomfortably reminiscent of soine of the holding coin-

wniiy inverted pyramids of the late 1920's. When the fixed charges on new securi-
ties issued in acquisitions exceed the i)re-tax income of the companies acquired
it seems likely that leverage is being pushed too far, and that a tax law which
discriminates against equity financing is leading to unstable financial structures.

Perhaps the most serious result of the conglomerate merger movement is the
prominence it gives to the wheeler-dealer type of entrepreneur whose well-
publicized manipulations confirm the worst suspicions of the many young peol)le
who are disposed to regard the business establislihnint as predatory. Though
there are numerous thoroughly constructive individuals in merger activity, there
are a considerable number who would in fact be regarded as at best neutral,
and at the worst, truly predatory under most people's stan(lards, including the
iniajority of business executives. The disenchantinevit of youig people with our
present economic structure is so wideslhread that society can ill afford to permit
contination of an aspect of business which, even though it may be minor and
unrepresentative, is so prominent and distasteful to niany people that it strength-
en i their disl)osition to reject the entire system.

In the absence of detailed studies on mergers, it is difficult to 1)e sure of the
soundness of the specific changes in the tax law contained in the bill. They
seem reasonable, however, and if anything perhaps too lenient rather than too
stringent. Certainly the denial of the installment sale provisions to sales of comi-
panies in return for securities is necessary to protect the legitiha(y of tie
concept. The very idea that such transactions could qualify as installment sales
was a travesty of the principle.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON BALANCE OF PROVISIONS IN II.R. 13270

Though many, probably most, of the substantive changes are desirable on
their merits, any major tax legislation must le appraised on its over-all balance.
Oil this basis, H1.R. 13270 seems seriously deficient, as dramatically shown in
Tables 3 and 6 in Secretary Kennedy's presentation to your Committee on
September 4. A reduction in individual tax burdens of $7.3 billions and an
increase in the corporate tax hurdei, of $4.9 billion does not seem vise in a
country which needs continuing new investment in order to increase labor
iroductivity (and thereby make wage increases somewhat less inflationary than

they have been), to strengthen our position in international competition, and
help to provide funds to finance the innovations which are essential to maintain
the vitality of our economy.

The distribution of tax burdens between individuals and business unfortunately
may come to have political overtones. It should always be remembered that the
Kennedy Administration in its first set of tax recommendations in 1961 proposed
relief solely-and I emphasize solcly-to encourage investment through the in-
vestment credit. Though many of us regretted that particular form of tax relief,
preferring, as we did, more liberal depreciation, the wisdom of recognizing that
investment is important along with consumption was notable especially when it
was shown in an Administration which might have been presumed on political
grounds to favor consumiltion. The present lack of balance, involving as it does
an actual Increase in taxes on the principal sources of funds for investment and
on the returns from investment, is a sorry contrast indeed. It will be unfortunate
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if circumstances prevent the adoption of a better balance in this first tax legisla.
tion of the new Administration and the present Congress.

The adoption of a maximum marginal rate of 50% on earned income is proba.
bly the most important single change which could be made to reduce the coi-
tinued search for new tax loopholes and restore an atmosphere conducive to truly
productive work. The 50 per cent figure is particularly important; It has a syni.
bolic significance in terms of an "even-break" or "50-50 partnership" in the tax.
payer's relationship to his government. It is unfortunate that a similar maximuni
has not been set up for all income. In view of the probable redirection of efforts
and removal of constraints, any revenue estimate of these changes is conjecturial.
The 50 per cent maximum rate may, in fact, increase revenue. Without the 50 per
cent ceiling on the marginal rate of tax on earned income, H.R. 13270 would ie
even more seriously unbalanced.

The reasons for the 50 per cent ceiling are splendidly stated jn the Report of
the House Committee on Ways and Means. The same arguments apply to invest-
ment income as well. A general top marginal rate of 50 per cent would cleanse the
tax atmosphere more thoroughly than any other feature of tax reform legislation.

The net effect of the bill will be to make the tax system much more progrossive
than It is now, even with the 50 per cent ceiling. This result is shown conspic-
uously in Table 3 of Secretary Kennedy's statement of September 4. The percent-
age of tax relief descends steadily from the smaller to the larger incomes thereby
shifting the burden to the larger incomes. And in the top bracket shown in the
Table, incomes over $100,000 there is an actual increase of 4.7 per cent in total
taxes! Though most of us have a quasi-intuitive acceptance of progressive taxa-
tion as fair, progression can be pushed too far and an absolute increase in taxes at
the top wlen individuals generally are being given over $7 billions of relief seems
unfair. Only the 50 per cent ceiling on earned income makes it acceptable without
deep resentment.

One final point cannot be ignored in connection with any legislation making
extensive changes in the individual income tax. I have saved it for the last for
emphasis. The tax law has thus far included no provision relevant to the world's
greatest social and economic problem-the overwhelming expansion of the popu-
lation. Uncontrolled population growth has finally been recognized as leading to
the doom of civilization as we know it-even to the doom of mankind. Though
the tax law may now be one of the least effective ways to attempt to deal with
this problem, one change 'could be made to dramatize its importance and in a
small way reinforce other more significant approaches. Deductions for dependent
children should be limited to two at a high enough income level to prevent hard-
ship for larger families now in existence. The choice of the income level is not
important. It might be $15,000 or $50,000. The important thing is to set a stand-
ard and symbolically help to refute the strange claims by some opponents of
population control that it represents selective genocide or counter-insurgency.
This is probably the first time testimony on tax lepislatlon by a tax specialist
has included reference to the population problem. I am sure it will not be the last.
I would welcome an opportunity to develop the subject at length.

Senator GoRE. The committee will next hear Mr. George S. Koch.
Mr. Koch, we will be glad to hear from you at this time, sir.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. KOCH, CHAIRMAN OF THE FEDERAL
FINANCE COMMITTEE, COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS OF COM-
MERCE; ACCOMPANIED BY EUGENE F. RINTA, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE COUNCIL

Mr. KocH. We have submitted material to you as you can see from
the printed booklet. We have summary pages to begin with, but my
oral statement, which is designed to take no more than our allotted
time, appears at the beginning of our statement after the summary.

My name is George S. Kocel. I am a practicing attorney in New
York, and am chairman of the Federal Finance Committee of the
Council of State Chambers of Commerce.
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Mr. Eugene F. Rinta is the executive director of the council, and he
is here with me.

We represent 31 State chambers of commerce within our council.
They are listed in my prepared statement.

Our statement actually includes only 24 endorsements. Our prin-
cipal problems was one of timing, because these chambers have their
boards of directors and other controlling bodies which had to consider
the views in the statement. Our statement was prepared and sent to
them, but by the time it went through this process, we were simply
unable to get the other commitments.

We are a group of business and chambers of commerce representa-
tives who deal with Federal finance and taxes, and we believe we have
a good basis for our opinions on these matters. As you can see from our
paper, we frankly do not like the bill.

I think in general we should say that it is oriented against busi-
ness, it is oriented against capital formation, and it is oriented against
investment. We feel that under our capitalistic system this is the
wrong direction to take. As a matter of fact, I think the council's posi-
tion over the years has simply been that we should improve the situ-
ation rather than be regressive.

Now the bill in a sense is regressive in a number of ways, since it
changes so many things adversely to the economy, and it is regressive
especially in respect to its retroactivity.

We met on the 11th and 12th of September as a committee to formu-
late our views, and it was my experience that our membership has
never been so dismayed or unhappy or thought we had a wrong situ-
ation as in this tax bill. This was a unanimous opinion.

Another position coming from this group was simply that there are
too many proposals in that, bill which are not improvements in the true
sense. and consequently we feel should be rejected.

In our time a new principle has emerged. It is that high income taxa-
tion is so vital a consideration of business land individual decisions that
its application must be understood and be predictable. For instance,
take. a, look at. what has happened to the State municipal bond market,
and the confusion that exists with respect to the proposed repeal of
the 7 percent investment credit.

Now, of course, Congress can change the tax law. That is certainly
axiomatic. But it seems that such changes must be tempered by what
is best for the Nation as well as bv an awareness of and adherence to
the rules of the game, and this requires a thorough understanding of
how the changes will work. This bill certainly fails to meet these prin-
ciples in our opinion.

Now, what we would like to suggest is that this bill be given further
time for consideration. I know that we are confronted with an October
31 date, I believe it is, when the committee is supposed to bring a bill
to the floor of the Senate. But we think that it is too important to the
country for us to run through any such bill, and we thin that there is
a lot of work that the Sentite Finance Committee can do on this bill
before it is presented for action by the Senate.

We think that the tax proposals in the House bill for State and local
bond interest, the oil industry, the capital formations market, contri-
butions to schools and other institutions, the obvious trend toward a
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gross income tax, the attacks on the foreign credit and so on all .le
wrong for the Nation and our economy. Because of a few isolated and
'frequently misrepresented cases, the whole Nation should not. be
penalized.

Take the case of State and local bond interest. There is according
to my research still an outstanding and valid, although questioned
by many, Supreme Court decision holding that State municipal bond
interest is not subject to Federal income tax. We do not hear much
about constitutional arguments any more in respect of taxes, but I
notice that the Treasury Department alludes to it in its statement.
But I just want to point out that with respect to such interest, thie
statute does exempt it or until last year exempted it fully and then
changed it with respect, to industrial development bonds to some
extent, but basically the constitution says we should not tax it accord-
ing to the. Supreme Court decision.

This no doubt accounts for indirect ways in which this bill attacks
exempt interest. It is worth repeating that recipients of such interest
do in effect pay something to the local governments involved by taking
less return on their investments. Thus the local taxes of others are
less.

Take capital gains. Some tax systems do not treat such gains as in-
come at all, for which a good case can be made.

Senator GORE. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. KocTi. The percentage depletion has been repeatedly shown to

be something that the Nation should have.
Now as to retroactivity, which is our basic remaining point, we feel

that in fairness these retroactive elements should be eliminated from
the final bill in any event. For instance, increased capital gains on
individuals and corporations that would apply to increments of prop-
erty accruing prior to the change, inclusion of State and municipal
bond interest in the LTP and allocation of deduction provisions is
retroactive as to existing bonds. This is also true of the application of
the LTP and allocation of deductions to capital gains, to appreciation
in donated property, to excess depreciation of real estate and so on.
And it also is a criticism of any application of reduced depletion rates
to existing reserves in properties. Such new rates if enacted should
apply only to reserves or properties discovered hereafter.

Since m"y time has expired, thank you very much.
Senator GORE. Thank you.
Senator Bennett?
Senator BENN'ETT. No questions.
Senator CUnTIs. In the interests of time I will ask no questions.
Senator GORE. Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Kocir. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Koch's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF GEORGE S. KOCII, COUNCIL OF STATE CHAMBERS Of COMMERCE

SUMMARY

1. If the Congress should repeal the investment credit, compensatory adjust-
ment should be made in the tax burden on corporations through adequate rate
reduction or by liberalized depreciation allowances. Such action is necessary to
maintain capital investment levels needed for economic growth.
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2. All reasonable and legitimate costs inwurred by employees in moving to a
new job assignment should be recognized it) the tax provisions relating to moving
expenses.

3. Present rules relating to restricted stock plans should be continued but with
a provision that would prohibit issuance to employees of stock other than stock
of the employer corporation or of its subsidiaries.

4. The complex provisions in the bill relating to other deferred compensation
should be deleted pending completion of a current Treasury study of all deferred
compensation arrangements.

5. Revisions ill existing provisions relating to the foreign tax credit should be
deleted and the subject should he considered inl relation to the overall subject
of foreign source income taxation on which the Treasury plans to submit recom-
inendations to Congress at a later date.

6. Percentage (lepletion allo\vanes have served the nation well, both as to
defense and consumer costs, and have not resulted in unwarranted aftertax
profits to etxractive industries. Present allowances should be retained.

7. The objective of reform provisions in the bill relating to depreciation of
buildings call be ac(,omplishled through the recapture provisions which wpuld
elimnimate capital gain treatment N ith respect to all depreciation claimed in
excess of straight line depreciation. Accelerated depreciation should not be
denied to any facilities which are used in the trade or business.

8. Certification of pollution control facilities for rapid amortization should be
limited to al)ropriate State autlhoritis rather than both State and Federal.
Election by the taxpayer to write off the cost in any period shorter than five years
would be desirable.

9. Elimination of the 25% alternative capital gains tax and extension of the
holding period to 12 months would inhibit transfers of capital and new invest-
ments and should not be enacted. The 25% capital gains rate for corporations
should not be increased.

10. Both the limit on tax preferences and the allocation of deductions are
moves toward taxation of individual gross income and should not be enacted.
Time allocation is especially onerous because It discriminates between taxpayers
with tle same amount of income.

11. Steel) progression and existing high rart for taxation of individual in-
,onies are the real cause of many of the problems this bill seeks to meet through a

maze of complicated provisions. Tile new individual rate schedules and the maxi-
mum rate of 50% on earned income are commendable, but this maximum should
apply to all income without distinction.

12. The taxation of interest on state and local bonds through the tax preference
and allocation of deductions revisionss in the bill should be eliminated. Such
taxation can only add to bond interest rates and increased state and local taxes.

13. Retroactive application of several provisions in the bill is inequitable and
should be modified.

STATEMENT

My name is George S. Koch. I am an attorney-at-law in New York and am
Chairman of the Federal Finance Committee of the Council of State Chambers
of Commerce. Mr. Eugene F. Riata, the Executive Director of the Council, is
witht me today.

We are submitting a statement of our views on H.R. 13270 and ask that it
become a part of the record of these hearings. Our specific views on particular
1)rovisions of the House Bill are expressed inl the statement and, because of the
nuimber of subjects on which we sul)mit our views, I shall limit my oral presenta-
tion to a general sunimarization.

The Council of State Chambers of Commerce is an organization which studies
and forniates views on national issues for the use of its 31 member State
chambers of commerce throughout the nation. As you will note at the end of the
statement, 24 of such chambers have endorsed the statement which represents a
virtually unanimous consensus of our Committee. Tile fact that some of the
member State Chambers have not endorsed the statement is primarily due to
lack of time for its consideration by their policy making bodies, not disagreement
with tile views It expresses.

The Federal Finance Committee of th Council is composed of financial and tax
oriented people from numerous business enterprises and the chamber, of com-
merce. These men are all capable of understanding the problems of Federal
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finance as well as the tax law since much of their time Is devoted to these sul.
jects. From these men come expressions of deep concern regarding II.R. 13270.

Never has the membership of our Committee seen ill a single tax bill so much
that Is in their Judgment wrong for our nation.

The bill would enact the "Tax Reform Act of 1969." The key to each provi-
s1on, therefore, is presumably reform. When one thinks of reform the usual
impression Is of improvement. The basic definition of the term in Webster's
)ictionary Is "the amendment of what is defective." Conceding tiht our income

tax law contains defects, changes are not justified unless they are Improve-
nients. Our pjosition is simply thlt too many of the proposals in 11.. 13270 are
not Improvements In the true sense and should be rejected.

In our time a new principle has emerged. It is that high income taxation is
so vital a consideration of business and individual decisions that its applica-
tioji must be understood and be predlctable. Look at tih(, 1m1rket for State and
Municipal bonds. Look at tlie confusionn surrounding ti' 7 investment credit.
While Congress can, of course, change tle tax lw, such chaliges must be tenl-
pered by what Is best for the Tuitioni as well as by an avart'ness of and adlierence
to ti rules of the game. This requires a tioi'ough umderstanding of how the
changes will work. Ht. 13270 certainly fails to meet these principles.

One needs to reflect on the fact that the objects of the so-called reforms pro.
posed in 11.1. 13270 were passed by Congress over a long period of time. May I
say that they have, by and large, been put into the law over the years because
they were needed. The inordinately high graduated tax rates applicable as a
taxpayer's income increases have required safety valves in order to work.
Capital fortmation find investment are implrative ill order to provide jobs so
people can work amd be productive. But the bill attacks the very people who
provide tile capital. If they are eliminmi ted, who provides it? We cam guess that
only tit Federal Glovernment could do it. This is, we hope, not what is wanted
or expected, not to mention its Inadequacy.

Generally speaking, we think that tile tax proposals in the Ilouse bill for state
and local bond interest, the oil industry, the cilital formation markets, ('on-
trilutio , to s(e'ltds aid other institutions, t lie obvious trend t ovaid a grossi in-
COllie tmlx. tilie attltcks olithe foreignn tax credit, allid So oil, all art Wvrolg fo. tile
nation till(] our economy. Because of a few isolated ail frequently misrepresented
cases, tle whole nation should not he penalized.

For example, the Supreme Court has ruled that the Federal government (anl
not conlstithmtioially tax Interest on state fnd municipal bonds. No doubt, this
accounts for the Indirect ways in which this bill attacks exempt interest. It is
worth repeating that recipients of such interest do in effect 1my something
to the local governments Involved by ta king less return on their investment. Thus
the local taxes on others are less. Take capital gains. Some tax systems do not
treat such gain, as income at all, for which a good case can be mode. Then there
is )er('entige depletion v hlch repeatedly has been shown to be in the best in-
terests of our nation (oite aside from the fact that depletion at the existing
rates is thoroughly Integrated into the econotiil.s of tilt nation and industry
so that no windfall from it (.an be identified except for the consumer. Ii the
case of the recipients of donated property, great advantage to tile nation and
Its people has resulted from the donor's giving up his property.

A ('urious factor pervades numerous provisions of the tHouse bill. This is the
frequent al)sen('e of any meaningful revenue effect or gain. With small, relatively
insignificant revenue effect, how ('an these chlinges Ie justified as against the
predictable serious fnd adverse effect.,; oil our economy that many foresee.

The bill pasA4l by tlhe House has a number of retroactive features which in
fairness should be eliminated il any event from tll(, linal bill. JHere are soiine
examples. Tie increased capital gains tax onl individuaIs and '. o'lrations apply-
Ing to Inerements in property accruing before tilt' clilnge. Such incireiient often
Is in fact nothing but Inflation and does not represent real growth il value.
Inclusion of state ind mlnicij)al bond interest in the tix preferen('e provisions
is retroactive as to exisit.ng bonds. This Is also true of thite aplhition of the
limit on tax preferences and allocation of deductions to capital gains, to appre-
ciation in donated property, to excess depreciation on real estate, ail so on. Ally
reduction in depletion rates would inequitably apply to existing reserves and
properties aind thus be retroactive. Such new rates, if enacted, should apply only
to reserves or properties discovered hereafter.

We urge this Committee to delay its decisions on this bill so as to provide tile
time needed for everyone, Including Congress, the Administration, taxpayers
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and tax specialists, to study the bill and be more nearly certain of its effects on
the economy and the nation's institutions. We would suggest that at least the
balance of this year is not too much time for this purpose. Given such added
tinie, much better leigslation could he developed. What is right in fact for ti
nat ion should be right its well for political reasons.

Before coiihluding my oral presentations, on behalf of our Committee I wish to
conhlemei(d several provisions of the bill which are constructive. They inlt(Ile a
start toward rate reductioni for individuals, more realisti, rules regarding mov-
ing expenses, ia more equitable, approach to taxing co-olpratives, accelerated
dl'reciation for pollution control items and improved income averaging.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views to you. Our wore detailed
comments on specific provisions of the bill follow.
Bias against busin0s in H.R. 13270

Thle estimated impact of II.R. 13270, when fully effective, would be a net
reduction of $7.3 billion on an annual basis for individuals and a $4.9 billion
increase for corporations. This shift in favor of onsumption and against in-
vestment coulI produce serious economic consequences in the years ahead.

We submitted a statement to the House Ways and Means Conmmittee in oppo-
sition to rel'at of the investment credit, and we continue to believe that the
credit should 1)e retained. It helps to offset in part the adverse effect of inflation
on capital recovery and, because of high labor costs, it or equivalent relief to
corporate tax burdens is needed by American businesses to permit their comn-
liet ing in foreign markets. If the Congress should decide that repeal of the credit
is desirable, compensatory adjustment should be made in the tax burden on
corporations through adequate reduction in the tax rate or by liberalized de-
preciation allowance.

The Treasury has recogn ized the imal)lance between corporate and individual
tax burdens resulting from the, House bill. The Secretary recommends a lartial
correction of this imlbalaice by lowering the corporate tax rate one percentage
polit in 1971 and an additional point in 1972 while at the snme time reducing
til net tax reduction for individuals. We (omimlenid the Administration for this
:ct io. But 'vcu with the;v adjustmiit,, the relative tax burden for corpora-
tions would be substantially greater than before the tax redlucions of 1964 were
e enacted.

Individuals income taxes were reduced 20% by the 1904 Revenue Act while
corporation tax liabilities were cut 8%. This smaller reduction in corpora-
tion taxes was justified on the ground that corporations had the additional
benefits of the investnmciit credit and the new depreciation gui(lelines. Now it is
proposed in 11.1t. 13270 that til investment credit be repealed at an annual
cost of $2 billion to corporations and that individual ineoie tax rates be
reduced an average of 5% in addition to other significant reductions in in-
dividual tax burdetis.

We urge the Fiuance Comumittee to weigh with care the economic conse-
(luelIces of the shift in relative tax burdens between corporations and in-
(lividluals that would be effected by enactment of the House bill In its pres-
et foram.

M oringi (xVj)(lls(',
liberalizatio of tuisti ug lIirVisioiis re, lating to 11lu)loyee limoving expenses

as provided in the bill is a step ill Ite right directions. But the $2.500 Over-
all limit oi educationn of indirect 1ovi1" expenses is not realistic vhen the
sale and acquisltioii of homes art, involved and on foreign moves.

In our view the reimbursed costs of employee transfers are in no sense eco-
noli( incomle to the elliployees anid, colisetjuelitly, should be subject to incomvuu
tax. Iii recogiition of this fact, and because all but the "bare bones" exl)else
reimblursenie its are now taxed to tie cnii mloyee, soe employers provide tilt
additional reimibursenient to cover the employees' income tax on the basic
relimbursemnent. Many employers, however, do not and may not be able to ab-
sorb this extra cost of employee relocations.

We believe it is only fair alnd proper that all legitimate costs incturred
by new or existing employees iii moving to a new jol) assigiluIlent be reo'-
ognized Ill the tax provisions relating to moving expenses. Where the em-
ployer reiniburses the relocated employee for loss in connection with i sale 4f
ilh home by reason of the job transfer, the reinmbursement should properly be
considered as a capital transaction rather than ordinary Income.
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We fail to see why a dollar limit should be included in any improvement
In this area. Limiting the recognition to legitimate or normal items should
suffice.
Rex.tricted stock plans

Existing provisions relating to these plans provide for taxation of the stock
only when the restrictions upon its sale, or other restrictions, expire. The
value of the stock when received by the employee is treated as ordinary ili-
come and appreciation in value to the timne the stock is sold is treated as
cal)ital gain. Under the bill a tax is imposed when the employee receives the
stock unless it is subject to substantial risk of forfeiture. In the latter case a
tax at ordinary rates is imposed when the stotk beconics nonforfeitable. Pres-
ent rules should be continued, but with a requirement that would prohibit is-
suance to employees of stock other than stock of the employer corporation it-
self or of its subsidiaries. This will insure an ownership as well as eilloy-
ment interest of the employee in the employer company and so meet the basic
purpose of the plan.

The Treasury has recommended that tile highly complex provisions il the
bill relating to other deferred coililnsation be deleted pending completion
of a current Treasury study of all deferred ('olpensation arrangements. We
support this recommendation.

,orciyn. tax credit
Inasmuch as the Treasury plans to submit ,o,llprehlensive l)rOl,,sals to Con-

gress relating to the U.S. taxation of foreign source income, revisions in existing
provisions relating to the foreign tax credit should be deleted from the bill. The
foreign tax credit should be considered ii relatiom to the other proposals oi tax-
ing source incomO% which will be submitted by the Treasury. Any urgency for action
on the credit at this time is not apparent. Ini any event the provisions of the House
bill do not conform to the basic reason for the foreign tax credit, which is to avoid
double taxation.

Na t U ra I resou rcCs
Depletion allowances have served the nation well as an incentive for exl~hora-

tion and development of oil, gas, and mineral resources. Because of del)letion, the
availability of these resources has been far greater than would have been the case
without depletion. The greater availability and supply has been an important
defense asset and has held down costs to the consumer. rhllere is no evidence that
the petroleum or other extractive industries have been earning unreasonable
after-tax profits. Instead, their net earnings on investments are in the same range
as that of manufacturing companies generally. For these reasons the reductions
in depletion allowances provided in II.R. 13270 should be deleted. Moreover, the
present oil development incentives of depletion and intangible drilling expenses
should not be penalized by the LTP and allocation of deductions provisions.

Real estate depreciation
The provisions in the bill revising depreciation of buildings is an example of a

broad sweep approach in attacking a special problem related to investments in
rental properties. In response to persistent complaints from the business com-
mnunity about the inadequacy of depreciation allowances. Congress in the 1954
Revenue Act liberalized depreciation for buildings as well as for machinery and
equipment. Now in order to close the door to use of these provisions by high in-
come investors in real estate ventures, the House bill would eliminate the ac-
celerated depreciation provisions of 1954 with respect to all buildings except new
residential housing. If we can accept the reduction of construction activity that
would result, It would seem that the objective of the reform in this area could
be fully accomplished through the recal)ture revisionss in the bill which would
eliminate capital gain treatment on the sale of real estate to the extent of all de-
preciation claimed In excess of straight line. In no event should present accelerated
depreciation be denied to any facilities, owned or leased, which are used In the
trade or business.

Cooperatives
The provisions tightening up on the taxation of cooperatives are an improve-

ment over present law. However, the pay-out provision requiring payment in cash
on patronage allocations over a 15-year period is unduly liberal.
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Pollution con trol facilitic8

Accelerated amortization of pollution control facilities, as provee] in the bill,is highly desirable because such facilities (o not ordinarily contribute to efficiency
of production. The House provision allowing live year amortization could be im-
proved hy permitting election by the taxpayer to write off the cost in any shorter
period. The certification that would be required to permit rapid amortization
should be limited to apl)ropriate State authorities, rather than both State and
Federal, so that certification would be more expeditious and less cumbersome.

In'onte averaging
CIanges in present income averaging provisions in time bill are a significant

improvement and simplification. While these new provisions should be adopted,
with possible additional improvement in the Senate, the Treasury should con-
tinue to study the matter with the objective of still further improvement and
simplificaion.

Capital gains
In our testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee on April

2, 196M, we urged that no action be taken with respect to cal)ital gains taxa-
tioli that would tend to impair tie savings and capital formation that will be
nee(led in increasing amounts for job creation and more efficient production in
the years ahead. We pointed out that special treatment of capital transfers, as
distinctt from imome, serves several iml)ortant purposes.

First, the present special treatment of capital gains recognizes the distinc-
tion between capital and income, and it h(lps to preserve and expand the former
so that the latter can continue to grove. It l)rovids incentives for savings and
investment which are basic to economic growth, and it helps to channel invest-
nient to the best uses of resources by encouraging mobility of capital. Finally,
it is partial recognition that the appreciation in many assets sold is largely,
if not wholly, the result of inflation rather than true increase in value.

The House bill, however, adversely attacks l)resent treatment of capital gains
in several provisions. These include elimination of the 25% alternative tax
for individuals, extension of the holding period to 12 months from tie present
; months, inclusion of one-half of net long-term capital gains as a tax preference
item, and increasing the capital gains rate on corporations from 25% to 30%.
The Treasury has recommended that the provisions eliminating the 25% alterna-
tive tax and extending the ioling period be deleted from the bill. We certainly
concur with this recommendation. But we further recommend that the corpora-
tion capital gains rate be retained at 25% and that one-half of capital gains not
lie included as a tax preference item if Congress should enact provisions for allo-
cation of deductions.

The bill would also eliminate capital gains treatment for the emllmoyer con-
tributed portions of lump-stun distributions from approved pension, profit sharing,
an(l savings programs. It appears from the Ways and Means Committee report
on H.R. 13270 that an iml)ortant consideration in the Committee's action was
its understanding that the present i)rovision is of primary benefit to taxpayers
with !income in excess of $50,000. While we do not agree that this is a valid
reason for the change, we point out that this is a gross misunderstanding. Time
fact is that the provisions can and do benefit very large numbers of employees
at modest as well as higher income levels, as testimony submitted to your Com-
inittee by employers clearly indicates.

The House provision would adversely affect all employees who look forward
to a lump-sum )ayment upon retirement. Even though the special 5-year aver-
aging provision might provide for an eventual refund, the amount would be
unknown and, In the meantime, the taxpayer would be deprived of the use of
his money. The present capital gains treatment was adopted originally to pro-
vide a fair averaging method which has the advantage of being positive and
immediately known, as well as being fair. The House bill would create impossible
problems for most retirees. For these reasons and because of the relatively in-
signnficant revenue effect, we urge that the present treatment of lump-sum dis.
tributions be continued.

Limit on tax preferences and allocation of deduetion s
TwNvo related provisions in 'the bill-limit on tax preferences and allocation of

deductions-are designed to reduce the tax benefits which are now available
from certain so-called tax preferences. These preferences include tax-exempt
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State and local bond interest, one-half of net long-term capital gains, appreciation
in property donated to charity, depreciation claimed In excess of straight-line
depreciation, and farm losses under certain circumstances. Both the LTP and
the alloction of deductions are a move toward taxation of individual gross in-
come and should not be enacted. The allocation of deductions provision is espe-
cially onerous because it discriminates between -taxpayers with the same amount
of income.
Maximum tax on earned income and individual income tax rates

Limiting taxation of earned income to a maximum of 50% and the new in-
dividual rate schedules proposed for all Income both are commendable. They
move in the direction of lessening the impact of the steep progression of the
deadening present income tax rate schedule. Existing high rates are the real
cause of many of the problems this bill seeks to meet through a maze of compli-
cated provisions. We suggest :that the maximum rate on all income without
distinction should be 50%.
State and local bond

Interest on state and local bonds should not be subjected to Federal income
tax. The House bill does not provide specifically for taxing such interest but it
does indirectly by including this interest as a tax preference item in both the
50% limit or tax preferences and the allocation of deductions provisions. Thus
interest on presently outstanding state and local bonds, as well as future issues,
would be taxed when the taxpayer's tax preference items including such interest
exceed 50% of total income as a result of the LTP. Further, when the taxpayer's
preference items exceed $10,000, his interest on state and local bonds will con-
tribute to a loss of deductions under the allocation of deductions provision.

It is obvious that the unprecedented needs of state and local governments for
debt financing will continue to grow in the years ahead. Even under the best of
circumstances, including the present exemption of bond interest, the financing
problems of these governments will be substantial. Clearly, the provisions of the
House bill affecting exempt interest will aggravate their problems. In addition
to the direct adverse impact that these provisions will have on interest rates of
state and local bonds, the fear on the part of investors that the exemption may
be further eroded by future Congressional action will add to interest costs. The
end result can only be increased taxes at the state and local levels to cover the
higher financing costs.

The Treasury has recommended deletion of state and local bond interest as a
preference item in the LTP provision but supports its inclusion in the cmputa-
tion. for allocation of deductions. We urge its deletion from both.
Retroactivity

The bill in several instances in effect calls for retroactive application of
proposed changes. Such retroactivity is objectionable and inequitable, and should
be eliminated. Among the major provisions in which retroactive application is
involved are the following: application of increased capital gains tax on indi-
viduals and corporations to appreciation in property accruing before the change
in tax'rate; inclusion of exempt interest on presently outstanding bonds in the
limit on tax preferences; application of the LTP and allocation of deductions to
prior appreciation in property sold or donated, and application of reduced deple-
tion rates to existing reserves and properties. No doubt there are other significant
instances of retroactivity in the bill.

The following State Chamber organizations have expressed basic agreement
with Mr. Koch's statement:

Alabama State Chamber of Commerce
Arkanslas State Chamber of Commerce
Colorado Association of Commerce & Industry
Connecticut State Chamber of Commerce, Inc.
)elaware State Chamber of Commerce, Inc.

Florida State Chamber of Commerce
Georgia State Chamber of Commerce
Idlho State Chamber of Commerce
Tudilna State Chamber of Commerce
Kansas State Chamber of Commerce
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
Maine State Chamber of Commerce
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Montana Chamber of Commerce
New Jersey State Chamber of Commerce
Empire State Chamber of Commerce (New York)
Ohio Chamber of Commerce
Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce
I asI. Texas Chamber of Commerce
South Texas Chamber of Commerce
W,st Texas Chamber of Commerce
Virginia State Chamber of Commerce
West Virginia Chamber of Commerce
Wisconsin State Chamber of Commerce
Michigan State Chamber of Commerce

In endorsing Council statements, such as this one, dealing with many issues
and considerable te.hnical detail, the member State Chambers reserve the right
to take exception in one or more particulars.

The Connecticut State Chamber wishes to be recorded on the percentage
depletion question as supporting adequate depletion allowances to assure essential
supplies of oil and gas for energy purposes, but without specifying the appropriate
percentage allowances.

The Delaware State Chamber had not resolved a position on the natural
resources issues discussed in this statement.

Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, there is among the list of wit-
nesses a very good personal friend of mine from Salt Lake City, Mr.
Adrian Piembroke who is down as No. 12. I must go down to the
Department of the Interior to a signing ceremony, and I would like
to hear Mr. Pembroke before I go. I will not have to leave here for
another 20 minutes, but if it is all right at this point I would appre-
ciate it if you would call Mr. Pembroke.

Senator GORE. M r. Pembroke, we are very pleased to have you, and
particularly since you are a. friend of Senator Bennett.

We shall be glad to hear from you, sir.

STATEMENT OF ADRIAN H. PEMBROKE, REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL OFFICE PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION AND THE BUSINESS
PRODUCTS COUNCIL ASSOCIATION

Mr. PjI,,ittoiKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will not take too muc'h time introducing the people.
Senator Br.xxrxr'r. Mr. Pembroke as I sqaid is a lom'-time persoonal

friend. I Sul)l)ose I might say that Adrian and I are classmates of
sorts, having taken a special ecOionic traininiig course back in 19-18
and 1949. l-ie is the operator of a small "wholesale-retail office supply
and stationery business in Salt Lake. He is a 1)ast president of the
National Office Products Association and past president of tme Na-
tiomnal Business Products Council Association. The first is a general
association with 5,000 members, tle second has about 65. These are all
small independent dealers in thwe field in which Mr. Pembroke works,
and I understand lie is speaking for these two groups here today.

Mr. P11MBROKE. Thank you very much, Senator Bennett and Mlr.
Chairman.

I am pleased to be here to speak for these over 5,000 small independ-
ent businesses scattered across the country. We are in a very fast-
moving industry, the office products industry. Growth and the neces-
sity of 'growth is the reason we are here.

Our competition includes such giants as Xerox, IBM1, Kodak, and
others. Our statement requests either the repeal or the amendment of
sections 531 through 537. I will try to summarize.

33-s5--69--pt. 5--52
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No. 1. This l)art of the code deals with the accumulated earnings
tax, and we contend that this tax is really a, penalty. It is too Coml)liex
to be coped with )y small corporations.

The accumulated earnings tax is applied only to closely held corpo-
rations which are for the most part small businesses. L:irge corpora-
tions hav-e few problems with this particular part of taxation.

As a result, it gives them a very definite Competitive urge.
Thirdly, growth for us must be financed through retained earnings.

Financing growth with borrowed capital is unfeasible, especially iii
the present. high-interest-ra-te money market.

Fourthly, we touch quickly on a recent decision of the Supreme
Court in U.S. v. the Do u.s" Cornpany which has made our taxpay-
ers' life under this accumulated earnings tax even more difficult.

I do not speak as an expert on accumulated earnings taxes or on any
other provisions of Federal tax law. However, as a layman who h;s
studied the accumulated earnings tax, as it has affected my own busi-
ness and those of the 5,000 for whom I speak, I have concluded it is
indeed quite unlike other tax.

Neither the U.S. corporate income tax return, No. 1120, nor the in-
structions for its completion, contains any reference to the retained
earnings tax, and there is no separate form for its reporting.

In the unlikely event that a corporation should desire to pay this
tax voluntarily, its management would be hard put to find out how to
do so. This lack of procedure for self-assessment clearly indicates
that no corporation is expected to pay the tax voluntarily. it suggests
in reality that it is not a tax but a penalty.

Our burden with this taxation is even more severe because of the
complexity of the language of the parts of the code I refer to. The test.
for determining what is proper or improper earnings retention are so
varied and complex that only the most general guidelines can be made
available by the Internal Revenue Bureau.

Point 2: This tax or penalty for over-accumulation is only imposed
upon small corporations. Its taxation applies to only one segment of
the economy, and that part of the economy is least able, resourcewise,
to defend itself.

Justices Harvey, Douglas, and Stewart, in dissenting from the.
decision in the case of U.S. v. Don.rws. Co., said:

"In practice the accumulated earnings tax provisions are applied
only to closely held corporations, those controlled by relatively few
shareholders."

It can be considered unjust because it is confiscatory in nature.
Despite the heavy penalty that can be suffered, many executives of
small corporations learn of the existence of this earnings tax only
when its imposition is proposed by the Internal Revenue Act.

Whatever the reasons for past circumstances in which our owners
first learn of the tax, their reaction is sharp disbelief. They have
difficulty in understanding a naturally confiscatory tax which will be
imposed if they are unable to make the shows which are necessary under
the statute.

The contemplation of such a procedure, and the possible result can
be bitter when the Government has already taken more than half of
the corporation's earnings for the year in question, and is demanding
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a large slice of what, was left because it was not distributed as
dividends and subjected to further tax by the shareholders.

Growth for us must be financed through retained earnings. Fi-
maicing growth required capital is unfeasible especially with the high

interest rates. Our meml)ers report that they have now been paying
these high interest rates of 14 months.

The sinlal, closely held corporations Call retain profits only within
certain ill-defined limits, and at the peril of being subjected to a. con-
fiscatory additional tax.

Large business has no problem with this particular section of the
code.

This is a definite disadvantage in our competition with our larger
Compete itors.

In 1958 Congress recogniized the inflationary problem and increased
the lax credit. from $60,000 to $100,000. Since 1958., as you know, the
dollar has declined in value 20 percent. Using 1939 as a )enchmark,
the present tax credit is actually worth $38,000. That $38,000 would
not cover one month's operating expenses for many of our members.
And, that $38,000 is a real pool- down payment. for the kind of new
buildings and facilities we require for growth, when we find out, those
of us who have to build new buildings, that the costs of building have
gone up at the rate of a)out $20,000 to S40,000 in the last 3 or 4 years.

Now the. Supreme Court, in T.S. v. the Donr ,ms Co., changes the en-
tire game for the small corporation.

In this case, the Supreme Court reversed the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit. It said:

It i.- not necessary that thi avoidance of shareholders' tax he the sole Jurlpose
fo r the unreasonable icciutilittion of (ellinIgs.

This decision was rendered in favor of the Internal Revenue Service.
It essentially shifted the burden of proof back to the taxpayer. Again
our defenlu,,r, Mr. ,Justice I1arlan. in writing the (lissent said:

My difficulty with the inistru(,tio alpl)roved by the Court is that il most in-
stances it will effectively deny to the taxpayer the last clear chance which
Congress ,..leiry meant to afford and substitute a very chancy ded.

Mr. Chairman, in oncluusion, we place ourselves in the hands of this
conmiittee. We respectfully appeal to you to have someone seriously
review this statute, including sections 531 through 537. If it is unfair
and it is unjust, then we would recommend that it be repealed.

If it cannot be repealed, we hope you will in part overrule the deci-
sion of the Supreme Court in U.,q. v. Dow,',.-m Co.. and again to shift
the hurden of proof back to the Internal Reveme Service.

Second, of even greater urgency, we urge your support. We need
a sharply increased amomt of tax credit. We should like $100,000
of tax credit based on 1939 dollars. Hopefully we ask you to restate
your intent, that small growing business should and can keep adequate
rainy -day reserves, and that they can build ill) liquidity which is
al)sohltel y essential if they are to be able to )orrow money from the
banks.

Thank you very much.
Senator BYR). Any questions?
Senator Byrn). Mr. Chairman, I have no questions. T appreciate the

fact that Mr. Pembroke has brought to us questions which mnmy of
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us were unaware of and I think his presentation has been very timely
and I assure him tfe committee will look into it.

Senator BYRD. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTIS. No .questions.
Senator BYRD. Senator Miller?
Thank you very much, Mr. Pembroke.
Mr. PmBRoKiv. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
(Adrian H. Pembroke's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF ADRIAN 1-1. PEMBROKE, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL OFFICE
PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION AND TIIE BUSINESS PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION

SUM MARY

1. Accumulated earnings tax is really a penalty, the liability for which often
a rises from ignorance, bad advice, misunderstanding, or nistakes in business
judgment. It is too complex to be coped with by small corporations. It should
be repealed.

2. The accumulated earnings tax is applied only to closely-held corporations
which are for the most part small businesses. Large, publicly-held corporations
with which small businesses must compete don't have the problem . This gives
a competitivee advantage to big business in addition to all of its other advantage.

3. Growth must be financed through retained earnings. Financing growth with
borrowed capital is unfeasible, particularly in the present high-interest rate
money market.

4. The recent decision of the Supreme Court in U.S. v. The Donrus8 Compani!l
has made the taxpayer's life under the accumulated earnings tax even more
difficult.

5. If the statute cannot be repealed, amend it to make it easier for small busi-
ness to live with it.

(a) Overrule in part the Donru. Coinpany decision.
(b) Do something further to alleviate the taxpayer's burden of proof.
(c) Increase the amount of the minimum accumulated earnings credit to

reflect the changes in the value of the dollar due to inflation since such credit
was fixed at $100,000.

STATEMENT

My name Is Adrian H. Pembroke. I live In Salt Lake City, Utah, where I own
and operate a small business. I am a Past President of the National Office
Products Association, of Washington, D.C., and a Past President of Business
Products Council Association, of Chicago, Illinois. The first of these associations,
as Its name indicates, represents business organizations engaged in the manu-
facture, distribution and sale of offit( products. It has more than 5,000 members.
The second association has about &i5 member organizations which are (ealers-
in 100 cities in the United States in the products, including office equipment,
of a major manufacturer. All the members of each association are independent
dealers. Most of them are small, family-owned or otherwise closely-held corpora-
tions. The office products sales business. which I oe)rate In Salt Lake City is
conducted through a corporation owned by ine and my family. It is a member of
both of the associations which I have named, and It would be middle-sized among
the membership of each association.

I have been authorized by each association to present on Its behalf views
opposing the retention in the Internal Revenue Code of the provisions relating
to Corporations Improperly Accumulating Surplus, Sections 531 to 537, inclu-sive,,
or, in the alternative, if such provisions must be retained, some recommenda-
tions for changes.

I do rN t. and could not speak as an expert on the accumulated earnings tavx
or on aiiy other provision of the federal tax laws. However. as a layman who
has studied the accumulated earnings tax as It has affected my own busines-,
and similarly situated businesses among our membership, I have concluded that
it Is indeed quite unlike any other tax. Neither the U.S. Corporation Income Tax
Return (Form 1120) nor the accompanying instructions for Its completion cou-
tains any reference to the accumulated earnings tax and there is no separate
form for its reporting, nor, unlike the personal holding tax imposed by section
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544 of the Code, any schedule for its computation or reporting. In the unlikely
event that a corporation should desire to pay the tax voluntarily, Its management
would be hard put to find out how to do so. This lack of procedure for self-assess-
iiient clearly indicates that no corporation Is cxpcctcu to pay the tax voluntarily,
and suggests that it is really not a tax but a penalty. And it appears that, too
ften, liability for the penalty arises from ignorance, bad advice, misunderstand-

ing or mistakes in business judgment rather than from the type of abuse that
the provision is designed to prevent. Federal taxation is inherently cOml)lex, but
a businessman can, on his own or with professional assistance, determine with
siome degree of certainty the I)robable tax consequences under many sections of
the Internal Revenue Code. Not so with the accumulated earnings tax.

A small, closely-held corporation is more oft(en than not confronted with un-
certtity about the consequences of a proposed retention of the earnings of a
given year for what lie considers to be the reasonable needs of the business. The
tizt,4 for determining what is a proper or an improper accumulation are so many
a 1d varied. and complex, that only the most general and obvious guidelines can
b(' miide avilable by tIme Internal Revenue Service in its regulations or by the
advi('e of private practitioners of tax law.

! .eIpite the heavy penalty that can be suffered, many executives of small cor-
plorations learn of the existence of the accumulated earnings tax only when its
inIlositimn is proposed by an Internal Revenue Agent or through information
dis-cminated by trade associations such as ours. Whatever the reason for past
i-njr)ance or the circumstances in which such executives first learn of the tax,
their reaction is one of shocked disbelif, which is followed quickly by consterna-
tiun. They have (iliculty in a:pl)reciating a nearly confiscatory tax which will be
imld if they are unable to make the showings which are necessary under the
statute, the Income Tax Regulations and tie judicial decisions, if the presunip-
tiouis againiit the taxpayer are to be overcome. The conteml)latio(n of such a I)roce-
dure and the possible result can be particularly bitter when the Government has
already taken more than half of the corporation's earnings for the year in ques-
tiln alnd is demanding a large slice of what was left because it was not distributed
its dividends ,innd subjected to further tax at the shareholder level.

Whn the executi\'es of a small corporation learn further that the accumulated
earnings penalty is rarely, if ever, imposed on any of the large, publicly-held
c'lrpl-ations )ut has to be coped with only by corporations the ownership and
control of which are in a small group of stockholders, there is understandable
indignation. The independent dealers in office products who are members of our
two associations must compete directly with the giants in to office products
mi ufacturing business who sell their products through coipany-owned stores.
Such corporations have no problems with respect to the retention of earnings for
the financing of exl)ansion of facilities or other growth. Retained earnings are the
l)rincipal source of their financing and, in addition, they have great borrowing
power, both with lending institutions and with the public. In contrast, small
corporations do not have ready access to the money markets. Such borrowing as
they can arrange is frequently, in reality, borrowing by the shareholders who
must guarantee repayment of the loan which Is made to the corporation. Such
borrowing is or(linarily short-term. The retention of earnings is essential for
the -rowth of any business. Ti large, 1)ublic-held corporation retains its earnings
with immunity from any Government action comparable to the accumulated
earnings tax and with responsibility only to Its shareholders. The small, closely-
held corporation can retain profits only within certain ill-defined limits, at the
peril of being subjected to a confiscatory additional tax.

The competitive disadvantage is obvious. Such disadvantage is particularly
acute at times such as these with the high-interest rate money market which has
persisted for some 14 months. This, for practical purposes, precludes even the
financing of growth with borrowed capital. It is not surprising that many dealer-
shils, in all lines of merchandising have recently been taken over by the manu-
facturer.

The executives of a small corporation miay also be faced with a major problem in
the area of planning for the future of the business. Inability to get capital from
normal capital sources necessitates l)rimary reliance upon the resources of the
corporation or the personal assets of its stockholders. These executives must plan
in advance for future expenditiures because the amount of capital that is necessary
to make, for example, a major modification in a builllng, in a product line, or to
accomplish any sizeable expansion, Is more than can be obtained in a short period
of time. Thus, the accumulation of capital must be made over a period of years.
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Executives wvho look back over the last several years have reason to be very dis-
oiouraged. Tllls has beim a period of almost c-onstant inflation which his re'et ly

aceelerated. 'i small businessmiani whose corporation needs a nev l)lliin," must
consider carefully the fact that if it is to be built four years from now, the tusi.
ness must save not what is indicated by present cost estimates, but tht ad(lditiwihl
amount necessary to cover the inevitable price increases with which he vill
bhe confronted when construction is commenced.

A building which c(uld be built today for $100,000 may cost $130.,001 or
$140,000 four or live years from now. We have all watcled the price ini'reises
in labor generally and in the construction industry specifically, in the c)st of
money, in the cost of materials, and( in the cost o land. Thiis is all very di-
couraging to the small corporation with aspirations to become larger; and the
l)ossibility of being faced vith a substantial penalty if the Internal Il-\,eveu
Service does not agree with his approach in planning for potential future
exl)enditures or obligations adds to the (liscouragenlent.

As the small businessmen operating in the corporate form for whom I speak
learn more about the scope of section 531 and its administration, they see it
rightly or wrongly as a statutory license for Revenue Agents to second-uiess
the business juldguuent of management. Many of the questions requiring exer.is(e
of business judgment are of an indeterminate nature. For example. management
may believe that it is facing a period of industrial upswing when th(, corporation
can expect to do a inuch greater volume of itsimiess which will require more
cash, more inventory and the carrying of more accounts receivable. The (orpora0-
tion retains the earnings of a particular year upon the basis of these business fore-
casts. The upswing does not materialize. Instea(1, there is a re(,ession vhi.h
results in lower inventory and receival)les and greater liquidity. The working
capital forecasts have proved to be wrong. Tie lRevemne Agent, examining the
return for the particular year-two or three years later-says. "It is clear
that your corporation didn't need the earnings that it retained." and proposes
the imposition of the accumulated earnings tax. Thus, the small businessman
has to be right in his business forecasts am1d judgments. evei though nIost of
the economists in the country, including the Presi(ent's economic, advisor. nmay
have been wrong at the same time.

Or, take the case of a retention of earnings for a planned plant expansion or
for necessary improvements or repails. Tihe need may be obvious but im imum ge-
ment may be doubtful as to when the need should be fulfilled because of riingi
costs, labor problems, and fears, doubts all uncertainties, shared perhaps by
many of tile Nation's economists, concerning the general business outlook. Rev-
enue Agents are not at all sympathetic about these fears, doubts and uncer-
tainties, however real and justified. They are interested in sing evidence of ae-
tual commitments, well documented both in the corporate minutes and in em-
tractual arrangements. Again, tie small businessman has to be certain or at
least venturesome when everyone else is uncertain or cautious about coin-
mitments.

Then there is the case of the small corporp tion which distributes the earnings
of a profitable year because of the ever-present threat of the accumulated earnings
tax and its heavy penalties. A sharp 0rop in prices occurs subsequently and the
potential profits In current inventories are dissipated. This may lead to insolvency
which could have been avoided by the retention of profits which would have
provided an adequate cushion.

Take the actual ease of oine association member. Fortunately, its manageniemit
was timely advised that there would be vulnerability to the accumulated earn-
ings tax at the end of the then-current year. The corporation distributed the
earnings of that year as dividends and elected to be taxed thereafter under the
provisions of Subchapter S of the Code. It is now being told by the manufactu-er
of the products which it sells that it must prepare for a doubling of sales, which
will require the doubling of facilities and of capital requirements. Indel lefnt
dealerships are continued only by ability to grow aid fulfill the demands of the
manufacturer. Management of the corporation now wishes that it had a us.bion
of accumulated earnings at the corporate level to nleet this development wihicli
was unforeReen at the time It became aware of approaching vulnerability to the
section 531 tax.

The operation of the statute under Its administration and interpretation does
not permit the putting aside of amounts for unforeseen developments or in antici-
pation of a "rainy day." The pitfalls inherent in the retention of earnings without
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alliy real piirl'os" to avoid thle impos)itio" o)f tax onI shareholders arte simp~lly too.
formidable and complex for the manag."emlent of sitiall corpiora tills of thle type
represented by our1 lassociat 10115. After at corpiorationl has re' tied earnings of
iiiore than $100,000) it imst lie prepa red to lW0~e within (ollsideralble precision
what the reasonable needs oif the corporation were at the end of any year wh-len
ti11 or at substantial part (If the( 'year's earnings were not (distributed ats dividendsd.
It must. now, after the dec&.4doi of the( -ited States Supremeo Court lin U.N. i%
'P/ic linra.v (ftnpuinp. 3v. U.S. 2117 U 1a),est abolish by at prej oiiideranice oIt the
evidence, whatever thlli meneils, that tax aVoitlailce with respect to shairehlolde'rs
wats not "one of tile d~urposes" for 1111 accumlaht ion. Thle practical efleet of this
decision, I am iI)'Armletl by counsel, is that a family corporation such as is,
typical aiiioiig t'x mnembiers of our associatb)1ls, must (locumletit Ili its recordIs
such overwh-b'aning proof of the business iiet't for tile retenitioni of earnings.
11nd( of tl)' ifizlls anit c(milllit ilents for' sat isfyling tile need1. thait- avoiti e 11 o(f
imposition of tax\ on shareholdlers wh~ichl would hlave' resulted if tite eariing"s
had been distributed will (learly a pp ea r to hlave been1 (If minor sign ifica lice.
But, of course, every shareholder is, aware thait hie will paly mior'e tax individually
if he receives at (ivideuid than if hie (l(Ies iot receive it, and if ,Iil amount that
has beenl retained for it purposes which is sub~sequen('tly tieterniijued no~t to be a
reasonable nieedl of the business is Large enloughl. it will be difficult to Say hlollestly
that- the tax effect lit tile shiare'lolei level 5110111( he disregarded as a purpose05
which wits Ilot sigllificallt inl the determlillatimil of dividendi~ policy.

I atl also informed by counsel that tile activities of Revenuie Antinl ileo
sectionn 5:31 area have increased substanlt i:lly since the hanldilig (1(11 of tit('

inrussv (7onpanjj decision by the( United States Supreme Court. From thle point
of view of the Revenue Agent, this is,, as it should( he and if onle should Voice
obIjections to the( unfairness of it particular application of the accuimulated
earnings tax, the( oblvious answer bly the Revenue Agent would lhe that the olive-
tion is one that should he nmatde not to him or to the Internal Revemue Service
but to the Congress. That is our purpose tit making this appeai'a lle.

We sincerely believe that. this tax, ats it applies and as it is administered, Is
unfair to small. closely-held businesses which must Compete with big businesses
unaff-eted b~y this tax *,that it stifles expansion lil prosperongl1 tinies ; thait It is ali
obstacle to sound planning and fiscal policy :and that the harma that it does to
small business Is not complensated for by tile prevention (If the abuse tit which
it Is aimed. We recommend its repeal.

We are aware that reixwal (If tile statute has liven uirged-( at Various times slilee
tht-enlactmIlent of the first accuniulatedl earnings tax by thle Revenlue Acet of 1913.
Since it has beeni keplt oil the( hooks, it is obvious I hNt it has 1100 t11o le lief ofI tile'
Congress that thle accumulated earnllinlgs. ttlx perforlills a leg'it illilate and1( Ileessii ly
flunction lin our tax policy. We w~old l-w01 thlat the( changes in our emilly tOat
have been occurring Ii recent years, lart icula ny duet( ti inflation al in~crease.,
Ii interest rates, the :nicreasiiig (lisadvanitages ulld(er whlichi sau111 business 'olal-
Tpetes with big business, the increasing confusion created ily judicial tiecisions and
Internal Revenue Service positions. the (lecreasev lit thle displarity between co-(,*
porate rates-. anti indlividuial rate-m which nmay be decreasing even furtl her. niay be0
considered valid reasons for repeall of the penalty tax. lHoNVever'. if the Congress,
Ii its Nvisdom, decides to r'etiin tile provisionl. we would likte to set' it modlified inl
ways that wvill make it easiel' for the(, executives ti11(1 other representatives of
small corporations; to livye with it, to make predictionls conceerning, vu1lnerability
toI ti1' tax, and1( to avoid if-,, pit falls, Ill the niev'r-('llohing lIottlitil (of eXpbe1Isive.
timie-consuming aind frustrating controversies with tll(,, Internal Revenue SAerviev.

First, wve would likce to see the statute amendedP( to overrule iii part tht, e lisiolI
of the Suipremie Court Ii tite, JDonuss case. As hierein previously indlicalted. and
as ind~icatedl i the dissent lby Mr. Justice Harlan Ii that ease, it will lie extraior-
(lilnrily difficult for a taxpayer to prove thant the knowledge of tax savings,
Which wvill almost always be, present ANviiei earnings are retainled istead of' being
distributtul as (iivi(1('1ls. dlid Ilot play somet part. however slight, Ii til(,, decision
not to distribute. The statute should he amended to provide a "hut for tau etst
wvlili would allow the Government to prevail If it ca,-n show, with the( n id of the(
section 533c () plresumplItion., that taxpayer w~ouldl not hanve accunilatedl the(
earnings If it hadl not been for. the( tax 'sa vIng at thle sha relhld'r level, and which10
would lperinit thle taxpayer to escape the( tax If it canl show that ft'e earnling~s
wvouldl have been acililated evt'n hia(]110 tax saving be'en possible. Suchl anl ap-
prloach Would give eft'ct. to the( setioli 5:3 (ii 1 )presumnptioni anti t'imahlt tile Ilmlhosi-
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tion of a penalty upon a taxpayer which had a "purpose" to avoid the tax, and,
on the other hand, it would afford the taxpayer an opportunity to prove the
existence of a purpose "to the contrary."

Without specifying how it may be accomplished, we strongly believe that
something further should be done about the burden of proof in accumulated earn.
ings tax litigation, and that the application should not be restricted to Tax Court
)rocee(ings. A proceeding which leads to litigation of an accumulated earnings

issue starts with a statutory notice which simply states that it has been deter-
mined by the Commissioner that earnings of a particular year in excess of the
reasonable needs of the business have been retained by the taxpayer (or words
to that effect). There Is no specification of the facts or conclusit.s upon which
such determination Is based. The taxpayer must take it from th,-:: and is placed
in the position of having to negate, the existence of all the pos.:-iv,', facts or cir-
cumstances upon which the Commissioner may have based his determination .
This is too great a burden, particularly for the small corporation with limita-
tions upon the amounts it can spend for legal advice and assistance in so complex
a n ar ea of the law.

At the very least, we recommend that the amount of the minimum accumulated
earnings credit provided for by section 535(c) (2) of the Code be increased sub-
stantially. The value of the dollar has been decreased so greatly by inflation since
the credit was raised from $60,000 to $100,000 in 1958 that the necessity for a
further increase is clearly indicated. When this increase occurred in 1958, the
House Committee Report (85th Cong., 2d 'Sess., H.Re)p No. 2198 (1958) 6) which
accompanied II.R. 8381, amending section 535(c) of the 1954 Code, stated is
follows:

"Your committee has increased this $00.000 minimum accumulated earnings
credit to $100.000. The accumulated earnings tax has presented an esl)ecially
serious problem for small business, because the absence of specific plans fre-
quently makes it difficult for small business to establish the reasonable needs of
the business for accumulated earnings. It was in fact this which initially led to
the $60.000 minimum credit in prior years. By raising this amount 'to $100.000,
yo,,r committee makes allowances for rising costs since this figure was first estab-
li-'wd and also provides a slightly wideri margin of accumulation with respect to
which business can be free of worry concerning the accumulated earnings tax.
It should be made clear, however, that this increase in the minimum credit is
not in :iny way intended as an indication that accumulated earnings in excess of
$100.000 are necessarily subject to this special tax."

The foregoing reasons, which prompted the increase from $0,000 to $100,000
in 1958, apply with even greater force today after ten years of inflation. The
amount which a corporation should be )ermitted to retain with no questions,
asked should be equated to the decrease in the value of the dollar.

Tf the higher brackets of the individual income tax rates aire to be lowered,
it is assumed that there would be a correlative change in tile 27,+ percent rate
for imposition of the accumulated earnings tax on accumulated taxable income
not in excess of $100.000 and in the 281/2 percent rate on accumulated taxable
income in excess of $100,000, provided by sections 531 (1) and (2).

I appreciate very much this opportunity to present views of our association
members concerning the accumulated earnings tax.

Sentor Byrn. The next witness will be Stanlev Nitzlbrg, tax
counsel, Commerce and Indnstry Association of New York.

'We shall be glad to hear from you, sir.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY NITZBURG, TAX COUNSEL, COMMERCE
AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK

.Nt""-nRtr. Thr !k you.
Commerce and 1I1lustrv Association is the l:Irgest- service cll.l-

ber of commerce in the Nation. Our membership consists of commnies
in ever field of endeavor and range in size from the small family
corporation to the Fortune 500. The viewpoint I will present is the
"iewpoint of the majority of New York business.
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We believe that the House, in its efforts to meet lblic clanilor to
tax 155 wealthy taxpayers, has produced a bill with three major
failings.

The first is the bill is inflationary rather than anti-inflationary. Tile
provisions for tax reduction are untimely. They are inconsistent with
other provisions in the bill which are intended to curtail inflation,
such as the surcharge extension.

They generate additional funds for consumer spending at a time
when every effort is being made to reduce spending and tighten the
supply of money.

The second ailing is that the bill attempts to fragment the pros-
perity of the economy. Even if the bill generated as much revenue
as is'lost from the reductions in individual tax, it is done by trading
business tax dollars for individual tax dollars.

The bill does this directly. Section 461 increases the alternative
capital gains tax on corporations from 25) to 30 percent, with an esti-
mated revenue increase of $175 million, and it does it indirectly by
termination of the investment credit with an estimated revenue increase
of $1.35 billion in 1970 rising to $3.3 billion when it is fully effective.

The repeal of the credit is done ostensibly because it contributes
to inflationary pressure. However, President Nixon, in requesting the
repeal said:

"The repeal of the investment credit will permit relief to every
taxpayer through relaxation of the surcharge earlier than I had
contemplated."
We believe that the credit encourage, modernization and permt:

increased production at a, lesser cost, and actually has had an ailli-
inflationary effect. We do not see this time as an appropriate time for
political meddling in economic problems, namely trading off economic
growth for voter approval.

Moreover, we do not understand how middle-income and other per-
sons are going to prosper if the competitive position of business in
world markets is burdened by higher taxes and lost incentives. The
sales lost through higher prices means reduced production and that
in turn will mean lost jobs.

While this bill makes competition more difficult for American busi-
ness, other legislation is pending which will impose )rotective barriers
in ain effort to maintain domestic sales, and in addition to protective
legislation, there are bills such as H.R. 13715 which will preserve the
drawback on duties and extends the dra wbaek concept to indirect
taxes.

So there seems to be an awareness of the increased pressure from
foreign markets, but H.R. 13270 is inconsistent vith this effort to sus-
tain the position of American l)ushiess in intern;.,ional commerce.

The third major failing of the bill is dhat it. sarifices siml)licity.
Some of the formulas and interrelated provisions contained in the
bill seem so complex that we question whetller tley are completely
understood even by the draftsmen. We cortainlv do not think that it
is possible to create a greater sense of tax equity and fairness with
provisions that cannot be understood.

It is interesting to note that when the problem requiring reform is
faced, the bill manages both equity and simplification, and( that would
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be a section such as 311, income averaging, but when the problem is
avoided, you have a coml)lex )rovision such as 302 allocating deduc-
tions, which makes a backward attempt to cope with tax reference
income and manages to ignore basic tax principles as well as establish
principles of existing law.

We feel that unless reform is achieved with relative simplicity we
are only deceiving ourselves by trading in an old problem for a new
problem.

I would like to comment on two specific sections. The first is moving
expense. When Congress originally passed section 217, it recognized
the need to have a mobile labor force. Obviously one reasoll was to en-
courage unem)loyed labor to move to all area of job opporttility.

Equally iml)orItant was recognizing that modern business operations
are multistate operations, and it is olten necessary to shift eml)loyees
from one location to another.

Section 231 of the bill attempts to bridge the gap between the cur-
rent treatment of moving expense an(l reality. The present law ignores
the fact that the transferred employee nu114 find a place to live at his
new employment location. It ignores that when a move is made, solmle
teml)orary living accommodation is necessitated by delay ill occupancy
or by a misdirected moving Anb(cy.

The third factor is tle expenses incidental to the sale ald purchase
of a home. These items are all real costs of a. move b)oth -for the newly
employed and the transferred eml)oyee. They represent tie finan-
cial burden which is added on to the emImotional disruption that is in-
volved ill every family move.

Although tile bill w'ou1(1 ld erlit ded uctioU 0 f these illiirect moving
expenses, it imposes an inadequate dollar limit, alid tint, amount, is
$1,000 onl both, the cost of seekitig a, new residence and the. cost of
temporary accommo(lations. A com pa ny rei mbursinog its employees
will limit the eXl)Qen' that, husband and wi fe incur in searching for
a residence, at a. new location. ]lit when a. low dollar limit, on the
deductible expense is set 1)y legislation, yo are in effect saving that
the lIoiise-hintil(g expense" is not de(lltible, if you get a job or get
transl'erred too far from where you are currently living, or in other
words, do not move from WXest% Virginia, to California. Move from
West Virginia. to Pennsvlvaniat and then you will be all right.

Business in New York has had problems in transferring men into
the area. The cost of living is high and i mnm)er of l)roblems are
presented which are not answered )y additional compensation. But
when a, nman is transferred in, and he and his family are awaiting the
arrival of a moving van which was last heard from somewhere in
Indiana, you cannot expect by New York City standards to house a
family of four or Ive for 3(' days at a cost which when added to
the house-hunting cost will still be within this $1,000 limitation.

We suggest that no limit be set for these expenses. They should be
kept within tul concept of reasonableness that )ervades the entire
section.

Wire also l)elieve that temporary storage charges should be allowed
as a deductible expense, not subject to a- dolla- limitation, but as at
,general expense under the (h) (1) (A) provision. Neither of these
changes should result in a significant revenue loss.
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Just a word on section 331 which imposes a, tax on so-called deferred
compensation. By not defining deferred compensation you are inter-
ferin g with valid contract arrangements for postemployment con-
sulting as well as the agreements that affect noncompetition and
retention of trade secrets. They may very well be included now Is
taxable items where they are not within the gunut of problems with
wAi(eh the section l)lurl)o1'te(ly is attempting to cope.

I might note that revenue gain from section 331 is minimal. It is
only $5 titillion in 1972, andl ti section does not really serve the
ll1l)ose that it is intended t o serve.

In conclusion, I wouhl like to express our association's support of
this ('0ollmittev's elrort. W e trust it will result in a true tax reform
bill that will I)enefit the entire economy witliout penializing tie business
and investment, coinifunity.

Thank you for the ol))ortinniy to express the position of the New
York bulSineSs community.

Senator Byin). Senator Bennett ?
Senator Curtis?

,ellator (tuwris. You do )ot favor tihe lassage of the IHlouse bill ?
Mfr. Ni'i'zn'un. No, sir.
Senator CurTis. That is all.
Senate or Byiw. Senalor Williamsl ?
Se'natO WILLIAMS. No questions.
Sealitor' BYRD. Thank v'o)i.
Mr. Ni'izuvi. Thank Nou, Mfr. Chiairni:1m.(tale, Nit. 1",pared sta:tellient follows )

ST.VITMENT (OF ST.NLE~Y NIIZaHURti, (C'OMMEIR', ANDl I.NIowSTIY ASSOc(IATION 01o

Ni.:w Yoiu. lxc.

SUM M ARY

1. r ii incelnivt ;s1'1' Il "4t li(I i t's" 1but a jI~ l. ) ip lrt of 111o soctia lly atnid
ct'conoimically justilhalehI, dy ii<.1i s of' a fr-et vilivlt'lris , systii.

2. Ratiising corporate 1, tXaeS a1 nd reducing inlvnt ives for. It,('hlog.'ical adv'tll('-
111(,t and1(1 w plant- ('(n 110t ioi ads to the l' O ti'l bi't, b-urden of or Uited
S l(,; lis-iness With foreign 1(1adh aind will tggravatev our il rade unl pay-
Ineu'ts S]l'olflentl.

3. o'.x r1tliol'' vill hI attained t-l hrongh l+ix reform. Tax re(luction at this tile
is .1ll iml'lr'l-iale rteslimi se ito co(}tinlm'd million.

1. Our iieql itbh a1nd coiuil'X systeml of t1xation ui (jlirsi 1)otli reform 3111(l
simplicity.

5. prove ' 121 rostrieing biusilness 3 et ivities of tnx-exeml)t O'galizatiols by
suljet't'ing their 11ire1 late !)usi1tss iiicomhe to tax at o(1diltlry corporate
tax rates.

6. Approve § 231 Which wolil lieralize (eduction of moving exist'1ises, b11t dis-
a1plrWov' tillrt I :o1113bh( (1113dll1r inli1 )ioll ilImpost(1.

7. 1Disapprove § :l! which woul(l restrict the aniount of lax liriefereice income
Which a1 individual (.ouild ('11 Witliolit being subject to tax.

S. Disapprove § :02 which reliires the allocat ion of eXpenses betweemi t aXlibh,
ill(co}llie.

9. Approve § 311 which woul liiralize ieomie averaging by redliciuig the
(jul11 ifying I41'rc.t Ig, to 120(14c and by ineli'Ig (aipital gains illn the (olu-

10. Disapprove §331 which would Impose an additional "minlimlulm tax" on
deferred compensation paylients.

11. Disapprove § 401 which would penalize small business by changing the tax
t reatlicnt of multiple corporations.
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12. Approve § 412 which limits the application of the election to have an In.
stalinent sale.

.13. Disapprove § 413 which requires a pro-rata portion of original issue discount
to be included in a bondloller's annual income and requires a corporatii,
to file an information return recording tile amount of discount learned by
each bondholder.

14. Disapprove § 414 which limits the deduction paid by a corporation oil I(-
purchase of its convertible securities.

15. Approve § 421 which restates the existing law making stock distriutiIll
taxable where the stockholders not accepting cash or other property receive
a proportionate corporate interest.

16. Disapprove § 461 which would increase the alternative capital gains rate
for corporations from 25% to 30c.

17. Disapprove § 515 which would eliminate capital gain treatment on total dis-
tributions from qualified plans made to an employee in one year.

18. Disapprove § 521 which eliminates the use of the double declining bal.&ie
and sum of the years digits methods of accelerated depreciation on new
buildings but approve the provision encouraging rehabilitation of low-
income housing.

19. Approve §§ 801-804 which would afford tax relief to individual taxpayers with
a reservation as to fiscal soundness of enacting such provisions at this time.

20. Disapprove all provisions of the bill which woald have retroactive applicth iol.

STATEMENT

Commerce and Industry Association is the largest service chamber of commerce
in the United States. Its more than 3,500 members represent a true cross-.seti(ui
of American business and industry both as to size and nature of enterprise.

We commend the effort that produced the Tax Reform Act of 1969 111H.
13270). Tax reform has been too often neglected, to difficult to face, and virtually
impossible to effect. It should not, however, be attained by sacrificing other
equally commendable objectives of government or by disavowing basic principles
i n herent in our economy.

The 1968 Republican Party platformi stated the "imperative need for tlx re-
form and siniplification". The 1968 platform of the Democratic Party promised
the elimination of corporate and individual preferences "that do not serve the
national interest". II.R. 13270 meets neither objective. The ingeniously complex
formulae and interrelated provisions contained in the bill are virtually incom-
preliensible and can only result in taxpayer confusion and administrative head-
aches. The restriction and repeal of so-called "loopholes" may satisfy public
clamor, but such action does not take into account the effect oii the national
economy.

Incentives are not "loopholes"
The capitalistic system we know. has made this country a world leader in

social and economic achievement. It will sustain our continued effort to elimi-
nate poverty and raise our national standard of living. Such a system mut
allow and encourage the accumulation, investment and reinvestment of capital.
Such a system must encourage Individual initiative, creativity and work, pro-
viding a higher reward for the greater accomplishment. Our tax laws often
encourage and support some of these activities.

Enforcement of private Investment and private philanthropy is clearly prefer-
able to expanded government activity. Accelerated depreciation, the investment
credit and other tax relief provisions now under attack, actually provide the
impetus for new plants, technological improvement and expanded productivity
at reduced cost. This is essential for real growth and is the cornerstone of our
vitality. Such provisions do not constitute "loopholes". They are the safety valves
on high tax costs and a proper part of the socially and economically justifiable
dynamics of a free enterprise system.

Aggravating our trade and paymnents9 problem
The pending legislAtion is politically expedieint rather than economically

sound. Shifting the individual's tax burden to corporations will have a short-livel
beneficial effect. The prosperity of this nation cannot be fragmented. Labor cannot
)rosI)er unless business prospers, and the prosperity of business Is not determined
solely by Its ability to sell in domestic markets. International trade must be In
balance for true economic growth to take place, and the balance has been askew.
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The primary reason for United ,;taits business having less of a share in world
1mrlets is simply the higher price of our products. Cost increases in the form
otf vxorbitant wage rises has been a major contributing factor. Contracts with
N-wv'e increments of more than 30% over three years are no longer rare and 60%

hikes have beel won by building trade unions.
Higher tax costs and inadequate inducenients to export are other factors. Yet

tMis bill rises corporate taxes, reduces incentives for technological advance-
ment and new plant construction and in other respects adds to the competitive
burden of business. In doing so the bill intensities the pressure on rising prices.

Iligher priced United States goods wvill be less welcome in foreign markets
while the domestic market will be inundated by imports. The aggravated im-
balance of trade will result in a new spate of demands for remedial hgislation.
Corrective legislation cannot be effective so long as the source of the problem is
ignored, namely, higher costs due to higher wages and lost tax incentives.

The existing incentives are inadequate and should be expanded rather than
restricted. This w-as the conclusion rewhed in a study published by the Depart-
ment of Commerce :

"Increasing the investment tax credit from 7 to perhaps, 14 percent either for
trade-sensitive industries or for all industries would provide a powerful added
incentive to modernize manufacturing plants and could significantly increase
U.S. competitiveness in international trade both on the import and export sides.
Such a step, however, would have to be carefully weighed against the loss of
U.-S. tax revenue and other economic considerations, and might be put forward
Mhen tax reduction becomes possible. If, however, the U.S. trade balance con-
tinues to worsen, the proposal should be given urgent consideration." (U.S.
Department of Commerce, "A Five Year Outlook With Recommendations for
Action", April, 1969, p. 76.)

Tax relief through tax reform not tax rediuetion,
The need for tax relief at both the individual and corporate level is inappropri-

ately achieved at this time by tax reduction. Tax relief will be attained by true
tax reform. Reform. however, does not call for the repeal of incentives. It de-
minads the elimination of abuses and distortions of the intended purpose of exist-
ing provisions. It demands reestablishing the statutory broad tax base and the
consistent application of effective rates. This will in turn produce tax relief in
that tax revenue will be maintained, if not increased, and the tax burden will
be properly distributed.

The case for tax reduction at this time is based on emotionalism. It is un.
questioned that net income after taxes buys less today than it did five years
ago, but this is the result of inflation and not of higher taxes. The Revenue Acts
of 1962 and 1964 reduced tax rates for individuals. Except for the surcharge, the
rates have remained the same and the amount of tax has been a stable cost In
the taxpayer's budget.

The family budget can only be broug'" back into balance by the successful
continuation of the tight against inflation. This bill attempts to check inflation
by extending the surcharge, repealing the investment credit and imposing re-
strictions on accelerated depreciation. It inconsistently fuels inflation by con-
tributing new money to the flow of commerce in excess of the amount generated
by all the restraints and so-called reforms combined. Clearly, curtailment of
capital expenditure by business white stimulating consumer spending can only
result In continued inflation and crisis.

Although Congress is appropriately responsive to demands of the electorate
for tax reform, it is inappropriate to accept a demand for tax reduction which
cannot be enacted if we are to have fiscal integrity. Increased spending and
reduced taxes are Incompatible and cannot be achieved. If taxes are reduced,
government spending at present levels cannot be sustained without creating
another monetary crisis. The Viet Namin conflict still takes its toll in human and
financial resources and, even with the surcharge in effect, a balanced budget is
hard to maintain. Federal programs of proven value have been curtailed because
of inm;utelcent funds. New and innovative programs to cope with long-standing
domestic problems have been shelved because revenue is lacking. This Is reality.

Tax reduction Is wishful thinking and not todays reality. The people of this
country are mature enough to accept In government the same responsibilities
they accept in their own households, namely, sound budgeting and fiscal integrity.
Borrowing affords only temporary relief before it adds to the burden. At the
national level the annual Interest expense to carry debt is in excess of $10
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billion. It is time to reassert and follow the principle that only one dollar is to
be spent for qach dollar earned, rather than burden future generations with our
fiscal follies.
Tax equity and 8implicity

We should seriously question whether there ever can be a truly equitable
system of taxation. It Is unlikely that historical research will uncover a
prototype tax system which we can adopt or adapt. We might also qustioii
whether there is any ultimate good to be obtained In working toward a theoreti.
ally equitable system if it will be so unwieldy and complicated that, except for
the creative originators, and a handful of skillful practitioners, It will not 1W
understood. Moreover, an equitable system might not receive the expected acclaim
if work incentives are stultified, if capital Investment is discouraged, if persolis
on a poverty level are required to bear a minimum burden of taxation in exchange
for the privilege of voting and enjoying the basic benefits of national govern.
ment, etc. Such a system may, in fact, cause substantial economic disruption
and political unrest.

A more basic question is whose sense of equity is to provide the guideline for
taxation. The divergence of opinion amongst just and equitable men as to wlat
is equitable may never be resolved. Resolution is further complicated by dynamic'
changes in economic conditions.

We acknowledge that our present tax system is not equitable. An extra exemip-
tion is afforded a blind person, but not a deaf person, quadruple amputee or oth(r
equally handicapped )erson. This is an accepted part of our tax code, but lackm
reason and equity. No one would suggest removing this additional exemnl)tiom,
yet the revenue strain and administrative difficulty of extending an additional
exemlption to all handicapped persons prevents such "reform."

Stockholders are still subjected to double taxation on their investment returim,
once as corporate income and again as dividend income. Hardly equitable, but a
part of our tax law.

We begin, therefore, with all inequitable system of taxation which is overly
complex, difficult to follow and difficult to enforce. Clearly, there are many liii.
provenints which can be made to further the sense of fairness and further
simplicity in administration.

But fairness and simplicity are equally important objectives that complement
each other. Nothing is to be gained by sacrificing one to the other. The complexi-
ties of our tax system are, in part, the progeny of inequity. Simplification and
reform are possible when we deal with the cause rather than the symptom of
inequity. H.R. 13270 fails to do this. Its complexities challenge tile intellect of
the expert tax practitioner. There are too few such experts available to help
implement these provisions. Tax paying and tax practice will become more of a
challenge than it is now. Ignorance and inadvertence will play an increased
part in tax avoidance and further undermine public confidence.

We believe that every individual who has substantial income also has a respon-
sibility to pay a fair share of tax. In an attempt to reach this objective, the pres-
ent bill wreaks havoc with established tax concepts, basic individual freedoms,
the formation of capital and the future growth of this nation's economy. If the
present bill is enacted, we will face a situation in which the proverbial forest
will be destroyed in an effort to cut down the unpruned growth of 155 trees.

The positions contained in ,this paper further the objectives of simplification
and greater equity in our tax law. They affirm the tenets of capitalism and are
directed toward the continued orderly development of our national economy.
Approve § 121-Tax on unrelated busine8s Income

The "Clay-Brown" type of transaction is an abuse of the intent of existing
code provisions. Allowing such deals contributes nothing to the national interest
while it reduces tax revenue. It is this type of tax avoidance which undermines
taxpayer confidence. We approve of the provision requiring an exempt organiza-
tion to treat as unrelated business income that portion of income which the
indebtedness on acquired property bears to the total value of the property.

Many tax exempt organizations receive income from business activities un-
related to their exempt purpose. Churches, civic leagues, etc. are now permitted
to enjoy such business income without paying normal corporate income tax. This
constitutes a distortion of the exemption concept and results in improper gov-
ernment financing of the activities of the exempt organization.

Permitting unrelated business income of exempt organizations to escape tax
places comparable private business endeavors at a disadvantage. Moreover, new
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private business undertakings are discouraged since they cannot expect to com-
pete successfully with an established business that operates free of income tax.
The revenue gain from enactment of this provision may be higher than esti-
mated, since creating a truly competitive situation will increase business ac-
tivity. It is equally appropriate to restrict an exempt organization from engag-
hig In business through a controlled subsidiary corporation.

Recreation and family entertainment is an expanded part of our national
living pattern. Clearly a personal expense, it should be paid for with after-tax
dollars. To the extent that certain social clubs have been able to shelter passive
investment income, they are able to provide facilities witli pre-tax dollars. This
is inequitable and we approve of the corrective provision which would tax such

olllne.
We approve of the new definition of "trade or business" which treats as un-

related business Income advertising revenue in excess of publication costs re-
elived by an exempt organization. The competition for advertising dollars Is

Intense. Recently a number of national magazines have discontinued publica-
tion, as a result of Inadequate advertising revenue. Neither the advertiser seek-
hig exposure, nor the subscriber reading an ad, considers the tax status of the
publisher as a factor In the ad's effectiveness. Hence, there is no basis for giving
favored tax treatment to the exempt publication.

Approve § 281-Moving expense
A high level of national employment Is made p osSible by a mobile labor force.

Mobility Is also essential for the Internal growth of nationwide business. Al-
though Congress has recognized this In principle, the existing restrictive moving
expense deduction Ii.unrealistic an(l must be brought up to date.

Facilitating an employee's effort to advance his family's standard of living
Is In the national Interest. In those cases where the move permits a dependent
fainily to become it wage earning family, the cost of providing government assist-
ance is avoided. A family move motivated by higherincome results in an Increased
tax contribution. ,

In business today single site operations are a. miuch a tling of the past as
"lmoni adiil p)p" grocery stores. Corporate employees must endure a llUniber
of moves as part of their development. In these situations, where the move Is
requiredd by all employer, the employee does not necessarily receive a sidary
Increment Even when his salary is increased his unreimbursed moving costs
often will result in a net financial Joss that cannot be deducted from taxable
income. Full reimbursement results In some taxable income and the after-tax
situation will still be a net loss. 0

These problems are recognized and )artially treated in §231. However, to
the extent tl:t the dollar limitations imposed are not commensurate with actual
costs In today's market, the bill falls short of providing the neessary relief.

A family of four occupying temporary quarters in a metropolitan area can
easily expect to spend more than $1,000 in a thirty-day period. Searching for
'a new home can take a few days. Hotel costs plus air fare cai easily add an-
other $60 ) disburenent. There should be no dollar limitation on this provision.

Although delayed c'ul)ancy of a new residence Is considered. no lrovision
is made for deducting the temporary storage charges which wAill have to I)e IWlid
during this same period. Temporary storage charges should be included as
a (b) (1) (A) expense which is not subject to limitation.

The section provides foTr inclusion in gross income as "conIpensatIon for
service es" any reilbursed moving expense Thus, the employer will have with-
held those taxes normally taken on wages paid. This will result in an out-of-
pocket cash loss to tihe employee that will not be replaced until he receives a
refund oi fing his annual return. Another problemm Is presented in t situation
where the evjiloyee does not use itemized deductions. In this case, the dedu(-
tion would rictually be lost while the amount of reimbursement would remain
in income. We recommend that reimbursed moving expensets, to the extent that
they are deductible, should not be treated as "compensation for services" and
should be omitted from gross income.
Disapprove § 801-Limit on tao preferences
Disapprove § 802-Allocation of deductions

We disapprove of both of these provisions as arbitrary, extremely complex and
contrary to establish principles of tax law.
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The bill lasifl(s certain income as tax preference icome, namely, taix-exVlet
interest on state and local bonds: the deduction allowed Individuals f ofie-ialf
of net; long-t(rin capital gains, cliarItible .ontrilbu ols of p'operty whih I1:1s
tpplreelated in value, the aIlowatce of accelerated depredation on real esta ti a nd
the treatment of farm loss. Section 3ll01 it rodue's the new and entirely novel
concept of placing aln overall limitation on these so-called tax preferences for
individuals. This overall limitation is Imposed even though tho propriety iind
extent of safeguards with respect to each "preference" item has beeui separately
dealt with In otier parts of the bill.

The objective of §§ 301 and 302 is to Impose a higher tax on a eomparatively
small group of wealth y taxpayers who mal1ke extensive use of existing UIx pro-
visis id thereby pay a relit ively small ntoumit of tax. ''lh('( "jreferice'" iiins
are still considered sound and, as safeguarded by present and proposed law, will
be available in full to the average taxpayer. llence, the socially and econith'llaly
desirable effects of these provisions are retained while the politically expedi(t
step is taken of imposing a greater tax on wealthy persons.

Creating new taxpayer classifications is contrary to the concept of equal treat-
ment before the law. If an item is deduetible, such deduction is new available to
all taxpayers. Allowing deductions and permitting tax incentives to same tax-
payers and not others, proposes 't method of tax discritl Ination which has ito
place in our system. As precedent for future legislation, treating taxpayers dif-
ferently although the taxable event is the matie, marks the accelerated decl ie
of taxpayer confidence and promises further complexity in our tax law.

Section M102 has a similar limitation provision applying to deductions and Is
equally novel in our federal tax system. This provision segregates non-business
deductiots and requires then to be allocated between taxable and tax lrefereviev
income. The amount allocated to preference income is disallowed under a (cm-
plicated formula. The theory apparently is that one baking both taxable incme
and tax preference Income could have paid these expetises proportiotmtely ollt
of both sources. Hence, it is arbitrarily presumed that lie has (lone so regardless
of any connection betwcn income and expenses. We find such presuimptloin to be
uzlreasonable.

An example of tax distortion resulting front the application of this provisloi
would be present in a situation where a taxpayer, having some preference in-
come, realizes a substantial capital gain, i.e., on the sale of his wholly-owned
business. Here the infusion of a large amount of "preference" Income will result
In the disallowance of otherwise deductible expenses even though the proceeds
from such long-term gain were not available to pay these expenses. This formula
attempt at "reforin" will actually produce new inequities which will certainly
require further "reform."

The most serious and significant criticism of § 302 is that it will affect the
treatment of deductions that arise out of transactions completed well III advance
of any proposal now embodied in the current legislation. The orderly planning and
predictability of business and investment, which has always been a part of our
tax laws, is unceremoniously discarded.

Both provisions create the problem of unintended tax consequences arisig
through the application of the formulae. Neither formula serves a sufficiently
useful purpose to justify such result. The bill deals specifically with each of the
"tax preference" items. We submit that the tax treatment of preference items
and deductions should be made head-on. The direct handling of tax events per-
mits taxpayers to evaluate the consequences of their transactions.

There should be no overall limitation on any kind of income nor should there
be an overall arbitrary allocation of deductions. The complexity of the proposed
formulae makes an exhaustive analysis of their effect impossible. This alone
should be sufficient reason not to enact them.
Approve I 311-Inoome averaging

We approve this proposed amendment as a step toward equality amongst tax-
payers and as a striking demonstration of how tax simplicity is attainable when
the primary problems are faced.

Eliminating the distortion of tax liability resulting from the timing of icome
was the primary objective of the existing section. Excluding capital gains and
certain other income from the average was done in order to avoid manipulation
and because of certain misconceptions. These exclusions, however, resulted In
complexity and limited use of the provision by taxpayers.
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hring txilble Inome above the 1)overty level till] set a realistic( minimum level for
levying an income tax. The latter corrects the confiscatory nature of our present
graduated system and thus relieves the constant pressure for tax gmmilckry. Both
go a long way toward achieving greater equity in our tax law.

We urge the enactment of these Iprovislons aq soon fis such legislation can
be reconciled with our fiscal policy and a balanced budget.

Disapprove of all provisions having retroactive application
A number of l)roposed provisions will ail))iy to investments nma(le and trans.

actions concluded prior to the time that 11.R. 13270 was Introduced. The tax
effects considered at the tine these transactions were undertaken were reason.
ably based on the then existing law. Taxpayers have a right to enter into long.
range business and investment plans that offer a calculated return. Predleta.
btlity of action based on existing law is one of the basic principles sustaining
the integrity of our system of laws. It is unfair to change the results of Irrevo.
cable contracts etc. by changing the treatment of existing Income or deductions.
Although this is generally recognized, not all provisions of the present bill limit
their Impact to prospective events.

We urge that equity requires all amendments of existing law to be limited
in their application to taxable events and conditions which occur after the (late
of enactment.

CONCLUSION

No inference is to be drawn from the fact that certain provisions of II.R,
13270 have not been discussed In the foregoing remarks. The extensive nature
of the proposed changes exceeded our ability to do a complete analysis of the
entire bill. Our efforts were limited to those provisions having the greatest
effect on the majority of our diversified membership.

We trust that this Committee will report a tax reform bill that will benefit
the national economy and neither attempt to provide short-lived advantages for
individual taxpayers nor penalize the business and Investment community. The
prosperity of our nation cannot be fragmented. We expect legislation that will
preserve a free enterprise system and foster the economic and soelal developmnmit
of this nation for the good of all our citizens.

Senator BYRD. The next witness will be Arthur J. Packard, Chair-
man of the American Hotel and Motel Association Governmental
Affairs Committee.

Mr. Packard, we will now hear from you, sir.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR 1. PACKARD, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNMEN-
TAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, AMERICAN HOTEL & MOTEL ASSOI-
ATION, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL F. WOLFE

Mr. PACKARD. For the record, if you please, I am Arthur Packard,
the president of the Packard Hotel Co. and the chairman of the
Governmental Affairs Committee of the American Hotel & Motel
Association.

Also, for the record, the association is a federation of hotel and
motel associations located in the 50 States and the Virgin Islands,
Puerto Rico, District of Columbia. We represent about 7,000 hotels
and motels and about 800,000 rooms. We maintain offices in Washing-
ton at 777 14th Street, and in New York at 221 West 57th Street.

I am accompanied-my colleague is Mr. Paul V. Wolfe of the na-
tional hotel and motel accounting firm of Harris, Kirk, Foster, and
'Co., who will summarize and present the views of the association on
the tax areas important to the hotel-motel industry, and which are
part of these tax reform hearings.

With your indulgence, Mr. Wolfe.
Mr. Wor'. Thank you, Mr. Packard.
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At the outset, gentlemen, 1 want to express my dee ) thanlls anli '
appreciation o'or this op)p)ortunity to address you" briel ly conceriming

this tax reform bill. There is a fill statement that, we h ave silb-
initted tid I will try witliii tie tie, linit to ('over in a liglila'iht
Way th ob)ser%at iol s I would like to itiake ill behllf of the ildlistr.

,irst, withl respect, to te l)rOlposed illerese ill COl)orate alteililate
Capital gai s rates from the prt'st; 25 percent to 3(0 lperce+it. The
Anmerican Iotel & Motel Assovialioll feels that. this proposed cluunge
under section 461 of the bill sl10l1( h+e deleted because it is grossly
unfair.

Corporations 0 having Iaixlde illcoile are taxed tihreon an( the .9 1m1
illcomle, is taxed agaill to its sto.kholhlers its dividends at normal tax
taes. Ita c t therefore !he seeti that t le I)ew'fi'itl owners of a corpora-

tion, that, is, letw st ocklolders, are taxed twice oin tie sante income.
Where a col)t, orlitidll realizes 1it 1a)itill gain, anld pays lax thereon at
corporate gai ls rates, such ga in whiet dist rilmted to stockhl oldes as an
ordhnrv (Iividen(l is taxedI again at nornul tax r.tes.

For this reason we feel there is enough of an iml)osition already
imol)s(ed upon co0l)oratiolns with legili'( to vi pital gains amnA we (&0
not feel .is though it should he extended liny fturilther under the pro-p~osed bill.

SeconId, with regard to the retention of alternative methods of de
preciatioi provided ill Section 167 of the Interid ReVelu( (ode, ec-
timn 521 of H.L. 13270 1o))oseS clianges in the use of the accelerated
met hods of' deprecia t ion. Telse plro)osed clha uges are objectionable for
the reu:oil t 11:1t the\' an, 11 l'eulistiv.

While sect ion 52 1 of the proposed bill allows use of the 150-percent
(leclining Ialance method onl new construction of hotel and motel prop-
erties, older properties purchase(l do not share such treatment, yet the
depreciable factors remain the same. There is a difference, however, be-
tween the delreciation on newly constructed prol)erties as compl)are(d
with used properties purchased. It is a fact that more depreciation
occurs in tle case of newly constructe(1 properties than in used pro)-
erties during the early years of their useful lives.

This fact has been recognized by tile provisions of section 167 of tie
code whicl permits the 200-percent declining balance and the sum-of-
the-year digits methods, in the case of newly construted l)rolperties
and'a maximum of 150-percent declining balance method for used prop-
erties, and these provisions should be maintained.

Retention of present rules regarding recaptured depreciation is pro-
vided in section 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code:

Another part of section 521 of II.R. 13270 provides for a tax at
ordinary rates on any gaini realized on tie disposition of del)reciable
real property to tle extent of the excess of depreciation claimed on any
accelerated method over the amount of depreciation wildh1ch woull be
allowed computed on the strailt-line thod with respect to derecia-

tion. to taxable years ending after July 24,1969.
No matter ] ow long a delreeial)le asset, has been used in tra(le, or. busi-

ness, no consideratioi is given to the fact which inflation plays in fix-
in tle selliny price of an asset. As a consequence, income tax is im-
posed on the increase in value due to inflation, with the result that the
asset disposed of cannot be replaced with an asset of equal value with-
out borrowing funds to replace the income tax paid.
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Tile current law gives some effect to tile inflationary aspect of the
economy. It is respectfully submitted that to convert what would ill
whole or in part be presently taxed as capital gains into ordinary in-
come to individuals and taxed to them at their highest surtax bracket
is drastic and excessively burdensome. Since the beneficial owners of
corporations, that is, the stockholders in effect pay double taxes, to
convert the corl)orate gain from (apitai gain status to ordinary income
tax classification is equally offonsi ve.

Effect of earnings and profits of depreciation:
The association is opposed to section 452 of 11.11. 13270 dealing with

the effect oil earnings and prolits of acelertte(,l depreciation on the
basis that is introduced a doublee st anlaid (I) for tile deterinination
of taxable net inconie, and (2) for the conmputation of earnings awl
profits.

It is stilnitted thlt wljei depreciation is eoiiiputed in accordance
with the provisions of tl,, law, dl('li (lelW.ciation equates that which is
proper, reasonable, and just; ot herwise, such d(epreciation method
should not be allowed il t l i first instance. I I' deireciation is considered d
correct, and recogiiized ill ti (leterintiatioli of net income to be taxed,
then such depreciation sliould be accepted in computing earnings and
Profits.

Elimination of multiple surtatx c(rl)orate tax exceptions and btlier
benefits:

The Association objects to tile provisions of section 401 of I.R.
13270 which would eliminate the multiple corporate surtax exemption
and other rielled belifit. flhIl tiil olietioin is on the broad basis of
inequality.

Section 401 of the bill diseri mumates among taxpayers. This observa-
tion is predicated on the fact, that t wo or more separate business
activities owned by different interests will pay less income tax than ifthe same business were owned by coWimon coId rol It is clear, therefore,

that, a pealty is being iitl)OS(n(i Ol it illltitI)l heity of business activities
which cannot only he labeled as repressive and discriminatory. There
should be no tax penalty iin)osed upon time business community in
conducting business activities in a multiplicity of corporate forms that
are found essential and desirable in time ordinary course of business.

All members of the community should be given an equal opportunity
to conduct their business activities in a corporate setup found to b
desirable and competitive without being penalized for doing so by our
tax laws.

Unrelated business tax sections 511 and 513 of the I.R.C.:
We are in general agreement with the provisions contained in

section 121 of R. 13270 which would extend time "unrelated business
ihconme tax" to virtually all exempt organizations and would also
imll)ose a tax on the investment income of such organizations. We
request, however, that the bill be amended so as to exclude from
"unrelated trade or business" the activities of a trade show sponsored
by a business league coming under section 501 (c) (6).

The final IRS regulations regarding certain activities of 501 (c) (6)
organizations, as issued on December 12, 1967, and section 278 (c) of
the bill would seem to imply that a trade show of a type common to the
hotel/motel industry represented an "unrelated trade or business," as
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defined ill section 513, anld that the gross income derived therefrom
was taxable as unrelatedd business income" as provided for ill section
511.

InI Rev. Rul. 67-219 and the regulations, the IRS takes the 1)osition
that. income from trade shows is not, unrelated income where the
exhi)its are for lprodu(cts or services utilized by tle sJotsoring organi-
zat ion's members.

We respectfully wish to )oillt out that iH the IRS ill) o'ves of trade
sllmvs at which individlual mniibers of i tax-exl'-)t L1msilless league
disp lay their plrodmlts to their l)otential customers, tliein surely the
displayV at, ai industry trade sllow Iy Su))liers ot jlwoilwts liw:ed iII tle
inlust'y is within till activities andptiurposes of the ildustry's businesss
league.
It, is, therefore, requested that section 513(a) of the Internal Reve-

me Code be amended to exclude from the category of unrelated trade
or business the conduct of a t rade slio sponsored by a bIusiless league
exei)t from tax under 50)1 (c) (6).

'a t, completes my prepa red statement.
Senator BYRD. Thank you, sir.
Senator Will iams? Seat or I lenmett ? Senator Cutrtis?
Senator Cuiris. 01e question.
III regard to recal)t during, I believe that my memory is correct that

some of the builders and the owners of real property have previously
testified that if that is to be imposed, it should not be impoesd if the
property was held for a reasonable period of years. Apparently dilect-
lig the impact of (ch1an1ge more on the in-alld-ouIter rather tillall the
investor or operator of a business who intends to say for sometime.

1 )o you have any comment on that?
Mr. Voi,. Wall, this is a special perhaps comment or consideration

that they have given it with respect to the building industry. Of
course our comments have been directed primarily to hotels and motels
which are long-term investors inl property. We think that the l)resent
bill is sufficient to take care of it, and to convert the recapture and
depreciationn now into ordinary income tax is grossly repressive.

Se-ator CURTIS. You think tlhe present law, not. the present bill
Mr. W oLFp.. That is right, the present law we feel is all right, as far

as we are concerned.
Senator Ctrris. That is all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bynm. Thank you, Mr. Packard and Mr. Wolfe.
Mr. WOLFE. Thank you.
(The l)repared statement of the Hotel and Motel Association

follows:)

S'TATFHMENT' OF AMERICAN HOTEL AND MOTEL ASSOCIATION

SUM MARY

Proposed increase in corporate alternate capital gains rates from the present
25 percent to 30 percent

The American Hotel & Motel Association contends that the proposed change
under Section 461 of 1H.R. 13270 should be deleted because it is grossly unfair.
Corporations having taxable Income are taxed thereon and the same income is
taxed again to Its stockholders as dividends at normal tax rates. It can therefore
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be seen that the beneficial owners of a corporation, i.e., the stockholders, are
taxed twice on the salime incOlle. Where a corporation realizes a capital gaiii. and
pays tax thereon at corporate giltis rates, sucl gain wlen distributed to stock.
holders as an ordinary dividend is taxed again at normal tax rates.
Retention of alternatlvc method of dlpreciatiofl provided Dif section 167 of the

Intcrntal Revenuc Code
Section 521 of I.R. 13270 proposes changes in the use of the accelerated methods

of depreciation. These proposed changes are objectionable for the reason that they
are unrealist ic.

While Section 521 of the l)ropoSed bill allows use of the 150 l)Operent. (lehillii!g
balance method on new obstructionon of hotel lil(] motel I)roJeirties, ohler lropertles
purchased do not share such treatment, yet the (lelreclable factors renmliii the
same. There is a difference, however, between the dle)reciation on iewly coin-
structed prolierties as compared with used proli-ths lur(hased. It is it fact t liit
nmore depreciation occurs in the vase of newly constructed Ipropertles than in u.ed
properties during the early years of their useful lives. This fat has libeen recog-
nizea by the provisions of Section 167 of the Code which permilts the 200 perP ,at
declining balance and the sum-of-the-year digits methods, in the case of newly
constructed properties and a maxiliun of 150 percent declining balance method
for used properties, and these provisions should be maintained.

RETENTION OF PRESENT RULES REGARDING RECAPTURED DEPRIECIATION AS PROVIDED IN
SECTION 1250 OF TIE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Another part of Section 521 of H.R. 13270 provides for a tax at ordinary rates
on any gain realized oi the disposition of (lep)recliible real l)roperty to the extent
of the excess of depreciation claimed on any accelerated method over the iliount
of depreciation which would be allowed commuted on a straight-line method with
respect to depreciation applicable to taxable years ending after July 24, 19069.

No matter how long a depreciable asset has been used in trade or business, no
consideration is given to the part which inflation plays in fixing the selling Iri('e
of all asset. A. a (e )se(lliill('e. I lllcoile tax is iilliwed nil fh ill(Jl',, l i ll vallit, di1e

to inflation, with the result that the asset disposed of cannot be replaced with ll
asset of equal value without borrowing funds to replace the income tax paid.

The current law gives some effect to the inflationary aspect of the economy. It
is respectfully submitted that to convert what would in whole or in part be
presently taxed as capital gains into ordinary income to individuals and taxed to
them at their highest surtax bracket is drastic and excessively burdensome. Since
the beneficial owners of corporations, i.e., the stockholders, in effect pay double
taxes, to convert the corporate gain from capitall gain status to ordinary income
tax classifications is equally offensive.

EFFECT ON EARNINGS AND PROFITS OF DEPRECIATION

The Association is opposed to Section 452 of II.R. 13270 dealing with the effect
on earnings and profits of accelerated depreciation on the basis that it introduced
a double standard (1) for the determination of taxable net income, and (2) for the
computation of earnings and profits.

It is submitted that when depreciation is computed in accordance with the
provisions of the law, such depreciation equates that which is proper, reasonable
and just; otherwise, such depreciation method should not be allowed in the first
instance. If depreciation Is considered correct, and recognized in the determine,
tion of net income to be taxed, then such depreciation should be accepted in com-
puting earnings and profits.

ELIMINATION OF MULTIPLE SURTAX CORPORATE TAX EXEMPTIONS AND OTHEIt
BENEFITS

The Association objects to the provisions of Section 401 of 11.R. 18270 which
would eliminate the multiple corporate surtax exemption and other related benefits
and such objection is on the broad basis of inequality.

Section 401 of the bill discriminates among taxpayers. This observation is predi-
cated on the fact that two or more separate business activities owned by different
interests will pay less income tax than if the same business were owned by coin.
mon control. It is clear, therefore, that a penalty is being imposed on a multiplicity
of business activities which can only be labeled as repressive and discriminatory.
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There should be no tax penalty imposed upon the business community in conduct.
lug business activities in a multiplicity of corporate forms that -are found
essential and desirable in the ordinary course of business. All members of the
community should 1)e given an equal opportunity to conduct their business activi-
ties in a corporate setup found to be desirable and competitive without being
penalized for doing so by our tax laws.

UNRELATED BUSINESS TAX SECTIONS 511 AND 513 OF TUE I.R.C.

We are in general agreement with the provisions contained in Section 121 of
H.R. 13270 which would extend the "unrelated business income tax" to virtually
all exempt organizations and would also impose a tax on the investment income
of such organizations. We request, however, that the bill be amended so as to
exclude from "unrelated trade or )usiness" the activities of a trade show spon-
sored by a business league coming under Section 501(c) (6).

The fi1al I.R.S. regulations regarding certain activities of 501(c) (0) organiza-
lits. is issued on Dec'emher 12, 1067, and Section 278(c) of the bill would seem
to imply tlt a trade show of a type common to the hotel/motel industry repre-
seulted an 'unrelated trmde or businesss" as defined in Section 513, and that the
g 'o s inome, derived therefrom was taxablle as "'unrelated business in(oe'," as
l)riovid for in Sectboti 511.

It Ihev. l1ul. (7-219 and the regulations, tie I.R.S. takes the position that income
from I trilde shows Is not 1nun related income where the exhibits are for products or
services utilized by the spow'oring organization's members. We respectfully wish
to 1olilt out that if the L.lt. approves of trade shows at which individual men-
Iers o it uX-exelp)t bIsiless league display their l)roducts to their l)otential
e('isto 4rs, titen surely fllh display at an industry trade show by sul)lliers of
lpi-r1UCts used in ti industry Is within the activities and purposes of the indus.
try s iusinless league.

It is, therefore, requested that Section 513(a) of the I.R.C. be amended to ex-
clu(de from the category of "unrelated trade or business" ti conduct of a trade
slow spl1lored by a business league (xell)t from tax under 501 (c) (6).

STATEMENT

I am Arthur J. Packard, President of the Packard Hotel Company and Chair-
man of the Governmental Affairs Committee of the American Hotel & Motel
Association.

Tile A:,socitilon is a federation of hotel and motel associations located in the
fifty states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands having
a membership inI excess of 6,800 hotels and motels containing in excess of 750,000
rentable rooms. The American Hotel & Motel Association maintains offices at 221
West 57th Street, New York, New York, andt at 777 14th Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C.

I am accoml)anled by Mr. Paul V. Wolfe of the national hotel and motel account-
ing firm of Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company, who will testify on behalf of the
Association on tax areas Imnortant to the hotel/motel industry which are a part
of these tax reform hearings.

My name is Paul V. Wolfe, a partner in tile national accounting firm of Harris,
Kerr. Forster & Company, which Is headquartered at 420 Lexington Avenue in
New York City.

I am appearing today on behalf of the American Hotel & Motel Association
to testify on portions of H.R. 13270 which are of primary interest to the Asso-
ciation.

GENERAL COMMENTS REGARDING IIOTE[.S AND MOTELS

In considering the comments I am going to make regarding the taxation of
capital gains and accelerated depreciation, I feel it is important to have in mind
that hotels and motels are required to invest very substantial sums in land,
structures and equipment and they actually operate a business. They are not
passive Investors. In addition, they employ vast numbers of unskilled and seni-
skilled help consisting of maids, bellboys, waiters, maintenance personnel and
similar service employees. Hotels and motels, besides being a very important
segment of our social and business community, play a very important role as
host to foreign travelers in our country. This role of host to foreign travelers
will be stepped up very substantially in the near future by reason of the fact
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there is on the horizon mass inter-continental transportation due to the (.-
struction of larger jet planes. InI view of this observation it can be exp,,cted that
hotels and motels should be encouraged to fulfill their destined role as a contril,u-
tor to the improvement of our balance of payments prograul.

PROPOSED INCREASE IN CORPORATE ALTEIINATE CAPITAL GAINS RATES FROM TIIE I'IIESENT
',5 PERCENT TO 30 PERCENT

The American Hotel & Motel Association contends that the l)roposed chlinge
under Section 461 of H.1. 13270 Is grossly unfair to corporations. It must be
borne in mind that corporations having taxable income are taxed thereon a1d
that the same income is taxed again to its stockholders as dividends at normill
tax rates. It can therefore be seen that the beneficial owners of a corporatioii,
i.e., tile stockholders, are taxed twice on the same income. Where a corl)oration
realizes a capital gain, and pays tax thereon at corporate gains rates, such gain
when distributed to stockholders as an ordinary dividend is taxed again at nor-
n1al tax rates.

One of the reasons given for the illereasw in tie alternate capital gains rates
from 25 percent to 30 percent is the olternltte capital gaills tax for individuals
is being eliminated. It Is submitted thit the alternate capital gains rate on
individuals and corporations are not opposite since as pointed out above cor.
porate capital gains are taxed twice whereas individual capital gains are taxed
Once.

By reason of the foregoing analysis, it Is felt that the changes il the corporate
alternate capital gains tax proposed ill Section 461 silhold be elilminated. and
that the present tax provisions of our Code dealing with alternate corporate
capital gains rates should be retained.
RETENTION OF ALTERNATIVE METIIODS OF DEPRECIATION PROVIDED IN SECTION 107 OF

TIlE INTERNAl. REVENUE CODE

Section 521 of HR. 13270 proposes changes In the use of the accelerated meth-
ods of depreciation. These l)ro(osed changes are considered by tile Anrihilil
Hotel & Motel Association to be objectionable for the reason that they are unl-
realistic and unfair. With respect to proposed cliltlges ill the use of the, 200
percent declining balance and sunm-of-the-ycars digits method contained in Sec-
tion 167 of the I.R.C., it is desired to highlight the observation that these meth-
ods are economically sound and factually realistic.

The purpose of depreciation is to allow a taxpayer to recoup its tax basis
over its economic useful ife. It is a fact that an asset depreciates more in tile
earlier years of its useful life and less in later years. Repairs are less in tile earlier
years of the life of an asset and increase at an accelerated rate as tile asset
gets older. Accelerated depreciation, therefore, gives effect to physical realities
and results in equalizing charges against income over tile useful life of a de-
preciable asset.This result is accomplished by a larger write-off for depreciation
with small repair incidents in earlier years and larger repairs and smaller de-
preciation as useful life progresses.

While Section 521 of tile proposed bill allows use of the 150 percent declining
balance method on new construction of hotel and motel properties, older proper-
ties purchased do not share such treatment, yet the depreciable factors remain tile
same. There is a difference, however, between tile depreciation oi1 newly ('011-
structed properties as compared with used properties purchased. It is a faet
that more depreciation occurs in the case of newly constructed properties than
in used properties during the early years of their useful lives. This fact 1111s been
recogilized by tile provisions of Section 167 of tile Code which permits the uso
of tie 200 percent declining balance and the sunl-of-the-years digits ni1! hod
in the case of newly constructed properties and a maximum of 150 percent de-
clining balance method for used properties.

Factually, it would be unjust and improper to cut down the present pernlissible
rates on newly constructed hotel and motel properties from the 200 percent
declining balance method or the sum-of-the-years digits method to the 150
percent declining balance method and to also cut down the present rate of de-
preciation on used properties from the 150 percent declining balance method
to the straightlilne method. The changes proposed in the permissible use of accel-
erated methods of depreciation would be completely at variance with the true
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Ioqq of ce(IOiiie v'alue~ Ill tit(' form) of dOJPp('Cliti l~uit coiiimiitint14 twi.\:11 (-It'e
ineolie.

Thle r'etenftionl of tiii' plresent, lIowiiIbl _,00) lpt'1V('t. (h'cliniiig bilninve and tile
sum-of-the-years digits nii'tliod enables lbusil(s4 organiizaions to repaty their
lowiis qicker', the(robIy rodulel ig iist(' . (.xpeloo.(. In aiddition, the pre".4.ntlyV al-
lowedl ccelerli t('(l mel(thiods help hotel mI id mfotel iI(ulstriv-4 t(I cope* to s0111 'xte'ilt

with lnfllationty coxf s, This is av(oupitiided by an earlier larger cash t hiowoff

Ill vieov o1f th li'or('goilig, I sr(utiU'Nd ti Se'etoi 167o the Iitefiuiil Rvenlil(
Code' be left till i-v''Is-d.

MENTION OF' I'11E 81,NI' RULES Mti:AIIUNG HCAPUJIEIl) IMEIECIATION AS PRiOVI'1) IN
S1i'CTI0N 125 ~OF"'Vl INTI-ANAL REVENUE CODJE

Aniothier palt of Settoii .5211 ofI 11.lt. 1:8270 provides for' a tax at ordinary rastes
fill liiiy gil iii real izedl o I tlie (llIsliin of 01 (epreciloll( real lprohptrIt to I( thet exti-it
of tihe .Xce.Ss of (lt'iiecitloll cliii'( oI il y alcceleraUted metthiod oti' the amounotit
of (l(p1'tQlt lou which1 li'0lId ihe llJowedt ((lliito l it11 straitght-Iliii' imethod wvithI
respect to depi'ecliit in appivatble to toxablle years after .July 24. 11.(19.

Tile Ainerican Hotel & Motel Associtionl Is firm In its opinioni, under' our
moi(tl propletie's slhold not hei tam- \t t ill, bhut feels I lint If t atax i11i.4 le Ill)-

potsed, thle ta pr )1ovision of thle J)i'(-s(!ilt law~ should lbe re'tilned and apiedht(.
Oi' vSOlt' or taxable exchange of delpreelable itsest, giiin (or loss Is comiputed

costIs oigiial ost le iereciatlon allowed or allowable. No maitteri how long
it ercal assethabenuo l iiteobuiesnocnirtonIgvi
to the( part which inflation pilays I fixing the Spiling price of anl asset. Aks a coll-
sequece, iflCeoll(' tiix IN imlposedl oil the lIncenlse In value due to Inflation. with
tlit', result that tile 1iasset dtls(l of cannot be replaced with an asset of eplial
value without borrowing funds to replace the Income tax paid.

The current lwN% giv('s effet t to the inflationary asieet eoniine'nte1 111)01 by
ghiing soic relief tit ciipitiill gatlls rates onl die gain realized onl the saib of de-
preciable real estate held over 20 months on declining rates with full capital
gating tax onl profits derived from the sale of such assets held more than 10
yellrm.

It Is respectfully submitted that to convert what would in whole or in part he
presently taxed at capital galins rates Into ordinary Income to individuals antI
taxed to then at tileir highest surtax bracket is (draistic and excessively b~urdlen-
some. Since tile beneficial owners of corporations, L~e., the stockholders, fin effect
pay double taxes, to convert the corporate gain from capital gain status to ordi-
nary Income tax classification is equally offensive.

In view of the foregoing, It is reconinidea that thle pr~es(ent lirovisiolls of
Section 1250 of tile I.R.C. be retained ats presently constituted.

EFFECT ON EARNINGS AND) PROFITS 01F DEPRECIATION

The Association is opposed to Section 452. of fl.R. 13270 dealing with tile
effect on earnings and pi'offts of accelerated depreciation on tile basis that It
introduces a double standard (1) for the (determination of taxable net income,
and (2) for the computation of earnings and profits.

It Is submitted that when depreciation Is computed In accordance with tile
provisions of the lawv, such depreciation equates that which Is proper, reasonable
and just; otherwise, such depreciation method should not be allowed in the first
Instance. If depreciation Is considered correct, and recognized In the determina-
tion of net Income to be taxed, then suech depreciation should be accepted In coIII
puting earnings and profits. For the reasons stated, It Is urged that Section 452
of the proposed bill be deleted.

ELIMINATION OF MULTIPLE CORPORATE SURTAX EXEMPTIONS AND OT11ER BL NFFITS

The Association desires to express its objection to the provisions of Section
401 of 111R. 13270 which would eliminate the multiple corporate surtax exemp-
tion and other related benefits and such objection Is on the broad basis of
Inequality.
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Presently, in order to obtain a mutiple surtax exemption, an election must be
made by each member of a controlled group of corporations. As a consequence of
this election, each corporation in the controlled group is required to pay an
added 6 percent tax on the first $25,000 of their taxable net income pursuant to
Section 1562 of the Internal Revenue Code. This privilege carries with it other
concomitant benefits which are propsed to be eliminated together with the mul-
tiple surtax exemption under the proposed bill.

It is submitted that Section 401 of the bill discriminates among taxpayers. This
observation is predicated on the fact that two or more separate business activi-
ties owned by different interests will pay 'less income tax than If the same busi-
ness were owned by common control. It is clear, therefore, that a penalty is being
imposed on a multiplicity of business activities which can only be labeled as
repressive and discriminatory. There should be no tax penalty Imposed upon the
business community in conducting business activities In a multiplicity of corporate
forms that are found essential and desirable in the ordinary course of business.
All members of the community should be given inn equal opportunity to conduct
their business activities in a corporate setup found to be desirable and competi-
tive without being penalized for doing so by our tax laws. The provisions of
Section 401 would have that effect. All members of the business community
should be given an opportunity to expand and diversify their business activities
without being hampered by penalty taxation.

UNRELATED BUSINESS TAX SECTIONS 511 AND 513 OF TIE IC

We are In general agreement with the provisions contained in Section 121 of
H.R. 13270 which would extend the "unrelated business income tax" to virtually
all exempt organizations and would also impose a tax on the investment income
of such organizations. We request, however, that the bill be amended so as to
exclude from "unrelated trade or business" the activities of a trade show spon-
sored by Section 501 (c) (6) organizations.

(a) Section 511 of the I.R.O. should be extended to cover Section 501(c) (41),
501(c) (7). and 501(c) (8) oriqaization..

The Associationi has been constantly alerted by its members to the "business"
activities of various organizations which have been granted tax-exempt status.
This is especially true of organizations which come under Sections 501(a) and
501(c) of the Code. Evidence of such activity is most often in the form of either
public invitations from the organizations or published information of the activi-
ties after they have occurred.

It has been our regular practice to forward evidence of such "business" activity
to the I.R.S. To date we have seen little curtailment of the activities which form
the basis of our objections. If anything, the volume of "business" by such organi-
zations appear to be on the increase.

Most often this activity--which we prefer to term "unfair competition"-
consists of solicitations on behalf of tax-exempt organizations for the business of
the general public. Organizations which have been granted a tax exemption under
Sections 501(c) (4), (7) and (8) openly seek and obtain business which would
otherwise be available to tax-paying hotels and motels. More specifically, civic
organizations, social and recreation clubs, and fraternal beneficiary societies
"open their doors to the public" in the solicitations of lodging and food service
business.

Under the provisions of the Code and the regulations thereto, Section 501(c)
(4), civic organizations, must be neither organized nor operated for profit;
Section 501(c) (7), social and recreation clubs, must be organized and operated
exclusively for pleasure, recreation and other non-profitable purposes and must
not make their facilities available to the public; and Section 501 (c) (8), fra-
ternal beneficiary societies, must be operated In furtherance of their fraternal
purposes and may not engage In business activities of a kind carried on with
nonmembers for a profit.

In 1964 the I.R.S. Issued Revenue Procedure 64-36 regarding certain activities
of Section 501(c) (7), social and recreation clubs. In these so-called "guidelines"
the Service stated that advertising or other solicitations for business by such
organizations would be prima face evidence that such a club Is engaging In busi-
ness and Is not being operated exclusively "for pleasure, recreation and other
non-profitable purposes." This portion of the guidelines merely reiterated past
I.R.S. regulations.
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The guidelines further stated that 501(c) (7) organizations would be allowed
annual gross receipts from business activities of $2500 or less without Jeopardiz-
ing its exemption. Where such receipts exceeded $2500, they must have been 5
percent or more of the organization's total receipts before tax-exempt status
would be jeopardized. The guideline further noted that member sponsorship
arrangements would not circumvent the gross receipt limitation. If the organiza-
tion's members constituted less than 75 percent of the total number of persons
utilizing the organization's facilities on a particular occasion, all of the receipts
received therefrom would be considered nonmember receipts unless the organiza-
tion can properly apportion such receipts between members and nonmembers.

Revenue Procedure 64-36 appears on the surface to be a recognition by the
I.R.S. that 501(c) (7) organizations do, in fact, often extend their activities to
those who are outside their membership and their guests. We submit that
Revenue Procedure 64-36 has not deterred such activities which are in addition
to a club's purpose and are, therefore, unrelated and should be taxed as such.

In view of the similarity in both the manner in which tax-exempt status is
granted to 501(c) (4) and 501(c) (8) organizations and the methods employed
by such organizations in soliciting business from the general public, we request
that the provisions of Section 511 of the Code be likewise extended to these
organizations.

By complying with the request to have 501(c) (4), 501(c) (7) and 501(c) (8)
organizations covered by Section 511 of the Code, such organizations will be con-
tributing a proper share to the revenue from the profits realized on activities
that are foreign to purposes for which they were formed.

(b) Section 513 (a) of the I.R.C. should be amended to exclude from Unrelated
Trade or Business the Actirities of a Trade Show Sponsored by Section 501 (e)
(6) Organizations.

The final I.R.S. regulations regarding certain activities of 501(c) (6) organiza-
tions, as issued on December 12, 1967, implied that a trade show of a type com-
mon to the hotel/motel industry represented an "unrelated trade or business," as
defined in Section 513, and that the gross income derived therefrom was taxable
as "unrelated business inconie" as provided for in section 511.

Numerous regional, state or city hotel and motel associations sponsor a trade
show no more than once a year. Space is assigned to various exhibitors desirous
of participating, for which they pay a consideration. There are numerous exhi-
bitors at the show whose products are normally used in hotel and motel opera-
tions. Some exhibitors may sell their products or services at trade shows whereas
others merely display or advertise their wares. No hotels or motels participate
in these trade shows as exhibitors.

Normally, these trade shows are held at the time of the year when there is an
annual meeting of the membership, i.e., when the members gather to discuss the
affairs of the association, lay out future programs of the association, have quest
lecturers on subjects of hotel/motel interest and business promotion, and elect
officers. In short, at the annual meetings, there are many programs presented
representing a common interest to the members of the association. In view of the
fact that the members meet annually, it is felt a most appropriate time to infuse
into such meetings a program of education for the membership, as well as to call
to their attention the developments in various fields relating to the products
which they use in the conduct of their hotel or motel business; hence, the trade
show.

It can, therefore, be seen that these trade shows are an essential and integral
part of the purpose for which the state and city associations have been formed.
Through the trade shows the overall economy of a multitude of different types
of businesses are represented and in the this regard there is no isolated interest
in one particular industry, but a wide divergency of industry activity and serv-
ices. Through the means of such trade shows the membership of the various state
or city hotel and motel associations are kept abreast of the improvements in
various industries that are essential to their operations and an integral part of
our national economy.

At such trade shows the public is generally not admitted, and it is only in an
exceptional case, where there is some relationship to a hotel or motel activity,
that a member of the general public may be admitted. The membership of the
hotel or motel association that sponsors the trade show normally pay a registra-
tion fee to attend the annual meeting and its auxiliary activities include the
trade show.
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It is submitted that the foregoing described activities fall directly within those
lermitted a trade association which is exempt from income tax per Section 501
((.) (6). Such a trade show is clearly not the conduct of an "unrelated trade or
business" within the meaning of Section 513. The receipts from such an activity
should be clearly exempt from the tax on "unrelated business income" imposed
by Section 511.

In Rev. Rul. 67-219 and the regulations, the I.R.S. takes the position that
income from trade shows Is not unrelated income where the exhibits are for
products or services utilized by the sponsoring organization's members. We
respectfully wish to point out that if the I.R.S. approves of trade shows at which
individual members of a tax-exempt business league display their products to
tfci potential customers, then surely the display at an industry trade show by
suppliers of products used in the industry is within the activities and purposes
of the industry's business league.

Trade shows sponsored by Section 501(c) (6) organizations for the purpose of
enabling their members to keep up with current product and service development
tll toward making more efficient and profitable the member's business activities
is one of the universal purposes of Section 501(c) (6) organizations. In view of
this fact, all trade show activities so sponsored and conducted should be classified
as related to the purposes and objectives of such organizations and any income
realized from such trade shows so classified.

It is, therefore, requested that Section 513(a) of the I.P.C. be amended to
exclude from the category of "unrelated trade or business" the conduct of a trade
show sponsored by a business league exempt from tax under 501 (c) (6).

Senator BYRD. The next witness will be Carl A. Beck, who is chair-
man of the board of trustees, National Small Business Association.

STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION; ACCOM-
PANIED BY JOHN L. KILCULLEN, COUNSEL FOR CONFERENCE OF
AMERICAN SMALL BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. BECK. Good morning
My name is Carl A. Be&. I am chairman of the board of trustees

of the National Small Business Association representing some 35,000
small businesses of the United States.

I am also president of the Charles Beck Machine Corp. of King of
Prussia, Pa., and I am therefore a small businessman myself (the
adjective small, of course, refers to the business-not to the business-man).

In furtherance of the committee's request for maximum consolida-
tion of testimony, with me today is Mr. John L. Kilcullen, counsel for
the Congress of American Small Business Organizations, headquar-
tered in Chicago, also representing some 35,000 small businesses which
organization would like to join with us in support of the five points
that we are making, relative to corporate tax rates.

I would like to congratulate the committee on its businesslike method
of receiving testimony, and in accordance with your request I will con-
fine my few remarks to a summary of the five basic points which are
amplified in the statement which we have submitted.

I would like to call to your attention, first, to our innate conviction
and concurrence in the need for fiscal soundness. The items we are
suggesting for consideration, taken together, should not reduce Fed-
eral revenues, but will, on the contrary, significantly increase the total
amount of Federal receipts.

Secondly, we were disappointed to read in section 452 of the pro-
posal that all businesses-other than farming-be forced to use
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straight-line depreciation methods. Ever since the Revenue Act of
196"2 we have been trying to encourage the Internal Re'enue Service
to,establish workable" and l)erianet guidelines for delreciatioti.

This proposal in II.R. 113270 obviously would eliminate the need for
such gfidelines-and this then becomes a matter of throwing out the
babv with the bath water. Flexibility of depreciation methods is ex-
treiely important to the small businessman. In a small- or medium-
size company, any single investment is a large proportion of his total
asset.s--he cannot buy 10 percent of a lathe or one-half of a milling
machine, regardless of how small his inceimental needs may Ibe.
Tie large company, on the other hand, havin an on-going program

of annual purchase of tens, or hundreds of evei thousands of machine
tools, has a resulting (lepieiation schedule whiih tends to remain
relatively constant, year to year.

In addition, technological advancement, particularly in manufac-
turing, demands increasing expenditure for tooling, well beyond what
was required two or three decades ago, if business is to remain com-
petitive today. Up until now a company has had the choice of acceler-
ated depreciation or obtaining the investment tax credit. Under the pro-
posed bill they ill have neither.
At, yesterday's hearings one of the witnesses was questioned about

his unfortunate use of the words "l)reach of faith," and if we are to
assume that. the investment tax credit, which at enactment was to be
l)ermanent, and after susi)ension and reinstatement was again meant
to 1e a 1)erimlallt part of the tax structure (not to be "halndled like a
vo-vo! as s someone said), if in(leed the investment tax credit is again
to be lost, then the matter of depreciation options becomes doubly
important to the small business economy.

The next item is in reference to section 121, relative to the taxa-
tion of currently tax-exempt, profit making businesses. The extreme
unfairness of past practices was vividly brought to our attention by
one of our own trustees, who showed us an offei made to him, whereby
a church would buy his business, totally with the tax dollars which
were not paid to the Federal Government, and as they outlined in
great detail, with substantial monetary gains to both the church and
the small business present owner.

We p resented information on these matters when bills were before
the 89th Congrss, and are happy to see that such provisions have been
included in the tax bill now under consideration.

Next, we would strongly recommend that the committee consider
the inclusion of section 5 of S. 2646, introduced by your committee
member Senator Abraham Ribicoff, which deals With Imposition of
Tax on Income of Cooperative Corporations, as an integral part of
the overall tax reform program.

I call to your attention that, for over three decades, the National
Small Business Association has been urging Congress to have those
profit making operations, masquerading as co-ops, pay their own fair
share of Federal taxes. In these days of emphasis on "equal oppor-
tunity for employees" (an admittedly sound principle) might we also
encourage equal opportunity for employers?
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Just as with tax-exempt profitmaking business operations referred
to above, so also is it unfair that profitmaking co-ops are permitted to
compete "tax free" with those businesses which are bearing their own
fair share of Federal corporate taxes.

The last item that we would like to recommend for your conside'a-
tion is that the level at which the corporate surtax applies, be raised
from $25,000 to $100,000. As we have stated in our formal statement,
the $25,000 figure goes back to the days of the "notch tax" in the
1930's and yet we know what has happened to the value of the dollar
over three or four decades.

We have investigated, to the best of our ability, the impact on Fed
eral revenues of such proposal. In the "Statistics of Income for 1965,
Corporation Income 'Iax Returns" published by the Internal Revenue
Service, is a breakdown of corporate income by size of company. As
best we can, by averaging, extrapolating, and estimating with figures
available under "All Industrial Divisions" section on page 123, we
have come to the following conclusions:

1. Under our proposal, 713,658 companies (we estimate) would not
be affected by this proposal since their before-tax incomes are ap-
parently under $25 000.

2. We estimate that 181,944 companies are in the income bracket of
$25,000 to $100,000 before Federal income taxes, and these companies
would thus have tax reduction, and hence revenue loss to the Federal
Government, totaling $910 million.

3. The third group of companies, numbering 29,709 apparently have
net income before taxes of more than $100,000. The revenue loss from
these companies by having the normal corporate tax rate of 22 per-
cent continuing from $25,000 to $100,000 would be $580 million.

4. The total revenue loss to the Federal Government we thus esti-
mate to be $1,490 million for the industrial division-915,311 of 1,296,-
847-approximately three-quarters of all companies reporting.

To demonstrate this visually we have prepared a graph which shows
present corporate income tax (the green line) chance in income tax
resulting from this proposal (the orange line) labelecf"Increased Sur-
tax Exemption," and change in tax through Treasury proposal (the
red line), as related to income before taxes.

You will note that if a 2-percent across-the-board reduction in the
corporate tax were enacted, the loss of revenues to the Federal Gov-
ernment would be somewhat higher, which we calculate to be $1,530
million for the industrial divisions.

This compares with the estimate of Secretary of the Treasury
Kennedy of approximately $1,600 million for all corporations. How-
ever, our proposal is of benefit and potential benefit to 895,000 small-
and medium-sized industries, although of little benefit to the 30,000
largest businesses in the industrial category. Similar proportions hold
for the other categories of businesses.

In essence, what we are proposing is fiscal soundness, coupled with
an increase in Federal revenue, through a program which provides in-
centives to that sector of the economy which is most disadvantaged
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and constrained by the economic environment of business in today's
ecology.

May I emphasize that we are not asking for special dispensations,
but only for an end to unfair, discriminatory treatment of the small
and medium taxpaying enterprise.

Congress has continually reaffirmed the importance of small business
to the economy. We appreciate this opportunity to put before you con-
cepts which will, in a meaningful way, accomplish basic congressional
objectives.

I thank you.
(Carl A. Beck's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK FOR TnE NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

1. The concept of a "normal" corporation income tax on profits of $25,000 goes
back to the "Thirties." Since that time the dollar has lost almost 75% of its value.
Today's technology requires proportionately larger investments by small business
in plant and equipment. We believe tax equity demands that the "normal" corpo-
rate tax be applied to the first $100,000 of corporate taxable income because of
(1) the depreciation of the value of money and (2) the added capital require-
ments of small business. The fiscal effect of Increasing the level of surtax exemp-
tion from $25,000 to $100,000 is almost exactly equal to lowering the tax rate
2% on the first $1 million dollars of corporate profits.

2. Sec. 452 of H.R. 13270 restricting the use of accelerated depreciation by all
corporations unduly penalizes the smaller firm.. In the case of small business,
investments are sporadic and any single purchase of equipment is a large per-
centage of the total capital invested in the business. In the case of large corpora-
tions the effect of Sec. 452 would be relatively minuscule compared with the
smaller corporation. Rapid depreciation more nearly reflects the actual-and
true-rate of depreciation of plant and machinery. Accelerated depreciation Is
vital to small business in that it allows the entrepreneur a return of capital to be
reinvested thus permitting the smaller business to expand and keep modern.

3. Meaningful tax reform with respect to cooperatives is presented in S. 2646
(Riblcoff) as it -places the co-ops on the same tax basis as other business enter-
prises, making them fully taxable on the profits which they earn. We support the
provisions of S. 2646 with respect to cooperatives, and urge their substitution for
See. 531 of H.R. 13270.

4. We support in principle, the provisions of Sec. 121 of H.R. 13270 relating to
the business income of now tax-exempt organizations. Income derived by such
organizations from commercial transactions in direct competition with taxpaying
business should not be tax exempt.

5. Our proposals strengthen fiscal soundness of our nation-a basic objective
of National Small Business Association-by encouraging a sound long-range
build-up of a vital productive sector of our economy.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
My name is Carl A. Beck. I appear as Chairman of the Board of Trustees of

National Small Business Association. I am President of the Charles Beck Ma-
chine Corporation, King of Prussia, Pa.

1. We urge that the corporate surtax exemption be increased from $25,000 to
$100,000.

2. We recommend that Section 452 be amended to permit the Use of accelerated
depreciation by small and mediwm-sized, b1sinCsses.

3. We endorse the provisions of S. 2646 (Ribicoff) with respect to cooperatives,
and urge their substitution for Scc. 531 of H.R. 13270.

4. We support, in principle, the provisions of H.R. 13270 relating to taxation
of the business income of now tax-exempt organizations.

33-805-69-pt. 5---54
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L SMALL BUSINESS COMMUNITY IS BEING OVERLY PENALIZED IN PROPOSED TAX
REVISION

A. Corporate surtax exemption should be increased from $25,000 to $100,000
Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy in his statement of September 4, 1969 to

the Committee pointed out that H.R. 18270 is "weighted in favor of consump-
tion to the potential detriment of the nation's productive investment." To his
statement we would add that the detriment to the nation's productive investment
would be concentrated to a large degree in the small business sector. The cumu.
lative effect of monetary and fiscal controls with associated high interest rates,
loss of the 7% investment credit, the proposed 2% increase in corporate tax rates,
and the current 10% surcharge on tax rates, will be to restrict substantially
investments by small business in new plant and equipment.

The competitive position of small manufacturing, wholesale and retail estab-
lishments vis-a-vis their big business counterparts will be adversely affected.
In order to remain competitive with big business in this period of rapidly ad-
vancing technology, small business needs to modernize plant and equipment to
keep pace with the giants. Incentives to investment are there-but small business
must find the capital for investment either through moneys withheld in the form
of profits or by borrowing. I do not think it is necessary to tell the Committee
that, for all practical purposes, the credit now available to small business is both
too little and too expensive. Sources of funds for small business expansion, ex-
cept for money generated by the business itself, have just about dried up. SBA
funds except for disaster loans and loans to minority businesses are practically
non-existent at the present time. Bank loans a under 10% are all but impossible
and for obvious reasons preference is given to the large borrower.

Equity financing by floating stock or bond issues in the current depressed
market is not attractive because of the high premium which the small corpora-
tion must pay in brokerage fees, legal fees, high interest and low stock prices.

What is left? Reinvestment of the profits from the business.
We believe that as a matter of tax equity and long-range social and economic

policy, this Committee must make an adjustment to the proposed Tax Reform
Act to make it possible for small business to generate sufficient capital from
income to be able to continue to make investments in new plant and equipment.
"Free enterprise" in this time of economic readjustment must not be made to
absorb disproportionately the government-imposed disincentives to economic
growth, efficiency and modernization. We would prefer, obviously, that the 7%
investment credit be retained up to say $50,000 per year, but since the Adminis'-
tration is determined that the investment credit be sacrificed, we most urgently
recommend to the Committee that relief in the form of an adjustment to the
corporate surtax structure be adopted.

The concept of giving small business preferential treatment by permitting it
to retain a larger proportion of its income to be reinvested for growth is not
new. The concept of a "normal" corporation income tax on profits of $25,000
or less with a surtax on corporate profits of over $25,000 goes back to the
"Thirties." Since that time the dollar has lost almost 75% of its value. In addition
today's technology requires proportionately larger investments by small business
in plant and equipment.

Therefore, the depreciation of the value of money plus the added capital
requirements of small business, argue that the surtax should not apply until
the $100,000 level is reached.

We believe that in the light of the current surcharge of 10% and the repeal
of the investment credit, tax equity demands that the small corporation be given
some additional tax advantages. We recommend that the "normal" corporate tax
be applied to the first $100,000 of corporate taxable income in lieu of restructur-
ing the corporate surtax currently in the law.

The fiscal effect of increasing the level of surtax exemption from $25,000 to
$100,000 is almost exactly equal to lowering the tax rate 8% on the first I mil-
lion dollars of corporate profits. In the first case the government would lose
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a))pp oxhately $19,500 in taxes (that is, $75,000X26%=$19,500) ; in the latter
case the government would lose $20,000 (2%X$l million=$20,000).

From the standpoint of the small business community, we believe it is in the
national interest to have an additional $20,000 become available for investment
to each corporation making less than $100,000 in profits rather than having it
available to the corporation making $1 million. Corporations with incomes in
excess of $1 million, from the standpoint of tax equity, should not be given
under the Tax Reform Bill a tax position preferable to that which they cur-
rently enjoy. Disincentives to investment and expansion should fall most heavily
on those corporations best able to absorb them. Incentives to investment and
expansion should be given to those corporations most needful of them, and this
would be accomplished by increasing the level of surtax exemption from $25,000
to $100,000.
B. Accelerated Depreciation I8 Needed by Small Business to Keep Growing and

to Keep Competitive
In addition to the possible loss of the Investment tax credit and the continua-

tion of the tax surcharge, additional hardships on the small business community
would be created by enactment of H.R. 13270 in its present form.

The effect of Sec. 452 of the Tax Reform Bill restricting the use of accelerated
depreciation by all corporations would be to severely penalize the logical and
legitimate objectives of investor-owners of small business corporations to grow
and keep modern through reinvestment of equity capital.

In the case of small business, investments are sporadic and any single purchase
of equipment is a large percentage of the total capital invested in the business.
The "return of capital" in excess of earnings and profits in essence makes more
of the small entrepreneur's capital investment available for reinvestment in his
company. This provides a source of self-generated growth capital for small busi-
ness, which otherwise must seek to obtain the capital from some other source,
or do without it.

In the case of large corporations, there is constant long-range investment of
new capital and the effect of See. 152 of the Bill would be relatively minuscUle
compared with the effect on the smaller corporation. The averaging of deprecia-
tion rates by the large corporation results in long-term depreciation which is not
substantially different than straight-line depreciation. However, there will be
the transitional effect of adjustment of accelerated depreciation to straight-line
depreciation.

Rapid depreciation methods were adopted originally in the interest of the
small business man to permit quick recoupment of capital for reinvestment, be-
cause accelerated depreciation methods more nearly reflect the actual-that is,
the true-rate of depreciation of plant and machinery. To keep growing and to
keep competitive, the small business rate of reinvestment should at least reflect,
or exceed, the true rate of depreciation of plant and machinery.

Congress and Internal Revenue need to be reminded continuously that no one
has ever suggested that more than 100% of the value of an investment should
be depreciable. To the extent that rapid depreciation rates are offset against
profits and income in early years the "piper" must be paid in later years, unless,
in fact profits and income generated by substantially-depreciated assets decline
in proportion to the depreciation taken. In the latter case no one can really com-
plain. In the former case the government ultimately collects its pound of flesh
in the shape of an increased taxable income base.

Now we have no great argument that large corporations, real estate investment
trusts, and certain other business ventures may be able to convert some ordinary
Income into long-term capital gains by use of accelerated depreciation, and that
such income may not as "return of capital" normally find its way into capital re-
investment. However, we feel that the tax equity in such situations is being
achieved and is better achieved through recapture provisions (such as those now
contained in IRC Sections 1245 and 1250) than by the shot-gun approach of the
Tax Reform Bill. The shot-gun approach destroys the valid objectives of ac-
celerated depreciation as a device to permit timely modernization and replace.
ment of capital assets by growing businesses.
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I. ORGANIZATIONS COMPETING WITH PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN TIlE MARKET PLACE
SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO THE SAME TAXES AS PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

A. Enactment of section 121 of H.R. 13270 would help stop discrimination agai.t
taa-paying business

The earnings of tax-sheltered businesses are indistinguishable in principle
from the earnings of an ordinary tax-paying corporation. The earnings are
derived from precisely the same activities, and with precisely the same profit
motives.

When government provides tax shelters for the profits of these exempt
organizations, the government is fostering and supporting unfair competition
against the tax-paying business firm.

It is not fair to permit the tax-exempt organization to run in the same coin-
petitive race with private enterprise, yet require private enterprise to drag a ball
and chain.

The fact that most private enterprisers have more than held their own in such
an uneven race attests to the strength of the private enterprise system. But how
many private enterprises have beon forced to give uip becattse of the unfair

* conditions under which they were forced to compete?
* Section 121 of H.R. 13270 is a constructive step because it strengthens private

enterprise, the economic foundation of this nation.
B. Taxing profits of co-ops

Meaningful tax reform with respect to cooperatives is presented in S. 2646
(introduced by Senator Ribicoff). It puts the co-op on the same tax basis as
other business enterprises, making the co-op fully taxable on the profits which it
earns. We endorse the provisions of S. 2646 with respect to cooperatives. We
urge their substitution for See. 531 of H.R. 13270.

The impact on private enterprise from cooperatives is staggering. The Coopera.
tive League of the USA boasts that:

Co-ops are the source of about 20% of supplies for farmers;
Mutual insurance is growing at about twice the insurance-industry rate:
Credit unions account for about 12%-$9.2 billion-of the installment credit

outstanding in the United States;
In addition farmers market about 30% of all their products through

cooperatives;
The co-op share of all marketing of farm products is--

67% of dairy products
88% of grain, soybeans
29% of fruit, vegetables
25% of cotton and products
14% of livestock and products
9% of poultry and products.

The co-ops account in this country for
31% of all sales of fertilizer and lime
28% of all sales of petroleum products
22% of all sales of seed
19% of all sales of feed
160% of allsales of pesticidies.

Five co-ops are among the 500 largest U.S. corporations.
They are:

Ranking among
country's cor- Annual volume

Name of Cooperative porations (millions)

Agway Inc., Syracuse, NY ................................................... 188th ............ $580
Farmland Industries, Kansas City, Mo ......................................... 244th ............ 372
Land O'Lakes Creameries, Minneapolis, Minn ................................... 251st ............ 367
Cotton Producers Association. Atlanta Ga ............. .......... 312th ............ 272
Farmers Union Central Exchange, St. PaulMin ......................... 471st ............ 153

A partial indication of the growth of the co-op movement is reflected in the
following compilation prepared by The Cooperative League of the USA.



NUMBERS, MEMBERS, AND BUSINESS VOLUME OF COOPERATIVE AND MUTUAL ORGANIZATIONS

[Figures are for latest available year

Number of Individual Dollar volume
co-ops members (thousands) Remarks and significant trends

Consumer goods centers ------------- Food and home supplies --------------

Credit unions ---------------------- Thrift and credit --------------------

Electric co-ops --------------------- Rural electricity ....................

Farm credit system:
Banks for co-ops --------------- Credit for co-ops ...................
Federal land bank associations --- Long-term farm credit ---------------
Production credit associations- Production credit -------------------

Farm marketing -------------------- Higher returns for producers ----------

Farm purchasing ------------------- Production and home supply savings.--

Farm service ----------------------- Trucking, storage, ginning, grinding,

other services.

Group health plans ----------------- Prepaid health care ------------------

Housing --------------------------- Homes ............................

Insurance, co-op oriented ---------- Financial security --------------------

Memorial societies ------------------ Dignified last rites ..................

Nursery schools -------------------- Preschool child care -----------------

Studentco-ops --------------------- Room and board, books, social
activities.

Telephone co-ops ------------------- Rural telephone service

23,

5'

2,

1,

1826 572, 501 753,844 Smaller co-op stores will be found throughout the Nation, but especially in
the Great Lakes area of Minnesota and Wisconsin.

,207 19,070,000 2 11, 100,000 Credit unions are expanding to provide full financial services, includingtravelers
39,900,000 checks, money orders, even government securities. Number of credit unions

increased by 515 in 1967.
924 5,000,000 896,930 About 91 percent of the co-ops' meters are on farms and in churches, schools,

and business and industries. Rural electric co-ops are leading the battle to
achieve rural-urban balance.

13 4 3,000 1, 700, 000 Volume figures represent loans made during fiscal year 1968, an increase of
686 400,000 1,300,000 11.3 percent over fiscal 1967. At the close of the fiscal year the system's net
459 546, 000 5,400,000 worth was $2,000,000,000, only 6.5 percent of which was government capital.
100 3,760,000 12,850,000 About 34 of all farmers are members, marketing through co-ops 25 to 30 per-

cent of all they produce at some stage. Figures projected for 1967.
900 3,060,000 3,225,000 Farmers purchase 20 percent of all farm production supplies from co-ops.

Nonfarm persons also join to purchase home, garden supplies. Figures pro-
jected for 1967.

180 35,000 330, 000 In addition to co-ops primarily performing services, 68 percent of farm market-
ing ai=d 53 percent of supply co-ops perform one or more services. Figures
projected for 1967.

180 7,000,000 W0, 000 These include community, consumer, union, and employee-employer sponsored
plans. "Members" refers to individuals.

680 173, 000 250,000 The $250,000,000 contains svne paymeftts for playgrounds, pools, and other
community facilities. "Members" refers to family units.

15 11,850,000 776,200 In addition, there are hundreds of farmers' mutuals, workmen's benefit
societies, and other groups serving additional millions of members. Dollar
volume is annual premium income.

101 300,000 1,300 Dollar volume represents estimated savings to families. Some co-ops operate
their own funeral facilities, but most contract with funeral directors or
simply represent their members' wishes.

440 72, 000 6,840 Parents usually do part of the work in these cooperatives, thus sharing in
child-raising experiences as well as saving money.

400 400,000 29,660 These estimates include cooperative bookstores, as well as the houses in
which students get room or board or both.

232 632,000 65,000 With 80 percent of America's farms now enjoying telephone service, phone
co-ops emphasize upgrading service-reducing the number of party lines

and partir- on a line, providing dial service.

I Stores.
2 Savings.
I Loans outstanding.

4Co-ops.
Source: Co-op report, September 1968.

Kind of co-op Purpose
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The "big business" diversification aspect of the co-op is reflected in this report
on one of the regional farm supply co-ops:

"Midland Cooperatives' membership now numbers 300,000 families through
700 affiliated co-ops. Petroleum continued to be a major line, with refineries
producing at almost 100% capacity. Fifty-one new wells were drilld. Fertilizer,
seed and chemical sales showed a 20% jump. Midland's 170-unit trucking fleet
is one of the nation's largest private carriers." (Source: Co-op Report, Sept. 1968.
Emphasis supplied.)

The shelter now provided special privilege organizations, such as the co-op,
is leading to the destruction of the economic tax base of this country. The
exemption is a cancer feeding on tax-paying business and on the federal revenue.
The Wall Street Journal in discussing farm co-ops gave this correct analy4 i:

"Thus the Government has created a kind of Gresham's tax law; the people
who don't pay taxes drive out of business the people who do.

"Aside from the economic unfairness of saddling one group of people with
high taxes and granting another group of people the right to do the same business
with no like taxes to pay, there is a question about the economic soundness
of any such government policy.

"Actually it comes down to this question: If all the taxpayers were driven
out of business by non-taxpayers, who'd pay the taxes?" (Source: Editorial,
Wall Street Journal, 4-10-58.)

We favor the placing of co-ops on the same tax basis as other busines.q en
terprises, making them fully tamable on the income which they earn. Where
those earnings are subsequently distributed to owner-patrons, the owners should
be taxed the same as corporate dividends are now. Senator Ribicoff has proposed
this in S. 2646, and we recommend your favorable consideration of his approach
to the co-op problem.

In letters to the Washington Post published on Sept. 21, 1969, spokesmen for
The Cooperative League of the USA and the National Council of Farmer Coopera-
tives criticized See. 531 of H.R. 13270 as "a punitive measure (which) takes
away the right of co-op members to leave some of their funds in their co-op
for growth needs and to provide development capital."

The Washington Post is to be commended for putting the taxation of co-ops
in proper focus. In an Editor's Note, it correctly said:

"Co-operative corporations, under present law, avoid all tax liability by paying
20 per cent of their patronage dividends to members in cash. This gives the co-ops
a competitive advantage because 80 per cent of earnings can be retained for
reinvestment. But the member is liable on his personal income tax report for
100 per cent of his share of the earnings. The House, therefore, proposed that
the co-ops be required to pay out an additional 30 per cent in cash (phased out
over a 10-year period). This would make it more likely that the patron would
have enough cash to cover the tax liability on his total earnings, and at the same
time would reduce the co-ops' retained earnings advantage. But what is actually
needed beyond this first step toward equity is something like the Ribicoff bill.
which would levy a tax on co-ops themselves, plugging a $200 million loophole.'"
(Source: WASHINGTON POST, 9-21-89. Emphasis supplied.)

We believe the Washington Post has understated considerably the size of the
loophole.

The public has the right to know how many tam dollars are being avoided by
co-ops and other exempt organizations in direct competition with tax-paying
businesses.

The facts-not guesstimates-are available to your Committee from the Treas-
ury Department, the Internal Revenue Service, the Farmers Cooperative Service
of the Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions, and
other governmental agencies.
C. How Can Congress Justify a Policy That Perpetuates Unfair Competition and

Promotes Monopoly?
Regardless of the size of the loophole, there is a more important reason for

plugging the loopholes now being exploited by exempt organizations, and that
reason is: how can Congress justify on a factual basis a policy that is perpetuat-
Ing unfair competition and promoting monopoly?

Our Association consists of 85,000 small businem units.
They are taxpayers in more than 500 categories of business-manufacturing,

wholesaling, retailing, professional, and service.
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Exempt organizations are competing with these taxpaying business units for
the same consumer's dollar. They perform the same commercial function as the
taxpaying business unit. But because of their tax loophole, they pay relatively
no taxes. Thus they can afford to cut prices to gain a greater stranglehold on the
market; or they can use their profits for expansion; or they can use their profits
to acquire competitors (primarily small business units). The end result is the
same: less competition and a trend toward monopoly.

The immediate damage to small business, and to the public welfare, is obvious.
The long-range damage to the private enterprise system, the economic foundation
of this country, can be disastrous.

Ill. OUR PROPOSALS PROMOTE FISCAL SOUNDNESS

Although precise figures are unavailable to us, it is our belief that plugging
only those loopholes mentioned in this statement would more than offset raising
the surtax exemption from $25.000 to $100,000.

Fiscal soundness Is essential to our nation and we propose nothing to weaken
it.

On the contrary, we believe our proposals will strengthen fiscal soundness by
encouraging a sound long-range build-up of a vital productive sector of our
economy.

Thank you for the opportunity to present our views.

The CIAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator CUrTIS. Mr. Cha i riman, one quest ion.
Do I understand that what you are. proposing is that the deduction

be put on the normal corporate tax and not the sti'ax?
Mr. BECK. No, sir. We are proposing that the point at which the

surtax applies first be raised from $25,000 to $100,000, and that only
the normal 22-pereent tax apply up to $100,000, and the 26-percent
surtax begin to take over from $1b0,000 up.

Senator CURTIs And no change in the rates?
Mr. BiEcic. No, sir; we are recommending no change in the rates

at this time. Like everyone, we are for tax reduction, but we do not
feel that this is the time that tax reduction should be encouraged.

Senator CURIS. That is all.

The CIIAIRIAN. Thank you very much.
Senator MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I just, want to make a comment. I

think the suggestion is a very constructive suggestion. I like the idea
that you have of a tradeoff which nets the same revenue to the Treas-
ury, and I think that is something that we ought to consider very
carefully.

Mr. BFcK. May I just add to that please Senator Miller. You are
correct that the proposal to increase the surtax exemption to $100,000
would be almost an exact tradeoff for lost revenue from the Treasury
proposal to decrease corporate tax rates 2 percent. However, in addlf-
tion, our proposal to close tax loopholes now afforded to tax-exempt
cooperatives, would generate, we believe, sufficient additional revenue
to offset the estimated $1.49 billion revenue loss entailed in either our
own proposal or the Treasury proposal. We have no way of estimatin
the amount of revenue from tax-exempt cooperatives, but we wefl
think it would be at least equal to if not greater than $1.49 billion.

Senator MILLER. I understood that your reply to Senator Curtis
indicated that it did amount to a tradeoff, by increasing the point for
the surtax exemptions to apply from $25,000 to $100,000, we are going
to lose some revenue, but on the other hand by not lowering the overall
rate by one point and then two points as Treasury has recommended,
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we are going to gain some revenue, and so that the net amount to the
Treasury is going to be the same.

Mr. B CK. Except, sir, that in addition closing the tax loopholes
for the cooperatives and the tax-exempts will, we think, provide an
additional amount of extra revenue of perhaps $1.5 billion, but we
have no figures available as your committee undoubtedly does, as to
what these figures might be. So we are saying that there is more gain
than just a tradeoff.

Mr. KLCUTJLEN. May I have just one moment to make a point. As
Mr. Beck said I represent the Conference of American Small Busi-
ness Organizations which is somewhat of a sister organization to the
National Small Business Association. We would like to express this
particular point, and I have a statement which I would like to offer.
It is a very short statement.

If genuine tax reform is to be accomplished by the present. Congress
recognition must be given to the ned for tax relief for small brosiness.
This important segment of our national economy has been all but
ignored throughout the lengthy deliberations on H.R. 13270 in the
House of Representatives, and'the Senate now has the opportunity
and the duty to correct this grave oversight.

The accelerating trend in recent years toward concentration of busi-
ness activities in large corporate entities has resulted in a steady erosion.
of the small business community. Among the factors responsible for
this are the excessive burden of taxes imposed by Federal, State, and
local governments, and the diminishing amount of reinvestment capi-
tal available to the small businessman to keep his business going.

The tax burden of the American small businessman is'dispropor-
tionately greater than that of his counterparts in other countries. In
addition to the massive Federal income tax which takes away roughly
50 percent of every profit dollar, he must also pay State income taxes,
State and local taxes on equipment and property, business franchise
taxes, payroll taxes,. including social security and unemployment com-
pensation taxes, various excise taxes and use taxes, and inv other form
of tax that the fertile minds of the taxing authorities cantinvent.

While large corporations can pass the tax burden along to the con-
sumer in the price of goods and products produced it is frequently
impractical or economically unfeasible for small business firms to
increase the price of their goods and services, and all -too often the
small firm ends up absorbing additional taxes through a reduction of
its level of return.

For sound business reasons most small business firwi; must adopt a
corporate form although this necessarily carries with it somewhat
heavier tax consequences than would an individual proprietorship
or partnership. Without a corporate form it would be impossible in
most instances to obtain equity financing, or other forins of capital
required. All businesses today imst contintimly modernize their p1lnt
and equipment and improve their 1)lmsinea tecl'"ologv ill ,,dei' to
remain competitive. The need for investment capital for such purposes
is a continuing and vital problem for the small businessman, but his
sources of capital are much more limited than those of the large
corporations. Because of this the costs of modernizing and improving
his business technology must come largely from reinvestment of the
profits from the business.
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H.R. 13270 not only fails to take into account the small business-
man's continuing need for reinvestment capital but would accentuate
his present problems by eliminating the relatively small advantage
of the 7-percent investment credit. In our view this is the exact reverse
of the direction the Congress should be taking to accomplish sound
and equitable tax reform.

The most direct and uncomplicated method of providing equitable
tax relief to small business would be to raise the corporate surtax ex-
emption base from its present level of $25,000 to a substantially higher
level. This level should, we feel, be $100,000 if it is to provide any sub-
stantial tax relief to that segment of small business which needs it
most. At present a firm with net taxable income of $100,000 pays a
whooping $45,650 in Federal income tax (including the 10 percent sur-
charge), and several thousand dollars more in State income taxes.
This is such an unfair tax burden that its effect is to discourage initia-
tive and effort by the small entrepreneur. After he has taken all
the risks, invested his time and skill, and done all the work, his non-
contributing partner, the Government, comes along and takes half
of all the earnings. Such a grossly unfair arrangement would have
shocked the conscience of previous generations of Americans, but we
now accept and tolerate it as a built-in condition of business life.

By any fair measure the Government's share of the small business-
man's earnings should not exceed 25 percent of the first $100,000. A
business with earnings above that level can, for the most part, support
a higher percentage of tax, although we cannot agree that the present
48 Percent rate is fair aml reasonable. Our immediate concern, howev-r,
is that some relief be given in the lower brackets of small business
earnings, and we urge this committee and the Senate to accomplish
this by raising the present corporate surtax exemption.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAm&fN %. Thank you, sir.
The next witness is Mr'. Robert G. Skinner, executive committee,

division of federal taxation, American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants.

Mr. Skinner, you have a statement here that is over 100 pages in
length which I do think we ought to carefully study. I regret that you
are limited to 10 minutes to summarize the statement because I know
that you are in a position to give us some very fine advice.

Our staff has carefully studied what you have prepared for us, and
it will be considered, but unfortunately I think you understand our
predicament,. We are committed, at least I am, to try to report a bill
by October 31, and under the pressure of the circumstances we will
have to hear you briefly.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. SKINNER, EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
DIVISION OF FEDERAL TAXATION, AMERICAr INSTITUTE OF
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS, ACCOMPANIED BY HERBERT
FINKSTON

Mr. SKINNER. Thank you. We will keep our remarks to 10 minutes.
The CIhAIRMA N. As a matter of fact, our staff has summarized your

statement and the summary runs four pages itself.



Mr. SuINNI,.u. I aIlH It member of the executive cotiit-to6 of ti0
American Institute of Certifled Pi hIic Aecouit-at.s. I an aeComptinied
by Mr. Herbert Finkston, who is a m mber of the institute's tax stair.

We are appearing tolay, of course, ol Imalf of tihe institute.
As you may know, the AICIPA is ,the solo national organization of

professioliul cert-ified public accountants. It was established in 1887,
and it cur'renitly lIts approximately 70,100 members.
As the othrs have stated, we also appreciate tlhis opportunity 'to ex-

press our views on the Vital issue of tax reform. We have prepared for
Consideration by your co1iitti ite detailed 1111lysis till it StItImIIlly
of our comiments (n selection l provisions of th tax i'elorill hill.

III addition, wNo firliy 1 live that. lit volitiilliig e loIl I pl~lrsilit
of tax refornm at this tilme should also 'llollle consideration of sill)-
st-u\t e tecliical anilduents )? f he Internal levenlle (.'odh which
perpetIilito iltepqities, whii give 1l1iitehidod lenetits and wlhicll cre-
ate illinteiiole il aIrdsllIps.

i'le tax livisioll of, the illstitilto lis prepared it booldet ,litiiled
"Rlecommiuendations for .Ai\iWdiilOicts to tr i iternai Reveinue ( 'ode,"
whI ichi lists and explains a iiuiilar of sulbstanti ve teclilical lprop'osais
wihi'i we 1)elieve shoilld be ellacted into law.
Wo would appreciate it. if )ot 011o1' S1llniiiiti'y and1( o1' detailed

presentation together with our1 booklet, and these oral coit il|nts 1re
Included ii tie record of these learings.
While there was sollie disagl'eennt witllin our tax division oil th

0ler'its of the various provisions of the i louse bill, t liere was O,,'
ou0tlusion oil which agi'etlient was iilli1,16iills..tie ill .l(ldille ('om1-

plexit.y of the legislationu.
1rovsiov s siO h as those dealing with private foito lt01ns, fili'1

losses, tie foreign tax credit, and the limit on tax preferences will
prove to be very dili"111t; to apply and to administer. Ill illiy ('ases
lrOosed cha.inges ont.ain11( ii til bill do not, replace current, sections

of tie law. Insteald, the new prol)osals would further complicate l111
already too complex self-assessiuent tax system.

()ne of tie services performed by our institute 1mei11brs in their
a,,O'cuiting )'flctices is tax retirn )reparation. C'PA's probably I)1'
pare tile bulTic of tax returns filed in the United States which Rare not
considered simple. 'We are very seriously concerned that tile overall
otl'ect of this reform lnll as it 1o0w stands will be overwhelming, and
it may even lead to some noncompliance.

Wk urge your committee to carefully weigh the reform objectives
sought here in light of tie burden that the House proposals would
illpose on this Nation's taxpayer's, as they seek to interpret and couit-
ply with them.

In the remaining time available fori us today, we would like to
e!mphasizo tliree additionl nicasures that we feel should be inched
li lany tax legislation approved by your committee this year.

I'llere has Eeen a significant and Widespread increase in ti efforts
of I'oVemle agents to tax advance payuits an(d deposits for both
goods aid services, without regard to tio ieiatching of related eosts
and without regard to whether tiese advances are refundale. Adjutst-
unelts of this liiint'(r proposed by reVentUo agents have beeni stililifated
!by a series of recent eoti't. eases, ill wlich the Comillissiolner has heenl
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"11,tained in taxing advance payments from the sale of goods rather
than jtust the income from these sales.

In effect, these eases hold that upon receij)t of the sales price, or any
plart of it, tihe amounts so received must be included in taxable income.
,()nly when the merchandise is subsequently shipped or delivered, or
when title passes to the customer, is a deduction allowed for the related
CostS.

Th e fact. that these two events take p'lae in different years, distorting
the income of both years, has been disregarded. Ono circuit court. has
held talt incluhion in gross income of the entire mount of advance

payment's, without an allowance for related (ost of goods sold, would
constitute taxation of the return of capital. Nevertheless, the circuit
court aflirned the decision of the Tax Court, I)ecause t~he taxpayer
did not establish an amount. for the cost of goods sold appIlicable to theadvance patymenpts.

The treatment. that the cou1s lhve approved in this area violates
the annual accounting concept which requires the matching of revenue
with related cos, ;t and expenses. The courts ]lave, ill effect, 1conplletoly
disregarded this principle.

'[i seriousness of tills problemm sould not he underestimated. It is
a ltoget her p)ossil)le that 1utuess relief is granted in this (onnection, some
mam faceturers could I)e taxed ot, of existence.

Se\veral years avo Congress listed in the resolution of a similar
loblom. Automoriilh (lu)s had been accounting for dues revenue
ratably over thlue period to which the (ues applied. The Conmissioner
pr)osed that. dues revenues should l)e recognized in tli year received
and that the related expenses should not. be Idl(*' ible until later years
when they were actutilly incurred.

The courts supported the Commissioner's treatment, which was com-
l)letely contrary to the accounting principle of match ilyg revenue with
related eosts mid expenses. As a result, section 456 w'as eventually
enate(d to remedy the l)ol)lem. Section 4155 l)rov'ides similar treatment
for l)rel)aid sul)scril)tion income.

Our tax division urges Congress to take similar action regarding
the t axation of advance payments for merlchandise. We propose that
section 4151 of the code )e amended by adding a new subsection which
would simply provide that l)ayments received for goods sold by a
taxlpayo.r in the ordinary course of his trade or i)uminess should be
included in income in the year in which the sale takes place.

For this pUrl)ose the nelthod of accounting regularly epliployed by
the taxl)ayer in keeping his )0oo01s should be determinative.

Alternatively, section 451 could be amended to make it. clear that
gl'os income from the sale of mereha.ndise or other pol)erty is the
gain from such a, sale and not the gross receipts from the transaction.

Section 367 of the code provides that. certain provisions of sub-
chapter (c) (covering liquidations of controlled subsidiaries, trans-
fers to controlled corliorations and specified reorganization exchanges
and distributions) will not be applicable to foreign corporations un-
less, Prior to the transaction, the Secretay of the hTeasury or his
delegate determines that the transaction is not in puruance of a
plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidlance of Federal
Income taxes.
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The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate should be given sta-
tutory authority to make a determination after an exchange that tie
exchange was not in pursuance of a plan having as one of its princi-
pal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes.

Notwithstanding the similarity of purpose and structure of code
section 367 and sections 1491 and 1492, section 1494(b) provides that
the tax otherwise imposed by section 1491 may be abated, remitted
or refunded if, after the transfer, it is established to the satisfaction
of the Secretary or his delegate that the proscribed tax avoidanee
purpose did not exist. Legislative history discloses no reason for witl-
holding similar relief from the impact of section 367 which, because
it requires a ruling in advance of the exchange has been anid (ontinue-:
to be a trap for the unwary.

Moreover, recent experience has indicated that rulings under sec-
tion 367 have been delayed or ( months an(l longer, even where the
Internal Revenue Service has agreed to expedite the case, resulting
in expensive hardships for taxpayers.

The cost of purchased goodwill, trademarks, trade names and other
similar intangible assets should be amortizable over a stated perio(
fixed by statute to the extent that these costs are not otherwise leduc-
tible under other sections of the code.

Under present law a taxpayer can amortize costs of this nature
only if a definitely determinable useful life can be established, or
failing that, upon proof of the abandonment of the asset. Many
court decisions and Internal Revenue Service rulings have held that
no amortization is allowable where these, tests are not met. evei
though the value of the intangible asset obviously has been impaired.

We recommend an amendment of the code provide that if a definite
life cannot be determined for a purchased intangible asset, its cost
can be amortized over a period of 10 years or, at the election of the
taxpayer, over a longer period.

Section 1245 should provide, if it does not now do so, for re-
capture of amortization when the intangible asset is sold or otherwise
disposed of in a transaction covered by that section.

We have presented our recommendations, both oral and written,
with the hope that they will prove helpful. If it should appear that our
tax division could assist vou or your staff in your analysis of the
various proposals, we would be pleased to do so in any way that you
might wish.

Thank you for giving us this opportunity to present our comments
to you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We have quite a bit of
testimony concerning what you are saying.

I am impressed that you represent the group that ought to be able
to understand all of the complexities of the tax law as well as any-
body. because you work with it every day. I made the statement In
opening these hearings that what the House has sent us is 368 pages
of bewildering complexity. Is that what you find?

Mr. SKINNR. I would agree with that. We say without any regard
to selfinterest, although we probably can understand it almost as well
as anyone can, that we think it is wrong for a self-assessment system
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to require so much professional assistance by the people who are
assessing themselves.

The CAIRAM-AN. The old people came. in here trying to explain their
retirement income and they said no two accountants or two lawyers
could figure out what some poor old man owes and arrive at the same
conclusion. You are aware of that statement?

Mr. SKINN.,n. I am not aware of it specifically but I (an understand
and sympathize with it.

The Ch1AIRM3ArAN. That reminds me of the compromise we finally
worked out when we were trying to tax foreign income some years
ago. By the time we got througliwith it some of the best lawyers in
America told me you could take any team of lawyers and accountants
and put then to work on any corporation's tax problems, and no two
sets of lawyers and accountants who could arrive at the same dollars
and cents figure. They said there is no way on earth you could read
that language and have two inteligent men working independently
arrive at the same conclusion.

Mr. SKINNER. I think that is a perfect example of the results that
you achieve with the complexities that we have. I agree with that.

Senator CURTIS. I have a question or two.
I noticed by the summary you support clarification of the provision

i-elating to farm losses?
Mr. SKINNER. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Are you willing to apply it to all businesses ?Mr. SKINNER. Certainly we would.

Senator Cuwrmis. To all busiieses. In other words, you will apply
the rule to all businesses that over a period of years and have con-
tinued losses, that those losses be disallowed?

Mr. SKINNER. No. Perhaps I misunderstood the question. I thought
you said clarification and simplification of the areas. The thrust of our
comments in the farm loss area was with reference to complication and
clarification.

Senator CURTIS. I think it is without question that the farmers are
treated in the way that no other business is by the House bill.

I would like to also ask you this question. I know of a college fra-
ternity that its national office has an endowment fund that every mem-
ber makes a contribution to when lie belongs to the fraternity. This
money is used predominantly to make loans, to build chapter houses,
chapters located on the college or university campuses.

These local chapters pay interest for the use of this money. We are in
a situation where the Federal Government is spending money and
making loans for college housing, that here we have a fraternal orga-
nization, but do I understand your statement that you would tax that
fraternal organization even though no profit accrues to anybody?

Mr. SKINNER. I do not know that our statement covers that. Is this
in the exempt organizations area?

Senator CURTIS. I find right here it says "taxation of investment
income of social, fraternal and similar organizations" that you support
it.

Mr. SKINNER. We would support generally the unrelated business
income proposals to the extent-
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Seao'CURTIS. No, t his is ati ivestlUelit, inc(ome1. Now la1ial b I lie
suinulary is wronig, I (to iiot. knlow. It is found oil page 10.

Mr. SxiNNi,,11. Ohi page, 44 of outr jpreptire(I testililly we stitto tlis:
tat " (t) 1he bill l)1o~'1d05 for tbe tlxatioll (lt regulai.rO-i''t e ra1tes)

of i i(3Stlli ~C, lotlu 11Other unlreliteti inlcome of sociall clbs.
fraternial. Illficiary11' -isiations, uil( voll li t a 1y eminploees' heiieflict

tassociatiolis. IThis will nll 1ply , h10oeVer, to sil ncoiti Of fraiterli
* beneficiary tvs~oeitioiis il( votitiry emtployees' lbeiileitiry iussoci-
* ations to thle extetit. it is set, aside to be, uisedl oiiiy for the exempt iii-

Suranco function of these orgin watt jois antd for ('luilitlo putrj)osvs.
If in an~y year aii tuiouitit, is tatkeii out of thle stet-tside aid uised for
ailly Other purpose, tile( am11onlt ftiken ouit. will be subject to tatx ill
sUC~ll Year."

*Oulr e~x'cuItive group Is Illd( 111) of 111110 people. 'We require it t -
thtir(s vote to act. 0ur exetivek- 4Vrotl tj)greed to support the houlse
l)1Ol)OSlls ill this alret without, sjn'cii(' collilielt.

Senaultor (NuiIrs. What V()l have stiillit ted hevre is il rrivel at b
Itllm people?

Mr. SJUNNIR. Ye.. Teso tire thle iiaeibers, of 0111' executive group).
However, they hive the auth10ority inlder the oa'gauaiillIion of out'. ill.
stit utte to evailtiatte colilillits.
I 11lighlt addI tilt thte ColitlllitS Were' studied ill oletiil b~y Sublilh'Ii-

niattees wild special groups of laix specialists lil ~'t iei - tall1
timne in working with tix iiiealsires.

Senator Cuiris. I will aisk yott personally. D)o you favor t kla :-
tioti tis college fraternity is I nintioneol where t heir a' fle iii vclt-
lll'it 'is hielpinig their chlalpters5 tiequiro liousiigt for student s to livte

*ill, auilil tilltuit they paly interest. oil it? Now, would youl fix that ?
Aft. SKIxNiN. PVi'SOtliill, 1 would sve no0 i'soil why; thit. slhoutld

not, be talxed, pi)1til'ovided it was offset 1)y at elntc(l expenses. I ailt
sjaeatk ing iiowv of at fraternity ats sepirite 1111dl all't. front t he edlt'a'
t aoatill i lst itult ionl itself.

Seata-tor ('uIr'Is. Thait is all1.
Senator Miai.I would like to ask it question on these cotiameat(8

of yours relatinig to corporate nllel'gers anld the interest, dleduct. ion1
iattter. I ain icwhated to igree wvit I your observations. ut as I urn let'-

statinl it, Onl soic Of thepse tranisactilonlls the investor' receives not. oly
at debenture hut 11e receives it wtiritt. Now, lie is content to reveive-(

*tile debenlture paying~ at lower nrate. of iaiteres t- thanl some other kinad
of dehenituue wI~llel1 is not convertible, bweause that warran11t. wouldd
be sold and of course if hie lil'd it long4 0citougi he gets capitall ga i us,
so it others at gliiani vielyheanIII effect o'oi'ei't interest Itiloitle
into Capital gainl.

In it situation like thiat, wvletilier it is within respect to a1 mer0ger or anyII
other type of fitnncinig, it is an across-thle-lboairdl tAlpl)oacht, wold
youl support a provisions whichi would require thatt any prIofit made~l
from the sale of such warrant shall be treated ats ordinary iiioatle ?

Mr. SxiNxER. Senator Miller, I observed your eotniilts earlier
here, and I might add that I think that a big' part of the solution to
problems in this area would be a much carer Ainitiou of the differ-
ences between equity capital and borrowed capital or- debt.

Senator MirTiam, '1ilhis would be one way to ta(le tha?
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1,11'. SKIN NElR. 'F1lit iS' i'ii1t.. I agree wvilt i lt, 111d I ligree %Vith yoln,
01' I thlii I ligreo wvith Nl VhI, flilt, III llpl'Oli(' to( 1 lie 0l)jet''ioiis t)
coniioiie I'llt-e iiigrwiteli ng and deldiug, and Iiiergei's anld acquisi-

fill-i'ogl thli ta~x lIAws befo weo resort to thIiis.
Seuat or. YitE es; but, () Nymu 11ree Nvit hIi10 ti lt ill thle eXiuiilpk'

I gavo No(It thlt, thle said le f t lint.. wz iiil (ollIdwell be I axed( its

1AIr. SR iN N I-t. Yk tS, I tlii k 11li1t, t his wold be 14 ppr)ri'lite mnder.
hoseo ('I r'ttuist ances.

Senatdor INI ii .t"'i. Whethler' it is inlved ill it iiero'er 01' soviet Ii iii"
elSeO

All'. SKINNED. X&'S.
Senator Mu~~~.It (lots not inn ke a11N di ftrence ?
All1'. StIN NI. It, gets arnriti dlowni to t lie essencev of' what, t(le lnttilre

of' the asset, is. Is it eq(N1t 01' is it, debt ?
SviliI.t or Mii'u."It. TIhlank voul.
T110 CAARIN Thank you.
( Hobi't (1. Skiitit''s ppllr'vd stiiteiili with I talitinc lent. follows.

Orl test iniony of thle next. wit ness emoiiielices lit, page 4l8- 1)

SI'ATEMEN'r OF~ Itom-ar G. SKIN NERl

M~y nanile is Rtobert, U~. Skinner. I 11 a nit emer of tie Exect'ivt Committee
of' thle D)iii of IFtdt'rit ii xiio lo f' tilet Ameir'icatn Inlst titte Of Ct'rt I ld PubticIt
Aooitants. I am11 aceouiiituiit'd by lHerbert Flikstot, aitit mebe of' thle Intstit ute's
ta x staff. We ii ie appea rinug here tmtiny oil ht'liuil of tilie I1st Itltt'.

'I'lle AI'A is ft(', sol(' illitltiuil organulutioii of professinal CPA.-. It NN-as
establllied Iii 185S7 and (titreiitly hans tipproxiiiinitely 70,000( members.

WVe apprevciate the opportunity to e'xpress otur views onllit vital issue o~f tx
refom. e hve repredf4 cosidraton y yur ommtte itdt'ta lied

initlysls miid at suitiiiiy Ofour 011(omml~ents onl se'lectedi pr1ovisions of M. 1:1,270.,
ln atilittion, It is outr firm belief t hat tiny count inning e'ffor't Ill pui'suit of taix
refoilulit this tiit should also ineltide c'onsidleratilon of subtanht ive ttechialI
anientliietits Of exist ing provIiis Of tile In1teri-ut I HPV'eiiiie Cotit'-110 hlo' erptn til'1
illetti i'. give un11intenided benefits mnd ('reite iunintende'd liidships. ' rIli' Tax
divisionn of thle Institute has prepared at booklet entitled I lecom men (ht I mns foi.
Amiendmuents to the Internal Revenue Code" which lists untd expia ins at numii
of slibstititive toelleai )I"l)sl which we believe Should be enalcteti Inuto law.

We would a ppreciate It, If 1)oth our1 stu mmii iy 1111( detta ii d p~resenitation t oge-thli'
wvit~h our booklet and these oral comments aire Included tin the record of these
liearings.

While there wts sone. disagreement within our Tax 1Divi1sion onl the merits of
vairiouis pi'Ov'isilons of thei House 111111, there wul s one t'oi itiusioti onl which agree-
tiielt Wats una111Iiiious1-thP inleredliile complle\ity of thle legislation. Provisions4
such its those dealing with private foundations, farm losses, the foreign tax
cedtit litti the i11i1t; oil taIx pre'tferences will prove to be very liffic.ulflt iplii'-
tion and admlinstratilon. Ini many cast's prlopotsedl changes contained inl the 11ill
(14o not r'tplace current seet Ions of tile la1w Inlstetad, thet nlew taix reo't'oru proposals5
would further complicate anl already too) eolltx self-assessint tax system.

One of the services pe'rformned by 1Insttitoiuteue invlr I thi' lictollutling plt.-
tices Is tax% return preparation. CPAs jprt~lbly prepare tile bulk of tax returns
filled lin tile Uuuiteol Shttts whiich aire not, eonsidert'ed M~inple. We tire st'x'isiy
concernedo thlat the overall effect of this reform Bill wvill be overwiinlim and1(
may evenm lead to uioniompIlianee. We urge' your Conunitilee to carefully weigh the
reform objectives sought here Ii light of the burden that. the House pi'oposalis
would Impose u115)1 this iiatlioi's taxpayers ats tht'y seek to Initerprtet aindt t'IvIly
with1 theui.

Ini thle reining time available today. we would like to emphasize three ad-
ditional, measures that we feel should be include lit n y tax legislation all-
prov(ed by your Committee this year.
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TAXATION OF PAYMENTS FOR MEMIIOIANDISE O OTIlR 11I'EII,'LrY lIECEIVIE'D PRIOR I TO
THUE OCCUItRENCR OF SAlE

There has been a significant and widespread increase in the efforts of leveie
Agents to 'tax advance payments and deposits for both goods and services witlh.
out regarrd to the watching of related costs wnd wit bout rega rd to whet her I hese
advances are refundable. Adjustments of this nature proposed by Reveimi agents
have leIen sthnulated by a series of recent court cases in which the Couimmis.
sioner has been sustained in taxing advance layienlts from the sale of goods
rather than Just the Income from 'these sales.

In effect, these cases hold that upon receipt of the sales price, or any part of it,
the amounts so received must be included in taxable income. Only when the
merchandise is subsequently shipped or delivered, or title passes to the customer,
is a deduction allowed for the related costs. The fact that these two events take
plate In different years, distorting the income of bot h yea rs, has been disrega rded.
One Circuit Court has held that inclusion in gross incomne of the entire amoniiit
of advance payments, without ani allowance for related cost of goods sold, woild
constitute taxation of the return of capital. Nevertheless, the Circuit Court
affirmed he decision of the Tax Court because the taxpayer (lid not establish
an amount for the cost of goods sold applicable to the Ildvance payllimelits. TI'he
treatment that the courts have approved in this area violates the annual acco1nt-
Ing concept which requires the matching of revenue with related costs and e.-
penses. The courts have, iII effect, completely disregarded this prIclple. The
seriousness of this problem shoul not be underestlnted. It is entirely iossi ie
that unless relief is granted in this connection, some manufacturers could be
taxed out of existence.

Several years ago Congress assisted in the resolution of a similar problem,
Automobile clubs had been acounting for dues revenue ratably over the leri)d
to which the dues applied. The Commissioner rlOlo(s that dues revenue 11o1fld
be recognized in the year received and that the related expenses should not be
deductible until later years when they were actually incurred. The courts sup.
ported the Commissioner's treatment which was completely contrary to the
accounting principle of matching revenue with related iosts mid expenses. ,\s :
result, section 456 was eventually enacted to remedy the problem. Code section
455 provides similar treatment for prepaid subscription income. Our Tax 1)ivi-
sion urges Congress to take similar action regarding the taxation of advance
payments for merchandise.

We propose that section 451 of the Code be amended by adding a new subsec-
tion which would simply provide that payments received for goods sold by a tax-
payer in the ordinary course of trade or business shall be included in income In
the year in which the sale takes place. For this purpose the method of accounting
regularly employed by the taxpayer in keeping his books shall be determinative.

Alternatively, section 451 could be amended to make it clear that gross income
from the sale of merchandise of other property is the gain from such a sale
and not the gros8 receipts from time transaction.

RELAXATION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ADVANCE RULINGS REGARDING TRANSACTIONS
INVOLVING FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Section 867 of the Code provides that certain provisions of Subehapter C
(covering liquidations of controlled subsidiaries, transfers to controlled corpor-
ations, and specified reorganization exchanges and distributions) will not be
applicable to foreign corporations unless prior to the transaction the Secretary
of the Treasury or his delegate determines that the transaction "is not in lr-
suance of a plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of Fed-
eral income taxes."

The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate should be given statutory au-
thority to make a determination after an exchange that the exchange was not inI
pursuance of a plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of
Federal income taxes.

Notwithstanding the similarity of purpose and structure of Code section 367
and sections 1491 and 1492, section 1494(b) provides that the tax otherwise im-
posed by section 1491 may be abated, remitted or refunded if, after the trans-
fer, it Is established to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the
proscribed tax avoidance purpose did not exist. Legislative history discloses no
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realsonl for wvtliiioidiiig siiila P relief fromi th li mpact o.f setion 1)1 3617 whlichl lii-

caulste it r'4iirt's it ruling lit atvl'aiw of th lit txvhaIilgt-. lits beeli antd ((Jilt I 11111's 1

1.)4 it trapl for the un1wary3.
Moreo'4ver', i'tvenit t'Xl-rIv'i4'e h1as41 indiated( thait rtilijugs iilr section)1 367~ hav e

141'tii tl1l3'e( 1f1r six 1114)11is and1( Ioinger--elt'i wiitret'het I iitt'Pilii Retv('ill' strv-

ive lils agreed to e x pedite tile case- resultilig ill exilvens' e ha P41Msl11s fi. ' ha x-

A MOiRTIZATIION 01P 1 XAN6;11I1K ASSETSN

1,'1t'(4%~ o tof I iii chl st'l go()44w ill. I'l tlt'lin ia s. tr d P 1 .1 I IS. St'VIt't j IP' 4Q554'.

it st iiated per'iodt' I fixed byt ht5illIP toit( tIt li 14 assets hl(Iil costs a niot ot~lhr-

%%,Is(- flttict illilti iiiitl tho1 lt' sectilons of t(e (0u0e.

Ii lder' j 4Pt4'ii law III W, II 1 .l (-l~y4 i lt aI I)iiiori e costs (if till,, s mitliP only if 1i tieti-

iiii'ty (10 i lii Iaoig li 1' e I f ill l e I ll l uli e d or.t' )14 Iloiili t1y hat, llt't'l p1 oo 4)flIr'l

fi(li i 4tlit'd t' l 1i1 I 1144 t41 ' am t a y v'c is' ir 11111 l i (Ot'lls$4t l i t S O tliul It' Iililut ivrvd

lt -1 e1114'i thi Iithe lig lt e (155f 15t( 5(411 1)1 ib t'p asst' obI51w t lts hI ll illit't Ion

(11i1101 he) a eliu '51 O fin 1p rc ae lit'ltl itui 1lO 0u l. w e assel . i)'t'15(t o t o (1ca ll m rie

WVIYI it er 1 3(120 insh. i ore ip lit tie llstec4ti lhit taxpayerii Oil!' 4il'itS onge

fol F4'1i'lI fit(- lititi sliiltS sset1s1sol orit o1terwisie d ie of11 T i transacionI

COV(Ti( 1)y tat Sec4(Ition.1)4 )'~~4iSwtit dliuto' 1P plcitd

hk~l your anlsist ofth varlt' prt'toosls owtie Biull ple to ('llo1 altso Y i anyilt

wIf tlt' Bill wg'ih. W lpprlvehuitlthis lowvlvtdoupporuntut'ree t tilt iliiit

tY0i 411. s'fitihg

Tis sitBill IIII tise 11 'll vies (oiil)Plt'ilhlA4 provsion ofrei 11.11. 1:h27. Soe Dicviso

t(if edra (ltil t slt'tt'lll mantyiitf tie prbuseos Sougt (it) Bll This t su illr

wl ' il('t'in~~i~t-dto those lilolit's551iii wret difficglties lirel pelried.tt~liSo

the ~et i)Pgir4li tvith isItnin h Billt ubauesb rvt

ot ditinstli(.ii are1 unalelih to x i 'oIIIstis- f 01)11101 0on tle riaten

fonainiP)iii5of the]itrgri p iat' Billndatiost. towever te o i suportthet ilohihi-

Tile area. hi lelI cmrhniv n ~rmycmlx.S uhs

that~ it i toidtemine o whether th abui)sesli sofgt tlt' c1orrec(ted till 1

t'healllh11lti1 w1 'tiltoutU fnecssrillu repeitigted appropriated actwis of14
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is required to be filed. Foundations should be permitted to support these "s('t-
asides" later.

4. The Bill limits to 20 percent the combined ownership of the corporation's
voting stock which may be held by the foundation and all dlsqualifled persons.
We believe that this percentage limitation should be 35 percent.

5. The tax on investments which jeopardize charitable purposes (proposed
(ode section 4D44) is too punitive considering the subjective nature of the act
that would give rise to the tax. Any investments that experience a loss in valtiv
would be regarded by some as having jeopardized the exempt )urposes. As a
minimum, there should be a "correction period" its provided in proposed Code
section 4941 (e) (4).

6. The attribution rules included in proposed Code section 494O(a) (3) fror
determining "disqualified persons" should be modified to follow the rules of
section 318(a) rather than Code section 267(c), or section 267(c) (3) should b,
modified to apply only to partners having an Interest of 10 lercelt or more.

OTHER EXEMPT ORGANIZATIONS
.1. ('lay R. Brown Ca8c

Section 121(d) of the Bill Is Intended to deal) with the Clay B. Brown problem.
However, It seems unnecessarily harsh li attem)tilng to tax all debt-financed Ili-
come. As all alternative, the present exemption from the unrelated business
income tax for rents from personal property leased with realty could be elinmi-
nated. This would prevent Clay Brown-type transactions by taxing the rent from
any lease for whatever term where personal property constitutes more than an
Incidental or Insubstantial portion of the property subject to the lease.

2. Extension of Unrelated Business Income Tax
The Bill would extend the tax on unrelated business Income to additional

exempt organizations, Including churches, social welfare organizations, social
clubs and fraternal beneficiary societies. To the extent these oganizations
operate business enterprises that are unrelated to their exempt purposes, they
are permitted to compete unfairly with taxable entities. We support the exten-
sion of the tax in these circumstances; however, we reconnmend that the specific
deduction allowed in the determination of unrelated business Income be raised
from $1,000 to $5,000. This should eliminate much of the burden of compliance
by the organizations and audit by the Internal Revenue Service.

In the case of social clubs, the Bill proposes that income from nonmember
activities should be taxed. Allocation of Income and expenses between member
and nonmember activities will present difficult accounting and definitional prob.
lems that should be provided for more clearly.

3. Advertising Income Derived From Periodicals of Exempt Organizations
Section 121(c) of the Bill proposes to make clear that the regulations promul.

gated In December 1967 by the Treasury Department are in accordance with
the intent of the present Congress. We believe that these regulations, in which
the advertising activities of a periodical published by an exempt organization
are singled out for treatment as an unrelated business, are unrealistic in con-
cept. Further, we believe that it Is possible for both the advertising and edi-
torial content o1 certain of these periodicals to be functionally related to tile
exempt purposes cf the organization. Accordingly, we believe that section 512 or
513 should be amended to incorporate the following concepts:

a. A trade or business should be defined along vertically integrated lines
so that advertising activity, alone, cannot constitute a trade or business.

b. If the activities of such defined trade or business are functionally
related to the purposes for which an organization has been granted ex-
emption, this trade or business should not be characterized as unrelated
to the exempt I)urposes of the organization.

This approach should prevent the unfair competition that was in the original
target of Congress in enacting the tax on unrelated business income.

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

With respect to sections 201(c) and (d) of the Bill regarding charitable con-
tributions of appreciated property, we do not favor the distinction drawn be-
tween gifts to public and gifts to private foundations. It is our view that con-
tributions of such property should be treated in the same manner without regard
to the type of charitable recipient.
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FARM LOSSES

We agree with the intended irpose of the plrosed legislation to curb abuses
of ('alitali gain l)rovisions ('Ollled with the use of losses from farming operla-
tionU'4. ()il the other hand, we believe that the language of section 211 of the Bill
is so sweeping that It wvill affect iliore tlXpayers than Inten(led.

To illustrate, section 211 alilles to all taxpayer. wlio, with respect to tiny
taxable year, (I) intir at farm net loss, or (2) laive' ii bIlhlni.e iti the excess (e-
(ltitions accoullt lit tile (.lose of tile taxable venir. An ldlition to the ex(es.s
deluctions amount for at current year's farm loss is not required If (1) non-
form adjusted gross Income Is $50,000 or less, and (2) the farm net loss Is $25,00
or less. However, it appears that the $50,000/$25,000 de iniiiis exceptions (10
Ilot apply to excuse al)ldication of section. 211 in the face of it current year's
loss., no latter how small (prolpsed ('ode section 1251 (a) (1). Should this be
tMe cise. section 211 would apply to all taxpayers incurring a current farm loss,
with the result that it great niany farmers would be feed with lose of capital
gain benefits if they (lid not elect to adol)t certain accounting methods.

To remedy this apparent defect, we reconlnen(1 that the Bill be clarified so tlat
there is no doubt that the $50,000/$25,000 de nnininlis exceptions apply also in
tile case of farn net losses for the current taxable year.

1ii1Y LOSSES

We agree with tile inltenled Iurlpose of the proposal for dealing with so-called
hobby losses. lit our ju(lginet, however, the proposed provisions should be
modified to tie following extent:

1. The $25,000 excess of deduction over gross Income should be changed to
$50,000 (proposed ('ode section 270(b) ).

2. Wherever it appears throughout the -ection, the term "activity" should be
changed to "trade or business."

3. The application of this proposal should be limited to individual taxpayers.

LIMITATION ON EDUCATIONN OF INTEREST

We do not agree with the proposed limitation on the deduction of interest on
funds borrowed for investment purposes. It has long been an established general
principle of economics, accounting and taxation that express incident to the pro-
duction of income are deductible from such income. This legislative proposal in
a sense represents an artificial and arbitrary mutation of this principle which
would tend to discourage the assumption of risk and the Investment of capital-
both of which have been important factors in the growth and development of our
econonic system. Furthermore, it would constitute an inconsistent exception to
the cash receipts and disbursements method of accounting under which expenses
are deducted when they are paid and income is taxed when it is received.

If. however, this proposed amendment of the Code is enacted in basically Its
present form, it is suggested that the liniitation be made a))licable at both the
corporate and the shareholder level in the case of Subehapter S ('orlporatioms.

MOVING EXPENSES

The Bill nodifles the present treatment of job-related moving expenses by broad-
ening the categories of deductible moving expenses, by providing that reinl)urse(l
employees are to be treated in the same manner as unreinbursed old elnlloyees
and new en eployees, and by refining the requiremiients which must be ij,.Pt for the
deduction to be available. We believe that the dollar limitations on amounts of cer-
taMin of these deductions are unrealistic in today's economy and that they should
be increased. We also believe that the deductions provided for should be extended
to self-employed taxl)ayers andl to partners.

Furthermore, we urge tlat the moving expense proposals ibe made effective for
taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1964.

LIMIT ON TAX PREFERENCES

The provisions of the Bill placing a limit on tax preferences would Impose a tax
by indirect means on amounts which presently are fully or partially tax exempt.
We agree that public confidence in our self-assessment system Is undermined by
the ability of individuals to realize large amounts of disposable income with
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little, If anly, 11113li~it, of tax. lHoweve'r, we reconunendi that the tax prelervinte
itemls be dealt with through direct legislation. If this is not plracticable, thenl we.
would stipport tile provisions of thle 11111 with 01101' iiiditheaticiii. The tax prefer.
ence Item regaridinHg the excess (if accelerated depreciation over straight 1i110
(leprleciltioii shotild like'wise provide for a i'(dtictiot wvi straight line deprecila.
tion exceds accelerated depreciat bit.

INCOMEi. AV'EiAGINO

'iectioii '111 of the Bill wvould iliera lize ctirrelit lawv by redutcig the r'vquir.
Ilelits rega ring thlit antiouitt of iiicoiie which qiiilitit's tor' avveragin"g and1 also, by
lbro)ialtii I11g thle types of.1Incomne which are t-ligileh for averagiiig.

We stiplpoit. this proi'isioii of tht(- Billt it hei eXcept ion to the proposed eC.
festive dii to of tit x1le Years begillig a fter I )eeiinber 311, 1i1)(19. We note tint . tliv
provi-Iolis of' the Bill dealing with tie( repeal Iof1 thet tilt ernte tajx onc it l
gains for Inividnals t sectioli .511) are to lie cined lye with respe)(ct to salles 1111(1
dlisiosit ol occutrrig after .1 uly 25, 196911. The e'ffectivye dates of these two proNyl.
810115 cotlided with the 10 perceiit tax stircharge lit)\\ lil t'tvet stibJects auly buig.
totrin capita I gailn reaiizt'iI by Iniidvidua s lin tile brief period front .Ilily 26i to

that the( effective dii tes Cor' el ilnillil I lig the iiit('riilative caipittilI giill' tax\ lilt(]
littrodul I ig the flotw iiveragilng provisions be thle salle.

Sectloni 321 of the Bill provides tllat at person who receives a bentelicial interest
lil property by reason of services llt'roriiied is to be taixedi with respect to the
p~ropertyv at tihe timie It i.s received IC hie canl transfer tile property and1( If It- Is
not subjdect to "Isithl risk of forfeitlire. The ta x will be oil thle 11lnollilt
by which thle fair market value of the p~rolperty excets the aniount. the t'ill-
iployee paid1( for it.

At pr'esenlt tile treatment of restricted property Is governed by regullations.
which provide for 110 tatx whe(nf tile, emlployee receives tile rest rioted stock. Wll
tile restrict lolls liapse, the vii inc of tilt stock ait tile timiet of transfer to tile eViI-
lOyee (detelll led without trestrictionls) Is trea ted as (ompJellsa tioll providIed It
ling iiicreiised lil value. If thle value detcreases, thlen tile lower 'ailie is cons1idered'(
tht(-ci CIllptIlsit tiloll.

We stipport this provision oil 'onlditionl tililt Ally it'gis litiloll tinlllly lippl'oved
('ontililtes to provided' for -the 50 lpert't't inixititumi rate onl earned taxable iIIcouiI.
This provision, coulplet! with thle cnapitM gain provisions lin the 11ill. reflects at
recognition of otpuality of tax treatt'nt. between earned income an~d capital gaini
inecollitb. We' I tl i('ve that thie.e provisiolls, taken toget her will conti tne to provide'
incentive fotr tiloste whIo have ('oIlitted illich to 0111' eollnilc progress m id will
aliso iess('l1 tile 5t'l11ci for trans4actiolls motivated by tax avoidance.

ACCU'M PtATION 1rTUSTS. NITi,'i'L)T.E mUSTS. rrv.

Wve gellerai ly stll~lport the provislolls of tile- Bill ilhiphicall e to ti'lsts except for
('ffvt'Ctvf' (iWt5 We' recollillvld that tile r(estrictiv(e ('111111e r~o p Iosted with respect
to 11m(11ll11ul1tloli twists i' made aipplcab~le only to those triists established or
alitiotis 1111(11 to th~be (orpi)1 of existing trusts after April 23, 1969.

With respect, to ellillinating the exceptions Available under 'tile definition of
"aiccumulation distribution" as contained in present section 0&1)(1) of the Code.
It Is recommended that for those accumulation trusts which cannot qualify under
tilwse exceptions, tile effective date with respect to full or maximum throwback
aIpply only to accumulations In fiscal years ending after April 23, 1909.

CORPORATE MERGERS

We 4dis4agtee, with ,4(Ttll0111 oitf thei 13111. wlith prtovidethatiit a corlionfitiol Is
not to lbt allowed anl interest deducetionl witi respect to certal in1 types of indebted'
lli'5S. It im our view thant any restrictions on the "tide of coilglomnerate mergers"
should b li Iposed outside tile tax law.

More specifically, we feel that the criteina contained In proposed Code sections
279 (b) and (c) are arbitrary and of doubtful validity, and the $15 million amount
contained In proposed section 279(a) to discriminatory. Other difficulties may
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lInvolve' tI'il('Ilg plems1oii IIIIdI ftip' cIjICstIoI of whallt eon1tltVnte it 'pil" of ncqul.
sitioal. Finally13, tilie l)r0p0sd will a41 lerm~Qy a troct pe-rsons who for valid busitness
reaIsons 11103 (lesil'e to sell their businesses. Suchi persons mlay he unable to reailize
a proper' prior ' beea list of the (ldepressinig effect of tile proJ)osti.

We' (lis11gi'4' %%-it s(ction) 41*2 of' the H111it) the I 1(xtoit lp141)4W1'I smi'( 1)
.15:30)) GO1 will distiualify from i lstaillinilt Sale treat nioti1t traiiis;I'tioii whih
prei('5il 13 line Vi' ood i 1)11411105 pl11'l)0S.'. It NvOIi(1ad lr 114 iI)Otiiei. dlili je to -iIII
al I'ad3' (ilf~li t area. 14111 t horimore. lppolms, pl'os('ltoe by ext eusion.i. cail s
or1 otlher 111dif1ction bs fie I'( ot. 'overeVd. It I's out11 vie'w tI i i)1) -od so1wii
4t5300ii (1) .~ithl which NN.-' concur," is a dequate to co(ver' pi(sv'ilt 0 iuisos of tile

We also do tiot- agree wvit h soct ion 413 of the 13111 rogii i'ding ft he tax N I -a t iliit
of ori.gill Jse .151184i5'lit onl liolds. We tool 1 lI I lie pi'opose id liigcs v'iolat tilth%
well'evsta I Islo rmI vI e11(s of' thIIe car1 Ih loot 114)f] of I o Il I I IIIIg 111141 fit o4-t' It I It y
will ad(1( to ('omileN it 3 lidt( litforiiuitioii repjorinlg (li11ltlis fari olit of1 propo4rtion1
to tlle liiobleiil wich 5('(t 1441 41:3 Is designed to solve.

We' I1.'K'(olliepid~ a, a11 lilt fi'vin I i1'544 Solit ion of ft(- ie iohlei t hat l)1'4svilt. Code
s4'(ti101 12121 be Illiidoe to excluide friomi the tolhitiono it ioun)' co1)10 a asset all
(')1joflorh li0liCOl~vibl'the (iowb ( soniiiIls i'efei'id to as- " I'l l eight -' (14'h) S'llll

1i pris'ion NI'0i11( Iillke all gains and1( 1054'S 4)11 sales of iioiiwoivet'i h c'ioporate

Nollconv'ertihbe CorpJora11te (UuAt Is fl'ii'(Ie by lil Investor foil41' li pri nob jIII
piii'iose of realizinig it yield oil tit(, monevy iiivoisted. It-11101 ' aper that thle marliket
vauie o)f uioneooiertillue c'lorporate (but obligat ions filuetits Ill large milosure
with re~ferencie to pi'eva'iiiig Interest yields. Accor)1dingly', It 5001115 r'easoniable to)
tax its oi'(limiIy ilicoujie or allow its ord4inairy' (bedllitioni1 giihs or losses on (11s-
position)1 of ti110 obuligaltionus which tire prinaialy3 nir'( adju~stmlenits of' yields.

Weo re('ogiliz thait ch11lliges lin iiarket value of nioncolivertil c11 or'por'ate (debt
cani also be atilutable to at change li thle cr1edlit rinlg of tite, Issuer,. 1il1(] It Is
true that It might be4 applropriaite to reflect this clemintiitas ca pital gao r I 1 lss.
However, onl balance, we feet that thle treiitilliit of iionlcoiivertiule corpioralte odbt

le'0itos. Inluldinig those resulting fr'om seet ions 11 and 12:1 of tilie Code.

NATURE l HEr SlIOV'IWF,'Q; - --NI IN N11lAT PROD1UCTlION 1'AYM ENI'S

W~e 1'')ilioimed tliat li11 excepilon to the t l'Oatilalt of IllilierlI w4i'Ot loll~ pay-3
iiouts s 15 011 s hve malde foir produ o 1 p)aymen1101ts used 14) equliz /e tilt, ivst -
mit o(f patiipaniiits5II lillit iiation1.

NATURAL. ISIi(S- I[It AND) EXPLOR(ATION iEXI'lND)ITI'S

Wve siipliort the(, priovisions of tile BIll (10111 g with Ii o 0hlort 1)11 expnldl~itili-i's.
We suggest. howe~'or. that it provuisill on be(1410( 14) permliit to ayr, whl3e'~hio have
11111(h.' electionss unidoi er ol Il I 4111-tmn law to 4(1 inod tiouiO t illip 14) iiiakov new'I iel(t il.
I'I'o5(llt sOtifl 6154 ('4 5f) 11103 1)1olliblit I Is.

('AI'lrm. GINS AND) LOSSES

eoctioni 51 4 of the 11ill providers that long-tvi'nI 00 pitioh gainl Is toIw 144' t 'll ill
frgoim th i' 01'" o ('(hlilligo (1if a'111 cpl ii sst held for mlore than 121-11onth~s rnather
than ill, 114'r'svilit 61 1110111 us. (lalis rized oi 0/.01 )11e o1i.511' 1 ex('hllrtg of1 ('014111
li 55its hold for ]lot 1)l'4'" 1-11:11i 12 1114111 is vre'4 fulfly to Noille, as- ordin 11''Income1l.

Admittedlly. ft. p)ropiosed 12 ionth holding per'iodIis albitl':l'3. Ae 414 fool
however. th1t,1I i 15 (le bl 11 to lengthenl 1114 six 1114111 it p4'li04. We bieve0'( 11111 11

holding peiod beyond six 1114)illis w4)Ili( InlIel'lely'3 il(11('te the ilutelonI
tIi iii('t luhld tlIei''b3' ServeO 11l'4'e ('1(4501 Coligi'oSioiniII initenit that si)4'4il I ix
t1'('1t11101t b)e affoirded gilitis4 from Investmentiitas dlistiniguishedl firoii slieiuliitiv't
gol hIs.

Thei~ effec'tive1 dte for thet caphital go in and loss prov01isionis of the( Bill is geni-
erally' July3 25. 19619. This (11te4 ('a11 1impose serl'ous, tax l44iilties foi' those sales
4)1 dlispo~sitin w(15lhichl are, m11de41 after' July 25, 1969 lullilaIlt to1 ationi takenl
prior to that da~te. We' therefore suggest that the effective' dalte be oistaliislie1
lit 1)eeeinber 31, 10169. or. lit the alternative. elimite froin the pisionsi1 (If thle
11il1 any trauisiietions to) which the seller was committed lit writing onl or before
July 25, 11)09. Further, wve suggest that Insofar as the( repeal of the(, alter'native
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capital gains tax for individuals and the character of the gain is concerned,
collections or other dispositions in connection with transactions in which the
installment method was elected should be treated as if they occurred on or
before July 25, 1969.

SUBCI[APTER S CORPORATIONS

We have l)reviously expressed our sul)l)ort for the principle of conforming
the treatment of Subchapter S ('orporations more closely to that accorded part-
nerhips, and we believe that an overall revision of the Subchapter S rules is
desirable. The Bill's treatment of contributions to retirement plans in our judg-
nieit is an ininprolxr al)proa('h to only on(, Subchapter S (orporation tax policy
matter. We suggest that a better policy would be to amend the II.R. 10 rules to
conform them more closely with those acorded corporations. Alternatively. no
action should be taken on this matter until the overall revision of Subchapter
S Is further considered.

We suggest a more convenient method be provided for handling forfeitures
ap1))lhcal)le to contributions for years begining after 1969.

DETAILED ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS ON SELECTED PnOVISIONS OF II.R. 13270

The detailed analysis contains our comments on selected provisions of H.R.
13270. Our failure to comment on certain sections of the Bill does not mean that
we approve them. Generally, absence of comment means that we have not been
able to arrive at a consensus.

SECTION 101 OF THE BILL-PRIVATE FOUNDATIONS

Proposed change
The Bill would provide rules for dealing with rhe following: tax on invest-

uent income, prohibitions on self-dealing, distributions of income, sto(k owner-
ship limitation, limitations on use of assets, other limitations, disclosure and
publicity requirements, change of status, changes in definitions, private operating
foundation definition, and hospitals.

AICPA conments
While we agree with the intention of the Bill to curb abuses by private founda-

tions, we are unable to express a consensus of opinion on the )rovislons of the
Bill regarding private foundations. However, we do support the provision
regarding self-dealing.

Generally, the provisions of the Bill regarding private foundations are so
comprehensive and extremely complex that it is difficult to determine whether
the abuses sought to be corrected will be accomplished without unnecessarily
restricting appropriate activities of private foundations. Equally difficult to
determine without extensive analysis are the socio-economic consequences which
may result from enactment of the present provisions of this Bill.

Notwithstanding our inability to express a consensus of opinion on the
private foundation provisions of the Bill, we hope that the following suggested
modifications will assist your Committee as it considers these provisions.

SECTION 101 (a) OF THE BILL; PROPOSED CODE SECTION 500

Tax on investment income
New section 506 of the Internal Revenue Code would provide for the imposi-

tion of a tax on the net investment income of every private foundation in an
amount equal to 7/ percent of such income. The House Committee Report
states that since the benefits of government are available to all, the costs
should be borne at least to some extent by all of those able to pay and that
this concept is as applicable to l)rivate foundations as it Is to taxpayers generally.
The Committee then goes on to state that appropriate assurances .are needed
that private foundations will promptly and properly use their funds for charitable
purposes. This tax in their view is deemed in part as being a user fee.

If we accept the concept that this tax is needed for purely revenue purposes.
it might be difficult to argue -against its imposition. But, if we are more con-
cerned with "assurances that private foundations will properly use their funds
for charitable purposes," such aims can be attained by proper supervision,
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administration and review; and there is no need to impose any tax. If we
accept the latter view, such a tax should not be imposed as it would (leprive
private foundations of funds that would otherwise be available for charitable
)urposes.

SECTION 101 (a) OF TIE BILL; PROPOSED CODE SECTION 507

'am' an. the terminiation of pri rate foundation status
Proposed Code section 507 provides in part that where there are willful

repeated acts or a willful and flagrant act, the Internal Revenue Service can
terminate the exeml)tion of a privatee foundation. Under these circumstances
there is a tax imposed on such an organization, the lower of either the "aggregate
tax benefit" or the value of the net ,assets of such foundation. While it is difficult
to object to the imposition of the proposed tax, where the foundation has been
in existence for a number of years it would be a massive Job to prepare all
of the required computations for all the different years with the different tax
brackets and tax rates in order to determine the "aggregate tax benefit."
Subsection 507(e) provides for abatement, which under proper circumstances
should provide sufficient protection against undue taxation.

SECTION 101 (b) OF TIE BILL; PROPOSED CODE SECTION 4942

Di. tributions of income
The tax on failure to distribute (proposed Code section 4942) requires that

allowance for amounts set aside for future projects be established to the satis.-
faction of the Internal Revenue Service at the time they are set aside. In view
of the penalties for failure to distribute, the Service will be able to prevent the
setting aside of amounts merely by failing to act on applications or through the
manner in which information supporting the amounts set aside is required
to be filed. Foundations should be permitted to support these "set-asides" later.

SECTION 101 (b) OF TIE BILI,; PROPOSED CODE SECTION 494:1

Exccvs bisincss holdings
There may be a conflict of interest in some situations where stock of a closely-

held corporation is donated to a private foundation. This situation generally
(lops not exist in a 20 percent ownership situation. Even if a 20 percent interest
constitutes effective control, there is not necessarily any more conflict of interest
between the donor and the foundation than between the donor and the other
she rehollers.

We believe, as (lid the Senate in 1950, that the loss to charity which will result
fromn this approach will exceed any tax avoidance which may be eliminated.
Elimination or extended deferral of income and estate tax deductions in the
instances indicated will not only remove a factor which encourages contributions,
but will also eliminate the ability of some individuals, such as business men
who own little of value outside of their business interest, to make contributions.

Tables 10 and 11 (on pages 79 and &3) of the Treasury department'ss Report
on Private Foundations dated February 2, 1965 disclose that this proposal
could affect 8 out of every 10 foundations in existence. Of more Importance,
these tables show that the performance of foundations with more than 20
percent donor-related influence over investment policy is generally just as
good as that of foundations with a lesser degree of control. The following are
some relevant ratios:

PERCENT OF DONOR-RELATED INFLUENCE OVER INVESTMENT

Not over 20 Over 20 Over 50
percent percent percent

Ratio of market value of net assets to book value --------------....... 144.0 141.0 132.0
Ratio of ordinary income to market value of net assets ................. 4.0 3.5 3.5
Ratio of contributions received to market value of net assets ........... 3.1 7.7 9.8
Ratio of grants made to market value of net assets .................... 6.0 6.9 7.8
Ratio of grants made to ordinary income ...................... . 151.0 197.0 222.0

We suggest that any rule restricting investment holdings be limited to 35
percent or more interests.
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SECTION 101 (b) Or 'P11 E lii.1, ; 1iw'IOI)i1(ll coi4( scIoN I i

Jill-textfhilt j('opafrdi.Aflg ('dcilIJpt plirliow"

81l1118111 i 111 Jl I'l ill ra s s ft' o i~ III e ve t a iilie I li flit, I Pt ' eli CodetitIt sit I ill
114 1 (a) (3). In bth cii s;I t( lit I Iili gt Is l it t i~s l3' dellni it I ivtv a I ld !I I.I (I vel-t lI I

Is it highly subject ive conicept. Tle proposed jlilialty fttr :iiiililt'i'ft'iif I'I
Is titi( jliltiiv 11('u14 sullt a pt'i.ialfy Should o1113y Ia' ilitjast' I affer flit' t'xjii if ili

Atitribion rides
illt s proosed't sihbse'f 4 Jwqtl'tiv I et I f t i~ lt' atf 1 w i iii l i'ls: (it' Cod 'tt'set Iittii

clts aft rihtl t o IiltsI reetf itir v h ldet- 'If lw f lits Ji1- )4 'title 4 t jor t i1 I c I lp )wh
11 Is itdil lill I 4 I iet i tIsol N1111 1 'tii Id (1111l orsi Ifpropo ' tlsedt i ' hI t I svl 3 iiRmii'
'lel t ( 11111 lo It'tI e s, mtitd (4 monl siii fi i I hsi lis lIf 'li ( sec1t lll ft 7 itf ) Fou0 i
IllV 'i'ofa l fi broha d 11 4 coufi ldiia 1-Is. itt 'atili Itti t''i I'v lf i t'1'iii a w11Iltluy-

rlit ie ill lit' t'oiis1tl'i't't Ill ft Itt ai ''Sil sti llitSiii' witvIiItltt't t o .l
Iatio I4s Ntugownsd Alt t li1et illoiY oult's ti1(oh p tcf Itat of' a ) volit'bibsf i ioit't

fta l it us of'A Xttt atl YU7 bth lnivili' alt v e;ii f I v It i iggt f t't iler I u lit : iA-lyli ftt
hold joilf st' 1411 i17 . ha ) li)113 11 il3' . I I tli %ilt~ t Ii A o i V't ai'll t viit at'n's it

0'Nt1li ht wuldli I/he u li'4' suilihft) fae i t iiiile es l" Nfll t'Ott'fitii ita I v1i.1 It'll V.f
t. l suest e flie t f'ih(It, if li('411I 'ttIWn rule bor ot'o aio t'yo . twtt'i. livi

jiIOiV5I~ii tltes adliipl' f.I ll liil X-('t'lltif i' I 'l t iii ige t ith 1 f:1 l .it'i't' I an iii
ritllts lit tse p ti2 7ca 3 oillt'l t't luil i o'i i flt i'4 f'niti 11 les1td 31, stn 's

S Is N 1 1 OF by ,1 t'lp Illi PRs. SE ft N' ENl ith t 11 liuSl I'ess tiu' I -A"~ in ' I 12 1)it'i'f 3

I scIttf' lit ' l-it'lt't'h f iigt' it nwb t), ( '(tll 11111-te an sll'. ( i flit other Ii v tit 0,lt
exemIt' f t ltlIlliiililt I lt tjStbijecti 11 to flt ot'il PI' iti l 1it'lit l- 1 -4111 p 't'if )Iet u ito

te exeniie poprty wats t'1514i11 l et flt'('oi U /t'rolt' ('lst aoo'Ilslww aftills
proiion abu s ot lip ~ txii 14tIo fll ' ft-~illt tti fI'ali lio 'i '114 attiv Its ill tltilt-
puh iit'itgO ltt'ptillil$f l xldsouis. Icm 71ol tles f5 etsli.I"S

No 1de fi'Iletft alyft! lit lh to sh-me r t ow istititl nit I 'ie of 0lit' flltiIilill
ofnsti(' l o f fli " f oiaftil's le tXsimtlu t .Itittles (lt tit.tt

2.est fil e Ibrui t('s~ liltlivetil ellasol efitit Is tu 'til.iil Iit ts'f

Tifillfn tlitit ft th oe tpro ide flint filit e. tlitb s'on'litglols Itst' lo

1ret orlile 111)011 i'onlfive ilirtiiai 11ade Illtfrbll the os-4 Aestfu fctill f t

poitetiyit)e iwhi tis roitiplcll eempt, prpoe It ite.lollbetilv.Ild l
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It Ik lii leved that 11i1i. 1 :1,-711 g. eis sign i linitlY beYolld whatl tIs IIPVVNS1Iry toi

ally1 ty3'ill of livtilit de'rive'd by3 lilt i'Neiijt orgit Iiilt l oll frontl I lie use tf botrrowedt
fAint41 should tbe taxed di ffetrenitly titm tie( sic til 1 shliltir Itncomte lerI'vet fr'omt
it'- li.,t' ofi corpuis.

AWe it rge Ill It t ie( sc4ope of I Ieo 11111 hte I I ill Ited t o the(, itvowed putrpose of' exI t( Iifig
lie tIIi t 'I t lisi ness tat xatlle Inicomte concept to Incomie arising from Claty llrowit-

type t a tiitb ts. Ils. tit(e Iweetilt exettiptittl fr'om tax\ ottinl t el -- 1 d business
iitt'tiitte for I-i'('t frontl jietsoi propiert y It'tsti withI re'allIy could(1 tt l iv ul itilt t '
w lttiIit thet jit'isoiilil properji'ity ('oust it ittes tiore t liili filt Ittt'idenit ii or Itistili-
sla1til ptii ot tOlie iii'titi'tt3 subject to ti, tie bt se. lit otTe''t, the leaisinig of

TVillt ollo lt r jig c li iltts Itrie stiit ittet lit th le tveniIt ltO t or Comtil t e
believes thel 'Cliy Brown"i' jiiov islotis of lIlt. 1:12701 shottld bie vt'atcted stil-
sta ittili 11'its paisseti by tilie I louse. As Ittdiet'atid above, we itelieve that tilte
gettera 1 scope of' t Illis legi slit t itiat Is tomo broad~.

IlropiJosetfI 'od', .%c'Ihmm 51 (u) (1). 51 j(ii) ( 1) rand 51 ( e) --Oe'no'r(1
'['Itt' propwwtd t'tlt'5 that 3 sliIect atIli e*' enpt ot'gaitiiiltil to) ii t I I 1111 t.v

1ii1titlt cii t iii stat-es whIere lit) I\ n a voidili .e or ge.itlll ii i 'db -liaite' n u tisi'
11l 1. is itvol veti, 1111d whtert we' atlt*(% stl*( i t'e it \ Is 11iiittided to a pply'. Assuil'
hat t lilt iilIdvIdIatl owns st ok (ot' lit tid. or al 113 otlitr propler'ty') with li bt si s
itf $3,000O, sit tijt'tt to) a It11111 I ess Iata5 years old) of' $3.01), w it il atit l'rreitt

vat Itie fitr $ 10.000. ~ lt tmkt', a cli iii itailei 't co t'ii lilt of tit' I )'olk-iety~ sub-
.wt to tietl i. 'fwlit re'' ci t ltl rhi t y JIMtA ti1lt, pro t'i't 3' ipl fot' sale pr'mittil13.
lit (1114% i'ottt'se it is. sold. Ow ltotati paid. ;atit thlie i't'li ililtg prot'eedsA ( thitar'
it11l atI It tiltI'bttitit t tvv'' 'd) appjlietd to 'liait alilt' pitl i'ptses. ilThere wvill be it
baIsis of $3,000& antd fil i'titt visit foil I itdebt 1fediss of' $3,00 'i'be tw-rt'titaigi dvt"
St'iit'd li tt binol .t5I1sat ) I ) will hi' 100) 1we'iit. ilTie gaiit of $7,004) (.$ 10.000
ltt'ot'i'ds lt'Ss $3,000) basis) will thler'efore bit ftill' tatNaible -- surely till tiilit
Itleti reisuti. T'ito satliii' i''tl aiglit eveti folot twii lit' frejtti'ity 13'ii'si g sit itat-
ion whvlti c hat i' (.11.taible dtaimtr shells tt'ilit3'' to it ('lity t3it it hatigi i price'.

'Te lirc'list' pri'e i tself t' f Itit t'iliiafits tittlilu for onily' it few days. could

t-t prtpety l tittli rot by gir' lilwitimtce or- ha rga ii pitri'late shall not be

Ii ii att't tt'tctIwit isi t itit. Ina es I tti lb it' sh-pfs t4 idlispoise of Owli pr'opety at1113
dtm4 it' 1 14. d't't ispose' of It wit hut at tbitt' whtic'h Is i'cnsoiitbit'. taking Into atv-

lit t'oiifit g thle pwe'iitige of at iy gnfin oit loss to( bc, t iketitIto occtittlit
lipoiiat satii' or tlit r ii'' isimosit ion of' dt'bt 11 iatied pt'opt'rt 3. tilie- t'rii ''atver-

ntt'olilio jiI tli'tviltviltss duriing Owit 1 2-mutit period eniditng wit t it(e dit i of

tor -iiit in I tiiidebt etfaiss dii i'Iig tilie '12-ititatI perioi.

ill' rt til r'totttlii theit (ax he' pat ii cii irvitt 13 subJect to later refii If~

exeatipt ori'gttzauttiins. Fotr exlitkillt, at lunivertsity' it3 be strtiggling under tite
tut11u-11 hiia dl'li tif retlticat inlg Its ctipus. ot' iii3 bei estaibhlishinag atlher
4.1n ips, a1u)( eatittiot Iittet thti'. 'lit'gltboi'lootl test'' rt dtoi' atttll3' satisfy
the(* "list' tost" within tell y'earts. If the university' must pity tax onl income
t'a itt' fr'tom tilt' prosperity. it. imly~ lie se'riottsly lilt ili'aipt'iIfi It tleilds4 1ipoIt
tilt oa titigs to help) titantce the(- project. The litter re'funtd does not make the
university Wvhiol1t' Helume It, maiy have~' needed the nioney earlier. It is9 sugp
gt'sted that where the cfrcutistatices contemplated by sltbpturagrllpls (13) atnd
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(D) arise, provision 1ie niade for lisclOsure r(ileImts, for holding oiei1
tile statute of Ilitatiols for ssseSN1llvilt alld for pIa.'nmnt of the ta-x if the
conditions are ultlimately not met. Interest lit the , te of 6 leit wmld, of
course, he pliiabih.

PIROPOSEI) C(OD)IE SE(I'ION 514 () (2) (D})

lefinition. of debt-fin in'ed properly
If this s(,-tlonl is not revised ill aco)'daine with tho immediately l)rec(hitg

re(coniniendallon, the rate of average alliouilit of the acquisition indebtedness dur-
Ing the 12-month period euding with tile date of tie stle or other dislJositioi. It
appears inequitable to use the highest aimounut of acquisition iidebltedness dlri'itg
the 12-month period.

PIOPOSEI' ODE SXTION 514(b) (2)

Definition. of debt-/hinaccd property
The requirement that the tax be paild currently subject to latir refund if lhe

conditions of proposed section 514(b) (2) (1) are met, may harm some exempt
organizations. For example, a university may be struggling under the titicial
burden of relocating its campus, or may be establishing another campus, and ul-
not meet the "neighborhood test." It does actually satisfy the "use test." within
ten years. If the university must pay tax on income earned front the property, it
may be seriously handicapped if It (epen(ls upon the earnings to help liimiice
the project. The later refund does not make the university whole, because it nmy
have needed the money earlier. It is suggested that where the circumstances
contemplated by subparagraphs (B) and (I)) arise, provision be made for dis-
closure requirements, for holding open the statute of limitations for assessment
and for layinent of the tax If the conditions are ultimately not met. Interest at
the rate of 6 percent would, of course , be payable.

PROPOSED )ODE sECrMON 514 (b)12) (D)

Definition,. of debt-financed property
If this section Is not revised in accordance with the immediately preceding

recommendation, the rate of organization as to which nonrelated rentals are inci-
dental and possibly temporary In nature. Therefore, we recommend that the word
"substantially" be inserted before the word "all" in the first line of prolwsed sec-
tion Pi14(b) (1) (A).

SECTION 121 OF THE JIILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 511 ANt) 513

Exemi pt organizations-E.rttes of unrelated bmsies'8s iotome taj'
Present aw.-Under present law the tax oil unrelated business income applies

only to certain tax-exeml)t organizations. These include :
1. Charitable, educational, and religious organizations (pther tlan churches

or conventions of churches)
2. Labor and agricultural organizations;
3. Chambers of comnmierce, business leagues, real estate boards, and similar

organizations;
4. Mutual organizations which Insure deposits in buildings and loan as-

soclations and mutual savings banks; and
5. Employees' profit sharing trusts and trusts formed to pay (nondiscrim-

inatory) supl)lemental unemployment compensation benefit.
Proposed change.-The Bill extends the unrelated business ln(ole tax to all

exempt organizations (except United States Instruinentali ties created and
made tax exempt by a specific act of Congress). The organizations which will
newly be made subject to this tax include churches and conventions or asso(iatiols
of churches, social welfare organizations, social clubs, fraternal beneficiary
societies, voluntary employees' lenefl(alary organizations, teachers' retirement
fund associations. benevolent life insurance associations, cemetery comnlanles,
credit unions, mutual insurance companies, and farmers cool)eratives formed to
finance crop operations.

As under present law. In general this tax does not apply unless the business
is "regularly carried on" and therefore does not apply for example In cases where
Income Is derived from an annual athletic exhibition. Under the amendments
made by the Bill, in the case of any membership organization, any hi(omne
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resullting from ehmrges to til iiieilers for goods, facilities. i and services supplied
ill carryiig out the exetl't fl(tioil is nlot subject to tax.

Ti ll1 (OiliilI's several a(lminilistrltiv( provisions including one pri ivid 11w hilt

Iii) auadit of it (.'h1t1('i is to be 11111(1' iill('ss the |)ritl li|I)i Internal Revenue oeiver

for the region liiieves thllt tie t'll c'i Illl Iy Ie i 'llg ge(d ill ii tIt l ille a('tiVily.

('iurcils will not le suliject to tax for six vell's ()il Iitsiniesses they mi" OWn.

.AII('P.I eoniinci . ..- e' it've till: t tile lrin ucil l ;ii n1 of ally r.ef' mli ill the
tax treatllt of exelill orgaiiizilt ions should Ie. to 1i1a1k sure llt they slhll

yave litlr lladvaillitiige llo lii Iil nilp il those' operatlols ill which they iie

oillpteti lg with taxpmying orgi liizatiolis. The ('ogr'ss has long reco)guiizeol thai

a1 tox-exenij it organizations has an inlerent a(vlntage over a taxpaying organiza-

Iion if both are comipetilig ill the saiie tield. Therefore. in 1950. congress vieited

a tax ()ii the unrelated bisimiss ill(olne of solnie but not all exenlipt orgailizaItiolls.
II.H. 13270 provide, that the uirelated business ilcoie tax N% e'xtendhed to

applY to a Iuuliber of hlditiolual types of exemlt orgaoiizations. These itellide
churches (or associations of churches), social welfare organizations. social
clubs, and fraternal beneficiary societies. ('ertain exceplitons and limitations are
provided in ea'h case to protect exempt activities from taxation.

We support these provisions. There appears to ibe no reason why a church,
for example, should ibe permitted to engage il activities not related to its
exempt purposes so its to conpete oil a tax-exempt basis with a taxpaying
enterprise. Any such tax preference tends to impair the proper working of our
frete market economy which is based on open and fair competition.

,Nectimoi 121(b) of the Bill; Proposed Code Seetion 512(a) (3)
Social eltibs.-At present social (lubs are not subject to the unrelated business

incoine tax. An incidental sale of property will not deprive the social club of its
exemption, but a club which regularly receives income front sources other than
Its membership will generally lose its exemption regardless of whether the out-
side income is from investments or front a business activity. Thus, social clubs
which receive any nonznemnbershil income are currently In an all-or-nothing quan-
dary. If the outside Income Is an incidental Item the club remains exempt and
the outside income es('apes taxation. If the Item Is more than incidental the club
becomes f ully taxable. It is often hard to draw the dividing line.

The Bill provides that social clubs be taxed on all their income, whether froiii
investments or other sources, except that which is derived from the members
in return for the club's services as a social club. The proposed taxation of
investment inconie is intended to prevent untaxed investment income from In-
directly inuring to the members' benefit by subsidizing the club's services to the
members.

We support this provision subject to the following recommendations:
1. The Bill would allow as deductions, items directly connected with an

activity generating income subject to tax. This could give rise to consider-
able controversyy as to what Is directly connected. In any case it is inequit-
able because (learly a portion of the indirect or overhead expenses of the
club are also connected with the income subject to tax. Accordingly, the
deductible items should be declined as including direct expenses and allocable
portion of the indirect or overhead expenses.

2. It should be inade clear that a club is entitled to the same deductions as
any other taxpayer with respect to its income subject to tax. Thus, it should
be entitled to deductions for depreciation, Interest, taxes, repairs. etc., with
respect to rental income: the dividends received deduction; and to deduct
all expenses connected with income-l)roducing property. It should also le
made (lear that clubs are entitled to the benefit of the tax-free exchange pro-
visions and the involuntary conversion provisions.

3. If a club disposes of the property used in its social functions, either to
move to a new location or to construct new facilities, it should not be taxed
on the gain from such disposition so long as the liroc*eds are reinvested in
other facilities to be used In its social functions.

Section 121(b) of the bill; proposed code section 512(b) (12) limit on specific
deduction

We recommend that the specific deduction under section 512(b) (12) be raised
from $1,000 to $5,000. This will recognize the inflation that has occurred since
enactment of the tax on unrelated business income and eliminate the compliance
burdens of exempt organizations having similar amounts of unrelated income.
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(See Technical Information Release No. 899, April 14, 1967, which announced
the proposed regulations under sections 512 -and 513 'and indicated that thle Ill-
ternitl Revenue Service would consider the appropriateness of it legislative
recommendation to make the tax Inapplicable where only "'small" aniounts of
untrelated Income are Involved.)
A&otion 121 (b) of the bill; proposed rode section 512 (b) (15) special rules for

Certain ortianiz-ations
Under proposed Code section 512(b) (15), passive type lIncome received from

organiizations over which the recipient exempt organization has control
dlefined in wetion 308(c) ) are Included lin the exempt organization's unirelatedi
taxable Income. This 80 percent control requiremnnt may not be sufficiently
stringent to earry out the Congressional purposes since it may permit easy
avoidance. A lower percentage may be appropriate.

SECTION 12 1-PROPOSEI) AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 512

R.rinpt orqan izatlons-Taa'ation of lnivcstnient iniconte of social, fraterntal and
sinm ilar organi~atIons

Presenit lair.-Under present law the Investment icomne of social clulbs
fin terniul benieficiary societies find voluntary employees' beneficiary associations
atre exempt f romn Income tax.

.8imice the tax exemption for social clubs, fraternal beneficiary societies and1(
volutattiry employees' benieficiariy associations i4 (lesiglied, fit least lin part, to all-
low individuals to Joini together to p~rovidle recreational or social facilities
without tlix coil seq uen ces, thle tax exempltion operates properly only where thet-
sources of Income of the orgauizaiton are limited to receipts fromt the miembership.
Where anl organization receives incomet frouii sources outside the iuieiiilirslij,
such ats Income from investments, upon whlich 110 tax is paid, the membership
receives a benefit fromt the tax-exempit funds used to provide pleasure or recrea-
tionail facilities.

Prop~osed chmage.-The Bill provides for the taxation (at regular corporate
rattem) of the Investment Income and other unrelated income of social clbs,
fraternal beneficiary associations, and voltunta ry employees' benlefliciary as8so-
eiations. This will not apply, however, to such Income of fraternal benpfefiiry
a ssoia t ions anmd volutnta ry employees' betietlcia ry associations to the ex tenit It Is
set iside to lie used only for tile exempt inisuraince function of these organizations
1111( for charitable purposes.

It fit any year anl aitouint Is taken ont (if tite- set-atside and uised for aniy oilmir
purpose. thle auiionnlit ti kemi oit will lie -ouijl.j' to tax i11 811c1 y*ci .

We suujuiort this prpos)edl aIei(uIInieuit I o the Codite.

51:crIoN 121 OF THlE fLHLr-PROPOSED AMIENIMENT To coDEr sicTION fl12

Ree, )t irii~ ia tifliS- iiihr4,rctit awnl rojiu t ie. (rolim r'olitrolled eorpioratIi(Di
PrcsenI h me -I lttlr peset-law . remit. iuitere'~t and rotyn I0, e venxos :u re. demlum'(-

tihile III couuipuitiuig then Incomie of a Miusiiness. Ont tile- other ind.i(1 receipt of suceh
incouiie by tux-exeipt organuizatiomis generally Is iiot subject to tax.

Sonmce exenlipt ort~f II il tins ''i'elit ' thuel in phuysicia p jlan t to a wholly-owned
tZ Iii .11. coirporaitioni for M4) peren i or 14) pe rcetit of' all thle not profits beforev
ta xes wiud before t lie rent deduction ). This ari ma nenit- eurn blesm th l i a Ile
('oriort ition to escape nearly aill of its, iiitoiue taxes beca use of the, la rge "rent"
(helliet lon.

I'PO/mf).Vcf eha 109c.-- -'The o Coe %volild ble 111uieIdjell to prov'idl I hat lit itty caise" In
which1 til ii e1euipt orauiuimion owns wore t hani NO per''ent off aoxablde slibsidlary.
Interest. 11i mmn1ti s. royalties anud rents a rpn to be treaftedl is Iireha ted business
Income" and subject to tax. The deductions connected with production of slich
ineEtonle or e allowed.

We suuillpoi't this lotic iuiieitof thet Code.

SECTION 121 OF THE. fl~t..-PitOornsFo CODE SECTION 278

E.renipt organ izat ionis-I/niita tio& (.m, dedtict ions of non ecu'em pt mine rrsliip or-
Panizations1

Prset late.-Soune courts have hlcd that taxable ineiiubershf p orgaization!4
cannot create a "loss" by supplying their members services at less thiai cost.
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O thter cout lltS e 111~Qld t1~1 ti ut suct, a ,'loss,, is perniissilde. 'fit' expenses of
providing suchl services at less ti co(tst wvill offset front taxationi additional ill-
C(ll 1e1i ril11ed by t lie orgaiiiziit Ion frot I liiv-mtiiiers or other aet ivities.

1Poposed( (?hlflf/(.---T'li 1housev Bill provides' thalt In tile came( of it talllInim-
litrslii organ li zat loll tile (ledllct ion for expenses incurred ii suippilyinig services.,
failIities, or' Moodls to iniiiiers is allowe-d only to the( extent of thit'itcm troiii
sumch imembeitrs.

We suppoitrt this proposed anendiient of tie( Code.

SECTION 121 OF" THE ii1l.L-- i'ilO0E AMNIMMENT TO0 CODE SECTION 5 13

J'i'.i'( 'ipt Or/lli( if8-fem'fro inn (Idtis81ly. ott'.
Prsn 1(1 l.-- ate I it 196 I!7 the 'Treasury piroiiiuilgiit t't regulatIions undietr Nvliil

tile income front advert isiiig wits t related its "unrelated buisiniess inemni& eveni
thotgh sucht adhvert ising appeiired, for example, in at pe'riodical related to( the
ediea tiona i or other exempilt purpose of tithe organuizatIioln.

The Statuitory ha uglage onl which the regulations were 1 tsed wvas sidliciently
uniclear so that. suhstma ti lit iga tion could hav v ' sulted f'roiii t het.e regiulatIit at s

Proposed ehatiig.--Tlie house Bill provides thalt Inicome front adver1t isilig
(or a Kiniila r activity) Is included lin unrelated business income even though

the advertising is carried ol lit coninect ion with act ivitites relatted to thet exemipt,
1111r ost'.

A ICPA ('0 f cli tls--cIDncrai

The pimua ry llrlmst' of' thle tax oil unrela 1tod business Income Originally was
to deal wvithI the problems of unfair 'onilitttion. 'flt- tax-free, status Of certain
exempiht orga niza tions enlableti theni to list* their tax -free profits to expaiind opera-
tloiis. while their comipet itotrs coulim expand ii only wviit I rofits rein ni a after
to xcs. ( $ee 11 lse ('tuiiittee fRlp)rt No. 2:119. Eiglity-Iirst Congress. ISecond
8wession,. accoutlipa nying Ilit' Retveuue, Act of 149--1, which mliti ly Introduced the(
sltatilttory lr('tltcesstl' (if see(titli~i o3tf thlit currtent t'odv. 195Z0t2 ('.1. 429.)

While the 1950) fouse Report maktes It clear that the Initenit of section -51:3 wits
to nieet the( problem (If un1fair. ( 't)iipt t ltoll, the(, statute Itself is not Ini teVrtils
of uiifair competition, buit ra thier imposes at tax onl the' -unrelated business
iticoilie'' of eertl a n or-1a ntiza t ionls. Thusv, tCongretss. ill 19--10. seenlis to have (.lIt-
('lude( thiat t a businvst' tit is unrelated to tilie exempt purposes (If an1 organ nliza-
thinllpresenits m11all copeii~t it ion. Conversely, at business that is related to tie(
exempt lptrliost'sshollt iiot be regarded as pi'eseniig un1fatir eolnllit iou. 'Nevter-
theless, the(- Treasury D epa rt nient concluded otherwise NA-lien it adfoptedI reguilal-
tios 1itider. section -511 onl D eembuer 11,* 19417. The H ouise C ommnittete on Wavys

anud Melans agrees wit Ii that eonclulsionu 1111d1 with thet hiuirltiso of tilie regullatilonls.
Onl page .50 of Its report. ( No. IM-413:-PIart 1) the Comminitttee muakeos tisl,, stalte'--
nuelit : In general. It (thle Conudt tee) Is lin agreement wvithI the purpose of tithe
regillatIionus. Yomr ctliiiiuitt tev believes that at lusi ness volliphet lugx Avith t axpa-ying
orga iiza tious s1hould( uot hie granted anl unfair conmptit ive advantages. by operate -
Intg taix free un1less thle business ('tlnt ribiutts inipornta ut ly to thlt e~eiiupt fuict ionl.
It bas couucllidtd that by this standard, advertising in at Journal published by anl
exeipt orgatnlvat Ion is nlot reha 1ted to thle orgllizil lie's exempilt ftunct 10115. and
therefore It hielit'ves t his Incomie should he taxed." Accordingly. thle 1ouse ap-
liiireuitly agrees wvith i lie 'Treasury's ExAlinle (7) Ii Reguit ion S14ection 1L.513-
710d) (4) (IN.), which states that ad0vert isimig Inicomie derived by an exempt
orgaliza t ionl Is WN1a xahil iider tit(' following circunist anlces:

1. Thel( orgaiiza tion Is formetd tol a dvalce, t(le intertests ofC a particullar
lirtoessloll aiid draws its, menihership froii niembiers ot that p~rofe'ssioni.

2). A mionthlly Joiurnial Is Iluilishied conta ining articles and oIthter edit orial
material which contribute Importantly to the itevomlhisimenvit of tilie purposes
folr which exemphtion has been granted.

:1. Tile' jti-niil's advertising plromoittes o111 products vhiich are within tilie
geni(ral area of plrofessionl Intere'st (If the(, organization's ueuinhiers.

Thep Treasury 1)epartmni't conetes thalt Iicome' fronii tihe saile, of suilscilionls
to mieimbers and others, lin itectrda uice with t ie( (Irgaiiziltioli's exempt plirlmoses.
does hot, conistituite gross Income fromt an unrelat'oI trao or busiuiess. IHowever,
thle following fallacious coniclusions alro drawn wvith respect to thet Income' froni
thle limited type. of adlvertisinig (hestriietl lin Item 3, above:

"'Although continuing education of its miembierv Ii it atters per-tiiiiug to their
profession Is one of thet purposes for which Z Is gralite exemiptioni, the pubhien-
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tiol of -ld(veirtisillg desidgned' and1( selected( ill the Iji,-iiiiier o)f 4'PrlilllIry V)ili'~
adve'Lrtisinlg isi not 1111 tilitiollltl activity o)f ti(' kind1 ('oitelipilat'(1 by tite
4eXellptioli state: it differs fiilidiiieiutliy fP4)111 511(11 sill activity loth IIll its
governing objective and1( its ilie&tlod. Accrordinigly. Z's, iit'ilctioni (of ad4v('lt isiig
doets not r4)Iltribiflte illlj)4rt.Inlt ly to te it(' ccoliiisihiit'hit of its 'xeliliit plirios-f'
a111d the( illvicoe W111ij t derives fromn aidvvIt isilig elitist it 1 t's gro(,s I~thiti tritii
milahted trade or Imisiess..

We( bel'ievet thalt this interpr'etaitionli ad tilt, ('ollchlsiohls of the o u Wa-ys
iand Mebans Comil ttee', ( 1110ted( above. stitfer. frou)il iiiat'tiirate, aiia Iysis ()Il the(
following three couiits:

1. Advertising tiwit lpromhotets onlyf i)O(IlOts or serPvices of iirofession.a I
interest is finletiolia ty tite $111110 as (hri c tontenit tha11t Is ('onliO('il(' oid y
with ma1"tters of the( sameiv jpro~dssiml i lit crest ( lif dlag." of ('oiUrsC, 11 -ticles
that iiity dfietiss (eltlili of these proicOhlts or services). Sincve siich eoitori
Conttenit I., lielaiowIldg&'(i to) rol'iilte4 iliipoi'taltty to tithe lipiiJ i ll('it (0f
('Xt'ililt piU1'IoOse..4 thet 511l (111 ii iltt'Pizatioii ('li11 h att riited to Stich fitico-
tionailly related ndvert ising. The'y aire hotil rclvttud to) the activities ft lie
organization.

2. It is hligihly tini-vellisti(' to ('itO'gori/A ll iflt('depe('fdflt ((Ollofllic ictivits',
511(11 i15 tile, sale of space ill it ptillhica'ii t10, ai I trl'ih( m1' blilleS.4

3. Unfair competition, which %vaS tile iWO)IIll ilite(f'do to N)'5I,'4 by~
tile Revenuec Act of 1950. appears to lbe collipl('t('y ablseiit Illicier the( Histiua -

tive filcts.

Specifiv 11fii.sIatirc( r(eo limil (lt~l iwo;

Wet hVe (v& tha~t (Cmde seeti) In 5102 andit/or seet 1441 513: should bei h it'e1411ed to
i~toio'itt thlt flowing concep'jt -%

I ' :40 rI415 es ~olo .o 414'lilO'( :4111- ver ('t icll hy i lit egril tedI
lilies so) thitt advert isingi~ ctivity, al14w10, cannoi~t (olistit ate a traIde ()I.

2. 11 order t4) 11()W hOt ('iP)tt'PiZ1 11n as IIII P4)111ted bilsi 114)55 il('milt'. all
-it'tivi ties 411f sllo'1 (ill id t rade' or bilisitise 11)5) uimst hi' ftt'ii n0111y rthi tedl
tow tithe hiIII'j144es fr which anl 4rIgIan iyIit iol hls been gnt ilte'l exeiiipt !iln.

A(I v(ltiilg In110'01 ho ul n101( ot "givi' rise to) uIIII'e1.ited illvshl' ihi('ollw1('iiider
tile folloIving (.ireullilst aces

1. Thle iliV4111( is der'iived( fri iInagaine andSI 1( other'i hio)(licals1 Iiliishetd
iby ('x('llllt organizations.

2. T'ie lpht'iltioll's ed(itor'ial hiatte.r and1( ad4vert isinig IIPC siibhstanhi als
V4'lit('( to) pIlIPI 1)0Se for which thei rlhiz~ 01 h1as hI('tl1 granted ('Xe(ilio 111.

These cr1 terin s110111( co'lsidelibhly ease a0'llly Iint ivihlli (('O ('ili4P(''iiilt b~iPO-dt'liS
of the InlternluI Revelnu(' Service since voillli.-O Ilct' with 11 ihl sta l11 rs e0I11w Ii
easily obse(rvedt bly Servicve O)lhO't' petrsEohitel. For eti hiil4. -1 centrall ized( iit of
tile- Service should be fuirnished wit h ll 4'xvn1i1t organlizationI pilii('il 4)i11141
cold (Ietel'ilhie. throtigh lpiysi('a 1 ihispect 14)1, whther~'i tile, neessary (it-4)rIl

T'ie (if, lflhiIs if le4 provided4 11y Cod(e section 512(h) (12) , allowing at $1.000
specific dediietlon, slilo be4 ('xiiainlh(O !il order to ehlidnt(' til(- taix where aluni
ulnrelated( bulsiess Income. (loe's niot. exceed $5,000). ( See Te'ii~i111fo4)rh:i(Ill 4
Release041 No. 899,. April 14. 19637. whlichl annhothlined thet prloposed regllhlt iols 111141t'
sectionls .512-503 f111( ind~icalte'd tii-it tiie Iilteria LRevenlll Ser1vice wvotildo ns'01ider'
tile aIpprolpriatenless of it legislative PeVC0IIllI('IIdaI)Il to iiiiakt tilt' tax inappl1)ic'able
where OIly 'snll" amoun~l~ts (of un1relatedl i(oliv lare Inlvolved. )

ating loss earrybacks and carryovers should( lbe allowed to the same extent as
Ill thle c.lse- (If nolleXeflhlt eniti ties conductingg coil)ipetit ile operaItionls. Conlipa le
tile liillitatioils, set forthil nleglltionis Sectioni 1.512(a)-1 (d1) ('2) (ii) and1( (e).
Exaiile (2).

The following three examples are p~rovide(d to Illustrate tile effect of tile conl-
(cpts whl4)b we propose be Inc(orp~orated Into the statute to deal wvithl the tax
treatment of advertising incolie derived by exempt organizations:
Ea'ampWc of effect of legislatit'e recommendation

Example (1) : No unrelated but81ne.18 incoine resumlting from related editorial
and advertising eontent.-Z is an assoc'iationl exempt undloer section 501 (e) (6).
formed to advance tile Interests of a particular Iprofesston and drawing its
membership from tile members of that p~rofessionl. Continuing education of Its
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iiitiilit'rS ill 11111 t tver pertnai ninig to ti hir pjwoft'ssioii is oiiit' of tile irjxses for
which Z is gra fted exempt ioll.

whlieli conitribute iimpiortanitly to the accomlIishmiient of purposes for wviicht
('XeIliJt loll 15 ;gi'iiit ed the or-gaiiiiztioli.

T'lie ad~vertisiing iii Z's Jouirnali promiot es prioducts Nvwihel nri l it lil tile sI'leial-
ized lilvaf of pirofe'ssionail interest of Z's ii'iih's. S8ilict tite adtvertistiiiltA conl-
ta iii iniformiatijolt (ein'l g with p rofe'ssionalI inlte(rest an td tevelopmnt, t heir Ii-
formatilonalI fiiiitloll is iden'lticalI to tie( funet lon of tie( edit oiHil cointenit. Accord-
ingly, tile piihl ica tiolu of liiivertisilig le-siglitd anIt selectedt Ili this manniiuer, Jill!'-

suait. sav'' slgpliisi n(( itjla ciity of tile kind volitlill-

pda Iled b y t t xet lioli st I lte.
T1hierefore. Ws piublicationi of adlver'tisilng also voit ribtes imii~)rtlty to tie(

liccolilllsliliilt or- its exempt purposes a iid] the inicomie wvinch It derives from
it', publishing lisi iit'5, lit rilib hile to bot/h lit('rlry anidt ndtvel'tisiiig activitie's,
tltiis not constitute gross incomec from tii mlii't'ilted t ratit or' buisiness.

hE7raminpte (2) :in relalted h usinc ('ss iflcoic (' esulting from in U i rlaite( ileru ry
actirt1.~ii I tlie Sliit fancts as Iii tit' p recetdinig e'xampijle, e'xcep~t thlit the
ediiito~riail coniteiit of 7Z'S Journial is '.ot excluisivetly dev'oted( to iofessiollill Ii'iut-
t('rs sili(( netws a iii] feltitres covering tltuiestic politics, foregn affitirs anid
Sports e'venltslr am' also, puiblishetd. This~ noniprofe'ssionall ('oltoit I.,. of a genieral
li:1111ire, lpplin~ g t) liiihers of the particular professions uIvolv~ed1 as well ats
tot)het liity (toiijrisilig tit', baulanice (f tolu f national piopultilon. Aecorii'( ly~. tile
puliiat ion of th is Itype. of litt'rary inahterilil is. not designed nor1 st'le7-td to
turfti' WAs 'eeimpt 1)11 rpost'5 id lwold thus (omiihte WI iih ot her genieraii zed
lilhgigl jivs' I 111blittl by. t axale organizations. Such ('(itoiall tolitt'lit is not ll

'Pher('tor', Z*5 puiihihitiIion of suchtli ltt'rary muat erial doves, not contribute im.

it tlriv('s fioii its pilbiishi ig hIusili('55, ittrihnitihh to both literary an11d adver-
isinig mativitit's, conistituites gross initome froii a ii unlrelatedt trade or business.

h I %ramplv' (3) : 1urla~tcd buinevis~ inlcomei resiilliii from 11iifltcd wudverti-vinfi
art, . it I/.-- -Assi le the samle factts as ill Exmlple ( 1). except tHant Z also detrlives
lnt'oiiie froml the sal of space li its joi'iiiil for general ctonsumner aidv~ertisling,
imlildimig atlvertisveniits of suchi proitiits hinid services as stoft drinks, itlit 11-
hiles, well rilig" appairel. h1olne li aplial's ainid Valcaltin Ilrraige't hIy travel

T[ihe pai iatioli of siithi advert iseinienhs does not 'oiitrilut e Implhortlant ly to the
aie 111iilihiiieiit of alil purpose for whvli exemipltioni is grantlled a it! wvotld Itills
'omtet wi th fit(, advertising activity of iia ga 'AllieS puMhislld b~y fixahle o!Z

nlizatIions'. C onisetquently, fti incomie tleiivetd from Z's 1)11)1ishi ii hulsiivss, lit tilh-
titailt' to both l itera ry anti advertising activities, colistitute's gross inicomle froi
al ilt uiirla ted t ruitle or. lusiuiess.

SECTION 20)1 (A) 01' THlEB IL--PiOos i-Dr AMENDNMENi''TO CODE,1 SECTION 170 (1i)

(i/i aitvi tle c~ rbt~s-~-ee haitalble' dedii l im itaItion
1'ci(''it lvi i.--l'itltr lpres.ett.lw the cliairitalhe count ributionis (ledlctionis ;i0-

loweti iiidividua Is generally is limuitetd t) 30 percent of thle tlaxpalyer's latjulstedt
g'i't '5 ilnc)IlIt'. ill the( case oif gifts to ct'rt iii piiate foundalIions, however, the(
deluictioti is, limited to 20 percent of thle taxpayer's adjusted gross inictmie.

Proposuvl (hlfe.-Tlit b~ill ine(ases the genierail liliitniooiOl t hi( eliiiritihle

gross income It) 50 piercenit tif their ctontribut ion base. Thie 20-pweent chiailtabhlt'
cotimitiittli deductioni h11iultt 4)1 ill thie case.( tof gifts to vei'taiui private founidal-
Itilis is iiot iiicrlist't b~y the( Bill. Also, tctontributionis of aplh iii'cted property

wh.1ichl property, if Sold,. Would lie treated as giving rise to capital gai) is to
beltsujec(t to thit :10-percent'lim litatitoi.

We support tillis propohitsedt all~ililleuit to tilt 'ode'.

SECTION 201 (A) OF 'll lill ,1-i'IOPOSE) REPEAL OF CODE SECTION-1 70 (11) (1 ) (C)

(Ii(I it(1 iec~i cotibu)t ions-Repieal of uliIjnitcd chiaritab tle ded net ion
Pe.'wnt- lvaw.-Ai Individual taxpayer Is pre'sently llhowed ani uiliiiited t'hiari-

table dleductioi I i the current taxable year and 1i1 8 tof the prtecedinig 1t) tlixlble
yeai'S tit' total of the taxpayer's chiaritable cotntributionis phis inicomle taxes (de-
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termined without regard to the tax on self-employment income) exceeds 90
percent of his taxable income (computed without regard to the charitable con-
tributions deduction, personal exemptions and net operating loss carrybacks).

Proposed ehange.-The bill would phase out the unlimited charitable contribu-
tions deduction over a 5-year period covering taxable years begiining in 1970
through 1974.

We support this proposed amendment to the code.

SECTION 201(a) OF TIE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 170(b)

Disallowance of charitable deduction for gift of use of property
Present law.-Presently a taxpayer may take a charitable deduction for the

fair-rental value of property which he owns and gives to a charity to use for a
specified time period. In addition he excludes from his income the income he
would have received had the property been rented.

Proposed change.-H.R. 13270 provides that a charitable deduction is not to be
allowed unless the taxpayer's entire interest in the property is donated. There-
fore, no deduction will be allowed for the right to use property for a period of
time. The taxpayer, however, will continue to be able to exclude from income the
value of the right to use property so contributed.

We support this proposed amendment to the code.

SECTION 201 (c) OF THE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF CODE SECTION 170 AND
ADDITION OP NEW SECTION 83

Charitable contributions of appreciated property
Present law.-A taxpayer who contributes to charity property which has ap-

preciated in value generally is allowed a charitable contribution deduction for
the fair market value of the property at the time of contribution (subject to cer-
tain technical recapture provisions), and no income tax is imposed on the appre-
ciation in value of the property at the time of the gift.

Proposed change.-H.R. 13270 proposes to eliminate some of the present tax
advantage of contributing appreciated property to certain private foundations
by requiring the donor of such property to elect either to reduce his charitable
contribution deduction to the amount of his cost or other basis for such property
or to take a charitable contribution deduction based on the fair market value of
the property but to include in his tax base the untaxed appreciation with respect
to the property involved. The charitable donee's basis for the property would
be the donor's adjusted basis (for purposes of determining gain increased by the
amount of gain recognized by the donor with respect to the contribution).

Under the bill, the same treatment would be applicable without regard to the
type of charitable recipient, to:

1. All gifts of property if any portion of the gain on the property (had it
been sold) would have resulted in either ordinary income or short-term
capital gain;

2. All charitable gifts of works of art, collections of papers and other
forms of tangible personal property (fixtures which are intended to be
severed from real property are to be treated for this purpose as tangible
personal property) ; and

3. All charitable gifts of future interests in property.
ALCPA comments.-Although we have not been able to reach a consensus on

all of the bill's proposals with reference to charitable contributions of appre-
clated property, we do agree contributions of such property should be treated in
the same manner without regard to the type of charitable recipient.

SECTION 201(d) OF THE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENT OF CODE SECTION 1011

Charitable contributions--Bargain sales to charitable organizations
Present law.-If property is sold to a charity at a price below its fair market

value, the proceeds of sale are considered to be a return of the cost and are not
required to be allocated between the cost basis of the "sale" part of the trans-
action and the "gift" part. The seller is allowed a charitable contribution deduc-
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tion for the difference between the fair market value of the property and the
selling price.

Proposed change.-The bill provides that the cost or other basis of the property
is to be allocated between the portion of the property "sold" and the portion of
the property "given" to the charity on the basis of the fair market value of each
portion.

We support this proposed amendment of the code.

SECTION 201 (f) OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 642 (C)

Charitable contributions for estates and trusts
Present law.-A nonexenipt trust (or estate) is allowed a full deduction for

any amount of its gross income which it pays or which it p(rlllamvntly sets asil'de
for charitable purposes. There is no limitation on the amount of this deduction.

H.R. 13270 provides that an individual who establishes a trust to pay time in-
come to a private person for a period of years with the remainder to go to charity
is to be allowed a charitable deduction with respect to the charitable remainder
interest only if the trust qualifies as a charitable remainder trust. It is also pro-
vided that no deduction is to be allowed for a charitable gift of an income interest
in trust unless the Individual making ,the gift is taxable on the trust income.

It would be inconsistent with these rules to continue to allow a trust a deduc-
tion for amounts set aside for charity. Such a deduction Is unnecessary in the
case of a charitable remainder trust since such a trust is to fe tax exeml)t. In
other cases, the allowance of a set-aside deduction would be inconsistent with the
limitation to be placed on charitable gifts in trust.

Proposed changc.-For the reasons discussed above, the bill eliminates the so-
called set-aside deduction presently allowed trusts (or estates). However, in com-
puting its taxable income, a non-exempt trust will still be allowed to deduct any
amount of Its gross Income, without limitation, paid as a charitable contribution.
In addition, to enable the trustee to act after he knows the income for the year
precisely, the bill allows a trustee to make a contribution In the next following
taxable year and elect to treat such contribution as made during the taxable year.
As under existing law, proper adjustment is to be made for charitable contribu-
tions paid out of capital gain income and the deduction is not to diminish the un.
related business income of the trust, if ally. Furthermore, the nonexempt trust is
to be subject to the same restrictions as a private foundation if it makes chari-
table contributions.

We support this proposed amendment to the code.

SECTION 201 (g) OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 673 (b)

Charita ble con tributions-Repeal of 2-year charitable trust rule
lPresent law-Under present law, an Individual may establish a trust to pay

the income from his property, which he transfers to the trust, to a charity for
a period of a least 2 years, after which the property is to be returned to him. Al-
though the Individual does not receive a charitable contribution deduction in
such a case, the income from the trust property is not taxed to the individual.
This 2-year charitable trust rule* is an exception to the general rule that the income
of a trust is taxable to the person who establishes the trust where lie has a re-
versionary interest In the trust which will or may be expected to take effect
within 10 years.

The effect of the special 2-year charitable trust rule is to permit charitable
contribution deductions In excess of the generally applicable percentage limita-
tions of such deductions.

Proposed change.-In order to prevent circumvention of the generally appli-
cable percentage limitations on the charitable contribution deduction, the House
Bill would repeal the 2-year trust provision of Code section 673(b). Accordingly,
an individual no longer will be able to exclude income from property placed In
a trust (to pay the income to a charity for a period of at least 2 years) from
his income. As a result, a person who establishes a trust will be taxable on its
income, whether or not the income beneficiary Is a charity, where the individual
has a reversionary Interest which will or may be expected to take effect within 10
years from the time the income-producing property is transferred to the trust,

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.

33-865--69-pt. 5- 50
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SECTION 210 (a) AND (11) OF TIHE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS

170(b) AND 2522(C)

Charitable income trusts with noncharita~be remainder

Present law.-Under present law, a taxpayer who transfers property to a trust

to pay the Income to a charity for a period of years with the remainder to go to

a noncharitable beneficiary., such as a friend or member of his family, is allowed
a charitable contribution deduction for the present value of the income interest
given to the charity. In addition, neither he nor the trust is taxed on the income
earned by the trust.

A taxpayer receives a double tax benefit where he is allowed a charitable
contribution deduction for the l)resent. value of an income interest in trust given
to charity and also is not. taxed on the income earned by the trust. Tn fact, this
double benefit allows a taxpayer to increase hs after-tax cash position by post-
poning a planned noncharitable gift

Proposed chiaige.-The bill provides that, a charitaile contribution deduction
is not to be allowed for an income interest given to charity in trust, unless the
grantor is taxable on the income of the trust or unless all the Interests in the
trust are given to charity. The effect of this is to deny tie double benefit of a
deduction and exemption from taxation which is available under present law.

The bill also provides that a charitable deduction will not be allowed for an in-
come interest given to charity in trust unless either the interest is in the form of
a guaranteed annuity or the trust instrument specifies that the charitable income
l)eneficiary is to receive a fixed percentage annually of the fair market value of
the trust property (as determined each year). The purpose of this rule is to
a.gsure that. the -,mount received by the charity in fact bears a reasonable cor-
relation to the amount of the charitable contribution de(luction allowed the
taxpayer.

If a taxp-iye-, who is allowed a charitable deduction under the above rules
for an income interest transferred in trust to charity, subsequently ceases to be
taxable on the trust income, he would receive a double tax benefit with respect
to the future trust income-he would not be taxed on that income but would
have received a charitable deduction with respect to it. To prevent this result,
the bill, in effect, provides for the recapture of that part of the charitable con-
trib)utlon deduction previously received by the taxpayer with respect to the income
of the trust which will go to the charity but on which he will not be taxed.

We support these proposed amendments to the Code.

SECTION 201(e). (h) AND (i) OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE
SECTIONS 170(h), 2055(e), 2106(a) AND 2522(C) AND PROPOSED CODE SECTION
664

Charitable con tributions-Charitable remainder trusts
Present kla.-An individual may now make a charitable contribution by trans-

ferring property to a trust and providing that the trust income be paid to desig-
nated private persons for a period of time with the remainder to go to a charity.
The amount of the deduction is based upon the present value of the remainder
interest at the time of the gift.

Under the present rules It is possible for a taxpayer to receive a deduction
for a contribution of a remainder interest to a charity which may be greater than
the amount the charity ultimately receives. This is possible because the trust
assets may be invested In a manner which maximizes income at the expense of
capital.

Proposed change.-To prevent the above situation the Bill provides that no
deduction will be allowed for gifts of a remainder interest unless the trust speci-
fies that the noncharitable income beneficiary Is to receive either a stated annual
dollar amount or a fixed percentage of the value of the trust assets.

We support these proposed amendments to the Code.

SECTION 211 OF THE BILL-PROPOSED CODE SECTION 12.51

Fatrn losses
Present law.--Under present law, Income or losses from farming may be com-

puted under more liberal accounting rules than those generally applicable to otfier
types of businesses. A cash method of accounting under which costs are deducted
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currently may be used, rather than an inventory and - m-t*od inder
which the deduction of costs would be postponed. In addition, a taxpayer in the
business of farming may deduct expenditures for developing business assets
(such as raising a breeding herd or developing a fruit orchard) which other
taxpayers generally have to capitalize. Furthermore, capital gain treatment
often is available on the sale of farm assets.

The conibinat io of current deductions of farm expenses of a capital nature from
ordinary income with future capital gain treatment on the sale of farm assets
may )roduce significant tax savings.

Propo .cd c(alIng.--The bill generally provides that gain on the sale of certain
fMrn property is to be treated LIs 1or(linary income to tie extent of tie taxlay-
eir*s previous farll losses. For this purpose, a taxpayer lnust naintaill all excess
deductions accoiult to record his farmn losses. In the case of individuals, farm
losses must be a(lded to the excess de(luctions account only if the taxpayer has
il ore than $50.000 of nonfarmn inconie for the year aln(l, ill addition, only to the
extent his farm loss for the year ex.ee(ds $25,000. The amount in a taxpayers
excess deductions account would be re(luced by the amount of farm income ill
subsequent years.

The amount of farm losses recalptured on a sale of farm land would be limited
to the deductions for the taxable year and the four previous years with re.4lpe(t
to the land for soil and water conservation expenditures and for land hearingg
expenditures.

To the extent gain on the sale of farm property is treated under these rules
as ordinary income, this would reduce the amount in the taxpayer's excess deduc-
tions account.

The recapture rules provided by the bill would not apply if the taxpayer
elected to follow generally applicable business accounting methods (i.e., if he
used inventories and capitalized capital expenditures).

A ICPA (.onimnnts.-We agree with the intended purpose of the proposed legis-
lation which is to curb abuses of capital gain provisions in the farming segment
of the (conoly.

Section 211 of the bill seeks to solve this problem by denying capital gain
henetits in the case of the disposition of farm property unless the taxpayer (1)
accounts for inventories, and (2) capitalizes all expenditures properly (harge-
able to a capital account. The de mininis exceptions (later colimented on) ap-
pears to be reasonable to limit the application of Se(ction 211 to taxpayers who
could otherwise abuse capital gain benefits.

On the other hand, we believe that the language of Section 211 is so sweeping
that it will affect more taxpayers than intended. Section 211 applies to all tax-
payers who. with respect to any taxable year, (1) incur a farm net loss. or (2)
lhve a balance in the excess deductions account at the (lose of the taxable year.
Addition to the excess deductions account for a current year's farm los. is not
required if (1) nonfarmn adjusted gross incolie is .$50.000 or less, and (2) the
farin net loss is $25,000 or less. However, it appears that the $50,000/$25.0 0
de iiinis exceptions do not apply to excuse application of Section 211 in the
face of a current year's loss, no matter how small (proposed Code section
1251(a) (1)). Should this be the case, Section 211 would apply to all taxpayers
incurring a current farm loss, with the result that a great ninny farmers would
be faced with loss of capital gain benefits if they did not elect to adopt certain
a(counting methods. To remedy this apparent defect. we recommend that the
bill be clarified so that there is no (loubt that the $50,000/$25.000 de Iinilnis
exceptions apply also in tile case of farm net losses for the current taxable year.

In order not to discourage taxpayers froln changing to the accounting ineth-
ods described in proposed Code section 1251(b) (4) (A), it is suggested that
section 1251(b) (4) (C) provide that additions to taxable income resulting fronl
the change could be spread over a 10-year period, at the election of tile taxpayer.
This type of provision has been helpful in Internal Revenue Service administra-
tion of other changes in accounting methods and practices, and should be ad-
vantageous to both taxpayers and the Government in this connection.

SECTION 213 OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 270

Hobby losses
Present lawv.-Present law contains a so-called hobby loss provision which

limits to $50,000 per year the amount of losses from a "business" carried on by
an individual that lie can use to offset his other income. The limitation only
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applies, however, If the losses from the business exceed $50,000 a year for at
least five consecutive years. Moreover, certain specially treated deductions are
disregarded in computing the size of the loss for this purpose.

Proposed change.-The bill replaces the present hobby loss provision with a
rule which provides that items attributable to an activity shall be allowed only
to the extent of the gross Income from such activity unless such activity is car-
ried on with a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit. If the deductions
attributable to an activity exceed the gross income from such activity by $25,000
or more for any 3 of 5 consecutive years ending with the taxable year, then un-
less the taxpayer establishes to the contrary, the activity shall be deemed to
have been carried on without a reasonable expectation of realizing a profit.

AIVPA comment.-We agree with the Intended purpose of the proposals which
are aimed at making the application of Code Section 270 (as amended) more
effective.

It does appear, however, that the proposed provisions should be modified to the
following extent:

1. The $25,000 excess of deduction over gross income should be changed to
$50,000. (section 270 (b) ).

2. Wherever it appears throughout the section, the term "activity" should
be changed to "trade or business."

3. The application of this section should be limited to individual taxpayers.
It is our belief that the disallowance of losses using the $25,000 limitation is

too harsh considering that the entire loss would be disallowed. Moreover, in
these times of inflation, the $25,000 limitation does not seem realistic where
new business ventures are undertaken. Small taxpayers often lose more than
$25,000 in three out of five years (particularly the early years of an under-
taking).

The statutory word "activity" is bound to cause much controversy in the
administration of the law. This word is not defined in the Bill; in fact, it
would be difficult to define. An activity can embrace an entire trade or business,
it can be a functional part of a business, or it can be a segment of a taxpayers
financial activities. For example, a taxpayer operating a manufacturing en-
terprise may have several plants, warehouses and sales outlets. Is each an
activity? Where a taxpayer operates two businesses such as a drug store and
an automobile agency, may each be an activity? Is the purchasing arm of a
retail establishment an activity? Where a taxpayer operates a crop farm in con-
Junction wtih a livestock farm, is each an activity or must both be combined
as one activity? Where individual taxpayers enter into financial transactions
such as investments In securities, acquiring interests in real estate, etc., are each
of these "an aetvity" for the purposes of the proposed legislation?

In order to avoid unnecessary uncertainty and confusion and to deal in an
equitable manner with what is probably intended, we suggest that the terni
"trade or business" be substituted for "activity." This term already has an
established meaning under present law and under numerous court decisions. It
embraces a set of activities that make up a "whole concept" as distinguished
from dealing with possibly meaningless fragments of operations which could
cause difficulties in tax accounting, allocations and administration.

It seems from the wording of the proposed amendment that it would apply
to all taxpayers. We have seen no suggestion In the Reports of the Committee
on Ways and Means nor do we know of any abuses by corporations, trusts,
estates and other taxpayers In the area for which correction is sought. Ac-
cordingly, it is urged that this proposed amendment be limited to individual
taxpayers.

SECTION 221 OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTIONS 163 AND 1202

Limitation on deduction of interest
Present law.-Under present law, individual taxpayers are allowed an item-

ized deduction, without limitation, for all interest paid or accrued during the
taxable year.

Proposed change.-The bill would limit the deduction allowed individuals
and other noncorporate taxpayers for interest on funds borrowed for investment
purposes. The limitation would not apply to interest incurred on funds borrowed
for other purposes, such as home mortgages, installment purchases, consumer
goods, personal or student loans, or In connection with a trade or business.
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Under the limitation, the taxpayer's deduction for investment interest would be
limited to the amount of his net investment income, plus an amount equal to the
amount by which his net long-term capital gain exceeds his net short-term
capital loss, plus $25,000 ($12,500 in the case of a separate return by a married
individual).

Interest for which a deduction was disallowed in a year as a result of the
limitation could be carried over to subsequent years and used to offset net in-
vestment income (including capital gains) .arising in the later years to the
extent allowable under the limitation in such a Xear.

In the case of partnerships, the limitation would apply at both the partner-
ship and the partner levels.

AW0PA comncnts.-We do not agree with this proposed amendment of the
Code. It has long been an established general principle of economics, accounting
and taxation that expenses incident to the production of income are deductible
from such income. This legislative proposal in a sense represents an artificial
and arbitrary mutation of this principle which would tend to discourage the
assumption of risk and the investment of capital-both of which have been
inlmrtant factors in the growth and development of our economic system.
Furthermore, it would constitute an inconsistent exception to the cash receipts
and disbursements method of accounting under which expenses are deducted
when they are paid and income is taxed when It is received.

If, however, this proposed amendment of the Code is enacted in basically
its present form, it is suggested that the limitation be made applicable at both
the corporate and the shareholder level in the case of electing small business
corporations as defined in Code section 1371 (b).

SECTION 231 OF THE BILL--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 82 A)ND PROPOSED AMENDMENT
TO CODE SECTION 217

loring CxponC8S
Present la.-A deduction from gross income is allowed for certain moving

expenses related to job-relocation or moving to a first job.
Two conditions must be satisfied for a deduction to be available. First the

taxpayer's new principal place of work must be located at least 20 miles farther
from his former residence than his former principal place of work (or, if the
taxpayer had no former place of work, then at least 20 miles from his former
residence). Second, the taxpayer must be employed full time during at least 39
weeks of the 52 weeks immediately following his arrival at the new principal
place of work.

Jol-related moves often entail considerable expense in addition to the direct
costs of moving the taxpayer, his family and his personal effects to the new
jo) location.

Moreover, the 20-mile test allows a taxpayer a moving expense deduction
even where the move may merely be from one suburb of a locality to another,
and the 39-week test denies the deduction where a taxpayer is prevented from
satisfying the test by circumstances beyond his control.

l'ropoxcd changc.-The bill extends the present moving expense deduction to
also cover three additional types of job-related moving expenses:

1. Travel, meals and lodging expenses for premove house-hunting trips;
2. Expenses for meals and lodging in the general location of the new job

location for any period of up to 30 consecutive days after obtaining
employment; and

3. Various reasonable expenses incident to the sale of a residence or the
settlement of a lease at the old job location, or to the mrchase of a
residence or the acquisition of a lease at the new Job location.

A limitation of $2,500 is placed on the deduction allowed for these three addi-
tional categories of moving expenses. In addition, expenses for the house-hunting
trips and temporary living expenses may not account for more than $1,000 of the
$2.500.

The bill also increases the 20-mile test to a 50-mile test. and provides that the
39-week test Is to be waived if the taxpayer is unable to satisfy it due to circum-
stances beyond his control. Finally, the 'bill requires that reimbursements for
moving expenses must be included in gross income.

A ICPA comrnents-General.-The -bill provides a maximum deduction of $2,500
for three additional types of job-related expenses: (1) travel, meals and lodging
expenses in connection with house-hunting trips; (2) expenses for meals and
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lodging in tile new job location area for any period of up to 30 Colisecitive (llys
after obtaining the new job; and (3) expenses concerning the sale of a resid(mc(,
or settlement of a lease at the old jot) location or comlparable expenses at tile iiew
jot) location. The deduction for the first two types of exlises may not excem(
$1,000 of the maximum $2.500.

We do not believe these amounts are realistic. Many persons trantsferred owni
a house which has a market value of $30.000 or more. The average real estate
agent's fee for the sale of such a house is 6 percent, or $1,800. In such a situation
the allowable deduction for tile first two types o expenses would he limited to
$700. Thus, a taxpayer transferred to an area of 100 miles from ils present loca-
tion would probably not be out-of-pocket ; however, a taxpayer transferred 1,00)
miles would probably be out-of-pocket because of the additional traiisportatioll
costs for himself and his family. We recomlend1 that there be no limitatiom on
the amount allowed ats a deduction for these three types of expenses or, im the
alternative, that the $1,000 be increased to $2,000 and the $2,500 be increased to
$5,000.

('ode section 217, as amended. refers to a deduction l)y a taxpayer as all
employee. We recommend that this section also authorize such a1 d(lduction by
a self-employed taxpayer or by a partner of a partnership. There is 11o reason
why such taxpayers should not be entitled to time san1e benefits as an employee.

The proposal requires as a (ondition to allowaic- that the new place of work
be Z50 miles further from the old residence than the place of former employment.
The requirement is excessive. An employee formerly commuting 20 miles to his
old emlployment in some cases could not qualify for the deduction unless tile
new employment was 70 miles from his former residence. This is not realistic
even in our largest metropolitan areas. The 20-mile rule should be retailled,
although an alternative provision of 20 miles or 50 percent farther, whichever
is greater, might provide some restriction on the supposed favored treatment
of a person originally commuting a substantial distance.

Section 231(d) of the bill should be changed to make the effective date
applicable to taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1964, and should
permit the filing of claims for refund within one year from the date tile Bill
becomes law for those taxable years for which tie three-year statute of limi-
tations has expired. It is patently unfair to taxpayers who have moved in prior
years and suffered a cash loss not to permit them to file claims for refund.

SECTION 301 OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED CO[)E SECTION 84

Limit on tax preferenees
Present law.-Under present law. there is no limit oil how large a pqrt of Ilis

income an individual may exclude from tax as a result of the receipt of various
kinds of tax-exempt income or special deductions.

Proposed change.-The bill would impose a 50 percent ceiling on the amount
of a taxpayer's total income (adjusted gross income plus tax preference items)
which can be excluded from tax. This limitation would not be applicable if anl
individual's total tax preferences for the year (lid not exceed $10,000, or $5,000
for a married person filing a separate return.

AICPA comments.-The provisions of the bill placing a limit on tax preferetices
would impose a tax by indirect means on amounts which presently are fully or
partially tax exempt. We agree that public confidence in our self-assessment
system is undermined by the ability of individuals to realize large amounts of
disposable income with little, if any, payment of tax. However, we recomlllend
that the tax preference items be dealt with through direct legislation. If this
is not practicable then we would support the provisions of the bill-with one
modification. The tax preference item regarding the excess of accelerated depre-
elation over straight line depreciation should likewise provide for a reduction
when straight line depreciation exceeds accelerated depreciation.

SECTION 302 OF THE BIi r,--PROPOSED CODE SECTION 277

Allocation of deductions
Present law.--Under present law an Individual is permitted to charge his

personal income tax deductions entirely against his taxable income without
charging any part of these deductions to his tax-free income. As a result, tax-
payers with substantial tax preference amounts and personal deductions can
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eliminate much or all of their tax liability on substantial amounts of othervi.e
taxable lEicoie.

Proposed ch(rg.-To prevent individuals with tax preference ani onts from
reducing their tax liabilities on their taxable incomes by charging tall their
personal deductions to their taxable incomes, the 1ill provides that individuals
(and estates and trusts) must allocate most of their itemized personal d(leductions
proportionately between their taxable income (adjusted gross ineoie less non-
illocable expenses) and their tax lreferenc'e amounts. Only the part of these
personal deductions which is allocated to taxable income is to be allowed as
a tax deduction and the personal deductions allocated to the tax preference
amounts to be disallowed. Tax preferences aniollntls are taken inato ac(v'iiiit only
to the extent they exceed $10,000 ($5,(00 for a married person filing a separate
return).

We support this section of the bill.

SECTION 311 OF THE BILL-PROPOSED AMENI)MENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 1301-1305

Income averaging
Prscnt law.-Income averaging permit a taxpayer to mitigate the effect of

progressive tax rates on sharp increases in income. His taxable inco'rme in excess
of 133/.A percent of his average taxable income for the prior 4 years generally
can be averaged and taxed at lower rates than would otherwise apply. Certain
types of income such as net long-term capital gains, wagering income. and income
from gifts are not eligible for averaging.

The exclusion of certain types of income from income eligible for averaging
complicates the tax return and makes it difficult for taxpayers to determine
easily whether or not they would benefit from averaging. In addition. taxl)ayers
with fluctuating income from these sources may pay higher taxes than taxp)ayers
with constant income from the same sources or fluctuating income from different
sources. Finally, the 133%. percent requirement denies the benefit of averaging
to taxpayers with a substantial increase in income and reduces the benefits of
averaging for those who are eligible.

Proposed change.-The bill extends income averaging to net long-term capital
gains, income from wagering and income from gifts. It also lowers the percentage
by which an Individual's income must increase for averaging to be available
from 133 %percent to 20 percent.
AICPA comments.-Ie support this provision of the Bill but take exception

to the proposed effective date of taxable years beginning after December 31.
1969. We note that the provisions of the Bill dealing with the rel)eal of the al-
ternative tax on capital gains for individuals (Bill section 511) are to be effective
with respect to sales and dispositions occurring after July 25. 1909. The effective
dates of these two provisions coupled with the 10 percent tax surcharge now in
effect subjects long-term capital gain realized by individuals in the brief period
from July 26 ,to December 31 to a severe and inequitable tax penalty. We believe
equity dictates that the effective dates for eliminating the alternative capital
gains tax and introducing the new averaging provisions be the same.

(NoTE.-Please refer to our comments in the summary regarding the effective
dates of capital gains and losses.)

SECTION 321 OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED CODE SECTION 85 AND PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
CODE SECTIONS 402(b) AND 403

Present law.-Restricted property: At present the treatment of restricted prop-
erty is governed by Treasury regulations which provide for no tax when the
employee reecives the restricted stock. When the restrictions lapse. the value
of the stock at the time of transfer to the employee (determined without re-
strictions) Is treated as compensation provided it has increased in value. If the
value decreases then the lower value Is considered the compensation.

Proposed ohonge.-Section 321 of the bill provides that a person who receives
a beneficial interest In property by reason of services performed is to be taxed
with respect to the property at the time It Is received if he can transfer the
property and If It is not subject to substantial risk of forfeiture. If there Is a
substantial risk of forfeiture a tax Is imposed when the risk lap.ses. The tax will
be on the amount by which the fair market value of the property exceeds the
amount the employee paid for It.
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AICPA commcnts.-We support this provision oil condition that any legisll-
tion finally approved continues to provide for the 50 percent maximum rate on
earned taxable income. This provision, coupled with the capital gain provisions
in the Bill, reflects a recognition of equality of tax treatment between earned
Income and capital gain income. We believe that these provisions, taken together
will continue to provide incentive for those who have contributed much to our
economic progress and will also lessen the search for transactions motivated by
tax avoidance.

SECTIONS 341 AND 342 OF TI[E BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS
665-669 AND 677

Acumiulation trusts, multiple trusts, etc.
Pr'scnt law.-If a grantor creates a trust under which the trustee is either

required or is given discretion to accumulate the income for the benefit of desig-
nate(l beneficiaries, then to the extent the Income Is accumulated, it is taxed
at ifdlivdual rates to the trust.

When the trust distributes accumulated income to the beneficiaries, in some
cases they are taxed on the distributions under a so-called throwback rule. The
throwback rule treats the income for tax purposes as if it had been received
by the beneflciaires in the years in which it was received by the trust. The bene-
fliiary recomputes his tax for these back years, adding the trust income to it
and taking credit for the tax which had been paid by the trust on that income.
and pays the additional tax due In the current year.

In addition to the limitation of its application to the 5 years preceding tie
year of distribution, the throwback rule does not apply to several types of
distributions.

The progressive tax rate structure for Individuals may be avoided when a
grantor creates trusts which accumulate income taxed at low rates, and the
income in turn is distributed at a future date. This result occurs because( the
trust Itself is taxed on the accumulated income rather than the grantor or the
beneficiary.

lPropo.ed chang.-H.R. 13270 provides that beneficiaries are to be taxed on
distributions received from accumulation trusts in substantially the same man-
iter as if the income had been distributed to the beneficiaries currently as earned.
Instead of being accumulated in the trust. Tie Bill, in effect, eliminates the
5-year limitation and all exceptions to the throwback rule, and provides an un-
limited throwback rule with respect to accumulation distributions. Ilowever.
only distributions of Income accumulated by a trust (other than a foreign trust
created by a U.S. person) in years beginning after April 22, 1964 are to be sub.
ject to the throwback rule.

Tn the case of these accumulation trusts, all of their accumulated income,
other than income distributable currently, is to be taxed to the beneficiaries upon
its distribution to them. The amounts distributed are to be treated as If they had
been distributed In the preceding years in which income was accumulated but
are includible in income of the beneficiaries for the current year.

The bill also provides that in the case of a trust created by a taxpayer for
the benefit of his sl)ouse, the trust Income which may be used for the beefit of
the spouse is to he taxed to the creator of the trust as it Is earned. However. this
provision is not to apply where another provision of the Code requires the wife
to include in her gross income the Income from a trust.

AWPA eontments.-We agree with these provisions of the Bill in principle.
However. it is wholly inconsistent for the equitable administration of the income
tax law to provide effective dates for implementation of proposed restrictive
changes which are retroactive In effect and impact. Thus, we disagree with the
proposal that the changes embodied in Bill section 341 should be reflected for
distributions made subsequent to April. 23, 1969 based on amounts accumulated
since April 23, 1964. Many trusts were set up on the basis of the exception to
throwback available in section 665(b) of the Code (prior to the proposed
changes). These Include so-called minors' trusts which terminate at age 21
and payment of amounts as final distributions by trusts which are made more
than nine years after the date of last transfer to such trust. Tn many cases by
the terms of the trust instrument, distributions could not take plr.ce prior to
April 23, 1969 and in many other situations taxpayers could not be on notice
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that action had to have taken place prior to the proposed effective date ill order
to avoid adverse tax impact.

Therefore, it is proposed that the change set forth in section 341 of the Bill
be applicable only to those trusts established or additions made to existing trusts
after April 23, 1969 with respect to eliminating the exceptions available under
Code section 605(b). Concomitantly, It Is suggested and recommended that for
those accumulation trusts which cannot qualify under these exceptions. the eflec-
tire date with respect to full or maximum throwback apply only to accumiulat ions
in fiscal years ending after April 23, 1909.

SECTION 401 OF THE hIL,---PROPOSED AMENDME'NTS TO CODE SICTIONS 46. 17g. 'j,
823, 1501-1563 AND PROPOSED CODE SECTION 1564

./ nil iph" corporatioJ8
Prcscnt lw- Uider present law. corporations geiierally are taxed at tIh irate of

22 percent on the first $25,000 of taxable income and at 48 percent of taxal)le il-
come in excess of $25,000. The lower tax rate on the first $25,000 of taxable in-
come is commonly referred to as the surtax exemption.

Present law limits to sonie extent the ability of a taxpayer to split his business
enterprise into a number of corporations so as to obtain multiple surtax exemp-
tions by providing that a "controlled group" of corIporations is limited to oil('
surtax exemption. Instead of claiming one surtax exemlption for the group of
corporations, however, a controlled group may elect for each member to take a
surtix exemption if each of the corporations pays an additional 6 percent tax oil
the first ,25,000 of its taxable incone.

Although the surtax exemption was designed to help small businesses, large
organizations have been able to obtain substantial benefits from the exemption
by dividing the organization's income among a number of related corporations.

In addition to the surtax exemption, there are other provisions of present
law designed to aid small businesses. These other provisims are: 1) the pro-
vision wh'lich allows a corporation to accumulate $1(),(00 of earnings without
being subject to the penalty tax on earnings unreasonably accumulated to avoid
the dividend tax on shareholders; (2) the life insurance compaiiy small busi-
ness deduction of 10 per('ent of the company's net investment income (this
deduction is lizMited to $25.000 per year) : (3) the exception to the general 50percent limitation on the investment credit which allows 114) percent of tax
liability U) to $25.000 to be taken into account, and the investment credit pro-
vision which allows U) to $.A).000 of used as district from newI) equipment
to qualify for the credit; (4) the provision which allows an additional first
year depreciation allowance equal to 20 percent of the cost of the property
f limited to $10,000 per year) : (5) the provisioni which grants mutual insurance
companies (other than life and marine) benefits similar to the surtax exemption:
a ad (6) the provision which exempts mutual companies (other than life or
marine) from tax if their investment inconie (does not exceed $150).0.

Propo '(vd ciarige.--11.1t. 13270 provides that a controlled group of corpora-
tions is only to be allowed one surtax exemption and in addition is not to be
allowed to receive multiple benefits under other provisions of the law designed
to aid small businesses. Generally. the limitation provided by the Bill is to be
plmased in over ai S-year period mid is to be fully effective for 1976 and later
ye'a rs.

A controlled group of corporations is limited to one $25,000 surtax exenlptioi
and one $100,000 accumulated earnings credit after an s-year transition period.
This is accomlplished by gradually reducing the amount of the special provisiowi
in excess of one which is presently being claimed l)y a controlled group over the
years 1969 to 1975 until these excess special provisions are reduced to zero for
1976 and later years.

The limitation on multiple benefits from the investment credit al first year
additional depreciation, becomes fully effective with taxable years ending on
or after December 31. 1969. To ease the transition, controlled corporations are
allowed to increase the dividend received deduction from 85 percent to 100 per-
cent at a rate of 2 percent per year.

Under the present consolidated return regulations, precousolidation losses for
a corporation in a group claiming multiple surtax exemptions may be carried
over after consolidation only against the income of the corporation which sus-
tained the losses. The Bill modifies these l)resent regulations so as to permit
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ii('t ollera till. losses for :1 taxable yearl ending ill or after tehctI ) lbvar '1. 1)(0). ()
hel itlkeql its It dedulctiolll aga'lillst, tile' ill'ollle ofl other Inlliblelrls of sucth gl'oll

l

ill tia 1 s1 liiroliporthloll as thi'( additional surtax exemjtioins of such groulj.
'ile bill also broadens. lit definitioli of it controlled group of corlorait lols.

W'e supliirt tli&t,s li'oi0st'(d amiendlitlts to ihe (ode.

SE(ION 411 O1F Till,' lIll.-PRIOPOSEii CO.lEDE SECTION 271)

('orporl c m c IrxI'fr. -Di.'m lll)1'a(11'c (4 ihitftrc.t dIdlioti ill. c'rail c.Ncs
Pr('8(ti l/t1w.--Under present lw it corporation is allowed to deditt interest

paid by it oil its Idbl but. is not allowed at deduction for dividends paid o(i its
stock or tquity.It is at dilthult talsk to draw 111 appropriate di'4 lnc loll between dividends Iild

illttrest, 401r equity alid debt. Although this proilt'm is a long-standing oie ill the
tax laws. it has bt'come of increasing sigdnflcaance it recent years because of tlhe
Ili're'ased level of co rporatt' t merger activities aItid tiht iucreastig list, of debt for
corporate' at'(qusil Itmi pl)l'iots.

There are a nubliler of factors whcih i mlake the lisae tf ('bt for corporate t('-
(1uisitioii purposes dhesiralble. in(lulling tilt fact that ilt" a((luirinig coamlpany
uIlay dedlict tith interest oil tile debt but cainilot deduct dividends tia stock.

P'ropoe.(d .'lh(IU /.-il geiieral, tlit bill disallows it deduction for ilt'r'st oil
Iioils issued ini c.mineotton with lil, aicquisitioll of it corporal toll wht're tit( bonds
have, s1et'tl'd chiracteristics whih iiake them more closely akin to eqluiy.

The disalhlwance rule of ilit ill oily apIplies to bonds or debentures issued by
II C0il Ill(1i 14) a1cqlluil'e stock ill another corl4ratiou or to alqire it hvast
two-thirds of it(' total vaIit (f the asstIs of amotier corporation. 3Threover, the
dislillowi'aicet rule only applies to bonlds or debelltures which ive aill of tit'
followiing characteristics ; (1) they are stibordiiated to tit, corploralion's trale
creditors: 2) they are cov'ertilh into stotk; aItid 3) they a re Issued by
at corporal lol with a ratio of debt. to equity which is greater thitan two to olie
ori with an am al interest expense oni its iidelitedniess which is 11)1 covered
lt lePast tliri'o, times over by its projected earnings.

Ali exethlition to ti, treatneutt provide by tile bill is allowed fm. up1 to $5
million It yv,'ur of interest oil obligationts which nieet the iresc'ribed test.

'Phs provision of the' bill also does not apply 4o debt issued in tax-free acquisi-
tios of stock of uiewly formed or existing subsidiaries, or in connection witl itc-
(uii-Alti,}is of foreign corporations if substantially jll of thil' Income of thil' foreign
co'lilora t ion is from foreign solrco's.

AICPA ('ommet..-We disagree with s ,ctioi 411 of the bill, which would
add new section 271) to the ('ode. It is our view that tilly restrictiolls oil the
"tide of conglomerate mergers" should Ile imposed outside the tax law. Ill ally
ev'nt, we feel that the criteria contained in lrOlltOset Code sections 271) (b)
and (c) are arbitrary and of doubtful validity. Furthermore, tile $5 million
amount contained In proposed section 279(a) Is dliscrlimiatory. Other difliculties
will involve tracing lroblens aad the question of what constitutes 41 "plai" of
acquisition. Filially. the set.tio will adversely affect persons wilo for valid
Iiusim'ss reasons may desire to sell their businesses In that they may bte amiable
to realize' :i proper i'rice because of the depressing effect of proposed sec-tioii 279.

SECTION 412 oF TIE IIL.-IRoPOSEI) AMEI)NI1ENT ''O 'ODE SECTION 453(1)

(Corporaft cl-g'f-1'.8-, mitatioll oil ill.-tallinclt ,Sih/,$ prol'ivioll

Pc. 'Jt Iw.-U'nder presait law, a taxpayer may elect the installment method
of reporting a gaill Oil ia sille of real pIrol)erty. or a (ll511l suale of plirsoital l'operty
where tile price is In excess of $1,000. The installment mtiod, however, is
nvilale only If the paymenilits received by tilt seller In the year of sale (not
coiuntlig debt obligations of the purchaser) do not exceed 30 percent of tht' sales
price.

Thel' Interntl Reveniue Service has not ruled is to whether tile installment
method of reporting gain is available where tht' seller receives debentures. The
use of the installment method of reporting gain where debentures are received
liy a seller of property may result In long-term tax deferral. Present law does
not specify the number of Installments which aire required if a transaction is
to be eligible for the installment method of reporting. Ili other words, it is not
clear whether tHIe Installment method may be used wheiln there is only oie or
a limited number of payments whielh may ibe deferred for a long time.
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)'ropo'cd chfinge.--Tliv hill places two limiitaitionls Onl the luse of the( Ilns-tallmenIt
aIiitt od ol rteporting galil ol sales of real property and1( casual sales of personizi

F~irist . ioitis with Iinterest ctlIpl it)15u tlihed, ill registered'( forml, or Nvichel are
readIily traidabile, ill effect. aire to he Conisitderedl palliits i the( Year of
8;11I. for puit ses of titth rulle which dliits th lit'nsta Illment mlethod)1 where. itiore
tllntl 3i0t per'eiit of ti1w sales price is ruceivedl Ill that year.

The Secondt liitaitioti is Coti e Ii'l ii propotsed ('ode sectlonl 4153(h) (3). It
wt ii Idenlty titlielise of tile inst a linetit inlethitd uiiless tite paynient (if thle lou ii
pr'inDcipal) or te pay iilt of Ow le a i prilicipl anatd thle interest toiget her. are,
spreadi~ relatively e'venily over. thle intsta llmienit pieriod. This requirement. would
he s..atisfied if ei tler payments art ie made ait least toiict' every two years inl rel-
I ivt ly (wvell or decl iing Iil ititlitt over t he inistalIlmnt I itvriod, or lit Ilwt 5i petrcetht
oftile1t loll iIiilivt'illl is to lit hIlti(i iy tilt t'i of tlit( first qua rtehr of tie( is-t allinit
period. 15 percent is-, to lit pa id by fit'- thit tof the' Stecondi(l 11te(i, and -il 0 ptervet't
is-. to li li bihy I it'- t'id o~f th lth lird (lull r-ter.

A1 ('P ('onmlh'lt..--W(' tisuigre't with sectioit 412 tf tilt- Bill to theo etenthit that
it would add pirtoposetdt sect loll 453t 11) ) 31 to tlt(' (Code. It is outr cticert I hiat prto-
pIm-sod sect itn 453( ,Ib) (3) w1ill distitil Iify frotat intstllmeniiit saleI tr'a tiiit'iit rll 1-
actitons whticht presetly Itave gootdt iusiiit'ss purp'lose'. It would atdd uttov'
1iitei'ta iit it's to aili uilreltdy% djillit'ult art'ut. Furlplnort', lirtdilt'inls jlD('Spttc li
oxtt'tisitili. calls or othe lu'' itiiat itnis arte nott lirovidetd for. It is tiur tic ] ta
llttilitst'( sect ion 453 (bI) (4), with wltitit Nt' conlcur, is idt'ouatt' tto eivvr Iirt'sct
aluii1svS or t lit installmettnt itiethiod.

SEC~T1ION 4 1:1 OF 'TH I tll i.-PRDOi'O5D'1 AMNiENDM IENT TO CDOD tE *t 'TItON 1-132

Pro 'cn t hi w.-T idtr lpesenit la1w. tiiigiitlil isu i55it tl'itt It iist's h5 ~v it Iicor-

p Iw111t itot isues at honld for it pice( less thu i its fat't I taiouit. 'PI' ownl' o f the'
hlud is huot taxet oit lt tilorigina~l issue disctmit uniitilt- botnd is rt'tl't'int't or
unt il it'. sells it. whiichevter toccurs eatrlier.

The' Ctirporattitoi issiiig the( bond, onl tlit other liaiid, is, atlltowedO to deduiict
thet tirigittlill issut' tdiscounit over thit lift' tf tlit'- hol.

'This results, ill a1 iolipa ralh'l trt'aItit'iit of originally issiit' (isvtlit betwteen I it('
issuinilg corpioraltion an ld the( bonidholde'r. I'e coPrortitont tdtetucts at part tf tilt
dis-olintt t'ach ye'ar. ()n tltt' other hanid, tilt- bhoitlolder is nott reqtuiredt to retl) t

anly of tlt(- dliscout its incom~ite lnttil it. tdispotstes of thit bonid.
I'JY)pfb%(d chfi(Iff(.-Tihe lill genetratlly provided's that tit'- botntdholdetr andt tit('

i. %ltiilg ctipot ollt aire to lit treated conisistenitly with r'spt'ct ti orlgilial Issue
disctiit. Thtus. thle Bill gene'rally retquirtes at btoidholtder t) include the original
lsm-lit dliscounilt inl intomeit ratably over the life, of th I b'Iond(. This rut' lIpplit'5;
to tilit' original boindholderitsI we'll its to subst'tueiit biondhtolders.

Co trporationls issuing bontds lin registered form shitultd be' required t) furntishi
the biondhioltder and tit' ( Govt'i'iitt'it Nvitl an aiiiual jInforitioit return iregard-
Iiig the( amount of original sisse. tdisctount to lit intcludted lii incomtet for tht'- year.

ART U Ptcn nunc) t.s.-Ivet'o hlot agree with set'ttion 413 of the( bill. Wte feel Ithalt
It'e piropotsedt chlag's v'iolltte tilt wt'lI-tstutblishied rules o~f thet- ('1151 method of
actountiiig an td further thnat thity will add toi tcomplexity and( inftormation
rtepitrtinig difficulties' fatri out tf proportion tt tilt, prohlcin whichi stettitin 413 is
tiesi "tiOl to solve'.

We should like to recommendt'i( ani ailternatltive solution tt tilt- pii'tliii. We'
sgetthatt Code~ section 1221 be, amenvided to exclude f'oi tile definlition of at

capial ssetallcorprat nolcolveribledeb (sllieilles. eferudtoal
".st raighit" det')). ISuch it provisions would itlike all gains aintd losses on ouestf
tiu'ittovci't illie ctorporate" deb't ordiniairy income, or ordinairy tetlt its. rt'51)C-
tivt'ly. Nonconvertible, Corpiorate dllft is aictquiredo by an inivesto~r for tilIt, principal

piurpitse tif relitg al Yield on the money inivested. It appear's that tilt,- market
value if toitt'oitvei'tihle corporate debt obligations fluctuates Ii large measure
with reftertence to prevailing iutv'rest yields. Accordlingly. it seemns realsonaible

to ta lit s ordinary income or allow as ordInary deductions gains or- losses oit
d1ispos)itioni of thle Obligations whicth are priimarly mere adjustments of yi'lds.

We are cognizant of the facet tlint changes Ili market value of tomconvei'tible
Ctrrtet detbt cuin aliso be aittribuutablle to)ia change lin tite- (Credit rating of the
issti, utuio it Is true that it might ble appropriate to refh'ct his elemt'ut as Capital
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gain or loss. However, we feel on balance that the treatment of noll(OllVe'rtil)le
corporate del)t its a noncapitaol asset will eliminate or reduce the importance of
many complexities, including those resulting from Code sections 171 and 1232.

SECTION 414 OF THE JJILL-'IROPOSEI) CO)DIE SECTION 2 19

('orporate fnr/crs.--Conrc'rtiblc ild('btc(dtcss rtcp tlitr(im' pre(illms
Pj'entt1 tl.- Uller present law, there s i a qllestion as to whether a irpor-

tioti which rel rcl ises its convertiible indelbt(edness at a penlilil ln:" de(lIct
tile eillire difference between the staled redemption price :t maturity and the
actual repurchase price. The Internal Revenue Service takes the position that
lhe deduction is limited to an amount which represents a Irie interest expense
(i.e., the cost of borrowing) and does not l11e1(de ile aimiount of the preinmili
attributable to the conversion feature. This parlt of ilie repiUrchase is viewed by
the Internal Revenue Service its ia capital transctioll analogolls to a ('orol'l-
tion's repurchase of its own stock for which no dedtetion is allowaile. The1,re
tire however, two court eases which hol to the conlrary in that they allowed
the deduction of the entire premium. Other court cases have bIell filed by tax-
payers to test the validity of the Service's position on this matter.

Proposed change.-um order to clarify the treatment of p'emniul)s paid on
the repurchase by a corporation of its indebtedness which is convertible into its
own stock (or the stock of a controlling or controlled corporation). the Bill pro-
vides that the amount of the premium which may be deducted is to lie limited to
an amount not in excess of a normal call premium for nonconvertible corporate
indebtedness. The amount of the premium paid by the corporation u1pon the re-
purchase is to be the excess. of the amount paid over the issue price of the
in(lebte(lness (plus any amount of discount previously deducted and lninus any
amount of premium previously reported as income).

It is further provided by the bill that a larger deduction may be allowed with
respect to the premium where the corporation can demonstrate to the satisfac-
tion of the Secretary or his delegate that the amount of the l)reliliuln in excess
of that otherwise allowed as a deduction is related to the cost of borrowing and
is no attributable to the conversion feature of the indebitedness. This exceptions
is designed to allow for changes in the interest rates and to permit market ;in(
credit conditions to be taken into account.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.

SECTION 421 OF THE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 301 ANI) 305

Tax treatrnnt of stock dividends
Present laws.-In its simplest form. a stock dividend is commonly thought of

as a mere readjustment of the stockholder's interest, and not as Income. For
example, if a corporation with only common stock outstanding issues more com-
mon stock as a dividend, no basic change Is made in the position of the corpora-
tion and it stockholders. No corporate assets are paid out. and the distribution
merely gives each stockholder more pieces of paper to represent the same interest
In the corporation.

On the other hand, stock dividends may also be used in a way that alters the
Interests of the stockholders. For example, if a (orpora t ion with only common
stock outstanding declares a dividend payable. at the election of each stockholder,
either in additional common stock or in cash, the stockholder who receives a
stock dividend is in the same position as if lie received a taxable cash dividend
and purchased additional stock with the proceeds. His interest in the corpora-
tion is increased relative to the interests of stockholders who took dividends in
cash. Under present law, the recipient of a stock dividend under these conditions
is taxed as if he had received cash.

Sometimes, by means of such devices as convertible securities with changing
conversion ratios, or systematic redemptions, the effect of an election to receive
cash or stock can be achieved without any actual distribution of stock dividends
and therefore without any current tax to the stockholders whose interests In the
corporation are increased.

Proposed change.-The bill provides that a stock dividend is to be taxable If
one group of shareholders receives a distribution in cash and there is an in.
crease in the proportionate interest of other shareholders in the corporation.
In addition, the distribution of convertible preferred stock is to be taxable unless
it does not result in such a disproportionate distribution.
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The Bill also deals with tite related problem of stock dividenids oi preferred
stock. Since preferred stock characteristically pays specified cash dividends, all
stock dividends oil preferred stock (except aitidilution (list ributiojis on convert-
ible preferred stock) are a substitute for cash divideids, mid all sto(k distribu-
tionis on preferred stock (except for antidilution purposes) are taxable under the
bill.

We support this section of the bill.

SECTION 501 (b) 01' TilE 1I.L-PIIOPOSED CODE SE'tO.N t;::;
N'1t111 l ,1 trcs trl prodliclioll paytlens

',rsc)t lai'.--A. linerall lroducti lm Iayiniit is -I right to it specifie'd share of
the prodlctioll front a llifileral l)rolJeP'ty (01 11 SU M of 11o1e.% ill lPhICe of the l '-
ductioll whell that production occurs. 1lelelidinig on ho\% a prodluctioni paylnient
is .realed. it illay be (lassilied its U carved-out production livinent, or retained
pouliol l liYiieuit which ay the he lised ill it so-CU I led ".AlI(" tralsac.tioll.

Tie use of carved-out roduictioll pliyllelits call he 1sed to circuIntlt th(
limitations )It the depletion deduction an tid lthe foreign tax credit ald to distort
ilie betlefits that the net operating loss provisions were designed to provide. Il
additioni, ii ABC transactions, taxpayers are able to pay off what is essentially a
purchase nioney mortgage with before-tax dollars rather than after-tax dollars.

Proposv'd changc.-IThe bill lirovi(les in general that carved-out laymnts and
retained payments (including ABC transactions) are to be treated as a loan by
the owiier of the production payieit to the owner of the mineral property.

fit the case of it carved-out production pinvent. their bill provides the payinetit
is to be treated as a mortgage loan on the mineral propertyy (rather than as an
ecoiolilic interest in the property).

This treatneat is not to apply to a production payment carved out for (x-
ploration or development of a mineral property if, un(er existing law, gross in-
come is not realized by the person creating the l)roduction paymilent.

Ii the case of retained production payments (that is, the sale of mineral
property subject to "! production payimeit), the Bill provides that the production
payment is to be treated as a l)urclase money mortgage loan (rather than as ani
ecoomioile interest ili thite, mineral property).

AICPA coniticnts.-We recominend that an exception be made to the treat-
ment provided for in section 501 (b) of the Bill for production payments used to
equalize the investment of larti.iplnts in a unitization. Producing properties
are often unitized in the interest of conservation of natural resources and more
eficielit production. Soiiie of the owners in a unit imay have done more to develop
production than others. Ili order to recognize tile greater investments of those
who have already done more development work than their share in the unit,
i(ijustieults have to he made when tie unit is organized. Sometimes these adjust-
ieiats tale the form of cash layinents which generally produce an Immediate

tax impact to the recil)lent. Therefore, often those parties who have expended
more than their share of the costs of development are permitted to retain a
larger share of production from the properties until they have recouped their
excess Investment. This has the effect of spreading the adjustment over the
period of time during which the funds are realized from production and also
will tend to allow greater percentage depletion to the owner of the more highly
developed properties and correspondingly less to the owner of the less developed
properties. The revenue is not hurt since the income is bound to be reported by
one of tile participants or the other. Inasinuch as the unitization of mineral
properties ought to be encouraged because it leads to more efficient and less
expensive production, an exception for production payments used in connection
with poolings and unitizations of mineral properties to adjust the pro rata invest-
ments of participants seems Justified.

SECTION 501(C) OF TIlE IiILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 015 AND 617

Natural r(mioUPCCs-Mining ad cxploration ei(rp'fditurs's
Prex(clt1 r.--l-Preseit law allows a taxpayer to elect to deluct, without dollar

limitation, lining exploration expenditures ( that is. exploration expenditures
for atiy ore or mineral other than oil or gas) which are made prior to the develop-
ment stage of the mine. The availability of this deduction is limited to mines
located In thiie united States or on the outer continental shelf. When a mine
reaches tiie .rt,(.acing stage, the exploration expenditures previously deducted
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are recaptured, generally by disallowing the deletion deduction with respect to
tile illile.

A taxpayer vho does not elect this unlimited mining exploration expenditure
deduction is allowed at limited deduction for exploration expenditures (wietlier
on domestic or foreign mines) without the recapture rules applying. The total
deduction under this litllited provisions for all years Ruay not exVeed $400.000.

The allowance of a current deduction for explorationl expenditures without
applying tile reealiture iles iI the case of eXlK.,nditures for wiliehi the litimitei
deduction is available provides Illore generous treatitient thatn ill tile Case of iost
nitineral producers which aire under the unlinilted deduction provision.

J'ropow'd e/h(Iniyg.-T''lie bill provides that the gelleral recapture rules of lre'selit
law are to apply to mining exploration exlenditm'es which are deducted under
the limited provision of present law. Thus. a deduction will continue to be
allowed for foreign or oceanographic explorations under the limited provision,
but the general recapture rules will apply witl respect to these expenditures.

A I('IM.I c nilt.-Section. 501 (c) (1 ) of the Bill would atimend Code setioP,
15 to provide that all eXpenditures after July 22, 19611), to which section 615

applies woull be subject to the recapture provisions of ('ode section 617.
Exl elditures made prior to July 23, 191i, are included in determining the
$4W0.00) hiiitation under section 6015, Section 501 (c) (2) of the Bill wouhl atend
('ode section 617 to perinit it the case of foreign and oceanographic explorations
deductions to the extent the expenditures (1o not exceed $4W0,000. reduced by tie
total of expeinditures previously deducted under ('ode sect ions (15 and 617.

We support the approach of the bill. However, present Code section 615(f)
provides that a taxpayer who Ihas elected either section 615 or section 617 tld
bas not revoked the election cannot elect to apply the other section. The present
bill if enacted nuaty cause inequities to taxpayers who( made an election under
either ('ode section 615 or section 617 whereas if they hatd known of the pro-
posed amendments, they might have elected otherwise. Although the time within
which to revoke the elections under section 615 or section 617 has not yet expired
(see section 615(e) ), provision should be nade in the proposed amendments to
protect those taxpayers who have made elections. The amendments should
permit new elections to be made, and provide that this right does not expire
until after the final regulations with respect to the bill section 501(e) amniend-
ments have been published in the Federal Register (last day of the third month
following publication, for example). The reason for such a lengthy period of
time to make the new election rests on the fact that the new election should be
made only after the taxpayer is fully informed of the position the Tternal
Revenue Service may take in the final regulations.

SECTION 512 OF TIE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 1211 AND 1212

Capital losses of individuals
Present law.-Under present law, both Individual and corporate taxpayers

may deduct capital losses to the extent of their capital gains. In addition, if an
individual's capital losses exceed his capital gains, lie may deduct up to $1,000
of the excess loss against his ordinary income. Any remaining loss may be carried
forward for an unlimited number of years and deducted against ordinary Income
provided it Is not offset by capital gains. Ott the other hand, where an individual
has a net long-term capital gain rather tMan at net capital loss. a maxinutum of
only one-half of the net long-term capital gain is subject to tax.

If a husband and wife each have capital transactions and a joint return is
filed, their respective gains and losses are treated as though they had beent
realized by only one taxpayer and are offset against each other. ()n tile other
land, when both spouses have capital losses and lile separate returns, each
spouse is allowed to deduct up to $1,000 of net capital losses from ordinary
Income. Thus, by filing separately, a tainried couple imay receive at total capital
doss deduction against ordinary income of $2,000.

The present treatment of long-term capital losses is inconsistent in the case
of individuals with the treatment of their long-term capital gains. Although a
maximum of fifty cents of each dollar of long-term capital gains is subject to
ordinary tax, when capital losses exceed capital gains, the excess loss Is deducti-
ble dollar-for-dollar against ordinary income (up to a maximnlu of $1,000).

In addition, when it is more advantageous to them. married couples can file
separate returns, be treated as two separate taxpayers, and each be allowed to
deduct up to $1,000 of capital losses from ordinary income. This treatment is
permitted even though married couples are generally treated as one taxpayer.
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This treatment oif losses tvil(1s to pi'ide an tidva ititge for' people liilg ill cornl-
mtunity property states iweause iiil ga ins atnid losses fromtcillniyJ4iet
alre alttibu~itale ill equll itiililts, to VItclt Of tile 511' 1P b (iIer-l'titill (If CO4)ll-
iitttiiityv p~roperty lawv 1111d1, therefore. they alre aittoiitieitIly eligible for the
bltit of tlte douilble. deductionl. ()il the other hli:il(d. Spttlses living in lo~~ll
imtmiity propeitrty states must have Spar iate losses' ill Ord~er to ci llthis aldval a-
tage-hence. they mullst either sell itssets l&'ld iii third j4Jijit ia ties Or each
itta1st Sell his on it assets.

l'JY)/)08d chang.-Tihe hll pIlrovidies that only. -50 IKIN-elt Of .11i1 illiVidlIMl'S
lonig-termi caita~tl losses 11111, he offset aii ijst his O rdina~iry ihIcVne 11. I Shilrt -term
caplitail losses, hlowever. NwOl 'ioiitilile to lbe fully (deduictibile.) Ill addition,
thet dedutctionl of caitatl 10551's ag4liilst ordinary iconle for imahrriedl persons
filing separate, returns is lintitedi by tile House Bill to $500 for each spouse.

We support this section of the bill.

SECTlION 513 01" TilE HI1LL-PIOPOSEI) A NIENDjM EN'rTO ('OIE SECTION 122 1

CJapital gain and.' Iov( 181C-Lcttc'P8, miHUoJ'(ldumfs, ctc.

I'(lt air.-Utder p~re'sent law~, copyrights n tl iteraryli. ntisil ('Ir artistic
voilllositioils (or smilar pirolperty ) arec not trea-ted ats vaplital a ~sset s if' thley a re
held by the person whose persolt efforts credited tite pr'operty ( (or by a person
whlo acquired the property its 1t gift froml the personl wVho created it) . 'lThus. ainy
gain iarisinig fronm tile sale of such it hook, a rtistic work or)I siiiilar property is
treitted its ordinary intcomie, rather thitlil its it Caitatil gain. ('ollectiots oif paplers
aitd letters prep~ared and collected by ait individual includingg paper's prepared
for the individuall, however, are treated its caplital itssets. Titerefore. Ii gailt
froin the sitle of papers of this ititure is treated ait apititl gain, rather than
ts ordinary i nconte.

Tite rittionale' mid~erlyiilg the treatment provided inl presentt lit%%, for copy-
rights, artistic works andI similar property iii the hands(1 of the person wito created1
thitn (or in the p~ossessiont of at person whio received the property ats at gift from
the person wh~o crealtedl it) is that tlte person is,. in effect, engatgedI in the business
ot creatiing and~ selling the atrtlstic work or siilr property.

The collections of pape~rs antd letters itre essentially siniliar to a literary or
arltistic 'otmpoxsitiont whicht is created by tile personal effort of the taxpayer itnd~
should be, clatssifled for tite pur~voses of the tax l1wN Ilt thle same mlannler.

Proposed cltange.-The bill provides that letters, memoraitdums and siitilar
property (or collectioits thereof) tire not to be treated as capital assets if titey
are iteld by a taxpayer whose personal efforts created tile property or for whlom
the property was prepared or p~roduc'ed (or by a perston1 wvto received the property
as at gift front such a titxpayer). For tltis purpose, letters atnd mtemorand~umts
addressed to an individual ire considered ats prepared for hitn. Gaits fromt tlte
sale of these letters and metnorandums, accotrdinigly. are to lie taxed its ord(intary
Income, rthier than as caitltt gains.

We support this seetloit of tile bill.

SECTION 514 01" TIlE lIiL--P1OP0SED AMENDMENT TO CODE SECTION 12-221

Hofldingf period of capfitall asse4ts
Present l(1w.-CaIpital. gains onl assets lield loitger titan six months are cont-

sidetred long-term gains.
Propos('( eclange.-Tlte lill p)rovidecs tltat a lonig-te' rm capital gailt is to be

a gain from the sale or exchtatge of it clpital asset held for more thatn 12 tttoitits.
AICPA4Cmlet.-dlitdy the luroposed 12 itionth holding pe-riod is arbi-

trary. We (10 feel however, that it is (desirable to lengthen the six mtontht period.
We believe thitt a holding period beyond six ntonthis would( moreW ;tcelit'tehv iltli-
cute tile initentioit to invest antd thereby serve more closely Congressional intent
thtat speial tutx treatment be afforded gains from investment ats list inlgui shed
fromt Specultativye gutills.

SECTION 515 OF THlE IIILT.-PROPOSED AMNENDIMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 402, *103 AND 72)

Capital gln f8 and lossesi-Total distribution from qualified pcn'sion. etc.. plains
Present iaw.-An employer wvlo establishes a qualified emiployee, pension, prtofit-

sharing, stock-bonus or annuity plan Is atliowed to deduct contributions to tile
trust, or if annuities are purchased, the eitployer ttay deduct the preiumiiis.
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,I'Il, itenvIotyer cotittriblitiolis to. an ld tit- e'arn'inigs of, at tax-exemipt trust genvraiiiy
tire not taxed to tile emloIyee( itil the aniiounlt credited to his alccounlt are
dlistribuite'd or -mnade available" to htim. Rletiremlent benefits generally are taxedl
it fordluiry income miiter thet a nimiity rules whetn the amounts are dlistribuited,

to tile extenut they exceed tilt attotints contributed bly tilt emloyee. Tihus.
eliihloyee coliut onls t-o at pension. etc. fund are' not tatxed whien rece'ived
silut- those allmunts were cold ributedl fromt after-tax dollars of the iployce..

All ex-eliitolt to tile general rule of or-dinaryN ilwconte trea tinlent of pvensionl
bviltetits. however. provides t hat if ant enliployee (except a self-emll~oyed l)(11,8011
receives ihis total accrued b1ieeits Ill itulist ribut ion within one ta xablie yVearl mi
accolit of sepoarationi tromi service 01r death, the (list ribution is ta xed as a
cap italI gain, rat her thani as ordi itorv income.

It pa0rt or all of this totitil distrililjolt consists of empilloyer securities,. the
vitiployce' is lnit ta xed oil the niet til ized a ppreciat ion Ii the securitIies aIt
the( t ime of distribtutin but inisteadly 111' lleti thle stocak is subhsequtently sold
by the enulployce. Thle employee is taxed only oil the port jolt of tilt entjdlopyc
seen r'ities 'Ittriiitta ide to the eltild1oyter's cost ait the( timue of t ho count ributioni
to tit(e trust. Fiirt hirittore. this piortionl is taxedl at the longt-teri ciiitail go iii
rate, raotiter tia -it ordinar iy ileoine rates.

The capital ga in treat'Jttelit of hitp-Suln penisionl distribut ions was originallyv
enacted itll te Revetlie Act of 11M2 its ai soluti ont to the so-called lbinlched-ilcole
problhemt of receiving tilt am~oiunt Ili 1 talle year which haitacruied over severa-l
yea rs.

tt' (aitatil ganint treatmtenlt aiffordedi ltlnttj-sumt distributions fr'oml (iiltd penl-
Siotn phlants usl 13' allows employees to receive (deferred comilpeinsa tion at at mtort,
favorable tax rate thatni other comnetsatLion reelvsed for serv ices 'eltdere(i.

Proposed vhang~c.-1he bill limits the extent to whticht capital gain tretmtlt
will lbe allowed for hllitp-sumt dlistribuionts front qualified emtployees' trusts itdt
withinl 1 taxable year. Cap~ital gain treatment is to be limited to the amoutit (of
thet total di Iistribution Ini excess of empt~loyer contributions.

The lill also provides for it special ti-yettr "forward" atveraginig of tite atttounts
to lie treated as Ordinary income. 'The taxpayer comtputes tie lIncreatse ilt tax
ats at result of Inlcludinlg 20 percent of the Ord(inary income amount of t lie distrilu-
tion lin his gross income for tile taxable year lit which thlt total distributiont is-
lititdle, and1( then multiplies tile Increase lin tax by 5 to obtain his taix liability oil
t'e ordilna ry inicomte portion. Tile bill further provides that tile ta xpalyer mtay

recomtpute his tax oil the ordinary inconte portion at the end of 5 years by adltiitg-
20 percent of thle amount lin the gross income Ii each of thet 5 taxable years, anid
if this method results Ii a lower tax titan previously paid, lie is entitled to it
ref und(.

We support this section, of the bill.

sECTioN mo16 b) OF THlE BHj,-i,(P~0i'0ED AMENDMENTS TO (CODE SEC'1IO0N 1231

('a/it~il /aiflR eMid 1088C8-1r0iflt ('(1811(l1088 osC.1 1tnder S~ectiOn 13
P1rcse(nt laii.-Gree'ralli', tuiuler present, law If the ginis oil the (lisp-ositiont

of certain tylpes of property exceed tile losses onl this sitme type of property. Ii
effec-t, tile- excess Is treated as long-terml capital gain. Onl the other hand1(, If thle
losses exceed the gains, then tile net loss Is treated as anl ordinalry loss. The
types of property subject to this provision generally are depreciable property
and real estate used lin a trade or business amnd capital assets which tire involunl-
tarily Collverted.

Ani exceptions to this general provision Is provided for uninsuredl losses resulting
front casualty 0o' theft lit the case of l)rohN',rty used Ii it trade or business ( or
(capital assets held for the production of Incomte). These uttinsure(i losses are
dedluctibile Ii full against ordinat)ry Income rthier than being r'equilred to be
netted wvitit other gains 011(1 losses under Code sec-tionl 1231.

The exception to tile general section 1231 rule has led to anonmalous results.
A business s taxpayer with a casualty loss onl two similar' buslitess lropert es, onte
oif wic(h is insured and one of which Is nt. Is aillow'ed to tieduct the uinisuredh
loss lin full against Ordinary Income a11(1 at the sOJine tille Is allowed to treat
tile ga in oji tite Insured property (the excess of the anlount of Insurance received
over Ills adjusted basis til tile property) as a capital gain. In other words, the
gain and loss (10 not have to be netted under sectionl 162311. (On tile other 11011d, thet*
letting is required where tile business taxpayer only partially (perhaps 5 per-
cenlt) Insures a builness property.
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Antotler lpoblhm tlhit has arisenl mider section 12;11 is witether it is aillicable
to csall ity losses Oil llilistired l)e'sOllit assets.

Irolmct c/h(lmly.-Cas.ttililty (or theft) losses ol deljreciile lroriyct 1iid
ielI estate esetil iii a trade or business ai Oil capital assets held for lie l)ro-
ductoll fit intconlie are to le consolidated with casuvalty (or tiheft) gaitis oil this
type of prtpertly. If the casualty losses exceed the casualty gaills, tile lnet loss,
ill effect . will 'Jo treated as tll ordi mary loss (wit hout regaird to section 1231 ).
I ilte other hand, If ite, casuialty gains exceed the caslalty losses. then the

net gaill will be treated as a section 1231 gain which imust tlt'ii be consolida ted
w'ill otlier ga ins al td losses under section 1231. This rule is to apply where tile
casually lirolerty is uninsured. partially Insured or totally insured.

Tie bill also claritles the fact. that ullilsred casualty losses on lpersolal
ass-ts are -subject to the bisic sect ion 1231 io\vision.s.

A\'e support this lirtmsed aeiildineitt to the Code.

SECTION 516t) OF TIIE III.M.----IIOSI) coimI: C Et'TION 122

Ca)itai I gals mid lossc'-Traiisers' of frulic'h i(c8
mrwscwnt laiw.-n-Tie substantially growth of franchising throughout tile ititetl

States in recent years has raised two significant problenis: flrst, whether traits-
fers of franchises ire sales or licenses or, more particularly, whether tile retel-
tion of powers, rights or a coii ting interest in the franchise aigreenevit is
significant enough to Irectlude a sale: Mid, second, whether frallchisors are
selling frallchises in the ordinary course of business.

The first problem is not dealt with specifically inider present law. anid must
lie resolved under general tax princildes. Although section 1221 of the Code
deals with property held for sale to customers, it does not appear that its relation
to franchises its been fully explored by the courts.

Since present lawN" does not specifically deal with these matters, and since there
apl)ears to lie considerable diversity of opinion among the courts as to whether
the transfer of a franchise constitutes a license or a sale and whether part or
all of sale of a franchise constitutes, the sale of a capital asset, the bill attempts
to clarify these problems.

i'roposceu change.-'The bill adds a new section to the Cole providing that the
transfer of a franchise is; not to be treated its a sale or exchange of a capital asset
or of property to which section 1231 applies. if the transferor retains any signifi-
cant power, right or continuing interest with respect to the subject matter of tile
franchise.

The general rule Is not to apply with result to amounts received or accrued, lit
connection with a transfer of a franchise, which are attributable to the transfer
of all substantial rights to a patent, trademark or trade name (or tle transfer of
nit undivided interest therein which includes part of all such rights), to the

extent the amounts are separately indentitled and are reasonable in amount.
These amounts, as is the case with the transfer of a patent under Code section
12:-5, would be entitled. to capital gais treatment.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.

Capital flis oral tosses-Effective date
(k'nral cotwitent.-The effective date for the capital gain and loss provisions

of the 1111 is generally July 25, 1969. This date call impose serious tax penalties
for those sales or dispositions which are made after July 25, 1969 pursuant
to action taken prior to that date. We therefore suggest that the effective date
be established at December 31, 1969, or, in the alternative, eliminate from tile
p)rovisions of the Bill any transactions to which the seller was committed it writ-
ing onl or before July 25. 1969. Further, we suggest that insofar as tilt reveal
of the alternative capital gains tax for individuals and the character of the gain
is concerned, collections or other dispositions in connection with transactions
in which the Installment method was elected should be treated as if they occurred
on or before July 25, 1969.

SECTION 521 OF THE BILL-PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 167 AND 1250

Real estate depreciation
Present 1q la._UTnder present law, the first owner may take depreciation allow-

ances for real property under the double declining balance method or the sum
of the years digits-method. These rapid depreciation methods generally permit

aa-5a5--69-pt. tS~---57
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large portions of an asset's total basis to be deducted in the early years of the
asset's useful life. A subsequent owner is permitted to use the 150 percent de-
clining balance method which also provides more rapid depreciation than straight
line in the early years.

Depreciation is allowed on the total cost basis of the property (minus a rea-
sonable salvage value), even though the property was acquired with little equity
and a large mortgage.

Net gains on sales of real property used in a trade or business are. with certain
exceptions, taxed as capital gains and losses are treated as ordinary losses.
Gain on the sale of buildings is taxed as ordinary income to the extent of depre-
ciation taken on that property after December 31, 1963, if the property has been
held more than 12 months. If the property has been held over 12 months, only
the excess over straight-line depreciation is "recaptured". That amount is re-
duced after 20 months, at the rate of 1 percent per month, until 120 months, after
which nothing is recaptured.

The present tax treatment of real estate has been used by some individuals as
a tax shelter to escape payment of tax on substantial portions of their economic
income. The rapid depreciation methods now allowed make it possible for tax-
payers to deduct amounts in excess of those required to service the mortgage dur-
ing the early life of the property.

Proposed change.--Under the Bill the most accelerated methods of real estate
depreciation (the 200 percent declining balance and the some of the years digits-
methods) are limited to new residential housing. To qualify for such accelerated
depreciation at least 80 percent of the income from the building must be derived
from rentals of residential units. Other new real estate, including commercial and
industrial buildings, is to be limited to the 150 percent declining balance depre-
ciation method. In general the new rules will not apply to property if its con-
struction began before July 25, 1969, or if there was a written binding contract
to construct the building before July 25,1969.

Only straight line depreciation is to be allowed for used buildings acquired
after July 25, 1969. A special 5-year amortization deduction is provided under
certain conditions in the case of expenditures after July 24, 1969, however, for
tfie rehabilitation of buildings for low-cost rental housing.

Finally, the Bill provides for the recapture of the excess of accelerated depre-
ciation over straight line depreciation on the disposition after July 24, 1969, of
depreciable real property (but only to the extent of depreciation taken after that
date). Thus, to the extent of this excess depreciation, the gain on the sale of the
real property will be treated as ordinary income rather than as capital gain.

We support this section of the bill.

SECTION 541 OF THE BILL-PROPOSED CODE SECTION 1379

Subchapter 8 corporations
Present law.-Subchapter S of the Code was enacted in 1958 to provide tax

relief for small business corporations. These provisions do not deal with employee
retirement plans; consequently, Subchapter S coporatlons may estbaltsh cor-
porate retirement plans for the benefit of shareholders who are also employees of
tl- corporation.

Prior to 1962, self-employed persons (proprietors and partners) were not able
to establish such plans to benefit themselves. In 1962, however, Congress enacted
the Self-Employed Individuals Retirement Act (H.R. 10), permitting self-em-
ployed persons to be treated as employees of the businesses they conduct so that
they may be covered under qualified employees retirement plans in much the
same manner as their employees. These provisions, though, contain certain spe-
cific requirements as to proprietors and partners which limit contributions to 10
percent of the proprietor's or partner's earned income, or $2,500, whichever is less.

The H.R. 10 limitations on retirement income plans described above do not
apply to corporations.

Proposed change.-The bill provides limitations, similar to those contained
in H.R. 10, with respect to contributions made by Subchapter S corporations to
the retirement plans for those individuals who are "shareholder-employees," de-
fined as employees or officers who own more than 5 percent of the corporation's
stock. Under the Bill, a shareholder-employee must include in his income the
contributions made by the corporation under a qualified plan on his behalf to the
extent contributions exceed 10 percent of his salary or $2,500, whichever is less.
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A ICPIA coniinent.v.-We strongly support the objective of achieving similarity
of ta x trea tment as between shareholders of electing corporations and partners.
If parallel treatment of retirement plans is required to attain this goal. it would
1e acceptable. However, we believe that the rules governing self-employed retire-
inent plans presently are overly restrictive and that a change to align the treat-
inent of electing corporations with them would be a move in the wrong direction.
Rather, we urge that tile rules governing self-employment retirement plans be
iiilmended to make then more nearly comparable to those covering Corporate
executives.

In the event the principle of the Bill is accepted in its present form by your
Committee, we believe that nlodilication in the treatment of forfeitures should be
included.

A separation will have, to be made between forfeitures applieabh, to contributions
made, while an electing small business corporation, in years beginning prior to
January 1, 1970 and those forfeitures applicable to contributions made on or
after that date. This imlposes an adminisrative burden on the trustees but it is
one that is necessary to prevent a shareholder-employee from receiving a greater
contribution than allowable under proposed Code section 1379(b). An alterna-
tive phil which we suggest and which could reduce this burden would be to
allow forfeitures to be credited to the shareholder-employee with any excess of
tie aggregate share of forfeitures applicable to contributions for years beginning
after Decelber 31, 1969 plus the share of contributions for such years over the
lesser of (A) 10%o of compensation or (B) $2,500 limitation being included in
gross income by the shareholder-employee.

In connection with forfeitures, the Bill simply refers to forfeitures attributable
to contributions, with no mention made of the earnings (or loss) applicable to
such contributions. We believe that the term forfeitures should apply to Coll-
tributions adjusted for earnings (or losses) since the dates of such contributions.

Proposed section 1379(c) prohibits carryovers of unused contributions from
Subchapter S years to nonsubchapter S years. Code section 404(a) (3) (A) should
be amiended to conform.

SECTION 801 OF TIE BILL-POPOSED AMENI)MENT TO COI)E SECTION 141

icre(tscd in standard dcd action,

Pre.icnt law.-Under present law, a taxpayer may deduct ills personal exemp-
tions and also either his itemized deductions or the standard deduction in order
to determine Ilis taxal)le income. The standard deduction is the larger of the
10-percent standard deduction (10 percent of adjusted gross income) or the
minimum standard deduction, but in neither case may it exceed $1.000 ($500
in the case of a married individual filing a separate return).

The 10 percent standard deduction was introduced il 1944 to reduce the coin-
plexity of the income tax for the vast majority of taxpayers. Instead of keeping
records of deductible personal expenditures and itemizing deductions on their
tax returns, more than 82 percent of taxpayers were able to use the siml)ler
standard deduction when it was first introduced.

Tile combined effect of increased personal expenses and rising incomes has
reduced the proportion of taxpayers using the standard deduction from over
82 per('ent in 1944 to an estimated 58 percent in 1969.

Proposed changc.-It is desirable to siml)lify the preparation and auditing
of individual Income tax returns by increasing the number of taxpayers using
the standard deduction. For this reason and to provide tax reduction to middle-
income taxpayers the bill Increases the standard deduction to 15 percent with
a $2,000 ceiling In three stages.

The bill provides that the standard deduction will be 13 percent with a $1.400
ceiling in 1970, 14 percent with a $1,700 ceiling in 1971 and 15 percent with a
$2.000 ceiling in 1972.

We support this proposed amendment to the Code.

SECTION 801 OF TIE BILL--PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO CODE SECTIONS 3 AND 141

Low income allowance
Present law.-The minimum standard deduction was enacted by Congress In

1964 to relieve from Income tax persons with low Incomes. While the action
taken in 1964 providing for the minimum standard deduction provided some
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'elief for low-inl'olit individu als. it still livf' s 1n11 -,.2 'ii illhbm h I ll'll :11 tit
bl'h 1w tlh' recogIn izedl "p{)Ovtrty h,'eil" iv li are st ill Ilmyi lng imlic ltllU' s 1 t', .

lProlpo.v'd thtlyt'. Tlt' hill sllppllvllS who il 1 pl P51st Ils Iooll vallhvd
t, nit(l.ll sta lidlilrd dedlittiol|" to I'llise , i lho illillmunl atniollit Of exlliptl

illi')illt, l' ii foriilnlly itllt it to si.i(. flius I lilllllllle of .t(;(lr i ixeplifioi.s avail:0leh
tol tlt(, family Ullill.

I 'lidert h |li bIll filOr 1,170), th It-it(-\\*" "lOw I ivl (lliv a I ho\v lice",' c'tlsisl.s 411* "11 :111l(111llit

c:l ld ih "bal.it' allow\allei" ( ornilllt'ly kliollwi as lh ziitliiutii .lailrd ! au d ihlt-
tioll ) andii tilte additionall alls'all (t't, i flt' neiv,\ 'atllire aihi iy this hill). 'l'he
isic, :11lowlIltt' (I5s iS 1r,1ic. 1' tlh illillill ll ill stIlil a d i hdi t'ileti llllitter pivesvilt
Ilaw\') g 'lt'ra lly li 1 it ()$2 , itls $1 (I) tolt' S".200h plu l0l'.fr v1Sl t'Ni'lnlit hill pti ll h\'m(Ii
tio th. txplayeI't'• Ill) tio i total t $1 0(.
Thls. ill the (ilSet it sillgl' liiSOll tiltitled h (llt' i'Nt'v lll it lluo .lllltlmild

adet'd lo the $10) hlsi' zllowlllt'e Is $80): il like cam-se Of 1 family unit (If Iwo)
illllbers. tit altollilt 1ldod fi, tthe $100 iuvatlalth, iili(h'' fli bli.sic allO\w.l'i.. is

$70H). As the amount of tilt, itsh' alhli\\',llC Iiir'ases (hy $10) f'lo eat 'n txllpl-
thin), the liddithomlil ailO\\anlle lidded Il. this hill (ill Order to .1ualu1taill a 1110-

f'ormi $1.100 of tnx-fre' illcome per fa llly 1lnit) d(ctl'vasts 13" $100).
Ili 1970 only. the 1ill provides it Iplasi-oit of the low ilt'mlle allOuwajct'. 1ll

the extelt It tXteds the present uliiui standard deduttio. Till.; (xess k
to le reduced ly $1 for em-'h $2 that. Ilie taxpayer's gross inionli exceeds the
llolltaxlfble ititonue level. 'lte ilinst-ouit is relualld aftir t'atll(iar year 1 l7hO.

We suplrt tbis proposed alitlndlnlnt to tilt' Code.

SECTION S02 1OF Tile IllI l.--PIROPOSElD ('tODIE SECTION 1:+148

.lciwilii/lum hid, Oil ctir01'd in'omi"
Ij ' lttt Itt.--.TIl(iel" ill'-,sp'ill Ilk\\, thw tlifil \'dllll illem(liv t a raX 'ltes reaclth 1

maxiullmilln of 70 percent for taxable tl tuoiltc , ill eX('tss ' Of $10(".(H) foilr si igie per-
50ols alid $204),0(X) for joit returns. Tih 70 pel't'lt ri't is alpplica ble to ill
ltaluh, Illio"ll t O'eit11r gt ll is sulbjec'Ct f lit' 51fltl'lla five ra11te ot" 25
peri't'lt.
Th' high raels are. ill Ialrt. 'eIillblt' fill' ittllillt., to Seltehir In.ome from11

titx antid for hit dilversih of ('illsidril tillie, talhnt a1d ifrol itio "tax pill-
ing" rather tholn et'onomically l'odltlvi' ii' i'ities.

Proposed c.hange.- -Tlht, hill provihhes that the Ilaxilill mar11ginl tllx r:alv

apli'abl to lill i ldl i'hlilt 's enellit'd Illt'ovtli is hot tI t'xite 151) lrelcetlt. 'Tl is is.
Inl effet. liltllt rltl'litM. talx .Ollpilllitlln for viii'l-tol Jl(hinlmw under wvhic~h valrned~
taxaleh iltoinle In the, taxilhp Iln-oli, br'ackets- \\hirv ft, tax rate would tlr
wis- !be greater than 510 iwt'n i 1.4 Il).ietwt 1() it Ilt 50 1, n-viit talte.

Wi' sultlport tils sect loll of tit'- bill.

RE'OM MENDATIONS lOlR AM N I.%EN TS 'O TII1 lI NTENl N .1. COD'EEN 'E COIi!.

CON''ENTS I

lEi'TE'I NATION OF 'T'AX.nLElS INCiOME1
I1R(C See.

61 (a) ( I ). Comlpensation for Services.162. lDdtlon for E+xpen'le l( iIt Securing lHatnvllvymet.
1(12 ia) (12. Alplhetfon of "Overnllght Rihi" fo llsllsi'5 Exlwlis's.
115(g) (3) (A). Worthle Steurlth,s Ili Atllhlit tid, (oora tton.
11111(f'). B!ad Debt Decetton for (luarantor of Corporate Obligatlols lltd for Altil'ers of

l1liSlltess LOIIIS.
1(7. Depreioltilli of Lea l(,hold Tlnprovelneli t s.
1117. Amortization of Intangible Assets.
177.
248.
1(7. IDi'prtelittlon and Dephtilon-E-Nitatls.
(111.
1142.
172(b). Elght-Year Carryover of Initial Losses.
1 72(d) (-) M). 11.1t. 10 Plan Contribution: S't elf-lMllloyeid dhi'tiuals.
177, Dedton for T'rademark alId Trade Name l, ilenditures.
212. Deduction for Prtlllnary Inlvestigattion of llusiness or Investment Opportunities.
217. Moving EXploIwsPS.2411(b). Cirtan Dividends Reeelved Front Wholly-Owned Foreign Subsidiaries.
246(b. Liitations on Deductions for )ivlends ltecelved.
248. Dedluttions for Organizational and Reorganlizatonal Expendiltures.

A For eolvenlenee, the recommnendationst are listed by Coi' section in tlht COlttn dlll
by .ub.t I tile Inltx.
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265 (,2). interest ReiEl'tig to Tlix-Excnllpt Ineome.
21 ). Ca'l ovvr (if ()peratllg Losses - -A .tjultl! |toi otf Now IW~tia i,|t't .
2619. ActIlsit ll, to E1vh, o A vol Fedt.'rl I Iacome 'I'l x.
247.1. let ot on of Certain ],Elntertalintent, ,tc., Expenses.

CORPRt ILATEI)IiTIIN ANID AIJIUSTMENTS

301 (b) I ) (it), 301 (d) 2) (11). I'eognition of (ih to I)i,tribiitor Corporatiol.
3o02. ILost I1asIs uvulnltotn or stock mixed its ilvIhel'd.:102 t e}) 2 1 . ('olt~l r'uct Iv., ()wnert'.Iiip of Stock.
30:1 Wb) (2) (t). )ist rlliut lons In Rledenpt lon of Stoek to Pay Death Taxes.
304. Ac.ui1 sitiolns by Relateod (o'mrations.
3:12 e) (2). Nil I iitixion of Ili 41) tbtodines of Subsidlitry to Parent.
:3: , e) (2). IiIiIii uth l lg l llri llll tx Ai i il l Ieort, l~evtilier :11, 1953.
,{31. ilasis ot' Prol irty Ieceived Ii Lihuidatlon.
:1:1-t (c . 1Blasis of l'rolierty Ibeteveld lit a ti-Month Llquida ton.
3:,:6. Effect Ol IIhtlilitilig Corlirtlion of li.Istrilittlon of propertyy lit UIltioatl1.
::17 (a). (1lti or 1 s.-A oil 81i44it or ]x-eliaii es lit ('ertali Types of liquidatIols.
337 t' (1) (A). Coll alh, ('ol tIrporall ons- -Application of Section 3:7.:1:7 t') t2 . uhIhatt iof t 4tilisidlnles 1 u Sei t 11on 317 Tra nsactioni.
:41 tii). Trealthtevi 1 of Short -'i'et'lt I i1.
311 i) (2). Cliartlaicato1 of Over-70 P'ercnt Text
:141 (f 1. Certlla it Sls of totck i' (' onstolliig Cortora tions.
351. Securities iecelved ini E.xcha nge.
3151. Con t rol.
355.
3:1s (c).35.1. ranltsfers to C]ontrolledt (Col-pl-11l11lOll.

:157 (c).
356 a) 12). Trea tInlt ot "Bot".
:6'10) Basis to tihte Acquiring Corporation of Stock Received In a 13-Type Reorganization.
:3i6t. "Flreign Corporatlons.
:6,8 ( I ) (B). l-Tylpe ItiorganizathosxExehinge of Cash.
:181 (ii) . Tax Attribites in i lottCtt lirate Transfers.
:182. General Comnit tl --Cii rryover Elf Opera t ig ,ossxes.
2411).
269. Carryover of Operating Liosse -Acqulstlon of New Businesses.
:12. Acquilsitlons Through lteorgaiiitlzttloks-lercentage l(eduction Rules.
:182 (i (1). "Coltl I itv itEf ihlhut'ss" Test.
382 (a) (0). Period Over WhIli changes s in Stock Ownershilp Are Measured.
3S

2 (i (1 .1 mltatioton )enihal of Net Operatling Loss Carryover.
:182 Ii ) (4). I)etfidtlon Elf "Purchast"- -I1-Type Reorganlalt lol.

DlER'EilitOI) (OM1IPFNNATIlON, ETC.

404 (at (5). Colttilbutlots to Nonaexelmpjtt Enployees' Trusts.
422(c) (3) (C). .Stock Option for Alore I {P recit TI a itreerldnr-Enlitjoyce.

ACc(tITiNtaINI 1110RIO ANDi MiETIIoD.

452. Taxation of Unearned Inconme and Allowanee of Deducilous for lstlimated Expenses.4612.
453(b1). Clarification of the Term ''Payient" in taxable Year of Sale.
453(c). Rlithtitilon of l)ouble TiPxitlo Upon Change Iroxt Accrual to InstallhuItt Basis.
482. Mitigation of Statute of lniltatlois tit Releated Taxpayer Cases.

PIISONAT, IOIINQ COMPANY

54300 (6). Use of Corporate Priopetty by Shareholder.

ESTATES, TIIUSTH, ltNN N,'l(1ARIES ANt) t'lt(TIMNTS

642 (i) Separate Slares---liirtial Termination.
642 (II). mlslid Investmtent and Foreign Tax Credits onl Terminatiolt of an Estate or Truist.
643(a). Distributable Net Income.
663. Separate Shares--Estates.
(141 (ii). Corpus Distributions.
(191. I1colie In Rletict of )ecedents.

ItEt'MIATED INVEsTMNENT COMIANIER

852 (at) (1). Deth-lney )ividends for Regulated Investment Companl es.

nsFr. FSTATR INVESTMENT TRUSTS

S57 (at) (1). Deilclency Dividends for Real Estate Investment Trusts.

TAX IIAED ON F"ORlElIGN INCOME, ET(.

862. U.1111. rtners Stationed Abroad.
9)04.
011.
902(b). Deemed Foreign Tax Credit.
904 (b). Revocation of E]lectlon of Overall minitntion.
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904(d) Carryback and Carryover of Excess Tax Paid.
904(d). Carryback of l, xcess Foreign Taxes.
911 (a (2). Exclusion of 1!arned Income From Sources Without the United States.
958. Controlled Foreign Corporation Defined.

GAIN Ol LOSS ON DISPOSITION OF PROPItTY

1091. Wash Sales.
CAPITAL L GAINS AND LOSSES

1201. Capital Gains: Alternative Tax.
1211(b). Capital Loss Limitation--Jolnt Returns.
1232. Capital Loss Treatment of Bad Debts.
1244. Qualification as Section 1244 Stock.

READJUSTMENT OF TAX lJTWE N YEAIS AND SPECIAL LIMITATIONS

1321. Involuntary Liquidation of LIFO Inventory.

ELECTION OF CERTAIN SMALL BUSINESS CORtPORATIONS AS TO TAXABLE STATUS

1371-1378. General Coinment-Subehapter S.

ESTATE AND GIFT TAXES

2014 (b). Credit for Foreign Death Taxes.
2031. Valuation of Property for Estate and Gift Tax.
2032.
2512 (a).
2042. Reversionary In terests-I nsura nec.
2503(c). Exclusion for Gifts of Certain Future Interests.
2504 (c). Valuation of Gifts Made In Prior Years.

PROCEDURE AND ADMINISTRATION

6081. Automatic Extension of Filing Time for Certain Individual Returns.
1405 (a). Reports of Refunds and Credits.
6405(c).
(1411. Trenta tive Carryback Adjustments-Foreign Tax Credits.
6511 (d) (2). Statute of Limitations on Ref unds Arising From Net Operating Loss Carry-

backs.
0601. Interest on an Underpayment on Form 7004.
6672. 100 Percent Penalty for Failure to Collect and Pay Over Tax.

Determination of Taxable Income

SECTION 61 (a) (1)

1. Compensation for Serviccs

Such items as commissions earned by an irisuiranti' agent on policies on his
own life and real estate commissions received by a sillesinan on at lurehase of
real estate for his own account represent a reduction lit cost and should not
be treated as compensation for services rendered.

Ini Sol MizVr v. (lonunissioncr, 271) F. 2d 338, it was held that ia broker's
Commissioll on policies on his own life was income to him and in Kenmth 1W.
Dachlcr v. Com Pit ,sioncr, 281 F. 2d 823, it was held that, the commissionI re-
ceived by a salesman. on real (estate purchased for his own a('(oit was ((Ili-
pensation for services.

No ecolionlie cll( call be derived from services rendered to one's sel and,
therefore, no taxable income should arise.

SECTION 1 62

2. Deduction fop, Ex'pclts'., it, Scuring Employlic(t

Individual taxpayers should be allowed to deuet expellnses Ilndelr Section 1 62
which are directly related to securing specific eimployimenit, whether or lnot vii-
ployment Is actually obtained.

There are two aspects of this problem : first, the deductibility of the expemises
of securing specific employment and, second, the section tilder which the expenses
should be deductible.

'The deduetibility question received considerable attention when Revenue Ruling
60-158 (1960-i C1 140), holding fees paid to employment agencies by employees
nondeductible. was published and subs quently revoked by Revenue Ruling 60-223
(1960-1 C11 57). The latter ruling states that IRS "will continue to allow
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dedliivtiOiis for ftevs paid toi emtploymnent agencies for setriiig. viiloyloent" bult
dotes not itiffl bit iler expenses in connection)1 within secuirilig emtploymeitnt. The
-saiiie compelling reasons for the change ill I he Service's SIti 11( w!I h regard to
empiiloymlentt algency fee'ts Justliies the ddiletibillity of otlier sinlilla r expenses.

Whenit'i s earchI for emptlIo.ymient Is unsuevessiul, t he expenlses shouitlalso lie
madtte, Specifically deductible. I.See, Franeois Lou is, I T(' Memo, 19616-204, which
hioldis that emp~loymienit agency fees intcuiried ini imt 1iiiSiiCCt'55fi1 eiiijultiyiit
seairchl were not deductible.) The econlomlic stat its of anl iuneiluployed taxpayer
Is usually lit, a low point. It Is equitable that, expenses incurred in seeking
emiploymienit tit suich it timec 1)0- deductible'.

Expenses incurred. !i connect ion with 11h4 search for employment -it-( woitli
the tct'hiet oif bluiiit's e'xpensies of Se'ctioni 1012 and should lie sot t reated. lIt
114ve'lt'e Rulliig 55-00() (~19)55-2 ('II 576) tle IRIS expressed this conuicepit by
saing. "Salaries and fees receivedl by al tatxpaiyer'its comitihitutioni for st'rvies

rendleredi represent Ineioniv, front t at rude or business. ." .his ruling followed
thev Tax court's (ileisitit In Joe It. Lut on, 18 TC 1153.

SECiION 162 (a1) (2)

3. .1 ppl ica Iion. of "0 UPU tnit Rulec" For BuinlC8 .Exdj)(1i8

X dledluction should be allowed. for meal. expenses onl business trips whether
or not the taxpayer is away front home overnight.

Setion 1(62 permiits it deduction for hiusitess expenses while awvay from ltiiit
o11 buishiess trips. Thie I nternal Revenue Service ha~s consistently disallowed
Such expenses unless the taxpayo'r Is away fron home overnight except where
l.usiness needs require thIt . rest ho~ obtained during released t ine.

Until 19)67. the courts (lid niot support the Internal Rieventue- Service, stating,
fin effect. that the word. "ov ernight" does not appear in the, Code and. thtereftore,
hils no applications. However, In 119617 the Supremne Court, of th lit' nited. States
(in U.S. v. cotrrell et. ix.. 389) U.S. 2991) held that dally trips not requiring rest

w-~ sleep, tire "not away f-'oul hoine." Titus, business expenses incurred during
stich tilw are 1n'ott tdetduct Rooe. Tiiis decision (list(,,i'ds the basic ecotitic fact
th.-t an abuortmal expo'ttse is inc(urred li inmaity such situations.

K Legislation shiid it', ('iiactetl to make it c'learm that the taxpayer is requiiredi
nteithe'r to be away from tuiie overnight nior to rest or sleep to culim this
deductions.

4lVo,'tlicss &o'efiritICs' i '1.1 fil ed Corporation

Ani ordilmarmy tltduction should he perinitted within respetctt to wortletss securitIie's
cnal orpora lion inl wicth the tdtgree of ow ner'shtip required for conisol ida tedh

returns exists.
Present law pruiovides a dedtltctiont for- worthless secturitites ]in an affiliatted.

corponattoit in which at least 95 pem'ct'ut. of each class of stocki is owniet. tdiretctly
byv the taxpayer corpora(I'Itiont.

fTis hprovisionl dates back to a provision tenated in 19-12. [it Report 'No. 1631
7711h Congress, 2nd. Stessionm) tile Senitte Coimimittee out F'iitauct' sta ted that this

prov'isio1 wvotd pitrmtit suith losses to lie taken ini full ats an ordinary tieditioui
by tlte pa i't'it cor-poi'ationl if' it owned di rectly 95 percent. of t'acltcls of st ock
of the subsidiary. The Rteport further states that: 'Sticlita paretit and subsidiary
('orliratioin may lilt' consolidated returns aind to Ithis extent th cW(orpoateit enutity
Is Ignored. Thus, thet loset'j of the otie ittay lit offset against the iticoie of the
other. It Is deemted. desirable anti equitable, therefore, to allowv the paret'n cor-
poraittom to take Ini full thle losses attributatble to thet voinphlto worthlessness of
the investment In the subisidiar'y.'' At that timeit the' law required the owner'shtip
of 95 percent of stovc for the it'ling of a conisolidaited return.

The Initternal lo'vene, Code of 19)54 reduced thet' ptercetage of owniersihip re-
qluired, for th li linig o~f it consolidated return to SO Iperoeitt.

To bie consistent witht the premise onl which the wortll's so'ctity priovisioni
was originally enacted, Sec'tionm 1(65(g) (3) (A) shtoulod lit aniendt't to reduce
the required percentage of ow~nership of stovk from 95 percent to 80 perct'nt.
flid the p'reitage Ow~nership requiremnt.t should relate only to stock othIer'
thatm pureferredl stock which is nonvotinig anid limited its to dividends,
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SECIONS 1617 177. 24S5

.1 A nwirlilltiona of Inlangible A sscts
'iTlw (.'t)St of Piliail"Ied goodlil. t ra tenlarli' . t iiti a iis seeth'tas.
formuatelltceises. al thert'i si linl i laijt agi ide assets shlilh b" at K1noliz:tIlt

oMer 11 started period fixeti lay stititel to tlit( 1tptet thtat such it(%1ii,4 aire ita t I11i.-
wisf ed ledut i be under mother setiolls of tit(, 1 utertl11 Revvilie ('ode.

When'i ceralin int-angile) at ssts arte develoited the costst5
1. Mtay be deduc'tedl ts paid or incurreti, or ait tite, elect ion of thlt taxpayers,

amortized over a period of not less that 60 months If the exptendtitures are
research and experimental expenditures (Section 174).

2. May be amortized over a period of not less than 60 iontitls ifte qwtiti's
are In connection with a trademark or trade name (Seetioit 177).

It is iliieqttitabile to treat ttll costs7 of intangible tissets puirc~hase'd lay a taxpaiytcr
(litferelitly fromt those' Incurred ilt tile- d(veloinen'lt of intan gibale assets. A taix-
payer w~ho4 puir'hases; certain initangible assets caiti amlortize their costs if .1
tleflittly (letermltfiaile life (can lie establisitet for theml Or, failing" thtat. 1111011
proof of aibandontment of the asset.

For vii rio)11 reatsonts It ntiay he difficult or fitipossible to demioustrate with
reasonable c'ertaintty either at tlefinitely deterittinable life or atbandoninetit. 'PTt'
tilfilculty Is (4-Picted(t further where thte value of Intan giblte assets. is sulbJet
to erosloat front various catuses, suchltas changes Ill technology. ohbsolest'eit't.
(.1ltages ill pulicl binig habits. ileter ora11tfl of lisitiegs conlditions" Ill g'eo-zr14A. ai
art-as, or other shifts inl social and business habits. 'Many court docisiots td I R8
ruling have hieldl that ito aiorti/altloi 1,4 allowatile itt tlise ci retirnstanjces
because thle total useful life of tite lIttangible asset cannot lit estittaited. ('veil
thoitgh Its valuie obviously was impaired.

rThe Houlse Ways antd "Means" Commtittee Rieport (Report No. 13:17, 83rd Coni-
gress, 2nd Sessloit) which a('eollipaied 11.11. MO00 stated that One of tilt, reatsouis.z
for the enactntent of S~ectIon 174 wais to "eliminate it(ertalltty and to eiwotiraagt
tauxpaiyers to carry onl resea rch atud expe'inetttion.'' BElually iut jorta it reasolls
exist for encouraging thte mobility of capital b~y providimtg that taxpayers, wNho,
purchase Intangible assets whichh resulted, in nuist imistauites, from exjpeuidittres
by Il(-e seller whticht were deductible under Section 174 or 177) should be perinittedI
to amortize those costs over a reasonable period of Otim.The Code 4itould bie ainended to provide that tlte cost of aill putrchlased ittig-ible
assets such as tltoqe listed above should be Amtortizable:

1. Over tite actual life of the Inttangile asset If at (definite life cani he detter-
inilled: or

2. If a diefinite life cannot lie determined, over a pteriotd of 120 months o. at
thle electioni of the taxpayer, a longer period.

Sev-tlon 1245 should provide, If It does itot now do so. for reealptiire of auttortiza-
tion ('lalimed when tlte Intangible assets are sold or otiterwise (disposed of ill :t
transaction covered lby S.ection 1245.

SE.CTION 10 6(f)

5. Badl Debt Deduiction for Gutarantor of Corporate Obligations and for !4cnders
of -8wwness Loans

Section 166(f) should be amended to provide uniforitilty of treatnteutt ill tile
deduction of a bad debt regardless of whether tlte borrower is incoraoraitetl or
uitmtltorporatedl or whether tlte unincorporated taxpayer Is a direct lender or
guarantor.

Thie payment by a noncorporate guaranttor, endorser or' indemiltor of a nont-
corporate debt In discharge of his obligation qualifies as an ordinary deduction
If the proceeds of the loan were used In the trade or business of the borrower.
In Maxr Puetnamn v. U.S., 352 U.1S. 82. thle S1upremie Court held that a payinent by
an individual In discharge of his obligation as guarantor of a ('orlporate debt
t'outtituted a nonbusiness. bad debt deductible only at short-teni t'apltal loss.
Furthermore, a noncorporatte lender, not in the business of lending utiottey. who
lends directly to a corporate or noncorporate borrower when tlt(- funds are uiseh
In the borrower's trade or business Is limited to short-termn capital loss treatment
for bad debts arising from such loans.

Small business development should be fostered by allowing ordinary deductionsl
to' unincorporated taxpayers regardless of whether tlte loss Is sustained as a
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(liretct lenblri. guaralntor. eindormer or illiid'iiiitoi' i(I regartlt'ss of NNvhet her the
IitiPower' is tvlorportet or nimiorpora te. Tillis tre'a tmenit wvouild not l1t' ii alowet(l
wvlet it corliora te li-r'lowvel exet'ttletl spevitled limits ats to equity capital Isimu-
ilar to Meit I)I'0vi51011 of 'Setion 1244 (c) (2) )

SECTION 1 67

Le isi'ltld i lilt) ovt'liit'li ts 5110111( lbe eonlsitert'tl t14I~ejtcill hib IOItF 3evl
tihoughi thet estimnatIed ('ctliiliic life of the 1l'OI)el'ty is longer t lien the terlin ot
tile lease.

UmIlet' ft( e rovisili s of 'Setion 1017. tii-jIiyvr:A arme l'rzinif t e maiens a ccel-
era ted mlethiods of delmecvia tion providing tie a sset is ProIertyv used1 il the trade
or lijsi ness of I~l lt ixl tie or Ilrtohwrty ld for fill le Iol leioll of fitviceie. ( )lI
lie tier lie td. amortizeftioi tle(lution m01uiller Sec'tioni 1012 art, only a llowaille

inl equal annuainl amiounits over thie life of tMe least.
Reguaetionis Sectimn 1 .16J7(a)-4 indicates that vap~ital exp~eiditures, for I ii-

l1l'm"eiiiellt onl leased 1)iolwtrty arme r'ecoverab~le t lirougli allowance for ei ther
dcirt'ciain (1 In amijort iz/ationi. If til lie ifl life of' tle( ilill'ovelliilits is e(q1al1 to
(or sliortei'ri flu the remaiiiainlg l)eriodl of thle least, the- allowelices take the formt
ot (leJvmciittiolt under' Section 16i7. ANVhere the usefull life of the im~prmt)entIts
is longer than t lie teriii of t he least'. Itegulat jolts -s'ection 1 .162-11 1) (1 ) provides
lie t al annual a niort iza tiol tdetduction is allowed NNvhielh is equal to the ttal

ttist of Hlie iiipomt ents divided by3 Mlu number of years reme hug in thte t erml

ucll Sup1reilne Court hlas hield inl Ilcrt.- (orpw'u lion. 3 6I4 1..122, alid] JMi.axc

Jfoorx 7' e., 36 T 92. tlit for purliOses of dlelweviatioln usefull lift" is tl
asses. f i taI~aer as 111(lei il Irovllill s oil leased] P)rol)t'I't3'- NNlier't thel 4 cm

of fit', lease is shorter than thle ec.Olioliii(' life of t~n' impr Iovemlen ts, thle use~ful

et'it ( to-l cceleralt'd deprecia titn reductionn and not h~e restricted to straighlt-

lin anm-tzaton.Indetei'iniiig the temn tof the' lease, Section 178 would, (If

5Ei-:'ioN~s 7 ItIT,6, 642

8N. J)tpi'u'wation adj1tiiilI('i)i--Em(lt('s

Allocation of Hte dedtitcielu for dt'precietiolnd 11(el)lt'tioll should be mad1(e
a('ttIdig to distribu~ttable net income only13 where alloction is not iprovide'd by the
will.

Ill thle case' of anl estate, the allowable tdtetuctimns for depreciation. and dIeple-
tieti art' al)hI)rtionetl b-t weeli thle estate anid thle hleirs. legateles and devises
onl tMe basis of thle. income of the estatIe allocable to eaelt, regardless of any
preovisiolls to the contrary in the w~ill. This requireenlt does no sten reasonable
anti should be anlienided so it will appl)y only where no allocation is provided by
tMe will. Moreover, the suggestedI change would conformn the rules for estates
to those appflicale to trusts.

SECTION 172(1))

9). I'Eiyt-lt'ai ('rro reI/rF) of Ill tial Losses
A iminimnum carryback-carryover period of eight years in the ease of new

ctml)tratiolns should be allowed.
It frequently ha pie'us that new corporations, particularly small businesses.

undlergo a substantial period of operating losses at the beginnling of their exist-
eice,' andl 1ti1iy finid that the inability to carry back such losses, coupled with
tMt fivet-year ('arryover limitation, cause,, anl insufficient l)Pritod tto permit taxale~l
incomile to reach at level where initial losses call bw fully absoirbed.

Inl border to Ilmovitli relit'f tto nowv corli~oratitols it is recomlme(ndedl that a conm-
ltedi cammyback antd carryover period of eight years Ile l)Iov'lded. Thus a loss

sustained ll the first year should be, eligible as at carryover for eight years
following the loss year: at loss sustained !in the second year should be eligible
ftr a one-year carryback and a seven-year carryover and so forth. 'This 'would
I)rtovlde equality of -treatment with existing corporations in that an eight-year
period would be available to all.
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SECTION 172(d) (4) (D)

10..11.R. 10 Plaa COntributios: Self-Employed Individuals
-Section 172(d) (4)'(D) provides that a deduction otherwise allowable for

contributions to an I.R. 10 plan for tile benefit of self-employed individuals and
owner-employees is not to be treated as being applicable to the trade or business
of the individual for purposes of computing a net operating loss. This is an
unwarranted restriction on the deductibility of such a contribution and should
be eliminated.

Section 172 establishes the rules for computing the amount of operating loss,
operating loss deduction, and operating loss earryback or carryover. Operating
loss is defined as the excess of the deductions allowed by Chapter 1, with certain
exceptions, over the gross income. One exception for an individual is that ex-
penses which are not attributable to the taxpayer's -trade or lbsiiei ss are allowed
only to the extent that tile taxpayer has gross income not derived from such trade
or business.

The statute now provides (Section 172(d) (4)(D) ) that contributions to an
H.R. 10 plan on behalf of self-employed individuals and owiter-emlloyes are
deemed not to l)e attributable to a trade or business for purposes of c(Omultilg
a Jiet operating loss.

Assume the situation of a taxpayer who conducted a business having an 1I.R.
10 plan which operated at a profit in 1968 after a contribution to tle 11.1t. 10
plan and who had a casualty loss substantially in excess of the profit from tile
business. If the taxpayer had no nonbusiness income, it would be necessary to
reduce the net operating loss for 1968 by the contribution to the 1I.R. 10 plan
for the benefit of the owner-employee in determining tile amount to be carried
back to prior years.

In such a case the contribution to the 11.R. 10 plan is an expense of the
taxpayer's trade or business and sIoulil i)e so treated for the purloss of deter-
mining the net operating loss deduction. Otherwise, the effect is the dlisallow aice
of a portion of the casualty loss.

Section 172(d) (4) (D) should be repealed so that an I1.1. 10 plaln contriblution
is treated as a business deductic.n.in determining a net operating loss.

SECTION 177

11. Deduction for Tradeiark antd Trade Name Expenditures
Trademark and trade name expenditures should be allowable as amortizable

deductions free of any election.
Section 177 provides that at the election of the taxpayer any trademark or

trade name expenditure may be treated as a deferred expense and amortized over
a period of not less than 60 months. If this election is not made the item is
capitalized.

Section 177 and the regulations thereunder require that the items to which
time election to defer and amortize applies must be specifically itemized and
Identified in an election filed with the return. Tills requirement creates problems
because the election may be overlooked where items are not identified in the
accounts to indicate that they are subject to deferral and amortization. For
example, defense of a trademark may be carried on by the taxpayer's regular
counsel and the related legal expense may not be indicated in the invoices from
the attorney. Thus the election to amortize the trademark defense costs may not
be made.

The election requirement of Section 177(a) constitutes an unnecessary com-
plication of the Code. The deductibility of an item should be determined by tile
nature of the item rather than by strict compliance with the requirements of an
election. Trademark and trade name expenditures should be deductible over a
period of not less than 60 months free of any election.

SECTION 212

12. Dedtwtion fo, Preliminary Investigation of Business or Investment
Opportunities

Expenses paid or incurred by an individual during a taxable year with respect
to expenditures incurred in search of a prospective business or investment should
be deductible regardless of whether the proposed transaction was consummated.
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Prior to 1957 the Internal Revenue Servie followed I.T. 1405 1-2 (CB1 112)
in Ixrinitting a deduction for expenses incurred ill determining whether or not
an iiivestmient should be made. The ruling held that such an investigation
coiistituted a transaction entered into for profit and that upon abandonment
of the enterprise the expenses incurred became a loss deductible in the year
of abandonment.

IT. 1505 was based upon Section 214(a) (5) of the Revenue Act of 1921 and
the related regulations. This section of the 1)21 Act corresponds to Section 165
(c) (2) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which allows a deduction by indi-
viduals for "losses incurred in any transaction entered into for profit, though not
connection with a trade or business .... "

Revenue Ruling 57-418 (1957-2 CB 1-13) revoked I.T. 1505 after reviewing
the history of the application of the rule and established a new rule that "a
losA sustained during a taxable year with respect to expenditures incurred in
search of a prospective business or investment is deductible only where the
transaction has actually been entered into and the taxpayer abandons the
project."

Expenditures made in connection with a preliilrv-Tnvestig.tionl of busiwsm
or investment opportunities should 1)o deductible evIen if a taxpayer abandons
the prospective project before entering into a material amount of activity in
(ometion with it. Such preliminary expenditures shoul lie equivalent to hose
wi hi are admittedly deductible where the taxpayer has engaged in n1teriall
activity. Set ChtrI(c' V., Park,'r, 1 TC 709, distihiguished by the IllS in Ievenue
Ruling 57-418. 1

There appears to be no equitable jutlication for limiting the deduct ion of
investigatory exlenses to situations where tle prospective business or invest-
!,ent was actually entered into and subsequently abandoned. If a taxpayer
makes am good faith investigation of a business prospect which is clet:rly identi-
liale a nd incurs expenditures reasonable and necessary thereto, then ordinary
standards of equity and fairness should permit deduction of those expenses. The
requirement of material activity in the business before deduction of those ex-
lensers is permitted places an arbitrary and unbusinesslike burden on individuals
interested in development of new economic opportunities.

sEcrION 217

13. Uoing E.rpcnscs
The definition of moving expenses should bw expanded to cover Additiobn'l out-

of-p)ocket expenses directly related to employee relocations and relocations of
the bustno4,ses of self-employed persons.

The (hoduttlon for moving expenses enacted in (he Revenue Act of 1)6t should
be expanded to improve labor mobility, to relieve the suibstantial economnie
burden on emnl)yee-taxpayers who relocate and to promote business growth
and opportunity.

Specific statutory recognition should be given to additional out-of-pocket costs
directly related to employee relocations, Including necessary expenditures dur-
ing a reasonable period of search for housing at'the new location and out-of-
l)ocket costs of acquisition and disposition of ownership. leasehold or 6ther
interests in residential property. Costs of this nature may present a more serious
financial problem to the individuals being moved than the transportation expenses
of the move. All such reasonable costs and expenses.should be deductible.

It should be made clear that any expanded definition of moving expenses
alp)lies also to "old" employees who may be reimbursed by their eml)loyers.

With respect to reimbursement, the Code should be amended to eliminate 1l1e
current burdensomne requirement that employers withhold tax on sueh Ipaynients
when there Is reason to believe the employee cannot deduct the costs as moving
expenses.

To facilitate business growth and opportunity, a similar deduction should also
be allowed to self-employed persons for expensess incident to the moving of their.
businesses. from one location to another.

SECTION 245(b)

14. (7crtain Dividends Received From Wholly.iOwned Foreign Sitbsidiarics
The 100 -percent dividend-received deduction should be liberalized by reducing

the required percentage of ownership by the domestic corporation from 100 per-
cent to 80 percent and permitting this deduction to U.S. corporations whose
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foreign subsidiaries have less than all of their gross income effectively coniie.ted
with a U.S. trade or business.

Section 245(a) provides that, if a foreign corl)oritio1n is engaged ill trade or
l)lISineoss in the UTnited States for a 36-month period, and if 50 percent or more
of Its gross income for such period is effectively connected with the U.S. trade
or business, i corporate recil)ient of dividends paid )y the foreign corporation is
entitled to the 85 percent dividend-received deduction to ti extent the dividend
is paid out of earnings and profits attril)uible to gross income effectively coli-
netted with the foreign corporation's U.S. business.

Section 245(b) provides that. in lieu of the 85 erceit d(A(ltion of Section
245(a)), a 100 percent deduction will be allowed if (1) the foreign corporations
is a 100 percent-owned sul)sidiary and (2) all of its gross income for the year out
of the earnings and profits of which the dividend is Iid was effect ivly connectd
with a U.S. trade or business. The 100 percent deduction is only available if a
Section 1562 election for the parent was not effective either in the year the earn-
ings arose or in the year the (ividend is received.

Section 245(b) is generally comparable to Section 243(b), which allows a 100
percent dividend-received deduction for certain domestic intercorporate dii-
dlends. However, Section 243(b) requires only the 80 percent ownership ne(,ded
for affiliated group) status to qualify the (ividenti for the special deduction, rather
than the 100 percent required in Secton 245(b).

Further, the requirement that all gross income of the foreign corporation be
effectively connected with a U.S. business seems extremely harsh. T he e)(nefits
of the 100 percent dividend-received de(luction could be lost entirely in situation.s
where as little as $1 of tie gross income of the foreign corporation is not. effec-
tively connected with a U.S. business.

It (hos not appear that there is any logical reason why the rules of Section
245(b) should be more restrictive than those of Section 245(a) as long as (oil-
ditions comparable to those of Section 243(h) are met. Accordingly. S'ection
245(1) should be amended to permit a 100 percent deduction in an aplpropriate
case as long as there is 80 percent ownership by the domestic corporation anti
at least 50 percent of the gross income of the foreign corporation for a 36-monthi
period is effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business. The amount of
this deduction wouhl be computed on the same basis as is now provided for the
deduction under Section 245 (a).

The result of these ('hanges would be that, if the (domestic parent could have
made a Section 243(b) election with respect to a foreign corporal tion's (ividends
If the foreign corporation had been a domestic corporation, it would be permitted
the same tax treatment as if such an election had been made, but only to the
extent that the dividends are paid out of earnings and profits already subjected
to full U.S. tax. In cases where a Section 243(b) election would not be permissible
if the subsidiary were domestic, either because of less than 80 percent ownership
or tihe existence of a Section 1562 election, the 85 percent deduction would
continue to apply.

SECTIO.N 246(b)

15. Limitations on Dcdnetions for Dividcndls eccived
The limitation on the amount of the dividends-received deduction to 85 percent

of taxable income should be amended to allow a deduction of 85 percent on atll
dividends received from domestic corporations.

Section 243(a) (1) allows a deduction to a corporation of an amount eluatl to
85 percent of the dividends that it receives from domestic corporations, but
Section 246(b) (1) limits 'the 85 percent deduction to 85 percent of taxable income.
Section 246(b) (2) provides that the limitation in Section 246(b) (1) does not
apply for any taxable year for which there is a net operating loss. The limitations
imposed on the dividends-received deduction by Sections 246(b) (1) and (2) cause
needless complexity and sometimes provide an illogical result when the existene
of an insignificant amount of net operating income causes a substantial curtail-
nient in the dividends-received deduction which would not have occurred if a net
operating loss (no matter how small) had existed.

The Revenue Act of 1964 amended the Code to allow a 100 percent deduction
in the case of qualifying dividends received (from related companies). and the
2 percent tax applicable to consolidated income tax returns was repealed. These
a amendments should facilitate the free flow of funds between related corporations.
Elimination of the limitation on the 85 percent dividends-received deductions
provided in Sections 246(b) (1) and (2) would Improve the situation further.
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SECTION 2.18

16. Dedietions for Organizational anfd Rcorganizational Ejpen dit u1res
Organizational expenditures should be allowable as amortizable deductions

free of any election and such deductions should be expanded to cover stock
issuance and reorganization expenses (including stock dividends and stock
splits), registration and stock listing costs.

Section 248(a) provides that organizational expenses may, at the election
of the taxpayer, be amortized over a period of not less than 60 months to be
selected by the taxpayer. The regulations require that this election be iuuade
in the return for the taxable year in which the taxpayer begins business and
that all of the expenditures subject to the election be specifically identified.

The election requirement of Section 248(a) constitutes an unnecessary com-
plication of the Code. The deductability of an item should be determined by the
nature of the item rather than upon strict compliance with the requirements
of an election. Organizational expenses and expenses of a like or similar nature
should be deductible over a period of not less than 60 months free of any election.

In addition, the deduction under Section 248 should be expanded to cover
stock issuance and reorganization expenses, including the costs of stock regis-
tration and stock listing and the costs of printing certificates whether for orig-
inal issue, stock dividends, or stock splits. There should be no statutory
distinction between creating the legal corporate entity and its reorganization or
recapitalization, however accomplished, nor in obtaining the capital with whicll
to carry out the corporate purposes initially or subsequently.

SECTION 265(2)

17. Interest Relating 7'o 'ax-Exetnpt Income
)ealers in municipal bonds should he lermitted to make an annual election

to include municipal bond interest in gross income and be allowed a deductions
for all their interest expense or, in the alternative, be denied a deduction
for interest expense only to the extent of their income from municipal bond
interest.

Under present law the Internal Revenue Service uses certain formulas to
disallow interest expense. In the case of municipal bond dealers, an excess of
interest expense over Interest: income may be necessary to make a profit on the
sale of securities-which l)rofit is taxed at ordinary income tax rates. If Section
265(2) is amended as suggested herein, municipal bond dealers, like other
taxpayers, wouhl then be taxed on their true business profits.

SECTION 269

18. Carryover of Opcrating Lovse-.Icqtti.sition, of New BitsinCsses
It should l)e made clear that in the absence of a change of ownership of 50

percent or more of an existing corporation, carryover of operating losses should
not be denied merely because of the acquisition of new businesses.

For an explanation of this reconiniendation refer to the explanation of recom-
mendation number 40 on p. 34.

SECTION 269

19. Acquisition. to Erad or .4 roid 1'cdcral Income Ta'x
Section 269(a) (1) shoul include an exception for acquisitions of control of

one corporation by another corporation where both corporations were controlled
by the same stockholders immediately before the acquisition.

Section 269 provides for the disallowance of deductions, credits or other
allowances in tle case of certain acquisitions where tie principal purpose of
the acquisition Is the evasion or avoidance of federal income tax. The section
covers two types of acquisitions:

1. Acquisition of control of a corporation.
2. Acquisition of property of another corporation, the basis of which is de-

termined by reference to the basis of such property in the hands of the transferor
corporation.

In the case of the acquisition of property (2 above), there is an exception
where the transferor corporation and transferee corporation were controlled by
the same shareholders immediately before the acquisition. The exception in-
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sures that deductions, credits or allowances will not be denied due to transfers
within a single economic group.

A similar exception should apply in the case of acquisition of control of a
corl)oration. As presently constituted, Subsection 269(a) (1) call operate to
deny losses or other deductions sustained within a single economic group. The
Congressional Committee Reports under Section 129, Internal Revenue Code
of 1931 predecessor of Section 269), do not indicate that this was intended.
To the contrary, the reports cite the abuses of purchasing corporations with
current, past or prospective losses for the purpose of reducing income taxes.

Further, rulings published by the Internal Revenue Service have permitted
the utilization of tax benefits through statutory mergers (or equivalent thereof)
of controlled corporations, since the mergers constituted acquisitions of assets
rather than acquisition of control or corporations. See Revenue Ruling 66-214
(19'(3-2 C1 98) and Revenue Ruling 67-202 (1907-1 CB 73). There is 110
reason for a distinction.

Accordingly, it is recommended that Subsection 29(a) (1) be aiended to
provide an exception where a corl)oration acquires control of another corpora-
tion if both corporations were controlle(d by the same stockholders before tli
acquisition.

SECTION 274

20. De(duction of Certain Eaitcrtainmelft, Etc., Expcnscs
Entertainment, amusement and recreation expenses which are ordinary and

necessary business expenses should( :e deductible.
Section 274 should be almended to provide for tle deductiblity of entertain-

mneat, amusement or recreation exl)enses for both anI activity and a facility
the extent they are incurred to further the taxpayer's trade or business. The
taxpayer would, of course, be required to substantiate such expenses by ade-
quate records or other sufficient evidence.

Corporate Distributions and Adjustments

SECTIONS 301 ()) (1) (1), 301 (d) (2) (B)

21. Recognition of Gain to Distributor Corporation
All gain recognized to a distributor corporation upon the distribution of prop-

erty to a corporate distributee should be taken into account ill determining the
amount of the distribution and the basis of the distributed property.
The present statute specifically refers to those sections of the law that provide

for recognition of gain to distributor corporations from the distribution of
LIFO inventory, properties subject to indebtedness in excess of basis, and gains
recognized under Sections 1245 and 1250. It is reconilended that the language
in Section 301(b) (1) (B) and 301(d) (2) (11) be changed to take into account
all gain recognized to a distributor corporation, regardless of the particular
sections that might create authority for such recognition, and reference to
selected sections should be eliminated. For examl)le, the distribution of install-
ment obligations to a corporate distril)utee, which creates gain recognized under
Section 453(d), should also be included under Sections 301(b) (1) (B) and
301(d) (2) (B).

SECTION 302

22. Lost Basis-Rcdemption of Stock Taxed as Dividcnd
Basis should not be lost when redemptions of stock are taxed as dividends.
It is recommended that specific Atatutory provisions be enacted along tme fol-

lowing lines:
1. Where the proceeds of stock which is sold or redeemed are taxed as ordinary

Income, the allocation of basis to other stock held by the taxpayer, if any, Shouhl
be permitted.

2. If the taxpayer has been taxed on account of direct attribution (through
family partnership, estate, corporation, or trust), the basis of his stock should
be allocated to the stock that was the basis of the attribution.

3. The taxpayer to whose stock basis is allocable hereunder should be allowed
at least one year from the date of final determination (that a redemption is to be
treated as a dividend) to file claim for refund if the statute of limitations would
otherwise foreclose that right.
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4. With respect to Section 302(c) (2) (A), if during the ten-year period in which
the reacquisition rules apply, the taxpayer should acquire ani interest ill tile
corporation, provision should be made to prevent tie loss of the basis of the
stock surrenlered in the redemptiou distribution which is subsequently treated
as at dividend.

A taxpayer should not lose tax benefit from the basis of shares surrendered in
a redemption transaction that is subsequently treated as a dividend. The statute
should clearly state what happens to the basis of stock surrendered in such a
transaction and should extend the statute of limitations for filing a r(-fund
claim if the taxpayer to whom basis is allocated under the statutory rules would
otlierwvise lie deprived of tax benefit. If there is a reacluisition (iuriig tie tenl-
year period, the statute of limitations is left open for assessment under present
law. Similar protection should be extended for the basis of the stock redeemed.

SECTION 302 (C) (2)

23. ('onstructire Owrnrship of Stock
If a decedent (immediately before his death) could have qualified for a com-

plete termination of shareholder's interest under Section 302(b) (3) then his
estate should also qualify.

Section 302(c) permits a distribution in complete termination of a share-
holder's interest, as describedd in Section 302 (b) (3), to be treated as a distribution
in full payment in exchange for stock even though the terminating shareholder
may be related to another shareholder under the attribution rules described
in Section 318(a) (1).

However, if that same shareholder were to die prior to terminating his interest,
and the stock were later redeemed from the estate, whose beneficiary was not
a shareholder but whose beneficiary was related to another shareholder within
the meaning of Section 318(a) (1), the Internal Revenue Service would hold
that complete termination did not take place. See Revenue Ruling 59-233
(1959-2 CB 106). While that specific ruling involved attribution through a trust.
the ruling has been cited by the Internal Revenue Service as applying also to
estates.

It is suggested that the exception to the attribution rules contained ill Section
302(c) (2) be broadened to include estates as well as family members.

SECTION 303 (b) (2) (1)

2/4. Distributions iM Redcmptioni of Stock to Pay Death Ta.rcs
The present provisions of Section 303(b) (2) (11), permitting the benefits of

Sec tion 303 (a) in situations where the decedent's estate includes stockhol(lings of
two or more corporations, seem unduly restrictive. The percentage of ownership
as to the stock of each corporation required in order for the 35-10 percent tests
to apply should be calculated using constructive ownership rules.

This section of the Code now provides for aggregating the values of stock in
two or more corporations if the estate owns more than 75 percent in value of
tile outstanding stock of each of such corporations. In Estate of Oti R. Byrd v.
('onzmnisioncr, 388 F. 2d 223, it was held that this test applies only to directly
owned stock. Thus it is possible for an estate to own beneficially most of the
stock of several corporations and yet not qualify for aggregation of the values,
simply because some of the stock might be held by other corporations In the same
group. It seems equitable that the constructive ownership rules of Section 318
be applied for determining qualification under Section 303(b) (2) (B). These
rules now apply to redemptions under Section 302 and there is no logical reason
why they should not also be considered in Section 303 redemptions.

SECTION 304

25. Ac quisitions by RelateM Corporations
1. The present statute seems unclear and possibly conflicting in its wording.

It is recommended that in a brother-sister ncquisition, even though the con-
structive ownership rules of Section 318 might indirectly create a parent-
subsidiary relationship, the transaction should clearly be governed by Section
304(a) (1) rather than Section 304(a) (2).

2. The statute now provides that, In the case of brother-sister redemptions,
the stock acquired is treated as a contribution to capital, regardless of whether
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ti, distribution itself is treated as a dividend or as a stale or exchange. It is
recommended that tie statute be amended to provide contribution to capit.-I
treatment only in cases where the distribution is treated its it divided.

Section 304(a) (1) presently set out rules for acquisitions of stock by related
corporations other than subsidiaries. Section 304(a) (2) provides rules for
acquisitions by subsidiaries. Under the constructive ownership rules of Sectimo
31, stock of a sister corporation taln be attributed indirectly to the brother
corporation. or vice versai, thereby ereatiig ii(lrectly a irent-subsidiary relhi-
tionshipi. A literal interpretation might then require that this type of acquisi-
tion ( brother-sister 1he' coti'led illider the lw 'visiows( if' Sottl I '301 :1io 1 ( '-,
rather than 304(a)(1). Since there is some ldiferemi'te ill treatimenit imhiler the
sections, tie statute should be amlended to state clearly that acquisitions il
brother-sister situations be governed solely by Section 3(4 (a) (1).

Section 304(a) (1) now provides that stock acquired iii al acquisitions gov-
erned by its terms shall be treated is having beemi trai.sferred by tilt, liers ot
from whomn acquired, and as having lieen received by the corporation acquiring
it. as a contribution to the capital of such corloration. Apparently. this rulh
applies regardless of the tax treatment of the acquisition to- the slmi'eholder.
The rule should apply only to situations where the distribution is treated as
at dividend. Where ti acquisition is treated as a sale or exchange, it svenli5
more logical and equitable that ti acquiring comilpany's basis be equal to) the
amount paid by it for the stock.

SECTION 332(C) (2)

26. Satisfaction of Indebtedniss of Subsidiary to Par'nt
The rule now stated in this section regarding the satisfaction of idebtedmlcss

of a subsidiary to its iarent s1olld lIe a1ilembdd to vide iioreIt'cg litioi' o iii
or los,; to the distributing corporation by virtue of distribitions of property
and discharge of Indebtedness created after adoption of the plo n of liquidation.

Present law provides oily for n1onrecoglitioll of gail or los. a.s to listriliutiolls
of property in satifaction of inidebtedniess existing on the (late ()f adI~ti m of tilt-
plal of liquidation. Ovasionally. it llay be lecess:ir1y to create siiil:r imlebted-
ness after a plan of liquidation is adopted but before the liquiation is omin-
pleteol. There appears to lie no logical reason why tite nonre(Ngniltion rule should
not also apply to distributions of property in satisfawtion of this type of
indebtedness.

SEc'TIONS 333 (P) (2). 333 (f) (1)

27. Liquidating Distributions ACquir('d Before Dcem ber 31, 195J
•rhe cut-off date with respect to the acquisition of stock or securities dis-

tributed by a corporation liquidating under Section 3,3 should lie revised.
In determining the amount of retalized gain that is to be recognized by a

shareholder in a Section 3%I liquidation, present law provides that realized
gain llay lie recognized to tit(, extent that tit(, shareholder receives money or
stock or securities acquired by the liquidating corporation after I)ecember 31.
1953. Originally, this cut-off dae wits 11(,4-esry il order to prll'v'et the iiv'st-
ment of cash in stock or seeuritles itn anticipation of a liquidation under Section
3:33. The date Is now unrealistic. The statute should lie changed to fix a cut-off
date five years prior to the (date o01 which thi col-'poi-Itiot adopts ilts lilidation
planl.

During the 1st Session of the 90th Congress. Senator Magimmson introduce-d
S. 614 and Representative Adams introduced II.R. 1S5 to accomplish tim
objectives of this reconimendation.

SECTION :,:)4

2S.Baqis of Property Ive'ircd in Liquidation
Incirtainty exists regarding the term "('ash and its qtuivaleit" as uised it

Regulations Section 1.334-1 (c) (4). Tile phrase should be defined by statute in
order to simplify the determination of basis to be allocated to assets received
In corporate liquidations.

Because of uncertainty resulting from administrative practice and the regula-
tions under Section 334. Congress should establish statutory meaning for tie
terni "cash and Its equivalent" as used in allocating basis to assets received In
corporate liquidation. In Revenue Ruling 66-290 (IRB-19W(40. 8). the IRS
applied the term to certificates of deposit and savings and loan association ac-
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voillits, 418 wvell as cash deposits. The ruling stated(. however, that thlt tt'rin does
not include accounts receivable', inventories, ma rketablle se.curit ies, anid ot her
similar current assets.

The Interpretation placed on the term -caish and its equivalent- by 010t IM11
seeint unduly restrictive' andi statutory guidelines fori- tzi xiiay areo inh' sir.-
Miile. The basic coniceptt that should appi~ly is thet liquidlity of t-. part t1b r1 asst'ts
involvedI and whether or- not they call be converted to cash ill it short period of
tinte. Certainly, 11W rketall suiritit's iet tis tv-st ;,zl slioul l ie inlclded
withini t he inlunglil" ()f tilie Ivrili. Ill most case .. k ro eioiiiits rcevi v.1ie will
bie converted into cash41 inl a rtelatively short period oif t 11w anid should bie si miilarly
treated1.

Section 334(b) (2) is automatic rather than elective for subsidiaries that aire
liquidated within a, two-year period, and1( taxpayers presently 13' ha e little 'guidance
-is to the allocation of basis to assets received inl such liquidatiom

SEMVON 334 Ic)

29. Baish? of PJ')pcrtI I?(ccir('d in .A Om,-Mlonthi Livinidei on
Section .334(e). which applit'S to 00O the aIotii tit' alIjiStid'ibsiS (of SItick

to) prloperty' received inl at liquidation under S.- ection 3'33, shlouldlibe amended to
provide for allocation inl the following order:

1. TO assets which Cail bie converted into cash ill a1 relat ivtely sliioi 14eriod Iof
tinie inl a la anoumit equl to thlir filila n.1ket va liis:

2. TO section 12415' and 1250i assets to tilie extent such go ill is r-eko.gnb'ed. antd
:3. Thle residue, if ally. tto other assets includingg Section 1245 and 12,-)o zsst'ts

but hlot ill excess of thliu fa ir illankt't values) re'ctivedi according" to their
retspective' net fair market v'aluies.

Tile present Sectionl 333 basis, rules conitainietd ill tile regulations provide for
tilte alloca tion of thle adjuisted basis of thle shadreloiler-s' st ock to th li-c n itrty
received -l'ordling to thet respective' net fitir market values of the property. Si-t%
the shareholders' basis is generally less tha i the f'air' market va Inc otf tile prop-
erty received, tile present basis rules can result in double taxtitionl.

For example, lw~suit aI collilairy. with no earnings and lirolits, has two assets.
ai trade(I account 'ect'iviiblt' and a building, each with at fair luarket valie of
$50.00)0. Tht' sole sim:1 relholder. w itih a $6iOA000 StokbA is reli i is 111) -1i1iui l
liquidation mnder St't'tioii 333. The trade receivable andI( building will each411
receive a basis of $.,000). Ujwoi collection of thei re'ii abit'. liii' $201.000It of pro -
veeds ill exces:st of basis will lie ta xed as orinary f''ilitlla. ir'respect ive'(if thei
facet, that th 'omnpa ny previously reported the receivable ais ilicolei. Simiilarly.
a ssunle instead of the receivabit', the company lind111 alpprevia ted post-I 953 stock k
with a basis of $30.M00 and LI fair market value onl 850.000). Ill this sitililtitili. tihe
shareholders' would be subject to aI $20.(k) gain upon liquidaition and a $10.00t)
gllin ($.50.fk0)-$40.(k00) upon0 the sale of the stot'k.

The recapture rules of Section 1245 and 1250 e-an result inl double taxation as a
retsult of a Section 3:33 litiuiilation. Ti'e company is required to recognize recaip-
tlire. icome Onl tilet liquidation. Inl ti urn, the(' taxhpllyers en 'l brings and prohls will
lie increased a111d additional recop.nizi't gain to tile' shlin-eloldei- onl liquiatonm
maily result.

To alleviate these harsh results, 'Section .334(e) should bie amli'ndt'd to provide
that tile adjusted stock basis lbe allocatt'd in thle following order

1. To assets which canl be conv-erted into cash in a rel atively shoirt period of
timie iii tt aliiiiit e()uil to their fair market values:

2.To Sections 1245 and1( 1250 assets to tilt extent sluch gain Is irecigmize.iI ill pr'o-
portion to the respective amounts of recapture gaini recognized, and

3. The residue, if any,3' to Other assets (Including tSections 1245 aint 1251i) assets
but not in excess of their fair market values) received Liccording. to theiir re-
spt.Wtive net fMir market values.

SECTION 636

.30. E'ffcct oil Liquidating Corporation of Distribution o~f Property in TLifidat ion
Setion 3306 presently provides that no gain or loss be reogni?,ed to corpora-

tions upon their liquidation. The section should be amended to c'onfiorm to tih'
pirovisions of Sections 47. 1245 and 1250. which do provide for the recognition of
gain under certain limited circumstances ill corporate liquidation traonsa ctions.

Dute to the fairly recent enactment of Sections 1245 nid 1250. under certain
conditions, gain will bie recognMized to thle dlstribifti tg ('orpor'a lti 01n distrib1-
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tions of property in partial or complete liquidation. This seems directly contrary
to the present language of Section 336. It is recommended that Section 336 be
amende-l so as to set out clearly situations where gain will be recognized. Further-
more, some reference should be made to Section 47, covering the recapture of the
investment tax credit with respect to certain distributions of Section 38 property.
The basic thrust of this recommendation is directed toward clarifying Section
336 so that in addition to its stating. the general rule for axing the disributing
corporation on distribution of property in liquidation, it will clearly state the
exceptions to that rule.

SECTrON 337 (a)

31. Gain or Loss on Sales or Exchanges in Certain Types of Liquidations
Section 337(a) should be amended to include involuntary conversions within

the definition of "sale or exchange."
This section should be amended to specifically include all involuntary conver-

sions within the definition of sale or exchange. In Revenue Ruling 64-100 (196-1-1
CB 130)1, the Internal Revenue Service held that an involuntary conversion re-
sulting from complete destruction by fire or explosion constituted a sale for pur-
poses of Section 337(a), but it has not yet included condemnation awards. All
types of involuntary conversions should be treated as a sale for purposes of
Section 337.

Furthermore, In connection with any involuntary conversion, the taxpayer
should be given a minimum period of 60 days after occurrence of the event
within which to adopt a plan of liquidation and obtain the provisions of Section
337.

SECTION 337 (C) (1) (A)

32. Collapsible Corporations-Application of Section 337
The nonrecognition of Secti(n 337 should apply to sales made by an otherwise

collapsible corporation if any of the limitations of Section 341(d) would prevent
the application of Section 341(a) to all of the shareholders of such corporation.

At the present time the benefits of Section 337 are denied to a corporation
which falls within the general definition of a collapsible corporation as prescribed
by Section 341(b). This is true even though the limitations contained in Section
341(d) may prevent the application of Section 341(a), the operative portion of
the section, to any of the shareholders. There is no logical reason for prohibiting
Section 337 treatment in any case where Section 341 is inoperative. Section
337(c) (1) (A) should be amended to eliminate this defect and, at the same time,
to refer to the special provisions of Section 341(e) (4).

SECTION 337 (C) (2)

33. Liqiuidation of Subsidiaries in Scotion 337 Transactions
Section 337 should be amended to include the liquidation of subsidiaries within

the benefits of Section 337, if both subsidiaries and their parent are liquidated
within the twelve-month period now provided.

As now worded, Section 337(c) (2) (A) denies the benefits of Section 337 in
certain parent-subsidiary situations where the subsidiary is liquidated into the
parent during the 12-month period required by Section 337(a) (2) and Sections
332 and 334(b) (1) apply to the liquidation. Under present rules there are avail-
able several indirect ways to avoid this result (e.g., liquidate the subsidary prior
to having the parent adopt its plan of liquidation). However, to meet this prob-
lom directly an amendment to Section 337(c) (2) is necessary.

The amendment should extend nonrecognition treatment under Section 337
to the liquidation of a subsidiary if the subsidiary and its parent are liquidated
within the 12-month period beginning on the first date of adoption of a plan of
liquidation by the subsidiary or the parent.

SECTION 341 (a)

34. Treatment of Short-Term Gain
The literal language of this section makes it applicable only to gain that

would otherwise be treated as long-term capital gain were it not for the holding
period. It Is recommended that gain on sale or exchange of all collapsible cor-
poration stock be treated as gain from the sale or exchange of property not a
capital asset, regardless of the holding period.
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In the vent of the sale of, distribution in partial or complete liquidation of,
or related distribution with respect to stock held for six months or less, present
language would provide that the gain be considered its capital gain even though
the corporation was collapsible. Under these circumstances, capital losses could
be applied to offset such gain. This does not appear to be consistent with the
intent of the. collapsible corporation provisions.

SECTION 341 (d) (2)

35. Clarification of Over-70 Percent Test
The extent to which "gain is attributable to the property" for purposes of the

over-70 percent limitation test should be clarified.
Realization on sale of Section 341 assets in prior years or in the current year

up to the date of sale or redemption or distribution in partial or complete liquida-
tion should not be treated as collapsible asset gain. If the corporation has paid
or will pay tax on gain realized on previous sales of collapsible assets, it is in-
equitable to continue to treat the gain as collapsible asset gain.

SECTION 341 (f)

36. Certain Sales of Stock ofJ Conscnting Corporations
Section 341 should be amended to protect the shareholder who purchases stock

in a corporation which has consented to the treatment provided in Section 341 (f)
where, subsequent to such l)urchase, it is determined that the corporation was
not in fact a collapsible corporation.

This subsection wtis enacted in August 1964 to provide some relief in connec-
tion with sales of stock of corporations which might, at the time the stock sale
occurs, be collapsible corporations. This subsection should be amended to provide
that the election will not be effective if the corporation is determined not to have
been collapsible at the time the sale of stock occurred which necessitated the
election. This would prevent an election made out of a superabundance of caution
from trapping an unwary purchaser of the stock who had nothing to do with
making the election in the first place.

SECTION 351

37. Sccu ritics Received in Exchange
The nonrecognition provisions of Section 351 extend to transfers of property

to a corporation solely in exchange for stock or "securities" in such a corpora-
tion. The term "securities" should be defined by statute to include a note, bond
or other evidence of indebtedness with a maturity of five years or more.

One of the problem areas under Section 351, in view of divergent court de-
cisions, is to determine the meaning of the term "securities." A statutory defini-
tion is necessary to provide guidance to taxpayers and eliminate unnecessary
conflict. The definition should provide that a note, bond, or other evidence of
indebtedness with a maturity of live years or more would qualify as a security
under Section 351.

SECTIONS 351, 355, 368(C)
8. Control

Legislation is needed to clarify a conflict existing between the statutory deflat-
tion of corporate control for purposes of Sections 351, 355 and 368(c) and that
contained in Revenue Ruling 59-259.

For purposes of these sections, control is defined (Section 368(c)) as "the
ownership of stock possessing at least 80 percent of the total combined voting
power of all classes of stock entitled to vote and at least 80 percent of the total
number of shares of all other classes of stock of the corporation."

Revenue Ruling 59-259 (1959-2 CB 115) interprets the above definition to
require ownership of at least 80 percent of the total number of shares of each
class of outstanding nonvoting stock. The language of the Code should be
corrected if this ruling properly reflects Congressional intent.

SECTIONS 351, 357(C)

89. Transfers to Controlled Corporation
Accounts receivable and accounts payable transferred from an unincorporated

cash-basis transferor to a controlled corporation should result in Income to the
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transferee upon collection of the receivables and a deduction to the transferee
upon payment of the payables.

The Internal Revenue Code provides special rules for carrying over various
tax attributes in certain types of tax-free transactions. These have the effect
of continuing the status of the items carried over even though a new corporation
may own the business. However, incorporation of a partnership or sole pro-
prietorship is not covered specifically, and this can cause questions as to the tax
results, particularly where the partnership or proprietorship uses the cash-basis
of accounting.

For example, a professional partnership may have accounts receivable for
work performed and accounts payable for unpaid expenses. Under the cash basis,
taxable incomes does not arise until the receivables are collected, and deduc-
tions do not occur until expenses are paid. When the partnership incorporates,
a question arises as to whether the receipt of the corporation's stock causes a
realization of income from the receivables. Likewise, income might be considered
to be realized, under Section 357(c) on the transfer of accounts payable where
such liabilities exceed the adjusted basis of the receivables transferred.

Equitable treatment would be to l)ermit the transferee to report the income
when the receivables are collected and to obtain a deduction when the accounts
payable are paid. It should be provided that the transferor does not realize
income on a Section 351 transfer of accounts receivable as described above, and
that the transferee corporation takes the receivables with a zero basis and is
taxed on the subsequent collection. It should also be provided that (similar to
the treatment in Section 381(c) (16)) if payment of a liability would have been
deductible by the transferor then payment of the assumed liability by the trans-
feree would also be deductible, and that Section 357(c) does not apply in such
a situation ,

SECTION 356 (a) (2)

40. Trcatnicnt of "Boot"
Section 356(a) (2) as presently worded should be elinitted and rel)laced by

provisions that would:
1. Treat as a dividend for all Irposes of the Code any distribution of "boot"

which has the effect of the distribution of at dividend within the l)rinciples of
Section 301.

2. Treat as a partial liquidation under Section 346 such part of the "boot"
received which has that effect, and

3. Treat as a redemption of stock under Section 302 such part of the receipt
of "boot" which has that effect, determined by reference only to stockholdinjgs
of the shareholders of the acquired corporation immediately prior to the
reorganization.

With few excel)tions, the courts and the Internal Revenue Service have
treated the "boot" provisions of Section 56(a) as requiring that any gain
attributable to the "boot" first be treated as a dividend to the receiving share-
holder to the extent of accumulated earnings and profits. Only the balance of
any gain then results in capital gain. There is no sound reason for the apparent
inconsistency between Section 356(a) (2) on one hand and Sections 301, 302 and
346 on the other. It is difficult to justify the different language under Section 35f;.
based upon accumulated earnings and profits, rather than first out of current
earnings and profits, as under Section 301. It is equally difficult to justify the
requirement that the distribution of "boot" in every reorganization will always
result in dividend income unless the distributing corporation has a deficit,
without regard to whether or not the shareholder has in substance received a
distribution in partial liquidation or a distribution arising from a disproportion-
ate redemption of some of his shares.

SECTION 362 (b)

41. Basis to the Acquiring Corporation of SIock JRcecir(d in a B-TIp/c h'corgo-
nization

The determination of basis of the ,acquired coml)any's stock in a B-type re-
organization should be simplified in a manner similar to that in a C-type re-
organization.

It is often quite difficult to obtain the basis for the acquired company's stock in a
B-tyl reorganization, particularly where It is widely held. To overcome tills
l)roblc , the Code should be amended to provide that where in a B-type re-
organization 80 percent or more of the stock of the acquire(] coninpany is c(uired
during a 12-month period, a substituted basis for the stoek acquired should be
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allowv(,( e(q1al to tie excess of tile basis of the Its(sets in tle hands of the corpora-
tion being acquired over Its liabilities, Just as if there had beien a C-typl r(eorga-
idzation. This wouhl place the transaction in a similar position to a C-type
reorganization and should sinlify operation of the statute.

SECTION :;67
4.. Foreign Corporations
The Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate should be given statutory an-

thority to make a determination, after anl exchange, that such exchange was not
in mrsuance of a plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance of
federal incollie taxes.

Section 2,67 provides tlht in determining the extent to which gain shall be
r'('eognized in tie case of any of the exchanges described in Sections 332. 851.
3;54, 355. 356. 361, a foreign cororation shall not be considered as a corporation
iuless. before such exchange, it has been established to the satisfaction of the

Seretary or his delegate that such exchange is not in pursuance of a plan having
is one of its principal purposes the avoidance of federal income taxes.

Sections 1491 and 1492, enacted at the same time and for a similar purpose.
lProvide that an excise tax of 271/2 percent shall be imposed on transfers of stock
or securities to a foreign (.orporation unless. before such transfer, it has been
established to the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that such transfer
is not in pursuance of a plan having as one of its principal purposes the avoidance
of federal income taxes.

Notwithstanding the similarity of purpose and structure of these setion4.
Section 1494(b) provides that th( tax otherwise imposed by Section 1491 may
be abated, remitted or refunded if after the transfer it has been established to
the satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the )rescribed tax avoid-
aite purpose did not exist. The legislative history discloses no reason for with-
holding similar relief from the impact of Section :167. which has been and ( con-
tinues to be a trap for the unwary.

To correct this situation it is suggested that the first sentence of Section 367
he 41mende(1 as follows:

"In determining the extent to which gain shall be recognized in tie case of
ainy of the exl'hanges descrild in Section 332. 351. 354. 355, 356 or 361. a foreign
.orlrliation shall not be considered a corporation unless it is estal)lished that scll

exchange Is not in pursuance of a pan1 having as one of its principal purposes
tile avoidance of federal income taxes."

SECTION 368( ) (1) (It)

43. U-Type Rc('orgai~iation? i-Exch angc of Cash
In an exeange of stock for stock in a B-type reorganization. the issuan(ce by

the transferee of cash to avoid fractional shares. or the assumption by tie trans-
feree of reorganization expenses or transfer taxes, should not deny qualification
for reorganization treatment.

In Revenue Ruling 66-365 (CB 1966-2 176). the Internal Revenue Service
recognized some court decisions (e.g., Mill.' et al. v. ('ommis.sioner. 331 F. 2d 321
(1964) ) and stated that the "solely for voting stock" requirement is met where
the acquiring corporation pays cash in lieu of issuing fractional shares and the
cash is not a separately bargained-for considertion but merely represents a round-
ing-off of the fractions. Even as go modified, the rule requiring "solely" voting
sto(k seems too stringent. It should be relaxed to permit limited excllanges f
('nlsh or other property for legitimate business purposess and to eliminate doubt
as to the qualification of a particular transaction as a reorganization. While some
departure from the strict language of the Code has been permitted, a statutory
"de minimis" rule should be enacted limiting the amount of cash and other prop-
erty to perhaps 5 percent of the total consideration.

SECTION 381 (11)

1,4. Ta,' .1 ttri butes in Intcreorporate Transfcrs
Inheritall(e i)y a su('cessoi' corporation of tie various tax attributes of n

rede('cessor corl)oration should also apply to intercorporate transfers and to
t ra nsfers to a subsidia ry.
The ("ode should be amended to provide that inheritan(e i)y a successor

corporation of the various tax attributes of a predecessor corporation should
also apply to intercorporate transfers and to transfers to a subsidiary.
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Without this aiendiment, it may be possible for a corporation to terminate
previous adverse elections by transferring all or part of its business to a newly
formed corporation which can then make new elections that will be more advan-
tageous in the future.

SECTIONS 382, 209

115. General Con nwnt-Carryovcr of Operating Lossc.s
The whole structure of the Internal Itevenu( ('ode as it relates to the taxa-

tion of corporations and stockholders is founded on the proposition tl.it tlhe
corporation is a separate taxable person. In this connection the conceit of "con-
tinuity of interest" has been understood as justifying recognition of the identity
of a corporate person despite certain changes in its structure. If continued
recognition of this concept is desirable, and it seems that it is, there does not
appear to be any justification for denying access to carryover (hdedltions exceit
where changes of both. ownership and bisinoss result in the creation of a new
business pe, rson.

Where stockholders have pooled their capital in a corporation for the plrlose
of engaging in business for profit but have sustailled losses, it is illogical to
assume that the stockholders should not seek to recoup those losses Iry improving
the operations of the losing business or by engaging in another business which
might be more profitable. If the latter course is taken, and a new business is
acquired, the operating loss carryovers should be availalile as though the recovery
were from improved operations.

In the absence of a change of ownership sufli.ient to interrupt the vo.itinuity
of interest, the continuing tax identity of the corporate person should le recog-
nized. To do otherwise would be to place fiscal eXle(liellcy alleal of reasonable
tax policy.

For the same reasons, continuation of the sepl):irate corporate l)erson should
be recognized, as at present, when there is a change of owA\nership hut no signifi-
cant change in business activities.

Where there is a significant change of Iusiness activities coupled vith a
significant change in ownership, the ilaw should recognize that the effect is the
4ame as formation of a completely new taxable peRrson anl the carryover or loss
deductions in such circumstances should bie denied.

Revenue Ruling 63-40 (19063-1 CB 46) is a step i the right dlrection in that
it provides that operating loss carryovers will not ie denied in insta nces in which
a new business is acquired and there is little or no change ill stock. The (.otii-
sion is too narrow, however, and does not take care of the other existing incon-
sistencies in the statutory sections dealing with operating loss carryovers.

With certain modification,. but within the present basic structure of Sections
269 and 382, the foregoing objectives can lie attained. The following recoinienda-
tions are suggested to accomplish that result.

SECTION 2069

46. Carryover of Operating LosRes---Acqui.mition of Xew BusiwNeses
It should be made clear that in the absence of a change of ovnership if 10 per-

cent or more of an existing corporation, carryover of operating losses should
not be denied merely because of the acquisition of new businesses.

Revenue Ruling 63-40 (1963-1 CB 46) indicates that if a new isiness is
acquired or after the period in which losses were incurred, the corporation
will not be barred from using prior losses agailist the profits of a newly acquired
business. The ruling also states that if there is more tlhan a minor change in
stock ownership of a loss corporation which acquires a new liiness enterprise,
the IRS may continue to contest the leduetibility of the carryover of the corpo-
ration's prior losses against the income of the new business eniterlirise.

It should lie made clear that carryover of operating losses against the profits
of a newly acquired business should not lie denied unless thre is a change of
50 percent or more in the ownership of the company.

SECTION 382

1j7. Acquisitions Through Reorgila iza tio.s-Pcr(ctage. Redcution R les
The percentage reduction,, In Section 382() applicable in the case of reor-

ganizations of loss companies should be replaced by rules similar to those appli-
cable to purchases under Section 382(a). That is, where shareholders of the loss
company do not retain an Interest of 50 percent or more In the continuing com-
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pally. thev operating loss should be denlied unless it "uolitinluity of liiiis'test
is, inot. There should( o15( lie :1 provisions 111idler whIch suibstai ally fill tile
assets reC('ived( fromt the loss company cold( be t ranisfe'rred( to it subsidiary, If
the sub~sidliary Iniets the continuity of business test.

There seemns to he no baisis for dlistinlguishing between a sellout accomplished
by mixca us of ai taixablle I ra iisactionl alnd le 1alcolliplished by al reorg"I Iizat ion
eel tliou'di tilie selling sharelholders retail an1 interest. III eit hi (-,ise' thle *coni-

t inuiity of blusinless'' test should be- app~lied1. T1he( alternative of a llowjing the carryV-
over to remain Ii a subsidiary 15 Ilecessarly to perilli u1se (if I le loss against
profits ti'oiii a Coiitimlintioii of the loss, Corpioration's blisiliess eveji though tile
acqulirinig co'rpouration bias ot her' types of bulAsli s.

SECTION 3.q2 (A) (1)

118. "('ontiuity of BhIsihe' T1cst
Where t here hias been ita change in) ownership of -I loss comiphaniy, ai rcaioiiablle

buit more specific continuityy of bl'wiless'' test should lhe apIplied. ExApanlsionl of
existingc hu'les of prodi-t s or services, including the aucquisit ion of aI lusiess
hiavinig the $11'or simiilar produclts or services, should( Ia' l'riitted. InI adldit ion,
thel (')llpally Alou~ld he plermiit ted to dlevelopi a natural growth of the exist ing
hnsi ivss5 provided tliat the nmew aictiv.it y is not -l miaijor p)ortionl of thle whole.
TI, he loss colipli y sh10111( not lbe prevented froml dropping.. 1unprofitable liles or
from mnovinig its location or chiamigimig its plersonlnel, i aill effort to enim profits

iust Nvliach i t mayn offset t he l oss- carr-yover.
Thei purpose oif ,-"'c.tioii 382 (a) (1) is, to pmrevent niew owners from acqiiign a1

loss Company ahill using its loss against profits from anl unrelated busine-s
uidertakeml uider the new Ila iaigeniit. I1owveve.r. it also p'ev'elt5" flew owuiers
from (discont inun g or radically changing, unilrofitablle lines, of business anid
lialimpers niil expansion and (1iversifil ition of products or services. These
effects are uuireavsonabh' and1 hindesiral,ie amid should be cor-rected.

A coiipany in i lie electronics business, for. imistamiev. Which is miiai nu1facti'lingu.
a1 device for -I specific kihi(1 0 -IlwOsur-veint Should be permiitted1 to:

1. Discontinue its ImaI fictr wh-lei techlnologic'al cha ulnges make somei other
(1(viee better.

2. Add to its list- of products devices for aniy other hinds of measurement.
either by the conipainy's own research anid development or through the acquisition
of anl existiiig business.

SECTION 382 (A) (1)

4 9. Period Over hihel Chianges in Stock Ownership a)(re Mecasured
lit making it compilarisonl of stock ownership for purposes of Set ion MS2 (a ), the

earlier (late should be "twenty-four nonthis before the end( oif the taxable year."Sect ion 3S'2(a ) provides a period of time, over whicha(haeino erips
mIevasiredl. This period should he a uniform period, such as 2-1 mionithis. aild( should
not lie shortened merely because ai taxpayer has a short taxable year. Short years
may arise from entering inito or withldratwinig froml a coiisoifila-tedl group or from

a hange inI fiscal year, neit her of which should result iii aI reduction ili I lie' period
of time, for testing changes Ii stock ownership.

SECTION 3R2 (A) (1)

50. Limitation on JDenii of Net Operating Loss ('ur'yor'(
The denial of carryover loss should be restricted to losses which occurred

before the ('haligle in stock ownership andl the change Ill biusines"s.
Because of the present wo~rdinig Ii Section 382(a) (1) (A) (ii), if there were
a ihnge In ownership and a9 change, in business at tlie beginning of aI taxable year

anid thle changIIed business showed a net operating loss inI that year, that net olmer-
aiting, loss could lbe (luie as a carryover to succeedhing years. This result probably
was niot intendled and1 is iniequitab~le. Th'le denlial should be limiited to losses which
oe'uiried prior to tile change inI stock ownership.

SECTION 382 (A) (4)

51. D)efin it ion of "Illu re/i ase"-?-T11 jie IReorgani-a tin
The definitionn of "purchase" for thle purpose of dleterminuing ciaiiges InI owvner-

ship) under SRection 382(n) should be expanded to Includle acquisitions (if stock
for stock III B1-type reorganizations.
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At present. control of it lo.s (oriorl'ation van lie acquired by other corloratil
issuing its own stock it a reorganization that qualities under Section 3M (a) (.1 )

H) without beconling subject to the restrictions on use of tie loss carryover cou-
talievd ill either Suibsections (a) or (b) of Section 382. This should not ie per-
miitted. and this type of trilisaettol should lie brought within tIhe provisions of
Section 32(a).

Deferred Compens-ition, etc.

SECriox -104 (A) (5)

;,2. ('n mtributionsq to Yolc.rcmpt Employces" Trusts
"i'a xpayers making contributions to a profit-sharivng or pensism trust not exemlui

under Section 401 io ld be allowed a dedi(tion from net income for such pay-
tIlist in the year tile aunolits are paid to the eploye.4 by the trust even though
tie rights of the employees were forfeitable when the cointribuitiois were niade.

An enililoyer is allowed to (ledUCt his (oltril)ItioliS to an eilployeeg,' pension
trust or annuity plan as provided it Section 404(a) (5) even if the trust to
which the contributions are made hias not qualified under Section 401. provided
the rights of the employees under the plan are vested when the contribution is
made. If tite employees' rights are forfeitable, the taxpayer is not allowed a
(heiuletion in any taxable year, is provided in the Regulations Section 1.404(a)-12.

Thi. limitation forbidding the deduction ii any taxable year is iiequitalble.
Where arntributlou are made to a profit-sharing or pension trust not quAlitied
uIder Sect ion 401, and tite rights of tile emnpl oyees are forfeitable when the colllri-
butiou,'. are 11ade. the employer should 101b allowed i dediietioi (subject to tie
I liiitatioi.s of reasouuableness outlined iii Section 162 (a (1a ) in t he year the
1111mults are plaid to ile ,inployees by tile trust.

The enliployees should be required to relprt as income only tie portion of the
distribution which was not previolisly taxed to tile trust. an(d the employer should
be allowed a deduction only for the portion of tie distribution which is taxed to
the eihloyte.. The procedure for tile allocation should be (letiled in the
I'egll tionis.

SECTION 42 2(c) (3) (c)

53. tork Option for More than 5 Pcreent Sharcholdcr-Employe
Options outstanding to all employees soul be taken into account in deter-

mining whether an employee owns more than 5 percent of the st(ck of the em-
ployer corporation for purposes of Section 422(c) (3) (C).

Section 422(e) (3) (C) provides that in determining whether or not an employee
owns more than 5 percent of the stock of the employer corporation, the stock
which lie may acquire by exercise of the specific option belig granted is treated
-is (iWlied by him.

If there are other option" to other employees outstanding, the stock which
1111ly le acquired by them upon exercise of their options apparently is not con-
sidered as outstanding for purposes of determining whether or not an employee
meets the 5 percent test. There appears to be no reason why such other options
should not be taken into account.

Accounting periods and methods

SECTIONS 452, 412

5 x. "atnion of TUne1arlued income and l llot-annc of Dedu.tio for Eslimit 'd
Expenses

The accounting principles originally recognized] il S.ections 452 an(1 462 of tile
ruiterial Revenue Code of 1954 should be reenaeted. Section 452 related to deferral
(if Iiconie received for performance or delivery of service extending beyond the
en of the taxable year in which such income is received. Section 462 allowed
i ileduc tiin for reasonable additions to reserves for estimated exlpivnuls.

Unearned income. One of the basic princil)les of accounting is that income
is validated by the delivery of goods or services accompanied by the receipt of
calsh or a claim for cash. Clearly, equity dictates that a business should not have
to pay tax on money which Is received but not yet earned. that Is, where such
receipt i,; burdened with an obligation to render service. etc.. beyond the taxable
year of the receipt. The present provisions of Section 455 dealing with prepaid
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silbscrilpt 1o11 income 1lit( Setiion 456 dealing wvith voe~rtaliii Irepa 1( diues icnvlie.
II Ithouli uiot ~ompIle(tely adequai~fte, (1o recoDgizeA tis~ impor0ltanit p~rinciple.

A statutory p~rovisioni should appily to receipts wNlich carr -I~ dillirt' li:i liility
to furnish goods or services In tile future. There should bet nol requlireniit as8 to
;mly lnlrti('ultar lvigtli of timew subsequent to the enid iof ill taxalet year 'it which

siderel lieeessary it should not be les than live years.
7 laXpayers should hv leitllitthd t11th op~tion~ of ethfil". the deferiral t''l~jlta

tol classes of lullela rued rec(eipts. Tlis would pt'rillit 11111:11teriO I itetlins to e tre. Ite~ d

It is recognized th,-it -iii adtjustmn uii'it. 1 be1' rvhqflr(hdurllling, a t ransitiffiol
perhiiod i, orPder to pre'tvenlt subistaial111 distort ion (of jnlconlh.

Exstinqt(d ('dPdn.%'u.. F'or ta xp~ayers on the accrl,1 hasis, a11011her bldsic accoil llt-
ii~prinlciplle concerns thet twi11tchinig of deduct iil .111d' eM ithIses o1 a liscai p ehriod(

With tihe revenues apiliibleh to suich pe'riod( evt'lI NN'1wiz1 it is llt'Ct5511ry 10) Ihstillillt

tilt amuniit of such deductions and expenses.

ilthe'thllle (ode of 19)54). Collgre:ss ehxprehssedt its th1lltoshlliehllL of tiht basic prlill-
(.1111t of aillow'ing ta xpayer's ded'(uctionls for red sellalt addltitionus to rhtl'sfo r
ehstimlated( e'xpensest'. ANith ade'qute~t safeguards to lprt'vlit tilt' poessible1thIlises~
which were feared uhlithr Section 462 as origimiall3' t'ilated.

A ntew provision A1owvig (deductionls for hst limited expenstes Shotuld It()%% het
thllaL'te(1, with the following limnitationls to 111111 tilt- plrovisioni %vorIkabl it1(] to
gain -ttdditiona I tXpetriehltlth with tlhe pr1olems1 tlit imliglht lie enlcounl~tered

1. The ca1ttegories tit "-,-;l iadflt exixeiises for NN'lit'1 reatsonlt Ill be (itimlls 14o
l,rththVS(h W~old b d 110h th ibll should bet liitedtliut filhe outstet to libilitit's tol
e'lst (llt'1', to e'lll03tee5, and1( for imiiltilIjury m'' id damage clalills. l'rovi-sioll
for estimaltehd liablilities to cutstom1ers would Include. ftor texamiiple, liabil itites feor
tcash1 anti tradlte dis'ounlts. atdvthrtising allowancehs. alilwances for detfehctive iler-
cha lliise. ettc. iab~lilities to empl1)oyehths wo'tuld inctludet. allitilg o~tlhr tings. lI hi i-
tites for' vacation 11113ilielts, Nvoriieh1 compensah151tioni c111111, tt. Liablilitiets for
mlultip~le Injury 1111( intgt' (llillisShlouldl be rehstrichtehd to thet poltenutiaIl liliii iit3

oni l111 estimated basis arising out of events whlichliIlllthplltht bt'fore tile close of
tlit taxable year of the taxpayer.

2. Taxpayers should be permittedtile opjtionl of t'ltctiiig.. to deduct aelditiolls
to reserve,- for estimated expenses o11 1111 itt'Im-b3'-itt'lm basis. A requiremet' for
anl all-inclusive trea tuielt coverin.ug every conceivablle itelil of eligible ehstimalited
hepene would carry tiltth danger of 11 greater rehvthnuet impallct 111( tof aitttempts

by taxpayer.,. to (hiil (ledluctionls for items whlichl jimy ultimalltely' be, held ito lbe
improper li1 1111 effort to pr'ote~ct tile validity of tlhir eletitonl. All itt'ill by itlhlll
selection w~old permit talxpay(ers to dleductt (11113 thost' testimiatt'd t',Xxenls(s which
sre .substantial in amount a111( which thle taxpayers reason1ably3 feel are( oiii-
tt'nlia teti within tilt scope~t of tdeductibility3 of (hstima11tted expenses.

3. lIn order to pr1evenlt any lumhl('iitt' unfavorablt' effect onl tax rehvthues. a1

transitional adjustment may b~e required.

SECTION 453 (b)

.15. (Clarification. of thc Term "Paymentt" in Taa'abh' V(ir of Rah,
Payments in the initial period Aiould not Include a liability a."umted by the

lpulchmser unless it exceeds the basis of thet pr1oper1ty'.
Section 453(b) (2) limits the use, of tile instatllmient sales melthod to sitilatillsZ

where payments lil tile year oIf sale dot not exceed 30 pe'rcen't of tht' selling pr'ice.
Regulation Section 1.453-4 (v) Indicates that ill thle (115t' (f tile tilspositionl of real
e-state at nmortgagt' assumed shall nlot be inlcludedl as it paymenl~'It unless5 it ehxcttds1
tile basis of the property. Nothing is men'Itionletd about other liabilities assunied.
Disputes have arisen where liabilities are assunied by3 theo plurcihaser. Thle Tax
Court (See L. Irwin Jr.. 45 TC 544 . id Ho,'neff. 50 TC(910) has lllaiitat'ti a
position that liabilities assumet'd are Includled as p~aymeints If actually paid dur-
iIg thte yt'ar of sale. This Court lois aliso que'stionedt. ii diitta. tile pro'fvisionl in tile
Regulations relating to mortgages llsstulled. It has stilted tinit 1the provision
retfer., 01113 to mortgages assumned lbut hlot pidt Ill tit' 3'lthii (f salt'. ( )uI tle other
11ind(. two Courts of Appeal have taken tilt Imsitlill that an1 assumptions elf 11113

ha Iilties should not be Includetd ats -Ill initial ly'lit'ilt llliit'ss it thxcethds basis
(See IL Irwin Jr., (('AS) 90 F. 2td (91. mind Marshall 1 CA11) 357 F. 2d 21)4).
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Considering the conflict iM the area, the Code should be changed to clarify the
polit. Since the assumlption of debt does not provide funs( to pay the tax and
there would be adwinistrative problems in determining if and when an assumed
liability has beell paid, it is suggested that the term "paynient" be defined to
exclude ani assumed obligation uiless it exeeds the basis of the property sold.

SECTION 453(C)

56. Elimtiation of Double Taxation Upon Chuige From 4cerual to Installment
Basis

Upon a change from the aiccrual to the installineilt 1-isis of reporting taxable
income from installment sales by dealers in per;onll property, installment pay-
ments actually received during the year on account of sales made in a taxable
year befoi'e the year of change should be excluded in comjI~tilig taxable income
for such year of change and for subsequent years.

Under the Internal Revenue Code of J939 a tax.na.,'er changing from the accrual
method to the installlent method was not pe rmitted to exclude from gross
income for the year of change and subsequent yetrs the gross )rofit which had
been included in income and taxed in anl earlier year when the taxpayer was oin
the accrual basis. The result was that such taxpayer was taxed twice on the
same inome.

The Committee Reports accompanying the Internal Revenue Code of 1954
state that with the intention of eliminating this.double taxation, Congress en-
acted Section 453(c) of'the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Unfortunately, that
section does not go far enough, for it still requires that the gross profit from
installment payments received after the change to the installment method be
included in gross income ill the year of receipt even though it had previously
been taxed nider the accrual method.

Actually, Section 453(e) does not accomplish its intended purpose. Only limited
relief is provided from the double tax penalty. Even if it is assumed that the
tax rate an(1 gros-s income is the same for the earlier year and the year of change,
the net income and the final tax in the earlier year would probably have been
smaller because the expenses of sale would have been deducted in the earlier
year under the accrual nmetho(l. Thus, the Section 453(c) adjustment will not
eliminate all the tax in the second year resulting from the inclusion of the gross
profit.

In order to accomplish equity between taxpayers who change from the accrual
to the installment method of accounting for installment sales and taxpayers who
adopted the installment method originally, and in order to bring about the ex-
pressed intent of the Congress, Section 453(c) should be amended to permit a
ciangeover to the installment method without double taxation.

It is recognized that an adjustment will be necessary during a transitional
period ill order to prevent distortion of income.

SECTION 4'42

57. Mitigation of Statill of Limitatioiis In Rclatcd Taxpayer Caws

Whenever the Seeretary of the Treasury exercises his right to reallocate in-
collie or deductions betweell or aniiong two or more taxpayers. either the party
whose income is decreased or whose deductions are increased by Such realloca-
tion should be permitted to pick up lhe effect of the adjustment without regard
to the statute of limitations, or 11o reallocation should be made under Section 482.

Section 482 permits the Secretary to reallocate income and deductions among
related taxpayers where, iin his opiioi, action is necessary to reflect properly
the income of the respective relntv( taxpayers. Where such allocations are made,
correlative a djustiients to the income of related taxpayer involved in the alloca-
tions are require(l by Regulations where not otherwise barred by law. Often, an
increase ill tAxable ilicoile of one of the parties is determined at a time when the
statute of limitations with respect to one of the related taxpayers has already
expired. This bars a tax refund for such other party which otherwise would be
obtainable. Thius. after having collected tle tax from one taxpayer, the Secre-
tary can refuse a refund of tax to the other taxpayer affected. In tills situation
tile same income is taxed twice.

The party whose income is decreased or whose dedeuictions are inreased by a
reallocation under Section 482 should be accorded the right of a correlative ad-
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justment without regard to the statute of limitations. Alternatively, the Section
4S2 adju:tnlnt should not be permitted if the correlative adjustment is barred
by the statute of limitations.

Personal Holding Company

SECTION 543 (A) (6)

58. Uc of Corporate Property by Sharcholdcr
Section 543(a) (6) should be repealed so that all rent income is treated in I

consistent manner under Section 543(a) (2). Until enactment of the 1964 amend-
ments, the section prevented the incorporation of private property to protect
investment income from personal holding company penalty. The present rent
section prevents any appreciable sheltering of investment income with rents
from any source. Thus, the need for 543(a) (6) its a special class of personal
holding company income has disappeared. Its continued existence presents diffi-
culties and l)roblems unrelated to the avoidance sought to be forestalled.

The original impetus for the enactment in 1937 of the predecessor to Section
543(a) (6) was that shareholders, in order to bring the percentage of investment
income of their corporations below the 80 percent personal holding company test,
would transfer to a corporation a yacht, city resident or country home, and pay
sufficient rent to take the corporation out of the personal holding company classi-
fication. Further, the rent paid would usually be less than the actual cost of
maintaining the property and frequently less than would have been received
from an outsider in a bona fide transaction. By including as a separate category
of personal holding company income amounts received from shareholders for
the use of corporate property, Congress eliminated this method of tax avoidance.

This provision, which was designed to reach situations in which private prop-
erty was incorporated to avoid personal holding company classification, resulted
in inequities where property was leased by a corporation to stockholders for
use in a business operation.

Accordingly, in 1950, this section was amended to provide that rents received
between 1945 and 1950 for use by the lessee in the operation of a bona fide com-
mercial or mining enterprise should not be included in personal holding com-
pany income. In 1954, the provision was further changed so that the rent
received from a shareholder was not personal holding company income if the
corporation had less than 10) percent of other perosnal holding company inconle.

During the period from 1937 to 1964, personal holding company income included
rent, unless rent constituted 50 percent or more of total gross income. 1However.
"rent" for tile purpose of this test was defined to exclude amounts received for
the use of corporate property by shareholders. (Section 502(g), 1939 Code;
Section 543(a) (7), 1954 Code.) Until 196-, therefore, the provision relating to
a shareholder's use of property (Section 502(f), 1939 Code: Section 543(a) (6),
1954 Code) had significance in preventing tax avoidance due primarily to the
rent exclusion as then defined.

Enactment of the new personal holding company provisions ill 1964 changed
tiis long standing relationship). The new section departed from the 50 percent
gross receipts test for rent and substituted a 50 percent of "adjusted ordinary
gross income" test. In computing the adjusted income from rents for purposes
of this test, gross rents are reduced by depreciation, interest, taxes andi rent
paid on the rental property. The new law included an additional test which
requires other personal holding company income to be negligible or (istribute(d
as dividends. The only pertinent change made in respect to the shareholder's
use of property was to apply the 10 percent test to "ordinary gross income"
instead of "gross income."

The present tests for all practical purposes require a corporation to be engaged
primarily in tile rental business in order to avail itself of the rental exclusion.
It is practically impossible to shelter investment income in a rental corporation
inl any significant amount under the prtsvnt law.

The Internal Revenue Code then has come full circle in rel)ect to a share-
holder's use of corporate l)roperty. Prior to the enactment of this sectim ill
1937, investment income could be shotered by )lacing personal property in cor-
porate form. From 1937 to 196-, ii. could be sheltered only by other rental
property. Now, for all l)ractical purmpses, n1 rental property can shelter other
investment income. The need for tlii.4 -pecial definition has now (1isapere(1.

The 10 percent test under the present rent Section (513(a) (2) is the same
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as applied in the shareholder's use of corporate pro)Perty (Section 5131 a I )).
except that, in the latter case, investment income (aIilot be reduced by ilet
dividends paid. This difference In treatiiient seems illogical slice tht ablst,
sought to be forestalled is the same In both cases.

Elimination of an unneeded special definition from an already ext renly
difficult statute and its integration with the general rent defiiiitii w()'Mld lIle
helpful. In addition, it would eliminate problems of the type highli-hted y.
Revenue Ruling 65-2-59 (1965-2 (' 17-). The Service's tteilpt ill this ilig
to expand the definition of rents received from shareholders seems uiiimv.ve,:.ry
if its objective is to prevent sheltering of investment income, but it seems to)
represent an effort to force more corporations, regardless of their activity, fit"
the personal holding company net. The intent of Section 54i (a) (6) when emmii.td
and as subsequently amended clearly indicates an attempt to alleviate I sliteilic
abuse and not hamper normal commercial enterl)rise. The behited atteitiit to
extend the definition does not appear to be based on these precepts.

The personal holding company provisions should be considered apart frmin
other abuses which can arise due to control of corporations.

Estates, Trusts, Beneficiaries aUm Decedents

SECTION 642(11)

59. Separate Share8-Partial Termination
The deduction carryover provisions of Section 642(h) should be extended to

the termination of a single beneficiary's entire interest in a trust having different
beneficiaries where such interest represents a separate share as determined under
Section 663(c).

The deduction carryover provision of Section 642(h) applies oily upoi tme
final termination of an estate or trust. The provision should be extended so as
to include an apportionment of such deductions when there is a final terminatioi
as to a single beneficiary's separate share in a trust where there are several
beneficiaries.

SECTION 642(1)

60. Unused Inrcstnivt and Forcign Ta.r Credils oin 'orinination of all Estate
or Trust

The investment and foreign tax credits not used by the estate or trust should
be available as a carryover -to the beneficiaries succeeding to the property itf the
estate or trust.

Present law provides for the carryover of a net operating loss. a capital loss
and the excess of deductions over gross income in the last taxable year to the
beneficiaries succeeding to the property of the estate or trust. It is equitable
for the beneficiaries also to be allowed the benefit of the unusued investment aIn(
foreign tax credits.

SECTION 643 (a)
61. Distributable Net Income

Only the excess of corpus deductions over corpus "income" should be deductible
in computing distributable net income.

A limiting factor in the amount of estate and trust income taxable to the income
beneficiary Is "distributable net Income" as defined in Section 643(a). The effect
of this definition Is that all items of deductions (whether charged to corpus or to
income) other than the personal exemption are deductible In computing distribil-
table net income.

Thus, for example, the income taxable to the beneficiary of a simple -trust
(which requires that all Income-as distinguished from corpus-be distributed
currently), using the following assumed annual income and deductions, would
be computed as follows:

Dividends and Interest income (credited to income for trust accounting
purposes) ----------------------------------- $5, 000

Short-term capital gain (credited to corpus for accounting purposes) ____ 1. 000

Gross income w 000
Deductions:

Legal expenses (charged to corpus) -------------------------------- 500

Taxable Income before deduction for distributions to beneficiary -------- 5, 500
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U'nder Section 643(a) the deduction for (11triblutioIIS to beneficiaries Is limited
Io $t,500 (the $5,000 dividend and interest income, less the $5300 legal expenses
paid) and this is the only amount the income beneficiary would be taxed on, eveli
thogI he wa1s paid $5,000, the full annual inconie for trust accounting purposes.

It can thus be seen that expenses paid which are charged to corpus for estate
and trst accounting purposes normally reduce the amount of icoine taxable to
the imlonte beneficiaries. This is true even though corpus may be taxed in full on
.ich items as capital gains. In the above example. the entire $1,000 capital gain
realized by corpus would be taXed (sUb)jeCt to allowance of the deduction for
the trust's personal exeml)tion) even though the $500 legal expenses had( paid
by c'orpu during the year.

It is reconinmended that the definition of "distributal)le net income" be anileldd
so that corpus deductions first 1)e used to offset items of income taxable to corpus:
only the excess should be deductible in comlputing distributable net income which
is a measure of the amounts taxable to the income beneficiaries.

SECTION 663
62. A, cparate Shars-E. a tes

The separate shares rule should be extended to apply to estates as well as
trusts when the estate has more than one beneficiary and tle beneficiaries have
substantially separate and independent shares in the assets of the estate.

Where any beneficiary of a trust having more than one beneficiary has a sub-
stantially separate share in the trust, each such beneficiary's share will be
regarded as a separate trust for the purposes of deterlining tle ainomt of
income distributable to the beneficiary. As presently constituted, this provision
applies only to trusts. It should be extended to include estates.

SECTION 66 (a)
(3. Corpus Distributions

The definition of the types of gifts and bequests which are excluded from the
gross income of beneficiaries of estates and trusts should be liberalized.

Payments of certain specific bequests or gifts of specific sunis of money or
specific property are not deductible from distributable net income of the estate
or trust. Such payments are not includable in the ilcone of the recipient. IIow-
ever, other distributions of the same nature and character result il a distribution
taxable income, and are taixed to tie recipient, because they fail to meet the test
of the exclusion in the Code. The Section 663 exclusion test should be liberalized
to permit exclusion from income of a beneficiary of :

1. All bequests or gifts, unless payable solely from income, if paid all at once or
within one taxable year of the estate or trust, or, in the case of installment
layments, if distributed before the close of the 36th month after the death of the
testa tor.

2. Any real property, tangible personal )roperty (except money) or stock in a
closely field corporation which is properly distributed within the 36 months
following the death of the decedent.

SECTION 691

6,4. Income in, Respect of Decedcnts
The income tax deduction for the estate tax attributable to income in respect

of a decedent should be replaced by an estate tax deduction for the income tax
attributable to such income.

The purpose of this Section 691 (c) deduction is to relieve a double tax situation
and place the decedent's estate or heir in the same position as the decedent wouhl
have been had lie realized the income during lifetime and paid the income tax
thereon. Present law provides for a deduction of an attributable portion of estate
tax as an income tax deduction rather than an attributable portion of income
tax on: this income as a deduction for estate tax purposes. The provision of a
deduction for income tax purposes, rather than an income tax deduction for
estate tax purposes, appears to have been made for administrative expediency;
it results in difficult and complicated computations, and can produce inequitable
results.

It is recommended that the deduction permitted l)y Section 691(c) to persons
who include in gross income, income in respect of a decedont under Section
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691(a). should be replaced l)y rules which would permit a deduction for estate
tax based upon the amount of income tax which would be deemed attributable to
all items includible as income in respect to a decedent under Section 69(a), less
deductions allowed under Section 691(b).

REGULATED INVESTMENT COMPANIES

SECTION 852(a) (1)

65. Defiictecy Divid(nd8 for Regulatcd In :cstncn t Corn palies
If tho taxable income of a regulated investment company is increased by the

Internal Revenue Service, resulting in failure of the taxpayer to meet tlie
requirement that 90 percent of its taxable income be distributed, the dividends-
paid deduction should include deficiency dividends, similar to those determined
under Section 547, if the taxpayer would have met the 1.10 percent requirement
were it not for such increase.

Section 852(a) (1 requires payment of dividends amounting to 90 percent or
more of the ordinary taxable investment income of a regulated investment coin-
pany. An increase in the ordinary taxable investment income by the Internal
Revenue Service could be of such an amount that 90 percent of the corrected
ordinary taxable investment income will not have been distributed as a dividend.
Under present law the regulated investment company would be disqualified in
such case.

Where the regulated investment company did pay dividends of 90 percent or
more of its ordinary taxable investment income without regard to the increase
made by the Internal Revenue Service, thereby demonstrating good faith, pro-
visions, such as those of Section 547, regarding deduction for deficiency divi(enlds,
should be made applicable.

Real Estate Investment Trusts

SECIION 857 (A) (1)

66. Deficicncy Diridends for Real Estate In rcstment Tru.its
Where a real estate investment trust has acted in good faith in distributing

90 ler('nt of its taxable income, the dividends-paid dedu(ction also shoul take
into account deficiency dividends, similar to those determined un(ler Section 547,
if the taxpayer's taxable income is increased upon examination so that the 90
percent requirement is not net.

Section 857(a) provides that a real estate investment trust must distribute 90
percent of its taxable income in dividends. It is po sible that an examination by
the Internal Revenue Service may change the taxpayer's taxable income signifi-
cantly, resulting in a tax liability because, as a result of the increase in taxable
income, the taxpayer does not meet the ,90 percent requirement.

The provisions, such as those of Section 547, regarding deduction for deficiency
dividends, should be made applicable with respect to situations in which a Service
examination causes a real estate investment trust to fall below the .10 percent
requirement when prior to the examination the trust had, in good faith,
distributed 90 percent of it, taxable income.

Tax Based on Foreign Income, Etc.

SECTIONS 862, 904, 911

67. U.S. Partners Stationed Abroad
Guaranteed payments to a U.S. citizen who is a member of a partnership and

is stationed abroad should be treated as made to one who is not a member of
the partnership under Section 707(c) for purposes of Sections 862. 904, and 011.

Section 911 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that a U.S. citizen eniployej
abroad who meets the tests of Section 911(a) (1) or (a) (2) is permitted to
exclude up to $20,000 or $25,000 of earned income as the ease may be, regardless
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of where his employer derives is incoIIIe. Tite source of the elililOyees eali'ld
inl)lle is tle place where the services are lerfornimd. If inl or hi services are
performed outside the United States his entire coineiisatioii is treilted as
foreign source income for purposes of Sections 862 and 904, as well as for the
exclusion under Section 911. oin the other hand, a partner who performs his
services without tMe unitedd States is not considered by the Treasury lDepairtiuent
to earn his income at the place wllere the services are performed, but ratlier the
source of his distributive share of partnership Prolits is determined where the
partnership) earns it ' income. If the partnership) incoine is earned )oth wvitlin
and without the United States, then the Treasury Delparitnent conten(s tim
partner has received a proportiointe part of his l)artnershil) slare from .,our(' s
within the United States even though all of his services are perfronied outside
the United States. (See Fostcr, 229 F. 2d 717, and Fost'r, 42 TC ,,74 . The usual
result of this alproach is that the Section 911 exclusion is effectively lost even
though there is nothin-g in the Icislative history of Section 911 which reveals
a pulrl)oe to discriminate i)etween Partners and employees.

The l)roblem is further aIggravated by the fact that a U.S. citizen eni)loye, in
a foreign country will report his income in excess of the $20.0W) or $25.00) limit
as foreign source income since his services are l)erformed abroad, subject to a
foreign tax credit under Section 901. Ii contrast, a partner is frequently faced
with double taxation where the country of residence imposes its in.oime tax omi
his full distributive share of partinershipl profits. To the extent that his distribu-
tive share is considered derived from U.S. sources he is denied a foreign tax
credit in the United States.

There is no justification for the different tax treatment of income earned from
the performance of personal services abroad depending solely upon 1 whether the
individ',; l is an employee or a partner,

To renmedy this situation, it is recommended that Section 707(c) be amende(l
to provide that guaranteed payments to a partner for services shall be considered
as made to one who is not a member of the partnership, not only for l)urposes
of Section 61(a) and Section 162 (a) as presently provided, but also for l)urpose.
of Sections 862, 904, and 911. Thus, a partner who receives a stated salary for
performing services outside the United States could, for that portion of hi
Income from the partnership, receive U.S. tax treatment similar to that accorded
employees.

SECTION 002 (b)

68. Deemed Foreign Tax Credit
The deemed foreign tax credit should be liberalized by (1) permitting the

credit with respect to foreign corporations lower than the second tier, and (2)
lowering the 50 percent ownership requirement for any lower-tier corporation to
25 pecent, but with the requircielent that the domestic corporate shareholder have
at least a 5 percent ultimate beneficial ownership of voting stock in any lower-tier
corporation.

A U.S. corporate shareholder nmy claim a deemed foreign tax creditt il tMe
situation where it owns 10 percent of the voting stock of a first-tier foreign ('or-
poration and the first-tier corporation owns at least 50 percent of the voting
stock of a second-tier foreign corporation. Credits from tiers lower than the
second are now not considered regardless of the degree of ownership.

Because of tie business conditions that exist today it is necessary in many
cases to 'have local nationals own more than 50 percent of the stock of foreign
corporations. Furthermore, the corporate structures of foreign investments are
becoming increasingly complex as the result of such factors as circumstances
existing at the time of acquisition and specialized business arrangements. In
situations such as these, it seems unfair that the U.S. corporate sAareolloder
should lose the foreign tax credit.

To remedy this condition, it is suggested that the deemed foreign tax credit
should be permitted with respect to any lower-tier foreign corporation wlli(li
has at least 25 percent of its voting stock held by a corporation in the tier above it.

It Is recognized that this proposed rule could, as the result of numerous sue-
cessive tiers, result in a deemed foreign tax credit in a situation where the ulti-
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hate bIeneficial ownershi) by the U.S. corporate shareholder is insignificant. To
avoid this possibility, there should be a requirement that the U.S. corporate
shareholder have at least a 5 percent ultimate beneficial ownership of votinig
stock in any lower-tier corporation. This 5 percent is the same as the minimum
ultimate beneficial ownership which is required under l)resent law with respect
to a see4,nrd-tier subsidiary (10 percent of 50 percent).

SECTION 904(b)

69. Iteroeation, of Elccttio of Overall Linitationt
A taxpayer should have the right to an annual election to use the overall

limltation or the per-country limitation on the foreign tax credit. In addition, a
change in the original election should be permlittedt at any time within the statti-
tory period of limitations applicable to the taxable year of such election.

Section 9N allows a taxpayer to elect an overall limitation effective witl any
taxable year beginning after December 31, 1960. Once a taxpayer Ias made an
election to use the overall limitation, that election is binding in all subsequent
years, except that it may be revoked with the consent of the Commissioner of
Internal Revenue. There is one exception. For the first year for which an
election can be made, the taxpayer may make the election to llse the overall
limitation or may revoke an election l)reviously made for that year, if such
election or revocation (as the case may be) is made before the expiration of the
period prescribed for making a claim for credit or refund of the tax imposed for
such taxable year.

The election of the overall limitation or the per-country limitation on the use
of the foreign tax credit is not a method of accounting but rather a means of
commuting tax liability. Since a method of accounting is not involved, there is
no reason to require the consent of the Commissioner before a change In the
election may be made. There are a number of reasons why a change may be
necessary after the original election is made; for example, where substantial
losses are realized with respect to existing investjnents because of nationaliza-
tion, expropriation or war or where a taxpayer expects to enter substantial opera-
tions in a new foreign country and anticipates such operations will result in a
loss for a number of years.

In the interest of equity and simplicity, it seems preferable that taxpayers
be given the right to an annual election to use the overall limitation or the
per-(ountry limitation on the foreign tax credit. However, the prohibition of
,ection 904(e) (2) on carrybacks and carryovers between per-country and overall
limitation years would continue to apply. A change in the original election
should be permitted at any time within the statutory period of limitations ap-
plicable to the taxable year of the original election, without first securing the
consent of the Commissioner.

SECTION 904 (d)

70. Carryback and Carryover of EwceSS Tax Paid
The definition of the amount of carryback and carryover of foreign tax credit

Should be changed so that the amount involved is the difference between the
foreign tax paid or accrued and the foreign tax used as a credit. As presently
defined the amount involved is the difference between the foreign tax paid or
accrued and the applicable limitation under Section 904 (a).

Due to the formula provided in Section 904(d) for the determination of the
amount of foreign taxes paid or deemed to have been paid which can be used
as a carryback or carryover, taxable income derived from two or more foreign
countries can be subjected to double taxation. This will occur when the taxpayer
has a loss from U.S. operations and uses the per-country foreign tax credit
limitation. It does not occur when the overall limitation is used. Such double
taxation results from a portion of the foreign taxes not being available for use
either as a current credit or a carryback-carryover credit.

In the following example the foreign source income as reduced by the U.S.
loss is taxed at an effective rate of 64 percent. This would not occur if the
amount of an unused foreign tax credit available as a carryback or carryover
was defined to be the difference between the foreign tax paid or accrued and
the foreign tax used as a credit.
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Income Foreign
(loss) U.S. tax tax

Foreign country A ....................................................... $100 ............ $60
Foreign country B ....................................................... 100 .......... 55
United States ........................................................... (50) ........................

Total foreign tax ....................................................... 115
Total income per U.S. return ------------------------------------ 1.... ............
U.S. tax at 48 percent before foreign tax credit .......................................... $72 ............

Foreign tax credit per-country limitation ($)-
Country A: 100/150X72 equals ------------------------------- 48.................
Country B: 100/150X72 equals ------------------------------- 48............... ..

Credit limitation ----------------------------------------- 96.................
Foreign tax credit (lesser of $72 or $96) ............... ................................ 72 72
U.S. tax payable ..................................................................... 0 ..........
Unused foreign tax .............................................................................. 43

Available credit carryback--carryover under sec. 904(d):
Country A ($60-$48) ............................................................. 12
Country B(55-$48) .............................................................. 7

Total available ............................................----------- - 19
Erosion of unused foreign taxes available for foreign tax credit ($43-$19)--------------------------24

Effective combined tax rate on net taxable income of $150 (U.S. tax of $12 plut
eroded foreign taxes of $24-$96+$150) (or U.S. tax rate of 48 percent plus
rate of unavailable foreign taxes of 16 percent ($24+$150) (percent).- .......................... 64

SECTION 904 (d)

71. Carryback of Exoc88 Foreitn Tames
The two-year carryback of the excess of foreign income, etc., taxes paid over

the applicable limitations in Section 904 should be changed to three years.
Section 904(d) provides that any excess of foreign income, etc., taxes paid

over the applicable limitations contained in other parts of Section 904 is carried
back two years and then forward five years.

The carryback and carryover principle is employed in other parts of the
Internal Revenue Code. Widespread application occurs in the areas of the net
operating loss and the unused investment credit. In both of these situations, a
nine-year business cycle has been deemed by Congress to be most appropriate
(i.e., the taxable year, three years back and five years forward). It appears that
the same nine-year cycle would also be most appropriate in connection with
excess foreign Income taxes. Such conformity would be achieved by changing
the foreign tax carryback from two years to three years.

SECTION 011 (fl) (2)

72. Ewolu8ion of Earned Incolne From Souroce Without the United States
The exclusion from gross income of earned income from sources without the

United States attributable to presence in another country for seventeen months
granted by Section 911(a) (2) should be allowed for resident aliens.

In general, the tax laws do not distinguish between resident alieOs and United
States citizens. In one important respect, there Is a difference In treatment which
results in an inequity to the resident alien.

A resident alien Is taxed on his global Income just as a citizen. However, If
the alien works for an extended period of time outside the United States, he is
taxed more severely than any citizen since he is not permitted the earned income
exclusion under Section 911(a) (2). There is no basis in reason or equity for this
distinction.

The section should be amended to permit the exclusion for resident aliens
as well as for citizens.

SECTION 958

73. Controlled Foreign Corporation Defined
Section 958 should be amended so that It ts not possible for second-tier and

lower-tier subsidiaries to be controlled foreign corporations where the first-tier
foreign corporation is not a controlled foreign corporation.

3865--690t. 5-59
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SECTION 1211 (b)

76. Capital Lo88 Limitation--Joint Returns
Section 1211(b) should be amended to extend the limitation on capital losses

deductible on joint returns to $2,000.
Under section 1211(b) individuals are presently limited in deduction of capital

losses to the amount of their gains from the sales of capital assets plus the tax-
payer's taxable income or $1,000, whichever is the lesser. Husband and wife
who file a Joint return presently have their income and deductions aggregated
and for purposes of Section 1211(b) are treated as one taxpayer.

For married taxpayers in noncommunity property states the capital loss limita-
tion is $1,000, except in rare instances where spouses in fact have essentially
equal income and separately taxable gains and losses from capital assets. By
contrast, in community property states whenever a capital loss is incurred by the
community, a husband and wife can obtain a current year deduction of $2,000
for capital losses against ordinary income by filing separate returns.

The filing of separate returns by husband and wife in community property
states for the purpose of obtaining the current deduction of capital losses against
community income creates inconvenience and difficulty for both the Internal
Revenue Service and the taxpayers. Compliance, enforcement and data processing
are hampered by the year to year change from joint to separate returns which
often occurs.

Even more to the point is the contention that Section 1211(b) speaks of the
"taxpayer" of which there are In fact two on any joint return. If the Internal
Revenue Code is to fully recognize income splitting for spouses in both community
and noncommunity property states, as it otherwise has been doing since 1948,
then extension of the capital loss limitation to $2,000 on joint returns is the only
logical recourse.

As the allowable term during which a capital loss may be carried over to
subsequent years is essentially unlimited under present Section 1212(b) the entire
loss will eventually be deductible in noncommunity joint returns. Any accelera-
tion of this deduction through an increase to the proposed $2.000 limitation would
not cause any significant loss of revenue to the Treasury Department over the
long term.

SECTION 1282

77. Capital Lo88 Treatment of BaZ Debt8
Section 1232 should be amended to exclude any loss resulting from partial

uncollectibility of an advance to a company which is an affiliate as defined in
Section 165(g) (3).

Section 1232 provides for capital gain or loss treatment on the retirement of
indebtedness issued by any corporation or government or political subdivision
thereof. Under the 1939 Code, the treatment was limited to indebtedness issued
with interest coupons or in registered form. The 1954 Code dropped this require-
ment and extended the capital gain or loss treatment to all corporate and govern-
ment "bonds, debentures, notes, or certificates or other evidences of indebtedness"
issued on or after January 1, 1955, which are capital assets to the taxpayer.

Because of the 1954 change, certain items that could previously be deducted as
bad debts under Section 166 may now be capital losses under Section 1232. For
example, if Corporation A, for good business reasons, makes a loan to Corpora-
tion B, which is evidenced by a note, and Corporation B is subsequently able to
repay only a portion of the loan, Corporation A might have a capital loss on the
retirement of the indebtedness (assuming that the note is a capital asset in the
hands of A). Although the Committee Reports on the 1954 Code give no indication
one way or the other, it seems unlikely that this result was intended in the case
of affiliated corporations. Therefore, Section 1232 should be made inapplicable
to loans to affiliates, as defined in Section 165(g) (8), which otherwise would
qualify as business bad debts under Section 106.

SECTION 1244

78. Qualification as Section 1244 Stock
The requirement that Section 1244 stock be issued according to a plan should

be eliminated.
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Several court decisions have denied ordinary loss treatment to shareholders of
small business corporations. In these cases, the stock qualified as Section 1244
stock within the meaning of Section 1244(c), except that the corporation records
did not document the existence of a plan at the time of issue.

The limitation of the benefits of Section 1244 to taxpayers who insert certain
phraseology in corporate records undue emphasis on form and Is inconsistent
witlj the objectives of the Small Business Tax Revision Act of 1958. Stock
otherwise qualifying under the terms of Section 1244(c) should be treated as
Section 1244 stock regardless of the existence of a plan.

Readjustment of Tax Between Years.and Special Limitations

SECTION 1821

79. Involuntary Liquidation of LIFO Inventory
Rules regarding involuntary liquidation of LIFO inventories should be perma-

nently extended to cover all conditions and circumstances beyond the reasonable
control of the taxpayer which, directly or indirectly, prevent the acquisitioni of
inventory.

The LIFO inventory method is based on the realistic business fact that a going
business must maintain a "fixed" minimum inventory position in order to continue
functioning effectively. Based on this assumption, Congress has provided special
rules covering LIFO inventories involuntarily liquidated during wartime and
similar emergency periods. In these circumstances, the li(Juidation must have
been the result of the prevailing emergency conditions in order to invoke the
special rules providing for replacement of the liquidated LIFO inventory at a
tax cost basis equivalent to that of the inventory formerly held.

Similar conditions completely beyond the reasonable control of the taxpayer
may exist in periods other than those of national emergency which may effectively
prevent maintenance of the normally required inventory by a particular tax-
lpayer. Such conditions, for example, might include events such as fires and
floods. is, wevll i'f evo.nic happenings such as strikes. peculilr to the 1)lrticular
taxpayer.

In view of this, the Code should be amended to provide permanent rules
covering the involuntary liquidation of LIFO inventory caused by circumstances
and conditions beyond the reasonable control of a taxpayer. Sufficient safeguards
shoul be enacted to make certain that the liquidation is the result of such
circumstance or condition, and that it is not simply a coincidental event.

Election of Certain Small Business Corporations as to Taxable Status,

SECTIONS 1371-1378

80. General (Cormcnt-Subchaptcr S
The Subehapter S election has proved to be substantially less useful than was'

originally intended because of execessively complex and restrictive rules within
the statute itself and because of narrow and rigid interpretation by the Treasury
Department. There is a need for major revision of the Subchapter S provisions in
order to make them of more general benefit to those for whom the election was
intended.

Op February 5, 1969, the House Ways and Means Committee and the Senate
Finance Committee jointly published a three-volume work entitled "Tax Reform
Studies and Proposals-U.S. Treasury Department." Included in the work is a
proposal regarding Subchapter S corporations resulting from a Joint study under-
taken by the Treasury Department and the Committee on Partnerships of the
American Bar Association's Section of Taxation. On April 22, 1969, the identical
proposal was presented to the Ways and Means Committee by the Treasury
Department as part of President Nixon's tax program.

In general, this proposal presents a very useful approach to the problem. It has
the highly desirable basic aims of treating Subehapter S corporations as much like
partnerships as is possible and of removing unnecessary restrictions and compli-
cations. Certain modifications, however, are desirable. These are as follows:
greater flexibility should be granted Subchapter S corporations in the use of
fiscal years; the treatment of retirement plans for partners of partnerships and
shareholders of Subehapter S corporations should conform with that presently
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provided for corporate e'x'cultives ; mi1(1. the scom1'ittO ('litralctLr of ('(rtalin Itemis of
incomeliI and de'ductionls should he re'tineld Inl the 1hand(s of 8ubchapter S 'orpo~ra-
tlott shairelolders Ii order to bring the tax treatment of Subchapter S ('orjioratliiis
still closer to that of partnerships.

1E)statte and Gift Taxes

SECTION 2014 (b)

8I. C(ut for 1FOrein. Ijuitl Ta(dcN.
The limiitaition onl the amount. of foreign (lentil taxes (rL'ditabl(' against federal

estit11te tax should, :it the opitioni of the iii XI)III ye, liv (Iet('1'ilIe(l o l o1 ( 1iiiI1 hilisis.
Sectioni IS of the Rtevenue Act of 19-11 amnled prior Iii to ('illiiiiit( Owli

i'xi'iiisioii fri'iii the~ gross state of reall pm'oirty sitiiitedI outside of the IUn'ilted'
Stim ts. Tb is Inicreaise li the ititbit oft f(derill e&ltii t taxtionl focuses iittecitioll
onl the gia I of avoiding double taxation of estates.

The aitioullnt of foreign (ealth taxes creditalble ago Inst. federall estati' taix Is t le
les:...er (f two amounlts unide'r Ii nitatlons compui~lte'd 011t 11 tiOV-(-ountry hasis. Iii
I10M11 ( omgre,.s a memided the foreign linconie tax credit, provision Ii order to giv.e
tzxlriyers mi. eletomi to coiipte thliat. credit. on either it Ier-(iouitry basis or aill
(ivt'iall basis. The som 11(1(lvetio)I should be iiviilile to tld(ciries of o'statem wit ii
imsets ili miore thaii11 foreign country.

ISE('1ONSM 2031. 20132. 251 2(.1)

K2. 1'alu#,timt of PrpO/crtj for, JEit and (if t TIaw
The vailiie of property for es,4tte mid1( gift tax i)1prpose should never be grea-ter,

thanl thet almnouilt that could( Ili faet ho realized by the (101101 or (l&'c'(hemt'
Os 1tte.

The Iiiterimla Revenue Codle bases the gift tax onl fi e value oif' tile gift. This
has beven (lntiiIO( ii tihe regiflations4 its the price at %Nvliih suchli ')ermty %%ilil(l
chlia age hand1(s het'veeI it awillinig ibuyer mid1( it wilhiig seller, meit her being nader
mlyi coilal1ll' to fily or to sell, mind bothI having reasonable kaowledIge (if
relevant facts.

Regulation Svi'tions 20.2031-8M(b) and 25.2512-610i no%%v provide thatt for'
gift tarx lilros q: a well its for f-Stmit* tmu juii.i\ slimiris. 1t aIl op'mi-eual
I iivesttiileit company (111 iti l full(]) a 1'e to lie va hed at thli "li c offering price'

ii slael lrico . whiich gener-ally Includes at iomudim- cliiirge. The-se rego ithiw.
11111-o beemi hlvd vallid by the courts III Emt it of Fremees F1. lb , :10 TC 8TI
andi~ Ito iCIU, _"90 P. 51111. 0)0. rehqwcctiely. However. these iiol(llngs ihm toi
lie mirt-a somthle. The va 11111 tom s11011(1 be1 lii std oii the "rodeinptim price'' (idI(
Il'(-' ) q1uoted fort such'l shar ies b y thle ('1)111im~fy, whichl Is i'il tw he onor ((it, the
('xeelutouI) couIld realize Oil (1igpl~oIl.

The Treasury has mlso, ltmiei(ledl the Gi11ft Tax Rtegulat ions W ild tihe 14stiut
Tiaix legulatilns ) i i'egn i'd to I li dtilii 1(1 of tue v'tle('i,~ g~ t' or liroilwet y
If the itenli of proper('ity l'4 geiiera ily iit jilledI biy thle huilih' i I tie retoli II iiilwkt.
Tli 61a1 i1111 i'ket viilmii Is then the piece at which 'the Item 01' a comparable
Item would he sold nt retail. This provision is I110(liiale for tile same reasii
cited for i' ltil flund shares Ii thtit. It. could hImplose it higher v'aluatlon for gift
md( e.41iti tax l)ur'4esO than 2oulld be r'ealized by the (101101 (01' the (f(,(lItt's
estate).

It Is recommiienided that tile p~rovision~s of Section 2031, 2032 alnd 222(a) be,
chi'riled to provide thait Ill 110 Instancie could the value of property subject toi
estate or gift tax lie1 greater than the iimiiiiiit theit. could ill fadc be re' limed
by the donor or (decedenit's estate.

SECTION 2042

83. Rermcr~qon a'y in test s-Inmr ,an c
The provisions relating to the .5 percent, reversionary Interest should be linlted

to those situations where the decedent retained a reversionary Interest. Any
Interest that arises through Inheritance or operation of lawv should be excluded
from appllicability.

Present law provides for tihe Inclusion of the value of Insurance receivable by
beneficiaries other than the executor in the gross estate of the decedenit where
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lhe (leceilelit hiad an1Y of the iiileilets of ownlership) IIn the policy. "Incident
of ownership " ieluIes it reversionary Interest If Its value Is wore than 5 ixorelit
of the value of the policy linliiediately before death. In (leterlulning the value
iif thel reversionairy Interest, thie wHssibility that the policy or Its proceeds way
revert. to tile d(leeiet, b~y reaisoni of ope~rationl of law should not hc conlsid('rei
sice ie( d~eced1ent lN'ould haIve no control over this factor.

ISECION 2503i (V)

8 '. E".i1u.11iog for* 111fts' of ecr/11n flitirc hnic1rusis
The nnual $3.0(i gift tax exeliisioii 8110111( be extenled to fill gifts (Of at future

ititerest wVhere( tie properIty vill bie used'( solely for the benefit, of it spe'cified( doneeC
iiiiriilig hiII t]if (. li i'ell ili(l' of illhe prollerty, If atiliy, wHi oil hIs (lelth lie

III idd Ill hs gross e'state.

Mectiout 2503 (e) prides'iltIlie (0t1 (15iiI(hOi' which 1 Pit trasfer for the lieiiletlt,
of a dlive ,ne a11h~.Jge 21 onl the( (lute of t ie( gift will not lbe considered at gift
oif at fit! lire interestt, fi property f'.ll1(] for whieh, the(re'fore, i lie, annual $3,000 gift
NIiX exellisioji will lie hallowed. Basleit ily, tIhese voidit 10118 ilre I hit. thel ('()rlults
(if tite gift. together' with any ndist ribited Inecoiiie, be eoiiipletely listril'bti'd
o the( don fite t age 21. (Critcism of Sectioni 2503 (c) ha 111 e(en Il rected to, Ihe

i'equiireliiieiits that thle doitee must lie under' age, 21 aill( that there miust be
COMi)Iiuet liStil-lti~iit of tind istrilunted income find( (opls fit age 21.

It Is hiromiiel that Section 2503(c) lie lilnelld4 to permit, it ti'iiisfei' to a
(illev, wvit bouit regard to age, thatt income, ji1('( not In, distributed (llrrelitly
and1( tha t Ceo s ~w ay 11h3'le retai lievd Ill tille trilst, l1-idmill(( t 1111t to tile eXte'lit thlli t
iiiioiie a tid (iiiuiis aire nlot (list rited to ori expended for the( lietielit. of tite
donie' ilurim1ig Ik life, they lie l 'Ilal(' oil his (lenth i etlet' to Is estuite OP11 t
il(- 11111y' tliolut 11111(11 at geileruill power of appoint iii'its 11uethied Ill Sectioni
2514(c)1. The retaiined Inrcoie find( corpis thius will be I nel tided Ill tile beitetcia ry's
gross ()Sfi11 11 is 1 (enittl, (.111111 imuit 11g flly possible loss of eIstate tax P('vele.

HEiC(ION 2501 WC)

S,;. 1,011ualioll (of yift Is nJud( o rior JJIOP j/'

The. lii woo hiiioji f ,I niajustilmen t of t lie vaite ofi gifts 1111ade fill (NcldE lls
allIowabhle InI prior years w here t ie( sltnttitv of.11i linttios hins expi redl sh11(111( not

Sectioin 2-504(e ) nouw provides that tli( value (if at gift 11111de inI it pirior' yeii
('illnlot. lie readI(.huusted Ill Suihse(huv'iti year's If the( gift t ax was actual 111113 o)i11 1
tile gift moide ]in the prior yesir and thet pevriod of1' l iittionls for 1vsve:SIIImI~t
hats (exlired for such yeoril. Tis reqiiii'Ir itt I zxalle gifts (gifts Ill (excess oif

hle allowaible ('Xeluloi15 a111( (ledloi-hS must hiv been made inI the piror
year 1 ill oirder foir the prohlibitioni iigliiiist the a1djustmenvit In value to LIW applicable.

It appears illogical no(t to lierinit thei samte prohibitionl to app~lly where 110 tax
wasl pllylilble liecause the allowable exclusions a1nd( dteduetlois eq(ua11lled or Cxceede(1
till. value if tilieanua gifts Iiiate. It, therefore, I8 proposedl that tils section
lhe allieiiled lii prohliit thel 11 (.Ilstillettt. of t lie value of thet toab il( gifts made
fi prior yea-rs its. well ats the( aiiioiints excluded. If a113' with respect to stell
gifts, so long as at gift tax return has been tiily filed.

Proceduire 1111( Administra tt1(1,

SE111ION (1081

86. .4 uionutic Erten-gion of Filing Time for CertIain Ifldividi(Il R(111111
A priovisionl similar to that now available to corporations for automatic ex.

tenimon of time for filing corporation Inicomle tax returns should be enacted to
cover certain iniv~ilidual and fiduciary Income tax returns.

Tile increasing complexities of tile tax laws, the greater burdens of comilhi-
anee caused by the complex tax laws, expanded use of electronic (data processing,
and tile growing problem of securing professional help haove made It difficult for
many taxpayers to file a professionally prepared return on a timely basis.

Seitalte Report No. 1622 (83rd Conigress, 2nd Session) accomlpanyillg MR. 8300
(Internal Revenue Code of 1954) states that the postponement to April 15 of the
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date for individuals to file their income tax returns would "greatly relieve the
difficulties taxpayers now have in preparing their returns by the present filing
date," (i.e., March 15). The Report also provided that the postponenment " .
should also result in the filing of more carefully )relal'ed returns . . . and
should be beneficial to those who aid taxpayers in making out their returns."
Unfortunately, this was not to be. the result.

All statistical information available indicates that tihe number of individual
taxpayers who encounter some complexities in preparing their returns has In-
creased substantially over the past few years and is expected to increase at an
even more rapid rate in the future.

The time required for the preparation of a personal income tax return increases
year by year. Present returns require details of divde( an1d interest in,,ine:
there are now special forms for such items as exclusion of sick pay, employee busi.
ness expenses, moving expenses, etc.; if there is an indicated underestimation of
tax, Form 2210 should be attached ; if income averaging is applicable, additional
computations and schedules are required; the instructions call for substantial
data in support of deductions for contributions of property.

With the expanded use of ADP by the Service, taxpayers are very anxious,
and properly so, that amounts reported on all types of information returns agree
precisely with amounts reflected in their returns. However, since Forms W-2 and
1099 are not required to be furnished to taxpayers until the end of Tanuary or
February, the period in which returns must be prepared is significantly shortened.

Under Section 6081(a), the Secretary or his delegate all grant a reasonable
extension of time for the filing of an individual income tax return. Regulations
Section 1.6081(b) provides that a taxpayer must submit an application for such
extension containing, among other things, "a full recital of the reason for re.
questing the extension." The Service must then determine whether the cited
reasons merit the granting of the extension required.

The Internal Revenue Service has co-operated to the extent possible, admini-
stratively, to assist taxpayers by providing a policy for handling requests foi;
extensions of time for filing individual returns. This administrative policy, while
helpful, is still inadequate.

The majority of cases where extensions are needed for llhing Indivilual returns
are those involving income from the operation of a trade or business, income
from farming, income from business partnerships, joint ventures, pools or syndl-
dicates, and income from electing small business corporations (Subchapter S
corporations). Similar problems may affect income tax returns filed by estates
and trusts. The filing problems arising in these situations frequently are more
acute than those affecting many corporations.

Section 6081(b) added to the Internal Revenue Code in 1954 provides for an
automatic three-month extension of time for the filing of a corporative income
tax return, merely upon application on a prescribed form (Form 7004) properly
executed, timely filed, and accompanied by a remittance of estimated tax as
prescribed in Regulations Section 1.6081-8 (a) (2).

The existing situation with respect to certain individual and fiduciary returns
can only be remedied adequately by legislation similar to that enacted in 1954
regarding automatic extensions of time for filing corporate income tax returns.

Provision for a two-month extension for the individual returns noted above
involving business income would be contingent upon the filing of an application
on a form comparable to Form 7004 accompanied by a remittance of the full
amount of tax estimated to be due (except for returns filed by estates where
present law permits quarterly payment of tax).

SECTIONS 6405(a), 0405(C)

87. Reported of Refunda and Oredits
Section 6405(a) and (c) of the Internal Revenue Code should be amended to

increase the dollar limitation therein to $250,000.
Section 6405 (a) and (c) provides, in effect, that reports must be submitted'

to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation whenever tax refunds or
credits exceed $100,000. Legislative history reveals that a $75,000 limitation was
first imposed under the Revenue Act of 1028. It was raised to $200,000 in 1949
and reduced to $100,000 in the Internal Revenue Code of 1954. Committee reports
are silent as to the 1954 reduction in the limitation.
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The preparation and review of Joint Committee reports are costly and time
consuming procedures. The requirement of these reports in the present frame-
work of the Internal Revenue Service's activities as a necessity for equitable
administration of the tax law should be reexamined. In view of present economic
conditions it is unrealistic to maintain a dollar limitation enacted 15 years ago.
This dollar limitation should be raised to $250,000.

SECTION 6411

88. Tentative Carryback AdjTasxn, -Foreign 'J'aa Credits
Tentative carryback adjustments should be l)ermitted for unused foreign tax

credits, in the same manner as now 1)rovided for loss and investment credit
carrybacks.

Section 6411 now permits taxpayers with net operating loss or unused invest-
ment (redit carrylbacks to file alicl('ations for tentative c.arryack adjustments
(so-called "qui(.k" chnius) within 12 months of the (.hise of th(, year in which tie
carryl)ak arose. The amount of tax (e(.rvase resultlng from the (arryha(k must
beh refunded or credited within 0 days, subject to the right of the Sevrvice to (is-
allow the a l)lc(,ation in) th1ti case of material errors or omissions. The tentative
allowance is subject to adjustment upon audit of the taxpayer's return. This
provision originally applied only to net operating loss carrylbacks, and was
extended to unused investment credit carrybacks in 1906.

The tentative adjustment procedure is designed to relieve taxpayers entitled
to tax refunds from the economic )urden of waiting until the audit of their
tax returns is completed. Since examination of returns involving foreign income
and tax credits is likely to he even more protracted than the usual audit, it
appears logical that tentative adjustments of unused foreign tax credits also
be permitted.

SECTION or11(d) (2)

89. Statute of limitations on refunds arising from vet operating 1o88 carryibaeks
Claim for refund with respect to a net operating loss (,arryback should be

timely If filed withi1 1hu r ,e years from due duty, including c,,'thu.ion., of the
return for the loss year.

If a taxpayer secures an extension for filing the tax return for a loss year,
the statute of limitations on assessment will be extended to three years following
the extended due date. Under Section 6511 (d) (2), however, claim for refund
based on carryback of the net operating loss must be made not later than three
years following the original due date of the return for the loss year. Thus a gap
is created during which assessment may be permitted but adjustments giving rise
to additional refunds are barred.

This gap should be eliminated by providing that a refund claim based on a net
operating loss carryback will be timely if filed not later than the expiration of
the statute of limitations for assessment of tax with respect to the loss year.

SECTION 0001

90. Interest on an, linderpaltnyent on form 700,
It should be made clear that, where a corporation has obtained an extension

of time for filing its income tax return under Section 0081(b), interest will be
charged on an underestimate only to the extent that the correct first installment
exceeds the amount actually paid as a first installment.

A corporation is entitled to an automatic extension of time for filing its In-
come tax return up)n the filing of Form 7004 and the payment of one-half the
estimated aniount of its tax. Interest is quite properly charged where the cor-
poration's estimate of its tax is less than the tax which is ultimately shown on
is return. However, the amount of such interest is computed on a basis which
is inequitable. The Internal Revenue Service takes the position that interest
should be computed as if the Form 7004 were a final return. Thus, it computes
interest on the excess of the final tax over that shown on Form 7004 just as if
the Form 7004 were a return. The historical practice, before the enactment of
Section 6081(b) was to charge Interest only on the difference between the cor-
rect first installment and the amount paid as a first installment. This historical
practice should -be the present law.
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Ti'llo 'fflv.t 4of di1j, I. I lJ 't i''tiv Is tllt .:11 interest c .13 1'ge '4111(1d hv 4 a 'r4slted
lilli(| ti' 11(ollowinIg ('il'I lli :st lles whr('( e  

114) 1l toI] ll ( r111'Pljlyllivit was J \'1 l\v'e. :

TIx estlI itino, per form 7001 ----. (II. I()0I3
lI.stiilimnent 1ahI with form 7004----------------------------------------75. 00011
'rax per forllm 1120 ( thm I tax) -------------------------------------- 1534. 1(410
I'llder ti ,o 1 ('1('1 1111111 11,. the Tre.si.ry's I ti)1Ilon I., 1 ll t latest Siih '1141 1he
('o111t)11('( ( for tli'(,(, 11(13tlis o1 $25.00() (thl, dJI|I'(,r iic' I)( 't , 111111'3 ii II Ii ta111 I x
and1(1 1l1lf tillt, amount shown ol tle Forml 7001).

Sl.:,"rlI).N (.6l72

1. 100 Purccnt p/)ilml/j for .fIlur' to 'olh'et and pal Over itx

Th3 (.'134 w'114', I t ofl' oll h t1( 4' o 1 le :1lty 111(h' seti(ol1 6172 shold 1 steaye
(liring i lwrlod (1' ,110 hr111' eVhw nd d(,i't( l 1111 t loll 11' the l4I l. * IMj'I, ;I
I14)11(1 4'(ll:l1 to 150 ierl3'(' l~t of tih 111114I d 1111 i t of the -1 1:11 ty S.'111glit t I .,
assessed and collt('ehtd.

Teil penltllty Illposed by Se(th1 (1(672 ipllles onlly to til coletiol4n. 1I'C441iltlog
for, o' pllylmlelt over of all taxes Im)osed (( 411 43 personal other 11 iii 1 oll 4%l i4l
k C iil l t4 (to llect. 4Ivm1, 1111t for ai1id1 ialy )v'1'! slici t1x('si . Th1' S ci'el(1'v\" 4 f' till'
' I' v s 44r Ill..; (illegilh Is gi(l'n the rl,'vht to 44 s I , 1111(1 Id h1el 11',11 tlixIs withi!1-

out Juldheill review. ,ludh'hill review (,1l111lot ho, hvId 11111 t l onh;sl -I lril

plyJ'lit iq 143 lide and stilt i litutod for ree(,(',ry of till'. m3 1 t So l)IiII.
10;x lr('1 l t rdslls could re.ulllt lt'4 ill 11 ('13114,11 )1 lhl .sk S(-('tlf4. It Is j4i1-

sl1ide thait app citettd lls-'.I~s would llll%*t to lit, , 1.,!(,,Sillt111/g Ill IIle 1p1y11ll lt (dl
51ll' l 1113 t 4lIxes('. t e l ' olil, e' Ollt 14 (olir '1 might hold that ther 111 ) "1141111, '

ol tll' taxlyeir for the pmll llty,'.'(l1uity w'mld dvil3 nd tilt it il4(1':'1I3 ll'rom whol3l
1lim llllts ire solghl, 114o ('ollh'('ted nl(er So(.t !4l (10172 sfl 11 I Id ( i4 right to po st
14 ld 1111til such til i1' hi 111 4 ity Is d1 (ll Ilel II y judh hll ('11 . 'lerh sI1 ing
of 11 bod of one111 I oil-lIIIf tilli4s the f1i111olut of the tax would fully protect l33y
loss of I• 't'1Ill h' h could he o(14 1 ,eilOlle(1 by d(hly Ill ('41l lh'vie ]3l'o) '(oedil'es.

'1'Til ( l\i..x. TI'l( iext witS iS I'. (40(l41 l (oldnmn, t x
counsel fi' tle Associatio of Mutual lF1i' 1 (1,ui Spols 1s, Ill.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD L. GOLDMAN, TAX COUNSEL, ASSOCIA-
TION OF MUTUAL FUND PLAN SPONSORS, INC.

,111'. G0LI) AN.*. 'r'l. Chai'lral mid nmenll)el's of tile ('o11111 ittee, I ij)-
l)reciate the privilege of appearing )efore you.

I am Richard L. Goldman of New York."
You are prelmring at tax reform bill. I appea' to call yot,' atteni-

tion to a reform a iperfeeting amendment involvig lo reve1e l)ss
which is badly needed, and by many small mid uisophlisticated il-
vestors. There are nearly 2 million of them.
The amendment could be added as section 517 of youa. bill after

"Other Changes in Capital Gain Treatment."
It relates to capital gains too. There is a threat of two capital gaills

taxes on one gain2 and perhapss one gains tax on no gain due to a te(,11-
nical snarl but this could be reformed easily.

I am talking a)out mutual fund investors who (lo not have lai'g
capital to invest, and so buy shares of a mutual fund u1der a Ieriodic
payvlfene plan playing pema)s $25 a month for a period of yeans.
Ei, group ot peoplI maing periodic ,payments to invest iil a par-

ticular mutual fund are imagined to be all association equivalent to a
corportion, and that is why there is trouble. They are regarded as an
association because they all pay t-heir money to a ia1k custodian which
buys the fund's shares for them. The bank is regarded as if it were a
central management like the management of a real corporation. Actui-
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All this can be cured easily by a perfecting amendment not involving
revenue loss doing away with the association concept here. Each in-
vestor would be regarded as owning his own mutual fund shares with
the bank custodian disregarded as merely a nominee or custodian for
him. The law could be amended easily in a new section 517 after the
other capital gain changes.

We have submitted 'such an amendment to the Treasury, and
Dr. Woodlworth's staff, and met no opposition. We have also submitted
it to Mr. Tom Vail, chief counsel of your committee. (See p. 4852.)

'he C\AIM0r.\x. May I ask you a question about this, because what
you are suggesting is complicated. Our staff says you are probably
right about what you are saying. The Treasury l)roposed to analyze
this and give ou a letter saying whether they are agreeing or dis-
a(greiig. Has Treasury reached a con1(lusioni on" this matter yet ?

Mr. Go'Dmm.X. No. sir. There is a draft, anid Mr. Jolm Nolan said
that he would try to get it out, to the Congress so that it could be used
omw way or another.

i'lm CHAIRMA-N. Well, they ought to make up their mind, because
they have a lot more people working for them than we have working
for'us, and if we are going to arrive at a conclusion they ought to be
able to. If they cannot arrive at any conclusion, I for one expect to
vote with you on this matter, because our best information is that you
are right about it.

Mr. GoTD3LX. Sir. I would rather that you had theTreasury'sopin-
ion before youThe Cu.xm~t.x. I mun going to vote to report thisZ hill olt O-tol)hn' 31

read y or not, and as far as your problem is concerned I will be voting
on it at that time. So if they cannot make up their mind by that time
as to what their position is 'I think we will just have to go' ahead and
take care, of it based on our own best advice. '

Mr. GOLDMANV. Senator Long, I have come here today and I came
here once before purely as a tax technician. When I called several years
ago about this problem of Senator Williams', I had occasion to say that
I was a tax technician, I was coming here on something on the merits
as a technical matter. I told him in fact I was not a, professional lob-
byist. I said I did not own a loud-checked suit or a Derby hat or smoke
a cigar. Senator Williams said that was not, required uniform for
lobbyists anymore.

I would like to say in conclusion the amendment is only a perfecting
amendment. It is simpil)le and involves no revenue loss. It really is badly
needed. and it will help large numbers of very little people-up to 2
million families. I would liketo thank you very much.

The CIAIRM3AN. Since you brought the subject up, on the 4th of
July in Louisiana, at least on every second year the legislature is in
session, they usually take time off to have a little fun. One year when I
was there, 'they decided on the 4th to legislate on a bill' to regulate
lobbyists, to require that they wear a special uniform, and also to
require that they contribute something to the legislator's entertain-
ment fund, and arranfe for both the meeting place and the refresh-
ments so that the legislators could meet with the lobbyists and do their
business in the open, where everybody would know about it.

We need people like you to come in here and explain to us some
of the very difficult technical parts of this thing and how it will affect
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our clients. Thank you very much for this. It is very complicated,
tut we do hope to arivve at the proper conclusions.

Mr. GOLDAN. T hank you very much.
(Richard L. Goldman' s prepared statement with a suggested amend-

ment follows:)
STATEMENTS OF R1tn1ARD L. GOLDIMAN, TAX COUNSEL XSSOCIA'i'ION OF ICAL

FUND PLAN SPONSORS, INC.

SUM MARY

A proposed See. 517 !4 needed In the Tax Reform Bill, after "other changes in
capital gain treatments".

It is needed to avoid threat of two aplital gain taxes on one gain, and perhaps
one tax on no gain. It, is a perfecting aiendient, involving no revenue loss.

It wouhl protect sinall a dl u noph IhStfllated investors who aectiniulate mutual
fund shares under t lierodlc i svment I)lan (by which they n1ay invest, for
example, $25 a month for a period of years).

When one Investor liquidates his interest under the plan (his shares winz sold
back to the Issuing fund by the bank custodian to give him his cash), his gain is
taxed to him, as is proper. But. it may be taxed a second time because the investors
are considered an "association" equal to a corporation for tax purposes and the
"association" -is regarding as having sold the fund shares and realized a gain. The
association, electing to be a "regulated Investment company", should not be taxable
on the gain because it is distributed. But the gain Is threatened with being trea ted
a8 if not distributed, for technical tax reasons. The second tax would be horm, in
effect by the other, continuing investors not interested in the gain. A prior thretit
of double tax was done away with in 1964, and Congress indicated that one
person's liquidating gain should not be taxed to others.

In another instance, there could be a gain tax on no gain at all.
The perfecting amendment would abolish associationo" status. for such inves-

tors. They are uturclaled and the action of one should not affect the tax status of
the rest.

STATEMENT
Introduction

Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Committee, I appreciate, the
privilege of making this Statement to you.

I am Richard L. Goldman. I am tax counsel to the Association of Mutual Fund
Plan Sponsors, Inc. The Assoication is an organization of mutual fund under-
writers which sponsor periodic-payment plans for the accumulation of mutual fund
shares. Under each plan, investors make monthly payments to accumulate shares
of a designated fund. Typically, an investor may pay $25 a month for 10 years. The
payments are made to a bank custodian, which buys shares of the issuing fund
from the fund and holds them for the -respective accounts of the investors.

There are nearly 2,000,000 such Investors. Usually, they are small investors and
unsophisticated ones.

Need for corrective anicndment
A perfecting amendment Is needed because these investors are threatened with

two capital gain taires on, one gait--one of the taxes being levied, still more
remarkably, on investors other than the one who Is entitled to the jain-
and, conceivably, they are threatened with one gain8t tax on no gain at all.

In a tax reform bill, there should be room to reform such a situation. A draft of
amendment is submitted with this Statement.

No revenue lo88
No -revenue loss would result, and no opposition has been encountered. We have

submitted the draft of amendment to the Treasury, and to Dr. Woodworth and
his staff. There has been some study by each office, and we have responded
to questions.
Nature of the investors' tax trap: "association" .tatus

At present, periodic-payment investors, though unrelated and having nothing
In common, are lumped together for tax purposes as an "association" equivalent
to a corporation, required to file corporate returns and subjected to certain corpo-
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ra1 te rulles. Thie ,orpor'lte riles 11re, i ll~lil)lrllte. Nviiwl aijl))1 il here. antd c.i11i
lead t Iunielie' llly wrolg results. Tl.S is So eve 1ihoiigh "regulated iltveslllelt
C' lllj)1 l1y" t'rea ille(Ht i ehted(' l :Ild s o]llli avoid su 'h re.dlllts.

For exaliilil4e, suI)I)Ose thit 1111 inv'-tir wvishes to liulidlte his interest nder tl,,
j(e'imIl(c-lnl.\'lliellt i 1Ii. Lot uts al811 1.ll i:- "iuic ll s It', hlave I cos, of $20.)0) ai d
resent valley of $5,000. Ife terinnate: his ICeriodi'-pllymieiltl JI'ograli. ordering
ie lik clistdial to Sell his slhires hick to the fund and distribute le i)'oceeds

to hiin including his gain of $3.000. lie is toxalule on the gamin. of course, and
rightly so. 1uU the "asso.iltlon", reg-alrd(ed as acting through tIhe : .ink. ha-s sold
the sil rs techijiieally realizing a gain to it of $3,00. Tax on t,.e gain o Ihe
associa ion level hn lie , voided. under tile so-called "ass-through" treitimeit
1ih I ved toi a regular ted inv(,stlnnt ('omnlpaiy, lut only if the gaii is hiolore(1 as
having b(e'll (listrilhuted. This i, because a regulated iivestnienit 'olnilny gets a
de(liioul for dist ribut ions paid ( Code See. ,'52( b) (3) ) so as to be taIxed mily (i
gal ins which are not (list ributed. Unfortunately. our "association" may not get
this deduction even t lough the gain actually is (listribluted.

This .vould leave the gaili subject to tax. not only to) tie liquidating investor.
but again at the associan1011 level to be borile by the olher, ((Jitllilti ig investors
who are not entitled to his gain.

Thus in 194, it was suggested that the gain could not be regarded as dis-
tribuled-thi is. the de(lduliof would not be allowalible to the associatiol--
because the (listrilbulioul, though actually liade. was "preferential" unless illade
pro raita to all the investors under the periodic-payment plan including those not
entitled to tile gain. It may be expllained (hat the deduction itself was conceived
originally for "personal holding ownllny" purposes, and for those purposes vas
not to be allowed if imiide "preferentitally" to one shareholder instead of all.
(Seed'. 561, 562.) But these rules have been extended into lhe regulated invest-
ment company area. to afford pass-through treatment. As extended into this
area, they work inilerfe'tly. It seemed to (o no good to suggest to the Service
that one person's gain wouldd not be divided aiiong the others as well, and that
he others had no gains which could be the subject to a pro rata distribution to

tleil, too. This, as just stated, tlreatened to leave the liquidating investor's gain
taxa ble i)so to tile other, non-liqui(iating investors.

'[iwat view seemed seitseless. Indeed, the last, investor would have lost his
entire investment through taxes on other people's gains.

Fortunately, the Revenue A(t. of 196t--by action Initiated by this Comnittee---.-
('orrected the situation by adding to 'tle Code Section 852((1), whi(h provides
against disregarding it distribution as "preferential" where all investor is liqul-
dating his interest under a periodic-plyient llan.

7'h saic problent has croppCd up again, in another form. It has been indivated,
at tie Internal Revenue Service, that the distribution to the liquidating investor
still may be disregarded. in spite of the 19641 legislative record reflecting, in so
many words, Congress' intention that a liquidating investor's gain is not to be
taxed to the continuing investors too.
The theory now suggested Is that if the liquidating investor owns, for example,

1% of all the fund shares held under the periodic-payment plan, then only 1% of
his gain could be regarded as distributed to him because (likening his case to
that in a real corporation) there Is -a sort of redemption of his equity interest in
the "association" and, under rules applicable to real corporations, when a corpo-
ration redeems a fraction of its outstanding stock only the same fraction of its
profits can be regarded as distributed. The balance remains on the books, for tax
purposes, so as to give rise to dividend treatment upon future distribution. This
would mean, where perlodic-payment investors in a mutual fund are imagined
to be an "association", that 99% of the liquidating investor's gain would be
regarded as undistributed-leaving that 99% subject to tax at the 'association
level as well as to the liquidating investor, but this time to be borne by the other
tnvestors.t

Thirdly, It has been suggested that an investor merely withdrawing the fund
shares credited to his account-that is, terminating his periodic-payment pro-

1 % of the dividends received during the year by the "association" would have to be
regarded as distributed to the liquidating investor, too. Ile would still get only capital gain
treatment, under the analogy to corporate stock-redemption rules. But this would mean
that although 100% of dividends received by the bank custodian are distributed to the
)erlodc~avment Investors, as required under the plan, the Imaginary association would
)e regarded as having a lesser amount in profts-so that the excess of dividends over
profits would have to be treated as a return.of capital, avoiding dividend tax.
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gran ad ta king out his fund sl hr1s ill killd-WOIld hie terminating a sort of"'.-rock" interest in the association, this time for a distribution in kind, but
ulevertlieless equivalent to ia stov.k relemltion by a real (corporation. In(ler stock
rt'(loelitioi ruhs (('ode See. 302), that would mean that lie would be taxed on
the value of his fund shares in (,xcess of Ilis ('ost hasis-on the aplreciation in the
shares he would be withdra wing--even though he would mierely be in the same
lio-ition as shar(ioldvrlrs directly holding shares i the fund. lie would not have,ashed in his investment, which might fall in value (or rise further), yet he
vollhl ie regarded as if he had cosed omit his investment and Ie taxed.

Stulh threatened tax treatments (1o not (comlport with economic reality: or with
the Puldics understanding: or with a sensible reading of the Internal Revenue
('ode in light of Congress' underlying l)olicies. They make no sense, in short.
S,'<olUtion fiffordcd by the pro)oscd amendment

These lroblemsu ari se repeatedly. They arise because of flaws in the law, as
administered, growing out of the imagined a ssnmlption that total strangers have
heeil "a sociatizg" with each other like leol)le who knowingly invest in a realindhistrial corporation.

()ur amendment would (10 away with "association" treatment: the corporate
rules would not al)ply.

Instead, each investor wouhl Ie regarded as owning his fund shares directly,
through the bank custodians as mere nominee. It would be the same as if the
shares were held by a brokerage house in "street nane", for the investor as real
owner.

This would simplify the tax law, and-
(1) save the investors from threat of unintended double taxes on capital

gains, or single taxes on no gains;
(2) save the Service from having to administer a tochni(al maze of rules

prodlucing no revenue : and
(3) conform the tax law to reality as the public knows it, and to tile policy

intended by Congress.

li'hy Uwrclated in rostors ore tI'catcd as an. "assVociation"
The teehnical reason for treating periodic-paynment investors as an "association"

equivalent to a corporation is that the bank, serving as custodian as required
mder SEC rules, is regarded as if it were a central management like the Presi-
dent n(1 Board of Directors of a real corporation.

In fact, the bank custodian does not manage at all. The fund is specified in tie
lprospectus of the 1)eriodie-pa yment plan as the investment medium and it cannot
be (hanged except, under SEC rules, in an emergency.
!nfz-estors not to be re-classified after the amendment as some other oetity, such

as "trust" or "partnership"
The proposed amendment would, if adopted, prevent any imaginary form from

Ibeing inputed to the periodic-paymnent investors. No association or corporate form
vould be imagined, as already discussed. Also, there would be no "partnership"

or "trust".
This is because our hope is to have done with this imaginary-entity problem

once and for all. We (1o not want to have to come back and bother this Committee
a third time, having been here in 196,3-64 and again now.

Also, in a very few cases the investors seem to be regarded as a large group
"trust". The Service view is that an investor liquidating his interest in such a
group trust can have a deductible loss even if he merely withdraws his fund
shares.' This implies a threat that lie could have a taxable gain by merely
withdrawing the fund shares, even though lie would not really ibe ending his
investment.

2 Such as failure of the mutual fund, or Its ceasing to offer shares. No change to a newfund could be made for nn Investor If he objected.
The sponsor company (that Is. the underwriter distributing shares of the fund underthe periodic-payment plan) contracts to make the fund's shares continually available. Ifit foils to oct. the bank has to step in. The bank serves as a watchdog for Investors

pri'esuned to be unable to act readily for themselves. The bank would have to find anothersponsor company or Itself a't as sponsor; or If the fund shares were no longer availableto be purchased, It would select a different fund-giving the Investor notice and an oppor-tunity to objeet. An oblection would have to he honored.
3 Rev. Rul. 6S-633, 106,;-50 T. R. B. 15.
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Limited scope of amendment
The amendment is intended only for periodic-payment plans for the purchase

of shares of a single mutual fund, not various funds. The amendment would
apply if some emergency requires discontinuing purchasing shares of one fund,
and switching to another.

But it would not apply to any so-called "fund of funds" in which a portfolio
is actively managed, and which is set up on a periodic-payment basis. There has
been indication of Treasury concern over this, and of a desire to limit the scope
accordingly. (Of course, in our usual case, a single fund is designated in the
prospectus and S. E. C. rules would prevent shifting to other funds on an
actively managed basis.)"

Effective dates
The proposed perfecting amendment should apply in 1969, to do the job best.
No taxable event would result from enactment of the perfecting amendment.

Periodic-payment investors would no longer be regarded as in a plan "association"
for tax purposes. But there would not be any actual event, of liquidating the
"association", so as to give rise to tax.

Place of amendment in the bill
The perfecting amendment could be added as Sec. 517 of the Tax Reform Bill,

immediately after "Other Changes in Capital Gain Treatment" (See. 516, at page
300).

That positioning would be appropriate, since the corrective effect will be on
capital gain treatment.

TEXT OF AMENDMENT

SEC. 517. PERIODIC PAYMENT PLANS TO INVEST IN MUTUAL FUNDS.

(a) Section 852 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to special rules
for the income tax treatment of regulated investment companies and their share-
holders) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

"(e) For purposes of this title:
"(1) the terms 'corporation,' 'partnership,' and 'trust' shall not be con-

strued to mean or include a unit investment trust (as defined in the
Investment Company Act of 1940)-

"(a) which is registered under said Act and issues periodic payment
plan certificates (as defined in said Act), and

"(b) substantially all of the assets of which, or of each series of which,
consist of securities issued by a management company (as defined in said
Act) or issued by a single other corporation;

"(2) notwithstanding that such assets shall be held by and/or registered in
the name of (or in the name of a nominee of) a trustee, or custodian, con-
templated by section 26(a) (1) of said Act, each holder of an interest in such
unit investment trust, to the extent of such interest, shall be regarded as own-
ing such assets directly through such trustee, or custodian, as mere nominee
acting on behalf of such holder;

"(3) the basis of such assets to such holder shall be the same as that of such
interest; and

16"(4) in determining the period for which such holder has held ,such assets,
there shall be included the period for which he held such interest if such
assets have the same basis, in whole or in part, in his hands as such interest
under paragraph (3) of this subsection."

(b) Effective Date. The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply with
respect to taxable years of -such unit investment trust ending after December 31,
1968 and with respect to taxable years of such holder in which such ending date
shall be included. No taxable event shall be deemed to result from such
application.

' Similarly, the amendment should not apply where the investment medium of the
periodic-payment plan is a managed portfolio of industrial stocks. A few mutual funds are
set up on this basis, rather than as a corporation, and there is no occasion to change their
tax treatment.

However, there are a few plans for the accumulation of shares of a designated industrial
corporation, specified In the governing pros)cctus. (Sponsors of such plans are not mem-
hers of our Association.) Covering those plans in this amendment appears appropriate,
and has, therefore, been provided.
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MEMORANDUM

PROPOSED TECHNICAL TAX AMENDMENT: FOR THE RELIEF OF INVESTORS ACCUMULATING
MUTUAL FUND SHARES THROUGH PERIODIC PAYMENT PLANS

This memorandum has to do with adding to the tax reform bill a technical tax
amendment relating to mutual funds. I have discussed the amendment with (1)
Mr. John Nolan of the Treasury who has said le would give a favorable report;
(2) Dr. Laurence N. Woodworth and several of his Joint Committee staff, who
I understand to be preparing a report; and (3) Mr. Thomas Vail of the Finance
Committee staff.

The amendment, which would stop unrelated people from being treated as an
"association" required to file corporate returns and be subject to certain corporate
tax rules, is purely technical.

No revenue loss is involved.' The amendment would simplify the tax law and
conform it 'to the understanding of the public.

The intention is to enable people who invest in mutual fund shares to be treated
taxwise in the same way, even if they do not merely buy shares in the usual way
but under a program of periodic payments (for example, $25 a month for 10
years) to a custodian bank which, 'as required by the S.E.C. buys the shares and
holds them for the investors' respective accounts. A maze of complex tax rules
prevents giving such uniform treatment to periodic payment plan investors now.

The Internal Revenue Service treats the people accumulating shares of one or
another mutual fund through a periodic payment program as an "association"
equivalent to a corporation. The technical reason is that the bank custodian
serves as a central entity analogized 'to a corporation's management, even though
in fact the bank is a mere title-holding entity for investors who really are not in
any sort of Joint venture and generally are unaware that they are treated as if
they were, for tax purposes.

Our draft of amendment (attached hereto) would do away with "association"
status for tax purposes here, so that people investing in a designated fund under
a periodic payment program 2 would be treated in the same way, taxwise, as
people buying shares of that fund by the more traditional means of making a
single payment. Each person would be regarded, as a result of the amendment,
as owning the fund shares credited to his account, with the bank custodian being
disregarded as a mere nominee (like a stockbroker who holds shares "in street
name" for his customer).

This would eliminate filing corporate returns for the aggregated, but unrelated,
investors as an "association" and would eliminate applying inappropriate
corporate-tax rules.

No revenue would be lost because even today, as indicated above, the associa-
tion can elect to be treated as a "regulated investment company" and obtain tax
exemption for dividends and capital gains received from the plan's designated
mutual fund and passed through to the investors.3

But our amendment would correct a situation in which pass-through treatment
is threatened constantly by the application of technical rules by the Internal
Revenue Service in a manner Inconsistent with Congress' basic policy against ex-
tracting a corporate tax from investment income when the investors are earning
the income through a mutual fund. Not a year goes by without threat of technical
use of the tax rules in such a wrongful way. Thus, for example:

1. A prior amendment enacted in 1964 at our request (adding Sec. 852 (d) to the
Code) was needed because the Service threatened to extract two capital gain

The "associations" can opt to be treated as regulated investment companies, which
means that dividends and gains have to be distributed currently but then are not taxed
to the association-if, but only if, the rules are applied properly.

2 Only the shares of one fund-the one designated in the periodic payment plan certificate
and the prospectus-are purchased for all the investors under any particular "periodic
payment plan". No change can be made except in case of emergency and indeed the
custodian bank has no discretionary function except in an emergency. Use of a bank is
required under S.E.C. rules precisely for emergency protection of periodic payment plan
Investors, usually small investors.

$ Periodic payment plan investors may be classed, rarely, as a group "trust" not subject
to corporate tax rules, hence free of corporate or other tax at the trust level. (Our amend-
ment would do away with the trust (or partnership) characterization too, in order by
eliminating fictitious-entity concepts to let the investor be taxed entirely as owner of
his fund shares.)

33-865-69-pt. 5--60
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taxes on each capital gain of an investor liquidating his interest. Thus, he would
instruct the bank custodian to sell the fund shares credited to his account back
to the issuing fund and distribute the cash to him including, of course, any gain.
Any gain would be taxed to him, quite )roperly, just as if he owned the shares
outright. But the Service, looking at the remaining investors under the periodic
payment program for the same fund as an association" , indicated that the gain
would be subject also to a capital gain tax payable by the "association", for the
remaining investors, even though they were not entitled to any l)ortion of the gain
of the departing investor who had liquidated his interest. The indication was that
the gain would not be regarded as distributed by the "association", avoiding tax
at that level, because (under Sees. 561 and 562 of the ('ode) it was a "preferen-
tial" distribution, not having been made ratably to all the investors including
those not entitled to it. We suggested that the public could hardly stand a 50%
extraction of taxes from capital gains in such circumstan(ce.4, anld thc law was
amended i the Revenue Act of 1964 so as to provide that the distribution of
such gains should not be disregarded by being called "preferential".

In other words, we thought that this reaffirmation of Congress' "pass-through"
policy, of not taxing the liquidating investor's gain except to himself, had cor-
rected the situation. More recently, however, conversations with the Service
stiff have revealed that even that amendment did not do the job. The reason
offered was that when an investor liquidates his periodic payment plan invest-
ment, amounting (for example) -to 1% of all the fund shares held by investors
under that plan (the bank custodian selling his shares to the fund -and remitting
the proceeds including gain to him), only the same fraction-only 1%, in the
examle-of the gain could be charged off as distributed on the "association's" cor-
porate tax return, saving tax on the gain at that level to that extent. The other
99% of the gain, though in fact distributed, would be treated as not distributed-
with resultant failure of "pass-through", hence leaving the gain taxable a second
time at the "association" level. The technical theory for this was that when a
conventional corporation (such as AT&T) redeems a fraction-say, 1%--of its
outstanding shares, only the same fraction of the earnings and profits can be re-
garded as distributed. The evidently inappropriate application of this theory to a
pass-through situation would leave the second tax, payable with the "associa-
tion's" return, to be borne in effect by all the other-the continuing-investors
even though they would not be entitled to any of the gain belonging to, and paid
out in fact to, the liquidating inve.tor.

2. As another example, it has been suggested that an investor would be taxed
on the appreciation in his fund shares if he were merely to withdraw the shares
from his custodian bank. Of course, in such a case lie would simply be putting
himself in the same position as people already owning their fund shares directly,
rather than having them held by a custodian bank by reason of the periodic pay-
ment plan. He would not be ending his investment, and so it is too soon to mark
gain or loss, recognizable for tax purposes. Nevertheless, the theory has been sug-
gested that technically the withdrawal would constitute the "association's" cor-
porate-type redemption of the Individual's equity in the association, generating
tax to him on the appreciation in his fund shares even though he would not be
cashing in his investment. Yet to treat the situation like redemption of stock of a
real corporation would not comport with economic reality; or with the under-
standing of the public itself; or with Congress' policy to avoid double taxes where
people Invest through a mutual fund.

These are only examples. Other problems, too, have confused the administration
of the tax laws and threatened to give rise to tax solely because of flaws in the
law growing out of the Imagined assumption that total strangers are "associat-
Ing" like people who knowingly form conventional corporations.

Our proposal, that "corporation" treatment not extend to investors accumu-
lating shares of a mutual fund under a periodic payment program, but that
instead they be regarded as owning directly the shares credited to their accounts,
will avoid the recurrent problems.

It will save the investors from threat of unintended double taxes on capital
gains. It will save the Service from administering a technical maze of rules
producing no revenue. And it will conform the tax law to reality as the public
understands it, and to serve the policy which Congress always intended.
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Tixi O' AMENDMENT

A BILL, Relating to the hiwone tax treat ient of certain reglated Investment companh,s
and their shareholders

14- iH (i l/cd byI the c'iilfte and llomsc of i?('prccntftivc., of hc Vnifd Stacs
of .1 )1t(rica in Contires.v a.s em bled,

*ECc. 1.-FERIODIC PAYMENT PLANS TO INVEST IN MlUTUAL FUNDS.-

(a) Section 852 of M le Intrmil Revenue ('ode of 1951 relatingg to s special
rules for the income tax t rleatilimnt of regulated investment compa nies and1(1 their
shareholders) is amei(le(l by adding at the end thereof the following new
sublsec'tiol :

"(e) For purposes of this title:
"(1) the terms 'corporation.' 'partnership,' and 'trust' shall not le (ol-

strued to miean or include a unit investment trust (e (hefimed in the Invest-
iment Company Act of 190)--

(a ) which is registered under said Act and issues periodic payment
plan certificates (lis defined in said Act), and

"(b) substantially all of the assets of which, or of etch series of
which, e onsist of securities is-ued by a management co.)any (as de-
fined in sid Act) or issued by a single other corporation;

"(2) notwithistanding that such assets shall ie held by and/or registered
in the name of (or in the name of a noninee of) a trustee, or custodian,
(.onteml)ated by section 26(a)(1) of said Act, each holder of an interest
in such unit investment trust, to the extent of such interest, shall be regarded
ais owning such assets directly through such trustee, or custodian, as nere
nominee acting on behalf of such holder

.(3) the basis of such assets to such holder shall be the same as that
of such interest and

"(4) in deterinining the period for which such holder has held such assets.
there shall be Included the period for whihli he held such interest if such
assets have tile same basis, in whole or in part, in his hands as such interest
under paragrajph (3) of this subsection."

SEC. 2.-EFFECTIVE DATE.-
The amendments made by Section 1 shall apply with respect to taxable years

of suh unit inivestmient trust ending after December 31. 111W and with respect
to taxable years of such holder in which such ending date shall be included.

The CIAIRMN. The next witness is Dr. Norman Topping, president
of the University of Southern California on behalf of California In-
dependent Colleges.

Is Dr. Topping here?
Senator Murphy is very anxious that we hear from him.
rNo response.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will call the next witness. That would be Mr.

John Rinaldo of Rinaldo & Associates, Long Beach, Calif.
May I advise the other witnesses that after we hear from Mr. Ri-

naldo we will quit until 2 o'clock and the other witnesses will be heard
starting at 2 o'clock. They can make their plans accordingly.

STATEMENT OF JOHN RINALDO, REPRESENTING RINALDO &
ASSOCIATES, LONG BEACH, CALIF.

Mr. RINALDo. Mr. Chairman, Senator Hansen, I would like to ex-
press my gratitude for the privilege of testifying before you today. I
am a preparer of tax returns for middle-income taxpayer's. My a 'er-
age client or 50 percent of my clients have adjusted gross incomes less
than $10,000. Seventy-five percent of them have incomes less than
$15,000. Last year we prepared close to 10,000 income tax returns.
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Every year we are used to hearing the outcry in regards to the prob-
lems of Federal income taxation, the problems of complexity of their
tax returns, and certain inequities in the tax law, and last year, last
spring I think it kind of reached a crescendo, and I think this crescendo
of taxpayer malcontent I think was heard at Capitol Hill, too.

I think that this is one of the reasons for the tax reform bill as I
understand it as a layman.

The problem with the new tax bill seems to be that it is a very com-
plex bill. I have been here all morning and have listened to much ex-
pert testimony, and most of the testimony has indicated that the bill is
extremely complex. I have done some analysis of how it would affect
my clients, and have found that the one provision which is section 801,
is the provision that would provide for some simplicity in the prep-
aration of their tax returns.

However, the middle-income taxpayer will receive very little bene-
fit or at least my clients will receive very little benefit from section
801. There would only be a crossover of roughly 11 percent of my
taxpayers who file itemized deductions who would then use the stand-
ard deduction.

Therefore, I feel that you may consider the fact that the bill, even
for those who probably need it the most, is going to provide so little
simplicity in the preparation of their tax returns. As a matter of fact,
I think that there is testimony here today that would indicate even the
middle-income taxpayer is going to be faced with more complex tasks
in preparing his tax returns. He too has ca ital gains. He too, especially
in my area in Long Beach, has oil royalties. He, too, frequently has
a small-income unit behind his own residence where he may be de-
preciating a dwelling that he rents to his tenants, so I believe that the
Iaw will provide some complexity for the middle-income taxpayer.

I feel that there will be very little simplification in the preparation of
his return, and I therefore have made a suggestion that in lieu of sim-
plifying his tax return you might consider the inclusion of section 804,
which allows a limited amount of tax relief in a reduction of tax rates.

The CIHAI1RMAN. I think you 'have a good idea, and we do appreciate
your statistical analysis. You tell me that very few clients would be
benefited by this bill'based on your study?

Mr. RINALDO. I believe that the middle-income taxpayer will receiv-e
very little benefit. He will receive very little benefit as far as simplicity
is concerned, and as far as tax relief 'is concerned, if there is any ques-
tion about this, I believe he is going Lo wind up paying more taxes.

The CHAIR ANv. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. RINALDO. Thank you.
(Mr. Rinaldo's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT or JOHN RINALDO, LoNG BEACH, CALIF.

Our firm prepares tax returns for 10,000 middle Income taxpayers per year.
Based on the proposed 1969 Tax Reform Bill (HR 13270) our clients would
receive only a very limited tax relief by the Increase in the standard deduction.
Further using the statistics available through the Internal Revenue Service the
average taxpayer who itemized deductions would receive no benefit, in either
simplicity of filing or in reduction of taxes.
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DESCRIPTION OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES USED

Using an IBM 1130 computer all data on all our clients was analyzed according
to the effect of the adoption of the proposed standard deduction. Our clients are
divided according to adjusted gross income as follows:

Percent Percent
0 to $1,000 -------------------- 0.5 $13,000 to $14,000 --------------- 5.6
$1,000 to $2,000 ---------------- 2.0 $14,000 to $15,000 --------------- 7 5
$2.000 to $3,000 ---------------- 3.4 $15,000 to $16,000 --------------- 1.5
$3.000 to $4,000 ---------------- 3. 0 $16,000 to $17,000 --------------. 8
$4.000 to $5,000 ---------------- 4. 7 $17,000 to $1.1,000 --------------- 3. 9
$5.000 to $6,000 ---------------- 8. 1 $18,000 to $19,000 -------------- 3. 5
$6.000 to $7,000 ---------------- 8. 5 $19,000 to $20.000 -------------- 3. 0
$7,000 to $8,000 ----------------- 9. 1 $20,000 to $21,000 --------------- 1.5
$8,000 to $9,000 ---------------- 5.6 $21,000 to $22,000 -------------- 0.5
$9,000 to $10,000 --------------- 4.3 $22,000 to $23,000 -------------- 1.2
$10,000 to $11,000 -------------- 5.0 $23,000 to $24,000 --------------- 1.2
$11,000 to $12,000 -------------- 5. 3 $24,000 plus ------------------- 2. 1
$12.000 to $13,000 -------------- 5. 8

Data cards for all clientss were analyzed to determine the number of clients

who u',ed the percentage standard deduction in 1969. This represented 7.2% of
all clients. Using the same data cards from 1969 we analyzed the number of
clients who would have used a 13% (1400.-maximum) standard deduction. The
percentage thus using the standard deduction Increased from 7.2/o to 9.0%.
Using the same method we determined the percentage of clients who would use
the 14%($1700.-maximum) standard deduction. The percentage thus using the
standard deduction would be 11.7%. Finally we analyzed the number of clients
who would have used the 15%($2000.-) standard deduction. The resultant per-
centage was 18.2%. According to our data there would be a cross over of 11%
of our clients from itemized deductions to the new 15% standard deduction, all
other data remaining constant.
Usimg the saime data c'ar(is we then coml)uted the total income tax, before

credits and surtax, paid by all our clients in 1969. This total tax figure was
$9.578.280.- We then proposed the same question allowing for the 15% ($2000.)
standard deduction where such deduction would be greater than that used in
1969. In other words projected the tax revenue from our clients for 1972 under
section 801: HR 13270. The total revenue, before credits and surtax, would be
$9.480,180. The difference would represent less than one percent tax reduction
for our total clients. It should further be noted that the treasury statistics based
on adjusted gross Income broken down into categories as follows $5--6M; $6-7M :
$7-SM; $8-9M; $9-103; $10-15M ; $15-20M; $20-50'M; and $50-100M all had
average itemized deductions greater than 15%.

Therefore we recommend to the Committee that the tax rates for individuals
Sec. 804 be retained in order that the middle income tax payer receive some
limited tax relief from the 1969 Tax Reform Law.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS G. WALTERS, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED CIVIL EMPLOYEES

Mr. W'ALTERS. Could I just file a statement. It is a very short state-
mnent. I would like permission to make a part of the record a letter
addressed to you by one of your constituents, Matt Creed, which in a
very few words suns up the position of the National Association of
Retired Civil Employees even better than I could sum it up.

The CHAIRMAN. Aight I see the letter?
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Chairman, who is our witness?
Mr. WALTERS. Thomas G. Walters, president of the National Asso-

ciation of Retired Civil Employees.
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'File Ci.\mwtrA. We will print your statement in tl) reord,
All. W1alters, and I want to see the letter fronl 'lr. ('reed. I kllow lllin
personally and have a high regard for what le say's.

Mr. ,LTI:IIS. Briefly, Mr. Chairnal, we rilres:l t only the r'd ired
people, Senator I[ansen, of the Federal Government. We think an
a(cross-the-board tax exemption for these. people, especially those il
low-income. l)rackets, would be iiiill better thian any ('(Ili)li('itl'(l
method, and that is the gist of my statement that is printed on l)age 0377
of the printed report. We feel that these people are-ond I know that
you are going to give tl wi serious ('olsideration to try to (o sonetiing
for the low-income. peol)le who are being hit very harid )y thme high cost
of living, and of course one other thing we mentioned" in here is the
amendments to medicare., which would perinit the payment o' PIre-
scription drugs that is not now covered, and that is something that
nee(lds to be done. very badly.

1The CITMAIR.N. May I say that I find Mr. Creed's letter ese)(,ially
a)pealing, and I am certainly going to see that it is printed in time rec-
ord for obvious reasons. If 'Selator lansen will look at the last para-
graph you will see why.

Ile is a very fine man.
M'. WALTErS. He is not only a fine man in my opinion ; le is a well-

versed man and a man with a lot of knowledge and knowhow. That lias
been my observation, and I am sure the same with yourself.

Senator hAN.sEN. Mr. Walters, if I may, let m( say that the respect
that is evidenced in the letter that you show me here from Mr. Creed
goes far beyond the borders of tihe State of' Louisiana. The distin-
ouished chairman of this committee has a very dedicated following

m my State of W1yoming.
Mr. WIL'ITuS. I think that is true all over the country.
Senator HANSEN. I am sure it is.
Mr. WAI.'rE~s. And that is one reason I wanted this letter in the

record, because I knew the Senator would not put it in the record
unless somebody else did, but I wanted to see it in there. Thank you
very kindly.

hle 'CHATEMA.N,. Thank you so much.
(Thomas G. Walters' prepared statement and the letter referred

to follow:)
MA'r'I' H. CIEED REALTY, INC.,

h1tmisiond, ha., September M. 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, senate Finance Conin ittee.
Old Senate Office Building, Washington. D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR LONG: After reading the Congressional Rteord of Se'telln'r
4th, pages 810143 and 810144, I want to let you know that I greatly appreciate
your interest in the membership of the National Association of Retired Civil
employees.

Senator, wouldn't it be easier for our people to understand an nmke out
their tax returns if they had across the Board tax exemption? NARCE resolu-
tions from time to time have asked for a $5,000 tax exemption.

According to the latest statistics issued by the Civil Service Commission,
there were only 986 annuitants on the annuity rolls receiving $1,00() and over
per month, and that 548,819 annuitants were receiving less than $500 a month :
and 249,965 survivor annuitants receiving less than $300 a month: nd that
191,232 annuitants were receiving less than $150 per month; and 209,57. survivor
annuitants receiving less than $150 per month.
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As an old friend of yours. and one that retired after 371,"! y01's of rollora le
(ivil Servive, I request t lnt you give serious considera tion (if nteross the Board
exenliptioi, with proper dividing li,.s, to eliniiitte the inequity yott listed iI
the ('ongressional Record of Septelnillter -4t.

Mally old lliuitilits like 1iyself lav, to work ait other jolis to pay for niedicine
and living co-,ts that continues to go up.

As I travel ie state of liisii lla, I run into imany of yours lid my old frienis,
a d( often ve spcak of yol. Like iniyseif, Is voters we believe i yoll. As 111
iiiijuita lit aill(1 1111 o)11 friend of yours. 1 ati1l asking you to (1 soillethillg f i us.
NAIR 'E liis nine ('liapters ili Lollisialiln ls well is a Silte Federation of ('hapliters.
I Wit ilt to lie alile to tell these Old Folks that you ll'e still working for tlllit.

With kin(lest piersoiil regards and thinks for your concern for i s, I ill
Sinerely yours,

MATrT 11. CREiEi.D.

I'.S.--I 1ili still ia Realtor ill orler to supplellent Illy ililuity.

''AEMI.'T 01' TIOiMAS 0. AVAL'iEiS, PRESiIENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF I; IliREi
CIVIL L E EMPLOYEES

SUM MARY

Tie National Association of Retired ('ivil EInllo )].es, of whiih Tlonii.a G.
Walters Is President, is a 48-year ol non-profit and incorporated organization
whost 13-5,000 plus illllliers itre retirees of ti, United States Goverimeiiint ('il

-('vic,.
Tle ('onlmiitte( is urged to ((olisi(lor, in its dliieriitiols oil tax treiltmenit (if

the elderly, the following Items:
E exemption of the elderly front any surcliarge tax.
E xvlisioin front tile gros inorit, oit the tirst $5000) for a famlily andil til4 first

$3(60) for i single person received ts ('ivil Service alinnuity front the n'ilited Stites
Governnit or 111t'ny aigeCy tiereoif.

Re-estabilishnent of the provision to (leduct (Irlig an(d nle(lic'll , eXlll -. es " for
persons 65 years alnd( older. (e)leted in 19(7). S. 15(i introdued hy former
Senator Everett McKinley I)irksen an(1 l1oW before this ollinlittee provides for
this res.toration for income tax Ulir oses.

Amien(lnent of Me(licare to provide for the lVayineint of liresription drugs
outsi (le-of-hosI) i tt 1.

Amnld(ment of Medicare to providee tl at provisions (a) and (h) he mlade avail-
able to all Federal innuitaints and their survivors.

S'i'ATEMENT

Mr. ('lairinimn and 31enilers of the Coinllnittee, 1i1y nane is Thonila s . 'alters,
Iresillent of the National Assochiation of Retired Civil Employees (NARC'E). This
organization wsl- forced February 19, 1921, and has been ii continuotlS opera-
tion since that date. We now have over 135,000 nienbers wlth more than 1100
chaiters InI every State in the Union, Puerto Rico. Canal Zone, and the Philip-
pines. Our lneiIiershill Is nidade ulp exclusively of retirees front the Federal Gov-
ernment and their survivors, and I appear this morning oil bhelif of our
membership plus all other Civil Service annuitants and their dependents In tile
interest of tax reforms wlichl relate to the treatment of these retired people.

As near Is humanly possible, equalization of tax benefits has been the goal
of our organization for many years, and I congratulate you, Mr. Chairman, and
your coinnlittee, for your desire to )ring about tax reforms and equalize the tax
burden. I am happy that these hearings are being held and that representatives
of NARCE are permitted the privilege of appearing before this coiinittee to pre-
sent the views of our members. We strongly 'believe that some sectors of our
economy (.an help, but we believe that the elderly should be exempt from any
surchbatge tax and that taxes should be based on ability to pay.

The members of the House and Senate, especially the members of the House
Ways and Means Committee and Senate Finance Committee. are to be congratu-
lated for giving serious consideration to a tax reform bill. We sincerely appreci-
ate the attempt by the House Ways and Means Committee and the membersllip
of the House in endeavoring to make beneficial changes, but we strongly believe
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that an across-the-board exemption would be more easily understood and would
make filing of Income tax reports much simpler than any other method of tax
relief, especially for the older person.

In the 91st Congress many bills have been introduced to grant across-the-board
tax exemptions, and we are firmly convinced that a resolution unanimously
adopted at our National Convention in San Francisco, California, in 1968, en-
dorsing the exemption of the first $5000 of Civil Service annuity from Federal
Income tax was a good one.

Our Association believes that a retiree's family should have a Federal tax
exeml)tion of $5000, .and a single retiree a tax exemption of $3600. As we grow
older, we require more medical attention, more drugs and hospitalization, and
with tihe ever Increasing cost of living and maintaining a home, in our opinion
the figures of $5000 and $3600 are not unreasonable. Much has been said in the
press and by public officials that a family living on less than $3000 per year is
living In poverty.

Most annuitants and their survivors are in the low income bracket. According
to the latest statistics issued by the United States Civil Service Commissioi only
980 annuitants receive a monthly annuity of $1000 or mior'e. 281,435 annuitants
received less than $200 per month and 231,958 survivor annuitants received less
than $200 per month. 110,436 annuitants received less than $100 per month ; and
168,288 survivor annuitants received less than $100 lpr month.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we receive hundreds of letters
and we are convinced that we are not asking for anything unreasonable when we
ask for a tax exemption under Federal Income Tax for retirees inI the amount of
$5000 for a family and $3600 for a single Individual. Because of age and infirmi-
ties most of our members find it Impossible to secure supplementary eml)loymnent
and to put it bluntly, at the age of most of our retirees, due to mental and physical
deterioration many must be placed in nursing homes for which most of the health
benefits programs are very limited In their coverage. We can furnish you with
hundreds of names and addresses, but for the record I am quoting from two
letters that came in the mail to NARCE recently:

"My husband's annuity is $264 a month and he is SS years old and I am 82, and
due to his mental condition, the doctors have placed himI i I a nursing home, and
the $264 per month nothing like covers the cost". This letter from Alabama.

From the State of Colorado: "With 15 years of service . . ." this lady receives
"$107 per month."

It is generally understood that drug and hospital expense for those over age
65 are, on the average, three times higher than those for all Americans, and ap-
proximately one-half of all Americans over age 65 are living at or near the pov-
erty line. We have hundreds of cases of members writing us that though they
can see the doctor, they can not afford to have their prescriptions filled. To aid
these low income retirees, we are urging early consideration of a measure to have
prescription drugs covered by Medicare.

With all of our members being retired Federal employees or survivors, we also
meet with the problem that many of them are not eligible for Part A or the Hos-
pitalization portion of Medicare. We should greatly appreciate seeing the Medl-
cart, law amended so that all persons over 65 would be eligible for both portions
of Medicare coverage. I would be happy to furnish any additional Information
along this line that you desire.

We realize that you have a most complex problem in attempting to bring forth
legislation to equalize the great tax burden of this country, but we do feel that
the younger people and those that have their life before them, and the larger
companies and individuals with tremendous salaries should bear the greater
burden of the taxes and make It as light as possible for the 'senior citizens who
have over the years worked hard and paid all taxes required of them. I believe
most people are of the opinion that the people of this country who work for a
reasonable or small salary, pay a greater percentage of the taxes than any other
group. The retirees of the Federal Government paid taxes on their salaries during
their working careers and we strongly recommend that we now have some tax
relief. We believe that If we had a $5000 tax exemption for a family and $3600
for a single individual It would be a step In the right direction.

Until 1967 -we were able to deduct our drug and medical expenses provided we
were 65 years of age. We strongly recommend that this provision be re-established
as this would mean a great deal to all senior citizens. S. 1564 Introduced by the
late Senator Dirksen, and referred to this Committee would achieve this.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, we would like very much to
summarize our suggestions as follows:

Exemption of the elderly from any surcharge tax.
Exclusion from the gross income of the first $5000 for a family and the first

$3600 for a single person received as Civil Service annuity from the United States
Government or any agency thereof.

Re-establishment of tme provision to deduct drug and medical expenses for
l)ersons 65 years and older. (Deleted In 1967). S. 1564 introduced by former
Senator Everett McKinley Dirksen and now before this committee provides for
this restoration for income tax purposes.

Amendment of Medicare to provide for the payment of prescription drugs
outside-of-hospital.

Amendment of Medicare to provide that provisions (a) and (b) be made avail-
able to all Federal annuitants and their survivors.

Thanks so much, Mr. Chairman, for giving us the privilege and opportunity of
appearing before your Committee.

The CHA11131AN. Perhalps it would be well to include also at this point
in the Record, t letter expressing concern over the exclusion of foreign
service retirees, aInd statements that have been submitte(l by the Gov-
erninent Employees Council oif the AFL-CI( and the National Con-
ference of Public Employee Retirement Systems.

(The letter and statements referred to follow:)
CHEVY CHASE, MND., Septenber 12, 1969.

ln. J1. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT,
U.S. Senate,
Wash ington, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR FULBIIRGHT: Reference is made to IIR 13270, known as The
Tax Reform Act of 1969, which passed the House of Representatives and is
now before the Senate Finance Committee.

It appears that this bill will be of very little help to middle income taxpayers-
a vlass into which I, a Foreign Service retiree, falls-and that this help will
be delayed until 1971.

It is my understanding that the National Association of Retired Civil Employ-
ees will present to the Senate Finance Committee a proposal that the first $5,000
of Civil Service Annuity not be counted as income for Federal tax purposes.

This proposal does NOT include Jorcign Service Retirees. It is, therefore,
requested that appropriate steps be taken to give similar exemptions to Foreign
Service retirees.

Your assistance in this matter will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

(Miss) No.NA L. GARDINER.

STATEMENT oF TIuE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT
SYSTEMS

The National Conference of Public Employee Retirement Systems represents
about 200 organizations including state, school, and municipal public employee
retirement systems, and their affiliated organizations. The total number of in-
dividual members of organizations represented by the Conference is approxi-
mately 4,000,000.

This statement is limited primarily to the tax treatment of retired persons.
The Conference urges the enactment of S. 2968, introduced by Senator Ribicoff,

at thid session of the Congress, either as a separate amendment to Section 37 of
the Internal Revenue Code or as a part of the Tax Reform bill.

GENERAL, (OM MENTS

As members of this Committee are well aware, our organizations have long
supported equitable tax treatment for the retired. In 1953 many of the organiza-
tions we represent supported an exemption of up to $1,500 of retirement income.'

1 H.R. 5180 introduced by Representative Noah Mason in the 1st session of the 83rd
Congress and referred to the Committee on Ways and Means.
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Instead of an exemlption, the Retirement Income Tax Credit was enacted in
1954. We supported this change to the Retirement Income Tax Credit and have
often worked for its improvenment. The Credit has not been improve(1 since 1,(92,
and we note with regret no proposal to improve it is included in I1.R. 13270, the
Tax Reform bill.

The purpose of tihe Retirement Income Tax Credit is to provide tax equity to
those public employees who are not covered by Social Security, but only by their
local or state public enll)loyee retirement systems. Employees under Social
Security pay no taxes on Social Security benefits. 'u)lic employees pay taxes omi
benefits from their retirement systems. It Is this inequity among retired persons
the Retirement Income Tax Credit is designed to reduce or eliminate.

A large imnl)er of the public employees we represent-such as fireflighters.
policemen. an(1 a substantial number of teachers-are not coveredd by Social
Security. It Is estimated that about 400,000 to 500,0(0 retired public employees
presently use the Retirement Income Tax Credit.

At present. the Tax Credit is 15% of $1524, with reductions for earned income
an1(1 any Social Security benefits received.

The base figure ($1524) is the key to maintaining equity. If it is set at the
average nmaxinmum payable under Social Security each year, the result will hv
that those who may use the Tax credit will receive about the same tax treatment
as those who receive tax-free Social Security benefits.

At present. this base figure is too low, having last been increased ill 1962.
The base should be increased to at least $1,872 to be equal to the average imiaxi-
Ilium payable under Social Security.

IECO'M E N IATIO N S

letirenicit Income Tax Credit
The $1524 base of the Retirement Credit should be increased to at least $1,872

(as pr opposed in S. 29158), effective for the 196t9 tax year. Since the Credit has
been falling behind Social Security maximunis for seven years, there is an
urgent need to effect tie increase now. Many of those we represent have already
pald mre in taxes the last few years than they should have. To (lelay further

compounds the inequity.
S. 2968 also increases the earnings limit to assist those older citizens who must

SU)plement their retirement income with modest earnings. The Conference
strongly suPorts this increase.

Other Tax Reform Proposals
The Conference is aware that many of the provisions of tile present tax re-

form bill will be helpful to many of our members. The low-income allowance
and the increase in the standard deduction will be beneticial to many who are
retired on low incomes. The new Intermediate Tax Hate will apply to miny of
our retired members since a large percentage of them are single, or widows -ind
widowers.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we urge the Congress to up date the Retirement Income Tax
Credit by enacting S. 2968, amending Section 37 of the Internal Revenue Code.
We respectfully point out that this proposal is not a new provision of tile tax
law. )ut is one which has been been on the books since 1954. The proposal is in-
tended only to make the Tax Credit provision do that which was intended to
do: provide equity among retired persons.

Submitted for the Conference by,
.TACK E. KENNEDY,

President and Executive Secretary of the Colorado Public Employees
Retirement Systet.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYES CouNcIL--AFL-CIO,

Wa8hington, D.C., July 15, 1969.

STATEMENT OF THE GOVERN ENT EMPLOYES COUNT cIL, AFL-CIO

The Government Employes Council and its 34 'member AFL-CIO unions, which
represent more than 1 million classified, postal and wage board Federal employes
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desir'e" to express its app1reciation to you and1( your colleagues for arrangig this5
series 41f heariiig'Ns oin at slbje(t of v,!ial concern to every citizen of our country.

For some1t year ls, tlet ('ill(i 1has aIdvocatedl removal oif income taxes oin civil

There is jivniiniig before, this Conmmiittee S-422 by Senator Jloseph 1M. "Montoya,
which wo lli(J accompijlishi this objective ili 1part. We recoilllejuld sympathetic con-
s1de'rationl by tlie commiiittee'.

Rte('illits of pensions Inlier the Ra ilroad and( S.4ociail ISecurity Acts ai'e relieved
of plollit of in1colile tax onI these benefits. The e'xempltionl was incIld
specdifialy Iii the railroad retireijient system wvhen that statute wais enacted Ii
the 1920ls. Application by the Internal Itevenue .Service of at Supreme Court
decision to the social security law Ii the 1930s resulted In the Income tax exclusion
onI these hieiietits:.

Un1deriiiiig these actions was the validi lreiiist, that jIncome taxes should be
based oli *a Iblity to pay.'' We submiit. 'Mr. C'ha irman, that this rationale applies
today vi tli equal logic to the pensions of retired Federal workers.

Of thep .51.000) civil service amiitants, 41.000 (7c/(,) have monthly benefits
lilw$50. There are 25-0,00)0 survivor amnitiits. ()ne quarter receive less thaii

$50 l()Imotl.
The ialicr oif retirees receiving less than $100 monthly is 110.000 (18%rc)

Palyllenlts below $100. are made to 168,00 (67,1c,) -survivors.
Pt.t aliot her way. almost half the individuals onl the retirement rolls are e-

titled too )aymleiitsz of less than $100.,
Cvrtaiilvl. the conclusion Is jui4fied that t hese Iliel id 11 vomlen have ai very

lija itvil -'Ibihit y to pay'' Iider thle philosophy of our- income tax statute.
The L;thor D)epartmnent's Jlureau of Labor Statistics periodically plis1hes it

"Iletlrcd (Omple's Budget for a 'Moderate Livinig Stanidard."
The studyv based onl Autumn. 1966, figui'es (1 Bulletin No. 1570-4) revealed aI

hus1banld a6 (5 or over' .an(l his wife, w~ho are self-supporting and live independ-
eiitly. r('411ir&'d $3$.869 to niulutajin a (leceilt level of living. The range varied from
$4.43 t inl Honmolulu to $3,236 Ini smaller cities ill the S"outh.

I 'p)(I'd to .Jime. 1908, thie overall figure moved to $ 1.0-19.
We do mIlot mlainitainl t hat each aiid every (-!iviI service amNnuit amid survivor'

1t1lst re('eive ijonit lily pam'ienlts to meet this prlecise figure. But 111J finding (lees
ilid(lit le lith inladleilacy of benlefits paid to almost l'a If the present civil
sevrvice 'eti -i'eiit bePli'iiarils mi1( their consequent inability to pay income
taxes without sz1'riicig essential nleed1s.

Inl a restricted sense, ( ongress recognized the limited ability y to pay'' of these
imdividlials "mmne years, ago by approving a retirement income credit for' Civil
Servike :1iliiiiitalits e(1110 to the lowest tax rate onl $1.200. C currently, tile o'.'Cdit is
l'I im'ox imiately $1,524.

Fom' these reas'ons, 'Mr. Chairmann. the Cotuncil recollmeuis that tile Committee
apprluove r'emioval of the IFederal income tax omi civil service p)Cnsimis.

Th'le ( ;.1~A .1,r. Sadler?

STATEMENT OF CARL K. SADLER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, AMERI-
CAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES; ACCOMPANIED
BY STEPHEN A. KOCZAK, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH; AND JAMES H.
LYNCH, J'R., ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, AMER-
ICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (AFL-CIO)

Mr. SADLER. I am Carl Sadler, legislative director scheduled to
a~cai' this afternoon. I wonder if 1, too, could not submit mny state-

inent for the r'ecordc?
Th'le 11'IMN.W will be -lad to print your statement. We will

have it, printed and if you want to briefly tell'us alollt your statement,
we wvill hear you righitnow.

I Source--U.S. Civil Service Commais.son Animaiil IReport 0on Civil Service Rtetiremenit for
the fiscal year ended .Iuin 30. 196(7.
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Mr. SADLER. I will take just 1 minute, if I may.
Certainly, I agree with Mr. Walters. Our approach is much the same.

We would just say that we think that the retirees of the Federal Gov-
ernment should be accorded the same benefits as those under Social
Security and those under the Railroad Retirement System who pay no
tax on their annuities, and we would hope that this committee would
give consideration to making their annuities tax-exempt as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
(Carl K. Sadler's prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY CARL K. SADLER, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

THE EXEMPTION FROM INCOME TAX OF CIVIL SERVICE ANNUITIES

In the name of the American Federation of Government Employees, I wish to
express gratitude to the distinguished Chairman of the Senate Committee on
Finance and to its other members for this opportunity to testify on the important
subject of tax reform as it affects Federal employees.

Our organization which now has more than 320,000 dues-paying members and
which represents more than 560,000 Federal employees in exclusive recognition
units, is composed, of course, of taxpayers. Every one -of our members has the
Federal income tax deducted at the time he receives his Federal pay check.

These employees have become increasingly aware that certain major inequities,
certain vestiges of serious tax injustice, continue to exist In current tax practices.
These injustices exist in our general tax policy; they also exist in specific dis-
crimination and -selective injustice suffered by Federal employees, especially in
the continuing unfair Federal practice of income taxes levied on their Civil Serv-
ice annuities.

Your Committee has already received testimony from George Meany, the Prest-
dent of the American Federation of Labor and Con-re.s of Tndustrial Orgonniza-
tions, regarding certain grave injustices in our general Federal tax policy,
especially the failure of the "loophole set", as he described them, to bear their fair
share of the tax burden. As a member of the American Federation of Labor and
Congress of Industrial Organizations, we endorse the position taken by Mr. Meany
and associate ourselves with him. For the sake of brevity, however, I shall not
dwell upon or repeat what he has already said and I shall restrict my comments
to those matters which he did not touch but which are of especial significance
to us.

Tax justice, like every other kind of justice, must be based on the principle
that the persons affected will be granted equitable treatment in law and in
practice. Whatever the law grants to one class of citizens, the same should be
granted, in similar manner, to all comparable classes.

Moreover, tax justice. like every other kind of justice, should reflect the
general standards and norms of contemporary society. As we know, in our
society it has been accepted that it would be improper to place a heavy taxation
burden on persons who are on the fringes of poverty.

Yet I must come before you today to inform you that these noble precepts of
our contemporary society are not 'being carried out in the case of more than
870,000 human 'beings who were either Federal employees and are now retired
or who are the survivors of Federal employees.

Annuitant beneficiaries of the Social Security system, for example, and of the
system established by the Railway Retirement Act pay no income tax whatso-
ever on their annuities. Yet retired Federal employees and their survivors must
pay this tax in full on that portion of their annuities which is derived from
contributions by their Federal employer.
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Our organization favors, of course, the exemptions granted so wisely by our
government to pensioners of the Social Security system. When one looks at the
amounts of these pensions, it is obvious that this is a humane and just course for
our nation to pursue.

Our organization likewise favors and supports the provisions of the Railway
Retirement Act. We are gratified that the Congress specifically exempted all in-
come received by these annuitants from income taxation.

We must ask you, however, the following question: Are not annuitants under
the Civil Service Retirement system entitled to the same kind of humane and
wise consideration from their Congress and from their Federal government as
beneficiaries of the Social Security system and the Railway Retirement Act?

In our judgment, the answer is obviously "yes".
Let us lok at the facts.
Participation In the Social Security system is mandatory for all categories of

persons covered. Participation in the Railway Retirement Act is also manda-
tory. But so is participationn In the -Civil Service system.

The Civil Service system, just like the Social Security and the Railway Re-
tirement systems, is a mandatory system. It is not a voluntary system.

Even though the mandatory payroll deductions from earnings in the Civil
Service System are technically called "contributions", the fact is that the
deductions are mandatory for both the employee and the employer.

If we were to call things by their right name, we must recognize that these
"contributions" are in fact a tax. And, as you know, under the terms of another
Bill before the Senate, the rate of these mandatory "contributions" might soon
be raised from 6.5% respectively.,by employee and employer to 7.0% each. There-
fore, the current total tax of 13.0% of payroll may soon be 14.0%. This compares
with a total current tax in the ,Social Security system of only 9.6% of payroll,
shared equally at 4.8% each by employer and employee.

As these facts show, one can really find no meaningful legal distinction between
the three systems, Social Security, Railway Retirement and Civil Service so
far as mandatory contributions are concerned or the financial sharing of the
burden by the employer and employee. Yet, the Civil Service annuitant must
pay an income tax on that portion derived from the Federal employer's "con-
tribution".

We believe this is discrimination, discrimination unworthy of our contemporary
society with its great emphasis on equal rights.

There are some persons who have been saying that Civil Service annuitants
are in such a favorable economic position that they do not need tax justice, that
they do not need tax relief.

I wish those people were right.
But they are very, very wrong.
The most recent comprehensive figures, compiled by the Civil Service Com-

mission, show that on June 30, 1968, almost 100,000 Federal employee annuitants
and survivor annuitants received less than $50.00 a month in annuities. This is
less than $600.00 a year. Moreover, this amount was subject to income tax.

The statistics also show that 276,073 employees annuitants and survivor
annuitants received less than $100.00 a month. This is less than $1,200 a year.
Moreover, this was subject to income tax.

Almost 400,000 employee and survivor annuitnats received less than $150.00
per month, or less than $1,800.00 per year. This too was subject to income tax.

Of the total number of 871,072 persons on the Civil Service retirement rolls
on that date, 514,863 received less than $200.00 per month, or less than $2,400.00
per year. Moreover, the overwhelming number of these persons had wives or
other dependents. Yet, the annuities were subject to income tax.

Other people have argued that this is largely the inheritance from the past
and that the economic conditions of Federal employees currently entering the
annuitant rolls are much better.
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Again, I must state that they are very, very wrong. Again, I say, let us look
at the filets, let us look at the statistics of those Federal emlovees and survivors
newly added to the annuity rolls in fiscal year 1968.

l)uring the fiscal year 1968, the following lersons were added to the rolls:
A.-19,262 widows, with an average age of 61.2 years, who receive an average

annuity of $138.0) per month or $1,651.00) per year. ()n this income, these widows
paid an icnie tax.

B.-10,347 children, with an average age of 14.6 years, who received an average
annuity of $50.0) per month, or $600.00) per year. ()t this income, the it rnt or
guardian had to pay income tax.

C.-.52,579 enl)loyee a unuitants, with tin average age of 60.3 yea rs, who received
an average annuity of $291.00 a nonth or $3,492.00 per year. The very great
majority of these eml)oyee annuitants, totally 35,045, had vives and other
dependents. Yet their annuities were subject to income tax. Distinguished meni-
bers of this Senate COmimittee, that is the very sad picture of the financial state
of affairs of those Federal employees and survivor annuitants who came onto
the rolls of the Civil Service annuity system for the first thie in flscal year
1968.

Yet every one of these persons must pay Income tax on that l)ortioi of his
or her retirement income which comes out of funds contributed by the enipioyer.

In my presentation, I have chosen up to now only the most representative sta-
tistics in order to illustrate the Injustice suffered by Federal 'annultants ats a (lass.
I could have chosen, of course, large numbers of cases of -a far inore lathetlc and
pitiable nature. There are, for example, over 1,000 widows with an average age
of 75.2 years who receive a grand total of $51.00 per month, or $612.(X) p(r year.
There are, for example, widows over 75 years of age who re(t've $31.00 ptr m nonth,
or exactly $1.00 per day. Their total annual invone is thus $365.000. Yet, this is
subject to income tax.

I shall not burden you here with more stl.tistics and examples. Instead, I request
your permission to place into the record four tables giving the facts. The first
table shows the grand total of all annuitants on the Civil Service retirement rolls
as of June 30, 1968, by monthly 'rates of annuity. The second table shows ti totil
number of survivor annuitants as of that date. The other two tables show the
numbers of employee annultants and survivor annuitants added to the Civil
Service retirement roles during the fiscal year ending .June 30, 1968.

HUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A comparison of the Soclal Security, ,the Railway Retirement Act and the Civil
Service retirement systems slows that, although all are mandatory, the Civil Serv-
ice employee suffers discrimination llcuse his 'annltles are subject to Income tax
payment on Income derived from contributions of the Federal employer.

An analysis of the annual Income of both 'the Civil Service employee and sur-
vivor annuitants reveals that an overvhehnling majority are living at the poverty
level. Children are receiving $600.00 per year as total income; mome widows, ged
75 and over, are receiving as little as $365.00 annually or one dollar per day. Over
514,000 annuitants -receive less than $200.00 Per month and many of these imist
support wives and other dependents.

The precepts of tax justice require that we extend to Civil Service annuitants
the same tax policy that now applies to Social Security and Railway Retirenmnt
Act 'annuitants-total exemption from aH Income tax.

In the name of the American Federation of Government Epnloyee., I again
petition you to remove this vestige of tax discrimination which has been endured
too long by our retired Federal employees, by their dependents .and by their sur-
vivors. The great majority of them are -now living it or near 'the poverty level and
they are in urgent need of tax relief.

In conclusion, I wish again to express my appreciation for the kind courtesy yon
have shown to my organization by allowing me to appear before you today and
for the thought and deliberation you will be giving to my petition.

Annexes:
Table 1-Number of employee annuitants and survivor nnuiltanlts. on the

retirement roll as of June 30, 1968, by monthly rates of annuity
Table 2-Survivor annuitants on 'the retirement roll as of June 30, 1968
Table 3-Umployee annultants- added ,to the 'retirement roll during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1968
Table 4-Survivor 'annuitants added to the retirement roll during the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1968
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TABLE I.-NUMBER OF EMPLOYEE ANNUITANTS AND SURVIVOR ANNUITANTS ON THE RETIREMENT
ROLL AS OF JUNE 30, 1968, BY MONTHLY RATES OF ANNUITY

Employee annuitants

Prior to Under
Public Public

Monthly rates of annuity Total Law 854 Law 854

Under $10 ......... .. 170 132 38
$10 to $19 ........ . . 3,827 3,417 410
$20 to $29-........ ..... . ...... 10,923 8,958 1,965
$30 to $39........................ 12,606 8,377 4,229
$40 to $49... .............. 10,427 6,482 3,945

Subtotal-under $50 ............
$50 to $59 ......................
$60 to $69 ........ ..........
$70 to $79 .................
$80 to $89 ...................
$0 t) $99 .....................

37,953
14,222
12,671
13,072
12,793
12,930

Subtotal-under $100 ........... 103,641
$100 to $109 ......................... 14,833
110 to $119.................... .. 18,239

$120 to $129 ................... 13.393
$130 to $139 ....................... 16,622
$140 to $149............... ....... 14,836

Subtotal-under $150 ............
$150 to $159 ..........
$160 to $169 .................. .
$170 to $179 ............. ... ... ...
180 to $189 .... .....................
190 to $199 .........................

Subtotal-under $200 ...........
$200 to $249........................
$250 to $299 ......... ..........
$300 to $349 .......................
$350 to $399 .......................
$ 400 to $449 ..........................
450 to $499 ..........................

Subtotal-under $500 ............
$500 to $599 .........................
$600 to $699 .................. .......
$700to $799 ..........................
$800 to $899 .. ..................
$900 to $999 ........................

181,564
16,596
18,161
16,934
18,116
20,093

271,464
91,891
65,412
52,249
38,338
26,167
17,847

563,368
19,630
10,065
5,427
3,030
1,693

27,366
8,222
6,548
5,781
4,889
4,448

57,254
4 652
4.751
3,581
3,509
2,985

76,732
3.247
3,168
2,609
2,407
2,81U-

91,979
21,810
13,627
8,267
3,772
1,658
1,007

142,120
953
421
139
31
11

10,587
6,000
6,123
7 291
7,904
8,482

46,387
10,181
13 488
9,812

13,113
11,851

104,823
13,349
14,993
14,325
15,709
16,277

179,485
70,081
51,785
43,982
34,566
24,509
16,840

421,248
18.677
9,644
5,288
2,999
1,682

Survivor annuitants

Prior to Under Under
Public Public Public

Total Law 854 Law 854 Law 85-465

785
8,775
15,865
18,006
18,431

61,862
37,414
27,588
17,150
19,401
9,017

172, 432
11,697
8,761
6,929

10,869
6,488

217,176
6,714
6,440
4,022
4,676
4,361

243,389
12,329
5,436
2.641
1,439
809
466

266,505
334
110
33
9
7

462 322
5,999 2,716
7,008 8.024
5,998 10,417
6,470 10,574

25,937 32,053
6,305 29,343
5,124 20,449
5,354 8,893
11,929 7,187
3,347 5,141

57, 996
4,957
3. 186
2,283
3,119
2,617

74,158
2,709
2,490
1,236
1,555
1,175

83,823
2,851
1.025

451
217
66
34

87,967
12
4
2

103.066
6,740
5,575
4,646
7,750
3,871

131,648
4.005
3,950
2,786
3,121
3.186

148,696
9,478
4,411
2, 190
1,218

743
432

ItO

833
1.591
1,3R7

3.872
1,766
2,015
2,903

285
529

11,370

~,3-70
.........
..........

11,370

167,168 11,370
322 ..........
106 ........

31 ..........
9 ..........
6 ..........

Subtotal-under $1,000 .......... 603,213
$1,000 and over ....................... 1,660

143,675 459,538 266,998 87,986 167,642 11,370
7 1,653 1............ . .....

Grand total ..................... 604,873 143,682 461,191 266,999 87,986 167,643 11,370

TABLE 2.-SURVIVOR ANNUITANTS ON THE RETIREMENT ROLL AS OF JUNE 30, 1968

Total annuities Average
(monthly) Average service of

Number on age in deceased
Class of survivor annuitant the roll Amount Average 1968 (years)

Prior to Public Law 854

SURVIVORS OF DECEASED ANNUITANTS
Title dependent on designation by retiring em-ployees:

Widows .................................... 29, 307 $3,792,350 $129 73.3 -28.3
Widowers .................................. 103 8,221 80 76.5 22.5
Children-.................................. 112 6,347 57 59.9 27.8
Other ........................ 148 15,486 105 74.5 31.8

Title not dependent on designation by retiring
employees:

Widows ................................... 28,761 1,716, 910 60 76.5 22.8
Widowers .................................. 578 27, 773 48 77. 1 19.1
Children:

Spouse surviving ........................ 1,700 48,022 28 22.1 19.1
No spouse surviving ............... ... 441 20,798 47 34.4 23.1

SURVIVORS OF DECEASED EMPLOYEES
Widows ....................................... 22,876 2,113,233 92 67.3 18.6
Children:

Spouse surviving ............................ 3, 579 93,860 26 19.3 12.7
No spouse surviving ......................... 381 16,892 44 26. 5 14.4

Total .................................... 87, 986 7,859,892 89 69.2 23.0
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Public Law 854

SURVIVORS OF DECEASED ANNUITANTS

Title dependent on designation by retiring employ-
ees:

Widows ....................................
Widowers ..................................
Children ...................................
Other ......................................

Title not dependent on designation by retiring
employees:Children:

Spouse surviving ........................
No spouse surviving .....................

SURVIVORS OF DECEASED EMPLOYEES

Widows ....................................
Widowers ..................................
Children:

Spouse surviving ........................
No spouse surviving .....................

Total ................................

59,232
1,317

32
144

$7,858,358
113,600

2, 477
18,452

11,876 623,840
1,169 78,240

52,527 6,633,374
109 8,667

38,564 1,986,661
2,673 172, 540

167,643 17, 496, 209

$133
86
77

128

64.8
63.5
48.7
68.1

23.4
17.9
22.3
29.1

53 15.6 17.6
67 18.6 17.1

126 56.7
80 67.3

52 14.5
65 15.6

19.8
16.6

16.8
13.7

104 46.1 20.1

Public Law 85-465

SURVIVORS OF DECEASED ANNUITANTS

Widows ........................................ 4,202 $259,533 $62 80.7 ............
Widowers ...................................... 4 188 47 83.7 ............

SURVIVORS OF DECEASED EMPLOYEES

Widows ........................................ 7,160 391,071 55 75.6 ............
Widowers ...................................... 4 179 45 78.2 ............

Total .................................... 11,370 650,971 57 77.5 ...........

Grand total

SUMMARY BY RELATIONSHIP

Widows ........................................ 204,065 $22,764,829 $112 66.6 '22.5
Widowers ...................................... 2,115 158,628 75 68.1 '18.4

Children ....................................... 60,527 3,049,677 50 15.7 16.7

Under age 18 ........................ 44,923 2,231,146 50 13.2 16.0
Students ............................ 12,948 679,781 53 19.7 18.1
Disabled ................................... 2,512 129,926 52 36.1 22.0
Designated ................................. 144 8,824 61 57.4 26.6

Other .......................................... 292 33,938 116 71.3 30.5

Grand total ....................... ; ....... 266,999 26,007,072 97 55.1 '21.1

'Excludes survivor annuitants under Public Law 85-465, effective Aug. 1, 1958.



TABLE 3.-EMPLOYEE ANNUITANTS ADDED TO THE RETIREMENT ROLL DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1968
RETIRED UNDER PROVISIONS IN EFFECT PRIOR TO AMENDMENTS BY PUBLIC LAW 854

00

Type of annuity
Life, plus survivor Number

annuity withAverage FederalNumber added to the roll Total annuities (monthly) Widows survivor Average Average Average employ-
Life or annuity contri- age in service ees group

Provisions under which retired Total Men Women Amount Average only widowers Other (monthly) butions 1968 (years) insurance

Disability .-------------------------------------- 7 4 3 $576 $82 7 --------------------------- $1,378 53.9 10.6 1Optional, 15-29 years' service, age 62 ------------ 2 2 ---------- 126 63 1 1 ----------- $31 ------------ 79.0 18.5 .........5 years' service, immediate annuity ---------------- 7 5 2 248 35 7 ---------------------------- 59 86.6 9.4 ........-5 years' service, deferred annuity ---------------- 2,626 1,740 886 142,237 54 2,626 ----------------------------- 1,416 63.6 11.8 .........Involuntary, 25 years' service -------------------- 2 2 ---------- 225 113 2 -------------------------- 1,579 64.5 27.5 .........Members of Congress --------------------------- 2 2 - ""- 349 175 1 1---------- - 76 7,700 63.0 7.0Transferred from other systems ------------------- 11 10 1 579 53 11 ------------------------------ 2,843 62.6 11.3 ----------Total ------------------------------------ 2,657 1,765 892 144,340 54 2,655 2 ---------- 54 1,422 63.7 11.6 1

RETIRED UNDER PROVISIONS AS AMENDED BY PUBLIC LAW 854

,,a"u310y, 0 year service, age bZ ---------------Mandatory, 15 years' service, age 70 ---------------D isa bility ---------------------------------------Optional, 30 years' service, age 55 -----------------

Optional, 30 years' service, age 60 -----------------
Optional, 20-29 years' service, ages 60 and 61 ------
Optional, 12-29 years' service, age 62 --------------
Optional, 15-29 years' service, age 62 --------------
Optional, 20 years' service, age 50 -----------------
5 years' service, immediate annuity ----------------
5 years' service, deferred annuity ...............
Involuntary, 20 years' service, age 50
Involuntary, 25 years' service ..............
Members of Congress - - __------- _----"

75
3,006

15, 087
5,697
5.169
4,153

11,1631
5G7
878

1,423
1,064
1,743

6

18
2,006

11, 397
4,932
4,362
2,803
7,0021

498
515
699
766

1,3955
744Toa ------ 0 4q~ bw. 15.7 2Ttl----------------- 49,922 36,429 13,493 15,167,961 304 14,795 35,043 84 175 6,592 60.1 23.8 43,980Grand total --------------------------- 52,579 38,194 14, 385 15,312,301 291 17,450 35,045 84 175 6,330 60.3 23.2 43.981

7
940

3,690
765
807

1, 350
4,161

9
363
754
298
3481

$11,032
918,472

3,535,451
2,700,537
2,641,606
1,263,786
2,748,202

50
270,664
67,996

175,166
259,892
570,6644,463

$441
306
234
474
511
304
246
50

534
77

123
244
327

1,8
3,9
1,]:I']

1,4
4, 3

X5(
28
41

9 16
15 1,779
65 11,122
27 4,558
08 4.043
30 2,715
22 6,815

M 472
27 551
5 854
I1 782
11 1,330

12

12
18
8

26
----------I
..........

4
1
2

$277
190
117

268
299
175
146
27

301
46
72

136184

$10,024
6,895
4.994
8,921
9,307
7,286
6,321

230
10,936
2,867
3,275
6,2327, 751

62.9
71.0
53.4
57.6
64.4
61.3
65.8
77.0
56.5
66.4
62.9
55.252. 7

26.8
25.5
18.7
32.9
35.5
84.8
21.7
15.0
22.8
8.8

14.5
22.426.9

24
2,862

12.929
5,503
6,972
3.895
10,548

500
134

----------------------------------------------------------------------
954

1, 667
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SURVIVOR ANNUITANTS ADDED TO THE RETIREMENT ROLL DURING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1968

Total annuities Average
Number (monthly) Average service of

added to age in deceased
Class of survivor annuitant the roll Amount Average 1968 (years)

PRIOR TO PUBLIC LAW 854

Survivors of deceased annuitants:
Title dependent on designation by retiringemployees:Widows ................................ 1,903 $255,961 $135 73.0 29.6

Widowers .............................. 8 713 89 79.2 26.4
Children .....................................................- ----------.---------.........
Other .................. 7

Title not dependent on designation by retiring
employees:

Widows ................................ 1,066 54, 458 51 75.2 21. 2
Widowers .............................. 41 1,922 47 78.0 18.9
Children:

Spouse surviving .................... 117 3,182 27 18.2 19.6
No spouse surviving ................. 33 1,504 46 35.0 23.5

Survivors of deceased employees:
Widows:With children .....................................................................................Without children ........................ 33 1,407 43 53.5 11.9

Children:
Spouse surviving ........................ 2 24 12 29.0 6.0
No spouse surviving ..................................................................

Total ................................ 3,210 319,733 100 71.2 26.0

PUBLIC LAW..854

Survivors of deceased annuitants:
Title dependent on designation ,by retiringemployees:idows ................................ 10, 532 1,516,262 144 63.2 23.9

Widowers .............................. 418 37, 724 90 61.6 18. 1
Children ............................... 3 189 63 39.7 24.7
Other .................................. 16 2,690 168 66.3 31.5

Title not dependento designation by retiring
employees:

Children:
Spouse surviving...: ............ 2,774 144, 680 52 15. 5 19. 0
No spouse surviving .............- - 246 16,447 67 18.1 18. 7

Survivors of deceased employees:
Widows:

With children ........................... 2,792 379, 760 136 43. 1 19. 2
Without children ........................ 2,904 440,062 152 55.8 21.4

Widowers .................................. 12 831 69 63.8 15.3
Children:

Spouse surviving ........................ 6,693 328, 317 49 13.9 18, 1
No spouse surviving ..................... 479 29,844 62 14.2 14.1

Total ................................ 26, 869 2,896,806 108 42. 1 20. 9

PUBLIC LAW 85-465

Survivors of deceased annuitants:
Widows .................................... 12 506 42 75.2 ............
Widowers .............................................................................................

Survivors of deceased employees:
Widows .................................... 20 615 31 75.1 ............
Widowers .............................................................................................

Total ...................................

GRAND TOTAL

Summary by relationship:
W idows ------------------------------------
Widowers ---------------------------------
Children -----------------------------------
Other .... .... .........................

Grand total .

32 1,121

19,262
479

10,347
23

36, 11

35 75.2 .

2,649,031
41,190

524,187
3,262

3,217,660

61.2 123.2
63." a 18.3.
14.6 18.2
69.3 30.0.
45.2 121.4

I Excludes survivor annuitants under Public Law 85-465, effective Aug. 1, 1958.

},
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The CHAIRM1AN. If there is someone else who will not be able to at-
tend this afternoon we will hear them right now. (No response.)

The CII.AImN.-s. All right. We will start at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Thank you very much.
(Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m. the committee recessed, to reconvene at

2 p.m. on the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator TAL-DE.. The committee will please come to order.
The next witness is Mr. Ernest Giddings, special legislative repre-

sentative, American Association of Retired Persons, National Retired
Teachers Association.

Will you please come around, Mr. Giddings. I hope you will under-
stand the Senate is in session. We have two bells. That was a quorum
call. If it is one, we have to go to the Senate and vote. We have your
full statement in the record of these proceedings, so if you would sum-
inarize your statement and make it as brief as you possiblyy can. it
would be greatly to the credit of the committee.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST GIDDINGS, SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE REPRE-
SENTATIVE, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS,
NATIONAL RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED
BY JACK BOSTICK, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE,
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS; AND PETER
W. HUGHES, LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL RE.
TIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
RETIRED PERSONS

3[1'. GIDDINGS. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, my name is Ernest Giddings. I am the legislative

representative of the National IRetired Teachers Association, and the
American Association of Retired Persons.

Our organization ires a niemil)erslii ) of about 1,80,000 persons. Ac-
coilipallying me oil nlV left is Mr. l eter It1lies, also legislative repre-
sentative of otir assoc-iation, and on my rigIht is Mr. ,ack Bostick of
Fort Worth, Tex., who is vice president of the International Asso-
ciation of Fire Fighters. Mr. Btostick and myself are members of the,
Legislative Committee of the National Coliference on Public Em-
plovee Retirement Systems.

The National (oference consists of about 100 different organiza-
tions of retired or active public employees, firemen, police, teachers,
and municipal em)lovees. civil service ell)loyees, and so fortli.

On this I am spelling for our own association and the National
Conference.

When your committee in 1954 enacted section 37 of the retirement
income credit section of the revenue code, you removed an outstanding
inequity in the tax treatment between social security and railroad re-
tirement, which is tax exempt, and te nonexempt retirement income.
Then von ul)dated it in 1962 by amending section 37, and by doing
that, you again preserved the principle of equal tax treatment of
various forms of retirement income.
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Since this issue has not been before your committee in 6 years, I
will just mike. a few comments about the early history of this section
of the tax ,.ode. Iii 1964 tie retirement income credit was passed by
tOle Congress, and at that time it was done in order to remove the dis-
criminatlon which existed in the tax law between persons who were
under social security or railroad retirement. and those who were re-
cei vi ng other forms O)f nonexempt retirement income.

In view of that situation, the committee at that time pointed out
that. they were justified in passing the retirement income credit, and
it has been updated. It w-,t, 1pd.ted in 1962, as I mentioned. Now, the
forms of retirement income, as you know, are I)emsions, that is public
and private pensions, and annuities, interest, rent, an(d dividends.

When the retirement income credit base was updated in 1962, it. was
increased from ti $1,200 base to the l)resent $1,524 base. That is the
base upon which the credit is computed, at the lowest bracket rate.
Tile figure $1.524 at that time was computed, recommended to your
committee by the staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Rev'enue
taxation.

Since 1962. some increases in social security benefits have been made.
the principal one of course being the 13-percent increase in 1967. But
since 1962, no increase has been made in the base on which the retire-
ment income credit is computed.

To again equalize the retirement income credit, ten with social
-security benefits, these are the changes that should be made. First, the
amount on which the retirement income credit is computed should be
increased from $1,524 to $1,872. If you had acted last year or the year
before, this is the figure that you probably would have written *into
the law to replace thie $1,524 figure, becauseit represents the maximum
primary benefit now available under the social security program to any
individual.

Of course, to determine the credit the $1,872 is multiplied by the
lowest bracket rate. If it were 15 percent, that would amount to a max-
imum credit of $280.80 per person as contrasted to the $228.10 under
the law as it is at the present time. This would make a tax credit, then
of g52.70.

If and when this is done, an increase presumably would be made
also in the reduction due to earned income, and that reduction is de-
scriber] on page 4 of my testimony in this way. The reduction made in
the retirement income credit on account of earned income should be
cheam-ed to correspond with the changes made in the earned income re-
duction provided in the social security law.

Tius, while under the present law, earnings between $1,200 and
$1,.700 a year reduce the tax credit by $1 or $2 earned, under a really
conforming amendment, earnings between $1,680 and $2,880 reduces
the tax credit., bv thot same formula, that is $1 for ever $2 earned.

The bill introduced by Senator Abraham Ribicoff on September 29
is a bill which will restore the tax equity that I am talking about, and
restore the tax equity to those persons who depend upon public pen-
sions or other forms'of retirement income in lieu of social security or
railroad retirement. That bill is designed to remove the discrimination,
then, which has arisen gradually in the 6-year period as changes have
been made in the social security program. In that time no improvement
has been made by the Congress in the retirement income credit.
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Now, S. 2068 introduced by Senator Ribicoff does no more and no
less than to again adjust counterpart section 37 pro-isions to conform
with existing social security laws. It would increase the retirement
income ceiling from the present $1,524 to $1,872, thus conforming it
with the present social security primary benefit ceiling.

In the most extreme case, the increase in benefit to one individual
would be $52.70. Generally, however, it would not amount to that much,
and a fair estimate we believe is that it might over all of the taxpayers
affected amount to possibly half that figure.

The other point to be made in that connection is that it seems to us
as it did 6 years ago that the retirement income credit is certain to
affect fewer people as the years go along.

In summary, I would point out that while the dollar benefit in the
Senator's bill is important to every retired person, the prinicpal of tax
equity under the tax laws of the Nation is of equal importance, and
the passage of that bill will again reassure retired persons that they
will not be discriminated against by the tax-writing committees of
the Congress.

Our association and the conference urges your committee to write
the Ribicoff amendment ito the tax reform bill.

Now, I would like to comment on three other items, and in speaking
on these, I am speaking only for my own organizations the National
Retired Teacheis Association and the American Association of Re-
tired Persons.

One is the full medical and drug deductibility. Mr. Chairman. we
hope the committee will take action this year to restore the right of
every person ovei age 65 to take the full Federal income tax deduction
on his unreimlursable medical and drug costs.

As long as the medicare program contains the present exclusions. de-
ductibles and co-insurance provisions, the several million taxpayers
over age 65 should have this protection, we believe. This point is not
included in the Iouse bill.

The other point I would call to your attention is the exclusion of
low-income older people from income tax liability. It has been our
belief that there is a, block of older people who should be granted this
protection, this benefit, and my association went on record a year ago
recommending that single persons over age 65 with incomes up to
$3,500 a year, and -married couples over 615 with incomes up to $6,000
a year, should be exempt from paying a Federal income tax.By the way, that point, that I'have just mentioned is in substance,
but to a lesser degree ii the House-passed bill.

The other point I wish to comment on is the expansion of the head-
of-household tax treatment. Widows, widowers, and unmarried indi-
viduals who do not support dependents in a household cannot qualify
for head-of-household treatment under the present law. The House-
passed Tax Reform Act does provide a substantial improvement in
the tax treatment of these people, and it is our hope that your com-
mittee will adopt the House-passed provisions or something equally
protective to older people. This provision is in the House bill.

That concludes my statement.
Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you very much. Do you have any ques-

tions, Senator?
Senator FANNI.N. No, Mr. Chairman.
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You have certainly made an impressive statement. I was not here
for the full time, but I will carefully read your statement. I was just.
wondering if we do have the information as to what the cost would be
if this were approved.

Mr. GIDDINGS. It is probable that people in the Treasury would come
up with a figure. I just checked the committee report that was made in
1962 under the chairmanship of Senator Byrd, and at that time, the
comparable increase was made from a $1,200 base to a $1,524 base,
and the committee report at that time said that the estimate was that
the loss of revenue might be about $30 million.

Our estimate at that time was a somewhat lesser figure than that,
but that was the figure in the report.

Senator FANNIN. On that amount, but you don't have an estimate of
the figure, what would be involved in your recommendation of $1,524
to $1,872.

Mr. GIDDINGS. No. Well, the point I was making is that I assume tlat
the Treasury might say that it would be a comparable figure, because
the updating we are recommending is from $1,524 up to $1,872 which
is Quite similar in amount to the adjustment you made in 1962.

Senator FANNIN. A comparable increase.
Senator MCCARTHY. From $1,524?
Mr. GIDDINGS Yes.
Senator MCCARTHY. Roughly, the same amount.
Mr. GIDbINos. About the same amount.
Senator FANNIN. Mr. Chairman, I have just been informed that it

might cost as much as $160 million.
Mr. GIDDINGS. I have not seen any figures that were anywhere near

that level.
Senator FANNIN. We can obtain that information.
Mr. GmDINoS. Yes.
Senator FANNIN. Thank you very much.
Senator MCCARTHY. Everybody has to have his own statistician

today.
Thank you very much.
Senator RIBICOFF. You are trying to put yourself on the same

equality as social security beneficiaries, is that right?
Mr. GIDDINGS. That is right.
Senator RInicOFF. And the people that you represent, schoolteachers,

firemen, policemen, public employees, have had separate retirement
systems apart from social security; is that correct?

Mr. GIDDINGS. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. Under social security, and what do you find the

lot to be of the retired teacher, policemen and firemen tolay, in view
of the inflationary pressures?

Mr. GIDDINGS. 0They are suffering considerably from increased prices
and from inflation generally, and for that reason we believe that the
people who have established their own retirement systems which is
not in this case tax-exempt, should be granted this benefit.

Senator RiBICOFF. In other words what you are trying to do, you
want to put yourself exactly on the basis of equality with social se-
curity retirees?

Mr. GDDNos. That is right. That was the basis on which the legis-
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lation was passed originally, and the basis on which we believe this
adjustment should be made.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much.
Senator MCCART-y. Thank you Mr. Giddings.
The next scheduled witness is M'iss Vivien Kellems of East Haddam,

Conn.

STATEMENT OF MISS VIVIEN KELLEMS, EAST HADDAM, CONN.

Miss KELLEr3S. I am not quite sure of the procedure, Senator Mc-
Carthy, I have here tholtsands of names on petitions that have come
from all over the country. I don't know if I may submit these to the
committee. How is this handled?

Senator MCCAWIrIY. We will make them a part of the file, but not a
part of the record. You may present them.

(The petitions referred to were made a part of the official files of
the committee.)

Miss KELLE3MS. If you dont mind, I am going to sit on a book. I am
so short I get an inferiority complex.

Senator MCCARThY. There is something to be said for that. Is that
book all right?

Senator RiICOFF. Of course, Senator McCarthy, I get a great charge
out of your being so solicitous of Miss Kellems.

Senator MCCARTHY. All short people.
Senator RiBICOfF. All I can tell you, when it comes to speaking to a

group, to a committee, or on radio or television, she has no peer, and
I don't think Vivien Kellems needs any lessons on how to address any-
body, especially U.S. Senators.

Senator MoCARTITY. I think that Congressional Record volume im-
proves on the World Almanac. Most short people have an advantage
when they sit down to those microphones compared to those who are
tall. We are glad to have you.

Miss KirLE2%fs. Thank you. I do better on my feet, but the micro-
phones are so low, and if you knew how nervous I was, Senator Ribi-
cott, you would not make such a statement.

Senator RiBICOFF. Nobody can speak for Vivien Kellems.
Senator MCCARThtY. You should formally identify yourself for the

record.
Miss KELAENs. I am Vivien Kellems from East Haddamn, Conn.,

and I wish to testify in support of Senate bill 2794, which would re-
move the penalty tax on single people.

The income tax is like a pregnancy. They both start small but soon
swell to alarming proportions. Eventually they both must terminate.
We are just about ready for that terminal "happening" now. Ever
since Joseph sold the Egyptians into slavery with their own money,
the unbridled, uncontrolled income tax has ruined every country that
has adopted it. Because of it, England is down the drain and we are
just a couple of laps behind.

The income tax is the one basic cause of inflation. The higher the tax
the greater the inflation. Reduce taxes and prices will automatically
follow.

The first income tax passed under the 16th amendment in 1913 con-
tained 40 pages. The latest published in 1968 is 1,593 pages, and I show
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it to you gentlemen because I think very often an actual exhibit is
better than-to just state how many pages it is. Its titles, sub-titles, texts,
tables, cross-references, special rules, miscellaneous information, all in
very fine print is one, vast labyrinth of gobbledegook. Can any brilliant
lawyer, can any accountant, can any of you gentlemen on the committee
possibly grasp the monstrosity of this tax?

And this does not include curt decisions' regulations, special rulings
and other paraphernalia. n

The Congress now proposes to reform this hydra-headed monster
and add 400 pages more. Wh9ien it is finished, the. whole. mess is going
to be more incomprehensible and hopeless than it is now. Naturally,
the whole thing is shot through with favoritism, injustice and in-
equities.

The most blatant and unconstitutional of them all is the penalty
against single people.

There is no law that says single people must pay higher income
taxes just because they are single. Congress never has passed such a
law, and I very much doubt that Congress would pass such a law. The
Supreme Court would have to declare it unconstitutional.

Then how is it possible that over the past 21 years the Federal Gov-
ernment has sucked into its cavernous maw billions of dollars from
American citizens on the pretext that it is legal to penalize people for
not being married?

It was done in 1948 with a slight-of-hand trick called the community
property law, which was not a community property law at all. This
was the excuse given for the wholesale robbery of millions of helplesspeop~le.

Now to thoroughly understand this law, a short history should be

given of it, but unfortunately it is not possible to do this and stay
within the 10-minute limit, and I am a garrulous old woman once I
get started, so if you wish to give a history of it or to describe it, you
could ask me afterwards, but I will leave it out of this testimony, but
it should be made quite clear that this was not a community property
law.

Not one property law or any other law was changed one iota. Not
one piece of property or penny of income changed hands under this
law. No wife anywhere received one thing except as she benefited by
the tax savings. Everything remained precisely as it was, and the hus-
band still owned his income. It was a straight tax gimmick, class legis-
lation and discrimination of the most flagrant sort.

There was absolutely no pretense. It was a rich, married taxpayer's
bill, the higher the income the greater the percentage of saving. Poor
married couples, those receiving $5,000 or lower, didn't save a dime.
The single taxpayers were left holding the bag. They had to pay at the
confiscatory rates of World War II without a penny of relief. Never
has a law been passed saying they must pay at these exorbitant rates,
but under this so-called community property law, the Internal Revenue
Service has arrogated to itself the power to illegally collect billions
and billions of dollars from these helpless people.

But more tlan this, the law gave the iich, married people in the com-
munity property States something they had not had before, and this
is not generally known. Under this law passed in 1948, these married
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people could now split all income, including that derived from pre-
marital estates.

If I might diverge for a minute, I could explain. Take a case like
Doris Duke, who had an income of $3 million. Had she lived in Cali-
fornia and married a man who was making, let's say, $50,000, they
could split the $50,000 before the passage of the law in 1948. But under
this law in 1948, they could now split the entire $3,050,000. Then on
top of this was passed the estate law, which taxed the whole estate of
single people but only half of the estate of married people.

Then, finally, to finish it off, before the sad demise of the individual
single taxpayer, there was one more indignity, the surtax. Since there
wasn't anything more to tax Congress decided to tax a tax. This was
not a tax on income, this was a tax on the income tax, and again the
single people had to bear the brunt of it.

Ten percent for married people, but up and up and up for single
people, because they have to pay 10 percent on the penalty they are
already paying. In thousands of cases this runs to 14 percent. I make
no comment on'this action. The facts speak for themselves.

Has there ever been such rank, discriminatory, unjust, unconstitu-
tional legislation against millions of American citizens? Why? Be-
cause they are not married.

There has been one attempt to test the constitutionality of this
system. It was the famous Faraeo case. Mr. Faraco died just before
or just after Christmas in 1953, and his widow's tax went up to 40
percent. She brought suit in the Fourth District Court of Richmond,
Va., and the judge in this case came through with what I consider the
most idiotic decision in the whole legal history of the United States.

He said that because the amount of the penalty tax, 40 percent in-
cidentally, was so slight, it did not violate any constitutional principle.
I am not here to pass upon the qualifications of any man for the Fed-
eral Supreme Court, but that judge has recently been nominated to
serve on that Court.

In 1962, Senator Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota introduced a bill,
S. 35, which would permit certain persons 35 years of age or over to
qualify as head of household, and pay a lower tax, however, not as low
as married persons in the same income tax brackets. There was already
a rather nebulous classification, head of household, which Congress
had added in 1951, to partly still the cries of outrage from indignant
taxpayers, but the requirements were so strict that very few people
could qualify. For all the relief it afforded, it might as well not have
been there.

Senator McCarthy sought to amplify this classification to include
many more overburdened single taxpayers. He got exactly nowhere.
His was a lone voice crying in the wilerness. In spite of the lack of
understanding and cooperation, even ridicule, the Senator persisted
and has reintroduced this bill in each succeeding Congress-88th, 89th,
90th.

Convinced of the injustice of the penalty tax and also persuaded
that it was unconstitutional, Senator McCarthy felt that it was the
best bill that could be considered at that time, since there was such op-
position to the whole idea of fairness and justice for single people.
Later other Senators joined him in sponsoring the bill and several
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Congressmen have introduced similar bills in the House of Repre-
sentatives.

As a matter of fact, the administration has come now with their testi-
mony recommending such a bill, and they bring up the question of
age 35, which I shall not go into unless Senator McCarthy would give
me permission to say why he chose age 35.

SenatorI MCCARTHTY. I have raised that level a bit since.
Miss KEL1F.Ms. Well, then, it doesn't apply.
Senator MCCARTHY. That is right.
M iss KELLE MS. May I say what you told me?
Senator MCCARTHY. You may, yes.
Miss KELLEM S. Senator McCarthy told me that he selected age 35

because a woman was supposed to be most beautiful at age 35.
Senator MCCARTHY. Melina Mecouri said that. I did not say it. I

was just quoting her.
Senator CURTIS. I can't let the record stand there.
Senator MCCARTHY. I understand she has raised the level 5 years

since then.
Miss KELLEV.S. I wish it was up to 73, but it isn't.
Senator CuRTis. I must dissent from the acting chairman's state-

ment. All the women I know get more beautiful every year.
Miss K1'Lr.IS. Oh, Senator Curtis, I do hope you will vote for my

bill.
Senator MCCARTIhY. I think he is committed now.
Miss KELLEMS. I should say that I am sorry Senator Long is not

here, because when Senator McCarthy introduced this bill in 1962,
Senator Long asked him, "Are you trying to give a consolation prize
to all these girls because they can't get proposals from a good man?"

And I would have like to ask Senator Long today, doesn't he think
it is only right that if a woman can't get a proposal from a good man,
that she should be given a consolation prize.

Senator CURTIS. Maybe she has one already.
Miss KELLEMS. Well, I asked the Secretary of ,the Treasury how

many eligible men of 73 or thereabouts lie knew, but he did not reply
to my question.

Finally, Senator McCarthy stood on the floor of the Senate on
August 7 this year, and introduced a bill, S. 2794, to abolish the whole
unsavory, unconstitutional mess. He was heartily commended by Sen-
ator Ribicoff, of Connecticut, who pledged his support of the bill.
Senator Ribicoff said, "The 'Senator from Minnesota has been in the
forefront of this fight for many, many years. He has been a lone voice,
receiving very little support from anyone else in the executive branch
or in the legislative branch. I will certainly be pleased, as a member of
the Committee on Finance, to support the Senator's efforts to bring
justice in this important field."

It is this bill, gentlemen, which brings me before your committee
today.

On April 15, I signed a blank income tax form 1040 and sent it to the
Director of Internal Revenue, Andover, Mass. I then wrote the Secre-
tary of the Treasury that I would not pay any more taxes until the
Federal Government refunded to me the sum of $73,409.03, taxes
which have been illegally collected from me for the past 20 years, plus
interest.
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From that time, letters have poured in from all over the United
States. As their numbers increase, my blood pressure rises. They come
from all over the country, from all kinds of people, young people work-
ing their way through college, elderly widows trying to make ends
meet on meager incomes, school teachers, nurses, telephone operators,
stenographers, secretaries, factory workers, and thousands of retired
people-a cross-section of America. All tell one bitter, heartbreaking
story, a crushing penalty tax by an all-powerful, greedy, ruthless gov-
ernmnt for one reason only, these millions of people are not married.

What began as a simple test of the constitutionality of this tax, has
now become a flaming, emotion-)acked crusade.

We are creating paupers out of decent, self-respecting, self-
supporting .merican citizens. Read these letters and see if you can
stay calm: widows with small children, women whose husbands have
been killed in Vietnam and who must pay a penalty for the sacrifice
they have made, other widows using the capital of the small estate left
by a husband to pay current taxes; one woman living on crackers and
tea.

And this woman inclosed a dollar bill.
Thousands terrified at what the future holds; these are proud people

who cannot bear to ask for public assistance, and always the cost of
living spiraling ever up and up while their standard of living goes
down. Is this what this committee wants? Is this what the Congress of
the United States wants?

I have no quarrel with the split income tax provision, and certainly
there isn't any intention to take this tax )rivilege away from married
people. More power to them and to anyone else who can legally save on
their taxes. All we single people ask'is the same tax break. We want
simple justice for single people. And millions of married people agree
with me.

Senator MCCARTIhY. Thank you very much.
Senator CUis. I have one question. Suppos-e on one side of the

street there is a business operated by an individual, and he makes a net
profit of $10,000 a year. Across the street there is another business oper-
ated by a partnership, and the partnership is composed of two people,
and they make a net profit of $10,000 a year. We will assume that they
aro equal partners, so that if they divide all the profits each one would
get $5,000.

Are you suggesting a principle that the man who owns the business
himself and makes $10,000 be taxed on no greater amount than each of
these two partners who got the $5,000?

Miss KELLEMS. May I ask you, Senator Curtis, are these two people
married who operate the business?

Senator CURTIS. It doesn't make any difference.
Miss KELLEIS. If they are single, they make $5,000, is tb-+ right,

$5.000 each?
Senator CURTIS. The partnership makes $10,000.
Miss KELLEMS. But the point here at issue is whether the people are

married or single. If the single person makes $10,000 a year, then we
are asking that he be taxed at that rate.

Senator Cums. I understand what you have said, but I have asked
you a hypothetical case.
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Miss KELLEMS. I can't answer it.
Senator CURTIS. You have got one businessman operating alone

who makes $10,000. A similar business is operated by two partners.
They make $10,000, five for each one of them.

Now, do you believe that the man who makes $10,000 for himself
alone should not be taxed on any greater amount than the amount taxed
to each one of these partners in a similar business?

Miss KELLEMS. My position is that if they are all single-
Senator CuRTiS. No, no; that has nothing to do with it.
MisNs KETJLEMS. You see, I believe in equal taxation for everybody,

whicl is a percentage. I think we would be far better off if we junked
everything that we have got in this book and make a simple tax of a
certain percentage for everybody.

Senator Cm'Tris. Well, even if we did that, would you apply that tax
to $10,000 for the one man and to $5,000 for each of the other two?

Miss KELT.,mS. Certainly, because this is what they are earning. This
is an income we are taxing.

Senator Curns. When I got married I entered a partnership.
Miss KELLEMS. Yes, did you live in a community-property State?
Senator CtnTIs. No. This was purely voluntary, believe me.
There is a notion afloat in the world that son'e way with the magic

term of reform we can lower everybody's taxes, and have plenty of
money for everything. I haven't been able to figure it out.

Miss KELLE MS. I feel, Senator Curtis, that our approach is wrong.
In my opinion, operating the Government of the United States, in prin-
ciple, is identical with the housewife operating a home, and what she
does is to first determine her income.

Senator CURTIS. Hers or her husband's?
Miss KEILEMS. Well, whatever the income is that comes in to sup-

port that home. Then she decides what she can afford to spend. Now, I
feel that if the Federal Government would first determine its income,
and then see how many of these plain and fancy schemes they can af-
ford to have, we might have better government and we certainly would
have fairer taxation.

Senator CxRmrs. I agree with that 100 percent.
Miss KELrFmS. Good.
Senator MCCARTHY. Senator Ribicoff?
Senator RmIBCoFF. Miss Kellems, will you describe to us briefly your

education and training in the field of economics and taxation?
Miss KErTAEs. W1ell, I am in the process of getting a Ph. D. from

the Edinborough lniversitv. My education goes back 50 years. I have
a master's degree from the University of Oregon and a year's resident
work at Columbia University under Professor Seligmani, and this goes
back 50 years, but even today I think any self-respecting library any-
where in the world will have copies of Seligman's essays on taxation.

It is still the standard work., I started to get this degree at Edin-
borough, and I have finished everything except the thesis, and that
would be done now. except that in pursuit of this research I stumbled
onto the fact that there is no law that says single people have to pay
at a higher rate. and in pursuing this and finding out about it, the de-
gree has had to sort of wait.

If Congress would just please pass this law and let me get back to
my studies, everybody would be better off.
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Senator Cuwrr,s. It. looks like we are going to have a long recess.
Miss Ki.,ii:ims. I am very hopeful that. Congress will take action and

pass this bill.
Senator RlITCOFF. 'T'lat may depend. What (1o you estimate the cost

of Senator M\c('arthv's bill would i)e'
Miss KEILL . I W'OUld like to put it anotlier way, Senator Ril)icoff.

How much are you go lg to take away fom the single people uncoil-
stitutionally ? Now, I thi nk Mr. Adaim, wlell we first (iscussed tiis,
haol a figure of $1.6 billion, which was the Joint Conmmittee on 14xa-
tion's figure. I think Senator McCartlhy, in his speech on the floor of
the Senate, estimated that for this year it would be $1.9 billion. Isn't
that correct, Senator McCarthy?

Senator MCCARTHY. That is about right.
Miss KErLEMS. You estimated $1.9 billion. Now, this seems like a

very large sum of money, )ut there are just two or three small things
that could l)e done that, could easily replace these funds, but I (1ont
know if you are interested in my opinion as to what the Government
should 6) to offset this so-called loss.

The loss is not to the Government if they go through and contimie
this taxation. Tlhe loss is to the single l)eople, and I might say that we
are coming to a confrontation, l)ecause the Treasury has issued a sum-
mons to me and to my accountant for all of my documents and papers
in great detail for 1966. 1967. and 1968, with the idea, I suppose. that
they will do what they did before.

They will levy a v'ery large tax on me to try to shut me up, but I
don't .hut up easily, as you know, Senator Ribicoff.

Senator RTBICOFF,. I am delighted to see you again and see you look-
ing so well. I am pleased that you have recovered from your slight in-
disposition.

Miss KELLEMs. That is all right.. I always bound right back.
Senator MCCARTHY. Senator Fannin.
Senator FANNIr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Miss Kellems, I am sorry that you were not more successful many

years ago with some of your advocacy of a balanced budget, whether
a family budget or a Government budget, but the sad situation is that
we do not have a balanced budget.

We are not in a position where we can do what we would like to
do, and so we have to take matters in priorities. I think you will agree
with me on that, will you not? Priority is what comes first.

I would just like to ask this question. And, incidentally, I agree with
the part on the head of the household that you have male in your rec-
ommendation, but in weighing the priorities, do you feel that a $600
allowance for a child is sufficient, and how would you compare that
to the burden that is placed on the single person on ability to pay?2

Miss KFLLms. Of course, I don't believe in ability to pay.I think
that everybody, everybody, should pay a tax, because what is a tax?
It is Government. You are buying Government. And every person
should pay, even a small person should pay a little so that they are con-
tributing to their Government.

Now, I am an old lady and not married and not even an unmarried
mother. I feel that $600 is not adequate for a child. One thing I think
that should be said is that I have thousands of letters from single
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people saying, "Why should we pay taxes to educate the children of
married people , so this is something.

I personally, Senator Fannin, take a very pessimistic view of the
whole thing. We are now coming to the fil realization of what the
so-called Keynesian philosophy has done. We started this, as you know,
many years ago. Lord Keynes was the great economist who said you
can inflate a currency about 3 percent a year.

Well, it is like taking a drug. It is true you can start with a tiny
little bit, but presently in the morning when you wake up, in order to
even feel normal you must take that amount of tlat drug.

Then it goes and you keep increasing and increasing, so that today
the Keynesian theory to me stands for exactly what it is. We now have
runaway inflation, tind I feel that if you would reduce taxes, that is
the quickest way to stop inflation in this country, because every tax that
is levied is added to the price of something.

Senator FANNIN. Unless we add it onto our debt.
Miss KELLENIS. All right, but where do we go with this debt? Lord

Keynes never said where we are going with this debt, l)ut let mue give
you an example I often use.

Take a chair, a wooden chair. Front the time that chair is a tree in
the forest and it is cut down and put through one )rOCeSS after another
until it is finally a chair, every l)erson who touches it l)ays an income
tax, and that percentage of that income tax is added to the price of that
chair. So if you would do away with the income tax, if you woul do
away with this tremendous tax-and I am very realistic.A, e are never
going to repeal the income tax. Let's face it.The country would go into chaos if you did. You can't do tlat. But
you can stop all of this ridiculous gobbledegook.

Look, we have gone so far in tluis country. Iere is an Encyclopedia
of IT.S. Government Benefits. Now, think of it. Take a look at that
hook. You can even get your kitchen done over. There are all kinds of
things. What business is this of Government?

Senator FANNIN. I will agree. I am disagreeing with you at all, but
I am just trying to be realistic as to what we do first. In other words, we
have a bill here before us, and I fhink we should start to think about
priorities.

Miss KELLEMS. Well, don't we also consider constititionality? Does
the Congress wish to act illegally, because this is an unconstiutional
law.

When this was debated in Congress in 1948, Senator Fulbright said
that it discriminated against the taxpayer )ecause of geographical loca-
tion, and he said, "Show me any other tax law that discriminates
against a taxpayer because of the place where lie lives."

I would like to ask Senator Ftiulbright to show mt any other law
that discriminates against a taxj)ayer because that taxpayers is single.
If you are going to discriminate and put a penalty on us because we are
single, and believe me millions of girls are single involuntarily, there
aren't men enough to go around; if you are going to do this, then why
don't you tax us more at a higher rate on our propertyy taxes?

Senator FANNIN. I am very concerned about property taxes.
Miss KaTFMS. Yes, I a-m, too.
Senator FNNIN. That is perhaps one of the most inequitable taxes

of all.
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Miss Kru.E s. There is no doubt about it.
Senator FsNi.N1. Thank you very much. I just don't know exactly

what we can do at this time'that wold bring about what your goal is
l!resently and has been for many years, but we do need to have priori-
ties, ana that is why I was asking these questions. How can we
determine just where we should start?

Miss KELLEMS. But, Senator Fannin, millions of these people are
being put into bankruptcy because of this tax. I would like the com-
inittee to read these letters. You can't read them and not shed tears.
This is a terrible thing. We are creating paupers out of these people.

Senator FANNIN. I am not in disagreement with you in that respect,
but I also know that there are many, people with families, with chil-
dren, that cannot send their children to school and cannot meet their
obligations, and so we have a great problem in all of the categories
that we are talking about.

I appreciate the information that you have given us.
Miss KELLeMS. WelI, I agree, butI feel that if the Congress does not

take. action, this question will undoubtedly go to the Court, because I
amn going to sue the Government for all this money that they owe me,
and they are acting lawlessly and illegally now, trying to take my
doeumnents to collect a tax that is illegal in the first place.

This tax has never been submitted to the Supreme Court, and I am
quite sure as soon as the timing lapses, you have to get permission from
the Government to sue them, and as soon as I get permission, I am
going to sue the Government for that money.

JInthe meantime, they are going to probably sue me to get my rec-
ords. I think it is going to be quite a confrontation.

Senator FANNIN. We could all agree on that.
Miss KLFLMs. Yes.
Senator MCCARTHY. Miss Kellems, I understand your constitutional

position is that if we allow deductions for wives and also for children,
in some particular amounts, it might be constitutional, but to allow
the split income simply because people are married, at. a different rate
from those who are single, that. this iF truly unconstitutional.

Miss KF rtFMrs. I feel that, Senator, because if you establish this
principle, how far are you going to go? If you can tax a person be-
cause they are single, all right, then you can tax a person because that
person is an orphan, or because of their church affiliation or their po-
litical parties. You might tax a person eventually, you might have a
Government who might tax somebody because they just plain didn't
like them.

Senator MCCARriiY. Short people against tall people?
Miss KErLLEMS. Yes. I am afraid I would come out as compared with

you at the little end of the stick, if they started taxing people because
they are short. But this is the principle.

Senator MCCARTHY. And you feel that Judge Haynsworth in the
decision indicates he has very bad judgment ?

Miss KELLEMS. Yes, I think it is the most idiotic decision
Senator MCCARTHY. That not just the decision is bad but. that the

opinion is also bad? That is even more serious in a Supreme Court
Just ie. He might have a bad decision with a good opinion, or a bad
opinion with a good decision, but in this case it is bad on both counts.
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Miss KELLEMIS. I am not, qualified to pass on Judge Itaynsworth or
his qualifications for the Sulreme Court.

Senator MCCARTHY. But in this case, however,-
Miss KELLE31S, But in this case I think this is the most dreadful

thing. Would you like me to just read briefly?
Senator McCART11Y. I think you should.
Miss KELTLEMS. What he said'here ?
Senator FANNIN. Is it in the testimony ?
Senator MCCARTIHY. She skipped it, but I think we ought to let her

read it.
Miss KELLEMS. It is most interesting. The court of appeals stated on

page 389:
Taxpayer seeks to recover the difference in the tax paid upon her 1954 income

and the amount of tax which would have been due if a husband and wife reported
the same income and deductions upon a joint return. Permitting married tax-
payers to use the split income device of No. 2 of the 1954 code, 26 U.S.C.A. No.
2, while withholding the privilege from single persons she says is such an arbi-
trary and unreasonable discrimination that it cannot be allowed under the Con-
sitution. Classification of taxpayers according to marital status is not unreason-
able, however, and there was much reason behind the purpose to equalize the tax
burden as it falls upon married couples in common law States in companion with
those in community property States. The fact that the change gave a propor-
tionately greater tax reduction to married couples with large incomes Is wholly
Irrelevant; if the rapid acceleration of the progressive tax rates run afoul of no
constitutional guaranty, a slight withdrawal may not be said to have done so. We
find no merit in the taxpayer's contentions.

Now, in simple English, with all that out, Judge Haynsworth said
that an increase of 40 percent in Mrs. Faraco's tax, because her hus-
band died, was so slight, that is the word he used, a "slight with-
drawal," did not violate the Constitution.

Now, since when does the amount determine the constitutionality of
a law? You could have $1 discrimination and it could violate the Con-
stitution. As I say, I have nothing personal against Judge Haynsworth.
I don't know anything about 'his record at all except that this one
case was enough for me.

Senator CUrTIs. Miss Kellems, you are reading something in that
that isn't there.

Miss KI,LaF.s. What is it., then ?
Senator CIMT1Tr. He said, "If the rapid acceleration of progressive

tax rates", something that you are very much opposed to-
Miss KLLEMS. I beg your pardon ?
Senator CtIRwls. That is something you are very much opposed to.
Miss KELLE-3s. I certainly am. It is pure Marxian doctrine.
Senator Cuims. Yes. He says-

If the rapid acceleration of the progressive tax rates ran afoul of no constitu-
tional guarantee, a slight withdrawal may not be said to have done so.

le is not saying that the amount of the tax in this case, the differen-
tial, is slight. He is comparing it with the accelerated progressive tax
rates that we have that he says have not been held unconstitutional.

Miss KELLTaS. What does "slight withdrawal" mean?
Senator MCCART1HY. I think this runs against the judge, really. This

was not the issue, the rapid acceleration of tax rates- .

Senator CURTIS. No, I don't think so. I think he is comparing what
has happened here with the accelerated tax rates. He said so.
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Senator FANNIN. I don't know that Jud(ge Haynsworth is the only
one. It may have been ruled oil in many cases. I can't say that has set a
precedent,.

Miss KELLE1IS. But this is the only case that has ever bit the Court,
and I cite it because the Secretary of the Treasury's chief counsel
wrote this to me. He sent this to me, and I looked lp the case.

Senator FANNIN. I think you should go further than that and de-
termine. You say it is the on'ly case. I don't know how much research
has been done in that regard, but I think it shouldn't be taken for
granted that this was done, but we should certainly make that
determination.

Miss KELLEMS. What determination? I am not clear.
Senator FANNIN. As to whether or not he is all alone in his ruling?
Miss KELLEMS. I haven't been able to find any other, and I have had

several lawyers looking at this, and as I say, of course, I thoroughly
disagree with the progressive rate. It was Marx and Engel who cooked
that up, and it was Vice President Garner, serving in the House of
Representatives in 1913, who insisted upon it, because the 16th amend-
ment makes no provision for a progressive rate, and it runs
contrary-

Senator FANNIN. All I am saying is that we can't blame Judge
Haynsworth.

Miss KELLEMS. I am not blaming him. I am merely putting this in
the record. This is what he said. I may interpret it wrong. Anybody
can interpret that as they please, but to me, and I have had some
lawyers look at that, they say that means that a slight withdrawal,
40 percent I consider more than slight, may not be said to run afoul of
constitutional guarantees.

Now, what does that mean to you, Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIN. Well, of course, I would have to see the amount,

see the determination, and I could not just without having more infor-
mation make a statement on the subject.

Miss KELLEMS. I have only what the Treasury sent me.
Senator FANNIN. I don't even have that.
Miss KELLEMS. It is in my testimony.
Senator MCCARTHY. I have just two points.
One, I think the only point in your testimony I object to is you seem

to imply that members of the committee are supposed to understand
the Internal Revenue Code.

Miss KrmLEMS. Do you understand it?
Senator MCCARTHY. That is an unreasonable demand. We don't even

ask the staff to understand it.
The other is a clarification of what you said about Joseph selling

the Egyptians into slavery with their own money. Would you explain
that scripture reference?

Miss KELLEMS. It is a very nice story from .Josel)h's viewpoint.. Most
everybody thinks of Joseph, who was his father's favorite son and
wore a coat of many colors and was sold into Egypt by his brothers
into slavery, which all is very true, but the truth of the'nmatter is that
the Pharah had a dream, alnd the dream was of seven fat cows that
came up out, of the river and started eating the grass on the riverbank,

33-865 -69--pt. 5-62
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and then seven lean cows came up. They didn't eat the grass. They ate
up the fat cows, and the Pharaoh was very upset.

He went to sleep and he dreamed again, and he dreamed that there
were seven ears of corn, fullbodied and well and healthy, and then
there were seven very ill-favored ears of corn that came up and ate the
seven good ones.

Nobody could interpret the dream, and a cupbearer who had been in
prison with Joseph remembered that Joseph had interpreted a dream
for him, so he asked the Pharaoh to bring Joseph out of the prison to
interpret the dream, which the Pharaoh did, and Joseph said:

It is very simple. There will be seven years of plenty followed by seven years of
drought, and we should amass all that we can to care for the bad years.

Well, the Pharaoh was very pleased and he made Joseph second in
command. Joseph had everything.

Senator MCCART11Y. Commissioner of Internal Revenue?
Miss KELLEmS. Yes, Commissioner, he could have been.
At any rate, while the 7 years of plenty were going on, and they had

these bountiful crops, Joseph taxed the people 20 percent, and it is
most interesting how throughout history this percentage of 20 percent
crops up time and time again. But at any rate, Joseph taxed the Egyp-
tians 20 percent of their income. This was an income tax, and he built
tremendous graineries and lie had places for the stock and the cattle
and everything, and he gathered all of this tremendous wealth into the
Government.

And then the 7 years of famine came, and the Egyptians came to
Joseph and said, "Look we are starving. Give us some food."

So he said, "How much money have you got ?"
So they took all their money and they gave it to Joseph and he took

out of the stocks and gave them food. This was theirs in the first place,
remember. It came from them.

Then they ate that and presently they were hungry again and they
came back and they said, "Look, we can't do anything. What can we
do? We are starving."

He said, "What about your flocks and your herds? Bring them to
me."

So they brought all of their cattle and their herds and they gave
them to Joseph, and he gave them food.

Then that was gone, and they came back and said, "Now, what can
we do? We are starving."

Joseph said, "What about your land? You deed your land to the
Pharaoh and I will feed you."

That is what they did. In other words, the Pharaoh owned every-
thing and after the drought Joseph gave them seeds and they planted,
but thev were working for the Pharaoh, because he owned every-
thing, aind that is precisely what is happening in this country.

Senator MCCARTHY. Seven years?
Miss KELLEMS. Seven years. Well, I don't believe we can last 7 years,

Senator McCarthy.
Senator MCCARTHY. Thank you very much.
Miss KELLEMS. You are very welcome.
(Miss Vivien Kellem's prepared statement follows:)
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STATEMENT OF ISS VIVIEN KELLEMS, EAST HADDAM, CONN.

SUMMARY

1-Brief History of the Community Prolrty Law, passed in 1948, which re-
suited in the penalty tax oni single people.

2-Analiysis of this law.
3-Attempt to test the Constitutionality of the penalty tax.
4-Bill 82794, Intro(lu(ced by Senator Eugune McCarthy, August 7. 1969.
5-Action taken by Miss Kellems to test the constitutionality of the penalty

tax.
The first income tax law passed under the Sixteenth Amendment in 1913, con-

sisted of 40 pages. The latest. published July 22, 1968, is 1593 pages. Titles, sub-
titles, tables, texts, cross-references, special rules, miscellaneous information, all
in very line print, is one vast labyrinth of gobbledy-gook. Can the most brilliant
lawyer, the most adroit and versatile accountant, (.an the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, can anyone of you gentlemen on the Finance Committee, possibly grasp and
understand this fantastic monstrosity we (-all our Income Tax Law? And this
does not Include volumes of court decisions, regulations, special rulings, and
other lral)hernalia.

Congress now proposes to reformn" this hydra-headed monster: close a loop-
hole here. put a lpath on there, levy more on one hapless taxpayer, give a crundb
of benefit to another. When finished, the whole mess is going to be more incom-
lre4n1 sible and hopeless I lhn it is now.

Naturally the whole thing is shot through with favoritism, injustices and in-
equities. The most blatant and unconstitutional of them all is the penalty tax
against single people.

There is no law that says single people must pay higher income taxes just be-
caue they are single. Congress never has, nor does it dare to pass such a law;
even this Suprenie Court would have to declare it unconstitutional. Then how
is it Ijssible that for the past 21 years, the Federal Government has sucked into
its cavernous maw billions of dollars front American citizens on the pretext that it
is legal to penalize people for not being married?

It. was done in 1948 with a sleight-of-hand trick called the ('ommunity Property
Law wl'ieh wasn't a Community Prol)erty Law at all. That was the excuse given
fo(r the wholesale robbery of millions of helpless people.

It all began when the Income Tax Amendment to the Constitution was adopted
in 1913, and came about because our laws are derived from two different systems,
the Spanish Law and the English ('omumon Law. At the end of the Mexican War,
Mexico ceded to the United States that territory now comprising New Mexico,
Arizona. California. Idaho and Nevada. As each of these states was admitted to
the Union. it embraced most of the English Common Law, but retained those
Spanish Laws protecting the rights of the wife to one-half of the property ac.-
quired after the marriage, also one-half of the income earned by the husband.
These laws were inherited from Mexico which in turn, had adopted their from
SiNa1ii.

Texas came into the Union by treaty, an independent nation, but Texas had
already put ihe (.onlullity prolrty laws I her Constitution. Iouisiana was ac-
quired by purchase from France, but the French community property law was
lpraeti'ally the salle as the Spanish, so one more community property state
ca ilie lito the [iion.

The rest of the states derived their laws from the English Common Law and
glav, no such rights to wives. As Senator Connally said, women in many of
these states were little better than serfs. In some states it was legal for a man to
beat hi- wife, provided the switch was no thicker than his thumb.

When the first income tax law was passed under the Sixteenth Amendment, the
intern iI Revenue Service recognized these community property laws and per-
mitted married people in these seven states to split their incomes and pay at a
lower rate. Since these first income taxes were very low and exemptions rela-
tively high, the rest of the country paid no attention to this special benefit en-
joyed by their sister states. However, after the first world war when incomne
taxes reached astronomical heights, the common law states came to with a bang.
I-ow come? Why weren't they entitled to the same tax break?

The first bill to euullize these rates was Introdu(ed in Congress In 1921. but
went down to Ignominious defeat. The community property states refused point
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lank to extend this Ilu-rative loophole to the rest of the country. They had a
good thing going and didn't propose to give it up. Again and again the common
law states tried to pass this hill, but each time they lost. As Senator Fulbriu'ht
said, these bills were "filibustered to death". Due to the lower taxes paid by
married people in the community property states they were sitting pretty: the
coninon law states were paying a disproportionate share of the cost of the Fed-
eral Government.

By 1947 the battle lines were drawn and feelings ran high!
The very first Iifl introduced in the 80th Congress was House resolution No. 1-

to reduce In.niu taxes. The House passed this bill and sent it to the Senate
where Senator ZhClellan imnedliately proposed an amendenient to pass o'n the
blessings of split income taxes to the rest of the country. By this time five more
states, Michigan. Nebraska, Oklahoma, Oregon and Washington had passed c.om-
munity l)roperty laws, making a total of twelve such states. Senator McClellan's
amendment proposed to bring the other thirty-six states under this protective tax
umbrella.

It was a lighted match and fireworks exploded on the Floor of the Senate.
Senator McClellan charged that the Community Property states were getting
away with murder. He (laimed the (ommon law states were paying $500,000,000
a year more than the community property states, an advantage to these twelve
states of $175,000,000. He was grieved that Arkansas, his home state, paid
$5,000,000 more in federal taxes in 1946 than a community property state of corn-
parable population would have paid. To the distinguished Senator this was an
unbearable penalty Inflicted upon his state and "the rankest and most unjust dis-
(rimination that exists anywhere in our tax laws against three-quarters of the
states". "Such a monstrosity in our tax structure" was not to be borne and he
demanded "righteous and equitable treatment for simple justice to all American
citizens alike." But to Senator McClellan and 99% of that august body, such
"righteous and simple" justice did not apply to single people.

Throughout the debate the only words used in referring to the taxpayers were
the "citizens" or "people of my state" or of the United States. The words "single
people" appear only three times in that whole, lengthy debate that stretched
out over months. Senator Millikin rather timidly ventured the opinion that
there were other people to be considered. He suggested that there might be
"important effects on the distribution of taxes among the different income
groups between married and single persons". And at another time, "I am em-
phasizing that we are dealing with a group problem. Under the Senator's
amendment a single person living alone would not benefit. Widows with children
would not benefit. Children with dependent parents would not benefit."

But the Senator might just as well have saved his breath. Not one member
of that "most exclusive club in the world" even heard the word single. Even
widow with children failed to register. Senator McClellan tartly replied, "the
bill does perpetuate a group benefit which now accrues, and I am trying to
quit perpetuating this group benefit to the community property states." And the
rest of the Senators went right on prattling about the "citizens of my state,"
or the "citizens of the United States," or the "people" of the state or nation.
To them there were no single people; everyone was married.

Incredible! Suffering poignantly from "blatant injustice" they were utterly
oblivious that they were shunting off onto the frail shoulders of those least
able to pay, the whole weight of the burden which they were determined to
dump from their own. There was no pretense; It was a straight tax gimmick.
It unabashedly gave a tax advantage to one class of taxpayers. One member
assured Senator McClellan that the Ways and Means Committee would "con-
sider this matter with the greatest sympathy". To which the Senator from
Arkansas replied, "I want a reduction In taxes, not sympathy." He then in-
formed Senator Knowland, "On our present salary ($12,000) I pay $646.00
more Federal tax than does the Senator from California. I need that money for
my family as much as does the Senator' need that amount of money for his
family. All I am asking is that Justice be done." The saving on the present
Congressional salary is over $4500.00.

It was then suggested that Arkansas could pass its own community property
law, but this was not easy. The five states that had passed such laws did so
in self-defense with the greatest difficulty. Another state, Pennsylvania, had
passed such a law only to have the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania declare it
unconstitutional. Community property laws created all kinds of problems af-
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fecting estates, domestic relations and commercial credit; they could upset
court decisions and cause individual and general chaos. Senator McClellan
didn't think much of that idea; the only solution to his problem was a Federal
Law; he would settle for nothing less.

At this point Senator Connally invited the Senator from Arkansas to move
to Texas and this brought up another sore point. While the Senator couldn't
very well move to Texas, that was exactly what a number of his constituents
were doing. The town of Texarkana was divided right down the middle by the
state line between Texas and Arkansas and many wealthy citizens of Arkansas,
whose businesses were in that state, found it profitable to move their homes
across the state line to Texas where they happily split their incomes and paid
Uncle Sam at the lower rate. Other states lamented loudly that the Community
property states were siphoning off the wealth and business of the non-community
property states. They diO, indeed, have a good thing going!

Senator Fulbright termed it "geographical discrimination" and he challenged
any Senator to "cite any other case where we make a distinction and a difference
in the tax burden because of citizenship in a particular state or states."

I ask Senator Fulbright, show me any other tax law which makes a distinction
and a difference in the tax burden because of the marital condition of the tax-
payer?

The bill did not pass in 1947. However, it was one of the first bills passed in
194R1. On April 1, 1948 President Truman vetoed it, calling It "inequitable". The
very next day Congress passed it over his veto.

It should be made quite clear that this was not a community property law.
Not one property law, or any other law, was changed one iota. Not one piece of
property, or penny of income changed hands under this law. No wife anywhere
received one thing except as she benefited by the tax savings. Everything re-
mained precisely as it was and the husband still owned his income. It was a
straight tax gimmick, class legislation and discrimination of the most flgrant
sort. There was absolutely no pretense. It was a rich. married taxpayer's bill,
the higher the income the greater the percentage of saving. Poor married couples,
those receiving $5000 or lower, didn't save a dime. The single taxpayers were left
holding the bag. They had to pay at the confiscatory rates of World War II
without a penny of relief. Never has a law been passed saying they must pay at
these exorbitant rates, but under this so-called community property law. the
Internal Revenue Service has arrogated to itself the power to illegally collect
billions and billions of dollars from these helpless people.

Eut more than this, the law gave the rich, married people in the community
property states something they had not had before. They could now split all
income, including that derived from premarital estates. This they could not do
before. But under this law rich, married people In all 48 states could split this
income, and thereby save themselves billions of dollars. Add to this the estate tax
which permits them to pass on one-half their estate with no tax, while the other
half is taxed at the lowest rates, and the picture is complete. They had it made!
To finish off the single taxpayer, when he dies 100% of his estate is taxed.

But before his sad demise, one more indignity-the Surtax! Since there wasn't
one more thing to tax. Congress taxed a tax. This was not a tax on income.
this was a tax on the income tax and again the single person had to bear the
brunt of it. 10% for married people, but up and up and up for single people
because they have to pay 10% on the penalty they are already paying. In thou-"
sands of cases it runs over 14%. I make no comment on this action; the facts
speak for themselves.

Has there ever been such rank, discriminatory, unjust, unconstitutional legis-
lation against millions of American citizens? Why? Because they are not anmrried.

There has been one 'attempt to test the constitutionality of this system. The
day after Christmas, 1953. one Mr. Faraco died. The very next year, the income
tax of his widow was raised 40% because she was now a single person. Mrs.
Faraco resented this unjust penalty for having lost her husband. and brought
suit to recover this money in the Tax Court of the United States. The Tax Court
refused to consider the constitutional issue, and the case, Antoinette If. Faraco,
29 T 0 674 (1958). was appealed to the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
and that court held that the law was constitutional (Faraco v. Comm., 261 F. 2d
387 (4th Cir., 1958)).
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The Court of Appeals stated, page 389:
"Taxpayer seeks to recover the difference in the tax paid upon her 1954 income

and the amount of tax which would have been due if a husband and wife re-
ported the same income and deductions upon a joint return. Permitting married
taxpayers to use the split income device of #2 of the 1954 Code, 26 USCA
#2, while withholding the privilege from single persons, she says is such an
arbitrary and unreasonable discrimination that it cannot l)e allowed under the
Constitution. Classification of taxpayers according to marital status is not un-
reasonable, however, and there was much reason behind the purpose to equalize
the tax burden as it falls upon married couples in common law states in com-
parison with those In community property states. The fact that the change gave
a proportionately greater tax reduction to married couples with large inconies
is wholly Irrelevant; if the rapid acceleration of the progressive tax rates ran
afoul of no constitutional guaranty, a slight withdrawal may not be said to have
done so. We find no merit in the taxpayer's contentions."

In plain English, this decision says that because the increased tax of 40%
%NWas so "slight" it did not violate the Constitution, and without doubt, is the
most idiotic decision in the whole legal history of the United States. Since whe
does the amount of damage determine the constitutionality of a law?

That decision was rendered by Judge Clement F. Haynsworth. who lifs re-
cently been nominated for the Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court refused to rule on this question by denying certiorari
(359 U S 925 (1959)) and until It does rule, the constitutionality of the penalty
tax on single people simply because they are single, has not been established.

In 1962, Senator Eugene McCarthy, of Minnesota. introduced a bill ($35)
which would permit certain persons 35 years of age. or over. to qualify as Head
of Household, and pay a lower tax, however, not as low as married persons in the
same income tax brackets. There was already a rather nebulus classiflcation.
Head of Household, which Congress had added in 1951. to partly still the cries
of outrage from indignant taxpayers, but the requirements were so strict that
very few people could qualify. For all the relief it afforded, it might as well not
been there.

Senator McCarthy sought to amplify this classification to include many more
over-burdened single taxpayers. He got exactly nowhere. He was a lone voice
crying In the wilderness. In spite of the lack of understanding and co-operation.
even ridicule, the Senator persisted and has reintroduced this bill in each sutc-
ceeding Congress (88th, 89th. 90th). Convinced of the injustice of the penalty tax
and also persuaded that It was unconstitutional, Senator McOarthy felt that
It was the best bill that could be considered at that time, since there was such
opposition to the whole Idea of fairness and Justice for single people. Later other
Senators joined him in sponsoring the bill and several Congressmen have in-
troduced similar bills in the House of Representatives.

And the Ways and Means Committee recently actually Included such a nmasuire
In its proposed tax reform bill. This action reflects the change in their politlei
"climate" regarding this tax.

Finally, Senator McCarthy stood on the Floor of the Senate on August 7th.
this year, and introduced a bill (S 2794) to abolish the whole unsavory, unconsti-
tutional mess. He was heartily commended by Senator Ribicoff, of Connecticut,
who pledged his support of the bill. Senator Riblcoff said, "The Senator from
Minnesota has been in the forefront of this fight for many, many years. He has
been a lone voice, receiving very little support from anyone else in the executive
branch or In the legislative branch. I will certainly be pleased, as a member of
the Committee on Finance, to support the Senator's efforts to bring justice in
this important field."

It is this bill, Gentlemen, which brings me before your Committee today.
On April 15th, I signed a blank income tax form (1040) and sent it to the

Director of Internal Revenue, Andover, Massachusetts. I then wrote the Secre-
tary of the Treasury that I would not pay any more taxes until the Federal
Government refunded to me the sum of $73.409.03, taxes which have been
illegally collected from me for the past twenty years, plus interest.

From that time, letters have poured in from all over the United States. As
their numbers Increase, my blood pressure rises! They come from all over the
country, from all kinds of people, young people working their way through
college, elderly widows trying to make ends meet on meager incomes, school
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teachers, nurses, telephone operators, stenographers, secretaries, factory work-
ers, and thousands of retired people--a cross section of America. All tell one
bitter, heart-breaking story, a crushing penalty tax by an all-powerful, greedy,
ruthless government for one reason only, these millions of people are not
married.

What began as a simple test of the constitutionality of this tax, has now become
a flaming, emotion-packed crusade.

We are creating paupers out of decent, self-respecting, self-supporting Ameri-
can citizens. Read these letters and see if you can stay calm; widows with small
children, women whose husbands have been killed in Vietnam and who must pay
a penalty for the sacrifice they have made, other widows using the capital of
the small estate left by a husband to pay current taxes, one woman living on
crackers and tea. Thousands terrified at what the future holds; these are proud
people who cannot bear to ask for public assistance, and always the cost of
living spiraling ever up and up while their standard of living goes down. Is this
what this Committee wants? Is this what the Congress of the United States
wants?

I have no quarrel with the split income tax provision, and certainly there isn't
any Intention to take this tax privilege away from married people. More power
to them and to anyone else who can legally save on their taxes! All we single
people ask is the same tax break. We want simple justice for single people. And
millions of married people agree with me.

Senator McCARTHY. We will recess until 9:30 tomorrow.
(Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at

9:30 a.m., Friday, October 3, 1969.)
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Written testimony received by the Committee expressing an
interest in the subject of real estate depreciation

Statenient of Owens-Illinois, Inc., submitted by Ployd M. Canter, Executive Vice
President Commercial and Technical Administration

Section 521 is aimed at thinly capitalized real estate companies and ventures
by limiting depreciation on new construction to the 150 percent declining balance
method. However, In attempting to correct some abuses, the Bill penalizes all
building depreciation Including that of manufacturing facilities constructed
by the user.

The rapid technological progress being made by American Industry tends to-
ward obsoleting manufacturing buildings almost before they are built, particu-
larly in the case of special purpose buildings. Because of technological progress,
more and more buildings are being designed to the particular needs of a manu-
facturer. The double declining balance and sum of the years-digits methods of
depreciation give some recognition to the potential obsolescence and deteriora-
tion as an "ideal manufacturing facility." The restriction to 150 percent declin-
ing balance on new construction and straight line depreciation on used buildings
will tend to restrict industrial construction, placing American business at a fur-
ther disadvantage 'as compared to foreign business where, in some countries,
write-offs of as much as 50 percent of a plant are allowed in the first year and
where numerous special incentives for modernization of facilities are provided.

At the time that repeal of the investment credit was announced, the Treasury
Department indicated that it was at least thinking of liberalizing depreciation
methods with triple declining balance being given as one of the methods under re-
view. Section 521 works in the opposite direction.

The Treasury Department currently has at its disposal several tools which
could be used to restrict blatent abuses. The first of these is the life assigned to
the building; the second is disallowance of interest costs on thinly capitalized
companies. If strengthening of these tools Is needed, we would concur; but we
do not believe that all building construction should be penalized for the abuses of
a few. Rather, we should request additional incentives to encourage American
business to remain or become competitive with foreign operations who benefit
from the above mentioned incentives.

We also strongly urge that the present tax rules regarding recapture of accel-
erated depreciation be retained rather than imposing complete recapture as pro-
posed by Section 521. This retains the penalty in speculative investment in real
estates without unduly penalizing those who after using a building for a number
of years must dispose of it because of changing economic conditions. The present
recapture provisions guard against abuse of the accelerated methods of depre-
ciation without unduly taxing appreciation in dollar values caused by the con-
tinued Inflationary trends in our economy. Where a building is used in bona fide
business operations for substantially more than a decade, the complete recap-
ture proposed by Section 521 would tax inflationary increases in value, which
have nothing to do with misuse of accelerated depreciation, at ordinary income
rates. Proposed Section 521 would, therefore, completely circumvent the capital
gain provision with respect to the very kind of value appreciation to which the
.apitial gain provisions historically have applied. Such a drastic change in funda-
mental tax policy, we believe, should not be so casually made.

(4895)
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STATEMENT BY ALEX D. IIEGEL, PRESIDENT, SIERRA NATIONAL CORPORATION

CUTBACK IN DEPRECIATION ALLOWANCE COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS DAMAGE TO U.S.
ECONOMY

The so-called "tax reform" bill now pending in the U.S. Senate will definitely
jeopardize our nation's entire economy if enacted in its present format.

This sober fact of life seemingly has been overlooked in most discussions re-
volving around the controversial tax law measure.

Take, for example. the housing industry (single family residences, apartment
houses and mobile homes) which constitutes the largest segment of our gross
national product.

Proposed provisions in the "tax reform" bill modifying depreciation allowances
and reducing income deductibles cannot but have a negative effect upon Invest-
ment sources-once the latter become fully aware of the bill's restrictions.

Ironically, Cabinet member George Romney has repeatedly stressed the need
for building more than two million (2,000,000) housing units next year. Even
with existing depreciation allowances this goal would be exceedingly difficult-
If not impossible-to meet.

And, if the depreciation cutbacks written into the bill already passed by the
U.S. House of Representatives and now being discussed by the Senate Finance
Committee remain unchanged, there is serious question whether even fifty (50)
percent of the required two million housing units would be built during 1970.

Simply stated, investment capita--so absolutely neecssary to underwrite these
critically needed units-will not have enough incentive to invet and build!

Along with tax reform, one of the more widely debated issues of the day con-
cerns employment for underprivileged minority groups. A flourishing construction
industry can provide more employment opportunities for these groups than any
other segment of our economy, economists point out.

Their position is well-taken because a thriving residential construction indus-
try automatically generates increased production, and more jobs) for stooL.
lumber, copper and carpet mills; concrete and gypsum, plants: paint, glass and
roofing material manufacturers-and numerous related i n dust ries.

The largest segment of present employment for underprivileged minorities
already lies within these industries, it is generally agreed. Therefore. It should
be evident that if investment cal)ital's incentive to finance residential construc-
tion is dampened, such construction will inevitably decline--and, with It, cor-
responding job opportunities for the presently unemployed.

It becomes increasingly clear, then, that the several restrictive depreciation
allowances contained In the pending "tax reform" bill will seriously injure tie
health of our nation's overall economy-should they be enacted into law.

STATEMENT OF LEON LONDON, ATTORNEY, NEW YORK. N.Y.

My name is Leon London. I reside at 340 Bast 51st Street, New York City,
N.Y. I have practiced law for 43 years, principally in real estate law. I have
also built high rise apartment houses and I have rehabilitated slum buildings.

I have two suggestions to make, one in the direction of inducing investors
to rehabilitate slum housing. The tax law should be amended to grant a defer-
ment of capital gains taxes to persons who sell real property and within two
years reinvest their profits in the purchase and rehabilitation of slum housing.

The hazards of investment in slun areas are well recognized. The rapid
depreciation contained in H.R. 13270 may not be adequate to give that program
enough of an impetus to enable us to overcome the deterioration in housing
In those areas. A provision deferring taxes, the same as in the case of a con-
demnation for public use, an involuntary conversion, will provide a further in-
centive to devote those profits to a satisfying of the great need for rehabilitation
of the housing supply in slum areas.

My second sugggestion i, that the code be amended to enable a property
owner using "straight-line" depreciation to increase his depreciation 1,, the
extent necessary to meet his mortgage and amortization l)ayments.

The problem arises in the case of a long term mortgage, with fixed payments
to cover both interest and amortization. The time arrives when the amortization
exceeds the straight line depreciation deduction.
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This ocurrence(' in(lu.Is tHie owner to sell his property rather than pay taxes
oin p)art of his anmortizaition.

The fact is that prolp(,rty iln the hands of the builder is likely to receive
better treatinent. sofar as making needed repairs is concerned, tail the )roJ rty
will receive at the hands of it speculator. The result will be to prevent or post-
pone deterioration of our housing supply.

It will )e le." costly to prevent deterioration of existing housing than to
build new housing to replace it or to make a major rehabilitation of it.

A principal question before this committeee on H.R. 13270 is neither fiscal
nor financial: it is moral: Slall we change the rules of the game while the
balll is still in play? "Not the morals of the market place but the punetillio of an
honor the most sensitive", to quote the words of the late Supreme Court
.Justice Cardozo, describingg the code applying to a trustee, is the standard
for government conduct. Public policy is established by Congress as the rule
and guide for the conduct of our l)eople. Lower standards of government con-
duct teach our children moral lessons which cannot afterwards be eradicated.

The question goes beyond the 5 or 6 billion dollars in additional revenue which
the government can take in, or a change of a like amount in the tax which
particular taxpayer segments of our society will save as against some other
segment, The question is when the change shall take place as to each investor.

As a nation, we are not about to go out of business. In the ordinary course
of our national affairs, new bond issues will be written: new buildings will be
built; new investments will be made. But if the change in the rules is made
while a citizen owns a particular investment, which he made in reliance upon
the good faith of government, the change can bring about a loss of confidence
which can be its hamnful in its effects as a depression.

Many, if not most. of the changes which the House bill proposes are good.
But they should be given effect prospectively not retroactively. The widow
and orphan who own a particular security should know that while they own it,
it will continue to receive the same tax treatment as it did previously. When
they make a new investment they will he doing so with their eyes wide open.
The doctrine of caveat emptor will then apply; but it will only apl)ly pro-
spectively--on the investments they make today and tomorrow-not on those
which they made yesterday. I repeat that it is a question of confidence. It is
a question of the confidence which the investor, whether lie be a businessman or
a widow investing her "mite" can have in the attitude of government.

We have learned through experience that, at the bottom of the depression
in the 1930's, bricks and mortar, the railroads and the machines did not change
from one day to another; that they were the same the day before the stock
market crash as they were the day after. What did change was the climate of
confidence. And when the confidence climate changed, it took years to restore it.

The administration is seeking to curb inflation: it is not seeking to bring about
a major depression. It has taken years to bring the small investor into the stock
market-to make him a partner in American business. And making him a
partner in American business is the soundest move the government can make.
It brings stability because it makes him a partner in the country's success.
This fact is brought sharply home to us when we compare the economy of our
country with the economy of countries behind the iron curtain.

Moreover, the moral principle involved is of particular importance today when
our young people are looking for guidelines: when crime is rampant in the
streets, when the use of drugs is on the increase. If H.R. 13270 should pass in
its l)resent form, the young will say: "See, Congress has no moral values; why
do they expect us to have them?"

The United States is not an oriental bazaar in which "buyer beware" must be
the rule. Nor is it a banana republic in which the administration and the con-
stitution change at the whim of a few men with guns. As the world's leading
nation, we must live by the same moral code domestically as we do in our for-
eign affairs.

It is true that an investor has no vested interest in a particular rate of tax,
or in a particular niode of depreciation. The fact is, however, that past govern-
nient edicts, for example the provision that loans to foreign governments shall
not be made to those governments which refuse to pay interest or principal on
previous loans, and the one that foreign aid will be denied to governments which
take property of American citizens without just compensation shall no longer be
given. The same rules of high moral principle should apply to our own citizens.
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In the past, when it was decided to change the rules of the game with respect
to interest on U.S. Bonds, the rules were made prospective only, i.c., applicable
only to future issues of bonds. This principle should be followed now.

I would, therefore, urge Congress to go in the opposite direction for the House
bill, sofar as dealing with present investments is concerned. I would go further:
I would permit the original owner of a building or a machine to change its depre-
ciation method to a higher one, or a different one. It is only with respect to new
acquisitions of buildings, machines and oil wells and other new investments that
the change in the rules of the game should apply.

All sorts of complex arrangements have been made between investors in reli-
ance on these provisions of law. Changing the rules now will shake the conti-
dence of the business world and may well ruin numerous investors. Our national
honor and our tax needs can both be satisfied by amending H.R. 13270 to provide
that the changes proposed by H.R. 13270 shall be operative only with respect to
investments made after the date when the Ways and Means Committee first
publicized the proposed new "rules of the game".

If you want to entice the private sector back into constructing housing, par-
ticularly in New York-after the bath which many of them are taking as a result
of the imposition of "rent controls" on housing built after 1947-in the face of
constantly rising construction costs, you can do it by providing tax incentives.

It is no answer to this problem to say that we will give the ineentives to the
fellow who builds tomorrow. If you take away the incentives froni those who
built yesterday, the private sector will say that tomorrow you will take away
the incentive from me and he will not build.

My views are based upon my experience with a large number of real estate,
owners.

LEON LONDON.

STATEMENT OF TIE BOISE CASCADE URBAN DEVELOPMENT, SUBMITTED BY

STEPhtEN D. MOSEs, GENERAL MANAGER

MEMORANDUM ON 1969 TAX LEGISLATION

The Tax Reform Bill (H.R. 13270) passed by the House on August 7. 1969,
goes beyond the apparent intention of the Administration and a concerned Con-
gress to reform existing tax laws in order to prevent abuse by which certain
wealthy individuals (according to studies, approximately 155) have escaped'
all income tax by utilizing alleged "Joopholes" to shelter income. The proposed
legislation appears to have been drafted without adequate consideration of its
technical aspects. It passed the House with virtually no debate or serious con-
sideration of the overall effect such formidable legislation wil have on society,
particularly (and in some instances, singularly) with respect to the real estate
industry, that critical sector of the economy which assumes substantial risk to
provide the facilities in which we live and work.

Tax reform, such as a minimum income tax for wealthy individuals is needed
and would be welcomed but should be accomplished by laws which are designed*
to that end and which do not place one segment of the nation's economy in a
seriously non-competitive position by generating inequities and uncertainties as
to the tax status of an investment. The country faces a critical need for more
facilities. They will not be constructed if the equity investors in real estate are-
not provided equitable opportunities for a fair return on invested capital. These
investors have complete freedom of investment choice. To attract the capital it
needs, real estate must be clearly competitive with other investment forms. The
full impact of the proposed legislation on a patricular individual does not seem
to be susceptible to precise calculations because of the overly complex rules
which will affect each Individual, but it is clear that real estate will no longer be
sufficiently competitive to attract equity investments.

A dynamic growing construction industry is necessary to provide essential*
Jobs for our growing work force. The need of the country for new housing and
related commercial facilities has never been greater. The labor force must be
supplied with new blood. If construction is impeded, where will these new work-
ers be trained?

Specific provisions of the legislation are discussed hereinafter. The net effect
of these provisions, if enacted, would be to reduce specific tax benefits and gen.
rate uncertainty with regard to investment decisions, resulting in a substantial'
reduction in real estate activity and an increase in future rental charges.
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ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION

The Bill would reduce substantially the benefits of accelerated depreciation
on real estate. New construction (other than rental housing) would not be eligible
for double declining balance or sum-of-the-years'-digits method unless construc-

[ tion began before July 24, 1969, or a written contract for any part of the con-
struction or for permanent financing was entered into before that date. Non-
residential new construction will now be limited to the 150 per cent method,
the rate allowed under existing law for used property.

New residential construction may use accelerated depreciation only if in the
taxable year at least 80 per cent of gross income from the building is from
rentals of residential units.

Used buildings of whatever type which are acquired after July 24, 1969, must
use straight line depreciation. The 150 per cent method of depreciation under
existing law should be continued to prevent a significantly adverse effect on the
resale market and on plans for new construction. The present useful life guide-
lines for real estate are unrealistically long and the present 150 per cent method
takes cognizance of this inequity. In placing his capital, an investor miust con-
sider the ease with which lie can liquidate a potentiall investment. Any proposal
which makes it less desirable to acquire used property obviously will make it
more difficult for the first owner to sell, and the initial investor will be less
willing to make a real property investment.

Existing accelerated methods of depreciation should be continued for new
commercial and Industrial construction in order to provide incentive for con-
tinued expansion in line with our growing population. Even if an accelerated
depreciation method is used, the excess over the straight line method Is subject
to recapture when the property is sold.

RECAPTURE OF DEPRECIATION

We do not quarrel with the concept of recapture of "excess" depreciation.
However, under the proposed legislation any gain realized on depreciable real
estate sold after July 24, 1969, would be recognized as ordinary income to the
extent of depreciation taken after that date in excess of straight line. These rules
do not only affect future acquisitions, but apply to transactions entered under
the exising rules. Such legislation seems unfair and, in addition, confuses the
investment community and generates too much uncertainty.

The expressed intent of these provisions is to curtail the rapid turnover of
real estate investments. That purpose could be accomplished by a proposal ap-
plicable to facilities acquired after July 24, 1969, that would (1) recapture allgain as ordinary income to -the extent of any depreciation claimed where tie
holding period is 3 years or less and (2) beginning with the first month of the
fourth year reduce the percentage of gain taxed as ordinary income by 1 per cent
a month. Such a provision would accomplish the intent to curtail abuse without
hindering the country's need for new construction. Present law provides for a
somewhat shorter recapture formula.

LIMITATIONS ON INVESTMENT INTEREST DEDUCTIONS

The Treasury on September 4, 1969, recommended to the Senate Finance
Committee that this particular section of the House Bill be deleted from the
legislation to be considered by the Senate. It was the feeling of the Treasury that
as written, the provision failed o correct many of the problems which it was
intended to deal with. It was their further feeling that it discriminates against
those with earned income, and in the last analysis, may not have been necessary
under any conditions due to the Allocation of Deductions provision.

We heartily agree with the recommendation of the Treasury for several rea-
sons. Under the section as proposed, the amount of interest that would be per-
mitted to be deducted would be restricted to essentially $25,000 for each tax-
payer. The provision would apply to a partnership and to each of the in.
dividual partners. The partnership vehicle is a common one in the real estate
field. From a reading of the proposed legislation and the existing Revenue Code.
it is unclear whether Section 221 might apply to mortgage interest during period
of construction. It probably does apply to housing which is leased to a ideal
public housing authority under the authorization of Section 23 of the Housing
Act of 1937. Under a strict reading, the Rent Supplement program of the Housing
Act of 1965 Is also covered since the government Rent Supplement Contract
could be considered as a guarantee of Income.
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HOBBY LOSS MAY APPLY TO REAL ESTATE

The hobby loss provisions have been revised to apply to corporations as well
as individuals, and deductions will be allowed only to the extent of gross income
from any activity unless it is carried on with a reasonable expectation of realiz-
ing a profit. If there are excess deductions of $25,000 or more for any 3 of 5
consecutive taxable years, there will be a rebuttable pre8urnption that there
Is no reasonable exception of a profit. To the mind of a sophisticated Investor,
this will appear to be an open invitation to tax litigation and he will avoid the
possibility.

The title of this provision belies its obviousily far-reachng consequences which
will hinder many bona fide business activities. For purposes of this section
"activity" is defined to include a trade or business as well as an investment. The
language could apply to an apartment or commercial building sustaining losses
but held by the taxpayer for sale when market conditions improved or pending
a decision for demolition and replacement. It would also be applicable in the
early years of a properties "rent up" period as income builds up to a sustaining
level.

LIMITED TAX PREFERENCES

Under this provision, if Tax Preference items exceed $10,000 and are also in
excess of an individual's adjusted gross income, one-half of the excess would be
taxed as ordinary income.

The items of Tax Preference included in the Bill are (1) tax exempt interest,
(2) the 50 per cent deduction for long-term capital gains, (3) appreciation in
the value of property donated to charity and deducted as a contribution but
not Included in gross income, (4) the excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight line depreciation on real property and (5) farm losses to the extent
they exceed losses under normal accounting rules.

Any disallowed items may be carried over and used as a deduction in the suc-
ceeding 5 years. If they are not exhausted, any remaining balance of excess
real estate and farm losses would be added to the basis of capital assets only
for the purpose of determining gain or loss on sale.

The LTP provisions represent an attempt to provide minimum tax on indi-
viduals. However, the House Bill and Administration recommendations skirt
many so-called abuse areas and hit the real estate industry broadside. The House
excluded the oil Industry (percentage depletion and write-off intangible drilling
costs) and the Administration wants to exempt tax exempt interest and the
appreciated value of assets donated to charity. These proposals are difficult
to comprehend since the tax returns of the 155 wealthy taxpayers who paid no
taxes (the alleged purpose of the provisions) revealed that the greatest "loop-
holes" used by these taxpayers weze the two which the Administration wants
exempted.

As a further blow to the ability of real estate to compete for investment
capital the Treasury on September 4 asked that the LTP items also include
(1) interest and taxes paid by a developer during construction and (2) rapid
depreciation which will be allowed taxpayers who rehabilitate housing for
low and moderate income families.

Reform Is needed but will not be achieved through this provision as it now
exists. Today it will only serve to impede real estate development.

CONCLUSIONS

When the total effect of this legislation on real estate (depreciation methods,
Interest on investment property, depreciation recapture, limited tax preference
and Treasury's September 4, 1969, recommendations) is considered, it is hard
to relate this manifestation of Congressional intent with the announced goals
of the Housing Act of 1968. Housing, while treated somewhat better than non-
residential construction, will suffer. The first owner and his investors will be
in a non-liquid position due to total recapture of depreciation and the inability
of their prospective buyer to use anything but straight line depreciation. The
handling of construction deductions and estimating the investor's limited tax
preference status Is impossible to accomplish. It is safe to say that real estate
will be non-competitive for the investment dollar and housing production will
decline.
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It should also be remembered that the cities of this Nation have invested great
sums of money in their urban renewal programs. Not all of these have involved
federal participation. Many of these contemplate commercial redevelopment.
This development involves the reclaiming of what is by definition slum property
with all the bad things that term implies. The risks of such development are
even greater than In the normal situation. To deprive private industry of one
avenue of profit makes the risks unreasonable and the task virtually Impos-
sible. The outlook for this type of development is even more discouraging.

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY I. ROBERTS OF ROBERTS & HOLLAND

PURPOSE OF STATEMENT

The purpose of this statement Is to bring to the attention of the Senate Finance
Committee what appears to be an omission in section 521 of H.R. 13270 as passed
by the House of Representatives, and to propose an amendment that would cure
that omission.

Section 521 would add a new subsection (j) to section 167 of the Code, limiting
depreciation deductions in the case of real property. Paragraph (4) of section
167(j) would limit the allowance for depreciation "in the case of section 1250
property acquired after July 24, 1969." [Emphasis added.]

The word "acquired" might easily be read to Include acquisitions, after July
24, 1969, by way of tax-free transfers under sections 332, 351, 368 and 721 of the
Code, although this does not appear to have been intended.

PROPOSED AMENDMENT

In order to make it clear that such acquisitions are not to be considered under
section 167(j) (4), a sentence should be added at the end of paragraph (4),
substantially identical to the last sentence of section 167(j) (3), as follows:

"Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, rules similar
to the rules provided in paragraphs (5), (9), (10), and (13) of section 48(h)
shall be applied for purposes of this paragraph."

Since the same sentence would thus be duplicated in paragraphs (3) and (4),
the Committee might consider It better form to delete the sentence from paragraph
(3) and to create a new paragraph (5) as follows:

"Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, rules similar
to the rules provided in paragraphs (5), (9), (10), and (13) of section 48(h)
shall be applied for purposes of paragraphs (3) and (4)."

DISCUSSION

As indicated above, it does not appear that the House intended that section
167(j) (4) should apply to acquisitions in which the transferor's basis is carried
over to the transferee.

'Section 521(f) of H.R. 13270, amending section 381(c) (6) of the Code, pro-
vides -an exception from section 167(j) for acquisitions after July 24, '1969 in
transactions covered by section 381(a)-namely, liquidations under section 332
and certain 'reorganizations under section 368. This is accomplished by treating
the transferee in those transactions as the transferor would have -been treated
had he retained the property. Section 381 (c) (6), however, would not apply to
transactions involving partnerships and other noncorporate transferees.

A similar problem arises In paragraph (3) of proposed new section 167(J),
dealing with depreciation on newly constructed property, but there the House
specifically provided an exception for all of the foregoing acquisitions. It directed
(in the last sentence of paragraph (3)) that "rules similar to the rules provided
in paragraphs (5), (9), (10), and (13) of section 48(h) shall be -applied .... "
Section 48(h) of the Code, dealing with suspension of -the Investment credit,
provides (in subsection (h) (9)) for treating certain transferees as the trans-
ferors would have been treated. The provision covers transactions "as a result of
which the basis of the property in the hands of the transferee Is determined by
reference to Its basis in the hands of the transferor by reason of the application
of section 332, 351, 361, 371(a), 374(a), 721, or 731."

33-865 0-69-pt. 5- 63
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These provisions in new section 167(j) (3) and amended section 381(c) (6)
evince an intention on the part of the House to provide a carryover of status for
property acquired after July 24, 1969 in certain types of transactions. No cogent
reason exists for not affording that carryover of status to noncorporate acquisi-
tions under new section 167(j) (4).

If the legislative intention was not clearly defined during passage of the Bill
by the House, then It is submitted that such carryover of status should be pro-
vided and that precedent exists in several areas under the Code.

The purpose of section 167(j) (4) as stated in the Report of the Committee oj
Ways and Means (H. Rept. No. 91-413 (Part 1) page 167) is to "eliminate the
repeated sale -and resale of property for the purpose of tax minimization." This
tax minimization may -be accomplished under present law by the purchase of
property In a transaction in which the transferee obtains a step-up in basis,
which then -becomes subject to depreciation deductions in the hands of the tranis-
feree. However, an acquisition which results in a carryover of basis to the trans-
feree does not lend itself to this abuse. Such acquisitions could be provided for
by applying the -rules of section 48(h) (9), perhaps being further limited to sec-
tion 48(h) (9) (A) (ii). The rules of section 48(h) (10) and (13) involve situa-
tions which similarly do not appear to fall within the abuse sought to be cur-
tailed. (The rules of section 48(h) (5) do not actually apply, but have been in-
cluded -above to -be consistent with the language of proposed new section 167
(j) (3) in H.R. 13270). Therefore, the proposed amendment would be consistent
with the House's stated purpose of preventing unwarranted tax minimization.

In addition to section 48(h) (9) referred to above, which deals with the invest-
ment credit, a similar rule was adopted in section 167(i) (1) of the Code when
that section was amended In 1967 to reinstate certain depreciation methods that
had 'been temporarily suspended along with the investment credit. Section 167(i)
is entitled "Limitation in Case of Property Constructed or Acquired During the
Suspension Period."

Similarly, when section 1245 was enacted in 1962 and again when section 12,50
was enacted in 1964, exceptions were provided "if the basis of property in the
hands of a transferee is determined by reference to its basis in the hands of the
transferor by reason of the application of section 332, 351, 361, 371(a), 374(a),
721, or 731.... " I.C.R. §§ 1245(b) (3), 1250(d) (3).

SUMMARY

The suggested amendment is intended to provide for a carryover of status
from the transferor to the transferee in certain acquisitions under proposed new
section 167(J) (4). The omission of such a provision appears to have 'been un-
intentional In light of proposed new section 167(j) (3) and amended 381(c) (6).
both of which would provide for such a carryover of status in similar acquisi-
tions. The proposed amendment would be consistent with existing precedents
and with the stated purpose of the House Conmittee on Ways 'and Means to
prevent unwarranted tax minimization.

WEGMAN ASSOCIATES,
Tampa, Fla., August 22, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
U.S. Senate,
Wae tngton, D.C.

DIAn SENATOR LONG: We have just been acquainted with the provisions relat-
ing to Real Estate as contained in the Tax Reform Bill passed by the House Ways
and Means Committee.

We feel that it Is imperative that your attention be called to certain features
of this bill which we feel will have a disastrous effect on the construction of
rental apartment complexes.

Most features of this bill are reasonable, and with which the industry can
survive. The two features of the bill which we consider to be disastrous for
the public, and which in our opinion within twenty-four months, will produce
the beginning of a social housing problem of disastrous proportions, are as
follows:
1. The elimination of the 150% declining balance method of depreciation for

existing apartments.
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2. The classification of the accelerated portion of the depreciation as regular
income on resale of the property.

In order to understand the effect of these provisions on the housing market,
it is necessary to understand the events which take place to cause a developer to
construct new apartments.

New rental apartments are developed by two different basic developers. One
of these is the developer who builds the apartments to retain for an investment.
I)evlopers in this category are not being hampered greatly by this bill. The
other source of new rental apartment construction, who acooutnt8 for more than
one-half of all starts, is the developer who builds the project, and shortly
thereafter sells it to go on to the next one, taking his profit and preceding from
one complex to another. This latter developer, in our opinion, will be stopped in
his tracks by this law if the 150% declining balance inethotd of depreciation is
removed from existing apartments. Lie will be locked in to his last completed
project, as he will be unable to sell it to the investment market. This conserva-
tive investment market will not develop apartments, but only purchase existing
apartments which have already been constructed, and occupied, and they won't
buy unless they have reasonable tax shelter. This latter developer, in our opinion,
is the one who will be the hardest hit by this bill, and is the one which produces
more new rental imits than any other factor in the construction market.

The developer who builds for investment, could live with a 150% declining
balance method of depreciation and in our oI)Inion, if the 200% declining
balance method for new apartments were reduced to 150% declining balance,
it would result in a Tax Reform which would be beneficial to the Government
in increased revenues, and would not have a significant effect upon the develop-
ment of new apartments.

We fear that if the 150% declining balance method is eliminated from the
existing apartments, there will be a major social crisis on housing for families
in the lower middle-income bracket, consisting of young marrieds from 20 to 35
years of age, within two years. This crisis will be something which can not be
corrected in a short period of time by changing the laws again. Hindsight is
not going to help the matter and it is going to be a disaster of major proportions.

Let use elucidate concerning our conclusions in this respect. There is no longer
a home in the price class which can be afforded by the people in the group
mentioned above. Consequently, families in this age bracket are moving Into
rental apartment units at a massive rate. As these new families are being formed,
if the rental units are not made available, they will have no place to go. The
Government subsidized low Income housing will be soaked up by those in lower
income brackets, and you will have a disaster for the prime movers of our
economy, the prine producers of our goods, the prime sources of income tax
revenue in this country, mainly the lower middle-income group. They will have
no place to live.

It is only by ingenious methods, that apartments have been created for this
class of citizen to rent, at a rate which lie can afford. Since he can no longer
afford the home until he becomes more affluent, his only resource now is the
rental apartment.

We certainly hope that the Senate will do a little more investigation, and
use a little more judgment than the House has shown. Tax Reform is good,
and is needed, but it is not needed to be done in an irresponsible manner.

Thank you for allowing us to express our views, and we sincerely solicit
your earnest consideration of these serious matters in handling this Tax Reform
Bill.

Yours very truly,
W. T. WEGMAN, Realtor.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES DAVENPORT, DAVIS, CALIF.-AMORTIZATION OF
REHABILITATION EXPENDITURES

SUMMARY

I appear in my own capacity representing no other person.
The rehabilitation of dilapidated housing structures presents a number of

problems which usually renders rehabilitation an uncertain course. Rehabilita-
tion has not been given a high priority under programs enacted by Congress.
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The provisions of H.R. 13270 which permit certain rehabilitation expendi-
tures to be amortized over 60 months have no rational relation to the solving of
the rehabilitation problems-except to the extent that the allowance would
constitute a subsidy and hence distribute Federal funds (through the deferral
of taxes on currently earned income) to some rehalittitors. The amount dis-
tributed to any taxpayer depends on his tax rate and other income sources and
pays greater rewards to high bracket taxpayers. This Is contrary to our pro-
gressive tax system.

There is also no evidence that the tax benefit would not be waste(] or that
the funds distributed through this provision could not be more effectively ap-
plied in other programs. Also there Is no evidence that the expenditure of such
funds will in fact increase the housing stock.

The provision is unproven and questionable housing policy. It is unsound
tax policy. It funds at the back door activities which have not gailied suffi-
cient Congressional approval for direct funding. The provision thus fails to
meet the test that is generally applied to tax incentives: Is this the best wvay to
do It? It should thus be eliminated from H.R. 13270.

STATEMENT

My name is Charles Davenport. I teach Federal Income tax law at the School
of Law, University of California, Davis, California. In presenting this state-
ment I represent no interest other than my own, and I appear solely as a citi-
zen having a special knowledge ,f the income tax law. From 1960 until the
spring of 1967, I practiced law with a large firm In San Francisco, California.
which represented many real estate investors and owners. From the spring
of 1967 until Just last month, I was with tie Office of Tax Legislative Counsel
in the Treasury Department. During my time there I had the opportunity to
consider many of the tax nspects of real estate investment. I participated in
the preparation of the study on real estate taxation which appears in "Tax
Reform Studies and Proposals," published by this Committee and the Ihouse
Committee on Ways and Means on February 5, 1969.

In addition to my interest in Federal income taxation, I am convinced that the
most pressing and urgent problem now facing this nation is the housing of its
people. One need only to walk through the squalor of the slums to recognize that
there is a substantial number of people in this coutry who are living In substand-
ard housing and in overcrowded conditions. The rural scene Is often no better.
These Intolerable living conditions, when combined with the many other problen.w
we face, tends only to aggravate them. The race problem, the pollution problem.
the noise problem, the poverty problem, and many others are only mmade worse by
the inability of substantial numbers of people to find adequate shelter. The lack
of adequate shelter is intimately wound up with all of these other problems, and
I submit that we will not do very well In solving them unless we find some way
to provide decent shelter for our people. The reverse is also true. If we find some
way to provide proper housing for our people, some of these other problems will
be lessened or perhaps eliminated.

The facts and figures on the housing problem are not encouraging. While there
are approximately 70 million housing units in this country, over 7 million are
classified as substandard units which house sonm 20 million people. Of this 7
million substandard units, some 4 million lack indoor plumbing an( over 3 million
are considered dilapidated. We are building somewhere near 1.6 million units
a year, but over the next ten years there will be a need for 26 million units. 10
million more than will be constructed at the present rate.

The picture Is bleak, and the Federal funds allocated to housing have not met
the need. However, the very scarcity of Federal funds to accomplish this task
also argues that none of them be invested in ventures where the pay off for each
dollar of Federal expenditures will be low. This is particularly true where the
program has other serious drawbacks. Thus, even though the housing of our
people is the most crucial and pressing problem of our tim,, and even though
rennovation of some existing units may be appropriate, I urge this Comnlttee
not to waste any of our precious public resources upon those provisions contained
in § 521 (a) of H.R. 13270 which would add § 167(k) to the Internal Revenue
Code to permit an amortization allowance for rehabilitation expenditures.
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THE PROBLEM OF REHABILITATION

A number of problems block a very active rehabilitation industry. These are
dealt with in part 4 of "A Decent HIome" published by the President's Commit-
tee on Urban Housing. Wlile they are discussed at length there, it may be well
at least to summarize them at this point. They are:

(a) Unccrtainty.-There are a number of uncertainties in rehabilitation
which do not exist in new housing. One cannot be sure of the condition of the
basic structural components or that tihe estimated cost of rehabilitation will
be fairly accurate. A rule of thumb suggested by an elderly gentleman who had
done considerable rehabilitation work during his life was to make as reasonable
and close an estimate as possible and then to double it. These uncertainties
also require a specialized construction talent with the result that most of the
so-called rehabilitators are relatively small, Individualized business operations.
These talents are in short supply.

(b) The Neighborhood Problcm.-Many candidates for rehabilitation are in
a so-called slun area. If each of the buildings in the area were rehabilitated,
the collective increase in their value might well exceed the aggregate amount
spent on their rehabilitation. However, the expenditure on any one structure in
the area increases its value very little because it remains in a slum. It might
be possible to assemble large areas for rehabilitation, but our housing programs
have not done so.

(c) Fitancing.-Both of the prior )roblems lead to difficulties with financing.
Since cost estimates are not certain, lending Institutions are reluctant to make
commitments on them. In addition, many lending institutions have policies of
not lending on properties in depressed areas. Recently, FHA has nmde some
special efforts to extend its guarantees of loans to the sort of thing which
would have been held to have been too risky by prior standards. Financing of
the rehabilitation cost may also be complicated by the existence of flmincing oil
the purchase price of the basic structure and the land. In some, but not all,
cases the two financings can be combined into a single transaction. Finally, a
lending institution may well require a higher portion of equity of the overall
cost of the basic structure and rehabilitation than is required for new con-
struction because even after rehabilitation, the structure may well be an old
building in a slum neighborhood.

(d) Tenant Rcsistancc.-Since rehabilitation necessarily means an addi-
tional investment of capital, it seems likely that the rent levels in the building
will have to rise. Thus, existing tenants are likely to oppose the rehabilitation
because they probably are living at the limits of their income for housing in
any event. Thus, to them, rehabilitation means only higher rents or being home,
less. In many cases, the higher rent level will convert what right be classed
as low income units to the luxury category.

(e) Property Taxc.-In the usual case property taxes will be substantially
increased by rehabilitation. While the same is true for new construction., the
l)roblem for rehabilitation is somewhat aggravated because it generally also
results in a large upward reassessment of the basic property value as well as
the addition made through the rehabilitation.

(f) Income Taxr.-The charge is sometimes made that the Internal Revenue
Service in administering the depreciation allowance will lengthen the life of a
rehabilitated structure so as to make the life somewhat unrealistic. In my own
experience, this has not been much of a problem.

These may not be the only l)roblems connected with rehabilitation, but I think
that most lople would agree that the foregoing touches the major problems.
With these problems in mind it Is Interesting to note that neither the Con-
gressional committees which deal with the housing problems nor the Department
of Housing and Urban Development has shown much interest 1in establishing a
rehabilitation program which could complete in terms of public subsidy with
programs for new housing. While most of the Federal programs l)roviding some
sort of mortgage assistance are nominally available for rehabilitation, the major
source of publicly assisted rehabilitation funds has been a special rehabilitation
program under § 312 of the Housing Act of 1964. It authorized HUD to assist in
the granting of loans at an interest rate of 3%, limited to the cost of the rehabili-
tation, but not in excess of $10,000 per dwelling unit, with a maximum maturity
of 20 years or three-quarters of the life after rehabilitation, whichever is less.
Use of this type of rehabilitation loan Is also limited to Federally assisted urban
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renewal ana concentrated code enforcement projects, certified areas, and prop-
ertles which require rehabilitation to qualify under the riot reinsurance l)rograin.
With these limitations on property location, and the iticome of applicants (so as
to qualify under § 221(d) (3) of the National flouslng Act), and the loani imnita-
tions, the § 312 program likely will not 'ontribite significantly to the rehatbilita-
tion of existing housing.

All of this suggests to me that rehabilitation, while clearly desirable in many
cases, may not be a high priority latter when viewed by those Congressional com-
,ittees and administrative agencies Iiiost Intimately Ilvolved with the hollsilng
problem.

AMORTIZATION PROVISIONS OF 1T.1. 13270

With this background we can now turn to the provisions of 11.11. 1:3270 which
would add § 167(k) to the Internal Revenue Code. That section would permit
a taxpayer to amortize over a 60 month period expenditures made iII coinectionl
with the rehabilitation of an existing building for' low cost rental housing. Such
expenditures would have to exceed $3,000 over two consecutive tax years, and
any amount in excess of $15,000 per rental unit wvolld l not be subject to tile Special
amortization provision. They would also have to be for the ac(quilsition of property
having a useful life InI excess of live years and could not iclude the acquisition
cost of the building or* the land. Sale of the property, however, results fi the re-
captture as ordinary income of all timortizatio taken to the extent it exceeds
straight line depreciation.

It should be noted that this provision (foes nothing more than permit an amior-
izaton of expenses which would otherwise have to he capitalized i1n(d written

off over a much longer period of time. The benefit conferred is tit of permittlg
taxes on other income to be deferred through the overstatemenut of reductionss dur-
ing the amortization period. These deferred taxes are then repaid in the follow-
Ilg years when income Is overstated because there Is nto depreciation allowance.
The deferred taxes are the equivalent (If an interest free loan which is repaid in
installments in subsequent years.

It Is possible to quantify this benefit if certain assumptions are made. Tie table
which follows assumes an anortization of rehabilitation expendittures over a
five year period oi two assnmptiois. The first is that the normal life of the ex-
pendltures would be ten years, and the second Is that the normal life would ie
twenty years. It also assumes that the taxpayer who mndertakes this rehabillta-
tion expenditure coul( earn alternatively 8%. and thi 10%, on his capital if it
were Invested in another endeavor. The benefit of this amortization may then be
stated as the equivalent of an investment credit of some percentage of the relhabil-
itation cost. Alternatively, it is stated as the equivalent reduction in interest rate
on a 100% mortgage at an 8% interest rate for the life of tihe rehabilitation ex-
penditures assuming deductibility of interest.

VALUE OF AMORTIZATION AS PERCENT OF CAPITAL COST-INVESTMENT CREDIT EQUIVALENTS

Bracket of taxpayer, discount rate, and normal life

70-percent taxpayers:
percent discount rate:

20 years ................................... ............
10 years ............................................

lO-percent discount rate:
20 years .............................................
10 years .................................................

50-percenttaxpayer:
8-percent discount rato.

20 years .................................................
10 years ................................................

10-percent discount rate:
20 yeas .............. .............
10 rfrs ............................ ..

20-pesrtnt taxpayer:
8-percent discount rate:

20years .................................................
1 years .................................

10 -percent discount rate:
20 years .................................................
10 years .................................................

Reduction In interest of 8.
percent mortgage for entire
rehabilitation cost

Amortization
over 5 years 1 point 5 points

17.1 2.4 15.4
6.8 1.4 8.1

19.1
7.8

12.2
4.8

13.6
5.6

2.4 15.4
1.4 8.1

4.0 25.8
2.3 13.3

4.0 25.8
2.3 1.33

4.8 6.3 41.2
1.9 3.7 21.7

5.5 6.3 41.2
2.2 3.7 41.2
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From this table one can observe:
(a) The value of the amortization incentive depends on tile taxpayer's

tax rate bracket. A five year wvrite-off of rehabilitation expenditures that
would otherwise have had a twenty year life is about a 19% Investment
credit for i 70% taxpayer and a 5% investment credit for a small property
owner In the 20% bracket. This is the equivalent of reducing the interest
rate for the 70% taxpayer by approximately 5 l)oints, or down to 3%, and
for the 20/C taxpayer by 1 point, or down to 7%.

(b) A live year amortization period provides more incentive for rehabili-
tation expenditures which would have had a longer useful I'fe under normal
depreciation. In general, it may be that the longer useful life !s associated
with a good or extensive rehabilitation Job or with a very good building
shell. A short useful life would normally be associated with a very old shell
or a mininim rehabilitation jot) or on a site which Is likely to go commercial
fairly soon.

(e) Since the amortimntlon Is keyed to rehabilitation expenditures, It
has greater value to the rehabilitation where such expenditures are the
greater portion of the total cost than it does where tie.basic structure and
land costs are greater.

One concludes thei the provision would bffer the greatest subsidy it a high
bracket taxpayer; making a long lived rehabilitation that represents a very high
proportion of the cost. The housing policy behind a provision which structures
a subsidy so its to be most attractive to this kind of a taxpayer for this kind of
rehabilitation. is not apparent because there is no obvious relation between the
encouraging of such rehalbilitation iuid the'honilng shortage. Whether it encour-
ages the right kind of relabilitation., we do not lnow. On the other hand, It isindefensible as it matter of tax policy becaimle it is contrary to the progressive
tax system. Thus, we know tile provision is bad tax policy. We really have no
idea whether it Is good housing policy'

IMPACT ON REHABILITATION

The effect of all this would have on the rehabilitation process is at best'risky
to predict. A generalization or two nilgbt be hi order, however.

(a) The hirgest part of real estate investment is by individuals or syndicates.
which pass thie depreciation deduction through to their members to be used
against tile Intlvidual tax. -A subsidy basel on fast write-off works like any de-
duction incenti(e. It provides, an 'incentive thint increases With the effective tax
rate of the tax)t er. Ecbnomcally, such ll incentive would work by attracting
new resources to Itie favored industry until the increase in the capital supply
reduced the before tax rate of return enough to restore the prior equilibrium
between supply and demand. If this equilibrium were reached'for, say, a tax-
payer having a marginal tax rate of 50%, all investors with higher marginal
tax rates would have it windfall in that thetax benefit is greater than the pricechange. Investors with lower tax rates would find rehabilitation less attractive
than before. Two consequences sem to flow,, frontl this,conclusion. First, the tax
benefit is wasted in the windfall to high bracket taxpayers. Second, the high
bracket investor is attracted to rehabilitation while the low bracket taxpayer or
tax exempt institution is driven out. Certainly, the first of these results is not
justifiable, and the second does not seen to serve any plrjose. Indeed, It may
be considered harmful because It could exclude non-profit organizations whose
orientation is appropriate for undertaklng some of the problems connected with
low cost rental housing.

(b) Because the tax subsidy is available to all comers, we cannot be sure
that is induces any rehabilitation that would not otherwise have been under-
taken. To the.extent the subsidy goes to those who would have made the re-
habilitation without the subsidy, tile funds lost through the amortization are
wasted.

(c) Rehabilitation outlays increase the housing inventory less than does
new construction (unless either (1) the rehabilitation prevents demolition or
(2) the new construction is accomplished through demolition). Increased re-
habilitation may also divert construction workers from new construction to a
less productive (in terms of units created) form of work.

(d) Very likely funds diverted to rehabilitation will largely be funds which
would have been invested in real estate anyway. Thus, if the investment funds
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diverted to rehabilitation do not yield more units than new construction would,
the subsidy provided by the amortization is wasted and does not produce any
benefit.

(e) The budget cost of the amortization allowance is estimated to commence
$15 million per year and rise to $330 million. If these same funds were used
to reduce the interest cost of furds borrowed for low cost housing, the interest
rate could be reduced 1% on $33 billon of mortage debt. Assuming that the
debt/equity ratios of such properties were 9 to 1, the total cost of such proper-
ties would exceed $36 billion, which at $20,000 per unit is 1.8 million housing
units. Thus, the amortization subsidy could reduce the interest cost of 1.8 mil-
lion units by 1%, on .9 million units by 2%, or on .6 million units by 3%. If
this revenue loss were so used under programs now on the books, we would be
sure the subsidy would flow through to the tenant. We have no assurance that
the amortization provision will lower rents or otherwise benefit tenants.

CONCLUSION

Enactment of the amortization of rehabilitation expenditure is undesirable.
The provision is (a) unwise tax policy and (b) uncertain housing policy.

(a) The provision is not appropriate policy for a bill which is styled a tax
reform act because it has a highly preferential effect for high income taxpayers.
It adds another loophole to a Code already shot full of loopholes and perverts
the progressive tax system to a regressive one.

One is both amused and befuddled by a bill which gives an incentive for
certain activities but takes the subsidy away through recapture on sale. The
sale is argued to be an appropriate time to take something which the taxpayer
should never have had. While recapture does not do this (because it still con-
fers on the taxpayer the benefit of having deferred his taxes until sale), it
can have no other justification. Better policy is to deny the benefit initially.

Similarly, the Administration's recommendation that amortization be included
in the Limit on Tax Preferences indicates the true nature of this allowance.
Inclusion in LTP concedes the deduction is improper and offers unwarranted
benefits to high bracket taxpayers.

(b) The provision is very questionable housing policy. We are not sure that it
would generate the kind of rehabilitation we need or desire. It would exclude
certain segments of the housing industry (the low bracket or tax exempt tax-
payer) from the rehabilitation process. There is much doubt that the funds spent
through the amortization allowance will increase the housing inventory as much
as a more direct subsidy. There is no suggestion that the subsidy will lower
rents. This, of course, contrasts with our other subsidized housing programs. A
large part of the subsidy will be wasted and may not encourage rehabilitation
which would not have occurred without the subsidy. The subsidy may be spent
on activities which would have taken place anyway. Finally, the Congressional
committees which have designed elaborate subsidy programs for new construc-
tion have been unwilling to design programs as elaborate for rehabilitation. It
seems likely that this reluctance arises out of the desire to apportion scarce
Federal funds to an area in which the most pay-off can be achieved. Since the
committees charged with this responsibility have chosen to allocate little to re-
habilitation, it seems inappropriate for amendments to the Internal Revenue
Code to fund at the back door a program which has not been admitted at the
front door, particularly when there has been a general consensus that the back
door route will not be used unless it is proven more efficient. On that ground
alone this provision must fail.

In short, beyond the emotional nostalgia of preserving some fine old structures
built in yesteryear (recently constructed but dilapidated housing seems not to
have any such appeal), there is no justification for the amortization allowance.
It creates another tax haven for the high income taxpayer while having a vague
and unknown Impact on the housing problem. Thus, it creates a loophole ques-
tioning the integrity of our progressive tax system, while flailing wildly around
the housing shortage. This provision would only proliferate tax shelters while
embarking on a questionable, expensive, and perhaps wholly ineffective housing
policy. Scarce Federal funds can be better used through programs and appropria-
tions more finely and rationally structured to overcome the problems of our
housing shortage.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. LANHAM, VICE PRESIDENT AND CONTROLLER,
AMERICAN NATURAL GAS SERVICE COMPANY

The following comments with respect to the Tax Reform Act of 1969 are sub-
initted on behalf of American Natural Gas Company ("American Natural") and
its several subsidiaries. American Natural's subsidiaries are primarily engaged
in the transportation and distribution of natural gas, directly or indirectly, to
approximately two million customers. In addition, through one of Its subsidiar-
ies, American Natural is engaged in the rental of low and moderate income
housing.

Several provisions of H.R. 13270 would have a direct impact upon the Ameri-
can Natural system. However, I would like to limit my detailed comments to
two sections of the Bill; Section 521 of the Bill, dealing with depreciation of real
estate, and Section 704 of the Bill, dealing with rapid amortization of pollution
control facilities.

DEPRECIATION OF REAL ESTATE

In 1968, one of American Natural's subsidiaries began constructing low and
moderate income housing. This construction was undertaken in a separate sub-
sidiary which qualifies as a limited dividend corporation under the National
Housing Act. As such, the dividends payable by the housing subsidiary are
limited to 6% per annum on equity investment. Maximum rentals for housing
constructed by such a corporation are fixed by the Federal Housing Administra-
tion, which must also pass on the feasibility of the project.

The first project, which involves 130 units in Detroit, Michigan, is scheduled
for completion in the fall of this year. Two additional projects are now moving
forward; a 134 unit townhouse-type project in a predominately Negro suburb
of Detroit, and a 168 unit project for elderly and handicapped persons. Several
other projects are in the planning stages.

Because of the restraints imposed by the non-tax laws on rental income and
dividends, the economic feasibility of these housing projects is dependent on the
continuation of those provisions of the Code which permit (1) accelerated de-
preciation, (2) capital gain treatment with respect to gain realized when the
properties are sold after a substantial period of time, and (3) the use of 150%
declining balance depreciation by the purchaser of used rental housing.

The Ways and Means Committee recognized the special need for tax incentives
for the construction of housing, particularly low income housing. For example,
the House Bill would continue to allow accelerated depreciation in the case of
most residential housing units and would permit rapid amortization of certain
expenditures incurred to rehabilitate buildings used for low income housing.
However, the distinction between residential buildings and other types of struc-
tures was not applied to the proposals relating to the recapture of accelerated
depreciation or the l)rovisions which would prevent a purchaser of a used build-
ing from using the 150% declining balance.

The proposals contained in 11.11. 13270, as applied to rental housing units,
would decrease the amount which an owner would be able to realize upon the
disposition of his property. Limiting the purchaser to straight line depreciation,
the amount which a potential purchaser would be willing to pay for a used build-
ing would be decreased. By changing the recapture provisions on rental property
held for more than ten years, the after-tax proceeds from the sale would be de-
creased, thus further reducing the financial benefits from investing in residential
housing.

While it may be that the tax incentive provided under existing law with respect
to commercial real estate are inappropriate, the elimination of these incentives
from residential rental properties in general, and low and moderate income
housing In particular, would certainly discourage taxpayers from making low-
return, high-risk investments in low income housing. The decrease in the supply
of such housing which would surely follow the enactment of these provisions
would be a high price to pay for the small revenue gain which would result. In
fact, the revenue gain will probably be substantially less than the additional
funds which the Federal government will be called upon to expend to increase the
supply of residential buildings which private parties are willing to construct
under the existing law.

In order to keep the tax law consistent with the announced National policy
of encouraging the construction and operation of low and moderate income hous-
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ing, the gain which a limited dividend corporation realizes from the sale of low
and moderate income dwelling units should be excluded from the proposed re-
capture of accelerated depreciation. Similarly, the use of 150% declining balance
depreciation on used l)roperty should continue to be permitted with respect to
qualified purchasers of low and moderate income dwelling units from limited divi-
dend corporations when such purchases occur after the seller has owned the assets
for a substantial period of time. In light of the nature of the assets involved and
the type of taxpayer to which such relief would be limited, these changes would
create no possibility for abuse.

AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL FACILITIES

Section 704 of the Bill proposes a new Code section which would permit the
cost of certified air and water pollution control facilities to be amortized over a
period of 60 months. The definition of a "certified pollution control facility" would
limit the property eligible for amortization to assets which control pollution "by
removing, altering, disposing, or storing pollutants, contaminants, wastes or
heat . . ."

Although probably not intended by the drafters, it would appear that the
language of the Bill could be interpreted in a manner which would exclude from
the category of assets which qualify for rapid amortization those assets which
prevent pollution by eliminating or reducing the creation of pollutants.

The Clean Air Act makes it clear that the Federal government is committed
not only to the control, but also to the prevention, of air pollution. Accordingly.
taxpayers should be encouraged to install facilities, such as natural gas burning
equipment, that prevent pollution by eliminating or reducing the creation of
pollutants.

In order to provide the same incentives to eliminate pollutants as the House
Bill presently grants to assets that control pollutants, it is suggested that the
definition of a "certified pollution control facility" be amended to include facil-
ities that eliminate or reduce the creation of pollutants. Inasmuch as the provi-
sions of Section 704 of the Bill require Federal or State certification of facilities
as a prerequisite for rapid amortization, the proposed change would create no
possibility for abuse.

OTHER PROVISIONS OF TIE BILL

American Natural believes that certain changes should also be made to other
sections of H.R. 13270, particularly Section 451 of the Bill, dealing with deprecia-
tion of utility property, and Section 501 of the Bill, relating to natural resources.
American Natural fully supports tihe position on these issues set forth in the

statement and testimony presented before this Committee on October 1, 1969

by Mr. Walter E. Rogers, President, Independent Natural Gas Association of
America.

STATEMENT OF NATHANIEL S. KEITH, PRESIDENT OF TilE NATIONAL HOUSING

CONFERENCE

I welcome this opportunity to present the comments of the National Housing
Conference on some of the proposals contained in "The Tax Reform Act of 1969."

The National Housing Conference has long supported and helped to achieve

many of the housing programs we have today. A common theme of all these

programs has been to maximize private participation while also achieving rents

within the means of those unable to afford unsubsidized housing. We believe.

however, that many of these proposed changes in the House-passed Tax Bill

will have serious and deleterious effects on the ability to adequately meet our

critical housing shortages.
In this regard, the National Housing Conference recognizes the overriding

public need for maintaining a financially sound and healthy construction indus-

try. Without such a resource, our Nation will be able to meet the unprece-
dented target need of providing 26 million dwelling units during the next ten

years, the goal set by the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. This

housing is urgently needed not only to provide decent shelter and homes for

people in the United States, but also to help solve the pressing social problems

inherent in our ghettos and blighted neighborhoods. Unless a solution is found to

the housing needs of families of low and moderate incomes, the social and eco-

nomic problems of our cities are likely to prove insurmountable. The proposed
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tax legislation will effectively preclude the achievement of national housing
goals. In an effort to realize a more "equal distribution" of the tax burden, the
proposed modifications iii the tax law have made private investment in real
estate, particularly residential housing, even more unattractive than it is now.
Unless relief is given from provisions of the House Bill, it is difficult to imagine
how the national housing goals will ever be achieved.

The National Housing Conference suggests the following changes in the pro-
posed tax reform legislation in order to assist in achieving the national housing
goals:

1. The options of an investor deducting interest paid and real estate taxes
paid as a current business expense (luring the period that the project is being
built should not be limited or circumscribed. Unless such deductions are per-
initted as current tax deductions available to investors, the investment in real
estate becomes much less attractive. This is particularly true in the case of
housing to serve the needs of low and moderate income families with financing
under some government-insured or assisted program. The limited return avail-
able to investors in such cases (most such programs limit the return to 6 per-
cent) Is such that it would be highly doubtful that an investment of this kind
would be attractive if the investor were not permitted to deduct interest and real
estate taxes during construction. This same consideration is also applicable to
other presently permissible deductible items during the construction period.

2. Under the House Bill, accelerated depreciation on residential rental property
is only available to the first user. This would seriously impair the resale market
for rental properties and (orrespondingly reduce the attractiveness of initial
equity investments in such properties. The NHC urges that the provisions of
existing tax law as to depreciation advantages for subsequent purchasers of
residential rental properties be continued. This proposed requirement in the
House Bill also involves difficult applications in specific cases and introduces
uncertainties which could discourage investors from investing in multifamily
housing projects. If accelerated depreciation is available to the Mortgagor at the
time the first family moves in, this could take place at a time long before the
project is "officially" completed. Customarily, on sizeable projects partial occu-
pancy will occur as individual buildings are completed. Yet, changes in the
requirements may necessitate further investment by additional investors. In
some cases, some of the original investors may die or retire and new investors
substituted. In such instances, the question could be raised as to whether the
mortgagor is no longer a first user entitled to depreciation.

NHC reconmmiiends that the determination of first user should occur as of the
date of completion of the project. This would present no problem in the case of
projects to serve the needs of low and moderate income families because under
Federally-assisted financing, the government agency makes a formal determina-
tion as of the date of completion of the project. Changes in the composition of
the mortgagor entity prior to that date should not preclude the availability of
accelerated depreciation; indeed, changes in the composition of the entity (e.g.,
the death of a partner or the transfer of a limited partnership) interest) after the
project is completed should not be deemed a change in the first user so as to pre-
clude the availability of accelerated depreciation.

It is doubtful that any legislative language is necessary to accomplish this
result; a statement of policy in the report of the Bill will probably be sufficient
to assure that there will be no arbitrary denial of the accelerateOApreciation
by some rigid, inflexible application of a first user principle.

3. NHC supports the provisions of the Bill which allow accelerated deprecia-
tion (double declining balance) in the case of housing developments. Denial of
accelerated depreciation would require substantial increase in rents and yet yield
to the investor to make an investment in housing projects financially attractive.
In the case of projects to serve low and moderate income families, the alternative
of increased rent would simply defeat the basic purpose of the project or require
a commensurate increase in the Federal subsidy to make the investment attractive
and competitive.

The best and easiest approach is simply to permit a rapid depreciation which
would afford tax deductions which, in combination with cash yield, would make
the project attractive to investors. This is essential to assure adequate investment
in residential construction.

4. The tax advantage of accelerated depreciation would largely be lost if the
proposed recapture provisions become law. Generally, since 1964, the gain on a
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sale of a building is taxed as ordinary income to the extent of depreciation taken
on that building after December 31, 1963. However, after the building has been
held 12 months, only the excess over straight line depreciation is "recaptured."
After 20 months, that amount can be reduced at the rate of 1 percent per month,
until 120 months, after which nothing Is recaptured. In other words, currently
under section 1250, the recapture upon sale of the project is reduced on a formula
scale over a period of 10 years.

Under the House Bill, the taxability of the difference between the straight line
accelerated depreciation is not reduced but is recaptured regardless of when the
project is sold. The effect of this provision is to negate the benefit of the deductions
originally received by the taxpayer. Therefore, while the taxpayer will derive tax
benefits through accelerated depreciation of the project, these will be taken away
when he later sells the project. This means that the investment becomes much less
attractive, since every investor will take into account the consequences of the sale
of the project at some later date. It is unreasonable to assume that a requirement
making the future sale of an investment unattractive will not have a debilitating
effect on such investment. Even if the investor had no intention of selling the
project, he must assume what the tax consequences would be in case of fore-
closures where the project is in trouble. Under the proposed legislation, the fore-
closure could precipitate a substantial tax to the taxpayer.

NHC recognizes, however, that the intent of the House bill was undoubtedly to
avoid abuses from quick turnover projects. Hence, the NHC supports a recapture
provision under Section 1250 which precludes capital gain treatment on transfers
during the first 5 years and then applies a formula of 1 percent per month reduc-
tion thereafter. This would put off full capital gain treatment for over 13 years.

5. NHC believes that in the case of low and moderate income housing, the re-
capture provisions should not be made applicable where such housing is sold to
a cooperative approved by the Secretary. There is a strong public policy embodied
in the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968 of encouraging and promot-
ing the achievement of homeownership by families of low and moderate incomes.
Cooperative ownership gives families a greater sense of responsibility and pro-
duces better communities than rental housing. NHC recommends that the recap-
ture provision should not apply where a project owned by a limited distribution
mortgagor with appropriate government-assisted financing is sold to a nonprofit
cooperative consisting of low and moderate income families which will own
and operate the development.

6. NHC is also concerned about the proposed tax treatment of state and local
bond Interest. NHO Is distressed with the near collapse of the municipal bond
market as a result of the House-passed provisions of H.R. 13270 which affect
municipal bond interest. Since H.R. 13270 was passed, interest rates on all munic-
ipal bonds have Increased an average of nearly one percentage point. Active
Investors in these bonds, now reacting to the uncertainty caused by the provisions
on H.R. 13270, are refraining from further purchaee.

For those who have worked long and hard to help create a sound financial base
for public housing, we are particularly concerned by the events of two weeks
ago partially brought on by the House bill. On September 24, the Housing
Assistance Administration placed nearly $192 million worth of public housing
bonds on the market. These bonds are general obligations of local housing ageni-
cies and are guaranteed with the full faith and credit of the United States,
a factor which gives them a triple "A" rating in the market. Because of a legal
6 percent interest ceiling, $142.4 million of these bonds failed to find bidders.
Of the $49 million that did sell, a historically high interest rate of 5.9948 per-
cent annually will be paid.

This is an intolerable situation which substantially increases the cost of public
housing and threatens the future of our public housing programs. NHC joins
with the National League of Cities and the United States Conference of Mayors
in asking this Committee to delete any reference to interest from state and local
government bonds wherever it appears in Sections 301, 302, 601 and 602 of
the bill.

NATIONAL HOUSING CONFERENCE

PROPOSED LANGUAGE FOR COMMITTEE REPORT

1. Because of the tax bill may limit accelerated depreciation oi residential
housing to the first user, the National Housing Conference (NHC) urges that
the Committee Report contain the following clarifying language carefully defin-
ing "original use" treatment (p. 301, 1, 16 and 302, 1. 22).
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"Determination of 'original use' for purposes of determining eligibility under
Section 167(j)(2) and (3)

"Customarily, on large projects, partial occupancy will occur as individual
buildings are completed. Yet, other buildings will still be under construction
and there will be other changes in the construction requirements which may
necessitate further investment by additional investors. In some cases, some of
the original investors may die or retire, with new investors being substituted.
In such instances, the question could be raised as to whether the mortgagor is
no longer an original user entitled to accelerated depreciation.

"The determination of original use should occur as of the date of completion
of the project. In low and moderate income housing built under federally-
assisted financing, the formal determination of the date of completion of the
project is already made by the governmental agency administering the program.
Changes in the composition of the mortgagor entity prior to that date should
not preclude the availability of accelerated depreciation. Likewise, certain
changes in the composition of the entity (e.g., the death of a partner or the
transfer of a limited partnership interest) after the project is completed should
not be deemed a change in the original use so as to preclude the availability of
accelerated depreciation."

2. NHC urges the following language in the Report to make it clear that the
"hobby loss" provisions do not apply to limited profit investments in publicly-
assisted housing projects:

"Hobby Losses

"The proposed Section 213 of the House bill would amend Section 270 to
create a rebuttable presumption that an activity was not being carried on with
a reasonable expectation of profit if total deductions allowable with -respect to
that activity exceeded gross income from that activity by $25,000 in three of
five consecutive years.

"This new provision is not intended to apply to investments in residential
rental housing. Thus, in the case of investments in housing developed with Fed-
eral aids and subsidies, the income and profits are strictly limited by law to
assure that the housing will reach the lower and moderate income group intended
to be served. The amendment to Section 270 is not intended to apply to such
properties."

3. NHC urges the following language in the Report to make it clear that the
tax preference provisions are not applicable to interest, taxes and ground rents
on residential rental housing:

"The Committee agrees with the Treasury )epartment's position that interest,
taxes and ground rent should not be treated as a tax preference if the construc-
tion consisted of residential rental housing as defined in the proposed Section
167(j) (2) which is added by Section 521 of the House bill."

AMENDMENT RELATING TO APPROVED DISPOSITIONS OF
PUBLICLY-ASSISTED HOUSING PROJECTS

Subchapter 0 of clampter 1 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to
gain or loss on disposition of property) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new part:

"PART X-I)ISPOSITIONS OF QUALIFIED HOUSING PROJECTS

"SEC. 1131. APPROVED DISPOSITIONS OF QUALIFIED HOUSING PROJECTS-
"(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of an approved disposition (as defined in

subsection (c)) of a qualified housing project (as defined in subsection (b)),
"(1) any gain or loss recognized on such disposition shall be treated as

gain or loss on the sile or exchange of property described in section 1231(b),
and

"(2) gain shall be recognized only to the extent that the amount realized
on such disposition exceeds the cost as determined under section 1012.

"(b) QUALIFIED HOUSING PROJET.-For purposes of this section, the term
'qualified housing project' means buildings and other structures determined, in
accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, to have been constructed or rehabilitated pursuant to the provi-
sions of the National Housing Act, as amended, or any other federal, state or
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local law of comparable purpose, primarily to provide publicly-assisted housing
and related facilities for individuals or families of low and moderate income,
and the lawd underlying or appurtenant to such buildingss and other structures.
The term 'publicly-assisted housing' as used in this subsection means multi-
family housing receiving or eligible to receive the benefits of government assist-
ance through below-market interest rate financing, interest reduction payments
or rent supplements.

"(c) APPROVED DIsPosrrIo.v.-For purposes of this section, the term 'approved
disposition' means any sale or transfer of a qualified housing project to a hous-
ing cooperative or otherwise to enable ownership for the benefit of individuals
or families of low or moderate income in accordance with regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development and pursuant to
the National Housing Act, as amended, or any other provision of federal, state
or local law of comparable purpose.

EXPLANATION

NBC believes that in the case of low and moderate income housing, the re-
capture provisions should not be applicable where such housing is sold to a co-
operative, or otherwise to enable ownership, as approved by the Secretary. There
is a strong public policy embodied in the Housing and Urban Development Act
of 1968 of encouraging and promoting the achievement of cooperative and other
homeownership by families of low and moderate incomes. Such ownership gives
families a greater sense of responsibility and produces better communities than
rental housing.

NHC recommends the foregoing amendment in order that the recapture pro-
vision would not apply upon the sale of a project by a limited-dividend entity
to enable ownership of the housing for the benefit of low and moderate income
families, with appropriate government assistance. Typically, the sale would be
to a nonprofit cooperative consisting of the lower income families residing in the
project.
Re Proposed Amendment for Accelerated Depreciation for Publicly-Assisted

Housing Projects
Section 167(j) (2) as added by Section 521(a) of the House bill is hereby

amended by deleting all of the first sentence after the word "is" and inserting in
lieu thereof the following (p. 301, 1. 14) :

"multifamily housing owned by a limited dividend entity which provides
publicly-assisted housing and related facilities for individuals or families
of low and moderate income which qualify under regulations prescribed by
the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to receive the benefits of
government assistance through below-market interest rate financing, interest
reduction payments, or rent supplements; and the original use of which
commences with the taxpayer."

The NHC recommends this amendment if this Committee should decide that
all "residential rental housing" should not be allowed to take accelerated de-
preciation. NBC supports the allowance of accelerated depreciation for publicly
assisted housing whose owners are limited in the return they may receive and
which is devoted to housing families of low and moderate income. Since the
owners of such housing are limited to a 6% return on their investment, the
accelerated depreciation is needed to attract and keep investors who develop and
own such housing for low and moderate income families.
Re Proposed Alternative Amendments to Permit Exemptions from Section 1250

for Residential Rental Housing
1. Section 1250(a) as amended by Section 521(b) of the House bill (see p. 305)

is amended by inserting the following between the words "property" and "is" on
line 16 in the first sentence:

"(other than residential rental housing)"
OR

2. Alternatively, the NHC would urge that Section 1250(a) (1) be amended by
adding the following between the words "property" and "is" in the first sentence:

"(other than multifamily housing owned by a limited dividend entity
which provides publicly-assisted housing and related facilities for individ-
uals or families of low and moderate income which qualify under regulations
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prescribed by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to receive
the benefits of government assistance through below-market interest rate
financing, interest reduction payments or rent supplements)".

The NHC recommends the exemption from the recapture provisions of Section
1250 of all residential rental property; or, in the alternative and at the least, the
exemption of publicly-assisted projects serving the housing needs of low and
moderate income families and Individuals. An exemption of this kind Is essential
to obtain investor participation in the construction and ownership of such
housing.
Re Proposed Alternative Amendments to Exempt from Limitation on Tax Prefer-

ences, the Deductions Related to Residential Rental Housing
1. Section 84(c) (1) (B), a new section of the Internal Revenue Code added by

Section 301(a) of the House Bill (see page 166) is amended by inserting after
the word "property" in the first sentence (line 13) the following:

"except for residential rental housing"
2. NIC alternatively recommends that, in the event the Committee does not

want to exempt all residential rental housing, Section 84(c) (1) (B) be amended
by inserting after the word "property" in the first sentence (line 13) a comma,
and the following:

"other than multifamily housing owned by a limited dividend entity which
provides publicly-assisted housing and related facilities for individuals or
families of low and moderate income which qualify under regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development to receive the
benefits of government assistance through below-market interest rate
financing, interest reduction payments or rent supplements,".

NIC does not oppose the enactment of the general limitation of tax prefer-
ences and allocation of deductions. However, NHC supports an exemption there-
from as to residential rental housing, or in the alternative, as to limited dividend
multifamily projects for low and moderate income families. Such an exemption
will permit such worthy projects to attract the needed capital In a highly com-
petitive market.

OCTOBER 17, 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Senatc Finance Cominittec,
8eizate Offlo Building,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR Ma. CIHAIRMAN : We are attaching hereto a statement setting forth our
views on how the Federal Tax Reform Act of 1969, as passed by the House of
Representatives, will affect urban housing and commercial property development
in our cities. This letter will summarize in capsule form the principal suggestions
made in that document.

First of all, we believe that it is not in the nation's interest to leave Intact
large loopholes iII the progressive tax rate scale. The objective of achieving equal
treatment under the tax laws is of critical importance to both the viability and
creditability of the Internal Revenue Code. However, we are concerned that any
proposed tax reform measures do not lower existing incentives for construction
to a point which would seriously threaten the achievement of the housing ob.
jectives set forth in the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. This con-
cern stems from two basic facts: first, private investment in housing is being
seriously curtailed by rising costs and soaring interest rates; and second, the
housing industry has historically been a relatively weak competitor for invest-
ment capital: as pointed out by the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the devastating
reality is that "froin 1961 to 1968, our gross national product grew at an annual
rate of 5.2 percent, durable equipment hy 9.9 percent, and investment in new
plants by 7.5 percent, while growth in urban housing investment was only 0.5
percent."

After a thorough review of the bill enacted by the House we have concluded
that this legislation goes so far in meeting the first objective of tax reform that
it is clearly destructive to the second objective of achieving the housing goals
set forth in the 1968 Act. As Indicated in the brief attached hereto, the cumula-
tive effect of the House-approved changes would reduce the yield on real estate
investment by:

28% to 49% in the case of an investment in low- and moderate-income
housing
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21% to 37% In the case of an Investment In new conventional residential
housing, and

42% to 671% In the case of an investment In an office building or other
commercial property.

If the office building boom Is cut off, either because of a change in the existing
tax rules, or further increases In the cost of money, or both, it will mean not
oily the elimination of the potential for more blue collar jobs In the cities, but,
Indeed, the elimination of already existing construction jobs.

When they were introduced, the existing pattern of tax depreciation rules
affecting improved real property (including not merely the rules as to method
of depreciation, but also the rules as to useful life, depreciable basis, and calcu-
lation of gain upon sale) might have been regarded as inconsistent, and not finely
tuned to economic factors. However, since World War II, these rules have been
an Important factor In providing a flow of equity capital for construction of
apartment houses and office buildings in cities across the nation.

This is not to say that the existing rules are immutable and should never be
changed. Nevertheless, the foregoing factors further support an admonition made
by former Treasury Secretary Fowler in submitting the last Administration's
tax reform recommendations. Secretary Fowler warned that tax rules which have
an important effect on the operations of an entire industry should not be changed
without a careful study of the potential results of these changes on the industry
and the economy.

This is particularly the case in regard to the development of residential housing
and commercial buildings because here the impact is not merely on a particular
industry. The effect is upon the economic well-being of our urban areas and citi-
zens, especially those with low incomes. To serve them, a growing stream of new
construction is required.

As set forth in our statement, in the past year, two Presidential commissions
have made comprehensive studies of the development of urban housing. It is
noteworthy that both of these commissions recommended increases rather than
decreases in tax incentives for the construction of new urban housing.

Some have come before your Committee to take the essentially negative posi-
tion of urging that all existing rules be retained. We do not agree. Rather, w,
respectfully suggest a series of changes in the House bill which we believe more
fairly balance the dual objectives of tax reform and encouragement of urban
investment. These changes may be summarized as follows:

1. Low and Moderate Income Housing.-We suggest retention of the existing
tax rules with regard to low- and moderate-income housing, to wit:

A. The provision of the House bill permitting the continued use of the
accelerated depreciation methods (that Is, the 200% declining balance and
sum of the years digits methods) with regard to new residential housing (low
or moderate or otherwise) should be retained.

B. The House bill subjects the excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line depreciation to the LTP and AOD sections. An exception to these
sections should be provided for low- and moderate-Income housing.

C. Under the House bill, upon a sale of real property, the full excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation is subject to "recap-
ture" as ordinary income to the extent of any gain. An exception to this
should be provided in a case of the sale of low- or moderate-income housing.

D. The Committee should reject the Treasury's recommendation that in-
terest and other carrying charge deductions during construction be subject
to the LTP and AOD sections. In our opinion, the Treasury's recommendation
is uniquely discriminatory; it is the sole case in which a business expenditure
Is arbitrarily subjected to these limitations.

(Without the modifications suggested in B, C, and D, the laudable objective
of the House bill contained in A would be seriously undermined.)

E. For purposes of these rules, low- or moderate-income housing may be
very narrowly defined as housing which is financed by a HUD insured loan
or under a state or local program of financial assistance for low- and
moderate-income housing.

2. Rehab litation..-We concur in and applaud the House recommendations
authorizing a 5-year rapid amortization period as an incentive for the substantial
rehabilitation of low-income housing. In addition, we urge that In order to en-
courage the upgrading of the nation's enormous existing inventory of older
housing, a similar but less generous incentive be granted for rehabilitation expen-
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ditures for other housing at least 20 years old. We recommend, therefore, that
substantial improvement expenditures shall be subject to a 10-year amortization
period. The new useful life should be the difference between a 40-year life (the
life used for new housing) and the age of building in question, but in no event
less than 10 years.

3. Conventional Multi-family Housing.-We recommend the following set of
rules with regard to conventional residential housing:

A. The provision of the House bill permitting accelerated depreciation of
new residential housing should be retained.

B. The provision of the House bill subjecting the excess of accelerated
over straight-line depreciation to the LTP and AOD should be retained ex-
cept that:

1. Only 25 percent of the excess shall be treated as a "preference"
2. The LTP and AOD should not apply to the accelerated depreciation

deductions of a taxpayer who realizes over 60% of his gross income
from the development and/or ownership of real properties. (It is our
understanding that this provision is similar to the rule proposed by
the Administration for oil investment.)

C. The Committee should reject the Treasury's recommendation that in-
terest and other carrying charge deductions during construction be subject
to the LTP and AOD sections.

1). The Committee should reject the provision of the House bill limiting
a subsequent user of residential property to straight-line depreciation. He
should be permitted to use the 150% declining balance method as under
existing law.

E. In regard to the recapture of depreciation on sale, we propose that:
1. Upon a sale within the first 3 years (as opposed to the first year as

under present Section 1250) all depreciation, and not merely the excess
over straight-line depreciation, should be subject to recapture.

2. Upon a sale after 3 years, a percentage of the excess over straight-
line depreciation should be subject to recapture as under the House bill.
The percentage should decline by 1% per month so that after 11 years
4 months (as contrasted with 10 years under existing law) the entire
gain will be taxable as long-term capital gain.

4. Office Building8 and Othcr Commercial Propcrty.-The following changes
are suggested in the tax treatments of office buildings and other commercial
property :

A. As under existing law, the first user should be permitted to use the
accelerated methods of depreciation and a subsequent user should be per-
mitted to utilize the 150% declining balance method.

B. The provision of the House bill subjecting the excess of accelerated
over straight-line depreciation to the ITP and AOD should be retained ex-
cept that:

1. Only 25% of the excess should be treated as a "preference"
2. The LTP and AOD should not apply to the accelerated depreciation

deductions of a taxpayer who realizes over 60% of his gross Income from
the development and/or ownership of real properties.

C. The Committee should reject the Treasury's recommendation that in-
terest and other carrying charge deductions during construction be subject
to the LTP and AOD sections.

D. In order to prevent an abuse of rapid depreciation by means of a quick
turnover of properties, there should be stricter provisions for recapture of
depreciation upon a sale than those recommended by the House. Specifically,
we recommend that:

1. Upon a sale within the first three years (as opposed to the first
year as under the present Section 1250 and the House bill) all deprecia-
tion-and not merely the excess over straight-line depreciation-should
be subjected to recapture, and

2. Upon a sale after three years, a percentage of the total prior de-
preciation (and not merely the excess of straight-line depreciation as
under the House bill) will be subject to recapture. This percentage will
decline by 1% per month so that after 11 years and 4 months (as con-
trasted with 10 years under existing law), the entire gain will be taxable
as long-term capital gain.

We believe that these recommendations are most comprehensive and deserve
your attention and evaluation. We will be glad to answer any questions you have,

33-865 O-69-pt. 5-6----4
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or to work with the staff of the Senate Finance Committee is clarifying any of

these proposals.
In conclusion it is our belief that if changes are made in the Tax Reform Act

of 1969 along the lines recommended herein, a measurable and desirable degree

of tax reform can be brought about without serious restraints on the important
objective of encouraging private investment in housing and commercial construc-

tion which is so important to the economic and social well-being of American
cities.

Respectfully submitted,
GERALD P. HILL.MAN,
McKinscy & Co., Inc.

ROBERT P. O'BLOCK,
Harvard Business School

STEPHEN S. ZIEGLER, Esq.,
Yonng, Kaplan & Edelstein.

STATEMENT REGARDING HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROVISIONS OF

TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969 1

This statement represents our views on how the Federal Tax Reform Act of
1969 will affect urban housing and commercial property development in our
core cities.

Our nation faces an urban crisis and one of the most conspicuous components
in this crisis Is the lack of safe, decent housing for many of our urban residents.

We know that over 6 million families now live in unsafe and unsanitary
conditions.

We know that our housing stock continues to deteriorate at a fast rate.
We know that neither the government nor the building industry has (lone

enough to: (1) replace the inadequate housing, and (2) slow down the rate
of deterioration.

Last year, in enacting the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968.
Congress reaffirmed the goal of a "decent home and suitable living environment
for every American family." Furthermore. this goal is to be . . . "substantially
achieved within the next decade by the construction or rehabilitation of 26
million housing units. 6 million of these for low- and moderate income families."

In this Act, Congress strengthened existing programs and established a series
of new ones to give communities and private businesses the tools they need to
rehabilitate or build 26 million units. We now have a variety of government
tools to encourage housing construction such as rent subsidies, interest sub-
sidies, loan guarantees, mortgage insurance, direct loans, and below-market
mortgage loans. Yet these tools are useless if private enterprise is unwilling to
Invest in and build housing and generally support the building industry. Private-
sector participation depends on the potential returns offered by this kind of
investment relative to other investment possibilities. In other words, if the
rates of return in housing construction and ownership are favorable, tile private
sector will be more inclined to use the government tools established by last
year's legislation. However, If the returns from other investments look more
promising, then the goal of 26 million units in the next 10 years is not attain-
able and the rate of deterioration within the existing stock will increase; irban
blight will continue and the urban crisis will intensify.

Inflation and tight money have seriously damaged the mortgage market and
resulted in a construction slowdown. Thus, Investors are placing available
funds in other short-term, safer, high-yield investment areas and bypassing the
longer term construction area. On September 23, 1969, George Romney. Secre-
tary of Housing and Urban Development, disclosed that housing starts have
declined by 33 percent since the beginning of the year and deemed the outlook
"critical."

Dr. Leon Keyserling testifed before both this committee and the House Ways
and Means Committee that, between 1960 and 1969, the construction industry
has grown at a far slower rate than other forms of business investment housee
Ways and Means Committee, Hearings on Tax Refor m -1969. p. 2719).

1'Ths atcment was prp narod by: Gernid P. Hillman. McKinsey & Comnany. Inc..
Robert P. O'Block, Harvard Business School, Stephen S. Zeigler. Esq., of Young. Kaplan
& Edelstein.
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We feel that, as the Committee examine the 1969 Tax Reform Act, you should
consider all proposed changes that would affect rates of return and capital
committed to the construction industry in light of the industry's already weak
competitive position.

If this Committee recommends changing the tax law, and Congress approves,
thereby reducing the potenlial yieo from investing in construction, this in-
dustry will become even less attractive to private investors than before. Thus,
new housing and commercial construction would be even further curtailed; and
this will have an adverse effect on our entire economy. However, perhaps its
most important effect would be to increase the shortage of housing and there-
fore increase group tensions in our major cities. The severe shortage of multi-
family housing in our major cities may be illustrated with reference to the
present situation in New York City.

I. HOUSING CRISIS IN NEW YORK CITY

At present, New York City is experiencing a severe shortage in housing for
all income groups, and this shortage has developed in spite of one of the
largest government programs for public and publicly assisted housing in the
country.

The problem is that the private sector has been reluctant to build in the City
for a variety of reasons, one of the most important being that alternative in-
vestments are more attractive. The following table shows the recent decline
in new construction starts.

TABLE 1.-PLANS FLED AND UNITS COMPLETED FOR NEW RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION,' NEW YORK CITY,
1959 TO 1968

Number of housing units
Year Plans filed Completions

1959 --------------------------------------------------.................... 62,700 37,200
1960 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 43,100 35,200
1961 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 150,000 35,100
1962 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 6,600 47,3 00
1963 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 4,200 60,000
1964 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 13,700 51,900
1965 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 20,500 49,500
1966 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 26,100 32,00
1967 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 12,200 23 000
1968 (9 months) ------------------------------------------------------------- 15,000 15,000

1 The large increase in construction in the middle 1960's was in part the result of changes in the zoning law (note
"Plans Filed" in 1961). Yet, the present rate of construction is only /2 that achieved in the late 1950's.

Rental housing has been particularly hard lilt from 1965 to 1968, and the
number of rental units on the market decreased by 23,000. This In turn has
led to increases in rent and has produced an incredibly tight housing market,
with a vacancy rate of only 1.23 percent. For tenants who live in non-rent-con-
trolled apartments, rent increases last year averaged 26.5 percent, or $45.40
per month. Because of these exhorbitant increases, the City was forced to limit
increases in noncontrolled apartments. The housing crisis is not limited to low-
income groups; in fact, most noncontrolled apartments are rented to middle-
and upper-income people. Thus, every New York City family feels the effect
of this housing shortage.

Moreover, the rental housing is old and in generally poor condition:
Nearly a million units now occupied were constructed before 1929, and

most of these are concentrated in the slumns and deteriorating neighbor-
hoods of Brooklyn and Manhattan.

About 25 percent of all units now occupied are in either deteriorated or
dilapidated condition.

The condition of vacant units is even worse: Only 5&.7 percent of these are
sound, and 30 percent are considered to be deteriorating.

One housing expert concluded that New York City must build 45,000 units
and rehabilitate 16,000 units annually over a 20-year period to replace the esti-
mated 385,000 substandard units, to upgrade the 6,000 units which each year
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fall into the substandard category, and to provide for an increase of 600,000
households.'

To restate the obvious: New York City needs a massive housing construc-
tion and rehabilitation program. To fulfill this need, the resources of the pri-
vate marketplace must be marshaled. Implicit is the notion that investments
by the private market in this area must be competitive with other investment
opportunities. Should changes in the Internal Revenue Code be made which
limit the rate of return to these investors, we must then rely only on publicly
funded programs, which means either a limited housing construction program
and further deterioration, or a tremendous increase in the public sector's in-
volvement in housing and a concomitant increase in appropriations necessary
to achieve this construction.

II. TIE NATURE AND EFFECT OF TIE PROPOSED CHANGES

The existing depreciation rules (together with the leverage provided by a high
niortgage and the normal bunching of interest deductions in the early years)
generally produce the following pattern of taxability for a person building and
operating residential or commercial structures:

Generally, (luring the first few years of building operation, the cash flow is
tax free. In addition, the owner realizes a tax loss equal to the excess of the
accelerated depreciation and interest deductions over the net operating in-
come of the property.

Thereafter, for a period of several years, no tax losses are realized. How-
ever, a substantial portion of the cash flow from the property is realized by
tie owner, tax free.

During the latter years of building operation, the pattern reverses and the
owner is taxable each year on an amount of income from the property, which
is greater than the cash flow he may actually draw down. (See U.S. Treasury
Department, Statement Regarding Real Estate Tax Shelters, hearings on the
President's 193 Tax Message, p. 420.)

Inasmuch as a dollar received after 1 year is worth more than a dollar received
after, say, 10 years, this pattern of initial tax losses, and later taxable income,
tends to increase the potential yield of an investment in real property. (Slitor,
The Federal Income Tax in Relation to Housinig, report to President's Commis-
sion on Urban Problems, pp. 46-47.)

As set forth below, the House bill would seriously and adversely affect this
pattern of tax incentives for the development of housing. The important provi-
sions in this regard are as follows:

At present, the first user of residential housing may utilize the "accelerated
methods" of depreciation, that is, the 200 percent declining balance ("DB")
and the sum of the years digits ("SYD") methods of depreciation. The
House bill permits the continued use of this method for residential housing
(Proposal 167, (j) (2)). However, the taxpayer's deductions for the excess
of the accelerated depreciation taken over straight-line ("SL") depreciation
are subject to disallowance under the limit on tax preference ("LTP") and
the allocation of deductions ("AOD") sections (Prop. 84,277).

Under existing law, the first user of an office building (or other commercial
property) may utilize the accelerated methods of depreciation. Under the House
Bill, the first user may use only the 150 percent declining-balance method.. which

1 Dr. Frank Kristof, formerly Assistant Administrator for Programs and Policy for the
Housing and Development Administration, The Future of Rehabilitation in Our Aging
GU8te (Conference of The New England Region on Problems of a Mature Economy,
November 18, 1067).

2 Under the LTP, a taxpayer's deductions (or income exclusions) for certain items
(designated as "preferences") are disallowed to the extent that they exceed 50 percent
of the sum of: (1) the individual's adjusted gross income, plus (2) the amount of the
preferences. Among the "preferences" designated In the House Bill is the excess of
accelerated over straight-line depreciation.

The designation of one of the taxpayer's deductions as a "preference" may also result in
disallowance of a portion of the taxpayer's personal deductions. Under the AOD section, a
taxpayer's personal deductions must be allocated between the portions of hIs adjusted
gross income (before preferences) which are, and are ni t, sheltered by preferences. This
calculation is made after the LTP has been applied to ,isallow part of the preference.
The portion of the personal deductions allocated to income sheltered by preferences is
disallowed.

From the point of view of a potential investor in real estate, tie AOD section is merely
disallowing an additional portion of his accelerated depreciation, deducted over and
above that which is disallowed under the LTP section. That is. his personal deductions
would be allowed, if ie did not make the investment which produced the preference.
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Is less rapid than the accelerated methods (i.e., the 200 percent DB and SYD
methods), but more rapid than the SL method (Prop. 167(j) (1)).

At present, a subsequent user of residential or commercial real property may
utilize the 150 percent DB method of depreciation, not the accelerated methods.

Under existing law, the first user of an office building (or other commer-
cial property) may utilize the accelerated methods of depreciation. Under
the House Bill, the first user may use only the 150 percent declining-balance
method, which is less rapid than the accelerated methods (i.e., the 200 per-
cent DB and SYD methods), but more rapid than the SL method (Prop.
167(j) (1)).

At present, a subsequent user of residential or commercial real property
may utilize the 150 percent DB method of depreciation, not the accelerated
methods. Under the House Bill, a subsequent user may use only SL deprecia-
tion (Prop. 167(j) (4)).

At present, under Section 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code, upon a sale
of real property (residential or commercial), only a limited portion of prior
depreciation taken by the taxpayer may be subject to "recapture" (i.e.,
treatment as ordinary income to the extent of any gain realized). Specifically,
if the taxpayer has held the property for over 12 months, only the excess of
the accelerated depreciation taken over SL depreciation is subject to re-
capture. The percentage of this excess subject to recapture declines by 1
percent for each month that the taxpayer has held the property for over
20 months. Thus, after 10 years, no part of the gain realized on a sale is
subject to ordinary income treatment.

Under the House bill, the entire excess of the accelerated depreciation taken
over SL depreciation is subject to recapture upon a sale, no matter when the
sale is made, that is, the sliding scale has been eliminated. The Treasury has
now proposed an exemption to the stricter recapture rule upon a sale of low- and
moderate-income housing financed by a loan insured by HUD.

For conventional residential housing, in the hands of the first user, the Treas-
ury subsequently proposed full recapture of excess depreciation for the first 10
years, lowered by 1 percent per month to year 19 of the taxpayer's holding period,
when all gain realized on a sale is taxed as long-term capital gain (Technical
Explanation of Treasury, p. 43).

Under present law, a taxpayer may deduct currently (rather than capitalize)
interest and real estate taxes paid during the construction period.

Under the House bill, such carrying charge deductions are not subject to the
LTP or AOD.3

The Treasury has proposed to the Committee, however, a more rigid treat-
ment, namely, subjecting the taxpayer's carrying charge deductions to the LTP
in regard to commercial but not residential property (Statement of Treasury
Secretary David M. Kennedy, September 4, 1969, p. 37; Technical Memorandum
of the Treasury, p. 19).

The House bill did include one provision allowing greater liberality in depreci-
ation of real property. It permits a taxpayer making significant rehabilitation
expenditures In regard to low-income housing to amortize such expenditures over
a period of 5 years. The maximum expenditure thus amortizable is $15,000 per
unit. In order to be eligible for this rapid amortization, the taxpayer must expend
over $3,000 per unit In a period of 2 consecutive pears (Prop. 167 (r)).

The Treasury suggested to your Committee that there be subjected to the
LTP the excess of amortization taken under this provision over the depreciation
allowable under the otherwise applicable life (Statement of Secretary Kennedy,
supra).

We have recently made calculations to determine the effect that the proposed
changes In the House bill would have on the yield of the builder/owner of a
residential or commercial building.' These calculations are set forth In full in
Exhibits 1 to 11 attached hereto. They may be sunmarized as follows:

3 Under the House bill. if the property will be subject to a net lease upon completion.
the Interest deductions may be sibject to Partial disallowance under the AOD section
or the investment interest section. Based on discussions between New York City represent-
atives and the staff of the Joint Cmmittee on Internal Revenue Taxation, It appears this
result may never have been Intended and will be corrected at a technical level.

4 Throughout this analysis, yield Is defined as the discount rate which equals the present
value of cash inflows to the present value of cash outflows. This discount rate in economic
terms is commonly called the internal rate of return. Cash flows Included are the initial
equity investment, interest and real estate taxes during construction, before-tax cash
flow, the cash value of taxable income and the after-tax capital gain.
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The cumulative effect of the changes i the Hotise bill, with the proposed
Treasury changes therein (the "House changes"), is to reduce thc yield
of an investment in real property by the following pcrcfentagcs, assuming
returns under existing laws equal 100 percent: 5

-27.6 to 48.6 percent in the case of an Investment in low- and moderate-
income housing 1

-20.9 to 37.4 percent in the case of an investment in new conventional
residential housing 1

-42.2 to 66.5 percent in the case of an investment in an office building.
The effect of the provision for a greater recapture of depreciation upon

sale, considered by itself, is to reduce the yield of an investment In real
property by a mininnun of the following percentages:

-4.9 percent in the case of an investment in low- and moderate-income
housing

-2.0 percent in the case of an investment in conventional residential
housing

-2.1 percent in the case of an investment in an office building.
The foregoing figures are a very low estimate of the impact of a reduction

In sales price on yield. since they assume that the developer is looking for-
ward to a depreciation in property value of 1 percent per annum. If, as is
generally the case, the developer is looking forward to an appreciation in
value, the stricter recapture of depreciation will have a much greater Impact
on the developer's expected yield, that is. a percentage yield reduction in
the range of 10.0 to 13.1 percent for conventional housing and 7.2 to 10.5
percent for comnmercial construct ion. 7

The effect of the proposed restriction of a subsequent user to straight-
line depreciation, considered by itself, is to reduce the subsequent user's
yield by approximately 22 percent.8 This, in turn, reduces the selling price
that the first user may expect and reduces the first user's yield by a mininmm
of the following percentages:

-4.6 percent in the case of an investment in low, and moderate-income
housing

-- 4.4 percent In the case of an investment in a conventional apartment
house

--,5.7 percent in the case of an investment in an office building.
The figures are a very low estimate of the impact of a reduction in the

first user's sales price on yield. They assume that the developer is looking
forward to a depreciation in prol)erty value of 1 percent per annum. If, as
is generally the case, the developer is looking forward to an al)l)reciation
in value, the limit of the second user to straight-line depreciation, which
reduces the first user's sales price, will have a much greater impact on the
developer's expected yield, that is, a percentage yield reduction In the range
of 42.9 to 44.8 percent for conventional housing and 40.7 to 42.9 percent for
commercial construction.0

The effect of limiting the first user of an office building to 150 percent DII
depreciation, as opposed to 200 percent DB depreciation, is to reduce such
user's yield by approximately 18 percent.

The effect of applying the LTP and AOD sections to construction carry-
Ing charges is to reduce the yield of an investment in real property by the
following percentage: 0

-20.0 to 34.7 percent in the case of an investment in low- and moderate-
income housing '0

-17.9 to 30.7 percent in the case of an investment in conventional
residential housing 10

-16.7 to 30.6 percent In the case of an Investment In office buildings."'

6 Ranges calculated assuming 50 to 100 percent disallowance of accelerated depreciation
and/or carrying charges under LTP and AOD.

* Percentage reductions calculated assuming returns under existing tax laws equal 100
percent.

IRange calculated assuming a 1 percent and 2 percent per year increase in property
value.

$Percentage reduction for low- and nioderate.income housing equals 20.5 percent: re-
duction for office buildings equals 22.6 percent.

*Ranges calculated assuming 50 to 100 percent disallowance under LTP1 and AOD.1OPercent reductions calculated assuming returns under existing tax laws equal 100
percent.
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The effect of applying the LTP and AOl) sections to accelerated deprecia-
tion, considered )y itself, is to reduce the yield of an investment in real
property )y the following percentages :"

-27.6 to 48.6 percent in the case of an investment in low- and moderate-
income housing

-20.9 to 37.4 l)ercent in the case of an investment in conventional
residential housing

-18.0 to 23.7 percent in the case of an investment in office buildings.
Clearly then, the House bill (especially the proposed Treasury revision there-

in) would (rastically change the economics of investment in residential housing
and commercial development-change it in such a way as to significantly reduce
the incentive to build such structures."

11r. SUMMARY OF OUR POSITION

When it was introduced, the existing pattern of tax depreciation rules affecting
iml)roved real property (including not merely the rules as to method of deprecia-
tion, but also the rules as to useful life, depreciable basis, and calculation of gain
upon sale) might be regarded as Inconsistent, an(d not finely tuned to economic
factors. However, since World War i, these rules have been an important factor
in providing a flow of equity capital for construction of apartment houses and
office buildings in cities across the nation. (Slitor, supra, 1). 45; 1969 Hou.se
h1carings, pp. 2656-57 (testimony of representative of National Association of
Real Estate Boards), p. 2753 (testimony of representative of National Apart-
ment Association), pp. 2776-77 (testimony of representative of Mortgage Bank-
ers Association of America).) Thus, for example, in hearings on the Revenue
Act of 1964, the Treasury submitted exhibits showing that the existing tax ad-
vantages were a major factor in inducing the public to invest in public real
estate developmllent coml)anies. (See Statcnictt on Rcal Etatc Tax Shclters,
hearings on the President's 1963 Tax Message, p. 420.) The following chart in-
(luded in the 1969 Hearings tells the story better than many statements.

This is not to say that the existing rules are immutable and should never be
changed. Nevertheless, the foregoing factors further support an admonition made
by former Treasury Secretary Fowler in submitting the last Administration's
tax reform recommendations. Secretary Fowler warned that tax rules which
have an Imlportant effect on the operations of an entire Industry should not be
changed without a careful study of the potential results of these changes on
the industry and the economy.

This is particularly the case in regard to the development of residential hous-
ing and commercial buildings, because here the impact is not merely on a particu-
lar industry. The effect is upon the economic well-being of our urban areas and
citizens, especially those with low-inconmes. To serve them, a growing stream of
new construction is required. As the Report on the President's Comnzisio& on
Civil Di8ordcrs states:

"Today, after more than three decades of fragmented and grossly under-
funded Federal housing programs, decent housing remains a chronic prob-
lem for the disadvantaged urban household. (Fifty-six percent of the coun-
try's nonwhite families live in central cities today, and of these, nearly two-
thirds live In neighborhoods marked by substandard housing and general
urban blight.) For these citizens, condemned by segregation and pov"-fy to
live in the decaying slums of our central cities, the goal of a decent home
and suitable environment is asfar distant as ever.

"Statistics available for the period since 1960 Indicate that the trend is
continuing. (There has been virtually no decline in the number of occupied
dilapidated units in metropolitan areas . . .)

"Inadequate housing is not limited to Negroes. Even in the central cities
the problem affects two and a half times as niany white as nonwhite house-
holds. Nationally, over 4 million of the nearly 6 million occupied substand-
ard units in 1966 were occupied by whites. .. -

"Nevertheless, In the Negro ghetto, grossly Ina(lequate housing continues
to be a critical l)roblem." (New York Times, ed. p). 467-68.)

As set forth below, in time past year two Presidential commission-s have-made
comiprehienslve studies of the development of urban housing. It is noteworthy

11 Changes in yield are summarized in Exhibits 4 to 6.
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that both of these comlissions recommended increases rather than decreases in
tax incentives for tile construction of new urbaii housing.

We recognize that tile aehievenient of these liousing goals must be hl ied
with thte objective of achieving a fair tax structure. However, it is our position
that the House bill goes too far in meeting the tax reform objectives at the
ex pense of tie housing objectives.

With a view toward attaining a better balance between housing and tax re-
forn goals, we have nmade a series of detailed recommendations relating to each
of four major categories of real property, namely :

Low- and nmoderate-iiicome housing
Rehabilitation of existing housing
Conventional residential housing
Office buildings and other commercial structures.

Our recommendations are summarized in lhe cover letter attached hereto.
They are specified in the following discussions of tile aspects of housing and
comniercial development affected.

IV. LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING

A. New Contruction.
The case for retention of at least the existing tax incentives is most clear in

regard to low- and moderate-income housing.
Thus til memoranduni on real estate tax changes submitted by the Treasury

under the Johnson Administration (tie "Treasury Menmoranduin") did not
recommend any change In the existing depreciation rules regarding low- ai
moderate-income housing. In this regard, it quoted the following recommendations
In the Report of the N"ational Comibision on I't-ban Problems (the ")ouglas
Commission" ) :

"Tile Commission recommends proml)t revision of the Federal income tax
laws to provide increased incentives for investment ill low and moderate
income housing, relative to other real estate investment, where such hous-
Ilg is governmentally subsidized and involved in a legal limit upon the allow-
able return on investors' equity capital. Sixecifically, we propose that the
Internal Revenue Code be amended to providee especially favorable treatment
(whether preferential depreciation allowvace or through investment credits)
for Investments made under the governmentally-aided limited-profit pro-
graims for the construction of low 1111(1 mo(ierlte ilicolle housing."

Indeed, after the Treasury Memorandunm was prepared, the Presideunt's Corn-
mission. on Urbane. Housing (the "Kaiser ('ommission") issued a further report
regarding the development of low- and moderaite-income housing. Tills Report
recommended not a cutback of existing tax incentives, but rather the addition of
further tax incentives, that is:

A tax credit for investment in low- til(] moderate-income housing compar-
able to tile existing Investment credit.1'

A partial forgiveness of capital gains tax upon certain sales of low- and
moderate-inconie housing.

Thus, two Presidential Commissions, each working for over a year, submitted
comprehensive reports recommending increases, not decreases. in the existii r
tax incentives for the development and operation of low- and modertte-iiconie
housing. Each report was miade on the basis of studies done by leading consult-
ants, public hearings, intensive statistical studies, and the experience of tile
(listinguislied Committee members.

The distinguished group of businessenell wIlo constituted the Advisory Pallel
on Private Enterprise to the Conmission on Civil )isorders recomilmetidled:

"It is contended that tax incentives tend to obscure the search for more
effective techniques to colinion social goals. Tills may be an effective argum-
ment ill regard to other uses of tax incentives. but It is inapplicable to the
use we recommend. We arrived at the tax approach only after Carefully
appraising the various other available means of governinenltal assistance,

12 As one lending economist stated : "It i. perhlps-, wrmilssibhl to (est a puzzled ghan(ce
at national policies which purport to encourage housing as such andl at the same' tinw,
appear to regard private Invstmnt Ill housing s ' unroductiv" (conlpared with. say.
Investment In Industrial plant) and hence unworthy of investment tax Inenth ves." Netzer.
Ilfouing Taxation and Housing Policy, p. 116 (1967).
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several of which have been tried. After weighing these alternatives. we have
come to tite firm conclusion tlht the tax teclinique is indeed thil most effe(-
tive for the particular social goal. We have sought a iliea us of motivating
the widest possible spectrum of American business in alleviating Joblessness
in our urban I1d rural poverty areas. and we filid that 110 other technique
is as likely to move the American business community into action for this
pUrpose as the tax incentive device."

The fa't is any substantial reduction of the existing tax incentives for tit
developlment and operation of low- anId moderate-lncoine housing vould resullt
in driving private investment out of this lliehl. The reason why this is so is
quite simple. The rents on privately owned low- and uioderate-income housing
qualifying for assistance under Federal or state programs are generally restricted
to f111 amount sufficient to yield (lie owner a 6 percent vash flow on his net equity.
Iln an economy Ill which ai investor (-all realize all 8 or 1) percent yield on a high-
grade corporate bond (or yields of 10 to 11 percent on a mortgage, that is, a
debt investment in real estate), a yield of ; percent vould hardly induce private
parties to undertake the work and risk involved in the development of low- and
moderate-income housing.

The ditlicultles which tend to discourage builders fromn undertaking a low-
inconie project include :

1. Assembling land in the face of l)ossible resistance from militant com-
llullity groups

2. Inducing investors to contribute "seed money" for attorneys' all(]
architects' fees aild land deposits before final government authorization
for the project has been obtained

3. Estimating construction costs and the const ruictioni period--espechally
If, as is often necessary. some inexperienced new subcontractors are used

4. Meeting govermnent cost limiitations
5. Obtaining government approval for rent increases when such increases

becomee necessary die to inicrease(l expenses
6. Dealing with rent interruptions and possible rent strikes-both of

which may le totally unrelated to tit( operations of the particular project
7. I)elegating certain management responsibilities to a tenant's group

which, at least at the outset, will probably be inexperienced ill real estate
ilia lagelnient.

The 1968 hlousIng and rl ban )evelopment Act provides a new interest subsidy
program to reduce the rental charges of housing erected by private enterprise
under Federal, state, and local loan prograins. In addition, this saiie legislation
established a new mechlanisn-a National Hlousing Partnership (the "N1tP")-
which will use existing tax incentives to attract new capital to the housing mar-
ket. The NIIP will be a l)rivate partnershil) in which the equity interests will be
lIeld by the nation's leading industrial concerns. The NHP111 will, in turn, lmirchase
ti) to 25 percent equity interests In low- and moderate-incoiic- housing projects
sponsored by local partnerships. It was the hope of Congress that existing tax
incentives, together with certain provisions of the new Act, would be sufficient
to raise the yield of investments In low- and moderate-income housing to those
realized by leading industrial corporations. Thus, the Senate Report stated :

"The l)artnership arrangement also makes it possible to assure all adequate
return to Investors. Iruider existing Internal Revenue Service regulations
and rulings. partnership losses for tax purposes flow to tile Individual part-
ners. In the case of new housing units financed oil a 10 percent equity-90 per-
cent debt basis, the annual accelerated depreciation of the building costs
results in substantial book losses during the initial 10 years after the project
is built. Assuming the member of the partnership Is in a relatively high
Income l)racket, his share of the depreciation losses plus cash Income from
project operations would provide an after-tax return on his Investment which
would compare favorably with the return which most industrial firms realize
on their equity capital." (S. Rep. No. /123, 90th Cong. 2d Sess. p. 85 (1968).)

The NIIP organization arose its a result of a proposal by the Kaiser Commis-
slon. In hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee on this tax
reform bill. Mr. Kaiser stated:

"Private participation lit the development of housing for low- and moderate-
income families depends upon the coiitin tied availability of assistance
through both the Federal housing programs and existing Federal income tax
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treatment of real estate. Changes in existing rules regarding accelerated
methods of depreciation could make equity investment In low- and moderate-
income housing less attractive an( reduce private participation in housing.
"Increased private involvement in producing decent housing for the poor in
the volume required could not be expected if either of the existing incentives
is eliminated without providing suitable substitutes.
"Even if substitutes for the tax incentives were designed, housing produc-
tion may slow down until the new programs are proven and become familiar
to the industry.
"The existing combination of Federal assistance and favorable tax treatment
have not succeeded in producing sufficient amounts of housing for low- and
moderate-income families. Instead of eliminating existing incentives, addi-
tional devices for stimulating the production of low- and moderate-income
housing should be provided." (1969 Hearings, p. 2797.)

Thus the case for not cutting back the existing benefits in regard to privately
financed low- and moderate-income housing is quite basic-without them, the
rate of private construction of low- and moderate-income housing will be severely
curtailed.

There are some who state, regardless of what existing tax rules are for low-
and moderate-Income housing, that little priva te construction will be undertaken.
We respectfully dissent from this position.

In 1968, the New York State legislature amended the Mitchell-Larna Law"
to allow a partnership to be the sponsor of a project financed thereunder. The
purpose of this amendment was to spur investor and builder interest in the
development of low- and middle-income housing by making available the pass-
through of tax losses which the partnership form accords. The effect of this
amendment dramatically indicates the impact of tax incentives on the develop-
ment of low- and moderate-income housing.

In May 1969, New York City held a public forum on private investment in low-
and moderate-income housing, which was well attended. Leading attorneys and
representatives of the investment banking ain( building communities reported
on the effect of the Mitcheli-Lama amendment.

Thereafter, in June 1969, New York City made its first loan to a partnership
and since that time, three other projects have gone to loan closings and eon1-
struction in the partnership format, representing a total of over 1,000 new units.
The application for these projects, filed years before, had been dormant until
the use of the partnership form was authorized. It is noteworthy that the
sponsors of each project applied for interest-reduction payments under Section
236 of the National Housing Act (added by the 1968 Housing Act), so that apart-
ments could be rented to the very lowest income families. At the present time,
applications covering thousands of additional units employing the partnership
format are in the administrative pipeline.

All of these endeavors may be curtailed by the House Bill, since, as set forth

above, the cumulative effect is to reduce the yield of an investment in low-
come housing Iy a striking 27.6 to 48.6 percent. Moreover, as indicated by the

material in Exhibits 1 to 11 attached hereto, the impact in yields of any one
of these changes, considered separately, Is significant.

In view of the high risk and work factors involved in developing low-incoiie

housing, two Presidential commissions recommended increased tax incentives

for low- and moderate-income housing to attract private investment, not tax
disincentives. Hence, we take the position that at the very least, no change should

be made in the existing tax rules affecting low- and moderfate-income housing.

The Treasury's offer to surrender the increased recapture on the sale of a

limited category of low- and moderate-income projects is of no conseqliellce

because, of all the changes proposed, increased recapture has the least effect-

only a 4.9 percent reduction in yield."' Even with this change excluded, the

cumulative effect of the House changes is to reduce the yield of an investment

in low- and moderate-income housing by 22.7 to 43.7 percent.

Indeed the Treasury's proposal apparently covers only projects financed by

loans insured by HUD under Section 221 (d) or Section 236 of the National

Housing Act. It does not even cover low- and moderate-income projects financed

by State or local low.-interest-rate loans.

"a The New York State Private flousing Finance Linw,I Artleh II (commonly called the

"Mltchell-Lanla Law") authorizes tie City and tle State tlousing Finance Agency to make

long -terni, low-interest-rate loans to private sponsors of low- and middle-income hosi g
projects and to grant local real estate abatement to such projects.

14 Calculation based on a sales price reduction of 1 percent per annum.
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A separate point should be made of our recommendation that accelerated
depreciation of low- and moderate-income housing be exempted from the ITP
aind AO). We do not denigrate the importance of the LTP and the AOD as the
"goal-line" defenses against a taxpayer, eliminating an undue portion of his
taxable income by various preferences. Nor (to we dispute that as to a potential
investor without any other preferences and without major personal deductions,
these two, rules have little, if any, effect. However, these observations are of only
theoretical significance since the typical Investor in a low- or moderate-income
housing project is a wealthy individual who has other substantial preferences.
To such ain individual, the application of the LTP and AOD means, in essence,
a potential disallowance of from 50 to 100 percent of his deductions for accel-
erated depreciation deductions; and as set forth above, the combined effect of
such disallowances (considered apart from the other House changes) is to re-
duce his yield from investment in the project by about 27.6 to 48.6 percent.
Needless to say, if such an individual has other activities (e.g., oil and security
investments), producing tax preferences in excess of the 50 percent limit, the
activity that he will first seek to eliminate (or not undertake at all) is an
investment in low- or moderate-income housing-simply because such an invest-
inent does not yield a substantial income apart front the tax savings.

Of equal importance to the economic impact of the LTP and AOD is their
psychological effect. We are informed that since passage of the House bill,
developers of low- and moderate-income housing projects have faced even
greater difficulties than before in securing equity investments. Prospective in-
vestors, counseled by their accountants and lawyers, have been "turned off" by
the complexity of the LTP and AOD and the difficulty of predicting the eco-
nomnic impact for the investment time horizon. Of course, such factors do not
constitute a valid argument against some application of LTP and AOD to depre-
ciation (e.g., of an office building), where economic factors rather than tax sav-
ings should predominate in determining whether the investment is made. How-
ever, these factors militate against applying the LTP and AOD to an investment
in low- and moderate-income housing where under government regulations the
cash flow from rentals is not competitive and hence the tax incentives are
critical.

Finally, it is an undeniable fact that granting preferential treatment to low-
and moderate-income housing in the form of exclusion from the LTP and AOI)
will greatly increase the number of investors interested in such projects.

In summary, we suggest retention of all the existing tax rules with regard to
low- and moderate-income housing, to wit:

1. The provision of the House bill permitting the continued use of the
accelerated depreciation methods (that is, the 200 percent declining bal-
ance and sum of the years digits methods) with regard to new residential
housing (low- or moderate-income or otherwise) should be retained.

2. The House bill subjects the excess of accelerated depreciation over
straight-line depreciation to the LTP and AOD sections. An exception to
these sections should be provided for low- and moderate-income housing.

3. Under the House bill, upon a sale of real property, the full excess of
accelerated depreciation over straight-line depreciation is subject to "re-
capture" as ordinary income to the extent of any gain. An exception to this
(or any stricter recapture role) should be provided in a case of the sale of
low- or moderate-income housing."

In the 1968 Housing Act, Congress authorized HUD to insure a 100 percent
mortgage loan to a cooperative or nonprofit organization to purchase a project
from its initial limited-dividend sponsor. This provision was an important bridge
between the private developer, who eventually wishes to secure a return of the
capital invested in the project, and the community, which wishes to secure man-
agement rights in the project.

A postponement of gain provision, such as that discussed above, would pro-
vide a further incentive toward reaching the goal of private development with
eventual community ownership. The provision should be narrowly limited to
the situation in which the taxpayer reinvests the proceeds of the sale in yet

15 For reasons set forth below, we take the position that construction interest andJ other
carrying charges should- in no case be subject to the LTP and AOD.

M Indeed, the Committee might consider granting full nionrecognition of gain treatment
upon a sale of a low- or moderate-income project when:

(a) The sale is made to a cooperative or local nonorofi organization.
(b) The taxpayer reinvests an amount equal to the net proceeds of the sale in another

low- or moderate-Incine project.
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another low- or moderate-Income project. It will be noted that the Presidclt"V
Uommision on Urban. Housing recommended exemption of gain on a sale to a
cooperative or nonprofit buyer without any reinvestment requirement.

4. For purposes of these rules, low- or moderate-income housing may be
very narrowly defined as housing which is financed by a HUL)-insured loan
or under a state or local program of assistance for low- and mo(lerate-
income housing.

No loss of revenue for the Treasury will be generated by the above proposals
for low- and moderate-income residential housing (see Exhibit 7).

B. AMORTIZATION OF REHABILITATION EXPENDITURES..

The House bill contains a new provision to promote the rehabilitation of low-
income housing. The bill authorizes a 5-year amortization period in regard to
expenditures for the rehabilitation of low-income housing, if the taxpayer makes
such expenditures in excess of $3,000 p~er unit over a period of 2 consecutive
years (including the taxable year). The maximum amount subject to the rapid
amortization is $15,000 per unit.

We heartily applaud this proposal as one of the most imaginative attempts in
years to spur low-income housing development.

Our awareness of the great potential of rehabilitation is indicated by the fact
that New York City is currently financing a prototype rehabilitation project ini
Brooklyn which, upon coml)letion, will consist of 450 units. The rehabilitation
being done is of a "gut" character with nothing but the structural shells of the
old buildings being retained. Thus, upon completion, the units will be virtually
new. They will, however, rent at a figure of approximately two-thirds of the
rentals of new low-income housing currently being developed. This project is
sponsored by a limited partnership in which leading businessmen and corpora-
tions are the investors and a young, imaginative builder is the active mnamatger.
With the assistance of the new amortization provision, hundreds of such l)roj-
ects can be undertaken.

Completely apart, however, from this type of -development" rehabilitation.
there is a need to remove the tax detriments to the current rehabilitation of
all types of older housing, low-, moderate-, and high-income. In mniny of our
urban areas at the )resent time, the deterioration of the existing housing in-
ventory is taking place at such a rapid rate that even the most ambitious devel-
opment program could never hope to (catch up. A leading expert has suggested
that in the next few years, 47,000 bullings in New York City will be aban-
doned (Dr. Frank S. Krlstof, Statement at Meeting of American Statisticall
Association August 20, 1968).

We do not believe that a new tax incentive is necessary to encourage this
type of rehabilitation, because outside of the low-income areas, rehabilitation
should and will l)roduce its own economic return. However, we feel tlt it is
necessary to remove at least the present tax deterrents to the rehabilitation
of older housing.

At present, the very fact of a substantial rehabilitation expenditure is soilie-
times used by an IRS agent as evidence that the useful life of the property is
longer than that claimed by the taxpayer in his return. "If not, why did he make
the expenditure?" Needless to say, the possibility of this result has a deterrent
effect on the owner's considering the expenditure.

The uncertainty is greater because, unlike the case in regard ,to new housing,
the Treasury guidelines do not specify any particular life for used housing 
acquired by the taxpayer. The "guideline life" for new residential housing is 40
years. However, if a taxpayer purchases a building, say, 25 years old, the regu-
lations do not e-I)llcltly authorize him to use a 15-year life.

We believe that the making of rehabilitation expenditures would be facilitated
If their tax consequences were more predictable. Specifically, we recommend
that when a taxpayer makes rehabillitationi expenditures meeting the require-
ments hereinafter set forth, he should be permitted upon cu'npletion of the
work, to establish a new useful life for his entire adjusted basis in the buil-
ing in question. The new useful life should be the difference between the 40
year life for new housing and the age of the building in quesf lo, but in 110
event less than 10 years. This provision would be optional and the taxpayer
would be free to claim faster depreciation deductions if he could substantiate,
them under existing rules.
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The foregoing provision would apply only when :

1. The building is at least 20 years old at the time of the rehabilitation
in question, and

2. The rehabilitation expenditures over a period of 2 (onsecutive years
(Including the taxable year) exceed the greater of

(a) $3,000 per unit
(b) Five percent of the taxable adJusted basis for the units (ex-cluding land cost) at the beginning of the period.

rhis change in the depreciable life of the building in question shoul ac-

comiipany the authorization of a 10-year amortization lk'riod in regard to the
expenditures for rehabilitation. These provisions could encourage desperately
needed investment in existing housing stock. now In declining condition.

V. CONVENTIONAL MULIAMIIY IIOUSING

The case for the retention of the existing depreciation rules in regard to con-
ventional, non-publicly-assiste(d multifamily housing is becoming unfortunately
quite similar to the ease iii regard to subsidized low- and moderate-incoe
housing.

In recent years, the costs of construction and operation of multifamily hous-
ing in center cities have increased geometrically. At the same time, as money
has become increasingly tight, interest rates have also increased rapidly. Tie
trend continue, as the costs of land, labor, and money continue to rise. land
costs lead the increase at 6 percent per year, followed closely by 5 percent per
year construction cost increases. (See Figures 2 to 5.)

This pattern of costs has gradually produced a situation in which new con-
struction In our urban areas is limited to subsidized low-income units and high-
income luxury apartments. The economics involved are producing a financial
environment in which there is no place for the iniddle class in tie cities.

The ramifications of this situation are startling. It will lead to further migra-
tion of the middle class to the suburbs and continued dwindling of the urban
tax base. As these people are replaced by low-income families, al increased de-
mand for services is forced upon the central city. Thus, the financial condition
of cities worsens from two directions: the loss of a tax-paying middle-class
base and the increased demand for imore municipal services, necessitating al
increased rate of city expenditure. In short, the url)an housing crisis is criti-
cally linked to the financial crisis that cities are experiencing.

Without the continual construction of housing units for the middle class, we
must be content to accept cities which are populated Islands of affluence and
poverty, witnessing both economic wealth and economic deprivation.

Thus, tile housing crisis in our cities Is not limited to the poor, but encoill-
passes the middle class and the rich. We Just do not lave enough standard units
to go around. We need a program of construction which will increase the supply
of housing and simultaneously hold down rental charges.

The grim facts are that without wealthy or subsidized tenants, rentals cannot
cover the estimated debt service on construction and operating costs, let alone
provide the owner with an adequate yield oil his investment. Thus, for example,
the minimum aggregate development cost (including land, carrying charges,
and construction) of a nonsubsidized 2-bedroom unit in New York City, at the
present time, may be in excess of $36,000. Assuming a 90 percent mortgage
payable over 30 years, tile estimated monthly rental necessary simply to cover
expenses is $410, computed as follows:

Debt service --------------------------------------------------- $238
Operating expenses ----------------------------------------------- 60
Real estate taxes ------------------------------------------- 84
Vacancy factor (7 percent) ----------------------------------------- 28

Estimated monthly rental necessary to ilerely cover expenses ----------- 410

17 This tax is estimated at about 20 lwrceent of gross rental income, a typical figure
accord, to reeent studies.

In view of these factors, construction of middle-inconme housing In the cities
has declined rapidly.
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Recent experiences inI New York may be more severe than in other cities, but
it is surely the direction inI which other cities are heading. As set forth above,
recent rent increases were so high that the City was forced to adopt a system
of rent guidelines, limiting rent increases to approximately 10 percent every two
yea r-.

Tile relevance of the aforesaid economic pattern to the tax changes presently
beiirg considered by the Committee is obvious. If builder-investor yields are al-
ready being squeezed out of existence by the converging lines of cost increases
and governmental rent controls, the reduction of existing tax incentives will bring
construction to a total halt.

Thus, the Treasury's proposals will result in an economic imbalance for con-
ventional multifamily housing similar to that which we find in low- and moderate-
income housing. The rentals which society is able and willing to pay are too
limited to yield an adequate rate of return for the owner. The difference between
the rate of return included in rents and that necessary to induce new construc-
tion must, of necessity, come from tax incentives or direct government subsidies.

Obviously, such a system leaves a great deal to he desired. At least ill regard
to housing for the middle (lass, the housing industry should "be able to stan(1
oi its own." Iowever, the fact of the matter is that in view of current construc-
tion, operating, and financing costs, the industry is unable to do so unless it
charges rentals which would completely push the middle (lass out of the cities-a
result which would seriously intensify the nation's racial crisis.

As set forth above, the changes proposed by the House bill would, both cunu-
latively and separately, have a drastic effect on the yield of all investment in a
conventional apartment house-anywhere from a 44 to 70 percent reduction of
yield on a cumulative basis. Thus, the question must be asked: InI view of the facts
described above regarding the desperate need for more construction of conven-
tional apartment houses and the critical industry conditions at the present tinie,
what, if any, justification is there for making these changes?

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee sets forth two objectives
for its changes, both of which can be met without these serious effects on new
housing developments.

Obicetive 1-The Committee asserts that the existing liberal tax depreciation
rules could be abused by a quick turnover of proi erties ((H.R. Rep. 91-.112)
(Part I), 91st Congress. 1st Session, p. 166 (1968)). This is the apparent ration-
ale for its denial of 150 percent DB depreciation to a subsequent user and its
proposal for stricter recapture upon any sale.

Both of these provisions reduce significantly the yield of all apartment house.
As set forth in Exhibits 1 to 11, the denial of 150 percent D)B depreciation to a
subsequent user reduces that user's yield by 20.5 to 22.6 percent. Accordingly,
it reduces the price he is willing to pay to the developer (first owner) of the
property and the developer's projected yield is accordingly reduced by a mini-
mum of 5 to 6 percent.

For conventional residential housing, the House provision for increased recap-
ture of depreciation reduces the developer's yield by about 5.4 to 26.2 percent ill
the case of a sale after about 5 years and by 2 to 9.4 percent in the case of a
sale after about 12 years.

It would seem that the repeated turnover abuses could be corrected by requir-
ing a far stricter recapture of depreciation upon an early sale. Thus, we recom-
mended that upon a sale of a conventional apartment house within 3 years after
acquisition, the entire depreciation (and not merely the excess over straight line
as under the House bill) should be subject to recapture as ordinary income.
Thereafter, the depreciation in excess of the straight-line rate should be subject
to recapture on a sliding scale as under existing law. This complete recapture
within the first 3 years would clearly prevent the turnover abuses. For example,
upon sale at the end of 3 years with full recapture, the investor's yield would be

"I Range of percentage yield reduction computed for low and moderate, conventional and
commercial construction.
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reduced by 26.8 percent. In addition, the Treasury would collect ai additional
$25,832 per $1MM of investment through the capital gains tax.

This type of interrorem recapture upon quick sales would permit Congress
to correct the turnover abuse, while still: (a) leaving 150 percent DB depreci-
ation in effect for a subsequent user, and (b) having a recapture provision which
does not so severely affect an investor who holds the property for a long period
of time. The yield reductions for a 12-year holding period under our proposal
would be from 8.0 to 11.2 percent.

Objcctivc 2.-The second basic objective of the House Committee was to pre-
vent individuals from sheltering their entire incomes by real estate depreciation.
Trils was the basis for the treatment of the excess of accelerated over straight-
line depreciation as a preference under the LTI' and AOD (House Report, supra,
Pp. 9, 77-78).

This proposed change has a serious effect on the yield of an investment in a
conventional apartment house. Assuming a 50 percent disallowance of accelerated
del)reciation under the LTP and AOD, the reduction in yield is 20.9 percent.
Assuming a 100 percent disallowance, the reduction in yield is 30.7 percent.

Clearly, such drastic reductions in yield would reduce still further the already
declining rate of construction of apartment buildings.

While it appears, on the basis of statistics submitted to the Ways and Means
Committee, that there is a need for limiting the extent to which an individual
can eliminate otherwise taxable income by faster bookkeeping charges for
accelerated depreciation, nevertheless this need must be balanced against the
country's needs for the construction of residential housing.

In an effort to resolve this conflict of objectives, we propose that only 25 per-
cent of the excess of accelerated over straight-line depreciation should be subject
to the LTP and AOD. This proposal would serve the function of preventing
individuals from reducing their tax to zero )y means of accelerated depreciation.
However, in contrast to the House proposal, it would reduce the yield of an
investment in residential real property by only 10.5 percent, a cutback which,
though harmful, should not be fatal.

This very moderate proposal should be considered in the light of the following
Ioint made to your committee by an industry representative.

"The limit on tax preferences (LTP) was originally devised to prevent
high-income persons from escaping taxation. As it has now been watered
down, hobby farming may escape it by the use of accrual method of account-
ing; oil is exempted from it ; the bulk of the income from municipal bonds is
exempted; and the Treasury has recommended elimination not only of any
reference to state and municipal bonds but also the appreciated value of
assets donated to charity, Thus, the prime target of the limited tax prefer-
ence plan now turns out to be real estate, the one area In our economy which
can stand the least the cutback which would inevitably result from the pro-
visions in the House-approved bill." (Senate Hearing8, p. 2128.)

This point is underscored by a recommendation which the Treasury has now
made to your Committee. The Treasury proposes that percentage depletion and
intangible drilling expenses be included in the LTP and AOD, but that an excep-
tion be provided for an individual who derives over 60 percent of his gross
income from the business. The al)l)arent rationale for this exception is that the
LTP and AOI) should be used to strike only at deductions and exceptions an
individual secures by investment to shelter his main business income. It should
not be used to change the tax characteristics of an individual's normal business
transactions. It seems very basic and important that a parallel exception should
be granted to the treatment of accelerated depreciation as "a preference." The
exception should apply to an individual who derives over 60 percent of his gross
income from the development and ownership of real properties.

In summary, then, we recommend the following set of rules with regard to
conventional residential housing (i.e., residential housing other than low- or
moderate-income housing) :

The provision of the House bill permitting accelerated depreciation of
new residential housing should be retained.
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The provision of the House bill subjecting the excess of accelerated over
straight-line depreciation to the LTP and AOD should be retained, except
that:

-Only 25 percent of the excess should be treated as a "preference"
-The ITP and AOD should not apply to the accelerated depreciation

deductions of a taxpayer who realizes over 60 percent of his gross
income from the development and/or ownership of real properties.

The Committee should reject the Treasury's recommendation that interest
and other carrying-charge deductions during construction be subject to the
LTP and AOD sections.

The Committee should reject the provision of the House bill limiting a sub-
sequent user of residential property to straight-line depreciation. He should
be permitted to use the 150 percent declining balance method as under
existing law.

In regard to the recapture of depreciation on sale, we propose that:
-Upon a sale within the first 3 years (as opposed to the first year as

under present Section 1250) all depreciation, and not merely the
excess over the straight-line depreciation, should be subject to
recapture.

-Upon a sale after 3 years, only a percentage of the excess over straight-
line depreciation should be subject to recapture as under the House
bill. The percentage should decline by 1 percent per month, so that
after 11 years and 4 months (as contrasted with 10 years under exist-
ing law) the entire gain will be taxable as long-term capital gain.

It will be noted that even with only these limited changes, there will be a
decrease in the yield of an investment in conventional residential housing of 9.7
percent, assuming a sale after 5 years, and by 10.5 percent, assuming a sale after
12 years. This is clearly not an insubstantial price being paid for tax reform.
Exhibits 8 and 9 compare the revenue position in regard to conventional residen-
tial housing under the House bill and our proposals.

VI. OFFICE BUILDINGS AND OTHER COMMERCIAL PROPERTY

We are also gravely concerned about the impact of the House bill upon the
development in our urban areas of commercial real properties; that is, factories,
warehouses, office buildings, shopping centers, and other structures. The reasons
why we are concerned may be illustrated by reference to office buildings, which
represent one of the primary forms of commercial construction in our urban
areas.

As set forth in Exhibit 11, the effect of our proposal on conventional residential
housing is to give the Treasury a full 40 percent of the revenue it might expect
from the House changes.

Reams of economic literature and governmental studies have 'been produced in
recent years about the emigration of manufacturing and wholesaling industries
out from the cities to the suburbs and rural areas, and of the economic suffering
produced by the departure of the blue collar jobs (see, e.g., Council of Economic
Advisors, Economic Report of the Pre8ident, pp. 134-35 (1968)). Needless to say,
the impact of this departure of industry has been most serious for the Negroes
and Puerto Ricans coming into the cities, since the normal route of advancement
for minority groups has been from unskilled jobs to professional or white collar
work. The President's Commission on Civil Disorders regarded the movement of
blue-collar industry out of the cities as one of the most important reasons why
the Negro and Puerto Rican groups have not moved forward in income and job
standing as rapidly as previous minority groups. (Report, pp. 278-79.)

Office building construction is one of the few growth industries left in the
center cities which utilizes skilled labor. Thus, in recent years there has been
a really prodigious boom In office building construction in center cities. (See
Fortune, October 1969, p. 184).

The tax benefits offered by the present depreciation rules have been a major
factor in this office building construction boom. It is true that the actual con-

- . 11 .1 ,
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sti -ction work is often done by large publicly held corporations which might do
the work solely for construction fees, even If the existing tax benefits of owner-
ship were eliminated. However, these large corporations generally do not "enter
the picture" until the risky and time-consuming jobs of land assembly, planning,
and financing have been done by an independent entrepreneurial group. The in-
dependent group which generally emerges as an owner or co-owner of the prop-
erty Is generally motivated, in large part, by the significant tax benefits of the
ownership interest; i.e., current deductions of carrying charges during construc-
tion and rapid depreciation deductions thereafter.

If the office building boom is cut off, either because of a change in the existing
tax rules, or further increases in the most of money, or both, it will mean not
only the elimination of the potential for more blue collar jobs in the cities, but,
indeed the elimination of already existing construction jobs. Under prevalent
union seniority rules, the first jobs to be eliminated would be those in which
minority group members have been placed in recent years as a result of efforts
by government, industry, and the unions themselves. Surely this tragedy should
not be permitted to occur.
As indicated In Exhibits 1 to 11, in recent years investments in office buildings

have been profitable as an economic matter and should be able to stand on their
own without special tax incentives. Here, if anywhere, it is appropriate to apply
the LTP and AOD to prevent the use of accelerated depreciation deductions to
shelter an individual's entire income against tax. However, as the Treasury pro-
posed in the use of oil depletion and drilling expenses, an exception should be
granted for an individual who realizes over 60 percent of his gross income from
the development and ownership of real properties.

Hovever, we firmly believe that in other respects the House bill goes too far, -

and in the wrong direction, in regard to achieving tax reform for commercial
construction.

In the first place, as set forth in Exhibit 6 attached hereto, the application of
the LTP and AOD to constriletion carrying charges has an extremely serious
effect on yield even In regard to otherwise profitable office buildings. It reduces
the available yield by anywhere from 16.7 to 30.6 percent. Thus, to apply the LTP
and AOD to construction carrying charges incurred in the development of office
buildings and other commercial construction could very well have adverse effects
on the economy of our urban areas, as set forth above.

Moreover, for the following reasons, the rationales for the LTP and AOD sim-
ply do not apply to construction interest and other carrying charges.

1. Carrying charges, unlike accelerated depreciation and the capital-gain de-
duction (i.e., the other primary LTP items), are not mere bookkeeping entries.
Carry.ing-charge deductions represent out-of-pocket expenditures.

2. The rationale for the application of the LTP and AOD to a deduction Is
supposedly that the deduction bears an artificial relationship to the activity
which generates it, I.e., that the taxpayer is engaging in the activity so as to gen-
erate deductions to shelter his other income (House Report, pp. 10-18). Hence,
it is disallowed when it exceeds a certain percentage of the taxpayer's other in-
come. Construction interest can hardly be disallowed under this rationale be-
cause, by definition, it is incurred when there is no other income from the activity
to offset against it. This lack of offsetting income front the same activity is not
a taxc device. It merely results front the fact that when a taxpayer is constructing
a building, he is not realizing any income from it.

Finally, there is a further reason why it is inappropriate to apply the LTP
and AOD to construction interest in regard to office buildings and other com-
mercial property. The group which assembles the land and arranges the financing
and construction very often does not retain an ownership interest after construc-
tion has been completed. Thus, to subject construction interest to the LTP and
AOD is to change the entire economic picture for the very group which makes the
construction possible.

Apart from the LTP and AOD, we believe that the reforms proposed by the
House in regard to depreciation of commercial properties are misdirected rather
than too severe. In order to prevent the abuses of rapid depreciation deductions,

33-865 0-69-pt. 5- 65
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the House limited the first user of commercial buildings to 150 percent DB de-
preciation (as opposed to the accelerated method available under existing law)
and limited a subsequent user to SL depreciation (as opposed to 150 percent D13
method under existing law).

The problems of depreciation policy now presented in regard to commercial real
property are similar to those considered by the Treasury and Congress in 1962 in
regard to commercial personal property, i.e., machinery and equipment. It was
then concluded that business investment could be encouraged to the maximum
extent, while at the same time preventing tax-reduction abuses, by:

Allowing initial liberal depreciation deductions with their positive effect
on yield 9 while at the same time

Imposing very strict recapture of depreciation upon a sale.2°

We respectfully submit that the same considerations apply to office and other
commercial buildings.

Thus, we recommend that the Committee adopt, in regard to office buildings,
the following changes:

As under existing law, the first user should be permitted to use the acceler-
ated methods of depreciation and a subsequent user should be permitted
to utilize the 150 percent declining balance method.

In order to prevent an abuse of rapid depreciation by means of a quick
turnover of properties, there should be stricter provisions for recapture of
depreciation upon a sale than those recommended by the House. Specifically,
we recommend that:

-Upon a sale within the first 3 years (as opposed to the first year as under
the present Section 1250 and the House bill), all depreciation, and not
merely the excess over straight-line depreciation, should be subject to
recapture; and

-Upon a sale after 3 years, a percentage of the total prior depreciation
(and not merely the excess of straight-line depreciation as under the
House bill) will be subject to recapture. This percentage will decline
by 1 percent per month so that after 11 years and 4 months (as con-
trasted with 10 years under existing law), the entire gain will be tax-
able as long-term capital gain.

We recommend that 25 percent of the excess of accelerated over straight-
line depreciation should be treated as a preference, with an exception for an
individual who realizes over 60 percent of his gross income from the devel-
opment and ownership of real properties. However, we recommend that the
Committee reject the Treasury's suggestion that construction carrying
charges be subject to LTP.

It will be noted that even with only these limited changes, there will be a de-
crease in the yield on investment of 8 percent, assuming a sale after 5 years, and
of 11.2 percent, assuming a sale after 12 years. Exhibits 10 and 11 compare the
Treasury's revenue position in regard to commercial properties under the House
bill and our proposals.

We do not submit that the rules that we propose are the embodiment of wisdom.
We must all be realistic enough to realize that there are two diametrically op-
posed objectives in competition here--the objective of securing the construction
of more new housing and commercial structures in our urban areas and the ob-
jective of preventing undue tax avoidance. We believe that the House bill goes
too far in meeting the second objective and will have disastrous results upon the
construction of housing in our urban areas. We believe that the rules we sug-
gest might represent a better balance between the objectives.

1 'This wa done in the depreciation guidelines promulgated by the Treasury, which
allowed shorter useful lives for depreciation purposes (Rev. Proe. 69-91, 1962-2 C.1. 418).*This was done by the enactment of Section 1 45.
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Figure 2

LAND COSTS HAVE RISEN AT LEAST 6 PERCENT PER YEAR ....

Index
1959 100
200

80 I
1959 1905

Figu re 3

CONSTRUCTION COSTS HAVE RISEN 5 PERCENT PER YEAR*
LABOR HAS LED THE INCREASE ....
INDEX
1959 100

REASONS

180 Commercial boom

Influx of Inefficient
contractors

Contractor cartellzation
160

Restrictive union
practices

High wage settlements
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100 l
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At more than 1o percent per yar lor pe8t 2 years.
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Figure 4

INTEREST RATES, HAVE INCREASED DRAMATICALLY...
.. AND, MULTIPLIELI BY OTHEI COST INCREASES, ARE
SKYROCKETING DEBT SERVICE
INDEX
1959 100
350

REASONS

300 Overheated economy

Federal Reserve restrictions

Competition for funds

250 Higher interest paid on more
funds required

200 -

100 1
1959 1965

INDEX
1959-: 100
200 r-

Debt Service

o Interest Rate

CPI

1969

Figure 5

Operating expenses have Increased for tee reasons
" Labor costs

" Tenant demands

" Utilities cost
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120 -
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Maintenance
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EXHIBIT

Assumptions used for low-and moderate-priced residential housing are as follows

LOWLAND
MODERATE.PRICED

RESIDENTIAL HOUSING

Total Protect Cost

Construction Interest Rote

Average Construction Loan

Time Construction Loan Outstanding

Interest Charges During Construction

Real Estate Taxes Curing Construction

Land and Other Nondepreciable Items (including carrying charges)

Depreciable Amount

Depreciable Life

Mortgage Amount

Permanent Mortgage Interest Rate

Permanent Mortgage Term

Equity Investment

Return on Equity Required

Sales Price

DETERMINATION OF CASH FLOW

Revenue

Less: Operating, Maintenance and Real Estate Taxes

Yearly Debt Service

Before-Tax Operating Cash Flow

$1,000,000

90

$500,000

1 year

$45,000

$5,000

$150,000

$850,000

40 years

$900,000

6,5%

40 years

$100,000

6%

Original Cost Less
1% per annum

$200,000

130,376

63,624

$6,000
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EXHIBIT 2

Assumptions used for conventional residential housing are as follows

CONVENTIONAL RESIDENTIAL.
HOUSING

Total Project Cost $1,000,000

Construction Interest Rate 9%0

Average Construction Loon $500,000

Time Construction Loan Outstanding 1 year

Interest Charges During Construction $45,000

Real Estate Taxes During Construction $5,000

Land and Other Nondepreciable Items (including carrying charges) $150,000

Depreciable Amount $850,000

Depreciable Life 40 years

Mortgage Amount $900,000

Permanent Mortgage Interest Rote 8.5%

Permanent Mortgage Term 40 years

Equity Investment $100,000

Return on Equity Required 12%

Sales Price Original Cost

DETERMINATION OF CASH FLOW

Revenue $250,000

Less: Operating, Maintenance and Real Estate Taxes 158,456

Yearly Debt Service 79,544

Before.Tax Operating Cash Flow $12,000



Assumptions used for commercial and office ouilding construction are as follows

COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

Total Project Cost $1,000,000

Construction Interest Rote 90;

Average Construction Loan $500,000

Tune Construction Loan Outstanding 1 year

Interest Charges During Construction $45,000

Real Estate Taxes During Construction $5,000

Land and Other Nondepreciable Items (including carrying charges) $150,000

Depreciable Amount $850,000

,epreciable Life 50 years

Mortgage Amount $900,000

Permanent Mortgage Interest Rote 8.5%

Permanent Mortgage Term 40 years

Equity Investment $100,000

Return on Equity Required 18%

Sales Price Original Cost

DETERMINATION OF CASH FLOW

Revenue $275,000

Less: Operating, Maintenance and Real Estate Taxes 177,456

Yearly Debt Service 79,544

Before.Tax Operating Cash Flow $18,000
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PROFITABILITY IN LOW-AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING PROJECTS IS DRASTICALLY
REDUCED UNDER THE PROPOSED TAX LAW ....
IF ALL CHANGES ARE INCORPORATED, PROFITS WILL BE REDUCED BY 81.5 PERCENT ....

Return as a percentage
of existing return

Percentage of
Decrease in return

TAX ASSUMPTION
TESTED

I Existing laws

2. 100 percent disallowavice
LTP on all items*

3. 50 percent disallowance
LTPonall tems

4. 100 percent disallowance
LTP only on construction
charges

5 50 percent disallowance
LTP only on construction
charges

6. 100 percent disallowance
LTP to both construction
charges and accelerated
deprec action

7. 50 percent disallowance
LTP to both construction
charges and accelerated
depreciation

8. 100 percent disallowance
LTP to accelerated
depreciation

9. 50 percent disallo, nce
LTP to accelerated
depreciation

10. Limit second user to
straght-line depiecinaton,
thvrhy redvc,u. sell in

price of first owner

Il, 100 peiceit recnptuirt of
acceletnted over stsiight
line depiecintiaiii

"All references to LTP include the AOD.

47.9 52.1

65.3 34 7

80.0 20.0

31.1 68.9

56.9 43.1

51.4 48.6

.. .....

72.4 27.6

95.4 4.6

95.1 4.9x x xx

I x
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PROFITABILITY IN CONVENTIONAL RESIDENTIAL HOUSING PROJECTS IS DRASTICALLY
REDUCED UNPER THE PROPOSED TAX LAW ....

IF ALL CHANGES ARE INCORPORATED, PROFITS WILL BE REDUCED BY 70.1 PERCENT ....

Return as o pet-entage
of existing return

Pecenrfoge of decrease
sn returnI

TAX ASSUMPTION
TESTED

I Existing laws

2. 100 percent disallowance

LTP on all terns'

3 50 percent disallowance
LTP on oil items

4. 100 percent disallowance
LTP only on construction
charges

S. 50 percent disallowance
LTP only on construction
charges

6. 100 percent disallowance
LTP to both construction
charges and accelerated
depreciation

7. 50 percent disallowance
LTP to both construction
charges and accelerated
depreciation

8. 100 percent disallowance
LTP to accelerated
depreciation

9. 50 percent disallowance
LTP to accelerated
depreciation

10. Limt second user to
straight-line depteciation,
thereby reducitng selling
price of first owner

11, 100 percent recopture of
accelerated over straight.
linc depreciation

x

x

x

xl

All referoncet to LTP include the AOD.

x I

77 UU1

29.9% 70.1%

55.6 44.4

69.3 30.7

82.1 17.9

43.0 57.0

64.8 35.2

62.6 37.4

79.1 20.9

95.6 4.4

980 2.0

a. . a a a ~.. .... i I. .. A. __________________________

&W.'iff a

Q
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EXHIBIT 6
PROFITABILITY IN COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IS DRASTICALLY
REDUCED UNDER THE PROPOSED TAX LAW ....
IF ALL CHANGES ARE INCORPORATED, PROFITS WILL BE REDUCED BY 66.5 PERCENT ....

Return as a percentage
of evisfing return

Pepcenoge of decreased

TAX ASSUMPTION M
TESTED co L70, 4r&~ ~ '~~~~

I Existing lows X X X X

2. 100 percent dtsollowonce
LTP on oll items' X X X X

3. 50 percent disallowance
LTP on oil terns X X X X

4. 100 percent disallowance
LTP only on construction
charges X X X X

5 50 percent disallowance
LTP only on construction
charges X X X X

6. 100 percent disallowonce
LTP to both construction
charges and accelerated
depreciation X X X X

7. 50 percent disallowance
LTP to both construction
charges and accelerated
depreciation X X X X

8. 100 percent disallowance
LTP to accelerated
depreciation X X X X

9 50 percent disallowance
LTP to accelerated
depreciotion X X X X

10. Lmit second user to
straight-line depreciation,
tiereby reducing selling
price of first owner X X X X

11. 100 percent recapture of
accelerated over .ftright.
l1r1 depreclation X x x x

All Peferences to LTP Include the AOD.

. . . 100'

33.5% 66.5%

57.8 42.2

69.4 30.6

83.3 16.7

46.7 53.3

67.7 32.3

76.3 23.7
I 'ii 6J~l

82.0 18.0

94.3 5.7

97.9 211
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EXHIBIT 7

WE PROPOSE NO CHANGES IN THE EXISTING
LAWS FOR LOW- AND MODERATE-INCOME HOUSING

(SALE IN YEAR 12)

m

Existing Law

1001101 z]0.WWd"

Proposed House Ways and
Means Changes

Change In Treasury
Revenue

0

+$57,237
per SI MM of
construction

100%

Our Proposed Changes

R curn as 0 per¢cnrog(e
of existng return

Percentoge of
DC case in return
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I
EXHeIBT I

WE PROPOSE (1) ONLY 25 PERCENT OF THE EXCESS OF ACCELERATED
OVER STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION BE SUBJECT TO LTP AND AOD AND
(2) SLIDING SCALE RECAPTURE STARTING IN 36TH MONTH ....

Return Os o percentoge
of exislng reFurn

Percentage of
Decrease in return

Existing Low

Proposed House Ways and
Means Changes

Our Proposed Changes

CONVENTIONAL RESIDENTIAL HOUSING
(SALE IN YEAR 5)

100%

90.3% 9.7%

E:I

Change In Treasury
Revenue

0

+ $20,358
per $1 MM of
construction

+$6,838
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EXH18IT 9

WE PROPOSE (1) ONLY 25 PERCENT OF THE EXCESS OF ACCELERATED
OVER STRAIGHT.LINE DEPRECIATION BE SUBJECT TO LTP AND AOD,
AND (2) SLIDING SCALE RECAPTURE STARTING IN 36TH MONTH;
OUR PROPOSALS GIVE THE TREASURY APPROXIMATELY 50 PERCENT
OF THE REVENUE IT MIGHT EXPECT FROM THE HOUSE CHANGES ....

CONVENTIONAL RESIDENTIAL HOUSING
(SALE IN YEAR 12)

Return as a percentoge
of existing return

Percentage of
Decrease in return

ELI]

Existing Law

Proposed House Ways and
Means Changes

Our Proposed Changes

lOOJi I

29.9% 70.1%

89.5% 10.5%LZIII

Change In Treasury
Revenue

0

+ $38,672
per $1 MM o'
construction

+ $17,093
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EXHIBIT 10

WE PROPOSE (1) ONLY 25 PERCENT OF THE EXCESS OF ACCELERATED
OVER STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION BE SUBJECT TO LTP AND AOD,
AND (2) ALL DEPRECIATION BE SUBJECT TO RECAPTURE WITH
SLIDING SCALE STARTING IN 36TH MONTH ....

COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
(SALE IN YEAR 5)

Returio as a percentoge
of existing return m
Percentage of
Decrease in return

Existing Law

Proposed House Ways and
Means Changes

Our Proposed Changes

100%

I .. .. .1

5.3% 94.7%

92.0% 8.0%-- I

Change In Treasury
Revenue

0

$(5,822)
Per $1 MM of
construction

+ $5,677
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EXHIBIT I

WE PROPOSE (1) ONLY 25 PERCENT OF THE EXCESS OF ACCELERATED OVER
STRAIGHT-LINE DEPRECIATION BE SUBJECT TO LTP AND AOD, AND (2) ALL
DEPRECIATION BE SUBJECT TO RECAPURE WITH SLIDING SCALE STARTING
IN 36TH MONTH; OUT PROPOSALS GIVE THE TREASURY APPROXIMATELY
40 PERCENT OF THE REVENUE IT MIGHT EXPECT FROM THE
HOUSE CHANGES ....

COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
(SALE IN YEAR 12)

Return cis a perconfoge
of existing rei'ven LIZ]
Percentoge of
Decreos$e inr tefurn 01

Existing Low

Proposed House Ways and
Means Changes

Our Proposed Changes

100%

33.5% 66.5%

88.8% 11,2%IIZIZ

Change in Treasury
Revenue

0

+ $36,049
Per $1 MM of
construction

+S14,405
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CAPITAL CONCEPTS CORP.,
Lo* Angele8, Calif., September 15, 1969.SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE,

New Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: It is my considered opinion that it would be a mistake to eliminate
accelerated depreciation as proposed in the Tax Reform Bill as reported out of
the House of Representatives.

As you are well aware, the present real estate market is in a state of extreme
depression. It is very difficult to purchase investment quality real estate and even
more difficult to sell investment real estate at a price sufficient to yield a reason-
able return on the initial investment. The price of real estate is a function of
the economic return that it generates. A substantial portion of the return gen-
erated by real estate through the present time has been the tax benefits created
by the interest and depreciation deduction allowed to the owner of the real estate.

Our firm specializes in purchasing, for our clients, investment quality real
estate. By the end of 1969 our real estate holdings will exceed fifty million dollars.
In many cases we will purchase apartment houses where the cash return is quite
low but where the tax benefits to the investor are substantial and the potential
for appreciation, we feel, is great.

If there were no substantial tax benefits to be gained by owning real estate
we would have three courses of action open to us.

1. Pay considerably less raoney for the real estate, which would result in a
higher cash yield to the investor.

2. Pay the same price for the real estate but raise the rents substantially after
the purchase.

3. Find another suitable investment vehicle other than real estate.
It is my opinion that the effect of the reduced tax savings will be a sub-

stantial across the board increase in rents to raise the return to real estate
investors so that the need for residential units can be met. The argument is made
that accelerated deprication is continue.- to be alloweil, to original owners of
apartment houses. That in itself is not satisfactory because firms such as ours
only buy existing structures. The initial builders must be able to anticipate a
profit on sale or they will not build the building even though the builder may
receive the tax benefits.

There are two reasons for this.
1. As you know the tax benefits to the original builder, under the new law,

will be illusory because of the recapture provisions.
2. There will be no market to re-sell the property because the second buyers

will not receive any tax benefits.
It is my opinion that the economy is a self adjusting device that adjusts for

tax benefits. In other words, an investor expects a 15% yield on his invested
dollars. He is willing to takc part of this yield in tax benefits if they are avail-
able. If they are not available then he must have a greater cash yield to off-
set the lost tax benefits. The net result of this is that if you remove the tax bene-
fits from real estate the yield on real estate will have to rise which will cause
increased rents and greater inflation.

Very truly yours,
LAWRENCE M. SCHULNER, Presifnt.

ARTHUR ANDERSEN & Co.,
Chicago, Ill., September 19,1969.

Re statement regarding H.R. 13270 Tax Reform Act of 1969-Real Estate
Depreciation.

Mr. ToM VAIL,
Chief Coun8el, Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

DEAR MR. VAIL: Recapture of depreciation at ordinary income tax rates should
not apply to depreciation on real property on which construction was begun before
July 24, 1,969, or where a binding contract to construct or acquire had been
entered into before July 24, 1969. Drastic changes in the tax consequences of
gain on real property which is already subject to inflexible financial arrangements
can create real economic loss upon their disposition.
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BASIS FOR COMMENTS

Purchasers of real property generally make their investment decisions based
on a required rate of return and cash flow, including net after-tax proceeds
on the property's disposition at a later date. To date, all such decisions have
been made based on long-term capital gain treatment for any gain on disposition,
and justifiably so, since all prior tax law has provided for such treatment. Long-
term financing with a fixed interest rate has been arranged; correspondingly,
long-term leases have been contracted which cannot be revoked. In many cases,
purchase options have been granted for dates far in the future, at a price which
was determined as resonable based on capital gain treatment of the gain on
disposition. To change the anticipated tax treatment when all other arrange-
ments have been closed and must remain inflexible will create numerous situa-
tions where a previously planned and proven rate of return on an investment
will be reduced, at a minimum, to a much lower rate. In many instances, there
will be a definite economic loss. In nearly all cases, the resultant rate of return
would have been unacceptable if known at the outset.

We realize that Sevtion 1245 was similarly enacted in 1962; however, most
tangible property within the scope of 1245 is not purchased primarily as a
financial investment, but as a necessary tool in the overall business. Contem-
plated appreciation and the resultant tax on it are not prime considerations in
most purchases of machinery and equipment; hence the enactment of Section
1245 did not create similar problems in 1962. Introduction of Section 1250 in
1964 was not necessarily disastrous, either, since it provided for continued
capital gain treatment on long-term holdings. The proposed amendments to Sec-
tion 1250 and its concomitant financial effects are without parallel in previous
tax legislation, and come at a time when inflation has become a major factor
in creating taxable gain where economic gain does not exist. Ultimate gain on
disposition will, at least in part, not so much e attrilbtable to excess deprecia-
tion as it will be to a rising price level and thus result in taxing fictitious rather
than real income.

The provisions for amendment of Section 1250 should be revised to provide
for recapture of depreciation on future construction or commitments only, to
allow investors and businessmen to plan for the tax effect, assuming any exten-
sion of Section 1250 is to be enacted.

CONCLUSION

This statement is submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with
a particular area of the proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments
and recommendations contained herein be made part of the record of testimony
relative to the legislative changes contemplated for real estate depreciation. We
shall be pleased to discuss these matters further with you or the Committee,
either in person or by telephone. Please call us collect at 312-346-6262 If necessary.

Very truly yours,
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.,

By JOHN MENDENHALL,
Director of Taaes.

AMERICAN LAND TITLE ASSOCIATION,
Bryn Mawr, Pa., October 1, 1969.

Re Tax Reform Act of 1969.
Senator RUSSELL B. LONG, Chairman,
Senate Committee on Finance, New Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: The American Land Title Association, representing a
substantial majority of the more than 2,000 land title evidencing and insuring
companies in business throughout the nation, respectfully presents the Senate
Finance Committee with its views on certain parts of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

Evidencing and insuring land titles has afforded members of this Association
with an understanding of the real estate business, and we offer our conclusions
in the belief that they can be of assistance to the Committee in its consideration
of the previously-mentioned Act.

It is the view of this Association that certain parts of the Act threaten to be
dangerously inflationary and may well aggravate the already grievous national

33-865 0-69-pt. 5-60
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shortage of housing. Other parts of the Act may produce adverse effects o,
indivIhhal (itizenis--and on tlie nation's ecoloiiy-thi'ougi alterations ii capital
gains taxation.

Provisions of the Act that would limit the maximum rate of depreciation on
existing property to straight-line depreciation, and that would recapture as
ordinary income all depreciation taken i excess of the straight-line method, are,
in our view, highly questionable. This effort to restructure the taxes paid by real
estate interests could readily bring severe consequences to Americans with low
and moderate incomes.

Our main concerns are embodied in the following points:
The Act as proposed would curtail building construction, which would

lessen available rental space and force accelerated increases in rental rates.
adding to the problems of this nation's already seriously-infilated economy.

The Act as proposed woutl reduce the economic incentive to (onstru(t
housing for low and moderate income families ; as a result, significant reduc-
tions can be anticipated in housing construction under provisions of the
Housing Act of 1968, along with further inhibition of attainment of Housing
Act goals.

The Act as proposed would tend to realign the financial structure of real
estate interests, shifting more of the burden for producing profit to the raising
of rentals-including residential rentals.

The Act as proposed would tend to influence real estate interests to invest
a smaller share of capital in building single family homes.

In addition, as previously mentioned, we are deeply concerned about the possi-
ble impact on investors, employees, and the economy of the nation in general.
that may result from changes in capital gains taxation.

In our opinion, provisions of the Tax Reform Act relating to the treatment of
and tax rates on capital gains will have a seriously adverse effect on many facets
of the national economy. The consequences of increasing the tax rate on capital
gains and extending the holding period required to obtain capital gains treatment
may critically im)air the flow of needed investment capital.

The effect of proposed changes in the treatment of eml)loyee contributions to
pension plans threatens the economic well-being of employees who have spent a
lifetime providing some measure of security for their retirement. It would be
most regrettable to see this security diminish as a result of arbitary and in-
equitable changes in tax legislation.

The net result of the proposed changes cannot help but result in added financial
burdens on investors, employers, and employees alike. Ultimately, such burden
will reflect itself in higher costs to those individual taxpayers whom the proposed
Tax Reform Act purports to benefit.

Following are specific points that are of grave concern to the members of this
Association :

The Act as proposed would significantly decrease the performance poten-
tial of publicly-held member companies of this Association, as a -result of
increased taxation on investments i securitles-particularly bonds-which
are required to meet various state regulations, as well as to fund require(]
reserve. The ultimate effect would be to reduce the flow of new investment
in the insurance industry because of unattractive earnings or to cause
inflationary pressure on the overall cost of insurance.

The Act as proposed would considerably increase the pension cost for all
employers if they are to offset the adverse effects on retirement income re-
sulting from a proposed change in treatment of employee contributions.
These additional costs would either adversely affect already shrinking profit
margins, or result in inflationary price increases.

The Act as proposed, by increasing the required holding period of In-
vestments, would remove a considerable incentive for the small investor
who, in many cases, could not afford to have his limited capital tied up for
the period required to take advantage of capital gains treatment. Thus, in-
stead of benefiting small individual tax payers for whom the tax reform is
intended to provide relief, the proposed change would place an additional
tax burden on their income, while at the same time restricting an important
source of needed investment capital.

The Act as proposed would discriminate specifically against retiring ei-
ployees by proposing to tax lump-sum distributions of employee contribu-
tions to pension plans as ordinary income. Considering our present system
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of steeply progressive tax rates, the retiring employee would face the pros-
pect of paying a considerably higher tax on what was Intended to be his
retirement inconie--a tax higher than he would have pad hia(l he not tried
to provide for his retirement. This type of reform appears to be contrary to
pulic policy alid stated government objectives, It defeats the purpose of
the plans a s origimilly encouraged by the government and places an addi-
tional burden on the so(ial security system, if economic welfare of tle re-
tiree is to be maintained above tile mere subsistence level.

It is our conclusion that the proposed changes in the Tax Reforn Act relating
to capital gaitis taxation will result in regression rather than reform and will
thus defeat the original Intent of e( Congress. We believe that, the specific pro-
posals relating to capital gains, if enacted, will contribute to further Inflation by
remiioviig signiiiicait vestiges of incentive for long-terin investment on the part of
Ilioxe Americans who should be iziost encouraged to invest In the future of this
nation. Furtheriore, the proposed legislation vould bring severe additional
eooniic hardship for those who ci least afford to bear such a burden. The
Taox Reform Act is obviously not intended to produce such adverse results.

In summation, we believe that the Act's "recapture" provision, denial of
accelerated delreciation, fill(] provisions related to capital gains taxation-no
matter how well-intentioned-would culniInate in contributing to greater
inflation fill(1 placing additional economic hardship oii Americans who can least
afford it. Wt- respectfully urge that these portions of the Act not be permitted
to become law.

Sincerely,
GOIwON MN. BURI.INGAME,

President, Americana. Land Titk, Association.

TATEM ;NT BY 1lWIN "M. I1i), PRESIDENT, SIIlPIUJL)ERS COUNCIL OF AMERICA,
WASHINGTON, I).C.

1. PROP.OSEi) AM ENI)MENT8 TO Til. TAX REFORM BILL OF 1969

The Shlpbuilders Council of America, composed of major shipbuilding coin-
panies and allied suppliers in all sections of the United States, proposes amend-
ments to 1IR-13270 (the Tax Reform Act of 1)69) to accoml)lish the following:

(1) A 15 percent write-off between contract and delivery dates of new
vessels.

(2) A ten-year ship life for tax purposes.
(3) A special additional depreciation allowance of 30 l)ercent for the first

live years after delivery of a new ship.
(4) Tax exemption of the proceeds of ship sales reinvested in now ships.
(5) A tax deduction for lenders of a percentage of interest, leasing and

charter income from new ships.
For an evaluation of the merit of these techniques, there is attached as

Appendix A a paper entitled "Investment Incentives for the Maritime Industry"
prepared by Dr. Jacob J. Kaplan of Washington, D.C., an independent consultant
on International finance and economics.

It. WIlY THlE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS ARE NECESSARY

All of the reasons compelling adoption of the above proposed amendments to
IIR-13270 are variations of one central theme--the present United States
Merchant Marine desperately needs incentives for Investment In new United
States flag vessels. Because of inadequate financing, levels of ship construction
Ill the past decade have failed to offset the impediments of age and inefficiency
which have plagued the nation's shipping fleet.

The United States Merchant Marine Is largely comprised of vessels that fire
obsolete-85 percent of the combined governnient-owned and privately-ow lied
fleet today registered under the Anerican-flag Is 20 years of age aind older. What
newer Investment there has been, over the past decade, relates primarily to
vessels built through governmental subsidies, representing substantial cost to the
government but applying to less than one-third the present fleet.

These statistics simply confirm that If maintenance of the United States
Merchant Marine Is of national Importance--and there Is virtually no debate on
this point-private investment has not been sufficiently attracted. Some alter-
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native approach-to stimulate private investment-is obviously Iit order, and the
proposed amendments are designed to provide that stinmls.

The obsolescence and decline of the American Merchant Marine h; further
illustrated by the fact that only 6.5 percent of United States ocealnborne foreign
trade was carried on U.S. flag vessels In 1967. When this figure is compared with
the goal of The Merchant Marine Act of 19:16 that the United States fleet carry
30% of the nation's foreign trade and with the 1950 performance in which 31)
percent of the nation's foreign trade tonnage was transported on United States
bottoms, the need for providing Incentives for private investment in domestic
built vessels becomes dramatically apparent.

From its position as the world's greatest shipbuilding nation at the end of
World War II, the United States has slipped to 12th place in terms of annual
commercial tonnage constructed. The American-flag merchant fleet,. which at
the end of World War II was the largest in the world, now ranks fifth and will
plummet further in global standing in the years ahead unless corrective incen-
tives are instituted promptly.

Since 1946, American owners or their affiliated corporations have purchased
approximately 1,650 new foreign built merchant vessels of nearly 35,700,000
dwt. to be sailed under "flags of convenience" or other foreign registry. l)urlng
the same period, only 484 commercial vessels of approximately 7,800,000 dwt.
have been built in United States shipyards to be sailed under the United States
flag.

In these times of sharply increasing international trade and tensions, the
United States has become dangerously dependent upon foreign-flag vessels built
in foreign yards and manned with foreign crews for import and export, as well
as for defense purposes. An additional consequence of this situation is the ad-
verse effect upon the nation's balance of payments deflclt. The combination of
United States companies' purchases of foreign built vessels (estimated to have
totalled betiVeen $5 billion and $8 billion since 1946), wage l)ayments to foreign
crews plus United States manufacturers' and retailers' shilpping payments to
foreign shil)pers add up to a very heavy drain on the United States balance of
payments.

The decrease in the United States Merchant Marine is of extreme national
Importance. President Nixon has stated the need for "the restoration of the
United States as a first-rate maritime power." In view of the essentiality of a
sound U.S. shipping fleet, and in view of the drastic need for its improvement,
the construction of ships in U.S. shipyards for commercial operation under the
United States-flag must be stimulated. This is not the time to remove Incentives
for private investment in new U.S. vessels, yet IHR-13270 in its present form
would eliminate the Investment tax credit with respect to oceangoing vessels.

III. (ENEItAL EXPLANATION OF PROPOSALS

The Shipbuilders Council of America submits that, given adequate ecomloni(
incentives, United States private enterprise can significantly contribute to an
Improvement in tile Merchant Marine situation so as to enable decreasing dirt
outlays on the part of the Federal Government. The Council believes that tax
incentives can help provide a favorable shipbuilding climate at less cost than
direct subsidies with their dependence on annual appropriations and limitations
to only a part of the American fleet.

Although the investment tax credit has not been sufficient alone to solve tile
maritime problem, some enterprising United States shipbuilders and operators
have used the investment tax credit for construction of vessels that might other-
wise have been built overseas. Its loss would further hinder a nation seeking to
re-establish itself as a first-rate maritime power within the framework of the
free enterprise system.

'The Shipbuilders Council of America submits that national Interest and
national security are vitally affected by the status of tile lt United States Merchant
Marine, and hence requires urgent attention, sufficient stinuill and adequate
incentives.
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IV. T'lNI(AIC EXPLANATION 0F IliOI'OSAI S

As demonstrated in 1)r. Kalplan's report, the Shi pbuilhers council l of America
recommends incorporation into lIl--13270 of the following alternative tax incen-
ives for investment in a sound I unitedd States Merchant Marine:

1. The purh'liaser of an oveangoing vessel colistrlicted or r'constructed in a1
United States shipyard shall be entitled to (ominence depr&,itting the vessel
upon entering a binding shipbuilding contract. The depreciation allowal)le dur-
ing tlhe construction Iptriod (colinmencing with execuitioni of the shilpbuilding
contract and ending with delivery of the vessel) shall be limited to 15 percent
of the vessel's contract price. The completed vessel's cost basis for regular
depre.iatili de(eiction should be availalule only with resp~ectr to vessels which
itre not the subject of a construction differentil subsidy, thus providing an
econillic incentive for a1 shil) olperator to forego obtaining direct governmental
subsidy.

2. The owner of an oceangoing vessel which is constructed or reconstructed
in a ITnited States shipyard and which is not the subject of i construction differ-
ential subsidy shall be permitted to aniortize the cost of the vessel over a ten-
year Period. This provision would be compatible with Section 705 of IR-13270,
perinitting accelerated amortization of railroad (ars, on the basis that the na-
tional interest will be served by similar treatment for oceangoing vessels. The
exclusion of vessels subject to it construction differential subsidy Is, of course,
for the purpose of encouraging operators to forego direct governmental sub-
sihy.

:3 The owner of an oceangoing vessel constructed or reconstructed In a United
States shipyard shall be entitled to an additional depreciation allowance of up
to :0 percent of the vessel's cost during the first five years of its operation. Such
depreciation shall be In addition to the depreciation otherwise allowable, in the
same manner as additional first year depreciation Is presently allowed for small
business under Section 179 of the Internal Revenue Code. The taxpayer-owner
shall be entitled to elect in each of the first five years to take any amount of such
additional depreciation, but the amount claimed In any one year shall not exceed
10 percent of the vessel's cost. The additional first. year depreciation shall be
limited to vessels which are not the subject of a construction differential sub-
sidy, as previously described.

4. Any gain on the sale of an oceangonig vessel shall not be recognized for tax
purposes if, within a lK'riod beginning one year before the sale and ending one
year after the sale, the taxpayer enters a contract to acquire a newly constructed
or reconstructed oceangoing vessel. The nonrecognition of gain shall apply much
In the manner that Section 1034 of the Internal Revenue Code presently provides
for nonrecognition of gain on the sale or exchange of a residence, thus requiring
the new vessel's purchase price exceed the old vessel's sales price for complete
nonrecognition. The nonrecognition shall, of' course, apply to defer recognition
of depreciation recapture (under Section 1245 of the Internal Revenue Code)
as well as capital gain. As with respect to sale or exchange of a residence under
Section 1034, the cost basis of the newly acquired vessel shall be reduced by the
amount of gain deferred. Similarly, the amount of depreciation recapture defer-
red upon sale of the old vessel shall be carried over until sale of the new vessel
(or a succeeding vessel) results in a recognized gain. As in the previously sug-
gested provisions, this nonrecognition of gain shall apply if the newly con-
structed vessel Is not the subject of a construction differential subsidy.

5. Financial institutions shall be entitled to except from their interest income
an amount equal to 10 percent of the Interest received under construction and
mortgage loans with respect to oceangoing vessels constructed or reconstructed
in a United States shipyard. Similarly, recognizing that financing institutions
and others will in some cases actually take ownership of vessels and charter
them to operators in order to finance the operators' use of the vessels, such insti-
tutions and others shall be entitled to exempt from gross income an equivalent
portion of the charter hire as It is received. The exemption of both interest and
charter Income shall, as previously described, apply only with respect to vessels
which are not the subject of a construction differential subsidy. This provision
would conform to the deduction for interest upon residential real property loans,
student loans and other loans in the national interest, as recommended by
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Cohen before the Senate Finance Committee
on September 4, 1969.
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APPENDIX A---INVESTMENT INCENTIVES FOR Ti[E MARITI ME INI)ISTritY

(Prepared for Shipbuilders Council of America, Washington, 1).C., September
1969 by Jacob J. Kaplan, consultant, Washington, ).C.)

SUMMARY

The obsolescence of tie U.S. merchant marine 1has proceeded to tihe point were
major decisions (-tilt no longer be deferred by tile T.T*. govertnetit. For at least
a decade, other pressing concerlis have been given priority while policy makers
took some comfort from the continued existence of a large fleet of ships built
during World War I. With the passage of a quarter of a century since they were
built, such vessels cannot be counted upon any longer for reliable carriage of
goods in international trade. They have, of course, long passed the point of com-
p&titiveiiess. Other countries have taken advantage of advances i l marine tech-
tiology and ship size to increase and modernize their fleets with iewer aid much
more efficient vessels.

U.S. flag ships carried 6.5 percent of I.S. oceanborne foreign trade in1 1967.
a steady and persistent decline from tile 3.) percent level of 1950. The number of
new merchant vessels completed it U.S. yards averaged 15 per year over the last
five calendar years. Even these low levels of U.S. shipbuilding and U.S. par-
tlicpation in the carriage of its overseas trade required sibstaitial I1.S. govern-
ment budgetary expenditures. Such charges ol the federal budget stem front
higher wages an1d other costs prevailing in tile Unite(l States. However, they
also result from the operation of economically obsolete vessels and the low
volume of merclant ship construction in 11.5. yards.

The present Inadequacy of tilt I7S. merclatit imarin--and. the proslct of
cont ined deteriorationi--ihivolves Increased national security risks and reduced
options for the U.S. government in dealing with emergency situatios that may
arise. In recent years, tie Soviet Union has placed a very bigh priority on the
expansion and modernization of its merchant fleet.

A significant contribution to correction of the U.S. balance of payments prob-
lem would be made if the U.S. merchant marine was expanded and if owners
turned to U.S. shipyards rather than buying vessels abroad for operation under
U.S. and foreign flags. The purchase of ships by U.S. nationals from foreign
yards Involves large and Increasing sums of foreign exchange. Without appro-
priate Incentives for investment III U.S. built ships, tile U.S. balance of payments
will stiffer significant further damage.

Investment Incentive techniques have been very effective in other industrialized
countries that boast of much younger and more competitive mercamnt marines.
The following techniques should be considered for application in the U.S.:

(1) A 15 percent write-off between the contract and delivery dates of
new vessels.

(2) A ten-year ship life for tax purposes.
(3) A special additional depreciation allowance of 30 percent for the first

five years after delivery of a new ship.
(4) Tax exemption of the proceeds of ship sales reinvested in new Ships.
(5) A tax deduction for lenders of a percentage of Interest, leasing and

charter income from new ships.

BLOCK OBSOLESCENCE OF THE U.S. MERCHANT MARINE CAN NO LONGERi BE IGNORED

The Merchant Marine Act of 193 confirmed the statutory life of vessels lit
20 years, a reasonable estimate of the economic life of oceangoing ships tnder
then prevailing conditions. Amendments to the Act in 1960 extended that life to
25 years for vessels other than tankers and other liquid bulk carriers. The
amendments reflected physical longevity rather than tile rate of economic
obsolescence. Internal Revenue Service guidelines on depreciation for tax pur-
poses suggest 18 years for ships.

Actually, the rate of technological advance in shipping has been Ilitich accel-
erated during the 1960's. Larger and faster ships with more sophisticated equip-
nient offer important economies so that the more competitive fleets have been
rapidly replacing older tonnage. With wage rates rising rapidly in all indtus-
trialized countries, the incentive to take advantage of further advances iln ship
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technology remains high. For such countries, the economic life of vessels that
must operate under international competitive conditions is unlikely to exceed
ten years and may well be much less.

'he U.A. 1,' het is ,trinkingly overagc
On September 30, 1946, th U.S. merchant marine consisted of 4,852 vessels,'

most of them built during World War II for government account. Only 2,332 of
these ships were then active in foreign and domestic trade. The very size of the
inactive fleet nilnimnized the national security requirements for building addi-
tional ships in the post-war years, whatever the economies offered by newer
vessels.

By the end of 1966, however, the U.S. merchant marine had fallen to 2,278
vessels. Of this total, 1,313 were government-owned, with an average age of 23
yea rs.2

By imidl-1959, the last of the inactiveshilps that were desirable for reconversion
had been sold to private operators. On July 1, 1969, only 1,050 ships' remained
under government ownership, a third of them classified by the Maritime Admin-
istration as "scrap." Only 72 out of 172 ships activated to meet Vietnam require-
meats remained In full operating status. In another live years, the reserve fleet

will have few, if any, World War II vintage vessels that can be depended upon.
As for the privately-owned I.S. flag fleet, it numbered 965 ships at the end of

1)66, with all average age of 19 years. Despite sales from the goverinent-owned
fleet and some new construction, the privately-owned fleet numbered 963 shi)s on
.1uly 1, 1969.

The dry bulk carrier segment of the fleet is In particularly bad shape. Not only
had the number of such ships declined to 53 by mid-1968, but their average age
at. that tine was 24 years. Time has run out, even on the statutory life decreed
for subsidized ships by the 1960 amendments.

The privately-owned freighter and tanker fleets are not munch younger. Two-
and-a-half years ago, their average age was 19 years and 17 years respeetively.

'he older 8hip8 are inefficienlt and cannot compete with. neiwr 'cvesls
They are generally smaller and slower than ships built in recent years. They

suffer more breakdowns and need more repairs. Insurers are seeking higher
premiums for aged vessels. Rising living standards and wages put a premium on
the efficient use of labor. Ships now being ordered on the world market carry
several times the cargo of vessels built in the 1940's, frequently at manning
levels below that of older ships. Four tankers are now being built for the U.S.
flag fleet with a deadweight tonnage of 35,000 and a manning level of 23 that
seeins to be acceptable to the unions. The much smaller tankers built ten or 20
years ago have crews twice as large. Orders for 120,000-ton tankers have recently
been placed in U.S. yards. While no manning level has been announced for these
ships, it could well approximate that for the 35,000-ton vessels.

U.S. wage levels present a formidable obstacle to the operation of ships with
U.S. crews in competition with those manned by nationals of lower wage coun-
tries. Nevertheless, the container ship experience demonstrates that U.S. opera-
tors who are able to move to the forefront in applying modern ship technology
may be able to face such competition successfully and profitably, at least for
part of the traffic.

The situation of the dry bulk cargo operators demonstrates the results of try-
ing to operate highly obsolete vessels under the U.S. flag. Their ships are able
to compete only for U.S. government sponsored cargoes that must be carried on
U.S. flag ships. Last year charter rates for such vessels to carry grain from the
U.S. Gulf to India ran as much as $29 per ton. For the same cargo and voyage,
rates of $12 a ton were fixed for internationally competitive cargoes. A recent
study estimated that a new 40,000 ton vessel built in U.S. yards without subsidy
and using U.S. crews could carry such cargo profitably at $16 per ton.

Maritime Adminiatratio% Employment Report, June 1968.
SMaritime Administration, A Statistical Analysis of the World's Merchant Fleets,

December 1906.
3 Maritime Administration, Mcrchant Marine Data Shcet, July 1, 19609.o Fernley and Eggers Chartering Co., Ltd., quoted by Booz Allen Applied Researeh, ile..

The National Need lor a Dry Bulk Fleet, February 19069.
o Booz Allen and lamllton, Inc.. Alternatit" Financing Methods for a Dry Bulk $hip

Program, May 1909, p. 20.
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Competitor Fleets are Much Younger on the Average
The U.S. merchant fleet is about twice as old, on the average, as the fleets of

other industrialized countries. The data in Table No. 1 reflect the situation as
of the end of 1966, the latest date for which complete data are readily available.
In the interim, the other countries listed have received delivery on a large numn-
ber of new vessels, so that the disparity between the average age of their fleets
and ours has increased. The order books suggest that the disparity will continue
to increase over the next few years, no matter how promptly the U.S. begins the
renovation of its merchant marine.

TABLE NO. I.-MERCHANT FLEETS OF INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES, NUMBER AND AGE, END OF 1966

Total
Freighters Bulk carriers Tankers

Average
age age age age

Country Number (years) Number (years) Number (years) Number (years)

U.S., privately owned -------- 965 19 606 19 57 22 275 17
Denmark ------------------ 342 10 246 10 19 8 57 6
Germany, Federal Republic.. - 860 11 725 !1 69 9 51 10
Japan ------------------- 1,406 9 881 10 234 6 265 7
Netherlands --------------- 469 11 311 11 34 7 88 10
Norway ------------------- 1,356 10 616 12 256 6 455 8
Sweden ------------------- 433 11 265 13 85 9 74 7
United Kingdom ............. 1,985 12 1,154 12 297 10 423 10

Source: Maritime Administration, A Statistical Analysis of the World's Merchant Fleets, December 1966, p. 1.

The differences in average age reflect disparities in average size, speed and
other efficiency factors. The United States fleet will not begin to move toward
greater competitiveness with the merchant marine of these countries until it too
initiates a substantial program for the replacement of overage tonnage.

The Youthfulness of Foreign Fleets Reflects the Effectivenees of Regulations that
Encourage Fast Depreoiation and Reinvestment of the Proceeds of Ship Sales

The countries with much more youthful merchant marines than the U.S. all
encourage much faster depreciation of new ships.7 Earnings before depreciation
on a new ship tend to be high because its new features attract cargoes. Moreover,
maintenance and repair costs are at a minimum, as is time lost for repair and
maintenance. Higher depreciation allowances in these early years permit a
higher cash flow to the operators at the expense of taxable earnings. If the
operator can sell his ship after accelerated depreciation allowances have been
used up, and either defer tax payments on his net profit over book value or pay
such taxes at reduced rates, he has a substantial incentive to buy a new ship.
These incentives exist in every country listed in Table No. I, except the United
States.

Thus since April 1965, the owner of a U. K. ship may claim depreciation at
any rate he chooses for each year. In effect, he can take the entire depreciation
for one ship in one year if feasible and his profits permit. The U. K. does not tax
capital gains.

Sweden permits depreciation of 30 percent of book value per year or a complete
write-off In five years. Thirty percent of the contracted price may be depreciated
prior to delivery of the vessel. Taxable earnings from the sale of vessels may be
transferred to a special fund which, if used to acquire new vessels, is not taxable.

Germany permits depreciation of a dry cargo ship over 15 years and a tanker
over 12 years, using either a straight line or a declining percentage that may not
exceed twice the applicable straight line percentage. However, between 1965 and
1970, a special depreciation of up to 30 percent may be taken during the first five
consecutive years. Book profits from the sale of a ship may be transferred without
tax to a replacement ship.

Norway permits accelerated depreciation up to 25 percent of cost, beginning as
soon as the first installment has been paid under a new building contract. If used

7See Maritime Administration, Maritime Subsidies, 1969. Details on depreciation allow-
ances and tax treatment of ship operators are provided for most maritime countries.
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on a ship for which ordinary depreciation is seven percent, the vessel will be
written-off within 11 years. Capital gains may be put in a special fund and used
to finance new investments.

By contrast to such treatment, U.S. operators are expected to depreciate an
unsubsidized vessel over an 18 year period. Subsidized vessels are depreciated
over 20 or 25 years. The declining balance and sum-of-the-year digits methods of
accelerated depreciation may be adopted. Income tax at regular rates, rather
than at capital gain rates, must be paid on the proceeds of the sale of a ship.
The subsidized operator only gains tax advantages from the possibility of
depositing earnings in a capital reserve fund for the purchase of new ships. On
the other hand, such a fund establishes no special incentive for early investment
In new ships. Unlike the operators of foreign flag ships, the U.S. operator has
substantial underpreciated value for tax purposes on his ten-year old ship and
less incentive to contemplate replacement.
U.S. Flag Ships Now Carry Only a Token Percentage of U.S. Foreign Trade

In 1967, U.S. flag ships carried fewer than 29 million tons of U.S. imports and
exports, less than half as much as in 1950. This absolute decline reflects a much
more dramatic drop In the percentage of total U.S. waterborne trade carried in
U.S. bottoms. Though U.S. waterborne imports and exports tripled in tonnage
over this period, the decline In the share of the U.S. flag fleet has been continuous
and persistent since 1950. That share equalled 39 percent in 1950, 23.5 percent
in 1955, 12.3 in 1960,8.1 in 1965, and only 6.5 in 1967.

TABLE II.-U.S. WATERBORNE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS, 1950-67

Tonnage (millions of short tons) U.S.-flag ships (in percent)
Year Total Dry cargo Tanker cargo Total Dry cargo Tanker cargo

1950 ------------------- 159 100 59 39.3 31.2 53.0
1955 ------------------- 254 169 85 23. 5 23.2 23. 5
1960 ------------------- 323 202 120 12.3 15.2 7.5
1965 ------------------- 427 274 153 8.1 9.3 5.9
1967 ------------------- 444 294 150 6.5 8.1 3.4

Source: Bu'reau of Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1969.

The Level of Output of the U.S. Merchant Shipbuilding Industry Has Been
Much Too Low To Permit Production at Minimum Cost

Over the past five years, 1963-1968, an average of only 15 merchant ships
a year were completed in all U.S. shipyards. The level of output has been de-
pendent primarily on the availability of government construction subsidies.

A variety of expert opinion has emphasized the economies inherent in produc-
ing a standardized ship in series. For example, the Booz Allen study previously
mentioned estimated the cost of its 40,000 ton dry bulk ship at $16 million
for the first ship, but $12.1 per ship if an order of 15 ships were placed with
a single U.S. yard. Because U.S. labor skills and wage rates are both high, the
economies of serial production are undoubtedly much greater than In foreign
yards. Given a substantially higher volume of orders and some reasonable as-
surance that the higher level would be maintained for a period of years, the
U.S. shipbuilding Industry is likely to become more specialized and adapted
to serial production.

The industry has no significant recent experience with the economies of
serial production, so that estimates of possible cost reduction per ship may
well be conservative. The full economies can only be known after several U.S.
yards experience orders for a standardized vessel in series of fifteen each,
repeated for the same or another standardized ship well before production of
the first series is completed. With such a pattern of orders on their books, U.S.
yards would be able to equip themselves appropriately, order more efficiently
from suppliers and organize their production so as to take full advantage of
modern shipbuilding technology and the skills of U.S. labor and management.

Since the investment tax credit was enacted in 1962, U.S. shipyards have
engaged in a substantial investment program designed to expand and modern-
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ize their capacity. According to tile Census Bureau,' new capital expendituresby the industry have risen steadily-from $23 million in 1962 to $24.5 millionin 1963, $32.8 million in 1964, $44.2 million In 1965, $52.8 million in 1966 and$66 million in 1967. Reports to the Shipbuilders Council indicate that tile fig-tire of 1968 approximated $100 million. If substantial replacement of obolet(,ships In the U.S. fleet Is to be achieved, this investment program in U.S. ship-yards must be continued.This ambitious and costly program was stimulated by the availability ofinvestment tax credits to ship operators an( by an expectation that the gov-ernment of the United States would soon take substantial measures to over-come the block obsolescence of the U.S. merchant fleet.In the last two years, orders for new U.S. built ships have increased, pri-marily for new tanker tonnage. Without tax incentives or other governmentsupport, even this modest step toward renovation of the U.S. merchant marine

may be set back.
The Mai;atenance of lnel~ient Ships it the U.S. Fleet lnvolres Substantial Coststo the Federal Budget

Ship operating subsidies for liners engaged in serving Essential Trade Ror'esat International cargo rates have been running at about $200 million per year.Otherwise, overage vessels have been able to continue in service only in protectedmarkets-domnestic shipping and government-sponsored cargoes in foreign trade.Rates have been substantially higher than would be require(] on efficient newships. The use of such ships increased the costs and exl)enditures of the Depart-mnents of Defense and Agriculture as well as time Agency for International Do-velopment. A modern dry bulk cargo fleet might save 75 percent of the transporta-tion costs now borne by the Department of Agriculture's Food for Peace program.These costs have amounted to as much as $80 million a year.
TziE NATIONAL INTEREST IN THE MERCHANT IMARINF

It is unprecedented for a major power to become as dependent on foreign flagfleets for the transport of its international commerce as has the United States.It is possible to take comfort from the fact that adequate shliI)ping has been avail-able even during periods of international crisis. However, with the prospectivedisappearance of the reserve fleet, U.S. flexibility and credibility during futurecrisis situations may be seriously restricted.The Soviet Union has come to place a much higher priority on the developmentof its own merchant marine. It has grown from 1.8 million deadweight tons in1950 to 3.6 million in 1958 and about 12 million tons at present. In November of1968, it was reported to have 458 ships on order, aggregating more than fourmillion deadweight tons. At the same time, only 62 ships were on order for theU.S. fleet, totalling 1.8 million deadweight tons.However one views the security implications of U.S. dependence on foreignflag shipping, the foreign exchange costs are high. The U.S. balance of paymentsdeficit has averaged about $2 billion per year throughout the 1 96 0 's and giveslittle evidence of improvement. The U.S. surplus on merchandise trade virtuallydisappeared In 1968. The Department of Commerceis pessimistic about the pros-pect for reestablishing the large trade surpluses which existed even in the mid-1960's.
In such circumstances a significant national interest must prevail in savingforeign exchange or finding new avenues for earning foreign exchange withoutcausing serious disruption In the free flow of international commerce. A recentstudy concluded that the U. S. balance of payments "would have suffered aloss of approximately $2.2 billion for the three year period 1964-1966 if tileshipping services performed by the U. S. flaa fleet . . . had been performed instead by foreign owned and operated vessels. ' ' 0 Since the U. S. fleet carried lessthan ten percent of U. S. foreign trade In that period, a modest Improvementin Its share of U. S. foreign commerce would have made a significan," contribu-tion toward ameliorating the U. S. balance of payments deficit.Perhaps even more serious Is the cost of ships purchased from foreign yardsby U. S. nationals. Since 1946, 1650 new ships were purchased for registry under
a Published in reports of the Annual survey of Manufacturers.9 U.S. Department of Commerce, U.S. Foreign Trade: A Fire Year Outlook, 1969.
10 Harbridge House, The Balance of Payment8 and the U.S. Merchant Marine, 1968, p. 7.
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foreign flags. The U. S. balance of payments accounts keep no separate record
of expenditures for such purchases, but they must have totalled $5 billion and
may well have reached $8 billion. There is no sign of any diminution In these
purchases.

Recently a single iT. S. operator ordered eight ships from European yards
at a reported cost in excess of $250 million. These vessels are to be financed
abroad, so that purchase and interest costs together are likely to aggregate at
least $350 million, a foreign exchange cost to the U. S. which could have been
avoided if the ships were obtainable from U. S. yards at comparable cost to
the operator.

The President has reasserted a goal of carrying 30 percent of U. S. foreign
trade on IT. S. flag ships. Though the past year has been one of substantial
debate and dissent about a wide variety of national goals an(l priorities, this
one has been remarkably free of criticism. In any reasonable assessment of
national needs,. the maintenance of a substantial merchant marine must claim
serious attention. The merchant marine today requires prompt and effective
measures to cope with its advanced obsolescence.

USING INVESTMENT INCENTIVES To MODERNIZE TIE U.S. MERCIIANT MARINE

In a free enterprise system, investment Incentives through the tax system can
be a potent force for achieving national purposes. If the objective be to expand
and modernize the privately operated U.S. fleet with ships built in private U.S.
shipyards, it is likely to be realized sooner and more efficiently through such
incentives.

The investment tax credit was a most potent instrument for raising business
investment and accelerating plant expansion and modernization in the U.S. econ-
omy as a whole. Indeed the proposal to eliminate it stems from the belief that
such Investment proceeded so rapidly that its pace can now be moderated. Re-
sources need to be directed more toward other national priorities such as urban
problems and poverty. If the maritime industry also deserves priority attention,
it should seek investment incentives through the tax system to encourage rapid
modernization of the merchant marine.
Inve8tmcnit Incentivc8 Arc an Efficient Way To Promote Expansion and Modcrni-

zation, of the Mcrch ant Marine
The problems of the U.S. merchant marine are attributable, in some degree, to

the direct subsidy techniques through which it has received g gvernment support.
The administrators of public funds are accountable for their expenditure. They
must therefore supervise the use of public funds in great detail and review deci-
sions with great caution. A coml)etitive private enterprise, however, requires flex-
ibility and decisiveness. Success usually comes to those who are prepared to
innovate and take risks on the basis of experienced judgment. The administration
of maritime subsidies brings these legitimate concerns of officials and business
men Into constant conflict. The efficiency of the U.S. maritime Industry has un-
doubtedly been victimized by such conflicts. Moreover, the system depends on
annual decisions by the Executive Branch and the Congress concerning how much
money is to be available. Uncertainty, Instability, indecisiveness and overcautious
supervision are thus loaded on the industry by the subsidy system.

Investment incentives through tax legislation have important advantages over
the present methods used by the government to support the merchant marine.
Shipbuilders and operators can count on their availability, unless another legis-
lative process modifies them. The Incentives for shipbuilders to reduce construc-
tion costs a'nd for operators to maximize revenues and to minimize operating
costs will be greater. The benefits of efficiency will accrue to the builders and
operators and will show up in their earnings reports. The government will share
in these benefits through Income tax collections.
A Variety of Technique& Should be Employed to Provide Effective Invle8tmcnt

Tneentivcs to the Maritime Indistry
Permitting operators to depreciate new ships rapidly for tax purposes is prob-

ably the most efficient technique, particularly if the proceeds from the sale of a
heavily depreciated vessel can be fully reinvested in new ships free of tax
payments.

A two year period normally elapses between the signing of a contract for a new
ship and the delivery of the completed vessel. Down payments must be made
and a construction loan obtained and serviced long before the operator realizes
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income from operating the vessel. At current interest levels, such costs are a
significant burden, particularly for small operators. If the operator were per-
mitted to charge depreciation on the vessel under construction against the earn-
ings of ships already in operation, he can realize part of the down payment lie
must make on the new ship.

While U.S. tax law permits the use of any reasonable depreciation method
consistently applied, Internal Revenue Service guidelines certainly inhibit de-
partures from the 18 years suggested therein. Even if the accelerated deprecia-
tion techniques generally available to U.S. taxpayers are adopted by the ship
operators, the result is aan unrealistically low rate of write-off of ship costs.
Relatively high earnings during the first years after a new ship is delivered
produce large tax liabilities and a modest cash flow to the operator. In.' later
years, the relatively large undepreciated balance encourages continued opera-
tion of older vessels, despite lower earning power and higher operating costs.

A powerful incentive for modernization would be established-and the financ-
ing problems of small operators would be eased considerably-if owners were
permitted to write-off the full cost of a new ship within ten years, using ac-
celerated depreciation methods as earnings permit. To facilitate financing down-
payments, they should be permitted to write-off at least 15 percent of the cost
of a new ship between the contract and delivery dates.

To initiate rapidly, a substantial modernization program for the U.S. merchant
marine, a special depreciation allowance might be offered on new ships for which
contracts are placed before 1975. Owners would be permitted to depreciate 30
percent of the contractual cost within the first five years after delivery of the
vessel, in addition to regular depreciation charges for those years. Such an al-
lowance would offer owners a significant inducement to contract for replacement
tonnage within the next five years. Owners taking advantage of such a provision
would be able to increase their depreciation charges in any of the first five operat-
ing years of a new vessel in which earnings prove to be high, thus augmenting
their cash flow at the expense of their tax liability.* While U.S. flag ships should not be expected to have an economic life in excess
of ten years, the ships would continue to be attractive to the fleets of lower wage
countries. A substantial international market should continue to exist for such
vessels and U.S. owners should expect to sell new ships within a ten-year period
for sums considerably in excess of scrap value. If the proceeds of such sales were
exempt from taxation provided that they are reinvested in new ships within a
few years, operators would be encouraged both to take advantage of the new
depreciation allowances and to replace ships as annual depreciation charges
diminish.

Such incentives should attract specialized financial institutions to invest in
new ships under leasing or long-term charter arrangements, as well as ship op-
erators. New sources of private capital for the maritime industries might then
be developed.

Lenders would also be attracted by a special tax deduction on gross interest
income from construction and mortgage loans on new ships, as well as on lease
or charter income from new ships. Such a deduction should reduce the high in-
terest rates currently required on ship mortgages, as well as draw private capital
to financing the fleet modernization program. A similar reduction has been recom-
mended by the Treasury as an incentive for investment in residential real prop-
erty loans, student loans and "certain other loans which are made pursuant to
national policy objectives." n

Investment incentives such as the foregoing have played a major role in the
modernization of foreign flag fleets. They should also be effective under U.S.
conditions. If the incentives are restricted to new ships ordered from U.S. yards,
the annual cost to the Treasury in the form of taxes foregone would be nominal
for the next few years. As the numbers of ships involved increase, losses of tax
receipts would be offset in substantial measure by reductions in budget expendi-
tures for government sponsored cargoes. Moreover, despite such depreciation
allowances, a profitable merchant marine and shipbuilding industry will be a
better source of tax revenues than the present obsolete fleet and shipyards build-
ing a few ships a year. As for the balance of payments of the United States, it
would benefit by a multiple of any reduction in tax collections.

21 Statement by the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy before the Senate
Finance Committee, September 4, 1069.
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of public utility depreciation

CIVIL AERONAUTICS BOARD,
Wa8hington, D.C., September 26, 1969.Hion. RUSSELL B. LoNo,

Chaironta, Comittcc on Finance,
U.S. Senate, lVasington, D.C.

DEAt MR. CHAIRMAN: The Board zippreciates this opportunity to eonent on
11.11. 13270, the "T1!ax Reform Act of 1969." The Board's central concern is with
Subtitle F of the bill. Although that Subtitle contains new rules concerning rapid
depreciation for most regulated industries, the legislative language excludes air
carriers from the list of 'affected industries. The Board supports this proposal to
exclude air carriers from the scope of Subtitle F.

For niost regulated Idustries, Subtitle P amends IRC section 167 and lays
down slwcial rules for depreciation for both "existing" and new public utility
p)peprty. For new prolprty, the bill in effTect precludes regulatory conlndssions
front setting rates under the flow-through met hod for colmanles which now use
straight-line deprivation for tax lurposes, or which use rapid dleprt ,iation for tax
purposes and normalize for reguhitory i)urposes. The bill achieves this result by
denying those conilanies the right to us(' rapid depreciation for tax purposes
itnless they also use the normalization method for regulatory purlx)SeS. Hence,
the only utilities which will be allowed to use rapid depre'ciation for -tax purposes
and flow through for regulatory purposs on new property will be ultilitles which
have u.,(il flow through for regulatory l)urlx)ses.

For "existing" property, the bill in effect freezes the stAltus quo. First, utilities
which now use straight-line depreciation on existing property for tax purposes
cannot shift to rapid depreciation for tax purposes with respect to that property.
Second, companies which use rapid depreciation on existing l)roperty for tax pur-
poses and flow through the benefits to the constuners may continue to use rapid
depreciation for tax purposes and flow through for regulatory purposes. Finally,
companies which use rapid depreciation for tax purposes but normalize for reg-
ulatory purposes may continue to use rapid depreciation for tax purposes only
if they also continue to use normalization for regulatory purpo-ses.

Because II.R. 13270 now excludes air carriers from these new rules, it will not
affect the Civil Aeronautics Board's regulatory powers. As you know, the Board
differs from most other ratemaking agencies in that its functions include both
conunercial ratemaking and also subsidy determinations. In coninmecrial rate-
naking, the only Board ruling on rapid depreciation is the General Passenger
Fare Inestigation, 32 C.A.B. 291, 326-327 (1960). On the basis of the Tecord in
that proceeding, the Board concluded that the Federal income t4Lx expense which
should be recognized for ratenmaking purposes is the normal ax that is paid under
straight-line depreciation, rather thai the actual tax paid under the liberalized
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code. The Board favored the normalization
method because It believed th-at "* * * Congress intended that utilities should re-
tain the benefits of section 167" (Md. at 327). Although the Board's 190 reading
of legislative intent accorded with the then-prevailing legal interpretations of the
rapid depreciation statute, more recent Federal judicial decisions have held that
normalization is not necessary to effectuate the Congressional objective expressed
in section 167. The Board therefore regards itself as free under present law to re-
examine how it should treat rapid depreclation for ratemaking purposes. If H.R.
13270 is expanded to cover air carriers, however, the Board will in effect be pre-
vented from deciding whether liberalized depreciation results in a tax saving and,
if so, from treating it accordingly for ratemaking purposes.

As to subsidy determinations, the Board and the courts have interpreted
section 406(b) of the Act, which requires that subsidy payments be limited to
current "need," as allowing tax benefits from rapid depreciation to be used to
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reduce the carriers' subsidy. (See Reopened Pan Anieriean Mail-Rate Ca.e, 3.5
C.A.B. 540, 555 (1962) Trans World Airlines v. C..II ?385 V. 2d (148 (I).C. Cir.
1967).) If 1I.R 13270 is expanded to (-over air carriers, the Board assumes that the
bill's language should be construed as allowing the Board to use the tax benefits
to reduce subsidy, as the Board has done in the past. But since the Board's present
class rates for subsidized carriers employ the normalization method (rather than
the flow-through method), the subsidized carriers might argue that a version of
1I.R. 13270 which covers air carriers would entitle subsidized carriers to compute
their subsidy on a normalization basis. If the Board is required to use normaliza-
tion In fixing subsidy rates, it estimates that tle potential 1970-1974 subsidy
could be $30 million in excess of the subsidy established using flow-through prii-
clIl)lCS

It is for these reasons that, as I stated earlier, the Board sulpirts exclusion
of air carriers from the scope of Subtitle F of I.R. 13270. These comments art
being submitted in lieu of an oral presentation of the Board's views.

The Board has been advised by the Bureau of the Budget that there is no ob-
Jection to the submission of this report from the standpoint of the Administra-
tion's program.

Sincerely,

JOmN H. CROOKFR, Jr., Chairman,.

STATE OF WISCONSIN,
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION,

Madnon, Wis., Septembcr 23, 1969.
Re Tax Reform Bill of 1969 House Report 13270.
Subtitle F-Depreciation Allowed Regulated Industries; Earnings and Profits

Adjustment for Depreciation.
Section 451. Public Utility Property.
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Senate, New Scnatc Offlce B ilding,
Walhingto., D.C.

GENTLEMEN: This written statement, presented in lieu of a personal appearance
before the Committee, is for the purpose of suggesting a change in subsection
451(a) (5) (B) (i) in H.R. 13270 to permit continuance of the Wisconsin method
of normalizing the effects of liberalized depreciation on the accounting records
of regulated public utilities in Wisconsin. The nature of and reasons for such
modification are stated below.

Public utilities computing the amount of depreciation deduction for income
tax purposes under section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code by the declining
balance, sum of years digits or other methods different from the straight-line
method, generally record on their books of record, as do most other taxpayers,
depreciation expense computed by use of the straight-line method. Under these
circumstances, recording of actual income tax liability results In an increase in
the level of net income and, with other factors being equal, permits a reduction
in the utility's rates for rendering service, thus resulting in an additional reduc-
tion in income tax payments by the utility.

Amendments to section 107, as reflected in section 451 of the Tax Reform Bill
of 1909, (a) with respect to existing public utility property generally freezes the
present situation and (b) for property completed after December 31, 1969, re-
quires a normalization method by adjustments to a reserve for deferred taxes
to reflect the reductions in income tax liability resulting from the use of methods
of depreciation other than straight-line.

Increases in income from flow through treatment of liberalized depreciation
benefits and associated reductions in rates for utility service further reducing
income tax payments results directly from utility taxpayers recording lesser
depreciation charges on their books than they take as deductions for tax purposes.
The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin has recognized this as a deprecia-
tion problem since the enactment of liberalized depreciation provisions in sec-
tion 167 in 1954. We have required public utilities using other than straight-line
methods for Federal income tax purposes, to record as additional depreciation
expense, the reduction In income taxes resulting front the use of such deprecia-
tion methods for tax purposes.
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11hi.- irodrettU' itcomll)isli(s thle obj('ctive oif the' amnd1n. l(l(14 ltSii s'et toi 451
of 1MR. 1:3270 with respect to pr-otect ion of Fedleral in('ome taix r(venties and
r('(ogInizem tImt it rtedy (if the lpiobltitis1 thait of l)1ol)4'Ily re('orlitng deprefl~it-
tioti extielise. Thet WVisc4)1IiII miethodl therefore shoutld.lii (liri opintion, lbe ree-
og,,li'/.ed a8 lil alternative Ini the normializ~ation nitellhodI of a('(ollnting set forth In
section .151 4 it) (5) (11) (ii) by a SimlelI ad~jtistmenlt (leletilag the phrase ''for de(-
ferre1 taxIes" to real its follows:

66(1) make adlistmdllt to at reserve to reflect the deferral of taxes resmltiiig
from the(, use of such (liffer~elt nititodls of depi'eviit ion."

The Wiseonsin tioninissloi requests favorable 'onlsideraftionI of this chanlige
so that the Wisconsin ietholl of reflecting normnalization widely accepted by
W'isconsin puldlic utilities and1( acelaitIedl by matny others may be contlntiel Ini

lb'slit'Ct fill y slibhii tttd.

NVI.TTAM 141 ToitmLso.N. C/icf Vottimcl.

I 'I'elgrit il

WVASHINGTON. D.C.. Septrinbcr.30. 196..
80ti.1 01' ("IIFI1I) 1'. H ANSE:N,
.V-11' Scnafte 0/licf I? iuilvdingj

The 'iraniortattion Aso(iaftoI of Ameriica urges that section 4.51 of the t ax
ireformi bill. 11.11. 1 :1270. be a mendedI to ('xcltlI' il pipe I ine(s from the classitica -
tioti (it! pl11)1ic lit ilities. M1ore sJ R'citlczily wve ask t halt. the oil pipe hueis lhe exeutupted
fronl tra ight -l ine de'pre(*ilit ion requ I renienis for public titillt hs as ('onta hued Inl
Set io -I.-I ot' thle billI. They Should be. exempt ats provided for airlines, hlighwaly.
uai-1 111141n iater ciit p'ir.Ol114 linei~s are 1141 at pilicl utility. 'U'liey arev regla lted
by the Interstate Commerce ('oiuaissionl which also r-eoullnuietu(b. such exempt it.
MI j)iju' Iil- t 2es a4. at vital Segiti'it of)1' wi com m an1141 arrieri- idusti-y. A nyone can
'iitero thbe 4)utiit4)ti eni i )14 Ule bulsiness. to compete with other pipe Hlt's
1111d1 other types of Iinter'state trilnspotiiu.''(y(0nt aeamnpy
Shiipjwu's, investors, other nmodes of tranusportatilon, and1( government ageiuvhs.
1'('c4glize (iii pipe H'1ile's ats li11 unport ant segiiut of t ie( trn isporta tin hIndustry
which trauisplou'ed 39)7 billionl toll iiiih's of1 ptl oleuilii' pofillets Inl 19418. 1'Ielse
include t his telegra at as part, of r-ecor-d of hlvl rings onl H1.1. 1:3270.

IIAIIOLi 14". IIAMMONI),
IPI*(sjfif'I t, 'lI( I-msj)ort ioll1 .A%:8Oeiat ioi (of Ameinrica.

STATvEMENTr OF DR. 11OMER A. BLACK ON BEHIALFi OF rimE UNiTED STATES
1IND)EPEN DENT' TELEr~.,PiONrE ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY
Ptirpose of statemeitt

ThIipos4' of Section 451 of H1.R. 13270 is to assure that the( original Con-
gressional Intent of the accelerated dlepreciation provision in Sect ion 167 of the
Internal Revenue Code Is carriedI out. According to Committee reports, the faster'
tax write-off Is intended to aid growing businesses lin financing expansion and
modernization b~y Increasing available working capJital.

Enamennt of ths proposed legislation, Section 451, Is vitally Important to the
2,000 Idependent telephone companies because aceceleratedl tax de'preciation can
provide then about 10 percent of the funds they need annually-$140 million
of the $1.4 billion total-to finance Investment lin new plant and equipment.

The Congressional intent of Section 107 of the linte rnal Revenue Code lia,4
been realized for non-regulated businesses, which have obtained substantial
aniounts of new capital by using accelerated depreciation for tax purposes,
Regulated utilities are Increasingly being denied by flow-through accounting
or Imputed flow through the use of funds which they obtain from accelerated
tax depreciation.
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One result of this trend to flow-through is to deny regulated companies money
needed in financing tile new plant and equipment necessary to nmeet tile ac.
celerating demand for telephone services. Other results are the inequitable dis.
tribution of the benefits of accelerted tax depreciation between current and
future customers, and the potential loss to the Federal treasury of $1.5 billion
annually in tax revenues.
Consideration by House Ways and Means Committee

The House Ways and Means Committee studied compreheinsively the con.
sequences of present practices under the accelerated tax depreciation provi.
sons of the Internal Revenue Code. As a result, the Committee (rafted Section
451 of the Bill now being considered so as to assure that the tax depreciation
provisions will more effectively accomplish their intended working Capital
purposes.
Advantages of Section 451

Enactment of Section 451 is desirable because:
(1) It eliminates the $1.5 billion potential loss of Federal revenues expected

if the current trend to flow through is continued.
(2) It requires no change in tax depreciation practices that will disrupt the

existing rate structures of regulated utilities.
(3) It does not impair the authority of regulatory agencies to regulate tile

rates of accounting practices of utilities.
(4) It enables utility companies, with the consent of their regulatory au-

thorities, to use funds from accelerated tax depreciation to finance new plant
and equipment, Just as non-regulated companies are now doing.

(5) It assures a more equitable distribution of the benefits of accelerated tax
depreciation between present and future utility customers.

(6) It limits the extent to which regulated companies become dependent on con-
tinuation of accelerated tax depreciation measures, and protects the usefulness
of these measures in promoting necessary economic development.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee:
This statement is submitted at the request of the liTted States Independent

Telephone Association to express support and emphasize the importance of
Section 451 of H.R. 13270 to the Independent (non-Bell) segment of tie telephone
industry.

I am Profesaor and Chairman of Accounting at Florida State University. I
hold a Ph. D. degree in Business Administration from the University of Michigan
and am a Certified Public Accountant. I am the author of ..lecntipig Rccarch
Study No. 9, "Interperlod Allocation of Corporate Income Taxes," lublished in
1966 by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. This study was
the basis on which the Accounting Principles Board issued its opinion requiring
normalization.

On March 20, 1969, I testified before the House Ways and Means Committee
in support of proposed legislation designed to insure that the Congressional
intent in providing for accelerated tax depreciation was carried out.

There are approximately 2,000 Independent telephone companies which serve
more than one-half the geographical area of the nation, priInarily in the smaller
communitles--the suburban and rural areas. The Independent telephone com-
panies had 18 million telephones in service in 1968, representing a plant Invest-
mont of almost $10 billion. For the paqt 10 years customer demand for the
services of the Independents has grown at an average rate of 10.7 percent a
year. This Is almost double the rate of increase of the Gross National Product.

Last year the Independents were investing new capital at an annual rate of
$1.4 billion to improve their services and to expand their )lants and facilities.
By 1970 the industry will have 20.8 million telephones in service, representing
a total plant investment of $12.5 billion and consumer demand of $2.8 billion per
year.

Depreciation is the largest single expense item of the Independent telephone
industry. It amounts to approximately $425 million per year, which is 24 per-
cent of the industry's total operating expenses and taxes. It is estimated that
about 10 percent of the funds annually needed by the Independent telephone
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coulinles for plant Investment might be (derived from Industry-widc use of
accelerated tax deprecilt)in. Because of Ile aloullts involved, tile enJactielnt
of ihi p( ,ishois of Section ,151 of II.R. 13270 is most important.

TIE PROBLEM

The following circumstances underlie the urgent need for Section 451 lin the
legislation adopted by the House:

SECTION 1617 WAS ENACTED TO PROVIDE WORKING CAPITAL

When Congress passed Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code In 19.54, the
Committee reports stated that "the faster tax write-off would increase available
working capital and materially aid growing businesses in the financing of their
expansion." (II. Report 1337 and S. Report. 1622). The House report recognized
that "the changes made by your committee's bill affect the timing and not the
ultimate amount of depreciation deductions with respect to a property."

TilE, INTEN'I' OF CONGRESS HAS IJEEN ACHIEVED FOR NON-REOULATED BUSINESSES

Non-rogulated businesses have increased their cash flow and thereby obtained
the use of 'apiltatl through adoption of accelerated tax depreciation in either of
two ways:

(1) They have used accelerated deplre(iation for both book and tax purposes, or
(2) They have used accelerated depreciation for tax purposes, and straight-

line depreciation for book purposes, and have normalized.
Normalijatioj is an accouning procedure required by the accounting pro.

fvssMon aml the Securities and l, change Commission for non-regulated industry.
Under this procedure their amount of tie taxes deferred by using accelerated tax
(lepreel itfon is placed il a1 reserve for future payment. Thus, it is clearly recog-
lnized that Iacelerate(( tax depreciation results in a deferral of tax payment, not
ill it cost saving.

REGULATFEI) miUS IN ESSES IIAVE BEEN SUBJECTED TO DIFFERENT TREATMENT

Under rules established by regulatory agencies, utilities are generally required
to use straight-line depreciation for book purposes. Although utilities using ac-
celerated depreciation for tax purposes were initially permitted to normalize the
deferred taxes. many are now being required to "flow through". Under "flow
through" the funds provided by lower current tax payments resulting from the
use of accelerated tax depreciation are erroneously treated as additions to net
earnings after taxes, rather than correctly as a temporary source of working
capital.

RECENT DEVEI-OPMENTS STRESS TIlE NEED FOR REMEDIAL LEGISLATION

(a) A etion of regulatory bodleR9
In recent years, both Federal and state regulatory agencies have increasingly

been adopting flow-through treatment. Some agencies that initially authorizeld
normalization have reversed their policy and are requiring flow through. Thus,
contrary to the intent of Congress, utilities are increasingly being denied the
right to use working capital obtained through tie use of accelerated tax de-
preciation benefitting consumers over a perlod of years.

Federal tax revenues that were intended by Congress for business invest-
ment are being diverted instead to subsidize only present utility consumers.
Furthermore, in recent months some agencies have required utility companies
to compute their earnings as if they had used accelerated tax depreciation, and
to flow through to consumers the imputed tax benefits even though the com-
panies had actually been using straight-line depreciation for tax purposes.

The increasing requirement of flow-through, and imputed flow-through, is of
particular concern to the Independent telephone companies because it places
them at a competitive disadvantage. They must compete with non-regulated in-
dustry to raise large amournts of capital, under current high interest rates, in
order to provide the larger quantity and higher quality of services demanded
by their customers.
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11te Treaksury iDepartientf advised fte Ways andt .1l1,1111s ('oiiiulitlv tee1 t"it'It'
utility t'oiliiit n is geiit'rai ly prltveeil to t ront vomta i iIts as t botgh I hey tindt
adopted aieveehraitd dilreelit 11)11 fititi r'equire tis a111mnt to) 11e flowed I li:'oiighi,

Ihe total Imitnpac't oil e Fettet 1 ) revenues, over fte next tew yea rsq. ('uhi14 till I Id upI
1tl anana loss of' $ IS b 111ll.''

COiii'iii'N1vi VONAIiDiUA'I'ON IiI'l i1C WAYS A NA) MEAi NS cON! NiI irIAT
The Ways and14 Mevans ( otitlit tee dlevot edi l1lst (if two days to henil ig test11.

money from and questioning 1 S wit nesses on the problems t'roted by tilt bds
presently required tW ac'toii lg for' accelerated tax deprei'lat Ionl. Teewit-
iiesse., liuelutled represent atives t'vonifur AFederPat'l regulatory agencies: at state
puli -w-srvice comission; :a national pubhie acount I ug 111rm ; a tid elet nt0, gas.1
111id telephone complanlies: as well ats eConom11Ists and ail Ilivestieiit bakerr, III
addition, Stat eoieolts were tIe by i14 of hers reiu'eseititig ut ilitles, oiilles
anod regulators.

Thet testimony dt'veioped Ilta 11 tlie vlilts of view of reguin t14ory a getivil's
reguflatedi utility ies and others w ho aire viItally conu'eriieii 111)11t lie unevt'oiomit'
anudt tnequita ble reslts 01' present piact ices unlr tflie- ex 1stlig proiionis tit'
$V0't on .167 of the Iiterld ileveitue C'ode.

1U NI NiAlY OF" SECI'VON -14~1, SUBIL V)ii'~ OP 1'i.1t. 1:i 2'it

III dra ftlng Seevt lou .151, tflie% Ways anld Nieali 011$ 'niiii e rea 11Illiled thaizt the
use of at'eeiernted talx depreelt lonl results Init a 'derv'rral" of' Fedtel Inlcomke takx
piilmeots and( nlot it "saving" of taxes. As drafted, the Sec-t lol assures t hat av'-
eeeiated taix tireelat lol provisions of f it'" liternall Revenule C'ode wvill more
'tretii'ely at'ecompisi tbelt' lot eiided urps 11115St aid iu'veilit the uiit1it entleddiali
off Federal revenues.

The Sect ion a phites to property used lin tie fuirnishing oif elt'etrieal energy , wa-
ter': seivage diposl Nervit's : gas thIirough at ioca I(dist ribut i g systent: telephuine
services (exeluttiig CotiuSAT) .anld t I'Jlsil tit lon tot gnis, 4)11. or jpetroleiini
products by lixelines, If rattes t'or thleste sevi'vees a re regutlateti by ait ilt les votl-
I I Is o I I

As to till suchi c~tielt'onst ructetd or acquired tip) to January 1, 19)70, tile ftol.
loiwinig rules aply :

(.1) It stra Ight-line depreeh t ion Is Imrtselt ly used for t~ax pirWIoses, then not
mother method is po'ml'tted;

(2) If neeeieratod tiepr'etlto i41 s used for tax lpuriit)vs, with "ltnlllllliai-
( lll" tite, 11tilIty muuilet t'ootlinit' 14 tolo so utniless It. cha n11gts tto strialglit -lIe, 11anti

(3) If accelerated tax depreviatioui Is used with IiIlowi-through fio change
Is iiade.

As to new- property (After lDeemhler :31, 106).)) the provisions tire
(.1) If tilt,, taxpayer p~resently uses net'elerated tax deprectat 14)1 anid flow-

thirough, no change Is made.
(2) in till otlier cases, accelerated tax depreeil 14)1 ay be used only If tho

utililly taxipaytr iionnallv.es fte deferred Ineono taxes.
The Seetioui wIll perut any necessary changes lii the lnetllt(ts used bly tax-

paying utIlitie,0 and mithor?.td by regulatory comnmissionis, lit Implemienit Itfg
the lulilol 01C3 to be1)4' tizt Ill fit Orderly way, without hardship to flit,- uil ity

t't~usti flt% utility eniterp~rise, or the Fedettral ''lensutry.

RE'ASO)NS MRO Ai)OiiTUNt SEti'ION 451t

( ) ScOII#)fl 151 toih$ ('11~il the0 p7Ogohtitfil $1.15 ?iIli"1 l etitl loss of T.'camit'gi
.0 *'eette that, is hxpoeted to result from continuation of thle v'urrelit regula'

tory trend to requIre, utilities to usp aeleraxted tax dep reject on withi flow
through. Section 451 will pren0tt adverse tax reveupu etfeets wItli respect to ex.
is.tiuig property by prohibitn

(it) A .'olptlly whilt no0w uses straight-line tax tteirteilatton from
awiteliug to accelerated tax depreciation.

(b) A moinpanuy which now uses acelernted taix tltprevlntion, aintd for-
mizhies, fromn swltellitng to flo)w thiotgh.

Adverap tax revenue effects will also bei- lrevehltt,41 by allowing oiily those
taxpayers who aire niow iising thow' through Io4) o 0oin protperty atdted
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(2) 8etvlmi I16M ret; ireits 11) lotia ge lIn the e x st Ilig ust' ('i I' ''l 141
ui11 4)418 by u lilt h' t li ill II disru11p1 t ' w l ,1t' s11,110111,4Pt8 )P's(Tii)ti by i'egila
tory :igelivit's.

Scrtel . ;!/ dos n iot ilfg'inqc uipon the' pitxt'iif a t ihrity fjj~ rt 111fto'i, tutnt'if s
t) reglahte (het I-rt i's o' 11i'volmuti tig practlees oif itilil ts 1110 i i tw i l'ir I'*ii PIsdt- io' 1 l1.

ml~ ll t o i iifi'8st 1111:voo .B l(I v\111lo P h o 41')I4la (14)1 rt'ser's te 0114' " t 1'l ll e

111',O )1110 lit kotliey. llI S, tiIonl .151 1i uat'als fi 't- Ill law aa'i'ely to Inlsure 11111l1i
th l igina' l 111 l (t'lt )1&4 Congre4ss IS i4 'iillevtt.

('10i)a f~'o, il hithsietx toat fnun'e 'quiftibb' tlif,'llfi tt firm (IS it lfx o ac
et'lqi'eiccf ftishf louit/'iifiti lITfIi'lt'd i r%if Whnd *(lit- 'usllforyi' ap.)t' I hos t' tsl

normi a tio fs a jeili ig,1 tit'et'lu' t.d fa'c pu't'it 11111 Its 11P4114)tl Il8l I loll'

for tax vl~litrowes t it ell tor~gllili tilt,-t u)1 ( or. t1tttdy working C-1 1411 s iliv 1'i ldit'b

echie n a dcilbslli itt.1i13 b4ttirtl' liiresliig and11 atin lt. 'ti I e'llot 1'rt)Ii1

I 411 ll iors441 1 lt'ii'tll i 114)11 It coma4W 11Pt i 11111giz.4 WIt It'volls e .O t) h'41 lt111's~

1114 i' )11 l1iit' 114 Is 41 rod v l tl.~ ~ ~ s 4 tll t' ~ i~llP1lt'li'lt' )'lttI '
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For these reasons, which have been set forth in detail In the following state-
ment, AOPL urges the Committee on Finance to amend section 451 to exclude
oil pipelines therefrom. This can be done by deleting from section 451, at lines
8 and 9, on page 268 of the bill, the words ", oil (including shale oil), or petro-
leum products."

STATEMENT

1. Oil pipelines are in law and in fact true common carriers and there is "free-
doma of entry" -into the oil pipeline transportation field.

The oil pipeline companies are In law and in fact true common carriers. In-
sofar as the legal situation Is concerned, they are, like the railroads, subject
to Part I of the Interstate Comnerce Act and thus come under the economic
regulatory jurisdiction of the 1CC although no certificate of public convenience
and necessity or operating permit from the Commission is needed to enter the
common carrier oil pipeline business. Pipelines are required to file tariffs cover-
ing their transportation of petroleum and petroleum products and strictly abide
by those tariffs in all instances; their rates and charges to shippers must be just
and reasonable; the transportation of petroleum and petroleum products must
be performed under Just and reasonable regulations and practices and no pipe-
line may grant unreasonable preference to any shipper or unduly discriminate
among shippers in any way In connection with its services; transportation must
be furnished to all shippers upon reasonable request therefor and reasonable
through rates and services with other pipelines must be established; pipelines
may not pool traffic, services or earnings except with the approval of the Coi-
mission, and all pipelines must keep their accounts and records In conformity
with the Uniform System of Accounts for Pipelines prescribed by the ICC.

Oil pipelines serve simply as common carriers for all petroleum shippers
who offer crude 'oil or petroleum products to them for transportation in accord-
ance with the tariffs which the pipelines have on file with the ICC. The oil
pipelines do not buy or 8ell petroleum or petroleum products and they do not
own the petroleum or petroleum products which they transport. In this impor-
tant respect they differ completely from the gas transmission lines. They also
differ Importantly from the electric, water and telephone companies since they
do not sell products or services to the general public but only provide a mode
of transportation to producers and refiners of petroleum.

Since, as stated above, a certificate of public convenience and necessity or
operating permit Is not required to enter the common carrier oil pipeline busi-
ness, there is freedom of entry into this mode of transportation. Studies made
by AOPL Indicate that fourteen new oil pipeline companies have begun opera-
tions during the five and one-half year period since January 1, 1964. Clearly
therefore, transportatoi of oil by pipeline is -not a monopolistic industry.

2. The common carrier ofl pipelines are in direct competition with the inland
water carriers (barge /ne8), the motor carriers and the railroads and should be
treated in the same way as these competitors are treated with regard to per-
mitted methods of tax depreciation.

This Association annually compiles data showing the relative tonnage of
petroleum and petroleum products carried in domestic transportation by the pipe-
lines, the water carriers (barge lines), the motor carriers and the railroads.
For 1967, the latest year for which data are available, and which is a typical
year, the oil pipelines carried 45.64% of the total tons of crude petroleum and
petroleum products carried in domestic transportation by the four modes speci-
fied. The motor carriers were second with 29.13%, the water carriers third with
23.50% and the railroads fourth with 1.73%. It can be truly said that competition
from motor carriers and water carriers is significant since together these two
modes carry more tonnage than the oil pipelines. While the pipelines are the
principal mode of transportation of crude petroleum, the water carriers carry
18.79% of this commodity and the motor carriers carry 7.37%. With regard to
petroleum products carried in domestic transportation, the oil pipelines carry
29.25% of the total tonnage, far short of the 41.87% carried by the motor carriers
and only slightly more than the 26.26% transported by the water carriers.

These figures point up the correctness of the reference to "the existence of
strong competitive forces" among the ICC regulated carriers referred to at the
bottom of page 2 of the letter of April 15, 1969, to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee from the Chairman of the ICC (copy attached). It would be obviously
unfair to permit, as section 451 contemplates, the water carriers, the motor
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carriers and the railroads to continue to have the right to select the method of
depreciation most advantageous to them and to prevent the oil pipelines from
exercising this choice.

3. Subjecting oil pipelines to the provisions of proposed section 4151 would be
contrary to the recommendations of the ICC.

The April 15, 1969, letter to the Ways and Means Committee from the Chair-
man of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to which reference was made
above, urges that all modes of transportation regulated by the ICC be treated
alike insofar as methods of tax depreciation are concerned. The letter refers
to the strong competition which exists among the modes of transportation regu-
lated by the ICC and the fact that (bottom of page 3 and page 4) "The interplay
of competitive forces keeps the rate structure in a constant state of change" and
that "in many cases where the Commission has permitted increases in the rates
of a particular mode to take effect, competition from other regulated modes or
unregulated transportation has subsequently forced reduction in these rates to
prevent undue diversion of traffic to a competing mode of carrier."

The obvious conclusion from this letter is that all modes of transportation
regulated by the ICC-the railroads, the motor carriers, the water carriers and
the oil pipelines-should be treated alike with regard to such an important tax
consideration as methods of depreciation.

This even-handed treatment for all modes of transportation regulated by the
ICC is in accord with the National Transportation Policy set forth in the Inter-
state Commerce Act, which, in part, provides:

"It is hereby declared to be the national transportation policy of the Congress
to provide for fair and impartial regulation of all modes of transportation sub-
ject to the provisions of this Act, so administered as to recognize and preserve
the inherent advantages of each; * * *"

In connection with the review by the Committee on Finance of the scope of
section 451, AOPL strongly recommends that the Committee consult with the ICC
and determine its views with regard to the desirabilly of including oil pipelines
under that section.

4. Unlike the rate procedures of the Federal Power Commission and the Fed-
eral Communications Commission, the ICC rate procedures do not and cannot
result in prescribing levels of earnings for the carriers which it regulates and
thius the oil pipelines do not have a guaranteed rate of return.

To classify the oil pipeline transportation industry in the same category for
treatment of accelerated depreciation as the gas, telephone, water and electric
utility industries appears to involve a moral (and perhaps a legal) wrong, plus an
economic monstrosity.

The Interstate Commerce Commission's processes in handling oil pipeline
tariff rates are not in any way similar to the processes whereby the FPC, the
FCC and state regulatory agencies establish and set rates for gas, electric, water
and telephone utilities. Under normal rate procedures, these latter agencies make
a determination of the rate level necessary to fix corporate net income at a
permitted rate of return on an agreed rate base.

The ICC does not and cannot prescribe earnings for oil pipelines, barge lines.
railroads and motor carriers as do the agencies that regulate true utilities since
the ICC regulated carriers do not have monopolistic characteristics. The inter-
play of competitive forces assures that the rate structure will be in a constant
state of change.

Distinguishing between oil pipelines and their transportation competitors
by putting oil pipelines in a true utility category, in which they do not belong,
was probably due to a msunderstanding by the Ways and Means Committee of
the nature of oil pipeline transportation, and the Committee on Finance is urged
to review carefully the attached letter from the ICC, particularly the following
portion (commencing on page 4) :

"In this regard, we should point out that in many cases where the Commission
has permitted increases in the rates of a particular mode to take effect, compe-
tition from other regulated modes or unregulated transportation has subsequently
forced reductions in these rates to prevent undue diversion of traffic to a coin-
peting mode or carrier."

This observation is particularly pertinent to oil pipelines since one of our
principal competitors, the water carriers, enjoy freedom from rate regulation
by the ICC in their transportation of petroleum and petroleum products.

5. The oil pipelines do not create for the Treasury Department a reenue los.9
problem from flow through.
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Since oil pipeline rate are regulated more by competition than by regulatory
agency determination, the rate level is not affected by flow through. There have
been a few rate cases before 11he ICC affecting oil pipelines. Most of these cases
involved only point to point rates and none involved flow through.

The problems that Treasury faces in loss of revenue through flow through
of accelerated depreciation centers around the growing practice of regulatory
agencies of forcing flow through to re8idcntial customers using gas, electricity,
water and telephone services. It should be recognized that the clistoiliers of
the oil pipelines are the corporate producers and refiners who buy and ship crude
oil to refinery centers and in turn ship refined products to jobbers. If any flow
through should occur from oil pipeline accelerated depreciation, It would go
directly to other corporate taxpayers and, by reducing their operating costs, it
would increase their Federal income taxes.

CONCLUSION

In view of the foregoing, AOPL urges the Committee on Finance to amend
section 451 to exclude oil pipelines from the classification of public utilities
subject to that section. From the viewpoint of even-handed justice and to pre-
vent the tax discrimination which would result against oil pipelines as compared
with their competitors, the oil pipelines should be treated similarly to the motor
carriers, the water carriers and the railroads with respect to this important
tax provision.

J. D. DURAND,
General Counsel, Association of Oil Pipe Line.9

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION,
W1ashington, D.C., Av,l 15, 1969.

HOU. WILBUR D. MILLS,
Cha irman. Committee on 1Wa js and Means,
1.use of RepresentatireCs,
Il'ru higtont, D.C.

I)EAR CHAIRMAN MILLS: In the course of my testimony before the Committee
on March 25, 1969. you and other members of the Committee requested that I
provide certain additional information for the record regarding several aspects
of the tax expenses incurred by carriers subject to the Comnmission's jurisdiction
and our treatment of such expenses. The information requested is set forth below.

On pages 4210-12 of the hearing transcript, Congressman Burke requested in-
formation concerning (1) what taxes, if any, were owned to the Federal Govern-
ment by the New Haven Railroad and by whom were they assumed; and (2)
whether the Commission in its recent approval of Penn Central's request to in-
crease fares reached its decision on the basis of the operation of the New Haven
Railroad prior to takeover or if It was based on the anticipated revenue this
year in view of the abandonment of 91 trains and other things before ti
Commission.

As to the first question, the New Haven Railroad had the following current tax
liabilities due the United States Government at the time Its operations were
taken over by the Penn Central: $83,266 representing Federal Income taxes of
leased lines and $1,021,435 payroll taxes. Under the agreement Penn Central
acquired certain current assets and assumed certain current liabilities, Including
$45,661 of the Federal income taxes and the $1,021,435 payroll taxes. The New
Haven Railroad Is to pay Penn Central in cash the excess of the liabilities over
assets. We have been advised that the taxes in question were paid by Penn
Central In January 1969. The remaining $37,604 of income taxes is still a liability
of the New Haven.

We are unable to provide any Information on the second question since tl
passenger fare increase proposed and put into effect by Penn Central was not
applicable to passenger service performed over lines of the New Haven.

On page 4248 of the hearing transcript, you requested the views of the Conmis-
sion with respect to effect oi industries subject to our jurisdiction if Congress
were to repeal the present provisions of the tax laws dealing with accelerated
depreciation or were to otherwise deprive such industries "of anything other
than straight line [depreciation] ?"

As Indicated in my testimony before the Committee, tile regulatory problems
with respect to maximum rates and earnings of regulated surface transportation
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.irrhirs are jiot. its signiticlnt for lie ('Olilliissiol as they are for other agencies
engaged in regulating other public utilities. Tis is largely due to the existence
(o ' strong colhciiie forces, ]both within the regulated portion of the industry
alnd witliut, in the foriut of unregulated for-hire and private carriage. TIlese
strotig coi pjAitive pressures generally serve io keep rates from exceeding a
reumutl'le linaxU1tu level, thus iniiiiziiig the necessity for the Coifn isslon to
le,-1ribe a miiiaximiul rate level or otherwise intervene in the rateunaking process
to tit same extent required in the case of the regulation of industries with
illonjIpolistic (,llaraeIt('ristics. Beeuse of these competitive forces, we do not be-
lieve that tlle (heni:l of actcelrited (lepreciation to regulated industries, as sug-
gest ed by Ilie Federal lPow-er Cou ission (Testinmony of Chairman White, Tr.
p. -131 ). would he ill the best interests of the carriers subject to our jurisdiction
or to tie gnowl 1 a1nd development of an economically sound transportation sys-
teli. Ill esseme. it is our uhulerst'-Inding that the position of the Federal Power
('wuni.usis n is pi'eiuised il the concept that if addltional stimulation is required
for tMe attraction ()f (.alital in regulated industry, it is the responsibility of the
allqropciteregulatory agency to approve or to prescribe a level of rates sufficient
t, attrct such ctapital rat her than having such capital attracted through incen-
tives in the tax laws. Put differently, the burden of attracting new capital into
the reguIlated industry should fall uponi the ratepayer rather than the taxpaying
public a.s a whole. (Tesimony of Chairman White, Tr. p. 4123).

While the priliviple descriltd above can be logically applied to industries hav-
ing the monopolistic characteristics of those subject to regulation by the Federal
1'(ower (0'0iiii.sioll. tlls princil)le could not be applied with any precision in the
regul ted surface, tra uslort1tion industry where the interplay of competitive
forces keeps the rate striucture in a constant state of change. In this regard, we
should point out that in illany cases where the Commission has permitted In-
creasses in the rates (of a1 lrticular iode to take effect. competition from other
regulated nodes or uhiregtlated transportation las subsequently forced reduc-
tion(s ill t hee rates to prevent ul(lue diversion of traffic to a conlpeting lmode or
c.u rrie-r. A- hlg as the transportation ratepayer has tis wide choice of options
auainolg carriers. the suggestion of the Federal Power Commission could not be
l11llelligfully applied to regulated surface transportation carriers. Given these
circumstalnes, depriving regulated transportation carriers of the use of any
nilethiod of depreciation, other than the "straigit-line method" would result ill
desirable effects on tie (arriers. It would decrease net income of carriers by

the anl,)Uit of additional taxes they would have to pay; assuming operations are
proitable. This wolld reduce the aliount of cash available for investment in new
property, particularly needed freight cars. maintenance of plant and dividends.
aitionlg other things. To replenislh the casl used to pay additional taxes, it would
seem that carriers would have no alternative but to seek relief through requests
for increased rates. which. for the reasons mentioned above, might not accoi-
plisl tile intended effect. Additionally, the immediate resultant decrease in net
earnings ad cash flow could affect the carriers' credit position and their ability
to provide adequate service to the shipping public.

As long as congress s sees fit to provide liberal depreciation inethods for tax
purposes and the investment tax credit for industry in general. we feel the surface
transportation industry should not be deprived of such benefits.

I llope you and the other InemIblers of the Committee will find this information
helpful.

Sincerely,
(S) Virginia Mae Brown

VIRGIUNIA 31AE BRowN.
Chiairnian.

STATE.iENT BY ERNEST L. GROVE, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL AND
ACCOUNTING OFFICER, NORTHEAST UTILITIES

(Northeast Utilities is a utility holding company system operating in Connecti-
cut and western Massachusetts. Its principal operating subsidiaries are Tile
Connecticut Light and Power Company, The Hartford Electric Light Company,
Western "iassachusetts Electric Company, and The IHolyoke Water Power
Company.)

Northeast Utilities believes that Section 451 of the Tax Reform Bill is inap-
propriate tax legislation. First, we feel it is wrong to make regulatory accounting
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procedures determinative of income tax deductions. This Bill would deny tli.
benefits of accelerated depreciation to those public utilities regulated by comn-
missions which adopt the "flow through" method of accounting. Under this Bill,
a utility company's deduction for depreciation, which is the largest single deduc-
tion most utilities have, would be controlled by accounting policies idot((led by
the regulatory commission. We believe that to permit policies and procedures of
regulatory commissions to determine tax effects Is a questionale precedent for
the Congress to adopt.

Second, tile requirements in Section 451 (a) (2) and (3) of the House lull fro.
the actual use of flow through in establishing cost of service onl and prior to
July 22, 1969, in order to utilize flow through are too rigid and inflexible. Tlhy
fail to recognize those situations where a regulated utility which was using
accelerated depreciation had taken positive and concrete steps to clhiage front
normalization to flow through prior to such date but where such change lad not
yet been authorized or implemented.

As an example of the difficulties and anomalies that this section of the Bill
in its present form will create, may I cite the situation In Massael,letts with
respect to our subsidiary, the Western Mfassachusetts Electric oiiiap:ly. This
Company has been utilizing an accelerated del)reciation method on its tax returns.
However, for rate-making purposes, it has been obliged by the Massachusetts
Regulatory Commission to "normalize," that is. to chargee the tax reduction as
a current tax expense and reflect it in its rates to its customers. Slice February
14, 1969, when hearings were ordered, the Ma ss, dlcl set ts Depa rtiient of Pulic
Utilities has had under formal consideration and advisemlenlt a chiage in the
accounting method required of regulated l)ublic utilities from "am'raliziatiot"
to tie "flow through" method. At a hearing before the Depa rtment on March 20
of this year, Western Massachusetts Electric Company pledged to re(luce its
rates to its customers by an annual amount of at least $1,700.000 if the )epart-
mient would permit the use of the flow-through method. Before lie I)elartment
had had opportunity to act, the House passed the present Bill. Now Section 451
will prevent this rate reduction which the Company is desirous of making since
a "flow through" accounting order in Massachusetts woull automatically result
in the denial under this Bill of the use of accelerated depreciation to the Western
Massachusetts Electric Company.

We respectfully suggest that Section 451 be modified to provide for situations
where the regulated public utility has, on or before July 22. 1969. taken steps
to obtain authorization to adol)t flow-through a(,couiting. This would be only

equitable since the proposed tax legislation was not the inducement for proposing
the accounting change.

With respect to Section 452 of the Tax Reform Bill, we would urge that if the
Congress feels corrective action is required in this area, then the situation shoul
be approached with a phase-out method, as President Nixon originally l)roposed.
rather than with an absolute cut-off for tax years beginning after .June 30, 1972.

as Section 452 is presently written. The effect of the absolute cut-off date would
mean that Northeast Utilities, for example, might have a return of capital divi-
dend of, say, 60 percent in 1972 which would abruptly become fully taxable in
1973. We believe this would have a serious detrimental effect on tile market price
of our common shares. Also, it should be pointed out, a phase-out method would
increase Treasury revenues In the interim years.

WIscONsIN GAS Co.,
Milwraukee, lWi,., Rcptcmbr 2.. 1969.

CIIEF COUNSEL. U.S. SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE.,

Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: Your telegram dated September 9. 1969 scheduled my appeir-

ance on Monday, September 29. at 10:00 A.M. to )resent an oral statement relat-
ing to the Tax Reform Bill of 1969. My appearance was as Chairman of the Wis-
consin Utilities Association Task Force on the Bill.

As outlined In my telegram, my request for time to be heard was with particu-
lar reference to Section 451 (a) (5) (B) (1i) of H.R. 13270.

Section 451 (a) (2) permits a method of depreciation other than the straight-
line method in computing ,taxable income only If the taxpayer used the "normal-
ization method" of accounting as of July 22, 1969 and continues such use.

Section 451(a) (5) (B) (ii) provides that a taxpayer is considered as using the
normalization method of accounting only if he-
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"(Ii) makes adjustments to a reserve for deferred taxes to reflect tile deferral
of taxes resulting from the use of such different methods of depreciation."

The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin Is, in effect, provided for such
normalization method of accounting, but adjustments are made to reserve for
dlelreciation rather than a reserve for deferred taxes. Accordingly. tile Intent
of the )roposed legislation is met and the inadvertent failure to recognize the
Wisconsin method woul be corrected if the paragraph wvere amended as follows:

"(ii) makes adjustments to a re:.erve fr deferred taxes to reflect the deferral
of taxes resulting from the use of such different methods of depreciation."

This matter has been discussed with the staff of the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation and it Is my understanding that there is no disagree-
meatt a:s to the suggested technical revision which would (1) accommodate the
normalization accounting method of the Public Service Commlissiml of Wiscomi-
sin, (2) satisfy the intent of the proposed legislation, (3) correct a technical
deiclelcy in Hi.U. 13270 and (4) serve the public interest.

0n this ImAis. I ask that this statement be made a part of the printed record
of the Committee's proceeding as if read and, in deference to the demands on the
Committee's tlime, my request for time to appear is withdrawn.

Tmank you for the Committee's consideration and understanding of this
matter.

Very truly yours,
I101ERT 'M. 1TIIOFFEI

AMERICAN TEIEPIIONE AND TEi.EIRAIll CO.,
Nc' York, N.Y., Septcmbcr ,? . 1969.

Iel. RUSTSELTT B. LONO,
Chairman. Committee on Finance,
U.S. Sente, lVashington, D.C.

)EAR M . CHIAIRMAN : This statement is respectfully submitted on behalf of the
Bell Telepllone System in favor of the public utility tax (lelreciation provisions
as set forth in Section -. 51 of 11.11. 13270.

The report of the Commiittee, on Ways and Means accompanying 11.11. 13270
discusses the background and need for legislation along the line of proposed
Section 451, and I will limit my comments to a summary of the highlights of this
background as it affects A.T. & T. and its operating telephone companies.

Briefly stated, we are convinced that the proposal is In the best interests of our
customers and the Federal Treasury. We believe this bill, which directly involves
a matter of tax policy, has been well designed to accomplish its purPo.es and does
not infringe on regulatory authority.

We are vitally interested in these provisions because, as a capital-imntensive
industry, the Bell System comlmies must invest-and recover through deprecia-
tion-large amounts for tie replacement, modernization and expansion of com -
munications plant to meet Iulli demand for service. The Bell System construc-
tion program this year calls for expenditures of about $5.7 billion, witl every
Indication that the need In 1970 will ba greater.

PROPOSED REFORM PROVIDES WORKING CAPITAL IN ACCORD WITH CONGRESSIONAL
INTENT

Section 451 of 11.R. 13270 is a reform measure which will assure that the
original purpose of Congress, when it authorized accelerated tax depreciation in
1954, will be carried out substantially for the regulated sector of the economy as
it is being fulfilled in the unregulated sector.

The declared l)urlose of Congress in 195.A. when It initially authorized acele-
rated tax dpreciation under Section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code, was to
make working (alital available to all American industry-regulated as well as
unregulated-to encourage modernization and expansion of industrial capacity.
This purpose was clearly stated In the Congressional reports, Including that of
the Senate Finance Committee, accompanying the original enactment of Section
167.1

In the case of non-regulated industries the accelerated tax depreciation provi-
sions of Section 167 operate as Congress intended and produce working capital

IS. Rep. No. 1622, p. 26. See also 11. Rep. No. 1337, p. 24 (83d Cong., 2nd Sess.).
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for these' industries il onie of two4 winys. First it Iioit-iegiilii e41 colipliiy J11Iay Itse
acceler1a ted (Ielpreii i olt not, only for tax pupoe bul'l48C t 11154 for' book purposes

and1( to 1'Qllect the( ('r'et. i. its Vaiiiiiigs. INVlieii Ihis is doneW, tatx paiymenlts a re
lo)werl, evIsl1 flow is increased ld1( outside4 cai tal eIre ii t14't are thlereby re-
41i1('4d. Allte 14 h waly it. iioit-regnflaited 'ompanyi113 (1:11 obt1a ill worinig capital is1 to
utse st ra ightt-line11 (hieJ'(iaii for1 h0'ook l)uI'l)051', iiec4el('rate d'(ep~recialtion for taix
puirpss 1111(1 reflect. th1e4 re4dwit 01 i11 ('iireit taix layvit~1ts il it reserve to allio-
va'iit taix Costs iioiwlIy ovel' the& life. of the plwrI)ity. Thlis procedure111' is kl1.'v'II as8
4'Ilorilliili/.tio1I' 111141 18, reCll'4d by the ai(cc4ilitig pl've-sioii tui the Svv,i ic
ali 1 Xcha1t tgi ('031 ll or1111 isiot tol l i-reglilhtell indust81ries w l fast1er 41ere'i1-
11011 I,, lsed for' lix pullrposes4 I ha i foi' ook purpos44)es.

For a 1 solgi ica fit numbliler of i'egiila t l plibhic tillit ies, however, thle a cceh'i-.
aiteil (IN X 4e1ecihat i011 prois0ion',i of S.6eetioti 16764 hiave hlot bvell ii4c011111ishiltig Olii
pur11pose. Slice regulatory (co1mmissions11 geiierall3' u'emiire lit lIt les to use stria ight-
111Wv depr'eilatioli foir book p)11'l)ow', o1nly Ow liecn 4401l ietlod mettttionied above is
available to public utilit h's that Nv'islt to obtainl Working caplit.-il ill this 1i:1iiiei'.
IHowever. Illa 113' regulator O'3'Ieiis will! not. eruii i t1lie "normal1i1izatin pr01' 1oce-
dure wili4'l1 as 11i( a b '1ilove4. I,, requh1ired b t1)3 w ~ a(4olilillug lprofesi01l iu~d thle
S. E.( '. ill the case of lioii-i'egilii ted Iiu(iist 1'3'. MitIlivi', they ve(piie 1t1v ut li11 les
tin1der t heir j.luisdh't jollto Il se oili except ion to 11hik procedure~c, knlowni as ''how-
through''. I I 4lel' "flow-1 Ii louli' t hue cwi flo114w genera ted by :iu'ehera t d tniX
depi'etio b ettit i' utsed to subsid i?,4 rates ehi11atgd to ci'reviit uit11113 cust omerus
rot hii'i Illato to1 ('eale a r''e-rve (4' work llug ca Iilta]i. Whet~is11 occil i's. the ('11511

flbow genera-e by tlh Iv, ofus 41 aci'ver ia ted lax decpl i at ion does nuot"'ei iert'ie :I
54411l'4' of caipitlt t hat ( 'nIiii'iss ilt'i(1e tIo prie 4' i 1114'i etliot 167.

liitt 11 ls by hiuideninIig t bentl witt) Ia i'"v titloiohlis of 11 Il wov id4'd-f01' costs. For' tli's'
rea soljis. Bell SysStemt ('oilpliles-- (ell thui th1ey havei' had proi'4Sig 11141 Int-
c1'asig iteeis for' latrge ili t411its 4)1 capiita to 1 pr'ovide4 t1he ('4Iitliilltic:t I i(11i

(l(piecilltioll-1:tNe to 4)b4te 14' 8svi for ta-I plo J1)es 1114 8:11114' straight -lin 11' v-
l)1eciatil m41 iethod)i lII'45('1ibe by te F.( 'A. for' 1b0ok an114 ra te-ia king. purposes.

IIlIi me of raidly 1)(1eX pauidiuig na1 1)tinl heevd fort utility 13ervI~'i('4', Ii4'ilultl 1ied4

by 1utiprec'dente dl(ellia1141 for uft1l113 i livest ililt ('ap1ial Sectio 14)1 51 or I 1.11.
1:4270) will aflord4 all lpieselit: sti'aightt-linie 1111(1 Jresm'it ntormnalizinig titlit iis the

use4 of. iw('eleiii I(l Nx (epreciai !ion, thuls ll: li o l ose( uil ities' to ('4)Ilpt4 441

UITTI'iTY ('ON SiUMERIS lIEN EI"I'

S14ect 1(41 451, of iltR. 1:3270 also serives5 to) assure' i ll( case'('84 of presen('It strpaighit-
I ilte ltti hII les-tils, Inctlutding Bell S3'stv(ill ('ollihia iics-m a lso114 ill t114 v'1184 01'
ltl'e4Ilt- tiori'n11'/ing 4')11itltpies. that thle full 1 heneits, of accel('rat4' tax deln'ecia-
114)1 will go) to ('list o11t('ls both l)1'seit 1111( ftii'e.

There I s ai Nwi41Cs1'4'il belief tat uittlilly ('4405 i i4'' are bette4r! oft I1114h('I flow~-
thbrough than under normaIliilization41. The rcud. Is, ho4wever1. I it. fic he difference'
I)4tiiev'il flow-tIllirouigh and1( 1ill1ili'/ationl, so fill' as uity 13 rat.' payers.I' arle c'on1-

(''i4'1. s1111)1y ivlichl par1ticlalitil iity ('1181 01t14''s, ge't tie b)iit an1114 whenl.
Flow-thl'ough treats thle (nie r1edu('hcti1o1 ill ('uil'I('t talx 14113'ltt(ls as, a'a liable
to) 'edhlce r'ates to I(lui3's cuti~omers1. But it, has l)4'Iit (1('1t(41trided'( thalt it ilit3
i'4'i'dv4 1'4'li(lemlt s-antd titus rates ('l'g4'( uitility' 'ulst4Iluels--hcoille gr'eaiter'
after at periodic of 111114 ull(1(r flow'tltrouglt than ii hy would4 be under('1 norllIiz: -

tHolt. 1'Iow'thi'ouih i S11111u, gives it Wivt(Ifiil benlefilto4 t-)(lii's ('115t4lli('s
to I114'(l('dtrhimen't (of tollto's cusltomersl'.

utility ('ohsuimiers blecaluse they (10 tot bave'( to 1pa1y Initeirest 01' other ('ha rges
for t hese capilitl fun lds 1180(1 .11 prov(iig itt Illty seri'vite. 'Moreover. redlieedh
(lenand(1s on the mone14y markets ntay tend~ to lower the( ('0s1s of the ri'tailillgu.

have full allt hi't3' to spe4 thatt the 11nhimilizultimion rv 1'S( i'V IS d its(5 118(t-'14'4
cailtill. a11n( thailt the full henlellt (If this ('(st-fi'ee cailtall 1s giveit to utility'
('iistoilel's. Itf the( Bell S3'steint ('oil1Ipaiuies could( niormai~lize, they have ma11de
It clea'tr thley wiouldt u1se the reserve for tile boeft of customers. passing sailngs
iut (capital0 cost o)11 to cuistomer'1s over the eintir'e period thei working capi~ta1l Is
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iused(l it their beliiilf. No Bell Systemii cuistomeir would be calledI oil to pity higher

subiize/A raites of earlier customers ; all ]tell Systein rate payers w~ould1 receive
lilt 1inereasiiig beniit'fits. thet cost of capital is redu(edl.

'EI)EIIAI TIAX lWEi*NUEi5 ARE I'iO'iITEI) AGAI NSTL tTIN '1ENi)EI LOSS

Section 451 of 1I.11. 1:8270. inll dition)1. will tend~ to (I ijrvase F'ederal tax
revt'liUe levels. Tlit' Report of it' ieWI '; i mid Ml4'11 ColililI(lee t'st illites thei(se
iticreased tiax rteviie levels ai ililIly ait, .$I) miill ion lin 1970, $2010 million ill
1974, mtid .$310) million ii 1979.

'lTese inicrteasted t ltx rt'vtiilie aiiiiiiits deI(rive di rectly f'roim t ie effect of "flow-
tirouighi' oil ut ility V'ledoerii I income tax pali'iiieits. Tu'le rest, of' "tlow-t iirough''
ill ge('Iirl. 11s poinited( out by t he H ouse llejnrt . is to double tilte (1overiliiilt '
re,'eilell reductio loll i te t'ily life ofL pilidi whieni liitlsilr' aigaist t hat which
Is Contemplated to re.sult. di rectl' front grating :iccelerlited ta liX(l'lre(iflt ionl il-

lowatnes to Inidustriy. Norilizui'tioii, lairg(ely. lIvoi(15 t his doubling efftect.
A.; mtitionedi a1)4ve, B ell1 Sys i'4iii coiliplnmies to date hatve used( tile -straighit-

liiie. tivprecilitloli iiitt11d( for l"edel4liI i iiVnle t'hix pl rnies. However. regulatoryv
anidl other pressuresV(' haivt' re'ilel thle poinit where I lie Bl~tl Sys3'tem i14 lotiger
ilis alily lpract ical (.lio(ev lbuit to 1(14llt :ioct'leriiI l t ax dep recia tion. "Moreov'er,
sonice regulilit (Irs are- illillit Iig accveleIid tax del ireci Ion with Ii''low-throuigh"
14)11 comipjanies t'vt'i thlouigh tilie companlilies tirie ii faict uisinig straight-hune tax
(depi-einii 11. If hegislat 1)1 ll lying toi IW('5tllt St rhIigh-t-l il vi'oiilii Ies along tit(.
lil( of 4)'Sect ion 451) of 11.1tI. 1:1270 were noit to4) lenn'iziteid. mid1( B ell. S'st ent voin-
patties were I ircedl" fls ihy iiievit.-ably would lie by regiflat ol'3 lressilres--t 0
adiil itecelt'rate tal ix (el('je'in t ionl Witlli "l1lowt irougi'', tie( r'edluctionl ill thlir I
tax p laymlenits f'or 190 wvolld he about $110 mill ion ( assuiiiiig acelerated tlix
deplrciat ion is tiakeni onuly (l )111 hlit lhlieol ill seriv a fter I )'cclnber. 81. 1969),
Mi, S0n10 $55) mill ion ?.4i'vl (1 111 thl ie ('est imite ('1iedietion ili thieiri ta x h1i3'Iiellts
unlder normializa tioni for 1970. If' legislat ioul along. til liI ets (If Sect ioli *15t1 of II.Hl.
1.327(0 covering prtestent straw iglit-liiie litilit iv- W~ere' ('nactedl 'into law, thet Bell
Sy'stemi colipillis w~ouldo texpiect to take aicctlteratted tax dltelrteciationi ol plant
added ill 1970()n 1.11 slbsequlenit years Wilit "'lorlilializlitioli".

lit o11r NView th litrov'~isionis oif Seetion 451 of' lI.it. 1:8270 are, inl the public
iliter't's, lliti I urge that.1 they rece'4ive' tIt(e (omlinittee's tav'oralv 'onisitderaitioni.

Respettfully yours,
A. L. Sr'''

S'IAIEEN'! OF FI.ORTi)A (lAS 'aA NSM ISSION C'OM!PA NY, Sun M I'TEI) B i] . P.
SHIANAHAN. VICE PRESIDENT ANi) Tin-ASUIIEM

SUM MARY

11.1t. 1:3270, Section 451, bases the ability of a public utility to use acceleratee]
dtepreciation in the future iupon1 the filig of its Federa nl income tax return onl
or before .July 22, 19019. The filinig (If the tiix retturni Is anl Inappropr'iate event to
determine this question. The significant events to which the future uIse of ac-
celeratedt depreciation should be related tire either (i) the recording of income
tax expen'1se onl the regulated books of account tor (ii) the filing of rates with
the appropriate administ ratilye agency, ats of the relevant (late selected for such
determni nation.

lin the case of Florida Glas Transmiss"ion Comupa ny, the Internial Revenue
Service granted tile Company lil extension of Mle to Selptelnbm' 15, 1969 for filing
its tax return for 1968, the first tax return of tht'- Comipanly which uses ace-
c('lerated depreciation. A(ctordhingly, this return was not filed until August 25,
1069. However, lin August 168 the Comptiny had flled rates with the Federal
Power Commission lin reliance upon the use and Ilowthroiigl of accelerated de-
preciation on all pl'ojpelty acquired subsequenC~t to 1967. T.jheisi rates, which have
been lin effect sinm( February 16, 19619, were based upon a cost of service which
Included Federal Income tax expiense at it level, appjroximlate'ly $1.6 million it yetar
below what It will be unless the Company is p~ermiittedl to use accelerated depre-
ciat~lon for tax purpo~tses lil 1969)1m1id futture years.

Several alternative ainine'nts to 11.11. 1:3270 tire suggested lit thle end of the
Written Statement.
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STATE ENT

In its bill to reform the nconme tax laws, the House of Representatives has
proposed certain anmendments to Section 167 of the internal Revenue Code whi'h
would restrict the right of a public utility to use accelerated depreciation. Sec.
tion 451 of House Bill 13270 would require the use of straight-line depreciatioin
on public utility property unless a (ll'Y'elt Method had beenl on such properly
for the latest taxable year for which a return was tiled on or before July 22, 1919.

In the case of Florida Gas Transmission Company, the proposed require-
ient of the House Bill that the applicable return he filed on or before July 22,
1969 would have what undoubtedly is an inadvertent result. On June 26, .1909,
the Internal Revenue Service granted the Company an extension of time util
September 1., 1919 to tile its incoiiie tax return for calenidar year 19018. Thus
the Conpanmy's 1968 tax return, which will be the first to use accelerated de-
preciation, was not tiled until August 25, 1969. Nevertheless, in August 1968,
the Company irrevocably committed itself to the use of accelerated depreciation,
with respect to property acquired subsequent to l)evenber 31, 19017, by filing
rates with the Federal Power Commission in reliance upon the use an(l flow-
througlh of accelerated depreciation. These rates have been in effect since
February 16, 1969, and will not realize a fair return for the Company without
the use and flowthrough of accelerated depreciation on property acquired in
1968 and 1969 (amounting to aplroximately $90,000,000 of a total plant of ap-
proximately $350),000,000). Nevertheless, because for the year 1967 (the latest
taxable year for which a tax return wias filed on or before July 22, 1969) the
Company used solely a straight-line method of depreciation, the Company would
be required by the House Bill to remain on straight-line depreciation for ill
years subsequent to 1968. For the year 1968, however, the Company would be
entitled to take accelerated depreciation since the Bill does not apply with re-
spect to taxable years ending before July 23, 1969.

We submit that the crucial determination with respect to its method of
depreciation for tax purposes is made by a public utility when it tiles rates lIts(d
upon the use and flowthrough of accelerated depreciation and so calculates
the income tax expense recorded in its regulated books of account. Once rates
have become effective in reliance upon the use and flowthrough of acceleraled
depreciation for tax purposes, the utility, in effect, has irrevocably committed
itself to this method of depreciation so long as those rates remain in effect.
Accordingly, the tax reformin bill should base the relevant (late for determining
the future use of accelerated depreciation upon the recordation of income tax
expenses in the regulated books of account or the filing of rates with the alppro-
priate administrative agency, instead of or in addition to the date its Federal
income tax return was filed.

The following evidences the fact that Florida Gas Transmission Company
had decided to take accelerated depreciation during 1968, a year prior to the
June 22, 1969 cut-off date presently in the House Bill. On June 17, 1968, the
prepared direct testimony of Mr. W. J. Bowen, President and chieff Executive
Officer of the Company, was filed with the Federal Power Commission and w.-as
;formally -introduced Into evidence on July 18, 1968 at Volume No. 47, page 59)23,
in rate proceedings RP68-1 and RP66-4. Mr. Bowen stated that:

"If we are to achieve the rate objectives I have outlined, that is. to produce
rates as low as or lower than the 17.91, 21.9 and 57.0 cents per MMBTU rates
which we are collecting prior to the in-service date of the CL'65-393 facilities
exclusive of the surtax and to do so without seriously Impairing the Company's
financial integrity and competitive position, there is but one course open to us.
We must accept tile risks Inherent In reducing our current revenues by deferring
to a later period a part of our tax costs with the concomitant lowering of our
financial debt coverages. We must elect to take liberalized depreciation on the
CP66-393 facilities and on future plant additions. Therefore, I have asked or
people to prepare the testimony and exhibits for the new rate filing on this basis
and to request the necessary authorization to reflect 'flow through' accounting
on those facilities."

On August 1, 1968, the Company made the new rate filing based upon the use of
accelerated depreciation with respect to all property acquired subsequent to 1967.
The relevant exhibits filed with the Federal Power Commission demonstrating
this election are attached hereto as Schedule A. Since August 1, 1968, the Company
uniformly ifts used accelerated depreciation with respect to property acquired
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subsequent to December 31, 1967 in calculating the iiconuie tax expense recorded
In Its regulated books of account. Since the rates Iled on August 1, 116, were based
upon a cost of service which resulted froi utilizing accelerated depreciation,
thus flowing through the tax reductios to the euistouiers In the formi of lower
rates, the rates would not provide the Company a fair return if depreciation
based uponi a straight-line method is required in determining taxable income for
1969 and subsequent years.

The rut es tilhd oil August 1, 19 6, were allowed by the Federal Power Coin-
iuuesiol to become effectivee oi l e'irlry 16, 1961) anid have ren ai ned ill effect
uni til lie l)rele'lt t ine. A rat ilirrease to reflhet Ilhe uiavaihability of accelerated
(hlrep'iae t I ('I o l I delayed by tlihe ildiilistl native jiro(vs.- for il) to nine months
after tIelecisioni to ile tile increased rate,. Fromiu F'ebrvmiry 16, 1969 until new
rates are permiited to become effective , ilie Conipaity would have suffered a
utoi-re)COve-iulale loss of approximaitely $1,WM),00) 11nia1ly becallse of its reliance
poll, t ' lhv w a ( floht Irough of accelerated depreciation as described above.

As further evidence thai tih(' Companmy had eleec d to take accelerated depre-
(iatloll iodrilig 1968, we at Iach hereto the following: ,

I. \uuumal lUpor. to Stockholders of Florida (as Comnaiy for the year 1968.
Note (3) to the Notes to Financial Statenients at page 21 states tiat.:

"Coicurrent with the completion lin 1968 of its 1920(H) MICF per day expan-
slol, Florida (;as rraniissioun Company elected to clalii liberalized deprecia-
tion for Federal iuicome tax purlo)0ses on new facilities a tid to flow through the
tax redtuctims to ratepayer:, following an tlaccoumntilig melhod approved by the
Federal 'ower 'omlission. Since there was a concurrent rate reduction, this
change ili :vouthliug had no appreciable effect on net income for 1968.'

Ii its report oiilge "22 of the Annual Report, Arthur Andersen & Co. states
that the accounting priueiples:

"... other than for the flow-through of the tax reductions from using liberalized
depreciutioil as (. escribed in Note "3, were applied on a consistent basis during
the two years [1967 and 1968]."

2, Prospei u. dated April 10. 1969, with respect to the sa.le of Florida Gas
Colnpany'. 5:Yl% Comvertible Sulordiuate(d Debentures due April 1, 1989 wherein
Florida Gas Company and Arthur Ander.sen & Co. make similar repre.sentatIons
on pages 8, 14, 2., and 35 to those niade in the Annual Repert of Florida Gas
(orial ay.

3. Forim 10--K, dat(d April 30. 1969, filed with the Securities and Exehauuge
Commission, colntaining stateiits identical to those in the Annual Report of
Florida G(as Comlany.

Iii addilon, on December 13, 1968, the Compalny filed its Amended l)eelaratlon
of' Estimated Inome Tax for 1968 on the basis of depreciating its properties a-
quired silbsequent to 1)ecenir 31, 1067 at accelerated rates for tax purposes.
Also, registration statenients filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission
ili May 1969, with respect to tlhe Florida Ga."s Comlpany Employees Savings Plan
aiid tie Florida G,,i Coimpany Qualified Stock Option Plan, contain statements
with resl)eet to accelerated depreciation similar to those contained in the Annual
Report of Florida Gas Company.

For the above rei.os, Florida Gas Transission Coipany requests that sbill-
section 167(k) (1) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code, as proposed to be amended
by Section .151(a) of House Bill 13270, be amended ill one of the following
miners:

1. Delete subsection (1) (A) and substitute the following:
"(A) with resl)ect to such property (or with respect to property of the same

kind as such prolperty) the taxpayer usged a method other than the straight-line
method in time calulatiolt of income tax expense recorded in his regulated hooks
of account for his latest monthly accounting period ending on or before July 22,
1969."

2. Delete subsection (1) (a) and substitute the following:
"(A) with respect to. such property (or with respect to property of the satme

kind as such property) time taxpayer (1) for his latest taxable year for which a
return was filed on or before Juyl 22, 1969, used a niethod other than the
straight-line method, or (H) was, on July 22, 1969, collecting rates pursuant to
rate vchedtles flcd with a state or federal agency established by using a cost of

L The attachments referred to are made a part of the official files of the Committee.
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service which inlclded tax expense computed by giving (I method other than the
straight-line method and tsed a method other than the ,itraight-line method in
his Federal income taw, return for his latest tax-able year ending on or before
July 22, 1969." (Changes underlined.)

3. Delete subsection (1) (A) and substitute the following:
"(A) with respect to such property (or with respect to )roperty of the same

kind as such property) the taxpayer (i) for his latest taxable year for which a
return was filed on or before July 22, 1,969, used a method other than the
straight-line method, or (ii) had filed, on or before July 22, 1969. rate .ehedule.v
with a state or federal agency wherein, rates were established by using a cost of
service which included tax expense computed by using a method other than the
straight-line method and used a method other than the straight-line method in
his Federal income tax return for his latest taxable year ending on or before
July 22, 1969." (Changes underlined.)

4. Delete the date "July 22, 1969" and substitute the date "September 15,
1969" therefor.

5. Delete the words "for which a return was filed" and insert in lieu thereof
the word "ending" so thab subsection (1) (A) would read as follows:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with respect to property of the same
kind as such l)roperty) the taxpayer for his latest taxable year ending on or be-
fore July 22, 1969, used a method other than the straight-line method. and".

6. Delete the word "filed" and insert in lieu thereof the words "intially due"
so that subsection (1) (A) would read as follows:

"(A) with respect to such prol)erty (or with respect to property of the same
kind as such property) the taxpayer for his latest taxable year for which a re-
turn was intially due on or before July 22, 1969, used a method other than the
straight-line method, and".

7. After the words "for which a return was filed on or before July 22, 1969"
add "or oil or before a subsequent date if a valid extension to file at such later
date had been granted on or before July 22, 1969", so that subsection (1) (A)
would read as follows:

"(A) with respect to such property (or with respect to property of the same
kind as such property) the taxpayer for Nis latest taxable year for which a re-
turn was filed on or before July 22, 1969, .r on or before a subsequent date if a
valid extension to file at such later date had been granted on or before July 22,
1969, used a method other than the straight-line method, and".
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of interest deductions

ARTIIUR ANDERSEN & CO.,
Chicago, Ill., Septcmbcr 19, 1969.

le statement regarding II.R. 13270, Tax Reform Act of 1969-limitation on de-
duction of interest.

Mr. ToMi VAIL,
Ch if Counsel, Conimittee on. Fuin c.
New Senate Oflice Biuilding, 1'a.sh ington, D.C.

SUMMARY OF COMM %ENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I)EAR MR. VAIL: The provision (Section 221), relating to limitations on the de-
duction of certain interest, should be deleted, in accordance with the recent
recommendations made by the Treasury.

BASIS FOR COMMENTS

Our conclusions are based on the following:
(1) Portions of certain taxpayers' interest will already be subject to dis-

allowance under Section 301 dealing with the general allocation of deduc-
tions. Providing for further disallowance under this Section creates a penalty
provision.

(2) The Bill only relates to "investment interest," which is only defined
as that interest paid on debt incurred or continued to purchase or carry prop-
erty held for investment. On close analysis, this definition provides for a
subjective test which will be virtually impossible to administer.

(3) Disallowance of interest on present debt would have a retroactive
effect because it would unfavorably alter the economic rate of return on
investments previously made, which were entered into on the basis of fixed
commitments and the present tax law.

(4) In addition to the limitation at the individual level, a separate $25,000
limitation imposed on each partnership and Subchapter S corporation is not
justified. Such a proposal would not take into consideration the size of the
partnership or corporation, its investment, or the number of partners or
shareholders. There is no economic basis for imposing such a harsh rule on
investment property held by a partnership or Subchapter S corporation and
many such entities would be forced to liquidate.

CONCLUSION

This statement is submitted as part of a series of letters, each dealing with a
particular area of the proposed legislation. It is intended that the comments andrecommendations contained herein be made part of the record of testimony rela-
tive to the legislative changes contemplated for limitation on deduction of inter-
est. We shall be pleased to discuss these matters further with you or the Com-
mittee, either in person or by telephone. Please call us collect at 312-34G-6262 if
necessary.

Very truly yours,
ARTHUR ANDERSEN & CO.,

By JoHiN MENDENIIALL,
Director of Ta~ces.
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CIIRYSLEIR REUL'TY CORP.,
September 29, 1969.

Re H.R. 13270--The Tax Reform Act of 1960
Subject Section 221-limitation on deduction of interest
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
U.S. Senate, New Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: Chrysler Realty Corl)oration hereby presents its views on Svc-
tion 221 of II.R. 13270 dealing with the limitation on the deduction of fun(1s
borrowed to acquire or carry investment funds.

Under Section 221 of the bill, a limitation would be imposed (in the case of
11on-corporate taxpayers) on the deduction of interest on indebtedne.s incurred
or continued to purchase or carry )rol)erty held for investment. Investment
interest in excess of the aggregate of (i) $25.000. (i) net investment income
and (iii) net long-term capital gains would be disallowed as a deduction.

Although the language of Section 22I, as well as the House Relm)rt and the
Supplemental Report thereto, clearly indicates that this limitation on certain
Interest deductions is aimed exclusively at individual.v, one of its subparagraphs
(Section 221 (a) (4) (A) ) would create an unintcndcd taxv problem for corporate
taxpayers. This provision states that, in the case of partnerships. the limitation
on the deduction of interest would apply at both the partnership and partner
level. Hence, the partnership deduction would be limited to $25,000, and tle
partners, corporate as well as individual, wouhl be limited to their proportionlte
share of the reduced interest deduction of the partnership.

Chrysler Realty Corporation sometimes enters into real estate ventures with
one or more individuals, on a partnership basis. These ventures are part of
Realty's reg-ular business operations and it should not be faced with a potential
interest disallowance from conducting all operation or transaction through a
partnership which penalty would not be incurred had such operation or trans.
action been handled solely by Realty.

The unreasonable result could easily be remedied by applying the interest
limitations at the individual partner level only. It should be noted that a similar
approach is employed with respect to another partnership deduction, the chari-
table deduction. The latter deduction flows through intact from the partnership
to the individual partners. in accordance with their respective distributive share,
and the percentage limitation on such charitable (ledluctiolls is then applied at
the individual taxpayer's level.

Very truly yours,
E. A. SIGLER.

Vice President.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY GEORGE B. KILBORNE, BIRMINGIIAM, MICI.

I would like to express my concern with Section 221 of II.R. 13270, tie Tax
Reform Act of 190C9, which would linit the deduction of interest incurred on
funds borrowed to acquire or carry Investments. My concern is l)oth general and
specific in nature. My general concern is that this section l)ropoes to limit
out-of-pocket interest payments because they are made by an investor rather
than in the course of a "trade or business" (as iml)licitly construed to exclude
investors) : this, in my view, is a questionable distinction. More specifically, I
am concerned that this limitation on the deduction of interest would serve as
a disincentive to investment motivated transactions, thereby raising serious
questions as to the continuing availability and vitality of venture capital in our
economy.

I would urge that In view of the negative results this provision would produce
in the entrepreneurial and investment sectors of the economy, serious considera-
tion be given to deletion of this provision. Alternatively, I would urge the Com-
mittee to adopt a venture capital exception so that interest paid with respect
to investment motivated transactions represented by substantial equity par-
ticipations would not be subject to the limitation on the deductibility of interest.
It Is also submitted that equitable application of this limitation suggests con-
sideration be given, to certain technical changes in order to provide flow through
treatment in the case of partnerships and prospective application of the section.

Section 221.-Section 163(a) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that
"There shall be allowed as a deduction all Interest paid or accrued within the
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taxable year on indebtedness." Section 221 of II.R. 13270 would alend Section
163 to deny "investment interest" deductions for t axable years beginning after
December 31, 1969 to individuals and other noncorporate taxpayers to the extent
such interest exceeds the sum of: (1) $25,000; (2) "net investment income"'
and (3) the excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term capital loss
for the taxable year. "Investment interest" is defined is tMat interest paid or
accrued on indebtedness incurred or continued to purchase or carry property held
for investment. "Investment. income" is (lefined as the gross amount of interest,
dividend(, rents, royalties, and net short-term capital gaills (leriv ed from I)rollerty
held for investment and not derived from the conduct of a trade or business.
The term "'investment expenses" includes all deductions allowable under Sectiois
164(a) (1) or (2), 166. 167, 171, 212, or 611 directly connected with the produc-
tion of investment income. The term "net investment income" lellS tie excess
of inivestilleit income over investment expenses.

Statutory Objcctivcs.-In support of tle interest limitation, the Report of
lhe Committee on Ways and Means states, "Your committee does not believe it
is alprlopriate to allow all individual taxpayer to currently deduct interest
expense on funds borrowed for investment )urposes where the interest expense
is substantially in excess of the taxpayer's investent income."
The basic assumptions whici in the Comniittee's view appear to underlie this

statement (and the interest limitation generally) are:
(1) A taxpayer who is motivated by investment rather than tax conisid.

erations is generally interested ill investments which produce a profit after
taking interest expense into account;

(2) since interest is a controllable expenditure, it usually isn't necessary
for a taxpayer to borrow substantial allounts for investment purposes, and,
therefore, interest is a controllable expenditure; and

(3) taxpayers who incur interest expense substantially in excess of in-
vestment income are primarily interested in mismatching income and ex-
penses so as to insulate their other income.

Assumptions Questioned.-Each of tie assulnl)tions stated above are subject
to question

(1) InterCt in Excev of Currunt Inre(Stnt~Ilt Income Equals 7'ax Ioti(1-
Iion.-There are few, if any, situations which permit amn investor an opportunity
to borrow funds and invest then at a current return equal to or greater than
the interest cost on his borrowings. Furthermore. the fact that an individual is
willing to make an investment and to seek eventual dividends and capital a)-
preciation il tile future, while incurring current interest expense, does not imply
that such investment was solely motivated by tax considerations rather tian
bonafide efforts to achieve a profit from his investment.

(2) interest as a ControllablC Expendituic.-Tlle Connittee's assumiption
that it usually is not necessary for a taxpayer to borrow substantial amounts
for investment )urposes excludes a large segment of potential investors wio are
considered necessary to tie functioning of the free enterl)rise system. This group
consists of developers of large real estate projects, potential purchasers of new
issues, investors in small businesses and new industries, and investors seeking
to motivate better management.

(3) Mismatching of Income and Interest J'.pcnsc.-Vliile recognizing that
there may be some iisnlatcling of investment incolne amld expense ill order to
insulate other income, I disagree tiat such lismatching is the primary motiva-
tion for all investments which may result in interest exceeding income for a
given year. Tihe very heart of the investment sector is tile elemlent of greater
future return and appreciation oil current investment. As a result. current in-
vestment income in the early years of investment selhill equals or exceeds ill-
vestment interest.

Venture Capital.-The venture cal)italist specifically 'belies thle basic ass 1l1)-
tions stated by the Ways and Means Committee in sUi)l)ort of the interest Ililli-
tation. The venture capitalist incurs interest on borrowing used for investments
which are "investment" rather tilan "interest deduction" motivated. He is per-
sonified by tile individual who has been successful in other areas and now
wishes to apply his entrepreneural expertise ill tile risk capital area by acquir-
ing substantial equity interests and participating il the management thereof.
By definition such investments are not without risk and may involve two, three,
four or live losses prior to hitting a winner.
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A venture capitalist is not interested in the 'marginal profit involved in bor-
rowing to invest in assets with a high current yield and low potential apprecia-
tion. Nor would he liquidate existing low-risk investments to generate funds for
higher risk investment when such action would result in capital gains tax and a
limitation on his deduction of investment interest. The mismatching of income
and expense is even more pronounced with regard to the venture capitalist who
acknowledges the time lag involved in turning risk investments into profit situa-
tions but is prepared to accept this medium term lag in anticipation of greater
long term appreciation and investment income. To say that such mismatching
of income and expense and the resultant presumed tax benefits is the primary
motivation misjudges the role of the venture capitalist: this is especially true
since the carrying costs of interest are real negative cash outlays detrimental to
the taxpayer.

Disadvantages of the Interest Limitation.-In my view, the limitation on the
deduction of interest imposed by the House Bill is a disincentive to venture capi-
tal, discriminates against earned income, favors incorporation, and ignores eco-
nomic realities:

(1) Disincentive to Venture Capital.-The House Bill fails to recognize the
legitimate and essential role of venture capital in our free enterprise system by
serving as a clear disincentive to risk investments by those venture capitalists
operating as individuals or through partnerships who are best equipped to pro-
vide the seed money that is so essential to our continuing prosperity. Even
today, there is a substantial equity capital gap between the demand for equity
capital in our economy and the available supply. This gap is widening. The
limitation on the deduction for interest would serve as a further deterrent.
possibly widening the equity capital gap to such an extent that Federal financing
assistance would become necessary. This is contrary to the stated Federal policy
which continually seeks to have the private sector provide venture capital.

(2) Discriminates Against Earned Ineomc.-I agree with Assistant Secre-
tary Cohen's statement of September 4 that the interest limitation "discriminates
against the taxpayer who has only earned income out of which to pay his in-
terest expense." That is, the taxpayer with investment income is permitted a
deduction for investment interest, but the taxpayer with earned income is de-
nied the deduction. In the same context, it favors the taxpayer with inherited
or established wealth and discriminates against the "self-made" taxpayer with
substantial earned income. Let me also suggest that the $25,000 exclusion or
allowance, which permits an investment interest deduction to this extent and
apparently reflects partial recognition of the need for equity capital, would deny
interest deductions to larger risk capital investors except to the extent of in-
vesment income. Such denial could result in creating large stagnant pools, of
capital, capital which should not remain in place but rather should be put out to
productive work.

(3) Favor8 Incorporation.-By placing a limitation on the interest deduction
of individuals and partnerships, the House Bill provides preferential treatment
to corporations which borrow to acquire investment assets (the proposed amend-
ments relating to the issuance of certain debt to the shareholders of acquired cor-
porations notwithstanding). In other words, corporations could continue to
borrow to finance acquisitions of investment assets totally unrelated to the busi-
ness in which they are presently engaged and offset the borrowing costs against
income derived from their other activities. This favors incorporation and distorts
the traditional freedom of choice as to form of business organization.

(4) Ignore- Reonomic Realities.-Although there may be abuses with respect
to the deductibility of interest under existing law, it must be stressed that most
inve.qtmentq made by individnals and partnerships are not tax motivated. Tie
magnitude of the Interest deduction, its relationship to the degree of investment
income, and its label as a "controllable" expenditure--none of these factors either
individually or in the aggregate automatically lead to a conclusion that tax abuse
must be present. Venture capital involves risk investment which may appreciate or
depreciate; interest paid is an out-of-pocket expense incurred whether or not
the Investment bears fruit or withers. Not all investments in low yield stocks
are tax motivated. The use of borrowings to make Investments IN an accepted
financing pattern and not Just a tax gimmick. The time lag in many investments
between start-up, break-even point, and dividend payment date is frequently
long-term.
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Rccominentdation.-Accordingly, it Is urged that the Treasury Department's
recommendation to delete the interest limitation be accepted by the Senate
Finance Committee.

Venture Capital Exeption.-If, however, the Committee considers the enact-
inent of somie limitation necessary to curb tax motivated Investments, an excep-
tion should be adopted for investment motivated transactions representing direct
rather than portfolio investments. Precedent for such a distinction is found in
the "direct Investment" exception to the interest equalization tax, where tie
equity investment is so substantial that it is considered as represening a manage-
ment interest in the future profitability of the corporation. Such an exception,
applying to investments involving a specified voting interest whether held
individually or in investment partnership with others, would iml)licitly recognize
the "trade or business" role of venture capitalists and provide a continuing and
needed outlet and vitality for risk capital.

I would suggest that investments of venture capitalists are distinguishable
from pure portfolio investments. The latter investments are most frequently
made in established enterprises through registered national securities exchanges;
they usually involve a nominal investment without management participation,
and can be freely traded in an established market. On the other hand. venture
capital involves a substantial equity participation and commitment. often in a
small new business, with the management expertise of the investors being a key
reason for the investment and for its later success. Such investments frequently
have no established market; certainly where investors join in a venture capital
partnership to make the investment, the transferability and marketability of the
partners' interests (both general and limited partners) are severely restricted.
Such investors do not generally participate in such investment partnerships be-
cause of the availability of a tax deduction or because of capital gain benefits;
their investments are "investment", not tax, motivated. The general partners
take meaningful equity participations and are directly and without limitation
subject to the full risks of the partnership.

I would, therefore, urge the Committee to consider a venture capital exception
where a substantial equity investment, say at least 5 to 10 percent of tile under-
lying investment, is made either by an individual directly or in conjunction with
others through a partnership. In the case of a partnership, the Committee may
wish to consider additional limitations, based on the partner's l)ercentage capital
and profits interest in the partnership. A sliding scale as to amount of invest-
ment and percentage of ownership could be introduced if the Committee considers
it desirable.

Technical Changcs.-It is submitted that other changes, denominated as. "tech-
nical" but which would remedy substantially adverse and apparently unintended
effects of the limitation in its present form, should be seriously considered.

(1) Partnerships.-If the intent of the interest limitation is to permit the
investment interest Incurred to offset investment income, it is essential that a
l)artner's pro-rata share of both net investment income and investment interest be
fully attributed to him. In other words, If an individual has invested through two
partnerships, one of which has net investment income substantially in excess of
investment interest expenses and the other partnership has Investment interest
expenses substantially In excess of net investment income, the full amount of
the partner's share of both net investment income and investment interest ex-
pense should be flowed through in the case of each partnership in order to
achieve an equitable result and conform with the apparent intent of the proposed
Bill.

This result is not achieved under the House Bill which requires that the
limitation be applied both at the partnership level and at the partner level. The
inequitable results of this bi-level approach (which appears to apply an entity
theory to the partnership for some purposes and a flow-through approach for
other purposes) are obvious and should be corrected.

(2) Carryover.-If the carryover of excess interest disallowed is to achieve its
apparent purpose, that Is to de'fer deduction for investment interest expenditures
until there Is adequate offsetting Investment income, the term of the carryover
should be substantial. This is based on the very nature of risk investments, and
the time lag -involved before new risk enterprises start paying dividends. It is
presumed that the statute contemplates an unlimited carryover as to time but It
would be reassuring to have this clarified.

(3) Effective Date.-The limitation on interest deduction contained in the
House Bill would 'be effective for taxable years beginning after December 31.
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1969. It would limit the deduction for investment interest expense regardless of
when indebtedness was incurred. It is submitted that past investnients have bven
based o1 existing law which permits an unlimited deduction for interest and that
any limitation on investment interest should apply prospectively only to interest
paid on indebtedness incurred after its enactment. Retention of the present effec-
tive date would unduly discriminate against those taxpayers. particularly ven-
ture capitalists, who made their outstanding investments within the context of
iong-stanh(ling, existing law.

,u,'mflnary.-In suinma ry, it is respectfully submitted that the Committee
should delete the limitation on the deductibility of interest. Alternatively. it is
recommended tlht all exception be enacted to preserve the viability of venturt-
capital in our free enterprise system. Finally. it is suibmnitted that tlow-through
treatment for partnership.s4 and pro.,spective application of the limitation are
necessary to achieve an equitable result.

Ki i)EL & ANDEliSO.,Salta An, Calif., Septem)ber 268. 1969.

Re (.onnlient.s on section. 221 and -112 of II.R. 13720.
COMMITTEEEE ON FINANCE.
U.S. ,Selatc'.
I1"(.itington .D.C.

(ENTLEMEN' Oin behalf of many of our interested clients, the law firm of
Kin(lel & Anderson respectfully submits comments which we believe are of im-
portance to your Committee on Sections 221 and 412 of H.R. 13720. the Tax Re-
form Bill of 1.9(9.

While there are many portions of H.R. 13720 which are of concern to us and
should be of concern to ti general public, we believe that the Committee will
receive adequate exposure to these problem areas from other interested individ-
uals, groups. and businesses. We will, therefore, confine our observations to se-
tion 221. dealing with limitations on the deductibility of interest. and that por-
lioll of section 412 which would iml)ose new rules on the election of the install-

mnent sale method of reporting the gain on the sale of personal or real l)roperty.
These sections of the Bill otherwise may be overlooked since they will primarily
affect individual taxpayers who. as a group, may not receive effective representa-
tion before your Committee.

1. , action 221
Section 221 would amend section 163 of the Internal Revenue Code by limiting

the now unrestricted right of a taxpayer to deduct interest paid or accrued (ir-
ing the taxable year. The purpose of section 221, according to the House Ways
and Means Committee Report, is to restrict the discretionary payment of interest
by limiting the deduction available for "funds )orrowed for investment pur-
poses where tle interest expense is substantially in excess of the taxpayer's
investment income." H.R. Rep. No. 91-413, at 72.

Without arguing the policy underlying the stated purpose. we submit that the
section will not accomplish its avowed purpose. It ANill not markedly limit the
tax shelter availability of an interest expense for wealthy taxpayers, but rather
will represent a drastic and unexpected burden on middle income taxpayers,
and by reason of its complexity and confusing draftsmanship, it will present a
host of interpretive problems for the Internal Revenue Service and the courts.

A. RETROACTIVE EFFECT

The limit-tions of section 221 would apply to all individuals, partnerships,
and Subchapter "S" corporations by limiting the amount of "investment inter-
et" which could be deducted In any one year. It would become effective for
t.lxable years beginning after December 31, 1969. as to all indebtedness interest
"incurred or continued to purchase or carry property held for investment."
'rhis nieans that the section would apply not only to indebtedness incurred after
December 31. 1969. but also to indebtedness which was created prior to that date
and as to which the taxpayer had become legally obligated to pay interest.
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Elven though Conrress lOSSesses the power to emct retroa(tive tax state utes,
it has shown reluctance to (10 so in tile past. For example. in 1)17 tie Senate
Finance Committee rejected at House proposal to levy all additiinil tax on i916
income for the purpose of financing tile hevy costs of World War 1. Tile
Committee gave as its reasons:

"This retroactivee] tax seeined to the commlittee to be in principle both
morally and economically unsound an(l to deserve exclusion as retroactive
legislation. . . . Moreover, it is to be remembered that if we admit Ihe
principle of retroactive taxation running back six months we also assert
the right to carry it back for one or ten years, or for any hlgth of time. To
do so this would hold out a threat of uncertalinty in tax con)litions. and
almost the greatest foe of business productivity and prosperity is uncer-
tainty. For these reasons tile committee 1had no doubt as t() the wisdoitt
of striking from the bill the retroactive tax on incomes.... .Senate Report
No. 103, 65th Congress, 1917.

Another example of Congressional reluctance to give retroactive effect 1c)
(.hllg(s in the Internal Revenlue Code came up in connetion with the 1)50
revisions of lhe formula for taxing life insurance companies. The Senate Finance
Conmmittee felt it inadvisable to apl)ly the chmages retroactively to the years 1947
and 1948 since to require the payment of a tax for those years could impose a
hardships upon policyholders. Senate Report No. 2375. 81st Congress. . (1950).
The Senate Report stated :

"The imposition of a tax on 1947 and 1948 incomes at this late late
would be inconsistent with the fundamental public policy which requires
that a taxpayer's obligation to his Government lie made definite and certain
at the time the tax is due." Id. at 39-40.

We feel that the application of the limitation on interest deductions to exist-
ing contracts would unfairly penalize taxpayers who, when incurring the
indebtedness in prior years could not possibly foresee the disallowance of these
legitimate business expenses. To change the rules as they apply to existing con-
tracts, substantially diminishes the after-tax income of these taxpayers silly
because they chose to borrow money for investment. If the purpose of this section
is to curb voluntary assuniptions of indebtedness for investment p:'operty. then
at the very least, it should apply to future transactions contracted for after the
effective date.

1. RENTAL INCOME

The language of section 221 is ambiguous and often conflicting. For instance.
"investment income" is defined to include rents and interest (among other things)
which are not "derived from tile conduct of a trade or business." The words
"trade or business" are words of art stemming front the capital asset definition
of section 1221 of the Code. We know. from the administrative lnd judicialinterpretations of section 1221, that a taxpayer may have more thian one trade
or business . A practicing doctor may invest in apartitient i)uil(.i'gs and this
activity may become a separate trade or business. Ile may also, for example,
purchase and sell loans secured by junior encumbrances at discounts which also
may become a separate trade or business. The rent or interest from these types
of activities would not come within the section 221 definition of investment
income.

On the other hand, allowable investment interest which is limited to $25.000
plus the amount of investment income and net long-term capital gains , is that
interest which is paid or accrued on property "held for investment". It is well
known under present tax laws that a taxpayer may hold property for invest-
nment in his trade or business. A real estate developer may acquire rental property
for investment while buying and selling real estate in his trade or business. in
this situation, section 221 would have the effect of limiting the amount of invest-
ment income available for offset against investment interest from the same
asset since the asset is held for investment, but as a part of the taxpayer's trade
or business.

Further, the section would define all rental income to be income from a trade
or business and, therefore, not "investment income", unless the rental income
results from a "net lease". A net lease is defined as one where the Code se(.tioin
162 ordinary business deductions are less, than fifteen per cent of the "rental
income" and there is a guarantee of a fixed return or against loss of inmvoie.
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Applying these provisions to a typical example illustrates the ambiguities
of the section. Assume X owns land and an office building which he leases to Y
for a negotiated amount of rent. Y is required by the terms of the lease to pay
the taxes and utilities and to maintain the building. X remains liable on a
mortgage which was incurred to acquire the property and as the owner, is entitled
to the depreciation on the property. By the terms of the lease, Y is contractually
obligated to pay X a fixed monthly rent based upon their estimate of a fair
return on the property. This would fit the classical pattern of -a net lease. To
apply section 221 to this transaction. the first test is whether "the sum of the
deductions with respect to the rent-producing property which are allowable
under section 162 (relating to trade or l)usiness expenses) equals or exceeds
fifteen per cent of the rental income produced by such property. .... " Is this
fifteen per cent test to be applied as to the rental income received by X. or is it
the total rental income from the entire property? Also, whose section 162 fleduc-
tions are we talking about? Are these the deductions of the owner or are they
the deductions relating to the properly as a whole? If they are the deductions
relating to the property as a whole, the net lease concept does not seem to be
achieve(]. X does not control the amount of the section 162 deductions. Similarly.
if the fifteen per cent test is to be measured -against the rental income to Y, why
should X's interest expense be limited?

The second test is whether "the taxpayer is neither guaranteed a specific
return nor is guaranteed in whole or in part against loss of income." These
tests are in the conjunctive: that is, both have to he met. For some reason, the
House Ways and Means Report treats these as alternative requirements. In any
event, if Y agrees to pay X a fixed monthly rental, is this a "guarantee"? If it
is not such a "guarantee". who must the guarantor be? If instead of a lease
from X to Y. X had decided to enter into individual tenant leases, each one
of the tenants, we would assume, would agree to pay their rent to Y, and isn't
this a form of guaranteee" of rent? If X can keep his section 162 deductions to
less than fifteen per cent of the rental income from these individual tenants who
each are supposedly guaranteeing the income, X would seem to come under the
net lease provisions.

There is a substantial question whether the definition of rental income in this
subseetion is intended to 'be exclusive. Should not a taxpayer have the right
to invest in a rental property which is not a trade or business -as to him but
which would not qualify under the restrictive definitions of a net lease? For ex-
ample. a retired taxpayer who invests in a four unit medical building may find,
if he handles the leases himself, that the expenses of the building exceed fifteen
per cent of the rental income, therefore, disqualifying him from the net lease
category. Yet this type of activity would seem clearly not to constitute a trade
or i)usines.q, and therefore, should entitled him to treat the income as investment
income which could be used to offset the interest expense on the building.

C. APPLICATION AT PARTNERSHIP LEVEL

The application of the limitations on deductibility of interest at the partner-
ship level is inconsistent with the entire theory of partnership taxation which
Is firmly established in the Internal Revenue Code and Regulations under the
(ode. The partnership is a rel)orting entity only and not a taxpaying entity. In-
eome and expenses of the partnership pass through the partnership to the in-
dividual partners.

The partnerships has proven to be a flexible and effective method of investing
in real estate. A limited partnership offers the limited partner the advantage of
limited liability while taxing him as if he held the property directly. This method
of capital pooling is attractive to many middle income taxpayers because by
grouping a number of such people together in a limited partnership, all are able
to participate in lucrativc- real estate investments which in the past have been
available only to very wealthy individuals.

It is easy to demonstrate how this section would discriminate against the
small investor in favor of the wealthy individual. Assume a large building is pur-
chased for a million dollars and after a downpayment of $200,000. there are an-
mual interest payments of $50,000 a year. Ten middle income taxpayers who could
have lpurchased the property in a partnership would now find that instead of a
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$5(.000 interest expense, available to the p)arltnership, the expense could be limited
to as low as $25.( 0. thereby resulting in the allocation of $2,500 of interest ex-
pense to e(ch individual partner instead of $5,000. On the other hand, if two
indivi(ul wealthy taxpayers were to purchase the property as tenants-in-omn-
mon. they would each have a lnininum allowable interest deduction of $25,000.

If section 221 is enacted il its present form, use of the partnership for invest-
ing in real property wvill be replaced by sonie form of common tenancy with the
attendant liability risks and lack of flexibility. Rather than force the partner-
ship out of existence, the desired result can be achieved by applying the interest
lini ltation l filely at the individual level.

1). TiHl.: ('OIPOIlATE EXEMPTION

We (cin see no reason why the limitation on allowable interest is applicable at
the individual level but not at the corporate level. It seems to us that if the see-
tioln is ella'ted mnany taxpayers w,-ill merely incorporate and contribute the in-
conie-producing and expense assets to the corporation. The assets contributed
will be arranged so that there will lie no taxable income in the corporation or
perhaps loss. When the property is to he sold, the corporation will be liquidated
il a section :17 liqui(lation and there will be a single capital gains tax at that
time.

The house Ways and Menns Committee Report gives as an example the follow-
ing type of objectionable activity : "A taxpayer may borrow substantial amounts
to l)urchase stocks which have growth potential but which return small dividends
currently. )es lite the fact that the receipt of the income from the investment
may be postlim ld (and may be capital gains), the taxpayer will receive a cur-
rent deduct i(in for- the interest expense even though it is substantially in excess
of the inme from the investment." (Mi. at 72) It appears to us that a taxpayer
could achieve substantially the same result merely by incorporating his invest-
ment asset-.

E. INTEREST EXPENSES

Another area, of confusion is the exclusion from the definition of "investment
expenses" of section 165(c) (2) and (3) losses. The other forms of deductions
which would be allowable to an individual all relate to his investment activities.
Why aren't these type of losses allowable? Excluding these losses certanily belie-
fits the taxpayer, since these losses do not have to be used to offset gross invest-
meat income, tlereby maximizing the amount available to offset against invest-
ment expense, but what is the rationale for excluding them?

F. PREPAID INTEREST

Unlike the House Ways and Means Committee, we do not feel that the ruling
issued on November 26, 196S, adequately deals with the problems of prepaid
interest and we feel tlt our view is shared by many other people. A long line of
cases and administrative rulings had upheld the principle that interest paid in
advance by a cash-basis taxpayer is deductible in the year paid. The taxpayer was
in difficulty only where there was no true indebtedness or where there was no
"purposive" motive in incurring the indebtedness, other than securing the de-
duction itself. (See discussions by Miller, Prepaid Interest, 19 U.S.C. Tax Inst.
381 (1967) and Koster, Prepaid Intere t Purchase Method Still Useful Despite
IRS Attack, 30 Journal of Taxation 16 (1969).)

Prior to the IRS ruling, we felt any change in the law would require legisla-
tive action. Instead, the IRS, by its administrative action, attempted to reverse
the existing case law. We believe that such action only compounds confusion
and invites further litigation. Apparently the Treasury shares our concern. The
March 24. 1969, Wall Street Journal contains the following:

"Also with a view toward enhancing "equity", or equal treatment of tax-
payers with about the same amount of income from various sources, offi-
cials say they're weighing whether to ask Congress to guard against a prac-
tice involving "bunching" of unusually large interest deductions. The In-
ternal Revenue Service last fall ruled-contrary to Tax Court decisions-
that investors paying in one year all the interest they owe over five years,
for instance, couldn't deduct the whole amount in one year. To make "ab-
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5(lilyI Sure" thait Satich interest. dedltctiiolts atV Spriielt ouit (iOP t ill' II ut' (I*
tte boal ilaly reliren legislation, till oficioIit dds. ( otherwise. it(, says. somte
persons might hanve at lug ettoiug deductionl ill otie year to avid pay-i.ng ;tilly
tax onl intcomie its large, as $200.0W." (ait p. 2)

We know that the status of I lie dleduct ion for prepa id interest is still very%
confusing to) Iniay tatxplaty(rs. We knowv that the iteriial Itevenuie Se'rvic'e ill-
tends to Chltlenige (ertaitl types of lirepihid interest vases, butt %Ne( arv nlot sat is-
lied that thet position of thet In1ternal itevenule Service. i's eirrec 't. Prepaid inter-
est. is tit area of legitimate congressional ('oteern and should lhave beeni dealt
With as at part of ally ciatige ill set jolt 16:1 of (ie('Code.

GI. CONCLIOI1N

Ilt summta ry. wve feel that tif Congress ilt endts to chiang it'(seti 16I3 biy lilmit-
i ng the interest deductiont, it shiotdd do0 so ill a1 mlatlner that. will iltinli in i'/ I lie
problems that Isection 221 (if tit(e Bill w~outld create. Suchl a ehilge n shin tld 114] tide
ettisideratioti of tite deduction of prepaid interest. We Vt'spe(ctf il .Ily uge that Itile
C'omtmitte'e reittove sectioit 221 fromt the Tax Rteformi Bill. to allow more tiit to
('olxider the Very~ comttliex prtolemtts and to drtalft at lprOwisit)Ii that, twill atecoiti-
lilisit those purposes wi'lielt tile Conigress. feels at te legitlimattely inl tite itationlt
Interest.

Section 412 Nvoild amtend~ title, insta lilivit sat. protvisionis of sect io n .I53 to at(--
cotttplisli two things. Vtho attiteittliettt w~old first t('tjtil~f ttaationt ill tilose. ciii-
porat tc( iclisititoil situlat Iiois w~'ier assets at. atcqieil tiitigit th( uiste or tit-
itittres AN-ticit at essentially the eqivatlent o1 catsht. ('vt'l tltougplt tite- deeli-
Itires Wvotl(1 not reqiriie picipaiil pa~ymen'tts for. .) period of yeas 'I'S e second
part of tile atmleuidmlent is wha-t11 Cotetnis uts. It wvoild restrteture the instatllment

lively ('%'(-It a ioutlts. Thle exatct prtocedurie AvoliI1 li estVcribed biy tite- ctiltllis1-
siotel' Ill Regiulationts htowe'ver, there' is a "52t1(' haven"' allowed if ('ertaii 'onidi-
tionts are inet. The safe hiavent test Is met if paymentts of "relatively (eiln" or
-dvelining aniouits" aire made ait least onice every two yeitr's of the installmient
per'tiod 01' lltenittiv4'ly, If titt, least five per ('(llt of tile pirincipal i- required to he
paid by tit(- end of te first quarter of t11e inistatllmen'tt period, fifteen per cent
by tile end( of tht- ecn qu~i~ lairter, and1( forty per cenit. by tite enid of the third
quit 1'te't.

We agree that tif tile equli vailent of Cash is- received from the ,otll' of til asset.
the -tax should lie paid1. If cash or. its equivaleui't is noit received. titeit Congress,

in Its wisdom. lits said no piatymtent of tax 1h1s -to lie illadi'. Naturally, if the ptay-
int of pirincipall Is deferred, interest 01' Itmputed iteres'4t will atcci'ie 01r be col-
l('eted by the taxpayer which will lie ta xablie ait ordinary Ittcome rates.

Thtis System hais worked well for many yeatrs. 'i'li(' ('lttiges Iwoltosed will. Itowi-
e"'er. olrasticithly restructure aitt i limit the flexibility that is 1l0NN offered to tatx-
p21 yet's.

Fot' Instattie, itt California it is eotuttionl lrattlte for1 at landowner. oifteni a
far1111(0. to sell. his 12i1l(1 to at dev'elopert ill at tt'alisactiolt whlereC the de4veiopiet. will
paty between ten and1( thirty pe' cent. of the principal as at downpaymenpit. Th'le d1e-
velop~er will thie'i aisk t1114' owner to atccept. hlis istilltll('tt olilgationi ov'er a pe(riodl
o1' years. The owner' will iismally agree to wait for t14't( liattic of tii pinreiatse
piri'e, to ease the dev'eloper's finlit n(ia~l burdenl (in thte pirogress of his ('olistrIle-
tioti aetivith's. Ill tte mjeailtie, thle dlevelop~er A-ill lbe uilathitg p~eriodlic payments
of Interest.

Thim very typical trainsitctiont would nto lontge'r onlvlfy as an ltlstailim'tit sale
If sec'tion 412, as proposed(1 Is ('ieted. Even If tite entire hiathatie of thte purchali~se
piri(ce were agreed to lie paid otn Jatnuary 2 of the ye- ) after tite sale, tilt' safe-
hiavetn t('st of thle seetiont woutld o t Iw1 lie t fill(] t1he 4'ttir(' taix Nvoidd lie (lite inI
t114' year of stile. If tit', baOlatnce of the pr'icipal Avt'I'4 def'ertred for twoV( years 2111d
thirty per' cittt of ltt' ptrincip~atl hi eetn 1)11 ats at ottitymtett tltt'- ittdowner
(c0uld( easily (ltttilf3' under tile ItMV mectiorl by t,4quiit'tlig thi t aill iiltitioitatl te'll 1per
cetnt of the lpriltlpil W, paid ott Jhanuaury 2 of thie ne(xt year, thereby tmeetinig thte
forty pier ('Cut testt. Tlt'ull(, tfblance of the Iucli(lnse pic(e could( lie dlefe'rred' for its
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I',Iias w is alie. It is hIr I1t' ]ito see NNI' Pt4111 Pe i iill t his a iddit ionl tel e r cP(PHt
Irl y Iii' I II t is ('it I iN. -I Iltct'$ss.l y m-Eli'-b po51P1 1t~ic'y otd I Iv Ia I 1:%.

We an. p~tilalet tol liIIdelrht. 11( tilit- livedi for thlis parl t. (It Sehctioni 412. U nil tile
a I 'list's SE ilgi"lt IE to 1(( Io-ece :~ht Ie idethi tidt. it st-v'iI" 14) 11s folly to (li~tlull tax
IpE ois* 51l s whic l uiive litel ill etx isti j3h fo filfty years. If tIihre arie a Iluses undler
lite liaw ini d ivt'. tyilt's Eli 1 es--ld N'(1 ' k flOW Ef 110 such l liiises-tliere must be

:1 l106.I tt' way to 5EI1v( th lit' jldin~l. We submliit t htt st'teimln 412. -Is p)roposed'(,
si il I l i t, ai litlitlte to 1-ilitlv' Al Im thet I IiE ops add I t15 ElIition 1)1 (i t'(et ion 4153(v) f-1

fitesi ?EE't Illi I13' silIli 1it teti.
Kixm:r, & A.Nm.,itsoN.

COtM N iITTE.EWtN PENANCE.

(14N'rI.F:NwEN :Thle "Ta X elEIPri Ac't of 11.14M." M R. 13270. is a1 Ipl'lisCe~rthy fat-
tthiilt 14) pirtiilote equity ill our tax system.

AMay I dra your aV34l t tent ion, lloI~v4'V'1, t4) tw aV islvt' of "14'e. 2211 ("hLimlitato oi11l1

I itt'i'est I edit'tioii' ) (If the Bill which, as written. are- punlitive' mtitd will have
ha (rdsh'ip/ voit.%(lucle('x potent 11 itiiii /lUtrYoil for 54)1114 talxpalyerIs? It is my be-
li et tMat thest'e ('411it'tlilt'IicE(s wvE'Pt not flillhy ai ititvjiateh ill tilit' tiraftiig. of the ]till.
I re(hrer to l

1. Thle dc facto ret ,orwtirit l, of Sec. 221 to ioPl-liqu h commiitiimits made itl
"E)d fa Ilith iunder (hih1h1re1t tax X Ihi W

1I. 'Te vdi.%rim lif ioni 4)1 Sp(wla MiRle A ( Se. 2211 :igahiist individual ta.X-
pa~y('l'5 whlo are'( 111('l lhr'S of part,,er.4, ipx, as5 (*om~pa '1 to ind I i 11

I ,t'3E)11El this I cannot dilsa? gree wAit h the oblject ive., of tlhe 4 Liitaltioni Oil Iii ttrest
I )E'tiittitoli. 1301. with 5plivit' of the ii iliotilit of limitation andI~ tile mthotd of uip-
1) liatioli. 114)Wevt'P. as5 01W of miaiiy tblsiiiits of investors of moderate mleut us.
la(.kjt iii M NNierewithlil to alm~se the tax system, I would much rather see the
limlita tin thdl iUe1 tha II to have V(h t'hii i-cteristit's I an 11. ab I love, e'nacteti.

PO'iE.NT[AT EFFECTS

Ill t he fllotWiliig illustrPativ reh 'tft'1('1((es iiiui mde' to the aittac(hed table whmjehl.
for Ilil llt)s(' (If r'ealismi, Prerthhit couitrl'litlilly c'ommiitted interest lflii'its (Iii
trust (deedis for thit iiext sv'vera I years for illy Iniinershlip plositionis in four limiited
par1 Vt ilhiI) NNvhich hold, as their sole inivestmienit assets, unldevelopedI land. 'fhie

Dc Pacto Rfctroactirityi
Theli thousands of investors who hold land1( ownuersipl among their Investmienits,

haiing made~l those jpurelillses before 11.1t. 13270 was revealed, judged the meitrits
(of these hiolding"s onl thle basis of current tax law. Unlike the situation of mnargini
interest in security t ranisact ions, these interest pa ymen ts are conitrae(tun I comi-
mnitmients on trust. deed~s (mnotgtiges secuiredi by the land) and are nt liquid. De-
fault results in reversion of owN ,ership and total loss. The potential losses untler
retatIOit iy aire lea st cmoiti'ollaible under partnership owNnership, sin1ce N-ariEouIs
Partners Nvill interpret their economic interests lin (ifi'ering ways. If Sec. 221 is
ellm('t as, 11 written i

Sonme members of partnerships (more probably those lin igh tax ibrflkets)
illy dlec'ide that loss of significant interest dedulctions (e.g., $660 deductions

v.$10,400 paid out in 1970 In Partnership A, for a 2.A4 percent holding) and
loss of capital gains status for gains eventually offset by disallowed interest
carryovers. recommend abandonment of their positions. This a limited part-
ner could do without further liability but, presumably, with loss.

The remaining partners must replace those in default or assume the addli-
tional payment burden. Clearly, lin view of the retroactivity of See. 221 and
of Special Rule A, replacement of defaulting partners would be difficult, prob-
ably impossible. Since those remaining would tend to be of lower tax lbrackets
and lesser means, such burden assumption could prove Impossible. The result
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would be serial abandonment (in an effect much like a bahl; rim) with co -
plete loss of invested capital for all.

An alternative would be a distress sale of the full partnerships property.
This would be Into a market weakened by the buyers' knowlede of the dis-
tress, by haste, by other partnership properties similarly situated, and by
the depressive effect on potential commercial property of deprecialtion pro-
visions of other sections of the Bill. Recovery of invested capital, or any part
thereof, would be unlikely.

At the very best, should no abandonment occur (abandonent, for ex-
ample, is somewhat less likely in Partnership 11 than in A because of the
financial character of the partners and greater l)roI)ortioa te de(luctibility
of interest), the investment made under existing rules bec-omes less valuable
than when purchased simply through the loss of current deductions and of
capital gains treatment on part of what is clearly a capital asset.

The many citizens who have elected to forego current consumption to a(cu-
mulate and invest savings deserve better treatment at the hands of their govern-
ment than this retroactive character wuold provide them. The IRS. for example,
took care in 1968, in promulgating Revenue Ruling 68-643 on the subject of pre-
paid interest, to exempt future prepaid interest payments required by financial
commitments undertaken before the date of the ruling. Incidentally, in this re-
gard, large prepayments of Interest, once considered to be a tax abuse in land
purchases, are now controlled by R.R. 68-643. Ways and Means noted (House
Report No. 91-413 (Part I, page 73) that no further action on prepaid interest
is required.

Should -total abandonment ensue, major losses by investors of moderate means
would be sustained. (In my own case, if all four partnerships were involved. the
losses would exceed $60,000, over half of my life's savings, even without possible
additional losses In attempts to prevent collapse because of default of partners.)
Some might argue that these transactions are on "shakey financial foundations ;"
If so, -should tax law be used retroactively to topple them? In this regard, the
average down payment exceeded 27 percent of the total principal amount, and
the partnerships were formed under securities permits issued by the California
Commissioner of Corporations, which is not a pro forma arrangement. I am sure
my fellow partners did not consider investment in land in developing areas of
California as unusually risky; but then that was before retroactivity of See. 221
and, In particular, of Special Rule A won House approval.

Discrimination Against Partners
The vast majority of investors in limited partnerships (of which I am aware)

are of relatively modest means, as land investors go, and hold small fractions of
the partnerships. (For example, in Partnership A. the minimum holding is 0.528
percent, the maximum 5.28 percent, representing down payments of $5,000 and
$50,000, respectively. The average position is 1.7 percent. At the other extreme,
in Partnership C, 38 of the 43 partners hold two percent each and the maximum
holding is four percent. These represent down pyaments of $4,400 and $8.800,
respectively.) Under current law, These limited partners have no tam advantages
over single proprietors. If Special Rule A of Sec. 21 is enacted as written:

Most of these Investors would be allowed to deduct only a ' trivial fraction
of their int- :est payments (see examples of table) while single proprietors,
who in thousands of cases have holdings no larger than my interests in
Partnerships A and D, and In thousands more less than a tenth as large,
would be able -to deduct all interest payments up to the amounts of their per-
sonal limitations.

These partnership Investors would see a much greater proportion of their
gains (if any) offset by disallowed Interest carryover than would single
proprietors, rendering a vastly larger share of capital gains, on what is
clearly a capital asset, subject to taxation (pre-taxation, at that) at regular
Income levels.

Because the partnership terminates once all property has been sold, if
Interest carryovers were to exceed net gains (if any), the remaining deduc-
tion would be lost to the partners irrevocably.
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Under current law, all tax consequences (all gains, losse.,,. property tax(s (ld
expenses) flow through to the partners in proportion to their ownership, with
unchanged tax character, in the year of their occurrence. (Tile parltershiis ad
partners usually are on the calender year, cash basis.) No tax benc is are de-
rived from the partnership form that are not enjoyed by individual liroprietors.
Land investment )artnerships are comprised of persons who lack the means
and/or the knowledge and opportunity to select and purchase more promising
land investments as single I)roprietors.

What possible objective of either equity or reform can 1)e achieved by deprir-
ig partners of their right to current interest dedluctions (if paid amounts not

exceeding their personal limitation (defined by Sec. 221). as 'Special Rule A
would do? (At the time of purchasing ily position in Partnership !) I rejected,
as having marginally less investment merit, a single proprit-torship land purchase
requiring of me approximately the same (lown payment and carrying charges,
including interest payments. Facing possible enactment of Special Rule A. retro-
actively applied, it seems I imde a mistake, because interest payments in the
single proprietorship would be fully dedluctible. I)o taxpayers need crystal balls
for anticipating retroactive changes in tax laws?)

To make tax treatment of individuals dependent upon the form in which they
own property does not al)peal to reason. Further, it is not the investor of no(ler-
ate means who has been harvesting the tax laws. Even had he been. the $25,000
(plus offsets) limit on interest deduction, the limit on tax preferences. and the
allocation of deductions would restrain his advantages sufficiently. Massive over-
kill is not required. Since the entire annual revenue gain from Sec. 221 is ex-
pected to be $20 million, the trivial part of that to be derived from Special Rule
A scarcely can justify this distortion of taxpayer rights on revenue grounds.

SUGGESTIONS

May I strongly urge the Committee to consider the advisability of:
Elimination of the de facto retroactivity of Special Rule A, at least with

regard to non-liquid properties, the financial commitments for which were
made before August 6, 1969, because its enactment will induce great financial
hardship, perhaps disaster, for many investors of moderate means, will not
l)romote equity or reform, and will lead to trivial revenue gain.

Elimination of the future application of Special Rule A to prevent part-
ners froin having the same rights as other individual taxpayers. because
it effectively will close a mode of investment to persons of moderate means,
will not promote equity or reform, and will lead to trivial revenue gain.

Elimination of the de facto retroactivity of the remainder of Sec. 221 to
non-liquid properties, because it will seriously affect financial commitments
made in good faith under existing tax law, will not promote equity or reform,
and will lead to trivial revenue gain.

Because of the costs and time involved I will not be able to testify. However,
I respectfully request that this letter be made a part of the record of the Com-
inittee's deliberations on the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Thank you for your
consideration.

Very truly yours,
PETER M[. BELCHER.



CURRENT-YEAR INTEREST DEDUCTION PERMITTED UNDERSIGNED TAXPAYER IN 4 PARTNERSHIPS UNDER CURRENT LAW AND UNDER SPECIAL RULE A (SEC. 221) (TO NEAREST DOLLAR)

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Partnership A (2.64 percent) (July 22, 1968): 1
, Total interest -------------------------------------- 394,028 200,316 199,916
I Undersigned's interest ------------------------------ 10,402 5,288 5,278

Undersigned's deduction 2 ---------------------------- 660 660 660
Partnership B (2 percent) (Oct. 29, 1968): 1

Total interest --------------------------------------------------------------
Undersigned's interest -------------------------------------------------------------
U ndersigned's deduction 2 ............................................................

Partnership C (2 percent) (June 30, 1969): 1
Total interest ---------------------------------------------------- 104,300 104,300
Undersigned's interest --------------------------------------- 2, 086 2,086
Undersigned's deduction 2 ------------------------------------------ 500 500

Partnership D (2.22 percent) (July 15, 1969): 1
Total interest -------------------------------------- 18,988 75,427 167,887
Undersigned's interest ------------------------------- 422 1,674 3,727
Undersigned's deduction 2 ............................ 422 555 555

Total interest payment ----------------------------
Total deduction 2 --------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

10,824
1,082

9,048 11,091
1,715 1,715

199,512
5,267

660

28,404
568
500

104,300
2,086

500

156,846
3,482

555

11,403
2,215

216,372
5,712

660

43,314
866
500

104,300
2, 08:

50

4 0 0 .........................................
1 -.- ----.-.-. .- -.. . .. .. .
1 1 ----------------

40,940
819
500

104,300 104,300
2,086 2,086

500 500

151,943 144,461
3,373 3,207

555 555

12,037 6,123
2,215 1,566

I Dates of deposit of full downpayments in trust accounts. Note: In no year do total interest payments reach 50 percent of the $25,000 permitted individuals
2 Deduction under de facto retroactive application of special rule A of sec. 221 (H.R. 13270). Under under sec. 221. In no year do interest deductions permitted undersigned under special rule A (sec.

current law, total deduction equals total interest payment. 221) reach 10 percent of the $25,000 permitted individuals.

38,422
768
500

35,754
715
500

104,300
2,086

500

133,188
2,957

555

5,758
1,555

32,925
659
500

104, 300
2,036

500

126,893
2,817

555

5.562
1,555

139,034
3,087

555

5,941
1,555
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AUTONETICS,
NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL,

Anaheim, Calif., September 28,1969.Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,

Cha'akan., Scntc .Finance Con mmittee,
Sen.ato Offlce Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: A number of provisions of the House passed "Tax Re-
form Act of 196" are deeply disturbing to me. The one which disturbs me the
most is the proposed application to Limited Partnerships of the limitation on
investment interest. A worse aspect of this is that it would be applied retroactive-
ly to investments that already exist. I am one of a number of Limited Partners
in an Orange County California Land Development Syndicate and the conse-
quences of the proposed legislation to me and to the other Limited Partners
would be most serious.

I urge that you do everything in your power to modify or eliminate this in-
equitable section of the proposed tax reform legislation. Although the Tax Re-
form Bill passed by the House of Representatives eliminate many tax abuses,
there are several areas where unintended hardships were created. The interest
provisions as contained in Section 221 stand out as creating the greatest pos-
sible inequities which could be solved by two simple amendments to the proposed
changes:

1. By stating that in the case of a partnership, the provisions of the sub-
section shall apply only with respect to each partner (as opposed to also
operating with respect to the partnership itself), and

2. By providing that "investment interest" shall not include interest paid
or accrued on indebtedness incurred or continued to purchase or carry
property which is acquired prior to some given date, which probably should
be December 31, 1969.

Sincerely,
W. F. SAUERS.
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of natural resources (Hard Minerals)

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON APPuRonzATIONS,

Wa8hington, D.C., Seyptember 29, ISOD.
Hon. RUssELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR RUSSELL: I am forwarding herewith a letter I received from Mr. Homer
Hooks dated September 24, 1969, regarding the proposed depletion allowance for
certain minerals as contained in H.R. 13270, together with copies of his testimony
that has been submitted to the Committee for consideration.

You may recall when H.R. 4069, to terminate certain -tax provisions before the
end of World War II, was being considered by the Senate on July 24, 1947, I intro-
duced an amendment which was agreed to, to include phosphate rock in the 15%
depletion allowance for various nonmetallic minerals Having authored this
amendment I would be extremely reluctant to see any action taken to reduce the
allowance from 15% to 11%. However, since phosphate was only one of a large
number of nonmetallic minerals included in the 1947 Act, (P.L. 80-384), it is
realized that if the Committee, in its wisdom, reduces the depletion allowances,
such reductions should be proportionate unless there are extenuating circum-
stances. It is here that I feel the testimony of Mr. Hooks defends very ably the
need for retaining the present depletion rates on those minerals, including phos-
phate, related to the manufacture of fertilizer for the production of food for the
United States and world population. In addition to phosphate it is recommended
that other minerals such as sulfur, potash limestone and dolomite deserve special
consideration for possible retention of the present depletion rates.

I call this to the attention of the Connittee as I believe the suggestion of Mr.
Hooks as contained in his testimony has considerable merit and I am hopeful that
the Committee will carefully consider and act favorably on it.

With kindest personal regards, I remain
Yours faithfully,

SPEsSAuD L. HOLLAND.

STATEMENT OF THE FLORIDA PHOSPHATE COUNCIL, MAYWOOD W. CHESSON,

PRESIDENT, SUBMITTED BY HOMER HOOKS

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

1. In the original drafting of H.R. 13270, no consideration was apparently
given to the Impact of a decrease in percentage depletion on individual minerals.
This kind of "across the board" treatment, without recognizing the characteris-
tics and economic condition of each mineral, is patently unfair.

2. Phosphate and other minerals directly related to the manufacture of ferti-
lizer for the production of food for U.S. and world populations (sulfur, potash,
limestone and dolomite) deserve special consideration.

3. Phosphate reserves in the United States are smaller than those in competing
countries, and the grade of deposits in the U.S. is generally lower than that of
foreign reserves%

4. Foreign competition for worldwide phosphate markets is steadily increasing,
in some cases aided and abetted by government-managed industries not neces-
sarily susceptible to normal cost and supply-demand factors.

5. Proximity of foreign phosphate producers to foreign markets and resultant
favorable freight rates puts U.S. producers in an even more severe competitive
position.

6. Three successive bad-weather planting seasons in the United States and
foreign competitive factors forced phosphate production declines in the U.S. in
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1968 and has further driven the U.S. phosphate industry, especially in Florida,
into a serious recession.

7. A decrease in the percentage depletion allowance would amount to an added
cost for U.S. producers which would be a further detriment to our already pre-
carious competitive position.

8. As the world faces a long-term population surge and an expected increase
in demands for foods, fertilizers are playing an ever-growing role. A reduction
in percentage depletion on the agricultural minerals named in number 2 above
would seriously damage the current economic position of these minerals and
inhibit their future development in the United States.

9. We therefore urge that H.P 13270 be amended to restore the percentage
depletion on phosphate, potash, limestone and dolomite to 15% and sulfur to 23%.

Mr. Chairman: As President of the Florida Phosphate Council, I am sub-
mitting to you for distirbution to your Committee the position of the Florida
Phosphate Council on the provisions of H.R. 13270 that are of particular concern
to the phosphate mining industry.

The Florida Phosphate Council, who members are listed below, is a non-
profit trade association representing most of the firms mining and/or processing
phosphate rock in the State of Florida.

Agrico Chemical Company;
American Cyanamid Company ;
Borden, Inc.--Chemical DivisiLn/Staith-Douglass;
CF Chemicals, Inc.;
Central Farmers Fertilizer Company/Central Phosphates, Inc.;
Farmland Industries, Inc.;
W. R. Grace & Co., Agricultural Chemicals Group;
International Minerals & Chemical Corporation ;
Mobil Chemical Company;
Occidental Chemical Company;
Royster Company;
Swift Agricultural Chemicals Corp. ; and
USS Agri-Chemicals.

The Council is grateful for this opportunity to e-press its views on tax reform,
a subject of increasing concern on the part of iimerican business due to the
heavy tax burden and the impact on the economy. We believe the entire nation
shares this concern. It is our hope that these hearings will aid in developing
a program of tax reform consistent with the economic needs of our nation, with
the least detrimental effect on taxpayers and on economic growth.

The Florida Phosphate Council believes that attainment and maintenance of
a sound domestic mining industry requires recognition in the tax laws that certain
minerals used in the manufacture of fertilizers, such as phosphate, hold a unique
position in the nation's and the world's welfare and economy and deserve a
degree of consideration that, unfortunately, was apparently not given in the
"across the board" reductions in percentage depletion as proposed in this bill.
Other minerals in this agriculture category include potash, sulfur, limestone,
and dolomite.

We submit that tax reform should take into account the characteristics of each
extractive industry and cannot be adequately or equitably accomplished without
close study of each mineral industry. They are not all alike, and sweeping,
class treatment of them is patently unfair.

We can find no evidence that the singular merits of each segment of the
mining industry were recognized or considered prior to the introduction of
H.R. 13270. Instead, a general form of legislation has been proposed that is
all-encompassing, placing all types of natural resources into large groups,
ignoring the differences and uniqueness of each.

Therefore, we feel it is incumbent on this Congress to fully examine and
deternine all the facts relating to each different type of mining. Only then
can a fair and equitable finding be made and proper reform accomplished.

I will now direct my remarks specially to the phosphate industry 'and our
strong and Justifiable opposition to the proposed reduction in the depletion
rate from 15% to 11%-a 26.6% differential.

Phosphate rock is unique in that it is the basic source of the element phos-
phorus, which is essential in the makeup of every living cell, tissue and or-
ganism. Humans must have phosphorus for survival-they obtain it from the
food consumed in their daily diets. There is no substitute-natural or synthetic.
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Phosphate is indispensable in the manufacture of fertilizers and plant foods
used to feed the hungry people of the world-both here and abroad, notably in
the underdeveloped nations.

There are four major phosphate producing regions in the United States.
Florida i-s the largest producer, followed by a quadrangle of states in the West:
Idaho, Montana, Utah and Wyoming. North Carolina is a new producer, but
growing in importance. Tennessee is the fourth ranked phosphate mining area
of this country.

Production in these areas accounts for approximately 46% of the total world
output of phosphate. In 1968 U.S. production amounted to an estimated 40
million tons.

It must be considered, however, that despite this high percentage of world
production, the economically recoverable reserves in the United States as a
percentage of estimated world phosphate reserves is considerably lower-less
than 30% of the world total. This factor becomes even more critical when one
considers that much of -the higher grade phosphate rock In this country--espe-
cially in Florida-is being exhausted. This means that in the future, exploration,
extraction and processing of lower grade ores will substantially increase mining
costs In the TT S.

On the other hand, much of the phosphate in Morocco, the Spanish Sahara
and other areas of the world is of higher grade than that found here and the
reserves are much larger.

Also consider the fact that much of the United States competition for Inter-
national phosphate markets is either government owned, dominated or sup-
ported. Such is ilte case in Soviet Russia-second largest producer In the
world-and Morocco, third ranking producer and the world's largest exporter
of phosphate rock. This means that prices from these competitive sources may
not reflect cost structures nor a supply/demand circumstance.

The depletion allowance is one of the primary reasons United States phos-
phate producers have been able to maintain a fair share of world markets in
the face of this adversity.

Still another factor In favor of foreign producers is the decided delivery cost
advantage which invariably enters into the overall cost of a high volume, bulk
commodity such as phosphate.

Since more than one third of this nation's total phosphate production Is
shipped to foreign countries, this factor Is extremely important. In reality.
the cost of shipping a ton of phosphate often Is more than the price of the rock
itself, which points up the critical competition involved in selling to customers
in Western Europe and Great Britain. Morocco is closer to these markets than
we are and can deliver cheaper.

For example: The ocean freight rate from Tampa, Florida, to Rotterdam
on phosphate is $5.00 to $5.25 per long ton, but the rate from Casablanca.
Morocco, to Rotterdam is about $3.25 per long ton. Morocco can ship to Italy
in small vessels for about $3.00 per long ton, as compared to our rate of $5.00
to the same ports In Italy. The rate from Casablanca to Spain or Greece In small
vessels is about $3.00 to $4.00 per ton, comparable to a rate from Tampa of
$8.00 to $9.00 in the same size vesels.

These factors alone justify the continuation of the present 15% depletion
allowance on phosphate. Any weakening of our world-wide marketing ability
would lead straight to economic recession. It is not an understatement to affirm
that any reduction in the phosphate Industry's depletion allowance would place
this industry In a most hazardous competitive position In the world markets.

There are, moreover, other unique features about the phosphate industry
which deserve your attention and consideration before a decision on the de-
pletion allowance on this mineral Is reached.

At this very moment, the United States phosphate Industry is In the throes
of a most difficult period. In addition to the rigorous foreign competition
already described, domestic production 1968 fell below previous years and
indications art that 1969 will be even worse.
. The reason for this unfortunate condition is one that neither government nor
business can quickly remedy. Unprecedented weather conditions that have pre-
vailed over the major farming and fertilizer consuming areas of the United
States for the past three years have drastically curtailed sales and pushed In-
ventories to new highs. For the first time In over 20 years, the 1969 planting
season showed a drop In the demand for domestic plant nutrients.
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As a result, prices have been slashed, revenues have diminished further, and
dwindling financial return to fertilizer manufacturers is sinking even lower.

Adding to our problems is the fact that a tremendous expansion.program was
initiated a few years ago, largely on the basis of projected purchases for the
AID program of our government. Gearing production to meet these anticipated
needs, our firms made long-range commitments that were non-retractable when
AID funds were drastically reduced.

This combination of developments has resulted in employment cutbacks in the
Florida phosphate fields from a high in January 1967 of 10,400 workers to an
estimated 9,000 today. Industry payrolls which reached a record high of $71.7
million in 1966 have sagged to $68 million in 1968, despite incremental wage
increases. Total earnings this year are expected to drop still lower.

I can tell you gentlemen quite frankly that nobody is making money in the
phosphate business today. The industry is sick.

I submit to this committee that the proposal for reducing the depletion allow-
ance on phosphate could not have come at a more unfortunate time. And I
cannot overstate the results which such action would bring about.

It comes at a time when those companies which deal primarily in fertilizer
materials are struggling to survive.

H.R. 13270, as it passed the House, would reduce the phosphate depletion rate
from 15% to 11%--or a reduction of 26.6%. This reduction would amount to
approximately 130 for every ton of phosphate rock mined. Now, what would this
added cost of i'S a ton do to us?

In the domestic market, the producer would be required to absorb this addi-
tional cost on top of a dwindling profit margin-or to increase prices. The latter
is just not possible in today's market picture. The former might well put some
of us out of business.

If the U.,S. producer adds 130 to foreign sale prices-which already hang in
balance on the basis of pennies a ton-it is safe to assume that a majority of
this nation's phosphate rock exports would be lost to foreign competition.

Should this occur, this nation would immediately lose millions annually In
balance of payments, phosphate miners in this country would have no place for
their production, and the eventual result would be a depression on an already
burdened phosphate mining industry.

To this -point my remarks have dealt primarily with factors which are
germane only to the phosphate mining industry and may not apply to other
extractive Industries.

There are other types of mining which do have many things in common, such
as land reclamation requirements after mining is completed, air and water
pollution control installations to protect the environment, and the very sub-
stantial tax load which we are already bearing. The extractive industries are
active in all these areas.

With respect to taxes, in most of the communities where we operate in
Florida, the phosphate industry is literally the backbone of the tax structure.
Our companies paid more than $6.5 million in property taxes in 1968. In Polk
County, Florida, center of operations, phosphate tax payments accounted for
more than 20% of the total county ad valorem tax roll in 1968. The phosphate
industry also is subject to the same type of sales and use taxes as other
industries.

Finally, let me summarize briefly the justification for continuing the deple-
tion allowance on phosphate at 15% and the other agriculture minerals at their
present rates.

It has been recognized that minerals in the ground have no usefulness to the
people until someone has the courage and persistence to expend substantial
amounts of risk capital in searching for, finding, acquiring, developing and
making them available to consumers.

Most of the advanced countries in the world today recognize that their
minerals and natural resources form the 'basic foundation for economic strength
and growth, and have provided necessary encouragement in one form or another
for their production.

The practical effect of percentage depletion is greater production of minerals
at a lower price, and an inducement for increased use of the nation's natural
resourecs.

Without recognition in the tax laws of the capital value being depleted by
production, taxes would be devouring the capital of mineral producers and
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depriving them of the funds needed to replace reserves in order to remain in
business and continue to sul)ply essential minerals.

The extraordinary risks Involved in searching for and producing minerals,
the long time lag between investment and production, and the possibility of a
total loss of the investment in unsuccessful ventures, with no possibility of con-
verting to another type of business, are among the factors that make percentage
depletion necessary. With the demand for natural resources to meet the require-
ments of our advancing civilization, and the ever-increasing risks and cost in
rel)lacing depleted reserves, it is more essential than ever that we maintain
the present tax treatment of natural resource in order to assure the nation's
economic growth.

Percentage depletion aids in keeping the mining. industry competitive with
foreign mineral producers itd provides funds for use in mineral research and
recovery nietho(ds, resulting inmineral (conesrvation; it provides funds for ex-
ploration of continuing mineral deposits and the developmlent- of mines; it pro-
vides the funds for the construction of plants designed to give a better and' fuller
use of the nation's natural resources.

With respect to the pihosphate industry specifically, allow me to summarize:
-The phosphate iudustry is unique in its makeup. Little or no attention was

given to the specifics of this industry or to the other agricultural minerals or
to the total impact of a reduction in percefitage depletion on these minerals
before the introduction of H.R. 13270.

-Phosphate rock is an indispensable ingredient in the manufacture of fer-
tilizer for which there is no substitute, natural or synthetic. It Is truly a mineral.
of life, essential in the diets of all mankind.

-United States economically recovorablh phosphate deserves are smaller
than those of foreign producers, and the grade of domestic deposits is generally
lower than that of foreign competitions. o

-A reduction in the depletion allowance for phosphate would severely dan.
age United States producer$ from exporting to International markets.

-The phosphate industry in this country is In the midst of a depressed
period, and a reduction of the depletion allowance would drive marginal pro.
ducers to the brinkof disaster.

-The basic premise of the depletion allowance as originally constituted makes
it mandatory that this policy be entinued in order to assure orderly develop-
inent of natural resources, continued growth, and, hopefully, prosperity. /

Taking all of the above into consideration, it would seem to me most' appro-
priate that the agricultural minerals-such as phosphate, potash, sulfur, lime-
stone, and dolomite-be continued at the same percentage depletion allowance
as now exists, sulfur at 23% and 15% for the others, so that these vital in-
gredients in chemical fertilizers can continue to survive amid play their part
in providing the necessary plant foods, so that farm crops, both at home and
abroad, might produce the bountiful foods to feed the ever-growing population
of the world. With the specter of a doubled world population by the year 2000,
this is certainly not the time to impede in any way the reasonable growth of"
these vital mineral industries, and so I ask this Committee to consider most
seriously the restoration of these minerals I have named to their present per..
centage depletion rates, for humanitarian as well as economic reasons.

C1 ONORESS OF TIE UNITED STATES,
HouSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C., October 1, 1969.
lion. RUSSELL B. IONG,
Chairman, Committee on. Finance, U.S. Senate, Wa~hi.ngtons D.C.

1)A MR. CHAIRMAN : This is with reference to the ,percentage depletion allow-
ance for certain metals which your Committee is presently considering as part
of the Tax Reform bill recently passed by the House of Representatives (H.R.
13270).

Section 501 of H.R. 13270 generally reduces the percentage depletion allow-
anee for oil and gas and most minerals. However, regarding gold, silver, copper
and Iron ore, section 501(b) (3) keeps the percentage depletion allowance at the
same 15% rate which exists under the -present law, but only for mines or deposits
located within the United States. If the mines are outside the United States the
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allowance is reduced to 11%. This creates an unfair treatment for mines in
Puerto Rico because the only definition of "United States" in the Code defines
the term as "the States and the District of Columbia" (section 7701, Internal
Revenue Code). In other words, under the language of H.R. 13270 as passed by
the House, mining operations in Puerto Rico are considered as "foreign."

This is not only contrary to reality but contrary to the previous part of section
501 of the House bill which deals with depletion allowance for oil and gas. That
other part of -the bill (section 501(b) (1)) treats oil and gas "wlls located in
Puerto Rico in the same manner as oil and gas wells located in any of the fifty
States. It eliminates the percentage depletion allowance for foreign oil and gas
wells but gives such wells, if located in Puerto Rico, the same 20% allowance
they would have if they were located in any of the States. And yet, there are no
known oil or gas deposits in Puerto Rico.

We are sure that the reason why Puerto Rico is being treated as "foreign"
for purpose of mineral depletion while being treated as domestic for purpose of
oil and gas depletion is that the Ways and Means Committee was not informed
that there are copper deposits in Puerto Rico. The fact is that, at the present
time those deposits are not being mined but negotiations are being carried on to
allow certain American firms to mine them. The deposits are not of a high-grade
mineral content and the additional 4% depletion allowance is highly Important
in determining whether the mining operations will be economically feasible.

Furthermore, the report of the Ways and Means Committee indicates that the
reason for not cutting the depletion allowance for domestic mines is to encourage
exploration and the discovery of new domestic reserves. At a time when the gov-
ernment of Chile has taken steps to nationalize 51% of the U.S. copper mines in
that country and when the African Republic of Zambia is also reported ready
to do the same, it becomes essential to keep the 15% rate for the mines located
in Puerto Rico which will never run the risk of being nationalized and which
will assure a supply of part of the copper needs of the country.

In conversations with your Committee's Chief Counsel, Mr. Vail, it was noted
that our objective can be accomplished in either of two ways: first, 'by leaving
present law as it Is, and second, 'by amending section 501(b) (3) to read "15 per-
cent-if the mines or deposits are located In the United States or the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico.. ." Both solutions are acceptable to Puerto Rico and we
leave that decision to your Committee.

I trust that your Committee will give favorable consideration to this matter
and I thank you indeed for your valuable cooperation.

Sincerely,
JORGE L. C6RDOVA.

TEXAS GYPSUM,
Irving, Tex., Septembcr 24, 1969.

Hon. R. B. LONG,

U.S. Senate,
Wa8hington, D.C.
DFAR SIR: We urgently request that at the Senate Finance Hearings, of which

you are Chairman, you use your influence to retain the present 15% depletion
allowance for gypsum.

The ultimate effect of a reduction of the depletion allowance on this segment
of the building industry can only be an increase in building costs, and a further
penalty to an industry which has been severely depressed for some time now
because of increased labor and material costs, high interest rates, and the result-
ant low residential housing starts.

Unlike many other segments of the building industry, the prices for which we
sell our product have steadily declined over a period of years until they are now
at an all time low. As with any increase in taxation, a reduction in the percentage"
depletion allowance will be more severely felt by small, independent producers,
such as ourselves, than by the larger multi-plant producers; so the long-term
effect of such action is a tendency toward a reduction in competition.

As a Senator from the State of Louisiana, you are aware that there are several
gypsum companies, with several hundred employees, operating in time State of
Louisiana at the present time. Any reduction in depletion allowance of gypsum
at this time can only result in higher cost of operation and less profits, and as a
long-term effect will result in less venture capital and consequent failures to
develop gypsum reserves in your state.
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For these 'and other reasons, we urgently solicit your support for the retention
of the present 15% depletion allowance on gypsum.

Very truly yours,
TED E. ARMSTRONG, Jr.,

Executive Vice Pre8ident.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. BDADY, PRESIDENT, MATERIAL SALES CO., SALISBURY,N.C.

I am Charles E. Brady, President of Material Sales Company, Salisbury,
North Carolina. Material Sales Company is sales representative for quartzite
produced by Lessees of B. V. Hedrick Gravel and Sand Company and W. R.
Bonsai Company of Lilesville, North Carolina; and for Becker Sand and Gravel
Company of Cheraw, South Carolina.

Quartzite is the mined raw material from which the metal silicon and its
many alloys are produced. The metal silicon is not found as such in nature.
Quartzite is reduced in an electric furnace along with an oxidizing agent to
produce the pure metal silicon. Some of the companies producing this metal are:
Electrometallurgical Division of Union Carbide Corporation, Electrometallurgical
Division of Ar Reduction Corporation, Interlake Steel Corporation. Foote Min-
eral Corporation, Ohio Ferro-Alloys Corporation, Tennessee Metallurgical Com-
pany, and others.

The metal silicon is not unlike aluminum in appearance. It is very hard,
has great tensile strength, is light, and highly heat resistant. Because of these
qualities it is used in alloys of iron (Ferro-Silicons), alloys of steel and maganese,
alloys of steel and chrome, and it is essential in the making of aluminum used
in automobiles, trucks, airplanes, and in the hundreds of other aluminum products.
Silicon is extremely important in times of peace, and its use and importance mul-
tiplies in times of national emergencies.

The purity of the quartzite (SiOs content) is essential in making the grade of
silicon needed to make the high quality alloys needed in modern metallurgy.
Consequently the prime source of this quartzite is from Marlboro County, North
Carolina, and from Harnett and Anson Counties in North Carolina. The quartzite
produced from these sources by the aforementioned companies, whom we rep-
resent, analyzes 99.5% SiO and better.

In 1951 the congress recognized the importance of quartzite to the metallurg-
ical industry granting it 15% depletion along with gold, silver, iron and copper
ore, and oil shale. None of these are proposed to be reduced, but H.R. 13270
proposes to reduce quartzite to 11%. I urge that you recognize the need of
allowing quartzite to remain in the 15% depletion category. The known reserves
of quartzite in Anson and Harnett Counties in North Carolina, and Marlboio
County in South Carolina, are estimated at the present rate of consumption
to have a life of from only 15 to 20 years. Each of the production companies
we represent keep a trained crew of men and geologists prospecting for and
testing for additional quartzite deposits. Within the past three years they
have purchased more than 1,500 acres of land at a cost In excess of $1,250,000.00
and have invested more than 2 million dollars in new plants and facilities.

Even though the total production of metallurgical quartzite is small when
the whole United States is considered, the approximately 1/2 million tons, mined
and shipped from North Carolina and South Carolina, constitute an industry
of importance to these states, and supplies a mined product of vast importance
to almost every heavy industry in our country.

There is considerable evidence that the producers of quartzite need this
allowance to help them finance the exploration costs, and the acquisition
costs of additional high quality quartzite, and should the supply of this high
quality quartzite become scarce, or require more expense in the acquiring,
then the cost of quartzite to the electro-metallurgical industry would be greater,
their profits consequently smaller, resulting in tax losses which we think would
more than offset any revenue resulting from the cutting of quartzite's depletion
allowance.

The new areas where quartzite is known to exist in quality and quantity
sufficient to Justify commercial production, and that are reasonably accessible
physically and economically, are so scarce as to appear non-existent at this
moment I urge you to encourage this industry, small in size, but of key im-
portance to our economy.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION OF AGGREGATE PRODUCERS

The proposed reduction in the depletion allowances on wasting assets in the
mining industry, in our case, sand, gravel and stone, will produce results quite
adverse to anything planned or imagined by this measure.

If this Bill is designed to increase governmental income, curb inflation,, elimi-
nate "windfall profits" and similar claims, as reported by the press, the spon-
sors will find that the results of this piece of legislation will be to the converse
of all the claims.

The aggregate industry is the fundamental industry of our economy. Without it.
nothing is built. Without it, everything deteriorates-transportation, power, com-
munications, etc. I can not think of any thing in our lives that is not related to,
or dependent on, the basic ingredient of construction-aggregates.

This cornerstone industry of our economy is founded on the extraction of a
wasting asset. The 1% reduction, from an allowance of 5% to 4%, is a 20% cut.
The allowance for our industry, if anything, should be raised 100% or 200%.
The highly definitive laws of science do not apply to the prospecting for a suit.
able piece of property for aggregate production. Mother Nature was very whiiu-
sical when she laid down deposits of sand, gravel and stone. Even though the
most highly sophisticated methods available for prospecting for these minerals
are employed, final judgment on a site, because of the high degree of variability,
is based on a program of repetitive testing, drilling and excavation. Even then,
success is not assured. Changing deposits, changing demands and specifications
and changing markets make our industry one of high risks. If a lnan builds and
tools up to manufacture a product and fails in that business, he has a residue
in his capital expenditures and an opportunity to put his plant to another use.
Our industry does not enjoy that opportunity.

Specifically, in the State of Illinois, and I'm sure most states are in a similar
situation, we find ourselves just entering into a massive highway building and
upgrading program. This project will surpass any highway project in the history
of the State. It will give Illinois one of the finest high-speed, intrastate high-
way networks in the Nation. In order to provide this facility for the taxpayers
at the lowest possible cost, numerous pits and quarries will have to opened
throughout the State, particularly, in the more remote areas where there are
no existing plants today. These new operations will supply quality materials
at an acceptable cartage rate. Without these new operations, material will have
to be hauled great distances in some cases. A cut in the meager allowance allotted
to our industry will make it just that much more difficult to justify opening a
new operation. What we need is a greater incentive to prospect and open new
deposits, not a lesser one. A decrease in the already inadequate depletion allow-
ance for our industry will simply mean an additional expense to be passed on
to the customer. Another stepl in the march of creeping inflation. Another inade-

quacy in our regulatory system.

AMERICAN MONUMENT ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Olcan, N.Y., Septenm ber 29, 1969.

Senator RUSSELL B. LONG,
502 Union Federal Building,
Baton Rouge, La.

DEAR SENATOR: As a representative of all of the quarriers of granite and mar-
ble in the United States, I ask your consideration In the retention of the 15%
depletion allowance now granted to our product.

It is my understanding that the tax reform bill now under study by your Coi-
mittee has been proposed because there Is a general feeling that those at the top
of the income scale are getting too much advantage from it. The remedy pro-
posed Is to tighten the screws at the top and loosen them at the bottom. I feel
that this industry is a definite part of the bottom.

The gross annual sales from the quarrying of granite and marble would fall
short of forty million dollars and our largest quarrier would realize gross sales
of approximately three million dollars. In terms of reference, generally used in
our economy today, this places us at the lower end of the economic scale and
even in terms of definition used by the Federal Government qualifies us as
"small business".
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Because our product is quarried and manufactured in mountainous sections
of the country, these are usually economically disadvantaged areas also, and
many small communities are entirely dependent upon our product for their In-
dustrial prosperity. As an example, Barre and Proctor, Vermont; Elberton and
Tate, Georgia; Rion, South Carolina; Milbank, South Dakota; Snyder, Okla-
hoina; and Marble Falls, Texas, are entirely dependent upon our industry,
while our quarrying operations make an important contribution to large com-
munities in -twenty-two states of the Union.

Because of the static nature of our market "cemetery monuments" and a
highly competitive situation, the net profit for most of our companies after taxes
is approximately three per cent.

I sincerely believe that any reduction in the present depletion allowance would
cause the quarriers to increase their prices which would then be passed on
through the manufacturers to the ultimate consumer, and would defeat the
entire anti-inflationary objectives of the proposed legislation.

The one hundred and thirty two members of this association would sincerely
appreciate your assistance In helping to maintain the present depletion law, as it
pertains to granite and marble.

Sincerely,
F. E. FOSTER,

Executive Vice-President.

STATEMENT OF TI1% NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MARBLE PRODUCERS AND TIE MARBLE
INSTITUTE OF AMERICA, SUBSTITUTED BY DON A. HAGERICII, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MARBLE INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

The National Association of Marble Producers is an association of American
marble producers (quarriers) of approximately 95 percent of the natural quar-
ried domestic marble and travertine production.

The Marble Institute of America is the American marble industry's national
trade association of companies engaged in producing (including alnio.t all the
members of the National Association of Marble Producers), importing, whole-
saling, manufacturing and contracting for approximately 85 percent of domestic
marble sales.

Marble production in the United States is a declining industry at a time
when production of most other non-precious minerals Is growing at a pace
comparablee to that of the growth of the Gross National Product. This decline
is due partly to unlimited importation of foreign fabricated marble and partly
to the increased use of simulated marble and other manufactured competitive
materials.

Unlike the gigantic oil and gas industry, the marble producing industry
enjoys no protection from, foreign competition. There is no quota for imported
fabricated marble, such as the oil and gas industry has, and which enables
that industry to keep prices artificially high. The tariff on imported fabricated
marble was only 21 percent ad val and lowered further by the GATT agree-
ment at 10 percent per year to 10.5 percent by December 30, 1973. This rate
is so low that it plays no effective part In protecting the marble producing
industry in the United States from foreign imports.

For example, Italian marble can be quarried, fabricated, and shipped to
the United States for about 40 percent of the cost of U.S. produced marble
of a comparable quality shipped to the same building site.

The total United States sales of marble in 1966 increased to 48 percent
above 1956, while the sales of domestically fabricated marble decreased 2 per-
cent. IDuring the same period, the United States sales of imported fabricated
marble increased by 534 percent. This staggering gain in sales of imported fabri-
('ted marble was made possible by the 40 percent cost differential and the
lowering of tariffs.

The presently authorized depletion rate for marble Is 15 percent. In 1968,
this amounted to approximately $1,900,000. The Tax Reform Act of 1969, as
passed by the House, would cut this rate to 11 percent, a reduction of more
than 26 percent, about the same as that of the imulti-billion-dollar quota-
protected oil and gas industry.

The additional tax revenue from marble production represented by the pro-
posed change would amount only to approximately $530,000, assuming continua-
tion of production at the 1968 rate, a doubtful assumption. Contrasted with this
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drop-in-the-bucket benefit to the Treasury, the amount represents a crucial
decrease in the after-tax revenue of the domestic marble producers. There is a
desperate need on the part of the American marble industry to find new deposits
of sound quality marble more easily quarried, to devise and perfect new means
of more efficient quarrying of known deposits in order to cope to some extent
with unchecked foreign competition. Such exploration, research and develop-
ment is costly, but promise to keep alive an old, honored and specialized
industry, which makes an aesthetic and quality contribution to building con-
struction at a time when the need for such a contribution is evident to every eye.

The National Association of Marble Producers and the Marble Institute of
America oppose the proposed reduction in the existing 15 percent depletion rate
for marble. The action of the Ways and Means Committee was not based on
study of the marble industry, or of the mining industry generally. The action
appears rather to have been based on conclusions reached from examination of
the special circumstances of the oil and gas industry, rich in itself and highly
favored by tax laws even with reduction in the depletion allowance.

The effect of the Ways and Means Committee action would be to make the
poor poorer. It is submitted that if the policy reflected by the Tax Reform Act
of 1969, indeed is the tentative policy of the Congress, the proposed change
should be the subject of a thorough-going study of its effect, rather than by a
decision reached without consideration of the effect on the subject industry.

STATEMENT OF IAN MACGREGOR, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECirTIVE OFFICER,

AMERICAN METAL CLIMAX, INC.

MOLYBDENUM PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

American Metal Climax, Inc. is a diversified mining and metal processing
firm. Our Climax mine at Climax, Colorado is one of the major producers of
molybdenum and is the Free World's single most important source of that metal.

Molybdenum is a vitally important metal which is chiefly used by the steel
industry as an alloying element. Over 80% of molybdenum produced is used in
this alloying with iron and steel in making tool steels, stainless steels, and a
wide range of constructional alloy steels, 'as well as special steels for corrosion
resistance and elevated temperature service. Molybdenum also has smaller but
growing use In such "space age" applications as rocket motors and electronics.
Molybdenum was classified as a strategic mineral under the Korean excess
profits tax and it has been stockpiled as a strategic and critical material by the
U.S. Government.

At the present time molybdenum is entitled to only a 15% percentage deple-
tion allowance, whereas all the other important ferro alloys used in making alloy
steel are entitled to 23%. These other alloys are chromite, columbium, manganese,
nickel, tungsten and vanadium. This appears to be an unreasonable discrimina-
tion against molybdenum. In fairness, molybdenum should 'be included in the 23%
category. Equity would seem to require that it should be treated no differently
than other ferro alloy materials and, therefore, it would be appropriate at this
time to transfer molybdenum to Section 613(b) (2) (B) of the Internal Revenue
Code.

The House-passed tax bill H.R. 13270 would reduce the 23% category to 17%
and the 15% rate to 11%--except for copper, gold, silver, iron ore, and oil shale
which will remain at 15% if domestically mined. If it should be decided that
molybdenum should not be transferred to the 23% category (proposed to be re-
duced to 17%), at the very least molybdenum should be added to the exception
group in the present 15% category. Otherwise, molybdenum will be the only
important industrial metal reduced to as low a rate as 11%, a situation which
would compound the present discrimination.

During the period 1963-1966 molybdenum was in critical short supply. Usage
for the metal is growing at an extremely fast rate and unless major new mines
are developed it is anticipated that it will again be in short supply in the not too
distant future. An adequate rate of percentage depletion is an important factor
in providing the incentive to risk the substantial sums required to explore for and
develop these mines.

My company has been engaged for the past four years in developing a new
source of molybdenum at its Henderson mine in Empire, Colorado. We estimate



that the cost of bringing this new mine into production (in the mid-1970's) will
exceed $200,000,000. Needless to say, the percentage depletion deduction for
molybdenum is an important element in our decision to go ahead and will be
of great significance in financing the project.

In conclusion, we believe Section 613(b) (2) (B) of the Internal Revenue
Code should be amended by adding after the word "mercury" appearing therein
the word "molybdenum".

IAN MACGREGOR.

NTAIONAL COAL POLICY CONFERENCE, INC.,
Washington, D.C., October 3, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,
Vashington, D.C.

DEAR MB. CHAIRMAN: This is letter is to inform you that National Coal Policy
Conference, Inc., desires to be on record as fully endorsing the testimony on the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 presented by Mr. Brice O'Brien, General Counsel of
the National Coal Association, before your Committee on September 30. We did
not request an opportunity to testify -because it seemed unnecessary to duplicate
Mr. O'Brien's excellent presentation of -the situation, but would appreciate
this statement of support being included in the formal record of your hearings.
For the record, it should be noted that the National Coal Policy Conference, Inc.,
represents American bituminous coal producers, the United Mine Workers of
America, -the principal coal-hauling railroads and barge lines, leading electrical
utility systems utilizing coal for fuel and the principal manufacturers of coal-
mining machinery and equipment.

Anyone familiar with the coal industry and cognizant of our tremendously
increasing national power needs must recognize that it is Imperative -that proper
incentives to attract investment capital for new mines and production facilities,
as well as building and acquisition of transportation equipment, is absolutely
necessary In the national interest.

The nation is in a dangerous position today -because the East Coast has
become precariously dependent upon imported residual fuel oil for much of its
power generation, as well for industrial and commercial purposes. If an emer-
gency situation should suddenly halt the influx of this oil, -the coal industry
would 'be in no position to make up any substantial part of the lost energy
fuels because, for the past several years, the government has erderztly promoted
atomic energy along with a major public relations 'and propaganda. campaign
aimed at convincing both the public and the investment sector that nuclear
plants were the whole -answer to our fuel needs for the future. At the same
time, Federal policy was continuing to permit increases in the importation of
foreign heavy fuel oil and in 1966 completely eliminated quota restrictions on its
import. As a result, there was no incentive to finance and construct mining
facilities aimed at serving the East Coast market.

In addition, other government policies, while we do not quarrel with their ob-
jectives, are making It more expensive to produce coal and, thus, addiLg to the
problems of financing new installations and market competition. We believe it
would 'be most unwise to further erode incentives for growth of the coal
industry and fully endorse Mr. O'Brien's suggestion that rather than reducing
the 10% depletion in the existing law, coal should 'be -at least given the 15%
depletion rate now applicable to 'all other minerals. We further urge that the
limit on taxable income from the property should be liberalized for the marginal
or near marginal producers.

With electric power demand increasing -at 'an even more rapid rate than
the "doubling every ten years" -which had been projected for it a year or two
ago, and with the delays 'and unanswerable problems plaguing the large nuclear
power generators, it is clear that a major increase in coal production for electric
generation will be necessary for a number of years to come. We sincerely urge
the Congress not to take steps affecting the taxation of coal producers which
would furt $r hamper our ability to meet these national energy demands.Sincerely, W. W. MCCLANAHAN, Jr.,

Voc President.
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CLOW Oorp., September 22, 1969.
Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comm4ttee,
U.S. Senate
Wahington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: As a manufacturer of clay pipe, 'I 'am writing you to urge
your appropriate action to maintain the 71/2% depletion allowance now proposed
to be reduced to 5% In the Tax Reform Bill. This reduction in depletion allow-
ance will obviously increase our cost of manufacturing and place us in an in-
creasingly unfavorable competitive position with other sewer pipe manufacturers,
and primarily that of concrete which enjoys a 15% depletion allowance on their
basic ingredients-limestone -and shale-which is to be reduced to 11 %.

Recent history of clay depletion allowances makes the present proposed reduc-
tion inequitable. Prior to 1960, the fire clay necessary in sewer pipe manufacture
to produce a Federal Specification product enjoyed a 15% allowance which,
without warning, in 1960 was reduced to 5% a reduction of 66.6%. In response
to a plea for equity, Congress in 1966 agreed to a partial restitution by raising
the allowance to its present status of 7 %.

While all other minerals are to be reduced on 'a proportionate basis from their
original allowance, clay is to be subjected to the same proportionate reduction
from a -base already 50% lower than its original percentage allowance. Surely
this is inequitable by any objective standard.

In such matters as eliminating the 7% investment tax credit, which is applied
uniformly to all business and industry, I make no objection. I do, however,
object strongly that the treatment accorded clay pipe manufacturers will not
be equitable and fair if the provisions of the present bill are allowed to pass into
law.

Please do whatever you can to insist on equitable treatment of all industries
and not permit the perpetuation of an unfair penalty for our industry.

Sincerely yours,
R. G. RINEHART, President.

THE ROBINSON CLAY PRODUCT COMPANY,
AKRON, OHIO, September 19, 1969.

Hon. RUSSELL B. LONG,
Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR LONG: As the Senate prepares to consider the complex and
vital subject of Tai Reform, I thought it might be helpful to forward my
view on one aspect of this matter.

As the President of The Robinson Clay Product Company, and Chairman of
the Clay Pipe Industry Depletion Committee, I hope that there will be no reduc-
tion in the relatively minor 71/~% depletion allowance. In making this request, I
am not unmindful of the desire of many members of Congress to introduce changes
in the tax code in the Interest of equitable treatment. This same emotion caused
me to refrain from any objection when the House recently voted to repeal the
7% investment tax credit, at considerable potential cost to my company. That
action at least had the virtue of 'affecting all 'business like. A reduction of the
clay depletion allowance would further weaken clay pipe manufacturers in our
severe competition with the many other pipe materials.

A review of the brief statement attached hereto reveals how the clay pipe
depletion allowance has already received -a reduction through the years, while
our biggest competitor, cement, cijoys a 15% rate on both the limestone and
the clay or shale that is used at a kiln feed cut-off point. It is not right that we
should suffer now under the cloak of fair play. Our industry is small. Any reduc-
tion of the clay depletion allowance would increase annual Treasury receipts
very little, 'but would be a severe shock to my company and to ,all clay pipe
manufacturers.

Clay pipe, as you know, is a quality material used in the great effort of our
country to forestall the deadening effects of water pollution. It 'appears to
be inconsistent to grant companies a fast tax write-off for constructing water
pollution facilities and simultaneously to penalize their efforts by inducing the
higher costs which will inevitably result from depletion allowance reductions.
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Moreover, this is surely not in the interest of our country in its current struggle
to contain 'nflation.

In view of the above comments, I respectfully urge you to take appropriate
action to insure that the clay depletion allowance is not further reduced from
its current rate of 71/2%. Fire clay used in sewer pipe manufacture deserves,
for equity, the same 15% depletion rate as the limestone and clay used in
cement.

Sincerely yours,
CLARK SUTHERLAND, President.

SOME FACTS ABOUT PERCENTAGE DEPLETION FOR CLAY USED IN SEWER PIPE
MANUFACTURE

Under earlier tax laws, refractory clay used in the manufacture of clay pipe
was allowed the 15% rate. Justification for the 15% rate was fortified by
Internal Revenue Ruling 56--59, which included these comments: "A clay will
be considered a refractory and fire clay only if it is used or sold for use for
a recognized refractory purpose." Under this new ruling, "fire clay, when
blended with ordinary clay to produce vitrified clay sewer pipe, is considered
to be used as refractory clay. In the view of the above, it follows that in deter-
mining percentage depletion application to clay, the end-use test must be
employed. For example . . . clay use or sold for use as refractory clay is
entitled to the 15% depletion." For some years, then, the Clay Sewer Pipe
Industry explored for additional deposits in an atmosphere of some stability
when, in 1960, almost without warning, clay used in sewer pipe nlanufacture
was singled out for a decrease of its allowance to 5%, a reduction of 66.6%.
(P.L. 86-564). In 1966, Congress agreed to a partial restitution, in response to
a strong plea of equity, by raising the allowance to its current status of 7.5%.
Under the provisions of H.R. 13270, this clay is once more to be reduced to 5%.
Therefore, while all other minerals are to be reduced on a proportionate basis
from their original allowances, clay is to be subjected to the same proportionate
reduction from a base already 50% lower than its original allowance! Clearly,
this is inequitable, by any standard.

The kind of clay used in the manufacture of vitrified clay sewer pipe demands
refractoriness found only in certain fire clays. Thus, clay used in the manu-
facture of sewer pipe should be specifically included in the percentage deple-
tion rate paragraph (501(b) (4) (B) in H.R. 13270) as a clay "used for purposes
dependent on its refractory properties." Sewer pipe clays could surely rest their
case for fairer treatment at this point, were it not for the fact that they have
suffered added unfair treatment compared to their most active competitor-
cement. Limestone and shale (clay) used as the basic ingredience of cement,
have the 15% depletion rate. Unless some action is taken on behalf of clay used
for the manufacture of sewer pipe, the "proportionate" reductions of H.R. 13270
will again strike the Clay Sewer Pipe Industry with disproportionate results.

Equity demands reinstatement of the Clay Sewer Pipe Industry's fire clay
to a 15% depletion rate.

STATEMENT OF AMERICAN INDUSTRIAL CLAY CO. OF SANDERSVILLE, ENGELHARD
MINERALS & CHEMICALS CORP., FREEPORT KAOLIN DIVISION OF FREEPORT SUL-
PHUR Co., GEORGIA KAOLIN Co., J. M. HUBER CORP., AND THIELE KAOLIN CO.

This statement is filed by the following producers of china clay: American
Industrial Clay Company of Sandersville, Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals Cor-
poration, Freeport Kaolin Division of Freeport Sulphur Company, Georgia Kao-
lin Company, J. M. Huber Corporation, and Thiele Kaolin Company.

For the reasons set forth below, these companies are opposed to Section 501 (a)
of H.R. 1.3270, as passed by the House of Representatives, insofar as it reduces
the 15 per cent rate of percentage depletion which has been applicable to china
clay since 1947.

THE MINERAL

China clay (or "kaolin" as it is sometimes called) is one particular, compara-
tively scarce, variety of clay. Its unique properties make it a valuable raw ma-
terial for many important industries. Its principal use is in paper, both as a
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coating and as a filler, but It also has a wide variety of other uses, including
whiteware (porcelain, electric insulators, plumbing fixtures, etc.), certain re-
fractorles, medicines, and as a filler for rubber, paint, plastics, insecticides, and
many other products. It Is clearly distinguishable from the low grade, inexpen-
sive clays which are found in many parts of the country, and, in fact, from all
other clays, on the basis of the following characteristics: china clay has a clay
mineral content of substantially pure kaolinite, It is white or nearly white or
can be beneficiated to be white or nearly white, it will fire to a white or nearly
white color, and it is amenable to beneficiation by known methods to make it
suitable for use in whiteware, paper, rubber, paint, and similar uses.

SIZE OF THE INDUSTRY

The principal producing area for china clay in this country lies in a belt ot
rural counties in Georgia (principally Twiggs, Wilkinson, and Washington Coun-
ties) and South Carolina (Aiken County).

The china clay industry Is small when compared to most other mining indus.
tries, but it Is extremely Important to the economy of the rural area of Georgia,
and South Carolina where it Is located. China clay, in fact, accounts for about
47% of Georgia's mineral production value. The six principal producers submit-
ting this statement, with a combined payroll cost of approximately $20,000,000,
employ about 2,800 people, the great majority of whom live in this rural area.
These six companies have invested more than $50,000,000 in paint and equipment
during the past five years and more than $75,000,000 in the past 10 years.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDUSTRY

During the early part of this century, substantially all of the china clay used
In this country was Imported from England. The development of the domestic
industry began in the 1920's; today, the Georgia and South Carolina area is the
largest producing area in the world. The domestic industry now supplies practi-
cally all domestic needs and it also contributes to a favorable balance of trade
by exporting substantial quantities. In order to achieve this growth, the pro-
ducers were required to develop means to process the domestic clay to improve
its color, which, in the ground, is not a4 white as the English clay and to provide
the users of the clay with superior service. At the same tine, they have worked
with customers to develop new uses and to improve the technology of processing
and utilizing the clay.

Accordingly, the present position of the industry is due in substantial part to
the large sums spent by the industry on research and development, and the future
success, and even survival, of the industry depend on continuing this work.

In addition, as the markets have grown and the specifications of customers
have become stricter, the industry has had to spend large sums prospecting for
additional deposits of suitable clay. Because of the ever shifting demands -of
customers, no company can be certain of the extent of its reserves; clay which is
suitable for today's market may be unsuitable a year from now. Thus, the in-
dustry must constantly search for new deposits, at the same time that it seeks
to develop new processing techniques to utilize known deposits.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PERCENTAGE DEPLETION

The amount of tax involved In the depletion deduction for china clay is
negligible from the Government's standpoint, but it is extremely significant
to this industry. Thus, in the past five years, the total annual tax saving, from
percentage depletion, for the six major producers combined has averaged less
than $3,500,000. The reduction to 11% adopted by the Ways and Means Com-
mittee would have reduced this amount, and increased revenues, by less than
one million dollars a year. Obviously, such an increase in tax would have no
noticeable effect on revenue collections or on curbing inflation. However, the
increased tax resulting from this proposed reduction in the depletion rate would
adversely affect the future of the small industry for the following reasons.

It must be realized, first of all, that any increase In tax will constitute an
additional increased cost, which will be imposed upon the producers on top of
increases in. all other costs. Of course, all businesses are experiencing cost
increases today, but such increases have been particularly severe for this
industry. Thus, as the more accessible deposits of china clay have been exhausted,
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it has been necessary to remove more and more overburden to reach suitable
clay, and to transport the clay farther and farther to the processing plants. The
competition for suitable clay deposits has increased tremendously the cost of
buying or leasing clay land. Over all, the expenditures by these companies for
royalties and rents have more than doubled in ten years. In addition, recently
enacted legislation requires the industry to incur substantial expenses for land
reclamation, as well as for air and water pollution control.

Accordingly, the increase in taxes resulting from a decrease in depletion
would be imposed on tol) of other escalating costs, and would further and
materially reduce the profitability of the business at present price levels.

If the producers would try to offset that decrease in profits by increasing
prices, they would face a loss of business, both here and abroad, to the English
producers.

English China Clays, Limited, which controls vast reserves in the Cornwall
district of England, is the largest producer of china clay in the world. The
china clay production of this one company, which has total assets of $155,000,000
and sales of over 2,000,000 tons of china clay a year, is almost as large as that
of the six major U.S. producers combined. It exports 75% of its production
and has the know-how to supply all markets. The English producers have at least
two cost advantages as compared to American producers: first, their labor rates
are substantially lower than the rates in Georgia and South Carolina and,
second, their deposits are adjacent to seaports so that they can load directly
on to ships which provide low cost transportation to customers. In addition, the
English producers enjoy a special advantage under British tax laws in that
they receive rebates from the government of 40% of new capital investments in
the china clay business.

During 1968, Canada and the United States imported 175,000 tons of china
clay from England, having a value in excess of $4,000,000, whereas U.S. pro-
ducers exported 389,000 tons valued at almost $13,000,000. All of these export
sales are in direct competition with the English. The china clay industry has
contributed to a favorable balance of trade, but any price increase resulting
from a reduction in percentage depletion would allow a substantial penetration
of the U.S. market by the English and would reduce substantially U.S. exports;
obviously, there would be a substantial adverse effect on our balance of payments.

If the producers could not recoup the lost profits by increasing receipts, they
would either have to reduce other expenses or be satisfied with a smaller return
on their investment. Any program to reduce expenses, in order to compensate for
the loss of depletion, would necessarily affect primarily non-production expenses
such as exploration and research and development. A. reduction of expenditures
in either or both of these categories would, of course, slow or halt the search
for suitable clays and prevent work on the development of new processing techni-
ques and uses and thus affect adversely the future growth growth of the domestic

.industry. -
If costs cannot be reduced, the producers' return on investment is lowered, and

the additional tax cost is borne by the individual investors In the producing cor-
porations who invested their money in this Industry in reliance on the existing
depletion allowance, which has remained unchanged for over 20 years.

Furthermore, the lower return means that ness capital will be invested to ex-
pand present production and to utilize Improved processing technique& One of
the major producers recently studied the possibility of constructing facilities
to utilize reserves which It holds in the Sandersville area of Georgia. Its projec-
tions showed a return, after taxes, at current prices and with the present deple-
tion deduction, of only 8.4% on an investment of over $10,000,000, obviously,
such, such a return on investment is low today, especially in view of the high
interest rates. Any reduction in this rate of return could well prevent further
investment in this industry.

Although the proposed reduction in the depletion rate to 11% might not be
sufficient in and of itself to dry up sources of capital, the resulting cost Increase
is substantial to these companies and this increase, together with other cost in-
creases, would have a significant effect on earnings.

In addition, such a cut in the rate would, at the very least, cause the financial
community to be wary of possible additional cuts, and the complete repeal of
percentage depletion would reduce profits to such a point that it I. doubtful that
any funds would be available in today's money market, esnectally for the smaller
producer. Thus, a study sponsored in 1966 ,by the Georgia Department of Industry
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and Trade and the U.S. Department of Commerce ("Mineral Resources of the
Central Savannah River Area") reported that dry process operations (conducted
by the smaller comlmnies) are "only marginally profitable" and that ill some
cases "the profit margin lies within the depletion allowance." Accordingly, even
a small cut in the deletion allowance might well result in eliminating or severely
limiting future investment.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the domestic china clay industry, although small, contributes
significantly to the economy of the Southeast and supplies a wide market with a
unique product having many important uses in our present day civilization. The
industry has been able, through research and outstanding service to its customers,
to preempt markets (domestic and foreign) of foreign producer.;. Those foreign
producers, however, still compete vigorously, and any increased tax used by
a reduction in depletion, especially when combined with other rapidly rising
costs, would seriously imlair the industry's ability to compete. The increased
revenue, of -less than $1,000,000, is of negligible significance to the Government,
but is of critical importance to this industry.

Whatever may be the merits of cutting the rates for other minerals, where more
tax is involved and where the effect on the industry may be less severe, Congress
should retain the 15% rate for china clay, just as the Ways and Means Commit-
tee has done for oil shale and gold, silver, copper, and Iron ores.

American Industrial Clay Company of Sandersville
Englehard Mineralls & Chemicals Corporation
Freeport Kaolin Division of Freeport Sulphur Company
Georgia Kaolin Company
J. M. Huber Corporation
Thiele Kaolin Company

AMERICAN SMELTING & REFINING Co.,

New York, N.Y., September 25, 1969.
Hon. RUSSFL B. LONG,
Chairman. Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, New Senate Ofic Building,

Washington, D.C.
SIR: Pursuant to the procedure set forth by the Committee on Finance in its

press release of August 12, Y'39, regarding Tax Reform Hearings. I am avail-
ing myself of the privilege of submitting a written statement in lieu of a per-
sonal appearance.

The principal area of the Tax Reform Bill of 1969 (H.R. 13270) on which I
want to comment covers certain provisions pertaining to natural resources and
foreign tax credit allowances. I believe that these provisions constitute a serious
threat to the ability of the United States to meet its future mineral require-
ments.

The provisions to which I refer are those which would reduce present per-
centage depletion allowances for most minerals, and those which would alter the
present method of computing foreign tax credits allowable. Specifically, my
references are to Sections 501(a), 431 and 432 of the bill. I will also comment
with respect to certain testimony of the Secretary of the Treasury presented to
the Senate Finance Committee on September 4, 1969.

SECTION 501(a)-PRoposED REDUCTIONS IN PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES

Under Section 501 (a) of the bill, it is proposed to reduce percentage deple-
tion rates for all minerals with the exception of gold, silver, oil shale, copper
and iron ore from domestic deposits. The proposed reductions range from 26.1%
in the case of lead and zinc and certain other minerals from domestic deposits
to 33',% for certain clays, shale and slate. The House Ways and Means Com-
mittee Report oin the bill Justifies these proposed reductions on the grounds
that "there is a need to strike a better balance than now exists between tile
objective of encouraging the discovery of new reserves and the level and revenue
cost of percentage depletion allowances."

Having been associated with the non-ferrous metals industry for over 40 years,
I have seen many changes in the technology of exploration for and develop-
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ment of new mines as well as in the operation thereof. I have also seen the ap-
petite of the Tnited States and other industrial nations for non-ferrous metals
grow insatiably as standards of living throughout the world have continued to
improve. Years ago, he United States was largely self-sufficient in the major
non-ferrous metals and the discovery of easily accessible high-grade domestic
deposits assured an adequate supply for an indefinite period.

Today the situation is vastly changed. The growth in population and the as-
tounding advances in American technology, neither of which show any signs of
tapering off. have brought about a level of consumption of non-ferrous metals
which cannot be met by U.S. domestic production alone. The higher grade de-
posits have been largely mined out and the grade of ores currently being mined
is constantly declining. The ,search for new mineral deposits has been intensified
but the cost of such exploration has increased unrelentingly. So too, costs of
mining low-grade deposits have risen. To recover the metal content from these
deposits, it is necessary to mechanize the operation with expensive equipment.

The capital investment required to locate P, new mine and bring it into pro-
duction is formidable. In many cases, because of inaccessibility of the ore bodies,
it is necessary to build roads ,or even railway facilities, power plants, auxiliary
shops, piers, barges, housing areas, stores, schools and recreation facilities in
addition to the stripping of the overburden, other mine preparation and the
building of the concentrator mill. Large trucks for hauling crude ore to the mill
nly cost ams much as $200,000 apiece.

.it is no exaggeration to say that from the time the existence of a large non-
ferrous ore body is determined by today's sophisticated but costly exploration

techniques until the time when the mine starts to operate. total capital investment
may run as high as $350,000,000. The time factor from discovery of ore in commer-
cial quantities until the commencement of production may be from five to ten years
which means that substantial sums of investment capital is sterilized, producing
no return during tile development and construction period.

When one considers such awesome cost factors plus the high risks Involved In
exploring for new ore deposits In the field of non-ferrous metals, it is difficult to
see how we can achieve the necessary balance between estimated demand and
estimated production in the future. It is expected that the population of the
United States will be about 320 million people by the year 2000. It is also expected
that consumption of minerals and metals on a per capita basis will increase with
the result that demand will expand more than 4 times by the year 2000 over what
it is today. At the same time. the Bureau of Mines has estimated that domestic
production of these essential raw materials will be only about twice today's pro-
duction by tile year 2000.

In view of the foregoing facts and predictions, the conclusion of the House Ways
and Means Committee in its report on H.R. 13'270 is unacceptable. In commenting
on the proposed reductions In percentage depletion rates, the report says, "These
new percentage depletion rates will still provide substantial encouragement for the
exploration and discovery of new reserves of oil and gas and the minerals con-
cerned. Moreover, these new rates will be more realistic in relation to tile need for
such encouragement." Such a conclusion is illusory and conll)letely inconsistent
with the hard realities of the future supply-demand situation in the non-ferrous
mining industry. I therefore recommend that the proposed reductions in per-
centage depletion rates be rescinded because they are incompatible with the desir-
able national objective of maintaining adequate mineral reserves.

SECTION 431-FOREIGN TAX CREDIT-LOSSES-RECAPTURE

Section 431 of tile bill proposed that when a U.S. taxpayer, using the "per
country" limitation, sustains losses in a foreign country which are deducted from
domestic income, the tax benefit from the foreign losses is to be recaptured when
income is subsequently derived from tile foreign country. The House Committee
Report states that tile provision is needed to abolish a double tax benefit which is
available under present law. Specifically, it Is alleged that the double tax benefit
occurs because in the year of the losses, the U.S. tax on domestic income Is reduced
by tile losses, and then when the business operations in tile loss country be-
come profitable, a credit is allowed for the taxes paid in that country against
what otherwise would be tile U.S. tax on the income from that country.
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Actually, there is no double tax benefit. Let us take tile case of a taxpayer who
develops a new mine in Arizona at a cost of $10,000,000 over a two-year period.
He writes off this $10,000,000 against other income in his U.S. tax returns, thus
reducing his tax liability by $5,000,000 assumingg a 50% tax rate for simplicity of
explanation). InI the third year, the ine is inI operation and has taxable income,
of $5,000,000 on which it pays U.S. tax of $2,500,000. Now, assume the same facts.,
except that the mine is located in a foreign country. The $10,000,000 of develop-
ment expense is written off in the U.S. tax returns with a resultant decrease iI
tax liability of $5,000,000. In the third year, the U.S. tax, before foreign tax
credit, is $2,500,000, but assuming the tax rate in the foreign country is 50%, the
taxpayer must pay $2,500,000 of tax to the foreign country which he claims as a
credit against the U.S. tax. In both cases, the taxpayer has sustained the same
losses, the same income and the same net tax effect, the only difference being that
the tax payable in the case of the foreign mine went to the foreign government
rather than to the U.S. This is as it should be. To propose a form of recapture of
an alleged double tax benefit in the case of the mine located outside the U.S. would
really result in double taxation.

Earlier in this letter, I referred to the fact that the U.S. is no longer self suffi-
cient with respect to its requirements for many non-ferrous metals. We are de-
pendent upon imports to supplement our domestic production of copper, lead and
zinc and many other metals. At the same time, we must compete with other in-
dustrial countries in the world for foreign sources of supply. Many of these other
countries do not tax income which has its origin outside their national bound-
aries. Certainly, taxes are one of the most Important competitive factors in de-
termining which countries will control foreign mineral resources. These resources
are generally located in the less-developed countries and in Canada and Austra-
lia, and these countries have enacted tax incentives to encourage the development
of their mineral resources. The industrialized nations of Europe have endeavored
to adjust their own tax laws so that their citizens may take the fullest advantage
of the tax incentives offered by the countries where the mineral deposits are
located.

The effect of the U.S. tax laws, in contrast, is to nullify the tax incentives
granted by mineral producing countries. The tax laws of some of these countries
which grant incentives (such as lower income tax rates during the early period
when the investment outlays are being recovered, or even complete exemption
from income taxes during the early period of operation) provide for tile elimina-
tion of the incentives where they merely divert tax revenues to the country where
the investment originates. In other instances, even though the countries do grant
the incentives, these incentives are completely offset by U.S. income taxes.

Section 431 of the House Bill, H.R. 13270, should be deleted. Not only is it aimed
at curing a "phantom" double tax benefit which does not exist, but its enactment
would be a further handicap and deterrent to U.S. mining companies in their
search for foreign ore deposits which are so essential to our U.S. economy.

SECTION 432-FOREIGN TAX CREDIT LIMITATION WITH RESPECT TO FOREIGN MINERAL
INCOME

Section 4.32 of the House Bill is directed at a presumed abuse of the foreign
tax credit. The presumption is that where foreign taxes paid on mineral income
exceed U S. taxes on such income, the higher foreign tax probably includes a dis-
guised royalty payment which should not be allowed as a foreign tax credit
against the U.S. tax on income from other sources in the foreign country. The
House proposal sets un three teqts and if any one of the tests are met, it is
deemed Prima facie evidence that the foreign income tax rnte includes an element
of hidden royalty. Tinder the proposal, this theory would be applied not only to
foreign mineral income earned directly by a U.S. taxpayer but would also be ap-
plicable to dividened income from foreign mining companies to the extent the di-
vidends were attributable to mineral income.

If a foreign country designates an impost as an income tax. it ic inappropriate
for the U.S. arbitrarily to redesignate a portion of the imnoqt as a royalty.
One of the tests proposed for the determination of whether the foreiu' income
tax rate includes an element of disguised royalty is where the foreign country
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has substantial mineral rights with respect to property from which the foreign
mineral income is derived. In many countries, under the law, the ownership
of the mineral rights vests in the government, which grants concessions to private
mining companies for long periods of time. Under the House Bill, in all such
cases, any income taxes imposed would automatically be deemed to include a
hidden royalty to the foreign government.

Section 432 of the bill is narrowly conceived and is not consistent with a
broad policy of trying to assure that the U.S. has available in the future an
adequate supply of metals to meet its requirements. It attempts to add an
additional U.S. tax cost in the case of foreign mining operations, and hence it
would minke U.S. mining companies less competitive in the struggle to obtain
control of foreign mineral deposits. For these reasons, this section of the House
Bill should be deleted.

COMMENTS ON THE TESTIMONY OF TIlE TREASURY DEPARTMENT BEFORE THE
SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE-SEPTEMBER 4, 1969

Under the House Bill, percentage depletion would be eliminated with respect
to foreign oil and gas production. Also under the House Bill, it is proposed that
the percentage depletion rates for gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc produced
from deposits not located in the U.S. should be reduced from 15% to 11%.

In his testimony before the Senate Finance Committee on September 4, 1969,
the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy, The Honorable Edwin S.
Cohen, recommended that the proposal to eliminate percentage depletion on for-
eign oil and gas production be deleted. The reason advanced for this recommen-
dation was very sound. Mr. Cohen said, in part, "* * * after a brief period it
will probably result in foreign countries increasing their effective tax rates on
income from oil and gas production to "sponge-up" any additional tax revenue
otherwise accruing to the United States. Thus the denial of foreign depletion
will increase the effective U.S. rate of tax on such income, which tax the foreign
governments will then offset by increasing their rates. The end result will be
that the U.S. taxpayer will pay additional tax to those countries, but no addi-
tional tax to the United States."

Mr. Cohen has shown that he fully grasps the futility of eliminating percentage
depletion with respect to foreign oil and gas production. I would like to submit
that his very convincing reasoning has equal application to the proposed reduc-
tion in percentage depletion rates for gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc pro-
duced from foreign deposits from 15% to 11%. This proposed reduction, as
Mr. Cohen says about foreign oil and gas deposits, "is unlikely to increase U.S.
revenues significantly, and will merely increase the burden of foreign taxes on
U.S. businesses." Many foreign countries also allow deductions for percentage
depletion. These countries can be expected to reduce their percentage depletion
rates promptly to coincide with any reductions in such rates made by the U.S.
Those countries which do not have the concept of percentage depletion will, as
Mr. Cohen has said, increase their effective tax rates to "sponge-up" the addi-
tional tax that would otherwise be payable to the U.S.

With respect to Section 432 of the House Bill, I was gratified to see that Mr.
Cohen testified that the Treasury Department did not feel that it was proper
to characterize all foreign taxes on mineral income in excess of U.S taxes on such
income as disguised royalties. However, the Treasury Department recommended
an alternative to Section 432 which would deny the use of excess foreign tax
credits which result from the allowance of percentage depletion by the U.S.
against other foreign income. The Treasury Department in its testimony before
the Senate Finance Committee said, "We believe this rule will effectively deal
with the problem of percentage depletion on foreign mineral production." In
truth, there is no "problem of percentage depletion on foreign mineral
production."

The Tr,-asury Department. by its recommended alternative to Section 432 of
the House Bill admits that U.S. taxation of foreign mineral income generally
results in no tax revenue to the U.S. by its proposal to deny the use of excess
foreign tax credits which result from the allowance of percentage depletion by
the U.S. against other foreign income, the Treasury seems to be saying, "Let's
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see If we can't get some U.S. tax revenue out of smelting, refining or fabricating
operations which the U.S. taxpayer performs abroad." This approach is like
graspingg at straws", for it would merely encourage foreign countries to raise
their tax rates on other than mineral income to "sponge-up" any additional tax
revenue accruing to the Tnited States.

In the course of his testimony on Section 432 before the Senate Finance Comi-
mittee, Mr. Cohen said at one point, "We. plan to present recommendations to
Congress on this subject as a part of ('omlrehensive proposals relating to the U.S.
taxation of foreign source income whieh we are presently developingg" 'ending
the announceinlent of these comlrehensive proposals, it is untimely for the Treas-
ury Department to foster piecelneal legislation of any kind In the field of U.S.
taxation of foreign source income. I suggest that in the course of its study of
the subject, the Treasury )epartment should keep in mind that unilateral actions
taken by the U.S. in this field are unwise. Other sovereign nations can be ex-
pected to take corresponding retaliatory actions in their tax laws to prevent
revenue from being diverted to the U.S. Treasury. The net result of this sort of
contest is likely to be higher taxes for the U.S. company operating abroad with
little or no additional revenue for the U.S. Treasury.

CONCIATSION

I submit that any propoxled changess in our tax laws as they affect natural
resources should not be consi(lered solely from a revenue-raising viewpoint. A
sound natural minerals policy for the future must contemlalate apl)ropriate tax
incentives. If it does not, within 30 years the United States will find that it does
not have the mineral resources needed to keep pace with its living standards
and technological growth.

Res)ectfully submitted,
E. McL. TIrIrMANN.

STATEMENT OF TIE CEMENT INDIUSTiRY TAX COMMI EE OF 1969, iiy Ro OEwr W.
FORT, CIIAIRMAN, MIDUSA POIrTLANIa CEMENT CO., CLEVELAND, 01110

I)EAR MR. CIIAIRMAN: I ani writing on behalf of the Cement Industry Tax
(mmonnittee of 1969, consisting of a majority of the l)rodue(ing cal)acity of the
cement industry in the United States. The minames of the companies suplorting
this statement are listed at its conclusion. The purpose of this letter is to present
the position of the cement industry on matters of vital importance to it.

We join with and support the statement of the American Mining Congress
presented to this Committee oil September 30, 1,969, with respect to the provi-
sions of H.R. 13270 affecting the mining industry in general and the (ement
Industry in particular.

However, the cement industry has a specific problem which is not health with
in H.R. 13270 buIt which we, believe merits the attention of the tax writing
comunittees of Congress. We believe that legislation is necessary to correct an
unwarranted reversal by government representatives of their previous interpre-
tation of the law relating to the application of percentage depletion to the
cement industry.

BACKOROUNID

hi 1951 Congress expanded the list of minerals eligible for percentage deple-
tion. Included were calciuim carbonates and other minerals utilized in the
production of cement. The statute provided that the base for computing the per-
centage depletion allowance was "gross income from mininlug," which was defined
to Include ".. . not merely the extraction of ores or minerals from the ground."
but also "... the ordinary treatment processes normally applied by the minie
owners or operators in order to obtain the commercially marketable mineral prod-
uct or products . . ." I One of the I)robleins ii the application of this statute ini-
volved the determination of what constituted "ordinary treatment processes" in
the case of the so-called integrated producers who conducted both mining and

1 See. 114(b) (4) (B), Internal Revenue Code of 1939.
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manufacturing operations, such as the cement industry. As a result of discussions
between representatives of the cement industry n(1 the Internal Revenue
Service, a ruling was issued In 1953 designating the end of mining at the point
where raw materials are ready for introduction into the kiln for burning. At this
stage, the raw mix is known as "kiln feed," which is never sold in commerce, and,
thus, there is tno representative market or field price which could serve as tie
measure of gross income from mining.

For such situations, Regulations had been l)romulgated under the 1939 Code
in 1940 prescribing that a constructive gross income front mining be deter-
mined by means of a prol)rtionate costs and profits comptation. " That is, gross
income from mining was considered equivalent to "the representative market or
field price of the first marketable produ('t resulting from any process or processes,
mitinus the costs and proportionate profits attributable to .. . processes beyond
the ordinary treatment processes." Thus, the object of the computation In the
cement industry is to move from the known, the selling price of the first nmrket-
able l)roduct, to the unknown, a constructive selling price of kiln feed, by sub-
tracting front tie former the costs. and l)rol)ortionate profits apl)licable to the
manufacturing processes. Up until the tine the government changed its adminis-
trative practice in the early 1960's, as discussed below, the )roportionate profits
computation had been traditionally applied on the basis of direct mining process-
ing and direct manufacturing processing costs.

Aithough disputes arose between the mining industry and the government dur-
ing the 1950's as to where mining processes ended for depletion purposes, in 1960
the _.S. Supreme Court settled the matter for pist years in its decision in the
('annelton case (U.S. v. Cannelton Sewer lPipe Co., 364 U.S. 76), holding lit effect
that integrated miner-manufacturers should compute their gross income front
mining ott the same basis as their nonintegrated miner counterparts. This problem
was resolved for years after 1960 by the enactment shortly thereafter of the Gore
Amendment ont June 30, 1960 (Public Debt & Rate Extension Act of 1960, P.L.
8-564), fixing the cutoff points for all minerals. Time cutoff point for cement was
set at the same point as provided by the 1953 ruling. At this time, the representa-
tives of tile cement industry believed that the controversy with tile government
was at an end because the method for computing percentage depletion at the cut-
off point had been well established. And indeed a number of cement companies
were able to settle their differences with the government utilizing the )roportion-
ate profits computation based ott the long-standing practice of utilizing in the
computation only direct mining and manufacturing l)rocessing costs. Thus in 1960
the cement industry had every reason to expect that the proportionate profits
workback computation would be applied on the same basis as in the lpast.

CEMENT'S SPECIFIC PROBLEM

In the early 1960's tle government reversed its prior application of the propor-
tionate profits computation by erroneously insisting that certain additional costs
be included in the contputation as manufacturing costs which are not manufactur.
ing costs. such as transportation and selling costs. This reversal of prior practice
resulted in a substantial reduction in the depletion allowance and immediately
precipitated numerous administrative and judicial controversies, many of which
have continued to this date.

Because of the complexity of the subject and the highly technical nature of the
computation, thte courts have come up with a variety of interpretations for apply-
Ing the proportionate profits computation. The result of these interpretations has
(aused consideral)le uncertainty for the Industry, with some cement conpaties
having their tax status open as far back as 1951.

Recently the Treasury Department has attempted to deal with this problem by
regulatory action, and final regulations were issued in 1968 dealing partially with
the proportionate profits computation. However, the 1968 regulations continued
to ignore prior admintrative practice and were iet by large-scale protests from
the mineral industries. Some relaxation of the harsh results of the 1968 version

2 See Regs. 118, Sec. 39.'I(m)-.(e) (3).
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was contained in a discussion draft published on March 27, 1969, which, however,
has no legal effect and the 1968 regulations continue as the official Treasury
position.

Although there are several different items of costs involved in the dispute, the
cement industry, in order to put an end to the controversy, wishes to concentrate
on the two most implrtant items, i.e., transportation costs paid to third parties
for shipping cement to customers, either directly or through a terminal, ware-
house, or other distribution facility (described herein as purchased transporta-
tion to the customer) and selling cxpcnScs (including trade association dues).

TEOIINICAL EXPLANATION OF TIE PROBLEM

In the early 1960's the government changed its position to include in the pro-
portionate profits computation its manufacturing costs certain items that had
never been so included before. With respect to the two items disculssed, 'the gov-
ernment contended that the cost of purchased transportation to the customer
and selling expenses should be treated as manufacturing costs, allocating profit
thereto. The cenient producers contended that the Treasury's prior administra-
tive practice was a correct interpretation of the law. The prior practice was
that (a) the cost of purchased transportation should reduce the selling price of
the first marketable product without attributing profit thereto, and (b) selling
expenses be spread between mining and manufacturing in proportion to the di-
rect processing costs thereof.

In the cement industry, it is the predominant practice for producers to prepay
the cost of transporting the cement to customers so that, iln effect, cement is sold
on a 'delivered price" basis rather than f.o.b. plant or terminal.

The formula for determining "g-ross hicomie front inining" as set forth in the
1968 regulations:

Mining X Selling price of first marketable product
Total costs

= Gross income from mining

requires the cost of such transportation be included in the denominator, with
the result that the producer is treated as having earned a profit on such pur-
chased transportation, even though, on the face of it, would be impossible for
the producer to make a profit front the customer by charging him more for public
transportation than tMe customer would have to pay if lie bought the transpor-
tation directly. It is interesting to note that if one accepts the government's
contention that the cement industry makes a profit from transportation, theni
the producer shipping the greatest distance would make the largest profit. In
fact, however, the direct opposite result occurs. The fallacy in the contention
that cement producers make a profit on purchased transportation to the (u1-
tomer is established by the fact that after the product is shipped only 'a few hunm-
dred miles the cost of transportation is equal to the value of the celent. If a
producer Is to penetrate his competitor's market area, lie must neet his price.
If he ships cement farther than his competitor, he will pay more for the transpor-
tation and therefore realize less for his product. This, of course, results in a
lower rather than a greater profit.

Secondly, the government contends that expenses incurred to sell cement
should also be included in the denominator of the proportionate profits fraction,
with no part thereof treated as allocable to mining.' It is clear that such
expenses relate to the entire product, both mined and manufactured, and are
incurred to dispose of the product, not to create it. Obviously, there can be no
gross income of any kind, mining or nonmuining, without sales and the conse-
quent costs thereof. Selling expenses should be treated like general and admin-
istrative expenses, which the government concedes should be allocated to

3While there is recognition In pending proposed regulations that at least some portion
of selling expenses should be attributed to mining, the portion would not exceed half of
the amount allocable on a pro rata basis. There is no certainty that the proposed regula-
tions will be finalized and. furthermore, the Justice Department in litigating is opposing
any allocation by an automatic formula.
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lioth Inhning and manufacturing operations. A substantial part of the Industry's
selling expenses represents dues paid to trade associations, such as the Port-
land Cement Association."

REQUESTS FOR CONGRESSIONAL, ACTION

The cement industry requests that members of the Senate Finance Committee
consider the enactment of an amendment to the T ix Reformn Act of 1969, which
is intended to end this long controversy between members of the cement industry
and the government.

The proosed amendment should provide that if the proportionate profits
niethod is used it computation of gross income from mining (1) purchased
transportation to the customer rendered by an unrelated party, such as a com-
mon or contract carrier, be subtracted front the selling price of the first
marketable product il determining the gross income therefrom, and that no
profit shall be allocated to such transportation li the computation ; and (2)
selling expenses, like general and administrative expenses, be allocated between
the mining and nonnmining lhases of the business in the proportion that the direct
costs of mining processes and the direct costs of nonmining processes bear to
each other.

SUMMARY

Currently, long after the mining cutoff point for the cement industry was
fixed by statute, the Industry and the government are unable to agree on the
calculation of gross income front mining for the purposes of computing the
percentage depletion deduction. J unfortunately, the reverifl of prior admin-
istrative practices by the government has cause i seemingly unending controversy
between the government and industry over this matter. The cement industry
is firmly convinced that the only way to bring this wasteful dispute to a con-
clusion is by requesting Congress to enact amendatory legislation which will state
clearly and concisely the manner in which the proportiomte profits computation
is to be applied.

Respectfully submitted.
CEMENT INDUSTRY TAX COMMITrEE OF 199,

By ROBERT W. FORT, Ch chairman.

Representing the following cement producers:
Alpha Portland Cement C., American Cement Corp., Ash Grove Ce-

ment Co., Columubia Cement C4o.. Division of PPG Industries, Inc.,
The Flintkote Co., General Portland Cement Co., Huron Cement
Division of National Gypsum Cb., Ideal Cenent Co., Kaiser Cement
and Gypsum Corp., Keystone ,'ortland Cement Co., Lehigh Port-
land Cement Co., Lone Star Cement. Corp., Louisville Cement Co.,
Marquette Cement Manufacturing Co., Martin Marietta Corp..
Missouri Portland Cement Co., The Monarch Cement Co., Mono-
lith Portland Cement (o., Northwestern States Portland Cement
Co.. Southwestern Portland Cement Co., Universal Atlas Cement
l)ivislon of U.S. Steel Corp., and The Whitehall Cement Manu-
facturing Co.

STATEMENT OF TIlE STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS INDUSTRY DEPLETION COMMITTEE,
WASIIINOoN, D.C.

MEMORANIDUM IN SUPPORT OF A 15-PERCENT DEPLETION ALLOWANCE
IR BRICK AND TILE CLAY

4 Pending proposed regulations recognize the principle of allocating trade association
dles to mining.
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. Summary Statement

This statement is being presented in behalf of the approximately 467 brick and tile manufacturers to request
a correction of an inequity in both the rate of the depletion allowance now granted our industry and the point of appli-
cation of that rate in computing the allowance. We are currently operating under most inequitable legislation starting
with the Gore Amendment to the Public Debt and Tax Rate Extension Act of 1960 which was enacted without any hear.
ings being permitted our industry to express our vicwy or to point out the inequities created. The Gor, Amendment
eliminated the previously court accepted principal of "first commercially marketable product" and by establishing the
arbitrary "cut-off" point at the pug mill destroying about 80% of the depletion established for brick men by previous
legislation and court decisions. This most drastil action has been a serious blow to the progress and economic stability
of our entire industry.

In 1963 we requested the Congress to rectify these inequities and after hearings the Senate voted a rate of
15% allowance to clay which was the same as limestone but failed to modify the cutoff point. When the bill was consid.
ered in conference, the conferees went only part way in rectifying the inequity by raising clay from 5% to 7 %, not
to the 15% allowed limestone for cement.

The clay industry has been laboring under this inequity for the past six years because the Congress has re-
fused to consider any amendments to the Depletion legislation.

Now with consideration being given to a tax reforms bill depletion allowances are also being reconsidered
and the inequity between limestone and clay used for brick and tile should be eliminated.

Another potential inequity has been created between clay and other minerals in the pending House bill
H.R. 13270. An effort has been made by the House of Representatives to cut oil depletion allowance from 271% to 20%
or by 27.2%.

However in cutting clay depletion allowance and in order to arrive at a round figure, 5% was given clay re-
sulting in 33% cut, which is a much larger percentage cut than the 27.2% cut in oil depletion.

Here again limestone was cut from 15% to 11% which is only 26.6%. This also continued the inequities of clay
against limestone used for cement. Our request is that brick and brick and tile clay be increased in rate from 7i% to
15% and that the point of application of this rate be, instead of at the pug mill, applied at the point of entrance into
the kiln which would give us the same depletion now enjoyed by our most direct competitor, cement. Today in the
marketplace of construction, the principal competition for the wall treatment lies between the cement and burnt.
clay producers. Cement, under the depletion allowed limestone, is favored by a 15% rate and by application of this
rate at the point much further along the line of production than that allowed clay producers under the Gore Amend.
ment. We have charts which illustrate certain points of direct comparison between clay and cement. The first illus-
trations show the origin and formation of clay and limestone (Figs. 1, 2 and 5). Nature has been generous in creating
limestone of the types used in cement making compared with the stingy distribution of clay. This map (Fig. 3) illus.
trates comparatively, the relative abundance and scarcity of the two minerals. We also show on this map (Fig. 4),
the wide distribution of clay plants which must locate on clay beds for their raw materials and near markets because
of the mass and weight of clay and its products involved in costly transportation. Fig. 6 shows the number and loca.
tion of cement plants.

It can be seen that usable brick and tile clay is scarce in nature. Compounding this scarcity is the inexora.
ble spread of civilization. As towns in America located along rivers, grew up, and spread out, they covered vast areas
of valuable clay deposits, removing them forever from use. Today, science is being drawn on more and more in the
constant search for suitable clays.

Though unevenly distributed, clay is found in many parts of the country. Because of this and the fact that
clay's heavy mass which is a very low-priv ed commodity, limits the shipping distance and the marketing area for a
given manufacturer's products, the U.S. structural clay products industry is decentralized in a large number of rela-
tively small plants.
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In a typical case, a manufacturer will locate his plant at or near the clay pit to minimize transportation
costs. Since the clay from that pit will have a unique color and texture that cannot be duplicated with other clays,
that manufacturer is out of business once that deposit has been exhausted. He then must locate a new deposit, build
another plant, and begin all over again with an entirely new product.

Whereas suitable clay is scarce, limestone of the quality used in cement manufacture is a sedimentary
rock of wide distribution. Usually of marine origin, it frequently consists of calcium carbonate derived from sea shells
formed and deposited on ocean floors over eons of time. Such shells, in fact, are still recognizable in many limestone
deposits. In others, their derivation has been obscured by the action of waves and currents and by chemical action.

Limestone occurs on every continent in formations ranging from a few inches in thickness to hundreds of
feet. It is especially abundant in the eastern two-thirds of the U.S., which was once awash beneath ancient seas.
Geologists and mining engineers, in fact, estimate that limestone of the quality used in cement plants is much more
abundant in the U.S. than is clay.

Limestone is the chief constituent of hydraulic (portland) cement, which provides the structural clay
products industry with its chief competition in every building market, as shown in the Figure No. 7. The compe-
titive imbalance between the two minerals is obvious: the scarcity of brick and tile clay and tile problem created
by its varying composition contrasted with the abundance of limestone and the fact that variations in quality of
limestone when used for such purposes present less problems.

Fig. 9 illustrates most clearly the similarity of tile steps of production of clay products and of cement.
It shows also how much more of the production process is ,ermitted depletion application in cement than in a
clay product. Our request is for the granting of depletion on clay production processing equal to that allowed
cement producers. Fig. 7 is displayed to illustrate the direct competition of the clay products to the cement pro.
ducts. We call your attention to the almost exact horizontal product mix of each of these industries. As you see,
item by item, they offset each other. As you see also, from (Fig. 8), ours is a small competitor in total dollar
volume of business, number of employees, and size of plants.

We are that "small business" group that form the economic background for many small communities
over the nation. Relief from the present depletion restrictions would render needed stimulus to this cause of
small producers. We realize that much testimony will be presented directed to the maintenance of present rates
and depletion allowance. In the interest of equitable tax revision, we feel it is equally urgent to request for our
industry restoration of a part of our denied depletion and to urge equity in adjusting our rate to overcome the com-
petitive disadvantage placed against us. We will appreciate your consideration.

il. Brick and Tile Clay

Origin

As has been seen, clay is the random creation of glaciers, wind, and water interacting on ancient rocks
(Figs. I and 2). Clay occurs in three principal forms, all of which have similar chemical compositions but different
physical characteristics. They are: Surface clays, which may be the upthrusts of older deposits or of more recent
sedimentary origin; shales, which are clays that have been subjected to intense pressures until they have hardened to
a slate.like consistency; and fire clays, which usually contain fewer impurities than shales or surface clays and which
have more uniform chemical and physical properties.

Very thorough testing of clay reserves must be undertaken to predict their performance in advance. This
work entails a great deal of time antd money and is becoming increasingly necessary as known reserves dwindle.

Properties

Clays are complex materials, surface clays and fire clays differ from shales more in physical structure
than in chemical composition. Chemically, all three are compounds of silica and alumina with varying amounts of
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metallic oxides and other impurities. Although, technically, metallic oxides are impurities, they act as fluxes, pro-
moting fusion at lower temperatures. Metallic oxides influence the color of the finished product.

To satisfy production requirements, clays must have plasticity which permits them to be shaped or
molded when mixed with water and they must have sufficient tensile strength to maintain their shape after forming
and drying. When subjected to certain temperature ranges, the clay particles must fuse together. In addition, uni-
form density, hardness, and regularity of form are necessary.

To control as much as possible any variations in the end product, manufacturers often adjust various in.
gredients. For example, silica will reduce shrinkage in the kiln, but too much will reduce the cohesion of the clay
Lower fusion temperatures can be made possible by the inclusion of carbonate fluxes, but they have a strong effect
on color, as does iron oxide, which improves strength.

Scarcity

Usable brick and tile clay is scarce in nature and becoming scarcer as known deposits are exhausted and
the urbanization of America continues to spread out over usable deposits, removing them forever from use. Avail.
able brick and tile clay in the U.S., in fact, is estimated to be many, many times scarcer than limestone suitable for
cement manufacture (Fig. 3).

Mining and Manufacturing Processes

Once a clay deposit has been located, tested, and found suitable for brick and tile manufacture, the min.
ing process begins. Surface clays and shales are mined in open pits through the use of power shovels or shale planers.
Some blending of raw materials is done at this stage to obtain a uniform composition. A shale planer helps to get a
well-blended mixture since it makes a uniform cut from top to bottom of the bank.

Once dug, the clay or shale mixtures are transported to storage bins in the plant, either by trucks or by
rail. Raw materials equal to several days' production usually are kept in reserve.

The first step in processing clay is crushing, which breaks up large chunks and removes any stones that
might be present. Crushing is done either in a granulator or by heavy conical rolls.

The clay next is ground in any of several types of grinders. In a typical grinding operation, huge wheels
weighing 4 or 5 tons each revolve in a circular pan filled with clay, grinding and mixing as they pass. At this point,
some plants then screen the clay by sifting it through an inclined vibrating screen. The clay is now ready for tem.
pering.

The object of tempering is to process the clay into a homogeneous and plastic mass ready for molding
into units of a desired shape. This is most commonly done by adding water to the material in a pug mill. The pug
mill consists essentially of a chamber within which revolve one or two shafts with blades or knives which thoroughly
reduce and mix (called pugging) the material.

Now the clay is ready to be formed, and one of two principal methods is used - either the "stiff-mud"
or the "soft-mud" process, depending on the qualities of the clay itself.

In the stiff-mud process, the clay is delivered to an auger machine which forces the plastic mass out
through a molding die in a continuous stream called a column, much like toothpaste from a tube. The die molds
the mass into the desired shapes for brick, hollow tile or other forms and, as the column is extruded, it passes
through a machine which cuts it into the desired lengths. In the size of the die and in cutting to length, allowance
is made for the shrinkage that will result from drying and burning.

De-airing is an important development in the stiff-mud process. It is accomplished by use of a de-
airing chamber attached to the auger machine, through whieh the clay passes. The clay is broken up and shredded
as it enters this chamber, where a vacuum of from 15 to 29 inches of mercury is maintained. Some of the chief
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advantages of de-airing are greater strength in the body both before and after firing, increased workability and
plasticity, and better utilization of inferior clays.

The soft-mud process is used only for brick and is particularly well-suited to clays which contain too
much water in their natural state to be used in the stiff-mud proce s. The soft-mud process mixes clays with 20 to
30 per cent water. When tempering is completed, the clay is pressed into molds by an automatic machine which
sends the molds, presses the clay in, strikes off the excess, "bumps" the molds and deposits the molded brick onto
pallets for drying.

In order to prevent the wet clay from sticking, the insides of the molds are either covered with a thin
layer of sand or are dipped into water before the clay is pressed into them. Both "sand-struck" and "water-struck"
brick derive from this process. Each method produces a characteristic surface texture.

Other brick finishes are provided by machine attachments which will scratch, roll, brush, or otherwise
roughen the surface of the clay leaving the die.

After the brick or tile units are formed they must be dried before burning. As the units move off the
cutting table, they are loaded onto dryer cars so that air can circulate freely around them. There are many differ-
ent types of driers, but the purpose of any drier is to remove as much free water from the units as possible in the
shortest possible time. The time required will vary with different clays but usually is from 24 to 48 hours. The
heat and humidity in the dryer tunnels must be closely monitored during this period to prevent excessive cracking
which would destroy the units.

A third method of manufacture, very little used in brick and tile manufacture today, is the "dry press"
process where clay in a nearly dry state is molded into shape under high pressure.

Burning is the next step in the manufacture of structural clay products and requires from 60 to 100
hours to complete. Several types of kilns are used, including scove, round periodic down-draft, and tunnel kilns.
Fuel may be coal, oil, natural gas or, in some cases, wood.

In the scove and periodic down-draft kilns, the dried units are set by hand according to a prescribed pat-
tern that permits the free circulation of hot kiln gases. In a tunnel kiln, the units are loaded on special rail cars that
move through the tunnel at a regulated speed.

The burning or "firing" of clay products may be divided into three general stages: dehydration or "water-
smoking"; oxidation or "blue-smoking," and partial vitrification or "hardening." These stages accompany rising kiln
temperatures and produce certain physical changes in the units. Temperature and the rate of temperature increase
must be carefully regulated according to the type of unit and the characteristics of the clay. All kilns are equipped
with recording pyrometers so that the burner can have a constant check on the firing process.

After maximum temperature has been reached, the kiln is allowed to begin cooling gradually. Sometimes
this is preceded by "flashing," a step which involves creating an atmosphere in the kiln insufficient for complete com-
bustion. Done skillfully, flashing will produce different colors and shades of colors, depending on the type of clay being
fired. Cooling usually takes 48 to 72 hours and the rate of cooling has an important effect on color, while units cooled
too rapidly will crack and check.

After cooling the kiln is unloaded, the units are sorted and graded, and either loaded directly for shipment or
sent to storage.

Clay Depletion Allowance

Minerals in the ground, whether solid, liquid, or gas, are a form of capital. When a mineral such as clay is ex-
tracted from the ground, the value of that clay deposit is to that extent depleted. And at the same time that the clay
products manufacturer is depleting his mineral deposit, he is also depleting his plant, and he is also depreciating the ex-
penditures lie makes to promote the particular clay products coming from a particular clay deposit.
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Congress more than 40 years ago recognized the depletion problem that faces producers in extractiveindus-
tries when it enacted a "discovery value" depletion provision in the Federal income tax law. This was followed several
years later by a more practical percentage depletion allowance, which continues in force to the present. In addition
to the compensation of producers for the exhaustion of their reserves, the granting of depletion allowances also encour.
ages the search for new reserves. This contributes to national wealth and purpose.

By the Revenue Act of 1951, the mineral "brick and tile clay" was, for the first tim, granted a depletion
allowance. That rate was limited to 5 per cent of the gross income from mining. That depletion allowance and the
point at which it was applied was carried forward without change into Section 613(bXS) of the 1954 Code.

Why should a depletion allowance for brick and tile clay be applied at a point in the manufacturing process,
rather than when the mineral is extracted from the ground? The answer to that question can be found in the following
definition of "gross income from the property." It was written into Section 114(bX4XB) of the 1939 Code by the Reve-
nue Act of 1943:

"As used in this paragraph the term 'gross income from the property'
means the gross income from mining. The term 'mining' as used here.
in shall be considered to include not merely the extraction of the ores
or minerals from the ground but also the ordinary treatment processes
normally applied by mine owners or operators in order to obtain the
commercially marketable mineral product or products (emphasis
added)."

The same language was carried forward without change into Section 613(c) of the 1954 Code.

In the Senate Report that accompanied the above quoted provisions of the Revenue Act of 1943, the
Senate Finance Committee stated:

"The purpose of this provision is to make certain that the ordinary
treatment processes which a mine owner would normally apply to
obtain a marketable product shall be considered as a part of the min-
ing operation (emphasis added)... The law has never contained such
a definition, and its absence has given rise to numerous disputes.
The definition here prescribed expresses the congressional intent of
these provisions as first included in the law.... It is therefore made
retroactive to the date of such original provisions."

The intent of Congress in granting a depletion allowance to brick and tile clay therefore was that it be
applied at that point in the mining-manufacturing process where the first commercially marketable mineral was
produced.

This was well understood by Senator Walter F. George, of Georgia, who was Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee when the depletion allowance for brick and tile clay was written into the Revenue Act of
1951. In a letter dated June 4,1955, to T. Coleman Andrews, then Commissioner of Internal Revenue, Senator
George said:

"I personally recall the discussion in executive session between mem-
bers of the Senate Finance Committee when this statute was under
consideration. At the time it was not only understood but I pointed
out what I knew and believed to be the facts about brick manufac.
ture .... Brick clay at this time has no commercially marketable
value until it is baked or cooked. The Senate Finance Committee
certainly understood this clearly before the (1951 Revenue) Act,
giving depletion allowance to brick clay, was passed. .. "
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Regardless of the law and Congressional intent, the Internal Revenue Service refused to recognize the
"first commercially marketable product" as a finished brick or tile and clay manufacturers were forced to lengthy
and expensive litigation in Federal courts to establish the right to a proper depletion allowance for the brick and
tile clay. Over fifty Federal court cases were brought, including one Supreme Court case involving brick and tile
clay. This litigation extended over a period of some 10 years. While the clay manufacturers were successful in all of
these cases, the Internal Revenue Service refused to recognize the court decisions.

Finally, in a Supreme Court case involving depletion allowance on clay used for clay sewer pipe, the
United States Supreme Court rendered a decision adverse to the sewer pipe manufac' .-er. Almost simultaneously,
Congress enacted the so-called "Gore Amendment" (Public Law 86.564, 26 USC 611, J.lie 30, 1960), modified the
Revenue Acts of 1951 and 1954 concerning clay depletion, and applied the 5 per cent depletion allowance at the point
after "crushing, grinding and separating the mineral from waste, but not including any subsequent process. . ." --
in other words, at the pug mill, a point at which clay is not salable and never has been. In 1963 in an attempt to rectify
the inequity existing between clay and limestone used for cement the rate was raised from 5% to 7%% which only par-
tially removed the inequity.

Since brick and tile has no determinable value at this point, a 7Yi per cent depletion allowance recognized
at this point can not be calculated without using some mathematical formula.

As shall be seen in a succeeding section, Congress has visited a double inequity upon the structural clay pro.
ducts industry in both the rate of depletion granted brick and tile clay and the point in the production process at which
depletion is reckoned, as compared with hmestone, the chief constituent of hydraulic (portland) cement, which provides
the structural clay products industry with its chief competition (Fig. 9).

Number of Brick and Tile Clay Plants, Their Distribution, Number of Employees, and Dollar Volume

At the present time there are an estimated 467 companies of relatively small size producing structural clay
products (Fig. 4). Their products include brick, hollow tile of all types, and architectural terra cotta, but do not in-
clude thin wall tile, sewer pipe, flue linings, or drain tile. Types of brick include building brick, facing brick, sewer
brick, paving brick, and glazed brick. Hollow masonry units include structural clay tile and structural facing tile, both
glazed and unglazed. Architectural terra cotta includes ceramic veneer and ornamental sculpture.

These plants occur in every state, but concentrate in such relatively clay-rich states as Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, North Carolina, and Texas.

The 467 structural clay products companies employ an estimated total of 37,300 workers, largely in produc.
tion. Tue estimated total value of brick and tile shipments in 1968 was $516,000,000 (Fig. 8).

Ill. Limestone

Origin

Limestone is a whitish rock usually of organic origin (Fig. 5). Much limestone is composed almost entirely
of shells, shell fragments, or the remains of other sea creatures. The origin of other limestone deposits is often difficult
to determine.

Properties

'Except in the case of relatively small amounts of high purity limestone used for chemical and metallurgical
purposes, the relative purity of limestone is not too important in determing its use. Because of this and its great abun-
dance, limestone is widely used for a great number of purposes.

33-865 0-69-pt. 5-71
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Abundance

Limestone occurs on every continent and provides ample evidence of the extent to which the seas once
covered the land. In the U.S., limestone is especially abundant in the eastern two-thirds of the country. Geologists and
mining experts estimate that limestone of the quality suitable for cement manufacture is much more abundant in the
U.S. than is clay (Fig. 3).

Mining and Manufacturing Processes

Limestone is quarried by blasting, then loaded and transported to crushers. If intended for use in cement
manufacture, shale is added at that point, usually in the proportion of one part shale to four parts limestone. After the
limestone has been crushed and sifted through a vibrating screen, it is next pulverized in a hammer mill and stored.

Limestone is the chief mineral used in the manufacture of portland cement. In modern manufacture, a
suitable mixture of limestone, shale, and other minerals is ground together either wet or dry in the proper proportions.
If mixed wet, the resultant slurry is pumped into a series of large mixing tanks and from there it is pumped into the kiln.
If mixed dry, the ground raw material is carried by a conveyor to storage bins, and from there it is fed into the kiln after
it has been damped to control dust.

In either form the raw material enters the kiln at the top end close to the chimney and is met by hot gases.
The raw materials thus are dried and, as the kiln revolves, they fall downward toward the clinkering zone. There, under
high heat, elements of the limestone and shale partially fuse or "clinker" together. The clinker is removed, cooled, mixed
with a little gypsum or water to regulate the setting time, and then is ground to the finished product - portland cement.

Limestone Depletion Allowance

Like brick and tile clay, limestone has enjoyed a percentage depletion allowance since 1951. Unlike brick and
tile clay, however, limestone used in making cement has enjoyed a substantially higher depletion percentage - 15 per
cent - and that percentage has been applied at a point in the portland cement manufacturing process - at the "intro-
duction of the kiln feed into the kiln" - at which the portland cement industry enjoys a substantial tax benefit (Fig. 9).

Number of Portland Cement Plants, Their Distribution, Number of Employees, and Dollar Volume

Portland cement plants are relatively few in number, represent a considerable capital investment, and lend
themselves to automated processes (Fig. 6). These facts are reflected in Department of Commerce figures which show
that, at the end of 1962, there were only 188 portland cement plants operating in the U.S., yet their value of shipments
totaled $1,238,133,000, although the estimated number of workers employed was only 33,000 (Fig. 8).

Because the location of portland cement plants reflects high construction volume as well as available lime.

stone deposits, the bulk of such plants is in the eastern half of the U.S. and on the West Coast.

IV. The Directly Competitive Nature of Structural Clay Products and Portland Cement

Portland cement provides the chief competition for the structural clay products industry in every one of its
markets (Fig. 7). For every structural clay product there is a competitive concrete unit, assemblage of units, or applica.
tion. Portland cement and its end products are also very competitive with structural clay products in price.

Contrasted with the portland cement industry's relatively few plants and large dollar volume, the struc-
tural clay brick and tile industry is composed of a large number of taxpayer companies located in every one of the 50
states. These small independent businesses compete with each other under highly competitive conditions and, therefore,
it is traditionally an industry which operates with a very small margin of profit.

Consequently, any factor which creates for one of those businesses a substantial disadvantage in compari-
son with its competitors may well prove disastrous to that business.
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V. Conclusion

It is respectfully requested that Congress correct two serious inequities that presently exist in the application
of depletion allowances to brick and tile clay and to limestone used in making cement.

First, the structural clay products industry requests that the present 7 per cent depletion allowance
granted brick and tile clay be increased to 15 per cent to remove the competitive advantage now given limestone, which
enjoys a 15 per cent depletion rate.

Second, it is requested that the point in the production process at which the clay depletion allowance is
applied be advanced from the pug mill to the introductionn of the kiln feed into the kiln," which is the point just be.
fore the minerals are burned and the point at which the 15 per cent depletion allowance for limestone currently used in
cement manufacture is reckoned.

With these inequities removed, the delicate competitive balance that has existed between the structural
clay products and the portland cement industries will have been restored.
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FREEPORT SUI,P'IUR Co.,
R BNi York, N.Y., Oetober 7, 1969.Iix. RUSSELL B. LONG,

Chairman, Comm it tee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONG: As Chairman of the Board of Freeport Sulphur Comipany,
I wish to make known to you our objections to the provisions of 11.11. 13270, the
tax bill passed by the House and now under consideration of your C(ominittee,
which would adversely affect the present income tax treatment of sulphur and
other minerals.

The wisdom of maintaining the existing law has been demonstrated. Dis-
covery of sulphur reserves and development of productive capacity, achieved
at great expense and great risk, are evidence that the allowance has accomplished
precisely what Congress intended. Sinilarly-In oil and gas, in nickel, copper,
and other minerals--tax provisions have encouraged Freeport and other coi-
panies to take risks in both foreign and domestic exploration and development
which would otherwise have been too great to assume.

We are convinced that nothing should be done to reduce the incentive to take
such risks. We are convinced that it is in the interests of the nation and of the
public that the depletion allowance and the foreign tax credit continue to spur
the search for sulphur and other vitally needed minerals.

For the above reasons which are set forth in detail in the attached statement,
Freeport Sulphur Company respectfully requests that your Coiniittee reject
Section 501(a), Section 431, and Section 432 of I.R. 13270, and any other pro-
posals which would have the effect of reducing the mining industry's present
incentives to find and develop mineral reserves.

Respectfully,
TIOMAS R. VAUGHAN.

Attachment.

STATEMENT OF FREEPORT SULPHUR Co. IN OPPOSITION TO TIlE PROVISIONS OF H.R.
13270 AND TO TREASURY DEPARTMTfNT PROPOSALS THAT WOUID ADV'ERsELY AFFECT
THE U.S. MINING INDUSTRY

Freeport Sulphur Company operates sulphur mines located in and off the coast
of Louisiana. Freeport also mines china clay (kaolin) in Georgia, potash in
New Mexico, and phosphate rock in Florida; and we produce oil in Louisiana.
Kansas, New Mexico, Oklalboma, ,and Texas. At the present time our company
is actively investigating the feasibility of mining a copper deposit in Indonesia,
nickel deposits in Australia, and asbestos i Mexico. We own a large deposit of
pyrrhotite in Virginia, which we hope in time to develop, and we are exploring
for oil and various minerals in other states and elsewhere in the world. In addi-
tion to our mining and oil activities, we own and operate a large blhosplhoric
acid plant in Louisiana.

For the reasons discussed below, Freeport believes that Congress should reject
so-called tax reform proposals which would add heavily to the weight of the
tax burden on the natural resource industries. Specifically, we respectfully urge
that your Committee reject Section 501(a), Section 431 and Section 432 of
Ht.R. 13270. In support of our position we present the following.

I. WHY PERCENTAGE DEPLETION RATES SHOULD BE RETAINED AT THEIR PRESENT LEVELS

,eetion 501 (a)
The depletion allowance recognizes that production of minerals such as sul-

phur, is distinctly different from, say, manufacturing. Mineral production in-
volves constant sale of capital assets. While a manufacturing firm can produce
indefinitely with a constant flow of raw materials, a iuining company cannot re-
plenish a mineral deposit when that deposit becomes exhausted. Every mining
company, by its very nature, is constantly mining itself out of business.

A mining company's only recourse is to find new properties, new reserves. This
is a formidable and financially risky job, because the odds against the explorer
are very great and the odds against successful development of a find may be
greater still. Where, as in the mining business, failures far outnumber suc-
cesses, the rewards of success must he great enough to underwrite the inevitable
losses which hkive gone before and will come after, if exploration and develop-
ment are to continue.
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We submit that encouragement of mineral exploration and development was
never more important than it is now. The Bureau of Mines is predicting that
UTnited States minerals demand will increase by more than four times by the
year 2000, whereas domeste mineral production projected on the basis of 20-year
trends ean be expected to do little more than double by 2000 A.D. Furthermore,
the Bureau of Mines is predicting a five-fold increase in worldwide demand for
minerals by the end of the century.

Thus we are faced with a widening gap between domestic mineral supply and
domestic mineral consumption. The problem of obtaining adequate supplies from
foreign sources is complicated by an even more rapid increase in foregn demand
for minerals. Such a situation clearly calls for increasing-and not dampening-
mineral-exploration incentives.
A. Sulphur

H.R. 13270 would reduce the percentage depletion rate for sulphur from 23%
to 17%. Sulphur, a basic element, is an important commodity to our economy.
Almost everything we eat, wear or use requires the use of sulphur in some
stage of its preparation.

Sulphur exists in many forms and is produced in 55 countries. More than one
half of the sulphur being produced and consumed in the Free World is in the
form of elemental sulphur or brimstone. The largest domestic sources of brim-
stone are the salt dome type deposits located in the Gulf Coast area, which are
mined by the Frasch hot-water process. Only one in 13 of the domes so far dis-
covered in the United States has been found to contain sulphur in commercial
quantities. Of the 348 discovered domes, only 26 have produced sulphur com-
mercially, and nine of these have been exhausted.

Freeport is one of many companies which have incurred great risks and
expense to prospect domes which in the end proved to -be worthless. Because
nearly all of the land-area salt domes in the Gulf Coast region have been explored,
we and others have turned in recent times to the open Gulf of Mexico where the
search is far more costly. Freeport -paid the Federal Government $12,000,000 for
the right to explore for sulphur at several locations 'beneath the Gulf of Mexico
off the coast of Texas and then spent another $3,000,000 in exploratory drilling
at the locations during 1966 and 1967 and found nothing. At the same time other
companies spent more than $20,000,000 in the same general offshore area and
found nothing.

By 1980, it has been projected, United States consumption of brimstone will
exceed United States production by 100%. From this fact alone it is clear that
sulphur producers should be encouraged to explore for additional reserves.
Obviously, any reduction in the incentive that U.S. companies now have would
seriously Jeopardize our long-term national interest and security.
B. China clay (kaolin)

China clay is a scarce type of clay having many important industrial uses in
producing paper, rubber, porcelain, whiteware, and paint. The domestic indus-
try is small, and the great bulk of the production comes from rural areas in
Georgia and South Carolina.

China clay is presently allowed a 15% rate of percentage depletion, but H.R.
13270 would reduce that rate to 11%. Any reduction, we submit, would harm a
small industry and a rural area of the country without any significant increase
in revenue. The proposed cut in rate to 11% would produce less than $1,000,000
of -additional revenue from all of the U.S. producers combined. This amount,
although not substantial from the Treasury's revenue standpoint, is significant
from the china clay industry's viewpoint. To the extent that the amount could
not be passed on to the consumer, this increase in cost (together with other
rapidly accelerating costs) would require a serious reduction in research and
development, and reduce the producers' return on investment to such an extent
that additional capital may not be available for industry growth. To the extent
that the additional tax could be passed on, the resulting increase in prices would
adversely affect not only our domestic economy but also our balance of payments,
since the ,najor foreign producer (almost as large as all the U.S. producers
combined), is ready, willing, and able to increase greatly its sales in the U.S.
markets.
0. Other mineral

Freeport, in order to replenish its mineral reserves and to maintain itself as
a going mining concern, is engaged in a worldwide search. The finding and de-
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velopment of such reserves not only keeps Freeport alive as a company but is
necessary to supply the rapidly increasing demand for minerals of every kind.

Freeport is currently studying the feasibility of developing a copper deposit ill
West Irian (Indonesia) which will require a very large investment. The impor-
tance of this activity is demonstrated by present estimates that Free World
demand for copper will more than double in the next 20 years. While the United
States leads the world in both production and consumption of copper, the extent
to which it meets its future requirements from domestic sources is likely to
decrease. Imports will have to supply an increased percentage of future ITnited
States demand for this key commodity. The proposed changes ill 11.R. 13270
relating to percentage depletion and foreign tax credit would substantially in-
crease ,the cost of projects such as Freeport's Indonesian project. Exploration
of this property was tile first foreign investment project authorized by the
Indonesian Government following the overthrow of the Sukarno regime in 1965:
it is important to our country's relations with the Indonesian government.

The commercial development of this deposit requires the solution of formidable
problems. The deposit lies on the face of the Ertslhrg (a Dutch name meaning
ore mountain), a primitive area in the forbidding Varstensz Mountains in West
Irian, at an elevation of 11,500 feet above sea level and 60 miles inland from time
southern coast. The 60 miles of terrain which lie between our base camp on the
coast, with Its tropical climate, and the site of the deposit, with frequent sul)-
freezing temperatures, is exceedingly rugged. The first part consists of estuaries
and mangrove swamps, followed then by coastal plain and jungle, and finally by
a jagged mountain range. Equipment and supplies for the exploration had to be
flown to the site by helicopters brought from the United States.

In Australia, Freeport is investigating the feasibility of mining nickel from
the Greenvale deposit discovered in Queensland. and is preparing to develop a
second nickel deposit, discovered at Nepean in Western Australia.

Since it seems unlikely that the United States will ever obtain Much of its
primary nickel from domestic sources, Freeport's nickel activities are Important
to our country. Foreign resources are available only If extraction of nickel from
low-grade deposits can be accomplished at realistic costs. Any increase in costs
of a U.S. company due to changes in depletion and the foreign tax credit would
discourage exploration and development of such prospects. Since foreign produc-
ers can avail themselves of tax Incentives afforded by their governments. which
recognize the significance of minerals to their respective economies, the proposed
change in H.R. 13270 would worsen the competitive position of United States
producers.

Another provision of H.R. 13270 would eliminate entirely the percentage de-
pletion deduction in the case of foreign oil and gas deposits. We concur with
the Treasury's position made before your Committee on September 4 to the effect
that "this provision (should) be deleted from the bill" since "the elimination of
percentage depletion on foreign deposits of oil and gas is unlikely to increase
U.S. revenues significantly, and will merely Increase the burden of foreign taxes
on U.S. 'businesses."

We urge rejection of Section 501 (a).

It. WHY THE PROPOSED CHANGES IN THE COMPUTATION OF TIE FOREIGN
TAX CREDIT SHOULD HE REJECTED

As domestic sources of vital minerals shrink, foreign exploration and deve-
opment becomes increasingly significant.

Since 1918 the United States has allowed a credit against the U.S. tax liability
on foreign-source Income for income taxes paid to foreign governments on such
income. The purpose of this credit is to achieve equality of treatment between
taxpayers and to prevent international double taxation. Many countries (for
example. the United Kingdom. France and The Netherlands) prevent Interna-
tional double taxation simply by not taxing foreign income of their citizens
which has already been subjected to foreign income taxes. The number of tax
treaties in which the United States and other countries are parties attest to
the widespread insistence that double taxation be avoided.

Section 431
Where a U.S. taxpayer uses the o~er country basi,4 in determining its foreign

tax credit, Section 431, contrary to existing law. would not in every instance
allow a full credit for foreign income taxes paid. Specifically this Section, by
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means of a complicated formula, would require a taxpayer who reduces his
U.S. tax on U.S. source Income by reason of a loss from operations in a foreign
country to pay back this benefit when income is later derived from that country
regardless of whether or not foreign taxes are actually paid on this income.
This proposed requirement would result in many instances in subjecting foreign
source income to double taxation and would therefore substantially restrict
the effectiveness of the foreign tax credit as a means of eliminating the double
taxation of income, thus unfairly increasing the tax burden on U.S. companies
and making them less able to meet foreign competition.

We urge rejection of Section 431.
Section 4832

This section would introduce a special limitation on the amount of credits
allowed for foreign income taxes paid in connection with foreign mineral pro-
ducing activities in situations where the foreign income taxes paid are deemed
to be royalties.

We believe the tests proposed to determine when foreign income taxes are to
be deemed to be royalty payments are artificial and inequitable.

W. support the statement presented before your Committee on September %L
by Edwin S. Cohen, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Tax Policy:

"If, then, this separate limitation in the bill regarding mineral income
is not justified on the ground that any foreign tax In excess of the effective
U.S. tax on mineral Income is a royalty, It works unfairly for mineral
companies as compared to all other U.S. taxpayers with foreign operations.
It completely denies mineral companies the opportunity, available to other
taxpayers, to average the excess of foreign tax over U.S. tax on mineral
income against any excess of U.S. tax over foreign tax on their other foreign
income."

We urge rejection of Section 432.
'As an alternative to Section 432, the Treasury Department proposes that

companies be denied the use against non-mineral income of excess foreign tax
credits created by the U.S. percentage depletion deduction on foreign mineral
income.

This complex proposal would arbitrarily increase tax burdens on foreign min-
eral income under the assumption that there Is some special problem in cur-
rent laws covering the taxation of such income. We believe this assumption to
be erroneous.

We urge rejection of this proposal.
Finally, in connection with Sections 431 and 432, it would in any event ap-

pear wise to postpone action in view of the Treasury Department's statement
before your Committee on September 4:

"We plan to present recommendations to Congress on this subject as a
part of comprehensive proposals relating to the taxation of foreign source
income which we are presently developing. .. .

MI. CONCLUSION

The real beneficiaries of mineral tax laws have been the American people,
who have seen an increasing supply of basic materials and energy sources at
reasonable prices. Our standard of living is higher than that of any other na-
tion, and we have the highest per capita production and consumption of min-
erals of any country in the world.

The wisdom of maintaining the existing law has been demonstrated. Dis-
covery of sulphur reserves and development of productive capacity achieved
at great expense and great risk, are evidence that the allowance has accom-
plished precisely what Congress intended. Similarly-in oil and gas, in nickel,
copper, and other minerals-tax provisions have encouraged Freeport and other
companies to take risks in both foreign and domestic exploration and develop-
ment which may otherwise have been too great to assume.

We are convinced that nothing should be done to reduce the incentive to
take such risks. We are convinced that it is in the interests of the nation and
of the public that the depletion allowance and the foreign tax credit continue to
spur the search for sulphur and other vitally needed minerals.

For the reasons set forth above, Freeport Sulphur Company respectfully re-
quests that your Committee reject Section 501(a), Section 431, and Section
432 of H.R. 18270.



LONoVIEw, TEX., September 22,1969.
Re Tax Reform Bill.

DEAR SENATOR YARBOROUGI: Regarding the Tax Reform bill that was passed
by the House of Representatives, which reduced the Oil & Gas Depletion Allow-
ance and of which certain Senators also are now advocating a large cut; I would
appreciate it very much If you would ask these certain Senators "Just who is
going to find new reserves and operate the industry in the future, if the incentives
are taken away from the highest risk business in this countryl?.

Our country must have large reserves of Oil & Gas for its future energy needs
and for any defense emergency that may come, but if the incentives like the
Depletion Allowance and intangible drilling expenses are taken away. young
men starting to college will have no interest in studying Geology, and/or Oil
Engineering. Losing them out of this field of business will be a loss to the country,
and more especially to the Independent Producer. All these crys of "Cut the
Depletion Allowance," "Import More Foreign Oil", "Lower the Price of Crude
Oil", dampens the interest in this field for our young students. If you will check
the records of the various Universities you will find that the number of students
who are taking courses pertaining to oil and gas is about 50% of what the number
was 10 years ago, and yet our energy needs in the future are going to be greater
than in the past, so that we will be needing more, not less, Geologist an(l
Engineers.

Ours is a big risk business, and I am a good illustration of that, during the
past two years I have participated in the drilling of 37 dry holes on wildcat
blocks of acreage. It takes money to wildcat and find oil, and many times the
Independent has ,to borrow to run this risk in drilling and to do business; so there
must be a fair incentive for a young Independent to take this risk. Let's not take
that chance away from him by removing all incentives.

We must find more reserves of oil and gas in the 48 states, as we cannot always
depend on foreign crude oil-nor can we even depend on the new Alaskan re-
serves, as they are highly vulnerable to military attacks both at the production
site and in -transit.

I realize a few men, in the past, made gigantic fortunes in the oil business, but
most of these fortunes were made when drilling was shallow; labor and supplies
were comparatively cheap. Its a new day now, drilling is deeper and costs are
way up.

For the future, and the good of our country, I hope that reason will prevail and
that our future energy requirements will not be jeopardized by persons who have
not really studied all the facets in the finding a barrel of crude oil.

Kindest regards,
Sincerely,

JOE MTCHER.

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY MOBIL CORP., NEW YORK, N.Y.

A. I. C!RITFRA FOR TAX REFORM

For tax reform to be tax improvement it should -meet certain constructive
criteria.

In his message of April 21, accompanying his original tax reform proposals,
President Nixon set out a numbner of such criteria.

In the next few paragraphs we restate President Nixon's tax reform criteria
and give the reasons why we think that HR 13270 and the Treasury suggestions
of September 4, 1969 do not measure up to these standards,

1. "The Amerkan people need and de8erveC a simplified federal tax system."-
HR 13270 has 367 printed pages of legislation which, as one member of the Ways
and Means Committee stated, will add another 20% to the bulk of the Internal
Revenue Code.

The Bill has already been characterized as "the Lawyers and Accountants
Relief Act of 1969."

It introduces a wide new variety of complexities and administrative burdens
to the tax law without the benefit of adequate hearings on the specific proposals.
The usual Treasury staff study did not take place with respect to many of the
provisions and the necessary and useful reviews by the appropriate committees
of bar and accounting associations have not yet occurred in the normal manner.
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The complex approach and the rapid timetable that has been adopted have pro-
duced many inconsistencies, gaps, and probably unintended results. We comment
on these in connection with sections 431, 432 and 501 in Part B. Similar problems
exist in many of the other sections. The section relating -to deferred compensation
is a case in point of added complexity. The taxation of "deferred compensation"
at rates other than those applicable in the year of receipt will require annual
recomputation of taxable incomes for 10, 20 or 30 back years by persons who
receive compensation on a deferred basis.

2. A program of tax reform should be developed within the limit. of fiscal
responsibility. We should "repeal the tax of inflation", "a cruel and unjust
tax."-The House Bill, especially after the Ways and Means Committee cor-
rected a "2.4 billion misunderstanding," creates hope for relief among millions
that may have to be paid for with Inflation. Inflation should be brought under
control before new deficits are generated by reductions in government revenues.
Until we have achieved more stable economic growth, it seems a mistake to
enact nominal tax relief that can only complicate the government's ability to
achieve a balanced program of fiscal responsibility.

3. Tax Policy should be equitable; it should not "soak" any group or give a
"break" to any other.-The revenue raising aspects of the bill are intended to
increase annual revenues by $6.9 billion after all the reforms have been phased
in. Practically all of it will come from corporations. We respectfully suggest
that the result is: "soak" the corporations.

Among corporations, the oil industry is particularly "soaked" by changes
raising its taxes: Depletion reduction and elimination; foreign tax credit reduc-
tion and production payment elimination would have to be borne in addition to
the taxes resulting from the revenue raising measures (such as repeal of invest-
ment credit and the cutback in certain depreciation) applicable to corporations
in general.

Among Individuals, investors in oil and gas operations are subjected to sig-
nificant tax increases. Furthermore, professionals and the salaried corporate
management group are especially hard hit by the cumulative impact of the fol-
lowing: increase in capital gain holding period; elimination of capital gains
alternative 25% tax; reduction of capital gains treatment of lump sum distribu-
tions front qualified pension and profit sharing plans; disallowance of interest
on certain invested borrowings; allocation of deductions; elimination of re-
stricted stock; and substantial elimination of deferred compensation.

4. Tax Policy should carefully distinguish between tax preferences that pro-
vide "social benefit" and "should be expanded" and those that are "inefeient or
subject to abuse" and "should be ended".-In the House Bill tax preferences
have in many cases been viewed as evil per se and their Incentive aspects not ade-
quately considered. Examples: capital gains rates are Increased and the hold-
ing period is lengthened (even if the gain Is due largely to inflation) ; the de-
duction for charitable contributions of appreciated property is substantially
reduced; accelerated depreciation on buildings, including new and rehabilitated
housing, is subject to recapture; Interest on state and local bonds is subjected
to tax.

The massive attack on the preferences applicable to oil and gas-motivated
by "symbolism"-is especially unfortunate. Some of the most significant changes
enacted by the House-those Involving percentage depletion and foreign opera-
tions--were not recommended by either the Nixon or the Johnson Administra-
tions. As recognized in the studies and proposals for tax reform developed by
the Treasury Department during the Administration of President Johnson:

"The tax treatment of this Industry, however, is only one aspect of many
relating to our energy industries and therefore bears a relationship to our
overall energy policies. These policies are of importance to national security,
our balance of payments, foreign trade, and other Important areas of public
concern in addition to tax fairness."

President Nixon has assumed personal responsibility for the oil imports pro-
gram and has commissioned a comprehensive review of the entire problem. The
decision as to whether the provisions relating to oil and gas are "inefficient or
subject to abuse" and should be ended or provide necessary "social benefit" and"should be expanded" should be made with reference to our overall policies as
to petroleum needs and national security, and ought not to be taken until the
President has had the opportunity to reach a decision based on that study and to
communicate his balanced evaluation to the Congress.

33-865 0-69-pt. 5- 72
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5. Good tax reform requires that we "thoroughly revico the entire Federal
Ta x system" and conider "recommendations for basic ehanges, along with full
analysis of the impact of those changes".-The single most frequent criticism
of 1969 tax reform action to date is that it has been done too hastily. We have
not had a thorough review of the entire Federal tax system. The Ways and
Means Committee wisely deferred consideration of the estate and gift tax pro-
visions of the Code. The Treasury has appropriately stated that the deferred
compensation provisions require more study. The same deliberate approach
should be adopted in other cases-especially the provisions relating to oil and gas.

Hasty action-and some members of the Ways and Means Committee stated
that haste in July made It imImssible for them to fully analymA- the impact of
the changes included In H.R. 13270-is not likely to lead to lasting tax reform.
Drafting of provisions affecting the oil and gas industry can only suffer if it must
be done before the results of the President's review of Imports and the Treasury's
study of the provisions regarding taxation of foreign income are avaLlable. Repeal
of the investment tax credit is premature while the President's newly appointed
committee is considering the impact of taxes on business. While all desire tax
reform now we respectfully suggest that sound tax reform requires the oppor-
tunity to fully analyze the impact of the changes being considered. If too short
a timetable is set it will be difficult to avoid having sound economics over-
whelmed by political symbolism.

A. II. II.R. 13270 IS ANTI-OIL. TIE TREASURY SUGGESTIONS OF SEPTEMBER 4 PROVIDE
SOME IMPROVEMENTS IN CERTAIN AREAS BUT ARE WORSE IN OTHERS

A. Termination of investment tax credit
Section 703 would terminate -the investment tax credit. The investment tax

credit termination would affect all business and not merely the oil industry. Its
weight would, however, bear particularly hard on capital intensive industries of
which the oil business is a prime example. The effective date provisions bear
heavily on all industry--especially industries such as oil that have long lead
times in their capital investment programs. The investment tax credit was en-
acted as a permanent part of our revenue system. It has served its purpose to
assure the modernization and competitiveness of U.S. industry. Its long term
effect is anti-inflationary. In the short term termination will produce confusion;
it will not aid the short term fight against inflation.
B. U.8. percentage depletion reduced to 20% (discussed in. detail in part B)

Sec. 501 would reduce the allowable rate of percentage depletion on U.S. oil
and gas wells to 20%. This would have an adverse effect on the U.S. oil and gas
industry that would be serious-far more serious than is suggested by the "CON-
SAD Report". Such a cut would require an increase- in gasoline prices or it
would result in an appreciably lower flow of capital into the business. The
Treasury did not propose a cut and in his recent press conference the President
reaffirmed that he believes it would be unwise to reduce the rate. We strongly
urge that the reduction should not be enacted.
0. Foreign percentage depletion eliminated (discussed in detail in part B)

Sec. 501 would eliminate percentage depletion of foreign oil and gas wells. Se,:,.
501 would treat foreign oil and gas in the same category as air, dirt, seawater
and other inexhaustible sources. Every other mineral that is granted percentage
depletion in the U.S. is also entitled to the deduction abroad. Most of the im-
portant minerals--as in the case with oil and gas today-are entitled to use the
same rate at home and abroad. The Treasury has recommended that the rate for
foreign depletion be the same as domestic; we strongly support the Treasury
position.
D. Production payment finanving. (Discussed in. detail in part B)

Sec. 501 would treat the sale of production payments as a loan regardless of
fact that the sale is recognized as such under applicable state law. This change
will unwisely eliminate the utility of such sales as a source of capital for oil
operations.
R. Foreign tax credit. (Discussed in detail in part B)

Sec. 431 provides for the recapture of foreign losses through a complicated
limitation on future allowable foreign tax credits. As proposed it would operate
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mievenly and we believe illogically. The major difficulty of the proposal how-
ever is that it is an oblique attack on the expensing of intangible drilling ex-
Ixiises by companies doing business abroad. The restriction of this incentive
raises serious policy questions. No such change should be made at least until
there has been a careful consideration of our overseas petroleum policy objectives.

Sec. 432 would limit the use of surplus foreign tax credits arising from foreign
mineral activities (narrowly defined). The reason given by the Ways and Means
Committee for the provision was the difficulty of distinguishing between foreign
income taxes and other payments such as royalties. The Treasury recommends
elimination of Sec. 432, pointing out that normal royalties are paid overseas as
they are in the V.S. We concur in the Treasury's recommendation.

The Treasury, however, In lieu of the House proposal, has suggested that
.surplus foreign tax credits arising as a result of the percentage depletion deduc-
tion be restricted.

The Treasury has also suggested that consideration be given to a further
restriction in cases in which the effective foreign income tax rate is greater
than 60%. The Treasury also announced that it Is conducting a comprehensive
review of the taxation of foreign income.

We believe that the foreign tax credit should apply uniformly to all taxpayers
and that there should be no special discriminatory provisions applicable to
mineral activities. We oppose enactment of Sees. 431 and 432.

In any event no changes in the foreign tax credit provisions should be made
pending the review that Treasury has undertaken.

F. LTP and allocation of deductions
Sees. 301 and 302 provide for a limitation on tax incentives currently granted

to individuals. Among the incentives to be limited are intangible drilling expenses
and percentage depletion. The Treasury has recommended that these provisions
should apply more onerously against oil and gas investments than has been pro-
vided in HR 13270. The underlying concept of the limitation provisions is ques-
tionable and there does not seem to be a persuasive rationale why oil and gas
investments should be treated more severely than other worthwhile investments
such as municipal bonds.

On September 4 the Treasury also proposed that in certain undefined circum-
stances intangible drilling expenses that had been deducted would be "recap-
tured"-i.e. restored to income at ordinary rates-when the property is sold.
While it appears that this provision would be limited to certain situations that
would have been covered by the 1TP provisions but for a Treasury proposed 60%
rule-it is not clear that it is so limited (no statutory languaige was proposed).
Even if it is so limited it seems unfair, and where applicable, could be a greater
burden than the relief from LTP originally granted under the Treasury proposal.

G. Gasoline tax deduction (Septenber,4 Treaury proposal)
The Treasury proposed on September 4 to increase income taxes on gasoline

users who itemize their deductions and thus currently claim the present allowa-
ble deduction for state gasoline taxes. For a state that charges a 6W gasoline tax,
this would result in an increase in the after tax cost of gasoline from 10 to 4¢
per gallon, depending upon the consumer's marginal income tax rate. This pro-
lsal would pyramid a large new gasoline cost on top of the predictable increases
that the remainder of the proposed legislation would force.

In sum HR 13270 and the Treasury message of September 4 are anti-oil In
general and in their specifics. No other sector of the economy is singled out for
such heavy new cumulative burdens. In the next section we discuss why such
action would be specially inappropriate at this time.

A. III. ANTI-OIL CHANGES IN THE TAX LAW SHOULD NOT BE ENACTED WITHOUT FULL
ANALYSIS OF THE CONSEQUENCES. CHANGES SHOULD BE MEASURE AGAINST U.S.
NATIONAL PETROLEUM OBJEIIVES

It is inappropriate to enact anti-oil changes because:
(a) The President is in the process of formulating national petroleum objec-

tives as a necessary part of the Presidential Imports Study.
(b) The facts will show that the U.S. owned oil industry needs to attract more

capital in the future than it has in recent years.
(c) Existing incentives and regulations (including those relating to U.S. gas)

have produced an industry that:
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(1) earns no more than a fair return on capital measured against other
industries;

(2) charges prices that have increased less than other prices;
(3) pays a fair share of tax when appropriate account is taken of state

and foreign taxes;
(4) has just been able to maintain the level of U.S. reserves (thus result-

ing in declining reserve/production ratios and a rapidity approaching gas
shortage).

It is inappropriate to enact changes in the taxation of oil and gas now because:
(a) Changes should be designed to meet our yet to be stated national petro-

leum objectives.
(b) There is as yet inadequate understanding of the consequences of change.

Certain opinions and studies have been published (e.g., CONSAD Report) that
come to erroneous conclusions because of invalid assumptions arising from this
lack of understanding.

(c) In recent months there have been dozens of proposed changes that have
been put forward as ways of achieving greater incentives at lower cost. To date
these proposals when studlied by the industry have not measured up to the stated
expectations of the sponsors.

(d) The existing structure has evolved over forty years. It is not likely that
an improved structure will be evolved without a careful objective, study by both
experienced operators and scholars. This kind of study has not yet taken place.
It Is most unlikely that changes motivated by political considerations will pro-
duce constructive changes in the national interest. We are confident that the
industry would stand ready to participate in such a study as it is now con-
tributing to the study of the imports question).

The deliberate approach being recommended need not take undue time. We
believe it likely that a statement of national petroleum objectives will be forth-
coming as a part of the President's decision on imports. An evaluation of our
oil and gas taxation system could be prepared for consideration by the Con-
gress promptly thereafter.

If the Congress feels constrained to act before the recommended studies have
been completed, we respectfully submit that it should evaluate any changes
in the light of the following: For reasons of:

(1) U.S. international freedom of action.
(2) Balance of Payments.
(3) The interests of our free world allies.
(4) Aid to developing nations.
We require- (in order of priority):
(1) A healthy domestic oil industry that can attract sufficient capital to find

sufficient oil and gas in the U.S. to maintain appropriate reserve/production
ratios. (Undue reliance on foreign oil should be avoided as long as possible.)

(2) A healthy U.S. participation in the Canadian oil and gas industry. (Ca-
nadian oil and gas should not be grouped with other foreign oil in light of
geographic, economic, historical and political considerations.)

(3) Adequate and diverse sources of supply of foreign oil in the hands of
U.S. companies.

Measured against these standards, we believe that on information now avail-
able it would clearly be a mistake to enact the anti-oil provisions discussed in
II. above.

A. IV. EFFECTIVE DATES OF CHANGES SHOULD BE EQUITABLE AND GRADUAL

Effective dates of tax reform legislation should be set with two objectives in
mind. They should not cause retroactive taxation and, where they will severely
affect particular groups of taxpayers, they should be phased in gradually.

Incentive provisions that have been in existence for many years as a result
of conscious Congressional policy decisions should in particular be protected
from retroactive or abrupt elimination. These provisons have often been chal-
lenged in the past but they have to date always been reaffirmed. It would be un-
fair and inefficient to make changes with effective dates prior to the time the
new provisions are signed into law. Earlier dates will catch many taxpayers



in midstream and will Impose burdens on transactions that never would have
been undertaken had the new tax burdens been known In advance.

If changes are to be made in the tax structure applicable to oil and gas-a
structure that has existed for forty years-the great number of people working
and investing in the petroleum industry will need time to adjust to new tax
levels if avoidable inequities and inefficiencies are not to be suffered. A gradual
approach to tax increases proposed by H.R. 13270 is particularly appropriate
with respect to the oil and gas industry because of the magnitude of the tax
increases and the fact that they will fall In large part on income from invest-
ments made under present tax law. Thus, for example, if percentage depletion
rates are to be reduced, they should, in no event, be reduced by more than one
percentage point in any year. Should restrictions be placed on the extent to which
foreign losses can be used as deductions, such restrictions should not be placed
on losses arising from existing concessions. There should be at least a three-year
grace period to minimize inequities relating to existing work commitments. We
do not mean to suggest that a gradual elimination of these deductions would not
produce undesirable effects. We do suggest, however, that a gradual change would
produce fewer undesirable effects than an abrupt change.

There are examples of gradualism in H.R. 13270 and in the Treasury recom-
mendations with respect to tax Increases proposed for many groups of taxpayers.
The concept Is also made applicable with respect to rate reductions. A similar
approach is called for to the extent that Congress decides that it should change
the taxation of oil and gas at this time. Furthermore, if the investment tax credit
is to be permanently eliminated from the Revenue Code, its repeal should be
prospective and It should be phased out with a 1% reduction per annum rather
than abruptly cancelled.

It. DISCUSSION OF SECTION 431 ("FOREIGN TAX CREDIT REDUCTION IN CASE OF FOREIGN
LOSSES"), SECTION 432 ("SEPARATE LIMITATION ON FOREIGN TAX CREDIT WITH
RESPECT TO FOREIGN MINERAL INCOME"), AND SECTION 501 ("NATURAL RESOURCES")

The portions of the Tax Reform Act most adverse to U.S. oil corporations are
Sections 431, 432 and 501. They are marred by the same flaws that are common
to a large part of the Tax Reform Act: excessive and sometimes discriminatory
new taxes imposed on a relatively small group of taxpayers; inattention to
harmful long term consequences to the country; and statutory drafting that is
often difficult to understand.
Section 431 ("Foreign tax credit reduction in case of foreign los8es")

(a) S n rnay
Section 431 Is applicable only to taxpayers doing business abroad and electing

the per-country method of computing allowable foreign tax credits. It provides
that If such a taxpayer sustains a loss in a foreign country, foreign tax credits
attributable to profits subsequently earned there must be reduced under a highly
complex formula. The purpose of the Section, according to the House Ways
and Means Committee Report (page 117), Is to permit the Treasury to recapture
the U.S. tax benefits originally obtained by the taxpayer through the deduction
of the loss.

(b) Drafting flaws
There are numerous drafting flaws In this Section. For example, it requires

a disallowance of foreign tax credits even where the loms gave no U.S. tax benefit,
it provides no time limit within which the recapture can occur, It contains no
requirement that recapture can be applied only with respect to profits from the
business operation that caused the loss, It can under rather ordinary circum-
stances cause a double recapture, it does not apply If an election to credit foreign
taxes is not in effect in the loss year, and it can result in recapture upon the total
abandonment of a loss project where nothing of value Is salvaged.

(c) Conceptual error
More serious than the drafting errors Is the misconception of the Ways and

Means Committee (page 116 of the Report) that a U.S. taxpayer can now
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receive a double tax benefit by (I) deducting a foreign loss from domestic income
in the year incurred and (ii) claiming a foreign tax credit against U.S. taxes
otherwise payable on eventual income from that country. Tile implications are
that the loss is deductible but the profit is non-taxable. The second implicatioll
is wrong. The taxpayer would have had no foreign tax credit to apply to tihe
foreign profit if he had not first paid foreign tax on that income. The fact that
the tax is paid to a foreign government is of no significance to the taxpayer. His
tax burden in both the loss and profit years is exactly the same as if the losses and
profits had been incurred in the U.S. (It may even be greater if foreign tax is
imposed in excess of the U.S. rate.) This is precisely the result tile foreign tax
credit is designed to achieve.

(d) Reasons for Rejection
This Section, by prohibiting the crediting against U.S. taxes of certain foreign

income taxes, deviates from the concept that foreign mnd U.S. income should be
taxed in the aggregate at the same rates. This concept of tax neutrality is today
firmly embedded in the Internal Revenue Code and in our international network
of treaties prohibiting double taxation of the same income. The Section i; partic-
ularly objetlon'able because it was -included in the Act primarily as an indirect
means of attacking international oil corporations' deductions for drilling ex-
penoes in foreign countries before profitable production is established. While not
denying a deduction for these expenses, the recapture provision is designed to
have substantially tile same effect. This backdoor and extremely complex ap-
proach to the question should be rejected. If 'the deduction for foreign intangible
drilling costs is to be restricted or denied, it should be done openly and only
after a thorough survey of the economic and other consequences of such a change.
Section 432 ("Scparate limitation on foreign tax credit with respect to foreign

mineral income")

(a) Summary
Section 432 provides that a foreign tax imposed on foreign mineral income

can only be used as a credit against U.S. income tax on mineral income from the
same country, despite the fact that ithe taxpayer may have elected the overall
limitation. It is designed to prevent heavy foreign income taxes Imposed on min-
eral profits from being applied as credits against U.S. taxes on other more lightly
taxed kinds of -foreign income.

(b) Justiflcation
The Committee Report (page 117) justifies this legislation on the basis of the

alleged difficulty of determining whether a part of foreign income taxes paid
on mineral production is really noncreditatle royalty.

(c) Reasons for Refection
High foreign taxes on oil production cannot be characterized as disguised

royalties. Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Cohen in his statement on Sep-
tember 4, 1969 before the Senate Finance Oommittee noted that foreign countries
often receive royalty payments greater than those paid in the U.S. He also
noted that foreign countries frequently Impose Income tax on non-mineral in.
come in excess of U.S. rates. Mobil Oil Corporation agrees with the Treasury's
conclusion that Section 432 would work unfairly for mineral producing companies
as compared with other U.S. taxpayers with foreign operations and that it
should be deleted.

(d) Treasury substitutes and reasons for rejection
Mobil does not believe that the Treasury's substitute suggestions are well con-

ceived. These involve a disallowance of excess foreign tax credits to the extent
attributable either to percentage depletion or to foreign taxes on mineral income
imposed at rates over 60%. Although the first suggestion is much preferable to
the total disallowance of percentage depletion on foreign production proposed
in Section 501 of the Act, It still would remove, unwisely in our opinion, a portion
of tile tax benefit stemming from the depletion allowance.

The concept of disallowing credits for foreign taxes in excess of 60% was re-
viewed by the Treasury before the Senate Finance Committee but was not recom-
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mended. In fact, the Treasury concluded that as a general matter, it is difficult to
justify dealing more harshly with high foreign taxes on foreign mineral income
than on other types of income. We agree that disallowance of foreign tax credits
solely because they result from high foreign taxes on mineral income would be
discriminatory and believe the idea should be abandoned.

Section 501 ("Natural resources")
Section 501 proposes two important tax changes affecting the oil industry.
Section 501(a) would change current percentage depletion rules and section

501(b) would convert certain mineral property interests into loan transactions.

(a) Summary (Section 501 (a)))
Section 501 (a) would reduce percentage depletion rates on income from oil

and gas wells from 271A,% to 20%, for domestic production and to zero for foreign
production. Mobil Oil Corporation objects to these changes.

( b) Julstification

Reduction in depletion rates is justified by the Ways and Means Committee
(page 137 of the Report) on the grounds that the 271A/% rate provides an un-
necessary stimulant to drilling and that the revenue cost of depletion allowances
and the resulting tax deductions to oil producers are too great.

(o) Reasons for rejection (Section 501 (a) )
The Umited States, through a multitude of U.S. enterprises, currently con,

trols the ample, secure supply of reasonably priced oil and gas that is vital to
the country's safety and well being. To tamper with this state of affairs by
reducing or eliminating such a key incentive as percentage depletion without
first making a careful forecast of its impact on exploration, production and
prices would be a mistake. The only study of this question known to have been
available to the House Ways and Means Committee as they considered Section
501(a) is a document entitled "The Economic Factors Affecting the Level of
Domestic Petroleum Reserves" prepared for the Treasury Department during
1908 by the CONSAD Research Corporation and forwarded without comment
by the Treasury to -the Ways and Means Committee on March 11, 1969.

The CONSAD Report is filled with false assumptions, and is based on obso-
lete data. Perhaps its most significant error was the assumption that wells
would continue to be drilled even where it was clear that their costs would not
be recovered. The Report is not a proper basis on which to formulate legislative
policy. It is submitted that, consistent with President Nixon's decision to retain
the present oil import quota system until he has considered the report of the
Cabinet Task Force on Oil Import Control, a decision on the merits of reducing
domestic or foreign oil depletion rates should be postponed until a complete
study, in which the oil industry is permitted to participate, is made of the effects
of reduction.

(d) Reason8 for retaining foreign depletion (Section 501(a))
Whatever decision is made as to the proper depletion rate for oil and gas wells,

it should continue to be applicable to foreign as well as domestic production.
There is no explanation 'In the Ways and Means Committee Report as to why
the desirability of eliminating percentage depletion on foreign production out-
weighs its obvious di.sservice to the concept of tax neutrality except that at
page 137 it is stated that foreign depletion "results in a large loss of revenue
without commensurate advantages." In its analysis of the revenue effect of
this elimination on page 138, however, the Committee Report predicts that all
but approximately 10% of the $100 million gross tax revenue gain would, after
1970, be offset by unused foreign tax credits or eliminated by increased foreign
taxes, Thus, it appears that the foreign depletion allowance has a net U.S.
tax revenue cost of no more than $10 million per year, and that its elimination
would soon result in foreign governments receiving $9 in extra tax revenue for
$1 received by the U.S. Furthermore, there would be a predictable deteriora-
tion in our competitive posture as to new foreign exploration projects. The
Treasury opposes the elimination of foreign percentage depletion. Mobil strongly
supports the Treasury's position.
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(c) ,unmary (Section 501(b))
Section .501 (b) of the Act would add a new Section 636 to the Internal Revenue

Code to provide that a mineral production payment, whether retained or carved
out, would be treated as a loan to the owner of the underlying working interest
rather than as a separate property interest held by the owner of the payment.
The effect of this new rule would be to include the production payment in the in-
conie of the owner of the underlying working interest as the mineral is produced.

(f) Reasons for rejection (Sectio 501 (b) )
The propriety of treating any production payment as a loan is open to serious

question, since in fact no loan exists and no party is obligated to make payments
to another from his general funds. This is true whether or not an A-B-C trans-
action occurs and whether or not the payment is carved out or retained.

On a more practical level, retained payments are normally created when a
mineral -property is sold, and creating an artificial loan out of a retained payment
would presumably reduce the purchase price of the property to reflect the tax
that the purchaser would have to absorb on the income accruing to the production
payment. The burden would then fall on the seller, typically an independent oil
operator, and would strike another blow at the incentive to these persons to search
for new oil and gas reserves. As is the case with the other portions of the Act
directly affecting the petroleum industry, the effect of this removal of incentives
(an only be guessed, since no competent analysis has been made.

The proceeds of a carved out production payment are the economic equivalent of
prepaid income received by any businessman for services or goods to be delivered
in the future. At the insistence of the Internal Revenue Service, the courts have
held for many years that prepaid income is taxable when received and not when
the contract is completed by the seller. Section 501 (b) proposed to reverse this
rule for the mineral industry alone, so that the seller of a carved out production
payment will not be considered, for tax purposes, to have received income until
the aetnal production of the mineral has occurred. It is submitted that this is dis-
crininatory legislation and should be eliminated.

STATEMENT BY JAYE F. DYER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, APACtE CORP.

UNIQUE FORMULA PROVIDES ECONOMIC THRUST

A unique tax formula has been at work in the United States over the past 35 to
40 years, giving powerful thrust to America's economic growth.

This formula embodies two key elements which, when applied together, have
contributed significantly to the generation of the strongest, most dynamic economy
in the history of mankind.

Those two elements are:
1. The progressive, confiscatory income tax
2. And, tax incentives

Taken alone, the high income tax rate stifles individual initiative and thereby
becomes a deterrent rather than a thrust to economic growth.

But when combined, these two elements tend to encourage the flow of risk
capital into the economy. Dollars taxed at lower rates would simply be paid in
taxes. When subject to high confiscatory rates, these same dollars are attracted to
investments which offer tax incentives.

Thrust has been given to the petroleum industry by this very combination of
elements-the rapid increase in income tax rates in the early 1930s, following
adoption of the depletion provisions, and then the vitally important provision for
expensing intangible drilling costs.

During that 35-40 year period, our gross national product has catapulted from
less than $60 billion to nearly $900 billion-testifying to the dynamics of the Ainer-
ican economic formula.

To substantially alter either the income tax rates, or tax incentives applicable
to the oil indwqtry, would upset the fine balance and do immeasurable harm to not
only the petroleum industry but our total economy as well.



INCENTIVES SIIOULD BE BROADENED

Rather than reduce such incentives, they indeed should be broadened and
put to work to meet other national needs, to solve social and economic problems
just as they have hellkd create a strong and productive ljtroleum industry.

Similar incentives could attract risk capital into the solution of the short-
age of low-income housing, the control of pollution, development of parks and
recreational land, rural economic development.

American Ingenuity, as demonstrated by your lunar landing, is capable of ac-
comlplishing virtually any objective it. sets out to achieve. Given the economic
incentive, the American investor will tackle any job deemed to be In the national
interest. Americans want to invest . . this Is the basic cause of the American
economic miracle.

APACE CORPORATION IS A CASE IN POINT

My company, Apache Corporation, is a case in point. I can categorically state
that we would not be in business today If it weren't for the dynamic combina-
tion of economic elements I have cited.

Application of that formula has made it possible, over the past 15 years, to
build a $59 million corporation owned by 8.0X) shareholders, employing more
than 2,000 people In 11 states.

Apache's original business, and still our primary endeavor, is the operation
of petroleum exploration and production programs for individual investors. Those
investors are successful professional men and businessmen who are putting the
product of their labors to work creatively. They are risking dollars in the highly
speculative business of petroleum exploration in the hope of earning a return
commensurate with that risk. Perhaps even more importantly, they are con.
tributing to our National income by the discovery of new energy sources and
the multiplier effect of their expenditure as it cycles through our economy.

Employing that private risk capital, Apache explores for and develops new
oil and gas reserves throughout the United States and Canada.

For the sake of simplicity, I will deal in round numbers. Over the past 10
years, Apache has liut some $100 million of normally taxable Income to work
in the search for and production of petroleum.

Of that $100 million, approximately $50 million would have been paid in fed-
eral income taxes had it not been invested in petroleum exploration and produc-
tion. Thus, the high tax rates forced $50 million into the private sector of our
economy, which was accompanied by another $50 million. It was attracted to the
petroleum industry by the existing tax incentives.

Now let's take a look at the economic thrust those dollars generated:
1. The $100 million was paid principally as wages and salaries to employees

of drilling contractors, petroleum service companies, and others supplying goods
and services. It contributed to finding more than 300 million barrels of petroleum
reserves.

2. $37 million have been returned to investors as their share of oil and gas sold
thus far, with additional income to flow over a period of 20 or more years.

3. $9.5 million has been earned by the company and its shareholders for man-
aging the drilling activity.

4. Three other company divisions have been spawned by the income and equity
produced by oil. One operates public utility firms, another manufactures tools
and equipment for Industry and government, and the third develops and oper-
ates urban and suburban real estate.

The U.S. Treasury, too. has benefited directly from this economic thrust. As
the attached chart (Chart I) shows, each dollar of tax incentive will generate
$1.20 of taxes as it flows through our economy prior to reaching the Treasury.
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CHART I

APACHE PETROLEUM
EXPLORATION
PAYABLE - 20% MORE THAN

TAX INCENTIVE
TAXES

$60 MILLION

$50 MILLION

THROUGH
ECONOMY

. 4
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1. Expenditures for services generates about $35 million of income taxes paid
by wage earners.

2. Corporate suppliers will pay about $4.4 million in corporate income taxes.
3. Investors will pay about $21 million of income taxes on the production rev-

enue derived from their share of the discovered Itroleum reserve.
. 4. Therefore the $50 million tax incentive will provide about $60.4 million in

taxes.
This represents only a portion of the multiplier effect caused by our confisca-

tory tax incentive system. Further, it is probable that none of the $100 million
would be available if it were not for the incentives of the depletion provision and
the deduction of intangible drilling expenses.

U.S. CAPITAL DEVELOPED CANADIAN INDUSTRY

Another case in point is the development of the petroleum industry in Western
Canada. There is very little tax incentive for Canadian citizens to invest in
petroleum exploration. But U.S. taxpayers derive the same benefit from an invest-
ment in that country as the United States. So, here again, the magnet of oppor-
tunity, supported by our dynamic tax formula, has attracted U.S. risk capital,
totalling some $10 billion during the last 22 years, to the development of the
vast Western Canada oil industry. By comparison, it is estimated that only $4
billion of Canadian capital has been invested there. Thus, major impetus to an
important Canadian industry has been provided by U.S. dollars.

In passing, I would venture that the recent Alaskan oil discoveries, so impor-
tant in our total domestic reserve picture, would not have been made were it not
for the combination of tax elements cited here. Petroleum exploration of the
North Slope began in about 1944 under the auspices of the federal government.
Little economic value has been contributed to the nation by that activity. On the
other hand, the petroleum industry, operating under the tax incentive system,
began significant exploration in 1964, and this year-five years later-has in-
creased the domestic reserve by at least 20% and has provided the State of
Alaska with more than $1 billion and a continuing source of income for several
decades.

WHY INCENTIVES ARE NEEDED

Critics of petroleum tax provisions are saying: "Why so much fuss about oil?
The industry appears to be in robust health. World-wide supplies are almost
limitless. A little belt-tightening in the interest of tax reform is a small price to
pay."

These premises may all be true, considering the industry on a global basis.
But the very factors taken into account in initially establishing the tax struc-

ture for oil are even more salient today for the very survival of the domestic oil
industry.

Other testimony, I am sure, has discussed these factors in detail, and I will not
attempt to reiterate that evidence. Let me simply cite some of the key reasons
why oil tax provisions should be preserved:

1. Our nation's defense and economic well-being require an adequate domestic
source of oil.

2. A high risk factor works against the attraction of all but very speculative
capital.

3. High costs have reduced the amount of drilling activity.
4. As a nation we are rapidly consuming known existing reserves, thus bring-

ing about an impending shortage.
The threat of a petroleum shortage is not a theoretical one. It exists here and

now and is most vividly seen in the diminishing availability of natural gas.
John G. Winger points out in the August 26, 1969 issue of "The Petroleum

Situation" published by Chase Manhattan Bank, that conditions could rapidly
reach a critical stage for the nation's natural gas industry and its customers.

As he indicates, gas is found incidental to the search for oil. And if the industry
severely curtailed its hunt for oil in the United States, very little additional gas
would be found, and although gas can be imported, the potential sources are
limited and more costly.

On the basis of Chase Manhattan surveys, Mr. Winger has expressed the opin-
ion to u4 that at least $3 billion more per year must be spent in the U.S. for oil ex-
ploration and development just to maintain our current level of self-sufficiency.
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ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY IN QUESTION

In reality, the point we face today in the dtiscusslon of so-called tax reform is
it philosophical one: Who spends more productively, government or private
nterprise?

'Tlle alternative to incentive is subsidy.
.lk'aking for but one small segment of it giatit ilnlustry, I tillhiesitatingly go oil

record as being opposed to subsidy. Just s strongly do 1 urge tihe continltion of
existing oil tax Incentives:

1. The 27/4% depletion allowance.
2. Thilt deduction of intangble drilling expenses.
These are not "loopholes" hi themselves. Their misuse is. And certainly I

conticur that the 155 inillioniires who reportedly escape all taxes Indeed are nis-
using these incentives.

Rather 'than diminish or curtail the incentives which, when harnessed to the
progressive income tax system have given dynamic thrust to our total economy,
let us expand those incentives and broaden then to other areas. In the hands
of creative, motivated men they can produce solutions to our most crying national
needs. And all America will benefit.

STATEMENT OF HENRY C. VAN RENSSELAER

Application of H.R. 13270 to Independent Canadian Oil and Gas Companies

My testimony is submitted as a United States citizen and as a Vice P1resident
and director of Bow Valley Industries, Ltd., an independent Canadian oil and gas
company whose common shares are listed on tile American Stock Exchange. I am
deeply troubled over the effect of the provisions of HI.R. 13270 relating to the
elimination of foreign depletion and the provisions of that Bill and of the Ad-
ministration's proposals relating to limitations on the use of deductions for
Intangible drilling expenses. I am concerned that enactment of any of these pro-
posals will reduce the availability of Canadian oil and gas to the Tnited States
and will adversely affect the future of independent Canadian oil and gas com-
panies. I an also concerned that enactment of any of these proposals will impede
the economic growth of western Canada, and, concomitantly, reduce western
Canadian purchasing power for United States products.

The interest of the United States in the continued development of Canadian
oil reserves which are linked to the United States by pipeline and secure from, the
viewpoints of national defense and political stability is clear. It is even more
clearly in the interest of the United States consumer that Canadian gas re-
serves, which now stand at 47.6 trillion cubic feet and are expected to eventually
exceed 700 trillion cubic feet, be developed rapidly enough to prevent a major
escalation in past prices in the United States, where domestic reserves are not at
present considered adequate to accommodate the future market. In 1968, 4 7 r of
total Canadian gas sales of 1.2D trillion cubic feet went to the United 'tates, the
export percentage having risen from 14% since 1957.

Either the elimination of foreign depletion or the adoption of the restrictions
placed on the use of deductions for intangible drilling expenses under the Alloca-
tion of Deductions provision of H.R. 13270 would have a substantial adyerse
effect oil the future exploration for oil and gas in Canada. Enactment of\,the
proposal of the Administration also to include intangible drilling expense.\ in
the Limit on Tax Preferences unless at least 60% of the taxpayer's gross incoine
is derived from the sale of oil and gas would be even more damaging. I

Total oil and as exploration expenditures in western Canada last year wer\(
.just under $500,000,000, with independent companies drilling 59% of the ex-\
ploratorv wells. A survey conducted by the TNdeuendent Petroleum Association
of Canada among the 125 companies comprising its membership reveals that in
excess of $100,000.000 of ,the Canadian indpendents' annual exploration budget
currently comes from United States Individual and corporate participants with
the greater part coming from individual spending. An exonmle of the linutict
of the proposed legislation on this exploration Is the case of our company, whose
explorAtIon program amounted to $4.004.128 in the fiscal year ended May 31.
1969. $3.307.084. or approximately 82.5%. was provided by a small group of
United States individual Investors who have notified us that they expect to
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terminate their activities with our company if Congress eliminates depletion
on Canadian oil and gas production or restricts tile use of deductions for
intangible rollingg expenses.

The elimination of foreign depletion would have a particularly serious effect
o41 U.S. oil and gas investments in Canada due to a provision in Canadian tax
law (to which the U.S. individual or corporate participant having operations
in Canada is subject) classifying gains from sales of oil and gas property as
ordinary income. This provision of Canadian tax law was enacted in 1962,
at which time the Canadian law was also changed to permit certain purchasers
of oil and gas properties to currently expense the cost of all land or production
acquisitions. Under the combination of Canadian and United States tax laws
to which a United States investor would be subject, in the absence of U.S.
depletion there would be no way for such an investor to realize on his invest-
mient without paying either Canadian ordinary income rates with a top bracket
of 80%, in the event of a sale, or United States ordinary income rates with a top
bracket which is presently 77% (including tile surcharge), in tile event tile
property is held for income. Ihup, if the U.S. depletion deduction were elilmi-
nated for Canadian oil and gas production, the U.S. investor would be taxed
full ordinary income rates in Canada if he siold his interest and at full ordinary
income rates in the United States if he operated it.

Tile proposal to restrict the full benefits of the deduction of intangible drilling
expenses under the Allocation of Deductions provisions of H.R. 13270 is all addi-
tional factor making individual investors il Canadian oil and gas drilling ven-
tures reluctant to make forward commitments at the present time; the threat of
enactiment of the Administration's proposal relating to including intangible drill-
ing expense.,; il tile Limit of Tax Preferences in the case of taxpayers deriving
less than 60% of their gross income from oil and gas is even more serious. This
is so because the exploration programs of a number of individual Investors (who
typically do not derive 60% of their gross income fronl oil and gas) have, to
date, not beel particularly profitable even under present tax laws. In the case
of exploration programs mallaged by my company, investors over the last ten
years have participated in 21W) exploratory wells without experiencing a really
significant discovery. While our exploration is primarily designed to find major
reserves, and is, therefore, involved in a large percentage of high risk ventures,
our results are closer to typical than the sensational discovery and "get-rich-
quick" story which the public popularly identifies with the oil and gas
independent.

The independents are the higll-risk exploration arm of the Canadian oil and
gas industry. Using their own cash flow and acting as managers for U.S. individ-
ual investors tile independents habitually drill prospects which the major com-
panies consider too risky to drill in their lower tax brackets. As a consequence,
the independents drill many dry holes but they also make many of the major
discoveries, indicating that exploration for oil and gas is a long way from being
a precise science and that it still takes a lot of. drilling and, at times, exulora-
tion concepts not necessarily developed by the major companies to find large
reserves. In fNet. the three most notable gas discoveries in western Canada dur-
Ing the past few years-Edson, Quirk Creek and Strachan-Ricinus--involving
reserves expected to exceed 5 trillion cubic feet were all made bv independents
who use exploration funds provided by U.S. individual investors. During the
same period the largest oil discovery in Canada was nade by a small independent
company in the Zama-Rainbow country in the northwestern part of Alberta.
Tile company in question had experienced a decade of disappointing exploration
results and investor discouragement. Tile discovery was made in an "rea written
off by the malor companies as gas-prone and opened up a trend which now has in
excess of a billion barrels of proven oil reserves.

The exploration for oil and gas is a high risk business and cannot compete for
capital with less risky investments unless the tax benefits are correspondingly
high. Even under present tax laws the rate of return on invested capital for the
oil Industry is comparable to the rate of return of other less risky industries.
Any cutback on the ability of taxpayers to deduct intangible drilling expenses or
to secure depletion deductions on production will deal a severe blow to the inde-
pendent segment of the oil and gas Industry due to its reliance on exploration
funds from individuals and corporations with non-oil and gas income. The result
would be a further concentration of the industry in the hands of the larger com-
panies and a lower level of exploration activity and eventual higher prices to the
consumer.
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Whatever the Justifications may be for eliminating depletion on foreign oil and
gas production, these arguments are not applicable to the Canadian situation.
The discovery of additional Canadian oil and gas reserves is important to the
United States for economic and defense conditions; recent discoveries on the
North Slope of Alaska have served to confirm the potential of the Canadian Artic
as a future major source of supply to North America. Accepting that fact, it is
essential that a full tax deduction for drilling expenses be accorded to encourage
investment in the type of expensive, high risk exploration ventures typical of
northern development. The acknowledged argument in favor of domestic deple-
tion-the stimulation of discovery and development of oil and gas deposits to
make the United States self-sufficient and independent of questionable supplies
of foreign oil and gas-has equal validity in support of depletion for Canadian
oil and gas production.

In sum, I urge your committee to:
(1) retain the depletion allowance for oil and gas production in Canada;

and
(2) retain the present unencumbered deduction for intangible drilling

expenses.
There is, of course, well established precedent for shaping U.S. law and policy

to take into account the special relationship between the U.S. and Canada, and
especially their economic interdependence. Examples in point are the recent
favorable treatment given Canada under the interest equalization tax and the
Foreign Direct Investment Regulations. Furthermore, In view of the emerging
unified Continental oil and gas policy, it would make no sense to discriminate
against Canadian oil and gas exploration and production through U.S. tax
legislation.

October 2, 1969.
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Written testimony received by the committee expressing an
interest in the subject of natural resources (oil and gas)

CONGOItFHS OF TI' UNITED STATES,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

l'ash ington, D.C., October 7, 1969.
Senator RUSSELL LONG,
Chairman, Scntatc Finance Coinin ittee,.. ,4cnttt, Washintifon, D.C.

I)EAR SENATOR LONG: WIReI congress s first instituted percentage (IOpletion in
1926, it did so in reaffirmation of its belief expressed in the discovery depletion
provisions of 1918, that an equitable system of taxing petroleum income was in
the national interest. The Congress knew then that a society which wits fast
moving to higher levels of manufacturing and agricultural productivity would
require plentiful supplies of economical and efficient fuel to energize its produc-
tion machine ery. It knew also that the high risks of exploring for oil and gas
required fair incentives to attract investment of the capital needed to do the job.

This is why percentage dephtion was (,nacted and this is why Congress has
reaiffirned the provision after many, ilany examinations of the original provision.

How wise was the decision to provide incentives for capital investment isbrought home to us in our daily lives through enjoyment of the highest standard
of living In the world, a standard of living made possible in America by the effec-
tive and widespread use of petroleum which now provides 75% of the energy
used by machines for producing goods: for generating power; for transporta-
tion; and for planting and harvesting our rich agricultural produce.

The United States now faces -the greatest challenge in its history for finding
oil and gas. In the next ten years, we need to find about 80 billion barrels of oil
according to the Department of the Interior. We are advised that the capital re-
quirements to explore for and to develop these new reserves are about double
the average annual rate of investment for the last decade.

New capital certainly cannot he attracted and much of the presently employed
capital cannot he expected to remain in this risky business if producers are
burdened with the inequitable measures proposed in H.R. 13270. Exploration is
vital to our national economy and to our national security. We must not in the
future -turn out to be a have-not nation dependent upon foreign powers for ourenergy supplies. Our national mineral resources policy should continue to en-
courage exploration and development of doinestic petroleum reserves needed for
the future. The policy has worked well in the past. It is required for the future.

I represent a District which has for niany years been an important supplier of
oil and gas to the people of the State of California. Thousands of people are em-
ployed in the petroleum industry of California, and California is the largest
petroleuni consumer in the nation. We need all the oil and gas we can produce inCalifornia and must also import supplies from other states. The'future well being
of the people of my District and of my State is heavily dependent upon adequate
supplies of oil and gas.

Many of my constituents are small independent producers who would be espe-
cially hard hit by the provisions of IT.R. 13270. Many of them would find their
operations uneconomical if 11.R. 13270 were enacted, and would find it necessary
under the burdens of 11.1t. 13270 to shut down and -ibandon some of their pres-
ent producing properties. This would be an irreparable loss to the people of Cal-
ifornia: would cause loss of employment: and would defeat the very purpose of
the taxing statutes by drying up forever the sources of revenue which produce
taxes. And T submit that what is a loss to the people of California is also a serious
loss to the nation.

I have received letters from hundreds of people in my District protesting theanti-petroleum provisions of H.R. 13270. They object to any redudtlon in deple-tion. They also object to the other provisions of H.R. 13270, and to the related
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plm)lPtils tof the 'i't isury 1 )epal itletit which ntre 141liliale to IltliiiltillIs ill

comiputattions tititltr tIhe Iilltell Tax Pretfe'rence't and1( allocationl of D eductions
provisions. 'iThey see the ts5' 1 littte iliitrt thl ItIZ 1 thIintly (isiglisedi atnd indirect
littlitk o11 ptercentta ge tiepi-let illid 111(1 ituligilile drtilling costs. I coiit tIll tihosv
views.

I most, respectfully ur~ge your. oppoHsitionl to all1 themte 11titise proposis w~hichl
would Undt'rititte tile' Inlcentivest' lt'ded( to 11011) liNsslretil 411adeq(lilltt Supply3 of
(loillestic oil 11lild gals for toul t'cotinl( welt being till(] 0111' tiitioitil set'tity.

Plt'atst titaike tis letter at liitter of record of tile heat rings prlesenly3 Illig Coll-4
(Iltttetl by tit(.t'itttte Viliaice &'omnnitt'e oil tit X rtevisiont.

Sintcerely,
1l011 MAlIIIAS,
U.,15. (Yongrc88man.

STArTEMEINT SUBlMITT'ED) BY .10N~ M1. EVANS, I)F.NVER, COLO.

Ret propo(sed( rt'tltetion of oil a111( gals dele~tt loll allowzttwve.
( - I N~i~r'EN lThis stteiet is sliitllittt'd (l Neititif o1f tll wife 1111d iiibet's of

liex fitmtily, several of whom own some mitaei'ai interests. The only itncomte re-
ceiveti from these interests Is fromt leasing anld, Inl it few illtitaces, Sotile oil anid
gals royalties.

Thle legishit loll now)~ unideri consideration proposed's to redtice tlt- oil atnd gats
deplet ion allowancie from 27 l per centt to 20 pe'r cent but it still allows it 50 pter
ventt deduction onl stale of long term eapiltail asst't.

Onet wilo ownIs minetrals oIwns it capitall asset. ()il or gals Ill place Ittaly lbe lost
by itligrattiotl butt, of course, that, is true (If the( siltrt'ace of tite land wil('1 maly
he' lost by ebrosionl 01' land slide, antd lantd may3 lbe lo1st ly tilt shiftling of it streamt
M~'itch Is it p~roperty boundary. P'ersontal property wichl Is a1 cipitall asset tltt
Ito' lost lit~ many13 way's. Tiherefore, thlt mtigrittory ntutre (If oil mnd gals does not
prevent its hi)lig it catpil liwset mtid It is sto t realteti for most purposes ii ou11
Intternal IRevenue laws.

If tilt, mineral owner's lessee achleitts pro'tduictiont of tit(, oil or gals, the ownter
Sells 1i1is sliltre of thoilt41 or gas (tilt,, royallty') Jutst its the owner otf any3 other calli-
till asset sells his prt'JeI'ty atld wviteu timt- oil 1111id gals deposit. Is dtepleted. thlt
eltlpitall atsst't is4 golt' fotr good.

We' sliillt. therefore. 11t It it 15Inequlitalet a11n( disciiitittory to allow thlt
(mie f it ('tlitil atsset it 50 11Cr, celit dedutctionl W~illie lt lowinig tilt' Illint''al Ownlel

only13 27 1, perl ve(nt. using it eis. bause of ze'ro totl titt'- oil 4111(1 gls deposit, wvhich1 is
not tismially tile- caise. To reduce tite delelttionl allo~wance~t fromn 27%1/ per (ct (downt
to 20 IK'r (-(-tit w~outld merely' incerealse this (Iiserlillittotil.

Ati ad(ditioa 0111Indirect t'fft'(t of redutcintg tilt- de'pletioni a4ilowtce w1ill 1111-
douhte11y be the rediuctionl of the frequency oif lea~sin~g, thus further reducing
Ihe Income of t it' ineral owners.

Most of thle alrglumen'ts we 1141vet reality fal vors of rediucinlg thle dleletioni tilow-
mtice', c'harIging Inicomte talx "aivoilatce", set'il to be4. diretettd toward the lessee-
praoduncers and1( statistics are't gt'tte'iited to show 1141w dep'ltion 14)11 411( ( elolmtilt
Costs ais well aIs other deductions t're pi)31lttilt' to auvt'ld payu3ing wh'at Is arit' ed
to be it fatir share of tilt'- over-atll tatx load. The statistics I hive st't'i (10 nlot. bett
out tile tax lvoditlne eltairgem ats at gellt'-ral pr'opositiont because I bt'lit'1' tilt'
figuregsio M14Wtat oil ('olltallie l ive. consistently 1)411( ai higher pereiltage of
their gross rect'lpts init icotne taxes than tiv 11 anu114111fac(t urintg ('omide~~hs. How-
tever. If It is felt fltit the totat deductions ttvalalie to producers are too great
the soluitionl is not to reduce the (depletio 1 a11 lowanle' buit rathtt'r to pie at lower
over-til I cciitg oill tile- total deduti olts.

WASHINGTrON, D).C., I.Rptemaber29 1969.
Hon. I1VSar.LL B. LOG
Chairman, Comfitteo on Finance,
Old 8cnate Office Building,
Waahingt on, D.C.

DMAS SENAToR LeNo: The tough limitations section of the House passed tax
bill is a crippling blow to 4111d could be a disaster to our nation's natural resources
development. The tax provisions that have 0een tile most effective part of thle
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Seonomic incentives for oil and gas are the very ones being diminis-hed Ii 11.11.
131270. Development of natural resources are it vital psart of the national Interest.

Ai analysis of the House passed tax reform il c11(learly (letliitstraites that It
wouliwt ilnlize 11 jleojle atid iti ittdlitr3' t.t it timie wvlit caitaiil expett(lture
requirements tire tit tilasall time high. Nearly one' halif of the capitala ii ieqjiieniett
i.s obtained via thibs Capital recovery tax itietliod. lin filet tilt- ('itil reqluiremienits
are now lagging for oil and gats. They shtoutld be nearly dloubled( each yeart for
fhe next teni years Iil order to provide, thet general public the amuntts of energy
mnd futels to meet their increasing needs. For fte past. two tlecidem there its been
it consistent relationship between the amoun11lt of capitall invested Inl st'ltl of oil
and gas and tite, proven reserves actually found. For the past nine years we have

eli falling behind; we iare tnt finding its ucth oil id( gas ats we are ('onsltiitg.
The Hotuse passedi mu1 has had at chilling etTect (illte whole ('itergy-fuels

Industry ats well as aill natural resources Induistries. It is restrictive and
uniacceptalble. comnig at it critical tittie witeut the flatiollall et'oliotie licolicy
should lbo updated to Imnplemlenlt andt encourage innovation and1( new idleais lin
natural resources development giving oliportunit y to young thlen an1d( women ti
deve-loli them. 'Tie 1im' os m11 n Iits jwteent fonrm oihreatens totitinder-
mine thet utiely Americain energy-fuiels systetu that Is the one big part of modxern
technology whet her tin the( homte 01' on t ie( highway, whet her ii the( factory or (tit
thlit fitrutl, III iit'tt't 01 wit. In, itt ltil (it on the sets. Thle I Taited States needs at
growing. continuous anid untintterrupltedl sutpply of' domies4t ic oil atntd gis. Wit hout, It.
the - 'tilted States of' America would 11(t. lciets we know It today or hopie if will lie
Ili thet, fture.

Sincerely,

1"oinc . dmniqt atOilU Import .1 Ilfiniistratioii.

llowtiR i m i : oit, (Co.,

li0on. SVtit (O1' MIKE MA NSFIELDti

lhxvit SE'FNATOn M.\ANS'FIELDI) We aire tilt Ind~ep~endentt oil producer, with product 'ionl
lin thte state of Mlontitun, ats well ats other stattes ti thitt iareia. Amiidst till the thii'~its
of legislation adverse to the oil industry, we wilnt to point out 11 filet Ithat
piossibily has escapedl your attention. iand that Iteitg the(, tams we tire iires,ihtly'
paying to the state of Monitanla appilicable to our interests there.

To refresh your memory, we aire subject to live dhiff'erenit types of' taxes levied
directly upit us: Crude Oil Production iatnd Licensie Tax V'alorem' T'14,611
piersonial property, Not Proceed4s Tpax 11111 iiutdividtua iconie tax. That is
live not. counting Vi lelloyineilt Conlpenisa tloll Insuran~ce, whlich Is lIn reality a
taX, 1111d hidden taxes. Ill the year oif 1118 wve idtd thet, State of Alontitna Ii
exress of $32,(M.00, and that was only the( liegilit ing. In 11(11), thle Monitana
idegislattlre etlact-ed tax Inc(reases. In 19691, we cxj'tect to) ply fit'- S1tate of Moliilana
In excess of $1O1.OOO,OOO Inl taxes, or it little over' 8(6 1" of our anti'ilited gross
receipts from all sotr(es in till the( states whore we operate. Tis figures to
it lin excess4 of 55%/ of our noet Invonie for Federil invoine Titx purposes before
dleductinig state taxes, iie(ause we ire it nonresident, our taxableictiteom for
Mlontana Inc(omelt Tax citn bne greitter than our ov'ertill taxahile Itncomne for Federatl
income Tax, Such was our situaitioin for 11)(18. wvhlenuir1 Monlitnil iteome Tax
liability excee(keA our Federial inicomle Titx liability.

We realize that. aill levels of gover'tnmentt. must lii e taxes, hlt thteret'itre so
itinny of them that It is overpowering the source of thle funds. There Is thet
(i1ty, County, State iand Federal, not. to mnltiott, le hool 1)istriet, R~oadi District,
Witter District 111i( Hospititl D~istrict, attd till of them crying for more motley.
You may have heard, tIt(e legislature lil our1 hotie state' of Texas Is, -tit piresenlt
in it seoid overtime period trying to write a titx lull to pirovidle more, revenue.
We don't oppose taxatioui. Whitt w(e do oppose Is thistall our war oii tht(, lietrotemtn

indultstr'y. While nll the other'is aie emitttilig otright titx inieises, tl(- Nixoit
Administration is,, encouiragitng tl attack 011 flit,- other' end by stijportitig at move
to eilIl(t. legilantionl thmlt would cut tilt,, pibeentitge depletion itllowalice and is
rat thung sabres ait. the intangible de(velopiieint t'llit rge-ofY. Amid, lest we forget, there
is thle Task Fot-ep onl Oil limpoitts. Thle ittdiistry simply citi't ittfoi'( ulti'tstrtit'tetl
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oil imports that would ultimately result in decreasing our domestic reserves and
create a dependence on foreign oil.

Senator Mansfield, we simply ask that while you are studying all of the
proposals that will be presented to Congress relating to the petroleum industry,
that you bear in mind the situation that exists in the states, particularly in
Montana, and we think you will agree that the petroleum industry needs your
help.

Very truly yours,
RICoARD C. MERCHANT, COmptroller.

TEXACO, INC.,
New York, N.Y., September 30,1969.COM MITTEE o, FiiANcE,

U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

GENTLEM EN: As Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Texaco Inc., I feel
it necessary to submit our views in opposition to the provisions of H.R. 13270,
the Tax Reform Act of 1969, and to the proposals recommended to the Committee
by the Treasury Department that would adversely affect the present income tax
treatment of the oil and gas industry.

Based upon Treasury Department estimates, the so-called reform measures of
the proposed Tax Reform Act would raise $1.6 billion of additional revenue
in 1970, and of that amount over $500 million, or about one-third, would come
from the petroleum industry. Furthermore, these figures do not take into account
the additional tax burden that would be placed upon our industry by the con-
current legislative proposals to repeal the 7% investment tax credit and to im-
pose a 10% Income tax surcharge,

Most of the additional revenue that would be raised by provisions of the pro-
posed Act that affect the oil and gas industry would result from reduction in the
percentage depletion rate on oil and gas production from 27 percent to 20
percent. Such a cutback in this long-standing incentive that has proven its value
in generating and -attracting the funds needed by the industry to explore for and
develop new petroleum reserves would not be in the .best interests of our nation and
its citizens.

Our nation presently consumes almost 14 million barrels of pet.roleumn products
daily. This present demand is projected to expand to over 18.5 million barrels
a day by 1980. To meet this demand and to maintain at least our present ratio of
reserves to production, the industry must find some 70 billion barrels of new
domestic reserves by 1980. To finance this search, the present $4.5 billion annual
outlay for domestic exploration and development will have to be increased to over
$7.5 billion. Continuation of the present tax incentives is essential if the industry
is to generate and attract the funds needed for these outlays.

The present tax incentives are integrated into the economics of the oil and gas
industry, and they should not be cut back. They have served the nation well, us
is made clear by the industry's -record of prices, profits, and taxes:

As to prices.-Prices of petroleum products have remained consistently low
despite the inflation experienced in our economy. In terms of constant dollars,
gasoline prices are lower now than in the 1920's even though there has been a
tremendous increase in quality of the product.

As to profts.--The industry's tax incentives have not resulted in excessive
profits. In fact in 1968 and over the last ten years the average rate of return on
investment in the petroleum industry has been lower than the average for all
manufacturing industries.

As to tae8e.-The industry bears its full fair share of the nation's tay burden.
Any valid comparison of tax burden must take into account all types of taxes
paid. Total domestic taxes paid by the industry now amount to over $11 billion
a year, comprising direct taxes of $2.5 billion and taxes on products of $8.5
billion. The direct domestic tax burden alone for the most recent year for which
figures are available (1966) was 6.030 per dollar of revenue for the petroleum
industry, as compared with 4.750 per dollar for industry in general.

Data compiled for the 21 largest United States oil companies show that their
direct tax payments made to all jurisdictions in which they operate, both do-
mestic and foreign, amounetd to more than 64% of their net income before such
taxes for the year 1967. Texaco's tax payments were comparable, amounting to
00.3% for that year.
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Our views on the necessity for continuing the present tax provisions relating
to the oil and gas industry coincide fully with those summarized in the Depart-
ment of the Interior's 1968 report, "United States Petroleum Through 1969," as
follows:

"Both Intangible expensing provisions and percentage depletion have been
long-standing and durable features of the tax treatment of the petroleum indus-
try, despite repeated efforts to change, reduce or eliminate them. They are an
integral part of the petroleum industry's structure of income and expense, and
the available evidence suggests that any substantial change in them would have
a direct and significant effect upon the future availability and cost of oil and
natural gas."

In addition to reducing the percentage depletion rate for domestic production,
the proposals in M.R. 13270 would eliminate percentage depletion on foreign oil
production. They would also restrict the effectiveness of existing treatment under
which foreign income taxes are allowed as credits against United States taxes
in order to minimize double taxation of foreign incomes.

These additional proposals would impair the ability of American oil coi-
panies to meet the severe competition of foreign controlled companies, which
in many instances ol)erate under an umbrella of subsidies granted by their home
governments. If geographically dispersed petroleum reserves are to be developed
by American rather than foreign owned companies, it is imperative that the
United States companies remain competitive. If the United States were to Impose
discriminatory taxes or foreign tax credit restrictions to which foreign co n-
petitors are not subject, the result would be an eventual reduction in our foreign
reserves to the detriment of our national security and our balance of payments.
Mrthermore, it has been recognized by Treasury officials of this and prior Ad-
ministrations that the effect of repeal of percentage depletion on foreign pro-
duction would be to penalize American companies, with no benefit to the United
States Treasury; it would only result in foreign countries increasing their ef-
fective tax rates to "sponge-up" any additional tax revenue that otherwise would
accrue to the United States. Hon. Edwin S. Cohen, Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, testified to this effect before the Committee on Finance on Septem-
ber 4, 1969.

Today unprecedented demands for revenue are being made to finance ever-
growing government services. Along with these revenue demands, many pro-
posals have been made in the name of tax reform. Where tax reform is necessary,
it should be accomplished. And funds for legitimate governmental purposes
should be raised. However, the increasing revenue demands and the proposals
for tax reform must not be permitted to lead this nation into taxation policies
which are unsound and which would be detrimental to national security and the
overall best interests of our country.

Accordingly, and for the foregoing reasons which are elaborated upon in the
attached statement, I respectfully urge that the Committee take no action that
would reduce the long-standing and effective tax incentives applicable to the
petroleum industry.

Very truly yours,
J. IIOwARD RAfII', Jr.

STATEMENT OF TEXACO, INC., IN OPPOSITION TO THE PROVISIONS Or' H.R. 13270 AND
To TREASURY PROPOSALS TIlAT WOULD ADVERSELY AFFECT THE U.S. PETROEUM
INDUSTRY

The provisions of H.R. 13270 and the Treasury I)epartment proposals that
would adversely affect the petroleum Industry by impairing the value of existing
tax Incentives to search for and develop new petroleum reserves should be re-
Jected. Also. the restrictions upon the foreign tax credit as proposed in H1.R. 13270
and by the Treasury Department would reduce the effectiveness of the credit in
minimizing double taxation of foreign income and should not be adopted.

A. TIE IERCF:NTAGE DEPLETION RATF' SHOULD NOT lIE REDUCED

The proposal in H.R. 13270 to reduce the percentage depletion rate on domestic
oil and gas production from 27/j percent to 20 percent is not in the best national
interest, as can be demonstrated by a review of pertinent consideration.
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1. The industry's record as to prices, profits, and tarcs
The 271/2% rate for percentage depletion has been part of the statutory pattern

of taxation for more than 40 years, and Is an integral part of the economics of the
oil and gas Industry. Any objective review of prices, profits, and taxes of the
petroleum Industry will demonstrate that the present percentage depletion
rate has proven effective, and has not resulted in economic distortion that
require correction.

a. Priccs.-Percentage del)letion has helped our industry set a record that is
second to none. It has fostered exploration for and development of new reserves,
thereby providing an increasing supply of petroleum at consistently low product
prices.

At September 1, 1969 the average retail service station price of regular
gasoline, exclusive of excise and motor fuel taxes, was 23.99¢ per gallon. as coin-
pared with the 1957-.19 average of 21.590 an Increase of 11.1%. This compares
with an Increase of 29% In the consumer price Index during the same period.
Since the 1957-59 period, total taxes on gasoline increased from an average of
9.020 per gallon to,11.110, an increase of 23%.

Further, In 1926, the year percentage depletion was adopted by Congress
for petroleum production, the average domestic retail price of gasoline was 210
per gallon. In September 19069 the average retail price of a far better quality of
gasoline was up only about 30 per gallon from 1926, or about 15%, while the con-
sunier price Index more than doubled.

Also, at September 1, 1969, the average domestic tankwagon, price of regular
gasoline to dealers, ex tax, was 17.20 per gallon, an increase of only 5.3% from
the 1957-59 average price of 16.33¢. This compares with an increase of 13% in
the general wholesale price index for the same period.

The average well-head price of domestic crude oil in August 1969 was $3.10
per barrel, compared with $3.00 during the period 1957-59. Therefore, crude oil
prices Increased only 100 per barrel, or 3%, over this ten-year period, as compared
with the 13% Increase In general wholesale prices.

b. Proflts.-The oil and gas industry does not make excessive profits. The an-
nual study of corporate profits by the First National City Bank of New York for
the year 1968 showed that the rate of return on the net assets of the oil and gas
industry for that year was 12.9%, compared with 13.1% for all manufacturing
industries. During the period 1965 through 1967 this rate of return on net assets
was 12.5% for the petroleum industry compared with 13.5% for all manufactur-
ing industries. During the decade 1959-1968 the oil industry rate of return was
11.5% as compared with 12.1% for all manufacturing industry. In 1968, 19 of the
40 major manufacturing Industries surveyed were more profitable than the oil
and gas industry.

A May 1969 Fortunw magazine survey of the 500 largest domestic Industrial
corporations showed seven oil companies numbered among the 25 companies
having the highest volume of sales. However, only one of these seven companies
that ranked in the top 25 on the basis of sales made the list of the top 100 com-

panies having the highest ratios of net income to invested capital, and that com-
pany (Texaco) ranked only ninety-ninth.

c. Taxcs.-A study published in July 1909, by Petroleum Industry Research
Foundation, Inc., entitled "Economic and Social Implications of Removing the
Percentage Depletion Provision", showed that the, domestic tax burden of the
Industry, excluding motor fuel and excise taxes, was higher than that of all
business corporations. The data are as follows (cents per dollar of gross revenue)•

All business Domestic oil and
corporations gas industry

1964 ....................................................................... 4.31 4.82
1965 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 4.62 5.43
1966 ----------------------------------------------------------------------- 4.75 6.03
3-year average -------------------------------------------------------------- 4.56 5.43

In 1966 the petroleum industry's direct domestic tax payments amounted to
$2.5 'billion (exclusive of motor fuel and excise taxes), or 0.030 per dollar of
gross domestic revenues, compared to 4.750 for all business corporations, -as
shown above. If motor fuel and excise taxes were included, the petroleum indus-
try's domestic tax burden for 1.966 would amount to 21.3% of gross domestic
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revenues. For 1965, if motor fuel mid excise taxes were included, the ratio of
the total domestic tax burden to gross domestic revenues would be 20.8% for
petroleum and 6.6% for all business corporations.

The magnitude of the tax burden on the oil industry is further demonstrated
ill a study of 21 of the largest domestic 1petroleum companies compiled by l'rico
Waterhoue & Co. at the request of the Mid-Cotitlnent Oil & Gas Association
and submitted to the House Ways and Means Committee. This study showed
that U.S. income taxes applicable to adjusted income (generally U.S. source
income) of the 21 companies amounted to 19.1% for 1966 and 19.4% for 1967. The
study also showed that total U.S. and foreign income taxes of the 21 companies
ailounted to 31.6% of net income before such taxes In 1(.X)6 and 37.1% in 1967.
Finally, since It is neither fair nor accurate to evaluate the oil industry's tax
burden solely In terms of Income taxes, the study showed that the total direct
taxes of all kinds of the 21 companies amounted to 64.3% of net income before
such taxes for the year 1966 and 64.2% for 1967.

Texaco is one of the 21 companies for which the foregoing data were com-
piled. Its direct tax payments constitute one of its largest costs, amounting in the
year 1968 to over $1.2 billion. That amount was more than total payments made
to employes and more than three times dividend payments to stockholders. The
direct tax payments of $1.2 billion were exclusive of $1.3 billion of motor fuel
and other taxes collected from consumers and paid to governments. The nature
and extent of Texaco's tax payments are discussed more fully in Exhibit "A",
attached hereto.

2. Petroleum rcscrc requirencnt,
The ratio of domestic reserves of crude oil and natural gas liquids to annual

production was 10.3 to 1 in 1968. This ratio is down from 13.5 to 1 in 1958.
Our industry will have to discover some 70 billion barrels of new reserves in the
period 1969-80 to meet anticipated demand and to maintain the present ratio
of 10.3 to 1. This amounts to about 70% more than the 41 billion barrels found
in the period 1957-68.

The magnitude of the task of discovering 70 billion barrels is best seen when
we estimate the amount of money that will be required to attain this goal. It is
estimated that some $90 billion (or an average of $7.5 billion a year) will be
needed to carry out this undertaking. This amount Is two-thirds greater than
the $4.5 billion a year that the industry is currently spending for this purpose.
The tax burden of the oil industry should not be increased by changing the
present tax treatment.

3. The risks inherent in exploration and derclopinent of olt and gas reserves
Congress in adopting the depletion provision gave recognition to the particular

risks in the oil and gas business. The risks are no less today than they were
years ago. Wells are being drilled deeper and in more inaccessible areas, fields
being discovered are generally smaller and less profitable, costs are increasing,
and despite improved technology the only way of proving an oil and gas reserve
is by drilling.

Ample evidence of the degree of risk involved is the fact that in 1968 only
1.9% of new field wildcats found a significant quantity of oil compared with over
3% in the late 1940's.

4. The national security
The present tax treatment of the petroleum industry has been one of the most

significant factors in enabling this country to develop and sustain the petroleum
productive capacity and reserves that have been essential for national security.
The imnl)ortance of the petroleum tax Incentives will become even greater in the
future as the costs and risks increase in exploring for and developing the volume
of reserves needed to satisfy steadily increasing demand for petroleum l)roducts.

It Is not enough that the United States maintain oil reserves with producing
capacity only adequate to meet our normal requirements. The Middle East crisis
which started in mid-1967 dispels any such notion. At that time it became neces-
sary virtually overnight for the industry to draw some 500,000 barrels a day
of additional domestic reserves for emergency shipments to the United States
East Coast, Canada, and our Western European allies to replace supplies nor-
mally received from the Middle East and North Africa. Any action now which
would impair the present Incentives to develop new reserves and productive
capacity would be to gamble with national security.



Presently, the d(onestie percentage of Free World reserves is on the w\Irie

down front 150A ili 1959 to 12% in 19115 .o about 10%; at the present. We call ill
afford any further decline. In fact, with increasing costs and risks, enhanced
tax incentives would be warranted.

It. FOREIGN DEP.EION SHOULD H I 1.:TAIN.UJ

TPlic provision in 11.1t. 13270 to eliminate pecentage depletion on foreign oil
and gas production is contrary to the national interest.

The tax laws of twenty-four countries contain some type of percentage (W-
i)ltion provision. Many of the provisions lire illodeled after the I.S. law. and
the reaction in these countries could be detrimental to U.S. taxpayers if our'
government were to eliminate percentage depletion on foreign production. In at
least one country there is a provision for automatic nullification of the local per-
centage depletion provision in the event a foreign producer loses its right to per-
centage depletion in its home country.

Elimination of percentage depletion on foreign production would increase the
tax burden of U.S. companies without increasing revenue of the U.S. government.
This conclusion is supported by the testimony of Assistant Treasury Secretary
Cohen before the Senate Finance Committee on September 4, 1969, as follows:

"Our analysis of this provision indicates, in the light of our foreign tax credit
provisions, that after a brief period it will probably result in foreign countries
Increasing their effective tax rates on income from oil and gas production to
'sponge up' any additional tax revenue otherwise accruing to the United States.
Thus the denial of foreign depletion will increase the effective U.S. rate of tax
on such Income, which tax the foreign governments will then offset by increasing
their rates. The end result will be that the U.S. taxpayer will lxy additional tax
to those countries, but no additional tax to the United States.

"For these reasons, the elimination of percentage depletion on foreign deposits
on oil and gas is unlikely to increase U.S. revenues significantly, and will merely
increase the burden of foreign taxes on U.S. businesses."

Elimination of percentage depletion on foreign l)roduction also wou-ld damage
U.S.-owned companies from a competitive standpoint. U.S. petroleum companies
compete with foreign-owned companies for the opportunity to develop and operate
foreign oil fields. Many of these foreign-owned conmpanies are strong, aggressive
companies owned or controlled by foreign governments or, if privately owned,
enjoy special tax or financial benefits from their governments. The following are
examples:

Soviet bloc governments engage directly in oil production and export about
one million barrels of crude oil daily, thus adding to the competitive forces
which U.S. companies must meet.

Germany has adopted a system of subsidized loans to German nationals
engaged in foreign petroleum exploration and development; also, overseas
loses from petroleum operations can be offset against income otherwise taxable
in Germany.

The U.K. grants cash incentives for oil and gas exploration and development.
French companies are permitted to deduct overseas exploration expenses from

Income derived in France.
Japan, in addition to financial aid to Japanese companies exploring overseas,

grants bonus exploration deductions and has committed itself to support explor-
ation in Alaska, Southeast Asia, Africa and the Persian Gulf.

The Netherlands does not tax profits earned abroad, even when they are
repatriated, as long as the profits are subjected to taxation in the foreign country.

Elimination of the tax benefit for depletion on foreign production would
place U.S. petroleum companies at a competitive disadvantage at the very time
when foreign competition in this field is most intense.

Since its inception In 1926, percentage depletion has been applicable to both
domestic and foreign petroleum operations, recognizing the principle of taxing
both domestic and foreign Iffcome alike. The availability of this tax incentive
in the case of foreign production has helped produce results that are consistent
with our foreign policy objectives, and has fostered the military security and
economic strength of the United States. The elimination of foreign depletion
would inhibit such a positive contribution to our nation's goals in the future.
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We, therefore, urge the adoption of the Treasury 1 )epart11ent's reconmiet dma
t ions that percentage depletion on foreign oil and gas productionn be retained, and
that the provision In the I-louse Bill to eliminate foreign depletion ho rejected.

C. F' RUE.AG 'TAX CRIEIZ T PROVISIONS SHOULD .NOT 11 C'IANGED

1. Section. 431 c.f H.R. 13270
Under this provision, a taxpayer who Cl-,(.ts the per country limitation and

who reduces his U.S. tax on U.S. income by reason of a loss from operations in a
foreign country would have to restore this tax benefit wl'hen inome is later
derived from that country. Recapture would also occur when the taxpayer
disloses of property used in the business that generated the loss, whether through
allfalkl(lJolinent or ot herwise.

Section 431, in contrast to existing law, would deny full credit for foreign
inconle taxes actually paid ill tie case of taxpayers who have elected the per
country limitation, and through its ('oml)lex proce(lures eoull subject ftireign
source income to double taxation. The proposal, therefore, would restrict the
effectiveness of the foreign tax credit, which is intended to elimilate double
taxation, and would increase the tax burden on U.S. companies and make them
less able to neet the competition from foreign-owned companies. Accordingly,
and for all of the reasons cited ill part "B", above, Section 4:11 should not be
elected.

2. k'(cti o 432 of H.R. 13270
This provision would provide a selrate foreign tax credit limitat oim in the

case of foreign mineral income so that excess foreign tax credit generated with
respect to such income could not be used to reduce U.S. tax on other foreign
income. This rule would apply where (1) the foreign country from which the
mineral income is derived exacts a royalty from mineral income; (2) the foreign
country has substantial mineral rights in the property; or (3) the foreign
country imposes higher taxes oi mineral income than on other income.

Section 432 is allegedly designed to deal with the problem of distinguishing
foreign royalty payments (deductible or excldable items) from foreign tax
payments (creditable items). A royalty is paiA o a government in its position
as an owner of property. A tax is paid to a government in its position ats
sovn~rcign. The two items are clearly distinguishable, and there is no necessity
for a provision such as propo.,-d in Section 432.

Assistant Secretary Cohen, in testifying before your Committee, recognized
the fallacy of Section 432 when lie stated:

"Oi further examination of the tax and royalty structure applicable to the
international minerals industry, we do not feel that it is proper to characterize
all foreign taxes on mineral income in excess of U.S. taxes on such income as
disguised royalties...."

"If, then, this separate limitation in the bill regarding mineral Income is
not justified on the ground that any foreign tax in excess of the effective U.S.
tax on mineral income is a royalty, It works unfairly for mineral companiess as
compared to all other U.S. taxpayers with foreign operations.

"It completely denies mineral companies the opportunity. available to olher
taxpayers, to average the excess of foreign tax over U.S. tax on mineral income
against any excess of U.S. tax over foreign tax on their other foreign income.
This result occurs even though the foreign tax on the mineral income i, at a
reasonable rate judged by world standards and even though such averaging is
precisely the purpose of the over-all limitation."

We concur in the present Treasury position of urging the rejection of Section
432 as passed by the House.

We do, however, oppose the Treasury's alternative proposal to deny the use
of excess foreign tax credits that are generated by reason of the allowance of a
U.S. deduction for percentage depletion on foreign petroleum production as an
offset against U.S. taxes on other foreign income. Aside from complexities in-
volved, this Is merely an attempt indirectly to limit application of the percentage
depletion provisions. Also, the proposal would restrict intended benefits of the
foreign tax credit and would make U.S. petroleum companies less able to compete
with foreign companies for foreign oil reserves. The proposal, therefore, should
not be enacted.
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Import itoliclv's mill( its ('oui~ervtiotl jirtivti((I4, liieworkedj well to ser-ve! tile
interests of teiiti national seciIty and1( the( llrevls of' tit(% Aimericanl eolllilier ill
nornial tiates aind (lurinig eniorgeilcis. It, wouldi. Ili our jitidgmiit. lit a seritous
inistaike to makel aiy3 (-hlitmgo Ill the talx iliV&'llt l''s thatt Wouildi imlip-lilr Ilair

Due to clirremit Interest 'ega rdlig tiit lon of the, 1 nit ed StaItes oil litduist ry.
T1exaio j)1(s('ilts thlt following Iiformatloll regit ding Its ftax paymivelt s.

T(' Xii('O file. 1111(1 Its usiditiiles atnd( ai liniti-s ('olidilet oplleitotis Ili very st ti
of the United States and1( Ili virtually every (omit ry Ii tlt-i fiee world. Its (Iirt-ut
lix pa ymcait s, Iicvilud i g Its eqjui ty port ion of pitymliit s by siblsid Irit's a ild ti111 I

Mosx. ciiiist itv omie of its hInrgest costs-, aimiomuiitiig Ili f ie year 196~lS to) over $ 1.2
idliloti. Tht.aiiolilit was mlore than11 tw il jpiylliilmis iiade to 4.ilijiloy's, aid iliore
11111i1 t Ii we tIilivs d ividevidl(Ii 11yit'ii IoII Stikliollilers. 'I'lio li rertI flx ainy iitts (t'

$1.2 billion were exclusive of $1.3 ltillioui of' iiiotor ful 1iiiud other t ,c otlit '"I
from ('oistuiers atntd patid to, governments.

'Vexiivo's (lireet tax Ipiiyiiemts Iilide Iticoitxe s, X ('5 ill Ii id gais produc-t a
taxes. property taxes, aind lin t he ioi'e Inldlistriti zed (-oinlt ries, p)1itiilti ny Ili
Haurope. Import and border taxes, anid turniover tixvs. IlegardlIess of type amti
thw precise iaumer Ini which Imptlosedl, aill of' these (llrect taxes const ittilti a ust
of' doing lbiisiuess. They tire llt a (lireet ('111rge against ineotue froin opera t 14)1.

The imicomuet taxes included lit Texico's totall (11n.0t taxes represemilt p.)ltliivilt.
to Pederal, state find( loval governments Ill the UlIt-ed Staites 1111( tIlso, paiuiiiit
to governments outside the United( States oi ieouie ('iii'iid abroad. lit accom'd-
aivec( with loll g-est i l Islie( lprlinvip1es of' hai toll lipp~li-abie to fillU S t a xpaycrs.
Silicone taxes Impos)0ed bty goveriemit.s outsi(ie the( U nited States :tre allowed as
('re(Iits against United States Invilme t as tpplivalde to) the santle iliv~i(.'Iii
trentitent Is nit'essnriy lin order to pI'4'Vit- double tamti on which wvouldI inai ke
it. Impossible for UT.1S. comlpaies to) ('olte abjroadt.

Texacvo's tax paymnenits for the(, past I lire yell i's were, as follows. ili miillionis
of dollars:

Ditcttaes /1966 1967 1968

Income taxes- $365 384 472
Production and property taxes .... 87 10i 106
Import and related taxes.... .... .......... 554 533 487
Other taxes on operations .... 127 138 18?

Total direct taxes....... ............. ...... 1, 133 1, 156 1,241
Product taxes collected trom consumers...............794 1,092 1, 334

T1'Ie income tax payments of' $472 million for 19681 were e~iuvaiflt to 34*' "
of Trexaco's net ineoine for that V:ear before. dedii('tliig such taxes. 1wi vo)rv-
spojiding ratio of Income tax to net lacoin before such takx was 33.5% for t lie
year 1967 and 35.1%) for VW.4

Tota direct tax payments of' $1,247 million for the year 19)68 were equivalent
to 59.8%/( of net income for that year before dleductin~g such direct taxes. Tit(,4
corresponding ratio of total direct taxes to net Income before sitch taxes was
60.3~%) for tile year 1967 aimd 02.7%/1 for 1966. '[hese direct tax payniit'tts at4
exclunsive of product taxes collected front consuliters and paid to governments.
They are also, of course, excli~ve of taxes paid by Texaco's itore titn 2Ot),O()
stockholders on dividenid payments of $V11111011 iit the last three years.

The foregoing tax amnoumits and hInm data are those of Texaco Inc. and coa*-
sruliidated subsidiaries phis1 Texaco's equity interest lIn noni-comsoidated affiliatedI
companies.

Texaco as it leading world-wide producer, refiner, and marketer of petroleuii
and Its products bears a heavy tax burdeik-witli direct tax paylilelts of tipjrox-
linately W/o of Its net income before taxes. Texaco's tax p)aymlenlts c'ontribute
substantially to the public revenues 4)1 the Umilted States antd o)f till countrIes
Ii which It operates.
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11011. tussEIJ, It. TAONm,
Chairman, Coin iit tev oi. Finale,
UT.S. Senate, Wtuqhington, D.C.

STkATIEMIENT' IN S SUPPORT 01" 11'ttOAL TO jupsTrom., rim PKWE N TAE IIEP LET ON
ALJA)WANCH, TO CANADIAN OAS PRODUCTION

I),AR MA. CH~1AIRtMAN: "'Pi taX ref'orm in ul s plisse(i by thle hjoise Jilt.
13270, § 5~01) p~rovidles thatt JK'r-et'(Itlgt tlt'let ion will not be allowed for foreign
oil anud gas wetls antd that for dlomtitc oil and gas wells thle preCsenit rate of
2)71%-. Is to be reduced to 20%. This stattemient dita' not deail w~ih the qution01
of tile' level of thl. e lefllto ra1te, bt. onl1y with thle question whether the sme
depletioni blielts shouldd lbe v'xtelde't to gas wells Ill vaitiuda as5 Ill tilie I tilted
states.

Except for all Infant Inidutstry Ill litiujiled nuai ural gas, the evonloies. ()f which
are not yet, well e'stabilishetd, gats consumers ill thle United Stautes, are dependent
oil supplies which (-lil be delivered by piIH'linv. As if practicle ni mtter, therefore,
deficits ill mleetilg Uitled Sttes requirements for natturalI gas must Ite made up.
and are nlow being made upl, primarily from (Canadiatn production. If the total
or dottiest i( (t'olit.igioi.. United States) tind( Canadian suppllies are inade(Ipa te
for the Un'ilted Stattes mark1.1et. the result will he at shortage lin mtin a market
requtiremenits withl serious Impact oil both price anid alvailabil ity of gas wit bin
the United States.

I'llt rge-st I imlports of gas froml (11a nadai hega m iore t han aa dvvaide ago. Theiy
ha vt' growni froam year to year its detmind increased witlhtutt cotlpa rable growth
Inl the I nlit ed States reserves. lIn 1967 Imtport s tif nau ralI gas into t li' Untiled
States froml CaIi lan ( 513.3 billion cui feet ) itleren sd 1 .) ovvr Ih l'prior
ven aid wveie 41,22e o V(f Cluatidas tiet product 1011. 1 Impor'ts tromi 01141 tii: atiii'ttu'Id

o:1.07S of ttal Un it 44 Stalttes p rodtlt'tion 1 titliompared It ' A("ii': it'l ei i' .,
Ali evetn greater tieceleratlotl ill Mhe glrowthl of importt, will luw roolliiedt ill Oit
flit i t'e. fit 191,8 for t fihirst time inthe lwujstoot or4Ilet~ ow itai g:t si iii'So. 't)it-
sit ~ion of ll ted Stlitdes gns. reserves wa'Is gte ri thl iue~'Ivti 'EE'ttl i'E-

80e'VeS ill tiliet-~, it ed s ite('. Thle grow iil ill tliiid. inow at a i'in ill ccs, ti1.
61" a1 year, will contlue to itlotiit wvithi Iltet'tasts ill polinlau ilit. ittlist ty -Ind
iltitote. I rrespeet ive of short -term 'litges linth it( rtio of t'4st'rvo's 14 litji '

mieltds . ov~er th litng ter f'i'i v Ih shorta-ge inltltauest it production lis Nl i d 04) iil't-ese.
It: hiters t'tiil1-its that guts is not at rt'itwuiblt'o tt rerc ii ltd :lt yea:1.
sithb t i l partt oif hlltl iresetrves is witihdratw'n fr'omti nttint I i tt'igt f 1c im,
WitI li li 1 hut~lf (4 t a h's. Th'le lotig-r-aage resource strta I egy tim ett'tt 11E1' he to ~ 4
etteoti rag tilie rgntvtst p14)sil)lt' tevelop uteilt t ti lit, hi rgt' ('a11a111i11 N"i i 011'e 14t''t'
to serve tile ihujttd Iteal '.,ap;an atiad ial ti uitui ret . so thalt the 1 nito ('lSit 4 tia 11:
t'otlittlle toi bl'iit . from ('ia 41 i su applies Ilic ''s4 (Itl l :tes or lit'E'dS. A& .\ 'otiti -
iittll llt4tt(1 t ill hprlc t t nilgi rurt'Sl ist' Is t'55t'ttl in t lit' interest of O I lUaitedi
State's. '1his A lpprta'h Is iso lint Me liftertIs of th lit'('a ial us, w~miE"~ .'si t't'c111,1
a t't fat' greater hi' h t host' of th lt it ttd St atets ill t't'll o1)1 tow pop1)111 t ifi altit
deiim till.

'PTt' rnet tiott by tit', Coag't'-ss tuf te li' trct' ita gt' tolelt' .11tiI owa tice fillt. tdo-
tltihe pt'E dliet on, a It li gli t a) t't'licetl t'a t, calnl11y signify (14 iuigt'csiolia 1
t't't'4)g i lo o it' ticei ftu' th lidtepletilon a llo~va ace S if- i't'eti ve for t'x plot'a ion
for' tiew 1 it tolt'iit stupplit's. Thicex \da titit ill of thle I ltusc. ( omitiit Iv otl Wlly13'
:t uti 31e'a u, lit ret'on ivid ig teliiinat ion of pe'ntentage deltiont141 for foreign
til a114 tidgs WtONl wa-4 tht tIts aet ioluNol( wotl illiit ''liet'i ago lt'lutIion fot' Itest,
Itt'tilt. to he con tilted to areas wvhere It will t'iet its objt-etivt' of sI Itatltit ting
exidot"'lIlout nn tii 1ke(ovo'y of tltit'st it t't't'tvt'5'' Titt'ltt of t~l Va ountuitltt'., p).
1 3R). 'I' ('omnitte's rea "otil tig,- --I lii I pE'ret.-I gt' (elehilt' on wotlld onvtctile
'xlorl':t lol)11 tittmhieovet'y ouf Itt'\. we('lls (Rport. 1). 1:37) is t',.eti rt'ly sotunti. hut
Its Oninifg that ''the grunlt lg tif hiei't'tli ~ agelti on to ittolue' fri'otm 'ot'eil
tiejoslt s resmi it if Itt ar'lzos of l'tvelu no' witihotit t'olnit'nksti'a .te a E~vlvati gts'

Ilet.h' p). 137) misvs lt', 1111rk with i't'5pt'(t to C.naianm gas. As Ulnitted Stalecs
gas' 11111 rhet s grow. there Is stbtttt l'tht sl1 iii advaata-reit lit' e ssurane
t4 supplies frott Cantitimi o es as fromIl (uiiitI4' qstiui.'s. 11i pfftt't'I. Tiled
Stlt 4 t'oll-iisiir(i' ar t't' a hreadN' di'awvig oll t t'ountliii pool0 14) at't't I Tilltt'd Sta-tps'

rt'pli i'uinls.It Av'outllit' h liltlte shotI oif (d sa stvi' to shr' ink t li' pool) to the ro-
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she4withini the boundaries of the 48 states. Yet. suchi a result would be nImplict'l
lit withdtrawing the kietieits of thlt (deplet ion alloIwan~ce for (3ailadianl gais
piroduict ion.

The fact that tile ITItited States vanh rely on (Tilnadlia commiutmnts almost It)
the same extent as for its tioniestie supplies lin itself argues stronIgly lin favor tif
extending equal e'ncouragemenlt to United States taxpayers p~roduicinlg gas li
Canada by the allowance of percentage dieplet ion onl tilt Canadian prodIuctijon.

We niote' that Assistant Secretary Coieii, 11i Is statement to your Commiiittot
onl Septemnber' 4, 19419, recoinIeids1 17he tleletln Of the iWrOVisioii III tOe IOuSe hill
which would den'Iy percenltaige deleItionl to) Unitedl Stittes tiixpayers onl for 'gii
mineral proiet ion. We urge your (Conmmittee to accept. this re-omnii(idat ion.

Respectfullyy,

8oui'ii iv:itN NATrURAL. (IAS Co.,

Ito Natural llesources-Percentag' D)eplet ion, Secti1(41 501-4 -1.11. 13,270.
114)11. lt(Tsm*:LL 11. LONG.,
Cha(1irmav4'f, Coimmiitte onl. lPifllne,

I )iAlt Slit: SeCtion .501 of 1I.H. 1:1270) would redunce thle jieretitage deple4tion
rtev for gas and oil wells fromi27 to 20%. We are opjposed to tlit' eliattiniicii
of Sectionl 501 because It isai denioist I'llble fact t hat oull' countr-ly's gas 1111d(11til
rest'ives tire declining ait at rapid rate a11141 I here is II tiliclejit. niew ex jdora I l.
It' the jplervetag(' depletionl I'Iite Is retluct'd, pri'sviit siii'tiig's; of gas 111141 4o11
energy 5111)lll(s will be coliihoudill and otii mahtioWll'5 s('tilrity and1( standiard'~ 4t'
li vi ng will We seriously affected.

Th'le 1omunittee's Pritit ( pp. 77-78~) ott't's seven iva sois agai1 ist tilt, ia ssage
or legiliation)1 wichl would t a mnpir wi i exist Iing depict ionl aIllowanlc i'a tves.
l lowever, one( ;tand tit khf I lit lv he re:

"(0) Proved oil ret'ets today 1,(le '! lilil. aglt a rapid rate III this coIint ry.
1110d thio're is, iiisiitliclit' iittaw vexlorlltloll. What tliv Iti(1114try liived"s 15 lt, 1alt
less, 51 iliunit ioy to Seek ntew if(W')05115.'

If de4phetluoll-fltii o~il 01111d( ga1- lIi'OdjIi OI %N-V'e inl aIct a get -iciluIlick1)4 h~ilm/
o1' tax-free. ftunll'. tew cipilt 4111d4 neow lilisi lesser, wouldi~ flood tile, li'~ iuia ( t 114'
search for oi1 and1( gas wvoulId Ji 14(4(411lulg hw(It'ch 1 I4 illis iutessmlenilt(] inlvet5ors
t.'il to4 go Into ( v'i'il'~pist' thaut 1-01111 h iighi vai il igs. Ill tact ild1( tiesiit ' te
growth ill clergygy (leil iti II n ti lt, slimlj lit a vaiilalet l'e5('i'~ve, men't anid iioiity
have beeli going elsewlic're to seek jirolit's.

TPio recordt shows that lit tlit(, past 10 years oil-well drilling has slumped by
it t hir'd Ii the U.S.A. andit about 50(,"V of' tilt' Ilat itti's iii41(l)iilt1it oil c01111llilw"4
have ahilldonled thle bulsiness. 11.5. 4)I1 l'('rsu(5 amo~unted to 13.3 times annual
pr-oductionl Ill 1959), andit (eellne(l to 10.3 1Imhes4 annii I roulllctiout by 114118, wherevas
tiouiiestle (l('liaild iuicrtised 41%,/ during tihe simie plerIid. Although these, trt'ids.,
imist he stopped and1( revt'rstdui tit(' proposed ('halige \vJlI achieve just the opposite
result.

All adequate supplly of )1 itl gasq Is esst'titial to 11at ioial st'cuurity. P1et uliii
14rov1lem the(, fuel f'or plines. shlps 111141 vehliclesm am Idthe ha sic ingredleuif of

.ftiidard'i of' living b)tcalls(' Amiu'ii enjoys a ''lligh-i-ellgy (lviiliat lul.''
Ani iitequilte supply of' pet i'olv'ilii uelk'lIs. however, on at ra ir rate. oI're 1lu'mu

to tilt' lipeit'illi Indulstry, Coln iinensil e with ithe luihlereilt anld 81iibstiitlal iisks
lInvolvetd. Neve'(rtless.5 the( ralf( of retu oil 0 ne't its-s('t Inese I~('t'll thlit petr-ollilill
Iindltist i's (1. )Is coil)paralle to) that for'111 itfurnit 1ilg generally it 11%'c -
1959)-1968). Thi."', although the( p~restent p4(eetage theioli priovisi;lois 1111 vt'

4('tiura111ged( the ('XIlor'itiln for ohl andt gas. tit'3 ce4rtainliy litiVe 'lot j.ell"I '100td
Illiilly iiirge iu'otits for' thev producers. 1f hiel', t In cviiismllnrs al11( tlt'a 1(11ot
g4'll'rally halvt' bllpnflet through thit vIllil i ty of' Oii and1 gais Ii lliliale piit1

Southern Natural Is a publiely-hield nat ural gais conpliily ('higaged l I hlie pro.
duetlon andI Iurelase oif natural gas and lin the ollrt'loll of,11 il ttwstitu hat ilI I
$,1 11 1~4 111WV'4yteml throu01ghout tit(% Southeuast. 1)onieslc, coiiiieefill uiiid induuis-
tna customers, Ias we'tll as numerous mnuiiilpai I gas (list I'll m( loll systelix a idl



(ofhe Iuint11 4'IsItte wli'iiI4'olll- 4'4111i4''., dt'j44'314 ultil 33s 14iit) Ifa iti".I g supl a11443 314
I I':311811isi54 fac'iliites. 4 )Ili, opera4'P331 a4181ffet indtividua3ls8a111(i comp3414ei4' ill TI'4'\a5
I ou is.I8 I 1. 'NIi58is-d I II i, Ah 1i W . 1 Oxor"hIa, TI Ill tvsS14. SuI) (11 C. n Ii'tliiia 131,41 14III tIl
4 3' 441wi1'1 144118 :1 ret (14'l4'Itlt'1t 11114t41ill1-4 liaail.-tily of' gas 'Ind1 I li' ;Ivailal'lif'y (If
OA%, i 1 I4-it ly 414'14'31(l4'3 34j4()I t lilt a0 iviI it's of I14' ose t who i v- Ichl 143' it. I Iv'it't'.
4(3I4 lilt vrvt'5 ill it is 1131814 Ill( Ii to4 11s a11 til I' gItdol -vliti NNV se*t' I I 315( 11.35l
4'31'13118I illalt'l'ill oleovle 4t184(14'14' oul4 (43'ini~ oll.

We ar it ll"k ('033('4rIIt'4 withI II 14':3 avi1:11i11t3' 4)1 g-s supllies :t111d till3' m:3414'4f13:

mol' liait ioll's P-4.i 8 i'erves i''r ill sorio 413 juoja cI-y a till t Ila I Ihet rat It)o I wet Wecli git s
i'CS '54'I't's at ld ,as 8 ((4453 iied is 41 tcI't':i 11 . 1 For t'x:13 l lt. i' tIl 1 p4)33411131 4'3 iv'i 8
40, lilt' 1"t'.1II1'4~tI Poe Comm3isioni , It'e I103I4'3il 44t M1114s an1d( itlitllstr3illi 1 I'4'I'8r
-lilt14 41':ta 1:3fl 'y t1v1i)135tr'l c these 184 a Iaim i g facts. Of 31p43i't ic'l hi. sigh i tie:lice is
IIli,' hi ci 1131.3 Isli 'iig thlis 8vsso 548 143 ' 1 ' 4igret'5 four31 ii'iil It IS ' I he( Ft'4v'ial P ower
S'11111114113i offil~tIly ad(v ised'41 U' 4'5t'1 ifati VI'1 gv4igs (WI flit' 11443481' C'4431111113 f'il44l
W.'aNy8 a 1(1dt 'Mell Il.-t fit redtulio ill0 i 1rsei 4'''la 13x a Ih wa lies is ''Iic I to I 1'-'5i ll
ill :IIpp4iclll to31 14) rest fli''3 t, C11 omm'43ision811s are ra i:ites14 filat 1 P-1 as sold4 ill
I3 I1411 It' cll iga i't':i, an 1341 -I s1:4 m'It chl igts ill t14ia laIw, u3331tss o"It'lt1 byi ral3e il

4'I't':38t's 41'. ('1wr4 ri'tIi. wV443i4 also4 Wt'i1ld 1'4'( 44 re lit'e Iet'Ie (if 'xpIoifit 14114f344't
33ol wh 41''icth IivNV 811141)1s (if' 41'311 tiial gas dptlt 4'iil, :41 a1 Ii 33' lit' I flit ad(I43 (i4' f41
g:is ,mpp41)ivs has1 tvell calledl illto4 (334estolf 1(14,'' I'~til diii i'lt, ft'e Clhii'ii- I ted
I liltiI I ie( (A1 i Iiilitifl I41 (41' or't'liit 1441 of1 I ilt st at lilt)3'3 41ep4t'ot :ill Iow.i14t mvwould4I eatli
144 illcic't'st It'e 'ost f 4)'gils. Wt'iiige'541 you liv'l'v143't. t4)o lke It'e c'o3i3I)il 'list',
I ''llcItia 1 141-oul 43'403 4'431(111ivilif 1ii1v allo (wance4' to i't'ma ill am if is.

NAlIt lI I 10 iI) I oili I'433 (ollIii vv' I '1ilit i I . 77 ) 11818 144333 i3tllil'iif 8 s41 ro i4t3 (i4ot1'
flilt, ch'l ligt'' ill f13'iltl, el('fo 14414 own I ice. 34',wt' slib~lilit t143t.1 tere' is o4131 4)141 retalIva'3-
st413 whly t.1iaiigt's :It'(. 14t'Ol.g sliggted4 at1 this8 I ili. Th'lis ar1i'llielif -- or)4 '':-

443 is

(118''i 11111313ts'4 Ip4i OIlISt pesns Nvii~ s ilwoIit't'134 1 wh34 o~'lly4 or 4'i lii m1313 Ii'i lil 1,'N
t:3xabIlt' wage'.. :414d saliv~ ts. Toi 1531Va ' it ilit'14:lil ~411lIi'l'14'I441kl4~3

As we' l3:3'e 31 3'4OIva sholt4 , 114$ l4it '3ctca effiect o) lu jtil relitage deplet ionl pro"-
V 1814 413 ill 44u1l1. 1:3 h's h3as I tlil I4431334 ke a3vai)IVII 11 1 lit)'4 Mid 114 glIS -I31I(I4 'It'
prI'I,t'4 hIiia l ll Nv li t'IIe-i'wst pre'va il. To'~ sligg4'sI. I tho r4, tha iit ill' t't'soillic

oV' f: l4 41 4131' pttro' 4i1III 131ItP'I i t'l'41- S33, t'viic- as .I'4 :38:3''833141' of a pit'It'l'T4t-
Ililt' 1.1\ st 'i'f 13 I't is fo) hl ks' 41 Ii i4(k01'(if f4'i llt'I I'4'3I4'Ii414 1' e'tff4orts5 if' I liiit i14113-

tr3y ill that3 pas 31381 to4( so'4liii ittl344' v ldeavo'5 1'tl )i't Ill tr 1 4rtst'If lilht(] 31 41'4)g3'('ss iv4

Wv4 "Ir l's' lve t'1~ h''1Iha t ft'e J~rlv't 1'441'1333 134145 P is liig ofere its 338 1 54'33 4t'oil
il 19). 331 a3 113131' who'lt fllit 4' 41-1 1vi33i (It 197!) and:u 198!.) and1 19) sli 111I(1 ha vte lit'

ft m''1iost pile Ill4't v3o'll 1 lii141t8. I up '3 (1141i4'S 114,t441 glI ill\ 2114W 3341 Will 11(44sl i101-V
of' it, I hitli. We' muist sal isl':4' tlil 3'it''4s 14) 51l-v iv an' 3141 ivy livted 338 t) 5114'v ivt'

A 2a4V'3111.l, ilt 11 t' o 31141 it't'41 ?,Xal as :38 331 t'3t''g, if' its, secrty3 ' 1 al. 81:11133 I'l
Of1 liv'in 1 4. .'list8) to 534 cvi Vt. Sl 144 )fsi ghi I t't symo' i.41 sacr4i fit', if' i11f1licted, will 144
disllst rols1 1(4 al n Ils a1 d iito o141 44334' f c(111ty.

Re.spet fiil 1:4' suili fttl.

STA'43ME;N'4 ON BV1IA4' OF. O3' EItVriAlM.NIA flltE'WES INTEM'ONATiIONAi,. INtC.

Itic. (I I'i -t' 1f' e' ' l ' to4 4''vi 3s 3'1 flit St'ill 31'Iillanc Co'4 (443341ittv t'' 1411 i'it'
('N 181 tug I: hw with reI mc h'j to fit- 111' Illtioll ) f (41 wwg",' as tliat termii Is lIsttIn 11 te

heldi it rt hur Bi''ii1. Reich. Iii at. v1g .ACt't~i4 iio fit (52~ 'TV Nie .1141. 13 'i'I3:11.1 143)
IS14t' t"e iIIII'I43I 1' I u stt'l3l is I i 't ' gn i Acri'' t'1 fill-t 14)ir 41tt134' jtha't plitt tIpllits 411

Moreoverr. thiat t it(- ltt ionr 14)I4'3' W4lt' '311lt't to t'lsct, fo 4) 'N lsp1t till' 113133igil)ilt
ct' s 1'41iii" 31 alit d1'evvojpilg geth 11111ii1i Steam3 Nv'(lls. It is 0313' 3133414'1stli Iti]-
lag 11334 ft'e Inteirnal IRtve'iime St'1vi(4' 1iii(123111ted 13y4 this stlmt'k. 1131e1141 to) v')1-

1133111'o isalo bo8311~ t h )4)113o and31'i1 til3 131 311 1t'8s for1 111 151'tayr t'iig3gei lit
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tisl, ititliji aV iid to tforce sitli1 tna1ers to litnz-ite Iliesq' Iies. To o)tvite.
I his witst''I extilidit iii'4 of loth thile alnd Itioney. We ret"oct fully requlest yoAAA
ColilitItet' to 4 Eirv4et ill tli 'legli i. 41t or3' of' 11. . 13~27tIiimit flie, tci- P " A'g~i x

as, nscd ill tile hit erita2 I Iteei ie Code i ad iides geof ien an I st cii in. A 811111111 :11ry
of thet 1150115n for th~is actionl is w&t out below.

i11b,113- IISTR OFiu 01 (IfT

A I1- qibi ii Sii n ot ( H 1's act ivitie's Is i ad uded Ill 1 i is stalitel ci si llce we
I 'l it'-' (Nil i I SI ii ii (WI'tlie Silii I11 iig ('4).Ii~lly wiii icl is pioiiceriig. I lie I isc
of' geotbernialI stt'aI inl as at solurc of, elet ricae I v'lergy inI It (- I I ited .t1. It's, G~H I is
the silirvi , of0 4.1I 19M) merger inlvlin tg toi' sill.-il ('orpl"Iitittis, &''iof' whiichi
Ii t (1(1 io too flit, iilerrger eit her hAM'!) enigaged ill thle (rInllilg. for geot liei'in:i st e.1iii
M(M 411 idjili'trsts ili Ia 11(1 lie(veAl p hoteniitial113 (-1mi wiie of produclinitg gt'othielii in I
sh(M1ili. 41Ml is l)P4'5viltly eiigage(I priarily Ill te business of' drillinig rot- :1114I
p roAA i iti iiLg- geotieiiAi s enin, ror sn It as at sonI Irve of" eiiergy for goeI Ierni I I wig t'h' -I He'
I iAwei to b li o by(4 13 indiistr P3JA well asM other ('onistuiers of electric power.

S ince 194,06. ('111 lilits44i'c t~ Its drill ing ('fit t toA iie ill 541110111 :Il
Modoc ( oun t ies. cial ornm . but witi Ii aun ilves inl Ieu olo gy a uid tilie auai
ability of 11111( for- liA(i~tioii.l drliliig. ('1I11 hopes to exniwlid these operations.
Ili tile mmniiner ot' 190~7, GR Ilt dillled (lie ("Rit 11iorliba Ugh # 1 stenin well ls at dlis-
covery well Ill till arlel now (Iex iginnitedl by the ('ollipla ny lis the' Iowaiui Ste'.1ili
Field ill tilie ( 'vysvr.s a i'ea of Solimuni ('oun I y. ('a i orninil. Tile well was.' coinl-
I (itdA it it dielit I of 6.6761 feet a t4' 'lcoliliteri iig thet tope' (If thie lprodutive
i ntem'raliat, a depl'I of. 11.40)0 feet. Theit co111)Ji hiS uiseqneuit ly Al1-illed six mliti oilmi
wells, (its Ignin ted (Ali I-flra ha gh #1- *7 ( all loiin ed inl close Iprox imity to ( ie( well
#1 )A, two of which) are lI'tseltly ('ale 01' IplOduei4'z1 gevot liei-'innl stellinl. a 11(1*
14)11. Pr w)'hiich i 1113 well Iroi' lave si en il 1Ipl)) the ('(oilplet ion 01' reliediaI diilliig.
(" I11.l liii s Inv ed the drilling of tliese wells Ii part- thu'ongh private equity3
ofleriiig-s 111der1 Ierillts Issuled by the ('a irIonili~t (o Olill iIssiojici of ( olAporai I bus.
Without the na alahilty of flte right to expense Inta1ile costs of dllin~g anid
(ievelolli geothernat I sf-ea in wells aladti le niglit to14 deduct Iw eleiage (lejle-
tioui onl I nvoi('e PA'eiv u''lioin mv essrw wlls. cm \.Iwi is' A) nwbe to st-e i4
(I)v add lit ie'tiln cita11)1l nleeded Col. fuirther ('Nillol-atioui.

1)154 OVliY O,(11-0,1 G FUo'iiiM A STE'IA M

.141 nall3, in at few foreign IlandsI. ge10lt lierinal St-litil i-4 01(1 11iat. Forexaple
Icelianders list' Bltt iinil Steami to liva-t, their homlesz. -Iid Italliansl built tho first
power Stiioi isiiig iitiiilsttivili t ,ii i'derellE) ill 11)(M. The 1 tallani field 110W\
boakst-s a 400,0 ilowatt rating which Is nearly' ilit('lit'( by similar fields ill
New zen Ia tit(l. "\ost of this aivlIity occurred 1111113 years ago~ bu~t recently ill other
foreign countries. there hats been a surge of Interest. lit thle geothermal l)1oA'ess.
C ountries no(w e,~pdor-iig itid dlevelopi)ng geot heriml steamil include Mexh'o, .tapa nl.
Ituila, Nicar ruua. Ul 14alvador a111nd Gutemnala. Roesen r(h onl tue subject is being
splsols'd i'illii some less developed ('011111 ps by ft( i jTn it(l N\atioln.

inIli 1-1.I'lilted States geothlermial steniii has, 11i1itl1 recently', beeln eollsitiere1
IlivV0i'('tiilliv o. flt wtver. withI teciuiologia I iuij ro venliell1 ald more't compIlet e geo-
Ifogll I 811lrvey3s. the use of geotheruna 11 steamil to genlema to olect ,'ic powert holds
great p't('litili. Recently. Union Oil Compaly, of (Cali1forna, Mliguiul Powetri (Com-
panhy anid Thernml Power Company formed a joint veliturp to drill for and1 01 l
geothierimal steauii froml Northerni Californila w~ells to P~acific Gas & E'~e('tiic.
Company. Althoumgh 110 on1e kilows the 11nlia t potentially of geothei'nia I stomail.
some1 f'orecater~is give it (O111y 1 sma1ll1 pei'etig( of the miarket-peihalw 2 or :1
per'i (cent. lint In suchl it lingo niarlet een 2.) or :1 1p('l (cnt Is at tremenudons uiouuut
Elf electric energy. It Is estimatedl by Dri. ,Jamies MeNitt, formerly it geologist for
the California D)ivision of MfInes find (leology find now a geologist for the U~nited
Nations, that there aire more than 1,000 known geothermal regions lit Westerii
ITnlt('d fStateS. Of these, he(- says, only 11 have been killed extensively enough
to assess their potential.

Drilling and geological evaluation inilcates that tile techuulques used to locate
ol a1nd( Iatulal gas are applicable In the search for natural steamn. The entry of
pronillent oil companies lInto -the natural steamo industry has resulted In a11l
acelpritted application of ptetroleum exploration methods. Ini addition to field
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power'1. Iiidi'ed, oiI( th le Pgeliratiig phlint s ar Vt'etlist i'iictedl. Ive project th1at electric
energy p~rodluced fromt geothlermalt staiii (-IiII 114' sold at from 295 to 41) pPV('4'it
less4 thtan tile clirielit ('(st of pfivilcii ,oiteh eliergy I11141cr m'il 1'eiitioin I iiittlm(1
l('1' klowaUtt liolii. T

1 1 1
p

5
(I fis U Vt are - niot miere project ions. F'oire~ ij' '

tile Filloli ( M -1 Il -1agiiA.I'l eIleia I ;ioiiit v'eiit ilre is shelling stca, ito 1(1:1011 tc ( 'as &
Elcetrie ( omipa ny at a pri flit and1( Paciftic (hias & Eletric. tilirotigl its wcl I sito
tiul bi lies, genleraItes elvecl nc pmvIer, at a1 ' '4 201 percent be Ialo tn1111ha for ci Iii-
veiitiolal. fnls.* Presently. hi'aiflc (,'is 4& E"lec-tric has a to)te! It te aip'iity ill
its~ geothermal j)oW'4r systems Cat thev Uion )i- aii-Tena vells of 82,001)
kilowaltt.s. alf ad Paific (a & ElectrPlc has r4cltyalil otilie(1 two ai dit i onl 1
linits to lhe eoIliletedl ill 19171 and 1972. Va isinig its capacity to 192.0001 kilowvatts.

InI addition to lower lpli('es, ge()tli('riiia I steel i lilts h() otlher sign ificant iiilii-
llts-tle ('Oillpl('te lack u)f air. and wmiteri (thtermalI) pollution. Nuclen r l)o~el'.
vit",ve'( by IialJW as 11h4 key to geiieratiig i"'('et~iity ill tile filture. lilts (o11e sei 111
dlIawlack--it cont ributes silbstalltially to thermal lIIllititoli. AS this ('0111witt ci'
is well aware. air and~ wvater pollution are highly (ill the list of the( 54'rim~is lrobl('iils
fil('1lig this 1111titl. Thle pro~ductioni (If electric 1'ic iergy froiii geo thI eriialI steali imta
onily is free fr'ot air po~lluition hut alsoI cr4':ltes 11() Nvatet' pllulltionl which WvQIll
midanger fish or' other aquatic life. Moreover. ino deniaiid is made(14 oil exi-4 jag
Wil ter' sil lies.

The availability of aI low cost power soIurc'e of Oetric vitergy whichl is comn-

lpletel3' fi'ee from air and water pollutioni call not lie over-looked. Initially. thet
114'Iiviilily of such power will lhe (California. the si aItc WvilhI 1w(i'1Ip th Iii'ist
known sm1o g prob1lem4i. V, trills 501i'd'es est i 111:tv that the I o e liiils ill (A i-
fornia wvill (1011)14 inl the li('xt seve('i yevi ls iil(1 NviI('ill i11114' to (If4lilble ever'ly tellt
y'ears thiereaUfter. It wouIld(. lio1(v('i'. 114 vivaar vri'ti to sligyro4'st that (lilly ('alit foinia
will, beleeit froml gvotllerinl st'a iii as ai power (I('('. 841i1 'st iiUt4' tlii o o
tiermtal stream could 11e used fllo a Iiiitioiiilt haiss. We arie unlabHe i volhiiii or
deity suchl 4'stililui ((s. but,' we 'e coiiviiico'tl that it canl be of sig"lifivni ut Ilt'i t to
all Wes,.t&'ri andt Soilthw('stv 'll state's withinl a relatively shiort period of timle.

(ON(;iESSIONAL ACI ON IS NFCl'55A4Y

A,, no(tedl above, the Tax Couirt of thle Uniited1 States held inl Arthu if,!,. I~h
(t a/.. V. ('oummixiom'' (5.2 T( No. 74) that geotheirmal steam \vais a gas as that
tt-iii i.. lnsed ill tho' I iit('i'il Ilevemi uc 'udt 4 1954. Nevertheless,. til, Inite'rnl
lttweniiu Servic'e iilteis to ('(liltillu to I litigate this isslie fori'eiiu tI11l:13'els fto
e'xpend both time U lid litipe ill (l4'teiise ofrolitaIl)oe~ l'1I(tii~ Fiurth.
and1( perhaps of even greater significailee. talxlpayor.. ill thet veot herim'ii stv'Ll li
industry will. be una~ble' to raise, additional ('allital to tiiitiice ItW('\ Xlorkiti(Iai
:111d1 developiliit of1 slca ii Nvel Is So lonIg as8 fits coltfililies its prji'4siitl)l(.
Ill till effort to ('liii ge that policy, wve request this ( omiiittce to cla nify the
legislative history (of the t('rll ''gals' by stating ill it's ( oiiiiittee repor-t (i il.
132T(1 that tihe terin gas i(ludes geothermal steam for all relevant p~rovisionis of
th ('p ode.

There should be little dloublt that ge'othierml steami is at natural resource wlli('h
sliould be dleve'loped as, at loi(ltuiit-fre(' source of electric einergy. The dliscolvery'
of, and drilling for, geoIthermaitl steani utfilizes the teclliiq~ues (of the p-etl1t'lii
an1( natural gas industries. T~eentry (of prominent oil eomipaniies, inlto the nlat-
ural steamt industry hias reslilte(I in il n acelerated application (of these explora-
tioni methods. The expert te'stimioniy presented in the It'iel case xiipra(stliie
that geothermal steamn is contained in a ('losed reservoir, inl at finlite aiimoiiit. with
no significalit liquid influx. The onl1y recourise we' have to StoIp fuller I11.14
attao'h is for this comiiiittee to Ii ret !in a legislative history of Il.It. 13270 that
geothermal steaiii is a gas for all relevant provisions of the Internad Revenue
Codle.

Geothermal Resources International. I iI(., stands ready an wlli lling to suply
ainy additional information which the ('onittee miglit desire and to assist
the Committee or its staff- ill ally waly.

Tilahk you for the oppor'tuniity of jIres('ftilg our views.

*This cost figure wvaq contained In a Wall Street JIournal article dated JTune 10, 1908.
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CONSAD RESEARCH CORP.
Pittsburgh, Pa., October 9, 1969.

Senator ALBERT GORE,
U.S. Senate,
New Senate Office Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

I)EAR SENATOR GORE: Please find enclosed, per your request. CONKAD Re-
search C-orporation's comments on Mid-Continent's Oil and Gas Association
Critique of CONSAD's report, prepared for the U.S. Treasury Department, en-
titled "The Economic Factors Affecting the Level of Domestic Petroleum Re-
seirves." I hope you find these comments useful: essentially, as our comments
indicate, we believe Mid-Continent's Critique to be so replete with inconsisten-
ces and out of context references that it appears to be an outright attempt to
obfuscate, confuse, and mislead.

Thank you for your interest in this matter.
Sincerely, WnLBUR A. STEGER.

Enclosure.

COMMENTS ON MII)-CONTINENT (-MC) OIlf AND GAS ASSOCIATION CRITIQUE

I. INTMOW(I.(N

The critique and evaluation of the ('ONSAl) report entitled, "The Economic
F'actors Affecting the Level of Domestic Petroleumi Reserves," by the Mid-
Continent Oil and Gas Association is so replete with in(:insisteleies and out-of-
context references that it a thpears e an outright "Ittvimlpt to obfuscate. (on-
fuse. nd Illislead.

The ( relxrt is notably licking in construct ire criticism. At no point does the
relort indiielte how the CONISAI) nIodtl might be improved, how the data might
he iml)oved. or what alternative methods and models might be used for analysis
to developl more acullrate estinliates of the effeels of the special tax provisions.
This slggests that plrlials the auiithors prefer to have no nlysis made.

The inability of the .10 report to find nny serious fult wili the( CONSAD
report ('ole(lusions after apipl'otrly converted study only serves to inreinsf, the
credibility of these (oil(li iois.

Til covorinl,"et hter emta in, a g.laiill" if)e1011sisteney. viich i k repeated ini the
Iolilv of the reolrlt. In jn ral'airll tilref. ti M(' ive. letter inllifles th it t(-
('() .AI) iiiodol is eroneolls ecllse Nlioil extrapolatedl to hl]ow-cost llrh'(,s it
ilidai,-(tes that firis woNuld continue to find and develop rsoerv('s. In pair laph
five, the ()NSAI) reliort is dleivea(]aied for extra olating a considerably silialler
iliount. Thns., tho MCI rehiort illdi'leate fliit extriraiolltioii beyond the range, of
flie (, ita i-4 .i tifieition for plla(ing no credence oil the re-ults, then proceeds
l (xtlilollte evei filltlier to illustrate the "innpproprifene.s" of the CONS.A)

iliodel. Tie C report also seriously overstate. tlie amount of CONSALVS extrap-
ohiitioti. The price eiange equivalent to the elinlinition of percentage depletiol
is ;ilboilt 35 cits (not 75 centn -is stated in the M( ' report) whicli is I eonipara-
l ively sllall extrllpolaItion--the largest year-to-yeir plice iange in the dlata was

,'.o1t.1E(vE OF (ONSA!) STUDY
'I'lio CONM.) stildy aits esigled to ('viahirite th eff(hieley iof the sleial tax

lrovisiol in encouraging petroleuni producers to inaintain r(qerv'e; tbore tlin,:v
li(, '( il' to 11plllort clirrlent ir(idltioll. The Ill'illillry jiustitleation voiced il
recent years in defense of the special tax provisions regarding the petroleuim
indlui.'s i was the necessity of encouraging i lirge reserve level to insure adequate
S11h)llies of oil ili tiie of a sudden inclrease in demand dne to a national

i iergency.
.Nlthiouglh the 3C stalteient of a fixed teeinology relationship between reserves

-Inid pro(lictioll is iot suliported by available dafta. the existence( of such a rela-
tion hli p would not prevent lirodolll('ers from miiiiinta ining ex(ess reserve stocks if
e'(olliOii ineentiveq were offered to eneourige this. The CONSAD study was
aiilied at determining tle effeetiveness of tle speeil tax provisions In increa.sing
oil reserves abort' those levels needed solely to ,ti11)Iort production.

Tle eoilelluion of the study that tie speelal tax provisions were inefficient
ieans for achiehving such in objective ronains a valid conclusion. Throughout
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the study, CONSAD took pains to inflate the effectiveness of the special tax pro-
visions as an incentive for holding reserves. Consequently, if better data became
available, its analysis would probably show that these tax provisions were even
less efficient than is concluded by the CONSAD report.

If the intent of the special tax provisions is to encourage consumption of
petroleum products by keeping prices below their free market levels, the ('ONSA1
study offers no evidence as to the effectiveness of the tax provisions.

It is very possible that petroleum production will decrease if the special tax
benefits are reduced or eliminated. Such a decrease would take place if the pro-
ducers passed the added tax burden on to consumers and consumers then reduced
their consumption. A decrease might also occur if producers were currently pro-
ducing at the limit of available capacity, since the tax increase voifd make
marginal wells unprofitable to operate. Such a producer-initiated decrease night
not occur if production restrictions, such as allowable production days, were
relaxed, allowing more efficient production from existing wells.

III. SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON 'rIIE MC REPORT'

Examination of many of the allegations made in the MC report leads only to
the conclusion that the authors of this report either (a) did not read the
report, (b) did not understand the report or the (eonomic theory on which it is
based, or (c) both. The concluding statement in the summary says that "The
niodel used is especially subject to criticism because it is based on the improper
assumption that industry exploration and development expenditures are not de-
pendent oi an adequate rate of return." No such assumption is either explicit or
iml)licit in the CONSAD models, an(l such a statement implies a rather extreme
lack of knowledge of the contents of the C(ONSAI) report.

The technique of quote-out-of-context is used on page two of the MC report
to attempt to invalidate the supportive evidence of CONSAD'.S third model. What
the CONSAD report actually stated was that the quantitative estimnates obtained
from the model of the individual firm could not be used as estimates of industry
reaction, since all the various types of firms in the industry wore not represented
in the model.

The CONSAD report stated that the third model would substantiate the
first model if the indicated reserve changes wore of the sun1e order of magni-
tude. and were changes in the same direction. The results thtained from ti e
third model did substantiate the results of the first (or neorlassieal) model.

Surprisingly enough, after indicating that only the first CONSAI) model was
worthy of ('onnent. mu1ch of the MC report is devoted to S)ecitic criticisms
of' minor points concernilig the other io(lel. (is'cuss5ed in the CONSAJ) report.

On the question of uncertainty. the MC report is soinewhat errolleols in
stating that the CONSAD report assumes perfect knowledge . Th, report does,
not assn uie this , nor is such ain a"simniption inillieit in the methodology.

Another out-of-context quote is provided omi page 15. where Eisnr'"s objec-
tin to Jorgensen's model are noted. The rnminder of Ei.snor's article goes on
to propose modifications in JIorgensen's model similar to those used bey CONSAI)
(the CONSAD model is credited to the Eisner article quoted in the MC report).

The MC report appears completely confused on page 21, where the CONSAT)
report is taken to task for using a 12:1 reserve ratio figure is not, of course, used
anywhere in the model. It is mentioned as historical background, hut the data
used in the model were actual reported reserves and production.

The MC report seems confused again on page 31 when it indicate. that "This
approach leads CONSAD to compare the price of a full lmrrol of reserves with
the cost of only a fraction of a barrel." This is not true, hlut as the MC report
offers no explanation of its statement, no comment can be made.

There are two important points to be made concerning the apparentlyy iunor-
reet information," cited in the MC report (Section IV). The first of these
is that careful reading of the report would make it quite (.1iar that all of tie
items cited were presented as background information in the study and dro
not form the basis for any results derived therein. Time s econd oif these is that.
with one exception, the statements in the CONSAD report were true when the
(inta was being collected and the report was being written. The use of 1.9,
data. which were obviously not available when the report was written, (the
studv Involved over a year of continuous effWort) to illustrate the "incorrect-
ness" of statementss in tie C ()NSAD report cannot be interlwted ill any other



wny Ilhall 0 s an ()liwiis ittetl)(t4) di i.vi(lt the ('()NSA1) D l),iI't. sini.e anlay.W ie
witil ally knl mwled tge I)I' the liivtOlIh'lll in1list 1 -y \vii ll hei, a\w1 vP' (if th' lI.si"
s4 It'I 'I.' oI, tlJ( I I ( )NSA ) st.IteIieit s.

., f t e w disc Iis ill Si lmlet n V. l),,u illl l'(lo, /m l;(,IIo ,,, n j., is vl lete
with itie 54lle N4)1't 4)f 10lt-iit-e'ii.l'xt 4ijilEi ' |' the 'est 4)I' the M(C r ot . Tine
m " \y I .' il etvain" iii f Sllt prv11 j i tt'I lie n. is t I11 ill r l'|'le t e 14' ) I I'r it(essO
Ah1i)()inah1s wirk ml the 114)ill-I lelirl'a lity (d a flat- rtteh (m1'irp irate ill(l unu tax.
It iinteesti lg t( hote th( 01i11 fl'4111 it(' 3[(' il4J oOlw (it I mm ' a itesso . c 1'loiaIs
(10'tim t t 1 pieretit:tge dephletiim rate (i' 14/'- Woitld p)vide the desired
11,11utra~lity.
li'ifslsi Ah.])oiuald's worli. however, (loe. jimt exalmi eOle te ( c1icUj' of

j)(p'(r'itm(' lg ltioe (al is et 11h()4 0 '()41 f i. p)l~t-s:i the n(ill-Ile trality of (h(,
flat -rate corlorate income tax. It is certainly lossihle. anlid a subject worthy
of furl0'the'r study, that some Il(o direc t illetho(1 4if (Ompl)elsatillg investors for
lie risk elements in lietrlell investments would provide the desired neutrality
I 1t I U(ii1ie l)wer ('iist to tile veolloilly.

IV. 'ONC I.Ui iN

('ONSAl) would welcome sone meaningful critiques of its work, with the
u1tiliate (4)ojective of iposing tile reliability of the conclusions. Unfortunately,
the Miid-( Coitinnt report is totally useless for this purpose.


